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CORRIGENDA ET ADDENDA,

VOL. IX.

Page 1151, 2nd col., before adjournment of the House, insert:

" The following Bill (from the Senate), were severally introduced and read the ftrst
time :

"Bill (No. 95) To amend the Dominion Lands Act, 1879.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
Bill (No. 96) To repeal the Act extending the Dominion Lands Acts to British

Columbia, and to make other provision with respect to certain public lands in that Pro-
vince.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)"

Page 1492, lst col., line 32, for " water," read " canal."

Page 1501, in table of "Casual and Territorial Revenue," under "1874-5," read
"12,264.11 "; "2,975.12"; "9,489.18."

Page 1699, 2nd col., line 2, for " xii, "read "xxxv."

Page 1919, 2nd col., Une 29, for "8-2," read 4 -802." Line 31, for " American
oil introduced into," read Canadian oil manufactured in." Line 33,
for "Canadian," read " American." Line 56, for " Inland Revenue," read
" Customs."
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kind that were. set up under the Manitoba
Act.

Bill read thefirst time.
The Speaker took the Chair at Three NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES CRIMINAL

o clock• TRIALS FEES.
PRAYERS.

MANITOBA LANDS CLAIMS BILL.
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

FIRST READING.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD, in
introducing a Bill (No. 94) For the fmal
settlement of claims to lands in Manitoba
by occupancy, under the Act 33 Vic..
cap. 3, said: A considerable number of
claims are still outstanding of those in-
tended to be provided for by the original
Manitoba Act. It was proposed under
this Bill to put a limit to the time allowed
for these claims. A considerable portion
of country is kept unproductive on
account of claims which are said to
exist not having been sent in; and this
Bill provides that they must be sent in
on or before the lst day of May, 1882.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Has this any re-
ference to the half-breed lands ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes;
to all the claims outstanding of every

RESOLUTIONS CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider certain proposed resolutions
respecting the fees to be paid to coroners,
jurors and witnesses attending criminal trials
and inquests, and the salaries to be paid to
officials in the North-West Territories.

(In the Committee.)
Six JOHN A. MACDONALD: This

resolution is nearly the same as the
present law, but there are a few exceptions.
There are now no means whatever in the
North-West for trials before a Stipendiary
Magistrate. There are no fees fixed by
law for coroners, jurors and witnesses,
and this Bill proposes to give power to the
Governor-in-Council to fix such fees.
There are two Stipendiary Magistrates
now, and it may be necessary to appoint
a third. The Chief of Police is made,
ex oficio, a Stipendiary Magistrate under
the Act. It has been represented to be
absolutely necessary that that country
should be divided into a certain number
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of judicial districts. District Registrars
are to receive each not more than $1,000.
During the next vear most likely two
District Registrars will be appointed.

MR. BLAKE: In this connection I
desire Io make a remark bearing upon the
future interests of that country. I think
no more important ineasure could be de-
vised for those interests than the one
which would carry out the general princi.

ples of the Bill introduced by the lion.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills), to pro-
mote the creating of evidence of titles to
real estate there. It is time for the Gov-
ernment to consider that subject, with
the view of adopting a policy for the
easiest possible mode of transmitting real
estate. It is obvious that the diffi-
culties that beset the adoption of
that systen become greater with the
lapse of time from which the patent
issues. While we do not expect that a
great deal of land will be patented, yet it
is extremely important that the perma-
nent systen upon which that vast country
is to be settled and estates transmitted for
all time to corne should be determined at
an early period.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
agree that every means should be adopted
to simplify and expedite the mode of
transmitting estates and property in the
North-West. That is the tendency in
England and lias been here.

Resolutions orlered to be reported.
House resitined.

(lu the House.)

Resolutions reported, read the second
time and concurred in.

WAYS AND MEANS.-THE TARIFF.
Order for the House to go again into Com-

mittee of Ways and Means (Sir Sanuel L.
Tilley) read.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Before
asking you to leave the Chair, Sir, I beg
to state, for the information of the House,
that, when we are going into Committee,
I shall ask them to consider and adopt the
following resolutions in amendment to the
Tariff. I may say that two of the items
contained in these amendments were
omitted in the preparation of the schedule
subinitted on a former occasion. The
others are matters that have received the
consideration and the attention of the
Government since the former resolutions
were submitted.

SIR JeOHN A. MACDONALD.

1. Resoled,-That it is expedient t- pro-
vide, in addition to the provisions contained
in the resolution of 10th March last, to fur-
ther amend the Act 42 Vic., cap. 15, by the
following additions to and alterations in the
Schedule A of the said Act :-

1. After the item "l Electro-plated ware,"
insert the words " Emery Wheels," twenty-
five per cent. ad 'alorem.

2. After " Gloves and Mitts," insert the
words " Gold and Silver Leaf, " t wenty-five per
cent ad valorem.

3. In the item concerning " Malt" strike
out the words " two cents per pound," and
insert the words " fifteen cents per bushel,
upon entry for warehouse, subject to Excise
Regulations."

4. After the item " Pain ts and Colors, ground
in oil," insert the words "Paris Green, dry,"
ten per cent. ad valorem."

5. Under the heading "Wools and Wool-
lens," in the item " Felt for Boots and Shoes,"
after the word " Shoes " insert the words
"and Skirts."

6. Under the heading "Gunpowder and
other explosives," after the item concerning
"'Nitro Glycerine," insert the words "Provided
that a draw-back of one and a-half cents per
pound may be allowed and paid on ail blasting
powder actually used by miners in the Province
of British Columbia, during three years next
after the first day of April, 1880."

7. In the item " Soap, comlmon, brown and
yellow," after the word " cent," add the words
"arid a-half."

2. Resolved,-That it is expedient further to
amend the Schedule of Free Goods, as follows

Embossed Books for the Blind.
From the item concerning ." Colors," strike

out the werd '' Castile " and the works " Paris
Green."

These are the propositions that, when we
go into Committee, I intend to ask the
House to consider ; but, before request-
ing you to leave the Chair, Sir, I wish to
take advantage of the present opportunity
of answering the strictures of hon. gentle-
men opposite on the financial and trade
policy of this Government. It lias been
my custom, as a rember of the House,
and as a member of the Local Legislature,
in which I had a seat for many
years, to discuss questions solely
upon their merits. As in the submission
of my financial statements in 1873 and
1879, so, in submitting my financial state-
ment a few nights since, I avoided any
reference, though my language lias been
designated as vituperative by hon. gentle-
men opposite, to our predecessors, or the
acts of the late Administration, feeling
that it was only right and proper, in
making a grave financial statement, to
rest my case upon its merits and not fall
back upon the shortcomings of our prede-

Thte Tarij.[-COMI\MONS.]
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cessors. My hon. predecessor (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright), who, I regret, is not in
his seat, thought proper, as on former
occasions, not to meet fairly and arg-
mentatively my case, but by sneers and
insinuations ; and were lie present I
would feel constrained to niake somte re-
mark upon his course of dealing with my
statenients, althougli mv lion. friend the
Minister of Railways dealt with hin on
that occasion in a manner bighly approvec
on both sides of the House. I will, in
his absence, Sir, defer any special refer-
ence to him until I come to my closing
renarks, when lie may be in his seat; and
I will, therefore, at once proceed to the
consideratioi of the subject on its merits.
in the discussion that has taken place, it
bas been stated, with reference to the
financial affairs of the Dominion, that the
Estimates of expenditure submitted for
the next financial year are largely -in
excess of any previous Estinmates
submitted to this House, and gives
evidence of extraordinary extravagance
in the present Administration. It
has been stated that the debt of the
Dominion of Canada lias been increasing
to a very remarkable extent since the
year 1873 down to the present time, and
it warrants the most careful consideration,
not only of the Government, but every
member of the House, and is alarmîing in
the extreme. It lias also been said tbat
the taxation of the country in 1867-68,
the first year of Confederation, was much
less than at present; and I desire to show
w-bat that increased taxation reailly is,
and what lias led to that increased
taxation. I desire also to state wlat our
prospective expenditure for railway pur-
poses will be during the next ten vears,
and the prospect of being able to meet
that expenditure. Having dealt with
these, I then propose calling attention to
the arguments and statements made with
reference to the working of the Tariff
during the past twelve months. In the
first place, I will deal with the Estimates
for the next year, which have been de-
clared excessive. As far as the proposied
expenditure is concerned, I purpose
proving that, taking into account new ex-
penditure, additional expenditure of an
entirely new character, the expenditure
proposed for next year is less, as far as
controllable expenditure is concerned,
than in any year since 1873. The

estimated expenditure for next year is
$25,207,203, which includes $200,000,
the outside figure for Supplementary
Estimates to be submitted, including
provisions for public buildings in
Manitoba. I proceed to compare
that proposed expenditure with that of
1873-74: if we deduct from that expendi-
ture of $25.207,203 the increased interest
on the debt, the sinking fund and
subsidies to Provinces, 'amounîtin g to
$2L,294,883 ; if we deduct $186,000 esii-
iated expenditure on the Prince Edward
Island Railway, as expenditure that did
iot exist in 1873-74; if we deduct
$500,000 for the section of the Inter-
colonial Railway between Moncton and
Quebec, which was not operated in1873 74,
because it was not i hen opened ; if we de-
duct $200,000 asked for for next year for
the management and maintenance of the
Pacific Railway, which will then be in
operation, we tind that we have a total
deduction to make of $3,180,838, leaving
$22,026,360 against an expenditure of
$23,316,316 in 1873-74. If we deduct
from the expenditure of 1873-74,
$540,000 properly chargeable to rail-
way construction; if we deduct draw-
backs or refunds of duties imîproperly
returned during that year; if we take
certain other items, which do not proper-
ly belong to that year, the outside being
$1,000,000, you will find that, giving the
late Government tle benefit of that
million, it will still reduce the expendi-
ture for the next year in the items over
which we have control, to $22,026,000,
as against $ 2 2,313, 3 16-a sum less, after
making these deductions, than was ex-
pended that year. Then we come to the
expenditure for 1874-75, for which the
hon. gentlemen opposite certainly were
responsible, and we find that, taking the
Estimate of the next year, as before stated,
as at 25,207,203, and deducting from
that the increased interest and sinking
fund, and the increased subsidies between
1874-75 and 1880-81, being $1,418,428;
the expenditure estimated on the Prince
Edward Island Railway being $135,000
more than we expended in 1874-75:
deduet $450,000 for the management of the
Intercolonial Railway,that was not opened
at that time, and also $200,000 to be ex-
pended in the management and running of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway in Mani-
toba and you have a total deduction of

WEays and 31eans. [APRIL 6, 1880.]
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$2,203,428 from $25,207,203 asked for
1880-81, leaving but $23,003,775, against
an exvenditure of $23,713,071 for 1874-75,
or 8710,000 less. Then we come to
1875-76. Again, if we deduct froi the
estinated expenditure for next year the
increase in the interest and sinking f und,
anld the subsidies, which wake up
$1,401,742 ; the estinated expenditure
on the Pacific Raihlay, $200,000 ; the
working expeuses on the Rivière du
Loup section of the Intercolonial,
.$200,000, we ba-ve an expenditure of
$23,405,461, against an expenditure in
that year, 1875-76, by oui predecessors, of
$24,488,372. or $1,000,000 less. If we
take 1878-79, and deduct from the esti-
nated expenditure for next year the dif-

ference in the interest and sinking fund
and subsides, $631,235 ; for the expense
of the management of the Pacifie Rail-
way, $200,000: Rivière du Loup Branch
-fornerly Grand Trunk-$200,000, we
have a total of $1,031,835, leaving an ex-
penditure of $24,175,968 to set against
the expenditure of $24,451,481 for 1878.
We are looking to an increased expendi-
ture from year to year, as we extend the
Pacifie Railway. But if, as in the present
case, fron this increased expenditure, we
obtain a revenue equivalent, in return,
which we expect, there will be no increase
of the burdens of the people. When we
make those deductions on account of the
sinking fund and other exceptional
expenditures, you will find that there
has not been a year, fron 1873 to
the present, that the outlay lias not been
largely in excess of the estimate for
1880-81. I cone to another point of sone
importance, the increased taxation of the
people of Canada since Confederation.
Now, in 1867 and 1868 the Custons and
Excise, which are the neasure of
the taxation on the people, yielded
$11,700,681, or, in proportion to the
population of that day, there being
but the largest four Provinces in the
Union, $3.55 per head. In 1878-79, we
received from Custors and Excise
$18,476,613, or, in the estimated popu-
lation of that year, $4.55 per head, which
was an increase of $1 per head.

Mr. BLAKE: What was the increase
of the populationi

Sin SAMITEL L. TILLEY: I esti-
mate it now, with the new provinces

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

added, and the ordinary increase, at
4,000,000.

Ma. BLAKE : Is the ordinary increase
esti nated at the rate that existed between
1860 and 1870 ?

Six SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Yes.
The number must be about 4,000,000,
upon which my calculations are based.
It is very important to show what lias
led to this increased taxation of S1 a
head. The first cause was a measure
subnitted by tie Government of which
I was a nienber in 1873, which was
carried by an overwhelming majority,
aind which has been criticised with great
severity by some of the hon. gentlemen
opposite-the assumption of the whole
debts of Ontario and Quebec when ie
entered Confederation, and the grant of
equivalents to the other Provinces. The
late Finance Minister condemned that
proposal, declaring it would impose
heavy burdens upon the people. But
whether it was rigit or wrong, iV was
sustained by a large majority, and it did
not entail increased taxation on the peo-
ple as a whole. It involved practically
the taking cf money out of one pocket
and the placing of it in another. It was,
it is true, assuming the debts of Ontario
and Quebec, and giving the otier Pro-
vinces an equivalent for it, but, at the
same tine, it was relieving those Pro-
vinces from additional local taxation. It
also enabled the Local Governments to
develop the railway systems of the
country, which was a great assistance to
those Provinces, and in the adjustment
of these claims we added $900,000 a year
to our expenditure. Tien, Sir, there has
been added to the annual expenditure of
the Dominion, for which provision had to
be made, $1,115,000, the interest and
sinking fund for the construction of the
Intercolonial Railway. Is there an lion.
gentleman on the floor of this House who
will say that the construction of that road
was not necessary i Did it not form a
portion of the Terms of Union upon which
we caine into this Confederation ? There-
fore, the construction of that work be-
came necessary, and the amount of
$1,155,000, for interest and sinking fund,
had to lie provided for. In addition to
that we have had to pay an average of
$500,000 a year for tie maintenance-of
that Railway, over and above the re-
ceipts. I hope and believe the day is

The Tarif.[COMMONS.]



about past when the Treasury will be Railway alone, arnounted to $3,982,65l,
calied upon to continue the payment of The expenditure under the iead of iter-
that sum, but down to the present time colonial Railway, that is, the increaed
that sum has had to be provided for, working expenses (because,;as the receipts
and in 1878-79 an additional suni for an item in our revenue, so the ex
of $200,000, altbough I have only penditure forms an item in our general
taken the average into considera- expenditure), over anc above what was
tioli. Then there Tvas an increase expended ir 186, on the section of Inter-
ini the Post Office expeiditure, over and colonial Railway then opeu froin St. John
above receii)ts, of $w500,000. The expen- to Skediac, and froin 1alifux to Trro,
(liture lias incrcased by $ý1,100,000 an f anted to ourrevenuThen we coe
tle receipts by $600,000. It may be a to the item of Puorlm c Woks. Durinr
qu stion whether iL S desirable on the thedist two years of Confedohation, we
part Tf either or both Goverinints to expended very 6tile on Ptin Iorknt Sir
gine the extended facilities wich have John Rose, tanen Finance inister, ha-
beon given to that service, but stili the ing laid down the principie that txn cx-
ioney has been exended, and we have pendture should ot excee the ilcuie.

tlir, advantages of that expenditure In flhc irst vcar of Confederation, the
througiont the length and breadth of amoant exptnded on Public Worlcs was
Canada. Then there is the interest and only $269,000. List year, the expenoti-
pinking fund of expenditure on the ture reached$,130,000, beingan increase
Pacifie Railway and the Canals, amont- of $40,000. On LihtIouse and Coast
ing to t1,25,000. The whole sf this Service, the oxpenditure bis increaseu
makes a total of $4,265,000, or more $270,000. The policy of botli Govern-
than $1 per head of the additiona v neces- ments, and I think it was a wise
say taxation imposed in 1878-79. I policy, bas bteu to expend iberaly on
think it is important to bring this out the cofstruction and maintenanoe of
because ve must take into acvount, in lights, whic are for the belift f our

amont d e183s 5 Te ecm

rtgarding the increase of the Publi Debt commerce, o pecially our i uporters
that me have added three or four new,, and exporte'rs. On Fisheries, the ex-
Provinces to tc Dominion; that we have penditure in the irst year f Confeder-
purc hased a vast territory, and are _eig ation was $30572; last year it ainontei
it Up ; that we have constructed 'an to $82,319, and the average expenditure,
arc wrking a railway in accordance with for Fisheries, since 1871, lias been $ 0,000
the terts of Confederation, and that the a year; the propriety ot encouraging this
increase of $1 per head aas been caused industry wildalways be recogoizer by the
by expenditures which, in the main, could people. Ten we corne to a tare expeni-
not be avoidcd, but were absolutely neces- (iture, ast yar, in connection with thç
sary. i now coe, Sir, to anoher state- Indians in the North-West, and the
ment. It is a statement of the increased Dominion L he expendite hadire under
exenditure, and is sometin, f the same that item hs become very large and
.character as the one Ihavej astsubmitted. serious. It is a question whether any
We have -heard, more than once from the other policy could have been adopted, but
*other side of the douse this Session, that I think it wais be admitted that the ioney
the expenditure of the Dominion of which has been expended under Treaty
Canada has increased with rapid strides; arrangements wit. the Indmians, to secure

aau when we came into Confederation we peace with them, or to relnieve tfem in the
had an expenditure of bth $13,486.000, hours of their dstress, is far better cx-
tvhilelastyear itamounted to 2r,45,000. ended than in an increased armcd foce.
It is important, in this connection to The expenditure under this head rahed
Show how this expenditure bas been in- $680.000 hast year. Ten there isan ni-
crcased, for what purposes it has been creased expenditure in British Columbia,
made, and t objects which rndered it Prince Edoard Island, Manitoba ai this
necessary. The increase in the payments North-West, not included in the items
for interest on dcbt and sinking fund for rcferred to aove, cof 700,000. On
subsidies, the readjustment of the debts Oceae add River Service, we expended
of the Provinces, and the increase on the last year $130,000 in excess cf what was
.debt incurred for the Canais and Pacifie expended ith 1867; adthe increased ex-

Ways and Means. [APRIL 6, 1880.] The Tafrf. 1103
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penditure on the Post Office was debt of the Dominion appears from the
$1,168,000. On Legislation, a part of the Public Returns to have been, in 1867-8,
increased expenditure was caused by the $93,046,000, or deducting the assets,
accession of new Provinces, the increased namely, $17,317,000, it leaves a net debt
number of nenbers of the House and of of $î5,728,000. The net debt in 1872-3
the Senate, and a part was the resuilt of anounted to $99,848,0, as against
an increase in the indemnity to members. .$7,728,000 ii 1867 - 8, leaving
That item was $153,000 more last year $24,119,820 as the net increase froni
than it was in the first vear of the Union. 1867-8 to the close of 1873. I have
An increase of $31,000 was caused by heard lion, gentlemen opposite say that the
the salaries paid to the four additional increase in the debt during our Adnis-
Lieutenant-Governors. On Weights and tiation -vas enormous; and, tht, other
Measures there has been an increase of nig o o

a84,000; and $100,000 bas been added the debt lad been increased littie or
to the cost of management of canals, nothing, only, in fact, about $7,000,000.
though they have brouglt an additional MR. MACKENZIE No.
rŽvenuc of $90,000. This makes, alto- SI SAMUEL L. TILLEY 1 fhink
gether, an increase of $10,104,190, leav- the hon. inember for South Huron (Mr.
ing" about $865,000 to be accounted for Cameron) said so.

St increase in the cost of Civil H E PPEr
Service, ImigratioP, Pensions, Super- there was no increase in the debt.
animation$ Marine 9ospitals, Custon9s M. MACKEZE: I said there was

Geological Survev no increase in thc debt except what was
aiMi Ul)servator'es, flic resuit, of thc adi- caused by flie obligationîs entereti into by

issoii of neo Provinces, or new items our predecessors.
of expenditure. These are-flic items MR. CAMERON (Soutli Huron): That
x-hiiil con2po4e the increase si4ce Con- is statete in Hiresard.
eleration e buta, if lion. genhon.gntlemen oo S-SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The hon.
take em ip anti examine themt carefaully, member for South Huron sai d more othan
tev wili fin fita ogh, probably, that. One of the items ot increased debts
thiere are somo expelcditures wlîicli couild is $ 14;520,000, expontled ont flic Inter-

hatbeen avoitled, fliere is a satisfactory colonial Raiway. Was not that, an In-
le1sol, in miost cases, for flic increased crease demanded by the terase of Union

expenditure siîce 1867. Then there was an amount cf$7,0,000
Mn. MACKENZIE: You have a causdbyflcreadjustment.of the d:bNs

revenuie ettual to tlic exl)enditure for In- of the Provinces. That did not increase
suranice, or a littie more. flic taxation of fthe wliole country,

SR SANUEL L. TILLEY: O, yes ; althougi iR increase . the debt and liabili-
anti in several of these itenîs our revenue fies of the Doiînion of Canada, but if was
lias gone on increasing. Fron 1867 to returnet to the people trough tHe Local
1873, the increase in the revenue was GovernmCnts and Local Legislatures.
niutii larger flan that iii thc expenditure, There was an increase cf liablity of

erich left us a surplus, nd since ten $28,379,000 o these two ire-is alone, to
anere lias been an increase in many items, say nothing about fli expenditure on
but if ail gees t swcll tce general expendi- Canals, fli purchase of tc North-West.
ture, andt I tlik son gentlemen do not and fli Surveys of he Pacific Railvay,
ai ways take that as much irito considera. and other simular mnatters. These two

miion of new Prvncs or0 new items

io ey sxn oud. Some sta e to fl items alone amount to $4 , i
country tInt there lias been an cess -of flic total increase of the debt dur-
increase in flic expenditure from ing tha period.
$13,00.0,1000 f0 $24,000,000, witli- SIR CHARLES TUTPPER: If my
Ot saing anyhing about fli hon. fricnd will allow me, I will cawl ai-
increased revenue-fromi Publie Works- ention o fl stalement of fllion. mcm-
receivd in rcturn for those incroased ex- ber for Souly Huron (Mr. Cameron),
penditures. Now, I come to what, I which will be found on page 705 of fe
think, requires to be cleared up a little, Debates, as follows: frScarcely a dolar
end fiat is the increased dbt from was add8d 6o f7. public debf during
1867-8 to the prespt time. The gro s tI existence of te lafe Governnent.

SIR AXUEL L. TILLEY.
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Mi. CAMERON (South Huron): If of ]873 until the end of last year,
the hon. gentleman will refer to the speech $60,000,000 lias been added to the debt
he will find that I was referring to the since we left office, and stili lon. members
large obligations which had been pre- opposite will say that the debt lias not
viously undertaken. beenincreased, or not more than something

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Now, like $7,000,000. What is more, when
let us look at what the obligations were we came into office, wc found not only
at the close of last year. We find that these engagements entered into which
the net debt, at the close of 1879, vas required $6,900,000 to coniplete thein;
S147,481,070, making an increase in but we found the Railway coutracts se
that period of $47,632,607.86. let that the money expended on the twa

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The lion. sections, one east of Winnipeg and the
memiber for North Oxford (Mr. Oliver) other Nvest of Lake Superior, tIat if the
said the Public Debt of the Dominion was expenditure made iipon them vas to be
$147,481,557, when my bon. friend fron ofany benefit at ail, it becaine absolu tely
Lambton left power. When lie took necessary for the present Goverument te
office it was $140,000,000. provide for the missing link. Ii order,

Sw SAMUEL L. TILLEY: That is therefore, that these expensive sections
just exactly wlhat I said. IJansard may might be at once proceeded with, ani
be right or wrong, but, as a rule, Hansara that the expendituîe on the 400 miles
passes througli the hands of' members, fi-i the head of Lake Superior to
and, I ventuîre to say, that passed Winnipeg should be ef value afterwards,
through the hands of my hon. friend ' it vas deeined of the utmost importance
opposite. Now, then, there is an in- that 200 iniles at least (wyond that, into
crease, :i that period, of $47,632,000, that fertile territory, should be con-
to which must be added the expendi. structed ii order to secure some h'3nefit
ture that is to be made under out of the enormous expenditure pre-
contracts that were entered into by our viously nade. rhesecxpenditures, there-
lion. friends opposite. Fron the first of fore, vere necessarily demandrd of us.
July. last, their engagements for the Wel- Iii accordance aise with the conditions
landi Canal, the Lachine Canal, the Corn- that my lon. f riend opposite entered into,
wall Canal, and for the Canada Central we took steps to carry out ii geod faith
Railway, amn ounted to $6,951,000, mak- tle negotiations they lîad entered into
ingin all $54,500,000. If we add to that -vitli reference te the censtruc i of he
$4,300,000 of the Fishery Award, it PacificRailway. My li. frieid opposite
makes the increase of expenditure over in- saidthe other niglit that, when le asked fer
come nearlv $60,000,000 in six vears. tenders, unless I misunderstood him, for
The hon. gentleman quoted from my speech the British Columbia section of that Rail-
in 1873, wheu I spoke of the prospective way, the location cf whicli by the late
liabilities of the Dominion of Canada, Government was acce)ted by present
when I spoke of the $10,000,000 to be Government, lie did it simply te ascertain
expended on the Intercolonial Railway, what was likelv te be the cost. I must
of $20,000,000 as the prospective expendi- have misuuderstoed my lion. friend, be-
ture for Canals, that, under the recom- cause, when 1 recoilect the negotiations
niendations of a Commission, was not that were entered into betweea lion.
bound to be made within five or six years, gentlemen and British Columbia, when I
or witlin aîny given period at all. It was »recollect that Lord Carnarvon and the Im-
a Commission appointed for the purpose perial Goverument were taken into their
of examining into and enquiring as to the confdence, and they engaged te con-
general system of canals, so that no money struct it by 1890, if tley ceuld net do it
should be thrown away, but expended sooner, and, in addition, tley engaged te
with reference to that general system. I give British Columbia $750,000 in lieu cf
estimated that the expenditure under that the portion cf the road tlat was te be
report would be about $20,000,000. And huilt on tle island, or in lieu cf tlat sec-
then, the engagement that we were under, tien which proposition was sabsequently
of $30.000,000 for the completion of rejected by tle Senate; wlien I recollect
the Pacific Railway, inade altogether ail tlis, and wlea I frnd that there is a
$60,$000. So it appears, from tlie end notice given by gentlemen opposite, f a
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proposition to stay proceedings in that 1 the 200 miles beyond it, we will have.
section of the country, I confess that I am to spend $10,000,000 a year for two
.anazed, considering the position of my years. After that the Government
hon. friends opposite are in with reference policy is not to expend on public
to the obligations they solemnly entered works over $5,000,000 a year ; and
into with British Columbia and with the you will find, byi making the calculation,
British Government, tlirough Lord Car- that the expenditure for the two vears,
narvon. It is now a grave and serious when we have comlpletecl it froi the head
question in dealing with this expenditure; of Lake Superior to 200 miles beyond
and, I maust say, I was surprised, when the Winnipeg, together with that li British1
vote was takena few nights since, to find, Columbia, will not exceed $5,000,000 a
on the other side of the House, gentlemen year. Il the ten years, according to Mr.
voting for a proposition that would, if it Fleming's estimate under this expeiditure,
lad been adopted, deprive the Dominion it will be completed, involving an outlay
of Canada of the means, available fron the of $60,000,000. Now, then, if we calcu-
sale of lands, for the construction late the interest on the $10,000,000 for
of tliat Railway, and thus subject the this year, $10,000,000 for next year,
older Provinces to increased taxation for $5,000,000 a year afterwards, it am'ounts
the whole of that expenditure; and those to $18,500,000 in ten years; $1,000,000
gentlemen will, no doubt, vote for the less than half the estimate of my lion.
proposition of the hon. member who is to friend for the payment of the interest, and
mnove a resolution that these works are leaving $16,000,000 as a balance due, be-
not to be constructed, knowing, sides over 80,000,000 acres of unsold land
.at the sanie tinie, that cur to complete the road. Is it unreasonable
Treaty engagements must be carried to suppose that in ten years 250,000 peo-
.out. When the right lion. Premier re- i ple will be placed in that country ? Mr.
ferred, yesterday, to a statement that had Fleninîg's statement is, that the roadl from
been put into his hands with reference to Winnipeg to the Rocky Mounitains will
the revenue that was likely to be received cost at the outside $15,000 a mile ;
from the lands of the North-West, there $13,000 is his estimate, making the wiole
was some little laughter on the other expenditure something like $13,000,000
:ide of the House; and, no doubt. in or $14,000,000 for that section. I have
justification of their vote on the land heard the hon. neiber for Gloucester say
question this morning, they will say there that the experience in the other Provinces
was no money in it, and, therefore, they is that railways have not developed the
did not sacrifice anything in voting country. Why, suppose we had put
against the sale of the lands. But I hold a railway through any park of New
that that estimate was not an exag- Brunswick that was difficult of ac-
gerated one. But suppose it was large, cess, and through such lands as we have
taking but one-half the population that is on the banks of the River St. JoLn-and
estinated to go into the North-West, -this is the kind of soil we have in the
making this year 12,000 instead of 24 000, North-West--I would like to know if
and adding 2,500 a year instead of 5,000, that Railway would not be an effectual
and then provide for the sale of but one- means of developing and settling the
half of the lands estimated by the Premier, country? Well, Sir, if that be the case,
and what is the result? It prod-ces in I think there is every reason to hope, and
ten years, in money, according to that be hopeful, with reference to the great
statement, $1 9,500,000 instead of future of this country. Our financial
$39,000,000, and it would leave a balance difliculties, as I stated in my Budget
of payment due onthe landsof$16,000,000 Speech, will be for the next year or two;
towards the paynent of the debt. The after that our course will be clear, and
hon. nemlnber for Gloucester called atten- the Government will have the control in
tion to the fact, that my- lion. friend the their hands. If they find there is a
leader of the Governmîient did not refer to difficulty with reference to the ex-
the interest that is to be paid in that time. penditure, they ean limit it; but I
Well, our calculation is this : that, in believe they wilI find that $5,000,030
.order to complete the Railway from the a year on that road, and upon the 900
head of Lake Superior to Winnipeg and miles beyond Winnipeg, will not be an

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.
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unreasonable expenditure. This is a have the returns for last yeir to show
grave and serions question, no doubt, that the increase in Ontario was but 16c.
but I feel that the possession of that per le-d, istead of $1.16. It 'as 2ôe.
magnificent territorv, affording the facili- in the Province of Quebe; and instead
ties it does, and the inducements to emi- of its being in New Brunswick $l.40
grate from the Old World to conie and more per head, it is $1.40 less.
settle it, places us in an entirely different MR. MACKENZIE: Jlow dees th,
position fron that we occupied bef ore we lion, gentleman count the eîttries at
emie into possession of it. So much with Montreal?
reference te the financial view of the SIR SAMUYEL L. TILLEY : 1 nm
question. I corne new te consider the herely taki g bis statemn, in which how
Tariff and its effets d uringt the last twelve refers to the increase cf Onutis pbuthead cf

ionths. I stated, when I nmade iy fi-st jthe population.
Budget Speech, that the most serious M. MACKENZIE : If the lon. geutie-
eficet pr-dicted of the policy the Goverii- inain is gi ving figures c f bis o-wi, 1 ivant
mient bad iiîi.guiated Nvns tlat it wvould te know ow hle arived c t it.
operate injuriously te certain Provinces. SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The are
Wel, Sir, I uodertook te show briefly fre i the Trade Ietins. if you turn
that the rovnce especially te vhich that tlier up, I ili show voi the figures they
reference was made wouli net, iiiv speak for thmselves.
juigient suifer very inaterially unier Ma. ROSS I referred to percentage.
the operation of tbat Tariff ; that was SI SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Turn
the Province of New Brunswick. Ant the Trade eturns f lst year,
hon. nember of this House nmade an where there isa comparative statenient
effective speech on this subject last vear, cf the p.r cc}ita rate cf Customs du ties-
and lie made an effective speech tiis year; it was frein that, i suppose, the ou.
but as his statements did net happen to gentleman obtained hi8 data, and, if
be consistent vith the facts, the effect the hon. gentleman expeets lis state-
of that speech will not be as great as it j ents te have any ellèct upon the
was at the moment of its delivery, when country, he must net inake stateients $0
he was surrounded by his friends and con- inaccurate and se open te contradiction.
gratulated upon his speech. That lion. I advise hini te state things as they are
member (Mr. Ross), in order especially instead cf reversing tin, and stating
to show that this Tariff operated in- there i, an increase of $1.40 instead cf a
juriously to Ontario and New Brunswick, decrease. That decrease took place in
stated that, in consequence of it, the duties this way In 1877-8, ewing to thcfirein
collected per head of the population in St. John, tiere was a very lrge increase
Ontario had been increased last year cf imports into the Province of New
$1.16 per head, whereas in Quebec they Brunswick. That inereased the rate per
lad only been increased 27c. per head ; in head on its population, and the resuit
Nova Scotia they bad been dimiiuished 9c. wasthat last year it vas $,1.40 less. Thcn
per head, but in New Brunswick they had the lion. ineinber stated, and the state-
been increased $1.40 per head. Now,
though the returns for last year only em- the Opposition areund liîn that that was
brace soie four months' operations of the a point it was hard te get ever. It only
Tariff, if such lad been the actual results shows te what the hon. member will
of that Tariff, then the hon. member resert te make a peint agaiDst the Tarif.
would have made out a case with reference I desire te enlarge a little upon the effeet
to the unequal bearing of this Tariff upon cf tlis Tarif on the Province cf New
the Provinces of Ontario and New Bruns- Brunswick. An hon. member foi Ontario
wick But, when I tell this House fhat referred te a petition frein St. John corn-
the difference per head of the population plaining cf the operations of the Tarif
during last year was 1 6c. instead of $ 1.16 laid on the Table cf the liuse and hav-
for Ontario ing about 2,600 or 2,700 signatures. 1

?R. ROSS (West Middlesex): Last find that the signatures te that petition
year ? My statement was correct. numbered just the same as the votes re-

SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY: Your corded by the late Minister of Customs at
statement for last year is nrt correct. I bifs ast election. Then, the petition had
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this advantage: that, in a population of
40,000, where there would be 10,000male
adults, many of them not electors, many
non-electors' signatures could be obtained.
Moreover, I find that this petition was
sent to every section of thc country.
This petition does niot denote any great
ch ange of opinion. The petiion is a very
remalrkable one altogether. I wonder it
was not signed by everyone to whon it was
presented. It asks that the duty should
beI taken off sugar, flour, meal and almost
eý veiything imported. I sec that one gen-
ttlman, a supporter of the gentlemen op-
posite, was quite willing that the duty
shuould be taken off everytlinïg but one
article, in which he was largely interested,
as he is a large stockholder iii the Spring
Hill coal mines, and he marks on the
margin, "except coal." It is necessary to
look carefully into a petition, in order to
discover what value is to be attached to
it. I notice that there is a marvellous
similarity in the handwriting of the
signatures, and an important feature in
connection with the petition is that
portions of it are much worn, and in a
soiled condition, which is an evidence of
the ainount of labour expended in hawk-
ing it about. The parties signing this
petition also signed a joint letter to
myself and the county members, asking
that te petition should be complied with.
I did not receive the letter until several
days after I made my financial speech,
when it was not possible to take these
subjects up and deal with them. I now
cone to a matter of somewhat personal
character. The lion. member for Queen's,
(Mr. King) wlio has takencharge of the city
anid countV of St. John, read an elaùorate
paper, showing the number of mechanics
and tradesnen in the city of St. John,
and lie took me to task for having made
calculations, with reference to the effect
of 'Confederation, financial or other-
wise, that were proved to be entirely
erroneous. I nay say, in this connection,
with regard to the question of Con-
federation, the hon. gentleman did, as he
didi upon a former occasion, refer to the
fact that, I statecd the probable Customs
and Excise tax, under the arrangements
made in Quebec, would be $2.75 or $3
a head. But what was the fact ? If we
bear in mind the arrangements made
after the Quebec meeting, and subsequent
concessions and readjustment of debts,

SiR SAuIL L. TILLEY.

we will find that the sums we are now re-
ceiving in New Brunswick, as interest on
debts and subsidies, is $3 per bead of the
present population-a greater sum than it
was supposed the necessary taxation
would be under the original arrangement.
I do not hesitate to say, and it is sus-
ceptible of proof, that New Brunswick
has received a sum equal to what she has
paid year by year into the Dominion
Treasury, without paying, to this moment,
one cent of interest on the expenditure
in conaection with the Pacific Railway,
the Canals or the Civil Service. Not-
withstanding this, I an held up liere as
entering into an arrangement that bas
been financially injurious to the Province
of New Brunswick. With reference to
the condition of . that portion of the
Dominion, I made some statements the
other day in relation to the effect of the
National Policy on the manufacturing in-
dustries of that Province. At the
close of last Session, I stated that a
charter lad been asked for the estab-
lishment of a sugar refinery. As nothing
had been done under that charter, mny
reference to the proposed refinery at
Moneton was ridiculed. The other day,
I thouglit I would - telegraph to Mr.
Harris in respect to this refinery, and I
received a reply from his partner, stating
that they had commenced the construction
of the sugar refinery, and that Mr. Harris
was in England for the purpose of pur-
chasing machinery.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: How
many men will it employ?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It will
enploy enoiigh men, so that, by its in-
fluence in the town of Moncton, and by
the impetus it will give to the trade of
Moncton, my lion. friend opposite, at the
next election, will not be able to obtain
as large a support as he has
hitherto done in that town. Then
I telegraphed to the Vice-President of
the Lock and Brass Company, which
has been established with $200,000
capital, $60,000 paid up. He says the
building is all up, and they will com-
mence work on the 1st of May. The
hon. gentleman said: Oh, that is an
enterprise that has been contemplated for
a long timse. An ingenious man residing
at- Moncton invented a lock and patented
it, but he was never able, until this policy
was adopted, to manufacture the article.
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They are not only manufacturing that
lock, but an American capitalist lias gone
in with them, and they intend making all
kinds of brass and plated ware. With
regard to the cotton mill at St. Stephen's,
whicl bas been referred to by Mr.
Weldon, I have received a telegram from
the secretary authorising nie to state that
$80,000 capital lias been subscribed,
that the success of the concern was as-
sured, and that the statement made by
Mr. Weldon was entirely without foun-
dation. Then there is the Nut and Bolt
Company that was referred to. I tele-
graphed to Mr. Levy Young, the pro-
moter of the Company, and lie states that
the building will be commenced by the
first of May, and that they have orders
ahead for all the work they can do for six
months. I think this looks as if there
was some vitality in the Province, that
is said to be doomed and destroyed by the
policy of the present Government, and I
an satisfied the people of that Province
will show as much enterprise as any
other part of the Dominion. With
reference to the alleged poverty-stricken
character of that country, I have returns
of the Savings Bank deposits during
January, February and March. The
returns of these Savings Banks give some
idea of the condition of the working
classes. What are the facts? These
returns show that, during these months,
$88,000 more bave been deposited than
withdrawn against $16,000 withdrawals
in excess of deposits during the sanie
period of the previous year. What
lias been the effect of the
policy with references to the re-
venue? The revenue collected during
the first six ionths of this year is
$100,000 less than for the same period in
the previous year; and add to Lhat $40,000
on the sugar duties, collectedt his year at
Montreal instead of St. John, and you
have $60,000 less taxation on the people,
in shape of Customs, than the y ear before.
It mnay be said, on the other hand, that is
a proof of the poverty of the people. If
that be so, then the revenue collected in
March, being $13,000 more than the pre-
vious March, and in excess of any March
collections for ten years previous to the
fire, is evidence of returning prosperity.
The hon. member for Queen's says that all
supplies cost hin more this year than last.
At the saie time, he admitted that the

reduction of the duty on molasses and tea
paid the duty on cornneal. Now, there
is a rather conflicting testimony liere, be-
cause lie says there is no increased price
in regard to oats, provisions and pork ;
and, if tea and molasses are cheaper than
they were, how is it that thelumberers'sup-
plies can be so largely increased in price I
The lion. gentleman, and also the lion.
member for Northumberland, declared
that their predictions that wages would be
increased had not been fultilled ; that
wages had not increased. Well, I
do feel that if they are getting a
larger price for their lumber than they did
last year, and the supplies cost the men
more than formerly, as they allege, and
as these gentlemen largely control
the labour and the nrice of labour in
their counties, they ouglht, in coin-
mon fairness, to have advanced the
wages of their men; such a course would
have been more consistent with their
great professions of regard for the poor
man. With reference to the West India
trade, I must say here that that interest
lias largely improved the value and pay-
ing capacity of small vessels, and coasters
are now receiving freights such as they
have not received for many -years.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITI: Wlere?
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Out of

the ports of New Brunswick. At St.
John, a large number of vessels are, at
this moment, being specially built for
this trade with the West Indies. and for
trade with the United States. The rates
of freight are larger, and I have it from
undoubted authority that, since Decem-
ber last, there have been more vessels in
the port of St. John than for ten years,
during the same months. I do not say
that this all due to the National Policy,
but it certainly does show that the
National Policy is not ruining St. John
or New Brunswick, and that St. John is
not in the bankrupt and dilapidated con-
dition that it lias been represented to be
by hon. gentlemen opposite. You may
go through that city and that Province,
as I have had the opportunity of
doing, and I do not hesitate
to say, speaking of that Province with
reference to its condition to-day, and the
bankruptcies which are alleged to be the
result of this Tariff, that the bankruptcies
there are less than in any otLter portion
of the Dominion, according to the popula..
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tion, and I ask hon. gentlemen opposite to
naine two men, or one man even, who has
been forced into insolvency througl the
National Policy. They cannot do it. It
is when thev are called upon for details
that they fal to establislh their assertions;
whenî they attaicked the industries of St.
Catharines they were met with their
answer, and so it is whenever we bringy
themi to particulars ; they are met with a
distinct and positive answer to the state-
miients they make. And so it is with re-
ference to St. John. The information on
these points can be obtained, if it exists,
in twenty-four hours. I ask for the nane
of one man who was forced into bankruptcy
by the National Policy.

Sm ALBERT J. SMITH : How can
thlis be shown?

Sm SAMUTEL L. TILLEY: How
can it be shown ? Why, the opposite
stateient has been made ; but, if hon. gen-
tlenen w-ho bave made that assertion know
nothing about it, if they have no evidence
of it, if no evidence can be given that one
man was driven into insolvency by the
National Policy, how can it be stated
that many had been made bank-
rupts bv the National Policy? It
it cannot be shown, then I ask how
caun the cpposite be asserted, and why
was it asserted? The fact is that there
was scarcely a man in St. John, who has
since failed, who was not insolvent the
day after the fire. I would ask, Sir, what
would have been th- result tbrough the
length and breadth of the Dominion, if
we liad not had the National Policy, and
thus given vitality to the various interests
of this great Dominion ? Now, passing
fron New Brunswick for the present,
because 1 have the advantage of replying
to anything that may be said on the
opposite side, I come to the question ot
manufacturers. I stated in brief, with
reference to manufactories throughout the
country, that, from mv observation, after
visiting a great nany of them, I found
that the result of this policy was satis-
factorv to them. The hon. the leader of
the Opposition said that one-half of the
nanuatiiturers objected to the Tariff;
reference was made to my visit to London
in proof of it. I visited in all nineteen
manufacturing centres, and some of these
are the most important manufacturing
districts ; and, after visiting them, I waa
satisfied with what I saw, and that the

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

great bulk of the manufacturers of the
country were satisfied, and nearly all
declared that the policy had been bene-
ficial. Something was said about my
being besieged in London by a number of
persons dissatisfied. My visit there
was very satisfactory. It is quite
true I met sonie gentlemen on Satur-
day evening who had some represent-
ations to inake, and I arranged
to meet thein at the City Hall on Mon-
day, and discuss the various matters they
had to present for consideration. I met
them there ; one complained about the
tolls in the harbour of Port Stanley, and
asked that they should be reduced ; an-
other, engaged in the slaughtering of hogs,
thought tliat they were not fairly dealt
with in respect to the difference of weight
allowed between the live hogs and ex-
ported pork ; and this complaint was
dealt with in due course by the hon. the
Minister of Customs, and concessions
made. Another gentleman, in the cap
and fur trade, Lad a grievance with refer-
ence to duties on a particular description
of felt; but he told me that bis friend in
the saine line of business opposite to him
was perfectly satisfied with the Tariff ;
this I knew already, for I had seen the
gentleman in question, who, by-the-bye,
was a firm supporter of hon. gentlemen
opposite, and lie had told me he was quite
content vitlh the Tariff, and had no sug-
gestions to make in regard to it. I
oisited the carriage manufactories referred
to by the hon. gentlemen opposite. The
carriage-makers did object to the 30 per
cent. on certain materials entering into
the construction of carriages. Hon. gen-
tlemen, however, had said that the Tariff'
bad destroyed this trade with Australiar.
How could this be, as a drawback would
be allowed on niaterials used in carriages
exported? It was,probably, the imposition
of a similar duty, and the adoption of
a similar policy by Australia, that
destroyed our trade in this respect-not
our own National Policy. Our manu-
facturers would pay no duty on goods
exported. A great number of waggons
and agricultural inpilements are being
sent out to Manitoba. A gentleman
engaged in the manufacture of agricul-
tural implements told nie, when in Lon-
don, thiat he had received orders frome
Manitoba for $60,000 worth of agricul-
tural implements and wagons, to he
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delivered this spring. I visited a f urniture place, there were many smiling faces. He
factory that had just re-opened, and I said to ne, before we vent througb:
found the men in great spirits; I found 1You have a great nany friends here,
the words " Success to the National and I should not at ail wonder if
Polic " posted up in every conceivable they ive you a cheer; if they do,
place. And what did I find them doing I will not object." I visited an estab-
in this factory? I found them manu- lishment in another town. I was
facturing the frames of sofas, an article shown through by one of the partners,
that lad never been manufactured there aid general satisfaction vas expressed. I
before, but bad previously been trans- will tell you the conversation that passed
ported from Chicago. and which they now in the evening after being through this
manufacture for snialler manufacturers in establishment. A gentleman asked me,
the upholstery fine. This was a new in- ' Did you se. Mr. So-and-So'?" 1
(lustry in this branch. I then went to a answered "No." He said, I I saw Iini
rolling-stock inanufactory, and found the other day and I said to bini 'Mr.
thema engaged in the manufacture of cars TiIley is coming bore in a few days, you
for the Southern Railway. Let nie say will, of course, show him throu-h your
here that the National Policy has had place'; he said, II do not want to sec
this effect of causing to be manutactured Mr. Tilley; I do not want to admit that
in Canada cars and locomotives that would the National Policy bas done us any good.
otherwise have been manufactured in the and I would have to do so vere sec
United States. In Montreal there has hii.'" Now, though givic unwilling
been an immense number of men at testimony, that saie gentleman lad ex-
work on rolling-stock. I was not only in pressed bimself sisied, and that his
London, but I was in Brantford, on business was in a prosperous condition.
my way fromi London, and at Brantford I visited Gananoque. wbere I wcnt over
Itmet a great many who had formerly several establishnents, wbere the pro-

been supporters of the h9n. gentleman prietors were of one or the other aide of
opposite, and one, who had, according to politios and, with cne exception, ail ad-
his own statement, been a constant sup- mitted that the change in the Tarif had
porter of the Liberal party, who said, in benefitted them, and I bave not beon in
the course of Apeech made by him at a any town of the Dominion of Canada of
dinner, at which I was: "I have been a the sanie population that showed more
supporter for twenty-seven years of the vitality than that town. 1 visited th&
Liberal party ; I have not agreed with principal manufacturing centres, including
then in the policy of Free-trade, but I Oshawa, Belleville, Toronto, Montreal,
have supported them with every vote; I Sherbrooke and Almoute, and conversed
am engaged in a business in which -vc with teir manufactin rs and merebants.
have searcely held our own for the lat Almonte is an important santfacturing
four years. I visited Ottawa ; I appealed centre for voollen goois, partly owing to
to the Government; I stated to the ex- its magnificent water-povcr. I found
Minister of Finance our difficulty, our the tbree leading establishments woïk-
sinking condition ; and what the conse- ing after bours, though they had
quence would be if no relief was given; been shut down for aine tîme before.
and I said to him : 'See, we are sinking The largest had been bringig in new
w-e must have some assistance.' ' Go racbineryto take advantage of the best in-
bick,' said the ex-Finance Minister, ' and ventions for the manufacture of new kinds
sink, then.' An I then to be called a of cloths. The other establishmunts
traitor to my principles because I have re
in that sinking condition, laid hold ofthe ceived, the day I was there, or the fol-
lifeboat that bas been prepared by Sir lowing day, some 10 per cent., or 10O.
John A. Macdonald Io save us I have a day additional to their wages. I was.
a living now ; my profits are small, but, pointed out the building ereoted for a
nevertheless, I am able to keep my milli furniture factory, and have been asked her
going and keep my men employed." I if 1 visited it. Yes, it was shown me; aad
visited another manufacturer with the I was told it had been buxnod out in 1876,
political proclivities of bon. gentlemen and that the town of Almon te had agreed to
opposite. A4 we passed, through hi -ive $10,00" as a bonus for its hreo-

anC hudnta l odri
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struction. The building was reerected,
and the town having failed to give the
bonus it stood there awaiting use; but it
will not wait long, I trust, under Protec-
tion, for an occupant. It stands idle be-
cause the capital of the company was lost
by the fire, and the promised bonus was
refused. The other interests of the town,
especially the woollen, were in a most
flourishing condition. WTherever I went
I found improvement. Take, for
instance, Montreal, where it is estimated
there are to-day 4,000 more operatives
employed, and at better wages and at full
tiae, than there were this time twelve
nonths. A large machine shop is manu-

facturingmiachinery for the sugar refinery,
and producing machinery for other manu-
factories being established; you will find
in different parts of the country, work-
shops turning out iew machinery. They
have Lad an impetus given to their trade,
as they are building engines, locomotives
and machines for the new industries. I
want no better proof of the success of the
National Policy than in the construction
and enlargement of cotton and woollen
inills. A gentleman who was here last
Session, and lad opposed the duty on
coarse woollen goods, afterwards went to
England and brought out machinery for-
merly in use there, for a woollen miil
erected at Montreal, and Le had 100
hands employed in it in three months
after the change of Tariff. One ready-
made clothing establishment in Montreal
lias 900 hands employed. You find in
factory after factory all the hands now
fully employed, and in increased numbers.
Hon. gentlemen opposite say that those
are minense monopolies, taking, unfairly,
the hard earnings of the masses. I have
st,temenits from the nanufacturers show-
ing that cotton goods, bleached and un-
bleached, were, on the 21st February
last, for sale in this country as
cheap as they could be bought in
Boston, and the duty saved on them.
I requested and got reliable state-
ments fron the manufacturers. There is
a diffirenceof less than le. per pound on
the weight of the cotton mianufactured in
favour of Boston ; but the manufacturers
here give three nionths' credit, and 10
per cent. discount, while in Massachusetts
but two months are given, and 5 per cent. I
discount, which makes the price abuut t

the same in both countries. With refer-
SIR SAMUEL L. TILEYJ

The Tarif

ence to woollen goods, taking the price of
wool for 1873 to the present year, let us
look at the profits on the manufacture
of a pound of wool ; in 1872, 52c. ; in
1873, 42c. ; in 1874, 43c. ; in 1875, 47c.;
in 1876, 48e. ; in 1877, 46'e. ; in 1878,
41-c., and in 1879, 30c.-that is down
to the end of 1879. Then, here is the
statement for 1880, so far as it las gone.
The difference between the price of wool
per pound and the price of 12 1 ounce
iloth per yard, in 1870, 55c. : in 1871,
35c. ; in 1872, 40c. ; in in 1873, 45c. ;
in 1874, 40c. ; in 1875, 40c.; in 1876,
40c.; in 1877, 35c. ; in 1878, 35c.; in
1879, 30c. ; in 1880, 35c. The duty
was 15 per cent. in the earlier and 17-1
per cent. in the latte.r years ; but those
goods are sold at present at a lower rate
of profit on the manufactures of the wool
than before. I have a statement in
reference to grey and white blankets, and
the profits per pound stand in the same
proportion; and, in conversation with a
gentleman, within the last few days, who
deals largely in that article, he stated
that, until the recent increase in the
price of wool, the price of Cornwall
blankets,nothwithstanding the increase of
duty, had not been increased to the pur-
chaser. When wool rose.from 22c. to
35c. per pound, the manufacturers of
woollen goods had to increase their price
in the sane proportion. This gives cot-
ton and woollen goods nianufactured in
Canada to the consumer at a less price
than if the former tariff were in force.
We come now to the price of sugar. My
hon. friend behind me (Mr. White) made
some statements that were very
full and clear. He referred to
the number employed in the re-
fineries, and the additional work
sugar gave, not only in refining, but in
the manufacture of barrels, cartage, etc.
One important point las been kept out
of sight by hon. gentlemen opposite.
Under the late Tariff, sugar above No.
13, paid le. per pound and 25 per cent.
duty. Now, what did we do 'when we re-
adjusted the Tariff last vear? We said
that all sugar, No. 14 and below, down
to No. 9, should pay ¾c. per pound and
25 per cent. This description of sugar
that I hold in my hand is very fair
grocer's sugar, that may be consumed by
any family. A very good and desirabie
sugar pays, to-day, -c. per pound less
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than it paid under the Tariff of the hon. sugar and coal required for re-
gentlemen opposite. It pays -c. per finirg, provide tonnage at Montreal
pound specific duty less, and, whlen im- at rates that cnable theni to conipete vith
ported direct to the Dominion, the 25 per vessels offering at New York, and thus
cent. levied on it is not charged on the secure our exporta ra the St. Lawrence.
cost of the packages and other charges, It may be said yen are interfering with
but on the first cost, which makes the the extent of the outward-bound freiglits
rate to-day, to the consumer, lc. per by your National Policy. 1 answer:
pound less than under the old Tariff; and doesit not take more tonnage to bring
on all grades between thirteen and nine, here 100 tons of wool than it does to bring
which can be used by any family, pays the products of 100 tons? focs it fot take
-1.prrudls, eas hyd o more tonnage to bring iron here, in the,¾e. per pound less, because they do notbb
pay the 25c. on the charges. raw state, than if manufactured, and the

An ioN. MEMBER: Thiat is not re- saine -with other articles of trade' Leu
fine! usar. the lion. gentleman Mr. Mackenzie

Siut SAMUEL L. TILLEY. Certainly gainsay this if lie can. The National
not; but the lion. gentlemian told us tli Policy ta encourain mor shipping, ani
Tarif operated against the poor man. developing the North-West as well. Wc
When we can. establishtlat thericli mian's are spending a large amont to aprenve
sugar, as welI ns the poor inan's, is ad- our inland oavigation and trde by the
liaitted at A-)-c. less per pound '>t. La'wrence. We find the Americans
than formerly, and the sugar be- ib sharp competition oitli us, as the
tween No. 13 and No. 9 at 'lc. les large inîigration to that country gives its
than 1cfore the present Tarif', the cry witli vessels return business. But we sha
reference to the poor iian's injuries by hereafter have ste nship t carrying
the cha~ige cf duty on sugar is absurd. European eoigrants to sette in thr
Txis trade involves far -more than the Nort.-West, and carrying back
em-ployrnent of a large number of men in the producta cf that region and cf the
Montreal, H alifax, Moncton, iamilton eder Provinces, at lower rates, and thus
nnd other cities-more by the direct trade enable us to compete with our neiglîbours.
with t St. Lawrence, and New Bruns- Inthatay also, wewillseetlieadvantages
wick, and Nova Scotia, with teic West f the National Policy. Let it be pro-
Indies. With this trade, a vessel leaving perly workd eut, and ad countrytuufhi-
any cf our ports with a caro cf ltmber cientlv developed, and we sah have a
or fiali for the Whest Indies, ca find a re- larger outlet by the St. Lawrence than)
turn cargo cf sugar for liahifax, St. Johin everbefore, indthebeiieftscf aniincireasedl
or Montreal. The party shipping the carrying trade. With regard to the
Canadian cargo can thus obtain a Iowcr statenent tlîat Pc. ti 1su o. per pound is
rate, giving increased profits te the slip- the addition te the price f sugar lnder
ping interest, or reduced freigt te the this Tarig the quotation t f November,
shipper, by wvhidli his profits are in- December and January lat ujl show it
creased. The oon. member fer West Mid- has ieen seling at a litle lesb than
dlesex (Mr. Ross), said tc difference be- Lander the old Tarif. We will
twecn the quantity cf sugarimprted frein do stil betmer if wi buy when

largen emiraio toa tht outy ivs t

En cend n tt port te Canada frei prices are higher ae r thvere is a larger
the West ladies, under the niew Tarifi. balance in OUr- faveur. We shut eut, the
was about 4,o d00 tons a year. ie will Amecan article, by adding to the valie of
fnd it amoents toe 6 tons. Vessels this sugar the ainount cf their rawback.
frein Canada caui accept lower rates te the Our American neiglibours eau reniove this
West Indies when they have those retura dificht s oeht reong theZr
Mreigts, and the can get higher rates drawbacks. But there is ne obJection te

and more profit wlien there is cern- a competition te keep our refined sugar at
petition among merchants. it is tre a reasonable price. Ti cynpetition cf the
that freig vessels ceae te Montreal with Mother Country will be strong enoufh.
,cargoes from. Cuba ; but that lias its ad- It has ne duties on raw sugars, whidh. lier
vantac, as they load with our grain, and merchants buy on the m st favourable
foster tra te between Canada and ters, with capital at 3 or 4 per cent.

,other countries. These vessels with Labour is tow, and thcy can get their
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freighits from the West Indies and to cOmparative eost in St. John, New Bruns-
Caada at a little more than we pay forAmerican flour and a

anada athite mre Wes handie ay for brand of Canadian flour, the quality being
reigts fro the the Wst Indies to the qual

Dominion. With this British competition, Ani. ffr. Can. fir.
ouri manufacturers could not, if they j:ýnuary, 1879, 13th to 20th S6 5 7
desired to do so, take from the people of February, 6 05 5 dl
this countrv any undue profit. And, in March, 6 05 575
this connectionî, let me say that the re- April, 6 10 r 5

M ay, 6 10 58K5
mark I inade on one occasion, when June, 6 10 5 85
reference was made to the increase in the July, 6 10 6 10
price of sugar and tea, that I was pleased August, " 6 10 6 10
to know, thiat, under our policy, the Oeteber, 6 "4 7 20
country was fill of sogar, that Montreal

and H alifax warehouses were well stocked, Deceniber, 7 75 720
and t'hat it was niot only -in the hand(-sofand~~~~ ~ ta. itwsntol"ntehîdo The flur imported froin the Ujnited States,
Messrs. Redpath, but of nerchants in the and the quantity was hmîted, vas stroDg
leading cities as weli, wio had this des- bakers' four, made from Llinnesota wheit, a
cription of sugar brought iii under this quality of wheat not grown in Canada, except

oe1"hv r in the North-West, and an inferior flour usedfavouring Tai, whc tey erfavoîrin the, WfllC for ships' bread. The quotations given are
selling, to) their customiers, and tatelIL hircsoes a t lat antual transactiors, and show that the duty
instead of twenty million pounds, they of 50c. per barrel las rot inaterially increased

ad flree times tlat amoornt. and the pce to consuniers."
the profit %vent into0 the 1 )OChets of Cana- SiR ALBEiRT J. SMITH : Is this geîî-

îauis instead of the poeýets of the people tiekan in favour of the duty f

of' the VUnited Stàtcs. 1 was ridiculed, SIR SAMUEL I. TILLEY: I do not
Sit was said tiot it w-as ibost extra- know whther ie is in favour of the duty

ordliiarv for the Finance Miinister, or any- or not, but lie is ini favour of the policy,
unle else, to say the people were to be and he is one of the largest dealers in
congoratillated. because thLe price hiad ad- New Brunswick, and gives this a-s bis ex-
ý aiiceti. Mr. Speaker, it would have perience of the restilt of the policy.
atlvanced without reference to the Tarili It being Six o'c]ock, the Speaker ieft

r atbut we ould ot haveA had the Chair.
tJnuara ware8ouse in

nI said to te prorieto. A "So " Ge
the price of tea lias greatly id%-.nce(l Sip. SAMUEL L. TILLEY:- Wlien
and le told me that àt bad. Under the addressing the Hlou se, before separating
ysfi1 of tile last f wo or three Vears, a at Six o'clock, I was anxions to place

lagoixrtioni of tÊt tocki. theniiin Canada miy hands upon Soule papers that I could
wuuld bave becii Iying ini Boston and !flot tind at the timle. I iiow have thiemn
Nýew york , and ini tlie han(ls of Americanii before me, and, as the statemlent I made
traders there, whule inow the profits on was without reference to the documents,
the atdvance were Ili the pockets of Cana- perhaps the Huse will bear with me if I
dians. Is thiere anything wrong in con- make reference to tbem now. Ini reference,
gîratffltiîîz Canadians on Tarif' arrange- to the statements made by the bon.
inents w lnch have given theni the profits mnember for WTest Middlesex' (Mr. iRoss),
inisteadt of givisîg it to the Amnericans I have bere a table taken froit the Trade
Vith retèrence to the former, if bis sugar and Navigation iReturns for 187î9, No. 8,

costs bins no more, and the sugar wlîich page xx., sbowing the rates 0-' Custoius.
inost of our pecople consume costs less ; if duties per hlead of the population, paid. in
the cot-Éons iurnishced to tIsent- cost no eacli Province Oflc? in the Dominion,
more ;if the woollen zoods cost no froin 1868 to 187-9. I find by this.
mJore, what difference unees it make to ,hat, ii 1878, t amount per head in
Iiins With reference to the cost of Ontario xvas $2.90, while, in 1879,
floui, I hiave a statement bere aB to the it wsis $3. 06, leaving a difference of 16e.
flour brotight into the markets of New -nstead of $1.16, as sta.tcd by the bon.
Bruinswick diuring the past year. The miember for West Middlesex. li New
writer says Brunswick, the Customs duty '' 1878,

The accompanying statement gbves the was $5.o7 per head, and,on 1879, 3.67
SIR SsMhiEL blr TILLEY.
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per head, making the per capita for 1879 speak to you," but 1 stopped. 1 thought
$1.40 less than in 1878, instead of $1.40 it vould be better To take it up %tter-
more, as stated by the hon. member for wards. An error of that kind is very
West Middlesex. grave and it is very important that these

MR. ROSS : The report of that speech, comparisons should be accurate ani per-
from which the lion. gentleman has quoted, fectly reliabla. I did not find the
is not correct. The Hansard report is not remarks in the Globe, but 1 looked in
correct. I remember perfectly wvhat I the Hansard, and found that, afterit
said. It is not sa reported in the Toronto had received the hon. gentleman's revision,
G6'ob, nor in any other report that I have it corresponded with my notes taken
seen. It is a misstatement as to the at the tine. Therefore, 1 read fioni these
difference between per head and per cent. returns to show that, instead of the

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I looked amouiit being as stated by the lon. gen-
at tle Torcnto U/obe the next day, sup- tleman, it was ver d
posing that a speech delivered with such New Brunswick was concerned, if there
force and with such effect as that of the was anything i the argument of the hon,
hon. member would have appeared in full; gentleman at ail, the National Folicy
and I venture to say tiat no one was affects it beneficially. 1 do not claini
more congratulated by bis political friends that, but for )eculiar circumstances in
than he was in reference to that speech, 1877-8, the large importation of goods
and for the reason that le made reckless toreplacethose destroyed by ire, made
statements, of which I have given an the revenue larger than usual, and tue
exanple. I took down the remark at the population larger, and the dièrence in
tinie, and it was a question witi me the duty was $1.40 betweeiithatyeai
whetiher I would then refer to it, or wait and 1878-9, but it was a decrease per
until I had an opportunity of replying. head insteai of an increase. I have
When I looked in the Gkbe the next here a telegrani whîch was sent to me
day, to my astonishment, I found the from the Secretary of the Cotton Manu
hon. gentleman, who was entitled to faczuring Company, in St. Stepheits,
at least two or three colt ,s, was wIichI s wit e retd
favoured with very littie space. I could "wSo . ST lteNs, N.B., rarck i 25th.

w.wrds Ana error of that kindae isd vernet underrave, ind utlessvheryxpmpoataon thatTthese

. to h eu g "pelions reference to St. Croix Cotton
the hurit to the reporters that it wIld Factory excites great indignation here. Cotton
not do to publish the speech in full. Il mii enterprie progresbing most favourably.
saw the JI5rýtztard report, and founnd that ýubscription list oward of $30,0(0. Capital-

dsts, recardless of politis, promise good addi-

11~i corresponded wit mye notesh takenrect

tons. Town Coucil of Mihtowin vote to issue
sdemntures for $5ve0 infaid. James aurchie,

page 644) i Judge Stevens, the Eatons, oardials, Charles
F. 'Lodd Chipnai, anl other leading men, ail
taking active part. The Committee wishthis t

wilI -illustrate the wt.rking of thue tariff. The ' be made as public as U eldonPs statenient.
percentage which Ontar1o paid upon dutiable iDAVID MAIN,
goods she cosumed last year ws ncreasedseetry rm e
by 2 per cent. the Province of Quebec, reta nte

er cent. Nova Scotia, 2L per cent. ; Newt fer in

2 ~then dtyo was $14be ftweethyea

Brunsaick, 31j perbcent.u British Columbia,
2 1-5 per cent. Prince Edward Island, 2 per to three gentlemen connected with
cent. So nevenly docs this tarif rest upo proposed new industries in tNew
the various Provinces that the Customs duties Brunswick, as my statements with refer-
pad by Ontario have increased by $1.16 per ence ta them were said by ton. gehtle-
hea st; those pair hy Quebec wasy 27c. rerwc ite :

favoured ~ ~ ~~ me wihpeypitlosae.Itold' St TErs N.B. Marcshi25th.

head; New Brunswick, 1.4 per heati"; i e
Britist Columbia, s.8o per head; Prince wrote to Mi. Stephens, ofMoncton, Vice-
Edwarti Island, 27ic. per liead."1 President of the Lock factory there, and
I noticed the state sent at the time, and, asked what the condition of that con-
if my meory serves e, cahed attention cera was, and her is what oe saidb
to it acros the floor of the thuse, and uIpMachinerv will be in ant work comi-
the hon. leader of the OpPOsition called mencet by the 2fth April.
to the bon. gentleman, as i t say, forthe 0 i0 . T. STE VENS,
hion. the Finance MFinister wis'es t o Vicepreaident, Lock Company."
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I then sent a telegram to Mr. Harris,
a gentleman who bas taken a deep in-
terest in the establishment of the sugar
refinery at Moncton, and a warm political
and personal friend of the hon. inember
for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith).
While I am upon this subject, I am re-
minded that one of the hon. gentlemen
on the other side said it was no wonder a
sugar refinery was being established at
Moncton, because it vas understood that
the Company would have the Government
at their back. Now, this was an impli-
cation, at least, that the Government
were, either at the expense of the public
or in some other way, offering help in
that undertaking. I may say that the
difficulty the Company had was with
reference to the difference in the freight
charged on the Intercolonial for raw
and refined sugar. That Railway. for
the purpose of taking the business
as far as possible between Halifax
and Montreal, had placed a charge
of something like 17 cents per 100
pounds upon raw sugar, beinglessthan that
on refined ; and it was for the purpose of
naking the rates more equitable, a
reduction was made on the rates of refined
sugar taken to the different parts of the
Dominion from that refinery. Therefore,
there was no concession made beyond
what was granted to others, and what
was reasonable,"and no peculiar advantage
was given to that industry. * I sent a
telegrarm to this firm, and here is what
Mr. Harris says:

March 29th.
"Put in foundations for buildings; will com-

mence bricklaying about the 1st of May.
J. L. Harris in England purchasing plant.
Will commence op-ration 1st September."

Then, with reference to the Nut and
Bolt Company, bere is Mr. Young's
answer

" Company have started four weeks since,
and is incorporated. Half the stock taken up
and Directors appointed. Expect to commence
buildinu as soon as frost permits. Six months'
orders ahead.

"LEVI E. YOUNG."

These telegrams give some evidence of
something tangible and reliable, and is
likely to produce a marked effect on
the industries of that section of the
Dominion, under the operation of the
National Policy. I now return to the
point 1 was discussing of the cost to the

SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY.

consumer of the articles manufactured
in the Dominion of Canada. I have
spoken of Canadian woollen goods and of
flour. An bon. gentleman endeavoured
to show that the National Policy had
really diminished rather than increased
the difference of prices of wheat in
Toronto and Chicago. It will be quite
apparent to every bon. member that the
imposition of 1.5c. duty per bushel on
wheat could not decrease the differenec
between theprices in Torontoand Chicago;
such a resuilt could only be produced by
exceptional causes. What were the facts
of the case? The circumstances were of
an exceptional nature, and they arose
fron two causes. There was for months
a corner in the wheat market in Chicago,
and parties were keeping the price up
higher than it was in Canada, much
higher, in fact, than they were warranted
in holding it at even for the English
market. Then there was another diffi-
culty, and one that it would be exceed-
ingly difficult for any Government to
remedy. It is a fact that any Tariff en-
actments we mnay make here will, to a
certain extent, be interfered with by
arrangements made by the railway coin-
panies for carrying freights between cer-
tain points in the Dominion, and from
the Western States to points in the Do-
minion. The low freights that existed
for a long time last year between New
York and Chicago had a great deal to do
with keeping up the prices in Chicago, as
compared with those in Toronto,
because there were times when you
could carry from Chicago to New
York freight as low as you could carry
the same quantity of wheat between
Toronto and Montreal. It is under these
circumstances possibly that a repetition of
such a state of things as existed during
the last four months may occur. The
whole thing has, however, entirely changed
recently; this corner has been broken up,
and prices have gone down, and the dif-
ference now is three or four times as great
as it was. Now, I do not hear bon.
gentlemen rising on our side of the House
and exclaiming that the imposition of
this duty bas made the difference, nor do
I hear hon. gentlEmen on the other side
of the House calling attention to the
great difference, and giving us credit for
that change. Now, let us go a little
further with respect to prices. I recol_
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lect visiting a most interesting establish-
ment for the manufacture of leather, op-
posite the city of Fredericton, in New
Brunswick. This company bas not a
large capital, it is true ; they couid do
more if they had more capital. They
manufacture a particular kind of leather,
for the lîning of carriages and railway
passenger cars. Since the establishment
of that factory, that description of leather
lias been sold for from 20 to 25 per cent.
less tihan it could be bought in the city
of Boston. Now we cone to another
iiportant industry that bas been re-
ferred to by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. that of agricultural imiplements.
That is an important industry in this
country, and gives employment to
immense nuibers of men. Under
the present Tariff, they bave nearly the
whole of the market of the Dominion
of Canada. Witl reference to Manitoba
I think that during the first six months
of this year only $3,000 duty was col-
lected on mowers and reapers imported
fron the United States, as against
$70,000 in the same period of the year
before. That industry has so developed
that he manufacturers now control
neariy the whole of the home market.
They are, however, asking for the free
admission of a description of iron iot
made in the country. They also ask that
the regulations of the Customs Depart-
nient should be so corstrued as to put on
the free list certain kinds of steel for
use in that manufacture There was a
question as to wbether that description of
steel was subject to duty or not. The
Gkovernment felt disposed to make every
reasonable concession in that respect, and
gave them the benefit of that. But what
do they represent to the Government?
One gentlemanbrought me a memorandum
showing that under our Tariff they would
have to pay $6,000 a year more of duty
on the iron and other inaterials that they
imported than they had paid the year
before. The question was asked, can you
not increase your prices ? and they
answered that they could not.. I visited
one establishment where, the proprietor
told me that in 1878 they turned ont
1,800 mowers and reapers, last year 2,500,
and this year they are manufacturing
4,000. They pay into the revenue on the
material which is used more than they
paid under the old Tariff; the nmowers

and reapers cost no more to the farmers
who require them, and the men who manu-
facture them make a larger profit on the
increased number they are producing,
and an increased number of men receive
employment in their manufacture. Why,
some of these gentlemen ask for an in-
crease in the present Tariff, in order to
exclude fron Manitoba American ma-
chines, and I, for one, would bave no
hesitation in recommending to my col-
leagues an increase in the duty, so that
the Tariff might prevent importation fromt
abroad, if the present Tariff should iot be
found to do so, in order that they should
have the entire home market, as they
are producing articles at such a mcderate
price. Now, we will come to the nail
industry. It was stated in my own Pro-
vince and in Quebec that an increase of
the duty front 5 to 17½ per cent. on the
iron would compel the manufacturers to
raise their prices, but I found that in
those Provinces they were selling nails
for less than they could be bought in
Boston.

MR. MACKENZIE: What lias Boston
to do with it?

SIR SAIMUEL L. TILLEY: That is
where the sharpest competition is.
They manufacture a larger amount of
nails, the consumer pays ver-y little
more for them than formnerly, we get
a duty on the raw material, and they
make profits on the increased manufac-
tures. There is an illustration of how
our industries really are benefitted and
the Treasury not injured, because we get
in return a considerable increase on the
raw material and duty on goods con-
sumed by the operatives as an equivalent
for what we lose on the articles that were
previously imported. The lion. member
for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith),
asked me, in reference to the flour duty,
"Is the gentleman who wrote that
letter in favour of the duty?ý" I answered
that he was; and, from bis manner of put-
ting the question, I inferred the bon. gen-
tleman placed less importance on his testi-
mony on that account. On this point I
will give the testimony of a gentleman
who is well known to be a most deter-
mined opponent of the National Policy.
That gentleman resides in the Province
of New Brunswick, and publishes a
paper there, the leading organ of the bon.
gentlemen opposite. I will quote from
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that paper, with reference to the furniture to readjust the Tariff for the purposes
manufactures, upon which, they say, the which we declared, and which we iadvo-
duty lias been doubled. I will read a very cated, but iii order to get an increased
inconsistent article, after this declaration, revenue, so that our expenditure might
that the manufacturer can sel] cheaper not exceed our revenue. I will read
than the saine furniture can be bouglit from the article referred to from the St.
in the United States. Now, when John .'eleymo'ph. Mr. Elderis the editor,
rumning the late election in St. John a gentleman of great energy and ai lity,
message came to ie from one of the gen- and a most determined advocate of Free-
tleien referred to in this article. He trade and an opponent of the National
was a large commission merchant and im- Policy. He says:
porter of furniture froin the 'United "MESSRs. STrwAUT & WHlTTE's }sTABLIsH-
States. He had been a life long su)- 1ENT.-Messrs. Stewart & W bite, who gained
porter of mine. The message was to this) such a reputation prior to the National Pdicy,
effect : " Mr. So-and-so has supported by their importation of splendid furniture from
you ever sincyou entered public lffe; abroad, have now in their fine ware-roonms on

s .o te Charlotte street, probably the fiiest display ofe is anxious to do so still, but he parlour and bedro;m furniture ever seen in St.
requires ene promise froin you." I John. M uch of this bas been made by their
said, " What is that promise?" He own workmen, and most of the remainder has

answered -"Unless you promise not to in- been uholstered here. The display comprises
mnagnificent sets of the various celebrated styles,

crease the duty on American furniture, upholstered in gorgeons silks and plash, and
an article iii which he is dealing, he handsone sets equally beautiful and highly
cannot support von." I said, I would be finished.
sorry to lose bis support, because lie had " The National Policy forced Messrs. Stewart

&evil aJ good report, White to abandon the importation of furni-
stood by nme through ture, doubling, as it did, the duty. They saw
but I could iot give that promise. When that if they were to remnain in the furniture Iusi-
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mac- ness, thcy must do so as manufacturera. 'heir
kenzie> was scolding the House the other experience as sueh in this line has proved that

the enormous duty of 35 per cent: was wholly
nigt a b noie unnecessary, and that the Canadian mranufac-
said that 1 lîad mamde statements in1 St. turer without it could compete on cven terns
John that were not consistent with the with the best makers of New York and
policy we had introduced to this House. Boston."
I stated distinctly the policy I advocated How contradictor. Thcy couid not
was a readjustnent of the Tariff in scha copte with them before, but, under this
way as to give Protection to just such in- Tarifil ey have abandoned importing,
dustries as this, and that being part of the and tnriied to themselves.
National Policy. I declined to give any
promise of the kind, because I felt it was
one of the industries that required and IOn- of their worknea is new inaking abedrooms set which will be shown at the e-x-
would-receive protection from Parliament. hibitien, although it will be cempleted mmmcli
More than that, if I erred at all in my earlier, which will challenge comparison with
calculations or in ny statenients, when I any $1,N0 set made hy the most celebrated
stated it was a readjustment of the Tariit inanufacturers in Boston, although they w-ilbe able te prodace it for about haif the Bos-
and not an increase of taxation we had in ton price. Persons desiriîg elegant and
view, it was because I believed in the beautiful furniture need net go abroad for if,
correctness of the Estimates of the late for they eau by it as eheaply in St. John aE
Finance Minister,ý which turnel ouf te b they ea in New York, and se 3 per cent.

ai duty beyides."
for Customus and Excise, $2,500,000 over
and above what would have been received
if there had been no change in the Tariff.
Therefore, if the receipts had been
$13,750,000 for the one, and $5,250,000
for the other, making $19,000,000
in al], that would bave been suffeient for
this Governnent, without necessitating
a resort to additional taxation. But,
when we were face to face with this
deficiency, it} became necessary not only

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

Now, there is a declaration froi an an-
thority who is an out-and-out supporter
of Free-trade. That ouglt to le consid-
ered as valuable testimony by our friends
opposite.

MR. GUTHRIE : Is not that an ad-
vertisement ? Is it not a paid business
notice ?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : No, it is
not an advertisenient. I will tell you
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what I have observed. You mav
take up local articles in any of the
Grit papers giving an account of what
is taking -place in Toronto, Hamilton,
Montreal, or elsew here, pointing out the
great impetus given to the industries of
the country, and von will find editorials
contradicting and making statements
directly opposite to the local reports.
Then mv lion. friend says, in connection
vith the editorial I have read, that the

editor vas paid for it. I do not think
my lion. friend, the editor of that paper,

vill thank ny lion. friend opposite for
the supposition that lie was paid to make
this statement.

MR. M\ACJKENZIE : An editor is not
bought because lie takes pay for adver-
tisemîents.

SIR SAMLUEL L. TILLEY: Here is
a distinct statement, and no doubt
true, that furniture eau be bought in the
city of St. Jolin, to-day, of that descrip-
tion as cheap as can be bouglit in New
York or Boston, which is a saving of
35 per cent., or 17½- on the old Tariff.

MiR. ANGLIN: That is not true.
SiR SAM\IUEL L. TILLEY: Well, I

venture to say that there is a great deal
of furniture that can be so bouglit; there
mîay be some few special kinds that
cannot, but there is no question
about a large portion being required
for coinmmon use. I might occupy the
attention of the House for a longer time
in giving the resuit of my visits to Lon-
don, to Brantford, to Berlin, etc. I was
greatly surprised to find in Berlin a very
important industry, eniploying 250 peo-
ple, making buttons, and the gentleman
who was in charge of one of the manufac-
tories said the number would be increased
by fifty or seventy this year. la that
town alone there are three establishments
for the manufacture of buttons.

An HON. MEMBER : How long have
they been established C

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: They
may have been established for years, but
have been in a declining condition for
some time past, but new energy has been
given to them by the operation of th
Tariff. The nuiber of persons employed
in them has been increased or doubled in
nany cases. The hon. gentleman main-
tained that, because these manufactures
were established in 1872 or 1873, no
credit is due to the National Policy for

an increased prosperity. I will not
occupy the tine oftle 1ouse by relating
my experience in Hamilton, one of the
largest and most important mnanufacturing
centres of the Dominion; in St. Cathar-
ines, where there are two large flour
mills, grinding about 400 barrels of lour
each per day. The gentlemen ownî-
ing these mills are politically opposed
to us, and one of thein said to ne that
times have not been so prosperous with
thei for the past fouir years as tiey
have been lately. I accoipanîied themia to
sec the capacity of their m1îilis, and to
ascertain the extent of their operaionsî11,
and I found that they were in i verv
flourisling and satisfactory condition.
Then, in Dundas, we foirmd cotton miiills
in a iost flourishing condition ; we fouiand
that the tool factory was in a good
condition. In the oatineal miil we found
then grinding for the home markaet,
and also doing a large quantity of work
for the export trade. Though I did
not visit the St. John market, as sug-
gested by the hon. member for Queen's,
I met with gentlemen representng
the agricultural interest in various
parts of the Dominion, and I nay say
that, notwithstanding ail that has been
said to dissatisfy the farners and imiake
them believe that their tea is taxed
more than formerly that their sugar costs
more than formerly, under the new
Tariff; that all the articles they pur
chase, such as cotton and woollen goods,
cost more, and that they themselves get
no benefit whatever, let me say this :
they appeared satisfied. I met a gentle-
man in Toronto, eigaged in the grain
trade. He was on the other side of
politics. He admitted that lie liad an
increased demand for Canadian oats,
for a portion of the Dominion, fornerly
supplied fron the United States, and
he said "We are now supplying
Canadian oats, and Canadian oats alone."
He also said, speaking for the far-
mer, whatever else the National Policy
may have done, it has benefitted him.
I was a little surprised to hear
;he statement made that, because our
harvest had been a magnificent one
during the past year, and because the
farmers had been directing their attention
to the fattening of cattle for the English
market, and thus causing an increase of
exp; 1ts, it was argued that the home
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market for the farmer had not been in-
creased. We know there is no vay in
which the farmer would be more directly
benefitted than by the increase of the
home market, which must necessarily be
improved for farm products, by the
development of the manufacturing indus-
tries of the country. The hon. gentleman
(Mr. Sproule) made a speech, in which I
lie called attention especially to agricul-
tural produets. His arguments have not
been answered. He showed, step by
step, the increase whichi had taken place
in the price of agricultural lroduce, and
the -reat benetit the farmiers of the
Dominion derived from the operation ot
the Tariff, and, with the lionie market
for perishiable *articles, -was largely in-
creased. Then, my hon. friend the leader
of the Opposition, or some other hon.
member, reac fromi my speech, and
criticised niy reference to the fact that
this vear our exports are likely to equal
our imports. le also read from my
speech in which I pointed out, in 1873,
that our imports were considerably in
excess of our exports. He read a statement,
by which I undertook to show that, froni
the freights we receive from our ships,
and from various other sources, w-e -would
make up, to a considerable extent,
the diferencc between the exnorts and
imports, and prevent another financial
crisis. I recollect the hon. gentleman, on
Thursdav, commented on that statement,
and said it was absurd to make any refer-
ence as between the imports of Canada
and those of the United States. The
hon. gentleman said that diminished im-
ports meant p9verty.

MR. MACKENZIE : I did not say so,
I said they might mean poverty, and they
often did.

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Well, I
am glad the hon. gentleman qualified it.
Largely diminished consumption would
indicate the poverty of a country, but not
largely diminished imports. How is it
with the United States ? Their imports
have diminished year by year, until, for
the last three vears, the exports exceeded
the imports by $250,000,000 a year.
That country was not impoverished by
that. The people consumed as largely as
ever, but she consumed lier own manu-
factures. If she was not consuming as
usual, it would be an indication of the
poverty of the people. When the hon.

SIR SAMu L. TILLEY.

gentlemen opposite are speaking about
the terribly destructive character of the
National Policy, they point to the
haven to which all our people are
going. They point to that country
tlhat lias, so long since, adopted this
policy in the interest of their own
country-a policy that is leading our
people away-a policy that is making that
country, at the present moment, more
prosperous than it bas been for many
many years. I would ask hon. gentlemen,
when they are referring to this matter,
wliat would have been our position in the
Dominion of Canada if we had not
adopted a policy that lias enabled us to
give employment to our industrial classes?
They would have had to go abroad for the
purpose of seeking enployment. It is
stated that 23,000 persons have passed
over to the United States from Sarnia,
but we all know that a large portion of
them belong to the United States. But
admitting, for argument sake, all that has
been said by my hon. friend opposite, we
would have had an emigration much
larger than we have had, h ad it not been
for the adoption of this policy.

An HON. MEMBER : Ilear, bear.
Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The lion.

member says, he'ar, hear. My hon. friend
opposite said I had made a vituperative
speech. I do not know that the speech I
made on the 9th March, or the speech
I have made to-night, contain any
vituperative remarks. Perhaps I would
have wounded the feelings of hon.
gentlemen opposite if I had re-
ferred to what 1 consider the
vituperative course of certain parties in
the Dominion in decrying the country, iii
running it down and injuring its scredit;
but I do say this, that, under existing
circumstances, without giving.the National
Policy credit for it, it would have been
much more gratifying if the hon. gentle-
men had taken the course taken by some
of their papers three or four months ago,
and have admitted that the country is
more prosperous than it was, but that the
National Policy was not the cause of it.
Every unprejudiced man must admit that
the country is in a more prosperous and
hopeful condition, and I think it would
have been more patriotic and more in the
interest of the country to have admitted
that fact. Many hon. gentlemen in this
House communicated with me last Ses-
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sion before we submitted the resolutioni
in reference to the Tariff, and will prob
ably remember that in the conversatior
that I had with them, I said that the nexi
Session of Parliament will be the Session
upon which this policy will be more
especially put upen its trial than any
other, because we had had depression
before for five years. Everything haid
been going down for five years. You
canno' immlediately stop a locomotive
after running four or five miles on a
down grace; thougli you put on the
brakes, it takes some little tinie to
bring it up ; so with this matter.
Many nianufactories have been closed,
and it could not be expected that the
full effect of the policy would be felt
within eight or ine months, and I
urged upon our friends not to be too
sanguine as to its immediate results. My
expectations have been more than realised.
My expectation would have been more
than fulfilled even if we had not been able
to present half the fa:ts that we have pre-
sented during the consideration of the
anended Tariff, and, instead of having
any want of fath, that faith is stronger
to-day than when I submitted the pro-
position on the 10th of Marci, because
there has not been an argument advanced
by hon. gentlemen opposite that has not
been fairly niet, and not a single state-
ment put forward by then that lias not
been completely demolished. There were
two or three things I referred to in my
speech-two especially-one with refer-
ence to the loan. The late Finance Min-
ister said it was a pretty good loan. The
loan he made in 1876 was nearly as good.
He went on to depreciate it, although
admitting it to be a good loan. But the
hon. gentleman in his statement, and
it was done intentionally, no doubt
to place me, if it was possible to do so,
n a false position before the people of
this country, said that, when I visited
England to negotiate a loan, Sir A. T.
Galt was there at the same time. I may
say that, when I was in England ne-
gotiating the last loan, he (Sir A. T.
Galt) was on this side of the Atlantic.
It was said when I was at Washington
negotiating any business, Sir A. T.
Galt was there also. He was not
there with me. But I feel it an
honour to have it supposed that
any business transaeted by me, or any
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proposition submitted by me, was so con-
- ducted and of such a character as to en-

itle it to the supposition that it eman-
ated from so able a statesman as Sir

i Alexander Galt. I will sav no more
upon the subject at present ; but there
is another matter that I refer to with
great satisfaction. It was said that the
policy, when proposed, was less favour-
able to Great Britain than to the United
States, and that, therefore, it was au un-
wise policy. Oh, what a wonderful
change since this time twelve montis,
when they iniagined that it was against
England and in favour of the United
States. Now, when the result proves it
to be favourable to Great Brit.ain as
compared'with the United States, their
tune lias changed. But I have produced
evilence, which lias not been gainsaid,
that the duty on the whole of the goods
imported from Great Britain was only
increased about 1 per cent., and 3 per
cent. on the whole imports from the
United States. As I an about drawing
my remarks to a close, I will just refer
to the reference that bas been made to
the evidence of public sentiment against
the National Policy. It has been stated
that we had some such evidence in the
elections that have taken place. Has
there been any given by a single election
for a member of this Parliament for any
change of opinion, on this point, since
the 17th of September, 1878 ? It has
been said, over and over again, that the
Ontario election was evidence that the
National Policy had lost its hold on the
people of that Province.

An HoN. MEMBER: So they are.
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Well, Sir,

I arn not a resident of Ontario. I hap-
pened to visit-

An HoN. MEMBER : It was a pleas-
ant visit i

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It was a
pleasant visit. But no one could go into
Ontario, previous to these elections, and
corne to any any other conclusion, but
that the National Policy, of all other
policies, was the most popular. What is
the fact? Down to within two days' of
the elections, the leading organ of the
party, the supporters of Mr. Mowat's
Administration, the leading men of that
party deprecated the idea of making the
National Policy an issue.
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MR. MACKENZIE: Why did you do
it, then?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Why did
we do it? Because our friends saw
that Mr. Mowat's friends were in the
majoritv, unless thev werA divided
by the National Policy. Mr. Mowat's
friends said: "We bave been beaten
on that in Ontario in the IDominion
elections. Let us abandon that alto-
gether, and keep to our own party lines,
and we will succeed ; but if not, we will
be beaten."

Mr. MACKENZIE: What did you
do?

Sira SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The
Liberal Conservatives knew the National
Policy was popular, and, as they were in
a minority, they naturally tried to make
it the issue, because it was popular, and
would give our friends the only chance of
success.

MiR. MACKENZIE: As far as you
could, vou made it the issue.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : But the
Liberals would not have it; and, there-
fore, the Ontario elections aie no evi-
dence whatever of the unpopularity of the
National Policy. Let us see. There has
been another evidence given of the un-
popularity of the National Policy in the
Dominion of Canada. The people of
England have declared against the
foreign policy of the Beaconsfield Ad-
ministration. That is given as an evi-
dence of the unpopularity of the Tariff,
because, as was said by the hon. member
for West Durham, it is evidence of a
good Lime coming. Why? Because the
Liberal party in England had succeeded
in obtaining a majority against the
foreign policy of Lord Beacous-
field. But there is a good time
coming. It has been said, "the
Opposition are greatly elated. " Whyf'
it was asked. Why, it is understood
that there was some arrangement between
the present leader of our Government
and Lord -Baconsfield in reference to the
settlement and development of the North-
West. But members of the Opposition
say that is ail upset now. Now, Sir,
you would suppose that any change which
would deprive us of the alleged expected
assistance would have been the subject of
regret and not of rejoicing. A good time
coming ! I believe, Sir, there is a good
time coming. I believe that the policy

SiR SuaEt L. TILtr.

of this Government has inaugurated a
good time with reference to the encourage-
ment of the industries of this country,
giving a home market to our farmers for
their produce, giving business for every-
body, and filling up the vast territorv in
the North-West in preparation for the
millions that will populate it in the
future. This is the good time coming.
And I do not hesitate to say, Sir, that,
when we meet in Parliament next Ses-
sion, we will have fully entered upon the
good time coning, the succesE of our
policy will be assured, and the prospeiity
of the country will be so manifest that its
strongest opponents will have to admit
and appreciate its value. Yes, Sir,
there is a good time coming, and in faith
of that good time coming, I desire to
submsit the fesolutions I bave already
placed before you.

SiR ALBEIT J. SMITH: I think I
would not be doing my duty on this,
occasion if I did not make some observa-
tion on this discission, particularly as I
was a member of the late Government,
and as I cone, too, from the same Pro-
vince as the hon. the Minister of Finance.
The course that hon. gentleman has taken
to-night reminds me of by-gone d ays. I
can remember, about twelve or fifteen
years ago, when the bon. gentleman, then
a Liberal now a Tory-

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : A Lib-
eral still.

Si ALBERT J. SMITH: I will
not say he is a renegade. He was a Lib-
eral, and I cannot help thinking that bis
true convictions are still Liberal; but he
became a converted Tory. He bas
played the rôle to-night of prophet, as he
bas done for many years. He is a pro-
phet, but he is a false prophet; bis
prophecies have always been and ever will
be falsified; be is not a true prophet. He
bas always addressed this House with
that dignity and decorum, which I cannot
say characterises the hon. member for
Cumberland (Sir Charles Tupper), who in
that respect, really excelled himself the
other night; the exaggerations he in-
dulged in went beyond whatever he was
accustomed to deal out ; his speech was
replete with vituperation, invective slan-
der, egotism and threat ; and I was sur-
prised to hear the hon. the Minister of
Finance, who says he does not indulge in
vituperation, endorse that speech of the-
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hon. member for Cumberland. I say that
such a speech does not become a gentle-

man of his position or the dignity of this

Rouse. He has referred to the Pacific

Railway Scandal as being one of the

proudest acts of his life to justify
and defend. I do not desire to

revive recollections which it gives me no

pleasure to revive ; but I cannot allow

hon. members to be assailed by that hon.

gentleman for the position they assumed

on the motion by the bon. gentleman who

sits next to me. I took an independent
stand in the matter. I cannot understand
why the hon. gentleman opposite wants
to revive the niatter. He said that every
man who disapproved of that transaction
was guiltv of fraud and corruption ; that
the dissolution of 18'74 was a midnight
attack upon the people. The people un-
derstood that transaction well, and I wisb,
feeling it my duty to do so, to reler to a
few facts in regard to that Pacifie Rail-

way Scandal. Does he not know that
not only the hon. meinbers of this House
condemned it, but, also that the sentiment
and the presi of England were unani-
mous in its condemnation? What do we
find occurred in reference to that trans-
action, which Iwould rather forget,but that
I cannot allow the lion. member for Cum-
berland (Sir Charles Tupper) to attack me
and other members on this side because
we felt it our duty to censure it ? I pro-
pose to read a few extracts from the cor-
respondence published in reference to it,
in order to exhibit its character

EYract from letter of Sir Hugh Allan to M1r.
. . MrIludlen, dated August 6th, 1872.

"Yesterday we entered into an agreement
by whi-ch the Government bound itself to form
a Company of Canadians, according to my
vishes ; this company will make me President,
and I and my friends will get a majority of the
stock, and that the contract fcr the building of
the road will be given to this company. in
terms of the Act of Parliament Americans ar e
to he carefullv excluded, through fear that they
will sell it to the Northern Pacific. But I
fancy we can get over that some way or other.
This position has not been obtained without
large payment of money. I have already paid
over $200,000, and I will have at least $00,,000
more to -pay. I must now soon know what
Our New York friends are going to do."

(Private and Confidential.)
" Mo·rREA , 30th July, 1871.

"Dear Sir Hugh,-The friends of the Gov-
ernment wi'l expect to be assisted with funds
in the pending elections, and any amounts

which you or your Company shall advance for
that purpose shall be recouped to you. A
memorandum for immediate requirements is
given below.

" Very truly yours,
(Signed) "G. E. CARTIEIR."

Now wanted :
Sir John A. Macdonald............ $25,000
lion. Mr. Langevin................ 15,000
Sir Geo. E. Cartier.................. 20,000
Sir John A. (additional)..... ....... 10,000
Hon. Mr. Langevin (additional)...... 10,000
Sir Geo. E. Cartier (additional) ... ... 30,000

" MONTREA, Aug. 24, 1872.
"Dear Mr. Abbott,-In the abeence of Sir

Hugh Allan, I shall be obhged by your sup-
plying the Central Committee with a further
sum of twenty thousand dollars upon the saine
conditions as the amount written by me at the
foot of mny letter to Sir Hugh Allan, of the 30th
ultimo.

"Gjo. E. CARTIER.
"P. S.--Please also send Sir John A. Mac-

donald ten thousand dollars more on the sanie
termis."

"FReceived from Sir Hugh Allan, by the
hands of Mr- Abbott, twenty thousand dollars
for general election purposes, to be arranged
hereafter according to the terms of the 30th
July, and in accordance with the request con-
tained in the letter of the 24th inst."

(Signed,) "J. L. BpAUDrY,
"HENRY STARNES,
"L. BETOUR-NEAY.
" P. S. MnR1s'y."

"Montreal, 26th August, 1872."

Hon. gentlemen opposite show by their
manner that they do not like the re-call of
these facts. They would prefer to listen to
the hon. member for Cumberland, who con-
denins every man who disapproves of that
transaction. It is well, however, to hear
both sides.

'TORONTo, Augst 26th, 1872.
"To the Hon. J. J. C. Abbott, Ste. Anne's:

"Immediate, private.
" I must have another ten thousand dollars

-will be the last time of calling. Do not fail
me. Answer to-day.

" JoHN A. MACDONALD."

"MONTREALi, August 20, 1872.
"Sir John A. Macdonald, Toronto.

"Draw on me for ten thousand.
" J. J. C. ARBoTT."

"ToRONTO, August 26, 1872.
"At sight pay to my order, at the Mer-

chants' Bank, the sum of ten thousand dollars
fer value received.

" JOHN A. MÀCDONALD."
(Endorsed.)

" Pay to the order of the Merchanta' Bank of
Canada.

"JoHN A. MACDONALD.'
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Then, five days afterwards, Sir John did not. oonsider the question of his
A. Macdonald telegraphed for another politics, or ask whether he was a friend
$10,000. o Sir John A. Macdonald or not ; this

Mu. BOWELL: IRead the letter as to was of no consequence. Sir AlexanderGalt
the distribution of the stock. was accordingly appointed, and when the

SIR ALBERT J. SMITHI: I do not Commission met at Halifax, lie acted with
well understand what the hon. gentleman becoming dignity, great decoruni and im-
wants. He can read the passage lie refers partiality. He had associated with
to himself. I repeat that it gives me no him two gentlemen of high character,
pleasure to read those letters ; but I ap- and considerable ability. The United
peal to the sense of propriety of hon. mem- States were represented by Judge Foster,
bers on both sides to decide whether upon a man of high character and remarkable
all occasions, after a lapse of seven years, ability, and with hira an able lawyer on
the hon. meniber for Cumberland, should that country, Mr. Dana, well-known if
refer to this particular transaction and de- the domains of jurisprudence and litera-
nounce those who condemned it. When- ture; and also with Mr. Trescott, froma
ever lie attacks me and hon. members on Wa5ingtou. We attended at lalifax,
this side in this fashion, I will use this evi- prepared our case, called our witnesses,
dence and quote those letters against him. and occupied several moutbs in the
The lion. gentleman has told us that the euquiry. 1 lad mucl to do in the initial
whole five years of the late Administra- stages of and in the preparation of the
tion presented only one green spot, the case. I gave my whole undiviced time
Fishery Award. He said that for the and attention to the work, for mouths,
Fisheries Commissioner we had to select without ieceiving a cent of compensation
a gentleman not within our own ranks, therefor. I was assisted by Mr. Whitcher,
but on the opposite side of politics, and two otber gentlemen frein the De-
who was a personal friend of Sir John A. partments, wlo rendered valuable ser-
Macdonald. I am not prepared to say vice. Iu the professional duties coîîected
whether Sir A. T. Galt was, then, a per- with the euquiry, I was assisted by able
sonal friend of the present Premier. I lawyers. I had also associated with me
know that ditring the last two years lie Mr. Ford, the agent of the British
was in Parliament, he opposed Sir John Goverument. But I lai the sole respon-
A. Macdonald and his Government. sibility of attending to this business on
They were many years associated together, behaîf of this Governnent. I -as not
and may have been personal friends. aided by the advice of my colleagues, as
Why should we not have appointed Sir rhey were so far away froru the place of
A. T. Galt, even if lie was a friend of the the enquirv. I endeavoared faithfully to
First Minister. Let me explain the cir- disclarge mydnty throughout, and I think

umstances connected witli tlie Halifax I understood the case. Te on. iember
Commission. When the duty feli ou the for Cumberland, wlo is not willing to
late Governiment of attending to it, we give a political opponent credit for any-
cast about to see who we should select, thing and who was in lhalifax at the
preliminarily. We decided not to time of the equiry, I believe ihe did not
appoint one of ourselves-we thougit it attend it, and knew nothing of t case
would be iuexî>edient to appoint a inm- or how it was conducted. But af ter lis
ber of the Govermeut. The naine of election, he denounced me, thoug i we had
Sir Alexander Gaat was suggested, and no been ou friendly terts personally, so far
man in this Chamber more .cheerf ully as I kuow, for thirty vears. At least I
bears testiînony to his higli dlaracter and neyer liad auy personal altercation with
fitness for the work than myscîf. It him, and we have been the representative-
affords me the pgreatest pleasure to speak of adjoining counties for many years, hi
iu the highest termas of lis great ability, in Nova Seotia and mine in New Bruns-
great fidelity and ]oyalty to his coutry. wick. I conducted my election onour-
We feit that sudh a man, who had filled ably, and neer idulged ith ex-
the position of Finance Minister for pressions derogatory to him, no in
many years, wio was well-knawn in thi d personalities of any kind. Well, on the
country and in England, pessessed pecu- day f the delaration in his own county,
liar qualifications for that position. Ve the hon. the Minister of Railways made a

SIR ALBRRT J. SITH.
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violent attack on me, and abused me fear-
fully, representing me as false to the
country, as one who had no interest in it,
but who seemed desirous of destroying its
best interests; and not satisfied with
that, when the battle had been fought,
and he might have been supposed
content, he attended a meeting in my
county, at Moncton, being accom-
panied by the hon. the Finance Minister,
and the hon. member for King's, N.B.,
(Mr. Domville), being present at this
enthusiastic demonstration ; when he
thought fit to denounce me, in the heart
of ny own county. He told my constitu-
ents that I was an office-seeker, and
always had been; that I had knocked at
the door of bis Government for office. If
that is not true, he can rise and correct
me. He added, that his Government had
refused me offlice, which, had they given
me, would have placed me on the Gov-
ernment side instead of the Opposition.
The hon. member for Cumberland must
have known there was no foundation in
truth for such a statement, and he had a
witness beside him, the bon. the Finance
Minister, who also knew it was false and
baseless. The hon. the First Minister,
to do him justice, I believe would say
that I never asked for office ; but he was
kind enough to offer me the Lieutenant-
Governorship of my own Province, as did
also the hon. the Minister of Railwavs
himself. The latter also offered me
the Governorship of Nova Scotia, and
a seat in the then Government.
I had two offers of a seat in it,
which I declined, and yet the hon. gen
tieman had the hardihood to declare, in
my own constituency, that T had asked
and been refused office by himself and
colleagues. Have 1 not reason to com-
plain, also, of the conduct of the hon.
the Finance Minister, in letting that
statement pass uncontradicted I We had
been colleagues in the New Brunswick
Government, ten or fifteen vea-rs, before
Confederation; and I appeal to him,
whether I ever asked for an office of any
kind, either in the Provincial or Dominion
Government I The hon. gentleman does
me the justice to say I never did. Then,
why did lie not contradict the charge oi
the bon. member for Cumberland, made
in his presence ? I think that- was his
duty. The hon. Minister of Railways
must have been actuated by maglignity

or very bad personal feeling towards me.
I can imagine no other motive for his
conduct; to villify and abuse seems to be
an instinct of his nature. All I want is
fair play in the matter, from both sides,
which I believe most hon. gentlemen will
allow me. I now wish to read frum the
Moncton Tines, the report of a speech of
the hon. gentleman, made on the 27th
September, 1878, ten days after our
elections, in which he speaks of me in this
fashion:

"When Mr. Mitchell was Minister of
Marine and Fisheries ho proposed to protect
our Fisheries by fitting out a fleet. The idea
was derided by Mr. Mackenzie and his crew,
but Mitchell went on with his fleet and sooa
seized and condemned the American craft and
saved the rights of our ishermen. So other
industries should be protected.

" Sir Albert Smith had been spreading him-
self a good deal ever the Fishery A ward. He
ought to be ashamed to speak of it. The
Treaty of Washington, under which that
Award was made, was carried at the point of
the bayonet against Mackenzie and his army.
The late Government had carried the Treaty,
and they had selected Mr. Mitchell to repre-
sent Canada on the Commission. Mr. Mitchell
had prepared the case-a case that with any-
thing like fair management must have secured
a handsone Award for Canada. Eut the pre-
sent Government-and they deserve credit for
it-recognised the fact that they had no man of
sufficient ability iu their ranks, aud they
selected Sir A. T. Galt, an old friend of
Sir John A. Macdonald, to act for Canada.
The Knight deserves his title for entrusting the
work to Mr. Galt instead of doing it himself, au
he thereby secured five and a-half millions in-
stead of half a million tkhat otherwise he would
have got. People must be vry ungrateful to
object to his empty title, as he really saved us
$5,000,000 by recoguising lis own incapacity
and entrusting to Mr. Galt the work he was un-
fit to do himself.

" Sir John A. Macdonald-and lie could not
meution that name without saying that he fully
endorsed the remarks of Mr. Tilley in declar-
ing that Sir John was the greatest man in
Canada, a man who had rendered signal ser-
vice to bis country, to bis own personal loss, a
man of commanding talents,who could have en-
joyed all the comforts that meney could pro.
cure had he chosen to avoid public life. Sir
John A. Macdonald had asked Mr. Mitchell to
act as his position entitled him to, but Mr.
Smith, who bad the same right, waived bis
claim, and thus saved at least $5,000,000, that
the country undoubtedly would have lost had
the case been handled by Mr. Smith."

So far from my having opposed the Wash-
ington Treaty, I supported it. I felt,
when Sir John A. Macdonald returned
from Washington, that the settlement
was unfair to the people of this country,
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but that grave consequences might flow
from our opposition to it-that the true
interests of the Dominion and Empire
demanded our support of the Treaty.
I do not know whether the hon. the
First Minister, whose distinguished
ability we all recognise, knew that the
lion. mnember for Cumberland had made
this statement. Now, is the House, after
these explanations, prepared to approve
of his charge, his caluminous attack on
me? How could he know that if I had
been a Commissioner, instead of Sir A. T.
Galt, the Dominion would only have got
$500,000 instead of $5,500,000 from the
Ainericans? He speaks of it with the
greatest confidence, and said he knew we
would only have got half a million of
dollars if I had -been the Commissioner.
The hon. member for Cumberland (Sir
Charles Tupper) knew nothing of my
services in connection with the Fishery
Commission. Sir A. T. Galt, a cre-
dible witness, a gentleman to whom
he bas referred here in terms
so culogistic, and in which I en-
tirely concur-he had an opportunity
of knowing the value of my services,
whether they were in reality worth any-
thing or not. Had Mr. Ford, the British
agent, an opportunity of knowing
whcther my services were of any value
or not? I think lie had. These are the
two gentlemen J call as witnesses in
contradiction of the statements made by
the hon. member for Cumberland. It
might be considered egotism on mny part,
under ordinary circumstances, to make
reference to this matter, yet I feel, as a
public man, I an justified in refuting
these slanders, and in referring to gentle-
men who know the falsity of the hon.
gentleman's statements. Sir A. T. Galt,
on the 24th November, 1877, the day
after the Commission closed, in writing to
Earl Derby, refers to my services in these
terms :-

" In all the rroceedings, Mr. Ford has been
most ably supported by Mr. Albert J. Smith,
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, who has
constantly attended the Commission, as reDre-
senting the Dominion Government, and of
whom it is difficult for nie to speak in fitting
terms of appreciation.

"As Commissioner, I have had an opportunity
of observing the great value of the services of
these two gentlemen, and I mnst respectfully
bring thein under the notice of lier Majesty's
Government "
This is the testimony of Sir A. T. Galt.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITI.

The hon. gentleman may say that it is of
no value, but I do not think that Sir A.
T. Galt would make a statement like that
unless he believed at al events that there
was some foundation for it. Mr. Ford,
in making his report to the Government,
speaking of me, says :

"But placed, as it bas been my good
fortune to be during the past six months,
in almost daily communication with himu
I cannot refrain from bringing to your
Lordship's notice the great assistance he has
rendered me in the discharge of my duties as
British agent to the Halifax Commission. To
his cordial co-operation in all matters affecting
the interest of tne two countries, and to his un-
caasing exertions in the promotion of our cause,
I mainly ascribe the success that has attended
the enquiry which has just been terminated,
and which has been crowned b y so gratifying a
result."

Now, there is the testimony of these two
gentlemen. One, occupying the position
I did, and feeling deeply mv respon-
sibility to the country, felt naturally a

great anxiety in the success of this case,
and I devoted the best talents I possessed
to the furtherance of the interests of this
country in that connection. I felt it
extremely hard, considering that I never
had any altercation with the bon. gentle-
man, that lie should have made such a
defamatory attack upon me. I felt called
upon to advance this testimony here in
refetation of the slanderous statements
made by the hon. member for Cunberland.
I would not be afraid to appeal to the hon.
the Minister of Justice also. He was in
Halilax during the whole time this en-
quiry took place. I would not be afraid
to appeal to the hon. members trom Hali-
fax, who likewise know something of my
services, in contradiction of the charge
made by the hon. member for Cumber-
land, if it were necessary to do so. At
Moncton, the hon. member for Cumber-
land told the people that .he would look
after tlieir interests, and be their friend,
and that I had been direlict in my
auty to my constituents. It is well-
known that Moncton is the great centre
of the Intercolonial Railway system,
where the machine shops are situated.
But how did the hon. gentleman promote
the interests of Moncton and the working-
man. He dismissed hundreds of em-
ployés from the shops at that place. I
may also state that the hon. the Minister
of Railways and Canals seemed to think
that it was necessary for him to make
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some apparent economy in the expendi- ouglit to keep suent. Now, coning to
ture connected with the administration of the National Policy, I shah be obliged to
the Intercolonial Railway, because lie had recali many cvents that took place years
accused the late Administration, in its ago in connection with the Confederation
management of that railway, of being -the hon. the Finance Minister's career
extravagant and corrupt, and so lie felt it at the time when hi played the part of
was necessary, apparently at all events, a false prophet. Af ter the hon. gentleman
to do something in the direction of had attended the Québec Coiderence, and
economy. He discharged hundreds of men. agreed on behalf of New Brunswick to
I do not think there are at this hour one- accept 80e. a head on the population of
half the number of men employed at 1861, and $63,000 for ten vears, lie
Moncton that there were when the General returned to that Province, and at public
Elections took place. The hon. gentle- meetings ho took counsel with the people
man felt it was necessary, in order to and advised then to accept these terms.
exhibit a spirit of economy, to reduce the le expressed great amazement that the
salaries of the railway employés from delegates at that Conference had consented
one end of the line to the other, even of to extend such generous terms to
those employés whose salaries were New Brunswick, but I would ask that
already too sinall. At the present lon. gentleman now, if the people of
time the salaries of the men of that lino New Brunswick at that tin e lad
are much less than they are in almost any taken his advice where they would bave
other branch of the Civil Service of this been at tus hour? They would Lave
Dominion. I would ask why should he beeninastate of hopeless bankruptcy.
strike at the railway employés, why not They have now an income of nearly
extend this economv to other officers and $600O, which is more than twice what
employés of the Dominion? Why vic- it would have been if they had takon lis
timise and sacrifice them alone ? I find advice. Yet, even now they are in great
in the Estimates that in other branches straits, financially. They are driven to
of the Civil Service, the number of em- tbe utmost extremity for money. It nay
ployés has, in some cases, been nultiplied, be necessary for me to refer to the faet
and their salaries increased. The hon. that the hon. gentleman told us that New
gentleman said that since he had charge of Brunswickwould become the Birmingham
that railway it had begun to be profitable of this whole Dominion, and that the
to the Government. Well, it is known peuple of that Province would do ail the
throughout the whole of that country that manufacturing for the back country, as he
the road is running down. From Moncton called the Provinces of Quebec and
to Rivière-du-Loup the testimony is uni- Ontario. Well, Sir, the peuple are dis-
versal, showing that the engines are dis- appointed. Tley were kd to expectgreat
abled, and that the stock is deteriorating things, whiel have nuL been realised, and,
in consequence of this false economy. I aithougl I trust this Dominion will neyer
may say that some change is absolutely be dissolved, yet I believo that if a poli
necessary in reference to the management was taken in New Brunswick, Nova
of that railway. But we are told on the Scotia and Prince Edward Island, the
other side of the House that we are not to peuple would pronounce most emplati-
criticise the management of the railway, cally against the Union. The bon. gen-
that to do so is unpatriotic, that we are lemans promises of prosperity bave ah
striking at the best interests of our country, been falsified. I did net mean to say
that we are injuring the reputation of the tbat the lon. gentleman at that time wil-
road, and that people will refuse to travel fully deceived the people, but ho in-
upon it, and therefore that we ought to dulged in that kind of propletic fancy
say nothing about it. My lon. friend vhich he dues indulge in when
from North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) lie desires to carry a point. He told us
criticised, yesterday, the land regulations forty times to-night that there was a good
of the North-West, and he was imme- time comin, and these are the kind of
diately asked from the other side, " What prophecies and visions lie las indulged in
right have you to say anything about throughout ha whole political career.
this." Your speech will go abroad. It The hon, gentleman seens to be, at the
will injure our country, and therefore y au present moment, an ardent Protectionist.
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I would like to ask when his mind became
so intent on this subect. I have said
my hon. friend became a Tory from being
a Liberal ; now I would like him to tell
us when lie became a Protectionist from
being a Free-trader. Until the change
of Government, in 1873, we never heard
anything about Protection from him. I
must refer to a speech of the bon. the
Finance Minister,in 1873, which will con-
vict my hon. friend once more of being a
false prophet. He says

" I would like to take you with me in im-
agination to the time of the expiration of the
next ten years, when the Pacifie Railway will
be built. I believe that there is too much
patriotism in this House, and this country, to
allow either personal or political considerations
to intertere with the prosecution of this
national enterprise. I look to the completion
of this work with as much. confidence as I do
upon any profession that has been made by this
Parliament during the last five years. Wewill
go to the Pacitie. We find that the miners
now engaged there are paying 14c. per pound
for all goods they consume, and a man must
carn $4 or $5 a day to make it an object for him
to remain. This House can appreciate the
effect that will be produced in that far-off
Colony when the railway is in full operation,
and when the miners can be sustained there at
$1 a day. A very large and rapid influx of
population will take place, and the fertile
valleys will be settled by industrious agricul-
turists, who will obtain good and ample
compensation for their labour. The produce
of their lands will be carried to the seaboard
by the Pacifie Railway, and a large increase to
the revenue of the Dominion will be the result.
Lot us come a little way east and visit the
North-West Territories. With this railway
complete through it, a territory than whieh
there is no better on this continent, capable of
the highest state of cultivation, three times
the size of the State of Illinois, is it not to be
expected that such a territory, with the same
railway facilities that settlers had twenty-five
years ago, will have its population increased so
rapidly, that we may soon expect one or two
Provinces between Manitoba and the Rocky
Mountains, all contributing to the Dominion
Treasury. Let us come a little further, with
the Canal system completed, and the connec-
tions made with the Pacifie Railway at the
head of Lake Superior, and the settlers of the
North.West producing double what they
require, the surplus being brought down by the
railway, placed on our vessels and sent
through our canals. Toronto, the trade of
which has doubled within the last five years,
will be quadrupled by that trade, and Hamil-
ton and London will be equally favoured ; and
all this will contribute to the revenue of the
Dominion. Let us come further east still,
to the Province of Quebec, and look into
Montreal. There will be nothing in the world
to prevent that city becoming the rival of New
York. With reference to the ancient city of

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH.

Quebec, with'the public spirit shown bhyhr.people
of late, she would bid fair to cone next to
Montreal in importance in the Province and
double her revenue. Then, coming to my own
Province, with, perhaps, limited advantages,
compared with Ontario and Quebec, but pre-
pared as we shall be with the aid of the
railway, we shall fight hard for our share of
the shipping trade. Passing to Nova Scotia,
I have no doubt that before the expiration of
the ten years, she will have a railway from
Cape Breton to the most westerly point of the
Province. Balifax will secure her share of
trade as the necessary result of the Intercol-
onial; and this, with the development of her
vast mineral resources, may reasonably be
expected to enable lier also to contribute
more largely to the Dominion. With all
these influences, may we not expect to derive
an income fully able to meet the increased ex-
penditure."

It is a remarkable coincidence that the
hon. gentleman should have been Finance
Minister in 1873, and now that he is
Finance Minister again, and as the hon.
member for Cumberland (Sir Charles Tup-
Der) said, is the Saviour of his country,
that lie should have made such a speech.
Now, Mr. Speaker, these are dreans of
fancy which the hon. the Finance Minister
indulged in in 1873. Seven years have
passed since then, and what portion of his
prophecies have been realised. He would
like to tell us, but he cannot tell us. Now,
I read this to show his declaration, as
clear and distinct as any declaration can be,
that in 1873 the hon. member was not a
Protectionist, he was a Revenue Tariff man.
We have the.hon. the Finance Minister
speaking there, with all the responsibility of
a Finance Minister, telling us that, in view
of this increased expenditure, all we have
to do is to increase the taxation 2 per
cent. I wonder if the hon. gentleman
had then any idea of a Protective policy.
I wonder where this idea of Protection
first entered his mind ; was it at Fred-
ericton, while enjoying, as Lieutenant-
Governor, otium cum dignitate, that lie
solved the problem i It' is a very
remarkable coincidence. The bon.
gentlemuan then only advocated a
2½ per cent. increase ; but, seven years
afterwards, lie advocates a policy which
involves a taxation of 26 per cent. on
dutiable goods, and 20 per cent. on free
and dutiable importations. It was stated
by the hon. member for Cumberland that,
during the five years we were in power,
we nearly swamped and destroyed
the country, by increasing its in-
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debtedness. I watched anxiously to ous consideration-and be entreated the Gev-
see if that statement would be ernment to pause. The faith of the Govern.
repeated by the hon. the Minister of ment was pledged by the resolution to coin-plete the railwav within ten vcar8, no mnatter
Finance, but it was not. And I think he if the resuit sheuld be min. No verbal reserva.
is a much better authority than the hon. tien could have effect, the written record atone
member for Cumberland. I afirm what ceuld hold, and the words of the
the hon. gentleman has practically resolution wereclear, and ifintwo
admitted that the increased expenditure British Columbia could appeal to the iperial
during our Administration, resuilt- Government. They had been told that the ex-
ed from carrying on publie works, the peaditure would not burden the people but
responsibility of which -was assumed and ould that be believed, and ne one would

îespessssyundertake te say that a cempany would under-
undertaken by hon. gentlemen them- take the work as a remunerative seheme, and,
sel ves. We nd the hion. the Finance ý1 therefore, sooner or later, the Govern-nent

Minister himself, in 1873 stating Hlere is wou d have to pay evey dollar of the expense,

$60,00000 of liability, the lion. gente- amd the contractwra would want the land as a
profit. No one could supose th t even after

muan's speeches at that time state, was the road was buit, it woul r pay one-tenth of
assusned by their own Government. its working expenses, and wow, therefore, could

Tihe Goverument change.d a few inonths British capitalists be expected te undertake

af ter this. Its obligations -were trans- the wrk. Te hron. the Minister of Cistows
yead intimated that if they did omt strike

ferred f rom therB to us. Lt was our duty quickly the ould alienate British CoImbi
as, far as possible, to carry out these fren tue enterprise ; but ras that an element
works in good faith, with the resourcos 'for discussion ? No. If such were the case,at could the matter belonged te the mperial Goveru.

in ment only. Wa the ause ready to involve
jeet, iany important events inthethhecountry in se large an increase f debt
of the country are recalled. Let us con- That debt was already $ae,OOtheO, and there
suit the Debatese of 1871, when the seheme were many burens that would arise f rom the

for the entrance of Britis Columbia into l terolonial and other works. The Union Act
ttd provided for the extension f the Court

man'sspeehesat ta tmunder discussion. hsyste, and that had ouly been delayen be-
Wiat cause did hion. gentlemený,.thenàas now cause ef the deficient state of the finances cf
in Opposition, take when this scoeme was te Dominion. The coat of the railway could

preseGted to the huse. The lion. e- nt ih named, it mig t be much greater tha
afer fors Imtsobi atis Mwere) ts the amount named, and yet coûe que coûte the
ferre from temto us. Iaseourety ceuntry would stand pledged te complete it.
hon. inenber for West Durdiisn (Mr. H should oppose the seasure because it ,ould
Blako), and several ion. meinbers then impose burdens on the peple that they were
a.nd now in the bouse, raised their net able te bear, and would involve the coun-

voice against the assumption of this ter- try in ruin a ld disaster."

rible and insane liability f building the It is dot fair, it s unjust, it is net treat-
.Pacifie IRailway in twelve years. 1 muist, ing their opponients with fair censidera-
in justification te ysef. refer te some tin te charge upn them the responsi-
observations I made at that tume on that bility for thoe indebtedness of this country,,
subjeCet. It would w interestins for ion- as the aon. meaber fron Cumberland has
gentlemen, when it is charged that the done. This Pacifie Railway policy bas
late Governmnent was responsible for em- been an incubus upon the country ever
barrassing this country with an enormous since it was initiated. When we came
debt in conneton with the construction into power there is ne doubt we fe t
cf the Pacifie Railway, te read the called upon te maintain and support the
speeches mad at that time. I said, Sir public faith of tthe country as fa as pos-

"I There were two very important considera-
tions-one was that there was a great depar-
ture from the principles of the Constitution in
the matter of therepresentation. With regard to
the inancial aspect, however, he could net
hut believe that lasting injury would be done
to the country by the expenditure to be in-
curred. The cost of the railway could net
be less than $100,000,000,- and it was equiva-
lent to the Imperial Goverament asking Eng-
land to embark in au enterprise involving a
thousand millions. Was net the matter, there-
fore, sufficiently grave to merit the most seri.

sible. Hon. gentlemen who composed
the late Government opposed this railway
scheme at its inception, but, inasmuch as
the faith of the country was pledged to'
its completion within ten or twelve years
-though they felt this was absolutely
impossible-they considered that to a cer-
tain extent it devolved uponthem to carry
out the Treaty engagements made with
British Columbia, as far as they possibly
could. But, Sir, what did we do I The
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late Premier endeavoured, as far as
possible, to get as much information by
exploratory and instrumental surveys as
would enable us to proceed with the work
as far as consistent with the Act of 1874,
which declares that we shall not proceed
with the work if the result is to increase
the burdens of taxation upon the people.
The present Government, however, are
determined to proceed with this work.
The resolution introduced last night,
clearly indicated the policy of the Gov-
ernment. There is a general feeling
prevalent in the country that the Gov-
ernment should not proceed with the work
in the mnner proposed. They have let
125 miles in British Columbia, that will
cost from $10,000,000 to $20,000,000
alone. The Governinent have a strong
power at their back, and can carry any
measure they choose ; but I warn them
that the feeling of the country is hostile
to their proceeding with this work to the
extent they are doing. There is some
excuse for opening up the North-West
Territories with railway communication,
but to construct a line across the Rocky
Mountains is an undertaking the
Exchequer of the country cannot
bear, and it would deprive other
portions of the Dominion of necessary
.appropriations for public works. Look
at the Estimates, and what do we find.
New Brunswick is utterly neglected in
regard to public works. We are contri-
buting to the expenditure of the Pacifie
Railway and we get nothing in return.
The people of this country ask the Gov-
ernment to pause in their too reckless
Railway policy. They ask us to open
up the Great North-West coast for the
reception of the emigration to the country.
But, Sir, is it any benefit to the people of
this unsettled portion of the Dominion;
is it any benefit to the people of our own
Provinces 4 It is not. I am sorrv to
say that the exodus of our people from
this country is absolutely alarming.
What benefit is this Railway policy to
the people of the Lower Provinces. It
may suit the North-West. It may suit
land speculators and lead to an increase of
population there, but it will injure the
country from which that population
migrates. I will undertake to say that
one-half of the people who went to
Manitoba, last year, were people from
the Dominion of Canada. It seems

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH.

certain, however, that the Government
will cross the Rocky Mountains, and they
suggest that they have some means of
getting $38,000,000 from emigrants and
$32,000,000 by promissory notes besides,
but this is a delusion. I had intended,
in connection with the remarks I made,
to ask the hon. the Finance Minister
when lie became a Protectionist ?
I would like, however, to ask
the hon. the first Minister, because
I believe he would like to give an
answer according to his honest convic-
tions, whether lie became a Protectionist
until he found that it was absolutely
necessary to invoke some agency as a
means of defeating the late Government.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I can
answer that question at once. Sir Alex-
ander Galt announced that the policy of
the Government in 1859 was Canada for
Canadians ; that it was so to adjust the
Tariff as to incidentally assist our Cana,
dian industries. That poliey, as I said
was announced in 1859 and it bas been
our unvarying policy ever since.

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH: Is is possi-
ble that my hon. friend can state to this
Huse and the country that those were
his honest convictions in 1859, and that
he did not give efiect to those convictions
until 18'î8. Why did you not introduce
Protection before, if these were vour
views ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : De-
cause the United States by their action
relieved us from the necessity of doing so ;
because we had a market there whether
or no.

Sin ALBERT J. SMITH: The hon.
gentleman kept his convictions in abey-
&nce for twenty years. Surely the bon.
gentleman must have been recreant to his
duty to his country if lie felt that the
principle of Protection should form the
basis of the fiscal policy of the country, to
allow those convictions to remain
in abeyance for so long a time.
The hon. gentleman has changed bis
policy. We are told by the hon. member
for Cumberland (Sir Charles Tupper) that
Sir Alexander Galt is one ef the greatest
financiers that ever lived, that lie is a
heaven-born financier, and he further says
that the hon. the Minister of Finance
was perfectly justified in consulting Sir
Alexander Galt with regard to the fis.cal
policy of the country.

Tite Tari
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SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I cannot the receipts and expenditures was unfit
permit the hon. gentleman to put a state- for his position."
ment in my mouth that bas nofoundation SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I quoted
in fact. I made no such statement as the late Finance Minister's assertion to
that which the hon. gentleman is now that effect.
attributing to me. SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: Very well,

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: Did not let us go on. Now, we find that for each
the hon. gentleman say that the hon. of the six years from 1858, there vas a
the Finance Minister acted wiselv in large deficit ; and I do not think the hon.
consulting Sir Alexander Galt? the First Minister, who vas at the head

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : In answer of the Government at that tiie, should

to the taunt that the bon. the Minister of be reflected lpon by his colleague. I do

Finance liad consulted Sir Alexander not think lie should be rebuked by the
Galt, I said that it would have been well hon. iember for Cumberland for these de-

for tle country if the late Finance ficits. Deficits may occur sute of the

Minister had done so. I did not say best financmg efforts. The tide of depres-
that the present lion. Finance Minister sion had set in; the of trade

had done so. I give the hon. gentle- couldl not be increased. Two and a-half

man's statement a flat denial. I sav per cent. was added to the taxation of the

that what lie lias just stated on this country, and that gave a higer
point is entirely unfounded in fact. revenue. Sir Alexander Galt, Who
There is a record of what takes place was the Finance Minister at that time,
here. I will refer to the Reporters' declared hiniself entirely opposed to a

notes and I say lie will search in vain to fiscal pohcy such as we have now. Last
find a single note to substantiate his year we had a deficit ; the hon, the

statement. Fuance Minister was not at fault.
Staen ALB T JNot at all. This year he acknowledges
SIRALBE T J.SMIT h : Does thehon.j a deficit of $500,000 ; but 1 believe the

gentleman say that the lon. the Munster result will show a deficit of upwards of
of Finance did not consult Sir Alexander $2,000.000. Surely, then, the hon. the
T. Galt ? It is not of much consequence Minister of Railways will not allow the
what he said. It does not reflect upon present Finance Minister to remain where
the bon. the Finance Minister; it is no he is. He had everything in his favour -
reflection upon hin at all; the bon. the lie put on the duties just as e wanted
Minster of Railways says " the late and, therefore, there is no excuse for his
Finance Minister is a kmg rof deficits, and hvn eii.Bth ilhvc hlaving a deficit. But lie wili h-ave a
no man is fit to be Finance Minister who deficit,increasing year after year; because,
does not avoid deficits." I think he if lie puts duties on manufactures lie can-
reflects on the hon. the First Minister not have them imported, and, therefore,when hie says thisI he must lose the revenue. Now, theS1R CH ARLES TUPPER : I did people are weigbed down with $7,000,000
not say so. of additional taxes. I think, however,

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH : You did the hon. the Finance Minister will never
say so.Sa CHBE TPE: .k receive such money as lie expects ; thent. SR CA E S . P. : I[TII people wili have to pay it, but it wil
not.ot coe into the Treasurv. We are in-

SI ALBERT J. SMITH: You said
ie was king of deficits, and that- formed prosperity reigns evervherelie infornied us that St. Jolin was prosper-

Sin CHARLES TUIPPER : I did not ous. Wly, there neyer was such depres-
make the assertion that no man was fit sion there as exists no v. What dîd th
o be a Finance Minister who accumulated hon. gentleman say last December ? Lt
leficits. What I did was merely to quote cannot be mucl changed now. He was
he statement, to that effect, made by the received with great éclat, surrounded by
ate Finance Minister hiinself. a great many friends; le went to Fred-

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: Did not ericton, and had a good time there; lie
very member of this House understand made a great many visits; but lie did not
he hon. gentleman to say "that any visit Mr. Gibsou who employs about
Finance Minister who could not balance 3,000 hands, and is one of the largest
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manufacturers in our country. Did he ofthis country wereas prosperous as any in
visit any of the timber mills ? Are not the world, andthat under a Revenue Tarif.
they entitled to Protection and consider- He seemed onthe question of thetea
ation? I should tbink so. The hon. interestto think this policylhad been
member bebind hin will think so, having doing a great deal for the shipping in-
regard to the various articles affected that terest. I say it is doing nothing. It is
are current in that business. impossible to foster the direct importation

An HON. GENTLEMAN: Give from China and Japan; and the policy
any of the articles that are raised. operates injuriously. The smail trades-

Smi ALBERT J. SMITH : I could men of the country ouglt to have a chance
not stop to enunerate them ; the average as well as the large traders in Montreal
duty is 20 per cent. ; whereas, before, it and Toronto. The people of New Bruns-
was 121- only. wick have littie trade with Ontario.

An lioN. MEMBER: I have asked Why not allow theru then to buy in
the hon. gentleman to give the articles Boston or New York? Now, Sir, the
used by lumbermen that have been in- sugar business, what about that ? The
creased. hon. the Minister of Finance said a good

S1a ALBERT J. SMITH: Cottons, deal of sugar is rnported by the River
woollens, pork, iron, and everything in St. Lawrence. How many vessel loads
fact. I say that the lumbering interest core up to Montreal? If lie bas got in-
is an important interest, and the labour- formationI wonld be very much plcased
ing population engaged in lumbering to receive it, because I think there is a
should not be ignored. Why did he not very small quantity. But suppose it
take counsel with the lumbering com- does, what benefit is that to our ship-
munity, and the farmer of the country? owners-we have no monopoly. Foreign
Why should we look to any particular vessels can enter into the trade as well as
interest ? Did he go to the rolling mills, our own. The effect of he legislation on
at St. John, when he visited that place? the sugar duties is to taiisfer the trade
The hon. niember for King's knew where f rom one Canadian city to another.
it was. There is one fact I would like to We have a return showing the
refer to, that is, that according to the importation of sugar into Canada
speeches of hon. members opposite, and during the last six montbs from
particularly the speech of the hon. the whicb I flnd that the amount received
Minister of Finance, we are to come to in Ontario, in the last six months
the conclusion that we had no manufac- of 1879, was 32,617,0001b., and for the
tures in this country before; that they corresponding six months of 1880, ending
have all sprung up through the agency or January, 9,685,0001b. Sugar is not im-
the National Policy. Now, I would ask ported into Ontario to the same extent.
whether, five years ago, we had not more Then coming to Quebec, we see the resuit
men engaged in manufacturing than we of the duties there; the importation for
have now 1 Why, according to his own the last six months of 1879 were
statement, they were rolling up surpluses 19,000,0001b., and for the six months of
in those tines ; depression and scarcity this year, ending January, 46,000,00O1b.
of labour was unknown ; the country was In Nova Scotia, it las incrcased from
happy and prosperous under their rule. 5.000,0001b. last year to 14,000,0001b.
Now, Sir, what kind of a fiscal policy had this year; andin New Brunswick there
they then ? Just the same as we had was a decrease from 3,000,0001b. last
during our five years' Administration, ycar to 2,200,0OOlb. this year. So the
except that we increased the duties by effect bas been to change tbe current cf

1 per cent. Iow then does the bon the trade f rom one Province to the other,
gentleman show that we cannot find and that is al. With regard to our
prosperity except by the adoption of this shipping interest, wbich I think I know
new fiscal policy of theirs I They say sornething about, I believe it does not
they prospered before, under the old Tarifa derive any benefit from the National
of 15 per cent., which we raised to 17½ Pehicy on the article of sugar. Whether
per cent. I could read, Sir, a speech sugar is refined in this Dominion or the
made, in 1874, by the hon. member for United States is of little consequence
Cumberland, in which he said the farmers I believe it was much better

SIR ALBERT J. SMITII.
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under the previous system so far as the lated cases. le seems to ignore entirely
shipping interest of the country is con- the elections in Ontario,and to think that
cerned with the United States. Our they Lad no significance whatever. The
vessels take sugar f rom Cuba and the greater Province, Ontario, lias reversed
West Indies to the United States ; most this National Policy. Did iot the lion.
of them are engaged in that trade. We the Finance Minister go to the Ontario
build vessels thus to do the carrying trade constituencies before last Provincial
of our own and that country. A large Elections and tell thep ta h
portion of the trade of the, United States supported the Mowat Government that
is done in British bottoms. We are told there would be a practical reversai of the
that as regards St. John, N. B., the fiscal lolicy of the Dominion Govern-
effect of the change in the sugar duty las ment. He told them so ii so many
been to increase its shipping business. I words, as did also the hon. the Minister of
suppose the hon. the Finance Minister Railways and Canais. The hon. the
thought lie was supported by authority in First Minister also visited that Provine
that statement, but lie was entirely in and endeavoured to enforce lis poiy
error. I have learned that in the months upoi the people, saying that the fiscal
of January, February, and March, not policy of the Dominion Government was
one single vessel cleared from St. John to imperilled if they sustained Mr. Mowat.
the West Indies, although the hon. gen- That was the key-note this Government
tieman states tbat that port has never sounded. 1 could refer to maîy other
done so much business before. My lion. matters in reference to the lon. the Fin-
friend informs me that only one vessel ance Minister so far as New Brunswick
cleared f rom the West Indies to is concerned, anti the course lie bas
St. John, -whtle durihdn tat time taken since lie entered Parliament. The
six Engylish vessels engaged in jmust know that it would b impossible
tlie trade with the West luches cleared for liim to be re-elected for St. John;
f rom West Indies to New YorkE This ethe people of New Brunswick tre ad-
shows conclusively the change is of no verse to Mis polway. I will undertake
benefit to our shipping. There may be to prophesy that le will never ruof an
half-a-dozen small vessels in iHalifax whidli election hn St. John again. The power
take away cargoes of fish and sooks to fwill pass frof the bauds of these Min-
thm West Indies and bring back sugar, isters as surely as the sun sets in the
but the greatest portion of sugar comes west, at the first chance the people
now to iHalifax. Merchants then tle- have. Ministers think the people are
grapli to IMvontreal to, sec if they caa send with tliem, as do some of tlieir followers
it there, and if no orders are received tey on tie back bMnis es, but I would like to
despatch it to New York. A great deal sec the question tried, and, as the
ofsugar goes from Halifax to New York, Finance Minister and other speakers on
much more than to Montreal. lit las the other side have said that our manu-
been stated y the hpon. the Finance Min- factures have not increased as rapidly as
ister that the people did not pay any tliey would have done, inasrnuch as un-
more for their sugar than before, that, in certainty exists in the public mMd as to
fact, it is cheaper at present. 11e said wether the present pohicy would be per-
that tlie kind of suar tliat ca be used manent, and tlere may be something in
by the common people, and the grades that view, would it not ho in tlie interest
above that, were even cheaper tham ever. of tte country to try tIo question before
If tînt be truc, wly did the refiners want the people; then, if sustained, the pre.
this present Tarifi and why unless it werc sent policy would be considered permanent.
beneficial to tem. It is stated the R cd- It seems proper and wise tliat we should
patîs make from $600,000 to $140003000 have an election now, but 1 thhnk the
a year by it. lias any hon gentleman hon. the firt Minister has r t desire for
been %uthorised to deny that state- it. He knows better. lie kiows that
ment. None so far as know. e would be beaten. The lion. the
Ti hon, gentleman bas referred to Finance Minister sees to think that my
tha elections in the Dominion since the re-election in my county would not be
present overnment took office, and certain. would like to try the question,
baims as a compliment to it a few iso- practically with him. e says the sugar
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refinery, established in Moncton, is going
to destroy my popularity.

An Ho. MEMBER : It will employ
twenty-three men.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITII : Yes. That
small benefit would upset and
overturn me in my count.y, Le
thinks; but I would not be afraid
to try the issue with him or any-
body else. I repeat that this is inimical
to the best interésts of the country ani,
that the people, particularly of New
Brunswick, are against it. There is no
emigration from our country every day.
I do not mean to say that it is altogether
due to the National Policy, for I know
that would not *be fair ; but we will say
that if the people would accept this policy
they would be able to rQlhain in thi
country-that anybody anîd everybody
would be employed-that there would
be ample work for all. To show
the depression it lias caused in St. John,
I may refer to the reception given to the
hon. the Finance Minister in December
lasI, and I do not think any change lias
taken place since. I think lie vas a little
unfair in his introductory speech, in
claiming that the temperance ovation
given to him, -was of a political character,
and in lis utilising that compliment for
the purpose of showing that the people of
St. John approved of his policy. I believe
the ovation was given in his honour as a
temperance mian, and that the gentleman
that presided vas not a supporter, but an
opponent of the National Policy. I think
I can show the hon. gentleman his mis-
take in saying that prosperity exists in
St. John in full measure. There was at
this dinner a friend of the hon. gentle-
man who is now, I am glad to say, a
Senator (Hon. Mr. Boyd), who made a
speech on that occasion, in which Le said:

"He knew that Sir Leonard sympathised
with the misfortunes of St. John, the city
which bail been his home, and where his pro-
perty was. When ho came to it this last time;
lie spoke to him -of the duilness of business
here, and the necessity of giving us all the
help he could ; when he replied-almost with
tears in bis eyes-that he was prepared to
do what he could reasonably for the city, and
the Government was willing to carry out what
could be done for our benefit. (Cheers.) He
referred to the stories which had been spread of
his having quarrelled with Sir Leonard but
affirmed that none of them were true. It was
nearly thirty years since he first had the

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH.

honour of Mr. Tilley's acquaintance, and he
had never had an unpleasant word with him.
A truer friend or a better man he had never
met, and he hoped bis right arm would wither,
and his tongue be palsied before he uttered
the first word against him. He, like all other
good citizenp, was greatly concerned for the
prosperity of St. John. tHe trusted that, what-
ever our political differences might have been
in the past, we would forget them until our
city is built up, and be neither Liberals nor
Tories, but St. John men. If we do this, we
may yet see great results ; we shall see a line
of steamers to Europe, and to the West Indies ;
docks, w«et and dry ; warehouses, and many
other things They would find that, if Sir
Leonard made promises, lie would keep them.
They mtiglit say of him, as was said of a Mexi-
cani dollar, the more you rub hin the brighte r
he gets. (Cheers.j"
Does the hon. the Finance iMinister
recollect that lie exhibited so much eio-
tion that the tears started froin hls cyes
at a description of the great distress pre-
vailing in St. John. Mr. Boyd utering
these sentiments should at least become
a Senator, and he lias since become a
Senator, and I have no doubt whatever
that lie will make a good one. He said :
"There is great distress in St. John, in
which the bon. the Finance Minister
deeply sympathised." Mr. Boyd then
promised that the people of that city
shoulid have docks. wet and dry, and a line
of steamers to Europe and the West
Indies. I see as yet no provision made
for any of these enterprises. Therefore,
I presume that Mr. Boyd was mistaken.
I feel that I have sufficiently shown that
the hon the. Finance Minister is a false
prophet-that he is as unreliable in his
principles and propheeies now that lie
is a Tory as he was when he was a
Liberal.

MR. TASSÉ : Mr. Speaker, having
submitted at some length my views on the
merits of the National Policy, when it
was considered and carried by Parlianent,
at its last Session, in obedience to the
wishîes of an overwhelming majority of
the people, I do not intend to go over the
saie ground on the present occasion,
epecially after the very eloquent and ex-
haustive addresses in favourof that policy,
in which I am now an humble but as firm
a believer as ever I was in former days.
I do not pretend to be able to throw much
additional light on this important matter,
which has been already treated by some
of the ablest members on both sides of the
House ; I wish, however, to devote my

The Tariff.[COMNMONS.]
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attention to some particular points which
have been slightly discussed, and take ex-
ception to a few statements made by hon.
members of the Opposition. As many
references have been made, since the be-
glinning of this Session, to the city which
I have the honour to represent-specially
by some hon. members of the Opposition,
who have manifested a deep but fresh in-
terest in the welfare of my constituents,
for which, no doubt, they will feel grate-
ful, I will, at the outset, as in duty
bound, take up that point which is the
iost entitled to my immediate considera-
tion. Sir, in bis extreie desire to under-
value the beneficial effects of Protection
on the country, the hon. leader of the Left
stated, in his speech on the Address, that
it was admitted even by Government
papers tlat there was an unusual amount
of distress in the city of Ottawa. In the
first place, I do not know of a single Con-
servative paper which has adniitted
that there was an unusual amount of
distress in this city; and, in the
second place, I deny that the state-
ment of the lion. gentleman is well
founded. Furthermore, I contend that
the distress which mav now exist to a-
certain extent is far froni being as wide
spread as that which prevailed during the
last two or three years of the previous
Administration. The maintenance of a
soup litchen in our midst has been ad-
vanced as an argument against the
National Policy, but hon. gentlemen op-
posite should not forget that that noble
institution-the soup kitchen-is but a
legacy of their own Governrment, that it
was implanted in Ottawa during the late
Government, that it flourished not only
here, but in various cities of the Dominion
in the saie ratio that our most useful
and imnportant industries were then de-
caVing and falling down one after the
other. But, Sir, my hon. friends need
not feel uneasy on this point, for an-
other winter will most probably prove
that owing to the revival of trade, the
usefulness of the soup kitchen bas gone.
It is true that an assemblage of unem-
ployed workingmen-which has been so
often referred to on the other side of the
House-took place a few weeks ago, but
it could not be denied that it was far
from being as large as the one which
paid a visit to my hon. friend in the
winter of 1877, and which, I dare say,

he has not yet forgotten. I could not
give a better or more authoritative
illustration of the distress that prevailed
in Ottawa during the Administration of
the hon. gentleman than by quoting a
short extract from a speech delivered by
the Liberal candidate, Mr. C. W. Bangs,
one of my opponents during the last
elections :-

" Lst winter he (the Mayor) liad gone to
Mr. Mackenzie and laid before hiai the con-
dition of the poor people of the city. Mr. Mac-
kenzie replied tiat lie wou!d do al le could to
assist the city, and had it not been for this he
did niot know what they would have doue.
Every morning, when lie came down to the
City Hall, he found froin twenty to one hun-
dred men seeking assistance-men wl, were
willing to work, but who lad families starving
at home. Some of the men were not able to
earn 25c. per day, but still he sent thei up to
Mr. Henderson, the superintendent cf workhs.
Mdr. Henderson would corne down and say:
'lDon't send another crowd~ that can't do any-
thing.' He ieplied : ' These men.are starving
ani may as well b supported by the Govern-
ment as by the city.'"
Such was the glowing, the brilliant con-
dition of things in Ottawa during the
Mackenzie Governmnent. Well, Sir, after
such a statement uttered by a Liberal
candidlate-and which gives but a very
imperfect idea, a very imperfect picture
of the misery then desolating the .apital,
the House will easily perceive how little
'foundation there is in the assertion of the
hon. the leader of the Opposition that
there is an unusual amoont of distress in
the city of Ottawa. I will come now
to another point which concerns to a very
great extent my constituents, which con-
cerns also to a great extent the inhabi-
tants of the Ottawa Valley, nay, of the
whole country. One of the main objec-
tions raised against the National Policv
when it was at first propounded in this
House ; one of the main objections raised
against the National Policy in the press
and on the hustings, in the last political
campaign; and one of the main objections
raised against that policy in the last
Session was, that a Protective Tariff Vould

destroy, would ruin our lumber trade.
That industry being one of the largest, if
not the largest industry of the Dominion ;
that industry being the foremost industry
of the Ottawa Valley, that industry
employing every year 50,000 people, and
involving as it does many millions of
capital, such an objection, if sound, would
have been calculated to impress unfavour-
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ably the public mind against the National mixer and muddler of figtres, to enploy
Policy; but the people, thanks to their good the language of the Globe. No one bas
sense. and not owing to their ignorance, as forgotten that the hn. member for
it was contended by the hon. member for Centre Huron puzzled, once, everv
Centre Huron, did not believe that such an member of this buse when ho stated, in
objection was well grounded ; they had one part of lus speech, that Protection
no confidence in the men by whon it was would enrich a few manufacturers at the
urged; they thought that the lumber expense of the working class, whilst, in
trade could not be more prostrated, as another part of the same speech, hi
every other industry, than it was during asserfed that Protection wotild produce
the 8 eforin Administration, and they gave sueh a home competition that it would
tîeir wvarm adhesioli to the National j ruin the manufacturers thenosefves. To
Iolicy, almost every constituency of the core back to the lumber trade, I ar
Ottawa regio a returning Coeservative happy say tha, far from being ruiyed,
menbers, by large majorifie-the vast far fro m being aunihilated, f r fom
county of Otta-a alone givinw a wel ol receiving its "death blow f r the
deserved aajority of 1624 votes to its time bei o"-fo use the very word
worthv meiner. In this connection, it of that ho . gentleman, fti lu ber trade
wilI st be without interest to read the fol- bas received, withiin the last vear, an
lowin declaration, made last Session by immense impnulse-an ipetus unparallel-
the lion. alqmber for Centre iuron--who ed for many vears. Far fro receiving
iO supposed o be the financial light of the their death blow, lntbermen have con-
Opposition- is second speech on the siderably enlarged their operations, have
Tarifv ecreased the numer of their wodmen,

wrhave eployed thern at higer wages, and

will haot bel withoute interes to read the fol-

of the conutry revolutionised; we are to have,
to take out one itlustra niion alone, the lumber of agricultural produts, for whih fey
nterest of this country, employing from 45,000 offercan immediate and iïost adanfageous

to~~om back0 ton theh umber tradee I amn

og market. Far frorn receiving its death
on thern ;we are to have thi snterest put in
the greatest peril, because it ils imposible Vo blow the demand for ltnmber ras been
conceal from the Fouse that the imposition of such that for the first time it had to be
a further burden of 30e., or 40c., or 50. per shipped on rails fro Ottawa, afo that
thousand on the manufacture of lumber will g not only are the immense piles accuinu-
very fsar to give that great industry its death
blow for the time being. They can understand, flated for vears round the Chaudiere
from that illustration alne, how exceedingly already sold, but that an enormous quand
triffing al the benefits which are proposed to of lumreased the
ha secured under this Tariff are, compared witi f t

to akebu on ilusraionalneth lube ofriutral pencro ct for hic they

the enormous miachief which will recuit from ors1 bsbe otaudfra h
Ats operation. Which is true of the fisfing fer imede s in Canada.
interst and of tihe transportation intrest, and Far fro r receiving its death blow, the
as the agriculturists wil find t e of teir transportation traie connected with
own interets also." the lumber trade will tie greaty revived,

au fact, everyinerest i the and, in- ad we shal see, as soon as
cludind the lumber interest, was going to navigation opens, a large fleet of steamers
suifer most severely-was to receive its and boats carrying the produets of
death blow. Well, Sir, what ias been that indusfry to a foreign destination,
the resulf of the mournful prediction of whist many of our railways will be fully
that ion. gentleman, who seems deter- occupied, as tey are now, for th same
thed o emiilate that famous Trojan purpose, at profitable rates. Far f rom
prophetess, Cassaadra, wbo bad nothing receiving its death blow, there will bc an
ast the arosts wiln finds edofoheir unusual activity in a few weeks arount
lier country ? Let me hasten to say that our magnificent fails ; the Ilhinu" will
it is yet as uufulfilled as many other resound once more agreeably o our ears,
lugubrio s predictions emanating from and my hon. friends opposite shal hear if,
tfe same source. This fact is not if our legisative duties are nop cocluded
surprisinda , fQr tha ho, gentleman at the bginning of May; mils which iad
thas not been a succes so far in the pro- been silent for yearsw aill be reopenel, and
phetic vocation-indeed lie lias reaped others whiche ad worked during the day
more la surels as a maker of deficits, s a only wil ne then in f bly ast day and
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night-a state of things which we had not 25th March. 25th March.
the gratification to witness during the five 1879. 1880.
long years of the late Administration. ln Bank British North
fact the only death-blow that will be in- America.
flicted anywhere, will not be inflicted on Mlson'a Bank 74J 8%Dominion Bank 118
the lumber t-ade, but on the unpatriotic Federal Bank 100 105
operations of the party which to-day dare Hamilton Bankh 102
to rise their powerless voice against the Banque Jacques Car-
almost unanimous wish of the nation. ln tieri.............331

D nQuebec Bank....18
reviewing some speeches delivered lastNationale..
year by hon. gentlemen opposite, I Eastern Townships'
noticed that the hon. member for South Bank..............88 99î
Brant laid then great stress on the fact Union Bank 54 68J
that bank stocks had greatly fallen from4tht an socs adgraty alenfrmExchange Bank.... 53 45
the 17th September, 1878-a date inscribed
in black letters in the Reform day-book- I may add that not only have most of the
up to last Session. Of course the National bank securities advanced notably, but
Policy was made responsible for that also that many of the stocks of other pub.
falling off, although it then existed but on lic institutions or companies have risen in
paper, in the resolutions submitted to the thesaie proportion: a reguit which fully
House by the Government. It is obvious indicates that the tide of prosperity has
that a comparison made at such a time, fully set in. lIn fact, every stock is going
when the previous Tariff was in existence, uP, 15 advancing, except the political stock
was most unfair, and that it was neces-sary of the hon, gentlemen opposite, which
to wait a few months at least to ascertain stems to be more depressed than ever.
its probable effect on the monetary insti- lIn this connection I may observe that the
tutions of the country. This Session, it hon. member for West Durham almost
seemo, would have been a more fitting oppor- said the other night that the success of
tunity-although a longer experience is the Liberals in England was an indication
undoubtedly required to j udge such effects of the triumph of his party in a near
with some accuracv-to institute a coin- future. But I will take the liberty to
parison between the actual quotationsu<f advise the hon. gentleman not to be over-
stock banks, and the quotations existing exultant on that account, for by a strange
at the very time when the National Poliey oincidence Liberals have ony succeeded
became the law of the land. Our oppo- in securing power since Confederation-
nents having failed to compare those (and this event has not been too often re-
figures on that basis-the only fair basis peated for our common sake-when a
that could bE adopted to ascertain the in- Conservative Government was presiding
fluence of the National Policy in that over the destinies of Great Britain. We
respect, 1 will supply the comparison have learned from the speeches of the
which will establish the hiealthier condition Opposition that there was a great reactien
of the banks, and the greater confidence in the country against the National
enjoved on them by the publie sin 0 the lPolicy, that the people generally were
present Tarif has been in operation. 1 already disgusted with it, and that the
will give the quotations of the previous I passng craze"-to use tEe laguage of
week compared to those of the corres- the Globe-" which led the Provinces to
ponding week for 1879-such as they vote directly against their interest, is
appear in a late issue of the Share- already over." And when we have called
tutios otfor a substantial evidence of that so-called

reaction, we have received the uniform
25th Mard. 25th Marec. reply e How ca you entertain any

1879. 1880. doubt about it, when the ]ast local elec-
Bank of Montreal 139 q 4u t tions of Ontario-a Province which gave
Merchant's Band... 81 95 at first such a warcc support to the Nag
Canadian Bank of tional Policy bels avoucceede

Commerce ........ 103 119 t oin elcrn pry se Con feoraon --
Bank ofToronto fale 115 130 e a ieven as To be oo sucr
Ontaro Bank only 62 78 an argefot, our opponents should prove
Banque of Peuple.. 49 69 that the National Policy, and not pro.
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vincial matters, was truly the main point
at issue. But they have failed, utterly
failed to establish that fact. Some of our
Conservative leaders, sonie of the Conser-
vative p tpers offered them, I am aware,
to figlit the electoral battle on that score,
but they refused to take up the gauntlet
thus thrown to them. The speeches ot
the Ontario First Minister, the Hon. Mr.
Mowat, and the articles of the Globe,
the Hamilton Times, and other leading
Liberal papers which were quoted the
other day by the bon. menmber for Hamil-
ton, fully demonstrate that they refused to
engage in the contest on that ground; and
they were for once wise men in their gener-
ation, forth y knew perfectly well that the
verdict rendered a few months previous
would remain unchanged; that an intelli-
gent people like the people of Ontario
would not stultify themselves by con-
demning, after a short interval, a policy
which was then but in enibryo, which has
just been voted by Parliament, which had
not even a month's trial, and which they
had approved by an overwhelming ma-
jority, after the most mature deliberation
ever given to any publie question at the
polls. If the National Policy has in-
fluenced, to a siall extent, the last
elections of Ontario, there is one question
which, I am sorry to state, had much to
do with them on the Liberal side, a ques-
tion which the leaders of that party
would not dare to introduce in this Huse.
I had been led to believe, Mr. Speaker,
by the public utterances of the hon.
leader of the Opposition, that the days
had passed when my fellow-countrymen
would be traduced, and sneered at by his
party, In fact, not very long ago, I had
the pleasure to read some very graceful
compliments paid to my race by that
hon. gentleman, in a speech delivered in
Scotland the land of his birth, where lie
received such a gratifying welcome-and
I was under the impression that his
party would cease to stir up the national
prejudices of one portion of the people
against the other ; that the bugbear of
French domination, for instance, of which
we heard so much in the past, which had
been worked up so unfairly, and so un-
scrupulously, to the prejudice of our Con-
servative allies in Ontario, was used up,
and would never be invoked again, even
for electoral purposes. But, Sir, that
was but a delusion, which recent events

MR. TAssÉ.

have entirely dispelled. In the absence
of betterargument, in their desperation, in
their thirst for power, the Liberal party
resuscitated that very bugbear of French
domination, to speculate on the
worst prejudices of the people; and, 1
regret to say, it met with an ill-deserved
success in sone quarters. To remove
any doubt on this point, I will quote a
few extracts from different issues of the
Globe, vhich will simply suffice to illus-
trate the unfair measures resorted to by
the Liberal party, to delude the electoral
body of Ontario. The Globe said, on the
the 24th May, 1879:

"When Ontario joined the Confederation,
her supposition was, by doing so, she had
escaped from Lower Canadian domination. The
pr esent subservience of the Government to Que-
bec Conservatives throws a doubt on this ana on
our future positifn, and brings up the whole
subj ect again."
In another article, on the same day:

" The Tories follow the lead of the!ir precious
chieftain and would put Ontario, which Pro-
vince they know they cannot either cheat or
control, back again under the rule of the
Frenchmen, whom Sir John can humbug and
swindle if he cannot contruL"

On the 26th May :
" The people will show by their votes, on the

5th of June, that this Province is not to be
tamely cheated of its due, either because Sir
John A. Macdonald is again under the thumb
of hie Quebec followers, or because he longs for
fat things to present to the hungry office-
seekers who have yet to be rewarded from
the plunder acquired by the late elections."
In another article, published on the fol-
lowing day, and written in that saine
liberal-minded spirit, the French sup-
porters of the Government are styled, in
that felicitous, in that delicate language
peculiar to the Globe, " the French tail of
Sir John A. Macdonald." Well, Sir, if
we are but a tail, we have at least the.
consolation of being the tail of an illus-
trious statesman, who but recently
enjoyed the unprecedented honour, for a
colonist, to be admitted into the Privy
Council of Her Majesty the Queen. We
have at least the consolation of knowing
that our tail is longer than the whole--I
will not say tail,-but the whole follow-
ing of Mr. George Brown in this House,
which has been rather shortened by the
last elections. And we have this further
consolation of knowing that the so-
called French tail of this Goy-
ernment would never have sub-
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initted themselves to the humiliating French Canadians in this House-few as
treatment which our predecessors had to they are-or outside of this fouse, shouki
experience under the iron rule of the hon. be found so forgetful of their sense of
imember for Lambton. Sir, that spirit of dignity, so forgetful of their duty towards
antipathy to our race is so manifest in the their race, that they could devote their
Globe-that great power behind the talent, their energy, to the advancenent
Throne-that this Government can of a party which strives to inflame, to

bardly decide upon a single French our fiury, the worst prej udices of the
appointment without it should be criti- peopl , wicli strives to array Province
cised and objected to on *that single against Province-Ontario against Que-
ground-without it should exclaim bec-one class ot the coMMudit against

Another Frenchman appointed 1" I 'the other-Engyishuen against Frencn-
believe that even the nu ber of char- men-and which strives to disunite in-
women, who happen to be of French stead of binding by the strongest possible
origin, is instanced as a strog evidence ties, as it should be the stron aaimthe
of that terrible, that threatening French strong desire of every true lover of our
domination. if course, those attacks of country, the aeterogeneous, but most
the Globe appear during the recess, when valuable element which constitute our
they are supposed not to attract the atten- Canadian population. As I stated, Mr.
tion of the members of this flouse, but as Speaker, the Liberal members of the
1 presumne that the lion. member for flouse have exhibited a peculiar de-
Quebec East-the galant leader of the liget -and it nay be a legitimate one-
gallant little French band opposite-is a for they have very few causes of comfort
constant reader of the Globe, it would be at the present juncture-in extolling the
interesting to hear what he think of the last elections of Ontario as a proof of a
course thus followed by the leading organ wonderful reaction aainst the National
of is party. This crusade against Policy. This proof, however, cannot be
Frenc appointments is as unjust as un- held as -ery conclusive when we know
warranted, when it is wel-known that that, in al the partial federal elections
this Government is on y treating us with held since 1878, and they have been
that spirit of fairness whidh they strive to many-they have not been able to re-
display towards every class, every creed, dee a single constituency-nay, the
every nationality in this country; when have lost three seats: East Hastings, Ar-
it is well-known to those, at any rate, genteuil and Charlevoix. Iu endeavou
who are aware of the facts, that the ing to make that point, they onIy forget
Frenchi people, f ar from receiving the that they give another striking evidence
lion's share, as it is sometimes falsely of their incon sisteney. Have they for-
contended, do not even obtain in the gotten, have the hon. embers of the
whole distribution of patronage the share louse forgotten, that when the hon. the
to which they are strictly etitled by Minister of Marine and Fisheries men-
their numbers; when it well-known tioned last year, during the debate
that in the Frenc speaking Province of on the Tarif the result of the
Quebec, our people, with that spirit ofgen. local election of Prince Edward Is-
erosity so characteristie of tbem, and whidh land as a further indication of
should be imitated in other Provinces- of the popularity of e National Policy-
give to their fellow-citizens of other which had been greatly discused during
origin a larger share of patronage than the campaign-the bon. nember for
the latter could justly dlaim. Sir, it is Lambton rose indignantly, from, bis seat
sometimes a matter of wonder to many a d rebuked, in the seheerest ters, that
Liberals that their party is not more hon. gentleman for having introduced
popular, 1c not better appreciated by the provincial matters, which, in h m opinion,
Frenvh speaking element of this country, were entirely irrelevant to the debate.
that they are losing election after election As my hon. friends opposite seem to have
mn the Province of Quebec-whenever the lost sight of that incident, I wim l read
people have an opportunity to record fro the Haeard what occurred on that
their votes against thel; but in the face interesting occasion.
of suchinsultsinfaceofthefhostilo attitude Me. Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.), said he did
of the Globe-it only surprises me that J not wih to nake a speech, but he had a litte
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intelligence to announce to the leader of the ber for West Elgin made, it is reported,-
Opposition and bis friends. who had endeav- under the responsibility of a certain Re-
oured to convince 1he fHouse and the country form club. The visits wbivh the bon.
that the people of the Maritime Provinces
would b3 injured, and the Province of Prince the Minister of Finance las taken the
Edward Island destroyed, by the Tariff. The trouble to pay to many of the Most im-
local elections had just been held, the National portant manufactories of Canada, and for
Policy being of course the greatest question which lie deserves the warmest praises of
discussed. It was said the country was to be
ruined on account of the heavy taxes imposed the country, las fally establislied to every
by the Conservative Government, at Ottawa; unprejadiced mmd that tbe condition f
however, he was happy to say that the Local the maiufacturers bas been greatly im-
Conservative Government, who supp'orted the
National Policy, was returnet by twenty-five
against five. benefit of the working classes. And the

"Mr. Mackenzie said it was the first time he public returns which bave heen submitted
ever heard a Cabinet Minister make such an- to the fouse fully demonstrate aise that
nouncement, If the hon. gentleman had no
more sense of the digr.ity of bis own position
he might, at least, have some respect for the have been vastiy developed-a fact fully
Cabinet of which he was a member." corroborated by a.considerable reduction
It can easily be surmised that suci ait of our imports of foreign fabrics-a re-
anouncement was far front being a free- duction which hes operated specially to
able, far fron being cheering to the hon. the prejudice of the Anerican producer,
member for Lambton, and that on the who, but for that wise policy, would have
spur of the moment lie uttered harsh ecured an almost abso te control of
words, which lie probably regrets now. the Caadian arket Sr a meet-
Nevertheless, if it be true that the lion. the ing of the anufacturers of Ontaro

iuister cf Marine and Fislieries-to use teck place n t very long ago at To-
the -ery saute language cf that hon, rente, and ert a dissentient voice was
gentleman-exhibited by this announce- leard against the National Policy. Far
ment, an utter lack cf respect f bor the fro it, every e e present-and amongst
dignity cf his position, wliat shah we say them were life-long haeformers-mani-
of the bon, leader cf the Opposition, wiat fest d bis warrHu approval of the present
shal we say cf bis lion. followers, Tarif . In a long speech on the effect of'
who liave been sinning in tie samte the National Plicy, the President, Mr. E.
manner, and on a much enlarged scale, Guerney, jya., uttered the following
since the commencement of te debate, words, mehint I will rend from a report
in connection witli the local elections cf published in tlie Globe:
Ontario, cntradicting themselves in a "The Tilley tarif is the boldest piece hnf com-
manner that shoulc amaze every member mercial legisiation that was ever instituted in
cf this fouse. We have heard it stated Canada. e had confidence to predict for a
by'some bon. gentlemen opposite tliat classes of industry a course cf prsperity equal

the manufacturers were dissatisfied te the hopes of the most sanguine supporters ofthat measure. Already a most decided im-
with the National Policy -that very provament had taken place, and the results cf
policy whis, according te them, had been the noxt twelve months wil be of such a pro.
concicted in teir sole interest, te the nounced benefit as t make it extremely
detriment cf the mass cf the people-as hazardous for a leader to biig forward a mea-
if the interest of the manufacturer .cotid sure proposing its repeal.

be diametrically opposed te tc interest Let me new draw the attention of tbe
of the nation cf which they for t a most fouse te the very important declaration
impertant element. The lion. member made by Mr. W. il. Llowland-a gentie-
for West Elgi las specially devoted hino - man we.l-known as a Liberal and as a
self to that task, employing for that pur mani thoroughly versed in commercial
pose a process cf fabrication which, 1 affairs. I am again quting fro the
regret t say, oe net atogether unfamiliar report f the Globe:
te the oppo nents f the present Tarif. "Mr. owland said that in th face cf the
But, Six, if ever a statement made by a great change in the financial affair t f the
niember cf this flouse lias been demehisfed country since the iast meeting of the associa-
by an avalanche f the mst crushinr evi- tien, he desired to move a resolutin. In look

fromn -it, every oe pr tesent--ad amongsthz

dence that could be brought !ainst itblack a time they had passed throth, and how
it was the statement whidi te liu. mn- 1many were pon the verge cf ruin. e di

Gurny jun. uterdShefoloin
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mot think that they realised at the time the
blackness of the commercial interests of the
country. If times had continued in the con-
-ditian they were in at one time, all the indus-
tries of the country would have been closed.
<Hear, hear.) He thought they had every
reason to be thankful for the great change
that came about. The National Policy had
been tried. The country sympathised with
the policy, which had been, to a great extent,
the cause of the return to prosperity. The
advance had been gralual, and he felt
cenfident to say that within twelve months
the advance would be such that they would e
on a sounder basis than before. He could
say with confidence that all the peo.
ple wanted was reasonable Protection,
and that they never intended to make unreason-
able demands. Hereafter if the demands were
moderate, and expansion was not attempted too
rapidly, on on too great a scale, he thought those
present would see, before many years had
passed, th, Dominion of Canada one of the lead-
ing productive countries of the worlrl. (Hear
hear.) He was a Liberal, and, as an old Liberal,
ho was looking forward hopefully to the time
when the leaders of his old party would become
convincec that the present National Policy was
beneficial to the Dominion, and would change
their views, 'whereby it would enable their old
friends to jain again.under the old banner. It
was his firm belief in the good that had re-
sulted from Protection that inspired him to
move the follo wing Resolution : 'JResolved, that
this association desires to express its general
approval of the Tariff legislation of the last
Session of the Dominion Parliament, which, it
is evident, has in a large measure helped
to bring about the marked commercial improve-
ment and financial confidence now existing in
this country.'-The Resolution was carried
unanimously."
Hon. gentlemen opposite may now
proclaim, if they dare to do it, that even
the manufacturers are dissatisfied with
the National Policy. In the speech
which I have ju-t quoted, Mr. How-
land expresses a strong confidence that
the National Policy will work so well
that all parties will ultimately give their
assent to its principle, and that old
Liberals like him will thus have an op-
portunity to join their old friends under
the same banner-an act which, at best, I
inay observe, would not be very grateful
towards the promoters of that policy.
Well, Sir, such also is my confidence in
the National Policy that I do expect to
see a similar result; that I do expect to
see the day when Liberals as well as
Conservatives-when the whole countrv
will be so much satisfied with the effects
of the National Policy-that that ques-
tion, having been solved for many years
to come on the basis which we now advo-
cate, will cease to be the main dividing

line between our two great parties, to be
replaced, perhaps, by such nice political
problems as the representation of minori-
ties-I quite understand that some of
the hon. gentlemen opposite should be
anxious to increase the minority at the
present moment--such as the com-
pulsory vote in order that the Liberals
should give to the country a fair idea of
their views on the freedom of the sub-
ject-and other political problems-not
including the photographing of criminals,
which was recently unveiled to our ad-
miration ;-problems delineated for our
future consideration in that celebrated
oration at Aurora, which the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham called himself a
" disturbing speech," perhaps an impru-
dent speech "-a speech, at any rate, full
of discussions, which, according to the
Globe, " must be classed rather with the
recreations of leisure hours than with the
graver efforts and more earnest work of
high and practical statesmanship." Sup-
posing that such a change should occur
in the mind of the leader of the Op-
position in connection with the present
Tariff, it would be an easy one, and
would be less amazing than his contem-
plat-d change on the Pacifie Railway
enterprise-for the day is not very far
distant when that hon. gentleman, niot-
withstanding his Free-trade proclivities,
opposed a reduction of a Tariff of 20 per
cent. to 15-this was in 1866-and when
lie asserted in a later speech, at Hamilton,
that the duties could not fail tq be in-
creased, on account of our increased obli-
gations, and tham they should be levied in
such a manner as to favour the home
industries-the very principle which we
have successfully carried out in the adop-
tion of the present policy. Lest I should
be suspected of misrepresenting the hon.
leader of the Opposition, I will
quote a very few words which lie uttered
on both occasions. In 1866, the hon.
member for Lambton opposed a re-
duction of a Tariff of 20 per centum-and
this Tariff is not higher in many respects
-on the following grounds, to which no
Protectionist could take exception :

"He admitted that the policy of the G.v-
vernment had not been in harmony with the
tendency of public men towards Free-trade.
But large interests had grown up under our
system of ineidental Protection, which, he con-
sidered, should not be destroyed. In reply to
a question, he said he was in favour of the Pro-
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tective system which had been the policy of the I likely to consent to yield the principle, under
country for some years, and under which in- any circumstances whatever. And who would
terests had been created which the House dare to yield it ? Who, standing bore and
should respect." looking round en this community and its

interests, would be bold enough to touch the
Let us see now what he stated at Hamil- spring which moves so much industry and pro-
ton on the 16th of January, 1874, on the duces so much happiness ? VW ho would shut
eve of the general elections:- up the mouth of these vast coal pits ? Who

stay the cargoes of manufactured goods now
"Sir Francis Hincks stated last year, on his floating down a river, one of the noblest in

election tour and in the House of Commons, the world, and stretching through territories
that be was in favour of incidental Protection. almost boundless in extent and unequalled in
I said I was also in favour of it. It is a stupid fertility ? Who would quench the fires of %o
phrase at best, but it means simply this, that many steam engines, or stay the operation of
as long as duties are levied upon articles îm- so much well-employed labour? Gentlemen, I
ported, they should be levied upon the articles cannot conceive how any sub-version of that
produced by our own people." policy which has hitherto been pursued can take

Such a result, I repeat, would not be a place without great public embarrassnent and
great private distress. I have said that I an

surprising one, for it has been witnessed in favour of protecting Americau manual labor ;
in more than one country, Protection and. after the best reflection I can give the
gaining ground steadily everywhere, subject, and from the lights which I 'can derive

whist the theor of Free-trade-which Ifrom the experience of ourselves and others, I
have corne to the conclusion that such Protec-

has never been truly practised-has, to- tion is just and proper, and that to leave
day, perhaps, less advocates than it had in American labour to sustain a competition with
the days of Adam Smith and Richard that of the over-peopled countries of Europe
Cobden. When Protection was estab- would lead to a state of things to which the

lished in the neighbouring Republic, un- people could neyer submit."
der the auspices of the celebrated Henry Let us hope, Mr. Speaker, that we shah
Clav-a man whom bistory will class flnd more than one Daniel Webster in
among the greatest statesmen of the age, the ranks of the Opposition, if our
and the greatest benefactors of his country National Policy continues to revive the
-one of its foremost opponents was an- commerce and the industry of the country
other political man, almost as highly con- as it las doue since its establishment.
sidered, almost as celebrated, as bis great But even if the National Policy had not
rival, Daniel Webster. Well, Sir, the been so advantageous to Canada within the
Tariff-the American system as it was last months, 1 daim that it would be pre-
called-worked with such advantageousa mature to judge of its usefulDess, and that
results, it revived agriculture, commerce, it would be detrimental to the best inter-
and industry so rapidly, it developed the ests of the country to change it after
national resources to such an extent that, sucl a short experience. There should
alter à few years of experience, Daniel be but ône opinion, Six, on the desira-
Webster became a convert to that same bility of renodelling our Tarif as selon
policy which had been the main lever of as possible in order not to create uncer-
the prosperity of the Republic. Let me tainty and uneasiness in our commercial
quote a short extract from a speech he and industrial operations, and I contend
delivered after an experience of nine that ny hon friends opposite are doiug
years of a Protective Policy an unwise, an unpatriotic work in

fCandour obliges me to remind you that clamouring at the present juncture for a
wheu the Act of 1824 tas passed, neither lie complete change in our fiscal systeo
who addresses you nor thost with whon lie Nay, I will prove that the p.resent course
usually acted on suci subjets, were ready o they are following in opposing the pre-
willing to take the step whioh that Act or
posed-tey doubted iti expediency. I sent Tarif las been condemned by no
passed, liowever, by the great and Bver- less an autbority tian the hon. member
whelming influence of the Central States. for West Durhamn, who stated in the
New York, Peunsylvania sud Ohio. New last Provincial campaign of Ontaro-in
England acquiesced in it. She conformed to
it as the settled pobicy of the country, sud which lie took a very prominent part-
gave to lier capital and labour a correspondig thatu the National Polic hould have

irection. She bas now become vitally inter- nothing to do with the blocal elections,
eeted in the preservation of the system. i ferer
prosrity is identified, not perbaps withnot ter-
particular degree of protection, but with the our present fiscal system until a suli-
preservation of the principle; and she is not cient experience had proved that it was

usull Ta ons uc ujcs er ed r t e r ol w n in o i h e
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not suited to our best interests. That
hon. gentleman made that two-fold de-
claration in a great speech, which he de-
livered at Toronto, on the 2 Ist of May,
1879-and which has been reproduced
by 'thè Globe, from which I will quote :-

" Well, Sir, I wish to say one word upon
the National Policy, not upon its own merits,
but just this that my own opinion is that the at-
tempt to bring it into the contest is doubly dis-
ingenuous, because it is plain that the question
is disposed of for a certain period -whether
rightly or wrongly, for weal or woe-by the
majority; although by no means a decided
mijority, as the returns seem to indicate, still
a majority of the people of Canada, determined
for a change in their fiscal management. That
change has takea phce, and I do not hesitate
to say that until the lessen of our experience
shall be added to the lessons derived from the
experience of other countries, and to those
arguments derived from reason and research, it
will not be best to reverse the fiscal policy
which has so long been laid down "
A more stronger condemnation of the
course followed by the Opposition, in so
far as th;s Tariff is concerned could not be
adduced, coning as it does not only from
one of its prominent members, but from
one who, in the estimation of many Re-
formers, is their coming leader. Mr.
Speaker, if there is one thing more than
another that .has pleased me since the
adoption of the National Policy-besides
the most material proof that it is work-
ing well, that it is fulfilling our ex-
pectations-it is the fact that this Gov-
ernment seen disposed to give the ex-
ample to the nation, that is to say, to en-
courage the homeproduction-topurchase
everything that we can successfully pro-
duce, but which we used to import f rom
foreign countries in former years, I
think the thanks of this Hlouse and of the
country are due, for one, to the late
Minister of Militia, the hon. member for
Terrebonne, for havinig taken the proper
steps to expend in this country a large
sum of money which we had to send
every year beyond the sea. Henceforth
the cliothing required for our gallant
militia will be manufactured here, and at
reduced prices, if I am correctly informed ;
henceforth, we shall also manufacture our
powder, our cartridges, and even the guns
that we might be called upon to fire in
defence of our country, if the sad day
ever comes that it is necessaryto furbish
more deadly weapxons than those which
are employed in our party warfare.
However important may be the manufac-

ture of those articles. the annual expendi-
turc caused thereby is trifling, conipared
to the large sums of money whicli we
have disbursed for years, to the benefit of
foreigners, in connection with the build-
ing of our railways; sums of money
which should have been spent long ago in
the country had a proper system of Pro-
tection been adopted to foster the home
production-to foster the productionî of
iron. Indeed, Sir, we possess an immense
and inexhaustible supply of that most
valuab e mineral throughout the length
and breadth of the Dominion, in every
Province, except Prince Edward Island,
but nowhere in a larger quantity and in a
better quality, than at a very few miles
from our legislative halls, in the magnifi-
cent county of Ottawa. Sir, there are
few persons, I dare say, who are aware of
the extent of our market for the con-
sumption of iron ; few persons are aware
of the immense quantit of iron which
has been brouglt int. this country in
various forms ; few persons are aware of
the enormous amount of money which
Canada has exported to England and to
the United States on that account since
Confederation-although nany are fully
aware of the cost of buying steel rails in
a foreign market. The magnitude of the
importation of iron in Canada may be
jadged, when it is established that for
twelve years the Dominion lias imported
iron alone to the value of more than
$96,000,000, according to the following
statement, drawn from official sources,
and which I will subnit to the House.
In 1872 we imported iron to the amount of
$12,291,908 ; in 1873, $20,202,753 ; in
1874, $18,878,411 ; in 1875, $15,783,960;
in 1876, $11,600,897 ; iii 1877,
$9,330,982; in 1878, $8,298,517, mak-
ing a value in the aggregate of
$96,387,428, or, if we include the last
year's, more than $100,000,090-a sum
sufficient to construct the whole Pacifie
Railway. Well, Sir, is it not to be re-
gretted that Parlianent has waited so
long to encourage the manufacture of an
an article which exists here in such abun-
dance, and for the production of which we
possess all the necessary facilities ? We
possess, for instance, in the immediate
vicinity of our iron ores, all the coal, all
the peat, and all the lumber required to
work them profitably-for so far as the
iron ores of the Ottawa county are con
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cerned, there is a depth of more than 150 Canadian Pacifie Railway, at Fort William, or
miles of forests to fall back on-an ad- in the Province of Manitoba.
vantage which is not to be found almost P. o R,
anywhere, the lumber of nearly every F. BRAUN, Secretary.
country which is adjacent to iron mines Otawa & an,
being exhausted. In this connection, Sir,
I may be allowed to express the wish to 1 do not hesitate to say. Sir, that the
see the duty on pig iron increased Government, that the lin. the Minister
f rom $2 a ton to $3--the American duty is of Railways and Canais, deserve our
$7-an increase which is demanded by warmest congratulations for having made
those who are engaged in that valuable sucl a patriotic move in the
industry, and those who feel incline 1 to rigbt direction. 1 trust it will pro-
embark in it. This industry was fear- duce the good results which are to
fully neglected under the late Adminis- be expected from this true and
tration, like alnost every other industry sensible application of the National
for their sole ambition appeared to buy in tolicy. Sir, the country is committed
the cheapest market, as in the case of to a gigantic scheme, the building of 2,500
steel rails, for instance. But now that milesofthe Canadian PacificRailway; the
we have statesmen-instead of flies-on country bas already made, and is pre-
the-wheel-at the helm of affairs, we may pared to make, the greatest sacrifice to
fairly expect to see that nost impor- ensure the success of our national under-
tant industry assume a development yet taking; the country will not accept the
unknown in this country. We may Jolicy of repudiation, which will be
fairly expect to see the day when the iron offeied to it, after baving condemned a
industry will do for Canada what [it has policy of negation; the country belie-es
done for Great Britain, and in later that this railway will consolidate our
years for the United States, and become political union, and vastly assist to at-
one of the mainsprings of our industrial tract immigration and dev@lop the bound-
prosperity. lin 1873, the neighbouring less but still unemployed resources of
Republic imported iron to the value of the Dominion; but tbe couatry bas every
$7,477,556, its export reaching the sum reason to cxpect that these great sacri
of $12,129,939 ; but four years later, in fices will be incurred in such a way as ta
1877, the iron industry had taken such a give our people-to those who shaîl bear
wonderful development that the import the greatest share of tbe burden-the
of that article was but $1,632,815, the largest immediate returns possible, I
export being not less than $16,659,675. bave not the àligbtest besitation to state
Truly, Mr. Speaker, I have felt a very that if we were goig to continue ta ex
deep gratification when I read, lately, the pend elsewhere a large portion of tbe
following advertisement, signed by the enormous sums required for the construc-
lion. the Minister of Railways and Canals tion and for tbe equipment of aur trans-
-one of the staunchest champions of the conti'iental railway, I would, perhaps,
National Policy, and who seems so well hesitate before giving furtber assent to
determined to practise what be knows sucb an expenditure, whicb cannot but
to preach so eloquently and so forcibly:- greatly increase the Public Debt of

CANADA PAcIFIc RAILwAY. Canada. But let the Government per-
Tendrsfr Rllin Stck.serve and, preserve energetically in their

Tenders for Rolling Stock. policv, and they will End tbis Bouse and
Tenders are invited for funihiglheRol

ing Stock required to be delivered o the the întry at tbeir back, deter-
Canadian Pacitic Railway within the next four ined to assist them in their patriatic
years, comprising the delivery in each year of and statesmanlike course. In 1877, tbe
about the following, viz Government of ictoria one of the

Twenty Locomotive Engines; 16 First-class
Cars, (a proportion being sepers); 20 Second-ts o
class Cars (a proportion being sleepers); 3 tenders
Express and Baggage Cars; 3 Postal and iron water pipes, and, witb the view of
Smoking Cars; 240 Box Freight Cars; 100 encouraging home enterprise, qceepted the
Fiat Cars; 2 WYing Ploughs; 2 Snow Ploughs;
2 Flangers ; 40 Hand-cars.

The whole to be manufactured in the more than tbey could have been imported
Dominion of Canada, and delivered on the for. Let us follow that policy wbich is

MDp. TASSÉ.
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the true National Policy; let us follow
that policy on all occasions and in all its
legitimate directions; let us follow that
policy which lias been endorsed, not only
by the Conservative party, but by thou-
sands and thousands of Reforniers, who
have ceased to believe in a Reform party
that had nothing to reform-and let us
not forget that the glorious motto in-
scribed on the banner which we carried
triumphantly at the last elections was
that of Canada for the Canadians.

MR. GILLMOR: Members on this side
of the flouse propose to fight the ques-
tion out upon this line : We are not in-
fluenced by expediency, but are influenced
bv notbing but principle. We are opposed
to the whole principle of Protection. I
do not propose, in the few remarks I may
make to night, to refer to the speeches of
any bon. members who have preceded
me, other than to say, with reference to
the hon. gentleman (MIr. Tassé), who bas
now closed his remarks, that be has mani-
fested considerable sharpness, and which
reminded me of a circumstance occurring
down in our country. A young man,
ambitious in theology, went off to attend a
theological training school, and when he
came back he was called upon to officiate.
An old man, who had listened to him,
was asked what lie thought of the pro-
gress the young man had made. " Well,"
Le said, " y young friend, you can whet
a case-knife, but you cannot make a
razor out of it." Naw, my young friend
over there, who has endeavoured to
demolish the hon. member for West Dur-
ham and the bon. leader of the Opposi-
tion, is very sharp when he bas been
whetted up, but the material with which
to make a razor is not in him. I did not
intend, Mr. Speaker, to speak on this
question, as I do not see that any very
great good can come out of this discus-
sion. The few remarks I shall make will
be those which have suggested themselves
to me in listening to this discussion since
it commenced. I am an attentive list-
ener, and I would not speak on this ques-
tion except that I think my constitu-
ents expect me to enter myprotest against
the fiscal policy adopted by the present
Government, on all suitable occasions. In
speaking at this time it will be my duty
to go back a little, and I promise not to
go back more than fifty years. Some of
Ile hon. gentlemen who have spoken .

went back more than a zentury. I will
take occasion to go back in this discussion
to the time of Confederation. I will read
the remarks made by the hon. Finance
Minister last year, when introducing this
Tarif. He said :

" The time has arrived when it will become
our duty to decide wi ether the thousanda of
men throughout the length and breadth of the
country, who are unemployed, shall seek
employment in another country or shall find it
ia this Dominion."

He goes on :
"Whether we will confire ourselves to the

Fisheries and certain small industries, and cease
to bc what we have been, and not rise to be
what I believe we are destined to be under wise
and judicious legislation."
The hon. the Finance Minister in the
opening remarks of his Budget Speech, did
not appear to be much elated with the
success of the National Policy so far. He
wanted a little more time, and said, that
if he had it, the results would be more
satisfactory. Like the barren fig tree, he
wanted another year, when he would dig
about it, and dung it, and then it would
bring forth fruit. Mr. Speaker, I have
been a long time acquainted with my hon.
friend the Finance Minister, and in any
remarks I may make to-night, I want it
understood that I do not love Cesar less,
but love Ronie more. I discover that he
still retains his old characteristics. I will
say, at the outset, that I never knew my
bon. friend to make a prediction that was
fulfilled, and I never knew hini to admit
that le Lad been mistaken in any predic-
tion. Give him time and all his predic-
tions will cone true; and this reminds
me of another story: Some young men
in Portland, in the State of Maine, were
amusing themselves on the bank of a
river, trying if they could throw stones
across it. A strapping fellow from the
country happened along, picked up a
brick, anid threw it further than they
threw the stones. They said to bim :
" You are a powerful man." " Yes," said
Le, "pretty strong. I think I can throw
one of you aeross, and I will bet $10 on
it." They planked down the monAy, and
lie took hold of one fellow, who came
forward, by the breeches and the
scruff of the neck, and pitched him
sone ten or fifteen feet. le swam back
and said "I want the monev." " No," lie
said, " I can do it," and threw the inan
in again. He again swam back, and de-
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manded the money. "No," rejoined the
country chap, " I can throw you across,
and I will throw at you from now until
this time next year, but I will throw
you;" and so my hon. friend (Sir Samuel L.
Tilley) says, if you will only give him time
all will come true. With regard to the
effects of the National Policy, of course, I
am more acquainted with its influences
upon the county I represent, and upon the
Province of New Brunswick, than with
its influence throughout the Dominion.
I can speak with regard to the Fisheries,
which is one of the small industries to
which the Finance Minister referred. In
the county which I have the honour to re-
present, there are between 25,000 and
30,000 persons, and of that number 5,000
souls receive support fron that industry.
It is an important industry, because it is
a school of training for our seamen, and
for those persons needed for commerce.
Without commerce no country can be-
come great. It is an industry accom-
panied by a great deal of toil and hard-
ships, and ouglt to be encouraged. Does
the National Policy encourage the
Fisheries of the Dominion ? What is it
calculated to do to help the thousands
and tens of thousands who are engaged
in this industry? It is calculated to
oppress them, to crush them with enor-
mous taxation, and by placing a tax upon
everything they use in that calling.
There is a tax placed upon the food that
they consume, on the rigging and sails,
and on everything required in that in-
dustrv. That industry is one of the
largest that we have. Our Government
placed the value of a partial use of them
to the United States for t welve years at
the enormous sum of $12,000,000. And
this was the industry which the hon. the
Finance Minister .has chosen to term a
small industrv-an industry of small
importance. it is very much more im-
portant, I suppose, to encourage the,
manufacturer of clocks, of very much more
importance toencourage the manufacture
of agricultural implements, and of very
much more importance to encourage the
manufacture of buttons. The hon. the
Finance Minister has spoken of the visits
lie had made ; but he does not appear to
have conversed with more than twenty
men engaged in the manufactories of the
country. Altogether lie has not named
more than twenty persons with whom le

MIL GILLMoR.

conversed with regard to the manufac-
tories of the country, and with regard to
the fiscal policy which is to build up the
industries of the Dominion; only these
twenty men, every man of whom is in-
terested in this system of spoilation, to
control the interests of a Dominion com-
posed of four millions of people.
The exports of fish last year, taken from
the deep sea, amounted to $6,000,000,
and the products to $12,000,000. When
will the manufacturers export to foreign
countries an amount like that 3 Mr.
Speaker, I think that too nmuch attention
has been given to the manufactures of this
country. This fiscal policy is the illegiti-
mate offspring of the political necesities
of the Tory partv. What has brought
about this Protection 3 It was never
dreamt of by the late Finance Minister.
It has not been dreamt of by the leaders
of the Conservative party for years. The
only necessity which existed for that
policy was, that they were out of power
and wanted to get back again. They
talked about the distressed condition of
the country, and presented to the ieople
this nostrum, this qukek remedy, which
is destined to come to naught. I feel
that I am on the right side on this ques-
tion ; 1 feel that we have right on our
side, and I propose to fight it out on this
line. I care very little with regard to the
majority in this House ; majorities do not
affect men of honesty or principle ;
therefore, I did not intend to say any-
thing on this question. But how far
have the Finance Minister's predictions
been realised, with regard to the keeping
of the workingmen in this country ? For
the last forty years I remember none
that has seen so many able-bodied men
-men the most valuable to New Bruns-
wick and the most needed-leave the
Province. I would not be unfair enough
to charge this exodus to the National
Policy. I believe it has sprung from the
general depression ; but the National
Policy has failed to keep them in the
country, as was promised it would, or to
give them increased employment. It has
proved a most signal failure in this re-
spect. I have received a letter from, a
friend in the county of Carleton, one of
the best agricultural districts in New
Brunswick, stating that no less than 1,000
good, strong young men have gone to the
United States. I never knew so many
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in my own county go away ;' and they
have left St. John, not by hundreds, but
thousands, since the National Policy
carne into operation. These men have
gone where they expected to better their
condition. Of course, many would come
and go under any circumstances, but the
friends of this policy predicted it would
find food and work and comfort for all.
They knew better at the time-that it
would not produce that effect; or they
ought t. have known it. I remember
the Finance Minister, in replying to an
address at St. Andrews, N.B., said:-
"Six months from the time the Con-
servative party succeeds, there will be
work found for every man, woman
and child in that town." Was that
a figure of speech ? Did it mean
anything? I should expect to see any
promise of mine fulfilled. That speech,
to a certain extent, perhaps, influenced
the people, who thought that the new
policy would furnish then with labour,
food and clothing. Not only bas it not
furnished a day's work to those people,
but it has heaped upon them a load of
taxation; everything they eat, drink and
wear being more expensive than before.
So far as the county of Charlotte, and the
whole of New Brunswick is concerned, I
believe this policy has proved injurious
to every interest. The Fisheries have
suffered as well as other industries, and
the Governrment may thank their stars
that prices have improved in England
and the United States. That is the
only bright spot of comfort they have. I
have heard it attributed to the National
Policy-a statement no more absurd, how.
ever, than many others froin hon. gentle-
men on the Government side. The
National Policy bas established ware-
louses in Calais, that very important
lumbering concerns may be able to carry
on their business successfuily there. I do
not know of a lumbering concern of any
magnitude that has not established a ware-
bouse on the American side since the
adoption of that policy. I have been told
by one of the cleverest merchants. of St.
Stephen, a large lumber operator, that it
has fixed a tax of $100 additional on
each team of two horses that the lumber-
men send into the woods. It must have
crushed that industry in New Brunswick
but for the improvement in the foreign
narket. That has given some satis-

faction and encouragement to our business
men, however. But, excepting the
improvement in the lumbering in-
terest, I never knew so much de-
pression and darkness in regard to
the business prospects of New Bruns-
wick. The National Policy has injured
our shipping and coasting trade,
by depriving it of return freights,
and reducing earnings. We have
no shipping trade with Western
Canada; our vessels carry our lumber and
farm products to the United States, and
it is of great importance they should have
return freights. Our trade and business
is with the United States and Great
Britain. We have nothing to send to
Canada west; and it is in the interest
of our people to buy, with the proceeds of
their exports, what they most conveniently
can in those countries, and bring it back
in our vessels. We are now compelled to
pay a duty of 50c. a barrel on flour,
bought froin Canadians, of the same grade
as we used to get withoit that duty in
the United States. I am assured by
merchants that we now pay that niuch
more for the flour. That is one of the
fruits of the National Pãlicy. I do not
think I exaggerate in saying that, within
the last year, 20,000 people, mostly men,
have left the Lower Provinces. The
emigration is as lai-ge, proportionately,
from Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island as from New Brunswick. That
policy, so far as New Brunswick is con-
cerned, has resulted in nothing but op-
pression, heavy taxation and ruin. If
there are any hon. gentlemen in the coun-
try responsible for this sad condition of
things, it must be the Lon. the Minister of
Finance and the hon. the Minister of
Railways, none of wbose predictions of
prosperity have been fultilled. They
were like the golden pictures sketched to
induce us to enter Confederation. The
streama of prosperity was to flow quick and
violent. I was willing to make the best
of Confederation, after we were in it, but
there was no necessity for making Con-
federation a failure bv this policy. I am
glad it has fallen to the lot of the hon. the
Finance Minister and colleagues to intro-
duce it--to infliet it upon the country.
I am glad the Reform party bas
not been guilty of this craze, if I
may so style the National Policy.
My thoughts are carried back sone
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twenty-five years, to the time I first
entered Parliament in New Brunswick,
when I lad the honour of being associated
with the bon. the Finance Minister. The
Conservative party had then ruled the
Province, perhaps fifty years. The
family compact had controlled affairs a
long time. Th'le hon. the Finance Minister
was then a Liberal, and on the defeat of
the Conservative Government, when it
was necessary to form a new Administra-
fioa, be was selected as the most eligible
man for Provincial Secretary. He had
some reputatipn for financial skill, having
acquired it largely by his addresses on
Temperance. He was very clever in
toting up totals, and used to indulge in
many figures to show the enormous evils
of intemperance, and the cost of the drink-
ing habits of society. He would repre-
sont to his audience how many horses and
waggons in a straight line it would take
to draw the money, in silver, that the
drinking habits of society cost; and, oc-
casionally, to vary the entertainment, ho
would tell us how long a canal, and how
broad and deep would be that which the
rumin and watenyould represent, that was
drunk in the country. Having had a
large experience in public speaking and in
this kind of arithmetic, we concluded he
was about the best man for that office.
'He took charge of the Provincial Finances
in 1854, and controlled them ten or
twelve vears, till the question of Con-
federation came up. During all those
years I supported him in the main, and
found him very amiable-full of the milk
of human kindness. But I found lie be-
came very much changed when defeated
and out of office, after his office had, for the
time being, been filled by another man.
He was remarkably kind and gentle, as
pleasant as lie is now when lie is in a
majority. But lie has certainly assumed
a very different character. He became
very uneasy out of office; lie . as cer-
tainly a different man out of office f rom
what lie was in office. I had occasion to
fill that office, and I say le and his sup
porters acted mDre like a set of political
hyenas than anything else. Instead ot
being a docile person, as lie was when he
became so lamb-like, lie was more like a
roaring lion going about seeking whom lie
might devour. He devoured me ; finan-
cially, I was used up when I went in.
There was nothing in the Treasury, and

MR. GILLMOR.

there never will be where my hon. friend
bas been. When I went into office,
there was a verv considerable sum in the
Treasury. I think there was $6,000,
with which to meet Parliament and com-
mence my financial operations. The
first thing I had to do was to go off and
try to borrow some money. Parliament
was to meet, and I had to provide for the
indemnity of the members and other
financial engagements. I had never had
much to do with finances ; I did not know
how to meet the banks at that time. I had
no acquaintance with thein; but I mus-
tered up courage, and went up to St.
John and went into the Bank of British
North America. I told them I wanted to
raise a little money to carry us through
the Session, and they said that as they
were an institution of the country and
wanted to render all the help they
could, as they were doing business there
and inaking money, it was but right for
them to write to Montreal and see what
they could do. I went to another bank
and could not get anything. I went to
another bank and managed to borrow
some $20,000. I borrowed some $15,000
or $20,000 fron another bank. I went
back to Fredericton and began to attend
to my duties. In a short time I got an
answer from the Bank of British North
Aierica that they would loan us $5,000.
I thought I would not be under an obli-
gation to an institution of that magnitude
for a sum like that. Well, the hon. gen-
tleman, as I said before, very soon de-
voured us. We went to the country and
were defeated. But when my hon. friend
went into the office of Provincial Secre-
tary there was no Public Debt in New
Brunswick. I think the debt at that time
could not have exceeded $100,000. The
Tariff was not over 10 per cent. My hon.
friend was in office until Confederation,
at which time there was a debt of
$5,000,000, and we had obligations to the
extent of $2,000,000, so we came into
Confederation with a debt of $7,000,000.
Such were my hon. friend's financial oper-
ations -in New Brunswick. Little as I
regarded the Tories when we turned them
out,financially speaking, Ithought we might
liavebeen as welloff if we had kept then in.
My hon. friend went into the agitation
for Confederation. He told us that
would be a panacea for all our ills; that
we were going to manufacture for the
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back Provinces, as he called Ontario and
Quebec ; that New Brunswick was to be-
come the Birmingham of the Dominion of
Canada. I do not think that prediction
bas been fulfilled. I do not see any Inter-
colonial cars being loaded with our manu-
factures to go up west; but that was the
whole strain of the arguments and
speeches about the benefits we were to
derive trom Confederation, according to
my hon. friend. The result lias been the
opposite of what he predicted. The
manufactures of the Lower Provinces
have been going down since Confedera-
tion. Instead of having our commercial
agents up here in the west, looking out a
market for our agricultural implements,
we find quite the opposite. We find our
Lower Provinces traversed by commercial
agents from Montreal; every hole and
corner of the Lower Provinces is flooded
with them. Our proportion of the net
National -Debt, allowing for our assets, is
estimated at $11,500,000, while our
share of the gross debt amounts to
$13,000,000. We have a Tariff of over
20 per cent., and are taxed beyond en-
duraece. Our industries are burdened.
What encouragement has the agri-
cultural industry received from
the National Policy ? What lias
this policy done for the farmer 4
It taxes enormously everything which lie
has toeat, drink and wear, and far from
increasing the prices of his farm produce.
I have never known a period when the
products of the farm were so low as they
were last year. Wnat bas the policy
done for the mercantile classes of New
Brunswick? It has driven trade from
the merchants and the middlemei ail
along the frontier. It bas driven trade
from St. Andrew's and St. Stephen's into
Eastport and Calais on the Maine sides.
I have talked with two of the largest
importers in the county of Charlotte, in
reference to this policy, and though they
are warm supporters of the party in
power they admit frankly, notwithstand-
ing their political preferences, that the
Tariff was very injurious to them. The
Fishery Award was $5,500,000. Of that
one million went to Newfoundland, leaving
$4,500,000 for the four Maritime Pro-
vinces in Confederation. Set apart
$900,000 for Quebec, and we have then
$3,600,000 for New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Prince Edward Island, which
divided over a period of twelve years

would give to those Provinces $300,000 a
year. As it is in the Treasury of the
Dominion it should bear interest. Inter-
est on $300,000 at 6 per cent., one
year-$18,000 ; so that in the year 1880,
the three lesser Provinces would have
froin this fund, to divide amongst them
$318,000. Allowing their population to
be 750,000 it would give us 42ý cents per
head. In 1881 we would have two years
interest on the next $300,000, making
$336,000 to be divided in 1882, which
would give us 45 cents per head.
It would increase 2ý cents per head per
annum for the twelve years, making an
average per capita during those years of
5ß cents per head, and would pay more
than two-thirds of the 80 cents subsidy
we now receive from the Dominion. I
am inclined to think, however, we will
not receive any portion of that Award.
I have seen no evidence yet that we may
expect it. I trust the hon. gentlemen
now managing affairs will feel it to be
their duty to do something for the fishing
industry, that has contributed so much to
the Treasury. New Brunswick is to-day
in the most humiliating position,and is suf-
fering the greatest commercial depression
which bas prev-ailed in that Province
since the hon. the Finance Minister took
charge of its finatees twenty-five years ago.
Although the electors were warned of
the consequences of this policy, and sent
here twelve men out of the sixteen to
oppose it, we find ourselves powerless to do.
anything for our Province. Indeed our
political humiliation is even greater than
our commercial humiliation. The predic-
tions of my hon. friend, with regard to the
balance of power that we would exercise
in the Confederation, have not been
verified. He told us in his speeches on
this question, that in ail moral questions
we would have Ontario with us, and on
ail matters of fiscal -policy, matters of
tcade, we would have Quebec and the
Lower Provinces with us, an1d, therefore,
we would always have the controlling
power. But how do we find ourselves
now 1 We find ourselves in a hopeless
minority, with very little support from
the other Maritime Provinces. We did
not dreani, when we entered Confedera-
tion, that our tax per head would, in so
short a tine, be raised from $2.75 to
$6 a head. In a speech made in 1864, my
hon. friend said :

" It has been said that figures never lie ; but
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if you start on an erroneous baai4, you make 1 creased taxation that goods are cheaper
figures do as much lying as any thing else." than they were before the National Policy

Again was adopted. The idea is a new one that

" Mr. Lawrence says we cannot compete taxation makes goods cheaper. Hon.
with Canada in manufactures. Mr. Lawrence gentlemen must think the people are very
tried to lead the manufacturers of New Bruns- stupid to believe any such assertion. The
wick to believe that they could not compete predictions of my hon. friend the Minister
with Canada. I gave you the impression that of Finance are never realized. When heyou would manufacture a great deal for Canada,
and be, as it were, to it what Birmingham was told that the Federal Government
is to the west of England. In short, I feel that would be expensive lie said, $13,000,000
Mr. Lawrence's calculations, frorm end to end, annually would be all that would be re-
are the emanations of a mind which is im- quired to carry. on the affairs of the
pressed witli the insignificance of our people.
Mr. Parks, the owner of our cotton factory, country for a quarter of a century.
bas, through a frieud, authorised me to say I would not intimate that the hon.
that, if he had the extended market that would gentleman would for a moment state
be made by this Federation, he could sell at 10 what was not correct, he would not lie 1
per cent less than he eau at present. am sure, but he bas told us that figures
The lion. the Minister of Finance told will, and, Mr. Speaker, so far as the
them then they had every facility for figures are concerned, I pronounce this a
manufacturing. Mr. Lawrence told them " whopper." He told us that $2.75
that such would not be the cae ; in would be all that would be required for a
Canada they had the population, the quarter of a century to come. That state-
capital, and manufactories already in ment, in view of the actual facts, I am
operation, and that New Brunswick tempted to describe as a " whopper."
could not compete. Since Confederation, He stated that so great would be the in-
has the Intercolonial been seen freighted crease of population, as the result of build-
with manufactured goods coming up to ing the railroad that, in 1880, the popu-
Canada i Have commercial agents been lation of New Brunswick would' be
seen looking for a market for New 400,000. The hon. gentleman never states
Brunswick manufactures î Quite the what is correct, and, so far as figures are
opposite. Canadian goods have been go- concerned, that is another " whopper."
ing to New Brunswick, both to the He stated that the Intercolonial would
injuryof our importers and manufacturers; go through the centre of the
and runners from Canada have infested Province and cost $15,000,000. It
every hole and corner of the Lower Pro- bas not gone through the centre of
vinces. Mr. Lawrence was the fool be- the Province, and it lias cost about
fore Confederation ; who is the fool now? $30,000,000; that is another Iwhopper."
The cotton manufactory was established I could produce hundreds of calculations
twenty years ago, and has been enlarged madeby the hon. the Finance Minister tom-
since. Mr. Parks lias been manifactur- duce us te enter Cenfederation, which cal-
ing goods ever since, and that establish- culations he could prove to a demonstra-
ment is not due Io the National Policy. tion, yet noue of which have core true.
I am satisfied Mr. Parks will not send New, Iam sure, ne one canimaginethatthat
any cotton into Canada. I fancy I can lion. gentleman would deviate from the
see one distressed manufacturer, the hon. path cf rectitude and truth; but if the
inember for Centre Toronto. I fancy I Scriptures are true, where it says that the
can see him going over to the hon. liars have their place in the lake that
the Finance Minister and begging for burns with fire and brimstone, I pity that
some protection in order that lie might hon. gentleman's figures; and if the liars
continue his manufacturing. He got are te be cast inte outer darkness, where
that protection, and that is the reason for there is weeping and wailing and gnash-
his leaving the Liberal party. In order ing cf teeth, saît caunot save these
to help that hon. gentleman, worth figures. David and Jonathan were net
$500,000, every poor man who wants a more closely allied than were the hon.
table or a chair bas to pay more for his gentleman and these figures, yet the best
furniture. Have the masses of the peo- cf frienda must part. I listened at--
ple no claims upon the Government T tentively te the hon. the Minister cf PRail-
We are told tgat notwithstanding this on. ways, while delivering bis speech, power-

MR. GIaLMOR.
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ful it certainly was, and well calculated
to rally his supporters. I thought, while
he was speaking, of Vesuvius, and ex-
pected, with the rest of ny friends, to be
buried with the lava. I thought of a
flaming tire, a rushing, mighty wind, and
an earthquake, and I thought of a very
essential element which was not in the
speech atall. As the interests of trade
are identical in the three Maritime Pro-
vinces, I am sure the National Policy bas
been as injurious to Nova Scotia as to New
Brunswick. I see that the Government
have sent $1,000 worth of tood to the
starving fishermen of Guysboro. The Na-
tional Policy bas not done much for them,
I am anxious to hear the representative
of that county (Mr. Ogden) expatiate
on the beauties of the National Policy.
The contrast between the teaming face of
that hon. member, whose eves stand out
with fatness, who has more than heart
can wish, and the hungry, gaunt forms
of his emaciated constituents is great
indeed. The National Policy bas
helped them with a vengeance. 1
understand the Government propose this
as a loan. I trust it will be considered as
a gift. They have helped the poor of
Ireland, why not the poor of Guysboro',
who, to some extent, have been made so
by their National Policy ? I was amused
at the changes which came over the coun-
tenance of the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways dur ing the speech of the hon. mem-
ber for Annapolis on the British Columbia
Judges' Bill. When he found his hon.
colleague was disposed to rat on that vote,
he fairly trembled-

"For Satan trembles when he sees
The weakest saint upon his knees."

I hope the hon. member will not prove a
weak saint-but that the seed bas fallen in
good and honest soil and will bring forth
much fruit. My heart warmed towards
him, and I felt like giving him the hand
of fellowship and welcome him to our sor-
rows just now and our joys three years
hence.

MF. KILLAM moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No.
It is necessary to go into Committee on
the resolutions submitted.

MR. KILLAM: It would be unfair to
proceed at this late hour. There are
several hon. members of the Opposition
who desire to speak upon the subject.

MR. MACKENZIE: It is not neces-
sary to go into Committee now.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : With
our usual good nature we will consent to
adjourn the debate.

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes after

One o'elock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 7th April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

IRAYERS.

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY-QUEBEC CELE-
BRAIION.

QUESTION.

Ma. DOMVILLEenquired, Whether the
Montreal Volunteers will be permitted to
go to thé city of Quebec to take part in the
next celebration of the Queen's Birthday,
and what assistance they are to receive
from the Government to enable them to
do so ; whether the 54th Battalion of In-
fantry and the Richmond Field Battery
of Artillery, nearly rne hundred miles
nearer to the city of Quebec than the
Montreal Volunteers are, and in every
way equal to the Montreal Volunteers,
will be permitted to go upon the same
terms as to Government assistance ; and
if not, whether the Government will assist
the Eastern Townships' Volunteers to
meet at Richmond to celebrate the Queen's
Birthday.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
The Montreal Volunteers are to go to
Quebee to attend the review ; two bat-
talions and a battery of artillery. One
battalion will be taken from the Eastern
Townships, number of battalion not yet
fixed ; one from the Province of New
Brunswick, not yet fixed; also one from
Ontario, not yet fixed. An allowance
towards covering the expenses of each
battalion attenfing the review will be
made.

MAIL CONTRACT IN LÉVIS.
QUESTION.

MR. LARUE enquired, For what
reason the Government cancelled the con-
tract for the carriage of Her Majesty's
Mail between Lévis and St. Joseph de
Beauce, and intermediate stations,
awarded to Laurent Roy, of Lévis, on the
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1st August, 1878, and which was to ex-
pire only on the 1st August, 1882.

MR. LANGEVIN: This contract was
cancelled because it had been granted
without having been advertised, as required
by law. Nevertheless, it appears that the
only person who bas received money for
the service mentioned in this contract is
Mr. Roy himself.

EMIGRATION OF BRITISH TENANT
FARMERS.
QUESTION.

MR. STEPHENSON enquired, Whe-
ther it is the intention of the Government
to appoint spesial agents for the purpose
of promoting the emigration of tenant
farmers, or others, resident in Great
Britain or Ireland, to the Dominion of
Canada, during the present year; and if
not, why?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Government have their ordinary and
regular staff of emigrant agents in the
Old Country, and they do not propose to
appoint any special agents.

NEW BRUNSWICK-INTERNATIONAL
BRIDGES OVER RIVER ST. JOHN.

QUESTION.

MR. COSTIGAN asked, If the Con-
gress of the United States appropriate
one-half of the estimated 3ost of certain
proposed International bridges over the
river Saint John, N. B., will the Govern-
ment of Canada provide the remaining
half of said estimated cost ?

Mr. LANGEVIN : If the United
States Congress will offer to pay one-half
of the cost of certain proposed bridges
over the St. John River, the Government
of Canada will be prepared to consider
the matter.

ST. MAURICE RIVER IMPROVEMENT.
QUESTION.

MR. MONTPLAISIR enquired, Whe-
ther it is the intention of the Government
to place in the Supplementary Estimates
any sum whatever for the improvement of
the river St. Maurice, more particularly
between the Piles Falls and -La Tuque.

Ma. LANCEVIN : The engineer who
who has been sent to make an inspection
has not yet reported; and the Depart-

%nent is unable, therefore, to say whether
a sum of money will be required for im-
provements. Under these circumstances
I am unable to submit to my colleagues,

Mii. IANGEVIN.

and they are unable to submit to Parlia-
ment, any proposal in reference to any
such improvements, at all events during
tbis Session.

OTTAWA RIVER FISBING PRIVILEGES.
MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. COCKBUtN (West Northum-
berland), in moving for an Ordcr of the
Iaouse for the production of copies
of all grants, leases, and agreements
made between the Department of
Marine and Fisheries, or any of its effi-
cers, and any persons owning or possess-
ing lands, bays and marshes, or portions
thereof, lying on the north side of the
Ottawa river, between the city of Ottawa
and Grenville; also, full and complete
statements of all moneys paid by the
Department, during the last three years,
for or in respect of fish-breeding or game
protection, on those grounds, bays and
marshes, or any of them, and the names of
persons to whom paid ; also, copies of all
instructions given to members of the
Dominion Police, or officers of the Depart-
ment, touehing game and game protec-
tion; also, copies of all correspondence
touching game protection on said grounds,
bays, or marshes, and copies of all com-
plaints in respect of the same; and, also,
a copy of a circular dated on or about the
15th December last, issued by the said
Department to fishery overseers, in refer-
ence to game protection, together with
copies of all objections or complaints
made concerning the enforcement of the
Provincial Game Laws by Dominion offi-
cials, acting under instructions from the
Department of Marine and Fisheries, E aid:
I desire to state briefly the grounds upon
which this motion is made. A number
of persons in this city, and in the neigh-
bouring counties, have felt that a verv
grave abuse has existed for the last two
years or more. It is well known that
this Parliament and Government have
no concern in the matter of game protec-
tion. That is a subject which, under the
British North America Act rests entirely
with the Local Parliaments and Govern-
ments. During the last two years, how-
ever, persons engaged in legitimate sport
on this river, and in the neighbouring
marshes, have found that the Dominion
Police have been employed t warnthem off.
A great many persons in the eity, as wellas
those living in the neighbourhod-arti-
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sans of the little villages, and farmers and
farmers' sons-feit that they were being
deprived harshly, unjustly and illegally of
a pastime they had hitherto enjoyed with-
out let or hindrance. It was found, upon
making enquiry, that those policemen,
who sometimies acted in an arbitrary,
ligh-handed way, going so far as to
threaten arrests, and in one or two in-
stances actually making arrests, were
employed under the authority of the
Fishery Department, and under the ex-
press orders of the Commissioner of Fish-
eries, Mr. Whitcher. The case of two
g-entlemen bein- thus interfered with,
came prominently up last September, and
they requested me, as a public man, to
interest myself in the question. I told
then there must be a great nistake---that
it was impossible to conceive that the De-
partnent of Marine and Fisheries
should meddle with the question
of gaine protection in this or
any other neighbourhood ; but I
was assured that such was the fact.
I wrote a letter to the Department,
couched in courteous teris, and asked if
it were possible that those police officers
had authority froin the Department to
warn off and prevent persons from enjoy-
ing their lawful sport on the marshes and
bays of this river; but I could not get
any satisfaction. I received several long
letters fron the Commissioner on the
subject of gaine protection, couched in
vague generalities and avoiding the ques-
tion, which I put as pertinently as I could,
i.e., whether those officers were employed
for the purpose of preserving game on
this river? At last I got one letter, from
which I will read an extract. The cor-
respondence was so very voluminous that
I will not trespass upon the time of the
louse by reading the whole of it. Mr.

Whitcher says, under date of the 9th
September last:

"Allow me to state that I shall always
cheerfully aflord you, or any other gentleman,
whatever information on this subject it may be
thought proper to ask. At the same time,
permit me to mention, that the class of persons
f rom whom damage is always to be apprehended
in a locality within easy reach of a populous
city, like Ottawa, must necessarily be ex-
cluded by rigid means from all opportunities
to do injury, although it may happen that
the general and absolute terms of exclusion
bear with some degree of hardship on others
whose presence is not only innocent, but
desirable on account of the moral and intelli-

73

gent support, which every enterprise for the
protection and propagation of game, fishes
(and incidentally birds), it is rnost essential
to secure, as a countervaling iniaience to that
argressive spirit evinced by parties who con-
plain that the restraints of Game and Fishery
Laws infringe the publie liberty to kill and
destroy game at ali seasons."

Now, here we have a position taken by
this Departient, not imerely to protect
gaine generally, because I do not think
sportsmen would object to that, eveni if it
had been doue bv an illegal extension
of authoritv. There is no question raised
as to the protection of game duriig the
close season, but there vas an attemipt
made to prevent certin classes of persons
from shooting at all seasons of the year
on this river. This action of the Depart-
ment is certamnly the assumption of an-
authority of a very obnoxious kind ; it is
a gaine law of a most offensive character.
But it turned out that there was a great
deal more in the thing than this. It was
not merely the protection of gare, in
mnaking the river a place of refuge for all
the birds of the air, it was the protec-
tion of game for the private use of a gen-
tlenian and his particular friends. That
is what this protection of gaine resulted
in. It was not a general protection of
game, but the protection of a selfish and
isolated interest, at the expense of the
whole community ; and that was being
done, not at the expense of those gentle-
men, but it was being done at the ex-
pense of the public, and by the employ-
ment of the Dominion Police, who, in
their uniforms and bright buttons, were
ranged along the edge of the river, to
warn away all the yoang men fron this
city, and all the artisans, habitants
and farmers on the river side. It
grew to be a very great abuse,
and was felt to be such. I
addressed, then, when I found I could
not get anything more satisfactorv than
those general statements, one of which I
have just read, a letter to the hon. the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, in
which I formulated a charge. The letter
is dated 29th Sept., 1879, and reads
thus :-

"DEAR gIR,-I beg to rall your attention
to a correspondence which has just taken place
between Mr. Whitcher of your Department
and myself.

" I have a right to complain that this gentle-
man has (altheugh he has generously given me
at considerable length his personal views on the
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protection of birds, gaine and fish-a subject on " It is known that many of the Fishery
which I did not desire any information) Officers have regarded it as somewhat onerous
entirely evaded answering the simple question for them thus incidentally to enforce the Game
which I proposed. I will put the case as Laws, without receiving any extra allowance
clearly and concisely as possible. for either salary or expenses ; but this Depart-

" It appears that Mr. Whitcher, while acting ment has felt justified in doing so, fron an
for the Departnent in certain fish-breeding official point of view, because of the practical
arrangements on the Ottawa river, acquired assistance which it afforded to their regular
a personal interest in certain bays and marshes duties. We have been, nevertheless, grateful
for the purpose of shooting game (I assume to those Fishery Officers who have so spiritedly
this to be the fact, partly from his own words and efficiently exercised their powers without
and partly from other information), and that any remunera ion therefor, actuated solely by
under his orders the policemen, or officers em- a desire to preserve the valuable gaine of the
ployed for the protection of the fish-breeding country, which, without some such active in-
operations, have acted as his special game- terest and authorised supervision, would have
keepers and personal servants ; and that they been now very much decreased, if not ini many
recently ordered from off certain of the marshes parts almost externinated."
(not even within the limits of the lands held by
the Departnent, as I ans informsed) certain br
gentlemen of this city who were merely en- Department, and the full, conpiete con-
gaged in the lawful sport of snipe shooting, trol of the game not only justified, but
and who were not in any way interfering
with fish-breeding, a process which, I believe
cannot be prosecuted where men can walk and the enployment of those oficers in the
where fslsb cannot swn. protection of the gan e justified. b

" The impropriety of this proceeding must be received a letter from tie Minister
obvious, as though the Dominion Government of Marine and Fishories, shortly afterthis
may, I siall assume, lease lands to the water',
edge, and also the bavs and water courses
thereto belonging, for fish-breeding purposees prised mie very muc. It contaied, to
it cau have nothing to do with the question of sone extent, an excuse for the action of
gaine protection, which is a matter of Pro- te flicers and was
vincial concern only. The fact, besides, of , o e
Donmrion officers being employed under a color a o
of public duty of a totally different kind, in been faunted by tie officers of the De-
protecting the game preserves of individuals, partment; and it containcd, besices, a re-
whether under a joint or separate arrangement port by Mr. Whitcher, to whicli 1 take
as to the relative share of compensation which
is apparently the defence put forward byv Mr special exception. The graMainr. of this
Whitcher is, to say the least, a highly objec- oflence is, that tie case we subitted to
tionable and novel feature in Departmental the Minister, which 1 have Just read
administration. in tie lettes of 2Oth September, baving

" I snply call your attention to this corres- 1eJ
pondence with the desire of clearlv under- , >y him referred to Mr. Whitcherfor
standing if the practice is sanctioned by you as his report, tiat oficer does not confine

tieba o h eprmn.hiniself to a justification of bis iliegalthe head of the Departmient.
"I ain, dear Sir, act as lie should have donce; but lie

"Yours truly, proceeds to inquire into the motives of
oJAMES COCKBURN." the member wo had broulit this subjet

I received no replv to tcis letter for a con- before his Department-a course which, 
take it, no hon. menber of the ouse wil

sderable us e, out Iy cquait ihn n- for a moment approve of. t iie read ny
thletter to the alinister, dated Jantary

respect: tisere were reasons of a private 2tlb , 1880, wfiaut cobe tains an extract
character for te delay, and I certainlae d re-
do not, nor did I ever intend to attach hr the eoni e

mak Yourso trly

any importance to that. it was the de-
lay in sending me the report, or, rather,
the mistake in permitting any such
report which I have reason to complain
of. Mr. Whitcher shortly afterwards
issued a circular, a part of which I
will also read, as showing, clearly the
pretence put forward by the Department.
le says, addressing the Fishery Officers,
under date of the 15th of December,
1879:

MR. CocKBuRN.

" OrrAwA, January 20th. 1880.
"SIn,-I have the honour to ackrowledge

your letter (received only to-day) under date of
17th inst., being a reply to a let.
ter addressed by me to you of 29tli
September last, and also a copy of
an official report by Mr. Whitcher of lst
October, this being the first intimation I have
had of any such report.

" The correspondence which took place prior
to the 29th September with Mr. Whitcher,
speaKs for itself, and I prefer to refer you
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to that, rather than to Mr. Whitcher's errone-
ous comments upon it. The letter of 29th Sep-
tember, however, formulated certain charges
against this gentleman which rc-
mains unanswered to this hour. His lor g
arguments about the propriety of game
protection and the desire which lie states is
entertained (notwithstanding the British North
Anerica Act to the contrary) by some persons
-names unknown-that the Dominion Govern-
ment should assume this charge in connection
with tish-breeding, are ail quite beside the
questions raised in that letter.

" ' Gane Protection ' is properly limited to
the close or breeding season, but ail this cor-
respondence points to something very different
-to the preservation of game, for private use,
durinig the open season, by the employment of
Dominion Police officers, and that for the
benefit of a certain person who claims that he
has a perfect right to do this, either at lis own
expense, or at the expense of the public, or at
the joint expense of himself and the Depart-
ment (the question of cost being of course un-
important in his view), and ail this Ir to be
done under the false pretence of fish-breeding.

" Every word of my letter of the 29th Sep-
teniber I maintain; and every charge therein
contained will be amply suppurted.

" But Mr. Whitcher to whom, I am now in-
f ornd, my letter was referred for report, in-
stead of confining himself to the charges pre-
ferred against himself, and answering then if
it w as in his power to do so, has attempted to
avo.d the issues by invoking other, and totally
foreign subjects for consideration. I will quote
his own words 'Knowing of the thrcatened
law-suit by Mr. Cockbern's clients, I was the
more cautions in answering his enquiries ; and
it now seems to me that it is not because, as
he pretends, the proper information was with-
leld, Lut because he did not elicit èuch replies
as would commit either the Department, a
policeman, or myself, and afford some
foundation for the intended suit. The spiteful
attack on myself, made in his present letter
(No. 5) is probably as much in revenge forfailing
to commit me in the interest of his client as for
a previous act connected with the dismissal of
his brother-in-law by your predecessor, for
which v r. Cockburn hasunjustly blamed me and
opeily avowed his intention to annoy or injure
Ie. I am justified in supposing this, as Mr.
Cockburn mixes the trivial subject of his former
letters, which he says consiâted of a simple
eyestion with new matter of a malicious kind,
and thereby discloses his motive and the
plausible tenor of his correspondence.'

" Let me say, Sir, that there is not one word
of truth in these idle and absurd imaginings. I
vrote your Department in my publie capacity

as a member of Parliament, in the public in-
terest, and to protect the sportsmen of this city
and neighbourhood against the continuation of
an abuse. I was never asked profession-
ally or otherwise to prosecute Mr.
Whitcher nor any one else, nor
had I any such intention ; and I have fur-
ther to say that I never had the distinguished
honour of having a brother-in-law in Mr.
Whitcher's Department, nor indeed any other
relation by blood or kindred in any of the

Departments of the Civil Service. The whole
story is either a wicked invention or a singular
hallucination.

" I observe, with satisfaction, by the conclud-
ing words of your letter to me, that the practice
of empleying Dominion officers, in connection
with gaine protection, is hereafter to 1be discon-
tinue: ; so f ar good, it would have been better,
however, had this been conccded at first, as it
might possibly have saved the reputation of an
official whose pen has been proved to be prolific
of blunders and absurdities.

* * * *

"I am, Sir,
" Your obedient servant,

(Signed,) " JAMES COCKBURN.
"The Hon. J. C. Pope,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
" Ottawa."

I have again to say that, when a public
officer, in any Department, ventures to
go outside of his duty, and to enquire
into and criticise the motives of a mîern-
ber of Parliament in bringing a charge
agaiust his Department, he is doing that
which, I trust, this House will never
sanction. The mischief of such a prcten-
sion niust be evidenît. Perhaps there is a
moral lessonin it, for it cornes horne to all
in this Chamber. The gentleman says he
has a perfect right to employ these police-
men in any one part of his domain, be-
cause, lie says, he bas private interests,
and he bas a right to supplement the ser-
vices of the policemen by giving theni
some pay for the performance of those
services, although they are connected
with the protection of fish. In one paper
(the circular) lie ignores that view of the
case, and says these officers have the duty
to perform, and no remuneration at all.
Poor fellows ! They have been working
for the public, in the interest of gaine
protection, and they haxve the reward of
knowing that they have been doing their
duty free of any kind of remuneration.
But now he says, in this report of the lst
of October:

" If I choose, or any other person chooses, to
employ a policeman, or fishery officer, to work
for me, at my own expense, there is nothing
objectionable about it. * * * * There
is certiinly no novelty about the practice.
Even clerks in the House of Commons, the
Senate, and other publie officers sometimes
assist members and Ministers, who have pro-
fessional or domestic affairs to conduct. No-
body thinks of seriously questioning the use of
time, fuel, light, office accommodation, sta-
tionery, etc., etc.-incidents to this custom.
There in an'honourable understanding of the
distinction between using and abusing such
common privileges."
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So we have Mr. Whitcher catching at
what takes place in this Chamber and
also ii the Deparaments, putting himself
on a level with Ministers and mem-
bers, and saying that, because these
things are tolerated there, he is, there-
fore, to be at libeity to enploy the
Dominion Police in the protection of his
private interests, as the possessor of cer-
tain sporting privileges on this river. In
conclusion, I have to say that this matter
has been made the subject of a good deal
of newspaper criticisni and correspon-
dence. There bas been some party
feeling about it, and I have no doubt an
effort lias been made in this House to
canvass the question with members and to
raise, if possible, a prejudice against this
motion, which, however, is made entirely
for the reasons I have given. I have
nothing, whatever, to say, for or against
Mr. Whitcher personally. I know very
little about him, and I do in this case as
I would in every other, where I see a
man stepping forward and assuming to
take upon hiiself a power and privilege
which will give him a special advantage
and exclude everybody else from the
same. Where such is done and is not
backed up by the authority of law, I will
be alwavs one to protest against it. I beg
now, Mr. Speaker, to submait this motion
for the papers.

MR. WRIG HT : I have mulch pleasure
in seconding the motion of the hon. mem-
ber for West Northumberland. During
the past autumn, my attention had been
called, through the public press, to the
condition of things which existed in the
county of Ottawa, in connection with this
matter. On the 19th of November, 1879,
an article appeared in the A ylmer Times,
a paper published in the county of
Ottawa, in which the following statement
was made :

" Some three or four of our people left, some
<days ago, to pass a few days fishing and shoot-
ing in the townsliip of Lochaber, some thirty
miles north-west of this village. After spend-
ing a few days tranquilly, they were visited,
on Thursday last, by a fishing detective from
Ottawa; but, fortunately for them, he found
nothing in their possession to incriminate
them. They confiscated two or three old nets,
the property of a settler on the lake. Row
is this? Any number of gentlemen from
Ottawa, many of them connected with the
Fishery 1epartment, can go where they please,
and no attention is paid to them ; but let a
resident of the county go out into the
northern wilds and he is doggo by a Govern-

M. COCKBJaN.

ment detective. Along the front of this
township (Buckingham), is also a Government
reserve, both for fish and fowl. About a
moith ago, some of our sportsmen went down
to the bays that extend along the whole breadth
of this township, when they were met by a
Dominion policeman, and informed that they
would not be allowed to shoot, as the v hole of
the bay was under the Governinent. Never-
theless, week after week. parties fr i Ottawa
come down and shoot without let or hindrance,
under the eyes of one of the heads of the
Department of Fishery and Fowls. This thing
lias gone far enough. It is the duty of our
member, Mr. Alonzo Wright, to sec that equal
justice will be meeted out t. us, and that his
own constituents, at least, have an equal rizht
with others ; and that when a license is applied
for to fish in our lakes, and the law conmplied
with, that the same may be granted, on the
paynent of the legal fee, and no favour
shown."

It must be evident that such an appeal
fromi rny constituents could not be made
in vain. Accordingly, I made the most
careful enquiry into the truth of the
statements made in the letter, and I am
satisfied of its substantial correctness.
Representations have been aiso made to
nie by many of my constituents, which
convinced me that they have been illegally,
unjustly and unfairly dealt with. Capt.
Archibald McNaughton, an old friend of
my own, and a gentleman whose respecta-
bility and veracity cannot be questioned,
corroborates all these statements. I bave
in my possession a letter written by Mr.
Joseph Riopelle, in which he states that
he thought he had some rights as a Cana-
dian, but is niow satisfied that a Canadian
has no rights which a fishery ofiicer is
bound to respect. Ie states that lie was
driven from these grounds by a Dominion
policeman, in a most insolent and offensive
manner. Now, Sir, I agree with the
gentleman who wrote to the Aylmer
Times, that this has gone far enough, and
that such illegal interference with the
riglts and privileges of my constituents
can no longer be tolerated, and that the
insolence' of these officials shall be
promptly rebuked by their superiors. We
all thought that the functions of the De-
partment were accurately defined by the
naine Marine and Fisheries, but it appears
that they claim dominion, not onily over
the waters and the fish therein, but like-
wise the fowls of the air, and thc fero
nature, the animals of the forest. Their
motto should be : "Per mare per terram."
This is not the firat time I bave had to
complain of the insolence and arrogance
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of Dominion officials. During the late
regime my constituents were most wan-
tonly outraged by the Inspector of
Weights and Measures, who treated them
as though they were t1e inhabitants
of a conquered country, confiscating
their weights and measures in a
most tvrannical and offensive manner.
Representations to that eflect were made
to me by the late lamented Col. Pritchard,
of Wakefield, Messrs. C. Devlin and
Prentiss, of Ayl-mer, and most of the lead-
ing merchants of the coqnty. I did all in
my power to obtain redress for then but
unha)pilv without effect. I hope that,
in the future, nothing of this kind will
occur. It nay be said, that this is a small
matter, and unworthy of the attention of
this House and the country. But I
maintain, that any matter that affects the
rights, privileges, and liberties of my con-
stituents, or any portion of the Canadian
people, is not too snall to engage the at-
tenition of the members of a free Parlia-
ment. The thirty shillings, which Hamp-
den was called on to pay as his share of the
ship money, was a small inatter ; but it
was the principle which troubled him. To
use his own words, he could lend his
money as well as another, but he feared
the curse invoked in Magna Charta, on
anyone who should palter with the eights
and privileges and liberties of the Eng-
lish people ; and so, for this thirty shil-
lings, for the principle involved in this
payient, he threw himself across the
path way of a despotic nonarch, of a
haughty aristocracy, of the minions of a
court, and fcheerfully gavr bis life
for the rights and liberties of
'the land he loved so well.
And so 1, too, fear the curse in-
voked on all hon. members of Parliament
who shall palter with the rights, privi-
leges, and liberties of their constituents.
A curious custom prevails in the English
Channel Islands, called the clameur dp
haro. It was ordained hy Duke Rollo of
Normandy, that if any of bis subjects
were wronged they might appeal to him
and his successors for all time to come,
until the final judgment day. Mr. Free-
man tells us, in his history of the Norman
Conquest of England, that when William
the Conqueror was carried to his rest in
the great Abbey of Caen, a Norman
Knight, Ascelin by name, barred the
pathway of the procession, and claimed

that he had been unjustly deprived of
the land on which the Abbey had been
built, and at the grave in which the Con-
queror was to be laid he made his appeal
to Rolle. And these fierce Normans, vho
had stormed the heights of Hastings, and
slaughtered King Harold and his fighting
men, and conquered broad England,
halted before the open grave, and the ap-
peal to Rollo was heard, and the wrong
was righted, before the stark King could
be laid to bis rest. And to-day, in the
English Channel Islands, if a subject of
Duke Rollo is wronged, he calls on bis
Prince foraid and succour, and bis cry goes
up through the din centuries, and the
Prince hears his cry, and comes to his
rescue, and thougb his followers vere
down in the press of battle, and his suc-
cessor the Queen of England, rights the
wrong done to the subject of Duke Rollo,
and so we trust it vil[ bc in every Eng-
lish land until the final judgnient day.
And so my constituents being wronged,
appeal to this Parliament, which repre-
sents all the traditions and privileges of
the English Parliament froi the begin-
ning to the present day. It is this prin-
ciple of justice, of liberty, and regard for
law which forms the basis of the English
systcm. It is tis principle of liberty
and justice, and equality of all before the
law, which makes us to differ, as Lord
MacAuley tells us, froni the serfs wlio
crouch beneath the sceptre of Branden-
burgh or Braganza. I was told only the
other day, in a sneering manner, that this
was a small matter and unworthy of the at-
tentionof the Flouse, beca use only a feiwpoor
miserable hunters and fishernen who
were concerned. This was not strictly
true, although I believe that nany poor
hunters and fishermen have been wronged,
for my constituents are as substantial
and well to do a body of people as are in
the Dominion ; but if this statement had
been correct, if these People bad been
poor and miserable, so much the stronger
the reason why their member should de-
fend them. If they were rich and power-
ful they might defend themselves. But,
Sir, I would say as Touchstone did of
Auirey: She may be a , oor thing, but she
is all mine own. It would be a base and
infamous thing in me to desert those, who
bave stood to me in storm and sunshine
because they were poor aLd unable to de-
fend themselves, to allow their rights and
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privileges to be interfered with by officials also a feeling of great respect for its
whose stipends cone from the earnings of auther and creator, the lon. Peter Mit-
the masses of the people. I recollect well chell, who may be said to have evolved
the first canvass I made in the forest it from his inner consciousness. And if
county which I have the honour to re- we have reaped the rich harvest of the
present, very often we had no town hall sea-if we have swept five millions of
in which to assemble, no roof to shelter American dollars into the Treasury of the
our heads, but in the heart of the Dominion. The meshes oi the nets were
primeval forest, with the tall pines wav- wo-en and the hues and buoys, by which
ing over our heads, we held our sylvan that operation was performed laid down,
gatherings. The impression made on my by the patient perseverance practical
mind well never be erased, as I saw the ability, and statesmanlike sagacity of the
hardy settlers, the pioneers of civilization, lon. Peter Mitchell. But mv regret is,
come trooping to the place of rendezvous. that the services which he rendereL to
They were exiles fron many a land, ail the Dominion have not received a better
the divers elements-English, Irish, reward. But in the political field the
Scotch, French-which make up our fruition neyer equals the expectation.
people, and every man had his tale of The labourer who sows rarely reaps the
wrong, oppression and outrage to relate. harvest, and we are toid the race is not
At last the meeting would be organised to the swift, tie battie to tie strüng, or
and the chairmsan would announce to me riches to men of understanding. I
its decision. He would say, and the state- say this without wishing to de-
ment of one was that of ail: We care rogate in the sightest degree,
not for abstract questions of politics; from the services rendered by tie late
with regard to the great questions of the Minister of Marine in earsying out the
day, do as you will ; witlh us the great rost difficuit and delicate isegotiations
struggle is for existence. All we ask of which resulted so satisfactoriiy in the
you is to guide and assist us, and to stand Halifax Award. We have been frequestly
between us and our oppressors. Well, I told that tie Dominion of Canada ranks
have done so to the best of my ability. Jn fif h anong the maritime powers of the
season, and out of season, I have been word, and certainly of the Depart-
at tlieir service. If they came to niy ment of Marie funetions are of a
door at midnight, 1 was readyto do their nost important character. The duty is to
bidding. And my reward las been the look after ail our marine affairs, to do for
faitlf ut and loyal support of as manwy and the toilers of the sea what tise son. thie
independent body of constitueits as tise Minister of Agriculture is supposed to do
sua ever shone upon. But it is not a for those on the land, guard, aidc and
pleasant ife *to lead to make, day after assist them ; to studour ionbousad coasts
day, the everlasting round of tie Depart- and inland waters with liglithouses and
ssssts ,without any resut-to clinrb those beacon-ligts ; to make the shriil fusic of
avful stairs wlsich Dante describes as the the fo-whistle warn the mariner of is
punishment of politicians, to wait pa- danger; to ponder to the passions of tie
tient]y in tise ante-chausbers of tise great, piscatorial tribes; to increase the foodstpply
to witness the perpetual exaltation of the of the nation; thes are a few of the duties
creature abovesthe Creator, and to bear t e thich devolve on twis Departoent.
insolence of office, such is tse everlasting Among the ideas which preside over
round to whic politicifns are, dourt- the developsent of the une n intellect,
less, for their sins condemned. It is not that of ù Mdustry occupies a Most t-
a pleasant task, amd no gentleman could portant position, but there are also tise
perfor it. were it not fwor the pleading ideas of the good, tise true, the beautiful
eves and wan cheeks whicl force us to aifd te just. If I a n peruitted,
Àt. I did not wish to take any part in 'I think I can show hat, in addition to
the discussion of this matter, but was ifobtaining for us material advantages, the
forced to do so by sy consituents, and Department bas conferred on us a geauise
sense of public duty. I have t e grteatest intelectual pleasure. We ail recollect
respect for the Department of Marine the debates which took place betwees the
and Fisheries, and for many f the able two knightly Chancelors of te Ex
officera who compose its stafi. I have chequer on the question of finance. We

MR. WRIG;HT.
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lknow that the finances of a nation are by Sir Walter Scott of the combat be-
most important factors and elements of tween Saladin and Coeur de Leon near
prasperity, and under the anciern regine, the littie weli of the desert. The little
a good old rule, a simple plea obtained well representing the Dominion Trea-
that they might take who have the power, sury, in which we hope the water will
and they might keep who can. King neyer get low. The fierce Sir Richard
John was in the habit of replenisbing his swooped down like an eagie from his
exchequer by extracting the teeth fromn eyrie on the Conservative Cour de Leon
the Jewish money-lenders, one by one, vho for forty years lad fasted from every-
until the requisite number of shekels were thing except sin, who for forty had never
handed over. But the whirligig of time tasted what the hon. meruber from Van-
brings its revenges, and now wien the couver would eau a traly British beverage
Hebrew star, financially at least, is lord -orse and man -vent dovn before the
of the ascendant, one fears that the de- infidei kriight, and tie National Policy
scendants of Isaac of York will make us shrieked when good Sir Leonard feu.
pay compound interest for all the dental But the race is fot to the swift-he battie
operations performed on their ancestor. to the strong, nor the best bans to Liberal
Lord Macaulay tells us that the rule financiers. Many a victory lias been
which applies to individuals does not lost through over confidence, aid Iere 1
apply to nations; that the course which wil1 address nyseîf to the military mcm-
in the individual produces calamitv bers of this Ilouse, an not to lawyers and
the nation produces prosperity. Vith laymen who cannot he cxpect2d to under-
regard to the individual, the system of stand such matters. If stout Kin-
that emuinent economist-the late Wilkins Harold Lad kept Lis bold brothers and
Micawber undoubtedly obtains, income his Kcntish axemen within entreacliments
£20; expenditure £19.19s.6s., resuit, at Simlac, not been lured tothelfatal
happiness; income, £20, expenditure, pursuit of Enstace of Boulogne, the
£20. Os. 6d.-resultmisery. With regard to Normian's wonld have been driven to
na--tioils there is a grander systemand more their ships, and Englishi history w'ýritten
gitteringgeneralisation. Lord Macaulay in a differeat oanneser ad the desen-
assures us that the more a nation gets dants of aroid be scated directl, as
into debts the richer it becomes, and the they are seated indirectly on the Ernlish
iEniishmani of to-day is better able to Throne. If the Emperor Napoleon had
pay the interest of 800,000.00, than the known of the sunken ditch of Otrain, the
Englishmnan of the tinse of William the iast desperate charge of tie Imperia Guard
Third was able to, pay the interest of at Waterloo might not fave been made
1,000,000. If this statement ofhislordship in vain, fierce Sir Richard desrne to
be correct, it is a niost conforting econo- obtain possession of t e talisnb r the
mic evangel. If the ratio of pros- 1mystical National Policy hicl liad
perity is that of our debt, we rnay ask : broruht victory to the Conservitives and

Oh, what shat the harvest be." The o defeat to the Liberals, dismounted from
iEnghlish dcbt was incurred for foreigui his steed of darkncss, and iost thia advan-
wars and subsides to foreig nations; tage ie had obtained. The stout Sir
the Canadian debt is iucurred in L3-onard who had gained strength An-
developing our material resources-con- teaus-like from is mother earth, and
structing a great railiay across the Con- partaken of a draught frori that crystal
tient, and let us trust solving the great fountain, which for forty years Lad been
problem of the Empire by transferring his only beverage, retired cithin the
+he surplus population of Englands Ireu leafy coverts of Kiance, where the litte

Hand and Scotland to the fertile lands of foxes play, and soon emerged therefroa
the NorthWest, and the older Provinces, with the iargest ban at the snallest rate
let us trust that Lord Macauay s theory of intercst-the ftest pullett from bis
is correct, and that a Greater Britain opponents hen-roost. We ail remember
wil be founded on this side of the At- the excitement of these contests, how the
lantio. I have aguded to the debates fierce ight of the London Stock Exhange
which took place between the two dzzled our eyes, and the mystical mirage
knightly Chanceliors of the Exhequer, of lapsed balances led to optical and mental
hey reminded us of the picture painted delusions. And so it was with a feeling
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of great pleasure I saw the past and present diverse nationalities, by many French-
1Ministers of Marine, like two tall ad- men, who preserved the ancient faith,
mirais, -ail their colours to the mast, and gentle courtesy, and chivalrous gallantry
hoist the signal for action. of their Norman and Breton ancestors ; by

"As they drifted on their path, many Englishmen, Irishmen and Scotch-
There was silence deep as death men, who had made for tlemselves fair
And the boldest held his breath homes in the -wilderness, and were an'-

For a tiie. ' ated by devoted love to their Queen

Like the soldiers cf Xenophon we cried, and undying love for the old lands beyond
Thelatta, as we heard the murmur of thc the sca. Lt was a land on which
sad sea waves and felt the fresh sea the people loeked on toadies and
breeze fanning our heated brows. It was lkeys mucl as he free Northmen
a contest ot leviathans, a combat of looked on oe creepint and crouchiu
marine oniorsters,15 whicm a great painter and crawing things Ivic abased them-
would lave liked to epict. Mmr. Green selves before the Byantine Emperors. fit
tells us inhis history of the Engiih people was a land witlout a literature of its
how the great Armada sailed ii ;slow and own, but whiere the people veere satisfied
stately and Spanisli fasbion to tLie con- -withi the Bible, the Shakespeare, the
quest of ou En'glisli landi, and se t1e late ilutn, the Bunyan, of their fathers. It
Miniser sailed in stately maniner to the was, uditn sole drawbacks, a beautiful
concquest of the presett occupant of land waiting like t e statue made by
the Treasary Benches, but thee tardy Pygmalion, to be wared into life by the
Islacndei, oly ovamted for the wrd caresses of its Creator. lt was in this
to spring upon bis fee. We ail beniglited land a new day was about to,
know the resit of that contest, daw , in which a new social evangel
whiclineednotberpeate. Wcofthe rank vas about lo de preacled. The late lion.
and file on both sies of the lise, smlt Minister of Marine had secured for us a
the battie froin afar, and like tle Norman great store of treasure, and founded a
and Bret9in fishernien, waited quietly for piscatoriai aristocracy. lie determnined
the waifs and strays whiciniiglt corne to te rocure for us social recognition.
the shore, witlîout caring, for any nice Accoirdinogly, lie despatclied an erninent
questions of fLatsan or jetsa whicl Officiai, whe combined the graces of a
Miglit arise. 1 think I ave provedt that Chesterfield vith the diplomatie talents
the late Minister of Marine lias deserved of a Taliyrand, as Envoy Ex-

ell of his country-has breug t five trardinary and Minister Plenipoten-
millions of American dollars inte the tiary te the older civilizations. At
Treasury of the Dominion. e has flrst the Canadian Cesterfield was net
founded a piscatorialaristocracy. lielias as successful as we d a rigi t te ad tici-
conferred on us a genuine inteslectual pate. An eminent statesman, Itho occu-
pleasure, and I no-w lroceed te show liow pies a high place in the estimation of lis
le secured fer us a social recognition. A couLntrymen, was at that time in England.
few years age Canada was a terra ùicognîta Any compliment paid teo h would have
a land of outside barbarias in w wich, been retaded as a compliment paid te, the
socially speaking, there w mud veeping Caniadian people. t is true that we may
and wailin and gnashinw of teetas. To the mour bis peculiar prclivities, and regret
average Englishman it was aike that heath tdat we are net able te fatom the
on which. the weird sisters bailed tbieThaul jmystery of bis mystical, minorities. We
of Cz>wdory it was a "blawsted couiitry." migb t regret bis rearing speech at Aurora,
h -was a country in which rnany Engli and bis unhappy allusion te the inhospi-
ien had made inivestbents in a great tality of British Columbia ; but for al

iailwav likeiy te be of a permanent char- tat, lie is a statesma of which an
acter. eIt was a land of magnificent dis- country igot be proud. In the pen-
tances, of great forest, rushio, rver, tude of bis pe wer, the Envoy Extraordi-
great inland seas, ad inhabited by a peo nary determined to laune he Hark of the
pie that neyer calculated odds, and stateman on the social rea; but man
fancid tbey cIid hold their own a aginst proposes ad the Department dis-
awl-corners, as their fathers did in 1812. poses. n thia country-in Canada-
It was a land inhabited by people of it is the man we consider, a i

WX. WRIGHT.
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not the clothes he wears ; the
head, and not the hat which
covers it. In the older countries a dif-
ferent rie obtains, the clothes take pre-
cedence of the man, the bat of the head
which covers it. Forthe firsttimewerealise
the full significance of the clothes philo-
sopy, which is propounded by Mr Carlyle
in Sartor Resartus. But one swallow does
not male summer, and one defeat does
not deter a great general. The Envoy
Extraordinary, literally came, saw and
conquered. His success were duly recorded
in the journals of this arctic lumber vil-
lage, to borrow the language of Mr. Gold-
win Smnith. As account after account
reached us, those accounts which quickened
the slow pulse of Canadian society, those
accounts told us of breakfasts 'with
barons, lunches with lords, and delicious
dinners with dukes and duchesses,
we felt that many cubits had
been added to our Canadian
stature, that at last we had been admitted
to what Mr. Stanley calls the brother-
hood of nations. It might have been
thought, that after all these achivements,
the Department would have been satis-
fied. It had created a navy, replenished
the Treasury,founded a piscatorial aristo-
cracy, and secured for us social recogni-
tion, but the French proverb says
" l'appetit viendrai a mangeant." Mr.
Buekle tells us, that there is no instance
on record of a nation or'individual having
power without abusing it. The Depart
ment had the northern part of this con-
tinent on which to work its will, the At-
lantic and Pacific Oceans with- three
marine miles of our coasts in which to cast
its nets. All our magnificent inland seas,
in which to promote the passions of the
piscatorial tribes, every river and brook
and rivulet within the Dominion was at
its disposal. It had all the fishes in the
sea, but it must have the fowls of the air
as well. It was liko Ahab, who although
le cast bis glance over the great expanse
of moorlandandmountain which conposed
Lis domain, could not keep the gleam of
the grapes in poor Naboth's viney ard out
of his covetous eyes. One would have
thougit that having almost a continent
at their disposal, they might have left the
county of Ottawa alone.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex): After
baving listened to the eloquent address of
the hon. member for Ottawa County, who

bas treated us to his classical quotations
and poetical allusions, it must be felt that
it would be a dangerous matter to infringe
upon the dignity which doth hedge about
the "King of the Gatineau," wbo bas
evidently ridden into town en his Pegasus
this morning. With a view, not of con-
troverting anything that bas been said,
but rather of bringing out all the papers
necessary to understand this natter of the
enforcement of the Gane Laws by the
Marine and Fisheries Department, I
desire to move, that additional informa-
tion be furnished by adding certain words
to the motion. The hon. ienber for
Ottawa bas -wandered very far afield
from the solitary Dominion policeman on
the little bay on the north shore of
Ottawa county, who was the cause of all the
trouble. The hon. gentleman's speech re-
minds one of the lecture of Artemus
Ward on " Africa," the great feature of
which was, that in a lecture occupying
more than an hour in delivery, no refer-
ence was made to the dark continent.
In order to put the question more fairly
before the House, I purpose, with your
permission, Mr. Speaker, reading a letter
addressed by the Commissioner of Fisi-
eries to the bon. the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries. It is as follows :-

"DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND FisIIERIES,
"OTTAwA, 1st Oct., 1789.

" MEMORANDUM.

"TuE lioN. J. C. PoPE,
" Jfinister of Mlarine and Fikeries.
In re fnrther letter of Hon. Jas. Cockburn

referred to the undersigned for particulars :-
" Copies of the previous correspondence to

which the Hon. James Cockburn's+ present
letter refers are herewith.

- Mr. Cockburn complains that my replies
are impertinent, officious and evasive. I re-
spectfully submit them to the hon. M inister's
judgment, believing them and having intended
them to be courteous, regular and satisfactory,
as is proved by the following summary of the
questions put and answers given :-

" Letter No. 1 asks if any and what 'bays,
lands and marshes ' on the north shore of the
Ottawa River are reserved from the public.
Also mentions an occurrence in connection
with which it is asked if the same took place
by my order or that of the Department ; and
by what authority or law two gentlemen were
prevented fron shooting near Buckinghaiu
wharf.

"Answered, by specifying the limits of re-
serves; and promising enquiry into the cir-
cumstances of the case mentioned. It was
added the places referred to- could only be
visited for sport by consent of owners.
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" Letter No. 2 states that this answer does
not convey the information desired, and pute
an e3tirely different question relative to a
place which is assumed to be, but is not within
the Iimits, and is known to be private property;
and also asks if any person ' shooting snipe'
thereDn will be turned off by a policeman or
other official of the Department.

" Answered, apologising if the reply failed
to convey the information desired, and adding
that the places to which his notes referred are
not within the limits described. Also explain-
ing at length the necessity for excluding the
general public from places used in connection
with fish-breeding.

" Letter No. 3 puts the same questions in a
different shape, applying the enquiry as to
persons shooting snipe 'on any of the marshes
or bays on the Ottawa river,' being subject
to interference by a Goverument policeman
or other official under orders of the Depart-
ment.

" Answered, that the rule adopted at all the
fish-breeding places in the Dominion prevented
strangers froin using the premises without
authority. Manifestly no answer was needed
as aflects any other of the places nained, as it
had been already stated in my first letter that
they were private property, and could be used
only by consent of the owners, with whom
public officers (as such) had no connection.
Besides, the shooting was not anywhere con-
trolled by this Department.

toLette No. 4 pronounces this civil and
suficient answer impertinent, and styles my
previous replies officious evasions. They were
written during your absence and in your name;
this being the ordinary mode of conducting the
office corresi)ondence under oficial sanction.
No answer was necessary. Meanwhile the
two gentlemen whose 'case' Mr. Cockburn
had in view made their statement and received
explanations. One of them was satisfied ; the
other said he had consulted Mr. Cockburn and
tlireatened a law-suit. The instance referred
to proved to have been an entirely private
affair, which occurred some four miles away
from where the Government guardian is located,
and outside of any reservation, as Mr. Cock-
lurn admits. Knowing of the threatened law-
auit by Mr. Cockburn's client, I was the more
cautions ia answering his enquiries ; and it now1

seems to nie that it is not because, as .he pre-
tends, the proper information was withheld,
but because he did not elicit such replies as
would commit either the Department, a police.
man or myself, and afford some foundation for
the intended suit.-"

MR. COCKBURN (West Northumber-
land) : What is the hon. gentleman read-
ing?

MR. PATTERSON (Essex) stated
that lie desired to justify the conduct of
the official whose conduct had been under
discussion. He read extracts from the
official correspondence between Mr.
Whitcher and the head of the Depart-
ment and others upon the subject.

MR. COCKBURN asked if the hon.
MR. PATTERSON.

gentleman was reading from a printed
paper.

MR. PATTERSON : Yes.
MR. COCKBURN (West Northunmber-

land) : Does the hon. gentleman, to whboni
the letter which is now being read vas
addressed, know that this official cor-
respondence has been printed by Mr.
Whitcher for the use of bis friends out-
side of the Departientl I think this is
a very irregular course, and one which
should at once be condemned by this
House. The hon. gentleman is reading
fromn a printed paper, which is a copy of
the one addressed to the Minister.
That paper has been printed by Mr.
Whitcher for private use in this fHouse,
before the motion las been granted and
before the palers have been ordered by
this Honse to be made public.

MR. MACKENZIE: This cannot go
any further. If the hon. gentleman is
reading froni papers belonging to the
Fishery Department, and which have not
been laid before this House, it is quite
irregular. We are all as much entitled to
these papers as he is. I ask the riglt
hon. the First Minister to interfere.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
interruption of the lion. member for West
Northumberland (Mr. Cockburn) is quite
irregular. The hon. gentleman who lias
the floor was reading some papers; when
he is through we can judge. We can judge
whether the Department of Marine and
Fisheries has given documents out im-
properly, or for improper publication.
The hon. gentleman can read any paper
he likes. We cai judge what it is when
he gets through.

MR. COCKBURN : He lias stated
what he is reading.

MR. MACKENZIE: I understood
him to say so.

MR. PATTERSON : I did not obtain
it from the Department of Marine and
Fisheries.

MR. COCKBURN : I have asked the
hon. gentleman if he was reading a paper
containing the remarks addressed bv Mr.
Whitcher to the hon. the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries; and lie lias ad-
mitted that he was reading a copy of an
official document, which is one of the
papers I have asked this House to order
to be laid (in the Table. It has been
printed, as I am informed, for the use of
,he musmbers without the knowledge of hi,
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chief; and if that is so it ought not to shoeting game (I assume this to be the fact
be read. partly from his own words and partly from

Siit JOHN A. MACDONALD : That other information) and that under his orders
the policemen or officers employed for the pro-

lias to come out bv-and-bye. The hon. tection of the fish-breeding operations have
g'entleman is as much a member of this acted as his special gane-keepers and personal

Iouse as the hon. member for West servants, and that they re-ently ordered

Northumberland (Mr. Cockburn); from off certain of the marshes (not even
Nortumbrlan (M. Co~bun); hey witbin the limiits of the lands helci by

stand in exactly the same pc sitions ; the the Departnent, as I am informed) cer-
hon. member for West Northumberland tain gentlemen of this city who were
read froma papers ; he had a right to read merely engaged in the lawful sport of snipe-
them, and so has the hon. member for shooting, and who were not in any way inter-

fering with fish-breeding, a process which, 1
Essex the same rigbt. The question as believe, cannot be prosecuted where men can
to whether the documents have been walk and where fish can swim.'
properly or improperly put in print is "I emphatically deny that 'policemen' or

'officers' employed by the Departmeut are
another matter- used by me as special game-keepers and person-

MR. COCKBUIRN (West Northum- al servants-presumably at the public expense,
berland) : I read froa a paper which was for that is the only objection there could be
addressed to me by the Departient and against doing so ; or that any such persons act-

became m rivate roperty the moment ed in a public capacity as Mr. Cockburn alleges
y propt towards certain gentlemen of this city. This

it was mailed to my address; but the latter fact has been already explained to the
hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patterson) is gentlemen in question. If I choose, or any other
readino- fromi the official records of the person chooses, to employ a policeman or

fle>artment of Marine an Fisheries, and tishery officer to work for 'ne at my owni f .n expense, thcre is nothing 'objectionable'
lie lias admitted that he is so reading. about it ; and there is nothing 'novel,' for the

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: I do Department allows salaried fishery officers to
not see why lie slould not read any docu- act as private guardians on the salnon rivers,
ment, if it.i le itimately in his possession. and they are paid therefor by the lessees. It is

C ls san advantage to the publie service, by enabling
Let us hear the whole case, and then we this Department to hire efficient men at salar.
can judge. There is nothing irregular or ies. their pay beingz supplemented by private
improper in what the hon. gentleman lias contribution. Dominion policemen are also

been doin . allowed to act apart from their regular duties at

Mu.l P Sepublie places, or in business f.r private persons.
R. PATTERSON (Essex) , Parliamentary and Departmental messengers

Sir, the letter which I was reading runs notoriously perform many public services for
on as follows public men and government officials, as well as

for private citizens, that would hardly appear
"The spiteful attack on myself, made by his deser ring of formal protest by any public mian

present letter No. 5, is probably as much in of many years' experience. There is cer-
revenge, for fadling to commit me in the tainly no novelty about the practice. Even
interest of his client, as for a previous act con- clerks in the House of Commons, the Senate
nected with the dismissal of the late Fishery and other public offices, sometimes assist mem-
overseer, J. K. Cameron, by your predecessor, bers and Ministers who may have professional
for which Mr. Cockburn bas unjustly blamed or dcmestic affairg to condiet. Nobody thinks
me and openly avowed his intention to annoy Of seriously questioning the use of time, fuel,
or injure me. I am justified in supposing this light, office, accommedations, stationery, etc.,
as Mr. Cockburn mixes the trivial subject of etc., incident to this custom. Tiere is an hon-
his former letters, which, he says, consisted of a ourable understanding of the distinction be-
simple question ; with new matter of a tween using and abusing such common privil-
malhcious kind, and thereby discloses his eges. But I claim that by paying for any per-
motive and the plausible tenor of his corres- senal service rendered to me by fishery con-
pondence. stables or policemen (on or off duty) thpre is no

"The statements now made, and gratuitous room for reasonable objection, provided there is
mssumptions advanced, relate chiefly to personal no interference with regular duties for which
matters ; and although I might properly decline they are paid by the public.
to gratify Mr. Cockburn's desire by giving any "Respecting the practice of which Mr. Cock-
explanation of private affairs, I will giadly do so burn complains of allowing fishery officers to
mn deference to the hon. Minister if so desired. enferce the Game Laws, which are under control
Such of his remarks, however, as can be of the Provincial Goverrinents, the saine objec-
separated from the rest and replied to as public tions would apply to the Insectivorous Birds
matter, are noticed as follows :- Act, and to that part of the Sabbath Observance

"Mr. Cockburn asserts-'It appears that Statute which relates to fishing on Sundays;
ir. Whitcher, while acting for the Department aIso to the municipal law relating to the ob-

in certain fish-breeding arrangements, on the struction and pollution of streams. Occasion is
(J:tawa River, acquired a personal interest in taken to mention that formerly the game laws
certaim bays and marshes for the purpose of were enforced by fishery officers under occa-
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eional instructions, and endeavours have been
made to have these laws placed under jurisdic-
tion of the Dominion Government. There was
no additional cost, although some extra trouble,
attending this arrangement, and it proved ad-
vantageous to both the fishery and public in-
terests, as the persons who usually frequent the
shooting places for water-fowl are the very
persons who fish illegally, and also shoot fish
in the bays and marshes ; and when they have
no 'lawful excuse' for being about these bays
and other localities where fish and game
abound, the expense and trouble of keeping
theni awavy is very much lessened. The Pro-
vincial authorities have always materially as-
sisted Dominion officers in enforcing the Fishery
Laws, so that we are every way gainers by the
exchange. In fact the two services are so
peculiarly related that the public interest in
both of them would be greatly promoted by
their combiration under uniform authority.
However, if the Minister, in view of the Hon.
Mr. Cockburn's exception to the system, thinks
it advisable to instruct the fishery officers in
future to abstain from enforcing the game laws
and other Provincial Acts, it will spare me
considerale personal trouble and expense, and
relieve aIl and singular of us from unreinuner-
ative and apparently thankless duty.

"'Respectfully,
"W. F. WHITCHER,

" Commissioner of Fisheries."

The resut of the correspondence was that
a circular was issued to the Fishery Over-
seers of the Dominion, and this having
beei sent to me led nie to enquire into
the causes which induced the Department
to issue this circular: and I find in the
course of my enquiries that the Fisherv
Overseers have been the only parties act-
ing in the preservation of gaie. Their
services in that respect have been very
great. I came into possession of the cor-
respondence read to this louse, in the
course of my enquiries. It is to be re-
gretted that there is a divided authority
and that the game lans are not under
the control of one Department, instead of
being under dissimilar Provincial regu-
lations, so that there could be a due
enforceient of the game laws. In mov-
ing my amendment, I desire to establish
sole facts, but before they can be esta-
blished the circular will need to be read ;
however, as the motion will call for the
production of the circular I will not now
trouble the Hous3 by reading it. It will
be among the papers to be brouglit down
under this motion, and it will be satis-
factory evidence of the manner in which
the Fishery Overseers have performed
their duties. I therefore move the fol-
lowing amendment

MR. PATTERSON.

That the following words be added at the
end of the said motion :-" including also re-
ports and accounts of Dominion Policemen, or
other officers, employed by the said Depart-
ment in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec
during the saine period, explaining what pro-
portion, if any, of the expenses incurred by
then in the service of protecting the Fisheries
relates to the enforcement of any of the Pro-
vincial Statutes affecting hunting and fshing ;
together with a statement showing in what
manner the Provincial authorities may have
co-operated with Dominion officers in en-
forcing the Fishery Laws."

Mn. MACKENZIE : I wish to call at-
tention to the point I raised just now.
The ground I took was that the hon.
member foir Essex could not read irom
official papers unless they were laid upon
the Table of the House. The lion. gen-
tleman disputed that. I am certain I was
Correct in my contention. I find it laid
down in Ifay, page 320, as follows :-

" A Minister is not permitted to read or quote
from any despatch or other state paper unless
be is prepared to lay it on the Table * *
The principle is so reasonable that it bas not
been contested, and, when the objection is
made in time, it has been generally acquiesced
in.">
Then cases were cited in the British Par-
liament in 1865, in which this principle
was maintained. A public document
obtained from one of the Departments has
been cited, and it nust, therefore, accord-
ing to the rule of Parliament, be laid on
the Table of the House. Early in the
Session, I conplained that the hon. mem-
ber who moved the Addiess was sup-
plied with documents which lie used in
the debate and which were not laid upon
the Table as I demanded. This practice
ouglit to be put a stop to. It places every
member at a disadvantage, except the
bon. Minister or the hon. member to-
whom lie gives documents of this kind. 1,.
therefore, claim that this document should
be at once laid on the Table, and ask your
ruling.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD:
The hon. gentleman is quite right in
claiming that the document should be laid
on the Table for the use of hon. iembers.
The rule is very properly laid down in
fay, when he says that no second-hand
evidence can be given, but that the docu-
ments should be produced at once. But
what I object to is tbat my hon. friendci
(Mr. Patterson) should be interrupted in
the course of the discussion, on the grotnd
that he was quoting an official document
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which could not be used until it was first
laid up011 the Table of the House. That
objection is quite unsupported by the
authority the hon. inember (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) read. Of course, the papers
ouglit to be produced. In the remarks
I made when I first spoke on
the question, I vindicated the right
of tle hon. menber for Essex (Mr. Patter-
son) to quote these documents. I thought
lie had quite as mucli right to use tliem
as the hon. meiber for West Northumu-
erliand (IMIr. Cockburn) had to use those

lie quoted. At the sane time, I an
bound to say that a ver, strong case has
been made out by niv "lion. friend from
West Northumberland, and I think also,
-while the lion. nember for Essex had full
riglit to answer him in such iremarks as
lie thought proper to make, that, as far as
the officer himself is concerned, if lie
placed the papers in the hands of the hon.

eiember for Essex, he was guilty of an
act of insubordination, and guilty of gross
disrespect to the hon. Minister in charge
of the Department. I think my hon.
friend (Mr. Pope) will find it his duty to
enquire how a subordiuate officer, even
though lie nay be mixed up directly or
personally in the matter, dare take papers
from his chief's hands, and place them in
the hands of a member of Parliament. I
think this matter should be fully enquired
into, and, unless the fault is satisfactorily
explained, the officer is worthy of censure.
There is no doubt we have nothing to do
with the preservation of game. We have
full charge of all legislation respecting
Navigation and Fisheries, and the duty of
protecting the Fisheries is imposed upon
the Dominion Government ; but the
game laws, from1 the conflict of jurisdic-
tien between the Provinces and the
Dominion, do not belong to the
Federal Government, but are altogether
in the hands of the Provincial
authorities. Therefore, the Department
of Marine and Fisheries, or its
officiais have nothing to do with
thefere nature in the various Provinces.
I will also say that it was an ill-advised
and improper act, and @ne which ought
not to be countenanced, for anyone to
take away the Dominion Police from their
legitimate duties for the purpose of pro-
tecting the rights of any individual either
as to fish or flesh. Those officers have
S pecific duties to perform, and their be-

coming game keepers or fish inspectors
does not forni part of the duties assignîed
to them. The Dominion Police are liere to
guard the Government's property and
thev are to attend to such duties
as are inposed upon tlien by the Govern-
ment and the heads of the Departments
with which they are connected. I feel
bound to niake these remarks, while at
the sanie tiie vindicating the right of
the hon. menber for Essex to pro-
ceedwitih bis speech without interruption;
but, having made use of those papers, the
hon. gentleman is bound, at the request
of an hon. mieiber, to lay theim upoi the
Table. I will say f urther tlat, if the
suspicion of the hon. nieniber for West
Northiunberland is well-founded that the
officer bas taken official documents and
got them printed and circulated, without
the knowledge of the hon. Minister of the
Department, lie is guilty of an act of
insubordination.

MR. SPEAKER: There is no doubt
that the practice is that, when a member
reads a document, he must be ready to lay
it upon the Table of the House.

Mn. MACKENZIE: I want to see
those documents before the debate pro-
ceeds.

SmR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I will
net ask that it be done, but really the
hon. member for West Northumberland
is boundto lay his papers before the House
as well.

MR. PATTERSON (Fssex) : The
document I read was part of the docu-
ment read by the hon. member for West
Northumberland, and I ask that he put
his papers before the House.

MR. COCKBURN : I shall put in all
mine with the greatest pleasure. But
I think the hon. member had better put
his in, because I will be able to show
that there is a misprint or change in the
paper.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) : I
have not the slightest objection
to lay before the House every
paper asked for, and ali the information
it is possible to give. It appears that
there is a pond down the Ottawa river,
which was purchased in March, 1878,
while the late Government was in power,
for the purpose of breeding fish. A large
quantity of fish has been put into that
pond, and some of the adjoining streams,
which have been leased or purchased, I
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do not know which, but not with my
authority. Officers have been kept down
there to protect those fish. As soon as it
was represented to me that some of the
sportsmen visiting that neighbourhood had
been interfered with, I enquired whether
any instructions had been issued from the
Department to the Fishery officers au-
thorising them to interfère in any way
in the protection of ganie. I was in-
formed that no such instructions had been
gîven. I saw, however, that there was
something in the charge, and I caused
instructions to be issued to the Fishery
officers, informing them that the protec-
tion of game formed no part of their
duty, and forbidding any interference in
that direction for the future. On the
29th Septeiber, I received the hon.
nember's letter complaining that some
correspondence lad taken place during niy
absence between the Comnmissioner of
Fisheries and himself, and that not
receiving satisfactory explanations froin
Mr. Whitcher, he had decided to apply
to nie. I at once sent this letter to Mr.
Whitcher and asked him for a reoort.
Two or three days afterwards I was
called awa y to the deathbed of my brother.
Wlîen I returned, I found an accumulation
of business awaiting me, and some delay
occurred before the hon. gentleman re-
ceived an answer. I apologised for the
delay, giving the reasons for it, and stated
that positive instractions had been given
to Fishery officers not to interfere in the
future. I do not see why the hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa (Mr. Wright) should coin-
plain ibout any interference with the
fishermen. No complaint or charge has
been made to that effect, and so far as I
know there has been no interference. If
the hon. gentleman has any complaints to
make to the effect that those people have
been improperly treated and deprived of
their rights by officers of the Department,
not a moment will be lost in correcting
the offence, and putting bis constituents
on as good a footing as any others in the
Dominion. There are certain regulations
which must be carried out, and I know
the lion. member's constituents feel it a
hardship to conform to those regulations
at all tinies, and to abstain from fishing
in the close season. The hon. mem-
ber for West Northumberland seems
to complain of my sending him
Mr. Whitcher's report. I did it with the

Mi. PoPr.

best feeling in the world ; I wanted to
show him what the report was, and,
although some of the language reflected
upon him, I thought it was right lie
should see the report. With reference
to the printed correspondence, I know
nothing at all about it. The papers were
not issued from the office with my know-
ledge, and I therefore repudiate all con-
nection with them. Tiiere is no law
authorising Fishery officers to interfere
with the protection of gaie, and any
such interference was without my know-
ledge or consent.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) : I be-
lieve that, if Mr. Whitcher has over-
stepped the duties appertaining to his
office, he has done so with a desire to
preserve lhe game in this particular dis-
trict. From my knowledge of the
destruction of gaine throughout the
Ottawa district, I think it would be
desirable if some arrangement could be
made between the Dominion and Local
Governments of Ontario and Quebec, to
protect the game, under the supervision
of the, Fislery Department. In this
district, during 1878 and 1879, a
large number of moose and red-deer
were recklessly destroyed out of season.
I nierely rose to throw out the suggestion
that, if it were possible to bring about
some arrangement between the Local and
Dominion Governments for the preserva-
tion of game, under the supervision of
the Fishery Overseers, a very desirable
object would be attained.

Ma. COCKBURN (West Northum-
berland): There seems to be an entire
misapprehension on the part of the hon.
gentleman who has just sat down as to
the object of the motion. These proceed.
ings which called it forth have not been
taken in the interest of gaine protection.
We are all agreed, I think, that anything
that can be legally done for the purpose
of saving and protecting the game of the
country ought to be done. There is here
certainly a pretence of that kind which
has been very sedulously put forth with a
view of excusing and justifying this high-
handed action; but the sole object of Mr.
Whitcher was to get the whole of this
shooting for his own gun; it was not to
protect the game for the general good,
but for his own individual good at the_
expense of everybody else. The riglit
hon. gentleman has put the case very
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clearly, as he always does, and I a
tied and think my bon. friend the
for Ottawa county (Mr. Wright)
that the object we had in view h,.
gained by tlie very clear statement o
as regards this subject, and the di
public officers, which bas thus b
down. I just twish to remind t
mnemnber for Essex (Mr. Patterson
thing: I rose to complain that
mem ber of Parliament, in nia
charge against a public officer-
ainvonîe will admit I made in
language-was doing nothing ou
wav, but was performing a
daty ; and I insisted that, in d
mv motives were not to be enquii
bv any official in any of the
ients ; that the lion. gentleman w
tured to do that was going altogel
vond the line of Lis duty. I state<
House that that report of th
missioner of Fisheries was morec
true as regards the'motives assi(
myseli. I used, deliberately, thi
"untrue." The lion. gentleman
have allowed my statement t(
challenged. Every hon. memb<
rises iii his place, and makes a sta
with his hand on his heart, of I
knowledge, must be accepted as s]
the truth. 1 think, therefore, it ,
for the lion. gentleman, after hea1
statement, to allow limself to 1
the medium of conveying to thi
whàt I assure him is a slandei
printed statement which lie read
even a correct copy of the one tl
officially sent to nie. It lias been
Mr. Whitcher himself, having
that the most momentous part
charge against me which he made
lion. Minister was untenable,
it. I think, Mr. Speaker, that th
men:ber for Essex should not fora r
have lent himself to give curre
a false stateient.

MR. CURRIER: It appears
that the complaint made against th
nissioner of Fisheries has arisei
gether in consequence of the cust<
has prevailed, not only here, bt
wbere, of the guai dians of the F
Department looking after the gi
well, which they have had no auth
do. Yet that custom bas prevai
years, though not altogether i
Still those officers have performed
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work, not in protecting the game for any
individual, but for its increase in the in-
terest of the public.

Ma. COCKBUBN (West Northumnber-
land) : That is not the matter I was deal-
ing with.

MR. CURRIER: Notwitlistanding the
complaints against the Fishery ofiicers,
they have done a good work on the
Ottawa in. setting up the fish-breeding
establishment, which bas, to a very large
extent, replenished this river with fisli.
I hope the the Governmaent will encourage
that establishment with such appropri-
ations as the case requires. I think that
the officer complained of bas been greatly
instrumental in overcoming the difficul-
ties tbat existed iii connection with the
throwing of nill-rubbish into the river.
The fish-breeding establishment lias set-
tied to a large extent the question as to
the effect of this rubbish upon the fish,
by proving that sawdust is not detri-
mental to theni, since, in spite of the saw-
dust, the river could be restocked with
fish in so short a time.

Ma. COCKBURN (West Northuin-
berland) : Have they done so ?

Ma. CURRIER : Everybody along
the river says so. Mr. Whitcher may
have exceeded his duty in using the
Governient Police, but I believe him to
be an efficient officer, and that be acted
without selfish motive tbroughout.

Mr. WRIGHT: I renember hearing of
a very distiiiguished gentleman who made
a fortune by ninding his own business.
I think that perhaps the Department of
Marine might take that lesson to heart.
Its business is to lookafterthe fish and not
the fowl. The hon. member for Ottawa
City (Mr. Currier) appears a little cou-
fused on the subject. He speaks of the
great sawdust question having been set-
tled, and of the benefits of the fish-breed-
ing establishment. I do not think tlat
the cultivation of a few mud-pouts and
suckers in the waters of my county has
secured a satisfactory solution of this fish
question. I should have hoped it had ;
but my object lias been to complain that
my constituents have been most unfairly
and illegally dealt with, so far as their
rights and liberties are concerned, by the
officers of the Department, who had no
right, as admitted by everyone, to take
charge of the fowl. I have my desk full
of letters complaining of this interference..
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My constituents, many of thein French
Canadians, bave complained of being
turned off the sporting grounds by police-
men. The people say they think they
have a riglit to 'shoot so long as there is
no law against it. The defence of tbis
action should 'not be rested upon the fact
of the accused being an efficient or desir-
able ofiicer ; lie should not be allowed to
act simply for his own benefit and that of
Lis friends. That conduct cannot and
should not be tolerated.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex): I Lad no
desire to impugn the veracity of the hon.
member for West Northumberland (Mr.
Cockburn). He Lad read certain
passages of a document and denied their
truth, when I thouglit it would be only

just to Mr. Whitcher that the wbole
document should be read. It was in that
spirit I read it. But I had no liesire in
reading it to express the least doubt as to
the accuracy of anything the hon. gentle-
men said.

MR. MACKENZIE: The attention of
the Government ought to be directed to
the very extraordinary passage in that
letter justifying the employment of the
Dominion Police. Explanations were
souglt for by the hon. member for West
Durhan (Mr. Blake), a few evenings ago,
with regard to the increase of the vote or
Dominion Police, and were given. Now,
if a Dominion Policeman may be em-
ployed, when off duty, for an hour or two,
in doing something about the .city, that
is one thing allowable ; but, if lie is taken
to guard gaine, lie may be away whilst lie
should be discharging his proper duties.
It is quite clear those policemen have been
employed for this purpose; therefore, they
must have had nothing to do here. There
must have been too many of them, or they
could not have been spared for this ser-
Sice. I was glad to hear the lion. the

First Minister condemn the wliole prac-
tice.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I be-
lieve the number of Dominion Policemen
is the saine as under the late Government.
It is quite improper that these men should
be taken away from their legitimate duties
to perform others, however good.

MR. MACKENZIE: With regard to
the number of those Policemen, we dis-
covered during the last year of our in-
,cumbency of office that two of them had
erved during the whole of our terni,

MR. WRIGHT.

guarding the ducts of this House from
incursions by Fenians. So there were
ducts to protect.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
is another kind of game.

MR. MACKENZIE: Yes; but none
of this gaine was to be found, after ail,
in the neiglibourhood. Those two men
might be taken to supplement the Force,
or for other purposes.

MR. MACDOUGALL: I think the
fHouse ought not to assent too readilv to
the suggestion that these Dominion
Policemen should be confined t.o their
duties in the neighbourhood of these
buildings, or in Ottawa, if they can be
used for those public purposes clcarly
within the jurisdiction of this Govern-
aient, without impropriety. It bas long
been the practice to use the force in this
way-one continued under both political
parties. It seems, from the stateient of
the hon. the First Minister, whicli has
met with the approval of the ion. leader
of the Opposition, that that practice of
occasionally employing the force on out-
side service, in cases of exigency, is now
to be abandoned. I fear that wil involve
the appointment of other officers. If
economy is to be the result, I do not
obiect, but I doùbt if the Dominion
Police Force can be mucli retrenched.
Occasions may arise when it will be con-
venient to have a confidential force near
these Ottawa buildings. We have seen the
necessity for such a force, and may see it
aagain. I think we cannot safely dis-
pense with an organisation which can be
used in the absence of any regular
military force; and, therefore, if the
Fisheries Department, in the protection
of the inland fisheries, a duty clearly
within its jurisdiction-though I have
doubts as to rivers and brooks-can utilise
the force for that purpose-and we have
the testimony of the member for Ottawa
(Mr. Currier) that they have done so
with good results.-I do not see why
they should not continue the practice. 1,
too, can bear my testimony to the great
efficiency of Mr. Whitcher, and to the
important services lie has rendered, not
only to this particular interest, the Inland
Fishery Service, but on the larger theatre
at Washington and Halifax, in matters
of international importance. I am very
sorry to hear complaints against him, af
he was one sof my own officers, when as
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Coimissioner of Crown Lands, I directed
this service many years ago; very sorry
to find that, bis temper being, perhaps, a
little irritable, be lias found himself at
cross purposes with the lion. member for
West Nortnumberlani (Mr. Cockburn)-
a very amiable gentleman, as we all know.
I think it would bave been better if he
had pursued a different course; but I
understand the hon. gentleman to be now
satisfied with the assurince given that,
hereafter, the Fisheries Department will
not interfere with the fowls of the air,
or with the sporting constituents of the
lion. member for Otta-wa county (Mr.
Wright). Perhaps it may not be neces-
sary to bring down these papers, after
the explanations we have received from
the lion. the Minister of Fisheries.
While regretting this difficulty, I trust
that, notwithstanding the tone of censure
of the hon. the First Minister, no mea-
sures of severity will be taken against
Mr. Whitcher. So far as lie has laid
down the law in respect to the proper
functions of this Government, and the
duties of Dominion officers, I entirely
agree with him. If the Fisheries Depart-
ment is to perform, efficiently, its delicate,
difficult and important duties in the pro-
tection of our Inland Fisheries, it nust
receive on all proper occasions the sup-
port, confidence and generous cooperation
of this House.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. mem-
ber for Halton (Mr. Macdougaall) mistakes
my meaning if he thinks I object to the
employment of the Dominion Police upon
any other than objects connected with
these Buildings. The late Government
had occasionally to employ members of
the force in connection with charges of
coining spurious noney in several dis-
tricts, and that was, though they were
remote from this city, a perfectly legiti-
mate employment for those officers. No
doubt, the force is somewhat larger than
it otherwise would be, on account of
having to be employed sometimes in other
services than these Buildings would
require.

Motion agreed to.

CARLETON (ONT.) ELECTION.-INTER-
FERENCE OF HON. R. W. SCOTT.

MOTION FOR COMMITTEE OF ENQUIIY.

MR. ROCHESTER moved:

That Mr. Rochester, Member for Carleton,

having stated in his place in the House, that t
the last election of a menber of this House for
the County of Carleton, the Hon. R. W. Scott,
a member of the Senate, and then occupying
the position of Secretary of State, did interfere
and intimidate in the raid election by furnish-
ing money to the Rev. John May, to induce
him to become a candidate at the said election,
and that the said Hon. R. W. Scott did offer
to bribe one Jolii A. Grant, also at said elec-
tion, to withdraw from the contest in favour of
the said May, a Committee lie appointed to
examine and investigate into the said charges,
and that sucli Conimittee be compased of
Messrs. McCarthy, Thompson (FIaIldinand),
Colby, Trow and Richey, with power to send
for persons and papers.

MR. MACKE NZIE : I presume the
hon. gentleman, at the bead of the Govern-
ment, lias nîot looked after tbis motion,
else lie wvould have made some statement cf
his views upoin it. In the first place it
charges the lon. Mr. Scott with having
furnished money to the Rtev. John May
to induce him to become a candidate at
the said election. I would have io hesi-
tation in inducing any friend of mine to
beconie a candidate, if I ciulld help him
to pay his legitinate expenses at the
election. There is nothing in that charge
that s4ould even be miîentioned in this
Ilouse, or anvwhere else. The second
charge is of a somewhat sinilar char-
acter. Wvhy 'we should appoint a Com-
mittee to investigate charges of this
kind does not appear to me very clear. I
may say that I have had no comuninnca-
tion with the Hon. Mr. Scott on the sub-
ject, nor had I looked at the Order Paper
in advance to-day, nor even thouglt of
doing so; but if there is anything what-
ever that comes properly in the nature of
a charge, that charge should be brought
where the hon. gentleman is a inember
himself. If there is anything that re-
quires enquiring into, it is questionable if
this is the mode of making the enquiry.
I do not think there is any precedent for
such a course upon our Journals, nor am
I aware that there are any anywhere else.
There was a charge, two or three years
ago, brought against the present Governor
of Manitoba, for having in some way inti-
midated the electors in the county of
Montmorency, and that it was framed
upon a statement made by a member
of the House, when it was referred to the
Committee on Privileges and Elections
and enquired into. That Committee in
their report, exonerated the bon. gentle-
man from all blame in the matter. Ex-
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cept that case I cannot recall to mind in this resolution, styled himself on the
anything of a similar kind. But the hustings at the nomination, " A Tory of
charge made against the Hon. Mr. the deepest water." I quote bis own words.
Cauchon was clearly an offence under the Now, the late Secretary of State took hold
Election Law; he was a member of the of the Rev. Mr. May, who, unfortunate
louse where the charge was made, and man that he was, like somebody else of

the House undoubtedly acted with pro- old, sold his birthright for a mess of
priety in sending them to the Committee pottage. He sold himself for filthy lucre
on Privileges and Elections. This is to run bis election with, and to get the
wholly of a different character. The influence of the Government of the day,
party against whom the charge is made is and to secure his return to Pailiament.
not one over whom this House bas The hon. gentleman in his communications
any control. The offences are not alleged with some of the electors of the county,
to be contrary to any Statute in existence. stated bis object in upporting my
The first part of the motion, it is per- opponent. His object was to buy over a
fectly clear, canot possibly be a charge Conservative in the interests of the
of any kind. No power is vested in us leform Government. He found that Le
to make any enquiry of the kind sug- could not mn a Reformer in the county
gested. I am sure the lion. gentleman at of Caneton. The hon, gentleman, in some
the head of the Governmeit has not ob- of those letters, stat-d that the county of
serv d the phraseology of this motion, or Careton was not sufficently well educated
considered the propriety of making this to acce)t a Reformer. I am glad to say
motion at 0l1, or lie would have drawn it was not, and I hope it neyer will ho.
the attention of the hon. mewber for The bon. gentleman touglt t of hat the
Carleton (Mr. Rochester) to it. best course for him to pursue was to pur-

Mn. IROCHESTEiR: The hon. mem- Chase a Tory, and mn him as a Tory with
ber for LmRbton bas, perhaps, forgotten the fnderstanding that if lie got in he
that the lion. Mc. Scott was then Secretary was to support the Administration of the
of State in bis Government. I do not for day. This I will have no trouble to
a moment pretend that every bon. Min- prove if the Goverment will give ous this
ister bias not as much right as any other Committee, and I bave no doubt the bon.
pern to use bis due influence in sectring member for R ae bton will be able to
the succeis of an election. But what I com- throw some light on tbe subjeet ; for, if I
pleain of is the fdue method taken by ar correctly informned, lie was approached
tbe on. gentleman to gain this election. but did not give tbose wo approached
At the Lst Session I explained to the him any encouragement. The on.
house the reasons I had for putting this gentlemans answer was to the efet that
motion on the Notice Paper. I do not if a man would sel1 imself one way he
think it necessary to go over that again, would as readily sel1 hihseef another.
unles the hion. eentema opposite de- Sci ALBET J. SMITng: Wat did
sires me to do so. What I complain of is lie get for himself.
that tbis hion. member of the late Gov- MR. iROCHIESTER: I am informed
eament sent the employés of the Gov- e wanted a certain amount of byone
ernment into the two counties adjoining witli which to psy off e, rtain liabilities
the city of Ottawa as canvassers and as and also to pay bis election expense.
returning officers, carying their confrères From ail the information we can get,
to and from this city to the poils, and iring lie got the amount e required. Wbere
buggies and paying for them. Now, S , be got it from, I think it will be interest-
wat I want to know is wo paid al the ing for us to know. An hon. gentleman,
expenses. If a member of the late Gov- 1a Reformer, came out to run for the
esament did so, a Wthougl lie may not be a county of Careton; the Hon. M. Scott
memler of this fbouse, I think ee is was approached on the subject, but pe
amenable to this Blouse. Perhaps I amn replied that lie mîust run Mr. May. I
wrong in. this-there are better authocities want, also, to urove before the Com-
than myseif on that point. My object is mittee what every member of the house
to show just what course the Bon. Mr. must admit is a great wrong. It is not
Scott pursued during the late election riht t at Civil servants should e usth
Tie gentleman, whose naine is mentioned for the purpose of canvassing for

MR. MhCKENZIia.
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votes for the support of the Government.
This, however, was extensively done. I
think it only just that the matters I
have referred to should ceme to light;
especially as the present stringent Election
Law was adopted by the hon. gentlemen
opposite, and they were found to be the
first to break it. I have received the
following letter from Mr. May:

" To John Rochester,.Esq., .3. P.
"SIR,-A ccording to the published report of a

speech delivered by you in the House of Com-
mons, I am charged by you with certain ne-
farious dealings respecting the late contest in
the county of Carleton, with the Hon. R. W.
Scott, late Secretary of State. If the report of
that part of this speech which refers to me be
this, that I was bought by the late Government.
You further stated that it was your intention
to ask for a committee to investigate the charge.
I have waited patiently for the fulfilment of
this announcement, I have waited in vain. No
committee has been granted as yet. No coin-
mittee has been asked for. Might I presume
most respectfully to enquire, 'Why this de-
lay ?' Is it not cruel to keep Mr. Scott and
myself so long in suspense ? I can speak for
nyself-1 am readv to meet such committee, I
am more than ready, I an anxious to meet
such committee. I feel that my character has
been traduced-traduced in the most public
manner, and in a place where reply was impos-
sible. And I now take the liberty of endeav-
ouring to impress on your mind the fact that,
having made the statement above mentioned,
and having intimated from your place in the
House that you intended to ask for a coin-
mittee, it is your bounden duty to do so. I
would further remark that if you fail to make
good your promise, I shall ascribe such failure
to the supposition that you are not nearly so
willing to meet a comrmittee that will admit
evidence on both sides of the electoral contest
in Carleton, as I am myself.

"I have sent a copy of this letter to the local
press and to the Globe and Mail of Toronto.

"I have the honor to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

" J. MAY.
"Ottawa, 18th April, 1879."

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
FISHERY AWARD-CLAIMS OF

MARITIME PROVINCES.
THE

ADJOURNED DEBATE.
House re-omed adjourned debate n the

proposed motion, (X. NacDonnell, Iverness).
-[ Vide page 787.]

MR. KILLAM: I desire to ask if the
papers in relation to this subject, which
the hon. the Minister of Finance stated,
were necessary - to its proper con-

sideration, and which lie also stated
would be laid upon the Table this
afternoon, will be brought down this
evening.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : What I
stated was that papers were being pre-
pared which it was necessary the Govern-
ment should have, before proceeding with
this discussion. From tis statennent the
inference was drawn by some bon. gentle-
men that these papers would be laid
upon the Table of the House. I am
willing, however, to lay the papers upon
the Table. I have made enquiries con-
cerning them, and I expect they will be
laid on the Table of the House
before the conclusion of this debate.

MR. RICHEY: I do not require any
further papers than are already before the
House for the line of argument which I
propose to adopt. Before proceeding to
the main portion of it, I may be permitted
to offer a few observations regarding the
course pursued by hon. gentlemen on the
opposite side of the House when this
question was last under discussion, and
followed up in some quarters by their
supporters in the press. I think it very
objectionable that, in a matter of this
kind, hon. gentlemen should resort to
the tierce party denunciations in which
they have indulged. I submit, that in re-
gard to a question, the solution of which
must very largely depend, if it do not
entirely depend, upon the impression to
be made on the minds of the uembers
of the Administration, fiery declamation
cannot be expected to produce any very
beneficial effect. When, on behalf of the
Government, the request was addressed
to this House that an adjournment of
the motion should be granted. I felt it
to be due, in courtesy, that the adjourn-
ment should take place. The motion I
then made did not stifle discussion.
And what is the position in
which we now find the question ?
Instead of having it at the end of Public
Bills and Orders it has, at the request of
the right ion. the leader of the Government
himself, been placed in the most promi-
nent position. And when it was found
inconvenient to proceed with it on Wed-
nesday evening last, the hon. leader of the
Governm ent, in the frankest possible
manner, offered to give us the following
day, a Government day, for the discus-
sion of this matter. We should have
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had it before us then had it not been for
the technical objection taken by the
hon. leader of the Opposition. And now,
Sir, I fnd that T ami represented in the
Halifax Chronicle, by some one having
facilities afforded him for hearing debates
in this House, and acting as correspon-
dent to that journal, in the following
light:-

" After recess, on tbe adjourned -debate
concerning the Fisheries Award being calied,

" Mr. Richey liid the motion shuuld be al-
lowed to stand, and it stood accordingly. This
gave profound offence to the Maritime mem-
bers, who were al reidy and expectant -of a
debate on this much-canvassed subject. Mx.
Richey's action was, therefore, re.eived with
marks of discontent. It was evident that he
was merely acting as a cAtspaw for the Govern-
ment, who appear determined to stifle the dis -
cassion till such a late period in the Session that
it can be of no practical purpose."
There are just eleven lies in that para-
graph and a misstatement for every line.
Mr. Richey after the original adjourument
did not once ask that the motion should
be allowed to stand. It was, as I under-
stand, a matter arranged between the hon.
the First Minister and the hon. leader of
the Opposition. There was no desire
manifeste on the part of the Government
to stifle discussion.

Mi. MACKENZIE: Did I under-
stand the hon. gentleman to say that I
had made an arrangement with the hon.
leader of the Government to adjourn the
discussion.

MR. RICHEY : No ; but there was
an understanding between the hon. leader
of the Government and the hon. leader of
the.Opposition that it should be proceeded
with as early as possible. He then ob-
jected to its being taken up on a Gov-
ernment day.

Mi. MACKENZI l: The hon. gentle-
man is mistaken. What I szaid was that
I had no objection to their giving up
their day, but thev must do it in the re-
gular way, by taking up the Orders in their
natural sequence and moving either to
take each Order separately and pass thei
over or move to pass on immediately to
that particalar Oeder. That'is what I
proposed, and the Government declined
to do that.

Ms. RICHEY: Whatever it was it
had the effect of stopping the discussion
until the present momeat; and I think the
position given to tins question was the
best justification of our confidence that

MIL R ICHEY.

the Government had no desire t> stifle
debate.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think this is a matter that ought to be
settled at once, and with my hon. friend's
permission, I will state, to the best of my
recollection, how it stands. I stated to
the House that it was inconvenient,
for the reason3 inentioned by my
hon. friend, to go on with it at that
time, that I would 'secure him an
early opportunity of bringing it on. I
said it would be done as the firat Order cf
the Day. My ho i. friend objected to tlis
and stated we must call the Orders in turn
I felt the ol-jection taken by the hon.
gentleman was a Parliamentary one, and
a correct one, therefore, I could only
submit.

MR. MA OKE TZIE : Tàe hon. gentle-
man consented to give up Thursday, Gov-
ernment day, and as Government Notices
have precedence next after Routine Busi-
ness, the Order for Thursday wis
Govermnent Measures, and this Order wt s.
naturally succeeded Government Orders.
It was perfectly competent to move that,
the First Order of the Day be not taken up,
but that the House pass on to the First
Order of Public Business. It is one not
frequently made with us but it is one that
is frequently made in the French Cham-
ber. The Order was that it should be the
First Order of the Day, and it was either
the First Order or it was nothing.

Mg. RICHEY: It is not because I
attach any importance, personally, to
this matter, that I have thought it
necessary to mention it at the com-
mencement of my remarks, but because
I deem it a great impropiiety for writers,
who are here for the purpose of communi-
cating with thé press in different sections
of the country, to draw upon their inven-
tive powers foýr the items they supply. I
shall now, Mr. Speaker, proceed with the
argument which I desire to addi e3s to
this House. When, in 1872, the ques-
tion was put in this place, "Whether the
Government was prepared to give a
pledge that the money compensation
which might be obtained by virtue of the
Fishery Clause of the Washington Treaty,.
should be expended for the direct benefit
.and improveient of our sea Fisheries ?"
The right hon. gentleman who was then,
as he is now the leader of the Govern-
ment, replied that such money would be
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subject to the vote and pleasure of Parlia-
ment; and when asked the further ques-
tion: "Whether any arrangment had been
made between Her Majesty's Britannic
Governnent and that of the Dominion?"
He said no arrangement had been made;
the money would belong to Canada and
be subject to, the vote of Parliament.
The cause is, therefor, before the proper
tribunal this evening, and I may here
remark that it was due tothe astutenessand
prevision of that right hon. gentleman that
no question could arise as to the claim of
the Dominion to the Award. I wish to
quote, at some length, in proof of this,
and for other impartial reasons connected
with my argument, froi a speech de-
livered when the right hon. gentleman in-
troduced the Bill to give effect to the
Treatv. In referring to the fact that this
amount had been secured for Canada, he
said :

" I did not for a moment forget that I was
there to represent the interests of Canada. I
must ask you to look at the despatch of 16th
February, 1871, which reached me at Wash-
ington, a few days after I arrived there. It
will be seen that Lord Kimberly used this ex-
pression: "As at present advised H-- r Majesty's
Government are of opinion that the right cf
Canada te exclude Anerca: s f rom fishing in
the waters within the linits of three marine
miles of the coast, is beyond dispute, and can
enly be ceded for an adequate consideration.
Should this consideration take the forn of a
money payment, it appears to Her Majesty's
Governuent, that such an arrangement would
be more likely to work well than if any con-
ditions were annexed ta the exerci-e of the
privilege of fishing within the Cana ,ian waters.'
Having read that despatch, and the sug-
gestion that any arrangsment might be made
on the basis of a money payment, and there
being an absence of any statement that such
an arrangement would oniy be made with the
consent of Canac'a, I thouglit it well to coin-
municate with my colleagues at Ottawa; and
although we had received, again and again,
assurances from Her Majesty's Government
that those rights would not be affected, given
away, or ceded, without our consent, it was
thought advisable, in consequence of the
omission of all reference to the necessity of
Canada's assent being obtained to any mone-
tary arrangement, to communcate by cable
that Canada considered the Canadian Fisheries
to be her property, and they could not be sold
without her consent. That communication was
inade by the Canadian Government on the 10th
March, and of that Government J was a mem-
ber; and not only did that communication pro-
eeed from the Canadian Government te Eng-
land, giving them fair notice that the Cana-
dian Goveru.nent, of which I was so a mem-
ber, would insist upon t' e right of dealing
with her own Fisherica, but I to>k occasioe to

press upon the Head of the Pritish Commission
at Washington, that my own individual opinion,
as representing Canada, siould be laid before
Her Majesty's Government. The answer that
came back at once by cable was extended in full
in the despatch of the 17th March, 1871, and
it was most satisfactory; as it stated that Her
Majesty's Government had never any intention
of adv!sing Hr Majesty to part with those
Fisheries without the consent of Canada.
Armed with this, I felt that I was relieved of
a considerable amount of my embarrassment.
I felt that no matter what arrangements might
be made, no matter whether I was out-voted
by my colleagues on the Commission, or what
instructions might be given by Her Majesty's
Government, the interests of Canada were safe,
because they were in lier own hands, and re-
served for her own decision. Now, Mr.
Speaker, it must not be supp sed that this was
not a substantial concession on the part of
Her Majesty's Government. It is true that
Lord Kimberly stated in his despatch of 17th
March, that ' Wh len the lleciprocity Treaty
was concluded, the Acts of the Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick Legîs'atures relating to the
Fisheries were suspended by Acts of those Leg-
islatures, anI the Fishery rights of Canada are
now under the protection of a Canadian Act of
Parliament, the repeal of which would be
necessary in case of the cession of those rights
to any foreign powers.' It is true, in'one sense
of the word, but it also truc that if Her Ma-
jesty, in the exercise of Her power, had chosen
to miake a Treat v with thc United States,
ceding not only those rightq, but ceding the
very land over which thuose waters flow, that
Treaty between England and the United States
would have been binding, and the United
States would have held England te it. No
mtter how unjust te Canada, a'ter all her
previous promiss., still that Treaty would be
a valid and o ligatory Treaty between England
and the United States, and th latter would
have had the right te enforce its' provisions,
override any Piocincial Laws and Ordinances,
and take possession of our waters ani rights.
It would have been a great wrong, but the con-
sequences would have ben tbe loss, practically,
of our rights for ever ; and se it was satisfactory
that it should be settled as it has been settled,
without a doubt appearing upon the records of
the Conference at Washington. Now, the
recognition of the proprietary right of Canada
in lier Fisheries forms a portion of the State
Papers of both countries. Now the rights of
Canada te those Fisheries are beyond dispute ;
and it is finally established that Eng!and can-
not, and will not, under any circumstances
whatever, cede those Fisheries without the
consent of Canada. Se that in any future
arrringement between Canada and England, or
England and the United States, the rights of
Canada will be respected, as it is conceded
beyond dispute that England lias not the power
te deprive Canada of them. We may now rest
certain that for all time te come England will
not, without our consent, make aniy cession of
these interests. Now, Mr. Speaker, te come to
the varions subjects which interest Canada more
particularly. I will address myself te them
in detail ; and first, I will consider the ques-
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tion cf most importance te us, the one on within the range of my voice. It pro-
which we are now specially asked to legislate, vides that IThe Provinces of Nova
that which interests Canada as a whole mosta
particularly, and which interests the Maritime
Provinces especially. I mean the Articles of the same linits as at the passing of this
the Treaty with respect to our Fishery rights. Act. Before seeking to define those
I would, in the firat place, say that the protocols limits, I may premise that grants made
which accompany the Treaty, and which are of those Provinces to private subjeets of
in the hands of every member, do not give
chronologically an every day account of the oid ture, both by the Kings of Franc.
transactions of the Conference, although, as a and the Kings of Eno-laxd, included the
general rule, I believe the protocols of such Fisheries connected with them, for the
Conferences are kept from day to day; but it fisheries and the fur trade at that tire
waa thought better to depart from the rule on
this occasion, and only to record the conclusions w*re regarded as the greatest value attach-
arrived at. Therefore, while the protocols sub- ing to these colonies and in the grants
stantially contain the result of the negotiations fror the King of France they were
ended in the Treaty, they must not be looked c
upon as chronological details of facts and inci-
dents as they ccurred. I say se because the the grants from the Kings of
protocol which relates more especially to the England. I nay refer especialv to
Fisheries would lead one to suppose that at the that fr-m Cromwell to Sir Charles
first meeting, and without previous discussion, Latour
the British Commissioners stated 'That they t
were prepared to discuss the question of the describing a large tract of country, "and
Fisheries, either in detail or generally so as including ail the islands and fisheries upon
either to enter into an examination of the the coasts." But to core to the period
respective r;ghts of the two countries under the when
Treaty of 1818, and the general law of nations,
or to approach at once the settlement of the vince of Nova Scotia was, by the Treaty
question on a comprehensive basis.' Now the of Utrecht, ceded to the Crown of Eng-
fact is that it was found by the British Com- land, I would draw your attention to
missioners, when they arrived.at Washington, the words of that Treaty in connection
and had an opportunity of ascertaining the
feeling that prevailed at that time, not only with the question as te the limits of
among the United States Commissioners, but Nova Scotia, and whetler they embraced
among the public men of the United States the Fisheries:
whom they met there, and from their communi-
cations with other sources of information, that The Most Christian King shah take care on
the feeling was universal, that all questions the saaie day, that the ratifications of the
should be settled beyond the possibility of dis- present pouce shah be exchanged, to have
pute in the future, and more especially th.t if delivered, to the Queeu of Great Britain,
by any possibility a solution of the difficulty solemn and authentin letters or instruments, by
respecting the Fisheries could be arrived at, or virtue whereof the Island of St. Christopher is
a satisfactory arrangement made by which the to ho possessed alone, hereafter, by British sub-
Fishery question could be placed in abeyance jecta; likewise Nova Scotia or ail Acadia, with
as in 1854, it would be to the advantage of both its ancient limîts, as also the city of Port-
nations. " Tvai nh "hed nnovis ofva an o

I deire to congratulate the right lion.
gentleman upoa having so completely
settled that question as to the right of
Canada to the Fishery Award. But I
am led to ask, if these Fisheries belong to
the Dominion of Canada, by what right
did they become hers? They are hers
through the several Provinces on whose
coasts they lie. One main point, then,
which I think it concerns us to consider
is, that these several Provinces entered
this Confederation with certain defined
liumits, and we have to ask what were
those limits? and what, within these
limits, did the Provinces surrender and
what did they reserve? I need not refer
to the British North America Act to
settle that point. Its language is doubt-
less familiar to every hon. gentleman

My, RicHE!.

other things in those regions, which depend on
the said lands and islands, together with the
dominions, property and possessions, and all
right whatsoever, whether by Treaties or any
other way acquired, which the Most Christian
King, the Crown of France, or any of its sub-
jects have hitherto had to the said islands,
lands, and places, and inhab'tants thereof to be
yielded and transferred to the Queen of Great
Britain an! to Her Crown for ever as the Most
Christian King now yields and transfers all the
said particulars ; and that in such ample
manner and form that the subjects of the Most
Christian King shall, hereafter, be excluded
from all kind of fishing in the said seas,
baya and other places on the coasts of
Nova Scotia, that is to say, on those
which lie towards the south-east, within
thirty leagues, be2inning from the Island
comnonly called Sable, inclusively and thence
going towards the south-west."

Upon a question subsequently arising be-
tween England and France respecting
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the boundaries, Commissioners were ap-
pointed for the adjustment of the dispute.
Hon. gentlemen by glancing at a map
will see what was the extent of the
boundaries claimed by the Commissioners
on the part of England as set forth in
the following statement:-

"On the west, towards New England, by the
River Penobscot, otherwise called Pentagoet :
tbat is to say, beginning at its mouth, and from
thence drawng a straight line towards the
north to the river of St. Lawrence, or the
Great River of Canada; on the north by that
river all along as far as Cape Roziers, situated
at its entrance ; on the east by the great
Gulf of St. Lawrence, from Cape Roziers to the
south-east, by the Islands of Cape Breton,
leaving these and the Gulf on the right, and
Newfoundland and the Islands belonging to it
on the left, unto the cape or promontory called
Cape Breton ; on the south by the great At-
lantic Ocean, going south-west from Cape
Breton by Cape Sable, taking in the Island of
that name round to the Bay of Fundy, as far
as the mouth of the River Penobscot or
Pentagoet."

Although the negotiations between these
Commissioners were frLitless, it w-as ulti-
mately settled by the Treaty of
Versailles, in 1763, what should
be the limit of Nova Seotia.
I shall now quote from Hlaliburton's

listory of Nova Scotia," vol. 2, pp. 1
and 2, which says:

" To th a northiward, our said Province shall
be bounded by the southern boundary of our
Province of Qîubec, as far as the western ex-
tremity of the Bay des Chaleurs ; to the east-
warl by the said bay and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, to the cape or promontory called
Cape Breton, in the Island of that name, in-
cluding that Island, the Island of St. John's,
and all other Islands within six leagues of the
coast ; to the southward by the Atlantic Ocean
from the said cape to Cape Sable, including the
Island of that name, and all other islands
within forty leagnes of the coast, with all the
rights, appurtenances whatsoever there-
to belonging ; and to the westward, al-
though our said Province hath anciently ex-
tended and doth of right extend, as far as the
River Pentagoet or Penobscot, it shall be
bounded by a line drawn from Cape Sable
across the entrance of the Bav of Fundy to the
mouth of the River St. Croix, by the said
river to its source, and by a line drawn due
north, from thence to the southern boundary
of our Colony of Quebec."
Subsequently this large Province of Nova
Scotia was divided into the Provinces of
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince
Edward Island and Cape Breton, and one
boundary between Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick is drawn through the centre of
the Bay of Fundy. Having thus estab-

lished the ancient and existing limits of
the Province of Nova Scotia, and, I think,
having shown to the satisfaction of those
who may have carefully followed me,
that they include tho Fisheries on the
coasts, I am led to enquire what, by the
Act of Confederation, was surrendered by
this Province of Nova Scotia, wh at was
surrendered as to its revenues, what as
to public property î The revenues which
were not reserved by the respective Pro-
vinces or should be raised by them in
accordance with special powers conferred
upon them, were, it is true, to form one
Consolidated Fund for the Dominion of
Canada; and I have no doubt that, look-
ing at the British North America Act as
it now stands, and noting the fact that
the exclusive powers of legislation given
to the Dominion, comprehend inland and
Coast Fisheries, the argument will be
founded on that fact, thiat the power of
legislation carries with it al] power over
these inland and coast Fisheries. But
on perusal of the first draft of the
Act of Confederation, I find that inland
and coast Fisheries were assigned to the
Local Legislatures, and this aiter the
financial arrangements were coinplete.
It is true that concurrent power was

given to the Dominion ; but what if the
draft had not been amended as it was, I
presume, simply from tie feaer of incon-
venience to arise fron thiese concurrent
powers of legislation? There was an
additional compensation lor their being
withdrawn froin the nurview of the Local
Legislature, and confined to the Federal
Parliament ; and it is a fair argument
from which to infer that ail rights of
property were not intended to b trans-
ferred together with t7e rights of le-gis-
lation. Let us then examine what pro-

perty was given under the A.ct to the
Dominion. The public works and public

property of the several Provinces vested
in the Dominion are enumerated in the
third schcdule to the Act, and comprise
all canals, with land and water power,
public harbours, rivers

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Rivers is a misprint.

MR. RICHEY : If it is a misprint,this
affects, I confess, my argument to a cer-
tain extent. I should have enquired
whether the express mention of iivers did
not operate to excluda coast Fisheries
from being considered property of the
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Dominion ; but that source of argument
under the explanation of the right hon.
gentleman is, of course, removed. What,
then, were reserved to the respective Pro-
vinces 1, All lands, mines, minerals and
royalties belonging to the several Pro-
rinces of Nova Scotia,New Brunswick and
Prince Edward Island are, by Section
.109, reserved to those Provinces; and by
ýection jl17 it is declared that they shall
retain a« their respective public property
not otherwise disposed of to the Dominion
of Canada. I now ask, are Fisheries pro-
perty, so as to come under the designation
of "public property 1" If the boundaries of
Nova Scotia include th< se Fisheries; if, at
the time of Confederation, Nova Scotia had
proprietary rights in these Fisheries, my
question is: Are Fisheries public- pro-
perty of the State with which they staLd
connected ? If they are public property,
then, being public property, are they, as
royalties, such property as fall to the
Crown, and may be aliened either abso-
lutely or under certain limitations ? Now,
I shall not simply assert that these
Fisheries may be designated as public
property ; I shall refer to the language of
one who bas been properly described as
the niost popuiar and the most elegant
writer on the law of nations,, whose work
is cited more frequently than that of any
other public jurist, and is still the
statesman's manual and oracle. What
does Vattel say?

"Everything susceptible of property is
considered as belonging to the. nation that
possesses the count y, and as ferming the
aggregate mass of its wealth."

He then distinguishes between what be-
comes public property, common property
and private property:

" When a nation, in a body, takes possession
of a country, everything that is not divided
among its membe s, remains con mon te the
whole nation, ard is called public pr'operty."

"The various use of the sea near the coasts,"
in another place he says, " render it very sus-
ceptible of property. It furnishes fish, shells,
pearls, amber, etc. Now, in all these respects,
its use is not inexhaustible ; wherefore, the
nation, to whom the coasts belong, may appro-
priate to themselves and convert te their own
profit, an advantage which nature has so
placed within their reach as to enable them.
conveniently to take possession of it in the
same manner as they possnEsed theinselves_ of
the dominion of the land they inhabit."

I have mislaid my reference to anoth er I
quotation ; but, he goes on to amplify 1

MI. RICHEY.

upon that statement with special reference
to-Fisheries and coasts, to show that they
may be the subject of property. Speaking
of that portion of the s'ea adjacent to a
country, within a marine league froi the
shore, Puffendorf cal!s it " an acceEsory to
the land as much as the ditch of' a town
is accessory to a town." " What," asks
Dr. Lushington,iÎn the course of a judg-
ment pronounced by him, " are thé limits
of the United Kingdom? The land of
the United Kingdom and ~three miles
from the shore, is the only answer I can
give." Now, then, what are royalties?
Do they include the Fisheries upon the
coast ? Is that wôrd of sufficient signifi-
cance to comprehend those Fishôries î I
have read froin the Etatute, that royalties
are reserved to the respective Provinces,
and all lands, mines and minerals. What
is here referred to is the substance of the
thing, not that which issues out of it,
though the' tribute paid to the proprietor
of the soil may, by some, be deemed
the ordinary acceptation of the word
royalty. This latter restricted meaning
could not haver been the intention in any
of th- grants that have been made to the
Provinces from the Crown, because the
word is associated with those only con-,
veying territorial rights, and the ievenues
derivable from them are subsequently
referred to in other words. Having
reference to the language of writers on,
International law, and to the definition
given in ordinary dictionaries as well as
in law dictionaries, -royalty means
the rights and prerogatives of the
Crown. We do not pretend-t would
be absurd to contend-that, under the
term royalties, ail regal rights and pre-
rogatives are granted to the Provinces: it,
means such royalties as the Crown is
capable of alienating. There are two
kinds of royalties, those which apper-
tain to the Sovereign as the represen-
tative of the nation, and those which
belong to him by virtue of bis Sover-
eignty, but which are more of a pro-
prietary nature. In Halleck's "Inter-
national Law," it issaid:

"Upon the breaking up of the Roman
Empire," sa3 s Gibbon, "the princes and cities
which declared themseles independent,
appropriated to themselves thcse parts in
which nature, most rich and liberal, yields
extraordinary products. These iortions or
reserved rights were called regalia. The
same writer, in other places, applies the. term
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regalia both to rights, to things, and to the
things themselves,-to jura and corpora. So
of the feudal and English law writers. They
sometimes apply this term to things-as the
Crown, the Sceptre, and Royal and Church
lands, and sometimes to the dignity, power and
pecuniary rights of the King. When applied
to the power and dignity of the King, they are
called maora regalia, and when applied to his
fiscal rights, they are called minora regaha.
The former, says Erskine, are not alienable
without the consent of Parliament, while the
latter mav be communicated to his subjects by

f "The assertion that the sea is common to all
and that there can be no appropriation of it,
except where it adjoins the shore. is an
erroneous assertion."

That is the solemn determination of the
Judges before whom 'he appeal was heard.
What was the contention of Her Majesty's
Commissioners and the Lord Advocate.
which was sustained by this appeal ?

"All nations being equal all seem to have
l i ht4 t- th1 i t d t4

the~ anerig equael rt gi laue h -- ' o u- e, unprpa e par. sthe Sovereign himself at bis pleasure. The iof the ocean for navigation. But those parts
term regalia, theref ore, differ3 from Sovereignty, of the sea which adjoin the land are ap-
or jura majestatis, as being applicable both to
things and ta riglits to things--corpora and jura propriated as accessory to the coast that corn-

mands thein. The doctrine laid down by
-and aiso as not being inherent to or insepar- lHeieceins is that now generally received by
able from the Sovereign power, for regalia may;the best w riters. Hie maiintains that thie
be alienated either with or without the consent ocean is incapable of appropriation, but that
of Parliament. Wh'en applied to property, it parts of the ocean and narrow seas may be ap.
may include both that which necessarily apper- propriated subject to the rights of navigation.
tains to the Crown and that which is alienable j* * * The right of fishing in the sea
or which may be passed to individual sub- is totally distinct from the right of maritime
jects. dominion "
I will also read from Tomlin's "Law iDic- The point to which I wish to draw the
tionary," under - attention of te Government and this
fining what are the prerogatves and House is " that the right of fishing in the
rights of the King. Hie says :sea is totally distinct fron the right of

"It is also hell that the King is hy his pre- maritime dominion." I hold that whist
rogative universal occupant, as ail property t
presumed to have been originally ini the ptpresmel a hae ben ogmaiy intLemaritime dominion is vested ini tihe -on-
Crown.

"The King hath this sovereiga dominion in eral Confederation, there may still romain
all seas and great rivers, which is plain from reserved a riglit of property in the difir-
Selden's account of the ancient Saxons, who ent Provinces
dwelt very successfully in all naval affairs ;
therefore, the territories of the English seas The English," the case proceels, " hve
and rivers always resided in the King. never pretendd to have a property in ail the

"And as the King hath a prero.ative in the seas over which they bave claimel maritime
seas so hath be likewise a right to the fishery dominion by means of their ilet8. But al
and to the soil." these portions of the sea adjacent ta and

commanded by the coast s,) far as capable ai
I must now ask permission to present n appropriation are beld ta form a part of the
case or two i. favor of the copastruction national territory.'
which I bave put upon the word royalties Sin JOHIN A. MACDONALD: ilear,
-that is ta say : the rights of the Crown hear.
in connection with those Fisheries; and MR. RIC EY: The right hon. gentlhe-
the flrst ta whicb I shal refs is a case man says herar, hear." I fury ap-
determied an 187 6, in regard to Salmon lreciate the view that is taken by bifr
fishing, where the Lord Chance"lor, Lords in connection with this subjeet. W hen 
Cransworth, Wensleydale and Kingsdown heard the ton. mover of theresolutions
affirming the decree below, concurred in the other night content himself with
the following propositions as reported in citinor authorities ta show that the sea
3 Macqueen's Appeal Cases, page 419 within three miles of the shore was a

T4e saimon fishing in the open sea aroud part of the territory of the nation, I
the coast of Scotiadc unless parted with bb once that hfe stopped
grant, beiong exclusiveiy ta the (arown, and short of that whicl it waps neces-
form part ao its hereditary revenue. nato tiory."

Sis he rights f the Crown is not mereîy a s
rinbt of fshing for samon, sut a rigt ta the the answer woanld be perfecty obvious.
samon fisings aruund the se i coat of Scot- that the territorial right was the right of
and. sovereignty, and the sovereignty bing in
fIt is n t ta be regareed smpy as an a

attribute of Sovereiganty, but rat r as patri-
rihofiu sh, a beneficial interest constituting part 't- It is on this account that J have
af the regal hereditary prperty. felt it necessary to detain tiee ouse se
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long, pointing to the fact that the Crown
had conceded territorial rights to the
Provinees, and tbt by the British North
America Act those rights were confirmed.
But to pursue my quotations :

" It is contended that these rights in the sea
are national or public rights, which are vested
in the Sovereign merely as trustee for the con-
munity. Here, however, it is necessary to
make a distinction.

" The Sovereign of this country is the
suprene head of the nation. and as such vested
with the executive power of protecting the in-
teresta and vindicating the rights of the people
against any outrage or invasion by foreign
states. But the rights which belong to the
Crown are of two different kinds : lst-The
jus publicum which belongs to the monarch in
jurisdiction and sovereign right, and which may
be held as a mere trust for behoof of the public;
and 2nd.-The jus privatum under which the
Sovereign possesses the land and sea adjoining
the coast as a patrimonial property, so far as it is
capable of appropriation. * * *

" The public rights belonging to the Crown
are inalienable, while the private ones. being
capable of yielding profit, may be retained or
alienated to a subject."
The distinction upon which I insist is
here most clearly drawn, and confirms
the view which I have endeavoured to
place before vou, that whilst as regards
the jus publicum the right of legislation
is conferred upon Parliament, the jus
privatu lias been granted to the Pro-
vinces and continues to reside in them.
I may be told that the propositions which
I have read refer simply to salmon fishing
which is regarded as more valuable than
other fisheries. There are, however, not
wanting other cases to show how specifi-
callv fisheries are included under the
designation of royalties ; cases to show
that fisheries extending two miles from
the shore granted by the Crown have
been held to be well granted. But it is
needless to adduce further authorities
upon the riglit of the Crown in that
respect, when we have the authority of the
right hon. the Prime Minister himself inthe
passage which I have read in your hearing.
Now it is quite appropriate here to refer
to the grant made in 1844 to Nova Scotia
of the casual and territorial rights of the
Crown. The same words are tiere em-
ployed, "land, mines and minerals, and
royalties." If, then, the fisheries be within
the designation of royalties if they were
to be considered property which pertained
to the Crown, I hold that under that Act,
an Act having its operation during the
lifetime of Her present Majesty, the

Mi. RICHEY.
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control of those lands, mines, minerals
and royalties, were made over to the
various Provinces in consideration of their
assuming the charge of the civil list of the
Provinces at that time, and except so far
as the territorial rights and revenues thus
granted to the Provinces are taken away
by the Act of Confederation, they remain
in the respective Provinces. I next
enquire, if those Fisheries were vested
as property in the Provinces could
any right therein be justly ceded
even by Treaty without their consent?
In bis " Manual of International Law,
President Woolsey remarks:

"An interesting question here arises whether
the Treatv naking power in a federative union
like the United States can alienate the domain
of one of the States without its consent."

The alienation here I admit is not of the
domain, but it is of a right in that pro-
perty, a property which, it is contended,
is still in the Province. The same writer
argues

A States' territorial right gives no power to
the ruler to alienate a part of the territo)ry in
the way of barber or sale, as was done in feudal
times. In other words, the right is a public or
political and not a personal one. Nor, in jus-
tice, can the State itself alienate a portion of
its territory without the consent of the inhabi-
tants residing upon the same, and if in treaties
of cession this is done after conquest it is only
the acknowledgment of an unavoidable fact."

I have read to you the words of the right
hon. leader of the Government in connec-
tion with the explanation he made regard-
ing the right of property in Canada to tbos3
Fisheries-to the effect that there was a
sale of then. It was pro tanto a sale.
It was a lease or license of those privileges
to a foreign power. And here I may

quote from Chancellor Kent who, in his
work on International Law, whilst ad-
mitting it to be a clear principle that
private rights may be sacrificed by Treaty
to secure the public safety, claims that the
Government would be bound to make
compensation and indennity to the indi-
viduals whose rights had been surrendered.
I also call to mind a case which was
brought betore this Parliament, bv one
no longer living, but whose name, I an
sure, is cherished with respect by all who
had the honour of his acquaintance, and
were conversant with his ability. I refer
to the late Hon. Hilliard Cameron, who,
when the Bill to ratify the Treaty was
under discussion, and when lie vas advo-
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cating its acceptance on the ground that
there was nothing inconsistent in accept-
ing a pecuniary recompense for the
privileges conferred, adverted to the fact,
in connection with the Ashburton Treaty,
that when it was found that Maine had
not agreed, General Jackson said : " Agree
to the Treaty and we will give you
$1,200,000 !" Maine, however, would not
agree. A new Treaty was made, and
Maine thougiht she ought to have a Com-
missioner, and there was a doubt whether
the United States could take her territory
without lier consent ; and subsequently
she did consent, and was paid for lier
territorial rights, though awarded less
than she had previously refused. I am
quite conscious, Mr. Speaker, that I am
referring to cases and authorities which
cover, in strictness, only the actual cession
of territory or private rîglits, but they
announce and illustrate a principle which
is applicable to the case before you; and I
feel that I may trust with confidence to the
members of this House to make a pro-
per application of that principle.
Such, then, Mr. Speaker, are the facts
and arguments which appear to me to
lend some countenance to the resolutions
introduced by the lion. member for In-
verness (Mr. MacDonnell), which give
colourtothe contention lie bas put forward,
that fishery rights are territorial rights
belonging to the various Provinces. I
confess that whilst I feel how strongly
they do tend to substantiate that claim, I
recognise that they are in the nature of
a legal argument on which the minds of
legal gentlemen might differ. I feel it is
rather a precise statement of the rights
of those Provinces to place before this
House, and to ask it immediately to
endorse. The question as to whether
they are strictly territorial rights of the
Provinces might well be deemed a subject
for further consideration, and to be decid-
ed by another tribunal. Therefore,
whilst I have drawn out these arguments,
1 present them as leading to other con-
siderations, and feeling that it is not
desirable to call upon the House to decide
this question of abstract right. I will
venture to propose an amendment, which
I hope will mneet the views of those who
contend strongly for the territorial rights
being in the Provinces, and will
also be acceptable to those who are
not prepared to go so fLr. I

believe that without one word of the
argument which I have addressed to the
House, there are other considerations to
be taken into account sufficient to induce
the House to decide that this Award
should be appropriated to the different Pro-
vinces whose inhabitants are affected by
the cession of privileges in their Fisheries.
The first of these considerations to which
I desire to draw attention is, that this
Treaty is limited in its operation to cer-
tain Provinces-to Quebec, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Is-
land ; and it was so limited of set pur-
poses and with a special design. Here,
again, I must refer to the speech of the
right hon. leader of the Government in
introducing the Bill to give effect to the
Treaty. He said

"It will be remembered that we have not
given all our Fisheries away, the Treaty only
applies to the Fisheries of the old Provinces
of Canada, and in order that the area should
not be widened, it is provided that it shall only
apply to the Fisheries of Quebec, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
so that the Treaty does not .allow the Ameri-
cans to have acce3s to the Pacific Coast Fish-
eries, nor yet to the inexhaustible and price-
less Fisheries of the Hudson's Bay. Those are
great sources of revenue yet undeveloped, but
after the Treaty is ratified, they wili develope
rapidly, and in twelve years from now when
the two nations sit down to reconsider the cir-
cumstances, and readjust the Treaty it will be
found that other and great wealth will be at
the disposal of the Dominion. I may be asked,
though I have not seen that the point has ex-
cited any observation, why were not the pro-
ducts of the Lake Fisheries laid open to both
nations, and in reply I may say that these
Fisheries were excepted at my instance. The
Canadian Fisheries on the north shores of the
great. lakes are most valuable. By a judicious
system of preservation and prote::tion we have
greatly increased that source of wealth. It is
also known that from a concurrence of circum-
stances and from situation the Fisheries on the
south shores are not nearly so valuable as ours,
and it therefore appeared that if we once al-
lowed the American fishermen to have admis-
sion to our waters, with their various engines
of destruction, ail the care taken for many
years to cultivate that source of wealth wculd
be disturbed, injured, and prejudiced, and
there would be no end of quarrels and dis-
satisfaction, in our narrow waters, and no real
Reciprocity, and therefore, that .Canada would
be much better off by preserving ber own In-
land Lake Fisheries to herself, and have no
right to enter the American market with the
products of those Fisheries. This was the
reason why the Lake Fisheries were not in-
cluded in this arrangement."

Then, if those Fisheries are bartered
away, and the Fisheries of Ontario,
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British Columbia and Hudsori's Bay, re-
presented as being so magnificent, are re
tained and protected, what object in-
duced the sale of the Fishery rights of the
Nova Scotians, New Brunswickers,
Prince Edwrdl Islanders and the people of
Quebec ? The object was the mainten-
ance of peace ; and, therefore, it was not
inappropriate in me to cite from the
writers on International Law, passages to
show that, where a Treaty is made in the
interest of peace, compensation is due to
those whose interests are affected. The
object aimed at in this Treaty, and the
reason why we were compelled to surrender
those privileges in our waters, was for the
preseivation of peace. " It was known,"
said the right hon. gentleman--

"It was known that what was commonly
known &s 'the Alabama claims' was a subject
of dispute between the two countries, involving
the gravest consequences and that hitherto the
results had been most sàtisfactory. An
attempt had been made to settle the question
by what was known as the Johnson-Clarendon
Treatv, but that Treaty had been rejected by
the United States authorities. So long as this
question rcmained unsettled between the two
nations there was no possibility of the old
friendly relatiens that had so long existed
-between them being restored, and England
felt that it was of the first importance to ber
that those amicable relations should be restored.
It was not only lier desire to be in the most
friendly position towards a country which was
go closely associated with ber by every tie, by
common origin, by commen interest, by ckm-
mon language, but it was also her interest to
have every cloud removed between the two
nations, because he had reason to feel that her
position with respf et to the other great powers
of the world was greatly affected, by the
know!edge which those other nations had of the
position of affairs between the United States
and herself. The prestige of Great Britain as a
power was affectpd most seriously by the
absence of an entente cordiale between the two
nations. * * And, Sir, in my
opinion, it was of greater consequence to
Canada than to England, at least of as great
consequence, that the Alabama question should
be settled (cheers). Sir, England has promised
us, and we have all faith in that promise, that
in case of war, the whole force of the Empire
shou'd be exertcd in our defence (cheers).
What would have been tFe position of Eng-
land, and what would have been the position
cf Canada, if she had been called upon to use
her whole force to defend us, when engaged in
conflict elsewhere. Canada would, as a matter
of course, in case of war between England and
the United States, be the battle ground.
We should be the sufferers, our country
would be devastated. our people slaughtered
and our pr perty destroyed; and while Eng-
land would, I believe, under all c*rcumstances,
faithfully perform her promise to the utmost

MR. RICHEY.

(cheersi, ihe wouid be greatly impeded in
carrying out ber di sire, if engaged elsewhere.
It was therefore. as much the interest of this
Dominion as of England, that the Alabama and
all other questions that in any way threatened
the disturbance of the peaceful relations be-
twren the two countries should be settled and
adjusted.'

And that, let me say, refers very specially
to Canada proper. Encompassed as we
are by the navy of England, we have lit-
te fear of the consequences of a war
between England and any other power.
We know ber fleets will ride in our
waters, and that we shall be secure. It
does not so much concern those whose
Fisheries have been given away as those
who live by the inland waters. The in-
terior of the country would be devastated
by a war. This, then, brings the Treaty
and the cessions made under it clearly
within the rule I have already stated.
For what bas the pecuniary compensation
been given? What should have been
aimed and what was aimed at
in that Treaty ? Recipirocity of trade.
Had you obtained the markets of
the United States for the coal of Nova
Scotia, the lumber of New Brunswick,
and the agricultural products of Prince
Edward Island, we should not, perhaps,
have been urging so strongly this conten-
tion, and our resource's would have re-
ceived a great development in those in-
dustries. The bon. the Premier strove, I
know, for those advantagcs. It was this
Parliament that interposed, by a precipi-
tate repeal of dutics, and took away from
him the power he could have used so well.
He then had to carry on that Treaty, and
as he professed, when he introduced the
Bill to ratify it, if it had not been for the
action of Parliament, he miglit have been
calling on the House to confirm the Treaty
that embraced those articles of coal
and lumber. Is it not plain, from
every aspect froin which this case can
be viewed, that the privileges in those
waters which pertain to the Maritime
Provinces alone have been taken and ceded
to the United States, and compensation
has been paid for them ; and is it not the
merest equity and justice that those whose
privileges have been granted away should
receive the compensation obtained î Then,
Sir, it is alleged that those privileges have
been granted to the detriment of the fish-
ermen and of the Maritime Provinces as a
whole. Anything that injures the Nova
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Scotia fishing industry, for example, nost
materially affects the whole Province, as
the value of its exports of fish is just
twice as nuch as the value of all the
other products combined. With regard
to the destructive character of the fishing
carried on by the Americans on our coasts,
1 need only remind the Ilouse of the facts
presented.in the discussion last Session,
relative to their use of purse seines and
trawls, and to the testimony taken on this
subject at Hlalifax and elswhere. All the
evidence goes to show that the Americans,
after having depleted their own Fislheries,
are now engaged in the process of destroy-
ing ours, and that in five or six vears, if
their present course of cenduct be pur-
sued, our noble Fisheries. vie]ding imillions
upon millions of dollars, will becoime a
m-re remimseence. I might cite abundant
evidence in support of this view, but will
content myself wvith some statements
which we are all bountd to respect. On
page 220 of the publisbed Debates of last
Session of Parlianienit, I find the foilowing
utterances of the hon. lie inister cf
Marine and Fisheries -

'' The Comnmission had esta' lislied the fact,
that the practice now prevailine of uýing the
seines would, if persevered in, entirely detroy
the Fisheries. * * * Some of these rets
were 250 fathoms long; with then they
surrounded and caught all kinds of fisI in
hrge quantitics, including tbe smal! and coarser
flish, w hien usually supplied food to our
valu ýbie cod-fishery. * * If these
F.sheries were destroyed-as they certainly
would be if this practice contind-the
85,000,000 would be no compensation for their
loss to the Maritinie I rovinces.

I will refer also to George R. Young's
letters to lon. Mr. Stanley, which savs:

"And upon whom does that loss devoive
Up -n the pe<p'e of the Maritime Provinces-
upon that eîphty or a hunidred thousand
hardy sons of the sea-coast, to whom Sir
George t artier pointed, during the debates
preceding Confederation, as yuur resource in
case of conflict with a maritirme power, wh- ther
u on your coasts or in your laktes, or wherever
d.ty might call theni.

"It does not fall upon the people of On-
t3rio, of the Far-West, of British Colutnbia ;
t1ey were care'ully cxempted from the
o,>eration of this Treaty, as I have already
a iown."
Tais is not a new thing in our experience.
I might refer to the evidence of the des-
tructive course pursued by the American
fishermen under former Treaties. Now,
this loss devolves upon the people of the
Maritime Provinces, upon those 80,000

or 100,000 seamen, upon whom you must
rely, if at any time it should be necessary
to have theni rally to your support and
defence, upon the lakes of Canada as well
as upon her coasts. The loss does nlot
fall upon the people of Ontario and the
west, who are protected in the enjoy-
ment of their Fisheries. Is it then not
plain, altogether apart fron strict
technical construction and interpretations,
upon the brcad principles of National Law
anid the immutable principles of justice
tiat if, to the detrinient of a portion of
the comnunity, you concede great privi-
leges to a loreign nation, you are bountd
to compensate that portion of the com-
munity for the injury you have done
them. When I conftnd for an indeinity
to those Provinces, 1 may be told tiat
this Award is not given as an indenmnity
for damage done, but only as the price cf
privileges conferred, the price for licei-
sing those Fisheries, and that because the
Dominion Goveriinment has supreme con-
trol over all legislation respecting them,
it lias the power to legislate theil away
anid place the price in the Iomuinion
Treasury. If it be true that
there rests in you this supreie pre-
dominant power-that Nova Scoia has
surrendered to you lier main source of
wealth, that she brouglit so ricli a dowry,
I have only to express the lope tiat you
wi1l, at least, be generous to ier, out of
lier own resources, and not force lier to rue
the day when she hiîkd lier destiny to
yours. I may be told that, because the
burden of protection or deience falls upon
the general Exchequer, the Dominion is
entitled to receive this money. To that I
have several answers. Il the first place,
she assumed that burden of protecting
the Fisheries as a part of her duty under
Confederation, vithout any eye to the
compensation she is now receiving ; it
was a portion of the charge that devolved
upon her when she assuned the duties of
defence ; it is a burden wlich she assumed,
not as regards those Provinces alone, whose
interests are now at stake, but as regards
all the whole Dominion ; and further, it
is a duty which to-day she continues to
discharge, as regards the western Pro-
vinces, whilst, by the operation of this
Treaty, she is largelv relieving herself of
her obligation in that respect to the
Maritime Provinces. I believe that to-
day, owing to the fact of our being ab:e
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to withdraw the marine police, you must of Keciprocity wiIl give us back ail this inerease,
be saving at least some $50,000 as a and more, for it will be a very different thing
consequence of this very Treaty. Iit was formerly, tcoriequnce f tis vry reat. 1poach on our flshing grounds, when these pro.
find that the amount which has been vinces are united and determined to protect the
expendedfor protection wherethe Fisheries Fiaheries of the Gulf. This fishing interest is
are small is high in comparison with the one which may be cultivated to an extentC iiflicuitperhaps, for many of us to conceive.amount expended upon those vast Fisheries But we ave onlv to look at the amount of flsh
of Nova Scotia. And further, the Do- taken from our waters by the Americans and
minion has not assumed, and I think I other nations, and the advantages we possess,
will be justified in saying the Dominion to percieve that, if we apply ourselves, as ai M) united people, to foster that trade, we candoes not intnrid to assume, the fuil duty vastly increase the grcat trafic we now
of Protection in regard to our Fisheries. enjoy."
I renember some years ago the question
vas asked, I think in the Senate, regard- That was the prospect which was held

ing the amount expended for the protec. ont to the Maritime Provinces, and we
tion of the Fisheries bv Canada. In that are here to-night, in full view of the fact
year it was $84,000. The inquirer went that these interests, which were to have
on to ask what was the amount expended been held so sacredly and exclusively, are
by Britain. The hon. M inister could not now en.joyed only in common with citi-
give a very correct answer, but said it zens of the adjoining Republic, and we
must have been some hundreds of thou- are here discnssing the question whether
sandri of dollars. Then we have the the compensation, awarded for that con-
observation made by the riglt bon. the cession, is to be apportioned to the Pro-

aPremier that Britain was obliged to core vinces whici suifer from it or not. I
to our rescue. ie have the late Mr. have but one word fuarther t say in con-
Harrison, in that debate upon the Treaty nection with this subject, and it is to ask
to which I have so frequently referred ayou to consider the precedent you May
asking as a point to be made in favour of establish ; for if this fouse decides, by
its acceptance, what would be the value its vote, that the money, which las been
of our ]i isheries withodt the protection of received as an equivalent for these privi-
Great Britain, and urging that, in order leges, is to be absorbed by the Dominion,
to seciare the protection of kritain it was I say it will be to estahlish an evil prece-
necessary to onfirmo this Treaty. This dent. If wni be to hold ont to some
mnatter of protection, moreovet, is one succeeding Administration, perhaps that
which the Provinces were led to expeut when pressed for means, there are rich
would be fvllv and faithfully performed. resources to which they ean apply. But,
The Hon. eore Brown, in the speech a hr asl
which lie delivered at the time when the suggestion, and only say that it is estab-
saheme of Union was under discussion- lishing a precedont whih is evil, when ift
and I suppose at, that fite no one was more can even be made to point to such a possi-
fully aufhorised to speak for those who bilie as that. las not this Dominion, as
were connected witb the negotiations than uh, benetted enoug o by the Washing-
he-referred especially to tze advantages ton Treafy, in the amount saved from the
which would be derived by the Maritime protection of the Fisheries, and i the
Provinces fro a entering into this Union. facf that by our acceptance of this Treaty,
Referring- fo the fact that, under the you obtained from the Imperial Goven-
Reciprocity Treaty, the f rshing by Ameht - menta guaranfee of a ban of £2,500,the?

Preie tha Briai wast obliged to comeex

cans in our waters had rapidly increased
and to the eifect of the repeal of thaf pended in inprovements in the
Treaty on the American fishing hterests, Maritime Provines, but for the
te said prpose of extendpcg your canais

neesar toconfirme thisfi Treaty.. This

The repeal of Peciprocity on the American an ag the Pacinio as
fshing interest. The Americans, i 1851, ca
engaged bn the cod and mackerel fishing, consequences of its acceptance of the
our waters, shipping to the extent of 1 c29 014 Washingon Treaty should render it the
tons-but under flie influence of the Reci more ready to view tle Award in the
procity Treaty it rose, in 1861, to 192,662-a liglt of the obligation to regard the in-
increase, nn ten years, f upwards of 63, o tons,
or fifty per cent. (Hear, hear). The repeî , ferest of the Provinces peculiary affected.

MR. RIcHIE',.
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To summarise my argument, it is this :
Whilst I have claimed that though the
supreme legislative power exists in the
Dominion, there remains a right of pro-
perty in the Maritime Provinces which
ouglit not to be granted away without
compensation. I have also said that I
do not wish to rely solely upon a strict
legal argument, a stringent interpretation
of the Act of Confederation. I prefer to
base my appeal to this House upon other
grounds as well. I would place before
you then the following propositions: By
the Act of Confederation you have re-
ceived, as you contend, such legislative
authority as entitles you to dispose atwill
of tbe main source of wealth of one of the
most important Provinces within vour
Dominion. I say one of the most im-
portant Provinces, for I have confined
myself very much in advocating this ques-
tion, to the position of the Province of
Nova Scotia, not, however, with any dis-
position to ignore the claims of the other
Provinces, and I may say that I think
Prince Edward Island establishes a pecu-
liarly strong claim. No one, in my
opinion, can read the letter of Earl Kim-
berly, in which lie urges upon the Gov-
ernment of that Island the acceptance of
this Treaty, upon the ground of compen-
sation to be made, without feeling that
such an appeal being made by the Gov-
ernment of Prince Edward Island whilst
it was a separate Province, entitles it to
consideration ; but I have confined myself
so much to the case of Nova Scotia, be-
cause there were certain grounds which J
felt I could, in this way, more strongly
urge. I say then, that even if we
assume your possession of the power
you claima as flowing from your
legislative authority ; that power of
legislation was a trust to be exercised
beneficially for those over whose domain
it extended. Under the pressure of Im-
perial interests you have used that legis-
lative authority to ratify a Treaty which
confers privileges upon tbe citizens of a
foreign nation, and you have received com-
pensation for so -doing. By every prin-
ciple of public law and national morality,
the indemnity should follow the damage.
The damage to the Provinces is proved
even to the extent on the authority of
your own Minister, speciallv conversant
with the circumstances of the imminent
destruction of the Fisheries, in which you

have sold those rights. By reason of that
sale, you have not damnified the remain-
ing portions of the Dominion, but pro-
tected them ; and you have not placed in
the Treasury of the Dominion any fur-
ther charge than previously existed.
On the contrary you have, for a time,
withdrawn the protection which, under
your compact with the Provinces, im-
plied if not clearly expressed, you were
bound to afford. You have at the same
time relieved the Treasury of a burden
which would otherwise have devolved
upon it. I ask this House, then, to con-
sider fully and fairly the question which
is now placed before it; to consider the
ultimate as well as the immediate cor-
sequences of the course which it may see
fit to adopt. In pursuance of the notice
which I have already given to the House,
I beg leave to move that the resolutions
proposed to be submitted to che Com-
mittee of the Whole be amended as
follows :-

In the third Resolution all the words after
"That" be expunged, and the following inserted
instead thereof :-" the privileges so accorded
to the citizens of the United States are in dero-
gation of the rights of British subjects, which
enured to the benefit of the people of the
different Provinces to which the Fisheries in
which they were granted are adjacent, respec-
tively."

In the seventh Resolution all after the
word " That" be expunged, and the following
inserted instead thereof :-" in the opinion of
this House, the Provinces of Quebec, Nova
Sceotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Island, are entitled to an appropriation of the
Award, in such a manner as to affrd to the
inhabitanta of the said several Provinces, tie
full benefit of the same in proportion to the
value of the privileges conceded upon the
coasts and in the waters of those Provinces,
respectively. "

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : For
once during this Session we have heard
the argument on a serious question, car-
ried on upon its own merits. We have
heard no personalities, no imputations of
motives, no animosities used in this argu-
ment, and I can congratulate the House
and my hon. friend, and I can congratulate
the interests he has advocated so ably be-
fore this House. The case is of a two-fold
aspect-political and legal. My hon.
friend has, after an able argument
as to the legal rights of the case and the
legal position of the Maritime Provinces,
concluded bis speech by some remarks as
regards the position of the Province in a
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political and in a financial sense; and he
has strongly and eloquertly appealed tc
this louse, and tLrough this House to
the country, as to the sacrifices and the
losses which the Maritime Provinces have
sustained by the loss of their rights in the
waters surrounding their coasts. I
am not at all unwilling to admit every
right of the Maritime Provinces to a con-
sideration of all the circumstances of the
case, I am quite willing to consider their
fair claims to consideration at the hands
of this House in the protection cf those
rights whicli are said to be so inestimable
and so extremely valuable, and in the
development and encouragement of those
rights, I may say that I believe since Con-
fdderation there lias been a uniforim
action on the part of the Dominion Gov-
ernment to try and develop thei, and to
protect thei from aggression and invasion.
We have done that with no niggard
hand, and, until the time that the Treatv
threw open those waters to the American
fishermen, this country was placed, as the
lion. gentleman lias truly stated, in such
a position as that she was obliged to
assume the obligation, which she did
mnost willingly, to protect those Fisheries
and riglits, and expended lavishly all the
neans of the country in their protection.
I feel, however, that, in the discussion of
this subject, not only my bon. friend, but
myself, more especially, as a member of the
Government, as well asevery hon. member
of this louse, must observe a due degree
of reticence. I am unable, in the interests
of'the country, as a whole, and in the
interests of the Maritime Provinces them-
selves, to enter, without restriction, with-
out limitation, into the discussion of this
subject. We all must remember that the
Washington Treaty is of a limited dura-
tion. We all know the expressed inten-
tion of the American Governnent to put
an end to that Treaty. Unless they change
that determination, at the earliest moment
possible, in a few vears we will be placed
back in the saie position we occupied in
1871, and, therefore, every word that any
member of Parliament may use in this
House, and more especially every word
that may be used by a member of the
Government or a leading member
of the Opposition, who may fairly
be supposed to enter into any
succeeding Government-every expres-
sion used will be carefully watched and

SIR JOHN A. MAC,[iCNALD.

quoted as e ridence against Canada, against
ts interests, and against the interests of
the Maritime Provinces, and of those
Fisheries, in any nîew negotiations that
may be undertaken, some three or four
or five years hence ; and, therefore, I feel
myself obliged to deprive myself of a
great portion of the argument which
otberwise I miglit use in strengthening
and supporting the case of the Dominion,
and the claim and right of the Dominin,
on every principle of equity as well
os of strict law, to the amount of
the Award lound in the case.
I wIll only say one thing with respect to
that. While Canada lias assumed, while
the Doninicn bas undertaken the defence
and the protection of these Fisheries,
while that duty is thrown upon lier by
the Act of Union, while we have in view
the limited duration of the Washington
Treaty, we cannot avoid remembering
all the cost, all the expense, all the re-
sponsibility of this protection, of this
defence, and that it must fall upon the
Dominion as a whole-on the Dominion
Treasury-.while all the benefits of these
Fisheries accrue to the several Maritime
Provinces. In the past the Maritime Pro-
vinces have b3en, and they will be, during
the continuance of this Treaty, which
was effected in 1871, the only practical
gainers. So much for the appeal to the
House,-a j ust appea, a reasonable ap-
peal, and one which this Parliament, and
previous Parliaments, have acknowledged.
We have always acknowledged the obli-
gation to provide for the protection and
development of the Fisheries. Before
the Washington Treaty, we guarded the
coasts of the Maritime Provinces with a
fleet of our own, as well as that of the
Imperial Government; and now, during
every Parliament, each Government, at
every Session, has voted soma provision
for the protection, for the development of
the Fishery interests, and for the lighting
of the coasts, so essential to the successful
prosecution and enlargement of the fish-
ing trade. As to the legal ques ion, in
the first place, it seems to me that- the
exclusive right of legislation, and the
administration of legislation, is vested in
this Parliament. The British North
America Act declares that the Dominion
Parliament is to have the sole and ex-
clusive riglit of legislation repecting
these Fisheries, and that the Dominion
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G4overnient must be charged with the
protection of all initerests relating to the
Fisheries. Canada bas its coasts, as Eng-
land has its coasts. The coasts ot Eng.
land belong to England, to the people of
England-to the people inland as well as
to those on the shores and coasts. When
Canada was formed into one great Do-
minion, the coasts of each Province-the
coasts of Quebec, the coasts of Nova
Scotia, the coasts of New Brunswick, and
the coasts of Prince Edward Island-be-
cane the coasts of the Dominion ; and
with these coasts, go all the Fisheries, and
ail the seas, and all the wealth of the
Provinces, to forai the Fisieries, the seas,
and wealth of the Dominion. * The argu-
ment of my hon. friend is based princi-
pally on the languaga used in the British
North America Act, which provides that
all lands, mines, minerais aud royalties
belonging to the several Provinces, and
so on, shall belong to the several Pre-
vinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick, in which the same
are situated or arise. Fisheries are not
lands, mines, or minerals, nor do thev
cone within the term "royalties." We
know what " royalties " means. My hon.
friend bas quoted some authorities show-
ing that sovereignties and regalities are
the same things. But "royalties" bas a
distinct signitication at law. The word
"royalty" in this application, and its evi-
dent use in the British North Anierica
Act, is limited by the ordinary use and
signification of the term. The word
arose in its limited legal sense. In its
large or general sense the word " royalty"
signifies all that belongs to the Sovereign;
in its colloquial sense in the English
language "royalty" means all that per-
tains to the royal person, dignity and
rank and prerogative. In the legal sense
it arose in this way: we know that in
England, no matter who may be the owner
of the soil, still under the law of England
the royal mines mean those mines of gold
and silver belonging exclusively to the
Sovereign, and that the fact that the
owner of the soil mav have the fee
simple in the ]and does not give that
owner any right, or claim to the gold
or silver mines on bis estate; those
belong to the Sovereign, and, when
grants were made either to the owner of
the soil or to strangers f rom that owner,
the Crown was in the habit of claiming

75

and insisting upon an annual compen-
sation, a compensation as to quantity,
which compensation, iii either case, was
called the " royalty ;" it was a recom-
pense to the Sovereign for handing over
that portion of the Royal mines. Hence
the expression "royaltv," and this ex-
pression has been extenfded to everv kind
of charge of that nature, whether by the
Sovereign or by the owner of any mine
of any kind, whethier a mine of gold or
of silver, or of iron, of copper, or any
other mineral whatever ; the word bas
corne to be applied to the rental, charge,
or compensation made for the u-e of a
mine. I say, therefore, that this word

royalty " was evidently so used ii the
British North America Act; and, con3e-
quentlv, in tbis sense, it does not apply
to the Fisheries ; it does not apply to the
soil over which the seas flow. My lion.
friend has trulv stated that the argument
that the Crown is supposed to own and
does actually own the three miles of sea
outside the coast, lias no connection with
this riglt of fishing. By the general law
of nations the sea is comnion to all ; the
right of ilshing in the sea is common to
ail the world, that is the general prin-
ciple laid down by all International
writers. The limitation which bas been
imposed upon that universal riglt, the
limitation of three miles of the sea,
bounding the coast, was introduced and
finally established by different nations for
the purposes of national defences; it was
not thought safe to allow foreigners, in
no wav interested in the welfare
and affairs of a nation, it was not
thought safe or prudent to allow
them to enter upon your coasts ; and it
came thus to be established, by Interna-
tional comity, as a principal of Interna-
tional Law, that three miles from the
coast of any nation belongs exclusively
to that nation, and that foreigners are to
be excluded from that limit; but, subject
to that limitation-which was established,
as I have said, from the necessity ofexcluding
aliens from the coasts, and for protecting
these coasts f rom any probable hostile at-
tacks-the sea belonîgs to every one. Then,
as regards the Fisheries within these limits
of three miles, foreigners are excluded
but the seas within that limit do not be-
long, nor do the fish in those seas, nor the
right of fishing in those waters, be-
long to any particular portion of the
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population ; they do not belong exclu- rights, which it had not. The right of
sively to the people on the coasts ; but fisbing is a common right-within three
just as the right of fishing in the waters miles ot the coast-of all the subjects of
surrounding England, Ireland and Scot- Her Majesty; it is one of the communa
land, belongs to the whole of the popula- jura belonging to every British subject,
tion-both to the people on the coast and and a grant or conveyance of royalties
to the people inland-and to the people, does not convey this common right,
not onily of England, Ireland and Scot- siniply because not being a royalty, it
land, but of all the dependencies of the does not corne within the tern. My lion.
British Empire, to every British subject friend has quoted a case which at first
in fact, so also does the right of fishing in would appear to be at variance with the
these waters surrounding the coasts of the principle I am laying down--the case of
Maritime Provinces of Canada belong to Gamel rersus Commissioners of Forests,
everv Britisi subjeet ; and a man living Woods and Fisheries, in the Queen's Appeal
in the centre or anv other part of Ontario Cases but I find that in that case the
or the Dominion, if he chooses to go, bas decision is not at all a dEecision on the law
the same right to fish within these three of England, or according to the law of
miles of the coasts of Nova Scotia, New England. It is a case whieh arose in
Brunswick or Prince Edward Island as Scotland, and which is based on Scotch
the people ot those several Provinces law oniy. I find that, in that case, the
bave he has precisely the same right ;wole argument of counsel, and "he whole
it is no exclusive right. If I choose, [ have decision of the Courts, are baset upon the
a perfect righ t to go and fish there witb out law of Scotiand, no reference being made
being interfered with by the fishermen ta the general iaw af Engiani on tbis
of those coasts. Every British subject subjeet and on a proper exemination of
bas that right ; it is a common the case you tind that the feudai ri-lt
right, and, being a common right, beld by the Sovereign, as Queen of Seat-
it cannot be claimed exclusivelv for land, stili existed, and to a larger extent
the coast inhabitants or for those living t1ian by the law of Enghand, antie
ii the different Maritime Provinces. Sa, decision was that it tas clear, therefare,
m-hen Confcde- ation ias consuimateti, that the samon fisheries in Seotandt wlere
wien tbese severai Provinces consentei to the property of the Crown, and that the
surrender their entities, and ta be merge Coaissioners of Fisheries, Woods ando
i the Dominion, the coasts of Nova Forests were the proper parties ta purisue,

Scotia, of New Brunswick, andi of Prince on behiaif of Her Majesty. Butt even 111
Edward Island ceaseti for ever, for tbev thîs case we fing, even with respect ta the
becamne thie coasts af the Dominion aI law ad Scotilaid, that it is not bel x to be a
Canada their wvaters became the waters rigit i the nature a a royaty. It is
of the Dominion of Canada, and tbeir part of the private estate of the Sovereign.
Fisheries became the is cories of the ore in the nature cf regaiity, as distinct
Doni on of Canada. Now, I bave con- from aroyalty; the latter is not one a
tended that the word f royalty " applies the pr'a(a patrimonisi beld ly the Sot-
in r~o way to Fisheriest but, even suppos- reig ta support the royal dignity ; the
ing, for the sake of arg4îmneùt, tliat it did Pict tmonado inot, even under
apply ta the prerogatv-e rigbt of the the la e of Scotan , come within the
Crown; supbosin the argument af y meaning af the ter i "royalty." But, ans
hion. friend ta be tue ta the fullest regards Engeand, the law is laid down,
extent, and that tbe Crown diti ban o over again and gain, in the words of Chitty,
ta tbese several Provinces these rovaltis or ia bis woark on the Prer atives o
savereign ri ts, ant proprietary territorial he Crown thatu
riglit-; suposing ail this, tben I say that
the Crown couldi onlv bantd aver that which oThe King has an undoubtehe sovereignty

it hai ta aud ver; t colti nt ba d jurisdiction, which he lias immemoriallyoiseres te rit ofem tish r ie s not oxercised, through the medium of the Admiraity
tededta the ord " royaly "apps Courts, over the British Seas, that is the seas
in t he r tbe Crown ither to witb- which encompass the four sides of the Britisb.
hold or give it eigt be given or with- Islands, and other seas, ams of ieas and navig-
extent, and thaenut the Crown nd able rivera (but not unnavigable river , thesehend ort an roptie tary toerioul belonging to the owners of tbe adjacent so)

idoothand wthin and inmediately connected with t e
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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territories subject to his sway. The law of concerned in the development of the Fisheries,
nations and the constitution of the country as they would be alike 1eeally and pecuniarily
have clothed the sovereign with this power unable to bear the burtheL and afford the
that he may defend his reople and necessary protection.
protect their commercial interests. By implica- "Thatthedutyof fostering and protecting
tion of law the property in the soil, under these the Fisberies is certain to entail great expense
public waters, is also in the king. But in this, on the Dominion in the future.
as also in most other instanceq, the prerogative That such -xpenditure and the public
doCs not counteract or interfere with the advantage to be derived therefrom are correin-
iatural right of the public to fish in the sea, tive, and that the portion of tbe Fishery Award
in arms of the sea, and in creeks and navigable paid over to Canada coxstitntionally aud cf
rivers, and to take fish found on the sea shore right belongs to the Doiniiin of izmda."
between high and low water mark. This is one 1 -vould ask, what would ie the couse-
Of the jura pulira or rommnaina, which never
vas vested exclusively in the Crown, and, of qn

course. is not to be considercd as a legal are more immediately concerlieti than any
franchise." other, if that doctrine were te obtain? Do

It is a public rgt, a ce minou rigbt, a yen suppose that if the peopie of Canada,
Iîtbloniu eceyread hc-e thant if thie people inland. in Canadat, wcre

ore, it has seer been weld te be a le a ie d ialy
franchiise-a royait7-and if net a royalty tcy wouliuae bear theurthe chief buden

is net, conveyed. in the grant of ail the s the protection and dvelopmeit of

royalties to anvone Mn this Province. these Fisheries ; anti that, in case et
Ti ne, the vigit of protectiu" the sea and th atse ri duyts being assanled, i1  case

he rigyht cf owiership cf the land tf possible isetilities being tireatened,
beloncgs te the Crownl t ruoe, a that the whole responsibility wuld

geleral sovereignty exists over th"se be thrwn ou n the dtople cf the

waters, and over the landi in tlese aDoiniao, the sole at vantage for

-waters, but the Fisheries andi the rigt of wici, pecuniay anti otherwise, was t
îusung thein do net beconie vestei in the bc eijove at the expense antio cnst f t e
Crown, but are conn a jura-belonging whoi f ht r Mbojestnys subjets in this

te ail the people, and eau, therefore, net be jcuentr, ant that the Maritime Provinces

grante hi. the Crown. If that is so, the should iave ad the properey anti ie rest
It ise a fabls.Ic rightd that the rigts cf lier Majesty's subjecth shoul have

cf leislation involve the ri andts cf adrei a th hpole Iand ine ndan
fstratien, an that bee rights cf administra- nature te suppose that the Legisiature

tin ani the responsibility forced upon cf Canada, that the beajrity cf repre-
the Administration, must be correlative, sentatves here, reprcstnting iamnti con-
ao al the advantayei that are to be sttucucies, weid agree, or wculd ae a-

guai ued by tht legisati n nust pertain te lwed te arei by eir cstituent , te
the authority wlich, in ic first place, is expeni al their treasure, and, possly, al

acteo tipon by leCisration an then ba their blot, in defence of these rigblits, and

the adinistration which cares ut tat that evor hing in tihe way of pecuniary
legisation. I beg leave te meve in adtahtage and gain should be handeo

ausendient: ever quictly te thrcc or four localities en-
Tats ail the Firshters "hand e t fgged in thse Fisheries. put the pro-

punged, as aiot, the propose a at it ofi the
tCereto, anI the following inserted instea o seen t is utterly eut f the quectien that
thereof :-" By the British North Amer ica Act, thi rig t can be surrndcred, that the
1867, the sea coast and inlant Fisheries in the iDomini n shul assume ail these respen.
Dominion anti the control, regulation ant pro- sibilities anjt ive up every possible av-
tection thercof were vested in the Government te n ict It i n
ai Parliament cf Canadt. oanae tsupe that e Leilture

" That the responsibility anti duty of regulat- volves, whan the responsibility of defend-
ig andm prtecting suc Fisherie were, from lt ing and prete petng those rights and
July, 1867, undertaken by the Federain Go powees agree by the oinion
erment ant Legistature. iee all hei treasure Doilynal

That great expense was thereby cast upon t is true the Dntinin as willingly
and defrayed from. the Dominion Treasury. assuned and undertaken them, and

" That sucli responsibility canuot constitu- she bas already expendeti frecly
tionally be surrendered or transferre te any of in order to defend them. The votes of
the Provinces, and if it wpre possible te dmeo seenith
1he transfer would be injuriaus to te bet D ment this Session will.show the
terets of the Provinces, mre immeblately anxiety of the people of Canada to pro-
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tect those Fisheries by lighting the coasts,
by building hiarbours of refuge, by build-
ing liglithouses, by planting buoys, by
maintaining telegraph cables, and by al
the otier means by which our Fisheries
are being developed, and the fisher-
men piotected in the enjoyment and
maintenance of their rights. Canada lias,
with no niggard hand, already gone for-
;-ard in the defence of those rights, and

it cannot be expected that she shall have
all the toil, all the expense and all the
danger, while the Provinces in the
vicinity of the Fisheries are to have all
the gain and ail the property.

MR. McISAAC : During the dis-
cussion which took place on the adjourn-
ment of this debate, fault was found vith
hon. members on this side of the House
for pressing the debate. I fail to see how
that charge can be made, how, at least, it
can be justified. It is well known the
question was brought to the attention of
the Government and the House on several
occasions last Session. This Session also
it was taken up at a very early period.
The Governments of Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island havebeen in con-
stant communication with this Govern-
ment, for more than a year, and in the
face of these facts, are we to be told that
this Government had not vet sufficient
time and sufficient information to deal
with the question decisively? The hon.
the Minister of Railways went so far, the
other day, as to say that this was not the
time for the hon. member for Inverness
to move his resolutions, that he
should have done so in the Session
of 1878, when the party lie sup-
ported was in power. I consider that
a very extraordinary statement from the
hon. Minister, when lie and every member
of this Ilouse must know, that the Award
wasnot paiduntil some timeafter heand his
colleagues came into office, and that until
almost the very time of its payment it
was a matter of considerable uncertainty
that it would be ever paid. A glance at
the hon. the Finance Minister's Budget
Speech last Session, proves that to be the
fact. In referring to the financial con-
dition of the Dominion, when he and his
colleagues took office, on the 19th Octoberl
1878, he said the only source on which he
could depend to meet the maturing liabi-
lities of Canada, was the prospective pay-
ment of the Fishery Award. The hon.

SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD.

Minister must now admit that, at least, for
six months after the Session of 1878, the
Award was not paid. Perhaps lie meant
that a member who is in opposition, lias
no right to ask anythin-g of a Govern-
ment, lias no riglt to criticise any act or
policy of a Government. Well, if tiat is
to be takcen as sound Parliamentary doc-
trine, I think I shall be allowed to tell
the hon. Minister that, for the last five
or six vears, his own conduct has often
been a very' notorious violation of it. If
others fron Nova Scotia have been com-
miitting mnistakes in reference to tle nat-
ter, whv did not the hon. member for
Cui-berland himself get up, and sa-, and
do the right thing. He was in the House
in the Session of 1878, and lie bas been a
member of the Government since the pay-
ment of the Award, and not a wori has
he uttered as to the disposition of it,
although lie owes more to Nova Scotia
than any man in this House, or out
of it. True, lie lias made more promises
to his native Province than any other muan
ever did, but that hardly satisfies the
indebtedness. He bas an oppor-
tunîty now forced upon lhim of
shov ing his appreciation of the claims
of Nova Scotia, and I hope he will
turn it to true account. The fair con-
sideration and settlement of the ques-
tion, even at this late hour, will fully atone
for all the delays complained of. In the
course of the few observations I propose
to make on the subject, J consider it
unnecessary to endeavour to show the bene-
fits secured by the Treaty to the United
States, or the value of the special advan-
tages obtained for the Provinces interested.
That there is a difference between the
advantages interchanged, is beyond a
doubt. We must also take it for granted
that this difference is in favour of the
United States, and that the extent to
which this difference is at the expense of
the Provinces, is the measure of the
damages which the Commission at Halifax
was appointed to ascertain, and which by
the Award that Commission determnined
and declared to be five millions and a-half
dollars. Under the section of the Treaty
authorising the reference, it is plain that
the Commissioners were nothing more
than a board of assessors, to fix the amoutît
in money which the United States should
pay for the injury done to the Provinces
by the interchange of concessions. An
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Award could not be made in favour of the Custon Iouses, Sable Island, etc. ; thus
United States, the Treaty did not contem- vesting them in the Dominion Iarliarent
plate that that country could be the loser as its property, and showing that section
by the transaction. It therefore provided, 91 did not do so, and was not intended
as I have said, for making an Award in to do so. We find the Fisheries are not
favour of Great Britain, which Award is included in the schedule, and therefore
$5,500,000. One million of that suin must conclude and admit tbat, the pro-
was paid by the British Govern- pertyii the SeaCoast and Inland Fisheries
ment to Newfoundland, and the enists exactly where it did beforc Con-
balance, four millions and a-half s bear in

véetin thminte Domnin arlamn

was lanlei over to the Goverunment of m , that the Union c in es an iri-

1 di nt do so, aind wasn t in ee

Canada. Wbat we have to consider s eisae
who is entiled t,-i the latter amouns owcrs over, ani thedule and certaor
whether the Dominion generally, or subJets. efore 18dm the sen witpro-
mereiy the Provinces whose sea-coast three miles of the shore, wa the doniain
Fisheries have been affected by the opera- xiof the Province, and thidre fornied a
tion of the Trcaty. The Confederatiion part of its territory. U to that tiine
Act is always, and propely, refrren to tie Province ioa a rigkt t legisaten res-
for t We setteaent of this question. is, pecting this teritori l denain ; and iv
is contendeld by those wlo oppose the the tTnion oaly, that ropt ad been can-
Provincial rigt , that the nr lici ferred on t e Parliae8nt of Canada. it
tye Provinces enjoywe before te Union, haybe said the Fisheries wsere ever vested
Fisherey that event the exclusive pro- io the Province, that they always were te
pert cf the Dominion, and in support of property of t e Crown. I ai not is-
thr -ietv Sletion 91 of th Union Act posed to maintain that they werc ;ot tie
inavirialby rolied on. On readig this froperty of the Crown, but if tey were
section, a end co yprebending tts obvous the siropertv of the Croiwr before t e
and natural meaning, one ecannot se that tPnion, I say they are so to-dh. 1 be-
its object is the transference or vesting lieve the proprietary right did vest, and
of property. It simply confers upon the does vest, in the Crown as a trustee for
Parliament of Canada the exclusive Legis- the benefit of the Provinces which so long
lative authority over a certain number of enjoyed the Fisheries, and which, to such
subjects therein specifically enumerated. a large extent, depended on then as
Amnong tliese subjects we ind Sea Coast a source of wealth, and as a means of
and Inland Fisheries, the Postal Service, livelihood for hundreds of thousands
Sable Island, the raising of money by of their population. The British Govern-
any mode or systen of taxation. In con- nient practically declared that to ho the
ferring legislative power over these sub- case, by the payment of a million dollars
jects upon the Parliament of Canada the to the Province of Newfoundland, and, I
section takes it-that is the same power venture to say, expected that thi Gov-
fromn theProvincial Legisitures. What- ernment. on receiving t ofe balance, ould
ever powers of making laws respecting follow the just example, ar faily apor-
these subjects t'ie Provincial Legislatres tion it between i tc e otlher Provinces
possessed before the passage of Section afyected. I trust te examiple ill b-
91, hecame bv it vestedl in the Federal followecl, especially as the relations exist-
Parliaent. Only tUe ptowers of ing between these Provinces and te rest

', venture)pse to say, expecte tha nv

leeslion over' not the ownership, or of mwanada,akinglawstresp
treperty in the subjects were transferred. those existin between England
If the contrary view is correct Section 108 foundland. It las been said by some,
of the sanie Act and the schedule and it has been said ji-st now hy the lion.
to wbich it refers, become mere t e Prime Ministeal, that te monev
Parilusages in the Act of Union. No belongs to Canada, and should not be
one will admit that. This section declares paid over to the Provinces afièted by the
that only t ie Publie Works and the pro- Treaty, because as te right on. gen-
perty of each Province enumerated in the tieman renarked, Canada in a few years,
third schedule to the Act, shala be the that is, when the Treaty mil be termi-
property ff Canada. Looking at this nated, may ave, at a great expense, t-
scledule, we find it includes iPost Offices, proteet these Fisheries, and because
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Canada now is expending largely in light-
ing the coast, and improving the coast
navigation of the Maritime Provinces. It
is well known that this Parlianent
became bound to protect all the Fisheries
in the Dominion as wellas the land of the
Dominion, when it assumed the Militia
and Def ence of Canada. The Fisheries
were protected by this Parliament
before the Wasbington Treaty, and
the Maritime Provinces contributed their
share of the cost of the protection given.
Should thev require the protection the
First -Minister predicts, and should
Canada refuse to give it, I am sure
England, as in other days, would come
to the rescue. We remenber that this
House, in the Session of 1871, voted
$200,000 to neet the expenditure incurred
in repelling the Fenian invasion of 1870,
and this sum was in excess of the Par-
liamentary provision made for that pur-
pose in the preceding Session. The
Maritime Provinces paid at least their
share of this expenditure, , although it
was not they, but old Çanada that had
been threatened or injured by the in-
vasion. The Fisieries cost the Dominion
a large sum of money to-day which, per-
haps, is money well spent. I vill be
allowed to refer to the unequal and
unfair manner in which this expenditure
is apportioned among the various Pro-
vinces of the Dominion. The reference
will show that Ontario at least has no
reason to complain of ber share. I find
the expenditure on account of Fisheries
for the last year to be as follows:
Ontario, for overseers'salaries, $11,741.40;
for fish-breeding, $7,102.54, amounting
to $18,843.94. Quebec, for overseers'
salaries, $13,606.06 ; fish- breeding,
$5,772.70 ; Fisheries Protection Service,
Gulf of St. Lawrence, $8,994.48, in all
$28,374.44. Nova Scotia, overseers'
salaries, $14,312.76 ; fish - breeding,
.$2,687.44, amounting to $ 17,000.20.
New Brunswick, overseers' salaries,
$10,858.64 ; fish - breeding, $1,139,
amounting to $11,997.64. British
Columbia, overseers' salaries, $1,423.73,
and Manitoba, $200. It is necessary to
give the value of the products of the Fish-
eries of the Dominion to properly appre-
cite the discrimination. The value of the
products in the same year is the following:
Ontario, $348,122; Quebec, $2,664,055 ;
New Brunswick, $2,305,790 ; Prince

MAR. MCISAAc.

Edward Island, $840,344 ; British Colum-
bia, $925,766, and Nova Scotia,
$6,131,000. Nearly one-half the ag-
gregate value belongs to Nova Scotie,
and if we deduct the shares of British
Columbia and Ontario, because they are
not subiject to the Treaty, Nova Scotia
will be found to possess more than one-
half the value of the products of the
Fisheries in all the Provinces of the Do-
minion subjected to the operation of the
Treaty. The hon. the First Minister,
while at Washington negotiating the
Treaty, took good care to exempt from its
operation the Fisheries of his fond On-
tario. In reference to the exemption,
we find him, in the Session of 1872, while
introducingthe Billgiving effecttothe Fish-
eryclauses of the Treaty, making thefollow-
ing statement :" He reminded the House
that the Lake Fisheries, and the valuable
Fisheries of Hudson Bay, did not corne
within the operation of the Treaty. He
believed that, twelve years from now,
when the British and American Govern-
ments sat down to readjust this Treaty,
these Fisheries would be found to be a
great source of wealth to the Dominion.
The inland lakes were excepted because
the Americans had, by their reckless
management of the Fisheries, destroyed
the value of the Fisheries on the south
side of the lakes." If the Fisheries of
Ontario, which yield now onlv some
$300,000 annually, were expected by hini,
under the exemption, to become in twelve
years a source of wealth to the Dominion,
what wealth had not the Dominion a
right to expect from the Fisheries of
Nova Scotia if similarly privileged,
when, in spite of the Treaty and
the " reckless management " of the
Americans, they produce a yearly value
of nearly $7,000,000 ? We find the
Fisheries of Ontario excepted, and - e
find them, although worth only a trifle
over $300,000, to cost the Dominion,
last year, nearly $19,000, while the
Fisheries of Nova Scotia enjoyed and
destroyed by the Americans, and still
giving nearly -'7,03)0,000, receive Pro,
tction oily to the extent of $17,000,
Ta assun that the Fisheries of the
Mitbihe Prov aces were to be protected
ut ie expe.se of these Fisheries, is
something .ever dreamed of at the timê
of Gonfederation. I see before me, on
the Treasury Benches, four hon. gentle-
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men from the Maritime Provinces, wio pear, wben the tiniely expenditure cf a
took a very prominent part, in their few thousand dollars in many cases
respective Provinces, in consumating the would save the loss cf tens cf thousands,
Union. I ask theni if even the most and be a valuable benefit te the fisher-
extravagant opponents of the measure at menand others interested in the sea coast
that time anticipated such a result. navigation. Instances cf this description
Every hon. member in this House must are te be found in the countv I have
remember theunpopularity of the measure the heneur te cone from, and tbev
in Nova Sceotia, although no one at the are fully and truthfully brouglit
time foresaw its effects on the Fisheries. notice cf the Governmenb, Loti by
So unpopular was it, that at the next petitiens and 1ersenal representatiens,
election, the hon. member for Cumberland yet, that thev are under the consideration
was the only advocate who escaped to cf the Goverament is the rnost eil-
cone here to tell the tale. Our harbour couraging reply. In the Estiiiatcs
improvements and lighthouses, by the referred te, it will be seen that this year,
terms of Union, are plainly chargeable to the suni cf $2,491,400 is veted fer lie
the Dominion, although, the bon. the canais cf the Dominion, 8i 7,400 cf this
First Minister insinuates their main- ameunt is for St. Peter's Canal, the onlv
tenance gives a claim to this Parliament canal ii the Maritime Provinces. Last
on the price of the Fisheries. He stated vear $4,032,000 was veted for the saie
that large expenditures are being made ]urpcse, cf wbich $90,000 was for st.
in tiese services. Perhaps there are, but Peter's. Tlis expensive attention is Les-
I fail to see that they are made in the towel on the canais, because it is well
direction of compensation to the Pro- known they greatly centribute te the
vinces affected by the Treaty. Looking development cf the trade and commerce
at the last Estiniates brouglit down in cf the old Provinces cf Canada. I shah
this House, I observe, that while Ontario net refer te the millions and millions cf
gets $59,850 for harbours and break- dollars that are expended in the North-
waters, Nova Scotia gets $21,770, about West and on the other side cf the Rocky
one-third of the subsidy to Ontario. Mountains, in building a raiiroad thct

SIR JOHN A. MACIDONALD : I said will neyer be cf any benefit te the
the Maritime Provinces. Eastern Provinces. I will siiI

MR. McISAAC: That only strengthens say that the admitted cost cf
my position more and more. The sanie completing and equipping the Pacifie
unjust discrimination is applied to the Railway, vili be semething in
other Lower Provinces. New Brunswick excess cf one hundred and fifty million
gets $21,000, and Prince Edward Island dollars, te which Nova Scotia under the
19,900, just a little more than the salary ordinary mode cf making revenue, contri-
enjoyed by the Cabinet Minister from butes more, proportionaliy, as she cees te
that Island. We see by this that On- every Public Work in Canada, tlan any
tario which is so mucli more favoured in ether Province cf the Dominion, lion.
its Fishing interests, receives for navi- gentlemen sav that is net se, Lut I say it
gation improvenients more than the is se, and before 1 sit lown I shah prove
aggregate provision for the Maritime it by authorities which are recognised by
Provinces for the same purpose, and as I both sides cf the House. The Vashin-
remarked, about three times the grant te ton Treaty as we ail know, vas net nege-
Nova Scotia. I may observe that the tiated for the settlement cf the Fishery
harbours and piers of Nova Scotia upon question. It was negotiated primarily for
which our fishermen and ship-owners so the settient et the Alabama cuestion.
muuch depend, for convenience and safety But according te the speech cf the Prime
in their perilous calling, were not for the Minister in 1872, te which I have aheacy
past ten years ào much neglected, as they alluced, the settiement cf the primary
had been for the last fifteen months. _Use- question wouid be difficult, if net im-
ful works that were commenced two possible, without at the sanie time settling
years ago are either suspended or aban- and adjusting ail other questions-m-
doned altogether. Piers and break- cluding the Fishery question-which
waters that had been started and wrecked threaten-d te disturb the peaceful
Ly recent storms are allowed te disap- relations between Egand and te
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United States. The settleient of the
Alabama case, he said was of more im-
portance to the Dominion than it -was
even to England, therefore lie asked the
House to support the Bill lie was intro-
ducing. The Alabama question is settled,
and with greater advantage to the
Dominion than to England,-its settle-
ment vas made practicable at the expense
of the Provinces affected. Nothing,
therefore, seens to be more just and
natural, than that the compensation
awarded should be handed over to those
who had to make the sacrifice. I would
draw the attention of the House to the
settIlement of the Alabama claims. It is
well known the Arbitrators at Geneva
awarded 815,500,000 to the Governnient
of the United States in damages for the
depredations committed by the A labama,
and other vessels allowed to escape froin
British ports. That amount was paid by
the British Governinent to the American
Governiment. It was the money of the
American Government, just as the
Fishery Award was the money of the
British Governiment. The two sums
legally belonged to the Governments
respectively receiving them. Yet we
find the -United States did not place the
money in the American Treasury for
national purposes. No, the Government
of that Great Country is yet distributing
it among those who suffered loss by the
acts complained of. England also might
drop the $5,500,000 into the Imperial
Treasury, but she did not choose to do so.
It would be not discredit to this Govern-
ment to follow the example. I heard it
maintained by some gentlemen, not on
the floors of the House, that because so
many representatives froin the Maritime
Provinces supported the Treaty in 1872,
thsat, thereby, these Provinces waived
their right to their present claim. I
admit no representative froin Nova Scotia,
as f ar as i can ascertain, at that time,
claimed that the money compensation
should go to flie Provinces to be affected.
I believe, however, they distinctly under-
stood it would be so disposed of, and that
in consequence they gave the Bill their
support. The answer of the hon. the
leader of the Government, before the said
Bill finally passed. to the question
asked in the House by the pre-
sent Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec,
as to what pledge the Govern-

MR. McIsAc.

ment would give in reference to
the disposition of the compensation,
would leave no doubt in the minds of
hon. gentlemen on the matter. The
answer was, that the money or compen-
sation, would be subject to the vote and
pleasure of Parliament, and that the
Government could give no pledge as to its
disposal. This shows the leader of the
Government himself at that time be
lieved the money was not in the nature of
an item of ordinary revenue-that it was
special or casual revenue and should,
therefore, be specially disposed of. The
hon. the Finance Minister did not wait for
this vote of Parlianent, because it seems
froin his own statement this was the first
money he took hold of on assuming office.
I nay also state that this money was pro-
mised to the electors of Nova Scotia
during the last election. My friend, the
hon. member for Guysborough was frank
enough last Session to make the following
statement in reference to this matter.
He said that he lad stated to his con-
stituents, that as we had received an
Award of five and a-half million dollars,
the fishermen of Nova Scotia would re-
ceive their share. Hie stated that either
in building breakwaters, or in some
other way the Government would j udi-
ciously and wisely expend the money.
On the saine occasion lie said that lie be-
lieved the saie Government that protected
the Fisheries in former years would doso in
the future, and that when the Estimates
would come down, the Government
would show that they were disposed to do
iustice to theMaritime Provinces. Ifail to
discover what additional ornew protection
the fishermenreceivedsince. Itistrue that
by the influence of the hon. member with
the Government, an Order in Council
was passed last Session limiting the time
fon catching lobsters. Perhaps that is
the protection he meant and promised.
If that is so, and if we are to believe
petitions recently addressed to the
Legislature of Nova Scotia, we must con-
clude that that famous Order in Council
protected only the lobsters, and probably
the lion. membi r for Guysborough, while it
starved the fishermen. If we take
the Estimates brought down since that
announcement was made, we cannot sec
that much of the award or any other
money had been voted for the break-
waters of Nova Scotia. Of the $21,000
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in the Estimates this yearfor the harbours
and breakwaters of Nova Scotia, I notice
the hon. gentleman gets $5,000 for a
burying ground in bis county. This
may satisfy him, however. lion. mem-
bers, say oh no, for a burying ground !
I say yes, and refer these gentlemen to
page fifty of the Estimates. It may be a
misprint, and I confess I was surprised
myself when I saw the item, but on re-
currig to the starving condition of so
many of the hon. gentleman's constitu-
ents, I thouglit it rather a considerate
appropriation. He says they are not
starving-that they are well fed. I
hope so. I was told a few days since
that the Government sent 350 barrels of
cornmeal to these poor people, to be paid
for by labour on some public work. I
am happy to learn they got relief.
although they should have to
pay dear for it. This quantity
of iea], it is said, was bought
at q93.50 per barrel, making the
cost of the lot $1,225. Of this amount
8140 is for duty, at the rate of 40c. a
barrel, imposed on that article by hon.
gentlemen last year, as a part of their
great protection scheme. They will see
now that the effect of that protection on
the poor fishermen is to give them only
350 barrels of cornmeal for $1,225, when,
without the protection of 40c., they could
receive forty-five barrels more for the
same money. It was stated by some hon.
gentlemen opposite last year, when this
cruel duty was opposed, that cornneal
was used only as feed for cattle; that its
imposition would not affect the poor man.
But whenL the wail of distress from Nova
Scotia reached them, the only relief they
would give was in the shape of this cattle
feed.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
ought to be oatmeal.

M-I. McISAAC: That certainly would
be human food, and I am glad to see the
right hon. gentleman does not forget its
superior virtue, but it seems he and his
friends consider it too precious for the
starving multitudes of Nova Scotia. I
may be asked on what basis I sbould pro-
pose to make an apportionment of the
$4,500,000 between the Provinces claim-
ing a distribution. The basis is quite
a natural one. Let the money be divided
according to the value of the fish yield
of the Provinces affected. Regard

should be had, at the same time, to the
shipping, boats, nets and all manner of
capital used in the prosecution of tlieFish
eries of these Provinces. On this basis
Nova Scotia's share could not belessthan
$2,000,000, the interest of which at 5 per
cent. would give the Province $100,000
year. Two or three hon. gentlemen from
Prince Edward Island, apart from the
grounds they advance in common with the
other Provinces seem to attach great im-
portance to two special grounds-these
special grounds are first that their Pro-
vince was not a part of the Union when
the Treaty went into operation, and
secondly that the National Policy does not
suit their Province-that it benefits other
portions of the Dominion, and that, there-
fore, the Island should get something for
the sarcifice. I believe thesespecial argu-
ments apply equally to Nova Scotia, be-
cause it never entered into Confederation
as the hon. member for Cumberland must
distinctly remember. As to the bearing
of the National Policy argument on Nova
Scotia, I will merely refer hon. gentlemen
to the unceasing migration of the people
of that Province for the last eight or ten
months, not to any other part of Canada,
but to the United States. I would not
touch this matter had not hon. gentle-
men from Prince Edward Island done so,
in discussing the question before the
House. The other day the hon. the
Finance Minister gave as a reason for
asking an adjournment of the debate that
the Government were preparig papers m
connection with the subject that should be
brought do wn. The debate is resumed but
these papers have not come. He, however,
stated this evening, that the address of the
Nova Scotia Legislature in reference to
this question, and the financial condition
of that Province, would be laid on the
Table before the Debate would close. This
information will render it relevant for
me to make a few remarks respecting this
address which I had an opportunity of
seeing in the public papers. It asks,
among other things, for a renewal of the
better terms subsidy to Nova Scotia.
I trust the Government will take that
matter into consideration, and see it pro-
per to grant a renewal. I may be told
that this is not the time for mue, or for
any member on this side of the House
to make such an application. I may be
told the application should have been
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made when the subsidy was about laps- senting the Province, and lie believes
ing. I can reply that the application was that, if the arrangements proposed are
made at that time to the Government of carried out, Nova Scotia will have
the day by their friends from Nova Scotia sufficient means ut ber disposai
in this House, and by the late Govern- to neet those services which devolve upon
ment of that Province. The application, ber by fhe termi of the Union Act, pro-
however, unfortunately was not success- vided they are placed on a moderate but
ful. It elicited a piece of information efficient footing. If, on the contrary, the
which is of importance to Nova Scotia, Province has to depend on the provision
and that mucli good the applichtion made by the existing ternis of the Union,
effected. It is this. The late Finance Act, no inconsiderable deficiency must be
Minister (Mr. Cartwright) in his reply to met by the imposition of direct taxation."
the appliction for a continuance of the We have it now plainly before us from
882,000 better terms, made this state- the pen of these higli financial authorities
ment. "Moreover, an examination of representing the two great political parties
taxation per capita paid by the people of in Canada, that Nova Scotia by the ternis
Nova Scotia seems to show conclusively, of Confederation, occupies fle inost dis-
that in this event they would pro- advantageous position of ail the Provinces
babv lie compelled to pay more into of the Dominion. IL is as possible as it
the Exchequer of the Dominion than is proper to do lier justice yet We are
she could possibly receive again. often told in Nova Scotia, that members
He refers, of course, to a statement in the on this side of the buse, opposed tli
first part of his reply, that no additional of tle better ternis in 1869, aid
grant could be made to Nova Scotia wit- that hey will always oppose the interests
out involving similar grants to the other of that Province. If tley did oppose the
Provinces. ' This shows, as far as Mr. better terms, I hope they will not oppose
Cartwright is an authority, that the the renewal of these teris. Even stiould
people of Nova Scotia pay more per head sonie of them oer opposition, lthe Govern-
into the Dominion treasury tlian the ment is strong enougl to grant us justice
people of any of the other Provinces. wihou tem. I sh ould not. however,
Sir John oose, Finance Minister in the state that gentlemen of the Opposition in
righf hon. gentleman's Governgent in 1869, opposed the better term s on f,a
1869, virtnally confirmns the above sfate- ground that Nova Scotia had no jttst
nient. In his report on the case pre- taim, they ierely disapproved of the
senfed by Messrs. Howe and McLellan, mode in which the re-arrangement was
for better terms, le says: "The under- proposed to be hade. On that occasion
signed is not insensible to rie arguments the ron. me ber for Cumberland, if v
which were. verbally pressed, thaf the recollection is accurafe, was fthe only nman
pmaler Provinces-Nova Scoia and New who declared his Province had hd jusf
Brunswick-are in some respects at a aim on tle merits of the case.
disadva-ntage as compared wvith the larger lie said lie would nof ask for
ones; that the cost of their Local ov- an increased subsidy to Nova Scotia on he
ernment must necessarily be more per groundof ajust consideration of herclaims,
head; that the resources of Nova Scotia but on the ground of a leal consideration
are covparatively undevefopir d ; that fhe of the Union Acf. The Opposition of

eoal trade, on whch she depends for a tht day also opposed the adoption of the
considerable portion of lier revenue, is in Washington Treay, and if Nova cotia
a condition of unusual depression; and shah not receive lier due share of the
thaf the physica character of the country award, the opponents of that measure
entails on bier a larger expenditture fo should be considered fthc friends of thaf
secure the necessary means of communi- Province. The Goverment and their
cation than the other Provinces have to friends alays daim credif for the addi-
meet." age concludes bis report as fol- tion of 82,000 to te Nova Scotiargrb
lows "t he undersigned would add, in sidy. They siould not lose the credit, if
cornclusion that lie bas carefully analysed tey are entiled to muc. The 82,000
the estimated local expenditure of Nova amounted, in the feu years of its continu-
Scotia, for the years 1868 and 1869, in ance, to 820,000,taken,ofcourseout of the
conjunction witli the gentlemen repre- General Treasanry and giventoNovaSotia.

MR. McIsA&AC.
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The interest on Nova Scotia's share of the
award every year is at least $100,000
which, in ten years, amounts to $1,000000.
If gentlemen opposite withhold that fair
proportion, they present in point of estab-
lishing the credit clained by their action
of 1869,the novel spectacle of being bene-
factors of the Province by giving it
$820,000 in ten years, andtaking fron it
$1,000,000 in ten years, and $1,00,000
annually ever afterwards. In 1869,
when the better ternis were arranged, the
surrender of the Fisheries was not fore-
seen, and, therefore, did not enter the
calculation. It is plain that if the award
goes into the Dominion Treasury, Nova
Scotia will have paid back, in less than
ten years, the amount received by the
$82,000, and who will call the arrange-
ment of 1869 better ternis for that Pro-
vince after that. I hope now both sides
of the House will generously unite and
raise Nova Scotia to the financial level of
the other Provinces. The chief
grounds on which the better terns
were urged in 1869 were main-
ly these, 1st.-That by Confederation
Nova Scotia was importing more dutiable
goods per head of the population than
any of the other Provinces; 2nd-That its
Tariff was increased and, therefore, its
taxes. As is well known the Tariff
then was 15 per cent., and it wN'as pro-
mised it would not at any time go beyond
that. 3rd-That the annual amount at
the disposal of the Province at the timue
of the Union, for local services, was re
duced at least by $200,000. These rea-
sons exist to-day as strongly as they did
in 1869. To realise the financial condi-
tion of the Province, I would refer the
House to the Address the hon. the
Finance Minister is placing on the Table.
Since the sum of $82,000 was granted eo
Nova Scotia for ten years, as instalment
of justice, under a 15 per cent. Tariff,
now that the Tariff is doubled, that sub-
sidy should be doubled also. I would not
urge that it should be doubled. Let it
be $100,000, not for a terni of years, but
for all time to come. That suni, added to
the interest of our share of the Awar'd,
wvhich I put down at thereasonable figure
of $100,000 also, would give Nova
Scotia $200,000 additional subsidy. This
anount, of course, is not to be limited to
five or ten years, but is expected to be a
perpetual annuity to the Province.

Nothing less would be justice. I hope
the Governuient and thie House will fully
and fairly consider the whole subject and
decide to add, in perpetuity, $200,000 to
the satsidy of Nova Scotia.

MR. OGDEN : It appears very
strange that, during the last few niights,
both myself and the county I represent
have been made the targets for certain
hon. gentlemen opposite. Witl reference
to my speech last year-I would not call
those few remarks a speech, but consider-
ing that it war my first Session in this
House, I thought a few words from nie
would be expected--I had not been here
for five years without opening my mouth,
as has been the case with some hon. gen-
tienien opposite, and I thought I would
let my constituents know where I was,
and show theni that I advocated the same
principles hero that I advocated on the
hustings. The same words I made use of
on nomination day I made use of on the
floor of this House last year. I said I
believed we were entitled to a fair share
of the Fishery Award, that, as it cane
from the sea, the fishernen were entitled
to a fair portion of it. I said on nomina-
tion day that I had full confidence in Sir
John A. Macdonald and his party, and
hoped they would be returned to power,
believing they would deal justly and gen-
erously with the fishermen ; and those
opinions I expressed in this House last
Session. With regard to the National
Policy, I pledged inyself to support
it. I read Sir John A. Macdonald's reso-
lutions to the people and put my own con-
struction upon them. I said I was willing
to vote to tax flour 50c. per barrel, that I
was willing to vote for a duty of 50c. on
corn meal, provided we received a sinilar
protection on every ton of coal imuported
into this country, and a reduction in
duty upon tea, molasses, and other
necessaries of life. That was square ;
the people believed I would fulfil my
pledges, and I was returned by a majority
of the electors. I did not come in by a
fluke, as did the hon. nembers for Anti-
gonish and Shelburne. The hon. menber
for Charlotte (Mr. Gillmor) made a shot
at nie last night about the starving fish-
ermen in Guysborough county. The
hon. meinber for Shelburne (Mr. Robert-
son) also alluded to me, a few days ago,
by putting upon the notice paper several
questions relative to the affairs of may
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county. Well, I thought the hon. gen- destitution. As regards the 0overnient
tleinan was busying himself very much supplies to the fishermen, I muppose the
about every part of Nova Scotia, Goverument is fully competent to explain
and, not only Nova Scotia, but I how that was done but when word came
observe he bas also taken the Provinces to me that the people werc almost starv-
of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Is- ing in some places, and could not procure
land under his protecting wing. A short any assistance, that is where there were
time ago be sailed up into the lakes of the no Government works in operation, wlmt
Upper Provinces, and inquired how did I do I did not stick a question on
many tug boats there were, and bow the notice paper and then stand np in th
mucli coal Lad been imported for their flouse and say that 1 vas recciving too
special use, and at what cost per ton. urh inde
Looking over the notice paper I find that tvice as rnnty as we were reCell-ut
the naine of the hon. member for West I dipped down into my own pooket and
Durham (Mr. Blake), appears thirteen tool out a quarter of My incllmnity for
times ; that of the hon. member for this year and purchased therew;th, provi-
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), six times ; sions and sent thei (own to the
that of the hon. niember for Victoria suffering people in my own county, and so
(Sir John A. Macdonald), eight tines; long as I have the honour to represent
that of the late Finance Minister, in this buse, thcy, I trust, shah
ten tinie-% thlat of the hon. memiber for neyer starve. I think àt is griossviiii
West Middleex (Mr. Ross), ten ties ;perLinent of lion. re emrbder for Shel-
that of tbe bon. miember for East North- hurne to bc continually pryingy into
umberland (Mr. Cockburn), eight tumes; the af irs of other members' counties. It
that of the hon. member for Northumber- would be equally as impertinent for me to
land (Mr. Keeler), four times. Several other go to the bon. the Minister of Agriculture
membern have hiad motions ou the notice and say to him, dTill you furnish ce a
paper, making an average of four retisn of the nuiber of pigs taken
for each raember, and none above five ; Groi some lunatic asylum in Nova
but the naine of the hon. tember for Scotia apa sent by the hon. meu ber
Sheburne (Mir. mobertson), one of the for Sheiburne ityto his county" thus
youngest members iii this iouse, appears propagating a race of lunatic pigs, and
tweutv-fie turnes, fart exceeding tbose selling them to fuarmers t $2 each.
put by the bon. the Premier, or the With refrence to the ardment moved
hos. leader of the Opposition combined. by the right bon. the Premier, I do not
Now, I was going to suggest agree witc it, and cannot support sio. 11e
that the Governinent changre the may be right from a constitutional point of
order, and set apart one day view, but in equity I think we are entitled
in cadi week for the special benefit to a share and sbould have it. We Sant
of the hon. ember for Shelburne, the money badly for our Province as it is
for if his questions increase i the future almost bonkrt. I think if the bon.
as rapidly a they have in the past, it will gentlemen of the Opposition frcm the
be absolutely necessary te do so in order Lother Provinces had oniy talked a litte
t ge through with the business of the more fairly, they Wight bave awakened
flouse before the first of June. Now, somne sympathy for our cause in the
with reference to the starving fisoermen minds of Ontario members, and bave n-
in Gu msborough county, I ab sorry to duced them to vote with ns. But it
have the circunstance paraded before the seems no speech made by these hon. gen-
publie, and I do not think ti fishermen tiemen can be complete unless it contains
will thank- ton. gentlemen for their anattack eitheruponthe lion. theMinister
action. I arn sorry to heur it asserted of Railways or upon myself. I arn glad,
in this fouse that there is, or bas been, however, to be in scbgood company and
anybody starving there. There is no an willing to support the hon. Minister in
starvation in my county It is truc, cvcrything thut is right;- and 1 do not
that owiIg to the failure of the mackercl know but I would strain a point to sup-
and other fisheries last year-a parallel port him even if lie was not quite rigt,
case bias not been known since 1868-I because our case would nt be any better
believe there lias been in soe cases in the hands of our opponents, and I
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have a great deal of confidence in the
ability of the hon. gentleman. I bope we
shall obtain our full share of the Fishery
Aw ard. I would object to giving it to the
Local Governimeits to spend in each Pro-
vince, becuse I think it ought to be distri-
buted in some way for the benefit of the
fisiermen. I say these men nust and
shall be protected; and if the Govern-
ment should fail to lend them a helping
hand when calied upon, I would be the
first man to vote against the Government.
*We never hear of a murder, theft or any
kind of crime being perpetrated by those
hardy sons of toil ; and when hunger,
nay, when death itself, stares them in the
face, you will find then honest and true,
and ready to sacrifice their own lives to
alleviate the sufferings of their fellow-
men.

MR. BRECKEN: I am sorry to see
this important question treated with so
niuch levity by hon. gentlemen on the
other side; we h-we had coal, break-
waters, estiniates, better ternis, and even
pigs, brought into this discussion. The
question now under the consideration of
the House is this : Have the Lower Pro-
vinces the right or not to ask for the money
that was paid by the Unitled States for
the concessions made to them by the
Washington Treaty? I exceedingly re-
gret I was not present when the right
bon. the Premier addressed the House on
the constitutional aspects of the question ;
for although my acquaintance with him
bas been short, his reputation is such
that I have formed the impression that to
listen to him on a question of constitu-
tionality is to learn something. I do not
know what the right hon. member said,
but I can draw upon my imagination as to
the course of argument lie would likely
pursue. I am not prepared to say that,
by the strict and unbending rules of Inter-
national Law, the Fishing territory, fron
which the Americns were excluded pre-
vious to the Washington Treaty, is Pro-
vincial property ; but ieaving out of con-
sideration the strict principles of law, I
would ask the hon. leader of the Govern-
ment to say whether we are not in justice
entitled to what we are asking for. The
Premier is a great statesman, Le has a
large and generous heart, and an excellent
and well cultivated mind; and when he
goes down to his little, narrow, cold
home-his dust to fraternise with his

kindred dust-before he is consigned to
his grave, if a post-miortem were held
upon bim and his heart examined, we
would, I believe, find distinctly engraved
on it the words: " Canada and her pros-
perity, God bless her." I ask im to
histen to me ; and, althoughli he is a lawyer,
lie must remnenber that law is one thing
and justice, sometimes, another. I would
ask him to consider the clains of Prince
Edward Island. I am not asking for
pity; I am not beggig for bread, I ai de
manding what I believe to be her right
and I will tell you why, Mr. Speaker.
The Treaty of Washington was made in
1871 ; at that time Prince Edward Island
was not a part of the Doiniiien of
Canada. It is a calaimity for ber
that she ever threw in ber lot
with the Dominion. I an loyal
enough to believe that the policy
of Confederation is one which tends
to bind us closer to the Mother
Country, and is one whichevery Canadian
should support. We were assured that, if
we came into the Union, this little Island
of ours would receive many advantages;
that the little baby of the Dominion
would never want for food. I would like
to know what interest the rest of the
Dominion has in our Fisheries. If they
were developed would it put one cent
into the pockets of Ontario or the more
distant western Provinces? If they
were destroyed would it take a cent out
of their pockets? The right bon. the
leader of the Government tells us the
Fisheries are Dominion property. Tech-
nically Le may be right, but practically ho
is wrong. On the very day that the
Treaty of Washington was signed, Mr.
Fish, Secretary of State foe the -United
States, addressed to Sir Edward Thorn,
ton, the British Minister at Washington
a despatch asking that the citizens of the
United States should have the enjoymen
or the liberty to fish within the territorial
waters of Her Britannie Majesty on the
coasts of Canada, Prince Edward Island
and Newfoundland, during the seasons
of 1871 and 1872. I was Attorney;
General of the Island at that time'
and when we acceded to the request of
Mr. Fish we gave up a trump card. We
knew well the value whicli our American
friends put upon our Fisheries. We
always considered that, with the Fishery
limit in our hands, we were in a position
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to deal with the Americans, and that we "That the surrender by the United States of
had then sonething to offer them in lieu the right of fishing down to the thirty-ninth

f reciprocal Free-trade. We knew degee of latitude is comparatively worthlessof rcipoca Fre-tade We1--em'to the people of the Islandi, anti as the Unitedi
about the difficulties of the Mother Coun- States assert that the privileges accorded to
trv with the United States--the Alabama their citizens under Article 18 of this Treaty
Claims-and we unselfishly yielded up our are not of greater value than those accorded by

inteest, rthe tha ilat iiytrouble Articles 19 andi 20) to the subjects uf lier Brit-
interests, rather than that any money compen-
should arise between England and the sation that would bo given tA the Island would
United States. That the right hon. the be insignificant. The Committee of Concil, by
First Minister may not think tiat I am thoir Minute, further submitted that a com-
drawing upon ny imagination, but that mercial arrangement the United States, inID consideration of the use ofteFisheries, would
I an stating what the Government of Lave been most acceptable; but as the Royal
Prince Edward Island felt and thought High CArnmissioners were unable to
was their true position, I will read fromn induce the American (overnment to
the Minutes of Council of the Island of the Island. beingc extremely loyal,
Government, of the date of the 17th and dovotedly attached to British institutions,
Julv, 1871. The Committee of Council, would be most unwilling to trow any obstacle

afte reerrng o te dspach f to I7thin the way of an amicable settlemeut of alaf ter referring to the despatch of the 17''th
June 181, 11 rni he Erl f liriiei- ycauses of difierences between C Great Britaîn anti

June, 1871, irom the Earl o lnies, the United States, and would therefore willing-
then Secretar of State for the Colonies,y accept any reasonable money compensation
to Lieutenant-Governor Robinson, then in addition to the privileges granted as an
administering the Government of the equivalent, but under the Treaty nothing of the
Island, in which it was strongly kind was guaratoed ther."
urged upon the Government of the It cannot be said we do fot understand
Island that, for reasons stated in a des- the .. eaning of the word "enougli." I
patch of the same date as above fron Earl once saw it deflned in tie Toronto Globe
Kimberly toLord Lisgar, the same course as neanng "a littie more." We be-
should be pursued as in 18.54, and the lieved that when we were going into
application made by the United States Confederation the iFisheries belonged
Government, accoded to by Prince practically to us. If tie Ansericans were
EdwardIslaid, sothat the Americanfisher- ad"itted to fishn within the three-nile
inan mrigyht bo at once ailowed dutring the Jirnit we would receive compensation.
preent season the provisionalt use of Looking over the right hon. gentleian's
the privileges granted to thet by the resolution, I s e le says soaething about
TreatS, set forth protectin the Fisheries. What is that

arguent ortr value thnethos accodb

That they have respectflly to subit that thee er
Prince Edvaard Island is the most fertile and been a Treaty of Washington, the Do-
productive Province ini British N~orth America, minion Government would have been
in proportion to its extent. That the natural bound to protect the Fisheries. A we
market for its principle productioos is to hI have beeni so often euehrCd by our
founme ir the Uniteag States, as Uta very satisi
factorily proved nring, the continuaoce of the iRepublicn neighbours, we Fhardly ex-
iReciprocity Treaty of 1854. That the iFisherieîi pected to receive anything in the shape of
of this Isana are the best an most valuables e o
in America, anti are much appreciated by the compenCon fr isioers nere nale to
fishermen of the United States. That the dif- n th era ere o
feront Governments and Legis-atures of tliis wby so littie was said ah s.ut our dlaim to
cDony have always hopetc that these Fisheries a share of the Award. Now, suppose eo
wonld have done nsuch to secure the ativant- amount had been awarded to the Domini-
aes of another eciprocity Treaty, or of somea ete o
Tariff concessions authorisng te free admissionh n ote
of tihe products of our agriculturists, who f orm Wi would not the Fisheries have to be
the mtajority of our population, and which protected at the expense of the Dominion
-Nouldhave resultet in promoting the prosperity Exehequer. Suppo.-e that Western Ca-
of the colony. That by the Treaty nyw under nada were subjected to another Fenian
consideration, the inhabitants of tbe Isnanas are
asked to surrender to the citizens of the Unite q raid, would not the Province of Prince
States these valuable Fisheries without reckiv. Edward gsland, in co mon with the
ing in return any just or f air equivalent, sucI other Provinces of the Do inion, have to
au was hopeti to o obtained." contribute ler quota to the cot of

The Minute of Ceuncil further sets defending the country. Among the
out: various duties nd responsibilities assumed

MB. BRECKEN.
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bv the Dominion, when the Provinces of
British North America were confederated,
was the protection of the Fisheries ; and
that, too, when there was no expectation cf
ever receiving a cent from the United
States in shape of compe.nsation for the
enjoyment of our Fisheries. Here is an-
other answer to the protection and defence
argument of my rig ht lion. friend. Suppose,
when the termi for which the Treaty was
made lias expired, that the American
Covernient should decline to renew the
Treaty, and that we shall have fallen
back on the old state of things as they
existed before the Treaty, the Fisli-
erie, will then have to be protected at thde
cost of the Dominion; anad, Mr. Speaker,
that protection, to be at all efficient, will
involve more than one or two small
steamers such as the Druid and the New-

field. It will require a small navy to
make the protection of any substantial
beneit to Dominion fishermen. The
cost must necessarily be heavy. I can
well imagine what dissatisfaction this ex-
penditure would cause to the people of
Oiitario and the Great North-West, who
have practically no interest in these Fish-
eries and care very little about thein.
A strong feeling would soon arise, and
the hon. members from the west would
object to the expenditure of their taxes
to protect an. industry in which practically
they had no interest. In all probability
a pressure would be brought on the Gov-
ernment of the day, the protection would
be minumised, and, in effect, American
fishermen would fish in our water free of
cost. With reference to the National
Policv : I made some remarks to the effect
that it did not benefit Prince Edward Is-
land as it did other parts of the Domin-
ion. My reniarks have been mis-
represented. I did not say or
argue that, because that Policy w-as
not advantageous to us, that, therefore,
we had a right to a share of the Fishery
Award. I brouglit it in, not as an argu-
nment, but to show to this House that if
we had any claim to a share of the Award,
the fact of our not sharing in the beiefits
of the National Policy strengthened the
equity of our case. If we have a sub-
stantial, equitable claini, we do not want to
be thrown over by the cast-iron rules ot
International Law. All the attendant cir-
cumstances should be considered. Every
dollar spent in Prince Edward Island
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brings good results. We do not throw
away money into the sea, on canals, Fort
Frances locks, and a variety of works of
that kind. I think we will receive the
fairest consideration at the hands of the
Government, and then ve will be quiet.
We are charged with being grumbler.
Unless we are continually grumbling and
pressing our claims we shall get nothing.
I can well imagine some of the difficulties
that the Government has to encounter in
disposing of the Award, but I press
strongly upon therm the exceptional clains
of Prince Edward Island. Look at our
insular position ; think of the millions of
dollars that have been stient on the Paci-
fic ]Railway-millions that have irretrier-
ably been lost and sunk, and for which
the Dominion will never receive a cent's
worth of benefit. If Prince Edward Is-
land were to receive 5 per cent. on the
large amounts that have been uselessly
squandered in the North-West, we would
be satisfied and quiet for the next twelve
years to come. As I said, when I ad-
dressed this House on a former occasion,
the Lower Provinces do not object to the
construction of the Pacifie Railway.
We look up to it as a great work neces-
sary for the development of the now
Great Lone Land ; but at this time hon.
members scarcely realise the difficulties
that Prince Edward Islanders have
to undergo and how we are
in want of the expenditure of
public money. Look at our mail
communication at this season of the year.
I am now ten days without having beard
from my home. I heard the lion. the
Finance Minister, the other day, say that
the result of the Government Railway
policy would be that, in a few years, we
shall have hundreds of thousands of pec-
ple in the vast territory of the North-
West. I believe his prediction will
prove true. Well, Sir, we are help-
ing to bring this about; Prince Ed.
ward Island is one-fortieth of the Domin-
ion in population, and more than that in
importance. Let us then have our fair
proportion in the advantages of being
first of the Dominion. I could occupy
the time of the louse for hours on this
subject, but it would not be wise in me to
do so. I feel very warmly on- it ; I hope
the Government will take our claim into
thoir grave consideration, and not over-
look what is due to that smiling little
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Island-the most beautiful, the most secure a portion of this noney. I do not
fertile, and the most densely populated see why I shoulc have been the sub.ject
portion of the Dominion of Canada. of attack by the hon. meniber for uys-

MR. MUTTART : My object in r, (3r. Ogden), because certainly
Mr. Speaker, is not for the purpose of bave said nothing to cau down upon me
making a speech, but mierely to say that his wrath. I occupy a different position
Prince Edward Island's claims to a sepa- to that lon. gentleman. Ile is i warm
rate and distinct share of the Fishery and enthusiastic supporter of the present
Award have not been abandoned, not- Goverument, and an ardent friend of
withstanding the decision of the Sub-Com- the hon. Ministers. No man can be
inittee of the Privy Council. I, therefore, more constant in bis attendauce 01 he
give notice that, when the House goes into Governient than the bon. member for
Committee, I will take the opportunity of Guysborougl, and therefore ho has everv

moving the followig :- opportunity for obtainig information
wvhich 1 ain denied. Re lias seen fit to,

That atter the word " Confederation " at the attack me, bacause I presented a petition
end of the last paragraph, in the original reso-
lution, the following be added :-" That, while
admittinîg the principle that the injury done to taken advantage of my rights and privi-
the Fisheries being of a local character, the leges, as a nember of Parlianent
compensaticn awarded should be distributed, a certainý q to the
among the various Provinces in the proportion expenditure of public iuoneys atong the
of the disadvantages and losses suffered. That
it is, nevertheless, the opinion of this House fishernen of the county lie represents.
that the Province of Prince Edward Island is The petition that I presented, was signed
entitled to a separate share of the Fishery by a large number of the electors of West
Award on the following sPecial grounds,
namely: lst. That before July Tst, 1873, the
Treaty of Washington was in full force and wish of the petitioners that it shoald be
effect as respects Prince Edward Island. 2nd. presented by myseif, and not bv tl-c hon.
That there was no express or implied sur- member for Guysborough; and 1 eau tell
render of the interests of the Island in
the Fishery Awarci at the tine of the Island's
entering Confederation. 3rd. That the British passed at th&t meeting, strongiy con-
North America Act does not apply to a case demniug hiîn for his couduct in Parlia-
where an interest in the Fisheries had been ment
sold and conveyed away, and the right to the MR OGDTN: Dots the lion. gentie-
purchase money had accrued to the Island
before Confederation, and such Act does not man say that a resolution -as passed to
authorse the General Government to appro- that effect?
priate the proceeds of the sale of the Island Mu. ROBERTSON: Yes; and a peti-
Fisheries for the general purposes of the Do- tion is being prepared, cailing upon the
minion." on. entlemn to regigu. he lion.

Ma. ROBERTSON (Shelburne): After gentleman attacked me, also, because I
the able address delivered by the lion. asked for certain other information from
member for Halifax (Mr. Richey), I do the Government; my defence is not to
not intend ta occupy the attention of the kim, but to the people I represent. The
House at any length, as I have given ex- ouly means open for me to obtain infor-
pression to my views on the rights and mation in connection with publie niatters
privileges pertaining to the Maritime îs by motion or question ii Parlianent;
Provinces on this question on a previous and by arty other course I would
occasion. Besides, after the speech of the receive but little satisfaction. On
right hon. the leader of the Government, one occasion, I asked the hon. the
it is useless for me, representing a Nova Minister of Public Works for a copy of
Scotian constituency, to speak in favour of a report iu connection with public works
the apportionment of this Award in the in my county, which miglt have been
interests of the Maritime Provinces. g m a
Speeches may be made and strong argu- motion, but I was requestec to pursue
ments may be advanced, but the power the proper course, as lie then would have
and influence of that hon. gentleman is of no objection te the papers beirg brouglt
sufficient strength in this House to carry down. The bon. gentleman telle us there
any amendment and destroy any chance are no starving fishermen lu the countr
the Maritime Provinces may have had to of Guysborough. In contradiction of that

MR. BRECKEN.
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statement, I may refer him to his hon.
colleague in the representation of that
county in the Local House. What is
more, the starvation of these fishermen is
the result of legislation by this Govern-
ment supported by the hon. gentleman
for the advancement of his own personal
interest, irrespective of the interests of
the county he represents. I think that,
in giving a sum of money towards the sup-
port of the fishermen of Guysborough, it
should have been given without any con-
ditions, and not as an advance to be re-
funded by a certain time. When the
people of Ireland were starving, the Pai-
liament of Canada generously voted
$100,000 towards their support ; and we
were told by cablegram, the other day, that
a portion of the vote was set aside to buy
boats and nets for fishermen on the west
coast of that Island, but no condition was
made, at that time, that the money
so expended should be refunded ; and I do
not see why, especially as the Government
receives large sums of money from the
fishermen in the Lower Provinces, that
any portion of the amount given to them
should be awarded on condition of its
return. I think we have an equitable
claim to a portion of the Award. The
Province is in an unfortunate position,
financially ; and the result is that, during
the present year, large numbers of its
people have been compelled to leave and
find a home in the United States. 'Unless
the Government awards us a portion of
the money its action will be most un-
popular, and its course will be condemned
not only by its opponents but by many of
its strongest supporters.

MAR. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.):
It seenis to me that one of the main
points to determine in the discussion of
this question is: When did the Treaty of
Washington come into effect, as respects
Prince Edward Island ? We are told,
over and over again, that it was the 1st of
July, 1873; and in the report of the Sub-
Committee of the Privy Council this fact
is pointed out as the only reason why the
claims of the Island are put on a level
with those of the other Provinces. Is it
true that the Fishery clauses of the Treaty
did not come into effect until lst Juily ?
We find that Article 33 of the Wash-
ington Treaty provides that the clause
relating to the Fisheries should take effect
as soon as the laws required were passed

76

by the agreeing parties. The Province
of Prince Edward Island passed the re
quired legislation on the 29th July,
1872, and the Congress of the United
States passed the necessary legislation on
1st March, 1873. Let us consider the
condition we were in before the Treaty
came into for2e, and the passing of the
Acts referred to. When is an Act said
to be in force? As I understand it, when
it is passed by the louse, and the Gov-
ernor or the President has given it his
sanction. A time may be appointed by
the Act for its going into force, but that
is an independent consideration, and does
not apply to the Acts I have mentioned.
At that time Prince Edward Island and
the United States stood in the position of
intending contracting partis. The one
had sold rights, and the other had
bought them. Section 5 of the Act
passed by the United States Congress, on
lst March, 1873, is as follows:-

' That this Act shall not take effect until the
Ist day of July, 1873, and shall not apply to
any article of merchandise therein mentioned
which shall be held in bond on that day by the
Customs officera of the United States."

We also find in Section 1 of the same
Act :

" That whenever the President of the United
States shall receive satisfactory evidence that
the Imperial Parliament of Great Britain, the
Parliament of Canada and the Legislature of
Prince Edward Island have passed laws on their
part, to give full effect to the provisions of the
Treaty between the United States and Great
Britain, signed at Washington on the 8th day
of May, 1871, etc., etc., he is hereby authorised
to issue his proclamation declaring that he has
sncb evidence, and thereupon from the date
of such proclamation, etc., etc. Accord-
ing to the terms and conditions of Arti-
cle 33 of said Treaty, all fish-oil, and fish of
all kinds (except fish of the imland lakes and
fish preserved in oil) being the produce of the
Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada or of
Prince Edward Island, shall be admitted into
the United States free of duty."

We find that this could have taken effect
any time between the lst March and
1st July. I would like to call the atten,,
tion of hon. members, who assert that the
Act of Congress passed on the lst March,
1873, only came into effect on bst July,
1873, to the peculiar wording of the Act
itself. Section 1 authorises the President to
declare, by proclamation, that fish and
fish oil of the Island shall be admitted
free of duty, as soon as he shall have
received satisfactory evidence that the

Fishtery Award.
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legislation contemplated by Article 33 ol
the Washington Treaty had been passed.
This means that the most 'important pro-
vision of the Act could have come into
force long before 1st July, 1873, and
shall not apply to any article of merchan-
dise held in bond by the United States
Customs officers on that day. This sec-
tion does not seem to apply to the whole
Act, but merely to mark the time beyond
which the Customs officers could not col-
lect duties. Then it was possible for the
main provisions of the Treaty to go into
effect, in regard to Prince Edward Island,
even under the strictest interpretation of
the Act, before 1st Juily, 1873. Section
5, which I have just read, is not a general,
but a special, provision; and it was in-
serted chiefly with the object of enabling
Custom-house officers of the United
States to deal with the articles in bond at
that date. What was the effect of this
mutual legislation between Prince Ed-
ward Island and the United States ? It
was to vest in the A mericans the riglit to
fish in the territorial waters of the Islind
for the term of twelve years. The obli-
gation to pay, secured by the Treaty,
was held by the Island before the tine
of Confederation, and was a part of the
separate property of the State, the sane
as the money in its Local Treasury. It
also had the same effect as a solemnn
agreement would have between the con-
tracting parties. It makes no difference
whether the amount of paynent was
settled or not, or whether it was settled
by the Award, and the Island held the
right to that suni as part of its present
assets, just as much as if it were bonds
and promissory notes. Suppose I give a
legal document to another party, convey-
ing certain property to him for a con-
sideration. That deed vests the right or
claim to that property in the person
to whom I give it, while it would vest in
me the right to receive the considera-
tion to be paid. Therefore, the
question is : Whether the rights sur-
rendered by the Island to the
Dominion under Confederation took
away lier rights in the agreement between
her and the United States? Did she sur-
render any bonds at the time of Confeder-
ation ? No, she did not. Neither did
she surrender any money that was in her
Treasury at the time. Then how can it
be said that the Island yielded up assets

Ma. MACDONALD.

of a similar nature. There is no evidence
of it. Besides, the burden of proof is in
the Dominion, and if they fail to esta-
blish it it must be held that no surrender
of the rights referred to was made. It is
important to bear this in mind, because, if
the Fisbery interests were really changed
before Confederation into a bond or obli-
gation to receive money, then that is an
end to the argument, for no one has
ventured to assert that the Island trans-
ferred to the Dominion any such bond or
obligation or any personal property of
that character. At any rate, in this sLate
of the argument, if any one is bold enough
to assert it, the burden is thrown upon
him to prove the transfer of these par-
ticular moneys, and why the transfer was
made, and all the circumstances of the
transaction. Has this been done? las it
been attempted ? No, and it cannot be
done ; and it follows conclusively from this
course of reasoning that whatever pro-
perty it cannot be shown was handed over
to the general Government, that property
was retained by the Island for its own
use. The Dominion did not go into this
matter blindly. It knew of the existence
of the Washington Treaty. It knew of
the Legislation that had been passed. It
knew, or ought to have known, the nature
of the obligation we held of the Ameri-
cans. It did not stipulate with us re-
specting our share of the Fishery Award.
It left that in our hinds untouched.
They may have made a bad bargain, or an
oversight, but that is not our fault. This
property was ours before Confederation
and is ours still. It should have been
handed over to us direct by the Imperial
Government, and Canada has no right to
retain the money after our claim has
been properly preferred. No consider-
ation was ever given or offered for this
important part of the assets of the Island.
There is no doubt that up to Julv, 1873,
the Island had the right to inake that
bargain with the United States, with
respect to lier Fisheries. But there are
important considerations to be borne in
mind, one of which is that tae power con-
ferred upon the Dominion by the Act of
Confederation, did not-and could not be
construed to-extend to the interest in
which the Fisheries had been already sold
and conveyed. We must consider, for the
moment, what was meant by the rightfto
legislate, respecaing the Fisheries. By
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Section 91 of the British North America
Act, the Dominion has exclusive authority
throughout, to legislate in all matters
coming within the classes of subjects
therein enumerated, and amnong these are
the " Sea coast and inland Fisheries."
The powers of the Dominion cannot ex-
tend furtber than these words mean.
No doubt it would have the right to
legislate respecting the protection
or management of the Fisheries.
Possibly also it bas the power to sell or
lease the Fisheries, but the Fisheries
themselves are not by this enactrnent
vested in the Dominion. It bas no estate
or interest in them ; but its rights were
only created by the Act from which the
Dominion derives all its power. If the
Dominion bas the right to guard and
encourage the Fisheries, it is for the benefit
of the Fisheries and the Provinces especial-
lv interested. If it lias power to lease
then, it is only as an agent for those
Provinces. It cannot do otherwise than
to hold them for the special benefit of the
different Provinces whose Fisheries are
s> dealt with. When the delegation
from Prince Edward Island came here, in
regard to the final ternis before entering
Confederation, and when the Terms of
Union were still pending, the following
Memorandum was drawn up:-

" Should the above be agreed upon as a basis
of Union, the undersigned will beg to submit a
further Memorandum with respect to the Fish-
eries."

This shows it was the intention of the
Island to keep its share of the Fishery
Award ; or, if not, to receive some further
equivalent for transferring it to the Do-
minion. There is nothing to show that
the Island. evar intended to transfer its
Fisheries gratuitously. Before she
entered the Union she passed the neces-
sary legislation to give ber an interest in
the Award. The Treaty was not de-
pendent on any proclamation of the Pre-
sident. The main provisions could have
gone into effect at any time between lst
of March and lst of July, 1873. It gave
to the United States the right to fish in
the territorial waters of Prince Edward
Island for twelve years, the Island to
receive a certain compensation therefor.
The one did not surrender its right to
a share of the Award by entering Con-
federation, though it surrendered to
the Dominion the power to

legislate respecting Ihe Fisheries.
But suppose, for the sake of argument,
that even after July 1st, 1873, the
Dominion had the exclusive right to
legislate respecting the Fisheries-what
does this mean? Does this right to
legislate give the ownershbip to Canada
Not necessarily. I may have power to
deal with or convey propertf that is not
my own. I may be an agent merely, or
trustee for another who is the real owner.
And so it seems to me is the relation the
Dominion stands in with respect to the
Island Fisheries. If Canada e\ er be-
comes the owner, a direct transfer will
have to be made. As the case now stands
Canada is merely a trustee for the several
Provinces, and any act it does is for the
special benefit of the Provinces. It
might have the power to sell or lease the
Fisheries to the Americans, but it must
apply the proceeds of the sale in the
manner directed by the Provinces. It
has no right and no authority, under the
British North America Act, to take the
moneys arising from the Fisiery Award
from the different Provinces, to which it
essertially belongs, and appropriate it
to the general purposes of the Dominion.
I trust and hope, therefore, thsat the
Government will make some special ex-
ception in favour of the special claims of
Prince Edward Island and do justice to
that Province.

MR. KAULBACH : The subject now
before the House is of very great im-
portance to the fishermen of the Maritime
Provinces. The right given to American
citizens, under the Washington Treaty,
to fish in our territorial waters was a
sacrifice, to a very large extent, of the
rights and privileges which our fishermen
possessed, without their getting one soli-
tary benefit in return. The Treatj con-
veys to said American citizens this right
for twelve years, over a coast line of
3,160 miles, representing the dearest in-
terests and rights which the poor fisher-
men of the Maritime Provinces enjoyed.
And what do we get in return from our
neighbours ? - the exhausted fishing
ground north of the 39 0 parallel of lati-
tude, exhausted by the American fisher-
men long previous to the Treaty. It was
not at all probable that our fishermen
would leave their productive fields, giving
them a comfortable living, and use at any
time the exhausted fisheries on the

Fishery Acadc.
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American coast. True, we are told that
we have full access to the Amorican mar-
kets for the sale of our fish and oil,
which, although correct, has been, and
stilil is, of little service to oui
fishernen, as the Americans, ever
alive to their own interests throng
our waters with their imnelise fishing
fleets, better equipped in every way for
fishing than our own fishermen, monopo-
lise our waters aid, with their enorinous
catches, supply their own markets, thus
depriving us of the only benefit we antici-
pated deriving fron this Treaty. Now,
Mr. Speaker, had these Fisheries been ex-
clusively our own, we could not only
have had the Ainerican market but the
West India market as well, the latter
being, without doubt, very remnunerating
to us, now very largely supplied by the
Anericans from the catches they take in
our territorial waters. Before the in-
terests of our fishermen were interfered
with by this Treaty, we were able to take
fish in large quantities in the inshore
waters of our coast ; now our fishermen
have to launch out into the deep waters
of the broad and stormy Atlantic at the
risk of their lives. Then they were able
to use small boats at little cost; now
they are compelled to use vessels and large
boats, which are very expensive, and of ten
beyond their scanty means to obtain.
Then they were able to enjoy their quiet
rest and sleep at night ; now they
are compelled to leave in the darkness
of the morning, in consequence of the
immense distances they have to go
froni the coast, and the desire to
get back before the return of the next
night. Then junior members of the
family of the poor fishermen could assist
in the catchiog, as the fishing was close
at hand in the bays and harbours, and in
smooth water,nowonly the headsof families
can put to sea and prosecute this hazard-
ous industry. Then it was that less cloth-
ing was required, as it was only by day
and in smooth water that fish were
sought for; now the heaviest clothing is
needed, in consequence of niglit fishing
and greater exposyre. Then, in shallow
water, less lines and twines were used, and
they of a lighter texture, less cost and
no loss ; now the heaviest and most ex-
p nsive have to be used, and then subject
to be swept away by the first heavy storm
in the ocean. Then they only toiled dur-

MR. KAULBACH.

ing the suimmer season at fishing; now
the poor suffering creatures have to be ex-
posed to the cold, icy blasts of winter as
well, chilled to the very heart to procure
a scanty living for their poor, needy and
suffering families. ln fact, inany of our
fishermen are now compelled, during
parts of the year, in consequence of the
sacrifice of the Fisheries and the exhausted
state of the fishing grounds, to change
their occupation and go as mariners on
foreign voyages, and some of tbem to
sacrifice fishing entirely and seek other
employments. Now al] these difficulties
and privations, by the aid of the Fishery
Award, could be averted, and the fishing
groinds plentifully restored and supplied
with the most valuable descriptions of
fish, and many of the fishermen induced
to return to their original calling. With
the poor fisherman placed in this deplor-
able position, sacrificed and impoverished,
I am not requiring too much when I ask
for a share of the Fishery Award, rightly,
as I believe, belonging to the Maritime
Provinces, of which Nova Sceotia claims
the largest interest, she having, of
the 3,160 miles of sea-coast as ceded
to the Fisheries under the Treaty, 1,060
miles belonging to herself. Of the one
thousand vessels engaged in the
Fisheries belonging to the Do-
minion, upwards of seven hundred
are claimed by Nova Scotia-I am speak-
ing in rround numbers. Nova Scotia
claims 50 per cent. of all the boats engaged
in fishing, or about eiglt thousand ; up-
wards of 50 per cent. of all the fishermen,
and upwards of 50 per cent. of all the
nets, lines and twines,-that is by the
latest returas. Last vear's not being
given in detail, are not available at
present. The Dominion Fisheries, I
observe by account, were valued for
the year ending June 30th, 1878,
$13,215,678.83. The proportionate value
of each of the Provinces being as fol lows:-

Nova Scotia. .................
Qaebec.......................
New Brunswick...............
British Columbia..............
Prince Edward Island.......
Ontario.......................

$6,131,599
2,664,045
2,305,790

925,776
840,344
348,122

Making, as already stated, a grand total of
$13,215,678.831, showing Most conclu-
sively that the value of the Nova Sc9tia
Fisheries is one-half the entire value of all
the Fisheries of the Dominion; conse-
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quently, according to the value of the
Fisheries, Nova Scotia's portion of the
Award would be $2,087,838.14. Now,
dependent as Nova Scotia is upon the
Fisheries as an auxilliarv to ber success,
of which the above statement is a very
evident proof, the $82,628 given her as
an additional subsidy for the years having
lapsed, together with the immense
amounts spent in reckless extravagance
by the late Local Administration in the
subsidising of railways, etc., not yet com-
pleted-the latter, of course, the Dominion
Government are not responsible for-I
would ask, in view of these facts, how is
it possiblefor her to succeed without means
to ameliorate the unfortunate financial
condition in which she is placed, not only
that of debt, but without the means to
carry on the ordinary requirements of the
Province, which position the present Gov-
ernment very readily discovered on their
advent to power, and which is rendered
still more conclusive and apparent by the
experience of the current year. I wish to
be clearly understood, in this matter, that
I do not wish any part of this Award to
be applied to railways but for the express
benefit of the Fisheries. The Maritime
Provinces, in giving up these Fisheries to
theAmericans to be used in common with
themselves from 1854 to 1866, secured
the Reciprocity Treaty, which, whilst it
was a great advantage to the commercial
portion of Old Canada, merely secured
to the Canadian fishermen the United
States market for the sale of their
fish and oil, now supplied by the Ameri-
cans themselves from our municipal
waters. We have no stronger proof of
the correcness of our claini to this Award
than the example and principle set by
Great Britain in paying over to New-
foundland her portion without an enquiry.
In making this request we are endeav-
ouring to carry out the principle of the
National Policy, and protecting one of the
greatest industries that this Dominion
possesses, and fostering, at the same time,
a ready cash market for the flour and
manufactured articles of the west, the
Maritime Provinces being their best
market and the fishermen their most ex-
tensive purchasers. We expect support
at the hands of Ontario and British Col-
umbia in this matter, in lieu of the manv
benefits they derive by the Act of Con-
federation, over and above the Maritime

Provinces, the former in Canals, Railways
and other Public Works, and the latter in
the Pacifie Railway and the enjoyment of
the rich and abundant Fisheries of the
Pacific waters on the other side of this
continent without interruption. Con-
sidering, by this Treaty, the many depri-
vations the poor fishermen have been sub-
jected to, and the immense amount saved
to the Dominion by not being required to
protect the coast territory, I feel that in
supporting this resolution for the Award
in behalf of the interest of the Maritime
Provinces, and the fishermen, I claini to
ask it not as a privilege, but as an incun-
bent right, namely, the $4,490,882.94
handed over by the Government of the
United Kingdon to the Government of
Canada, an amount as I hold due to us,
be paid over to the Maritime Provinces
proportionately-it having been awarded
for the privileges and rights, we Mari-
times surrendered unOer Articles 18 and
32 of the Treaty of Washington to
our neighbours, over and above in
value that received from them under
Articles 19 and 21 of said Treaty.
The views enunciated by some of the hon.
members of this House, and the differ-
ences of opinion as expressed by others,
respecting these territorial rights, excites
a doubt in the minds of many as to the
true position of the matter. I hold that
we having exercised, used anid enjoyed
these privileges and rights, the same as
Newfoundland enjoyed lier rights on ber
coasts for so long a period, indefeasible as
I consider, we reasonably now should
claim to hold them upon the well-estab-
lished, time-honoured, and in this instance,
equitable principle, " That possession is
nine points of the law." I believe that
Great Britain, when paying over the re-
ferred-to amount, paid it for the interest
of the Maritime Provinces, as an integral
part of this Dominion, to be disposed of
for the benefit of the fishermen. Our
hon. friend from Inverness, the mover of
this resolution, in the dramatic part of
this exercise, bas figured somewhat con-
spicuously, and for the information of this
House, were he in his seat, I would ask
hin to explain his position. It is assert-
ed that the Commission appointed under
Articles 22 and 23 of the Treaty of
Washington, and in conformity with the
solemn declaration made and subscribed
by them on the 15th June, 1877, met in
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Halifax and awarded the sum as referred
to. I would ask, under these circum-
stances, how can ourhon. friend account for
his lack of alacrity and zeal, and -want of
patriotism in not pressing this claim on
behalf of the fishermen, before the present
Administration came into power. The
Award was made in 1877, and Parliament
met, under the last réqime, in 1878, of
which lie was a strong supporter ; could
lie not have had interest enough at that
time with the then Premier, now the hon.
leader of the Opposition, to have pressed
the claim with the same persistent vigour
that he is now doing? Was it not the
duty of our ion. friend, representing a
fishing constituency, and was it not the
right of the lion. leader of the Govern-
ment of that day, to have advised the
British Government, before their paying
the money over to this Dominion, to make
a special proviso, that the amount, when
paid over, was to be expended for the
benefit of the Fisheries cf the Maritime
Provinces ? Certainly it was. Some ap-
pear to question the exact sincerity of the
lion. niember for Inverness in now press-
ing this claim, instead of in 1878, which
is perhaps severe; but I do say that lie
certainly is open to censure for neglecting
to press it in the Session of 1878, when
the opportune moment offered, which, had
lie done, would probably have avoided
the present lengthy discussion, and much
disquietude. I claim, Mr. Speaker,
that this Award is j ustly due to
the Maritime, Provinces, for the
reasons I have already advanced, on the
principles of equity and fair play, that is
to say, that what comes from the Fish-
eries should be returned to the Fisheries.
The fishermen are the bone and sinew of
the Province I have the honour to repre-
sent, and oni of the leading arteries to
the wealth and success of this Dominion;
and I would fail in my duty to them,
whose interests I hold most dear, as well
as to my county and Province, were I
not to uphold their interests, and to ad-
vocate to the utmost of my ability, this,
as I hold, so just a claim. I hope this
Bouse will see the necessity for comply-
ing witli this just request and honourable
demand for the Fishery Award, and in
doing so, I would strongly advise that
the money be expended in the erectipn
of fish nurseries or fish-breeding estab-
lishments, along the coast, at certain in-
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tervals, under the supervision of the fish
culturist, Mr. Wilmot; and the fishermen
induced, by a compensation amply to re-
ward them for their labour and time, to
collect all the spawn, or ova, from ithe
fish, and dispose of them to the fish cul-
turist, which would not only be a nucleus
for the recuperation of the now all but ex-
hausted fishing grounds, but a great help
to the fishermen whose return of fish,
often, is not sufficient to pay their ex-
pensive supply bills. Wishing that words
could more strongly express the senti-
ments I entertain on this important sub-
ject, on behalf of the interest
of the fishermen, and hoping that this
" Ship of State " will not leave the poor
fishermen as a shipwrecked crew to
weather the storms of adversity, but that
she will come to their rescue and give
them of that which they claim as their
own, as the price of what they had to
surrender to their Republican neigh-
bours.

MR. WELDON moved the adjourn-
ment of the Debate.

Motion to adjourn the Debate negatived.
MR. HACKETT : The resolutious sub-

nitted by the hon. member for Inverness
(Mr. MacDonnell), which we are now
discussing, are, in my opinion, based upon
a sound principle. They state that the
Award under the Washington Treaty
should be distributed amongst the fish-
ermen of the Maritime Provinces who
have suffered by the operation of that
Treaty. I have much pleasure in sup-
porting that proposition, as I believe that
what came from the Fisheries should re
turn to the Fisheries. This is a principle
I have always contended for, and is the
only basis upon which this question can
now Le satisfactorily settled. Any per-
son who takes the trouble to read the re-
port of the proceedings of the Halifax
Commission, will see that the Award of
$5,500,000 was based as much upon the
losses and disadvantages suffered by the
people of the Maritime Provinces, owing
to allowing Americans the use of their
inshore Fisheries, as it was to the benefits
and advantages accruing to the
citizens of the United States, on
account of having the use of
those Fisheries. We, who come from
the Maritime Provinces, know some-
thing of the privations and hardships of
the fishermen . of those Provinces, who
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-are cornpelled to go down to the sea in
small boats to make a living for them-
selves and their families. And, when
they find, as they have found during
late years, after building and equip-
ping their boats and preparing themselves
to prosecute their precarious calling, that
the citizens of a foreign country are on
,the fishing ground before them with their
large vessels, fitted with all the modern
appliances for catching fish, virtually
depriving them of the means of making
a living for themselves and their families;
and when they further find that these
ýforeigners, by the use of purse seines, are
rapidly destroying this valuable industry,
and that year by year the Fisheries are be-
coming less productive, they consider they
are only contending for their just rights
when they insist upon a distribution of the
Fishery Award in their interests. Hon.
gentlemen in this House, who are not
acquainted with this question, would do
well to inform themselves with regard to
these facts; and, after doing so, I am
sure they would come to the sane con-
clusions as myself. The Fisheries of the
Gulf of St. Lawrence are the heritage of
the people of the Maritime Provinces;
and when they find their birthright taken
away fron them, and sold to a foreign
country, they only do their duty when
they insist that the money accruing to
Canada by virtue of this sale, should be
divided amongst those who have suffered
by the sale. True, it may be said, and it
lias been said, that the people of the
Maritime Provinces have, under this
Treaty, the right to seil their fish, free of
duty, in the United States, and that such
right is a great boon to them. Previous
to the Treaty coming into force, there
might have been something in this; but
now such an argument is not worthy of
consideration, as the fishermen know that
the price of fish in the United States
markets is regulated by the sup-
ply and demand. And as the
Americans, on account of being
allowed to fish' in the waters of
the Maritime Provinces, keep the
market overstocked, our fishermen find
that they must submit to a great reduc
tion in price ; and, -instead of being able
to control those imarkets, as they could do
under different ýcircumstances, they find
that they have to compete with fish
-caught at their own doors by foreigners.

These remarks I have made apply to the
case of the Maritime Provinces generally,
and I hope they may be successful in
their efforts to obtain a portion of this
Award. But, while doing so, I contend
that Prince Edward Island has a separate
and dibtinct claim to a portion of this
money; and, in doing so, I base my con-
tention upon the grounds taken by my
hon. friend from King's (Mr. Muttart),
who will submit his amendnents when
the ]House goes into Committee on the
main motion. His resolutions are as
follows:-

"lst. That before July lst, 1873, the Treaty
of Washington was in full force and effect as
respect4 Prince Edward Island.

" 2nd. That there was no express or implied
surrender of the interests of the Island in the
Fishery Award, and at the time of the Island
entering Confederation.

" 3rd. That the British North America Act
does not apply to a case where an interest
in the Fisheries had been sold and conveyed
away, and the rights to the purchase money had
accrued to the Island before Confederation,
and such Act does not authorise the General
Government to appropriate the proceeds of the
sale of the Island Fisheries for the general pur.
poses of the Dominion."

These grounds are, I believe, well taken;
and if hon. gentlemen would study them
they must arrive at the conclusion that
our claim is not only based upon prin.
ciples of equity and justice, but is also
sound from a legal and constitutional
standpoint. We all know that, at the
time this Treaty was entered into, Prince
Edward Island was an independent
Colonv, having no connection whatever
with the Dominion of Canada. We also
know that, before this Treaty could be per-
fected, so as to make it binding in all
its provisions, the Colony of Prince
Ecward Island was called upon to pass an
Act ratifying the Treaty so far as she was
concerned. The Government and Legis-
lature of the Island very reluctantly
passed this measure, as they were well
aware that the people were making a
great sacrifice when they were surrender-
ing the valuable inshore Fisheries to a
foreign country for the term of twelve
years. We find, on looking over the des-
patches having reference to this question,
a Minute of Council of the Prince Edward
Island Government, dated the 24th July,
1871, from which I take the following
paragraph :-

" The Committee submit that a commercial
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arrangement with the United States, in con- to sit and make their A ward, and their
sideration cf the use of the Fisheries, would n
have ieen most acceptable ; but as the Royal net having done so until after she came
ligh Commissioners were unable to induce the into the Union, cannot possibly affect her
American Government to change its commer- claim to a portion of the Award. Now,
cial policy, the people of the Island, being ex- i Sir, I am not a lawyer and do not under-
tremely loyal and devotedly attached to British take to discuss the legal aspect of thisInstitutions, would be most unwilling
to throw any obstacle in the way question, but I have always heard it laid
of an amicable settiement of all causes down as a sound principle in law that
of difference between Great Britain and what was not included in an agreement
the United States, and would therefore willingly was excluded, and when we see that byaccept any reasonable money compensation in the ters cf Confederatien ne surrender
addition to the privileges granted as an equiva-
lent, but under the Washington Treaty nothing was made by the Island of any right she
of the kind is guaranteed them." held under the Washington Treaty, we

Lord Kimberley replies to this'Minute or must enly cere te the cenclusion that
Council, in his Despatch No. 32, dated 3rd legally and constitutionally she still helds
Spetember, 1871, in the following man- that right. Undeubtedly the British
ner North :- merica At gives te the Dominion

the power te legisiate with regard te the
"I have the honour to acknowledge the re- sea ceast and inland Fisheries; it aise gives

ceipt of your Despatch, No. 59, of the 25th the right te proteot, but it cannet b.
July, communicating to me the consent of your
Government to the admission of United States e t
fishermen during the present season to the minion vested rights held by a Pro-
privileges granted by the Treaty of Washington vince under Treaty with a foreign
so far as concerns the Colony under your Gov- country befere Cenfederatien. The
ernment.

" Her Majesty's Government have learnt interest cf Prince Edward Island te a
with much satisfaction that the Prince Edward portion of this Award, was a legitimate
Island Government have so willingly acceded asset cf the Province, and cannet be
to their wishes in this respect. With regard claimed by the Dominion, on any better
to the observation contained in the Minute of
Council which you have forwarded, to the effect
that the Prince Edward Island Government Treasury might be claimed by her at the
would readily accept any reasonable money tire cf Confederatien. It is true, we
compensation in addition te the privileges have been teid by the Judiciai Cemmittee
granted as an equivalent, but that under the
Treaty nothing of the kind is guaranteed, I do
not understand why the Prince Edward Island daim te a portion of this Award, freiu
Government should object to the reference of the fact that the Island came inte the
the question of the money compensation to arbi- Cenfederacien on the lst day ef July,
tration, which seems to be the fairest way of
determining such a point, more especially as
the fact stated in the Minute that the rights of ingten Treaty care into operation. I
fishing conceded by the United States are con- cannot understand why the lin. gentle-
paratively worthless is, it must be presumed, men, who formed that Cormittee, should
capable of distinct proof." dismiss ur case in se summary a manner

It will thus be seen that Prince Edward and on se flimsy a pretext. It is a well-
Island surrendered the use of lier Fish- knewn fact that we had nething te do
eries to the Americans at the urgent re- with fixing the tire at whicl the Treaty
quest cf the Imperial Governrnent, but sould corne int operatien; that was done
witli the distinct understandmng that slie by the Gevernmnent cf the United States,
was te receive a money cempensation for over whach we had no possibe centrol;
the privileges thus surrendered. taving and because they fixed upon that day,
established this fact, it next remains te be it cannet take away from us our right
seen whether or net tle Island surren- i w this matter. The rsland Gov-
dered lier right te this ney when slie ern aent and Legislature itad don
came int Cenfederation. Now, I- con- ail that was necessary fer theib
tend bhe did net. At the time oF Cen- te de for the purpose e securing te the
federation she stood precisely tbe saine as sland a prtien of this Award long be-
Newfoundland with regard te this Treaty fore the Tht July, 1873, and laving doue
Ail the legisation necessarv, se far as he so ne mere accident can deprive the Is-
fas concerned, had been gene tbrougli, land of lier fair share. These disting-
nd it only rerained for the Commission uished gentenen will have te reconsidèra
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their decision on this question ; and after
doing so, and after giving this subject all
the consideration its importance demands,
they must arrive at the conclusion that
their former opinion was given without
duly considering the question. The
right hon. leader of the Government has
stated in his speech this evening that this
money should be applied to the building
of lighthouses, improving of harbours,
etc., in the Maritime Provinces, and that
such appropriations are made in the inter-
ests of the fishermen of those Provinces.
I have great respect for the opinions of
the hon. gentleman, but I cannot agree
with him in this instance. Under the
Confederation Act the Dominion is bound
to build lighthouses, construct break-
waters and improve harbours, wbich
is done in the general inter-
ests of trade and commerce. We
know that the mariners of Norway and
Sweden, of France and the United
States, derive as much benefit from the
lighting of our coasts and the improving
of our harbours, as the people of the
Maritime Provinces. Then again, look at
the large expenditures which take place
yearly, for the building of lighthouses
and the improving of navigable rivers on
the Upper St. Lawrence ; and on the
great inland waters of the Dominion this
is done, and must be done quite irrespec-
tive of the Fishery Award. Keeping
our share of this money must be defended
on better grounds than these, and better
reasons must be given before we will be
satisfied. It has also been said that the
Dominion has been called upon to expend
large amounts of money in protecting the
Fisheries of the Maritime Provinces, and
as there is a probability of the Washing-
ton Treaty being abrogated, or, at all
events, not renewed, that large amounts
will be required for that purpose again,
at an early day. The Dominion assumed
the responsibility of protecting our
Fisheries before this Award was made,
and must continue to do so out of the
general revenue, so long as protection is
necessaiy. But who have defended and
protected our Fisheries in the past ? Was
it not the Mother Country? We know
that it is a matter of history, that, in the
year 1870, when Canada was in a better
position financially to protect the Fish
eries than she is in to-day, that Admiral
Wellesley was ordered to dispatch a

sufficient force of British war-ships to
Canadian waters, for the purpose of
maintaining order and protecting the
Fisheries; and if this protection argu-
ment were correct, its logical sequence
would be, that Great Britain, and not
Canada, has the riglit to this money.
But we know how the Imperial Govern-
ment acted with regard to this matter ;
they at once handed over to Canada the
balance of the Award, after deducting
Newfoundland's share, thinking that
Canada would do justice to all the Pro-
vinces, particularly the Province of
Prince Edward Island. They did
not raise the cry of protection,
and that they should be reimbursed
out of this money, although they had ex-
pended millions of dollars in the protec-
tion of these Fisheries. They would
scorn to keep the money that came out of
the purchase and sale of these Fisheries,
and showed, by handing over to Ne*-
foundland her share, that the amount
should be distributed amongst the Mari-
time Provinces. With regard to the
special case of Prince Edward Island, J
trust that the Government and the House
will do us justice. I do not look upon the
vote that is about being taken as in any
way affecting the Island's interests. Our
special case is noti connected with the
question now before the House. We in-
tend that it shall rest on its own merits
outside of the claims put forward by the
other Provinces. We do not come here
as suppliants looking for cbarity ; we ap-
pear here in the full possession of our con-
stitutional rights and privileges as British
freemen, advocating that justice be donc
our constituents. We appeal to the
representatives of the great Pro-
vince of Ontario, as well as those of the
sister Province of Quebec, for justice,
in this matter we know we have the
sympathy of our friends from British
Columbia and Manitoba. We would
ask that great statesman the right hon.
the leader of the Government, who was
mainly instrumental in forming this great
Dominion, and who laboured so ably and
so well in reconciling the different ele-
ments and interests in this Confederation,
to consider what may be the result of re-
fusing us our rights. Our people are
firmly of the opinion that they have a
just and a legal claim to a portion of this
money ; and should their just rights be
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denied them, I fear that a disturbing
elemient will bc introduced into this Do-
minion that will cause trouble and dis-
content for a long time to come. As a
representative of the people of Prince
Edwart Island, I am determined to use
every constitutional means in their be-
half, and by earnest exertion and constant
agitation on the floor of this House, to
endeavour to obtain justice for them with
regard to this important question.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : Before
the debate closes I desire to express, in a
very few words, my views on a question
so important to the Province I represent,
and so important to myself, individually,
as one of its representatives. Fully im-
>ressed with the gravity of the question

we are discussing, and the possible results
of that question, so far as it may affect
public opinion in the country, I ask the
indulgence of the House for a few mo-

ionts while I reply to certain statements
that have been made. There is no doubt
that the discussion bas been forced upon
the House, not with a desire to ascertain
the truth, or a desire to discuss it in
the calm, deliberate, judicial manner
which characterised the speech of the
hon. member for Halifax, to ascer-
tain whether on the confederation
of the Provinces certain rights were
reserved which they now claim, and to
which the Dominion, under the advice of
the bon. leader of the Government, seeks
to establish its right, but with the mani-
fest object of promoting dissatisfaction,
and trying to impress upon the people
the opinion that this House, this Parlia-
ment of Canada, not of right and justice,
attempts to retain from the Provinces
rights to wbich they are entitled under
the law. Believing, as I do, that every
man who loves his country, every man
who respects the right and desires to
support the Constitution, is bound, no
matter at what personal consequence to
himself, to ignore that view of the ques-
tion, and do right, though the heavens fall.
I shall endeavour to give my reasons to
my constituents and the country at large,
why I think the amendment of the hon.
leader of the Government should be sus-
tained. I approach the consideration of
this question with a full sense of my
responsibility, and with a knowledge of
the feeling which obtains in Nova Scotia.
IJnfortunately, that Province, like other
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Provinces of the Dominion, who were
not careful to husband the resources
which became their inheritance on their
entering Confederation, feels itself in the
position of a man whose funds are ex-
hausted, and who jumps in any direction
where he thinks he may obtain relief. I
can quite understand and sympathise
with the people of Nova Scotia in the
condition in which they find themselves ;
but I cannot shut my eyes to the fact, and
it is well they should know it from a man
whom they feel and believe-I care not
what is said to the contrary-will speak
fairly, truthfully and honestly of their
position, that the position in which they
stand was brouglit upon them by those
to whom they entrusted the management
of their affairs. This applies not only to
Nova Scotia, but to other Provinces. In
every instance in which the Terms of
Union were either originally settled or
subsequentlymodified in favour of the Pro-
vinces, such Province was in a position, if
economy, prudence and care had been
exercised by its statesmen, to meet all the
reasonable responsibilities devolving upon
it as a member of this Confederation.
Until the recent election changed the
political complexion of such Provinces,
they had been ruled by men who seemed
to ignore their responsibility to the
country, and to think their mission was
not to economise, but to dissipate and
squander the limited funds which the
Constitution placed in their hands. Hence
we have this question, which originates
with a people driven on by necessity,and who
are not prepared to treat the question with
that calm deliberation they would other-
wise bring to bear upon it. But no mat-
ter what the excitement of the moment
may be, I do not fear that reflection and
deliberation, that the second sober thought
of the people on this question, as upon all
others, will justify the men who resist
the pressure brought to bear upon them,
and who desire to sustain what they
believe to be the Constitution of the
country. No one can regret more than
I do that I have to put myself in opposi-
tion to the views of many hon. members
from my own Province, for whom I have
the greatest respect, and with whom I
have hitherto acted in concert; and it is,
therefore, with the greatest possible regret
that I am obliged, on this occasion, not
only as a member of Parliament, but as
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a member of the Government, to differ I argument turns against the user of it,
wvith them in the views they bave given. and utterly destroys bis pretensions ?
I specblly regret having to differ with my Because, if tbat were the true construction
bon. friend from Halifax. Knowing him of the Treaty recogniscd by the Do-
so long, knowing the calmness of his rinioix, as existing hetween the Provinces
judgment, and the thorough sincerity and the Dominion, it would not be
witl whch ae discusses every question ; necessary to insert such a ause in
knowing the great labour and fhought he fBc Treaty of Union witrh the
lias given this subjeet, and the anxiety Island, fbjereby ruaking an excep-

oe bas displayed not to deal with if for tional Treaty as regardbs the Island
party purposes, but wimh a single view, and the other Provinces. On the other
to reaci the riglt and just aconclusion, I baud, the argument proves conclusively
will endeavour to show the bon. gentle- that, rigli or wrong, fli bon. the leader
man where, as a lawyer and a man read of the Dominion Government and col-
in ie history of lis country, he will be leagues entertained on tat occasion the
oblied to coincide with fli views con- sae vicw of the Constitution, and the
tained in the amendment of the rigbt bon. effect of the Treaty, that hny tae to-day
leader ch the Govrnment. Witli regard because, when the proposition was iade
to the observations of mv hon. friend from by Mr. Laird, insead of adopting it and
King's, P.E.., ( Ir. Macdonald), it may recognising the proposition of e Island,

te said t oat r ylaims of fti representa- the Gover ment declined to accede to the
tives of that Island stand in a somcwhat proposai, saying: "That is not ftle prioper
diflrent position from those of vie older construction of theC Treaty, and we cannht'
Provinces, and it may te possible there allow the Island an advantage not grated
is some ing in their view of fli case. I the other Provinces." bat contention
is quite true at negotiations did take shows that Mr. Laird's view was unten-
place between flic Island and the United able in fact, as well as in the opinion of
States, witb the consent and knowledge, t ose with who he was dealing, as repre
I believe- was not in the Government sentiug fuis Dominion. Witb regard to
at the enie-of the Dominion Goveru- fli obstrvation of fli bon. member for
ment, on which, and under whicb, per- LuTenburg, as to they fisiermen
iaps, certain riglts and consideratbions of Nova Scotia, I cannot paf iently

niay be due to fat Colony, whicli ay nof bear to sec an lion. it ember repre-
e due to flc otlier Provinces. 1 ea senting a class so spirit d, vigorous

only say fliaf, sliould thaf, on investiga- and intelligent, spcak of flicm as flic poor
ftion, te found to be flic case, sliould flic fishermen of Nova Scofia. I can assure
Governmenf flnd, on a full and intelligent my bon. friend fro Lunenburg (Mr.
apprehension of flic facts tbat, under flic Kaulbac , that I do nof tbink his own
Constitution and law, and under flc ternis constiuents would thank hin for this
under which tis Island enered the classification. I know ft sou coast of
Union, that any consideration that can Nova Scotia and ifs population well, and
ie extended to ife, golion. representatives a more thard-working, resolute, enerpris-
may be quite sure than fli fudlest and ing and infrepid body of men does not cx-
fairest consideration will be given ist in this wide Dominion. They do not
to any claims fhey may est ablisli. live ini buts, but in substantial, well-builf,
Tthe ion. member for Quen's, GP.E.r., cofortable houses, as a general rule ;

(Mr. Breken>, in illustration of ch, and exeept in years wnaen the failure of
validity of lis daim, and of fli construc- the Fisheries or crops crenfe want or dis.
tion of due Act on which fli argument tress, t ere is no more hardy, ealpry
turns, said that, af the time of fin nego- people on tlie face of the arth, nor any
fiations for the Union witih Canada, Mr. better fed than fli fishermen of Nova
Laird, nme delegafe from the Island, Sctia. They are men not only able to
placed among the Ternis of Union pro- take care f themselves, but to dhfend onir
posed by him, ala condition that, should country if ned be. If there be exceptions,
Uniy amount be given as compensation for they are succa as you se in evry class of
the use of the Fisheries by fhl Americans, society, persons who, for want of cconomy
mahe Islaqd should receive ber share. and tlrift, would starve in any position.
foes my hon. friend not sec low that I should te asiamevd, as a Nova Sotian,
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to come here and ask the guardians of
the Constitution to violate it, if such
might be done, simplv because hon. gen-
tlemen choose to speak of Nova Scotians
as the poor fishermen. I will not follow
the hon. memuber for Halifax (Mr.
Richey), over the ground be has trodden
so well, but in some respects I would go
even further with reference to the claim i
and character of the right which per-
tained to Nova Scotia and the other Pro-
vinces before Confederation. He traced
correctly the history of the Fishery rights
of Nova Scotia to the time she obtained
responsible Government, and the transfer
t> the people, by the Crown and Act of
Parliament, of what was called the casual
and territorial revenue, embracing the
Crown lands, mines minerals and royalties.
These were held by the Province as part
of the public domain until they were
freely transferred to Canada at Confedera-
tion. I might go further than the hon.
leader of the Government, with reference
to the territorial rights of the Colonies
before Confederation. Before that time,
the grant by Nova Scotia of the land
under the water, three miles from the
shore, would be held, in my humble
opinion, a valid, legal grant. But my
learned friend will not fail to see a wide
distinction between a mere territorial
right to the land covered by water, and a
right to the dominion over the fish in the
water covering and running over that
land. That land is claimed because it is
a right incident to every British subject.
Therefore, my hon. friend will see that,
while going even further than my hon.
friend from Halifax (Mr. Richey), or
than the right hon. the leader of the Gov-
ernment, and I still stand on firm. ground
with reference to the general public right
in the Fisheries adjacent to the coast,
within three miles of the sea-shore. My
hon. friend appeared to forget that this is
not the first occasion on which the Fish-
eries of Nova Scotia and the Lower Pro-
vinces were made the lever to obtain for
the Provinces commercial and other ad-
vantages. In 1844, as the hon. member
for Halifax informed the House, the
Lower Provinces became possessed of
these territorial rights. In 1854,byaTreaty
made with the Crown, with the consent
of Nova Scotia, these Fisheries, now con-
sidered so inalienable, in exchange for
certain commercial privileges granted by

MR. McDONALD.

the United States, were transferred,
"given over and sold," to use the phrase-
ology of some hon. gentlemen, ti the
United States, to the same people who
possess the privileges so much complained
of now. My hon. friend beside me said
it was for value received. I doubt if the
consideration was very much greater than
the value we have received now. What
is the value received ? The body of fish-
ermen in Nova Scotia, by virtue of the
Treaty of Washington, obtained advant-
ages over their fellow subjects of a very
valuable character. Because, while all
the other productions of Nova Scotia and
of the whole Dominion were excluded by
an almost prohibitory tariff from the mar-
kets of the United States, the fishermen of
the Maritime Provinces had the immense
privi:ege of entering those markets with
their fish duty free. So we see that over
and above the large pecuniary Award we
have received, we have had the benefits
resulting from the Reciprocity Treaty, as
well as those now enjoyed under the
Washington Treaty. But I pass on to
ask thé House to consider the nature of
the vote it is asked to give to night. It
is the fact that, by the British North
America Act the rights and privilegei
referred to, and particularly so far as the
Fisheries were concerned, were transferred
to this Dominion. That Las never been
denied.

MR. WELDON: What part of the
Act transfers the Fisheries ?

MR. McDONALD : I am astonished
at that question from the hon. member for
St. John. The 91st clause of the British
North America Act provides that the Par-
liamentof Canada shall make laws exclu-
sively for the sea-coast and inland Fisheries,
and my hon. friend will find nothing to
contravene the power thus given this
Parliament; and he will not deny that
the power of legislation is the highest
form of sovereignty known to the Con-
stitution of England. Therefore, when
the Act which constitutes the Constitution
of this country gives to the Dominion
Parliament the absolute control of legis-
lation over the Fisheries of the sea-coast
and the rivers, I ask him whether, under
these circumstances, he could pretend
that any power whatever, other than an
Act of Parliament, could abrogate that
control ? But the Parliament of Canada
lost no time in exercising the
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right thus conferred upon it, i measures taken. Even this recognition
and in terms so clear that there could be 1would be quite a sufficient answer to the
no mistake as to the intention of Parlia- contention now set up. Let me say this
ment, either in this House or in the Pro- to the country : the streigth of a legal
vinces. It is true there was no anticipa- claim does not depend upon the value of
tion of $5,500,000 coming to us when the estate affected thereby ; if we have a
this Bouse was dealing in the most abso- right to these Fisheries our claim is
lute manner with what is now called pri- equally strong, whether it is wordï a dol-
vate territorial rights in the several lar or a million of dollars, and it is per-
Provinces. By the Físheries Act passed tinent to enquire, would the present con-
by this Parliament in May, 1868, the tention have been raised if this large sun
laws relating to the Fisheries in New had not been obtained as compensation?
Brunswick and Nova Scotiawere repealed, But irrespective of the arguments so
with the exception of certain provisions clearly put by the hon. the leader of the
in the revised Statutes of Nova Scotia and Government, iny hon. friend wil
New Brunswick, and the words in which not deny the dominant power of
they were dealt with are significant indeed, the Crown and its inherent right to
and show that the right asserted by this transfer the territory of the Crown
Parliament is not denied by any local without the consent of the Legislature.
statesman, and bas not been challenged Sir George Grey propounded this doctrine
up to this hour. It says in the strongest possible manner. Writing

Provided always that such Fishery Officers itrerneothe reaof lieci
as may be especially empowered in that behaif
by the Governor-in-Council, shall also exercise cy
the powers by the said recited Act and chapter "Article V. mus as foliows :-' The present
of Acts vested in Revenue and other Officers, Treat
Sheriffs and Magitrates, and all penalties and q sha take it as oo sh are
forfeitures imposed under the same shall be heen passed Ly the Iiperial Pariian nt of
paid over to the Receiver-General through the Great Britain. and
Department of Marine and Fisheries to be ments of of the r c Aria-
applied towards the Fisheries Protection Ser- Cobnits which are affected by this Treaty on
vice, in like manner as other fines and confisca- the one hand, and by Congress of the

ions under the present Act." tnnited States on the other.p'

SothsAct rot onlyabrogatedhthe laws ne makes this note on itc
bv which the Provinces wad previously o

±in stronget, > possibeU ne. Wnr-tn

exercised their rights, with the exceptioa
I have named, but in retaining these
sections they made an express provision
that, all penalties or loss accruing from the
Fisheries should be appropriated by the
Dominion Government for the purpose of
protecting the Fisheries. Now, I ask my
hon. friend if those who governed the
Provinces at that time, and who were
hostile to Confederation, having had such
a fair opportunity to challenge the
action of this Parliament, I ask him
if - they would not have raised the
question then which is raised to-day,
if they believed there was any fon-id-
ation for the argument we now hear ?
For twelve long years these Fisheries
have been protected on land and on sea;
fleets have been n:anned, fleets of the Do-
minion and fleets o.* the Mother Country,
for their protection ; and during all that
time the Provinces claimed neither to
share in the expense nor challenged the
right of this Parliament to take the

s r c e s, of course, not to be under-
stood as if the assent of the Provincial
Legislature, or even of the Imperial Legisla-
ture were necessary, in order to enable the
Crown to execute a valid and binding Treaty
with a foreign country. This is, in all coun-
tries, a prerogative of the Sovereign power,
and in England the Sovereign power quoad hoc
is vested in the Crown.

" But the concurrence of the Legislature
may, nevertheless, be required to abrogate ex-
isting lavts, which may be, in any respect, in-
consistent with the intended Treaty, and it is
in this sense that I conceive the provis'on of
Article V. is properly to be understood."

Coming down to the Treaty of Washing-
ton in 1871, we find that the right and
authority of the Dominion of Canada
over the Fisheries is fully recognised in
terms by the highest legal authority in
the realm. In the 21st Section it is
agreed:

"It is agreed that, for the term of yeais
mentioned in Article 33 of this Treaty, fish
oil and fish of ail kinds (except fish of the
inland lakes, and of the rivers falling into
them, and except fish preserved in oil), being
the produce of the Fisheries of the United
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States, or of the Dominion of Canada, or cf
Prince Edward Island, shall be admitted into
each country, respectively, free of duty."

We have, in the words of the Treaty, a
recognition of the authority of the Donin-
ion of Canada over the shores of the old
Provinces. The right hon. the leader of
the Government has shown beyond dis-
pute that the territorial rights of the sev-
oral Colonies were transferred under
Confederation, and made part and parcel
of the Dominion. It was recognised by
the highest authority, the Im-
perial Parliament, declaring that
when the necessary laws were passed
the Treaty should come into force.
If my hon. friend froi St. John will
venture to contend that the rights of do-
main now set up remai ini the Provinces
I shall be very much surprised. Let nie
ask the bon. gentleman why this right ot
the Provinces did not dawn upon him last
year, and why, when one of his leaders
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright) stood before
him last Session and declared that, as a
matter of constitutional right which no
one should dispute, the Fishery Award
was a legitimate asset of the Dominion,
why did he not rise in bis place and in-
forai the hon. gentleman that lie was cal-
culating upon money which did not be-
long to him. The reason the hon. mem-
bers for Inverness, Shelburne and Anti-
gonish did not take that stand last year
is, because it didnot suggest itself to them
then as a party cry. But if those
gentlemen go back to their constituents
now with such a cry on their lips,
they would be referred to the position
taken by the late Finance Minister when
he said :

" It would have been alleged, from one end
of Canada to the other, that we were about to
bribe the electors, and I would have been cen-
sured then, as I was censured before, for bor-
rowing money far in advance of my real wants,
and that, too, when, as these worthy gentle-
men would not have failed to point out, I had
not only the Fishery Award, but $11,000,000
of guaranteed loan to fall back on in any
event."

I undertake to say that the hon. gentle-
man will not recall those words to-day.
Neither he nor the hon. leader of his
party will venture to say that, when the
late Finance Minister said the money be-
longed to the Treasury of Canada, he
made a misstatement or a mistake.
But they give leave to their followers to

ME. McDONALD.

ignore the law and the facts, and to make
a party cry out of this question. I have
to apologise to the House for detaining
them so long. I am afraid that in the
attempt to be concise, I have not been
so clear and explicit as I desired.

MR. MACKENZIE: We are satis-
fied.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I am glad
the hon. gentleman understood me. I
can assure him that I am no more anxious
than himself on that score, for I want to
be fairly and properly understood, and it
is for that reason I have stated as a mem-
ber of Parliament, bound and determined
to protect and guards the rights and
privileges of the county which I represent,
and whose especial duty it is to guard the
constitutional rights of this country, that
I cannot give ny consent to the proposi-
tion of the hon. member for Halifax.

MR. FLYNN: If I had any desire to
address the louse at length this evening,
I certainly would have felt satisfied it
would be useless to advance any further
arguments in behalf of the claims of the
Maritime Provinces after the statement
made by the riglit hon. leader of the Gov-
erninent. It is clear to my mind that
we are not to expect any share of this
Award. I would have been satisfied with
the remarks I made upon this subject on
a former occasion, if it had not been for
some statements made by the last speaker.
It would have been quite sufficient, in ny
opinion, for that hon. gentleman to have
endeavoured to advocate the legal view.
He holds that the people of the Maritime
Provinces are not entitled to their share of
the Award, but that it is the exclusive
property of the Dominion. Without intro-
ducing matter foreign to this discussion,
the hon. gentleman referred to the finan-
cial position of the Local Government of
Nova Scotia, and he has made most un-
fair statements with regard to their re-
sources, and their want of care in hus-
banding them. Now, if the Local Gov-
ernment have not the resources to carry
on the administration of affairs in the
Province, it is due to the Act of Confed-
eration. The hon. gentleman also stated
that members on this side of the House
were unduly bringing pressure to bear on
this question for party purposes. I have
not ad vocated the matter from a party
standpoint. I did not wait until this
year to make known my views on the sub-
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ject, and the remarks of the bon. the Min-
ister of Justice caninot have reference to me
last Session, when the hon. inember for
Prince, P.E.I., made a motion in con-
nection with this subject. I addressed
the House at some length, and then advo-
cated, as well as I could, the claims of the
Maritime Provinces to the Fishery
Award. I believed then, as I do now,
that they have a legal right to it. The
Minister of Justice drew a very flattering
picture of the condition of the fishermen
of Nova Scotia; he stated that they lived
in fine, substantial houses and were well
off. I wish, Sir, that this picture was
truc. I regret to say it is not.
There are many of them very comfortable,
but a large number do not enjoy the com-
fort he speaks of. They are, as a rule,
poor, and find it difficult to procure the
co:nmon nec7essaries of life. He says that
the Fisheries were transferred to the Do-
minion by the Act of Confederation,
which the people of Nova Scotia had
learned to appreciate, and that the Act
would be sustained in that Province to.
morrow. I tell the hon. gentleman
he knows little of the Province When Le
hazards that assertion. Never was there
greater dissatisfaction existing against
that measure than at present. After
thirteen years experience of Confederation,
I believe the feeling is stronger against it
to-day than it was in 1867. The advan-
tages predicted to follow the measure, and
the bright prospects held out to
the people in connection with it, have
not yet been realised. The Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia is far from
being as prosperous now as it was then.
If Nova Scotia is now financially enbar-
rassed, it is due to Confederation and not
to ihe action of the present Local Govern-
ment or their predecessors. It is due to
the bon. the Minister of Justice and his
colleague, who are responsible for bringing
us into it. I was astonished to hear him
say, that the people transferred their
rights to the Dominion with their own
free will and consent. le knows, Sir,
or ought to know, that they never con-
sented to the transfer, that the over-
whelming majority of the people of Nova
Scotia were opposed to Confederation on
any terms, and it was only by manipula-
ting the Legislature and securing a
majority there that the Act was carried.
But, I would ask that hon. gentleman to

contrast the financial condition of the
Province now, with what it was in 1867.
We had then, under a 10 per cent. Tariff,
nearly completed 115 miles of railway
east, as far as Pictou, tapping the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, and over 130 miles west,
as far as Annapolis. Since then, thirte-n
years, we bave not been able to build
more than forty miles east and about
sixty miles west ; the Provincial Gov-
ernment, is financially embarrassed, and
unable to provide for the ordinary
services of the Province; while its people,
under the present grinding Tariff, are
taxed on some description of goods-
those used by the poorest classes-as
high as 40 and 50 per cent., and still we
are refused our share of the Fishery Award.
The hon. the Minister of Justice stated
that the Maritime Provinces surrendered
their exclusive fishing rights in 1854. If
we did, we got an equivalent in the free
admission of our fish, coal and lumber, to
the markets of the United States. That
hon. gentleman has also endeavoured,
while addressing the House, to create the
impression that the Award was given, not
for damage sustained by our fishermen,
but for rights conferred on our American
neighbours. This is not correct. Those
entrusted with the management of the
case, on behalf of Great britain, clearly
placed before the Commission that the
loss sustained by our fishermen was an
important element in the case for their
consideration. They stated that, if the
American fishermen were precluled from
fishing in our inshore waters, they would
be unable to supply their own extensive
markets, and they would, to a great extent,
be supplied by our fishermen and a bet ter
price realised for the fish they ciught.
There was abundant testimony to support
this part of the case, and we mav fairly
assume that the Award would not have
bcen so large if this fact had not been
clearly proved. It bas been contended
by the Government that we have no
legal right to this money. I think, Sir,
a very strong case bas been made out fully
establishing our legal claim to it.
But whatever doubts may exist as
regards the legality of our claim,
suely no one will contend that we have
not an equitable one. Our fishermen,
alone, have suffered by the equal privi-
leges granted to American citizens to fish
in our inshore waters. No other in-
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terests in this Dominion were affect-
ed by it ; no other class sufiered,
and none but the fishermen should,
receive the benefit of this Award.
But we are told by the hon. leader of the
Government that we have no right to this
noney, that it is an asset of the Domin-
ion, to be used for Dominion purposes.
H{aving, as I know he has, a large
majority to sustain his views, I feel it is
useless that I should say anything fur-
ther, particularly at this late hour of the
night ; but, Sir, I cannot allow this op-
portunity to pass without protesting
against the views held by that hon. gen-
tleman and his colleagues in refeîence to
the Award. In advocating the claims of
the Maritime Provinces on a former occa-
sion, or in anything I have said to-night,
I feel it due to myself to say that I have
not been nfluenced by any feeling of hos-
tility towards the Government or with
any desire to embarrass them. I be-
lieved then, as I do now, that the Mari-
time Provinces, alone, have a right to this
Award. The people of these Provinces
with scarcely an exception, believe their
claim to be a just one, and no special
pleading or vote of this House will change
that opinion.

MR. WELDON: I should have thought
that a matter involving such a large
amount of money, and involving the in-
terests of the Maritime Provinces, was
worthy of being discussed on its merits.
We have heard a great deal about the
North-West, but what we want to hear is
something about the East, we want the
rights of the Eastern Provinces protected.
If we are going to be given away we want
to know it. The bon. the Minister of
Justice has called upon me, as a lawyer, to
answer a proposition he has made in this
House with regard to this question. In
addressing myself to this question, I wish
to contine myself to its legal aspects, with
reference to the several Governments con-
cerned. Previous to Confederation, Quebec,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island, were independent and
separate Governments, but owning alle-
giance to the Mother Country. With re-
gard to f oreign powers they bad no power
to make Treaties, or any regulations, ex-
cept through the Imperial Government.
Now, we want to find the position of these
Provinces in regard to the Fisheries in our
bays and on our shores. We all know

MR. FLYNN.

that there has been a decision before the
high est English Court, involving territorial
rights, within the marine league, or the
three miles beyond the coast, and that
decision affirmed that this marine league
was part of the territory of the country ;
therefore, the rights to the Fisheries
within these three miles belong to the
inland country. With regard to the
peninsula of Nova Scotia, the whole of
the Fisheries within the three-mile
linit belonged, therefore, to that Province.
I do not mean in an Imperial sense that it
was the property of Nova Scotia, but it
was the exclusive property of Great
Britain, in trust for the Province. In
1877 a case was taken to the Privy Coun-
cil from Newfoundland, with regard to
rights of Newfoundland in Conception
Bay. The judges of Great Britain recog-
nised the rights of the Colony to legislate
with regard to that. I do not view this
question either as a party or a provincial
question, but as a question of justice. If
we have the right to that money we are
entitled to it. When we vent into Con-
federation it was by the voice of the
people, and I abide by that decision; but
if we have not deprived ourselves of
rights of property, we claim them now.
It has been said that so far as foreign
countries are concerned, and so far as the
rights of fishing are concerned, Great
Britain was to represent us. Well, I
find that in Newfoundland, in a case in
the Privy Council, it is laid down as fol-
lows :-

" It does not appear to their Lordships that
jurists and text writers are agreed what are
the :rules as to dimension and configuration
which, apart from other consideration, would
lead to the conclusion that a bay is, or is not, a
part of the territory of the state possessing the
adjoining coasts, and it has never, that they can
find, been made the ground of any judicial
determination. If it were necessary in this case
to lay down a rule, the difficultv of the task
woufl not deter their Lordships from attempt-
ing to fulfil it. But in their opinion it is not
necessary so to do. It seems to them that,
in point of fact, the British Government has,
for a long period, exercised dominion over this
bay, and that their claim has been acquiesed in
by other nations, so as to show that the bay has
been for a long time exclusively occupied by
Great Britain, a circumstance which, in the
ribunals of any country, would be very im.
portant. And moreover, (which in a British
ribunal is conclusive,) the British Legislature

aas, by Acts of Parliament, declared it to be
part of the British Territory and part of t1re
country made subject to the Legislature of New-
foundland. To establish this proposition it is
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iot nece3stry t> go further back than to Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.
59 G co. 3, c. 33, p issed in 1819, now nearlysixty I this case, the money was pai over
years ago. There was a convention made in
1818 between the United States and Great to the 1mperial Government, and the lat-
Britain relating to the Fisheries of Labrador! ter bandcd it over to the Dominion, and
Newfoundland and Her Majesty's other posses they stood in the saine position as Great
sions in North America, by which it was agreed Britain as trustees for the scverai Pro-
that the fisbermen of the United States Ehould
have the right to fish on part of the eoasts, (not v
including the part of the Island of Newfound- Island and New Brunswick. Now, 1 ask
land on which Conception Bay lies,) the hon. the Minister of Justice to point
and should not enter any ' bays' in out if anything witin the four corners
any part of the coast except for the purposes of the BritishtNorth America Act gives
ot shelter and repairing daniages, and purchas- 1
ing wood and obtainiug water, and no other these Fisherics to the Dominionof Canada.
purposes whatsoever. It seems impossible to There is nothing of the sort in that Act. I
doubt that this Convention applied to all bays, rearet 1 was not here wbeu the hon.
whether large or small, ou that coast, and con-
sequently to Conception Bay. It is true that
the Convention would only bind the two na- views, but I understand lie put forward
tions who were parties to it, and consequently, the sane legal arguments as I would have
though a strong assertion of ownership on the doue. My contention is, in brief, that
part of Great Britain, acquiesced in by so
powerful a state as the United States, the Con-
vention, though weighty, is not decisive. But longed to the Provinces, held in trust for
the Act already referred te, 59 Geo. 3, c. 38, them by Great Britain ; that Great
though passed chiefly for the purpose of giving Britain and the Dominion in regard to
effect to the Convention of 1818 goes further. the Fishery Award are trustees for these
It enacts not merely that subjects ot the United
States shall observe the restrictions agreed on Provinces; that Newloundland, being
by the Convention, but that all persons, not awarded a share of the Award, was a
being natural born subjects of the King of recognition of the right of cd Province
Great Britain shall observe them under penal- a
ties. And in particular, by Section 4, it enacts
that if ' any person,' upon beng required by the the Minister of Justice to point out what
Governor, or any other officer acting under part of the British North Amenca
such Governor, in the execution of any order or Act conferred this power, and lie stated
instructions from lis Majesty in Council, shall that tie 2th sub-section vas so clear on
inter alia refuse to depart from such bay e
he shall be subject.to a penalty of £200. No
stronger assertion of exclusive dominion over read it I contend that that does not
these bays could well be framed. As has been convey the property, but only the right of
already observed, Conception Bay is in every
seuse of the word a bay within Newfoundland ,
though of considerable width ; and as there Fisheries bdonged to the Province, they
nothing t justify a construction of the Act were the public properties; and in the
limiting it to bays not exceeding any particular 1l7th section it is provided that "the
width, this in an unequivocal assertion of the several Provinces shah retain ail tbeir re-
British Legislature, of exclusive dominion over
this bay as part of the British Territory. And
as this assertion of dominion has not been ques- disposed of in this Acf." The public
tioned by any nation f rom 1819 down to 1872, property is comprised of land, mines,
when a fresh Convention was made, this would minerais and fisheries.
be very strong in the tribunals of any nation to Ma McDONALL (Pictou): In what
show that tuis bay is by prescription part of
the exclusive territory of Great Britain." section is it staet that the Fisheries are

By that decision these territories and included in 1iands, mines and minerais V'
the three miles from the coast belonged to M . WELDON«: I understood both
Newfoundland, and Great Britain only the hon. gentleman and the hon. member
held them in trust. To the Provinces of for Halifax to state that the lO9th section
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince covered that.
Edward Island apply that principle, and MR. McDONALD: No, I did not say
then these territories were held by Great that 1 referreto royalties.
Britain in trust for the Provinces. MR. WELDON: The lO8th section
Viewingl it in that sense, supposing the reads:
appropriation had taken place before Con- "Te Publi Works and property of esch
federation, who was the creditor of the Province, enumeratet in the third schedule of
Uinited States? Great Britain, but as trus- tiis Act, shah be the property of Canada."
tee for the Provinces of Nova Scotia, New And the lO9th provides that
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SAll 1inds, mines, minerals and royalties
belonging to the several Provinces of Canada,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick at the Union
* * * shall belong to the several Pro-
vinces of Onîtario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick in which the sanie are situate
or arise."
I agree that, so far as that section is con-
cerned, it merely refers to lands, mines,
minerals and royalties, but I thirk the
matter is made clear in the ll7th sec-
tion.

hMR. McDONALD (Pictou): The
British North America Act is an excep-
tion to an ordinary statute, because every-
thing that is not granted is reserved.

iMR. WE LDON: The British North
America Act is the same as an Act of the
Parliament of this Dominion. When the
School Case, from New Brunswick, went
to the Privy Council, Lord Justice James
treated it as any other Statute which they
were as capable of construing as either
Kent or Story. Taking the sections I bave
quoted into consideration, 1 think it is
clear the Fisheries were not handed over
to the Dominion Government. I ans
going to give the words of Lord Selborne,
one of the ablest jurists in England, in
delivering an opinion in the Privy Coun-
ci], on the 91st Section, which the hon.
Minister lays so much stress upon.
It vas urged by the counsel in that case,
Mr. Benjamin, a very able lawyer,
with regard to land on the sea coast, that
no part of the land in the Province upon
the sea coastscould be dealt with, because
by possibility it might be required for a
lighthouse. I wish now to show what
view the Privy Council took of the 12th
Section :-

"It was suggested, perhaps not very accu-
rately, in the course of the argument, that upon
the saie priaciple no part of the land in the
Piovince upon the sea coasta could be dealt
with, because by possibility, it might be re-
quired for a lighthouse, and an Act might be
passed by the Dominion Legislature to make a
lighthouse there. That was not a happy
illustration, because the whole of the sea coast
is put within the exclusive cognisance of the
Dominion Legislature by another article."

Tiat is the decision which Lord Selborne
arrived at, referring the words " sea coast "
to tie land and not to the fish. Tie 13th
scheJule of the 9th sub-Section puts the
lightbouses under the charge of the Do-
ininion of Canada ; but the reply is that
the whole of the sea coast is put within
the cognisance of the Dominion Govern-
ment.

MR. WELDON.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : Not at
all. He concurs exactly with me.

MR. WELDON : If these Fisheries
were the public property of the Province,
can you takeit away exceptin express words?
These were a part of the terms on wlich we
entered Coifederation: that it would
protect our coast and Fislieries and public
lands ; but Canada has no right to t ike
our public lands, which are protected as
much as the Fisieries would be by a
navy. Would it be contended that, be-
cause these Islands are protected, that
because Prince Edhvard Island is protect-
ed by the Dominion, that all this ]and
could be taken. When I was a boy I
saw ler Majesty's ships going up and
down the coast protecting the Fisheries,
and we should have them doing so to-day
whether we belong to tie Confederation
or not. We do not want our Constitu-
tion surrendered. We never surrendered
it. We have a right to these Fishseries,
which, under the Britisl North Aimerica
Act, remains intact to us to-day. The
money held by the Dominion was not
paid over to it for its use, but the Domin-
ion simply received it in trust for the
Provinces. The people of the Lower
Provinces depend upon these Fisheries for
a living, just as much as the farmers of
Ontario do upon their broad fields. We
wish to claim our ocean crops in the same
way as the Western men do their field
crops.

MR. DOMVILLE: The hon. gentleman
who has just spoken, and who was elected
for the city and county of St. John (Mr.
Weldon), pretends, to-night, to r-epresent
the whole Province of New Brunswick,
ani by [so doing he isas taken away
the laurels from the niember for Queen's
and other representatives of the Province.
I would like to know whe represents New
Brunswick after that. I miust, however,
tell my hon. friend tiat bis rem-arks are
most illogical. No doubt he will plume
himself in New Brunswick for the stand
he has taken to-night, as lie contends, in
obtaining its riglhts in regard to the
Fishery Award; and will seek also to
obtain the credit for having sought for a
portion of the said Award. He will
see that the hon. member for Queen's
(Mr. King) does not back him up. Had
he, as a lawyer and advocate, proved lis
case, I would have voted with Lim, irre-
spective of party or consequenets; but ho
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bas failed to do so. He proclaims that lie
will vote for justice and right, con-
stituting hinself sole judge and jury in the
case. To gain the ear of the House and
to convince the country that he is right
in bis decision, lie started with the doc-
trine of the sovereign rights of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and sought
to establish Lis cause on a territorial basis;
but he had not gone far before the
real secret came out, namelv, that
le was sowing discontent, or trying to,
anongst the Maritime people ; because
lie tried to make his argument stronger
aUd more conclusive by stating, as a ground
to rest his cause on, that the North-
West was being built up at the expense
Of the whole country, which was unfair,
and that, consequently, New Brunswick
should get a money concession also. I say
that is illogical. If he bad wished to
gain his object legitimately, he would
have based bis argument ou what was
just and right in itself. He endeavours
to carry his point by sending broadcast
through the country what he must know
is a false doctrine, and endeavours, in the
most unpatriotic manner, to make discord
in the varions Maritime Provinces. If he
was correct in bis views, that the North-
West was getting what was not her due,
why should a second wrong be committed
by giving New Brunswick what does not
belong to her ? I suppose it is a lawyer's
view of "justice." The hon. gentleman
said each Province owed separate aile-
giance to the Mother Country. As
a constitutional lawyer, it was an insult
tb the intelligence of this House for him
to tell tlhem that. To prove his case, he
asserted that we owed our existence
some what as a corporation did, and derived
our charter from the British Government,
and could not go bevond the four point-
of that constitution. He cited the case
of the Quebec Lieutenant-Governor as an
illustration. We were, as he said, under
the necessity of getting rid of hin; thus
showing that we had a right to interfere
with the affiir of that Province, or any
other Province. Because the Lieutenant-
Governor held his office at the will
and pleasure of the Governor-General-in-
Council, .he undertakes to tell - us
that each of the Provinces bas territorial
as well as sovereign rights. The bon.
Ileniber knowi better than that, and can
glve no authority for such a statement.

He says further, as conclusive evidence,
that when he was a youth, a British -mai-
of-war was in the habit of guarding the
Fisheries, which went to prove that being
the property of Britain she guarded
them. If the British Governmnent guard-
ed tlese Fisheries it was because they
owned them solely, without respect to the
territorial riglits lie speaks o; and when
they ceded them to Canada they with-
drew their fleet and handed the whole
thing over to her. It was evidence of
the intention of the British Government
that the Government of Canada, for the
future, should own these Fisheries, and
was henceforth te guard thtemî at lier own
expense, which she lias done since Con-
federation. Now this argument should
have been based, in iy judgment as a
New Brunswicker, on ourjust rights, if' we
had any. My bon. friend lias not proved
to the House that we have suffered in
any way by this arrangement. If Canada
had net obtained that money for the
Fishery claim from the British Govern-
nient, would he have undertaken to have
said we had a clain on the Dominion Gov-
ernment for it, and on what would he bave
based his claim? No, Sir. But because
some of our assets, lie claims, realised a
a value, he undertakes to tell us that we
must have a second bargain with the 1Do-
minion. When we entered into the
Dominion, we handed )ver our assets to
the Dominion, and got what was con-
sidered at the time a quid pro quo, and
now we must abide by the results. In
giving my vote to-night, I do it with
i ust as much regard to what is right and
wrong as the hon. member does. I seek
to make no political capital out of this as
my hon. friend does. The intelligent
county I represent will return me as long
as I give an honest vote, even if I make a
mistake, in giving it, from their point of
view. They do not expect me to endorse
or give any clap-tral) vote to gain cheap
popularity. I feel they will be better
pleased with an honest vote, even if it
should be in a direction that would pre-
vent New Brunswick receiving a sum of
money that sle was n.ot entitled to; and I
hope always to vote on P broader basis
than on a party or unpatriotic one, such
as my lion. friend contends for to-night.
When I moved my resolution against the
lion. the Minister of Rtailways last vear,
in regard to his policy and management of
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the Intereoanial ailsav in the interests
of the Proui ice of New Brunswick, did I
get any support froi gentlemen froim
New Brunswick, or hon. ienbers on the
other side of the Iouse f No ; lot one
ot the Opposition members said a word in
the cause, or stood up for our rights,
althougb they pretended they were willing
to back me un in the lobbies afterwards.
The people 6f New Brunswick will view
this feeble effort of the Opposition to
cause trouble as it deserves. The lion.
member for St. John (Mr. Weldon), has
said to-night that le accepted Confidera.
tion with all its consequences, wbich is a
candid admission coming fron hini, and
in the sane breath he said it had rnined
and was ruining New Brunswick.
Illogical again. Why should he accept a
poli y which was to ruin his Province?
I intend to vote for the resolutions of the
right hon. the leader of the Government
first, because we have entrusted to hin
the Government of the country and have
confidence in his judgment as a consti-
tutional lawyer; and, secondily, because I
have beard nothing to refute the argu-
ments brought forward by the right lion.
gentleman and other members against the
adoption of the resolution of thehon. mem-
ber for Inverness (Mr. MacDoinnell)
and I am willing at any time
to meet my hon. friend from St.
Jobn and other members from New
Brunswick, either in my own county or
theirs, and prove the soundness of the vote
I am about to give to-night.

MR. FJRTIN: Having moved in this
matter last year, 1 desire to make a few
remarks on the present occasion. The
resolutions presented by me in the last
Session of this House were not to the
effect that individual Provinces had terri-
torial rights to the Fisheries, and that
the Maritime population had an absolute
right to the Fishery Award ; but they ex-
pressed the idea: "that it was equitable
and right that the money wbich came
from the Fisheries should be returned to
the Fisheries." When we brought these
resolutions, in reference to the disposal of
this Award, before this House, when we
defended our ideas on the subject, had
we any personal or sectional motives in
so doingi No; none, whatever; the re-
solutions are on the records of the
House and speak for themselves. Our
ideas were based on broad International

MR. DoMvIL E.

grounds; because the Fisheries are an
important eleinent in the general resour-
ces of this country, because the fish taken
by the fishermen are sold, some in this
country, but the greatest part is exported
to foreign countries, which brings in
money that adds to the public revenue
and whichi is otherwise expended in every
part of the Dominion. In moving our
resolutions on this inatter, we were in-
spired by a national spirit. I believe
in the National Policy, but believe, also,
that it should be extended to the ex-
tremities of the Dominion, and not con-
fined, in the practicable application of its
benefits, to the centre only. There is no
industry that requires the effective and
friendly hand of the Government, more
than the Fisheries, because it is generally
carried on at great and peculiar disad-
vantages. The avocation of the fisherman
bas to be carried on in storns and against
high winds, frequently at the peril of life
and property. In this country, on ac-
count of the severity of the climate, our
fishermen are compelled to suspend oper-
ations entirely for a considerable portion
of the year, and even in the summer,
sometimes, for weeks together. I hold
under my band a carefully prepared state-
ment showing that the fishermen of
Gaspé and of Labrador, for instance, can-
not fish, on an average, more than 100
days out of the 365 days of the year. ln
the face of these facts, surely they are en-
titled to some nieasure of aid from the
Government, in the way of ameliorating
the hardships and disadvantages peculiar
to their bazardons calling. When I pro-
posed my resolutions last year, we did not
pretend that we had exclusive rights to
that monev, or that we had territorial
rights; I did not pretend, nor do I now
pretend, that this is not Federal money.
I have the bonour to represent a county
in which three-fourths of the popu-
lation live directly by the Fisheries.
I would be very sorry to see the Fisheries
under the control of the Local Govern-
nents, because they would not have the

power, perhaps not the wý ill, which the
Federal Government has to protect them.
When I subnitted these resolutions I
said: Is it not riglit and equitable that
this money shouli be experided in such a
manner as to foster these Fisheries? If u
proper policy were adoptedl in this matter,
we would be enabled to renovate the
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fishing grounds, some of which have been but put two farmers upon t'as gane area,
exhausted during the last twenty-five and its produce bas to be divided between
years, and to further levelop the present them. It is precisely the sane with our
productiveness of now existing, and at Fisheries. lefore theWashintonTreaty
present used, fishing grounds, so that their our fishermen lad their Fisheries to
productions would become perpetual and themselves ; but their chance of secur-
a permanent source of support to the ing fish las, since then, been vastly
people for all time to come. If something reluced, by adnitting the Americans to
is not done in this direction, the manu- share in our grounds. 1 shah vote for
facturers will lose the support of the best the proposition of the right bon. the
customers they now have. What do thc leader of the Governnent, because, if it is
economists say ? That the home market carried, it does not shut out the solution
is the best for the tradesmen. The arti- of the difficulty for which a great nany
sans of our towns and the farmers com- hon. members from the M aritime Pro-
prise our markets in ahe centre of vinces, like myseif, have deeii working
the contry ; but is not the best, patient y since this Parliament met. The
the largest, purchasing market, to bon, gentleman, the meinber for Inver-
be found in the Maritime Provinces, with ness, who introduced the resolutions now
hieir haif a million of people wio live by before the rouse, tried to throw asper-

the Fisheries. t las been said that sions on my course of action. He wanted
fishermen are, in general, an improvident the country to beieve that I brought in
class. Unfortunately, the majority ot my resolutions lnte, and for somne purpose.
ttemi do 51 end everything they earnr; but Well, I always have a purpose i an wat I
they are, for ail that, a fine, hardy, moral do, but it is, as invariably, a straightfor-
class of men who deserve, at lenat, as ward purpose. My purpose then was to
mudl consideration from the Government give a chance to ail parties concerned to
as any other class. They consume thres-, study tie question, so that it might finally
times more dutiable and manufactured corne before Parliament with a good
goods, than do the farders, head for bead, char of success in the right direction.
of their comparative population. I regret If these resolutions of tie hon, me hber
being unable, at this moment, to f hnd for Inverness had not been introcurl, I
soe accounits sent me by fshery mer- would have brought in my resolution ,
chants of Gaspé, which go to show the ot unaided, but with the consent
amount of goods they consume. I voted and approval of' ail my friends; and would
for the National olicy, but inder the have endeavoured to ead the country to
expectation tat its provisions would e perceive that what we asked was equitable
extended to every cnas. At present, by and jst. But I was shut out by the
thet policy, the eisiermen and marinera resointions now before the buouse, but
are, i some ways, taxed heavier tha thev next year I sha bring mine forward
wera before its ihtroduction. They shoul , again, with the ful belief tInt the House
therefore, receive sone consideration from will accept them; and if this Ge ov we wirl
the Goverament in the way of protecting have no reason to regret the action then
their interests, as a set-off to their some- taken, as it wil prove the direct means
what increased burdens. In anddressing of increasing the protection, and, conse-
the fouse last year, I endeavoured to quently, the production of tc Fishries.
prove-and trust thnt I made myseif un-! Considerable efforts are being made ini
derstooc by the intellige ncs of this that direction in te anited States, e-
honorable louse, because I used irrefu- caus the Government of that country
table arguments, addtced from the tes- las b3come enligtened on the subjeet.
timony given before the flsliery Com- There tley 1WW fairly perceive that tIe
mission at Halifax wThat to admit the sea, equally with the choicest of the land,
Americans to a participation in our is capable of producing for the wants of
Fisheries would be te lessen the produ. consuing millions. This year tbey have
tivenes of these cFisheries to our own tried an experi ent which bas already
people." Wlenone fariner alone cultivates proved fritful. If te protection is
a given area of ground, he bas a chance extended t our Fisheries, the cod
of reaping from off the whole area, or at and othr fish on the banks
east o mucr of it as le chooses to, sow; will h destroyed by the Americans.
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Many of our Fisheries are still fairly
good. I demonstrated, last year, how-
ever, that many of our Fishery banks are
already half ruined ; and if the Americans
are permitted to come for many years
longer. and to enploy their present means
of fishing, the half of our present fish
production will have disappeared in ten
years. I hope, Sir, the Government will
take these facts, and all their attendant
circumstances, into serious considera-
tion. Every hon. member represent-
ing *a fisbing constituency, who has
addressed the House on this occasion,
has testified to the great importance
of this industry, to the whole country;
and it is to be hoped that the Gov-
ernment will so weigh the matter, as they
will be induced to protect our people
against the greed of American fishermen,
and ; against their destructive fishery
appliances which have tended to making
fortunes for them at the price of destroy-
ing our Fisheries. In addition to this we
should also endeavor to recuperate or
replenish the Fisheries, now exhausted on
many of our banks and other fishing
grounds. Acting under the full convic-
tion of the soundness of these opinions,
and with the knowledge of the defeat
of the resolution now before the House,
I intend to support, by my vote, the
amendment of the right hon. the leader
of the Government.

MR. CASGRA1N : This is a very im-
portant question, and ought to be treated
not from a party point of view. I have
read attentively the amendment to the
amendment, and declared myself strongly
in favour of it. It expresses exactly the
Constitutional Law under which we live,
and disposes entirely of the abstract ques-
tion of the Constitution. But we must
not confound two things that are very
different, the abstract question of pro-
perty in the Dominion as to the Award,
and the particular use to be made of the
sum awarded, so as to meet the justice due
to the parties the most interested, and not
only protecting the Maritime Fisheries,
but also maintaining and developing their
productiveness. Though this Award is a
general compensation to the Dominion,
doubtless a part of it has been designed
for the Maritime Provinces as danages
for expenses or injuries that have resulted
to certain private individuals in the dif-
ferent Provinces. Part of it must be

Ma. FoRTIN.

paid to the private sufferers. I do not
mean that it shall go to any of the Local
Governments, however. There are to-day
on the Bay of Fundy and the Bay of
Chaleurs, and on the St. Lawrence
coasts, private grants of !and and
rights that date beyond 1763, which
must be protected and maintained as
they then existed. Special grants
have been given to holders of Fish eries
by the Crown of France, in the Bav of
Fundy and in Quebec. I know one in-
stance where we have a right in Kamour-
aska, in regard to a porpoise fishery
granted by the King of France. I give this
as one of the instances of the neglect to look
at this matter historically. You speak of
the three-mile range before 1763, while it
did not exist quoad those private rights.
I quote this fact in support of the position
taken by the hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment, because it shows the money must
not go to the Local Legislatures, but must
be divided between the Dominion Gov-
ernment and the private individuals who
have suffered. I intend voting in favour
of the amendment to the amendment,
reserving niy opinion as to what may be
done afterwards to better the position of
the different Provinces.

MR. KILLAM: After hearing, last
year, for a whole afternoon, the hon. mem-
ber for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin) expatiating
on the Fisheries question, during which
he enunciated so warmly the doctrine
that an amount should be set apart for
the benefit of the Fisheries, it is cruel to.
our feelings to see now the hon. gentle-
man come here and complain beause the
Government have not adopted his idea as
to the disposition of the Award. As to
his devotion, the hon. member for Gaspé
deserves the sympathies of the House.
Nobody could be better informed on the
subject. But we have yet to learn from
any speech made by either himself, or the
member for Halifax (Mr. Richey), or any
other member, what the Government in-
tend to do with the Fisherv Award, which
is the great question before the House.
I would like to call to the minds of
hon. gentlemen the course that has been
pursued on this question from the start.
Last year we had the Saturday afternoon
speech from the hon. member for Gaspé
(Mr. Fortin). This year the subject was
brought up by the hcn. member for Inver-
ness (Mr. MacDonnell ), on the 22nd.
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March. On that day the hon. the Min-
ister of Finance said it was not advisable
to discuss it because lie had sone papers
to lay on the Table which would give us a
more intelligent understanding of the
question. We waited until the present
occasion, when the bon. menber for Hali-
fax (Mr. Richey), stated it was out of
order. The policy of the Government
on this question has been one of de-
lay. They desired to do nothing but
to stave the subject off. Of course the
Governmeint can impose any policy on
this House they choose. They have got
the money and they mean to keep it. They
will not even execute the public works in
Nova Scotia, that are absolutely required.
Several applications have been made to
them, and the applicants bave scarcely
received a civil answer. The fishermen
deserve to have their works assisted and
promoted, the harbours improved, the
rivers dredged, so that they may carry on
their business more successfully. The
fishermen are patient, they do not make
much noise, but they are waiting for the
good time coming. The fishernien be-
lieve this Government has never done the
first thing for them, except to increase
their taxation ; Lut they are waiting for an
opportunity to help put in a new Govern-
ment, which will have more consideration
for their claims than the present one.

MR. ANGLIN: There are important
questions raised by the amendment pro-
posed by the hon. the Premier, and I
would like to enter intu their considera-
tion at some length, but as the hour is
late, I must content myself with simply
expressing my dissent fromn some of those
propositions. I am not prepared to
accept the proposition that the Fisheries
belong to the Dominion and not
to the Provinces: to the Dominion
in its own right and not as Trustee for
the Provinces. Nor am I at all prepared
to assent to the proposition put forward
by the hon. the Premier, that the
Dominion is justified in putting this
money into the General Treasury, because,
hereafter, some troubles may arise involv-
ing the Dominion in expense for the pro-
tection of those Fisheries. That would
be a reason why, if this Treaty were re-
newed from time to time, the proceeds of
the Fisheries should go into the Dominion
Treasury for ever. The right hon. gentle-
man chose to assert that the persons living

on the sea-coast and engaged in the
Fisheries, have alvantages greater than
the people who live in the interior,
beause in addition to the lands
they possess, they possess also the
opportunity of fishing in our waters.
Anyone knowing the position of the
fishermen of this country must be aware
that the riglit bon. gentleman has repre-
sented their position as more favourable
than it actually is. Their lands are gener-
ally poor, and of those who live upon
themn few are farmers ; they depen al-
most exclusively upon what the-; draw
froin the sea. It is true enougli tht the
people of Ontario have a right to eome
down and share in those Fisheries, as have
the people of any other part of the
British dominions; but, as a matter of
fact, they do not do so, and it is only
from the fishermen themselves that any-
thing given to the Americans bas been
taken away. It bas been alleged that
our fishermen suffer no injury by reason
of the Treaty, and, therefore, have no claim
for damages. The fishermen of the Bay des
Chaleurs complain that the fishermen from
the United States come in and spread
their enormous nets, sweeping the whole
bay, so that the fishermen have very little
chance of doing as well as they would
do were the Americans excluded. I
do not allege that the Provinces, as
Provinces, have a right to this money;
but the pcople ha.ve an equitable right to
ask that it be applied judiciously and
carefully, for the advancement of the
Fisheries and their protection, and in
assisting the fishermen in their most
arduous and dangorous occupation. Very
much less has been done towards the
promotion of the Fisheries than was
promised, and very much is required to
be done. If the Estimates when brought
down showed that the Government ir.-
tended to be more liberal than formerly
in this respect, they would be in a much
better position than they stand in now.
They say in this Parliament we have a
legal right to this money-a right to ap
ply it as we please. They apply it all to
the use of the North-West, and have
none to spare for the Maritime Provinces.
They stand upon the strict legal riglit to
do as they please, and they please that
very little of it shall be appropriated for
the benefit of the fishermen of the Mari
time Provinces.
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MR. GILLMOR I have listened to
the arguments on this question very
attentively. I have never had any doubt as
to the equity of the claim of the Mari-
time Provinces to this money. I have
listenel to the speech of the lion. member
for Halifax (Mr. Richey), and his clear,
lucid arguments, and I am sure that,
wbatever may be the result of this dis-
cussion, the Maritime Provinces
are indebted to him for the able
manner in which lie has advo-
cated their interests. He made
out his case very clearly, not only as to
the equity, but the legality of the claim.
Although I an not free from party feel-
ings, and am sometines animnated to a
considerable extent by them, yet when I
see the -delicate position in which the
Government are placed, I would not try
to embarrass them. I think they are in a
position to judge quite as disinterestedly
on the merits of the case, as hon. members
working against them. This question
ought to be treated fairly, and I am in-
clined to treat it fairly. I was pleased
with the arguments of the hon. the leader
of the Government. His points were

ery srougi-. i>ut I rather inclined to the
conclusions arrived at by the hon.
member for Halifax. Perhaps I may
be somewhat influenced in my judg-
ment. I agree with the remarks of
the hon. the Minister of Justice in
regard to the poor fishermen. There are
a large number of this class in my riding,
and, I say it with no desire to flatter, that
there is no class of persons in the county
of Charlotte who are in more comfortable
circumstances than the fishermen. There
is no reason why this money should be
devoted to their special benefit on the
ground of tieir poverty, because they are
quite as able to sustain themselves as the
ôther classes of the community. At the
sane tinie I do not agree with the stress
laid upon the idea that the money should
be expended for the protection of the
Fisheries. We do not know where the
Dominion might Lie invaded first; but I
hope, whether it is divided among the
Provinces or not, that something will be
done for the fishermen. I do not consit
der that the lighthouses on the coast are
of very great benefit to them ; I do not
know of any especially erected for their
benefit. For the past few years I have
been trving a fog-horu in a locality where

ML GILLMOR.

a greit nany fishermen reside. A
small appropriation of $2,500 vas
voted in 1878, for a pier and break-
water at Grand Manan. This was
a small amount, but it would have
afforded protection for the snall boats.
That sum, however, was never expended.
I think that the least that can be done
for the fishermen is to build small break-
waters where boats can run in in stress
of weather.

MR. GIROUARD (Kent): I should
have allowed this question to pass, as I
have done many others since I have had
the honour of sitting in this House, with-
out speaking, were it not that the inter-
ests of my constituents compel me to ad-
dress the House. The question which
lias engaged our attention until this late
hour of the niglt is one of the very
greatest interest to the inhabitants of
New Brunswick. It is to them a ques-
tion of the greatest importance as well as
to the people of Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island. And among the inhabi-
tants of New Brunswick none are more
affected by this Fishery question than
those who reside along the north shore
and that of the Strait of Northumber'land.
I have the honour to represent a county,
a large number of the inhabitants of which
subsist entirely, or partially, oi the pro-
ducts of the Fisheries ; and it is my duty
to express to the House the opinion of
those persons who are directly interested
in that important industry. I say that
this question is one of vital interest to
the Maritime Provinces, and this is why I
say so: The Fisheries f urnish daily fcod to
thousandsof personswho devote themselves
exclusively to that industry; they are also
of great importance because they consti-
tute one of the principal resources of the
Lower Provinces, if not the most impor-
tant of them. The value of our Fisheries,
as shown by statistics, clearly proves that
a considerable amount of labour and of
capital is annually employed in that in-
dustry. It is in truth to us an unrivalled
source of wealth. Last year statisties
showed that the value of fish exported to
foreign countries amounited to $3,499,516.
The value of fish taken on the coast of
New Brunswick amounted, according to
the last report, to $2,305,790.69 ; on the
coast of Nova Scotia to $6,l31,à99.643
and on the coast of Prince Edward Island
to $840,344.22 ; giving a total of
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$9,277 ,734.55. This does not include
$3,937,944.28 for the other Provinces,
which should be added to the latter
amount, naking the grand total for the
whole Dominion, $13,215,678.83. Much,
Mr. Sneaker, is the value of our Fisheries
the amount is a large one. Further
examination of the statistics shows us that
there are engaged in this industry, in
Nova Scotia, 11,367 vessels and boats,
giving employment to 26,527 men ; in
the Province of New Brunswick, we
have engaged in it 4,636 vessels and
boats, providing work for 8,712 men; and
in Prince Edward Island, 1,804 vessels
and boats, giving employment to 51,296
men. This gives a total for the Maritime
Provinces of 17,807 vessels and boats
employed in the Fisheries, providing em-
ployed for 92,535 persons. Is not this,
Sir, a productive industry, and an im-
portant source of revenue, especially to
the Lower Provinces? An examination
of the topographical features of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Ed-
ward Island will show that the population
has settled almost exclusively along their
shores and their rivers. Fish are found
in greater or less abundance along all the
shores of these tlree Provinces, and the
French Canadian, English, Irish and
Scotch inhabitants exact from the sea a
part, and frcquently the whole of their
livelihood. Not only is fish an article of
export, it is also an article of food, and
the most valuable one which the inhabi-
tants of the Maritime Provinces
have. It forms a large part of their daily
food, and often, in severe years,
whole families, whole neighbour-
hoods, derive the subsistence from
the products of the Fishery en-
tirely. If to the amount exported
to foreign countries and to the amount
consumed in the Lower Prov inces, we add
the fish of a]l kinds distributed over the
markets of Ontario and Quebec, we shall
be still more forcibly brought to admit
that, the Fisherv question is not only not
less important than any other which can
be brought bMfore this House, but that
on the contrary it ought to command the
miost serious attention of the representa-
tives of the people. I share the opinion
of the mover, the bon. member for Inver-
ness, so far as this, that the Provinces
that have suffered mu st be first indem-
nified: but that must be done in a judi-

cious manner, and without doing an in-
iustice to the sister-Provinces. I may be
mistaken, Mr. Speaker, but it did not
appear to me that the bon. member
acted sincerely in bringing this. motion
before the House. I surised that his
course was purely and sinply a pretext
lor attacking the present Administration,
and for embarrassing them. Ani, did
lie not at once avail himself of the oppor-
tunity to vt nt bis spleen ? When we de-
sire a thing, Sir, we take means to obtain
the object aimed at. But what means bas
the lion. member taken to obtain his object?
He attacked, lie even insulted those to
whon he is applyng for a favour. There-
fore, le holds but little to that favour. He
claims to lay great stress upon his motion.
If that be so, Mr. Speaker, it is more for
bis own sake than for that of his electors,
who thus have a very maladroit represen-
tative. We have received an indemnity
for our Fisheries, which means, in the
first place, that our Fisheries have been
injured ; and next, that the party paying
the indemnity lias made restitution of a
sum representing the value, or nearly so,
of the dam age done. The American Gov-
ernment paid that indennity, but th e ques-
tion now before the House is : to decide
what use the Government should make
of this money, received as compensation
for the injury done to our Fisheries by
American fishermen. I am of opinion
that a certain anmount, the interest at
least, should be applied to repairing the
mischief which bas been done. Now,
there is a difference of opinion as to the
nanner of applying this money. My hon.
friend from Inverness admits, as I do,
that the Maritime Provinces have suffered
considerably from the interference of
Americans upon our fishing banks. Since
he is desirous that that money should
be made over to the Provinces which
have suffered injury, he must therefore
wish, as I do, that the Fisheries should
receive the compensation which is their
due. Now, as the Prime Minister bas qo
well sbown, there is but one Government
which bas the control and care of our
Fisheries, that is the Government of the
Dominion. It alone bas the right of
protecting and improving our Fisheries.
The Provinces could in no way apply this
money for the advantage of the Fisheries,
which are entirely beyond their control.
To distribute this sum of $4,500,000
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among the Local Governments would be
to deprive the Government of the Do-
minion of the means of protecting our
Fisheries. Ve ought, therefore, to leai e
that considerable suin in the hands of the
Federal Administration; but as its ce-
quisition was brought about through the
Fisheries, we naturally expect to be
treated with liberality when our fislier-
men apply for assistance and protection,
of which theycertainly stand in need ; and
the Government of the day will permit
me to offer them the following advice:
Immediate steps should be taken for
the improvement of our Fisberies, which
have been hitherto too inuch neglected,
for the question of our Fisheries
is deserving of more than second-
ary consideration. The Fisheries have
always been one of the principle
recources of Canada. Before the conquest,
ratified by the Treaty of 1763, the re-
sources of Canada, and they were enor-
mous, con-isted of the Fisheries and the
peltry trade. The peltry trade, the expor-
tation of furs, is ahnost ruined, exhausted;
but we still have the Fisheries. That in-
dustry should be protected by the creation
of a fund, the interest of which should be
devoted to the development of our
Fisheries, and used to repair, in every
possible way, the injury which they have
suffered from the acts of American fisher-
men. In this way the products of our
Fisheries would be considerably increased ;
our fishermen would derive from them,
both for themselves and for the country,
greater advantages, and their labour
would become less severe and less danger-
ous. These few suggestions will, perhaps,
not receive the approval of hon. members
from the Western Provinces, because.
they represent constituencies which are
much less interested, or are not interested
at all, in the Fisheries. But if this line
of reasoning is followed, may not repre-
sentatives from the Maritime Provinces
gay: "Of what use is the Pacific Railway
to us? Whv should enormous sums of
money be expended to promote emigra-
tion and colonisation 1 " A nswer may be
made to us that the fertility of the soil in
the west, which furnishes, in part, the
flour used by consumers in the Lower
Provinces, decides, or rather justifies, the
Government in the encouragement of
colonisation, and the promotion of agri-
culture. New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

MR. GIROUARD.

and Prince Edward Island, owing to the
fact that they are all surrounded by bays

i and rivers, have advantages over Western
Canada which compensate for the inferior
quality of their soil. These advantages
are the vast and rich Fisheries, which, if
they were protected and encouraged,
would be unrivalled in the world. There-
fore, tEe principal resources of the
Maritime Provinces are the Fisheries,
just as the Westtrn Provinces bave their
cereals. Now, if the National Policy
means protection to all the industries of
Canada, protection must not be confined
to manufactures, mines, and agriculture ;
it must also be extended to the Fisheries.
I an in favour of national protection, but I
would have it complete. I do not wish
for it only for manufactures and mineral
products. I want it for all our sources
of revenue, and especially for our Fish-
eries, which stand in great need of
protection, exposed as they are to be ex-
hausted. Hon. members froi the MNlari-
time Provinces made sacrifices last year,
in order to come to an understanding
with the hon. members frora other Pro-
vinces, as to the question of Protection.
It is now the turn of the latter to show
good will towards us. As I am re-
sponsible to my constituents for my words,
as well as my votes, I have to say, Mr.
Speaker, that I shall vote in favour of the
amendment moved by the right hon.
leader of the Government, whose good
inclinations, so well known in fact, lead
me to anticipate protection for our
Fisheries, which may be doubted by the
mover of the resolution. In conclusion, I
may state that we must not think only of
protecting coal and flour, of protecting
one Province to the detriment of the
other, but t hat we must have especially,
it may be above all, mutual and equitable
protection.

Motion made and question proposed on
amendment (Sir Join A. Jacdonald.)-
[Vide page 1187.]

The House divided:-Yeas, 126;
nays, 30.

YEAs:

Messieurs
Angers
Arkell
Baby
Baker
Bannerman
Barnard

Landry
Lane
Langevin
LaRue
Little
Macdonald(VictoriaBC>
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Beauchesne McDonad (Pictou)
Benoit Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Bergeron Mackenzie
Bolduc Macmillan
Boultbee N cCallum
Bourbeau McCuaig
Bowell Macdougall
Brooks IM cGreevy
Brown McInnes
Bunster MeLennan
Burnham McQuade
Cameron (N. Victoria)McRory
Carling Malouin
Caron Massue
Casey Merner
Casgrain Méthot
Cimon Nontplaisir
Colby Mousseau
Connell O'Connor
Costigan Oliver
Coughlin Olivier
Coupal Orton
Coursol Ouimet
Currier Paterson (South Brant)
Cuthbert Patterson (Essex)
Daoust Perrault
Dawson Pinsonneault
Desaulniers Platt
Desjardins Plumb
Domville Pope (Compton)
Draw Poupore
Dugas Rinfret
Elliott Ross (West Middlesex)
Ferguson Rouleau
Fitzsimmons Routhier
Fleming Royal
Fortin Ry an (Marquette)
Fulton Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Gault R ykert
Gigault Skinner
Gillies Sproule
Girouard (Jac. Cartier) Strange
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Tassé
Grandbois Tellier
Gunn Thompson (Cariboe)
Haggart Tilley
Hay Tupper
Hesson Vallée
Hilliard Vanasse
Hooper Wade
Houde Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Hurteau Wallace (West York)
Ives White (Cardwell)
Jones White (North Renfrew)
Keeler Williams
Kilvert Wiser
Kranz Wright.-126.

NÂYs :

Messieurs

Allison
Anglin
Bill
Bourassa
Brecken
Burpee (Sunbury)
Daly
Doull
Dumont
bisiet
Flynn

Kaulbach
Killam
King
Longley
Macdonald (Kings,PEI)
McDonald(Victoria,NS)
Mclsaac
McLeod
Muttart
Ogden
Pickard

H1OUSE OF COMM ON S.

Thur8day, 8th April, 1880.

Thm Speaker took the Chair at Three-
o'clock.
PRAYErs.

BILL WITEDRAWN.

MR. ROYAL moved :
That the Bill (No. 26) To incorporate the

Emerson and Turtle Mountain Railway Com-
pany, be withdrawn, and the fees paid thereon)
refunded, less the cost of printing and.
translation.

Ma. MACKENZIE said he did not,
think the motion went far enough. When
the Government interfered and prevented
a Bill being heard before a Committee, ha
thought the whole of the cost should be re-
funded.

MR. LANGEVIN said the promoters
of the Bill had to run the risk, and the
course taken was the ordinary one. Re
did not think the House should go fur-
ther.

General [APRIL 8, 1880.]

Geoffrion Richey
Gillmor Robertson (Shelburnel
Hackett Rogers
Haddow Weldon.-30

Question resolved in the affirmative.
Ma. KILLAM : I wish to say that I

have not stated any opinion as to the
merits of the question or as to how the
Fishery Award should be disposed of. I
have challenged the opinion of the Gov-
ernment in regard to its disposai. I re-

gret that I have to vote with the Tory
supporters of the right hon. gentleman
opposite, but I have no other recourse on
this occasion.

Main motion, as amended, agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
The following Motions for Returns

were severally agreed to:-

Order of the House,-Retnrn showing the
quantity of lumber purchased for the use of the
Intercolonial Railway, from October lst, 1874,
to March lst, 1880 ; the names of the persons
from whom it was purchased, the quantity sup-
plied by each person, the prices at which it was
furnished, and the amount paid him.-(31r.
Anglin.)

Order of the House.-Copy of al papers
having reference to the late appointment of
Postmaster at Mount Pleasant, county of Dur-
ham.-(Mr. Williams.)

Heuse adjourned at
Twenty.five miautes after

Four e'elock.
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MR. ROYAL said in framing his
motion he had to take the wording of the
report of the Railway Committee, but
there was a great deal in what the bon.
member for Lambton had said, as the
promoters lad been compelled to come
from Emerson to Ottawa, and had been
put to great expense.

Motion agreed to.

INSOLVENT BANKS AND INSURANCE
COMPANIES WINDING-UP BILL.

(Mr. Abbott.)
FIRST AND SECOND READINGS.

Ma. ABBOTT, in introducing a Bill
(No. 97) To provide for the winding up of
Insolvent Banks and Insurance Com-
panies, said: This Bill has been rendered
necessary by the repeal of the Insolvent
Act. Under the system wlich prevailed
while that Act was in force, there were
separate Acts providing for the winding-
up of these companies, which referred for
their details and machinery principally to
the Act of 1 875 and its amendments.
There is now no machinery in existence
which would enable an insolvent bank or
insurance company to wind up, and I
think it is desirable that it should be pro-
vided. The principle of the Bill is a lit-
tle different from that of the two Bills
which have thus become practically use-
less. I have entertained the opinion that
a bank Cr an insurance company
was in a different position from

San ordinary trading company. In
banks, of course, there are usually a
vast number of shareholders, and these
shareholders, though they may have paid
up their shares, are still liable to the
double liability according to the Banking
Act. In insurance companies, as a rule,
there is an immense balance of the unpaid
stock uncalled for generally, but always
unpaid-and the imprudent, or useless,
or reckless, calling in of this in the
enforcement of the double liability
would cause distress among a vast number
of people. Besides that, the amounts
which are dealt with through the banks
and insurance eompanies are extremely
large in comparison with the ordinary
revenues arising from corporations. For
these reasons, among others that will
suggest themselves to every lion. gentle-
man, I think it expedient there should
be more precaution adopted in the ap-
pointment of a liquidator of a bank or an

MR. ROYAL.

MONS.] Winding-Up Bill.

insurance company than has been thought
necessary in ordinary trading corporations
and firms. The main principle of the
Bill in such cases is the course which is
suggested, and bas been approved by the
Banking and Commerce Committee in the
case of the Consolidated Bank, that is to
say, that the three parties who have the
greatest interestin the proper winding-up
of insol vent banks and insurance companies,
should be represented on the liquidating
board, that is to say, the public, the share-
holders, and the creditors; and the Bill
provides a mode by which the Govern-
ment may name one liquidator, the share-
holders one, and the creditors one, the
Government and creditors' liquidator
ceasing to hold office as soon as the credi-
tors are paid off, as soon as it becomes a
mere-domestic question, as it were, for the
shareholders thenselves to carry on the
liquidation of the bank. I do not pro-
pose in this Bill to divest the corporation
of its assets, or to vest them in these
liquidators. I think that unnecessary,
because we know its affairs depend en-
tirely on those who manage it, and there-
fore, as the directors of these institutions
afford every means of conecting their
debts, for making their calls, and for
doing all the other matters which are
requisite, I simply substitute these liqui-
dators for the directors of the bank. As
these liquidators represent every interest
themselves, it seems to me the plan affords
reasonable probability that the bank or
the insurance company will be % ound up
with the greatest possible care and atten-
tion. I do not know that any more ex-
planation is needed by the House until
the Bill is printed and circulated.

MR. IVES : I had the bonour to intro
duce a Bill which bas had its first
reading and has been referred to the
Conmmittee on Banking and Commerce,
having for its object to provide the ma-
chinery for winding up insolvent insur-
ance companies. We had a meeting of
the Banking and Commerce Committee
several days ago, and I expected at that
time that the Bill would be referred to a
sub-committee, composed of several mem-
bers whom I had named, one of whom
was the hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr.
Abbott), and others being leading lawyers
of this House. But to my surprise the
chairman of the Committee informed
me that, at the request of the Govern-
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ment, the Bill was to stand. I was after- i motion of the hon. member for Carleton
wards mnformed by the hon. the -Minister (Mr. Rochester) for the consideration of
of Justice that bis desire was that My bis resolutions. That bas been going all
measure should stand until a Bill which during the whole Session ; discussions
was being prepared by the bon. member have been begun upon Notices of Motion
for Argenteuil should be introduced to and, if not completed, have been giveni
the House, and have its second reading, precedence over Publie Bills and Orders.
and be referred to a Committee also. It seenis to nie if that practice is con
Now, it seems to me that, if that course is tinued mucli longer,nmany important Pub
persisted in, unless the Government make lic Bis on the Notice Paper will fot
these measures Government measures, im a reach a second reading at ail.
certain sense, and give them precedence 3R. BLAKE: It will be recollected
upon Goveriment days, we shall have no the Speech froni the Ibrone stated that
legislation this Session upon this subject. the subjeet of insolvency would receive
The Bill of the bon. member for Argen- consideration at a very earhy stage ii the
teuil is introduced to-day; in the natural Session. The bon. the First Minister stated
course of things it cannot reach a second that the measure of the lion. member for
reading, probably, during this Session. Stawtead (Mr. Colby) embodied the Go,-
Now, it seems to me that it is not abso- ernment policy upon that subjeet. The
lutely necessary that the measure of the view of the bouse upon that ineasure bas
bon. gentleman should- be read a second been ahready emphatically declared.
time, and referred to a Committee, but I suggested tbat it really vas of iînport-
that we proceed with my Bill, because, I ance, in matters of sucb great moment as
suppose, the only object of the hon. mem- the administration of insolvent in-
ber is to obtain the best possible legisla- corporated conpanies, that the Govern-
tion upon this subject. We have in bis ment should take the responsibility cf

Bill, which I see is printed, bis ideas on these measures. The hon. Minister, at
the subje'et. We propose to make him a the time, took tbe responsibility cf seeing
member of this Select Committee, and it that measures were p]aced on the Statute
seems to nie we might proceed with my Book. I have nepeated since that such
measure, baving the advantage of his measures should ho carried tbrough by
ideas in the Bill he has drafted. If there tbe Government. Now, ne person in
is to be legislation on this subject this thisHouse, on the Ministerial Benches,
Session, it seems to me either that the or anywbere else, is better qualified te
bon. gentleman's measure should be prepare such a Bil than tbe bon. member
read and referred immediately, or that Argenteuil (Mr. Abhott) uer do 1 wish
I should be permitted to proceed with my te say that the bon. member for Rich-
measure. I do not suppose it matters mond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) is in the
very materially to the House-it certainlv sigbtest degreé. unwortby te prepare such
dees net te me-whether my Bill or bis a Bil; but, in a matter cf tlhis kind, it
Bill becomes law. Now, although the should be brought fo-.ward on the ne-
two Bis differ in some respects they are sponsibieity cf the Governinent; and, if
net s dissimular as te reander it impossible not directly, tben let it be by putting tbe
te incorporate bis ideas in, rnv Bill. lie mensure on the Goveriinent Orders. The
proposes te appoint three liquidators; I suggestions cf the pon. member are
propose te appoint one receiver. He pro- worthy cf consideration, and the ques-
poses that the stockholders, the sbare- tiens raised by those suggestions wi l
holders, and the Gevernment, shouhd require very careful attention.
appoint each a liquidator ; I propose the SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
Court should appoint the receiver. The would suggesto that my bon. fiend's Bih,
difference is net se great but that bis pro- which is now before the liuse, receive
position shocld be incorporated in my its first and second reading, and tiat then,
Bihy if the Committee shouSd judg e it by mutual consent, tbe Bill cf the hon.
well. At ail eventst, unless we proceed member for Richmond and Wofe (Mr.
with my measure we shahl probably have~ Ives), shouhd get its second reading, and
ne legishation at ae. I notice to-day on that both Bils go to the Standing Com-
the Order Paper we have a matter put mittee on Banking and Commerce, and
down cr above my Bior, that is, the the Goverment wihl undertake the
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responsibility of aiding and assisting the
legislation.

MR. MACKENZIE: You vill not
adopt the child.

SmI JOHN A. MACDONALD ? We
-will adopt the child.

MR. MACKENZIE: Oh, vou will.
S1n JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes;

everything but the rag baby.
MR. ANGLIN : Then the hon. the

member for Argenteuil will be the puta-
tive father.

Ra. K ILLAM : I think that a great
nistake was made, in repealing the In-
solvent Act, by the hon. the leader of the
Government, who generally agrees with
me on commercial questions of this char-
acter. I think we ouglit to profit by the
experience of other countries, that it is

necessary to have some law to enable the
houest debtor to get clear of liabili-
ties incurred perhaps not on his
own responsibility, and prevent
him fron being placed in a position in
which lie can do nothing in the future.
I believe we will have to go back to the
old state of things again before long; it
will be necessary, it will be found, to
have somae sort of Insolvent Act. The
great cause if al] the difficulty has been
the negligence of creditors. They say :
We appoint Inspectors ; let it go; we had
better take ten cents and clear it off
The practical solution of the difficulty is
for creditors to look after their rights.
We will probably return before long to a
new Insolvent Act embodying the pro-
visions of those of 1869 and 1875.

Bill read the first and second times, and
referred.

Bill (No. 6) To make Provision for the wind-
ing up of insolvent incorporated banks and
other companies (Mr. Ives) read the second
lime and referred.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read thefirst time

Bill (No. 98) Repecting the Ontario Reform-
atory for Boys.-- Mr. Mc Donald, Pictou).

Bill (No. 99) Respecting the Reformatory
for Juvenile Offenders in Prince Edward Is-
land.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

Bill (No. 100) Respecting the Industrial
Refuge for Girls of Ontario.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TAR1FF.
ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned Debate on the
proposed motion: " That Mr. Speaker now do

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

leave the Chair for the House to go again into
Committee of Ways and Means."-(Sir Samiuel
L. Tlley.)

Ma. KILLAM: Before the hon. gen-
tleman inoved the House into Comrnmittee
of Ways and Means, on the 9th March, I
hoped we would have some indication
from him that lie intended to abandon a

part of the policy, which was adopted last
year, in relation to the industries and
productions of the country. I had hoped
we would have had some information
that would have been useful to the com-
mercial men of this country in the direc-
tion of the remarks made by the hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
ton), as to the duties upon agricultural
products. 1 had hoped the ship-
ping interest would have received the
benefit of his kind consideration, and that
we would have been informed that lie was
about to remove his absurd and useless
duties upon breadstuffs and grains passing
through this country. I believe that the
policy of the ton. gentleman, in placing
restrictions on the grain trade
of the West going to Europe,
by way of Montreal, is une of
the most ridiculous policies that ever was
submitted to an intelligent Pailiament.
I think the time has arrived when hon.
gentlemen should come to this House and
acknowledge their error, and express
themselves willing to again restore to
our ports the trade of which they have
been deprived. I read the other day a peti-
tlon presented by gentlemen connected
with the barge trade through the Welland
canal. They came here to ask the Gov-
ernment to reduce the tolls. They repre-
sented that if those tolls were reduced, the
7 per cent. of the grain shipments from
the west that went by way of Montreal
might be materially increased. I believe
that would be a good thing for this
country. These gentlemen further said
that if the Welland canal tolls were re-
duced by one-half, Montreal could Le
made of much more importance as a ship-
ping port. I desire, however, to say as
little as possible upon this subject, because
hon. gentlemen are too weak on this
point to be attacked severely in reference
to it. While every facility should be
given for shipping the products of the
North-West to Europe, we are confronted
with the policy of the hon. the Finance Min-
ister, and compelled to submit to all the

Thle Tarif.[COMM1ONS.]
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iestrictions that can be imposed to make
business disagreeable to the trade without
being profitable to the Government. I
hoped that when the bon. gentleman on
the 9th of March, rose to explain dhe policy
by which he proposed by taking à per
cent. off playing cards, and putting it on
valentines and chromos, to place the
finances of the Dominion on a sound basis,
that he would have remedied the error of
the grain duties. There were persons who
lad believed in hi'm to some extent. In
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, I have
met gentlemen who had an idea that while
this was a new policy, the hon. the
Finance Minister would readily change it
for the better, if lie found it did not work
-well. I hoped he would have remedied
the defects which appear so prominently.
Ve have submitted to the Tariff for

twelve months. We have s .en arbitrary
diversions of trade in certain directions
against the wishes of the people. The
annoyance to everybody engaged in trade
has been of an exasperating character.
But what benefits have we received ?
We are told that an order came from
Manitoba to Berlin, or some other wes-
tern town, to supply 2,000 wagon wheels,
and that was proof of the immense ad-
vantages of the National Policy in assist
ing the industries of the country, I can-
not congratulate Manitoba on being com-
pelled to send so far for such goods; but
if the hon. the Finance Minister would
only carry out lis policy to its legitimate
conclusion, lie would compel every man
in Manitoba not only to buy his wagon
wheels, but everything else in Western
Ontario, and a trade would spring up
between the two sections which would
astonish everybody. The best thing to
do for the people, is to let them follow
their own inclinations in matters of
trade. Let them adopt trades
which best suit their interests, and
not compel those to manufacture who
wish to engage in other pursuits. The
best thing for Canadla is to adopt the
policy which will bring the greatest good
to the greatest number, and enable the
people to remain by their old homes to
rdopt the principles which the people of
England have tauglit us, and make this
a free country for everybody to settle in.
The sugar question is a notable instance
of the manner in which this National
Policy is enriching manufacturers at the

expense of the people. There is nio use
ini my reciting the facts in this instance,
they have been stated over and over again.
The lion. the Finance Minister lias nîever
attempted to deny them in any of lis
speýeches. He cannot show that any ad-
vantage, except to the manufacturers, lias
accrued by taxing the people l. too much
a lb. on sugar for manufacturers' benefit,
with a loss to the revenue of $600,000 a
year. On this question the lion. gentle-
man stands on the narrowest ground that
any Finance iMinister ever stool upon.
li fact, the lion. gentleman's assumed
knowledge of the sugar trade only
places him in the liglt of a walk-
ing compendium of financial ignorance.
He knows nothing about it. He will be
taught by experience just as the lion. the
First Minister will be tauglit by experi-
ence about the Dominion lands as to the
revenue he may expect from them. 1
regret to know that the Maritime Pro-
vinces haveproduced a man, so thoroughly
incompetent to understand the subjects
affecting their best interests, as the hon.
the Finance Minister. Wbat does his
arbitrary division of trade amount to?
Let me 'ask the hon. member for Card-
well (Mr. White).l He lias told us,
repeatedly, in his speeches that the
great misfortune of this country was the
balance of trade against it. lie lias as-
sailed us Session after Session from the
gallery, in his paper and sirce in his
seat, stating in effect that, all we had to
do was to make the country so poor that
we could not import foreiga goods, and
we should be perfectly prosperous.
This hon. gentleman (MIr. White), and
the hon. the Finance Minister con-
sulted to propound a sugar policy and
secure the West India trade. If there is
anything in the balance of trade theory ;
if it be true that it is not for our interest
to be able to buy in foreign countries; if
it be best that we should not have any
money to spend abroad, the hon. gentle-
men are right. They may succeed, but
I doubt, if under their policy, they will
get many to settle on our waste lands.
The people who are responsitble for the
balance of trade in a country, are, or
ougbt to be those who produce and earn
money. If Government devise arbi
trary tariffs to destrov our industries
and force trade into wrong channels for
the purpose of making up an imaginary
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balance sheet in their ledgers, we shall and a railway to c
see the country injured. The hon. mem- Atlantic to the Pacifie.
ber for Cardwell (Mr. White) the other hon. member for Victo
night enlarged upon the enormous trade that if the Liberal Par
already existing between Canada and the they will build that ra
West Indies. Vessel after vessel was aid cheaply than it
carrying the products of Cuba, Jamaica, buit under the eEerva
and Porto Rico to Halifax, and the party now in power.
enormous freights by the Intercolonial w allow the people to
in consequence, were weighing down the to follow those indust
wheels and axles of the cars and causing the the best, and fot to
accidents we have recently heard about. estabhsh this or that t
Only a short time before, Le had told us for the benefit of ti
that the balance of trade aginst us was The people of this cour
reducing us to a ruinous condition of gent, thy have too ma
poverty. What is true in the larger to accept such a doctr
sense must be true in the minor. The National Polic. I
hon. gentleman must admit that, if the test in England lately
balance of trade against us is so'destructive, attempted to revive th
then no possible good can be derived by of taxing one industry
increasing that balance againbt us in the another. In referin
trade with the West Indies. In former member for Cardwell
ycars the balance of trade with the West a habonred statement
Indies was in our favour, and the hon. the effe t that in 18 7 7
gentleman worked for the purpose of des- w'as so many cents a
troying that balance. If he is to be the was less; in 1879,
Finance Minister who shan succeed the 1880 stily less agan.
present one, we should expect something man tried to convey
less contradictory in lis theories. The ideathat sugar hadl
balance of trade between the Dominion during the last t o or
and the rest of the world is of variable cunt of the Nation
quantity ; may perhaps increase and de- to ask hin. whther the
crease with our prosperity, but it is true
that the balance of trade against a country
is a sign of depression, and the balance
in favour of that country is a sign o1
prosperity, then the hon. gentleman on
the Treasury Benches have got the argu-
ment entirely against them. While the
hon. member for Lambton was in power,
the actual balance against this country
decreased, but when the hon. gentlemen
opposite ware in power, they constantly
increased the balance against us. They
increased the adverse balance from sixteen
millions in 1868, to thirty-eight millions
in 1874, while under the Government of
the hon. member for Lambton, the balance
against us fell to fourteen millions.
I believe that this country is largely de-
pendent on others for its prosperity, and
that it should not build a Chinese wall
about itself, and shut itself up from all
communication with its neighbours. The
policy for Canada is to have as far as
posbible, perfect and obsolute Free-trade
with everybody, while it is a growing
country, with a vast far west to open up

MR. KiLLAX.
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to the House the

decreased in value
three years, on ac-
l Policy. I want
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years decrease was due to the National
Policy or not ? It inay be that sugar is
cheaper now than it was then. Suppose
it is higher next year, shall we blame the
National Policy for it? We intend to
treat these facts logically, and we intend
to deal properly with hon. gentlemen
when they come here as demogogues and
tell us that because they got up this
great National Policy, therefore, the
people of this country are prosperous.
The hon. neinber for Cardwell might just
as wellhavecommencedtoargueon theprice
of ships. He might have said that, be-
cause a ship cost less than five or six
years ago, the National Policy was a
great institution. Could not the hon.
gentleman have also explained to the
House that the price of ships, for seven
years back, had decreased, and that
decrease was owing to the change of Gov-
ernment in 1873 ? His argument would
have besn worth just as much as it was
on the sugar question. I know myself
the prices of ships have decreased. The
cost of building ships has decreased since
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1873, perhaps 17 or 18 per cent. I am
tully aware of the actual decrease, where
ships have been built by shipbuilders at
their own expense, and not by contract;
but I wish to call the attention of the
hon. the Finance Minister to the fact
that, that decrease is by no means due to
the National Policy. Perhaps a ship eau
be built now for less money than before
the new Tariff, but anyone who pretends
that ships can be built for less money be-
cause an a Iditional taxation has been
imposec upon the materials entering
into their construction, pretends
something whieh he is hardly able
to sustain. Everything the present
Government has done in relation
to the shipping interest is nottoencourage
but to destroy it. Let the hon. member
for Cardwell renember this question of
shipping when lie comes as a newspaper
man into Parlianient. I was thinking of
comparing the hon. gentleman to Cobbett,
who tried so long te get into Parliament,
and who, when he got in, was sucli an
utter failure. Cobbett, however, was a
mtan who had economic views worth
something, and if he did not say anything
to electrify Parliament he was, at all
events, a inan whose opinion was worth
listening to, entirelv unlike the hon.
miember for Cardwell, who is so utterly
ignorant of the commercial affairs of this
eountry that he nistook his vocation
when he came here to enlighten this Par-
liament upon sugar duties and matters of
that kind. The lion. the Finance
Minister told us the revenue he expected
to derive from the spirit duties had de-
creased. and lie congratulated the House
and the country on the fact that, although
he had lost the revenue, the temperance
cause had been the gainer. The hon.

gentleman lias made a great mistake.
What are the facts with regard to the
liquor traffic ? Liquors are like all other
luxuries. When the country is able to
spend the money for luxuries it will have
them. In England it has been observed
that when the country was not prosperous
and the people were not able to
increase their wealth. the consump-
tion of liquors did not increase
I know that though gentlemen opposite
with their majority are likely to hold the
benches they now occupy for some years,
it is my duty to impress upon them some
facts useful to thein in framing their

'78

policy so they may do the least possible in-
jury. I am willing, on all occasions, to
give information to people who need it
so much ; but while I do this, 1 am
bound to make the reservation that, I
shahl treat these gentlemen with the con-
sideration which they deserve. and shall
refer to the finances of this country in the
way which I consider most calculated to
make them go sooner to their political
grave. I pretend to say that the con-
sumption of liquors is the same as that of
any other luxury. When a country is
wealthy the people spend more moaey in
every kind of luxury; they spend more
in sugai anI more in beer, and the Eng-
lish figures in my hand will prove it ; but
if I cannot get the attention of the hon.
the Minister of Finance and the hon.
member for Annapolis, who is occu-
pying it, I shall have to go on
without their distinguished con-
sideration. These figures have been
carefully collected principally from
reports submitted to the English Par-
lianent, and from the recent report of a
Committee of the House of Lords upon
the Temperance question. I will give
these to the hon. the Minister of Finance
.as soon as lie can give me his attention ;
and then he can deliver a good tenp>arance
lecture in St. John. The figures are
these : the increase from 1861 to 1865 in
the vdue of property, and profits assessed
to income-tax in the United Kingdom,
was £15,000,000 per annum, or at the
rate of about five per cent; iron 1866 te
1869, £8,000,000 per annmin, or only
2 pt-r cent. ; froi 1870 to 1876,
£25,000,000 per annuni, or 5 per cent.
In the first of these periods, the cousurnp-
tion of certain articles per heal, in reased
as follows:-Wine, 33 per cent ; spirits,
22 per cent ; malt, 21 per cent ; tea, 26
per cent; sugar, 1,5 per cent., and tobacco,
12 per cent. In the second of these
periods, that fromn 1866 to 186), the
period of least progress, there was no in-
crease- in either of these articles except in
tea, 12 per cent, and sugar 13 per cent,
But in the last of the periods referred to
the ineitase, was wine, 13
spirits, 26 ; malt, 10 ; tea, 18
sugar, 25 ; and tobacco, 9 per cent.
That was the time when prosperity in-
creased in the gieatest ratio. Hon.
gentlemen may claim that this is a cal-
culation per head; that the population of
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the United Kingdom was increased at the per ton. The hon. gentleman congratu-
same time. I say that when the earnings lates himself upon baving done justice to
increased the consumption of luxuries the 8lipbuilders, but he bas not done go.
increased also. Now, we have made less Those of St. John daim that $1.95 per
revenue fron spirits here at all events; ton is the rawback that sjould, ii
that is shown by the returns. The bon. justice to them, bo allowed tbem. The
the Minister of Finance said iL was the shiphuilder is taxed directly and in-
spread of temperance principles. 1 directly at leart $2 per ton, and thai
admire ny hun. friend ; he is a good 1 maintain, is a moderate calculatioi.
advocate of temperance out of Parlia- As 1 said in 1874, sbipbuilderi are will-
ment, but I do not believe he understands ing to contribute thoïr share towards tbe
the econonic policy suited to this country. burdens of the country. I am quite wili-
In vhat particular have the imports of ing that shiphuilders, aud ail otier,
this country increased ? hVlia sign of should bear a fair share of tho taxation,
prosperity bas been shown? I see in bUt they decline to ho saHsicd with the
almost everything a decrease. I call the bon. geztleman when ho toll theni, "X,'e
hon. gentlemAn's attention to the iterns of will tax you so mach, and thon roturn
cofèe, tea and tobacco, in whicbi therc il,"y but fas to do so. t vll h neessaro
has also been a decrease in the six for the bon. gentleman to fhtlil soe p
mnonths returus for 1878 and 1879, sub- the pldges l e ias nwade to his costitui
mitted l tbis Huse. The resujt of the ents, or eLsth e will be attended to at he
hon. geiitlei 's policy is to prevent the next election. Tae on. iember for St.
people froin ciýoying- the luxuries of Iif'. John ('Mr. P-urpee@) will suppiy the fiQuftrcN
He nay sy tdat lie is an advocate of the to prove t amount of utie, paid on
cause of temperance. N-ow, I have ships anc materials. lt Le calculation.
shownl liî that -iein the peopîle I have nIade, bar iron is ilicluded. W-
are poor they are able 1n buy could not buy it in sae Dominion. There
less, and consumne loss. This policy is a ( was a time whcn we could hiave jturcbahSett
policy of po-,crty thbrI deprives tHeieonest it from the bon. member for King's (Mr.
hard o enof tis country of th(- Donvilie) ; but, as the lion. fieit froi-
ber efit of tlose tbings that they would Westn orela d r ark d, nde National
have een able b buy but for it. I i Policy bas shut down r of ilts. The,
not niean to say we cannot stan~d tlîis Coldbrook rolling ils were destroyed by
policy ; we cari bear a great deal of tax- tbe National Policy. Where are lie 200
alion. The lion. genîlenen on the onen wlo were employed in those works
Treasury Bendies, took credil the other Tho disastrous efmects of the National
night for every prosperity which exists Policy upon the private interess of the
in this country in any branch of industry bon. menîber for Kinsix's are b be i-
watver. Now, the bon. 7e Minister 9, reted but il serves bim. right for sup-
of Finance knows a the bottom of hei porting a (loverument wloso policy im
convictions-if he bas any-that here is calculated, not to build p rolliheg nils,
not pne sigle foundation for ome as- but b destroy them. If i is in th
sunption lie bas taken thad such pros- interesîs of he Dominion b put a tax
perity is attributable to the National pon sugar, for the beefit of Redpali,
PolCy. why sould it not be in wee inthrese of pol

An HON. MEMBER :Tell himn about -oun try to put a tax upon bar iron for
shippiiîg. be benefit of Domville i Why is flot

M . KLLAM: I do ot tbink it Lomville as deserving as Redpath 
would be corh my while. The it. desire, before bringing ny remarks to a
gentiean ld us it was tbe policy of bis close, to ask again the hon. ht i Finance
party wo encourage shipbuilding. H Minister wbat lie has dono for the th
hld tbe t o e the Government was improvement of the sippig i-
going b reura ai] be duties paid ou terest ? I would like to know wbetbr
articles used in tbe construction ofsips. the bon. gentleman considers bimself
We waited for about six months and then responsible for the rise in freigts in New
an Otderin Council was promulgated, by York. These tings are ot dependen
whih the Government undertook to pay on bis financial policy or his finaal
ofack dutics to the extent of haf a dollar speeches. Lart July, grain freight in
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New York for European ports were six
shillings. To day they zre about five
shillings, and on the day the hon. the
Finance _M inister took credit in this House
for the boom in the shipping trade, freights
weie about three shillings. I do not
charge that the lion. gentleman is respon-
sible for the fall from six to three shil-
lings. Far from it. Nor do I intend to
give him credit for the increase from three
to five shillings. I want, instead, to ima-
press u pon the Hlouse the utter absurdity
of the bon. the Minister of Finance get-
ting up bere and proclaiming to the peo-
ple tLat lie assisted the shipping interests
by raising the price of freights in New
York. I wish I could congratclate the
hon. gentlemani for his protection of the
coal trade, but I do rot think the in-
creased duty will add very much to the
production of coal. I think, however,
that there will boe a good trade in this
article this year. The price of coal in the
Unied States has riseu 55 per cent. in
five moînths. I maintain that the
coal trade has never been benefitted
by the policy of the hon. gentleman.
From a return recently laid be-
fore the Nova Scotia Legislature,
we find that the sales were less
during the past year than during the
previous year, the principal difference in
the trade being that less vas sent to the
United States, by about the additional
quantity which went up the St. Lawrence.
In conclusion, I may say, that hon. gen-
tlemen may amuse themselves by taxing
this industry and that ; by diverting the
trade f rom one Province to another, and
by telling the peocle of the Maritime
Provinces that they pay less on their
molasses if they do .pay more on their
corn-meal, but that will nlot convince the
electors of the justice of their course.
Certainly, this Tariff lias advanced parti'
cular industries and injured others, and
the people gencrally are suffering from
its evil results. The policy is one which,
while it scarcely excites the admira-
tion of anyoue, creates dissatistaction
and disgust among the many. The
people, however, can bear for a while the
increased taxation and submit to its
annoyances, knowing as they do that the
next general election will relegate its
authors to the positions theydeserve.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre): Mr.
Speaker, this debate has been prolonged

to such an extent that the House is grow-
ing tired; and the country is sick of hear-
ing a re-hash of the arguments of last
Session against the National Policy. T
do not think it is fair to judge of the
effects of this policy, when it bas only
been one year in operation ; but, judging
fron the results which have coie under
my own observation, I hold that it has
been successful, and has realised tic ex-
pectations of its most ardent advocates.
It has rest9red confidence to the people of
the Dominion; it bas i creased ouir com-
merce, both at home and abroad, given
employment to the idle of past years, and
bas a tendency to develop the resources of
the forests and mines. At the early part
of the debate the hon. member for Centre
Huron stated that, if the lion. the Finance
Minister could show him that tw'elve in-
dustries had been started, giving employ-
ment to 1,200 people, lie would be con-
vinced that the policy was a success. I
regret that the hon. gentleman is not in
his place, for I could tell hini that not
only have 1,200 additional men been em-
ployed, but that in the city of Montreal
there are to-day between 4,000 and 5,000
more operators employed than there were
a year ago, and more than would have
been employed had the Naticnal Policy
not been in existence. As a proof, I wii
recite what has been the effect in that city.
We have to-day a sugar refinery, which I
must confess the people of this flouse
and the country, from the frequency
with which it lias been referred to, think
lias become nauseons. That industry rau
down under the policy of the late
Administration, but it was restored
under the National Policy. Not only
has it been reopened, but it gives
employment to several hundred operators.
A similar industry, giving employment to
300 or 400 operators, has also been'
.opened ; and the effect of the policy has
been that the Hudon Cotton Factory,
which I am glad to say has been in suc-
cessful operation in Montreal for years,
has this year increased its capacity 100
per cent. Then the policy has had the
effect of bringing into existence a woollen
manufactory, and we have had a silk
manufactory established within twelve
months. But this is not the only effect.
There is not an industry in the city-
iron, brass, woollen, boot and shoe fac-
tories-that are not employing from 50 to
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100 per cent. more thon they did a year
ago. Some eight or ten days ago I was
very forcibly struck with the remarks of
a manufacturing gentleman from Mon-
treal. I happened to meet him casually
at the Russell House, and lie said it was
a pity that se much time should be
wasted in discussing the Tarifi question,
which, be remarked, every intelligent
man must adn it to be a success. "I can-
not for the life cf me," he said, "see
why the members of the Opposition
adopt the suicidal policy of trying
te run a Tariff of which sone of their
warmest friends are its strongest sup-
porters." " What effect had it on your-
self 1" I asked. " Well," was the reply,
"not a year ago I was employing only 140
men, while to-day I am giving emiploy-
ment to 300." " Is it not possible your
case is an exceptional one ?" "I think
not," was the response, " I have no hesi-
tation in saying that there is no i ranch
of industry in the city of Motitreal thit is
not to-day employing'more men, and is in
amore prosperous state than be:ore."
Well, I hold that this beneficial effect is
not confined te Montreal, but bas been
felt throughout the length and breadth of
the l-nd, wherever any manutifac uring in-
dustry lias been in existence. Witlh the
permission of the House I will read an ex-
tract from a journal commenting on the
admissions of the St. John Te/egraph, a
pa;er whicl, I think, is certainly not
favourable te the National Policy, or to
the lion. gentlemen who sit upon the
Treasury Benches. In regard to
the effects of the National Policy
that journal made a series of
damnaging admissions the other day.
Speaking of a large furniture house
in St. John, it said: "The National Policy
had compelled them to stop importing
from the States, and te manufacture at
home; and that in consequence they are
now selling home-made furniture as
cheaply as iV can be made in New York,
and mi re cheaply by 35 per cent.-the
amount of the Canadian duty-than it
could be imported for." In other words,
it admits that the National Policy Las
established an important industry in St.
Johu, while the consumer is also
beneitted by a reduction in price.
Allow ;e te proceed a. step further in
that direction. I have already stated
tIat the Hudon Cotton Factory had in-

MR. RYAX.

creased its capacity 100 per cent. I
find in an authority, which I do not
think hon. gentlemen opposite will dis-
pute, the Toronto Globe, the foflowing
article

" It is reported that the Hudon Cotton Mills
is shortly to enlarge its working capacity and
staff of oper.tives, by bui ding a new wing,
adding 250 new looms, an extra engine of great
po s er, and 200 more hands. They are to re-
etrict tuemselves to the manufacturing of
plain cottun. The Canada Cotton Company,
rein:orced with the addition of $10,000 onus
froin the Corn wall Council, is also said to be
on the eve of enlaring their staff. The new
addition will be 200 feet long, the dyeing
houses will be eularged, 200 looms will be
ad ýed t, the 400 at present running, and the
extra hands employed will number over 150.
The Stormont Company, Cornwall, are also
enlarging their winis 60 by 100 feet, adding
about 200 loo ns, and bringing ou 100 more
hands."
That is testimony whiclh cannot be
doubted, and it is a corroboration of the
stateieuts I have made regarding the
effect of the policy in Montreal, and in
other parts of the country. Allow me te
show what the effect lias been on onue of
the nost important industries in Canada.
Hon. menibers are aware that the Grand
Truuk Railway is a most extensive cor-
porationt, griving employient to thoisands
of opei atives. Yet, while that corpora
tien has been in existence, up to within
the past year, they only manula tured
thirty-five locomotives in Canada. Tieir
locomotives wVere formerly imîported fromu
England and the United States, and, I
regret te îay, chiefly fron the United
States. 'lite elect of the policy las been,
that during the past year they bave con-
structed twenîty locomotives at their
shops in Montreal, besides building a
number of drawing-room cars, and an in-
creased number cf rolling-stock of every
description, and giving employment te ad-
ditional operatives, and full employment
te their permanent staff, that were work-
ing half and three-quarter time before.
It is utter nonsense te tell those men you
are pay ing more for your sugar, which is
net really the fact. The hon. member for
Cardwell (Mi. White) put that matter so
clearly befure the House, that there is
no po'ssibility of disputing his statement.
I hope the facts I have cited will
give us an additional convert, ii
the person of the hon. member
for Centre Huron. I Lave one more
quotation from an independent source, the
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08ot. There bas been a great deal said
about the exodus from Canada. I regret
to say that there is an exodus. It is not,
of recent date, but has been going on for
the past twenty years from all parts ot
the Dominion; but I am prepared to say
it is less now than it was a year ago.
Honi. gentlemen opposite wish to convey
the impression that the people are going
to the United States, when the truth is
the great mass go to our great North-
West for the purpose of settling there.
But let me quote:

"The Liberal; journals are full of emigra-
tion to the States, and are magnifying and
multiplying the nuInbers as rapidly as they
Can. As a matteiT of ourse thë whole blame is
làid upon the Natiotal Policy. There isno use
in denying the fact that a number of people
are leaving Canada for the United States and
the North-Wést, though not in such propor-
tions as the Globe would lead us to believê, and
not certainly in numbers as great as at former
periods. A season- of prosperity in the States
has always the tendency to attract -eople from
Canada, some of whom stay there, but most of
whom return with some means, and the present
' exodus ' is due entirely to such Tiatural causes.
If' the National Policy had not been inaugur-
ated there would just now be a real exodus."
There is no question but what that would
have been the case. But there is another
quotation with which I will have to
trouble the House. It has particular
reference to the elections whicb have and
are ting place in Great Britain, and is
taken from the Free Press of this city :

"Toronto; April 1--The Liberal gains in
Eigland are received with demnstrations of
ijy by the Canadian Reformers- Should
Beaconsfield be defeated, a demonstration is be-
ing eontemplated by the leading Reformers of
this city. It is felt that à châlnge of the Min.
istry in England will be fatal to the Canada
Pacific Railway, and strengtben I r. Blake's
hands in his assaults- upoi the Government
policy."
What is this demonstration for ? What
is this great rejoicing abouti Ís it be-
cause a change of Government is likely to
take place in the immediate future i Ifow
is that going to help our (riends opposite
to regain their seats on this side of th'
louse, or is it because they gloat over

the hopes of a change there it would be
more unfavourable to the DOminian than
if the British Government remained as
constituted at present If such is the
case I can only pity the hon. gentlemen.
I believe if we could dive down into te
innermost depths of their heaxts we would
find that that is the féeting which actuates

the-i. I hope that all true patriots will
unite in the support of this National
Policy, which will have the effect of fur-
ther extending our commerce both at
home and abroad, in developing oir
manufactuving industries, and developing
the resources of the Fisheries and Forests,
and by that means creating a united,
happy, and prosperous people.

Ma. BURPEE. (St. John) : The intro-
duction of the new resolution by the hon.
the Minister of Finance on Tuesday last,
and the speech made by that hon. gentle-
man, opened up the subject anew, and re-
quired an answer from some bon. member
on this side of the House. The hon.
gentleman went over a great deal of thé
ground he traversed in his Budget Speecb,
and lie added much that was ne* and
much that was local, that requires that I
shoulA at least say something on the sut-
ject. The hon. gentleman's speech was
very lengthy, very fluent, and contained
so many promises of prosperity for the
future, that it reminded one very much
of the speeches he made before Confed-
eration. Those of us who followed that
hon. gentleman through that campaign
have been much disappointed in the ré-
sults of bis pledges at that time, and will,
not have much confidence as to the effect
of bis pledges for the future. Indeed, so
utterly have the repeated promises made
by the hon. the Minister of i O
the Lower Provinces been falsified,' that
grave apprehensions exist in the minds of
the members on this side of the House as
to the sincerity of the assertions he now
makes. The good results anticipated by
Confederation will soon disappear if the
present fiscal policy of the Government
continues. The hon; gentleman weùt
through the yearly Estimates since Con-
federation, comparing the increases froin
1868 to 1874, and from 1875 to- 1879,
and by deducting several new expenai-
tures, souglit to show that our present,
estirates are not excessive. I do not
intend to follow him through these Esti-
mates, as, no doubt, the hon. member from
Centre. Huron will. No hon. nember of
this House can expect, considering the in-
creased necessities of our extended terri-
tory, but that in many iems our expendi-
ture will increase, in others it certainly
'Might be considered high enough and
stop. For the first few years- of
Confederätion the addition of né'w
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.Provinces added to our expendi-
ture, and can easily be understood.
The fixed charges, such as Interest and
Subsidies, cannot be changed much. So
long as we continue to borrow money,
no great reduction can be made on the
list, Charges on Revenue. But the items
under ordinary controllable expenditure
can be controlled, and very many of the
items can be kept nearly stationary, if
nlot reduced. Under this head thetse
expenditures were increased, froin 1868
to 1874, by'84,700,000. Under the late
Governmcent the increase stopped, and a
reduction commenced, so that froin 1874
to 1878i the items under controllable ex-
penditure were reduced by $1,780,000.
We now see by the Estimates subiitted
for the veair 1881, an increase lias again
commenced. There is quite a large in-
crease on, the item Civil Government,
which should not be ; an increase on
Legi laitioii, Public Works chargeable to
Income, Lightiouse Service, N orth-
West Iidians and Post Office. Thiere is
an increase in all tiese items of over
$500,000. After deductiig the additional
interest for that year, of $698,000--and
the estiated decreascs for other services
-the net - increases on the con-
trollable expenditure is over $500,000, to
which should be added $300,000 for
Dominion Lands, form6rly charged to
Income, now for the first time charged
to Capital Account. This makes the
total income, including interest,
$1,500,000. I am satisfied that
many of these items might have
been reduced inîstead of increased.
When we refer to our debt and the in-
creased Interest Account against the
Dominion, we are led to consider our pub-
lic works, which the money was borrowed
for, their paying capacity, and whether
they pay running expenses, leaving out
any interest on the cost of construction.
The lion. the Miiister of Finance referred
in his speech to the cost of the Inter-
colonial Railway. He referred to its
construction as a necessity, and an obliga-
tion under the Terms of Confederation ;
lie also referred to the enormous expendi-
ture of running the cailwav since its com-
pletion. Both of these statements are
true ; but, Mr. Speaker, this is just one
of the large expenditures where not only
a large amount of interest might have
been saved annually. but a larger amount

MR. BURPEE.

that is ow paid every year to make good
the running exp uses. Th, Iitercolonial
Railway should lave been bu.lt through
that part of the Dominion where it would
have been shorter and gone through a
well settled country. It would then
have cost eight or iaiie milliondollars less,
have been self-sustaining, and thereby
saved fron $400,000 to $450,000 a year
in interest, and some »5)0,000 a year in
runng expenses, over and above the
earninîgs, which is now taken out of the
revenue of the Dominion. If the Inter-
colonial Railway Lad been built where
it should have been, and when the people
of New Brunswick were induced by the
lion. the Finance Minister to believe
ià would be, so much of this enor-
mous expense would have been saved.
Mr. Speaker, considering the great mis-
talkes in the past, on such works as the
Intercolonial Railway, nore care should
be taken in future, with regard to our
public works, in order, as much as possi-
ble, to avoid similar uii)roIuctive expen-
ditures. There lias been spent some
-22,000,000 to $2 3,000,000 in b uilding
the Intercolonial Railway, on whicl the
Ieveinue lias Lad to pay a nY liou and a
half dollars a year. Tiere las beeni spent
a like anounît on canals, etc., since Con-
federation, on which the Revenue is pay-
ing a Milhon dollars a year. Since the
year 1872 the receipts fron Canais have
been 63,230,000, and the working ex-
penses in running then $3,20,000, leav-
ing a surplus of only some $24,'00 in seven
years. Slides and Booms have done little
better ; during the saine time tLe receipts
froin this source have been i738,300,
and expenditure for working thîem,
$589,000, leaving a surplus of $149,000
froin 1872 to 1879. In later years, how-
e-ver, the receipts are being greatly re-
duced--from $98,000 in 1872, to $65,000
in 1879. The Prince Edward Island
Railway, also, has been run at a loss to the
R venue of an average of $95,000 a year.
Mir. Speaker, wlen we consider the un-
productive nature of the public works of
the Dominion, and the enormnous tax they
now are on the Dominion Revenue, we
may well ask wlat will be the result of
such taxation on our revenue when the
Pacific Railway is open and running from
Lake Superior to Winnipeg, and from
thence to British OIlunbia. The ex-
penses for running such a line will
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he something enormous after it is built.
Mr. Speaker, the hon. the Finance Minister
also referred to our increased debt, taking
up the increase froin 1867 to 1873, and as-
serting thatthe Macdonald Governmenthad
increased it about $24,000,000, and that
the Mackenzie Government had increased
it, from 1873 to 1878-9, to something
like $55,000,000. He, Sir, surely should
not fail to include in the responsibilities
of himself and colleagues, the expenditure
for 1874. If he had done that, the debt
due to them would have been increased to
$32,600,000. During the first four or
tive vears after Confederation, however,
very littl. money was spent by his Gov-
ernment on the public works of the Dom-
inion, either out of the Consolidated
Revenue, or on Capital Account. During
that time the' spent on Public Works.
<chargeab'e te Capitil, some $10,500,000
from Reveiinue, wbich, for comparison,
should be added to their expenditure from
1867 to 1874, making in all the debt
increased by his Government from 1867
to 1874, by $43,000,000, and by Mr. Mac-
kenzie's Governnent, from 1874 to 1878,
$32,000,000. Mr. Speaker, the hon. the
Finance Minister again referred to the
taxation of New Brunswick under the
present Tariff, and the duties per head
paid by thlat Province, as compared, stat-
ing that ber dutiable consumption was
$1.40 per head less for 1879 than
1878. The dutiable consumption ii no
criterion of the percentage of taxes paid.
While New Erinswick, in 1879, fell of
very largely of imports as compared with
1878; yet th e rate per cent., under the
present Tarif, on ber imports was 4 per
cent. higLer than the Dominion taxation.
The imports of New Brunswick in 1879
-was only about halt what it was in 1866.
In 1866, the year before Confederation,
New Brunswick imported $10,000,794
worth of goods, on which the Customs duty
collected was $1,033,609. In the year
1879,it imported $5.337,958, on which the
duty collected was $1,044,807, showing
about half the quantity of imports, yet a
larger duty collected.

Six SAMUEL L. T[LLEY: Every-
thing that we brought from other parts ot
the Dominion were called imports in
1867 ; and under the Trade Returns in
1866-7 the imports from Ontario. and
Quebee were entered as imports from
*ther Provinces.

MR. BURPEE: The comparison the
hou. gentleman bas made does not give
the right way of looking at the taxation
under the present Tariff. If the bon. the
Finance Minister will comptre the im-
ports and duties paid by the several Pro-
vinces, as compared with New Brunswick,
he will find that ever since Confedera-
tion, New Brunswick has paid 3 or 4 per
cent. more than the general taxation of
the Dominion. He remarked also upon
the receipts and expenditures froin the
Dominion and from New Brunswick, re-
spectively. I do not refer to this in a
sectional spirit, but the bon. gentleman
brought the subject up, and told us that
New Brunswick's receipts froin the Trea-
sury of the Dominion were greater than
her payments into it, leaving out of ac-
count Civil Government, Legislation and
North-West expenditure, whicli he said
New Brunswick had paid nothing towards,
and tbat she bas nothing to conplain of
as regards the financial arrangement made
with the Dominion. Sir, I shall be pre-
pared to show that New Brunswick does
pay a great deal more into the Treasury
than the hon. gentleman gave her credit
for in his speech the other day, and which
he bas repeated several times.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
MR. BURPEE (St. John, N.B.): Be-

fore you left the Chair, Sir, I was dealing
with the statement made by the hon. the
Finance M'nister in his speech, on Tues-
tay last, *ith regard to the receipts and

expenditures of New Brunswick in con-
nection with the Dominion. I will sub-
mit the statement, showing receipts and
expenditures, without the items for Civil
Service, Legislation and the North-West
Territories-as he said we paid nothing
towards these-for the first ten years of
Confederation :

Wat7ys andl litn. [APRI L 8, 1880.]
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This statement shows that Ontario and
Quebec had largely contributed to the
Domainion over and above their receipts
from it, and that New Brunswick had paid
into the Exchequer more also, than sihe
withdrew from it, by $508,567, the first
ten years after Confederation. For the first
few years after the Intercolonial Railway
was opened, Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick were charged for all the work-
ing of the Intercolonial, and so placed in
the above statement, that is, the receipts
were credited to the Provinces of Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick, and the
expenditure charged to them. If we take
out the Intercolonial receipts and expen-
diture, and charge and credit the same to
the other Provinces per population, we
have the following results. The popula-
tion, on which I have estimated, is that
of 1871:

MR. BURPEE.
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'Tiis includes all the charges in the Public
Aooounts, taking ont the items chargeable
to the several Provinces, and every joint
aceount, Legislation, and Civil Govern-
ment, Pensions, Superannuation, and some
other items chargeable to the whole Do-
minion, which are now divided among the
whole of these Provinces per head of
population. J think the result shows
that New Brut.swick does not stand badly
towards the Finances of the Dominion.
Then, Mr. Speaker, if we take up the
twelve years' receipts and expenditures
since Confederation up to Jne 30th,
1879, exclusive of Legislature, Civil Gov-
ernment, and North-West Territories, we
have from :

NewBrnsic in 1 , enal hrt
sho a n much lagrsrpu nth b v

ye C j .o aP

00 cm w~

per ths e as statement ---which ecips ro
amo unswa littl 188,er b $5,0,00-er
have a surplusrgof aurplus2in0the0a0oto
acecredt of Ontri a d tQutebe he

rson jointtheProvin c o n tv Sco vi , M oas

iBritish Columbia, and Prince Edward
Island, we have a deficit of about

$13,000,000. In the case of New Bruns
wick, if we deduct from the expenditure
charged against that Province the
$150,000 a year since 1874, for the
giving up of her export duty on lumber,
we will find, if any deficit, a very small
one indeed, after paying her share of
Legislation, Civil Government, North-
West Territories, and all the joint accounts.
Therefore, Mr, Speaker, the receipti from
the several Provinces of the Dominion,
since their entering tonfederation, up to
the year 1879, show a taxation on On-
tario and Quebec of $186,709,000, or
.$65.80 per capita; on New Brunswick of
$19,750,000, or $70 per capita; on
Nova Scotia of $20,987,000, or $54.50 per
capita; on Manitoba of $1,650,O0, or
$41.20 per capita; on British Columbia
of $3,770,000, or $62.10 per capita; on
Prince Edward Island of $2,443,000, or
$26.84 per capita. This shows how
largely New Brunswick pays into the
Dominion Treasury as compared with
Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia. It
will be noticed how largely Ontario and
Quebec have paid in more than they have
drawn out. In 1877, a very careful and
exhaustive enquiry was made by an ex-
pert in commerce, thoroughly acquainted
with commercial matters, who not only
had access to all Customs books in Mon-
treal, but hbd the asistance of the mer-
cantile mien in Mont:: a -m . to C
amount of duties col1e'cted in that port
on nerchandise forwarded and c,>nsumed
in Ontario. The result contained in a
report to th e Department was that a little
over 50 per cent. of the collections in
Montreal-whicl comprise nearly all the
collections in the Province of Quebc-
was for goods consumed in Ontario.
Therefore, the Custonis returns in Ontario
show but little over half her payments
into the Treasury from Custoins col-
lections. I venture to say, Mr. Speaker,
that New Brunswick does not owe the
Dominion one dollar. I think that these
facts answer the statements of the hon.
the Finance Minister, so far as regards
New Brunswick. He referred also to
Savings Banks in New Brunswick as a
proof of prosperity. Now I find that the
deposits last year in the Savings Bank of
St. John amounted to about $22,000 more
than the withdrawals. But I do not
think that affords a true indication of the
condition of the labouring classes in that
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city. No doubt many persons deposited its present shape; and further, I believe
their mney there in order to have greater there is afeeling amongmany lhon. members
facility in withdrawing it when required, in this buse adverse to that policy, who,
and for the purpose of getting the rate a year ago, supported it, and they would
of interest allowed them until thcy can be glad to return to a revenue fariff.
find better investments, men compare- There are many lon. members who are
tively rich. The hon. gentleman spoke very reticent in respect Lo this policy,
of the West India trade of New Bruns- psrticularly fror the Provinces of Nova
wich as having been greatly revived, Scotia and Prince Edward Island. 1
and there being no lack of demand for think ail the predictions mace last year
freights. I have not heard so good a from this side of the House, respecting
report as that. I have not for years the effects of this Tarif, have been fui-
known freights to be so low as at present. illed. We said there would be a large
It is true a large amount of shipping lias increase of taxation the returus for the
visited St. John during the last few last six nonths show this to be true.
months, but it was caused by a great The increased duty upon raw materialM
grain block in New York, where vessels lias dissatisfied many inanufacturers, ant
remained for months without getting in many casem, defeatec the olject
freights, and some of thei came to St. the Goverument had in view. It is,
John and took freights at a verv low rate moreover creating a feeling of dissatis-
rather than wait any longer in New York. faction in some of the Provinces, Nvich
The hon. gentleman spoke of the flour will increase. Before Confederation we
trade, and of it being so muuch cheaper in vere not led to suppose a Protective
Canada than in the United States. Tarif woulc be imposed on this Domin-
Larger flour dealers in St. John have told ion. We were told otlerwise. The
me that they could repeatedly buy flour present Finance Minister himseif tlen
in New York cheaper than in Montreal told us no sucl taxation vould exist,
or Western Canada. I suppose bis in- that the taxes voulc not be more
fornation can from the same parties than $2.-5 per head for a quarter OL a cen-
who wired him last Session that the tury. The policy of se-eral members
duty on cornmeal would be paid by the of the -overnment, before Confederation,
sbippers in New York, a statement was opposed to Piotection. At a time
laugliei at by the House. The hon. gen- when the Tarif ranged from 20 to 30 per
tieman made some disparaging reinarks cent. in old Canada, the )resent hon.
regarding the petition presented to this leader of the Governnent declared that
House firom the city and county of St. it must be reducoc to meet the wisbes of
John against the Tariff. There were the people of the Maritime Provinces
some 2,800 names on that petition and before they would enter the Union, and
230 since received, making over 3,000, and it was so reduceto a là per cent. Tarif.
I venture to say there were not twenty of Sir A. T. Gaît has been referret to
those names that were not those of voters. by the Premier as the father of the
A numbe-.r of them were supporters of the present Tarif ant the National Policy.
hon. gentleman in his last election. The In 1866, Sir A T. Gaît mate a Budget
petition was a bondfide one, representing Speech, which is interesting ïow in view
large interests-among whom were many of his connection with the present Goy-
manufacturers-and did not deserve the ernment. le was then the present
.sneering manner in which the hon. gentle- leader's Finance Minister, ant was intro-
man spoke of it. I do not believe the ducing a lower Tarif to meet the case 1
National Policy is by any means as popu- have just spoken of. As Sir Alexander
lar in the Dominion to-day as it was Galt's position then ant until a very
when it was inaugurated. I do not recent period was so different from what
believe, if the country could profñounce it is now, it seems very fitting Vo bring
upon it to day, it would be sustained, but forward his utterances ant have them
would be defeated by an overwhelming fresbly recorded again. 1quote
majority. With the exception of a few The Government proposes to make theme
mianufacturers, the feelingy of the countrymanfatuers te eelngofth contry. articles free, andi they believe that by doing se
is decidedly opposed to that policy.manufacturer of a these classes of gooda, o
Many manufacturers are opposed to it in ,which a rate of 20 per cent. is now irnposed, and

M&. BURPEB.
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which will be reduced to 15 per cent., will be
able to manufacture the saine description of
goods more econcmicallv than before, and offer
them to the public at lower but remunerative
rates. This advantage will therefore be gained
by these changes, that while they will be able
to supply our people with goods 5 per cent.
cheaier than under the existing Tariff, the
manufacturers will be placed in a more favour.
able position than now with regard to competi-
tion in foreign markets. (Hear, hear.) I
think that so far from these changes injuring
them, as sorne may perhaps fear at the start,
their position will be greatly improved. (Hear,
hear.)

' Hon. Mr. HoLTON : How e By higher
protection?

-nun. Mr. GALT : No, but by cheapening
every artic'e that goes into consumption in the
manufacture of their goods. I have no hesita-
tion in expriessing my individual wish, Sir, that
we are in a positii-n now to abolish Custons
duties on al of them. (Cheers.) And I hope
the day will come * * when we may be
able to make a clean sweep of ail Customs
duties on manufactured goods. (iienowed
cheers.)"
In 1876, SIr A. T. Galt made another
speech in Toronto, quite as strong, and in
the same sense, as the one which I have

just read. His Tariff policy in 1866, and
agail reiterated in 1876, is very different
from the Protective Policy of the present

Governmenit. is Tariff policy of 186ù
-was quite in accord with the policv of the
Liberal party in New. Brunswick at that
time, lead then by the present lion. Min-
ister of Finance. It is the policy of the
Liberal party inI New Brunswick to-day.
The platformu of the Confederate party in
New Brunswick at that tine was well de-
ined in the columns of the St. John
Telegraph, ii large, bold type, nostly in
capital letters, which read as follows

"Millions of money by the building of the
Intercolonial and Western Extension. St. John
must becorne the centre, the ocean terminus,
the Liverpool of America ! Free trade, an ex-
tended market, and emigration and settlement
of our wild lands, and hundreds of other ad-
vantages f&r which our merchants, our
mech-anics, our lawvers, our physicians, our
who'e i copie have for years been praying, hop.
ing, working, will be guaranteed bv this Union.
With Union our n echanics and labourers will
be certain of ctnstant employment, summer
and winter, ail the year round, at good wages,
while the cost of living w ill not be increased
one per cent. Our merchants will be enabled
to exten 1 their trade to ail parts of British
North America. Our mechanies will then find
a market in which they may Feli ail the goods
which they can possibly manufacture. and soon
will fini it necessary to enlarge their factories
and employ hundreds of men where they now
employ only tý ns. Our shipbuilders will have
the marketsof France thrown open to them for

the sale of New Brunswick ships-the finest,
most substantial ani the best sailers in the
world. And our bankers wili find that by the
immense circulation of British capital and
British gold, now guaranteed to us, their occu-
pation will he gone, No longer will exacting
money-brokers be enabled to keep the nose of
the small trader to the grindstore and fleece
him of one per cent. per month, as they have
been doing for years past."

The Telegraph has continued and remains
the advocate of the Liberal cause and the
sanie commercial principles, while he who
was its editor at that tirne-1 8 6 6 -
is now the editor of a Tory paper
and the advocate of a Protective Policy.
Th b was the progranune laid in the
Province of New Brunswick for carrying
Confederation. We may cone further
down still, anîd we find, in 1874, the lon.
the Minister of Railways (Sir Charles
Tupper) denouncing the hon member. for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) for putting a 21 per cent. in-
crease, saying he was enitering the thin

edge of the wedge of Protection ; and we
find, in 1878, the lion. the present Minis-
ter of Finance saying, in St. John, that
no increased taxation should take place.
WTe find him msaking the following state-
msents, in speeches delivered by hii at
that time, during the 1878 election cam-

paign. He said
"It has been stated that Sir John A. Mac-

donald said that he would adopt the United
States Tariff of 35 per cent. Now, when 12z
per cent. was sufficient for the five years, and
for the laFt nine months l0 per cent. Tariff
was enough to meet the requirements of the
country, can any one suppose him so insane,
so mad as to ask or say lie would put on an
average of 35 per cent ? or to say he would
put on an average Tariff of 35 per cent. when l2¾
or 13 per cent. is amply sufficient to m-et the
requ rements of the country. There are but
two public men that I know of in Canada who
advocate a cent. per cent. Tariff. Neither of
these gentlemen are now in Parliament,

Again he says :
" If I had been in Parliament last Session, I

would not have voted for increasing the duty
on unenumerated articles from 15 te 17ý per
cent. I am now coming to the delicate ques-
tion of flour and coal-the great question on
which this clection is to be run. I have no
hesitation in saying that, if I bad been in the
House last Session, when supporters of the Gov-
ernment proposed a tax upon these articles, I
would have voted against the motion."

We are also assured by the right hon. the
leader of the Government, as to reduction
of taxes, in a speech made at Sweetsburg,
and reported in the Montreal Gazette of
10th July, 1877, as follows

Ways and Meanst. [APRIL 8, 1880.]
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" We had nùde up our minds, as the whole goods dutiable and free, in 1878, wax
people of Canada had done, that Confederation
was necessary for the good of the couintry. We 19o pe ent Sn 17 .7 per
had to please the people of Nova Scotia and r h n
New Brunswick, and their Tariff ran from 5 to cent., and 1879, 1D per cent. Taking the
12 per cent., while ours ran up to 20 per cent., dutiable goods only, the average rate'of
and the great cry raised against us in the Mari- duty on imports from Great Britain, il
time Provinces was, that by coming into
Canada, we would put excessive taxes upon 19 per cent., and in 1879,
them. We met them hilf way, and reduced 24 per cent., an increase of nearly 5 per
the duties to 15 per cent." cent. wbile on imports, from the United
So that we have, up to 1878,no announce- States on dutiable goods alone. in 1878,
ment of this enormous Protective Tariff. was 22 per cent., in 1879, it was 23 pe
I n;might allude, for one moment, cent., an increase of only 1 per cent. ThI
to, the taxation as it began in is the tue way of getting at our taxable
1867, and as it is to-day. The imports. The hon. the Minister of Fin-
Tariff, at Confederation, averaged ance also said, as comparing six months
10 per cent. in New Brunswick; of 1878-9, the decrease of imports of
now - it is 20 per cent. for the dutiable and free goods for this period
Dominion- it was, in 1867, 10 per cent. was, fiom Great Britain, only 7 per cent.,
for the Dominion generally, and in New while the decrease on dutiable and free
Brunswick, 24 per cent., and will likely goods from the ITnited States was 33 per
be larger, when the fuil year's returns are cent. To apply the same rule to the
in, which will give full effect to the dutiable goods only, the decrease of im-
incr-ased taxation. The hon. the Minis- ports fro-m Great Britain was 15 per cent.,
ter of Finance in his first speech on the and from the United States 18 percent.
Budget referred toe the taxation between This is the only fair comparison, as in the
Great Britain and the United States, imports from'the United States in 1878,
endeavouring to show that the present in tbe free goods, there was a large
Tariff favoured Great Britain and deait amount of grain, etc., intransit2, more
heavily against the United States, which than was allowed by the statement ro-
is not the case. Now, tbe true way to ferred to. We now core te the malu-
test this, is to take taxable merchandise. facturers, wbo, as a7class are not benefitted
There wos a large reduction made in the by the Tarif, the enormous increa9ed
list-of free imports bv the Tariff of last duty on materials for manufaeturing pur-
year, reducing the Free List from about poses, bas more than neutralised the
$25,000,000 to about $10,000,000 from advanceddutv onthe nanufacturedarticle.
UJnited States impotts; and from Besides the increased capital necessary
$6,500,000 to about $4,000,000 from under the present Tarif to do business,
Great Britain. The Free List left from has, and *ill interfere with their progres.
the United States, now comprises such For example, take agricultural impie-
imports as fish, under Treaty, sav ments; manufacturers have complained'of
$500,000; wool for manufacturing, over the disadvantages tbey are under by the
$1,000,000; settiers' effects, $700,000; present Tarif, whi]e tbey get an increased
hides, over $I,000,000 ; raw cotton, nearly protection on manufactured articles frqm
$1,000,000, and a number of other items 17k per cent. to 25 per cent., the7in-
for manufacturing purposes, which it is creased duty on màterials and fuel is fr
to our advantage to admit free of duty, 6k per cent. to 16J per cent. Take the
and, therefore, should not be admitted iron foundry business; while increased
into a calculation to show the percentage duty on manufactured articles is from
of taxable imports as between one coun- 17J per cent. to 25 percent., theincreased
try and another. The six months' com- duty on naterials and fuel'is from
parative statement laid before the Hoise, per cent. te 14k per cent. Again, také
on which the calculation is made, is fie nail inanufacturers; while the iný
what we bave now to go by, although I creased duty on nails is frem 17J p
do not admit the resiilt of tatation under cent, te 25 per cent., atpreseat prices, the
it is the sanie/s will be' shown wh en the inereased duty on iron, naterials and fuel
full year's return wilI be- comipiled. By is from 61 per ceùt. te 20 per cent. On
the six months' statement, the average of nails and tacks combined, the increaa
duty on imports from Great Britain, on dûty on tbe manufactured is from 17k
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per cent. to 25 per cent., and on the
material and fuel from 514 per cent. to 17
per cent., making a discrimination ag inst
the one of 61 per cent., and the other of
41 per cent., as compared with the 1878
Tariff. On carriages, the duty on manu-
factured articles is increased fron 1712
per cent. to 30 per cent., while the duty
on raw materials and fuel is increased
from 13 per cent. to 23½ per cent. On
boots and shoes, the increased duty is
from 17ý per cent. to 25 per cent,, while
the increased duty on the materials, Fuel,
etc., for making them is from 101 per
cent. to 19 per cent., or 1 per cent. worse
off than before. flarness and saddlery
manufacturers get an increase of 7- per
4ent. duty on the manufactured articles,
and pay 12 per cent. to 15 per cent. ad-
ditional on the mounting and materials
for manufacturing. Materials for con
struction of ships have been increased
fron 4 3 per cent. to 13 per cent. Mate-
rials, provisions, etc., for lumbering, have
been increased froin 10- per cent. to 22
per cent.; and so on among nearly all the
manufactures, except sugar refineries, cot-
ton and woollen manufactures, and, per-
haps, i urniture. Other manufacturers do
naturally ask why such special advantages
should be given them as admitting their
raw materials and machinery free. It bas
been said that prices of such goods have
not increased. Mr. Speaker, we know
better, as the several circulars distributed
to the trade will corroborate ; some
things have advanced three or four
tiies, and are still advancing, all
of which the consumer has to pay.
Now, tie bon. the Finance Minister, lasst
fall, visited se veral manufactories through.
out the Dominion. I am satisfied that,
in a great many cases, there was a great
deal of dissatisfaction expressed, when he
made hib visits, that never came to light.
What do we find on examination : that
in iMontreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Brant-
ford, Oshawa, St. Catherines, Guelph,
London, etc., we find him visiting a
wealthy class cf men, representing sone
$ 3 2,000,000-some worth $20,000,
$40,000, $100,000, $500,000, and from
$1,000,000 to $3,000,000 ; all these
immense fortunes were made under a
revenue Tariff, and, considering the de-
pression this country has been passing
through, no class of our population has
suffered less than our manufacturers.

Now, it would seem to me that these
manufacturers visited by the hon. gentle-
man, were many of them desirous to ob
tain some advantages, and it was no won-
der he was treated so well in his journey-
ings, besides it gave them an opportunity
to gain a cheap and widespread advertise-
ment, if nothing else. The manufacturers
of St. John have not the same chance
and advantages as those in Ontario, who
have the best water power in the world,
at a very low rate, and possessing direct
railway and water communication to
their mills, besides having a market at
their doors. We, in New Brunswick,
were once told that the Maritime Pro-
vinces after Confederation would do the
manufacturing for all the vest ; and
Sir, we find on the Welland canal alone
there are some fifty manufactories and
mills, and these Ontario manufacturers do
now manufacture very largely for the
Lower Provinces. I took some pains to
find out from the banks in St. John, and
by other means, about how much there
was paid for purchases made in Ontario
anid Quebec annually. In two banks I
found it was nearly $3,600,000. We may,
therefore, take it that there are $4,000,000
or $5,000,000 worth imported from On-
tario and Quebec into the Province of
New Brunswick yearly, and a larger
amount for Nova Scotia and Prince Ed-
ward Island; certainly, the course of trade
between tie Provinces is directly the op-
posite of what we in the Maritime Pro-
vinces were led to expect as the result of
Confederation. Ontario and Quebec have
monopolised largely our trade, while we
do very little more now in Ontario and
Quebec than we did before Confederation.
Our imports in New Brunswick froi
Canada in 1866 were $300,000, and our
exports somne $82,00; while now our im-
ports from Ontario and Quebec into New
Brunswick alone is between $4,000,000
and $5,000,000, and our exports are very
little more than in 1866. I know one
manufacturer in St. John, a supporter of
the hon. the Finance Minister, who told
me lie considered the Tariff no good to
him whatever, that Le was no better in
his business for it, in consequence of the
large increase on raw materials and fuel.
He is quite a large manufacturer of all
kinds of iron goods, castings and so on. He
said: in 1876 he employed thirty men;
1877 fifty-onemen; 1878, forty-seveu men;
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1879, twenty-three men. In 1876 he to the West. We can bave no better
paid for wages $10,000 ; 1877, $15,400; evidence of the effect of the overnment
1878, $14,300 ; 1879, $6,700. Also the policy than is set forth in the Torontt>
carriage makers in St. John are complain- Mail, the Governent organ, so late as
ing that they are empl3ying but half the December 24, 1879, as follows
hands in 1879 they did in 1878, only "Montreal beiug the nearest creat city in
working three-fourths time, and have large Cana a, became after the Union the nietropolis
stocks on hand. We have also the of a large section of the three Eastern Pro-
harness makers complaining bitterly. vinces, and even of NewfrunîIand. The east-

Miniter f Fiancewiîlre-eru seetions of Nova Scotia. the northern partsThe hon. the Ministerof ew Bunswick, ail deait with Montrea
member the remarks made by a Mr. preference te Halifax or St. John. * 

Harris, when visiting bis place, that lie ieontreal becain , co s quetly, very rieh for a
110W eInfloyedp about 60 oien, when a tiye. The railways cotinued to exted west

ward; wetern c mties and towns began to dis

few~eeme 24,r 1879, ase folow :0.H wl

pute with Montreal e marufaturing mon
member t]ie compiaints uade by the opoly she had afparthtly estaiisher. *
mainufacturers of boilens and locomotives, Toronto and Hamilton, i p ,rticu-lar, took up
as to the larg advace on oon, tubes, tfe business of supplyg Oetrie awite o-

factures, and it is ewîfounland he at-
etc. The cn plaents of the nail nrannfac- ct s of t v f t the other t art

of New Brunswick, alldealtewithtMontreal iorn-

turers as to ijury clone the b and SO o r to lolds the key of a gret hestin. Se niay,
throrgi the entire list, except thae cottn aud will, with propeh en rjy anitjdicions aid,

obecome the metrpolis of a great region, ceasweg

manufactur'le lo. boitlean lcomtives,

eniy at the foot of the Rocky Mountains. m
Sien, rended us of a glass faetory in St. wl lic.r own fault if the crown of coiy t ;ercinl
John that ha started as soon as the Na ari trade supremayis retnoved frin lier fortner
tional TPo icy was announced, aîîdstrange westwird stili. AIl tle forces of emigration, f
to say, it bas been shut down even silice. agriculture, of railway buildinu, of iieavv pub-

11e lsonemnde usof al)oten iust.Lc cxc enditure, are ep'rating to devciop the

Il o remided us of a lssfatry in St.'

west. Toronto siould be able to kecp hold on
John that wouldw be started afreali be- the supply of the west. a e tendncy of tlie
cause of the National iPolic; it lias done time lias been for some ymars patu, nd. ccnler-
nothxngo since. The Coldbrook Nail ated by the National Poley, stili is t * 4iug t*i

ever since. r tanl d Hstabutor, or even the consumer ok m-
hself, into ecre diocf t rslations with the

The CoIdbrook iolling Milfs hava also producer. This seeins toopentein twh wys.
been stopped ; aud of our saw milîs, out of It cuts off fro e many c aies, suc i as Halifax,
tweîbty one in St. John, last Session. only St. toh, Quebec, ud soi e wst re ceasing
ive or six wee seen rnnnin.Ousl- well, a good deal of the trade formcrly don.

C OurSl'P-wit i them, and it tends to destroy thka useful-
yards were neawly deserted. There were ness cf the specially mercanti e classes-tie
othe a industries which might be men- middlcmen. Two or three hvns sme te ure
tioned, but it is not necessary. a d n t te e inevitai le l the future The i reautile
say this s d state of affairs is ail due to clatses will rave a hard time of it. * pb

The larger citiez, whicli by natural selection
the National Policy, but bon. gentlemen wil sur itve, or which will grow gradually, wil
opposite have been assering toat geat inreasehrapidlylud poplation anwealtho Th
prosperity wlas been the result bf the agricultural lande in the neigibourdood Of the

National P olicy, and that t s tine greats cee will double or quadruple in value.
nothin sin. TheCobre west will fil u with a population te

Works haeeen bso edeve e dveturous and too excited te s uttle dowh at
se prosperous. TRis was said by the lon. once te manufaT ing ism unry. And thus,
the Minister f Finance m at Shebrooke, frot Toromto westward, there will be an
which is not true. J believe that these immense field for trade developrnent, a great
fiveosix were seen unnin . Ourship- el population calling oeut for clothing, boots and

indutiis wll orn up gau; tnt heyshces, hardware, machinery for agriculturel
will gather strenth, mort- particulary ini purposes, etc., and, i time, for the luxuries cf
Ontaro and Quebec; but the present ionseold life. For some years, at least, the
peicy of the Governnent will n t be the dforces cf the Goverment will be brought
cause, as i is not in the interest of the bear on the development cf the wemt, etc. i

general manufacturers, much less cf the That shows that the plicy of the Govern-
general industnial classes cf our country. ment is to build up the west at the ex-
Mr. Speaker, this protective policy cf the pense cf the east. Mn. Speaker, I now
Government is ppesed te he interests t core t the lumber interest, which is a
the Maritime Provinces, and, as it is nw, very important interet in the Dominion,
will hT more and more in future. It will yet the Government have increased th
draw from them their trade and commerce taxes on this ingdustry from .l percent. to

Mit. 3uîtpîz.
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22 percent. The returnsshow thatthevalue
of the lumber exportedfromCanadaduring
the twelve years from 1868 to 1879, was
$261,614,178, while agricultural products
were $202,404,000, and animals and their
products, $150,975,000. This shows that
the luniber interest, although it has had
three or four years of great depression,
yet, taking all the years since Confedera-
tion, bas very largely overshadowed every
other industry in our exports from the
Dominion of Canada, reaching an export
in 1873 of $28,586,816. To our people
in the Province of New Brunswick this
lueingr ii iiterest is by far the largest and
most important, not only by giving em-
ploymnenr to so large a portion of oui
population, but furnishing freights for our
ships, as will be seen by the exports from
that Province. Our total exports in 1868
wàs $-4,125,000, of which .32,909,000 was
lumber; in 1869, $4,815,000, of which
$3,560,000 was lumber; in 1870,
$4,363,000, of which $2,95.2,000 was
lumber; in 1871, $4,541,000, of
which $3,043,000 was lunber ; in 1872,
$4,740,00, of which $3,360,000 was
lunber ; in 1873, $5,650,000, of
-which $3,979,000 was lumber ; ·in 1874,
$6,142,000, of whicl $4,712,000 was
lumber; in: 1875, $6,050,000, of
which ,4,585,000 was lumber; in 1876,
$5,950,000, of which $4,165,000 was
lumbker ; in 1877, $5,574,000, of
which $4,456,000 was lumber ; in 1878,
$6,268,000, of which $4,500,000 was
lumber; in 1879, $5,372,000, of which
$4,031.734 was lumber, and there is no
doubt but the exports for 1880 will be
-very much larger in New Brunswick as
well as over the Domninion. This statement
shows the inportance of that industry to
New Brunswick; and notwithstandiiig
the lion. the Mirister of Finance had so
often represented it as a waning industry,
yet it lias steadily increased in volume
and importance ever since 1868. The
hon. the Finance Minister alluded to the
fact that, while the prices of lumber had
advanced of late, bon. members on this
side of the House did not increase the
wages of their men. The taxes imiposed
by the present Tariff on this industry is a
complete answer to such an assertion.
While there is an advance in the price
of lumber, the cost of getting it to
Inarket has in consequence also advanoed ;
and while the labouring man does not at

present get more than half the wages he
(id a few years ago, the cost of living
to hirm bas greatly increased by this
National Policy. It is estimated, after
careful enquiry, by persons who have
spent a lifetime in the business, that the
capital invested in the lumbering busi-
ness in the Dominion is $100.000,000
that our average production for exports
and consumption has, for a series of
vears, reached $30,1 00,000 annually.
The same enquiry has showi tiat the
cost of production has been 65 per cent.
labour, namely, $19,500,000 ; fari pro-
duce 30 per cent. -9,000,000 ; the re-
niiming 5 per cent. $1,50 ý,000 for sundry
other materials. The result shows that
this large anount spent in this business
for labour, will employ 83,900 able-
bodied men all the year round, at an
average wage of 75e. per day, which
provides for 420,000 of our population
of 4,000,000. In the Province of New
Brunswick it gies eiplonyment te
17,000 men, and at the sane wages pro-
vides for 85,000 of ber population. Mr.
Speaker, I mention these facts, to show
the importance of this iidustry, to show
the very large proportion of our
population it supports, and that instead
of taxing it by an increase of 11 per
cent., the Government should foster and
encourage it in every possible way. It
is a fact, Sir, that the increased taxat on
put on this industry now cones out of
the labouring man, wlo is working fcr
about half the wages formerly earned, and
at the same time paying more for the clotL-
ing lie wears and the food lie consumes.
Mr. Speaker, the shipping interest is
sinilarly situated. I have beard it said
by the bon. the Minister of Finance that
thie shipping interest has improved, and
that the shipbuilding industry has improv-
ed under the National Policy. I do not,
however, know of any place where this is
the case, but the very reverse. In 1862,
the Tariff upon materials used in the con-
struction of ships was 52c. per ton; in
1865, 63e. perton; in 1878. 80c. per ton;
and in 1879, this tax on shipbuilding was
increased from 80c. per ton to $1.95 and
$2.00 per ton. The hon. the Minister of
Finance, in the city of St. John, during
the 1878 elections, spoke most distinctly
against any Governient taxing the ship-
ping interest, and he condemned the late
Finance Minister for, in 1874, putting a
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alight tax on pome ship naterials which
increased the duty from 60c. to 80c. per
ton. He, Sir, used that argument in
every speech against the late Government
during his canvas in the 1878 elections. I
will read some remarks made by the hon.
the Minister of Finance du! ing that tinie.
Referring to the shipbuilding industry, in
his speech at the Mechanies' Institute,
lie said as follows :-

" Had I been in Parliaient when these alter-
ations in the Tariff were made, I would have
taken exception to almost every change made
by Mr. Cartwright. First, Mr. Cartwright
propo sed to plat- a duty on ships' materials oft
4 per cent., the railway impost. Ater the
Union the duty on this class of goods was
struck off. This was done because we thonght
that the shippii g interest was one that re-
quired all the assistance wh ch couid be given
to it. We all agreed that articles which en-
tered into ships should be as free as possible.
Mr. Uartwright proposed to change all that ii
1874, but ti e shipping interest at that tine
was not in as good a condition to bear addi-
tional taxation as it was in 1867."

Again in Carleton, St. John, he said:

"As to ship materials I said I w-ould not
have added a duty on them, for how is ship-
building now? That iodustry is almost dead
in the Mar.tine Provinces, etc."
Now, the shipbuilding interest, in 1874,
was iii no more depressed condition than
it was in 1879, when lie inposed this
additional taxation on shipbuilding
material. We fnd that the lion. the
Minister of Finance, during his vi-it to
St. John, visited none of the shipbuilding
yards, althougli lie might have donc so
with advantage to iimself. The draw-
back of :j0c. a ton does not place the
shipbuilder in as good a position as be-
fore the National Policy ; noihing less
than $1.15 a ton drawback will do that.
There is anotier matter I would like to
call the attention of the bon. the Minister
of Finance to. It is an article i ublished in
the Monetary lmes of February 27th,
and speaks of Senator Fabre, tLus:

" Senator Fabre, in a letter sent from Paris
recently, complaired that the Province of
New Brunswick had, by sending inferior ships
to Europe for sale, lowered the estimation mn
which our ships had been previously held
there."
This is a most slanderous and fal3e asser-
tion. That statement bas not been con-
tradicted. The bon. gentleman's expenses
were paid-some $1,500-by Canada, for
the purpose, it is said, of enabling him
to negotiate some reasonable terms bu-

ME. BURPIE.

tween France and Canada, for the enter-
ing of our ships there on the sane terims
as Great Britain ; and we find, from this
article, that apparently to let bituaelf
down easily, he condemns the ships of
of New Brunswick. I do not believe
there are better ships in the world ; nome
new ships are now classed fourteen years ;
and I think it due to New Brunswick
shipbuilders to make this statement, and
call the Governmenît's attention to this
article. The hon. the Finance Minister,
speaking of the taxation on ship materials,
gave the most distinct promises, that the
drawback would be such as would
place this industry in as good
a position as it was before ;
indeed, lie said, in a better position.
His own words there uttered, which Iwill
quote from lansard, page 425, conclu-
sively proves the statements I now make,
as follows -

" There would be a drawback on ship
materials equal to the duty paid (except
cordage) -10 per cent. All new vessels built,
of any description, treated as exports."

On page 722, I find him thus re-
Ported i

" The proposition is to protect the ship-
builders, and give ih m cheaper materials.
We enable thom to bnild cheaper than before,"
etc., etc.

On page 738, lie fmither siys:
"The intention of the Government is, that

everything that enters into shipbuilding, that
has paid duty, 'will be refunded, whether the
vessel went out of the country or not, except
steamer machinery."

And on page 1308, lie states:

" Now, we come to a very important indus.
try, on which you wonld suppose, from .state-
ments made, we were imap.'sng increased tax.
tion, instead of r l-eving it. Our drawback
system must be a btnefit to it," etc.

These promises made by the hon. the
Finance Minister in his Budget Speeches
when introducing his Tariff a year ago,
that the shipbuilding industry would
certainly be placed in as good a position
as before, has not been carried ont. At
a meeting of the shipping interest held a
few days ago in St. John, strong resolu-
tions were passed remonstrating against
this unjust tax, and reminding the hon.
the Finance Minister of his promises made
last Session, also the promises he made
to a deputation that v. aited on him at the
Park Hotel in December last. The Order
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in Couicil granting a drawback of 50c. a
ton contains only a few of the articles on
which a drawback should be given, a list
of some six items, as iron, iron bars, spikes,
chains, paints and canvas, whereas there
are some forty or fifty items on which
shipbuilders are entitled to a return duty,
and they will not be satisfied with the
manner in which they are treated by the
Government. There is over $10,000 now
due parties in New Brunswick for duty
paid on ship materials promised thei by
the hon. the Finance Minister, when he
said they should be put in as good a position
as before bis Tariff passed, if not better.
The sugar trade has been referred to a
great many times, but I will give it a
brief notice to show what the Tariff has
done since it came into operation. We
bave been told that sugar has been sold
as chcaply as under the old Tariff, and as
it is in the United States market. The
average price per pound of gra'nulated
sugar, comparing the year 1879 with the
years 1878, 1877, and 1876, has been
quoted by the hon. member for Cardwell
as a proof of the fact, which is not fair.
What we want to know is how have the
prices been, since the new Tariff came in,
under it, as compared with what it would
have been under the Tariff of 1878; and
if anyone has followed the New York
rates in bond, also Montreal prices, once
a week or once a month, since the new
Tariff came in, they would soon see the
difference between the prices of sugar
under the old and new Tarif, and they
will also find that the decrease in collec-
tions on the low-priced sugar, as com-
pared with the higher grades, will be a
loss to the revenue of at least $600,000 a
year, and an increased taxation -on the
consumer of a cent a pound. I have kept
a record of the sugar trade every week
since the new Tariff came into operation ;
and for the eleven months, under the new
Tariff, the prices have averaged 9jc. per
pound, whereas, under the old Tariff,
it could have been furnished at 81c. per
pound; and although the refineries in
New York pay 80c., per 1001b.,
more duty on raw sugars, the prices
of granulated in New York, for home
consumption, has averaged. 20c. per
1001b. less than the Canadian granulated
is furnished to the Canadian consumers.
The assertion made that the Tariff has
benefitted the sugar interest in St. John

79

is untrue, as the six months' statement
furnished this House will prove. It
shows, that -while the trade iii Quebec
and Nova Scotia has largely increasedl,
in Ontario and New Brunswick it has
largely decreased, as follows:

Imported for six inonths' ending Decemuber 31,

Ontario...........
Quebec ...........
Nova Scotia........
New Brunswick....
Manitoba ..........
British Columbia....
Prince Edward Isl'd.

1878.
$32,617,040

19,820,932
5,817,637
3,945,552

378,603
771,69S
515,41)

1879.

$9,685.012
46,048,911
14,239,716

2,22s,719
16,979

495,S39
349,646

This shows that under the present ar-
rangement Ontario and New Brunswick
are suffering by the new Tariff on that
industry, and the trade being diverted
from them to Quebec and Nova Scotia.
We have also been told that the prices of
woollen and cotton goods have not been
increased. Now, prices have increased,
not only on account of rise in prices of
the raw material, but owing to the in-.
crease in the Tariff, also other manufac-Itumes would like to know why such in-
dustries as cotton and wollen manufac-
tories should be protected to the extent
of letting machinery, raw material and
dye stuifs free, in addition to from 171,
per cent. to 25 per cent on the manufac-
tured article. The following figures will
show the enormous taxation put upon
those goods : for it is absurd to suppose
that when the importers are obliged to
pay these enormous additional duties, but
what they have to charge it to the con-
sumers. Some of these goods cannot be
made in the Dominion, and those that
can be made have been advanced in pro-
portion to the additional taxation. I
have taken a good deal of interest in as-
certaining the increased taxation on such
woollen and cotton goods as are very
largely consumed by our people, and
will mention an instance as an
illustration of the increased taxation, etc.
There was imported by one of our largest
wholesale houses in St. John, a bale cf
woollen carpets, value $412; paid duty,
under the National Policy, $157.10, or
38 per cent., whereas, under the former
Tariff, 174 per cent., it would have been
$72.10. For those who could afford to
buy tapestry, Brussels, Axminster, Kid-
derminster, etc., a duty of 20 per cent. is
charged, discriminating in favour of the
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rich ware 20J per cent. A case of cotton
goods, value $171, paid 30 per cent.
duty, or $51.30, while under the old
Tariff, 17J per cent., it would have been
$29.92. A case of pilot cloth, for fisher-
men, value $494, paid 311 per cent.
duty, or $155.50, while under the former
Tariff, 17J per cent., it would have been
$86.45. A case of president cloth, value
$235, paid 40 per cent. duty, or
$93.73, while under the former Tariff,
17½ per cent., it would have been $41.12 ;
these goods are chiefly used for heavy
overcoating, etc., for winter wear, and
largely used. A bale of blankets, value
$69, paid 44 per cent. duty, or $30.30,
while under the old Tariff, 171 per cent.,
it would have been $12.07. A case of
biown duck, for nen's overalls, valued at
$403.61, paid 30.} per cent. duty, or
$122.23, under the former Tariff, 172
per cent., it would have been $70.52. A
package of jeans, value $92.88, paid 37
per cent. duty, or $34.59, while under
the former Tariff, 17J per cent., it would
bc $16.27. A package of overcoating,
for winter, value $427, paid 41;1 per
cent. duty, while under the old Tariff,
17- per cent., it would be $74.72. A
bale of blankets, value $223, paid 43
per cent. duty, or $95.75, while under the
lormer Tariff, 17½ per cent., it would be
$39.02. A bale of flannels, value
$807, paid 301 per cent. duty, or
$244.27, while under the old 172 per
cent. Tariff, it would have been $141.22.
A case of cloth tweeds, value $728,
paid 32 per cent. duty, or $234.63,
while under the old Tariff, 17½ per cent.,
it would be $127.40l. One case cf Oxford
shirting, value $409, paid a duty of
39 per cent., or $159.35, while under the
old duty, 17J per cent., it would be
$71.57. Mr. Speaker, these are only
a few of the hundreds of instances that
go to show the enormous increaaed tax-
ation under the National Policy on the
staple dry goods that compose three-
fourths of our consumption, and will also
show the enormous duty charged on the
consurmption of the middle and labouring
classes, nearly double what it is on the
consumption of the wealthy, etc. When
the hon. the Minister of Finance was in
St. John last fall, he was informed by a
friend of his of the amount of cornmercial
depression, of suffering and distress that
prevailed in the city, and was appealed to t

MR. BURPEE.

for help byhis friend. The hon. gentleman
replied: " Tell me what can I do to relieve
you." The hon. the Minister of Finance
promised that he would do all he could,
and that ho had a Go'vernment athis back
who would carry- it out, etc. I would ad-
vise the hon. the Minister of Finance, if
he wishes to carryout that promise, to put
the d uties back to where they were before.
Let him relieve the fishermen and ship-
builders of taxes which bear heavily upon
them; let him take the duty off breadstuffs
and fuel, off dry goods and groceries; let
him refund the $1.15 additional duty col-
lected on ship materials since the Na-
tional Policy came into force, as pro-
mised. These are some of the ways that
his friend might have suggcested, and if the
hon. the Minister of Finance wished, he
could have not only greatly relieved
his constituents and his native Pro-
vince, but the Dominion at large.

MR. GUNN: I rise to point out to
the liouse the unpopularity of the coal
tax in Ontario. It bas pressed beavily on
people of limited means and small in-
comes, and it bas not bencflitted Nova
Scotia one iota. The trade of that Pro-
vince most be done with nearer by-ports,
for coal can be sent from the mines of
Nova Scotia to Boston and Portland, and
pay there a duty of 75c., besides freight,
at a less cost than it can be shipped to
Ontario. Protection appears' to have
been designed for the benefit of the few,
and taxation for the many. There is a
lead mine in my neighbourbood, which
certainly deserves some Protection. It
was carried on by English capital ; and
the company worked it four years, dis-
bursing during that time $200,000 ; and
they were granted a Protection of 10 per
cent., and during the time it vas in
operation, the owners did not produce 10
per cent, of their gross outlay, and they
were compelled to shut down the works,
under the new Tariff, which increased
their taxes, and gave them that insignifi-
cant and insufficient Protection of 10
per cent. Now, sugar is one of the
articles that has been protected too much.
I believe the figures given by my hon.
friend from St. John (Mr. Burpee) are
as nearly accurate as they can be, and I
find they agree with my own. The
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White)
gave 9c. as the price for granulated sugar
last year. My own figures are 9-c., the
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aV#age price from the time the refinery
st|ted last year, up to the
ehd of that year, 1879, and the
avérage price was 9sc.. from the
1sk April, 1879, to the 1st instant,
one year. Under new Tariff, consumers,
had to pay more for their supplies, and
the Treasury received less duty; under
prior Revenue Tariff, the Treasury
would have received half a million
dollars more revenue, and the people
would have bought their sugar three-
quarters of a million dollars lower than
they did. During six months ending 31st
December, 1878, and during six months
ending 31st December, 1879, the former
period under revenue Tariff, sixty-two
million pounds paid a duty of $1,368,935;
and during latter six months under our
Tariff, sixty-four million pounds, paid
only $1,125,034, a loss of $243,901, and
but for twelve million pounds imported,
over No. 14, by the trade, which paid
$2.43 per cwt. duty-the revenue would
have lost $100,000 more: in other words
had all the sugar been imported by re-
finers, the revenue would have been re-
duced below $2,000,000 for the year.
At the rate they paid, (refiners) take the
entirequantity of raw sugar equired inthe
Dominion at 120,000,000, it would have
produced only $1,980,000 duty, and the
new Tariff must drive all the trade into
refiners liands. When the new refineries
are opened in Halifax and Moncton,
there will be more competition, but they
may pool their earnings and keep up
prices, as other rings have done before.
Let us contract or compare, the duty paid
by our refiners with the duty
paid by American refiners during saine
time, and then compare the price at which
e.ach sold, duty paid; our refineries paid
$1.65 per cwt., and the average price at
which they sold granulated sugar for the
year ending 31st March last, was $9.2.5
per cwt., and the American refineries
paid $2.45 per cwt. duty, and sold during
the same period, namely, from 1st of April,
1879, to lst of April, 1880, at $9.00 per
cwt., that is the latter paid 80c. per cwt.
more duty on raw, and sold granulated
24c. per cwt. less, equal to, on 120,000,000
raw -960,000 more revenue on the
quantity required by the Dominion; and
the Aniericans sold lower on the outturn
of refined, say 105,000.000 at 24c. equal
to $252,0000, together a loss on our trade

amounting to $1,212,000, and on the
American trade equivalent to $18,180,000;
apply our Tariff to the *trade of England,
and for this one item alone, the people of
Great Britain would have an annual loss
of $24,240,000. The difference given be-
tween the figures given by the the hon.
member for Cardwell (Mr. White), and
mine, are je., and jc. on one year's con-
sumption of refined, amounts to $131,250,
but let us take his own figures, and thus
estimate its cost to the country direct and
indirect, with what we would havo
paid under the old Tariff; 105,000,0001b.
at 9c., amounts to $9,450,000, and the
ave'-age price in New York was à '86, with
25 per cent and le., gives $246 duty;
together 8'32., and ampunting to
$8,736,000; deduct this fir tbe price
paid under war tax, and you will find you
have paid in excise of this Tariff, $714,000;
and then count the loss of revenue
on 105,070,0001b. refined, at 5-86,
thus would have paid 2-46 duty
per cwt. amounting to $2,583,000
against 120,000,000lbs. raw, at $1,65,
$1,980,000, showing a loss of revenue
amounting to $603,000, which add to
increased price already stated, and together
you have $1,318,000 loss to the country
1,317,000. If thehon. the Finance Minister
looks into this matter, he must see that that
is too much Protection. , I asked him to
investigate the inatter last winter, but he
never took any steps to do so, or at least
he has not replied. 1 asked him why ho
did not take disinterested advice, and re-
commended him to get the best informa-
tion from the United States and from
Europe on the subject. This is an im-
portant and serious question, and there is
plenty of information to be had which
will tend to clear the mind of the hon.
gentleman. From any standpoint under
this Protective Tariff you nay take, we
see a large loss to the revenue and to the
c3nsumin g taxIpayers of this country, and
tie Government might very justly
amend the Tariff without injuring the
rafiners. If sugar must be refined in
this country, under the present Tariff,
the Government might very well excise
the refiners' excessive profits without
hurting them. They, the Government,
has seized the bulk of the banks' circula-
tion, which did not belong to them. The
Tariff is their own child. Let us get the
profit ourselves on the refining of sugar
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as well as on the bank notes. I am sure
they, the Government, will find sugar re
fining more profitable than grinding
wheat at the Kingston Penitentiary
This reminds mie of the renarks made by
the lion. member for Montreal (Mr
Gault), • about this prison, and I
thought what a selfish, hard master
Protection is ; it wants all foi
itself. The lion. niember would reducc
the officers' salaries there. If he knew
the long hours and arduous duty tley
have to perforni there, Le would not
think of reducing their pay. They are
not overpaid, and the prison is well man-
aged--I think one of the best maiaged
prisons in the world. With these re-
marks, I shall no longer detain the House.

MR. LONGLEY: I will not trouble
the House w ith tiresome figures, as I
think it Las already had statisties to
repletion, but will speak of the condition
and circumstances of tte country previous
to the adoption of the National Policy.
Everybody knows tbat, in respect to the
Treasury, there had been alarming de-
ficits extending over several years, and
that the country had been brought into
circumstances of great depression. This
condition of things had been brought
about, in the estimation of the people at
large, through the obstinate adherence ot
the party in. power to Free-trade notions,
at the sacrifice of the industries
of the country. Under some con-
dition of things, this policy might
have been well enough, but it proved
ruinous when we had to compete
with a powerful and remarkably
enterprising neighbour ri2ht along our
borders, wedded to a highly protective
policy, and who had grown to greatness,
in a very considerable degree, by the adop-
tion of that policy many years ago. It
was under such circumstances as these
that the incoming Government was called
upon to address itself to a readjustment of
the Tariff, with the double purpose of
improving our crippled finances and pro-
tecting our struggling industiies. The
hon. the Finance Minister, with his ei
tensive knowledge of the affairs of ti e
country, after the most painstaking cal u-
lation and enquiry, was able to submit to
Parliament a fiscal policy which com-
monded itself to an overwhelming ma-
ority of the people's representatives, and

tius was an entirely new departure taken.

MR. GuNN.
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We have had but a brief trial of this
polie j, but we have no reason to be dis-
satisfied with its fruits. A fair measure
of success bas been achieved in respect to
the leading objects in view, namely, im-

. provement of our industries and increase
of revenue. It bas been urged against
the Tariff that it bas not enabled us to free
ourselves fromi the deficit legacy bequeath-
ed to us by the late Governme±nt; but we
eau say in reply, that it is not so large by
Sone-hlnf as it would have been but for the
adoption of the National Policy; and I
may add, that in view of the very
gratiflying improvenieit in the receipts
which lias taken place since the
first of January last, as compared
with the corresponding peiiod of last
year, amounting, I believe, to about
$600,000, we may cherish ti e hope that
ere we assemble here again in 1881, the
last rennant of deficits will have cisap-
peared. I am of the opinion thîat, instead
of overestimating the beneticial results of
the Tariff during the y-ear it has
been in operation, as our opponents
allege, we have underestimated them;
and that substantially much greater good
bas been accomtplished, both financially
and industrially, than nost of us Lave yet
dreamed of. Lost ground, in whatever
way brought about, is seldom regained in
in a day, or a montb, or a year; but our
retrogressionhaving been stayeda yearago,
we have since that time experitnced a
gentle propulsion forward, and soon we
shall begin to acquire a fair momentum to-
wardsprosperityand nationalsuccess. From
the time the National Policy was first
propounded, in 1871, or thereabouts, I
have been in hearty sympathy with it,
andregretted that circumstancesso long de-
layed its adoption; but the set time came
at last, and I an sure that, from that
hour, thousands of hearts have expanded
with the thought that our country was
our own, in a sense that it was not before,
and that room had been made and means
supplied for natiot al development. Com-
mercial intercourse between nations and
peoples should undoubtedly be encouraged
upon fair terms, and where mutual ad-
vantages might ressorably be expected to
follow, but not where the advantages
greatly preponderate to one side. But
while we have not been able to admire
the liberality or friendliness of our neigh-
bours, we could, and we hope have, pro-
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fited by their example. We need go no
further than the United States to witness
the virtue of Protection to home indus-
tries, and if the systern of Protection bas
been good for them, why will it not be
good for us. Our circumstances are surely
not greatly dissimilar from theirs, and
they have flourished and so may we.
Some laud the system of Free-trade and
rejoice in a large volume of inports; but
I can imagine nothing more derogatory to
national success than the spirit of depend-
ence, begotten under such a system as that
which had obtained in this country for
years past. I also believe that it is as
necessary that we should seek to restore
the equilibrium between the exports and
impors of the country, as that we should
square the account between expenditure
and income. It seems to me that we cai
only accomplish these desired results bypro-
moting in every possible way the various
industries of the country, and thus large]y
supplving our own wants. Our country
is rich in natural resources, and we have
facilities in abundance for manufacturing
purposes. I am not aware that our
opponents have shown a single instance
where the policy which we have adopted
bas operated injuriously. On the other
hand, we have shown where factory after
factory, enterprise after enterprise,.have
started up, and are flourishing, with more
to follow. Attempts have been made to
show that agriculturists, instead of being
bsnefitted, have been injured, because the
products of the soil have been lowered in-
stead of enhanced in value ; but, as we
were told at the same time that the lum-
bermen, the fisherman, the mechanic, in a
word, all consumers had to pay more for
supplies, we failed entirely to appreciate
an argument so lame and contradictorv.
Ten, ffteen, and twenty per cent.
were named as the advance upon supplies,
since the advent of the National Policy.
Well, if that were true, it would seem
to inlicate better times, and we offer
no objection to the acceptance of it in
that way. We wish to be obliging.
The propositions which we have been con-
.sidering cannot, however, both be correct,
for it follows as an inevitable conclusion
that, if our manufacturers of all kinds are
stimulated, and hundreds and thousands
are drawn to these centres of active in-
dustry, thus largely increasing the number
of the non-producing classes, the tillers ot

the soil must reap the benefit of enhanced
prices. And not only so, but a home
market will be provided, and the costs
and risks of transit to a distant market
avoided. We were told a year ago that
the adoption of a Protective policy would
weaken the ties between the Mother
Country and this Dominion, but we have
seen no evidlence as yet of such a calamity,
nor have we the remotest expectation of
the fulfIltr ent of these gloomy predic-
tions. On the contrary, we should ex-
perience no feeling of surprise at wit-
nessing a very coasiderable modification
of the fiscal policy of England herself, for
she is scarcely holding lier own in the
world's conipetition, and with the ten-
dency of the nations, in Europe as well as
elsewhere, towards a system of Protection,
the coatest will become an unequal one,
and lier rigid notions of Free-trade will
perforce undergo modifications. Twenty
years ago England could sell lier manu-
factured goods in the markets of the
world, but that, we are sorry to say, is
not the case to-day. During the last
decade, the relative positions of England
and other leading manufacturing nations
have been greatly changed to lier disad-
vantage, and if ber position is now
unpromlising, an adherence to her
present policy is likely to make
it worse in ten years to come.
Shut out fromi one-quarter or one-third of
the markets, which she enjoyed in years
gone by, by the sharpness of the compe-
tition waged with her by some of the
highly-protected nations, who formerly
purchased her goods in large sup
ply, she will by-and-bye recognise
the moral of the story, and feel her-
selt compelled to deal less liberally with
lier neighbours and more justly with her-
self. Much as is won f rom the soi of
England, by the adoption of the highest
system of cultivation, she cornes far short
of feeding her own people ; and we may
say that there, to-day, we find the best
markets for our own surplus products. The
time will come, and is not so distant as
many imagine, when Canada alone will
be able largely to supply what England
may lack in the way of bread. I hope I
may be pardoned if I turn the attention
of the House to a subject of soma im-
portance, which, if it does not now com-
mand the ear of Parliament, as it should,
will, I am assured, at no distant- day, be
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better received, and I hope be dealt with sinews of war for the thousand and oue
in a practical way. The Tariff haî don@ purposes of the Government. In ti*
something for us already, and bids fair to advocacy of propositions such as these, it
do much more ; but our financial necessi- is difficuit to make oneseif fully understood
ties are not likely to be met in this without descending to particulars, and stili
way alone. What we need now, to sup- more difficuit, perhaps, to guard oneseif
plement the fiscal policy, auspiciously from misrepresentation, but one must

inaugurated, is the adoption of a fair, take one's chances for that. I wiU, there-
practical system of economic re- fore, in dismissing this brandi of myguh-
form. I would not advocate sweepý iect, simply repeat that I would not
ing and indiscriminate changes and willingly or knowingly advocate any
reductions, as respects salaries and scheme or plan which would work injustiu.r
the number of officials, but doubt- to any class or classes in the Coinon-
les scores of officials could be dis- wealtb, and it is only because Ithink tht
pensed with altogether, and pretty general more of equality would be secured under
reductions effected, to the relief of the the plan proposed than under the exi4i1ýg
Treasury and the Civil Service, and the state of things that 1 have been tempted
general administration of affairs remain to moot or advocate it at ail. I belie
substantially as efficient as they are now. our expenditures could in various ways 4
One cares not to be too minute in one's curtailed to the extent of $1>000,00 a
enquiries into public abuses, but the vast year. During this debate a numb Of
number of doorkeepers, messengers, and hon. members have represented the Lower

employés of various kinds in and around Provinces as seriously infected wit M
the Parliament and Departnental Build- spirit of discontent, largely growing out
ings, has long forned the subject of of Tarif exactions, but tinged with dis-
observation and comment. These public satisfaction with the fruits of Union.
servants are doubtless faithful and true, That there should be complaints made
and many of them capable, perchance, of there as well as elsewhere, on the part of
filling better places, but they are at least those who have always opposed the
one-third more in number than the Public National Policy is quite natural, and the
Service demands. Then in respect to the sane may ho said of those who have
expenditures of Parliament itself, in how always opposed the Union; but that the
many ways muight the prini ple of euonoimy nuilwr of either cf tiese classes bam rù-
be beneficially introduced. The reduction ceudy been augumented is, I think, quite
of the sum of $200 upon the indemnity of improbable. Our opponents are nevtr
members of Parliament, and a like sum, or tired of a)leging that people are going ;
a larger sum, .in respect of Senators, large numbers from the Maritime irc-
would in itself effect a large annual saving vinces Vo the United State. WelI, ailow.
of about $56,600, to say nothing about in- this to be true in part, it is equWly
the v(ry considerable additional saving truc that the pcople in those Provinces
which could be effected by making cor- have heen doing the same thing for the
responding reductions in the salaries last thirty years, and during portions
of the officials of both Chambers. In -view of that tine in greater numbex:s than
of the present strain upon our finances- now, but most of thei return at the end
a strain which is hkely to be considerably of each season, so that we do nt perma
increased in the near future-a vigorous nentlylo8e more than a smail percentage
effort should be made to effect a reduction of our people. Tiere are even some ad-
of something like 20 per cent. all along vantages in Vhs systen, or practice
the line and all down through the official which nearly offset Vhe evils at$'nding it.
ranks. I refrain from going further into New ideas and increased general informe-
particulars, owing to the delicacy of Vie tion are thus iported back into the Prc-
subject, especially if pushed into what vince, temporarily and in limited degre
might be considered by some forbidden deprived of their floating population, ard
quarters; but I do not hesitate to atfrm in some instance temporry pscuniaay
that, in general, officials are overpaid, and profit is secured, althougl in general they
have very much better times than nine- return no better off than when they
tenths of the people, wiho are ~heavily went away. Their ,tante for dresg
taxed to pay them, and to provide the is usually visibly improved. In a few
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eaes their views of things become de-
cidedly liberalised; in the main, how-
over, they return improved in a variety
of ways. ' This exodus will, however,
oease before long, and, as soon as proper
facilities for getting inte the North-West
are furnished. Then, too, the popu-
larity of the Government lias bce as-
saikd, and a great re action is said to
have taken place to the prejudice of the
Governnent, and in favour of the Op-
position, since the l8th of September,
1878, but these must be pure delusions
on the part of these who talk thus, for
neither in Parliament nor outside of it,
do we witness any evidences of the truth
of what is thus affirmed. One of these
hon. gentlemen after ably advocating a
favourite resolution which he moved,
was voted down a few niglits ago by a
majority of eighty, and this is not an un-
usual vote on party divisions. But let
us see how matters stand in the con-
stituencies. We have had two elections
in the leading constituencies in Nova
Scotia since the General Election in 1878,
and, althougli in both instances there were
circumstances of a local or incidental
nature of a very exceptional character,
the seats were handsomely won in the
interest of the Government. The saine
favourable results have been achieved in

other of the Provinces, where con-
dtiunies~ have been op'ened, and in that

way lias the Goverrnent not enly held
its o wn, but some seats have been wrested
froin the Opposition. I submit. then,
w-hether these facts should not shut the
mouths of aIl who have ventured to
affirm that changes infavourable to the
Administration have taken place since
1878, either in or out of Parliament.
But what can you say about the Ontario
elections of 1879, exclaim our irrepres-
sible opponents. Weil, when headed off
in all other quarters, our opponents fly
to this their salitary refuge, and although
we may feel a little amazed, I do not
know as we should begrudge ,to them the
crumbs of comfort which they derive
from this source. Still, Ontario is but a
baren waste to them, though they
search it o'er and o'er, and in
reality furnishes them with no higher
cheer than Cape Breton or Halifax;
for in the former place it was not the
National Policy which was on its trial,
but Premier Mowat's Governnent, and

the people simply endorsed the Gov-
ernment ; whereas, in respect to the
elections in Nova Scotia, the changes were
incessantly wrung against the National
Policy. Ontario has had the best possible
reason to be satisfied with the National
Policy, and when again called upon to
render lier verdict upon that question,
will probably give it. as emphatically as
she did in 1878. The mistaken inter-
ference of the Dominion Cabinet ii the
contest furnishes just a shadow of founda.
tion for the assumaption referred to in this
connection, and nothing more; and noue
know this better than those who put it
forward so often. I have almost un-
bounded confidence in the ability and
sagacity of the right hon. leader of the
Administration ; but I think lie missed a
figure there. He should have rested con-
tented with bis almost unexampled
triumph of 1878, and been willing to
allow his opponents to hold a piece of
territory unopposed. I regret that the
Government could not sec its way clear
to increase the duty on coal to 75e. per
ton, as the small increase which would
have raised the duty to that extent, would
have been a source of relief both to a
depressed industry and a depleted
Treasury'; ç till, in view of certain conces-
siens, whichi may bo hoped for in another
direction, the Treasury may reap an
equivalent iii another form, and, if dhis is
done, we shall have but little reason to
complain. I also regret that, fromt
necessity, the grants to various public ob-
ieets of importance are greatly diminished,
or cut off altogether ; and this is all the
more to be regretted froma the fact that
an impression extensively prevails in the
Lower Provinces, that undue consideration
is being extended to the niddle and
western parts of the Dominion. A-nother
impression prevails, which is kindred te,
and almost identical with, the one already
referred to, namely: that the Maritime
Provinces have, since the date of the
Union, contributed more to the common
fund than they have received from it;
but all I will say about that is, that all
who think thus had better post them-
selves, and net continue to cherisli
opinions which are known to be delusive.
One of the most delicate questions to
which the attention of the members fromt
the Maritime Provinces bas been invited.,
during the Session, lias been connected
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with the subject of the Fishery Award ;
and the position of the Nova Scotia mem-
bers bas been, perhaps, peculiarly em-
barrassing, derived fron the circuistance
that, in the event of a distribution of the
Award taking place, in common fairness,
Nova Scotia's proportion would be greatly
in excess of that of any of the other Pro-
vinces. The motion for getting control
of more than $2,00,O00 was one not
easily to be resisted, especially in view of
the state of the Provincial Treasury; but
it was evident from the first, that there
were constitutional objections to such a
course, which could not well be over-
cone, not to mention considerationls oi
other kinds, wh'ieh rendered it a matter
of doubtful policy for the Government to
defer to the popular wisli. If the money
were distributed among the several
clainants now, it is not improbable that
in four years' timte there would not be
mauch to show for it ; and when the
Ternis of the Treaty had run out, with
possible complications of a serious charac-
ter surrounding us, growing out of
the abrogation of the Treaty, we should
find ourselves without the means of pro-
ï,ecting and extending an interest of
almost priceless value, not to the Pro-
vinces alone, but to the whole country.
Our enterprising and somewhat aggressive
neighbours across the border, have long
looked with a covetous eye upon our' fish-
ing grounds, and althougih we flattered
ourselves that, under the Washington
Treaty, this bone of contention had been
gottenrid of, we shall find at the end of four
vears more in our midst again. Among
the niany interesting and important ques-
tions demanding the attention of the
Government and of Parliament, none
can be rcgarded as so vast and absorbing
as that involved in the project of opening
up of the North-West. The subject pre-
sents itself to us in various aspects,
but chiefly in respect to those
which relate to matters of finance
and colonisation. For a country with
a population not greatly exceeding
four millions to undertake the constru.-
tion of public works, embracing a pro-
bable expenditure of from eighty to one
hundred millions of dollars, would, at
first thought, seemu to be little short of
sheer madness; but careful reflection will
present the natter to us in another light.
The fact that there is in this vast region

M n. LONGLEY.

to be thus opened up for speedy settie-
ment enough land of the best qualitv to
pay for the work twice over, is. in itself
reassuring ; but the w-ay in which the
land will be enhanted in value,
and the means thusi furnished
for speedy settlement foim additional
considerations not easily om'' estimated.
And when we add to these tii probable
increase of population likely to take
place during the progress of the work, we
shall scarcely consider the prospect a
gloomy one, but on the contrary oie full
of glowing possibilities. With double
our present population, and greatly in-
creased resources, vie may reasonably
hope to do well enough ia the way of
meeting our liabilities, great as they will
inevitably become. After the Great
North-West is opened up, and the iron
horse shall take his way fron the Atlantic
to the Pacific, ve shall not be so very far
behind and beneath our neighbours, and
shall thut compete with them upon equal
ternis in some respects, at least. This
vast project seems at first sight to involve
the taxing of the cast for the benefit of
the Vest, but we may fairly hope that it
vill not be so ; but tinat the sale of the

lands will fully meat the outlay. It
would seem as though we were no v com-
mitted to the scheme, and that the true
policy is to push the work on as rapidly
as our means will allow, trusting to the
results to carry us triumphantly through.
I will here turn aside, for a moment, to
notice a gratuitous assertion made the
other night by the hon. member fronm
Antigonish (Mr. McIsaac). In few worls
the statement was this: " That Sir
Charles Tupper had been the greatest
enemy Nova Scotia ever liad." I do
not know that the stateuent is worth
noticing, but the hon. meniber miglit be
advised that be will not add mucl to his
own fame by thus wantonly traducing
the name of one of the cleverest public
men the country has ever produced;
whose position at this hour a nuch more
brilliant man than bis accuser well might
covet. I am sure I need not enumerate
the services which lie lias rendered
to his native Province, before being called
toa widersphere of action. In connection
with the legislation and the public works
of the country will be found abundant
evidences of his zeal and ability in the
Public Service. Whatever diversity of
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opinion may prevail in Nova Scotia in seat, has wandered over a variety of sub-
respect to the part he bore in promoting jects, and told of the wonderful results
the Union of the Provinces, none bave that have been achieved under the Na-
ever disputed his great industry and tional Poiicy ii reference, 1 presume, to
ability ; and a vast majority of his fellow- Nova Scotia. 1 tlought, to-iight, as 1
countrymen have again and again empha- listened to the somewhat fulsome Plaise
tically endorsed his publie conduct. True, the lon, gentleman bestowed on the bon.
he came to this Parliament alone in 1867, menber for Cumberland (Sir Cbares
but before the end of the terni the greater Tupper), that le night have bis eye upon
part of the members from Nova Scotia a vacancy in another branch cf this Legis-
were actin in concert with bim, and lature. If ie bas that i, view, I ar Iure
generally acknowledging him a-, their be l i l fin , after the war m e p praise lie bas
leader. Finally, w tith two-thirds cf the bestowed on the bon. heînber for Cum-
Nova Scotia constittencies meartily sup- beriand, that that hon. gentleman will be
porting iîim to-day, having beld bis own a supporter cf his in any application lie
constituency uninterruptedly for twYenty- may make for that position. He bas told
five years, neither his present comfort nor us that the National Policy is popular,
future prospects will be seriously affected and that it bas done a great deal for the
by the missiles of any of his political Province of Nova Scotia. On the other
enemies. Sone might be uncharitable or hand I shall be able to show that it is not
critical enough to say that some of his popular, and that in Nova Seotia its most
enemies might have been easily converted uncompromising opponents are the men
into friends, but careless man that he was, whovoted for the Conservativecandidate in
he would not look after them. In re- 1878. The hon. gentleman tells us that
spect to the prices of sugar-the the Dominion of Canada is somewhat
refining business, now so satisfac- similarly situated to the United States,
torily established, and still to be greatly being in possession of ahl the raw materials
extended,-the tea trade, the cotton, that enter into the manufacture of the
woollen, and other imannfactures, goods required in this country. Take, for
now prospering under th new Tariff, I instance, the sugar refineries, the cotton
will not occupy the time of the House by mills and the woollen mills. We must go
adding anything to what bas been so well elsewhere for our raw sugar, for our cotton
said about them all by the hon. the and our wools, while the people of the
Minîister of Finance, and the hon. member United States have all these within their
for Cardwell (Mr. White). 1 may be own boundaries. A Protective Tariff has
pardoned, however, if I advert to the part been more successful in the United States,
that the quality of the refined sugars now because they have every variety of climiate
in use in Canada is much superior to and soil, and virtual Free-trade with forty
what we got when we were dependent millions of people. The National Policy,
manly upon the Americans for our sup- as propounded in the resolution of the
ply, as bas been clearly established by a First Minister, prepared prior to the
numaber of samples tested by the Inland last General Election, was fully discussed
Revenue Department. Out of twenty- in the Province of Nova Scotia; but ro
three samples analysed ail were found to constituency was carried upon a Tariff
be pure. In conclusion, let me say that, such as we have now. We were assured,
while as a nation we may have great diffi- by telegrams froni the hon. the First
culties to surmount, w-e have great hope Minister, that no such thing as an increase
to cheer us on, and great expectations to of the Tariff was contemplated by the
fulfil. The energies and skill of our best Couservative party on their return to
statesmen will be, perchance, severely power. One or two hon. gentlemen,
taxed, but a decade will not pass away representing Nova Scotia constituencies-
before we shall witness such progress and the hon. member for Cumberland and
development as will fill us ail with glad one of the hon. members for Halifax-
surprise, and without distinction of party have stated that the Tariff is a benefit to
we shall ail feel proud of our common Nova Scotia. The bon. member for
country. • Halifax said simply that old industries

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne): The had been revived, and new ones had
hon. gentleman who bas just resumed his sprung up, under this Tariff; but the
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hon. member for Cumberland goes fur-
ther, he says: " that hundreds of thousands
of persons have found employment in this
country because of the introduction of the
National Policy," and then he goes on to
point to al] the industries of the country
as being in a much more flourishing con-
dition than they were at the time of the
introduction of the Tariff. Well, if this
Tariff has found employment for thousands
of people in the Dominion, it meust be in
some other place than Nova Bcotia, for
from the day hon. gentlemen came to the
Treasury Benches, the people of Nova
Scotia have been leaving it and finding
homes elsewhere. Last year, over 1000'
persons left by tL e Boston steamers for
the United States from Halifax over the
number returning to that Province by
the same route, and over 500 more went
from Yarmouth to the United States
than returned; and every vessel, and every
packet, that plies between the western
ports of Nova Scotia and the
United States, carried away large num-
bers of persons, searching for homes
under the " Stars and Stripes." I
find, from the Emigration Returna of the
United States for last year, that over
4,000 persons from Nova Scotia settled
in that country. In addition to that a
large number of persons found their way
to Maioaand the.( Western Sttevb
raii. This year the numlber of persons
leaving Nova Scotia is something enor-
mous ; something like 200 persons leave
Halifax by every weekly steamer for the
Uuited States. This exodus is.not only
going on fron the western, but from the
middle and northern counties of the Pro-
vince. The hon. member for Cumberland
bas also said that a varietv of industries
in Nova Scotia are prospcring under this
Tariff. I think I am in as good a posi-
tion to speak of Nova Scotian interests as
that hon. gentleman, being imore intimate
with the working of the Tariff and its
effects upon those interests. In the first
place, we are told that the shipping in-
terest of the Province of Nova Scotia is
in a more prosperous condition than it
was a year ago. That statement is not
correct. No better proof of this is re-
quired than to travel through the western
counties of the Province, where a large
amount of ship-building has been carried
on, and observe the silent ship-yards from
one end of the country to the other. If

Ma. ROBEETsON.

the hon. gentleman wants further proof,
I will refer him to the returns brought
down by the hon. the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, in which I find, according
to those returns, that the registered ton-
nage at the closeof 1879 waslessthan itwas
in the year 1878, the first time that such a
thing lias occurred since Confederation.
I find also that the increased tonnage
registered in 1878 amounted to 100,000
tons, while in 1879, the year in which
th e hon. gentleman tel ls us the shi pping was
prosperous, the amount of registered
tonnage had fallen off 26,000 tons, and
only amounted to about 74,000 tons regis
tered in that year. The Nova Scotian
who will rise in bis place and tell us that
the shipping interests of Nova Scotia in
1879 were more prosperous than in 1878,
shows a lamentable ignorance of the sub-

ject. A large number of our vessels, in
1879, were obliged to lay up in American
ports because of the low rate, and, in
many instances, the entire absence of any
freiglhts, which, of course, was not the
result of the National Policy. I have
always said that, se far as the ship-owning
interest is concerned, the legislation of hon.
gentlemen could not bene-fit it, but couli
increase or diminish the cost of ship-
ping by the amount of taxation pla ed
upon it. Prior to the Election, the Tories
artedl that the only thing necessary to
bring about a restoration of our languish-
ing industries was the readjustmeit of the
Tariff and their return to power. Not
one of the Conservative promises made at
that time have been fulfilled, se far as
Nova Scotia is concerned. The hon. the
Minister of Finance migit travel froni
one end of Nova Scotia to the other, and
lie would hear nothing but dissatisfaction
with the Tariff expressed. If the hon.
gentleman had visited that Province and
placed himself under my care, I could
have conducted him to country districts
where lie would bave found that the
most outspoken protest against this Tariff
would have come froin those that sup-
poi ted his election platforn in 1878. It
bas been said that the coal industry has
been largely tenefitted by the Tariff.
The hon. member for Annapolis (Mr.
Longlev) said that as a result of the
Tariff the electors of Cape Breton had
expre'%sed confidence in the present Ad-
ministration; and my hon. friend behind
me assured us th at his opponent was alse in
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favour of an increased duty on coal. Every 1 which affects the whole lobster-fishing in
one knows that the politics of the county dustry, and lias entailed much suffering i
pf Cape Breton are decided by the coai many sections of Nova Scotia. It a
trade. They do not care about the effect been stated that the West India trade las
ef the Tariff upon other industries. If been largely improved by the readjusted
the Mackenzie Administration were in duty on sugar. 1 contend that that trade
power to-day, and proposed to put $1 would have been in no worse conditioii
e ton duty on coal, that county would under the old TariW than it is under the
.support that Administration. From new. The Tarif bas had the resuit of
what those hon. gentlemen have directing a very large quantity of raw
said, it must have been a personal issue sugar into Canada by Canadian port,.
between the three candidates in tha The gentlemen most interested in the
county. The hon. member for Cumber- the trade, who are classed as strong Pro-
land bas told us that the National Policy tectionists, are, however, carrying eut the
has largely benefitted the coal industry. gmod Free-trade policy of buying sugars in
By the Report of the Conimissioner of the cheapest markets and shipping them
Mines of Nova Scotia, I find that an in- in the cheapest way. Since the lst
creased quantity (50,000 tons) found its October, 1879, the importers of Halifi
way to the Upper Provinces last year have not sold above 300 hhdm. te
ever that sent in 1878, and that the •ontreal refiners. The sugar brought
Tariff bas kept 46,000 tons of coal from inte that port now is sold to refiners in
the United States nmarket les than was New York and Boston as bretofore.

dent to that county in 1878. Referring Since August lst, 1879, there have been
to, the Trade and Navigation Returns, 316 clearances of vessels from H-alifax and
I find that for the sake of diverting those autports of Nova Scotia to the West
46,000 tons from a profitable channel ef India Islands. Ninty-five of those ves-
trade, the people of the country were sels were frein outside of Halifax, and of
ealled upen to pay ever $400,000 inte the ail the sugar brought bck erey 300
Treaîsury as a tax upon ceai. But te hhds. found their way te the Ledpath re-
tili further prove the injurieus effewts of fnery. English, Norwegian and Swedisi

this, Tariff upoa that industry, I shul vessels, chartered by taiath and Cern-
use as ail nuthority Mr. Litgow, the paTy, find their way up the st.

drt aaverynlarge a quote froy a Lty of r
ltrVrTtehege tat gentleman, whicnt t) Halifax mtrin lie wne nionthe

was publiised .n elle of the Halifax thust dewprving e our own vessels
papers lat year. Speaking ee the Tarif t of the trade we were roynis
that gentleman said: under the National Policy. If the Ges-

"Sir, when 1 tltnk of how the National ernment want te bnefit Canadian sbip-
iPelicy proposed te fosterou r mining interebt, iwners, tley should alter the Tarif te dis-
of hoew Mr. Tilley proposed to impose such criminate, net only in faveur of Caîîadian-
dntiea as wouI(1 give te home indnstry the ports, but extend that discrirniiiatjýen te
home marOoet, and then thiik mf what it Hnda

e have dne for our coal mines will better gar broughtn
net write myfeelings lest the Philistines rejoice. pnted out the other night that i rwoud

ny covicion is the Cape Breton colierew are b but rigngt that machinery that cannot
much werse off under thi new than under the be manufactured in Caunada sould be
ld Jariff." allowd te coe i under the saine ternidt h

0as machinery used iti the manufacture o
not benefitted tle fishing interest or cottons and worsteds ; and because I saw
Nova Seotia. On the contrary, it bas fit te de that, I was taunted by te hon.
doe muc to injure e, and te-day there the Minister of Finance with being a

a vast ameunt of sufferiig in c se- couvert te ls particular views. I tm oet
quence of its disatrous perations. Last fa covert, but I think if we are te have a
year, it is truc, there was a large catch of Protective Tarishl the many sould bepro-
fihv but the maPkts were in such a state tected and net the few. As Messr,. aed-
that fair prices could not b ob- ath are making suc large sum of
tained. ean. gentlemen opposite, to noney by reason of the Tarif; it f but
ad te the mifortunes of this cass of our !fair tha t Fonie portion of their profits
people, enforced the Order in Couicit, shoud divert te Canadian thipowners. I
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challenge the hon. gentlemen opposite to
point to any manufacturing industries
that have sprung up since the inaugura-
tion of the Tariff. I challenge them to
point to tlie falfilment of any of the pro-
mises they made prior to the Election. To-
day, Nova Scotia is importing to the sane
exte t as she did before, and the duty is
largely increased. Take the imports in
my own county, I find that for the six
raonths ending September 30, 1878, the
imports amounted to $113,738, upon
which duty to the amount of $7,330.68
was paiid ; for a similar period, in 1879,
the imports were only $63,083,
while tje duties amounted to $8,686.07.
These last importations being under
a Tariff which the Tories say is
not increased, but siiply readjusted.
The bot. ineiber for Halifax (Mr.
Richev), took occasion, the other night, to
point out to what extent the Natiooal
Polcy had )enetitt(ed the city Le repre-
sents. I can tell the hon. gentleman that,
with very few exceptions, the business
men of Ialifax are dissatisfied with the
policy. In proof of this, I will quote
from the proceedings of the last meeting
of the Ch obr of Commerce, when the
Tariff was under discussion. First, let
irie mrake an extract from the Annual
Report of the Chamber of Commerce e1
Halifax, signed by John Doull, a strong
Conservative, and one of the leading
business men of that city :

" Your Committee regret to report that the
Tariff, as arranged last year, does not appear
to have given the general satisfaction anticipa-
ted, but trust that the General Government
will so mtodify the Tariff as to re love further
dissatisf action."

These hopes were expressed prior to the
delivery of the Budget Speech, so it is
fair to presume that the changes made by
the hon. the Finance Minister were not
such as to allay this dissatisfaction. Mr.
Adamn Burns, of the firn of Burns and
Murray, another strong Conservative-
and to satisfy hon. gentlemen opposite
upon this point, I will refer to the open-
ing portion of his speech, in which Le
said: "Ile did not criticise the Tariff in
any spirit of hostility to the present
Government, whom lie looked upon as the
persois, best suited to administer the
affairs of this Dominion." This hon.
gentleman denounced ",The Tariff, gener-
ally, as unnecessarily Ligh, tending to im-

Mi. RODURTSON.

poverish thie revenue, to stop healtby
competition with outsiders, encourage
smuggling, and offer a premium generally
to dishonesty. He could say nothing in
favour of the Tariff as it now was." Mr.
Wood, another inerchant, said :"His
business Lad been utterlv ruined
and in hiis ruin thi poorer
classes of the population suffered."
These are the views of two mnerchants on
the subject, at a meeting composed of the
supporters of both parties. The out-
spoken protest of those gentlemen is but
a reflex of the protest coming fron every
man in the Province, Liberal or Conser-
vative, when they speak wlat they be-
lieve and think in connection with this
Taiff.

MR. OGDEN : The hon. member
for Shelburne hs made a statement
which I think it is my duty to correct.
He stated that the Government Lad
passed an Order in Council which seri-
ously injured a very valuable industry in
Nova Scotia-that is the lobster fishery-
and that it Lad caused a great deal of
suffering and starvation in fthe Province.
I believe the Government were actuated
by the best motives in passing that Order,
anid I believe that it has not caused any
starvation or suffering. *We read of suf-
fering among the fishermen of Newfound-
land where there is only a close season of
one month. Certainly the OrderinCouncil
does not affect that Colony. In February,
1879, coming on the cars froni Halifax to
Ottawa to take my seat in this House, an
hon. mnember came to me and very affec-
tionately put his arm around my neck
and said, Le understood it was my inten-
tion to advocate a close season for the
protection of lobsters ; Le also said that he
had talked with men engaged in the busi-
ness on both sides of politics in Halifax,
who were all anxious that the close
season should be over the wbole coast
from lst August to lst November or
later, and requested me to go with him
to the ion. the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries and get him to pass
such an Order. I replied, that when we
reached Ottawa I would consider the
matter and talk to the Lon. the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries about it; which I
did. He said le would discuss the
matter with the gentlenen from the
Maritime Provinces whîo were interested.
I told this lion. gentleman that the hon.
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the Minister wished to meet some hon.
members from the Maritime Provinces in
regard to this subject. " Well," said te,
" when you go to hlm I want you to take
me with you. This is a matter in
regard to which I am independent. I
defeated a Cabinet Minister and can be
perfectly independent in regard to a
movement of that kind, and I want vou
to take me with you." The next thing
that the hon. gentleman knew, was an
Order in Council making this close seascn
as desired, w hii appeared in th Canada
Gazette. The lion. gentleman I refer to
is the lion. member for Shelburne (Mr.
Robertson), wlohas so many times spoken
against the Order in Council, and which te
wished to be so instruimentAl in framing.
Had the lion. the Minister of Marine
taken him into his confidence in the
matter, there would have been no necessity
for me to have cone here to-night and
let another pig out of the bag. The hon.
gentleman was strongly in favour of this
close season up to the time the Order in
Council was passed, and for hLim to be
charging the Government with injustice
because le was not consulted, was in very
bad taste.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) : I am
in favour of a close season. I can also
say that during the present Session I have
not asked for any more lengthy period for
the fishermen than the present one .of
four months. The present regulations
have seriously affected the lobster fisher-
mon on the south coast of Nova Scotia. I
have asked this year that the Govern-
ment, in justice to the fishermen, and
especially to those of my own county, in-
stead of having the months of April, May,
June and July fixed for this object, should
make the period May and June and Sep-
tember and October. My reason is, that
in the month of April it is utterly impos
sible to carry on lobster-fishing; and even
if the fishermen wished, there is no bait.
I have it fron the best authorities, not-
withstanding the statement of the hon.
member for Guysborough, that the
month of July is when the spawning of
the fish begins. The result is that, inder
the present regulations, the fishernen
have only the months of May and June.
In connection with what the hon. gentle.
man (Mr. Ogden) bas said about my first
trip to Ottawa, and nv views, I may say
that I am favourable to a close season

that would protect the Fishery. I told
him at Halifax-and the man tLat
owns him, Isaac H1.Mathers-that I would
favour a close season that would equally
protect the interests of the fishermen, the
packers, and the Fishery. I did mv best
to obtain information upon this question,
for the simiple reason that I would like to
see a close season that would protect the
fishermein in their business. I made no
application to the ton. gentleman, and he
never asked me to accompany him to the
Department of Marine and Fisheries for
consultation with the Minister upon this
Subj'ect.

Mn. OGDEN: No, but you asked ne
to take you with me.

Mu. ROBERTSON: The lion. gentle-
man did not ask me, but if he Lad I
would have gone with him to the hon.
Minister, because this is an industry in
which my constituents are largely inter-
ested. But as I said tefore, I am pre-
pared to go before any section of the
people interested in that industry and de-
fend ny course. I simply ask for justicQ
for that class of our fishing population.

An HON. MEMBER having raised a
point of order,

MR. SPEAKER decided tlat thehon.
gentleman had no right to resume the
discussion again on the general ques-
tion.

MR. ANGLIN moved the adjourn-
ment of the Debate.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have no objection, if it be understood
that we close the Debate to morrow.
The Session is advancing and we should
make progress with the business.

MR. MACKENZIE : We are ail de-
sirous of ending the Debate as soon as
possible, but two or three hon. gentle-
men on this side have not had an oppor-
tunity of speaking, and if the adjourn-
ment be now agreed to we shall assist
the hon. the First Minister in termin-
ating ,he Debate to-morrow.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have no objection to the proposal.

MR. KILLAM : I would like to
know if the hon. the Minister of Finance
is going to answer the question I put to
him as to what rate of drawback he
will allow on materials to be used in
shipping in St. John.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I will
answer that question another time4
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Motion agreed to and Debate ad-
journled.

House adjourned at
Twenty-five minutes after

Eleven s'click.

IIOUS,,E OF COMMONS.

Friday, 9th A pril, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD in

movmfg:

That for the rest of the Session, after to-day,
Government business shall on Mondays have
precedence over all other business after Rou-
tine Preceedings,
Said : The reason whv I ask the House
to select Monday is that on Wednes-ay
we proceed with Public Bils and Orders,
while on Monday there are simply Bills
and Notices. I, therefore, ask the House
to give us Monday, after to-day, for the
rest of the Session.

MR. HAGGAR T: I would ask, as
there is an important Private Bill, the
CrediÉ Valley Railway Bill, and all
the parties interested are in town, that
the Government might allow, if we do
not get through with it in the first hour
this evening, that it shall have precedence
till we do, or give us time for it on
Monday.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : With
the unanimous consent of the House,
Private Bills can come up on Monday,
and those ready shall be taken.

MR. MACKENZIE : Is it proposed
that the House should consent te an
indefinite time to-night for this Bill i I
understood that to-night we were to dis-
pose of the Tariff question.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD : We
will go on with the Tariff, and give the
hon. gentleman an opportunity to move
a reference to this Bill, and also an oppor-
tunity on Monday.

MR. BLAKE: It would be convenient
if we could run through the Notices of
Motion. There are a number which
mnust be- unopposed and undebatable ;
there is a large arrear, and they could be
disposed of in half au hour; but I under-
stand this Credit Valley Railway Bill
mnav take a considerable time.

Six JoHN A. MACDONALD.

Si? JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
quite agree with the hon. member för
West Durham (Mr. Blake), that we
should go through the Notices of Motioô.
There has not been an opportunity of
working them out-of cleaning the
stable, I may say.

MR. BLAKE: I do not think the
stable is on this side of the House.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Per-
haps rot; I am quite willing to admit
that we are a stable Government on this
side.

MR. MACKENZIE : There are about
thirty Public Bills and Orders in the
hands of private members. The only
time at which they can be taken up now
will be Wednesday afternoon, and it
would be much better for the Govern-
ment to 'say which Bill they are willing
to consider, and give some reasonable
accommodation to the lion. members in
charge of them. There are a number of
Bills that the Government do not favour,
and it is time the Government should
declare its mind about them.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think that on Wednesday we can com-
mence to slaughter these.

MR. MACKENZIE : And we will de
the slaughtering on the other days.

Motion agreed to.
WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.
House resumed the adjourned debate on the'

proposed motion: " That Mr. Speaker do now
leave the Chair for the Hiouse to go agam into
Committee of Ways and Means."-(Sir Samuel
L. Tilley.)

MR. ANGLIN: Before commencing
my remarks, I have to ask the hon. the
Finance Minister to inform me what the
gross revenue receipts for Marci would
be. I presume he has that information
by this time.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I have
not the information for March separately.
I have it here for January, February and
March altogether. The C ustons receipts
for these three months aimount te
$3,524,534, or $760,000 more than for
the same period last year.

MR. ANGLIN : I ask for the gross
revenue receipts from all sources.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I have
not that

MR. ANGLIN : Mr. Speaker, the
duty which hon. members on this side of
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the House have been called upon to dis-
eharge is not so pleasant and agreeable as
hon. gentlemen-on the other side appear
to suppose. It would be miuch more
pleasant, much more gratifying to us if we
could agree with much of what has been
said on the other side ; if we could be-
lieve that the National Policy bas pro-
duced the beneficial effects which they
contend it bas produced, we should only
be too happy to join in their congratula-
tionsandexpressionsof thankfulnessandde-
ligbt. Foralthoughweliavebeenrepeatedly
charged withbeing unpatriotic, I canhardly
imagine that, on this side of the louse,
there is anyone capable of rejoicing in the
miseries or misfortunes of any class of our
people, or to delight in such misfortunes,
because they afford a more speedy means
of returning to power. Such charges
have been made and insinuated ; and yet
I cannot imagine that those wbo indulged
in those insinuations can be sincere, or
can believe us capable of entertaining dr
conceiving ideas or wishes of so wicked a
character. But otier matter bas found
its way into the debate. Much person-
ality and much that we conceived to be a
gross misrepresentation of facts in regard
to the state of the country. And not
only that. Attacks have been made on
hon. gentlemen on this side of the Hou:se
who lately conducted the affairs of the
country, and those who supported them ;
and we believe that in those attacks the
conduct of the late Administration bas
been misrepresented, and facts grossly dis-
torted. I must confess that I cannot
cîarge the hon. the Minister of Finance
with having done very much to provoke
those personalities, but I do not think
that in the balf playful, half sarcastic
remarks which the hon. member for
Centre Huron made with respect to Sir
Alexander T. Galt having much to do
with the framing of the National Policy
and controlling the financial policy of the
Government, there was sufficient cause to
excite the tempest of wvrath which inmedi-
at.ly followed. The hon. the Minister ox
Railwayrs must, indeed, b) held mainly re-
sponsible for having mingled personalities
so largely with facts aid arguments in
this debate. I remember that the hon.
the iMitister of Finance, in bis financial
statement, complained that some one had
sncered at bis temperance principles, and
some friend sitting nor nie at the time

believed the hon. gentleman had
made that charge against myself. If
he did so, I will only say that I have
never sneered at the temperance princi-
ples of anybody, at any time of my life,
or under any circumstances. I respect
and admire the man who, if lie is a victim
of the frightful weakness of intemperance,
will put such control over bis passions as
to take a pl-dge of total abstinence and
observe it. I admire still more a man
who, not feeling any necessity of that
kind, and merely for the purpose of setting
a good example to others, abstains from
that which he may use with mnoderation
and without injury to himself. I have
always been au opponent or prohibi-
tion. I believe that a prohibitory
law is the greatest possible injury
that could be inflicted on the tem-
perance cause, and 1 have stated that con-
viction whenever I have found it neces-
sary. But I have never sneered at
temperance principles, and certainly not
at the temperance priniciples of the hon.
the Minister ef Finance, of whom I am
always willing and ready to say that I be-
lieve him to be a consistent total abstainer,
and, so far as I know, a consistent ad-
vocate of a prohibitory law, if not a very
earnest worker in the cause of prohibition,
I think the hon. Minister complained that
attacks were made upon the National
Policy witË a view to "hunting" him
down. I think that was the expression
used. If that was intended for me,
I beg to assure the bon. gentleman that
I never was actuated by so mean and un-
worthy a motive. I have looked at the
question entirely on public grounds, and
have soughtonly to do what I thougbt
was for the public interest. The mere
fact of the hon. gentleman's becoming so
unexpectedly an advocate of the National
Poliey did not influence my opinion in
regard to it in the slightest degree. In
assuming, if he did so, that I was actu-
ated by such motives, he paid entirelv too
great a compliment to himself. I do not
think that any bon. member on this
side of the Housie is actuated in ýhis
opposition to the policy by feelings
of political ill-will, or personal malice
towards any hon. gentleman on the
other side. We look at this question
independently of party considerations.
We pride ourselves on the fact that we
woro willing, in the cause of principle, to
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make the enormous sacrifice that we did. Mit. ANGLIN : I am satisfied that
Some of our friends taunted us with our the hon. gentleman who made that
folly in not having given way to public remark bas, for once, expressed the feel-
prejudice and public folly in this niatter. ings of the liuse. In quoting figures 1
Very many have said that if we had given iIl simply use round numbers, which I
way so far as to propose an additional 21 think will enablo us to dispose of these
or 3 per cent. duty, for purposes of pro- extravagant daims of the hon. gentlemen
tectien, the Liberal party might still have to having made this a happy and con-
been in power, and might have continued tended country. It is well known that
in power for many years. Perhaps there we began this Confederation, in 1867, at
were some amongst us who shared that a time of censiderable financial depression.
opinion, but not one of us ever, either in Hon, gentlemen nmst remember that
public or in private, advocated such a wben we assenbled here we found Mr.
course. We stood upon our principles; Rose, who had just assumed the portfolio
ve teck the cônsequences; and we are of Finance, exceedingly e arrassed by
proud to stand here in the position we iow te prospect before hinq. We found hIm
hold as advocates of sound prirnciples, determied, as muc as possible, to cut
and victirns, if hon, gentleman opposite down the expnditurs. toe repeatedly de 
chose to say se, of adterence to principle. clared that i was cf the utmost import-
So much for the pc-rsonal mattersw; as ance, in the first days cf Confederation,
far as they relate to myseif, I weuld ask that th eexpenditure sh oui neot exceed the
the lion. gentleman nd hiH friends, it income. The year before the passing of
they imagine that I am actuaed by per- twhe British North America Ac the pub-
onal nmotives, te discard that idea at lie were assured that the expenditure

once. t e and I have been repeatedly would be $11,500,n, or somethig in
in opposition, frequently in confliot, but that neighbeurhood, and the Governmient
I have nover yet permitted mysef ten- were bound teut down the expenditure
tertain the slightest personal ill-feeling as much as possible, in order te fulfil the
towardi hims, and the worst thints I promies which had been made. They
have ever sad of him I have said in were oblige aise te adopt an oconomical
publi asnd te is face. But the hon. the course fr the purpoe ef meeting what
Minister f eilways, net satisfied with were supposed te be the expectatiens of
speaking of the National Policy and the repre3entatives of the Lwer Pro-
its resuts, chosé te repeat bis vinces, whose endeavours te deal with
old assertions that the hon. member for snall thing were believed te be exced-
Centre Hiuron was a King of Deficits- ingly ecnndmical. In the first year of
that he had rolled u deficits, while the Confaeration we had a 15 per cnt.
previeus Governnent lied rolled up sur- Tariff, and a very large number of articles
pluses; and e again claimed that the upon our Free Lst. We found in that
Administration, in existence from 1867 to year that our receipts fre alt sources
1873, deserved credit for Paving, by some were $13,687,and, and the expenditure
at of ther wn, by some policy of their was kept dewn te $13,486,000. The
own, rendered Canada the most prosper- next hear we found the expenditure in-
eus country the wdrld had ever seen. creased te a litte over $14,osbe it
He spoke of the prsperity of the cduntry round numbers. That did u. ot exceed the
during that period, as being absolutely revenue for the revenue had. grown aise,
uriprecedented, and attributed it te the but net by reason of any increase of busi-
ability of himself and bis colleagutes. Hie ness or by any natural grewth. It bad
claimed that they had secured te the grown bease hon. gentlemen opposite,
people a gieat ameunt of conteni and in the very first year of Confederation,
happiness, and that the evidence of it a had tound it necessary te increa8e the
was te be found in the fact that they had taxation of the ceuntry. We had one
rolled up a great surplus. I do net want Tarif passed in the winter of 1867, wpen
te, weary the luse cwith many figures, we first met here. Then we adjourned,
fer I think hon. members are wearied ef and t when we met again, some months
figures by this time. afterwards, it was found necessary to i-

Mi. PLUTMB : bpar, hear; figures et troduce another Tarif in which a total
coar was made i the mode of collect-

MIB. ANGLIN.
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ing the diities upon sugar. Even in those
.ýdays the sitgar question wàs a source of

much trouble. Under the first Tariff,
_sugarg were:distinguished- as brown, Mus-
,covado, and so on; aúd in the second, the
Dutch Standard for estimating quality
was introduced. In addition to the

* luties iniposed <n sugar and molasses it
was resolved that a duty should be borne
also by the packages. These paid an
adc valorem duty of 15 per-éent which, la
the case of molasses; was a very consider-

»able addtion to the duties. I think the
'duties on sugar were very considerably
increased, and as a consequence of this
and other changes, we had a somewhat
larger r'venue. It was $14,5 70,000. It
is worthy of notice that f rom that time
bon. gentlemen were very diligent, year
.after year, in bringing their expenditure
up to the revenue. That year they spent
$14,346,000. Next year the revenue
was $15,500,000, and their expenditure
grew also. Still the revenue went on
increasing, and the rate of taxation hav-
ingbeen again increased, an'd became
$19,000,000 the next year, while the ex-
penditure increased to $17,500,000. They
did not,however,yet reach the expenditure.
So they continued in stern chase after their
surpluses until they reached the famous
year of 1873, when the expenditure sud-
denly jumped from $19,174,000 to
$23,316,000. Where, in all this is the
ground for the claim made by 'the hon.
the Minister of Railways on behalf of his
'Govèrnment? Does he pretend tb say
ýthat this increase of revenue was the re-
sult of anything done by the Government,
except the imposition of additional taï-
ation ? In what was their policy shown
to be a means promoting the welfare or
the interests of the conntry-? The. tend-
ency since Confederation bas been in the
direction of increased taxation. Thé first
year after Confederation two Tariffs were
brought down, and in 1870 another
Tariff was submitted for the purpos'e of
obtaining -more revenue. In, that year
the demijohn and brandy bottle figured
conspicuously in the Tariff, and were
fully taxed. - A duty of 5c. was also
placed upon hops. Not satisfied with
.that, and still in want of money, they
introduced a further provision that 5 per
cent. must be placed upon all duties col-
lected under all other rates of tax-

.ation. So a man paying $100 duty

would have to pay an additional $5
to makel4p the revenue required bv hon.
gentlemen opposite; and other changes
were made for the purpose of increasing
the Revenue Yet to hear the hon.
member for Cumberland speak one would
suppose that the Government of wlich he
vas then a supporter and afterwards a

member, were continually reducing the
taxation. Once they abolished the duty
on tea because it had been abolished in
the United States. It had become a
matter of absolute necessity that it should
be abolished, in order to prevent au ex-
traordinary amount of smuggling. For
that the hon. the Minister of R ailways
las never ceased up to this day to claima
an extraordin ary amount of credit, as if,
forsooth, the Government lie belonged to
had thereby, without its being necessary,
conferred an extraordii1ary boon on the
people of this country. There is another
way of looking at all that. In those davs
the population of the four old Provinces
was nearily as large as it is to-day. We
had only a 15 per cent. Tariff, but that
was nearly as productive as the high
Tariff of to-day; and with all those addi-
tions· made from tinie to time, with the
increase on packages, and the 5 per cent.,
it did yield a very large amount. What
had the hon. gentleman opposite to do
vith the increase of business which caused

that large increase -of Revenue? Hlad
they then as much to pay as their succes-
sors? Why is it that any credit is to be
given or claimed for the fact that a Gov-
ernment having a large revenue and, at
the time, a comparatively small uncon-
trollable expenditure, happened to have
a surplus? The expenditure was in-
creased, from 1868 to 1873-4, from
$13,406,000 all the way to $23,316,000,
an increase of about $10,000,000. For
that increase they are responsible.
For much of the increase they ca fairly
account, and the bon. the Finance Minister
lately did so account for it. But vou will
probably reniember that during the late
Elections, and for two or three years be-
fore, the whole country was told, and
very many people believed, that the late
Government was responsible for this in-
creased expenditure, from $19,000,000
in 1872-3, to $23,000;000 in 1873-4.
Continually were the late Ministers de-
nounced arni condemned for their extra-
ordinary extravagance, in having in-
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creased the expenditure $4,000,000 in fastened permaanently on the Dominion ;
one year. iNeniesis does follow crime and anid no matter how much their successors
overtake criminals. Last vear it was determined to reduce them, they could
gratifying to bon. imenibers on this side not, unless they had chosen to break
of the .House to find the bon. the Minister faith with the Provinces and with indi
Of Railways, when announcing bis RBail- viduals, unless they could find a majority
way policy, directly and openly, in some of the people to sustain them in that
instances, impliedlv in others, accept, course. The increase arose, as the hon.
approve, iaintain and defond the policy the Finance Minister said, some nights
-f his predecessor p)recisely in those ago, from the augmentation of the Pro-
matters and things which lie hinself had vincial Subsidies; the increase of lnterest;
for years most persistently, loudly and the $150,000 given New Brunswick for
velemently denounced. This year we the abolition of ber Export Duty, and
find the hon. the Finance Mlinister com- other expenditures-ail, put together,
pelled to play pretty inucli the same rôle making the total increase ot over
-compelled, in vindicating his own con- $4,000,000, which was caused by bon.
duct, to vindioate in the nost conclusive gentlemen opposite and Pariarent under
and satisfactorv way, to us at all events, their guidance, but for wich, most
the conduct of his predecessor, exoner-unfairly an fouly, on. gentlemen on
ting him from just those ciarges most

leudly ia le, and for which lie was ni ost )onsible. W'here is the extraordinarv
violently condeined-not by the present ment of in inte en c
lion. Finance Minîister hiiself-but bY 1?Ç4, a surplus The revenue grew-
almost every one of the hion. gentlemena and the country became fora
who sit around and belnîdi him. Those tine coniparati-ely prosperous. A variety
lion. gentlen e i repeatedly asserted that ot causes coitributed to tus resuit. Good
the Mackenzie Governmeit was extrava- craps i n part; the peuple of the United
gant bevond all precedent, in having in- States liad to corne into tbis country,
ureased the expenditure by over foi some yearsafÉer tleir wvr, to buy up
S4,000,000 in that year. I reienber 1 ailhe surplus products of ou people, i-
hearing the lion. the Finance Ministor, cluding aifactu'es, to replenisli their
after lie jiad becore a candidate for St. shop ant barns, and these ei ornou
Johin, in 1878, make a speechin wiuic line purchases centributed faterialy towwahc ds
referreti to this iatter. He, partilly, id oufirl dsperit. I o ot know, if the
justice to Ilis )re.lecessor -. lie aciited lion. the Finance Ministewr settled dowis
certain increlses were inievi l but li eriously anti clnin to the discussion of
diel titis in~ sucl a way as te icuve on iaa 8 this question, that ln gwould clini credit
the imipres4sion t1at is ldecessor- îniat to the late Conservative oveur nent for
havebeexi. coiihv eu. so have h-tvicprte prolonged the American ar, ani
been mor0'e CCreoînirl. iheroYe e so infate prices i Catnda for few
mmiav thiings, aecerding ta) Ihua, iii which years. I miiglît mention otiier causes of
the expenditire nîimgt cave bero reduce ps. the idpcrease of revenue. There is ne
Dut liere We have it fîirly adnSiitted that dubt about the fce ineiitoid by the
for 1873, if t'lie arguments adopte ly hion. member for Cardwell ( . by upite)
the lion. the Finance Minister, li his last lately, that uruing those o s o ulin.
speech, are to b applied te tue facts as went on extensively; a considerabis quan-
ther sheuld be tot fer the bulk ot this tity of gobd that paid the highest duties
Johnes ine (mkevaipent is te bc lield here, finding teir way into theowar
refrred so e marties ae te be dielti Sttdes. That ns ceiseay edtirelv.

accountabli ti il for thîe accouatability G reater tlîan ail other cause« 'vas tle
it wvexld gn'.e v(-rv h "trouble te prove extraordinary fact11 that the values ou
tuat to thei re ees hinisel ad nd prices of the bmte of te coiiniodities im-
his c a belongs. Hut porte rose rapdly te a veuy extraoutiin-
staýtfý,eilet natîîýý ktte Governuient ary degue the people having
iale ti exau rdaiary i crease, ai te pay mueli more for a baie of cotton or

w.S of su(h a ui rtsat their succe eu- a ton of ndetal. Even though tieyin-
sbrs could havt reuc s. Thue inhreases porte i but the saie quantity of goods,
bere nearl ail scma.torv-iabilities the prices ere se mui higer, that the
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revenue raisei by an ad ralorein duty
necessarily became very much larger.
Will the hon. the Minister of Railways
presume to tell the House or country
that to the policy of himself and
associates, or to anything done or
omitted by the Government, of which he
was a imember, was due that rise of
prices, and, consequently, the fact that
the revenue was swelled, and that they
were able to lay by a little of it, notwitb-
standing theirextraordinaryeffortstomake
the expenditure overtake the revenue i
Surelv, even he would scarcely venture
upon saving that, however, much he might
insinuate it, because lie never hesitates by
implication, if not otherwise, to claim
credit for himself and his associates for
everything that lias tended to put a single
dollar into the pockets of the people of
Canada, or to save them from expending
a single cent. In regard to the deficits,
tiat is a very important point that is
seldom dwelt upon. It is a fact that the
returns do not at all sustain the claims or
thehon. meimber (Sir CharlesTupper), when
he asserts that, during the Administration
of himself and his associates in former
years, the prosperity of Canada was so
unbounded and unprecedented. How are
wc to judge of the prosperity o' the
country ? Is it by its trade returns, and
if so, is it by the amount of its imports or
of its exports, or the amount of both com-
bined ? In this country we are told that
've are not nuch of a manuficturing
people. We have certainly hitherto not
imanufactured for exportation, except to a
very cnall extent, and, therefore, it will
scarceiy be necessary, in a matter of this
kind, to enquire how far our manu-
factures increased during these five years.
I believe they did grow. I believe
they have continued to grow for manv
years, and up to the present time; although
there have been vicissitudes in this coun-
try as in other countries, and the people
have had reason to complain of hard
times occasionally, but take it all in all
thn manufactures of Canada grew under
the 15 per cent. Tariff relatively as fast
and even faster, I believe, than the
manufactures of the -United States. When
we come to the manufactures of the
United States the volume is much larger,
and we sometimes forget to multiply
everything Canadian by twelve, in order
to ha ve a fair comparison between the

manufactures of our country and those of
the United States. For millions there,
we have hundreds of thousands here;
nevertheless, except in such articles as
cannot be profitably nanufactured in
small communities, we have outrivalled
and surpassed the people of the United
States in the growth of our manufactures.
Putting manufactures out of view for a
moment, let us look at the imports and
exports. I find, in adding up the figures
that, during the five years of the Mac-
kenzie Administration, the exports fron
Canada from the four old Provinces ex-
ceeded the exports for the first five years
of the Administration, of the hon gentle-
men on the other side of the House by
no less a sum than $33,000,000. Some
years ago, when hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the House talked of the
United States, they alleged that the pros-
perity of that country was to be
measured by the amount of its
exports. Those exports were large,
and although they carefully kept out
of view that they consisted almost ex-
clusively of agricultural production, and
of animals and their products, yet they
dwelt upon the ainount of the exports as
proof of the extraordinary prosperity of
the United States. But the hon. the
Finance Minister, in his opening speech
on the Budget, was glad to announce te
this House that, for the first time almost
in the history of Canada, for many years
at all events, the exports have been
brought down -vithin the limit of the im-
ports. Now, if it is a proof of the
beneficent policy of a Government, that
its imports are reduced, let us see what
the state of things is here. Here we have
had a growth of population, which ene
would suppose ought necessarily to have
led te a growth of imports : a growth of
10 per cent. or thereabouts. There is
always a continuous growth of wealth in,
ail new countries, which tends very mucli
to affeet the course of trade, notwithstand-
ing seasons of severe depression. But if
you compare the amount of imports
entered for consumption for the first five
years, during which the lion. gentlemen
on the other side were in power, with
the five years of the Mackenzie Adminis-
tration, you will find that the imports of
theseyears scarcely exceeded the importsof
the other-having been, indeed, almost
exactly the same. So that, if a decrease
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Of imports is proof of a wise policy, we
cn claim credit for having wisely con-
rolled the connnerce of tiis coui-

try during that period. It is strange
lso to remnark In these returns,

that while the exports grew under the
Administration of the hon. gentlemen
opposite.from 7,000,000 te i87,0 00,
or only about 22 per cent., the imports
g'rew fromt $71,000,000 to S121,000,000
in the samne period. The lion. nieiber
for Cumberland (Sir Clarles Tupper), is
nin adileimmna upon this point, but lie does
not mind diluemmas mnuci l he rattles over
thlem. He has frequently asserted that
the increase of revenue during tie first
(ive yeatrs is conclusive evidence of an
incrase Ili le prosperity of this country,
but the ftigures show that the increased
revenue was almuost entirely due to the
extraordinary increase of inports. It
will te found that during three vears,
1I871, 1-872, and1 1873, the imports were
enornously in excess of the exports, and
that wlen lie alleges we were exceedingly

prosperyus there was ierely a show of
prosperitv, and we were in roalitv fast
incurring the debits which, a vear or two
afterwards, added so enormousiy to the
d[istress which prevailed throughout this
Dominion. It nay be well to direct at-
tention also to the amount ex-
pended on public works, and the
aiiiount expended on controllable
expenditure during these same years.
During the first and second years
of Confederation, Sir John Rose made
most strenuous efforts to keep the expen-
ditures down, and they did not. grow
rapidlyforsome time.. The expenditureson
public works of any kind were for a
great part of those vears a mîere bagatelle
-COI)ared to expenditures twice made.
During all those years the expenditures
on public works, up to 1873-4, were so in-
consideraible that the amount of interest
ilat bad to be paid by the Dominion was
not materially increased. The amount of
interest paid on the Public -Debt, during
tie five years the lion. nember for Lamb-
,on was Prentier of this Dominion, ex-
eceds the total amount of interest paid,
during the five years of the Administra-

tion of the lion, gentlemen opposite, by
about $8,000,000. Where was that
ainount to be got '? Could not, and should
iot, the Goverîîrnent, that had quite as

large a Revenue for some years and had

MR. ANsLIX.
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so mucli less to pay, have bad a surplus to
show at theend off their terni Whïat
could they have done with the i uev
They expended the menei is truI. 011
various worlks, but the fa' that, inder
such circumistances, it ccuumlatd ii
their hands, is not much to their credit.
Durinug the Administration of t e ion.
member for Lambton, over
were expended on Public Works. charge
to Capital. Soiietimîes it is insinuated
that a great deal of tlat expenditure
might have been avoided ; that, un der the
circumstance, of the country, it wuas not
only avoidable, but sh>-uld ha ee
avoided. But to c great deal cf that ex-

peiditure the late Governmemt found
thenmsees committed. They found
thiemselves ceomitted te thec task ofcar
ing oin the Pacific Railway as ridlv as
the means of the country coild -aiord,
and also to the work of el'arginîg
the canals which had been comuenced
under their predecessors. The hon. the
Minister of Finance assumaed that this
item of grow-h of interest must i e taken
into account, but I never heard the hon.
the Minister of Railways and aas,
that I ean recoliect, once admit that any
credit shouild have been given to the
Mackenzie Administration for tlis narti-
cular increase. W-Lîat was called he eon-
trollable expenditure Jargely increased
while on. gentlemen opposite were-in
office, but it was largely redued by
their successors. When the Liberal Ad-
ministration came inito office in 873,
they had to be guided in their expendi-
ture, to> some extent, by the Estimates of
their predecessors. They found that
there iwas danger of a decrease ii the
Revenue; because the business of tle
country was decreasing. The honi. the
Minister of Finance, who was then
Minister of Finance also, in his Budget
Speech of 1873, anticipateel that in 1874
lie would find it necessary to call foi ini-
creased taxation. le hoped the receipts
for 1873, under the Tariff as it then ex-
isted, would be suflicient to enablie hini
to meet all the liabilities he hacd then in-
curred, but he did then piainiy intimnate
to the House that in the year following
lie would find it necessary to propose an
increase of taxation in order to ieet tis
increase of expenditure. The Liberal
party came into power,- and they
found that prediction likely to be
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f ul fiied. The depression had then actu-
ally cormenced ; it was manifest in the
amount of exports rather than in the
amount of imports, and tlhey found it
necessary., in the first instance, to economise
as much as possible. They did so effect-
iUally economise in that year that they
kept the expenditure largely within the
incon>e. In that vear tiey lad a surplus
of 880000. The hon. the Minister of
Railways. i manv of his speeches at tiat
time, ceompiained that they charged in
that year to Revenue Account th- expen-
diture upon Railways which should pro-
perly ave beencharged to Capital Account;
ant lie said that this was done in order to
nake the case of himuself and his col-
leagu -s apar as unifvourable as possible
to the countrvy-that it was done for a
maliciou purpose. - We will agree with
himt for a moment. Besides that half
iillinc, the Liberal Government actually
saved tInt year $880,000. It was cb-
vios. however-, that many obligations,
peritmaIienttly imposed on the Dominion
by hon. gentlemen opposite, mnust accrue
suise-q£uently, and that economise as thtey
may, the Liberal GCovernment could not
hope to keep the expenditure within the
Revenuie as it then stood. They found it
necessary, therefore; to propose an in-
cre ase of taxation. Prince Edward
Island had come in, and a very large
e-p enditure was necessary there. It was
ei-tirely out of the.question that the Inter-
clonili Railway should be allowed to

renain untinished, and many millions
v ere required to finish that, as well as
to carry out other obligations imposed
<n the country by hon. gentlemen
opposite. An inerease of taxation became,
therefore, abs-olutely necessary. It was
assaned that the inmports whii had thiien

eclined consiierably had reached almost
tie- lowest point, anîd the calculations of
the Government were based upon the
amount ef imiports of that vear. The
inports eontinueid to decline. Tie de'

pression all over tIe world contitnued to
grow deeper. The hon. the Minster ot
Rvai!vas, I know, has again and again
chosen to speak of that tine and those
circumstances, as if the Government of
this country could by some procass or
other have controlled, if not the business
of the world, at all events the business of
Canada; as if by some process thev could
have secured to the people of Canada

higher prices for their agricultural pro-
duce, for their ships and for their hiniber.
It was, according to hin, entirely the
fault of the Government that business had
declined, and that ti Revenue had fallen
off. The hon. the Finance Minister's e-
culations were scouted, laughed at, mock ed
and reviied, because ie had not anticila-
ted tIat the prices of goods -would fall to
a point they lad never reached in ti
nemiory of man. Tie first year after ti-
change of (Government, in 1875, believng
that they had a fair revenue seenred, the
hion. gentleman, not only did procei to
carry out several works, chargeable to
Rievenue, which were bejqueathed to them
by their prececessors and which required
a large aniount of mnoney to comtplete,
but they also, for the first time,
did justice to several couties in
the Maritime Provinces and other
parts of the Dominion. They uder-
took, en behalf of the fishermen. a
considerable amount of public work,
which were completed. They did, in
that yar, bring in a large Estimate, and
make a large expenditure, but they kept
the expenditure within bounds, and it
was nearly a million dollars less than the
Revenue. If the letression lad not con-
tinued, if it could have been remnoved b-
any Act of Parliament, if the prices of
commodities imported lad not conrinueld
to decline, if the meanus of the people liad
not necessarily declined, because of the
fall of prices of our staple articles of ex-

port, then, indeed, the calculations of tI
hon. the Finance Minister, in ail pro-
bility, would have beei realised. Pains
were taken, some time ago, to ascertam:
what the decline in the pt ices of goods
imported into this Dominion daring those
years was, and it was found thatt iS75-1
there vas a decline of 10 per cent.,
in 1876-7, they declinied 15 per cent., and
in IS77-8, 20 per cent., antd it is calcn-
lated that, applying these figures to the
actual imports, increasing their value by
that amount, and then applying ti rate
of taxation, it would be founid tIat th
Revenue woulid have been ample to have
met all the purposes of Governmient, and
there would have been no detîcit. Auv-
one vho chooses to push this enquiry
farther, will find, moreover, that notwith-
standing the decline in the purchasing
power of the people, they were, because
of the decrease in the price of these
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articles, able to buy as much food and
clothing, as much of the necessaries and
luxuries of lifeas theywereable to purchase
in what are called better times. The
ineasure of the prosperity of a country in
to be found in the amount of comforts
and luxuries the people are able to pur-
chase. It will be found that, during
these five years, the people of Canada
were as comfortable and as happy, take
them all in all, as they were during any
period under the régime of hon. gentlemen
opposite. True, there was great commer-
cial distress, and a great niany people
suffered great anxiety, trouble and annov-
ance in consequence. Then the business
of nany declined in consequence of the
shrinkage in values. But, taking the
masses of the people, there was no vant
of food or clothing. To. day we find that
prices have advanced, and notwithstand-
ing that, our imports are not as large as
they were a few years ago. To-day,
looking at the account imports, we find
that the people are in a worse condition
than they were two, three or four years
ago. Muclh has been said about
the deficit created during the Adminis-
tration of the late Government. I think
I have shown that, if the Revenue
was not equal to the expenditure it was
not the fault of the Government unless,
indeed, it be a faiult that they did not
deliberately increase the rate of taxation.
They preferred to wait for better tines.
Nobody imagined that the commercial de-
pression would exist as long as it did.
Everybody expected that that depression
would have ceased some three or four
years ago. Hon. gentlenien opposite,
however, assert that good harvests, high
prices, and a revival of business should not
have beenexpecteduntil they wererestored
to power, and they make the blasphemous
assertion that Providence is their ally,
antd works on their side. The hon. mem-
ber for Cumberland asserted that our de-

icitmounted to 8,00,000. How that
was made up I never yet thoroughly
understood. I find by looking at the
Public Accounts, that in 1874 there was
a surplus and not a deficit ; and that in
the year 18'75, notwithstanding the large
expenditures, there was a surplus and not
a deficit, and that there were deficits
only in three years, 1876, 1877 and 1878.
The hon. miember for Lambton replied
to the hon. nemnber's assertion on this

Mî. ANGLIN.

point, and I think admitted entirely too
much. He admitted, although under
protest, that the late Governmient were
responsible for the deficit in the year just
passed. When the late Government
were charged with having increased the
expenditure of 1873, it is true, they pro-
perly deemed their responsibility for
what their predecessors had comumitted
the country to; but for the Administra-
tion of that year, they were unquestion-
ably responsible. Thev entered upon
power somne four months after the comn-
mencenient of the financial year.
They controlled the expenditute for eight
months of that year, and they controlled it
well and wisely, keeping it largely within
the Estimates. lon. gentlemen opposite
controlled the expenditure of last year
for a longer time. They entered into cñice
in October ; they controlled the expen i-
ture of thecountry for about eight months
and a-half, and they did not keep the ex-
penditure within the Revenue, for we see
that the expenditure exceeds the Revenue
by $1,960,000. We find that their ex-
penditure exceeded the Estimate by
$880,OO0. There was, however, we are
told, a mistake of .$200,000 in the calcu-
lation of interest, but, deducting this
amount, their expenditure actually ex-
ceeded the Estimates by some
Without taking into consideration the
Revenue, for the Revenue might have
fallen nuch short, and really did fiall
much short of wbat the late lion. Finance
Minister calculated, I ask why did not
the hon. gentleman keep the expenditure
below the Estimates ? What justification
is there for that ? They have exceeded
the Estinates, and they seek to hold their
predecessors responsible for thbat whole
expenditure. I repudiate that responsi-
bility. I say it is theirs, and not ours.
If ve take up the figures in the Public
Accounts, beginnin g in the year 1873-4.
we find that there was a surplus, instead
of a deficit, of $880,775 ; in the following
year there was a surplus of $905.000,
making a total of $1,824,419. The
deficits for the three following vears,
taking no account of Sinking Fund,
amount altogether to $4,188,559. Sub-
tracting, as we ought to do in all justice,-
the surpluses from the deficits, we find
the total deficits amount to $2,364,540,
and not $8,250,000, or thereabouts, as
the hon. the Minister of iRailways asserts.
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If we take from that the $500,000 which
the hon. gentleman asserts ought to have
been charged to Capital Account in 1874,
we have a total deficit for the
whole five years of $1,864,540, or
nearly $100,000 less than the deficit
the men now in office have incurred in one
vear. And they talk to us of being re-
sponsible for deficits ; they who have
resorted to taxation such as Canada never
knew before; they who are grinding
the niasses to the dust by the weight of
taxation. But let us look a little further.
How stands the account for the current
year ? The hon. the Minister of Finance
last year, when le knew exactly how
mucli had been paid into the Revenue, in
.anticipation of the increase of duties, cal-
culated that $500,000 of what was paid
as Customs duties ought fairly to be
credited to the revenues of this current
year, and that of the amount paid in in
excess as Excise duty, $300,000, ougit
also to *be credited to this current year
thîat makes $800,000 altogether. He
knew then, just as well as lie knows
iow, low imucli had been paid in
in excess ; bat we now find hii
claiming that $1,300,000 of that
amiount ouglit to be taken ont of the
Revenue of last year and transferred to
the credit of this year. By jumbling
figures and transferring items Le tries to
nake it appear that, instead of there being
a deficit of nearly $2,000,000 this year,
there is but a deficit of $500,000. But
$500,000 added to $1,800,000, le
adnits, will make $1,800,000, and if
we add to that $300,000, which ought
to be charged to Revenue, but which are
charged to Capital, for surveying the
lands of the North-West, there will
te, according to hi& own showing, a de-
ficit of $2,000,000. I asked the hon.
member, before I began, if he woul be
kind enougli to give us an account of the
ainount lie received from all sources of
revenue for the month of March. This
lie vas not prepared to give. As the
whole receipts for eight months, to the
1st of March,.from all sources, have been
$14,000,000, then for the remaining four
imonths it would require an additional
receipt of $10,000,000 to make his Esti-
mates harmonise with facts. I wonder
if the hon. the Minister of Railways
expects such an amount as that from
all sources. I would like to believe, if I

could, that such a sum will be received
it would indeed be some evidence of a
returning prosperity ; it would be one of
the many evidences we require, and give
us a degree of confidence, that next year
we might see Income and Expenditure
equalised. The hon. gentleman told us.
last year, that if there was one thing
above another, that the people of this
country had firmly resolved upon, and
whiclh they lad enjoined upon their
representatives in this House, it was that
there should, henceforth, be nio deficits.
Why then las lie allowyed a deficit this
year ? Why lias he not imnposed addi-
tionali taxation, and so made Inconie
harmonise with Expenditure ? He de-
nounced his predecessors for having cal-
culated upon an improvement in business
whici would nake the Revenue equal to
expenditure, and bis denunciations were
loud and tliun(ler-like against us for havinig
daredtoroll up deficits vear af ter year. But
in this, toc, thelion. theMiiister of Finance
is following the example of his illustrious
predecessor in calculating upon, and
depending upon, a possible inprove-
nient in the business Of the counitr.
amni lot prepared to say that lhe
is doing wronîg. But fron Lis own poý
sition, applyinmg lis own rules and prin
ciples to his conduct, we must sav that
he is acting most unwarrantably and un-

justifiably. The defict this vear, by his
own showing, is 8500,0U, but it will be
found to be in reality clos- upon
$2,000,000. Now there is anîotier fea-
ture of these Estimates worthy of renark.
Tie hon. the Minister of Finance pro-
ceeds to add to the expenditure of last
year sone $1,500,000 ; le is not content
with ithe expenditure which lias already
involved sucli a deficit. Some 8200,000
of this additional expenditure, he says, is
mîere matter of book-keeping. Take out
that $200,000, and we still have
$1,300,000 additional expenditure, to
meet whici, I suppose, le expects that
the increase of duties will be suflicient.

Sm SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The Esti-
mates sh1ow no such thing.

lM. ANGLIN : The Estimates look
vcry like it, if I eau read the figures.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: You will
have to look at the figures again.

MR. ANGLIN : Oh, I see. The lion.
member for Centre Huron p ints out to
nie that the original Estimates of this
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year do not exceed the original and Sup-
plementary Estimates of last year by so
large an amount, but there will be Supple-
mentary Estimates this year also. We
do not know how large they will be, it is
truc. But when they are brought down
we shall have a fair idea of how this
matter stands. Now, Sir, the new Tariff,
the. readjustment and the imposition of
taxes, proposed by 'the hon. gentle-
man last year, and adopted by this
louse, lias not realised the hon.
gentleman's expectations in a pecuniary
point of view. Not bnlyis he found to
acknowledge these great deficits, but his
estinates of receipts were, in some re-
spects, very much astray. Last year he
estimated that the receipts from the coal
duty would be some $200,000. How-
ever, lie bas received a large amount,
nearly $300,000, in excess of what lie
estimated from that duty, which did not
produce the effects on the Qoal trade that
some expected. So with regard to bread-
stuffs, I think we have received $200,000
on breadstuffs of all kinds.

Sir SAMUEL L. TILLEY: A great
deal of that is matie up of Indian corn
and meal.

Mn. ANGLIN: At all events it is
largely in excess of what he estimated ; it
is soine $100,000 in excess of what lie
expected. Yet his receipts fall far below
his estiniate. We like to deal with facts,
and to confine ourselves strictly within
the limits of truth. Some would say
that if vou would vanquish a certain hon.
gentleman you must fight hlim with his
own w'eapons. I do not believe in that
doctrine. I do not mean to act on any
suc*h principle. I prefer the simple ways
of truti and justice and fair play, and,
therefore, Sir, I must say that I do not
blame the hon. the Finance Minister for
having gone so far astray in his estimate.
I know it is an exceedingly difficult thing
in this country, when trade is changing all
over the Dominion, to estimate the
amount of iiports and exports, or the
ameunt of revenue to be derived from
imports, and I am not disposed to say
that he made a very serions miistake.
The hon. member for St. John (Mr. Bur-
pee) said last year that, if our imports in
this current year were as large as the
imports of the previous year, -the ad-
ditional duties would have added nearly
$7,000,000 to the burdens of the people.

Mn. ANGLIN.

The hon. Che Finance Miniater calculatec'
that the increased dutiés would bring hint
$2,250,000 increase of Revenue. They
have not yielded so much. They have,
however, inreality added muchmoreto the
burdens of the people ; they have largely
increased the cost of the prime necessaries
of life, but the greater part Cf the taxa-
tion thus imposed has gone not into the
Treasury, but into the pockets of Epecu-
lators and monopolists. The Tariff has
not been productive of the effects an-
ticipated by the hon. the Finance Minister
not of such effects as the country were
led to expect from it. We admitted last
year that much would be done for certain
industries by the Tariff, that it would do
muci for the sugar refineries, for the-
manufacturers of cheap cottons, that it
might do much for those engaged in the
manufacture of coarser woollens ; but we
said that the nunibers thus to be bene-
fitted, assuming the most sanguine expec-
tations to be realised, would be sinall as
compared with the enormous burden to
be imposed on the people. We said,
moreover, with regard to some industries,
that there was very little room for any-
thing to be done by means of a Protec-
tive Tariff, because they had already a
monopoly of our markets, and for many
others it would be imipossible to do any-
thing to render their business, more
remunerative ; but we objected, that it
was unjust, that for the benefit of a small
portion of the people, all the other people
were to be heavily burdened, hampered
and oppressed. Well, what has it donc
for these industries ? We have had some
disscussion- on the sugar question. I can-
not help remarking that, while the hon.
member for Cardwell(Mr. White), insisted
that the price of sugar has not been
increased by the change in the Tarif, the'
hon. the Finance Minister did not so
insist. The hon. member for Cardwell, it
was evident, had carefuilly prepared the
calculations respecting the prices of sugar
in Canada and New York, which lie sub-
miited. le chose a period, when prices-
w*e jumping, as it were, from point to
point, andi he selected a particular day,
when the prices quoted in Montreal hap-
pened to be comparatively lower than the
prices in New York ; and he asked the
House to conc'ude therefrom that the
price of sugar is not dearer, but cheaper,
because of the change of Tariff. The hon.
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the Finance Minister vent furt ier than that
last year. Ireimemberwith what exultation
le announced to the House a decline in
the price of sugar, which took place after
the National Policy Lad gone into opera-
tion, and attributed that decline to the
National IPolicy. The deAline of prices
in sugar was a decline in th'e narkets of
the wholr world, and was entirely inde-
pendent of anything we could do in
Canada. The hon. member for King-
ston, I reeber, had circiar s which le
produceid to that effeci. Then eame the
astouni 1ng renark of the hon. the' Miii-
ister of always :" That is a proof tiat
otu canr of policy las influenced the
markets of the world." And so far as I
could inidge, lie spoke in solemn earnes t .
He sai 1his with ah the earnestness lie
can se well assume, and Le was cheered
to tie eho bv lis friends and supporters.
Many ton. gentlemen on the opposite side
hav e ed that the prices of the staple
produers of the civilised world can be
afected bv Canadian legislation, and that
the prices have been affected, iot onlv in
our iaikets but in foreign narkets, by
the Taril' of last year. I do not know
how many in this House believe any-
thing so preposterous as that, but I an
inclined to think there ar not mnyi:î
in the country now who believe anvthinlg
of the kinci. The price of sugar
is rogulated by various causes,
chiefly by the abundance or scarcitv
of supply, and before the time
of this paricul ar decline, sugar Lad
iequentil declined in pice. The price
about t time fluctuated. Sugar had fre-
quently declinied in price long before the
Nationl Policy had been thougit of, and
the tir: decline of last year was due to
simîlar causes. But what we allege is
that, whetLhe the price in the markets of
the world i high or low, the price to the
peopie of Canada of refiiied sugar nas 1
been meeased fromn C. to le. a pound
in ali pats of the Dominion by the
operation of the Tariff; and we assert that
the additional nonev paid over the
grocers' counters does not go into the
Treasury, bat into the pockets of the
nonopolists of Montreal. We assert,
moreover, that not only do they receive 
in this wav an extraordinary amount in
addition to the reasonable profits of their
business, but that they also receive a large
additional amount because of the lower j

rates of duties now paid for coarse sugars
bouglit for the refinery. These are our
allegations. i thinl some hon. gentle-
man has kept a record, week by week, or
day by day, of the prices in New York
and Montreal, and the facts I have
referred to eau be denonstrated Ly any
one prepared to look at the matter intel-
ligently ani accept the truth. But the
hon. the Miinister of Finance this Veau
did not exactly take that round. If le
lad consulted any leading grocer in Lis
own city of St. John, le would Lave told
the lion. gentleman that, no matter how
the Government figured, sugrs bought in
this country are Iigher to-day thii
thv w-ould be under thte old
Tariff. But the lion. gentleman took
another course. le brought in a sminple
of No. 11, Dutch standard, and said

Here is a raw sugar, good enougli for
any gentleman's table, and if the people
do not wvant to pay the tax on refinied
sugar, all they have to do is to use this
and avoid paying the tax." Perhaps the
use of that sugar may be more economiical
than the use of our refined sugars, but I
do not think tlat any Finance Miniister,
accused of overburdening the people with
taxation, has a right to say to the people
"If vou do not like to pay the tax use
this quality and avoid taxation."

Su SAMUJEL L. TILLEY : Oh.
MR. ANGLIN: Tlie hon. gentleman

may laugh. He feels that, because le has
a iajority at his back, he Can crush and
grind the people at his pleasure. An old
friend of thie hon. -Minister, a wariii sup-
porter oF his at the last election, i.s owiei
of the Ashburton Mills, near St. John, at
which le chiefly grinds corn into mieal.
He alleges that lie was assured more thai
once bv the hon. gentleman that, although
fa duty would be imposed on Indian meal,
io dutv would be iued on Indiau
corn and Le was quite ready to go in for
a little share of the plunder. Why not I
He lad as mach right to a little share as
the Reidpaths to a big share. Wlen this
gentleman fouind a duty imposed on In-
dian corr, le becane very indignant, and
the story goes that lie wrote several letters
to the lion. Minister remonstrating and
complaining, and finally he received an
answer very nuch like that which was
given to-day to the persons who coi-
plained about sugar. The lion. gentleman,
so the rumour goes, replied: "If the.
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people of New Brunswick would only
use peaneal or barleymeal they need
not pay a duty on cornmeal."

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I saw
that stated in the newspapers of New
Brunswick. There is not a word of truth
in it. My answer to the gentleman
was that he was in a better position
than he was before, because there
was a 121 per cent. per barrel difference
between eorn and cornmeal. The simple
truth the hon. gentleman says lie adheres
to is best.

MR. ANGLIN : I have stated this as
a rumour, and I have given the hon. gen-
tleman an opportunity of nak-ing a denial;
but I ask him if lie said anything in that
letter about pearneal or barleymeal.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Not a
word. It is another of the fabrications
of the enemy. If you can produce the
letter you can answer the question your-
self.

MRi. ANGLIN: I am not in the gen-
tieman's confidence, but I know lie was
very angry. Whether lie misunderstood
the letter or not I am not prepared to state,
but I believe le so understood it. How-
ever, it sounded like the other renark the
hon. gentleman made with reference to
sugar, which shows thathe little appreciates
the righits of the people who do not choose
to use that sugar, but want refined sugar.
The people have a righît to demand that
the lion. gentleman should consult their
-wishes and inclinations. He is not their
master, if lie could only understand his
position ; lie is their servant, to carry
out their behests, and not thleir master
to make them buy coarse sugar if
they want refined.

SIR SA MUEL L. TILLEY : I did
not make that statenent. I called the
attention of the House to the fact that
there was a sugar that paid half a cent.
of duty less than it was under the old
Tariff. Hon. ger.tlemen opposite said
that it was not a refined sugar, and I re-
plied : No, but it was one that could be
used on any gentleman's table in the
country. That, and the sugar below it, is
cheaper for the poor man to-day than it
was a year ago.

Mn. ANGLIN : It so happens that
Fcarcely a fenth of tliat sugar is used in
·this country by the poor man.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Nearly
MR. ANGLIN.

all the tables of the country had that
sutgar last year.

MR. ANGLIN : The fact is that that
sugar is not bought by the people and
theydo not want to buy it ; and it is an
act of tyranny on the part of the hon. gen-
tleman to attempt to force the people to
take what they do not want. We are
told that while the price of sugar is not
increased by the change, a very large in-
crease las taken place in the amount of
the trade. To hear the hon. the Minis-
ter of Railways, who on some occasions
riuns wild upon this as upon other mat-
ters, talk about the extraordinary amiount
of employment given to shippers, steam-
boats, carters, etc., by the traeshipment
of sugar from place to place, one would
really suppose that until the National
Policy came into operation, a, grain of
sugar had never cone into Canada.
Why, we used just as inucli sugar before
the National Policy went into operation
as we do now, and that policy, instead of
being calculated to increase the eon-
sumption, is, because of the additional
price, calculated to reduce it. If it did
not come into Montreal in sucl large
quantities, it came to other ports. The
lion. the Minister of Finance talked of
the growth of the West lIdia trade, and
said that four new vessels, designed for
that trade, were on the stocks at Carle-
ton, St. John, that we were doing a large
business, and it was on the increase. If
the lion. gentleman would look at his
own returns, brought down a few days
ago, lie would see that the importations
of sugar to St. John have fallen off 40 per
cent., and thîat our trade to tlie West
Indies lias not improved in the slightest
degree. An lion. member recently pioint-
ed out that, althougl in the nithds of
February and March, of former years, a
large number of vessels cleared from St.
John to the West Indies, but one vessel
cleared from St. John to the West Indies
this year, in those months, and there was
not a single vessel bound from the West
Indies to St. John. So far fron the
sugar trade of that city having heen in-
creased, it lias been almost aniihilated.
We find that a larger number of vessels
laden with sugar, arrived at Halifax,
from the West Indies, than for some
years past. I moved for a return, which
miglit have been brought down in a few
days, and night have been useful for this
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debate, but I was met with amendments, pie of the whole Dominion are taxed
which so encumbered the motion, that I at least $1,O00,000, probably $1,5O0,000,
an afraid we will not get it down this a year for the benett of a few monopo-
Session. I wanted to ascertain how much lists. Lt seems incredible that any Gor-
of the 13,000,0001b. coning to the port ernment, having tine to reflect on the
of Halifax, was landed there, and went into effeets of such a policy, could persist in it.
the trade of the port, and how many sugar- A more heartiess, cruel, blind, inijustiti-
carrying vessels came there siniply as to a able monopoly neyer existed in any part
port of call. The newspapers have in- of the country. Neer dîd any Tudor or
formed us of the fact, that a large quan- Stuart, in the worst times of the lish
tity of the sugar which came to Ilalifax monarchy, create a more cruel and unýus-
vas sent iii the same small vessels to tifiable monopoly. Neyer were mdi-

Montreal. We heard the hon. the Minis- viduals so enipowered to pluinge
ter of R-ailways, the other night, make their bauds into the pockéts of
one of bis astonding assertions on that the pwople, rich and poor, drag froni
poi t. He said he had the assurance oi the i so much of the juice of the
the Harbour Master of Montreal that the sweat and labour of the peopie, and

icrease ofp harbour dues on vessels laden transfer it to their own. ioe are txd
witî _ufrar and coal ainiounted, last that we oughlt to look at the fact that
season, to $40,000. The hioa. member those n ,onopolists grow l, buil d 0ne
for Cardel (r. White), chose to in- houses, and sped their noney monopo
form us that the entire increase in bar- ani that the peope are ai the bet r Gor
bour dues at Montreal wwas ~4,Oand that. The people would like înuch i.~t

mto have that nioney to spefnitente,

thiA mor heatlss cruel, blind,ý) unjustiti-n

I feel bound to accept it. No doubt the to add to their cornforts, convcniiencips and
increase froni vessels laden witî coal and luxurie., tha to be coipeed i co-

suarwas considvrablc, bu-twstibute millions to a few nioiopjol;sts, to

Sturt in the wostie f h nls

nothing like wvehat the hiou. Minister whom the Governmen, no doubt, i for
ished us to suppose. But what bias help and assistance when their day of

the sugar Tarif doue for the carrying trial shao corne. We were told, af we
trade of the countr$y4 The hon. memr- adnîitted, that thF cotton înterest would he
ber for Shelburne (Mr. obeùson), greatly benefitted by this Tarifo aid n
for us that if the shippir g trade of tr d fro the returns brouglt down by the

.ourses atMnraIasD000 n

Canada were to derive any benefit, the hon. the Finance Minigter that the
Governuxent should so arrange matters pations of both parties in this respect
that tlie sugar aud molasses should be have been largely realised. The importa-
brought here in Caiadian bottomsh in tion of ahd the cheaper kinds, rvy
order to he exempt fro the duty as coarse cotto jean aud deniet, lias
packages. Pre-fiousiy, a large portion of greatly dechined. This is not, euzrrý,ielv
the Vest Iidia trade was doue through due to the fact that tie arket i- now
Canad*an vessels; but now, Canadian supp lied y our ianufacturteoe n, but
shipo'uers are not even loft te do th t ladrely to thei impoverishnenit cf the
best they eau in the contest for the trade people, who have to buy less of cot-cons,
of ue ord; they are considerably as wel as of otiler necessaries of lit. t
handicapped by the increased duties on have t doubt our factories have supplied
hips' uaterials. I beieve it is a fact a very large part of the demand for those

beyosd question, that a considerable articles. We a l know that, hast vear, or
quantit of st gar w s brouht frohn m ie year before, the Hudon Cotto n Fac
the fort Indies to Montreal last toy, of Montreal, declared a dividend of
vear in toreigu bottouns. Lookingr 27 per cent. '%Vas not that sufficient to
at the sugar question in any day, encourage the creation and growth of fac-
I think you ust core to tie con- tories to supply the deMniandse ot this coun-
clusion that the irif confers no real tryl Must the people be taxed in order
benefit on the ship o ners; that it does that the owners of those factoies shah

othing to add to the trade and co smerce realise larger dividends than 27 per cent. ?
of the coutry, and that, under the pre- t may be said that some fctores do not
terce of afordint employment to somthe pay so much, and that sone pay hardhy
300' 400 persons ie Montrea, the peo- anything. But why should a factory at

Jfayis and Jieans. The Tarif. 1*275[APRIL 9, 1880.J
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Montreal pay 27 per cent., and another,
100 miles away, pay little or'. nothing q
The only reason must be that one is well,
and the other badly, managed. But is the

louse to be told that the country must
be taxed to make up for the want of skill
and ability on the part of the unsuccess-
ful manufacturers, and to enable those
who have made 27 per cent. dividends to
increase them to 30, 40, or 50 per cent. ?
In all these factories how many hands
have been employed î We have heard
of the increase in the Hudon Factory, in
the St. John Cotton Factory, and in some
others ; but nobody has yet condescended
to tell us how many additional hands are
employed in all the factories, or how much
additional wages the operatives receive
under the National Policy. Those cotton
factories employ, at the most, a few hun-
dred Lands.

MR. GAULT : They employ 8,000, ot
whom 1,000 are additional hands, en-
gaged within the last twelve months.

Mr. ANGLIN: Exactly. I thought
so. Ail the comparisons made by these
hon. gentlemen lie within the last twelve
Months.

S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Why not ?
M. ANGLIN : Because for six months

before the last twelve the Conservative
party was in power, and the country was
withering under their Government-
business being almost ruined.

Mn. GAUIJLT: ,There would not have
been a factory in operation to day but for
the iTational Policy.

MR. ANGLIN: I believe the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Gault) is a large share-
holder in the Huden Cotton Factory ; but
he was not content with the 27 per cent.
dividend-he wanted more.

,IR. MACKENZIE: How much does
Ïe get now I

MR. ANGLIN: The Montreal Sugar
Refinery, which is not a new establish-
ment, but an old one resuscitateci. em-
ployb 300 hands, and the cotton factories
1,000 more hands, let us admit, and for
that are all the people of the country,
and partièularlv kthe poorer classes, whoe
chiefly use t& cheaper cottons-who
hardly ever enjoy the luxury of linens-
to be heavily taxed in order that those
gentlemen,- who divide large dividends
among themselves, may be able to make
them still larger?

MR. GAULT : I would like to inform
ME. ANGLIN.

the hon. gentleman that cotton is cheaper
to-day than twelve months ago.

MR. ANGLIN : What is the dhty
on cottons ? I have consulted many in-
porters in the city in which I live,
and they tell me that the duty
ranges from 30 to 40 per cent. on
the poorer kinds, which pay a higher
duty than tLhe better qualities. A
very poor sort pays 60 per cent., and
those inferior descriptions are still im-
ported in very large quantities. If the
owners of those mills could produce-
enough for the wants of the country, and
supply the market at a reaonable price,
not a single yard vould beinortedai
body would import and pay high dutic
on cotton that . could be bought mcé
cheaply in' Canada, and thus incur a losq.
The fact that some millions of yards of
cottons of this poorer class, not to speak
of prints, are imported, .- is proof con-
clusive that the owners of those factories
charge all they eau for the cottons they
produce. With regard to the manufac-
ture of coarse woollens, we do not find
that any additional number of operatives
is employed. Nor have I heard of any
new woollen mills, or of the enlargement
of any of the old. I think there are -very
few more now than a yeer ago3 and fewr
more hands employed; and, therefore,
the effect of the Tariff is not so much to-
inérease production and emploiyment in
this branch, as to put additionalprofits
into the pockets of those who owu and
manage those mills, by enabling them to
charge higher prices. Can there be any
doubt that higher prices are charged?î
Look at the mode in which woollens are
deait vith under the TarifE The light
broad cloths come in at a comparatively
low du ty, while the heavy cloths, used
chiefly by the working classes, labourers
and mariners, are taxed from 40 to 60
per cent. I speak from the examination
of actual invoices; and -in one case,
which nay be an extraordinary one, I
was assured that a quantity of heavy
material, intended to make sacks for the
poorest girls--stuff filled chiefly with
shoddy, and bought at ls.8d. sterling in
Great-Britain-paid, in St. John, 80 per
cent. duty.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is grinding
the poor.

Mn. ANGLIN : It is. The whole
Tariff is framed to assist the rich and

The Tariff. Lcommo--?,Ts.]
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grind the poor ; to help the monopolists
to grow richer, and increase the burdens
of the masses. This abominable Ta'riff
imposes 30, 40 and 50 per cent. on those
woollens, to which must be added the im-
porter's profits on the amount he pays as
duty. It is the capitalists and not the
working classes who have benefitted by
the duties on sugar, cottons and woollens.
The coal trade was also to have benefitted
from the 50c. per ton imposed, and Nova
Scotia coal was to have found its way as
far as Toronto and Hamilton, The fact
that another 10c. is to be imposed on
bituminous coal is a confession that the
Tariff has failed to give the mackets of
this country to the coal owners of Nova
Scotia; and coal has been dearer than it
should have been. We may be told that
it was cheaper last summer than ever be-
fore. I paid less for it in St. John, N.B.,
but the 50c. per ton was included in the

price I paid, making the article that much
dearer. The member for Cumberland in-
sisted it would be cheaper under the pre-
sent Tariff, because there would be a
much larger output. But the people of
the United States, for some reason, fur-
nished our markets with their anthracite
coal at a low price, notwithstanding the
duty, and the Nova Scotia coal did not go
beyond Montreal in any considerable
,quantity. Having heard of the vast quan-
tity of Nova Scotia coal that went up the
St. Lawrence, notwithstanding the failure
in the Cape Breton output, I was
astonished, on looking at the Trade Re-
turns, to find that the total quantity of
bituminous coal sent by the United
States to the Province of Quebec, last
year, was only 3'7,000 tons; and that,
if any larger quantity of Nova Scotia coal
was sold in that Province, it must have
displaced English coal. The pretence
that the port of Montrealmay be supplied
with cheaper shipping, on account of the
carriage to it of larger quantities of that
coal by Nova Scotia vessels, is, therefore,
one of the delusions which hon. gentle-
men opposite love to spread. The small
vessels that carry coal from Nova *Scotia
%u the St. Lawrence, are not, as a rule,
of the class employed in the grain trade.
But the yessels that come out from Great
Britain: often bring coal as ballast, very
cheaply, .t rates just sufficient to pay
port charges, and they can take cargoes
back at lewer rates than woufld be other-

wise possible; and so the commerce of
Montreal, instead of being benefitted by
the National Policy, has, in this direc-
tion, been greatly damaged. What about
al the other industries of the country ?
How far have they been benefitted?
How many will say they have
derived any material advantage from
that policy I The whole anount
of our manufactures, exclusive of
those to which I have referred,
is not very considerable. The people'
were told, during the late political agita-
tion, that our consumption of manufac-
tures was so great that, if we could niake
all our own goods ourselves, large home
industries and markets would be built up.
New towns and villages were te spring
up everywhere ; new factories were to be
reared on every stream, and our farmers
were to have a great home market. Let
us see liow the Tariff affected farm pro-
duce. I have no doubt many believed,
fron having been so often told it, that, in
the first place, it'was very grievous that
our farm products should be so heavilv
taxed in the United States, while there
was no taxation on Tnited States farm pro-
duce in Canada. But more than that,
whieh was merely sentimental, thev were
led to believe that the imposition of duties
would increase the pice of flour and
barley, and other agriculturalproducts.
A few evenings ago, an hon. gentleman,
who professes to have a special regard for
the farmers' interests, contended that the
additional price obtainable for wheat was
due to the National Policy, and not to the
scarcity of wheat in Europe. He did not
proceed to explain why theprice of bArley
was lower; why the policy iucreased
the price of wheat and diminished the
price of barley ? But I think the
farmers of Ontario, who know that their
surplus wheat all finds its way to the
Eiglish, and their barley to the Ainerican,
market, have learned by this -ti:ne that
the imposition of 15 cents per bushel upon
American barley, that never came into
the country, has not added to the price of
barley in this country. If I an cor-
rectly informed, the price of the six mil -
lion bushels of barley, sold by Ontario to
the United States; was, on an average,
25 cents per bushel less this year than
last year. The people in Great Britain.
and Europe have not yet learned to live
upon barleymeal ; and so the people of
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Ontario have to depend upon the Ameri- ever, that this homegrown wool is net
can brewer for the sale of their barley. used in the ountry at ail, but is nearly
The hon. member from Ainapolis (Mr. ail exported; but even if it hart been
Longley), spoke to us last eve-ting about used in tle local market, and not export-
the price of agricultural products as be ed, this would not have enhanced its prie&
ing higher now. He did not assert posi by le. per pound. Where and how
tively, that this is due to the National have the farmers been benefitted
Policy, but he would like to know what A kind Providence-not for the

ele ase'i.Latyear h akdpurpose ofaidiingth ore in hï
feelingly about the cheese raised in An- %trugge for the retention of powert
napolis, aiid saiu the people would like but ont of uis beneficent regard
to ge. a bigher paice forl their cheese. for the wefare of the hurnan family-
1 wouii ask hin if be ever knew the price blessed this country, last year, with a t
cf cjeese to Le se low as it vas ahl hast abunwant harvest. Because of this abun-
sumneri I think the bbst cheese was dant harvest, and of the faîlure f the
quoted at 6- cents in the Montreai market. harvest in Europer we ha e not onty a
lon centleien asserted hast year, and large quantitd of wheat to ses, bute

the nyear before, that by an Act f Par- were able to et a high price for what we,
liaient, they could increase the pice of sold; but in evervthing for which we
cheese ail oer the world, and if they did depended on the local manket, the price
not believe it thernselves, unfortunately declined. As compared wvith t9-he pice,
the ouused a large number kf the people in forer years, the amunt lost by the
of Cana a to think so. Butter was neer farmers in Ontar o, on the sale of thei-

mer ow in the iinory cf mak, in thi butter, cbteese and wool, N sowaethisg
contrv, as it was duein the last year, in enormous. Tiis one cf the reàsons why
thoe aionte wf en the farmer had naost we hear, to-day, boryplaints about th
to sli. The, wlien the farmershad parted falling off in business in Ontario. which
with near y all they hat te dispose cf; and some attribute to the stat cf the rads.
t'ne p~eoe cf England were able te use a The true reasen is that the fariners ini
litte iore butter, the pice cf butter Ontaro have not received as rtuh
ree, and thas e see that prices are this year for ail their produce ca jeop&
oulaada by the iaw cf supply an imagined tbey bad received. But here
deman, an i not by legislative enactment. as the pronis home market ? There

ow. et us tal a littie about wool The is not a city or town in this contry
e s en ef able for its to-day, here the hone iaket is as god

a elat deal. Woe was net dded are there so many people te censuine the
with alst year, it was left just where it produts cf the farm as there were two
Was, on the Fee List, but that must have years ago î The bere niarket bas been
been ecause the ponr. geftleman believed as great a delusin as ah the Test cf the
it M-as sufficiently protected. Some rather benefits that were prorn-iseti by the hon.
catluminious cities sa,; it wvas left without gentlemen on the other side. If prices
Protection because there h as nothing have advanced in soare articles it is s3lely
more te e gained fro the farmers, and because cf a foreigu derand. It is Bni-
MUC1. w-as tLo be gained, perhaps, from the phy impossible that the farmers could
woolen niaufacturers, and they wanted have any considerable enlargement cf the
the sf wool alept bouwn. Wool was bhoe mnket by reason cf the increase in
heolectei, and the priefellant cntinued the manufactures cf the countr. It
to fal until a few months ao, when, as been frequently demonstrated that if
wit ata, the wase laws f supply everything we impirttwas anufactured
asdon thre Lis, b t suddenly country,

rose. a heard lion. gentlemen on the bauds teieo veepdyed would not be as
other side deliberately cssert that the price large as the population of an rdinary
cf wmol had been enhancei by the opera- second class city. wiundreds, na
tion of the National Poicy, because the thousands, f our people have le
National boicy hai created a great ore this country, and 'the bore market
nletaned, and this prie demand had led is cousequently smaller to-day than
te an advance in the price. Thefactis, how- it was many years ago. There uda

rs R. ANGLIN.
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been a considerable increase in the ex-
portation of live stock at, perbaps, remit-
nerative prices. It is a business which
should be encouraged as niucli as possible,
but it is a business to the future increase
oi w-hich the National Policy presents
serious obstacles. In the Lower Prc-
vinces, too, we have entered into that
business. I have made it ny business to
make soine enquirips respecting that busi-
ness, and I was surprised to find that a
considerable number of cattle were ob-
tained in the Lower Provinces for ship-
ment. Let me tell you why. In former
years the butchers of St. John found it
exceedingly diflicult to supply the market
of that city with meat of a proper quality.
They bought up, not only all the prime
beef cattle they could find in that Pro-
vince, but tlhey vent largely into Nova
Sectia and bought up all the cattle the
county of Cumberland had to spare, and
all the cattle Annapolis and Cornwall bad
to spare. They also went into Prince
Edward Island and bouglit all the cattle
and sheep they could find, and, after all
that, they frequently had to go into On-
tario and buy cattle, and sornetimes they
were even forced to go into the United
States for beef. So large was the con-
sumlption of beef in St. John, in our
better days, that ail the cattie we could
find in the Lower Provinces were barely
sufricîent for our market. To-day the de-
mand has fallen so inuch that sone thou-
sands of heads of cattie have been shipped
this season from the Lower Provinces.
I made particular enquiries amongst the
butchers in our nmarket, and found that

was a verv considerable diminution
in the amount of the sales of beef and
mnutton in that city.

It bain. ix lock the Speaker left
thýe Chair.

After Recess.
CREDIT TALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY

BILL.-[BILL 53.]

BILL RECOMMITTED.

Order for the Ilouse to go into Committee of
the Whole on the said Bill, read.

MIR. MACKENZIE : I desire to ask
the hon. the Minister of Public Works, as
Chairman of the Railway Committee, if
he thinks it consistent with public prac-
tice that a Bill like this, which is a com-
promise Bill, agreed upon before a

Sub-Committee, and afterwards brought
before the General Railway Committee,
and universally agreed to, should again
be brought up to undergo complete and
radical changes in Committee of the
Whole. It is a thing I never
saw done, and I think it an exceed-
ingly objectionable practice. I ask my
hon. friend to say whether, as Chairman
of the Committee, he is disposed to sup-
port such a proceeding as that.

MR. HAGGART: There are no radi-
cal changes to be made in this Bill. The
changes proposed are merely verbal.

MR. MACDONELL (North Lanark):
I ihink, as said by the hon.
member for Lanbton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), that the changing of the
Bill, after it has been reported to the,
House by the Committee on Railways, is
a very bad practice. 1 believe the proper
practice would be to discuss the Bill as
reported, and without amendment.

Mi. LANGEVIN : My attention was
called to-day to these amendments to the
Credit Valley Railway Bill, and I was
asked how I felt in regard to them. My
answer was, that the proper course would
be to move the reference of the Bill back
to the Railway Conimittee for reconsidera-
tion. Withi reference to the amendment,
regarding the control of the Northern
Railway Company, it will be remembered
that the Committee insisted very strongly
on these words: " Under the control of the
Northern Railway Company ; " for this
reason : We heard evidence before that
Comnittee-especially the evidence of a
distinguished American engineer, who
said that it vas the general and universal
practice of the United States, that where-
ever the trains of another company came
through the yard of another company,
from that moment those trains were ne-
cessarily under the control of the second
company. That being the case, we, as a
Committee, and it appeared the Committee
were unanimous, tbought that practice
should be followed. I would, therefore,
ask my hon. f riend either not to insist on
theso amendments, or move that the Bill
be recommitted for amendinent.

i81 ALBERT J. SMITH: I concur
with everything said by the hon. the
Minister of Public Works. It seems to
me that the only way of amending the
Bill is to relegate it back to the Coin-
mittee.

Credit V7alley Railwcay (ArR1L 9, 1880.]
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MR. BOTJLTBEE : A point was taken Bill to enable a Railway extending fron
in the Committee -of so great importance Toronto to St. Thoiias, througl thé
that I should like for one, and I think western part of Canada, to mnake its
other hon. members would also like, to have eastern terminus in the harbour of
an expression of opinion from the Gov- Toronto Bay. It is a local railway,
ernment on the subject. It seemed to chartered by the Local Legislature,
myself, and other hon. members of the. heavily bonussed by Townsiip, ToWn,
Committec, that it was rather dangerous and County Councils. It wfas inaugu-
legislation, oi the application of a com- rated for the purpose of supplying .i1
pany chartered by the 1'rovinciaL Parlia- additional, and, as regards existing rail-
ment, to legislate against railways like the ways, an independent means of access by
,Grand Trcnk, Great Western, and North- rail from tlue west. At St. Thonas iù
ern Railways, under the jurisdiction of will unite Oith the Canada Southern.'
Sthis. Parliament, and in tavour of one not The people of Toronto, as a great commer-
under its jurisdiction, because the resuit cial centre, are interested in tbis roa,
Vould apparently be this: The Credit and they have given $350, 000 towards

Valley road, or'. any road simi- its construction, upon the express cond-i-
larly, c:mstituted, could comle to this 1 tiôn that it shall be an independenat lin-e.
ieouse and ask for legislation, sueh as The people of Toronto were anxious to
this, affecting other roads under our juris- secure another line of railway, because
xliction; and it would be found, perhaps, the existing Unes have establisied rateS
within the next twelve months, that every at such a point as to cause great
one of these roads would be coming to.this disadvantage to the trade cf Toronto.
Houseforsomekindoflegislationortomake Now, as we approach the waters of the
some alteration of what we have done. bay at Toronto, what do we find W >Ye
Then it was'thought, and I think myself, find the Northern Raiiway;in conjunctioit
îhat the Credit Valley might say: "You ivith the Grand Trunk, in possession of a
cannot legislate affecting us, because we piece of public land, part of the Ordnance
are not under your jurisdiction." If that Land of the Dominion, which blôcks the
be the case ther. it;must be unfair that way. They hoid possession of tis land
we should pass legislation affecting the in- without having paid anything for it. The
terests of those roads under, Dominion Ordnance Officers vho had charge of the
jurisdiction. This road refuscd, in Corn- Orduiance Lands at that time, îirotested
mittee, -to allow. a clause, te.be insrted against it, and they continued to protet
blingingy it under the jpurisdiction of this until these lands, by an Act or th e Im-
IH ' use. I1f they would consent. to the perial IParliamient, came under thue jýirià-
isçrtion of. that clause then we miglit diction of the Canadian Govewnhnint.
p.)asa î_this legisiatiow. They have rmained in possession down

MR. MACDOTJGALL: The point rais&l to this time. Although the lai d off a
y my hion. friend who lias just taken Ois strip 100 feet wide, whicli is ample te

seat, was considered in reu Committee, provide for se en tracs, the motent
and, 1 think, decided, against him; and I they found the Credit Valley-was about
fancy it -ill not require very inuc argu- to apply te the Dominion Goveremient
nient to satisfy this flouse that it lias for a license to occupy a small portion of'

utnority to deal wit fi question in- this strip of public landstheyproceededby
volved in this Bi. I think the fhouse process cf fli Court cf Chancery, te pre-
can be speedily seizea cf the whole vent them. They also appeured before
inatter. If thay wil compare the Bih the Railway Commiftee cf tIc PÉivy
before us with fic amo ndments proposed, Counil, for two days, with their lawyers
t Rliey will se there is nothig in these and engineers, and argned a great
amendm .nts that need be referred back length, and with great vigour, te persad
teate wailway Committee. It may be te Commttee that n such permission
demonstrated, dhen ci e d omd te that should be given. But a license frm the
ftag, that the alterations are necessary, Crown wu given te the Creguit Valley
in order to maire the Bill more ùlear, and Company; and upon that Companit ha
te avoid diffiulty hereaffer. th *Îll, pýr- tempting to act upon their litheneH, the
maps, be well te explain toe this îouse, Nerthern and Grand Bilrunk iterféred
briefly, the objeet of this Bill. This is a again, i and hinvoked the taid of
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tthe Court of Chancery. The Court, can put ina, railway car, if destined for
taking into cgnsideration the long Toronto or Montreal, ought to ha allowei
.occupancy of the other liues, and the to pass freely over the une. The- have
apparent acquiescence cf the Government, 'no riglt, on the grounds of public policy,
decided that the Credit Valley had no te restrain or interfere witl any traffc
right to run over the land in question ; as whatever wbich, coning from the east or
,far as i understand the rules and doc- the west ma pass over this Rail wav. L
trines of the Court of Chancery, they did appeal tothe members of this buse, and
perfectly right. No remedy was left but to thé nembers of the Committee,
to come to this Parliament and ask its te coie to the aid cf this
interference, for the purpose of cutting struggle for freedom, because this
the Gordian knot, which prevented this Credit Valley Railway wiIl be a
Railway from gettinr access into the city. link in the chain between the cities of
Practic:lly, it was a physical impossi-
bility to carry this line into the city of trea st. t he liny y ethe
Toronto, without passing thropgh a por Ottawa and Toronto is conpleted, you
tion of the property so taken up by these will have an independent pair cf rails
railways. It was contended, on behalf et from Halifax te the Detroit River, ptting
the Credit Valley Railway, that it would an end to the control of railway trailic at
be proper to apply to Parliament, to Toronto by the Northern and Xranc
exercise its jurisdiction and assist this Trunk. This hue, with the Credit Valley
important cailway enterprise to reach the and its connections, will give us another
waters of the bay, and facilitate the coin- Grand Trunk frei east to we8t of the
merce of the country. The RLailway Coi- old Provinces of the Dominion, and yet
mittee lias, by reporting this Bill, recog- we are asked to give the Northemn Rail-
nised that right and the power of Parlia- way the power te choke this traffic at
ment to do what I have stated. The Toronto by putting a rope round the neck
Committee has interfered, to the slightest of the Credit Valley at that point.
.extent that it was possible to interfere, Amendients must be made in thic Bil.
with the lines and property of existing Some of its provisions are perlectly ab-
companies, to secure the object desired. surd. The Railway Comaiittee, with al
But we find the Northern Railway its wiscor, have allowed a provision by
managers have taken this Bill out of the which the Company, not the property of
hands of the Committee as well as the Company, but the Company nav' be
the petitioners. This is not the Bill eased or sold. If the Bil passes as ithas
referred to . the Committee. It is a been reported, I fear the Company will h
Bill prepared by the NorÉhern Railway sold. I trust the buse wiII go into
manager and bis legal advisers. I am Committee on the BilI-nr1 hear the argu-
surprised to find so much sympathy for ments in faveur of amendrn-nts.
the Northern Railway expressed by the MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. member
hon. leader of the Opposition. I am sure for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) bas shown a
bis personal friends and fellow-citizens of great deal cf interest in this Bill, and lias
Toronto will not sympathise much with t icught proper te lecture me for the
the position he takes in this matter. c urse I pursaed with r-ferenc2 to the
This Bill is prepared by the Northern Bill. I never was the paid coun-e1 (4
Railway Company, with all sorts of re- either companv, and I was neyai in the
strictions and limitations, by which they position cf being paid for services reaiered
will obtain control of the Cr-edit Vallev to either, but merely lad te enforce the
Company's-trafic. While we compel the cais cf the nation against the Coin-
Northern Railway to give the Credit pany.
Valley the use of a few rods of its track MR. MACDOUGÀLL Since the hou
within the city of Toronto, for which the gentleman lias chosen te make a reflection
Crelit Valley is to pay adequate compen- it may be that le thinirs le las lont
sation, we are made to say that this some injustice for which he wishes to
shall be for a particular kind of traffic make amends.
only-legitimate traffic. I ask, what is Mn. MACKENZIE: I did na dO anyý
legitimate traffic ? I deny that there is thing unjust; bat whenever I do, I will be
.any illegitimate traffic.- Everything you the first to aoknowledge it. This Bih was
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prepared by the sub-Committee. I have Revenue Officer should beailowed to enter
as muc! confidence in the bon. members occasionally to see if everything was.
of that Committee as 1 have in the lion. right inside. 0f course it was neyer in-
member for Halton. I lad no time to tended that the party irself, who tcok
look at the effect that the amendments eut a license, should be open at ail hours
proposed would have on the Bill. The and if, in the present instance of thé
Coimimittee represents, practically, more Credit Valley Railway Bil, the word
thian the haif of the Huse, and the Chair- "Conpan O" should be left oet, a matter
mnan of the Comnittee refosed changes cf that sort ni be orrected; but t 
made by interested parties in this case. endeavur to efe t a radical change iii
1 do not kiow whctier the -Northeri the ifi, ai the instance of oce of the
Raila arl prepa d te assent t these C ahtaes te a con pro ise is a iost extra-
changes. It has comne before us as a Coi- ordinary proceeding.
promise Bill agreed to by both companies Mn. MACDOUGA LL :I will promise-
before a sub-Committee: and we cannot to make no radical change.
at the instance of one of the parties, pro. Sin ALBERZT J. SMITH : Thie Credit
perly undertake to interfere again, arter Valley -iailwav Conpany applîed to this
having adjudi:ated between the parties Parliament, by a petition, for power te,
in a judicial sense. The hon. gentleman run into Toronto. On bcing referred lo
is eloquent ; but ie wastes his eloquence ;a Colnrittee, ail parties seenicd to
no one denies that the lailway should be aeknowledge that they shonld have the
allowed to come ito the eitv. Tlere right to enter into Toronto. A di%-
are cases where the control in a similar tinguished engineer fromn the United
sense has been given to what I mav call States showed distinctlv that runnin-
the superior coinpanv. When the powers sbould be given, not onily over the-
Canada Southern wanted to obtain access Northern, but over the Grand Trunk.
to the bridge at Niagara the Great Raiav. The Committee then feu that
Western resisted that claim, and the the Nortlera Raiiwap
mnatter came before the Conmnittee should be cedt wîth they jeIt it
if the Pri vy Council : an order was made -vrong to foice a une ovcr I-e Grand
that access shîould be given to the bridge, Truak. The iatter was referrul te a
but that did not take the control out of sub-Conmnittee we heard evidence,
the Lands of the Great Western Copan. it as understood that al parties Lad
In order to preserve order in a railway coîne to an arrangement, ibis -ill being
yard, and for the avoidanîce of accidents, the resuit of the compromise. The Bill,
one conpany or other nust have the con- gives power to t lie Credit Valley Railwav
trol of ti track in that particular place. of ring over the tracks of anotier
IHow can it lie shown that the Credit mailwav entering Torente. he engîneer
Valley Compayiv is tle one to control the referred b saic i would be absolutelv-
track thouigh obligated to the other Cor- neuessary that, for the protection of lie
pany. and tle otier ( ompany being the and property, this portion cf the
proprietor of the line ?I have not hiad track should be under the control of the
time to consider those amîendmeiits, and Norilie iln af Company.
some of ·them, no doubt, require to be Mn. 31ACDOIJGALL: No one pro-
considered y legal e, to know poses te alter that.
the precise weiglt of the, language used. Sm ALBEIT J. SMITH It is net
That caninot be donc here. Soictiiîies, as piopesec te alter that. Wlat tlien?
tLe lin. nmeier for omalton (Mr. tant. rACDOUGALL : mn is te be
douigali) lias peinted eut in tbis case, g'ai- jti ulder the oepulations cf the Norhei
inatical iriacciirgacieie will crtep inte the o railwae Cdpanl.
coistruiction of Bils. W d hai ai rs- Siw ALBRt J. SMITH: he pro-
mý instance of this the othier iiigbin. moters of thai fi seek, b Act of Parlia-

Theli the lion. the Minister of hiiaiid ment, te compel the porthern oRaifwy te
Revenue brught forward his Bill, there subcit to such erms as the Cred t
-%va,; one clause which we discoverd was Nalley Railway Company, i connection
net gramnîatically constructed : it pro- with other railways te be bilt, inay im-
vided4 that every license siould be open pose in reference te the iraffic t be sent

at aIl ntbes to the rpublic, and that the over the Northern tne.. The No-then
Mh. MCKENZIf

Compjan»y ].t2l7.
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lùa ilway Company should have some
-voice. However, the Credit Valley Com-
pany finally consented, with the Northern
Company, to certain ternis on that point.
Iti was discussed before the sub-Con-
iiittee, and I understood that the Credit
Viley Company had abandoned that
point, and the Bill was agreed to by the

MR. MACDOUGCALL : No, no.
SR RICHARIAD. J. CA-RTWRIGHT:

I think if they did not agree, they ouglit
to bave agreedi. I am satisfied this House
-would not give themn the powers they ask
for. It is proposed to iake a change in
the e-ond clause of the Bill. I an not
prepared to say how material tì.at pro-
posed change is. This is a matter that
requires to be looked into, as a natter of
evidence before the Comniittee. I do not
wish the House to adoit the changes, be-
cause they have not been considered pro-
perly. I do not see how anything of the
sort eau 1,e done without a reference back
to the Commnrittee.

Mir. CASEY: I thiik the hon. mem-
ber for Lamabton (Mr. M ackenzie) is in-
cliied to push the rules of practice of Par-
liamxent to an extrenie extent. The ques-
tion is, -whether the Bill should be modi.
lied in aniy considerable degree as it lias
cone fromi the Coimittee of Railways.
It would be extreme to hold that it should
not. il fact. I believe that the average
attendance in the Comnittee of the Whole
House is not larger than the attendance
at the Conimittee of Railways when
so int resting a Bill as this comes
up. Therefore, in point of nuniers
we are quite as competent to discuss
the matter here as before the Comrnittee.
It is true th-t a Bill vas sent to a sub-
Commiîttee. but this Bill is considerably
mnodified front that one. The question is,
whether the proposed amendments are
sucli as should properly be considered in
Coimmnittee of the Whole, er whether
they require the Bill to be re-committed.
I do not think we could properly discuss
that in regard to the junction of the rail-
ways here, but I do not think there is any
difliculty in the wav of our discu ssing the
other points. The question is, whether
we should accept the dictum of the Com-
mittee. Looking at all the points in-
volved, I do not think there is any valid
reason why we should not go into Com-
maittee on the Bill.

MR. OLIVER: I think the Chairnian
of the Railway Committee has stated
that the proposed amendments nust be
considered in the Railway Connittee.
It would be better for the promoters of
the Bill to have it referred to the Coin-
mitte forthwith, so that it nay be con-
sidered as soon as possible. 1, therefore
move in aiendment, that this Bill, No.
53, and the arnendments proposed thereto,
be referred to thel Rtailway Conmittee,
forthwith.

MR. LANGEVIN : Notice lias been
given of the anendnients, but they have
not yet been read betore the House. If
the hon. imember for South Lanark (M-r.
Haggart), would add to his motion, tliat
the Commuittee of the Whole be instructed
to consider those amendments, I would
thien move to discharge the order, and
re-commit the Bill to the Railway Corn
mittee, with instructions to consider the
amendments submitted to the House.
The Conmittee bas given a great deal of
tinie to the consideration of this neasure,
We thought it was a Compromise Bill,
but there appears to be nîow sone difli-
culty about it. The Bill can be recoim-
nitted, and the Comnittee will report it

back as soon as possible.
SIR ALBERT J. SMITH : It appears

to me, it would be botter to muîake the
reference at once, because some conclusion
may be arrived at by the parties inter-
ested.

MR. BOULTBEE : I think if the
Credit V alley is allowed to nake amend-
ments, the other Railway ouglut to be
allowed the same privilege.

R. OLIVE R : The Northern Railway
Company are perfectly satisfied with thc
Bill now before the House, but those re-
presenting flie Credit Valley Railway did
not agree to it when before the Commit-
tee. There is not the slightest danger of
the Northern Railway desiring anîy new
amendments.

MR. HAGGART : I move that the
Order be discharged, and the -Bill be re-
ferred back to the Select Standing Con-
mittee on Railways, Canals and Telegraph
Lines, with instructions to consider the
amendments.

Mr. KIRKPATRICK : I think it
would be improper to refer the Bill back
with instructions to consider the anend,
ments. It must be referred back gene,
rally or not at all. I think it is contrary

Credit Valley -Railwvay [ArR1L 9, 1880.]
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to Parliamentary practice, that when a
Bill has been considered before the RIail-
way Committee, and especially in the
manner in which this Bill has been con-
sidered, for the Committee of the Whole
to consider a lot of ame'ndments such as
bas been proposed to this measure, Those
amendments involve questions of facts
upon which evidence should be taken, and
it would not be proper to test the sense
'of the House upon them in the manner
proposed.

MR. MACKENZIE : It we give in-
atructions to the Committee to consider
those amendments they cannot consider
anything else. and we could not give a
'Committee of the Whele House the
power those gentlemen expect. In my
'opinion it is absolutely foolish to press
the motion as it stands.

Motion (11fr. Haggart) agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE RESUMED.

House resumed the adjourned Debate on the
proposed motion to go again into Commrittee of
Ways and Means.-(Sir Sanuel L. Tilley.)

MR. ANGLIN: My attention has been
called to the fact that, in adding up the
amount of the deficit for the last and -mr-
rent year, I improperly included in the
amount the sum of $300,00 placed in
the Estimates for the year commencing
the Tst July next, to cover the cost of
.surveying lands in the North-West.
That deducted f rom the amount I made
the deficit to be, would leave the deficit
for the two years $3,700,000. I find,
also, that I omitted, when comparing the
aimounts of imports and exports for the
two periods of five years each, to direct
attention to the fact that fron the winter
of 1867 to the time we met here, in
1868, there was a duty of 25c. a
barrel on flour, which might, more from
the mode of keeping accounts than any-
thing else, have apparently affected the
.amount of imiports and exports. Then,
again, in 1870, duties were imposed on
flour and grain, aud I presume the same
-effect must bave been produced by the
mode of keeping the acounts. This
would, apparently, decrease the imports
and exports in those particular years to
some extent, but to what extent I am not
prepared to say. Before recess, I was
considering the effect of the Tariff on the
farming interests of the country. To the

MR. KIRKPATRICK.

statement I made in regard to the re-
duiction in the price of farm produee, I
might have added, that the price of hay
i lower than it has been for many years,
aid that, taking it all in all, the intelli-
gent farmer has little to thank the lion.
gentleman opposite for, in respect of the
National Policy. It was stated that the
price of rye has been higher during the
past season than in some previous seasons;
but, in fair play and justice, it ought to
have been added, that the price of rye in
Chicago was sometimes actually higher
than it was in Toronto. At al! events, it
wout1d be very easy to demonstrate that
the imposition of the duty has not, in the
slightest degree, tended to increase the
price of rye. I have spolien of cattle
feeding, and the exportation of cattile, as
a growing tradè, and one which ought to
be encouraged ; but that trade is seriously
discouraged by the National Policy, be-
cause it almost prohibits the farmers of
Ontario and other parts of the Dominion
from buying cattle in the United States
for the purposes of feeding, and it
imposes a duty of 7c. on corn,
which is neceesary for the feeding
of the cattle. The United States
shippers are exporting more cattle than
we are. The farmers have the advantage
of having a free market in which to buy
their animals for purposes of feeding, and
they are able to buy their grain at
cheaper rates than our farmers. More
than that, I am informed and believe,
tLat the freight for cattle froi Boston
has been on an average $5 a head less
than the freight. from Halifax, aithougl
the sea voyage from the latter port is
shorter thian frorm Boston. Then ail the
goods which the farmer buys have been
increased in price; and althougli lie may
not b- absolutely compelled to pay more
for his sug4r, lie has the consolation of
knowing that 1 cent per pourd -of the
duty lie does pay does not go into the
Treasury but into the pockets of the
inonopolists. i should, perhaps, have
spoken of the tea trade when I spoke of
sugar. We were told that under the
present Tariff an important direct trade
with China and Jap'an woulc be created.
but this promise also is unfulfilled, and
the only effect of the change is to
harass the grocers of all the Provinces,
and somewhat increase the price of
tea witbout increasing the Revenue.

Thte TariÊ.(COMMONS.)
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On the whole quantity of tea imported
into the Dominion, the amount of duty
paid, as compared with the amount paid
under the old Tariff, shows a reduction of
just one-half of one per cent.

MR. DOMVILLE: No.
MR. ANGLIN: My accuracy can be

easily tested by an honest use. of arith-
metic. If we consider that some millions
of pounds of tea are now imported
nouminallv from China and Japan, that
these only pay the lower rates of duty,
while the consumers have to pay to the
importers something very near the 10
per cent. dýfferential duty, it will be
found that although the Treasury loses
one-half of one per cent. on aIl the tea
imported, the public pay quite as much
as before on black teas, and more on
green teas. The average duty on green
teas, bought in the United States, was
over 7 cents per pound. I think the
hon. the Finance Minister will fnd that
we do not gain anything on tea, by reason
of the change of duties. What effect bas
this Tariff had >n the general trade of the
c)mntry ? An hon. gentleman, speaking
lire one or two evenings ago, pointed to
tue fact that the price of bank stocks are,
t-day, somewhat higher than they were
a short time ago. Immediately before
the fall of the late Governmant and the
a-cession of the present, the stock of the
ÉI rnk of Montreal stood at 171. What
is it to-day ? The price has been very
much lower than it is to-day. Scarcely
had the present Ministers warmed
their seats before the price of bank
stocks began, to tumble. One of their
promises was that, after they were re-
turned to office, bank stocks would
advance immediately. The hon. Premier,
addressing a public meeting in Ottawa,
some months after his return to
pwer, had the courage to assert
that the prices of bank stocks had
advanced as a consequence of thoir victory,
when in reality they had tumbled down,
s4 that at that moment they were worth.
niany millions less than wben Mr. Mac-
ikenzie's Government fell. Montreal
Bank stock now varies from 140 to 141,
there being to-day a decrease in the value
of the whole stock, since this Government
was formed, of $3,600,000. Other stocks
have fallen in like proportion, and three
banks have failed since the late Govern-
ment was defeated. We are asked : Was

the failure caused by the National Policy ?
We answer : If all the promnises of hon.
gentlemen opposite had been fulfilled, or
hadi any foundation in reason, common
sense, or truth, those banks would not
have,failed, and stocks wolild not have
declined. We do say that the accession
of the present Government to office, has
had a material influence in bringing about
this disastrous state of things. If we
enquire how this Tariff affects the busi-
ness of importers, we find, from one end,
of the country to the other, one unifori
complaint with regard to it. I think the
hon. the Minister of Finance says, that
even the importers, of late, have become
reconciled to the National Policv. I
would like to know in what town or city
they are reconciled to it. In St. John I
have heard nothing but complaints. One
reason is, that it requires a great deal
more capital than formerly to carry on
business to the *ld. extent, the duties
being so much higher, and ha-ving to be
paid in cash the moment the merchant
wants his goods. That cash he often
finds it hard to procure, even at large
interest ; thus, in proportion to his
stock and sales, he requires a mueh
larger capital than formerly. The in-
creased price of the goods, in
consequence of the higher duties, con-
tributes much to the diminution of
his sales. The hon. the Minister of
Finance delights in the fact that impor-
tations have been greatly reduced. Now
the import trade is a valuable one. In-
porters all over the country complain
loudly that they are embarrassed by the
additional burdens, in the first place, and
by being compelled to use a large capital
foi no larger amount of business. Be-
sides, the Tariff is so framed as to be as
vexatious as possible to every importer.
Nothing could exceed the trouble ànd
annoyance it is calculated to produce to
this interest. In a letter I received from
St. John since I came to Ottawa, a com-
plaint, often made, is renewed: that the
importer of a bale of cotton was treated
by the Customs authorities as-if something
was wrong. The ordinary entry was re-
jected and the ordinary oath proffered by
a most respectable house was deemed in-
sufficient, because some of the officers
chose to think there was sometbing doubt-
ful in the transaction ; so the whole bale
had to be measured piece by piece to soe
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what duty ouglit to be paid. The ques-
tion as to the way iii which the goods
should be rated is raised continually. We
heard, last year, that persons were brought
from various parts of the country, and
some from the United States, and engaged
in the rough 'work of franing a Tariff
under the supervision of the hon. 1the
Minister of Finance ; also, that a gentle-
nan of high standing in the conmunity
was brouglt in to assist in the work of
revision ; and we though t we had a com-
plete Tariff after going through the formi
of passing the law. But after all one of
their Board had to be appointed to say
how the law should be interpreted, and
what regulations should be frar:ed, ani
to their most extraordinary regulations
the trade -was compelled to submnit ; so
that an importer now hardly knows how
Lis entry ought to be made out, and
under whiat rating lie should put
errtain (lasses of goods. The lion. mema-

ber for Shelburne (Mr. Robertson),
last evening, read sore extracts froni a
report niade to the Board ofTrade, Halifax,
presided over bv a most respectable im-
porter, brother, I think, ofthe hon.m iniber
for Pictou (MIr. McDonald). That report
condemned the Tariff in strong language,
in which the President warnly concur-
red. Mr. Burns, one of the iost re-
spectable merchants of Halifax, a strong
supporter and admirer of the hon. the
Minister of Railwas-a man thorougllv
attached, as a rule, to the party now in
power-one of the mildest of men-de-
nounced the Tariff as infamous, calling it
a diabolical Tariff. The whole trading
coimmnunity, if they spoke their honest
feelings, would join in that expression.
It is a Tariff wLich not only oppresses
the poor and javours the wealthy, but
imnposes oni the traders all the trouble
and annoyance possible. Witl regard
to the effect of the Tariff on iimports fron
the United States and Great Britain,
the lion. the Finance Minister asserts
that it is more favourable to British than
American trade. He, last year, made the
very indiscreet declaration, that this
Tariff was franed for the purpose of ex-
cluding American merchants and of bring-
ing the Americans to their senses with
regard to trade matters. He said it
would favour British trade. « What has
been the result? During the last year
a great revolution lias taken place in the

MaL ANGLIN.

trade of Great Britain and the United
States, which the hon. gentleman could
not have anticipated, but whicli bas en-
tirely favoured his theory. We were
told two or three years ago that, because
the Americans were able to send into
Canada large quantities of c9tton and
other goods, that was a proof of the pros-
perîty of that country and of the
success of Protection, and a prof that
under Protection manuacturers couid, Ii
time, produce goods at a cheaper rate than
under Free-trade ; that thus the Aneri-
cans were becoming lthe rivals of the
British manufacturers, whose goods they
were driving out of the muarkets of the
world. Somle of us, on this side, vettured
tO say that, instcad of that being a proof
of the prosperity of the manufactures of
the RepubliC, it was a proof of their dis-
tressed condition ; that there was a *orse
markot for their goods at borne that
labour had become cheap, and that thecy
were compelled, in in n stances, to seil
to raisé money. What lias sinice hacpened,
thoroughly proves the entire inaccuracv
of the stateiments inade by lion. gentlemen
opposite, and the entire aceu-acy of our
views of the situation. Prosperity hias
returned to the -United States-not sud-
denly, as sone suppose ; because, for iree
or four years past, they have been export-
ing enormnous quantities of their produce
to Europe, and importing considerably
less-because they could not afford to buy
more, being comparatively poor then, and
largelv indebted. But, in the course of
tiie, they succeeded in paying off a great
deal of their indebtedness, and a auuut-
ing some capital, and sudderly, wlien
everything was ripe for a change, a change
took place, and we heard of a retura of
great Prosperity to the United States.
Tiat prosperity of nearly 50,000,000 of

people, consuming more of the necessaries
and luxuries of life, than any other people
on the face of the globe, reacted in Great.
Britain, and we find the entire course of
trade in sone articles cianged.
The Amîericans, instead of expOr11-
ing cotton goods largely, as b, fore,
to compete witfh those of Great
Britain, began to import enormous quan-
tities. The price of iron, l)rteviously so
low, sudidenly rose, because with pros-
perity came a demand for ne w railroads,
for the rQpairing of old roads, and otier
improvements. The price of woollens
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went up in the United States. To those portationm fron Great Britain. Cotton%
ready to jump to conclusions, and say that are aise heavilv burtlened. We weuld
Ebecause sugar and flour are cheaper we have cont.ied to receive them il)
pay no additional duty, it would seen large quantitie% frei Great Britain
that, because those chainges followed the but for the National Poiicy. But the
National Policy, they were an effect of it. coarse cottons foe
But, notwithstanding the operation of all frer. the United States and partly froni
those causes and the National Policy, we Great Britain, are excluded to a great
find that British trade with Canada ba- extent by the operatihn af this policy.
been very much more seriously affected So, ail the imports of hon, tti, and
by the Tariff than the trade of the United these articles ipor!ed from reat Bn-
States. The hon. the Finance Minister tain,
contends that you mu'st combine free and rates of duty, bave ah been le iviiv taxed.
dutiable goods in making this calculation. If we turn to tle Fnited States, we tind
Well, under the present Tariff, we do not that none ot tig t stapies reccived
admit cereals as we formnerlv did--thev fro n that country are taxed se leivily.
are no longer taken into account as part The average lut) on British goods bas
of oui imprts-they go through in bond, increased 4., per cent., wlile on those
nd out of the country, and to that ex. iniported from the United States, the

tent the reduction in imports fron the average lias in&reased only 1 per cent.
-United States i merely a mttedoUnieclStaes s ierey a niatter of If we take the whole Igccds ii0w îrnportd

.account-keeping. I think that every both free and datiahie, we will stil] lind
Canadian, wbo regards the character of that the average rate îînnosed onipor-
this country before the world, must have itions froin Great Britain is higher thaii
felt ashaned when lie read that a gentle- the average rate oitiportations front
ian, commissioned by the Governmîent, tEe 17nited States. Me are toid tiit t!uis
deputed to appear before the assembled lias pioduced ne feeling of irritation uni
representatives of the Boards of Trade Great Britain. Beeause tie hon. the
of Great Britain and Ireland, at Bel- Finance Minister vas able te oflèrt a
fast, in describing the character of our god ban there wben inoiiey -,I a ding
trade, included among the inports the ii the inarkmt, he-coludes that the
cereais that passed through the coiuntry people cf Ureat Bitain do net feel nahg-
from the United States to Europe. nant at a poiicy calcul ted te their
He could not have made that statenient manufactures fren e'îr niaikets. Last
through error or mistake. It reflects saiîinier the hon. the Finance iister
neither credit nor honour on Canada proceeded oii a seii rov-il tour tiroîîgl
that such a statement as made. It was te ort inion , to ascert a it iw this
pointed eut by the bon. member foi' aonderf l Tariff bhis was w land
Centre Huron (S ilr Bichi4 rd J. Cart- I -a.ri if anv materiai chianges -were
wrigbt), more tîjan once, that he receive required in it. This, reeive thd nas
frein the United States large quantities a wcnderfui act of poliety on is part.

ofra' maternaIs, net the product cf the 11e b as, ifo this wa. to leiy more thea
Reptîbli--iicliding nealy ail the wool anr otner Finance Miister ever
used by the mianufacturers cf this couni- knew. He imkseif gave mi.whiie lie
try ; lar'ge quantities cf bides and of miade blis iast speech, ant accunht cf bis
.niany other articles -%vliici merely pass pregress through. Ontiel, wvbi,-iî reseni-
through te United States te Canada, bled very inucli wtat we saiv i i le-
1mecause that is tEe înest convenient way papers at the tipe. He said that, i.
of iinperting tiern frein the couiîtSies in Lendon, lie visited nineteel factries
which tbey are produced. But wben we in one day. mt was in the ieont of
'come te look at ciI trade with Great December, and vo eau factv wat and
Britaiin, wve find she suppiied us with lion. gentleman. ne miatter hew fLeiite lie
îîeariy ail the woolieas we inptorted, and might be and however reav te be
we find. they are burthened more heavify cramhed, coutir ascertan ef the coili-
than any other inportations. The duties tien cf nineteen factries hn goe short
-l these are increased te 25, 50 or even winters day, travellingpe rt, ui e to the
70 per cent. ; therefore, we succeed iii other, reashing ito a factor shaking
-excuding, to a great extent, wootlen im- hands wh the principle prpietors
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and, one « or two others, and, exclaiming:
How do you do? How do you like the
Tàriff ? Is it working well ? I am in a
great hurry; show me as quickly as you
eau what you are doing. We are told
that in many instances the workmen are
sudde nly transferred fromn one room to
another, so as to make the numbers
appear larger; it was a great opportunity
for the proprietors to advertise themselves,
and many availed themselves of it. It
would be a very extraordinary thing ù
these gentlemen, instead of saying that
t»bey were doing a prosperous business,
that they had no difficulties to encoun-
ter, should have said: Well, Sir,
instead of being as well off as people gen-
erally suppose, we find ourselves in great
difficuities, we are not selling our goods
as well as fornierly. We have to pay
more duty on this, and more duty on that,
and we (o not like your policy. There
were some, it seems, who Lad grievances
and who stated them. The hon. gentle-
man told us that in one place lie went to
a factory and found the owner had gone
away. Some one questioned the pro-
prietor about this, and he answered : O,
well, lie was a Liberal, and lie did not
want tô be there and to be forced to ac-
knowledge he was doing so well, and he
thouglt he would keep out of the way.
We heard of many other instances, how-
-ever, iii which the hon. the Finance Min-
ister took care to pass by on the other
side of the street, and so to avoid factories
that were not in a flourishing condition,
or in which he knew lie would not be
welconed. The hon. gentleman tells us
that one large manufacturer of agricul-
tural implements told him that lie was
paying at the present tinie some $6,000
or $7,000 in additional duties úpon his
raw ,hiateria1, and yet lie asserts that that
man Às prospering under the Tariff
Why Because he nakes such large
sales that, although it costs bim se- much
more for his material, and owing to the
competition, from the Unlited States, lie
caunot obtain higher priees for his imple-
ments, nevertheless his profits are on the
whole greater than before. These nust
seem extraordinary statements when we
remember that before this Tariff was
.ilopted agricultural implements vere not
îmported into Ontario except for patterns,
and the manufacturers had the whole
trade of the country to themselves. How

Ma. AwaLIN,

the increase was to be accounted for, and
why this particular manufacturer was-
able to sell so many more *than before, I
think would be a subject for an enquiry
that would not lead to results very satis-
factory for the hon. gentleman opposite.
But the newspaþers said the bon, gentle-
man did not visit all the factories in those
towns, and that some he carefull-y
sbunned, acting under the instructions cf
the gentlemen who accompanied him on
his rounds. I do not remember that it
was reported to us that le ever cofiversed
with the workingmen, or made any
enquiries of them as to their position,
under the National Policy. The hon.
gentleman, however, did tell us that in
one place, where the proprietor was a
Liberal, the workingmen wanted to give-
him a cheer,and didgive him a cheer. How
much or liow little information that con-
veys to us I am not prepared to say. He-
got his cheer, and, let me say, Le wanted
a cheer from the workingmen badly. 'That
is the only one I heard of his getting. In
another place, the manufacturer informed
him that he was compelled to pay higher
wages to his workmen, and why I
The hon. gentleman was kind enough, or
indiscreet enough, to tell us. This manu-
facturer did not say : " I pay higher
wages to my workmen because I-get a
higher price for my goods and can afforc&
to pay bigher wages ; but I must, pay
higher wages, because if I do not my work-
men will go to the United -Stater, whe e
their labeur is now in demand." So
where there bas been any inerease
of wages, it, is due, not to the
National Policv, but to the fact that
wages are higher in the United States
than they have been. He told us of a
case in Almonte where, while visiting.
one of the mills, an increase of 10 per-
cent. in the wages was announced. i
happen to know a little about that -case.,
I had the pleasure last year of paying.a
visit to Almonte, and of visiting this
same woollen factory of which Mr. Rosa-
mond is the proprietor. That factory
seemed to be managed with great skilf
and ability. Mr. Rosamond conducted
nie over the establishment, and permittec
me to witness the various operatiouse
which were going on. I can quite under-
stand that the hon. Miniater would1 feel.
deep interest in visiting a factory of thi.-
kind, but what he could learn there that
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would assist him in framing a Tariff was
more than I discovr ed during miy visit.

Somue weeks after mV visit to Almonte, I
was speaking te he hon. gentleman who
represented the district at that tinie, and
whose Lss, I am sure, we all deeply de
plore. I :asked him how my friends at
Almonte were getting on. "Oh he
said, " Iforgot te tell ou ; a week or
two atcr you were up there the work-
men in the woollen factories were
iniformed that they must work aci an
hour a day more or submit to a reduction
of 10 per cent. on their wages' And
that reduc tion was iade-not wlhile Mr.
Mackenzie was in power, not while those
terrille Urits were ruining the country,
Iut a month after the National Policy
hai gone inîto operation. We leard during
the summer that business was actually
suspendd iin ail the woollen mills through
out the counutry, for two whole months.
People did sav that the suspension wasfor
the purpose of enabling the proprietors to
work off their surplus stock, and they alleged
themselves, it was to enable them to clean
their machinery and put it in order ; but
whatever the cause, the workmen in these
establishnents were for two whole months
on the streets without wages and without
emplovment, while the National Policy
-was in full force. The stor- is that, when
the lion. gentleman was visiting that
establishment in Almonte, the men were
asseiibled. and on a door was written in
large letters : " An increase of 10 per
cent. will be iade in the wages in this
mill after the lst of December." This
only brought the wages up to the point
they bail been at during the tine of the
Mackenzie Administration. A gentleman
toldii me that to this day only part of the
ien had received that increase of wages,
and that never, in his recollection, was
the village of Almonte in such a distressed
condition as it is at this very day. Thei
hon. geitleman tien took us down to
Montreal. He spoke of a large addi-
tional numiber of men being employed
there. He talked of the sugar refinery;
Le talked of the Hudon factory, but we
dii not hear much about his visit to
Montreal. He was challenged with not
having visitetd his own poor city of St.
John, and after that he did go to St.
John, and he went through some of the
actories there. His own acceunt of
hose visits, even taking it as it stands,

was rather a lugubrieus account of a city
once flourishing. He admits that the door
and sash factories were not doing a large
business. He says that was because
of the fire. This seems to be his mode of
accounting for everything that has gone
wrong in St. John for some years past.
But lie did not verture to say tley were
doing as mucih business to-day as they did
before the fire. Wien I said a few words
with regard to St. John, on a former
evening, the lion. the Minister of Finance
mnisapprehended what I said. I en-
deavoured to point out tiat 1 was not
comparing the present state of things in
St. John with what existed immediately
after the fire, but with the state of the
city before the fire took place. The lion.
gentleman, however, seemed to say that I
was comparing the state ot things at
presenit with the state of .things when
there was a great rush of business of some
kinds, innediately after the lire. If St.
John were a prosperous city to-day, its
door and sash factories siould be doing
almost as much busincss as they did four
or five years ago. He did not visit the
Colebrook rolling-nill and nail fac-
tory, about which something has been
said, from time to time, in this House.
The Colebrook nail tactory was in exist-
ence twenty-five years ago, and then
doing a prosperous business. Fifteen
years ago, the Colebrook rolling-mills
were established, and they continu ed to do
a prosperous business. Under the man-
agement of a gentleman, now a memnber
of this House, these mills were enlarged,
and did a larger business. That gentle
man hiniself told me that the amount of
wages paid in the rolling-mills and nail
factory amounted to $12,000 a month,
they used up some 4,000 or 5,000 tons
of iron in a year, and some 6,000 or
7,000 tons of ceal, and they did, osten-
sibly, a flourishing business. The rolling-
mills were in operation tie day the Na-
tional Policy came into force, and so was
the nail factory.. Both those factories
are silent to-day. Nothing lias been done
in them for some time past. It nay be
said the work done in those establish-
ments is done sonewhere else. That is
not the case. The hon. Minister did visit
a comparatively small rolling-mill belong-
ing to Mr.Harris, and a still smaller estab-
lishment owned by Mr. Chesley, and both
stated that they were then fully employed.
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But the rolling-mill of Mr. Harris was in to go up. But 'ith regard to the Six
operation while the Co1ebrook mills were months' orders in advance, tho>e orders,
in existence. Mr. Chesley's miil or fac- it is said, have been received almost
tory is a small one, and 1 hope it will te entirely through the instrunîontality Cf
successful ; but putting all together there the hon. the Finance Minister i mself,
s t.ot in that class of business one-gaf for railway and other wo. th do

the business donc in the city of St. John J not complain of that gentlean eoeivrsg
ibhat 'as done before the iire. There was a share of the Goverecei woalk,
another r-ollinDg-nuill back on what we cal1 but of the mis]eading statemenit of the
the Shore, where a large business was lion. Finance Minister. Miit imr.
don for sonie eartc , and I tink it -was Young, andi low sanguine lie . I said to
i operation v en the Ntional Poli the lion. Finance MinisterJ wohon I met
became law, but it lias been ide opposite M. Young's estabJislinte:11 If
for sore tinie. bce lad a safe yo iid1he lili anywhere lo l iii finc
factory doing a large business for it wa ere. 11e -eeiied to
sone years, but it is to-day idie. We my :îning, l'r hi repii& I do
bave mawliists' shops, tliat foîmerly not know about that;" and be iidtlieed
did a large business, which are now I I do not nîcan that vou find it
comparatively idle and have only a few al throngh St. John but voti find
inen employed. The hon. gentleman tLe Luni here if von fmd it anvwhere In
went to the establishment of Messrs. the citv." The bon. vî.ited
Fleming and Son, and there he was met sonie boot and sloe fnd sub-
with coinplaints that the duty on the sequently, at a meeting ield a-
raw material was so large, that it inter- ton, ho stated that ho fouît: I boot
fered very much, indeed, with their busi- and shoe business in St. Jolai b] a veiy
utess, arid ex-en tiiere, mucli less business floftheisi s and prosperous Uonfton.
is doue titan was done in years grone l. Nýow, low iihucn good couMil the boot

So lyou go f r-on estabiishmecnt to estab- and shoe trade of St. Johin o.edireetlv
lishrent, ye ild the sarne resuit. IHYe to the lion. gentned ans polheis, Iï looi
vet to Mr. Moore's nail fatory, and, 1 into the returns wben the hot,. m m

believe, lie did not like ail that vas bo repeated that statenteist : I foui
him tiere. The horse-shoe nail nianufac- that e Hole quantity of boots and
turers also inade nurnerous conmplaints. shoes inported into the Piovie of Iew
Hie xisited our carnage factory, and "as Brunswick, in 1879, amat ohatt to a fet
told thiat the nunber of hands erploted dollars over $20,000. If te National
was net haîf of the number erployed the Polic excluded every tot and suoe
year previous, and yet the stock M-as formerly imported frein Great Brit-ii,
accunulating. He tisited another, Fance, and the hnited f dte otld
i-tnd -%vas shown wbere ten fires were aford but litte additinal J nîp]ovth i ert

oin an year before, and only two were o the boot-nakers of St. Jo cni. Just 
going then. wae told us muca of the suc- b tue lie aîrived in the city. the wîn-
ess of m r. Levi Youetg's ,t and boit ter brade ad brought about a t s u.porary

factor . Moow r cone to Mr. Youn, revival in this business. Sie of the
wlio is a verýy enterprising muan, a ma establishmnents were running fiill tintie,
bvho has had a. great many dificulties to but if lie had eldquired lie woui hâve

im ounter, and who is of a very sanguine foufc d that, during th suntîner and fail,
disposition. That gentli wan started, a bhey hiad heen runnnîgi on liaif. and two-
treat many years ago, a ct and boit lac- t ids, o thiee-quartes tinie. and lie
tory, and bue facory lie a in opera- would have found that in itone of twas -as
tion tlen as very inuch larger enployed the number of lands epoiployed
than tue factorýy iii existence te- four or five years ago. If hoe bail ques-

day. The hlon. the Miister of Finance tioned the workingmen h wou have
told us that gentleman had six months' found that they were only eari iîiig froni
orders in advance, and that the cokpany 50 to 75 per cent. of the Xvags they
lie bas formed are about to bui d a larger were earning five years go. Sente of the
factory. 1 amn told that lie hat induced establishments le visited closed down a
sore persons to take stock in te coin- few weehs afterwards. thoink e ila
painy, amd that a larger establishment is recollet that a tery particular friend of

MR. ANGLI-X.
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ihis own told hii that the boot and shoe not a vessel of any size o1 the stocks in
trade was suflering, because the market the St. John district. The hon. gentie-
was flooded with bankrupt stocks from man referred to a fleet of veSSeiS comiuîg
Montreal, and not because of a conpeti- to St. John this fid1, and Le seemed to w-
ition with Aiericans. I received fron garc it as a sign of r'eturnîng
nanv of the workmen in the establish- p'osperity. It was a fOrtunat' accu

ments lie visited, information that the dent for the city of St. John.
hion. gentleman had gone in and out 'Longsboremen Nvere suffering bocause
without condescending to speak to they had Lad very littie enploynent dur
them, or to ask them how they were ing the fali. lundreds were 01 the
getting on. He would not have ignor verge of starvation, whe a large iier
them, if lie expected them to say to him: of vessels, unable to obtaii iîai freiglîts
" We are very nuch obliged to you and at New York, caile to St. JlîI.
deligited witlh the iNational Policv. lail)er at Iow i'eigiits, and iei-ebv
Since it was adopted we have had anple affordec employnient to ina:: of oi' mnen
emplovment and we are not merely fr a few weeks. A large amena: () good
earning as good, but better wages than -was ione in tis way; btt iii ion.
before." If he thouglit that they would nieniber pretend to say tlat ch uoiumg
have replied in that strain, lie would not down of tiose ships front New York, in
Lave passed them iby. But he never consequence of the blockale iii the grain
once asked themi what they thought of the trade, was die to the Naial 1olicv
National Policy. An establishment the Bat let nie retura. There %vasa iearth
lion. gentleman did not visit, was that of of grain i Europe. We Lad ]aî,x? CZ011S
Mr. Adamn Young. For years and years on tiis continent, and w e forwarded a
Mr. Adani Young eiployed fron thirty large amount of grain to Tbat
to forty nien. at highi wages, manufactur- stùnulated the rates of
ing stoves and castings of various kinds. also, to a siiglît extent, stinïulated the
Mir. Young told me, just before I left shipbuilding tiade iii St. John. nl a few
S+. John, that lie had Lad to suspend vesseN were on the stocks when the Loii.
operations for two or tiree nionths, and gentleman visited the cîty. Had l'e
lie added, that he never felt so humbled visited the yards and spoken te tue arti-
as when, a few days previousy, lie saw sans eniployed in tiei, lie liave
ýone of thc mii wlio jad xvorked foi' hua, found that where n sie in the stsy ad
earingi $2.50 te S3 a day, -working as been paid fruîa $1.50 to a Clay, tiiey

scavenge' at 5t. a day. The hon. were t.en paid front 7 . to ho. a nly,
gentleman ilit have visited at new iii- ad io one tard thev be seemed to
dustry estabiislded in the city of St. John. take a pat.t of tJeir pay ta oi ohn.s uloa
lu ot'deî' to save a imber of the 1)00-est store. ' iLat is t e werep I sfei and s
of' thîe pocr froin octual starvatiomi, the am. afî'aid te atte s are iot in a Ve n te
corporation of the city employed thein better condition i, that re·gect Yer
this winter toi Leak mtoles, at rates that I do0 uot tlîink that anvoiie iîekt'iîg l'IV
eniabled them to earn about $2.50 a week. staternet vsl believe that t National
The Lon. gentlenman inight Liave laard the Poliey was doe t St, at ail orsi'
click of tiei' lianuuienbs as lie passed, and St. Joo. Tlie'e were inot endoyed i
lie mig lit have conigratulated Ilinseif upon skilled labour', ini St. ,John, two- îlds as
haviing founid the "h ît" at hast. Such many tIen as were etiployed two year's
xvas the condition of St. Joln xhen lie bcfoi'e and iown to the ti e of tl tine,

sited iL. Paorme emas its cobedition a andt sarcely one-ha tht -(æ eoi
very short tine aftc'wards. The lion. formely have been pad durig the last

gentleuan, it lias beei said, did lot visit year. I awn sor y that vrn ich te
the slîipyards. Ship)uildiig is one of saine state of things exists in Other pats
the gî'eat industries of St. Jiln, and here of ti Dominion. We lad a tatecent
I desire to say, witi reference to the of Mr. Eveett, the chaiga t nan of a
attack that lias been mnale upon the char- associationi of mechanics and manufact-
acter if the vessels î'egistered in NeWI turers laid before us oast yea', s owtng
Brunswick, that a more foui cainny on what nuber of skilled aboure's wmu e et-
a great interest was neyer uttered. ployed in St. Johin. The hon. tn winis-
There was a tine haut fal when ttere w vas weter of Finance attacked the hon. ner er
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for Queen's for presuming to analyse the
statements put forward, becaùse he,
forsooth, had meddled in the affairs of
St. Johli, and showed that a very large
number were men employed in the lumber
mills. I wish we had a few men like the
hon. member for Queen'sto help to buildup
our city. He lias a large interest in the
city of St. John, and, apart from that, as
a mnember, of this House, he had a right
to enquire into the statements of the
hon. gentleman. I met that same Mr.
Everett, and spoke to hin on
this subject, last fall. I said :
" Mr. Tilley (lie then was) has
used vour nane in the fHouse of Com-
ions in connection with some figures.
Will you be kind enough to give me the
number of skilled labourers employed in
the city to day, so that I may judge how
the National Policy is working ?" He
promised lie would, and after pressing
him one day for this information he
said : " You may, in a rough way, say,
let me see-voti say Mr. Tilley said they
were reduced one-half in 1878-well, you
may state that the number hasagain been
reduced one-half. I employed last year
just twice as nany men as I employ now.
I am doing as well as anyone else in the
foundry business, but I have been com-
pelled to reduce my men's wages 25 per
cent. within a week. I told thei if they
could do better anywhere else,
they could go. I would, of
course, be sorry to part with them,
but what could I do? However, thev
would not leave ; there was then little
employment in the United States, so
they w-ere compelled to remain." This,
Sir,. is the wonderful prosperity con-
ferred upon us by the National Policy.
As. the result of those enquiries, those
visits to factories and cities and towns,
what have we got ? Great tbings. We
expected, when a Finance Minister con-
descended in person to go and make such
enquiries, that great results must follow.
Well, we have beforo the fHouse resolu-
tions to amend the resolutions of last
year. What do they amount to? We have
the duty on artificial flowers and feathers
changed, the duties on bboks increased,
10c. added to the duty on coal, a tew
articles added to the Free List, the
meaning of some passages in the resolu-
tions of last year defined, and that is about
all. The hon. gentleman referred with
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great gusto to a new factory erected in St,
John ; but he should have told
us the result of his visits t'6 the
leading factories. Had lie found them fn
a flourishing condition, in a great state
of prosperity? The hon. gentleman pre-
sents the position of an odd few i
roseate hues, and quoted an editorial puff
about a new furniture factory. Why did
he not tell us how lie foundthe old, long-
established furniture factories doing?'
Were these flourishing» or depressed?
Of course, it is exceedingly delicate-

An HoN. MEMBER: You have
not shown any great delicacy to-night.

MR. ANGLIN: Exceedingly delicate
to make statements.publicly about firmis.
that are in. a depressed condition. Why
does he not call upon the hon. -member
for Toronto, to state how many. addie
tional men he has been able to enploy in
furniture making, and what higher rate
of wages he can afford to pay since the
Tariff came into operation He has
visited the factories, and now he comes the
down and proposes that a cer-
tain class of mattrasses should take
rank with sorne other kind; and he--
bas proposed the imposition of a tax upon
wool not used to any extent in Canada,
but grown in Canada, and exported ; and
lie has made a few unimportant chgages,
all in the direction of- greater protection.
He has also made a few changes to render
the work of ·the Collectors of Customs
more easy. He lias provided that gloves
made of cloth shall be regarded
as gloves. He does not touch
the great questions which chiefly in-
terest the imiporters of dry goods ;
but lie provides that demijohns,'contain-
ing vinegar, shall be subject -to duty.
Such are the wonderful changes resulting
from those important visite 'to the fac-
tories. I think, Sir, the despondent peo-
ple of Cape Breton, and inaiiy others who
imagined that their grievances wouid
find redress during this Session, will be
disappointed. Let us see what effect on
the various classes oC this country this
National Policy has had. lu Cape Bre-
ton we find that the miners are heavily
taxed, the output of coal being very sïxuch
smaller than formerly, and the wagesmess.
There is a great amount of suffering there.
We are asked to look at the late eléctions-
there as evidence of their apprevalf of the-
National Policy. Those who' so .argueý
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:seem to forgét that anybody ha& ever
heard of what has ·transpired in. that
county. There are a great many men
who are popular independently of their
political proclivities, and the popularity
of the candidate has very much to do with
the result of nearly every election. Some-
times, too, there are influences tiat hon.
gentlemen do not care to discuss which
operate in these elections ; but this can
truly be said of all the elections that have
taken place in every county since 1878,
with one or two excepti'ons, in which the
hon. gentlémen opposite were Successful.
They were also successful after the Pacifie
.Scandai was exposed. The county that
was not carried away from its attach-
ment to the Tory party by that scandai,
could not, we may well suppose, be carried
away from thein by the National Poliey.
At the Cape Breton election we know
that such Protection was promised to the
-coal interest as would force Nova Scotian
coal into the markets of the Upper Pro
vinces, and it was plainly stated that if
Mr. McKay were elected no such increase
-of duty necd be expected. We know,
moreover, what influence was exercised
in most constituencies by the Gove n-
ment : that three or four years of the
time of the present Parliament are yet to
run. While they are willing to point to
those elections, they deny that the result.
,of the Ontario Elections is any evidence
«of a change of opinion in that Proviuce.
Mr. Mowat, at the late, elections,
protested that it was. wrong to introduce
auy such issue into what should have been
a local contest, to be fought out on local
questions. That was the proper ground;
but he was unable to hold that ground.
The National Policy was forced into the
contest, and the people then gave their
decision immediately against it. But the
subject is not confined to the miners or
Cape Breton. The Goverument has been
,compelled to send food to keep the fisher-
men from starving. We have heard of a
petition, sent from Richmond and other
counties of Nova Scotia, signed by a large
number there, showing that the people in
that district also are suffering from want
-of food. If a fair calculation were made
of the additional duty imposed, it would
he found that the fishermen of Guys-
1borougi paid, in such increased duty, more
than the cost of the provisions now
dolee out to themt to keep them from

starving.. What is the report from
Hlalifax? We hear a most harassing
t de. of suffering, bordering on starvation,
f com the fishing districts, and of the city.
It is stated.that, as many as 100 to 150
houses are empty in Water street, once
a busy quarter. Let us go from city to
city. In my own city of St. John, stores
and dwellings are unoccupied. On Prince
William street, once the chief business
street f the city, half the stores are un-
occupied; and those that are let pay reut
which scarcely covprs interest on the cost
of the buildings. In every corner bank-
rupt and forced sales are announced from
month to month. Everywhere we turn
we find the same story of desolation and
suffering. Look at the harbour. For-
merly it was crowded with vessels from
all parts of the world, but for month àfter
month, last summer, scarcély -a square-
rigged vessel was to be seen. Our nills
are shut down and idle, and shopkeepers
and merchants complain bitterly of the
dullness of business. True the fire
bas done much- to impoverish the
people, but it is not because of the fir,
that the city is in its present condition
-desolate, dull and despairing. The re-
turns show that the imports into New
Brunswick are scarcely half what they
were fouMteen years ago; and if we make
ever so liberal an allowance for flour and
othev articles that formerly appeared in
the returns, and now do not .so appear,
our inports are not two-thirds what they
wera some years ago. Formerly, St. John
was tho centre , of distribution for the
wholè Province, and for a great part of
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island,
but she bas now lost much of the trade
even of her own Province. The bon.
msiber for Cardwell (Mr. White) was
right, thoughi his mode of expression was
strange, when he said that the decline of
business in St. John is owing to a change
in its geographical position. Should bet-
ter times cdme and business imaprove, St.
John will do better than she is doing now
but it will never agaili becoine the great
centre of distribution that it was a few
years ago. Our manufacturers, also, have
found competition with -the upper Pro-
vinces too much for them, on account of
the larger capital and larger income re-
ceived by the Montrea-1 manufacturers
combined. But hw doep Montreal
stand? We have been told of the addi-
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tional number of men in enmployment,but
this increase is, after all, but small, and
it is oniv in part owing to the Natienal
Policv. The sugar factory undoubtedly
employs a larger number of hands tlie
rubber factory employs a few more; but
take it all ini all, it 'will be foiund that
wherever there is additional emiployment
it is an increase on the arount of em-
ployment afforded a few montbs
ago, and niot upon the amount of
enplovitient of two or tbree years ago.
The bon. member for Montreal Centre
(Mr. Ryîan said. that the Grand Trunk
built a large numier of locomotives in
Montreal this vear, and that formerly
locomotives were imported. Does the
1on. gentleman not know that, some
years ago. the Grand Trunk got nearly
all its locomotives built at the Kingston
locomotive works, which then employed
200 hands, and which now enploy only
eighty or n.iiety ? Moreover, that Rail-

Va is nowu enjoying a period of prosperity,
the denund for grain in Europe raising
freights and keeping up a pressure of
business. But the Tariff imposes only an
additional duty of 7.] per cent. on locono-
tives. and i' puts 12 per cent. on the
materials which enter into their construc-
tion. r-everal members of Parliament
went to Montreal a few weeks ago. ln
(iving fron the Mile End station, they
noticed that alnost every other slop and
bouse they passed was closed, or to lt,
and thev were told that in some streets
there were eightv or ninttv bouses un-
occupied.

Smi SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Was it
not a fast day ?

MIR. ANGLIN : Oh, no ; the places
were unoccupied. A gentleman we spoke
to told ns that all over the city things
were as bad, if not worse. I have seen
it stated, anid I have no doubt accuratelv,
that the assessed value of reai estate in
Montreal is considerably lower this vear
than it was last, and much lower than it
was a few vears ago. We hear from
Hauiiltcn. that there are about 570 bouses
untenantel. The hon. member who
asserted that Hamilton was more

prdsperous than ever, bad to ad-
mit that fact. He stated that
the unoccupied houses were small boxes,
and he said that their being empty could
be accounted for in part, at least, by the
fact that a great many mansions with

MR. ANGLIN.

modern improvements have been built,
of late. The hon. gentleman would have
us imagine that the mechanics, who for-
merly occupied the little boxes, suddenly
became able to occupy those nansionsý
If that was really the case, it would be
delightful. In Toronto there are a great
many unoccupied places ; and wlhen we-
come to Ottawa, to the seat of Govern-
ment, a city that ought to be the centre
of life of this whole country, what do we
find? We find 750 bouses unoccupied,
a large number of stores closed, and the-
whole city in a state of desolation. It
bas been said that the number of work-
men who visited the Buildings this year
demanding enploynent, was not so large
as the number who came here two or
three vears ago, when the late Govern-
ment was in power. To this a satisfactorv
answer may easily be made. The truth
is, that Ottawa lias managed to get rid of
these poor people. They have been
forced or induced to leave the city, and,
perhaps, that in part accounts for the
large number of unoccupied bouses.
" They bave made a solitude, and they
call it peace." So we may go fron city
to city, and town to town, and everywhere,
we find that the National Policy, except
in a few favoured spots, antd in the estima-
tion of a few favoured individuals, bas
been a deplorable failure. Wie finl
that -wages have not advanced in
accordance with the promises of
lion. gentlemen opposite. We find
everywhere trouble and distress. The
question then arises: How is this state
of things to be remedied? Wie have only
the responsibility of presenting the case of
the people. More than that is beyond
our power. Hon. gentlemen opposite,
who have the responsibility of controlling
Parliarient and serving the country,
p-rovc thernselves utterly callous and in-
different to the welfare of the nation.
Tbey have behind theni a majoritv to
sustain them on any question that may
be raised. They feel perfectly safe for
three or four years, and I suppose they
think that if any of them seek re-election,
even after that time bas elapsed, they
will find the people as gullible as before.
They rest upon monopolies ; they are
begirt with rings ; they have prejudice and
ignorance sustaining and surrounding
them; and they feel perfectly safe for the
present, and, perhaps, for the luture. We
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rresent the case of the people. Having
done that, ve bave discharged our duty,
and the only thing left for us is to suppli-
cate a Divine and Gracious Providence, a
Providence merciful as well as just, that
1e will not continue to punish this
people much longer for their folly, but
that, in His mercy, He will do what we
are poweess to do-save the people and
save the countrv.

MR. uGAf LT: As the lion. gentle-
mai ha raken the trouble to mention
the tinauncial condition of Montreal, I
beg to say hat that city to-day is on a
sounder basis than ever, its revenue
being moe than equal to its indebted-
niess- Lasr year the excess of incoine over
expenditure being 556,000. If anv
other einv in the Dominion can show an
equallv satisfactory position, I am willing
to admit that the bon. gentleman is right
in his !onclusion. The bon. gentleman
Vas v ery careful not to omit an allusion

to the uottn factories in that city. I
can infoi hin that, in those establish-
mentý, t«oav. 3,000 bands are employed,
and the conpetition amaong the nine
factor-ies in operation is suflicient to keep
down prices. In July, 1879, the price
of cotton i 'ew York w-as 6c., while in
Monctrel. durin the samie month,
it was . in 1880, the price
was 8 in the former and 711c. in
the iattv cic. That should be sufficient
to show thaut the price bas been reduced,
ocing to the cnnumber of mills in operation.
Ab. out î -three woollen factories are in
operation in the Dominion. It is cer-
tainly a fact that, had not the National
Poliev comte into existence, not one of
those wvolen factories would to-day be
in operat io. It certainly must be an ad-
vantage to the farmer to have a home
mna-ket for his wool. It was well known
tLat tle alie of wool had increasec. In
Montreal, three silk factories-one of which
weaves ribbons and other articles for
ladies dresses ; another, w-hich both winds
silk and weaves ; and a third, which only
winds silk-have been brought into opera-
tion by the National Plicy. A sewing
machine factorv w'hich employs 400
hands, and which, before ano'ther year
shall have passed, will have doubled its
capacity, and a muanufactory of plated
goods, employing 3,500 hands, and which
also owes its existence to the National
.Policy, axe alo in operation. There is also

a manufactory of fancy woollen goods, em-
ploving 7,500 hands., A lactory is about
to be started in that city for the manufac-
ture of pin s, and its proprietor has gone to,
London to engage a number of mien. As to.
the import trade in Montreal, it is to mny
knowledge that one bouse lias done a
larger business this year than ever before,.
laving worked day and night for the past
six weeks. Some very large importers in.
Montreal bave told nie lately that this has
been the best year they have had since
1874. I know the hardware men and,
the leather merchants are now doing a
very large business in Montreal. I also,
know that business in Toronto lias been
exceedingly good, the imerchants there
being quite as largely occupied as in
Montreal. I saw in the papers, a day or
two ago, that over a thiousand tous of
paper had beeni sold to a Chicago
house by a Montreal manufactory..
This indicates that the National Policy

i has been beneficial to ahl parts alike.
Previons to the introduction of the iew
policy, we had a very large nuiniber of
warehouses vacant. The circular of the
late Finance Minister, calling in ail the
moneys of the Government then in the
banks, made a sad day of trouble, the
saddest we have ever known in MontreaL
It was a fiinancial Waterloo for disaster-
and failures. But, I am happy to say, that
state of things bas passed away. To-day,
the banks are doing a good business; in-
dustries of every kind are advaicing. I
can say the same thing with regard to the
operations of the Grand Trunk Railway,
wLich employs, to-day, a very large num-
ber of men at Point St. Charles. I t is to.
-y knowledge, that the nail factories and

the rollinîg-mills are ail doing a large
business, their hands being fully ema-
ployed. Redpath's sugar refinery has
certainly been actively engaged, and,
bas made a large amount of nioney, less,
however, in consequence of the
National Policy titan of the increase in
fie value of sugar. We have reason to be
proud of that establishment. Mr. Red-
path deserves well. of his country, for lie
bas given the niagnificent sum of $50,000·
towards McGill College. Had it not been
for the National Policy, the number of
men employed to-day in Montreal would
not, I believe, have equalled half the
number that are actua.y employed.

MR. MILLS ; Mr. Speaker, lion.
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gentlemen opposite have undertaken
-to show that their peliey of com-
mercial reåriction was not put in issue
.at the Ontario ·elections in June last.
One hon. member undertakes! to prove
that it could not have been the issue, be-

"cause lie regards it as a foolish, an
irrelevant one. He says the Reformers
under Mr. Mowat refused to accept it as
such, that they insisted upon beingjudged
by their past record in the Provincial
Legislature. I agree with the hon. mem-
ber for Hamilton in calling it an-irrele-
vant, if not a foolish issue; I go further,
and say that, on the part of the Local
Opposition, it was a most dishonest one.
But this does nd? disprove the fact, that
so far as it was in the power of the
leaders of the Tory party to make it the
issue, it was so mace. In the Provinciâl
fLegislature resolutions were formulated
upon the subject by -the Opposition. It
was the issue upon which they took their
stand, and at èvery nomination of which
we have any report, the programme laid
ldown in those resolutions was faithfully

.adhered to. .I have no doubt but the
local leaders of the Tory party acted
zmder instructions from the Premier bere
as the generalissimo of the party. The
resolutions proposed in the Legiolature at
Toronto were dictated from here. The
attack was made all along the line upon
the same plan. Let us, Sir; glance at
,some of the facts. On the 28th of May
last .the hon. member for Niagara spôke at
Grimsby on behalf of the Tory eandidate,
and demanded bis return as of right, on
account of the eminent services rendered
to the country at Ottawa by the adoption
of this fraud and foliy, miscalled a National
Policy. A day or two later, the hon.
member, who is lavish of bis oratorical
and poetical services, spdke at Ilamilton,
and both lie and the members for that city
confidently put forward this policy of
commercial restriction as the issue. At
that time hon. gentlemen opposite did
not regard the issue as a foolish one.
They had as much confiden.ce in its power
± the Chinaman has in the sounrA of his
gong as he marches to the battlefield. It
was only after the leader of the Govern-
ment here found his Ontario contingent
routed that the gifted young gentle-
man from Hamilton discovered the issue.
presented by bis friends to be a foolish,
;en irrelevant one. The: hon. imember for
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Toronto West anid the hon.' member for
Toronto East also declared this to be the
issue. The-hon. niember for Toronto,
East, at the nomination of Mr. Morris,
said that oiae great reason why he opposed
the Mowat Government vas that it was
opposed to the National Policy. The
seconder of Mr. Morris's nomination said :
'" The National Policy would give an,
impetus to manufactures. It would
give work to the unemployed, and
would keep our money an,.our own coun-
try. For this reason i', was necessary
that Mr. Morris should be returned."
Mr. Morris, in his speech at bhe nomia-
ion, is reported to haVe said:
"There were two parties in this country--

one of them opposed to our National interests
and the other friendly to theni, and one of
these parties was represented by the G overn-
ments of Mr. Mowat and Mr. Mackenzie. The
supporters of the present Government in
Ontario believe that this Pro'iice is the
citadel of the Dominion, and they thik that
if they can hold it, the National Pohcy can be
overthrown. The issue in ail thege contests
was so pronounced, that it was clear beyond
ai peradventure that the battle nmust neces-
sarily be fought on the sanie line that it was
fought on the 17th of Septe'mber."

Mr. Morris, the second iii couimand,
then made the National Paliye the issue,
and upon it he was elected. About
thirty others were elected upon this sane
foolish, irrelevant issue. What is the
opinion of the hon. member for Hamil-
ton of their case ? Does he hold that they
are sitting in the Provincial Legislature
under false pretences? iDoes he think
that as they failed to secure a niajority
in the country, they should go over
to their opponents, and follow Mr.
Mowat ? The hon. member reviles us
who were elected in opposition to
this misnamed elixir of National pros-
perity, because we refuse to betray our
trust and support it. It is truc, Sir, that
while the Tory party elected )thirty
candidates for the Local Legislature
upon this issue, they had nýore than
fifty defeated upon it, and 'the hon.
meinber is.quite ready to sacrifiee these
'thirty survivors.in ý.order to couceal his
own humiliation, and to escape from
the embarrassing position in which he-
finds hifiself placed, by offering himseîf
as an unnecessary sacrifice when he
felt confident of success. The hon.

nember's, efforts were rewarded by
defeat, instead of victory, and he
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refuses to make the sacrifice promised.
He insists upon the electors of Hamilton
resting content with the sacrifice of the
doves of the party, and letting the un-
blemished he-goat still remain in the
Government fold at Ottawa. But, Sir,
gentlemen on the Treasury Benches were
not idle spectators of that contest. The
hon. the Minister of Finance and the lion.
the Minister of Railways, citizens of other
Provinces, foreigners to Ontario in all that
conceris her local affairs, joined in the
fray. The right hon. gentleman, the
Premier of Canada, on the 3rd of June last,
when adressing the electors of Toronto, in
the Tory Colliseu m, where lie and his friends
contended with imaginary beasts, after
the mianner of Don Quixote, told them
how Mr. Mowat had improperly altered
the Election Law; how lie had used the
patronage of the Local Government to help
his friends ; and theright hon. gentleman
warned the friends of commercial restric-
tion, whether they were Reformers or
Tories, that the power of the Local Gov-
ernment would be used in thwarting
end defeating this restrictive prosperity
policy. What issue did the Premier pre-
sent to the country in that speech, and
what verdict did the electors of Ontario
render? Was it the one which lie hoped
for or expected ? We all know that it
was not. The hon. the Minister of
Finance was one of the chief warriors in
that contest. It is true he belongs to
another Province ; but lie was not present
simply as a soldier of fortu.ne. He knew
the fight was being carried on by his
friends and allies with weapons from bis
armory. The thunder that was every-
where heard fromn the battle-line of his
party was his thunder. He eulogised his
pet policy, and bis own public services.
He spoke of the great blessings they would
confer upon the people. He spoke of the
great honor they had, through the ,Sov-
ereign, conferred upon himself. The hon.
the Minister of Finance, in short, said :
" Gentleman look at me. I have been
made a shining knight. My Sovereign
has honoured me with these marks of Her
confidence because of the eminent services
which I have rendered to my country.
Do honour to yourselves by listening to
our words of wisdom, and by acting upon
them. I ask these favours, not on my
own account, but on yours. We are
strong in our superior wisdom and states-

82

manship. Speaking for myself, I may
say that like the friends of young Mr.
Weller, I am emblazoned on bosom and
breeches vith public honours. You can
add nothing to my glory ; but, gentlemen,
you can add to your own prosperity by
upholding with your votes the grea, Na-
tional fabric which ny colleagues and
nyself have reared for vour prîotection."
Sacli was in effect the language of the hon.
the Minister of Finance.. It is too late
for the hon. menber for Hamilton to re-
pudiate the issue which brought hini here,
and which, had lie kept his word, would
have sent him away-the issue, which
was dishonestly, and, as the results proved,
foolishly raised in June last. Whatever
may be the rule in the court in which
the lion. member praccices, it is a fact
that in the political arena a party and
its platforn stand and fall together. It is
true too that a matter may be put in
issue without issue being joined. In this
case, those who made the so-called
National Policy tleir instrument of war-
fare, cannot say it was not involved in
the struggle when those who fought with
it fell. How is it in England ? Lord
Beaconsfield is seeking to nake the elec-
tions turn, not upon the wisdon of the
policy he pursued, and is still pursu-
ing, but upon vague forebodings
of impending calamities, which he
professes lie alone is able to avert
He bas mis represented the policy of the
great majority of the Home Rulers in
Ireland, and of the Reformers in En-land
and Scotland. Upon that battle field lie
has marshalled bis forces. Thither he lias
striven to draw his opponents. He bas
failed. My ardent desire was that he
might fail. But whether in that field
few or many fight; whether lie won, or
whether he lost, so far as lie is concerned
and so far as his party are concerned, the
issue which lie submitted is the one upon
which the electors of the United Kingdon
have passed judgment for him and for
them. So, too, was it at the last Ontario.
Elections with the Conservative party
and their pet policy or policy for pets.

Mr. McCALLUM: What bas the
Local Legislature or Local Government.
to do with the National Policy or with
the collection of the revenues of the
Dominion 1

Mi. MILLS: The hon. gentleman
should put the question to his leader.
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Upon it they took their stand, and fought,
and were defeated. The bon. meniber for
Hamilton says the issue Of the National
Policy was never raised in that city. The
reports oi the political meetings of the
period are conulusive against him. He
says that he lias by his speech effectually
buried the statement; and that, if we,
on this side, have a spark of manliness or
h onour lef t, we vill not drag it fron its
grave after be has, in so handsomie a
* ainner, perfqrmed its funeral obsequies.
Although, Sir, the language of the lion.
iember was worthy the funeral of Buck

Fanshaw, lie must not be either surprised
or disappointed if we are not awed into
silence by his threatened maledictions.
Nothing that we can do can give the hon.
member for Hamilton a worse opinion of
as than the one lie has expressed. He lias
accused us of " malignity," of " atiocious
falsehoods," of " degrading the country in
the interests of party," with being " over-
shadowed with gloom at the revival of
prosperity." A distinguisbed lawyer
once said, ironically, of an able but
irritable Judge, that his excessive polite-
ness atoned for his ignorance of law. I
shall not speak ironically of the lien.

emiber. I cannot say that lus e-
cessive politeness atones for his
want of information. His mnenory is
treacherous. His statenieit as to the
actual condition of Hamilton is as
vide of the mark as his account of the

issnes at the last election, or of the
condition of the country under our
rêgime. It is true that his errors of fa-t
and his inconsequential aiguments are
not atoned for by bis great respect for
those who may differ froin him. Al Ler
the lion. inenber has shown his profound
regard for the anenities of parliamentary
<iscussion, by pronouncing the Reforni
iembers of this louse a dishonest, dis-
honourable, vindictive, treacherous pack,
he asks us if we have a spark of honour
or patriotisn left, to say nothing further,
b ut good of this prosperity producing
policy. Why did the bon. member for
Hiamilton make this appeal to us ? Is it
because of the fair, the generous manner
in which lie has spoken of us, lie feels thgt
any appeal from him is entitled to special
oimsideration from the Reform members ?
,Or is it because the hon. member has
mistaken the place ? There may be places
where very inaccurate statements, made in
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a very loud voice, may count for sone-
thing; this House, however, is not one of
then. As to what was said at the June
elections in Hanilton, il is unfortunate
for the lion. menber that facts as they
appear in the press are wholly against
him. The lion. membe-, his colleague,
Mr. Adan Brown, Mr. Murray, the mem-
ber for Niagara, and the lion. the Minister
of Railways, all spoke in favour of a re-
strictive Tariff in the Local contest. I
have already shown that the Premier and
his embroidered colleague did the saine
thing. Sir, had the press made no record
of the course taken by the hon. member,
we should not have been left in the dark
as to the course taken by him. We know
him too well not to know that Le would
be the last of the flock to deviate f rom the
path in which bis old, wary, experienced,
and not over-scrupulous shepherd had so
plainly indicated that it was the duty of
all his sheep to walk. The lion. gentle-
man began his speech as the youthful
member, the white-headed boy of the
Holiuse. I do not think lie was at all
happy in the part he played. Members
are usually prepossessed in favour of young
inc, especially wheni youth is accon-

paned by diffidence, -nd the part played
nolestly is played well. But while the
hon. meaiber came into the arcia of dis-
cussion as a youth, Le did not brin.- with
bimi those qualities which win a high re-
gard for one so young. He wandered
too far from the grotnd with which lie is
faniliar. He halloed too loudiy. He
substituted abuse for argument. He
called us hard naines, in his own dia-
lect. He filled his speech with
sound and fury wlien we had a
right to expect caln discussion. He
accuse us with being without eyes,
because we do not see that tlhe blusl of
dawn which lie says appeared on the 1 ith
Septeiber, 1878, has already ushered in
the full day; of being without ears to
hear the hum of industry and the songs
of rejoicing w-hich addditional fiscal bur-
dens have called into life. The hion.
member inîisstates and misrepreseints the
state of the country under the late
Administration. He mîisstates and mis-
represents the state of the country at the
present time. No one who took the
trouble to compare the condition of this
country from 1873 to 1878, with the con-
dition of the adjoining Republic, cou Id fail
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to be convinced that the depression of'
the trade was very much greater there
than here. Although the people of
Canada were as prosperous as any
in the world, yet lion. gentlemen
opposite laboured nost sedulously to
depreciate thie condition of the country,
to promote the interests and to improve
the prospects of the leaders of the Tory
party. They told the people that wve
were responsible for the misfortunes that
flowed from the droughts of spring and
the rains of summer. There was no mar-
ket for our lumber abroad, during
one year we had a short harvest, and we
were denounced because of the poverty
of those with whom we trade and for the
changes of the seasons. We were also
told that our negligence, our incapacity,
were depopulating the country. After
the elections were won by persistent mis-
representations, it is proposed that the
advantagt shall be retained by mneans
equally dishonest. I decline to assist in
the success of such a policy. Hon. gen-
tlemen have shown that if to cry down
the countrywere necessary to theirsuccess,
they were ready to make themselves
heard. They decried the country per-

istently. They acted upon the maxim
that it is

"Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven."

I purpose to give some facts by which the
hon. menber for Hamilton, and other
hon. menbers equally candid, will profit.
I trust, Sir. when they describe to others
and picture to themselves the people
fleeing from the country, like Pilgrim
fron the city of Destruction. they will
recollect these facts, which will prove a
most effectual antidote for ravings of this
kind. I find by the immigration returns
of tle _United States, that the number of
persons who left this couutry to settle in
that is as follows -

For 1868-9....30,921
1869-70.. .53,340

" 1870-1 .... 47,082
1871-2... .40,288
1872-3. . . .37,569

"1873-4.... 30,59G

For 1874-5... .23,949
1875-6.... 22,379

" 1876-7....22,039
1877-8....21,474
1878-9....31,156

qr.of 1879-80.. .12,324

For those years which we were in power
the emigration from the country was
yearly 24,000. For the five years pre-
vious, under the régime of hon. gentlemen
opposite, the emigration from the country
was, in round. numbers, 42,000 a year.

When the First Minister and his followers
proposed to retain our population in the
country by a system of exorbitant and
unjust taxation ; when they spoke of
"our fellow-countrvmen now obliged to
expatriate themselves in search ot employ-
ment denied them at home," had they
looked to see what the facts were? I ask
then how is it that under your Admins-
tration the country lost 18,000 a
year more of its population than under
ours ? How is it that the moment you
return to power the expatriated class
was increased by 10,000, and now, when
your remedy lias full play, the excess
promises to reach more than 40,000 for
the year ? We said that in so far as any
distress existed, wlhat you proposed
to do would aggravate, but could not re-
lieve it. Time bas vindicated our
our opinions ; it bas condemned vours.
The wisdom of your fiscal policy is the
wisdom of the necromancer. It lias raised
you to a footing of equality with the lain
Doctors of Natal. Hon. gentlemen on
the Treasury Benches cried out against us
for the loss of our population, when we
were losing less than 22,000 a vear, and
they call upon us to be silent when the
numbers are swelling tevond 60,000.
Why has this wailing ceased, and the eyes
become dry ? Hon. gentlemen have
sighied and sobbed theiselves inuto repos,
and they can now bear a larger loss with-
out the sane heartrending distress. But
if this is to be taken as a test of the pros-
perity of the country, f rom yearito vear, it
is wholly against the conduct of public
affairs by lion. gentlemen and in favour of
the late Administration. Is it, Sir,
reasonable to suppose that -with this state
of things it bas been better for Hamuilton,
just as it was worse for the country-
that as the country became distressed
Hamilton prospered? I have said enough
to show that the pugnacious young mem-
ber for Hamilton is neither a safe guide
nor a reliable witness. The Hamilton
limes, an enterprising, well-informed and
nost reliable journal, says that there are

now 528 vacant dwellings ii tLe
city as against 327 in 1878. It
is true the lion. member denies this.
But his denial was very peculiar. He
said be did not believe the Tnes. Ie
went on to give the reasons for so many
bouses being vacant, and he admitted lie
did not know anything about the matter.
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The Tignes says the actual population of
the city is less now than in 1878. It
points not only to the increased number
of xacant houses, but to the diminished
number of names in the city directory.
What is the answer of the hon. member
and his friends? Why, that trade has
revived; that there has been a large in-
flux of skilled labourers; that all are emh-
ployed . But the testimony of the De-
partnent of Immigration is against him
on these points. The new arrivals are
not mechanies and artisans; the Depart-
ment during the vear lias discouraged and
dissuaded theni from coming to the
country. It is true, Sir, that people were
told-"you will not require a foreign inar-
ket. We will find you a market at home.
We will cause towns and villagesto spring
up. The snoke ascending fiom the vork-
shops and factories will be in sight of
every farim bouse in the land. 'J he waste
places vill be turned into wb eat fields and
the wheat fields into gardens." This good
time bas not yet begun to appear ; and
the empty shops, the untenanted dwell-
ings, the lengtbened lists of insrîvents,
the increased and increasing emigration
all testify against the assertions
of the hon. member for Hamilton.
The hon. gentleman told us about a hub
and spoke factory recently started in the
city. I am informed that it is not a
new establishment. It existed before, a
few miles away from the city. It was
transferred to Hamilton as a more con-
venient place for shipient. Its existence
is in no way connected with the present
Tariff. He says this establishment pays
$15,000 yearly for wages and 820,000 for
oak blocks. Tbese sums, with a fair al-
lowance for wear and tear and dividends
upon capital, would necessitate sales of
$50,000 or more a year. This establish-
ment is but one of many, and alleged
the production of this one is of
nearly twice the value of the entire im-
ports oflhubs and spokes into the country
under the old Tariff. Does the hon. gen-
tleman then think that he can convince
the House that this industry was
greatly hurt by foreign competition before
and that it is greatly helped by taxation
now, the more especially as the
importation of waggons and carriages
kas been augmented? The hon. menber
told us about an American emigration
-agent at Hamilton, who remained there

MIL MILLS.

while we were in power, but who bas
since closed his office and retired. Well,
Sir, if such are the fa.ts, they admit of
easy explanation. It is clear this agency
was not closed because Canadians have
ceased to cross the border. The streami
of emigration bas swollen to enormous
proportions. The agency is no longer
necessary. The Governmet of Canada
bas undertaken to get rid of a population
who, because they bad been deceived,
were likely to prove troublesome. They
have conducted this business with a suc-
cess that bas not usually attended their
public undertakings. Had the hon. gen-
tieman been anxious to know whv the
office was closed, lie would, no doubt, have
been told that the Ministry whom he
supports are carrying forward the work
of expatriation witb an energy, a zeal,
that renders local agents from the United
States wholly unnecessary. I was,
anused, Sir, by the line of argument pur-
sued upon this subject by the lion. mei-
ber for Cardwell. The hon. member was
compelled to vindicate the conduct of the
late Administration from the attacks
which lie and others had been in the
habit of makin. The hon. member
admitted that emigration fron Canada to
the United States still goes forward. He
admits that the causes which operated in
1878 still operate. He refers to facts
which I had the honour to bring to the-
attention of the House four years ago.
But for Ministers the defence of the lion.
member is no defence--it is the severest
condemnation. They said that this emi-
gration from Canada was (lue to Minis-
terial incapacity, Ministerial neglect. NoL
matter what might be the motive of the-
emigrant for going, the Governient was
unfit for its work that could not present
a stronger one for remaining. When we-
then asked the hon. gentlemen who are
now on the Treasury Benches to present
their panacea, that we might discuss it,
they declined to do so. They said "we-
shail not disclose our policy until we are
entrusted with the administration of the
affairs of the country. But when we are
entrusted, we shall not be 'flies-on-the-
wheel,' but statesmen discharging the
high duties of statesmanship." Well, Sr,,
the opportunity has come, and wlat do
we find? That emigration to the
United States has increased, enormeusly
increased. The bon. member for Cardwell
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"comes forward, and pronounces a glowing under their reqime to a much greete ex-
-eulogy upon the United States. He tent than under ours. Before, Sk, 1 ex-
points out its rapid progress. He declares, amine the subject of the Tarif, l'propose
with such an attractive land, stretching to notice some of the statements which
away to the south and the west of us, the hon. the Mînister of Railway and
that his friends can do nothing to keep Canals addressed to the House. The hon.
ýCanadians at home; that we are a migra- gentleman assumed an attitude of
tory population, incapable of local attach- defiance ; but he was not invit-
ments, impoverishing the lands which we ing any one on this side of the
cultivate, and when they are no longer buse to a dialectical combat with himself.
productive we are ready, like a swarm of He invited us to a contest with two or
locusts, to move onward to exhaust some more of his colleagues. He pronounced
other localitv. And this, Sir, is the con- a glowing eulogy upon the lon. the
fession of this parenta Government, Minister of Finance for having called in
·that obtained power by false pretensions, Su A. T. Gait to help hiîî over his diffi-
and now admit that what they pro- culties. le told us itwas a Iighly com-
mised they cannot perfori, and that we mendable thing to do; that he env-ed the
have no right to expect such impossible hon. the Fin tnce Minister because lie
tasks from them. This, Sir, is the con- was thus able to vindicate lis position be-
fession of men who said we had taken our fore the country. Now, we ah kaow
people into captivity to strangers; that what this means. We know that the
we had made them hewers of wood and Ion, gentleman ainied a blow at the fin-
drawers of water to their neighbours; ancial capacity of his colleague. The de-
and the right hon. gentleman was to be fonce of the hon. the Minister of Rail-
to the people something more than Moses, vays must have been more offènsive te
Joshua, and Nehemiah combined. Now, the hon. the Finance linister than any-
Sir, all is changed. While the hon. mem- thing said Irom this side of the buse.
ber for Cardwell admits the inability, on I we have n special interest
incapacity of the Government to prevent in the fortunes of the Tory party, but ve
-emigration to the United States, he has canRot fail te notice tie struggles Ietween
quite overlooked the fact that the emigra- contending Chieftains that are carried on
tion which averaged, during our five years before us. The hon. the First Minister
of office, 24,000, averaged during the five assuming that he party were unable or
preceding years 42,000; that on the incapable of choosing a successor, named
-eturn of the Tories to power, the emigra- three years ago, at Kingston, the lion.
tion from this country was increased by meniber for Cumberland as the warrior
upwards of 10,000, and this year it pro- to cone. 1e Jredidted tbere bis own
mises to exceed the emigration for the early political death. He promised soon
last three years of our Administration put to join the band of heroes vho, in bygone
together. The tremendous excess of this years, had fouglt long and Iiercely against
year is no doubt in part due to the un- responsible Governiuent, against inunici
wearied diligence of the hon. the Minister pal Governmentagainst disestablîshment,
of Agriculture, to that broad cos- and who were beaten, who had laid down
mopolitan spirit which las recently their weapons and put off their antiquated
characterised his administrative efforts, armour forever. lerod and Pilot are
and which he, on a memorable occasion, again friends. The hon. member for
with so much diffidence laboured to con- Cumberland lias heen disappointed. The
ceal. But other causes have been at promise, as ho understood it, lias net been
work. It would be easy to point them kept. Tle hon. the Minister of Finance
out. It is now unnecessary. The simple who, during the days of party adversîty,
statement of the facts carries on its face retired to his own Province with his leader
the censure of Ministers. This one is as here ot of ealti, and the work of tI
notorious as it is indisputable, that party mainly devoiving upon the hon.
what they regarded and wliat they member for Cumberland, cores back
declared to be an evil within the reniediâa into office and is interposed be-
powers of Parlianent, and for th e exist- tween the h on. the Minister of Railways

'Oence of which the Government ouglît to and the reversion promised him. We
bg held responsible, existed and now exista are nyt surprised that the bon. the Minis-
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ter of Railways avenges himself upon the
leader who lias disappointed him,
and the colleague who bas supplanted
him. He drags osteutatiously before the
House the subject of the Pacific Scandal.
He eulogises that act. He commends to
the grateful consideration of the country
all who had any part in the matter. I
give the hon. member credit for sense,
and I say that no one who is not wanting
in sense and sensibility would, as a mat-
ter of conviction, defend that transaction.
While I give the hon. gentleman credit
for sense, I do not give hlim credit for
sincerity. He does not defend it because
lie thinks it defensible. Why then does
he parade this transaction before
the House ? Why, but to worry
and annoy some of his colleagues ;why,
but to remind them and their supporters
and the party that lie is the man with the
clean slate, under whom the party can
begin a new record, and take a new de-
parture. The hon. Minister said:

"Sir, the hon. gentleman forgets that the
people of the country have not forgotten that
after seven years of the most successful Ad-
ministration that ever crowned the efforts of
any Government in this country, my hon.
friend, the leader of the Government, went to
the people of Canada and obtained the support
of the country, returned supportad by a good
working majority to enable him still to carry
on the administration of public affairs. HIe
forgets that it is known to himself, and every
other intelligent man in Canada, that the party
which had thus been beaten in their struggle
for power, trampled on the principles they had
maintained in Opposition, and by the most cor-
rupt procedure succeeded in drawing together
a coalition, which they had long denounced,
and gaining sufficient strength to seize power,
and having seized power, sprung the midnight
attack upon the people of Canada, without
notice that any such thing was intended, at a
time when great excitement was created with
reference to a matter which, when it came to
be properly understood, was regarded by the
people as covering with no obhquy the parties
connected with it. After the people had had
five years' discussion of that matter, which had
been thus suddenly sprung upon them, and
enabled hon. gentiamen oppasite to snatch a
hasty verdict froin the country before the
subject was properly understood ; when it was
found that the very man who was author
of that attempt, by the most corrupt procedure-s
had succeeded in creating this public excite-
ment, shrank from the challenge to come for-
ward and under his oath state what he be-
lieved, the people sent back his right lion.
friend and colleagues to power by an over-
whelming majority."

We aIl know that what the lion. gentle-
MY. MILLS.

man desired was to stimulate his party to
make the promised change. He knows
what the facts are. He knows that the
$393,000 which Sir Hugh Allan says he
paid, wvere paid to obtain a charter, ac-
companied with a subsidy of $30,000,000
in money and a grant of 50,000,000 acres
of land. That which lie expected to re-
ceive was to come fror the public; thar
which he gave or paid was not given or
paid to the publie. So far the hon. gen-
tleman has denied all knowledge of the
transaction. He has laboured to keep
himself aloof. He bas shown no anxiety
to share in this transaction, for which he
praises some of his colleagues. Why
does the hon. gentleman show so much
anxiety to avoid any share of the glory
which lie thinks it sheds on all concerned
in it. The hon. member for Selkirk in
formed us how anxious the hon. the Min-
ister of Railways was to be First Minister.
We know that he is not indifferent to
public honour. He is not without
ambition. He does not wear his honours
like Dancan. Why then does lie insist
upon his colleagues proclaiming the glory
of a transaction in vhieh he is so anxious
to be considered as having no share l The
reason is all too plain. It is to remind
some of themn of his advantage. is de-
fence is not intended to please but to dis-
turb. Why else should the lion. gentle-
man try to provoke discussion upon a set-
tled question-one upon which the pub-
lic verdict was given when the question
was before the country '? The hon. the
Minister of Railways will find that the
subject of the railway itself is still before
the country, that the people are becoming
awake to the perils of the enterprise, and
that the interests of to-day are more than
sufficient to occupy his attention. The
hon. member for Cumberland alluded to a
letter which 1 received froin Sir A. T.
Galt which related to certain extracts
which I read from the Budget speeches of
that gentleman, but which were not well
reported at the time. He said :

Whcn the late Minister of the Interir-
undertook to quote lis language as supporting
their policy he was met by a bold disavowal of
the truth of the statement the hon, gentleman
had made in the House. The hon. member
cannot have forgotten the fact that he sat he.
trembling for three days with a letter in his
pocket, but never mustered sufficient courage
or candour to read it, although it contained a
refutation of the sentiments put into Sir
Alexander Galt's mouth."
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Sir, I have not forgotten the facts, nor
have I forgotten the impression I long
since formed of the hon. gentleman,
that lie is, intellectually incapable ot
accurately stating the facts in any case.
The statement which I have just read is
one of those proverbial Tupperisms which
are wiolly at variance with the facts. In
that debat I had spoken at some length.
When I read extracts from the Budget
speechus of 1862 and 1866, and when the
hon. muem ber himself called out that Sir
Alexander Galt had since changed his
views, I reminded him that Sir Alex-
ander ailt lad since reiterated in Parlia-
ment the same opinion, and that he was,
at all events, no higher authority upon
the one side than upon the other, if it could
be shown by the advocates of a Protective
policy that he agreed with them. The
letter to which the hon. gentleman refers
did not prove that I erred far in this par-
ticular, for while it showed that Sir
Alexander Galt wished to break away
from the very deinite opinions which he
had expressed, lie declined to commit
himself to a policy of Protection, as the
hon. the Minister of Railways, and the
Hon. T. N. Gibbs, sought to make it ap-
pear. I told Sir Alexander Galt, if the
H ouse permitted me, tîat I would, upon a
fitting opportunity, read the letter. In
that discussion a large number spoke
after I had received the letter. The very
night when tie discussion, was continued
until morning dawn I waited until the
opportiühity came, and the present hon.
Minister of Customs objected. So, too,
did the Hon. Mr. Holton, who informed
me that Sir Alpxander Galt told him lie
had wvritten mue, and le replied to Sir
Alexander Galt that lie should object to
the letter being read that if lie vaited
to be heard on the floor of Parlianment he
must com-e in by the suffrages of the peo-
ple. Had the letter sought simply to cor-
rect any mistake, I would have asked the
indulgence of the House to have read it
at once, but it did not do so. It stated
the author's views of public policy. in
opposition to that of the Governiment, andI
it also shovied that the hon. gentleman
had, at least in part, forgotten what lie
had before said on the subject, and I
would have been unjust to myself and to
the Government to have read that letter
without a word of comment upon it. I
replied to that letter, and sent both it

and my reply to the. newspapers. Both
appeared in the Reform papers, but Sir
Alexander Galt's letter alone apreared
in the, newspapers that supported our
opponents. If it is ,any confort to the
ion. member for Cunberland to know
the fact, I can assure him that whether
sitting or standing I did not tremble for
three days or one day or one moment. 1
was content to state the facts, and there
vas nothing in them to give me any

anxiety or to cause me anîy fear. It is
rather a noticeable fenture of this dis-
cussion that the lion. member for Cardwell
has becorne the expositor and commei-
tator of the snecches of the hion. ti
JMlinister of Railways, and one cannot
well help noticing the striking similarity
of the exposition to the text. TIe hon
member for Cardwell has long enjoyed
the credit of cramming the hon. Minister
for tiiese annual exhibitions, and the per-
formances of the two lion. gentlemen go
a long way to establish the rumour. Agree-
ment in truth is compatible with in-
dependent investigation, but a consensus
of error implies prior understanding.
The lion. the Minister of Railways and
Canals said in oriticising the speech of
my ion. friend from Centre Huron.
that :

"The hon. gentlemen has ventured to talk
of the inicreased cost of the Government of the
country, brought about by the Administration
of the present leader of the Government during
the tinie he was in power before. le forgot
to tell the House that while the largest and
most lavish expenditure of the Governmc.
which preceded his advent te office was.
$22,800,000, he, himself, after the professions
of his party to economise, brought down as his
first estimate a proposed expenditure of be-
tween twenty-six and. twenty-seven millions of
dollars. There is the proposal of 1874 on the
Statute book. There is the proof that this
gentleman, who row charges my hon. friend
Lh Minister of Finance with wil extra-
gance, because his estimate is twenty four
millions, out of which there is one
million of interest additional, and $600,009 of
snking fund additional, came down bepe
in 1874 with an estimate of $26,168,000."

It was a puzzle to me, as I ara sure i-l was
to manîy others, to know,- how the hon.
gentleman obtained an amount so wide of
thetrutb. The speechof thehon. ienberfor
Cardwell solved the problem. le was not
quite satisfied witi the manner in which
the lon. tIe Minister of Railways acquit-
ted himself. le appealed to the law and
to the testimony. He came down tolhe
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IHouse armed with two volumes of the Canada, becanse the duty kept English
Statutes, and read to the House the sums and American coal out, and, selling more,
total mentioned in the Supply Bills for they were enabled to seil it at a lower
two years-the Supply Bills from which price. Unfortunately for this hon. gen-
are omitted all that part of the estimates tleman's tbeory, it à at variance with the
which are a permanent charge upon the facts. The output of Nova Scotia coal
revenues of the country, but in which are last year was not greater, but less than the
included the contemplated expenditure year before, and his reason for the redue-
upon capital account. We seldom have tion of the price of coal in St. John is left
such an exhibition of superior fitness for without a fact to support it. But a case
the work to that shown by the hon. like this does not in the least disconcert
Minister and mentor in the case in ques- the hon. the Minister of Railways. He
tion. These ai-e the gentlemen who sit is a political ecouoinist who differs front
in judgment upon the hon. imember for ail the world, and who is reudy to charge
Centre Huron, and who delight to exhibit everyone who may dissent fron bis
the dependent helplessness of the present opinions with ignorance, with not having
Minister of Finance. Tliese gentlemen -iastered tho rudiments of bis science.
owe it to tleselves and to the Ho-LCse, The lion. meber admits that the price
to show that the mistake arose from of coal had fallen in the United States,
igorOanIce Of the subject ant not from andtsatthe improtisent of the price there
bad faitl. The hion. ifember for Card- would advance the price bere. So ta cas
-well showed ais sincerity by coming come to this, that after ail the confident
armed with the Statutes of 18715 and promises of the hoi. gentleman to secure
1846, ani the lion. the Ministcr of RLail-' good prices and a ready market for evcry
wvays seems to have taken the Estimnates Canladian product,- lie is compelled to
of ,1873 fron a siilar iource. The admit thatwe bad our price of coali l
lion. the Minister of Railways has tried Cana. regulated by the vice in the

iard to explain away the untenable United States, and that, were it not for
position which hie took in rearence to the this tax, the heople of Canada would
effet of the coal duties. The lion. gen- have got ho coal. Tie on. gentie-
tieman said oinin sad, a fwg moments hefore, pointed

MDoes the hon, gentleman khow the whole out what te regarded as the huicating
duty on floiw[ and coal in New Brunswick would position of England, iii conisequenco of

no le e.p~ nnu e edo oua lier F rec-trade I)olicy ; that Lord Derbytion? And the same mig t be said of Nova lad told the peope that tere was nothin
Scotia. Did e not know that the duty on coa
iowered the price in St. John. fo theni bt to emigrato; that Lord

"Mx. MACKENZIE : low! Saiisb;ury liad re picd to a dep,,utatt.;i of
bSia CHARLES TUPPER If the hon. ge- su(àr refin

tewnea have ot sinatered that question they i bytc
ave not comtenced the study of the question. no pressure to bear upon France or

If you give a mine a market that wiIl enable à Anerica, because they had nothin to
to work to a apacity f 100,000 tons. it eau sdi offer." He intirnated that lic and his
that coal cheaper, at a larger profit and a snîaller collcaou(veres sesdo ioeszct
price, than if it hiad but a marý,et for haif that c. -%r po.se ofmr gct
amount. flear, hear.) The sale of coal fror in
the Mariti e Provices las largely increatcd to retain the power cf coercinu tne United
duihg the wait yhe. The duty cf 50t. wheýd States. He vas going to protect the
hare aeoplised the oinject of .iving to the people cf Canada aainst the calamity of

nes cf Nova enotia the markets of Ontar ot
ad, so far a d the ciny of Neronto wod Hamilt etting
was beoerannd, the - ea was old profitably after soarig over aIl Western Europe and
there, b> everu body knows that whio there North. Amnerica to exhib)it the superier
was a dnty ofsamc. the price sf ceai during the wisdom of the course taken, lie suddenly
past year fe tb an ahnorally low amonit, terninated this tremendous fligtht by
and thehefore the Tarif had not au mu h effeot

"SIRuin Cs ARLES T UPPER :If the on. gen

as it ',therwise would, and ta it wil have when n
the inreastd prosperity in tbe United States superior wisdom lie commended, hose
causes a rise in prics." system of exclusion wl pronounced the
t wor does aae lion. meber ay that St. perfection of isdon, whic we ought to
John got beer coal cheaper Because ho copy, whose 'syste of exclusi'n he pro-
pays the duty sec ed a larger market; nonced unneighbourl, anh abict lie
tme Nova Scotia miners sold more coal in i promise tb punish by . systen of retalia-
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tion, should he reach the Treasury
Benches-have not been very prosperous
for sometime. The hon. gentleman assures
'us that their commercial health'is improv-
ing, and that we must depend upon their
improvement for our own; se that now
when the hon. member is in the Goy-
.ernment lie bas shrunk from being the
master of Providence to the condition of
'a helpless " fly-on-the-wheel," revolving
with it but utterly powerless to control
its revolutions. The hon. member for
Cardwell here also pursues the hon. the
Minister of Railways, amplifies, revises,
and explains his stateients. He says it
is quite truc that last year the output of
coal is less than it was the year before,
but that in British Columbia it was
greater ; so that in the whole of Canada
it -was a few thousand tons more than it
was the previous year; and for this slight
increase the National Policy receives due
credit. But let me ask, in what way could
the National Policy belp coal-mining in
British Columbia.? Those mines supply
the coal to the steamers upon the Pacifie
coast. In so far as coal may be required
for doniestie purposes, duty or no duty, the
mines of Vancouver must furnish it.
The quantity of coal consumed from
year to year depends wholly upon
the demand tcr the year. With
the Nova Scotia mines it is quite
<different. They have competitors in
England and the United States ; so that
if the National Policy had any influence
anywhere upon the output of coal it must
have been in Nova Scotia, and the output
there is less than the year before. The hon.
the Minister of Railm ays must, therefore,
find some other reasc n for the redue tion of
the price of coal at St. John than the one
lie has given, for the output is less,
and if it iad been greater it would not
have shown that anyone did a larger
business than before. The argument that
the percentage of gain may be reduced as
the quantity is increased does not apply
to aggregate quantities, for the increased
guantity may be due to the fact that more
may be engaged in the business. The
hon. gentleman said of the late Minister
,of Finance that :

"From the hour lie was clothed with power
to deal with the financial interests of Canada,
Canada, step by step, ateadily sank in publie
-estimation. until he was hurled fron power by
an indignant public. I have said that he should
regard with consideration the difficulties wkich

surrounded the task of any man who was not
called; as he waa, into power when there was
an overflewing Treasury, and the country was
prosperous. but who took office when the pros-
përity of the country had sàrik, step by step,
under the hon. gentlemen opposite, until we
were objects of pity to many and of contempt
to some."

N ow, in so lar as the speech of the hon.
Minister of Railways relates to the con-
duct of my hon. friend as a member of the
late Governient I shall say nothing He
is tully equal to the task of defending him-
self. I quote the bon. Minister's words
for another purpose. I deny the state-
ment of the lion. Minister of iRailways.
It is at variance with the facts in
almost every particular. It is true
that the hon. member for.Cumberland,
and others on that side, zealously, un-
scrupulously and unintermittingly la-
boured to damage the credit of the
country abroad and to sink it in public
estimation. They made a few dissatisfied,
but did they succeed in lowering the
public credit ? No; not for an hour.
All the noise and clanour of the hon. mem -
ber had no more effect upon the credit
of the country than the whistling of the
mariner bas upon the wind. He says
when they were expelled froin office,
they left behind them àn overflowing
Treasury, and that the country was pros-
perous. lHe has often said this before.
Let me remind him that in this,
as iii many other matters, lie is
not consistent witlh himself. What
was the burden of the bon. gentleman's
complaint against us at the last elec-
tion 1 UJpon what platform does le now
stand î He complained that our importa-
tions were too great and ought to be
diminished, and that we had taken no
steps to check them ; that we were per-
mitting, our consumers to buy abroad
when they out to be compelled to buy at
home. The Government bave dealt with
the fiscal policy of the country from this
standpoint, and they have deliberately
set to work to diminish our foreign trade
and to eut down our importations. This
is the principle upon which hon. gentle-
men now are proceeding, and if it is
sound, the policy of lion. gentlemen when
in office before was essentially unsound.
Then the bon. the Minister of Finance
said there was no inflation, that the in-
crease of imports was a normal,- a healthy
increase, which was to go on increa-
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ing fron year to year, and upon
which the Governunent could confidently
rely to meet the growing burdens of the
country. Well, Sir, if the welfare of the
country requires that Parliament should
legislate so as to equalise the value of the
imports and exports as they appear in the
Trade and Navigation Returns, then
Canada was never so badly off, was never
so badlv served, as it was froi 1872 to
1874 inclusive. What are the facts?
Frin the establishnîeîit of the Union t o
the close of last year, our imports have
exceeded in value oui exports by
$9,977,295, our impoits being $1,173,-
092,314 aud, our exports $913,115,019.
Many gen tleinen opposite believe we
have gone in debt to the extent of the
difference. They regard it as an evil,
and they have set themselves to re-
pair the mischief, and to prevent
its recurrence. Let me direct the
attention of the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways to that saturnine age to which he so
frequently refers-to that period when
Canada was made by him and his col-
leagues a garden of Hesperides, when the
people knew no want, when there was
neither miildew nor blight, and when the
power and wisdom of the Government
to bless were greater than the power of
Providence to punisi. Under the Mosaic
Code, which the hon. member for South
Leeds would like to sece us adhere to,
every iember of the Government would
suffer deatlh for the arrogant impiety of
his pretensions. But this by the way.
The amount entered for consumption for
the three years which I have named was,
for 1872, $107,709,116; for 1873,
$127,514,594 ; for 1874, $127,404,169 ;
making a total for the three years of
$362,62 7,879. The excess of imports for
consumpîtion over Canadian exports for
the saie period was, for 1872,
$41,534,989 ; for 1873, $47,627,269 ; for
1874, $49,475,750 ; making a iotal excess
for these years of $138,638,008. If the
views of the Governmenit at the present
time are sound, these were not years of
good fortune but of folly. I have no
doubt but these ycars were vears of infla-
tion. I have no doubt but the
hon. gentleman collected taxes upon
goods whiclr were imported beyond
the actual requirenents of the
market. I have no doubt but that
the goods in these years imported, were

ME. MILLS.

not consumed until subsequent years, and
that the revenues collected . upon them
belonged to succeeding years. If the
hon. gentleman is right, they collected
Customs duties upon $139,000,0001
worth of goods for which the country was
in debt. If he is right, the period to
which he refers was one in which the
people had not only spent all their
income, but had consumed a large portion
of their capitil, and yet he would have
us regard these years as years of unexam-
pled prosperity. What would be thought
of a man who mortgaged his estate for a
considerable sum, and who counted the
money he so raised a part of his income?
He would be regarded as a fitter subj ct
for St. Luke's than for Parliament But
I do not agree with the hon. Minister in
his censure of the former fiscal policy of
hinself and his colleagues. I do not go
with him in the way upon which he argues
the country should now travel. Taking a
number of years together, what is pur-
chased is paid for, and the elements of
which these payments are conposed are
easily calculated. The cau:ses which have
hitherto influenced the volume of our im-
ports vary at different periods, besides
the spirit of speculation at a period
of inflation, I shall presently point out ;
but before doing so, let me advert to some
considerations which the hon. the Min-
ister of Rail'avs had overlooked. The
last three years we were in office
our Customs revenue averaged about
$12,700,000, while during the three years
to which I have already referred it aver-
aged $13,500,000, under a somewhat
lower TariYf. If, during these years,
goods were bought on credit, and in excess
of the requirernents of the market, the
revenue collected upon them should be
credited to the years in whicl they were
consutned. Since large importations are
regarded as an evil, and large exporta-
tions a good, let us look at the exporta-
tions. During our régime the export of
Canadian productions ranged from
$68,000,000 to $79,000,000 ayear. Dur-
ing the régime of hon. gentlemen opposite
it varied froin $53,000,000 to $80,000,000.
But ·the average value of the exports
while we were in office was $71,000,000,
and during the period when lion. gentle-
men opposite were in office it was
$7,000,000 less. If we look at the
moneyed institutions of the country, we
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have similar evidences of the growing a hundred millions more. Now, this
wealth of the country under our Admin- money, like that borrowed by the
tration ;, so, then, it is nt true that Government, has ý been at onée, or
the country was wealthy and pros- after being earned as wages, sent
perous under Tory rule, or that it was abroad to purchase material for the road
impoverished and ruined while Reformers or articles of consumption for the
were in office. I do not subscribe to the labourer; so that we have in these ways
policy of bon. gentlemen on the Trea- an addition made to the purchasing power
sury Benches, that commerce can be of perhaps $15,000,000 a year. 1 say,
wiselv controlled by fiscal legislation. then, we have no reason to believe that
Nor do I subscribe to the opinion that there bas been over-importation of late
our mercantile indebtedness is measured years, or that this country is now largely
by' the apparent difference between the indebted for goods of foreign manufacture.
values of the imports and exports of the I do not think that there was any impend-
country. No theory could be more absurd. ing calamity in the foreign business rela-
Every cargo of exports that may be lost tions of her merchants that required
at sea, or which in any way fails to Government interference. Nor will I
reach a foreign market, and for which say that the purchasing power of the
nothing is received in return. swells the country would be diminished very much
exports, but adds nothing to the imports, if Government loans were to cease, and
and yet no one would feel the country gigantic enterprises were for a time dis-
was helped by such an adjustment of our continued. The men who now labor and
foreign commercial transactions. Now, I earn wages on these works could do as
do not say that the great disparity be- much on new homesteads, or in labouring
tween the two sides is adjusted by the on land for others. But some works bave
gains on the exports sold in a foreign made great and substantial additions to the
market. Our mercantile marine ( arn wealth of the country. Let me name the
large sums in the carrying trade of the Canada Southern kailway as an instance.
world. A part of this goes to increase I think that I ammuch withia the mark
the available capital of the country, a part when I say that it bas added 25 per cent.
is consumed in the purchase of domestic to tbe vaiue ofthe land for five miles on
products, and a partis consumedin the use of each side along the entîre lengtli of
goods brought from abroad. But there the road; and in all discussions
are other elements in the adjustment of the balance of trade, considera-
of our mercantile accounts. We tions of this kind are wholly overlooked.
have, since Confederation, increased our But there are many expenditures without
public debt by about $91,000,000, or, such a result. Private companies spend
leaving out of view the debts of the Pro- their money at times on profitiess enter-
vinces, which have been assumed, about prises, but mistakes of that kind necd not
$74,000,000. A part of this sum has particularly conceru us here. ln these, if
been paid out abroad to purchase material there should be loss, that loss wil fall,
for Goverument works, and a part as not upon this country, but upon the
wages earned, which have gone to pay for wealth capitalists abroad who bave in
tea, sugar, and other groceries, for dry these undertakings made unwise invest-
goods, and inmported articles, and by so ments of their monev. But wv1en monev
mucli as is so paid you may diminish the is spent by the Government in profitless
import side of the National Commerce. enterprises, the case is wholly different.
Thien, too, you have important enterprises The faith of the countr is pledged for
undertaken by private corporations. the repayment, and the loss upon the ii-
See how many miles of railway have vestment fails upon the country. Since
been built by private conpanies, in nearly the Union began Nve have paid as interest
all the Provinces, since July, 1867. I upon our indebtedness the sum of
speak without doing more than to hastily $69,844,Ô50 and we have paid for the
glance at these expenditures, but from management ofthe debt $3,155,163 more.
this hasty examination I find that the That is iii round numbers $73,000,000.
Provinces and the Municipalities have At the present Lime the interest and the
contributed upwards of $21,000,000, and costof management amount annuallyto
foreign capitalists eighty, or it 1oay be a $7 , for,0o-a larger sum than our an-
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nual average expenditure on capital ac- we have left it, and whose only means of
count. What then is the obvions infer- protecting themselves against our miscon-
ence from these factal Is it not this. that dact wiil be to repudiate what we have
the sum which we now are obliged doae on their behaif. I agree with the Re-
to pay as interest upon our Public Debt Sidney Smith, thav those who are rotting
would,were weout of debt, build the publie in the church-vards have no rigt to con-
works required by the country without trel those who are sitting in the pews.
the necessity of effecting loans. We While we are nesters of the publie ship
would not forever be paying interest upon and keep on deck and at the hein we
the price of a " dead horse." I have in- ray direct its course; and when we are
dicated rather than discussed what our no longer able to stay there we are at
financial aim should be. Since 1867 we liberty to leave any anount of food
have doubled our Public Debt. Since advice but we have no right to give con-
then our neighbours have paid off 30 per mands aid to impose obligations. The
cent. of their debt. The interest upon hou. the Minister of Finance requires for
oir debt is as large in proportion to our the Public Service a tax of $30 annnally
numbers as theirs, and in proportion to fron every f4rmily in Canada. BLt lie has
our wealth, much larger. The advan- devised a system of taxation which
tage of which we boasted at the time of takes not far from $45 per fatilly from the
Confederation is gone. The traditional people. Capitalise the first of thcse sums
policy of the United States lias been and what have you got? Why, a central
from the beginning to keep out of debt, Governnent which requires the interest
and, if by war, debt is incurred, to get on $600,000,000 to support it. Look at
out as soon as possible. They have the wealth of the country as shown by
never incurred any debt during a period your last Census returus and then at tli
of peace. To their traditioinL policy sum, and tell me what chance there is for
tliey have niost faithfully adherd. hrapid improvement with this treinendous

MR. PL1JMB: Let me ask the hon, burden upon the shoulers ou the country

member what about the eigity or ninety <-a burden that is niainly bora of the

millions of debt iurred on behaf of en i h. gee
the Union Paciüc lailway I am, Sir, in favur o econony, ar d the

firt important step in the way to economy
M. MILLSW: Whatever the surn, it is to give up your scofeme for a forced

-aas not an expenditure by the Govern- ban, keep away fron the London money
ment, but a ban to the company, fur the market, and put an end to expenditures
payment of whichn the company are re- upon profitless enterprises. At present
silonsible to Congress. the t x e vrich the people pay, wgich

MR. PLUME: The company have neyer fnds its way ito e public
nleyer paid a dollar of' interest, vet. Treasury, represts a capitalise. as oT

ot far froMin $300,000,000. This is the
ýMa.MLLS : This iý no way aflècts value of the property which wou have in

the accuracy of ay statement. This policy effet seized, and have said to the oners
lias prexented publie extravagance. it plwe want 5 per cent. on this sus to go

aas favoured economy in the conduct of towardsaiding certain industrial pursuits,"
public affairs. It lias prevented the Gov- and you assume thatu there is no discour.
erninent from engaging in visionarv, ageventinal this. The injur is certain,
expensive and profiless enterprises. O ur the beliefit is very uncertain. A single
present poition establishes to rny mid, new appliance neutrlises the Prtocto
bcyond ail question, how salutary sncbi Nvhich yout attempt to give, and wvheii
a bine of conduct would have been siuce this is not dune, the aid you give
Confederation to us. Ever since this takes away the stimulus to irtprove-
Union was formed, we have been drawing ment, andt in the end does more
too largely upon the future. We have rar to the recipient than good.

Mncurred gre t bardens which we are seek- Let me, Sir, ask the attention of the
ing to shift from our own shoulders to tbe nn oue to a few facts which I have gleaned
shoulders o those vho cannot punish us froRl the wiayAerican. There
for our dishonesty,who wih neyer meet us wre, i. theState of Massachusetts, boot
Who will not cone icnto the world before and shos

Mit. MI".&.
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Year. Factories.
1865.. 201

11875..
1878.. 1,500

Hauds.
52,821
48,900
51,280

Value of Work.
$39,870,581

59,762,86S
102,000,000

Now, ve have within thirteen years such
improvement in the appliances of labour
that eachnian in 1878 did as much work as
three :nd one-half men did ii 1865. Let
nie take the cotton manufacturies of Mas-
sachusetts in 1865, and in 1875. For
these years the facts may be thus tabu-
lated :

Hands. Yards. Yard per Iland.

1865.. 24,151 175,875,000 7,355
1875.. 60,170 874,780,000 11,213

Here is an improvenent equal to 55 .per
cent. and which would require a customs
tax of that anount to overcome. Then
there is a still more marked progress in
the production of woollens. In the saie
two years the number of persons emploved,
and the value of the product was as
follows :-

Hands.
1865............ 18,753........ $45,008,141
1875............ 19,030........ 90,208,280

Here the production per yard was
increased by 96:1 per cent. Now,
altogether, apart fron the inherent
viciousness of the system, a Government
is in this day of invention utterly unequal
to the task of affording general Protec-
tion, so rapid has been the progress of
late years, that the waste of capital by
discoverv and inventibn is often as great
as by ordinary wear. The inventions of
genius set your Protective Tariffs at
defiance, and you must adjust theni year
by year to counteract what, from the
Protective point of view, are their injuri-
ous effects. I want to see all classes of our
population stand upon a footing of
perfect equality in the struggle for life.
I want to see the country prosper. I
want to see our waste lands occupied:
but to this end we can only successfully
succeed by getting out of debt and greatly
reducing the cost of governing the country.
These considerations clearly show that
financial and fiscal reforms are the neces-
sities of the hour.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT':
It is with some regret that I cast myself
on the indulgence of the Flouse at this
late hour, but I think that the hon.
Finance Minister would feel himself
alighted if I paid no attention to his

address before the close of this debate.
He was good enough to express regret
that I was not present«when, a few niglits
ago, he devoted himself at sone lengtlh to
a review of my remarks. He could not
bave regretted my absence more than I
did myself. But, if he had been specially
desirous of making those observations in
my presence, lie could have taken up the
Estiiates, and deferrcd this discussion.
It is pleasant for me to know, however,.
that in my case the lines applied--

" Though lost to sight,
To memory dear."

And, thougli not here in person, the lion.
gentleman took occasion to review everv-
thing I said tolerably exhaustively. It
would be very difficult to forn a correct
opinion of all lie did say from the reports
I have seen, as many links of his argu-
ment seem to have been omitted. I, there-
fore, chall confine myself rather to dealing
with two or three prominent assertions
wbich I judge, from the ccntext,,
he must have made, than at-
tempt to follow him in minute detail
through all the complicated figures he-
addressed to the House. If I under-
stand correctly his remarks-and, if not,.
I shall be obligced for correction-he took
four positions. First, he declared that
the portion of the expenditure which lie
estimates will be required for 1880-1, for
which he is properly responsible, is less.
than that of any year since 1873, and
especially is less than the portion of ex-
penditure for 1875-6, for which we, or
the late Government, vere responsible.
Is that a correct statement of the hon.
gentleman's remarks '

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Yes,
taking into account the additions neces-
sary, the increase of the interest on the
Debt and Sinking Fund, and the extra
Subsidies paid. These three items, with
the expenditure on the Pacifie and Inter-
colonial Railways, and the Prince Edward
Island P ailway-expenditures in 1873-4
-and the proportion expended sýzbse-
quently, if deducted, showed a smaller
Estimate for 1881 than was spent since
18734.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
That was what I understood the hon.
gentleman stated-that the estimate of
theexpenditure, for which heholda himself
responsible, now represnts a smaller sun
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than has been expended since 1873.
Next, lie committed himself to the pro-
posit'on that the increase of $11,000,000
in the expenditure since Confeder::tion is
easily accounted for, and that the present
Governiment, including himself as Finance
Minister, are nowise blamiieworthy for
that great increase.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I spoke
of the increase of the debt. I spoke o1
1873,. when I said that the estimated ex-
penditure for the future was :G,000,000
$10,000,000 for the Intercolonial,
$10,000,000 for the Canals, $10,000,000
for other Public Works, and $30,000,000
for the Pecific Railway ; and I said that
hon. gentlemen opposite had increased that
amount by $55,000,000 beLween 1873-4
and the end of lasr, year.

S1R RICHARD J. CABRTWRIGHT:
The hon. gentleman does not conprehend
mv position. I referred to the annual-
crease since 1868. There has been an in-
crease since Confederation of $11,000,000
-fron an annual expenditure ot
$13,500,000 to $24,500,O0 ; for that the
Iinance Minister explicitly denied re-
sponsibility, and the context, in the report,
.shows this representation of his remarks
is correct-he claimed that he and the
Government were not blameable in the
matter.

SIR SMUL L. TILLEY: I did
not say who were blameable or unblameable.
I said it was very much to be regretted
that the hon. gentleman was not in his
place; it is exceedingly dificult for him to
understand my meaning froi brief reports.
What I said was this It having been
stated the expenditure increased from
$13,500,000 in 1867 to $24,000,000 in
1878-9, I proceeded to explain this
increase and how far the expenditures
were absolutely necessary, or many of
them, while there might be some question
as to others. The necessary outlays were
for engagements under Confederation.

Si RICLIARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
What I had said was, that I believed and
vet believe, that the hon. the Finance
Minister and colleagues were blameable to
an enormous extent for the addition or
$10,000,000 or $11,000,000 since Con-
federation. The hon. gentleman has beeii
merely quibbling in this matter.

Sit SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I call
the lion. gentleman to order ; there has
ieen no quibbling in my explanations.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
I see the lion. gentleman repeated his
previous statement, that the late Govern-
ient were largelv responsible for heavy

additions to the country's engagements.
I give that statement a rnost explci t
denial, and shall prove the contrary. Ie
assumed the late Government were res-
pousible for the expenditure of 1 874-5,
and in so doing ignored thirec niost
material facts :-First, that a large por-
tion of this expenditure was caused by
the enormous additional interest incurred
for works undertaken by the Govern-
nient that preceded ours, of which the
present lion. Finance Minister was a
iember; next, that when we toolk office,
we found the whole of the Government
Railvays in the Maritime Provinces,
had been so mismanaged-had run
down to such an extent-bat during
the whole tern of the Mîckenzie Go ern-
ment,a large sum was required annually to
put them in a proper condition; and lion.
gentlemn who remenber the extraordin-
ary revelations made of the corruption
and malfeasance whicl distinguislied the
Administration which preceded ours-
who recollect the evidence in the case of
the Crown vs. Howes, a brother-in-la %, of
a member of that Government; and the
facts in the case of Fraser, Revnolds and
Conpany, vill be at no loss to inclerstand
how those railroads had deteriorated, and
why the Mackenzie Government had to
expend $300,000 to $400,000 a year, for
several years, to put them in a barely
decent condition. Last of all the lion.
gentleman ignored or forgot that, during
1875, 1876 and 1877, an enormous annual
expenditure had to be incurred for the
completion of that vast mass of Minor
Public Works, chargeableto Income, which
the present Finance Minister and collea-
gues had most improperly, most foolishly,
most extravagantly, inflicted on the coun-
try at a timne when the commonest per-
ception of the position of the country
should have forbidden them to go out of
oflice leaving a single one of those obliga-
tions undischarged. The hon. gentleman
is reported to have said that,if you deduct
those items of expenditure which le men-
tioned, and compare the remainder of the
expenditure for 1881 with that for 1874-5,
there is a balance of $700,000 in his
favour. Now, of the outlay for 1874-5,
$1,116,000 was incurred for MinorPublic
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Works which had been put under contract
in the time of the Government to which
lion. gentleman belonged ; deduct
this ,and you convert his imagin-
ary surplus of $700,000 into a real
deficit of $416,000, for 1881, as compared
with 1874-5. In 1876, a further sun of
$1,106,787 was required to complete this
enormous mass of Public Works, which
should be deducted from the ordinarv
annual expenditure by us, for that year.
Nor wag it till 1877 that we finally got
rid of this brandi of expenditure, at a
turther cost of $-87,000, for works which
the lion, gentleman and his colleagues
left us as a legacy. This is of moment,
because some attention, in the House
and elsewbere, bas been attracted
by the fact that, during 1875 and 1876,
our expenditure was larger than that or
our last two years. The reason is this:
Whcn we entered office, we found the late
Government had left behind them
an indebtedness in Public Works,
chargeable to Income, over and above the
whole expenditure of 1874, amounting to
the sum of $2,810,000, wbich we Lad to
meet, for works properly chargeable to
then, put under contract by them--and
this in addition to the ordinary expenses
4f the Government for 1875, 1876, 1877.
J may add, that it was largelv owing to
that error of judgment tlat there were
deficits to any considerable extent during
the years 1876 and 1877. Now I come
to ny second proposition, whiclh is, that
these hon. gentlemen, and p articularly
the hon. the Minister of Finance, were
largely blaneable, because lie expenditure
of this cointry, under tleir Adininistration,
rose,in the space of sonething like six years,
from $13,500,000 to nearly $23,500,000,
bding an addition of nearly $10,000,000
a year to our annual expeuditure. That
hon. gentleman, as bis own Budget Speech
in 1873 shows, left behind lim a great
mass of engagements amounting, accord-
ing to his own statement, to $60,000,000
to be added to our Capital Account, invol-
ving an addition for interest alone, ac-
cording to his own statement in that sane
speech, of $3,367,000, wholly independent
f ̂ a great variety of other expenditures

for which he and lie only was responsible.
Now, J will take a very simple test for
showing how the difference between the
texpenditure of 1873 and the estimated
expenditure for 1881 is made up. I will

call the attention of the House to t'îe
items which compose that difference ; I
will show the House when and by whomî
these were incurred, and I will leave it
thena to the flouse to say whether or not
I am correct in saying that the added ex-
penditure was mainly the hon. gentle-
man's, and that a very large. part o: it
was unnecessary and blameworthy. Our
annual expenditure in 1873 aiounted, in
round numbers, to $19,174,000. For
1881, the hon. gentleman estinates, ac-
cording to his first estiniate, which I will
take on the present occasion, the suni
of $25,070,000, letving out, however, a
sum of $300,000 which lie charges,
in my judgment, improperly to Capital
Account, which, if included, would make
$25,300,000. First, I will take the dif-
ference between his annual expenditure i
1873, and his estimated expenditure in
1881, which is $5,832,000. That differ-
ence is made up in the first place by the
difference between the interest on the
Sinking Fund of $3,265,000, by a differ-
ence on the expenditure for the Indians
of $586,000; for Mourted Police,
$290,000 ; for Provincial Debt and Sub-
sidies, $820,000; cost of the admission cf
Prince Edward Island, $820,000; cost
of certain increases in the Post Office De-
partnent, $300,000 ; cost of certain Statu-
tory increases, $358,000; and the differ-
ence between the sum then demanded or
spent, and the sum now demanded for
the Civil Service of $150,000, which sumo,
together, niake up a total of $6,931,000.
Now, I ask by whom were these expen-
ditures incurred. and when were they
incurred? Without one exceptton
the suin required for Interest aid
Sihking Fund, was caused by-the necesstV
laid upon the late Government of prov.d-
ing funds for carrying out the enga ,e-
ments to wlich that hon. gentleman hi n-
self, and his colleagues had committed t is
countrV, irrenediably before we came in;o
office. It was caused inthe second place b -
the necessity of providing for the extin-

guisbment of the Indian title and t'e
maintenance of the Mounted Police which
was created by that hon. gentleman, br
Statute passed in 1873, to which force we,
did not add, to the best of mv recoller-
tion, one single man or one single officer
more than were provided for by the Order
in Council, passed by the hon. gentleman'si
colleagues before they went out of office.
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Not even himself will deny that lie, anc
Le alone, is responsible for the assuniptior
of the Provincial Debts, and for the Term
on which Prince Edward Island was ad
mitted into the Union. Nor can he deny
that lie is responsible for the additiona.
expenditure required for the maintenance
of our railway system. Now, I state that
for several of these things whicli I will
more partienlarly enumerate a little later
on, I hold the hon. gentleman himself, in
a very special sense responsible, because
he was Finance Minister at the time they
were incurred, and, because, had he exer-
cised common prudence there would not
have been thei sligltest occasion for the
difliculties with which 1 had to contend,
and with which lie has to contend him-
self to-day. But I pause to notice one
argument used either by hinself or
by some of his friends, with respect to the
assumption of the Provincial Debt. That
hon. gentleman, or his friends, have
stated in this House that they do not
consider that the measure which added
$800,000 in all to the annual expendi-
ture of the Dominion of Canada, and for
which we have to raise taxes from the
people of Canada, to levy new burdens
on the people, because, forsooth, the Local
Governments get the benefit of it. I say
that that argument is doubly fallacious.
I say, in the first place, that the Domin-
ion of Canada has to put additional
taxes on the people to supply that
$820,000. J say, in the next place,
that, so far as the Local Governments
were concerned, so far from being of the
least advantage to them, it was the
greatest injury that any statesman could
have done them, because it offeied
a premium on their extravagance.
I say that the Province of Quebec, and
all the othez Provinces, would have been
far richer to-day had the hon. gentleman
refused to grant their petition. I say
that had lie had the manhood, and the
honesty, to tell them that they must pro-
vide, out of their own funds, for their
necessities, instead of allowing them to
put their hands into the Domin-
ion Treasury, they would not now
have found themselves in the diffi-
culties into which their own folly
has plunged them. Now, I deal with
the other astertion that the late Gov-
ernment were responsible for a large part
of the present engagements of this coun-

SIR RICUARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

I try. I take issue with that staternent
i altogether. I say that as regards Canals,

ny hon. friend did not expend one
farthing on one single canal to which the
previous Government did not commit the

l country, and for which they liad not previ-
ously taken votes as the Estimates I have
here show. I say that as regards Railways,
there is but one small grant, a grant of one
and a-half million of dollars made to the-
Canada Central Railway, for which my
lion. friend's Administration can be held
responsible, in any manner or shape, and
I say that there never was a greater-
absurdity, a more palpable evasion of res
ponsibility, than to attempt to saddle
lion. gentlemen on this side of the
House, with one farthing of the ex-
penditure for the Pacific Railway
itself. What do these lion. gentlemen
tell us? That they, in 1871, made an
insane and foolish bargain with the
people of British Columbia, a bar-
gain so absurd, that when I was in
London, in 1874, I was asked by English,
officials of high rank were the people of
Canada niad to enter into such an engage-
ment. I say that these gentlemen, of all
other men, should be the last to attempt
to throw the slightest responsibility on
the gentleman on this side of the Hlouse,.
and particularly on the men who composed
the late Administration ; Lecause, when
they had committed Canada to the absurd
engagement to build a railway of 3,000»
miles in length over a totally unknown
and unexplored country in ten years,
when we doubled the time in which that
obligation was to be discharged, when we
reduced its length by one-third, now we.
are told that we are responsible for the-
Pacific Railway. It may weil be-I fear
it is the case-that not merely the
original bargain, but even the modified
terms which we obtained, may prove
to be impossible of execution by the peo-
ple of Canada ; but on that point I re-
frain from offering further observations,
because, within a few lays thatsubject isto
be discussed at length, and I intend then
to give the House my reasons for believ-
ing that it will be an act of unpardonable
folly for usin the present position of Canada
to proceed to expend ten, fifteen, or
twenty millions in constructing a line
which can be of no possible use until the
main line is taken across the continent.
But I can say, for my own part, that
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when I was Finance Minister I lost no
opporLuni-y, in my place in the House, of
warning the people of British Columbia
that they must distinctly understand
that, althougli we would do what we
could to redeem the-pledge which Canada
had given, still that that promise was
necessarily to be bounded by the ability
of the people of Canada to redeem it with-
out inflicting-for the sake of benefitting
some 14,000 people -unend urable taxation
on 4,000,000 of people on this side of the
Rocky Mountains. Now, a word or two
to say as to the extent of the burdens
which that hon. gentleman had placed on
people of Canada in the year 1873. His
own estimate, as the House knows, is
some $60,000,000. That estimate, I re-
gret to say, was far below what I subse-
quently discovered to be the true state of
the case when, with the aid of my hon.
friend from Lambton, I began, in 1874,
and also in 1875, caretully te investi-
gate the full extent of the obligations
which that hon. gentleman had made.
I found that far from $60,000,000
being sufficient to carry out the engage-
ment he had made, we would have re-
quired an expenditure of $96,000,000.
I found the canals whichthe Government
of that day had undertaken to construct,
were they constructed on the scales and
grading of the plans which they had ad-
vised, would have required some
$43,0000000 in all. For the Inter-
colonial Railway, $10,000,000. For the
Pacific, $30,000,000. Besides that, they
had left us the necessity of putting the
NovaScotia and New Brunswick Railways
in repair at a cost of $2,000,000, and we
had te expend $2,500,000 for the Prince
Edward Island Railway. They had left
behind them a whole mass of miner public
works, amounting te $4,500,000 in all.
We were obliged to make certain improve-
ments -on the St. Lawrence, amounting to
$2,500,000 to which they committed us.
Now, I do not pretend to say all those
undertakings were in themselves bad. I
have never said that, but I do pretend to
say this, that it was the heightof impru-
dence at a time when such enormous en-
gagements were being undertaken to
select that particular period te make
these enormous additions te the Annual
Expenditure of Canada which that hon.
gentleman chose to incur at that
particular period. I say that the
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hon. the Finance Minister wa
specially blameworthy in these four
points; first of al], f say, the terms on
which ho negotiatel the admisison of
Prince Edward Ilaid into the Union,
involved an absolute charge over and
above all the amotunts that we now
receive, or can for nany years receive,
from Prince Edward Island of at leas
$400,000 per year. I say that by the
assumption of the debts and the subsidy
of New Brunswick, a further addition of
nearly $820,000 was made ; that by the
Statutory increase proposed and carried
through by him, an addition of at least
$300,000 a year was made to our Annual
Expenditure. Now, if you add these
sums together, you will find that at the
moment that-according te his own
statement-he knew that he was incur-
ring an expenditure for Capital Account
of at least $60,000,000, which would add
$3,250,000 to our annual charge for
Interest, he chose deliberately to select
that period te increase our Annual Expen-
diture by a million and a-half, and te leave
behind a legacy of Minor Public Works,
involving an expenditure of three or
four millions more. Seven years have
elapsed between 1873 and 1880, and
during all which time we have spent
$1,500,000 every year for these
four items above, and you will,
therefore, see that I am well within
the mark in saying that these special ex-
penditures for which the hon. gentleman
was responsible, fully represent an annual
charge upon us of two million dollars per
year, in other words, are fully equal to
the whole of the largest deficit which
Canada has had to meet since Confeder-
ation. Now, as to the Tariff, there
is one point which I desire speci-
ally to deal with. As I said, the
hon. gentleman or his supporters, in-
sist that»there has been no serious increase
in [the taxation of the people of Canada
since Confederation. Now, in the first
place, this assumption entirely ignores
one of the most material points. Those
hon. gentleman have not yet grasped the
f ull meaning "of their own Protective
Tariff. They must remember that of the
taxation they have lately imposed, a large
amount wRl net come into the Treasury at
all, but, Sir, it will come out of the
pockets of the people of Canada. How.
ever, deducting that for arguments sake,
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taking them even on their own showing,
we find that according to the statement
which the reporters put into the mouth of
the hon. gentleman,' our taxation, per
capita, amounted to about $3.50 in 1873,
and that it now amounts to at least $4.50.
If the Revenue which we hoped to attain
from the new taxation was attained, it
would amount next year to fully $5 per
head, in other words, our total taxation-
if the hon. gentleman got his expected
revenue-would have increased by fully
one-third from the figure at which it
stood in 1868. The hon. member for
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), informed me
that he heard nothing whatever, during
the speech of the hon. gentleman, as to
the calculations on which he had based
the expectation that our Revenue was
about to be largely increased within the
current three or four months. I have
looked over the a-guments advanced as to
the expected increase of Revenue as de-
tailed by the hon. member in his Budget
Speech. I found that the lion. gentle-
man declared that ie had good ground
for expecting that the Revenue will fully
equal his expectations, because, up to the
1st March, 1880, that was to say, dur-
ing the month of January and February
of that year, the Revenue had increased
about $200,000 per month beyond the
figure in the corresponding period
up to lst March, 1880. But
in making that calculation, the hor..
gentleman lias no: chosen to tell the
lious3 that, whereas the total Revenue,
according to the published statement in
the Gaz(Ate, "p to 1st March, 1880, was
just barely $14,000,000 ; the Revenue up
to the corresponding period, lst March,
1878, was $1,000,000 . more, having
amounted to $15,003,000. It was toler-
ably clear that, if the hon. gentleman was
correct in expecting an increase of
Revenue at the rate of $200,000 per
month, in 1880 over the amount that liad
been received in 1878, the total result for
the following four months would be that
we would barely equal the Revenue
obtained in 1878, inasmuch as he
had still to make up a million, being
the difference between the actual receipts
to the 1st March, 1880, and the lst March,
1878. But I observed in a statement
-which the bon. gentleman lias furnished
to the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr
Anglin), that the increase for Customa

Sia RICAn J. CARTWRIGHT.

Revenue for the month of March just
past, appeared to have been about
$212,000, which certainly did not indi-
cate up to the present any very great
ground for expecting that our total re-
ceipts for the current year would be
larger than those for 1878, or those for
the year that has j ust passed. I had not
observed that the hon. gendeman or any
of his friends had attempted to deal with
the important question as to the real inci-
dence of taxation on the great bulk of
the working classes of this country; and
I take this opportunity of saving that, the
calculations I had submitted a few weeks
ago were based on an actual analysis
showing the actual number of pounds of
sugar, and pounds of tea, and barrels of
flour, the actual amount of money ex-
pended in dry goods and clothes by the
several persons whose accounts I had
caused to be examined with a view to
ascertain what was the true incidence of
taxation on the working classes of this
country. Nor bas the lion. the Finance
Minister or any of his friends attempted
to answer the challenge I then gave, to
name throughout the whole of Ontario,
so much as twelve factories employng 100
hands or over, which had sprung into ex-
istence since January 1st, 1879. I ex-
pressly stated then, that, with the excep-
tion of the sugar refineries and the
cotton manufactories, I had been totally
unable to discover even a dozen fac-
tories throughout the Dominion, not to
speak of Ontario, employing that number
of hands. No hon.gentleman on the other
side, so far as I have heard or read, and
none of their newspapers have attempted
to produce any evidence, that I was in-
correct in my statement that with the ex.
ception of these two classes ot manutac-
turers, the National Policy so called, bas,
up to the present time, utterly and abso-
lutely failed to give employment to any
considerable number of persons in this
country. Instead of giving us the proofs
and telling us where the factories were
situated, and how many hands they em-
ployed, they give nothing but vague
and wil'd assertions that 4,000 or 5,000
hands are employed in Montreal, that
10,000 additional men are employed
under the policy, or as the bon. the In-
ister of Railways (Sir Charles Tupper)
bas it, that hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple have been employed since the policy
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-came into operation. I would no w glance
.at another argument advanced by hon.
gentlemen opposite-the argument that he
brought forward as to the extent of
Revenue anticipated last year. It is re-
markable that if the Revenue, as
the Finance Miajster stated, had been
anticipated in so great a degree, that,
according to his own Trade and Naviga-
tion Returrs, the total imports for
the year 1879 should be fully $11,000,000
less than those of 1878, and that whereas,
in 1878 we had imported $91,1990,000
worth of goods, in 1879, according to the
trade returns, the amount was only
$80,341,000, while if we take the articles
of cotton and woollen goods and hard ware
which, as every hon. gentleman knows,
formed the great bulk of our duty-paying
inports, they found that whe -eas,in 1878
we had imported $22,577,000 worth, in
1879 we had imported barely $19,774,000
worth. These facts show conclusively
that the hon. gentleman was wrong in
supposing that theie was any great anti-
cipation. He sheltered himself, it is true,
under the statement I made in 1874, that
there was then a very considerable antici-
pation and over exportation; but the hon.
gentleman totally forgot thîis important
fact, that he had practically four months
before the termination of the year, where-
as in 1874 1 had only two months and a-
half, and the further fact that the total
volume of imports in 1874 was enor-
mously in excess of the volume in 1879.
Making allowance for the much greater
length of time in one case, and for the
muuch greater volume of goods imported at
that time, it evidently appears that
the hon. gentleman is wrong in sup-
posing there was any great antici-
pation. In truth, in view of the
Trade and Navigation Returns. I very
imuch doubt if there bas been any
actual. anticipation at all affecting
1879-80. But I would like to know
on what the hon. gentleman bases his
hope of increased Revenue. Was it on
increased imports I Why, the policy he
has deliberately adopted was devised for
the very purpose of stopping this horrible
influx of imports into this country, and
to give our people the opportunity of
manufacturing these goods. Now, he
tells us that the imports will increase,
but he must inake his election. If the
imports increase we could not give in-
creased employment to our people in new

factories. I do not contend, and I have
never contended, that the hon. gentleman
would necessarily fail to obtain increased
Revenue by the enormous taxation he
bas imposed. I simply claimed that lie
could not do both. le could not at onoe
receive increased imports, and at the
saie time give the people increased em-
ployment. I dared to say that the hon.
gentleman would fail in both. Both the
hon. gentleman and his colleague, the
hon. the Minister of Railways have made
a very severe attack on me on the ground
of the over estimates which, at varions
times, I have submitted to the House. I
would like to know if the bon. gentlemen
or their followers had any clear idea of
the circumstances under which every
Finance Mlinister must bring down his
Estimates. These Estimatcs as submitted
necessarily cove: a 1 eriod nearly
eighteen months in advance of the date
at wvhich they are brought down. No
Canadian Finance Minister could pre-
tend to say more than this-that if the con-
dition of things which at the time existed
was not materially changed, if there was
no great commercial revulsion,if there was
no great alteration in values, the Estimates
were reasonably likely to be fulfilled.
Let them consider how far the late Gov-
ernment and myself, as Finance Minister,
were blamneworthy for tLe difference
which undoubtedly did exist between the
Estimates submitted by me as Minister in
1875, and the receipts realised in
1876, or as regards those of 1877 and
1878. There were some circunstances
under which I frankly admit that the
Minister of the day miglit be blame-
able for such a failure in his calcu-
lations. For instance, he would be
wrong if lie undertook to estimate for a
suin largely in excess of the sui received
up to the sanie date in the previous year, un-
less he had good ground for knowing that
there would be a great increase in the trade
of the country. But I think no man of
good sense will say that the lion. the
Finance Minister would be to blame be-
cause he could not see eighteen months
ahead that there wouîld suddenly arise a
state of commercial depression extending
over the whole world, that it would be of
unexampled duration, and that it would
be accompanied with the greatest shrink-
age of values, known within the memory
of man.

MR. LANDRY: Rear, hear,
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Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Let me hope that the hon. gentleman
will listen earnestly and that lie will
profit by what I have to say. Few
persons, beyond those who have been
obliged to examine the matter minutely,
are aware of the difference in values
which this depression caused. From the
work of Mr. Brassey-one of the best
authorities on the subject, and from the
Economist, a well-know English coin-
mercial newspaper-I find that, within
the last four or five years, the price of
Scotch pig-iron fell from 127 shillings to
43 shillings per ton. Cotton fell from
tenpence to fivepence three-farthings per
pound, and wool from £21 to£13 perbale.
I might go on multiplying such instances
indefinitely. Now, in estimating for
1876, I would have been justly censur-
able, had I estimated largely in advance
of what had been received in the pre-
vious years, namely, $15,351,000. But,
I was not blameable in February, 1875,
for stating that, unless there was some
serious commercial revolution, I was
likelv to obtain a similar Revenue
for the succeeding year. From all the
circumstances by which one could judge
J was perfectly justified in expecting such
a revenue. Before the eighteen months the
tremendous convulsion I had spoken of
took place. But it was well known
and bas been very fully proved by
my hon. friend the then Minister of
Customs (Mr. Bur'ee), that I had
made no set ious mistake as to the
quantities of goods required for consump-
tion in the country. We failed, however,
in not being able to estimate, so far abead,
the shrinkage which would take place
in the value of the goods imported. We
had, in fact, been mistaken in common
with all the extensive manufacturers and
business men, not only in Canada, but in
England and the United States as well.
Subsequent evidence went to show that
the goods made in 1877 were sold for
bare cost, and those made in 1878 below
the cost of production, and I say again,
under such circumstances as these, that
the Finance Minister of the day
was not responsible, because Le could not
forecast an unexampled depression, which
swept over the whole civilised world. I
find that the lion. gentleman, and the
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White),
contended that no such serious loss had

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

resulted from the operation of the Tariff
on sugar, as we alleged. I propose to
devote a few moments to the considera-
tion of this point. There are two or
three facts which everybody must admit.
In the first place, the Minister cannot deny
that lie -has added a very considerable tax
to that formerly imposed, nor is he
in a position to deny that one
result thereof has been to inflict
a very heavy loss on the Revenue of this
country ; so that while the taxes are in-
creased the Revenue has fallen off 25 per
cent. from what it was under our coin-
paratively low Tariff. Thesehon. gentle-
men dispute our mode of neasuring the
loss of the people and the extent of that
loss ; but the real test of the loss is very
simple. What we have to do is to take
the average prices-not occasional prices
-of sugar, free in bond, in the port of
New York: we have then to ascertain the
average prices of sugar sold in this coin
try to the grocers. I say that the differ-
ence between these two prices gives the
exact measure of the tax upon the people
of Canada. Now, a large part of
this difference does not go into the
Treasury, and it must, therefore, be a
dead loss to the people of Canada. What
is the allegation of the hon. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White), copied by the hon.
the Minister of Finance ? His state-
ment is that the difference be-
tween the prices free in bond, and
the prices to the trade, averaged
2ý cents per pound, -and lie gave certain
quotatiQns in the month of November,
proving his case to that effect. The
allegation of my hon. friend from
Kingston, than whom there is not a bet-
ter authority on the point in all Canada,
is that the average difference varies from
3c. to 3ýc., and 33c. per pound. In the
one case, and giving the lion. member for
Cardwell the benefit of his own computa-
tion, the loss of the people of Canada is
$750,000 per annum, assuming the con-
sumption to be one hundred and ten
million of pounds per annum. In the
othqr case the loss would be one and one-
half millions per annum. I propose to
take the respective proofs advanced by
these two hon. gentlemen. The hon.
member for Cardwell took two or three
days in the month of November, and
shows that the prices in New York were
only 2ýc. per pound lower than Redpaths'
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prices. I take, not one or two of these
days, not a casual transaction, but the
average of the year ; I take the
price of the whole of the month of
September, and I find that Messrs. Red-
paths demanded for granulated sugar
$8.29 per cwt.; while in New York the
prices of granulated sugar were from
$5.41 to $5.85 per cwt., so that this
sugar could be bought in New York at
from $3.41 to $3,88 per cwt. less than
Redpaths demanded. lu the month of
December, the average prices in New
York were fron $5.97 to $7.10 per cwt.,
while Redpaths' amounted to $10.124 per
cwt., so that Redpaths' prices in December
varied from $4.15 down to $3.02ý per
cwt. more than New York prices. Now,
the fact of the inatter is, as my hon,
friend fron Kingston put it, if you take
an isolated transaction, which may or may
not have occurred bonà fide, it is very
easy to make a certain market price for a
certain occasion. But take the average,
as given for a whole period of con-
siderable length, and we find the addi-
tional price amounts to from 3½c. to 31c.
per pound. That is the actual tax upon
the people of Canada, which amounts
to about $3,500,000 per annum,
while we see, by the Returns on the Table
of the House, the total Revenue likely to
be received is barely $2,000,000 per an-
num, and that is likely to be f urther re-
ducel when the capacity of the refineries
is enlarged. Now, this is a plain state-
ment of fact. In any case, a very few
weeks or months will settle the question.
The hon. gentleman should be very
cautious in assailing the estimates of any
man. If the hon. gentleman chooses to
look through the several years, beginning
with Sir John Rose and Sir Francis
Hlincks, during the whole of that period
scarcely a single estimate was correct ;
they varied from 37 to 25 per cent.
though, of course, in some cases the esti-
matea were in excess, and in others,
largely below the actual returns. Now,
the hon. gentleman was himself mis-
taken in 1873; lie was mistaken as to
amount of taxation necessary to infliet on
the people of this country to carry out
those great works which we had under-
taken ; and I may add, to go no further
back than last year, we find then lie was
mistaken seriously, as to the Public
Revenue he would derive-as to its pro- 1

bable extent, and as to the time to be
allowed for the development of those new
industries and factories. Hon. gentlemen
on the opposite side have advanced two
or three strange arguments: One says,
that the National Policy cannot advance,
because the Opposition will not help that
policy forward-that is an extraordinary
reason to advance. How are the mighty
fallen ! They cannot make that ricketty
infant walk, iinless we guide with lead-
ing strings. There is this one grain of
truth in that-they know that, although
few in num ber, we represent a very strong
and powerful body in this country; and,
since the result of the Ontario elections,
they are not quite certain that
this minority does not represent
the true feelings of the Do-
minion, as they certainly have been
sbown by those elections to represent
these of Ontario. As to our prospects
for the future, like hon. gentlemen on the
other side, I am inclined to believe that
they really did centre to a great extent
on our policy in settling and developing
the North-West, but the possibility of
their doing any good for ourselves was be-
ing doubly menaced by the policy of hon.
gentlemen opposite. Now, in the first
place, there is very great danger that, if
the proposition now before the House
become law, the funds which are abso-
lutely necessary to develop that country
may be uselessly and fruitlessly diverted
to an expenditure in British Columbia.
In the second place, because the National
Policy is specially mischievous because it
lias added enormously to the expenditure
of every settler going into that country,
because there-where it is to the last
degree important that the hardy pioneers
vho are going to the North-West should
be allowed to purchase those articles they
require in the cheapest market which the
necessities of the Revenue will allow
-they find themselves hampered at every
turn in every single thing they have ta
buy by the vexatious and unreasonable
impositions which the hon. gentleman
has placed upon them. It may be that
the great natural advantages of that
country will neutralise the evil effects of
this policy to some extent. As to hon.
gentlemen on this side, they are anxious
and desirous to do all they can to forward
the development of the North-West. At
a time of great difficulty and depression
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my hon. friend the member for Lambton, not the very aligltest foundation. 1 have
in the teeth of considerable opposition, this to say, that, ln 1870, at the first oppor-
pushed forward, to the utmost of his tunity I had after the introduction of Sir
power, a plan for opening up and develop- Francis iincks, I had risen in my place
ing that great territory. We are disposed and made a statement, withdrawing al
to adhere to that policy, and we will do contection witlion. gentlemen opposite.
all we can to aid those hon. gentlemen. The reasons I gave for so withdrawing
But I repeat that all that we can do on were two. First of al, I said that, in My
both sides of the House will be little com- judgment, the antecedents of Sir Francis
pared with the evil effects of this fiscal Hincks were sucl as to disqualify hlm
policy on every settler in fhat country. from again beccming a <anadian Minis-
I understood that the hon. the Minister ter; and secondly, that I could not recog-
of Railways had specially desired to be nise that gentleman as a representative of
present during these remarks. I do not the Refom party; and when I made
see him in his place in the House, and I that statemeut the present First Minister
would be glad to know if lie has retired. sat lu the seat now occupied by the

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: He has. Minister of Public Works. le heard
Six RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT : the statement, and le did not dare to

In that case I will say little as to two deny it, and 1 say here-because I have
or three matters to which I intended to a right to hold lin responeible for the
allude. As the hon. the Minister ot lafguage of his colleague-that the
Railways is absent, I will merely take reason he did not dare to deny that
this opportunity of here publicly giving a statement was that le held then and lolds
contradiction to a certain injurious state- nowthehon.gentlemans own letteraletter
ment affecting myself which that hon. of six pages, filled from first to last wîth
gentleman had been ill-advised enough to one long argument to prove that le was
make. His line of argument was peculiar. mistaken in thinking that Sir Francis
When I charged that the Tariff was un- Iincks would not obtain the support and
just to the workingmen, the hon. the confidence of the Reform party. I chal-
Minister of Railways had replied that I lenge the hon. Minister and bis coileague
was jealous of the appointment of Sir to dispute these statements, as I ar pre-
Francis Hicks, ten years ago, to the office pared, by the most indubitable evidence,
of Minister of Finance. When I charged to prove their correctness. I regret that
that the Estimates were extravagant, the the hou. the Minister of Railways is
hon. gentleman had replied that I was a not lu bis place, as I wished to refer
renegade Tory. When I charged that to some personal remarks made by
the sugar duty was an imposition, the that hon. gentleman regarding myseif.
hon. gentleman was pleased to say that I As it is, and having regard to the
had hidden my head in my hat as an lateuess of the hour and the ex-
ostrich did in the sand. That might be treme weariness of the Iouse, I will
correct, but I fail to see.what particular postpone what I have to say on that
connection it has with the argument. 1 subje t M another aud more fitting
have to say this, however, that, as the opportunity.
hon. gentleman is not in lis place, I will SIR SAMUEL L. TJLLEY: Wlen
take the opportunity when he is in the addressing the fouse, a few days since,
House of explaining who the renegades the hon. member who las just resumed
were. For the present I will content bie seat was not present, and I now desiro
myself with simply disproving the asser- to make some refereuce to what I cou-
tion he was foolish enough to make as to eider au unfair attack ana unjustifiable
the reasons why I had withdrawn my insinuations that lie made wlth reference
support, in 1869, from the former Ad- to myseif. That hon. gentleman was re-
ministration of the present First Minister. proved or rebuked promptly by my col-
The hon. the Minister of Railways has league, and therefore I might besatlsfied,
stated, in express terms, that I had stated perhaps, with what was said by hlm; but
on the floor of the Flouse that I objected at the same tire I feel bound to say that-
to Sir Francis Hincks' introduction to if the hou, gentleman lad attalncd a
the Cabinet, because I expected to fill his position in thie country as a statesman,
place. Now, for this assertion, there was that would warrant or ju3tify lir, lu the

Sno RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
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opinion of the House and the country, to
speak in the sneering terms he did; and
if I had failed as complete in everything I
had attempted in my life as the hon. gen-
tleman has, I might have submitted to
his remarks with patience, and accepted
the castigation he undertook to give me.
But if my hon. colleague's reproof had
been less complete, I would have
had sufficient satisfaction in what took
place on that occasion. On my first visit
to Montreal, after accepting my present
position, I remember meeting a gentleman
o' the same shade of politics as the hon.
gentleman opposite, and le declared, in
the most emphatie terms, that the defeat
of the late Administration on 17th Sep-
tember, 1878, was mainly attributable to
the hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright). The same state
ment was frequently made to me
in Ontario. I do not think that,
under the circumstances, it is wise
on the part of any hon. mem-
bers on this side of the House to
speak of that hon. gentleman as being a
renegade Tory, because I have been told
that the strength of this Government to-
day, in a great measure, arises from the
fact that that hon. gentleman looked for-
ward to being again the Finance Minister,
in case his party should be successful.
My set'sfaction the other night was, in
knowing that, when the hon. the Finance
Minister of Railways was replying to the
hon. gentleman, and using, in many cases,
very strong language, censuring and reflec-
ting on him, there was as much satisfac-
tion on the other aide of the House as
there was on this. I should net wonder,
however, if the hon. gentlemen who
cheered the hon. Minister, should rise
and censure him and myself, in order to
put themselves right on this matter. If
the hon. gentleman (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright), had been present when I made
my last address, he would not have made
soine of the statements that he has made
to-night. In that speech, I endeavoured
to avoid bringing in anything of party or
personal matters. I eL.tered upon the
discussion with two special objects in
view. There is a very general impression
in the country, that the increase of our
expenditure fron 1867 to the end of last
year has been very large, and I
took the statement from the Public
Accounts to show that the taxation in

1867 and 1868 was $3.50 per head,
and when we took into account the in-
creased population and the admission of
several of the Provinces into the Dominion,
it had only increased by one dollar per
head. I made this statement without re-
ference to one party or the other. In
fact, I defended both Governments with
reference to it. I showed that the ex-
penditure in regard to the maintenance
of the Intercolonial had resulted in loss in
working that road, but I do not reflect
upon one Government more than another
in reference to that deficit, but I wanted to
show it to the House and the country for
the purpose of removing the erroneous
impression that the taxation had been un-
necessarily increased. J went on to show
just how that increase had taken place
and the items of expenditure constituting
them. It was scarcely necessary to do
this in the House, because hon. members
were acquainted with the facts, but J
think it was necessary that the country
should have correct information regarding
the increase that had taken place in the
expenditure from $13,000.000 to
$24,000,000. I went an to show as well
how the debt liad been increased, and
stated that $14,000,000 of that was
caused by the assumption of the debts of
the Provinces, and afterwards to show
that the additional $14,000,000 of what
had already been expended on the Inter-
colonial Railway was caused by circum-
stances over which neither Govern-
ment had control. I did not
enter into the consideration as to
who were responsible for that expendi-
ture, but I discassed the matter in general
terms. In 1871, when we took up the
consideration of the question of the
canals, it was considered judicious to
appoint a Commission to ascertain which
canals should be constructed to complete
the Canadian system, and that Com-
mission reported a system whih would
cost, when completed, $20,000,000.
Some of the tenders for these Canals had
been asked for before the Government of
1873 had resigned, but the hon. gentlemen
opposite did not accept those tenders.
They called for others. We were w arned
then by some hon. gentlemen opposite
that we were entering upon large and
dangerous expenditures, which should not
be entered upon at that time. We had a
large surplus at the time, and, as demands
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came in for those works, we went on to
construct them, because they were desir-
able and necessary. If, as I said at the
time, we found the Revenue fell off, that
was one of the items of expenditure we
could decrease. What did the hon. gen-
tlemen do ? They came down with an
increased taxation of $3,000,000, re-
presenting the financial condition of the
Dominion as unsatisfa-tory. The matter
was sufficientlv in their own hands. We
did not bind them to spend $20,000,000 of
the amount disbursed. The Intercolonial
Railway we were bound to build as part
of the Terms of Confederation, but the
condition with reference to the canals was
that they should be enlarged only s> soon
as the financial circumstances of the
country would justify ; and it was
quite open to those bon. gentlemen
to say that they would defer such
expenditure if necessary. But they went
on to ineur an enormous expenditure and
liability, and when their conduct was
questioned, they claimed it was influenced
by the poverty of the country, asserting
that it was a good time to construct those
public works, labour being very cheap,not
thiet they were bound to spend that
amount witbin a given period, which
they were not. What were our obliga-
tions in addition l Thirty millions for
the building of the Pacifie Railway. I
do not pretend to say the hon. gentlemen
opposite were answerable for this obliga-
tion ; or, as I migit say, they changed
our whole policy for the construction cf
that Railway by which it was to be built.
for $30,000,000 and a quantity of public
lands. The late Government changed the
plan, saying the road should be built as a
Governmnent works whatever it might
cost. They assumed additional engage-
inents, inc½ding $1,500,000 for a branch
railroad, and $750,000 in lieu of a railrcad
on Vancova r Island. I have mentioned
these factE to show why it was necessary
for us to ask $10,000,000 this year, and
$10,000,000 next year, to complete the
railroad from Lake Superior to Red
River. It was simply for the purpose of
leading the House to consider the expen
diture for the period fron 1867 to the
present year, and showing why it was
necessary that taxation should be in-
creased, and why, in the interest of the
country, we had to ask for $10,000,000
for the Pacific Railway-because the

S1 SAMUEL L. TILLET.

works in progress had to be completed, to
make the contracts the lion. gentlemen
opposite had entered into available for
the opening up and the development of
the country. One thing the late Finance
Minister cannot forget ; in every speech
he has delivered since l.e left office, ie
bas discussed the- expenditu-e of 1873-4.
He repeats the same remarks, no matter
how of ten you answer him, aiid, as history
repeats itself, we might in the, future
recognise him as the historical member of
this House. The hon. gentleman's
opinions on this subject appear like first
impressions, permanent, and ineradicable.
le says he was cersured by the hon. the
Minister of Railways for making errone-
ous estimates, and he coupled with that
hon. gentleman the Finance Min-
ister. Of course the hon. gentleman
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright), on assuming
office, did not affect the receipts froi
Customs and Excise for 1873-4, or my
Estimates for 1874.5, for which I was
responsible; but he changed the whole
character of my Estimates, by adding
$3,000,000 of taxes ; and, therefore, what-
ever change bas taken place with reference
to the receipts fron Custoins and Excise,
he cannot hold me responsible. But lie
says, there were several of niy Estimates
entirely erroneous, - for instance,
$2,250,000 receipts from Public Works,
which yielded only $1,500,000. Now, if
my memory serves me, and I think I
have not forgotten the circunstanice,
when the Riviére du Loup section of the
Intercolonial Railway was opened, it was
managed by the Grand Trunk Railway
Company, who took the receipts and pai i
the expenditures, so that they did not
appear, in the year previous, in the
Accounts. Afterwards, it was thought
best to maike an Estimate for this road-
because it was thought we should work It
ourselves, take the receipts, and provide.
for the expenditure. It was not known
then how much of the Intercolonial Rail-
way would be opened, and, therefore, the
Estimates of receipts and expenditures for
Public Works, including Railways, for
1873-4, were much larger than necessary,
as the road continued to be managed by
the Grand Trunk Railway; and still the
hon. gentleman points to this as one of
the cases in which there was great
exaggeration in our Estimates of the re
ceipts and expenditure from Public Works.
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The late Finance Minister stated to- the increased duty 01 the iron used, and
night that a large portion of the taxes the increased revenue from the consump-
levied by this Government would not be tion of datiable goods by the increased
received, and that they would amount to number of men employed, the number of
$7,000,000 or $8,000,000, while the implements manufactured in one estab-
Treasury would receive but $2,500,000. lishment having increased from 1,800 to
The hon. member for St. John (Mr. 4,000. We shah tlus have as much
Burpee) has cited an array of figures to Revenue from this source as before, the
establish the same view. Let us see purchasers and users of those inplementa
what the experience of the last six getting thei at the saie lrice. With
months has been. It shows the increased reference to sugar, 1 have already ex-
percentage of duty collected on the im- phained that under the new duties a verv
ports is 4j, which, applied to $75,599,992, good grocery sugar, No. 14, the duty i
the value of the imports for consumption 1c. per poundless than formeîhv, and coi-
last year, would give $3,212,996 instead petitionin refining is already growingup.
of $7,000,000 or $8,000,000. With reference to the point inade by the

MR. ANGLIN : Where is the sugar bon. nenber for Westmoreland (Sir
money Albert J. Smith), what I did say was,

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : That that in connection with the sugar trade
total includes everything. The Returns there would be a direct trade between the
show the increase over the year previous Maritime Provinces and the West Indies,
is 4½ per cent., which gives that result ; which woul head to a larger number of
so we expect to receive $2,400,000 addi- vessels, sailing from St. John and other
tional duties the present year. As I ports, to engage in that West India
estinated, the first six months were trade. I stated that the demand
largely anticipated, by $500,000 or for vessels for the coasting trade of the
$700,000 being collected in February and Maritime Provinces, and the trade be-
March last year, which properly belong to tween them and the West Indies was cer-
this. For Jauuary, February and March tain to secure them bigher freiglts.
last we received $750,000 more than for Rome vas not built in a day; and though
the same period of 1878, and for the first tus policy has been a greater success than
six months of 1878 the receipts were we expected, it vi1l yet produce stili lai-
$500,000 more than for the saine period ger results. Down te the present, ah the
of 1879. That shows that the Revenue sugar refining bas been donc in Montreal
for the six months from the 1st of and, therefore, though vessels have re-
January to July 1880, will exceed my turned to Halifaxwith sugar and heen
calculations. sent sometires to Montreal, much of the

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: Then you sugar bas gone westward by rail; but
will have no deficit ?when there wil be sugar refineries at

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: There Halifax and Moncton, vessels will core
will be a deficiency, but I want to estab- to those ports with their cargees, which
lish one importan1t point : T-night I will increase the carrying trale and en-
have been told that if our policy suc- ploy even more than our present large
ceeds, we will obtain no Revenue, and if number of vessels. 1 may repeat that w«
it does not, we will. I appeal to the have been obtaiî1ing late]y ail the sugai
Ilouse to say whether there has not been between numbers 9 and 14 from j to
a large increase of our manufactures with- per cent. less duty than before, the
in the last six months. In the face of the Americans being shut out. The hon.
fact that there is so much evidence of such member for Centre Huron says that the
an improvement, and that our Revenue duty on American sugar is enormous
for the first three months of this year is practically exclusive. Just Se long as
$750,000 more from Customs than in they give a bounty on that sugar beyond
January, February and March, 1878, we the duty on the raw, we shah maintain
are told the Tariff is a failure. . From the our present duties ; but the moment that
Protection on agricultural implements, bounty is swept away our markets will be
for example, as I have already shown, we opened to them. Our duty is intended to
derive benefit in various ways, when meet that bounty in ex2ess of the duty
there is increased productioni; have we on the raw material. We have al
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the competition of refiners in Great
Britain in this sugar refinery business,
with its cheaper labor, and more abun-
dant and cheap capital ; and, suppose it
be true that the refineries now charge
more than is reasonable for their sugar,
we shall ere long, have two, three or
more refineries, creating sharp compe-
tition, and securing, like the competition
in the cotton and woollen trades, sales at
as lowprices as possible, no matterwhat the
protection may be. I took the liberty a
few days since of calling attention to the
fact that the hon. member for Centre
Huron, had referred to Sir Alexander
Galt, stating that when I was in Wash-
ington, he was there; when I floated the
last loan in London, he was there.
When the last loan was floated, Sir A. T.
Galt was in Canada. When I was in
Washington, lie was not there. He was
in New York, and I did not know that
he was there.

MR. ANGLIN: Does the hon. gen-
tleman mean to say lie did not see nor
meet him there?

SIR. SAMUEL L TILLEY: I did
not meet him there, nor did I know lie was
in New York at that time, until I met him
in Montreal three or four weeks afterwards.
Some hon. gentlemen said he had some-
thing to do with framing the Tariff. I
state now, what I have not stated before,
that lie had nothing to do with it. He
was in England when it was being pre-
pared ; that he never saw or knew one of
its provisions until lie came here a few
days after he arrived from England. We
had an interview with respect to the
wine duty, which was left an open ques-
tion, until I could learn from him the
result of his communications with the
authorities in France and Spain, with
reference to that question. We discussed
that and the duty was arranged. At
that time he asked me my provisions with
reference to certain articles, and I am not
quite sure he agreed with nie on tho3e
points. But I assert that, with the ex-
ception of the wine question, no com-
munication, direct or indirect, passed
between us with reference to the prepara-
tion of this Tariff. It is a part of the
policy of the Opposition to reproach me
with having been guided by that gentle-
man in the preparation of this Tariff. I
,3 not object to it, because, as I said the

other day, I feel honoured by the fact that
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

anything I had to do in the preparation
of this measure should be accounted
worthy to emanate from so great a states-
man. Ever since I submitted these reso-
lutions to this House, a year ago, ever
since this Tariff has been shown to be a
success, and especially since I visited the
manufacturers throughout the Dominion,
there have been sneers and insinuatins
against me, everything that could be said
or written, and somethings that ought
not to be said, have been uttered
in an endeavour to weaken my influence
and disparage me in reference to this
matter. I have not said this before but I
say it now. I care not what they may
say in this respect. I do not claim any
patent for this Tariff. I said at the outset
that my colleagues and myself would be
glad to receive information from anyone,
no matter what party he belonged to, or
what interest he represented ; because we
did not claim, although my predecessor is
said to have claimed it for himself, that
we knew everything and no one else knew
anything. Then something bas been said,
to-night, about emigrants and about work-
ingmen. The hon. member for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin) has delivered a very
long speech here to-day, and I will
venture to say that in the history of this
country you will find a speech, four hours
in length, delivered by no public man
that contains so much that is disparaging
to the character and credit of the country.
From beginning to end it was a picture of
suffering, poverty, wretchedness and
wrong.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH : Something
was said about the " hum."

S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The great
trouble is that there is too much of the
" hum." It has been said by the hon.
gentleman opposite that I was not a
prophet.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: I said you
were a prophet, but a false one.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Well, I
can take that from my hon. friend, but I
will ask the House if the question of the
success of the National Policy depended
upon his statement or my statement,
what the verdict would be ? If there can
be nothing more said against it than has
been said by the hon. member for West-
moreland, then the matter is settled. The
hon. member for Yarnouth (Mr. Killam)
called attention to the great boon that
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was to be given to the shipping interest,
and the hon. member for Gloucester said:
That not one vessel was building at St.
John last autumn. I can inform hin
that a good many vessels are on the
stocks there now. We did not expect
this National Policy was going to lead to
the construction of a large number of
ships all at once. It bas been alleged
that the policy of the Government has
had the effect of taxing ships instead of
relieving them. I hold in my hand the
claims. that were made down to the
middle of March from the owners and
builders of vessels, and the sums that
were paid. I think the hon. member for
Yarmouth stated we only allowed return
duties on iron, copper, paints, canvass,
lead and other materials entering into
the construction of the hull of the
ship. Cordage was not included,
because the duty was increased from
5 to 10 per cent. The late Minister
of Customs made a reference to the ship-
builders of St. John. But what c'id they
claim 1 They claimed that even the furni-
ture of the ship, that is, all articles that
do not enter into the hull of the vessel,
should be relieved from taxation and from
duty. That was not done before. I
answered them that the object of
Parliament was this : That if the
ship was to be rigged and sold by a
builder, everything that entered into the
construction of the hull should be entitled
to a drawback of the amount of duty
paid. For instance, they calculated a
duty on the iron tanks, built for holding
water, for the eaboose, the furniture, and
for many other articles, none of which
were imported, but all of which were
made in that city. The list of claims I
hold in my hand, eQvers all that enters
into the construction of the hull of the
ship, or the ship delivered at the wharf.
The following is the list of claims :

Tons. Am't Claimed. Am't Paid.

1,116............ $723........ $462
627............ 319........ 291

1,223............553........349
1,182............ 147........147
680............. 340........340

1,070........... 546........540
1,500............884.......750
998............ 173........173
144............45.........45

1,045............ 154........154
1,661............ 177........177
1,281............ 258........248

lhe total amount of dlaims were $4,360,

and the amount returned was $3,705 ;
that includes everything except cordage.
I have before me an extract from a speech,
made by a gentleman in another place,
who is largely engaged in shipbuilding.
He says : He bas built one or more vessels
every year, for several years, and he is
prepared to establish, that the refund
paid by Government places the builder
of ships in a better position than
they were under the old Tariff.
That bon. gentleman is Senator McClellan
It is not necessary to enlarge upon this
subject; I could understand hon. gentle-
men's criticisims if we were on the eve
of a General Election and expected to pro-
duce some effect on the electors by their
statements here. But judging from the
entire confidence manifested, so far, by the
people in this policy, if a General Election
did take place, it would result dis-
astrously to hon. gentlemen opposite. Ex-
perience will still further vindicate our
policy and will give us increased
Revenue and increased population. The
large emigration it bas been alleged as
taking place, is in a great part only ap-
parent, 20,000 of those alleged as leaving
Canada are emigrants from the Old
Country passing through Canada to the
Western States. The hon. member for
Gloucester states that a manufacturer
told me that if he did not increase the
wages of his workmen they would leave
for the United States, as a proof that
better wages were paid in that country.
That is one case, but there are many
other cases where an increase of wages
has taken place, because it was promised
as soon as the business of the country
would warrant it. The hon. gentleman
stated there was last autumn a reduction
made in the wages paid in the woollen
mills at Almonte. The products of
woollen mills last spring were sold at a
lower figure than was ever known in
Canada, and it was only in September
last, after having disposed of their sur-
plus stock, that they put on the full
number of their employés, and were in a.
position to grant an increase of wages.
We have been told that a large house in
Montreal has not done as large a business
since 1874, as at this time. They are
working night and day, and you may go
throughout the length and breadth of the
country, and wherever you go you will
find this increased business. We have no
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doubt that the Revenue will be increased,
and we feel perfectly satisfied, with refer-
ence to this policy, that it will be politi-
eally, as well as generally, successful.

MR. BURPEE (St. John) : I wish to
make an explanation. I wish to point
out that the percentage of taxation on the
total imports of 1878 was 183 per cent.,
while the returns for the first six
months of the present fiscal year indi-
cated that it would be 19-% per cent.
These figures show that there was a dif-
ference in the taxation of the two years
of $6,500,000.

Mr. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle-
man said, in reply to an hon. gentleman
on this side of the House, that he made
no party speech the other night, nor any
attempt to influence the House or the
country in favour of the present Admin-
istration, farther, than merely to state a
series of facts. I take exception to that ;
the lion. gentleman went on to contrast
the year 1873-1 with the year 1880-1,
and in his calculations in that respect, I
inaintain he was entirely astray,
and very unfair. Anyone can
see, by applying his own figures
to other years, how inaccurate he was,
and how unfair was his comparison. The
bon. gentleman says, that hon. members

eon this side of the House were laughing at
the offensive language used towards my
hon. friend, beside me, by the hon.
gentleman himself and Ihis hon. colleague.
If be thinks there is an bon. member on
this side of the House, who appreciates
the application of such language to the
hon. member for Centre Huron, he was
never more mistaken in his life. It was
also stated that the late bon. Finance
Minister had rendered himself unpopular,
but his unpopularity, if it existed, was
tue to his refusal to accede to the
demands of avaricious monopolists. It
was laid upon him to communicate the
decisions of the Government to all sucli
parties. The hon. the Finance Minister
said, he did not attach any blame to the
late Government, in regard to the engage-
ments in respect to Public Works. In
his first speech, however, lie conveyed
distinctly the impression, that the present
Administration was not responsible for
the great Public Works that had been
ýcarried on during their absence. The
hon. gentleman does not seem to know
.that the Welland Canal was in actual

SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY.

process of construction when he left
office. He seems to forget that a very
large portion of the Lachine works were
done by that time. The lower basins,
and the lower locks were far on in con-
struction, and we had to proceed with
these works. We did not spend any-
thing like the amount the ·bon. gentle-
man became responsible for, with regard
to the canals. In the Estimates the
hon. gentleman left prepared, there
was an item for the Bay Verte Canal,
which Mr. Page said would cost
$8,500,000. The entire cost of the
Canals proposed by hon. gentlemen, was
about $43,000,000 ; the Intercolonial,
about $10,000,000; the Pacific Railway,
$30,000,000. With regard to the Pacific
Railway, I do not intend to enter upon
that iatter to-night ; but I intend to
vindicate myself upon that subject when
it comes up for discussion. The hon.
gentleman said we ought to admit
that there was a vast amount of pros-
perity in the country. I declare upon
ny honour as a man, I do not see any

prosperity , whatever resulting from his
Tariff; but I believe it had the
very opposite effect. The entire
balance against us in reapers and mowers,
spades, hoes, and every kind of imple-
ment connected with agricultural pur-
poses, amounts to the value of $160,000.
But, says the lion. gentleman, the North-
West can be supplied by our people.
Why should we tax the people goir.g
there to develop that country ? This is a
very doubtful kind of benefit, and the
benefit to the implement-makers is of the
smallest kind. Several manufacturing
firms say that the amount imposed made
it impossible for them to pay a dividend,
which, but for the burdens imposed upon
them by the National Policy, they would
have been able to do. Very much was
said about furniture, and the great benefit
the National Policy was to the furniture
manufacturers. I am sorry my old triend
from Centre Toronto (Mr. Hay) is not
here. He comes to the point. A gentle-
man, speaking to him on the subject, said :
" I am surprised that you support such a
policy." " Glod bless you, Sir," was his
honest answer, " every man for himself
in this world." The entire amount
of household furniture, introduced into
Canada, of every kind, was $247,000
worth. Many kinds will still have to
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be introduced, on a2count of the high
prices, because it is impossible for manu-
facturers here to compete in many
articles with the large concerns estab-
lished in New York and Philadelphia,
just as it is impossible for simall villages
in our own country to compe e with
Toronto or Montreal, and we cannot
obtain many classes of goods that are
wanted in the furniture line. We can-
not obtain, then, such articles as my hor.
friend from Montreal will wact in that
gorgeons palace he is building there.

MR. GAULT: It is my brother's, and
he has not brought one piece from New
York. It is al made by cabinet-makers
in Montreal. I own a better bouse than
that, too.

MR. MACKENZIE: I shall be de-
lighted to cal[ some day, and examine
the furniture, and see where it came
from, if he will invite me. The exports
of furniture were nearly $100,000 worth,

-so that is the wonderful Protection given.
With boots and shoes it is even worse,
or better ; and with respect to sugar an:
cottons and woollens, and other similar
interests, it is only to the great manufac-
turers, to a few rich men, ihat any benefit
is given, while it bears heavily against
those who are burdened with the taxes im-
posed.

MR. GAULT: You should get up a
joint stock company on that side of the
House ; it would be a capital specula-
tion.

MR. MACKENZIE : Our only objec-
tion to that is that we have no faith in its
continuance, and we are not so foolish as
the hon. gentleman thinks we are. The
lion. the Finance Minister claims no
patent for this Policy, because he an-
noinced in New Brunswick that there
was not to be a Protective Policy.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: No, no;
quite the opposite.

MR. MACKENZIE: I cannot forget
those famous telegrams. My bon. friend
says it is nost unfair to endeavour to
weaken bis influence, but the hon.
gentleman knows it is bis political in
fluence we are attempting to weaken,
and we have a right to so en-
deavour to weaken it; in other respects
we will not endeavour to weaken bis in-
fluence, and it is only because of our pat-
riotic feelings and influences that we
endeivour to weaken his influence in any

respect. He said, in reference to
manufactures, that we were going down
the bill of adversity for five years. He
knows, if he knows anything about manu-
facturing in this country, that there is no
material increase (except in the two or
three instances mentioned) on account of
his Protective Tariff, that there is not one
single manufactory started bec tuse of bis
Protective Tariff. I see that he gave
them a Protection on iron, at Hlanilton,
of 35 per cent., and they shut down ; he
gave Protection to the screw makers, and
they shut down, in Dundas; and so I
might go on over a great many places. I
say that, at this moment, there is no in-
crease in the manufacturing power of this
country, except in two or three instances,
where they require a large amount of
capital, and have secured a monopoly of
business by enormous Protection. The
hon. gentleman, the other night, gave the
percentage of indebtedness, or rather tax-
ation, in 1868, as $3.55 per head; and he
bas given the present rate of taxation, per
head, as $4.05. If he apportions 3,500,000
to $13,00C,000, I do not see how he gets
$3.5.5; and if he apportions 4,000,000 to
$25,000,000, I do not see where he gets
$4.05.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: That is
percentages are only on Customs and
Excise. What you get out of your Rail-
roads or out of your Post Office is not
taxation.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle
man is mistaken, for everything that
cornes out of these is a taxation of the
public.

Sia SAMUEL L. TILLEY : You
have Public Works and Canals.

MR. MACKENZIE : But we have to
pay interest upon the capital. He knows
that the Welland Canal did not pay more
than 2L per cent. interest, and that at
present it will not pay any interest at
ail.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The in-
terest on expenditure is a tax.

MR. MACKENZIE : The interest is
against the loss to the country and against
the expenditure, and there is no doubt
whatever that what we pay into the
Revenue is taxation. As ny hon. friend
beside me bas gone into the Provincial
Deht matter, I will not trouble the House
further on that matter.

Ways and Means. [APRIL 9, 1880.1
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Motion (Sir Snuel L. Tilley) agreed
Ïo.

House r'esolved itself inte Committee of Ways
end Means.

(In the Committee.)
MR. KILLAMi: I would like to know

whether the hon. the Finance Minister
has given his final answer. I understood
that the hon. gentleman had promised to
meet a gentleman interested in this matter,
and that he would reconsider the Order
in Council as to the drawback to be given.
I can state, on the best of authority, that
the hon. gentleman promised that an-
other Order in Council should be passed
which would give, at least, $1 drawback
per ton.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The ar-
rangement was not the difference between
the old and the new Tariffs. The contro-
versy between the gentleman at St. John
and myself was whether there should be a
reduction of 80 per cent. on the f urniture
of the ship, and I stated that that could
iot be considered at all. Any change
that is made would apply to the whole of
the ship.

MR. KILLAM : The hon. gentleman
must not leave us in the position of
standing waiting for his decision. We
expect that the promise he made
will be carried out.

Resolutioas ordered to be reported.
House reummed.

(In the Hlouse.)
tesolutions reporte.d.

House adjourned at
Twenty-five minutes atter

Three e'elock.

1lOUSE OF CO>MMON S.

Mfonday, 1,th April, 1880.

Tha Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

HOUSE OF COM MONS ACCOUNTS AUDIT.
REPORT CONCURRED IN.

MR. KIRKPATRICK moved that the
Second Report of the Select Standing
Committee on Public Accounts be con-
eurred in.

MR. SPEAKER : I would like the
opinion of the House as to wlether I
should allow the A ccounts of the House to
be submitted to the Auditor General.

MR. KILLAM.

MR. KIRKPATRICK : With regard
to the Accounts of the House of Com-
mons, the House has already agreed to
the suggestion that they should be audited
by the Auditor-General, and this report
suggests that the Audit Act should be
amended so as to make it clear and dis-
tinct that it is in accordance with the law.

MR. MACKENZIE: There can be no
possiole objection to that course. It will
relieve ourselves of some of the officers of
the fHouse of Commons anxiety.

Motion agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced, and
read the first time :-

Bill (No. 101) To provide for the distribution
of the assets of imolvent traders.-iMr.
Abbott.)

WAYS AND MEANS-TIE TARIFF.
Order for the second Reading of resolutions

reported from the Comtnittee of Ways and
Means (April 9th) read.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant):
Some few days ago I spoke to the hon.
the Finance Minister in reference to a
matter in which I felt a great interest,
namely, the taxing of books for the blind.
The hon. gentleman said the matter was
under tbe consideration of the Govern-
ment, and I hoped that, in introduing his
last Resolutions, he would have acceded to
my wish. As the hon. gentleman has not
done so, I would ask the House to listen
to me a moment or two, while I explain
the condition in which the blind are in
regard to literature in this country. We
have a great many blind people in the
country, and benevolent people are doing
much to better their condition. We
have three institutions for the blind in
Canada. The Ontario Institute for the
blind at Brantford, a benevolent Catholie
institution in the Province of Quebec,
ini the city of Montreal, and another at
H1alifax. Some of these institutions are
maintained by the Government, and son:e
by private benevolence. À common
shilling English primer, costs $3.50
when embossed, and the House will
readily understand what a hardship this
duty is upon the blind people. No harn
can be done to any Canadian
publisher by the abolition of this
duty. These embossed books are, sup-
plied by one firm in the United States,
in which country the education of the
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blind is carefully and kindly looked after.
Last year, the United States Senate passed
a resolution, by a vote of 43 to 7, to invest
$250,000, in 4 per cent. bonds, the
annual interest of which, $10,000, is to
be devoted to the institution for the blind
in Louisville, Kentucky, which is engaged
in the printing of embossed books for the
blind, and who sell to our blind at the
actual cost of production. The United
States Bible Society do even better, they
give to the Protestant blind an embossed
copy of the Bible at the actual cost of
binding alone, but it costs the people
$20, even on favourable ternis ; and I
think the good sense of the House will
agree with me, when I ask that the tax
be remitted on embossed books for the
blind. I do not desire to enlarge upon
this matter. I have endeavoured to show
the position in which the unfortunate
blind are placed, and I hope the hon.
Minister of Finance and his colleagues
will accede to my request, and not press
their motion, to receive the Report con-
curring in these Resolutions, but agree
to my motion, which I place in your
hands. Therefore I move:

" That the Resolution be not read a second
time and concurred in, but be referred back to
the Committee, with instructions that they
have power to pla -e embossed books for the
blind on the Free List."

SIR SAMUE L L. TILLEY : Under
the law, as it at present stands, Bibles,
Testaments, or other portions of Scrip-
ture, cone in at 5 per cent. The Gov-
ernment have taken the present proposi-
tion into consideration, and they think it
rather difficult to submit to the proposi-
tion to place books used by the blind on
a different footing than books used by the
poor gene-ally. The tax on the latter is
15 per cent., and as Bibles and other por-
tions of Scripture come in at 5 per cent.,
it would be unadvisable to make a still
further difference in favour of these
as against books generally used by the
poor.

MR. BLAKE : In order that the poor
may be able to read, they must have the
primers, and the pra' -tical operation of
the Tariff is to impose, relatively, a very
much smaller duty on the ordinary
primers than on embossed books for the
blind. You are, practically, taking away
from the unfortunate blind the means of
learaing to read, which, to them, is more

important thian te us who can see. I
think the Government ought to concede
this to the blind. I shall vote in favour
of it if they do not concede it.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I would only add that I do not think there
is any possible risk, in granting this con-
cession in favour of embossed books for the
blind there is no chance of these being
used for other purposes.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I may
say my hon. friend has no objection, ex-
cept the possible delay in obtaining con-
currence now.

MR. BLAKE : Well, we could put
this through the Committee at once,
formally, by unanimous consent.

Amendment, agreed to.
House resolred itself into Committee of the

Whole.
(In the Committee.)

Resolutions amended and ordered to be
reported.

House resmned.

(ln the House.)
Resolutions, as amended, r-eported.
Motion made and question proposed.

That the said resolutions be now read the
second t:me and concurred in.-(Sir Samnuel L.
Tilley.)

MiR. ANGLIN : I do not intend to
move any amendment, but I once more
ask the hon. the Minister of Finance, on
behalf of dealers in books, to readjust the
item in his schedule on books, which, as at
present framed, taxes bothniuscleand brain
alke. I wouldalso suggest that the hon. the
Finance Minister should relieve the impor-
ters from the extraordinary inconvenience
and tr)uble they now experience from the
mode in which duties are levied on wool-
lens and cottons. I simply appeal for
justice to those who have written me on
this subject, and the trade in general,
which I deem it my duty again to urge
shoild be granted without delav.

Mi. DOMVILLE : If the hon. mem-
ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) would
add to his list the petition I presented
the other day to remove the duty fron
cocks and hens, I would go with him.

Ma. BLAKE: Including bantams.
MR. DOMVILLE : Yes, and shang-

hais.
MR. MACKENZIE : And peacocks.
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: A change

was made last Session from an ad valoremi
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to a specific duty. After a general dis- Michigan to ports in Dhio and New
cussion, the proposition that we made, to York, a considerable portion of the round
impose the duty by weight instead of ad timber sent to Buffalo and Tonawanda,
valorem, was opposed very strenuously by being shipped enstward down the Erie
the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr. Anglin). canal, a trade which does not in the
We thought, at that time, that that would slightest degree interfere with the sawn
be a more judicious and equitable mode lumber trade of the country. One Amen-
of levying the duty. After a year's ex- can firm undertook to erbark in this
perience, the hon, gentleman asks us to business on the Georgian Bay last season.
comply with the wishes of the trade. They got out two rafts; ene of theni was
Some time since a deputation came to seizec, the expert duty was collected
Ottawa, representing, apparently, the upon it, and the parties abandoned the
whole book-trade of the Dominion, with business. 1 wish the hon. the Finance
whom I went into a very careful exami- Minîster to enquire whether the duty
nation of the operation of the Resolutions which yields, I think, sore $300 or $400
adopted last Session, and arrived at the a jyear, and drives fror Canada a large
conclusion that the same amount of duty and profitable business and centres it in
should be raised by an ad valorem instead a foreign country-which prevents the
of a specific duty. Those gentlemen holders of tirber along the shores of our
pointed out how the specific duty navigable waters fror realising larger
operated injuriously, in some respects. pnices than they now obtain-perates
On balancing the operation of the sys- in the interest of this country. 1 ar
tems, the Governnent decided to return quite sure it drives away from us te
to the ad valorem proposition, as recon- Michigan a very large and profitable
niended by the representatives of the trade. I assure the bon. gentleman that
trade, and it was accepted by the House. those engaged in producing sawn lumber
Therefore, I cannot understand how the in Michigan have no jealousy of this
hon. member for Gloucester can represent round timber trade, because their trade
the trade, as he pretends, in his present and this, do not, in the slightest degree,
recommendations. The Government will core into collision. This duty debars
lose no Revenue by the change. the owners of timber in Canada frein

MR. CHARLTON: Before the Resolu- participating in a profitabletrade; and
tion passes, I desire to call the attention I caîl the attention of the Government to
of the Government to a matter not im- the evil in the hope of an immediate
mediately in connection with it, but with remedy being provided.
the lumber trade-I refer to the export MR. CURRIER: I do not understand
duty on saw logs. [ have found in my how this does net, as the hon. gentleman
own experience that this duty, so far as says, interfere with sawn lumber in any
Western Ontario is concerned, has way, when it allews round timber t, be
worked injuriously to the interests of taken into the Unted States free of duty,
Canada. How the matter may stand in te be manufactured in that country. The
Quebec I arn unable to say ; but at present hon. gentleman (Mr. Charlton), says it
the trade in round timber in Western dees not interfere with the- sawn lumber
Ontario, in which there would otherwise business; the charge is $2 per thousand
be a large amount of capital invested, on sawn lumber, and he proposes a way
cannot, owing to this export duty, whereby the Americans could get our
be prosecuted to advantage. To my own lurber without paying that duty. If
knowledge, a number of Canadian firma, the present expert duty were taken off
with hundreds of thousands of dollars our rouni timber, the loss te Revenue
invested in lumbering operations, who would net matter mucl, but the quantity
would, but for the duty, carry on opera- experted would be greatly increased, and
tions from the Georgian Bay pineries, q as large quantities of building timber, eut
have either retired from business or have ' from this class of round timber, now gees
transferred their operations to Michigan, te the United States, our milîs would lose
owing to the obstacles put in the benefits of manufacturing it, and the.
their way by this export duty. A mericans woild have uhat advantage. I
There is a large trade in the shaîl be glad te see the law remain as it
Western States towing rafts from now stands.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.
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Mit. WHITE (North Renfrew): I
concur in the remarks of the bon. mem-
ber for Ottawa (Mr. Currie). Not only
is there a demand f rom the United States
for that class of timber; but, during the
past winter, several orders have been re-
ceived from English houses, for the same
class of timber, known as bill-timber. It
seems it would be unwise to withdraw the
export duty on unmanufactured timber
going from this country. Such action
would withdraw from our mills a large
portion of the trade and profits that legiti-
mately belong to them, from the manu-
facture of *he raw material into lumber,
in the shape in which it is used in the
United States and England.

MR. McCALLJM: In this question I
am opposed, on principle, to the export
4uty. We used to have an export duty
in former years on oak timber, and, I
believe, the late Government had taken it
off. We have in this country a very
sma.ll quantity of oak timber, and any
quautity of pine timber. But how is it
that the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) bas made this discovery
all at once? The same export duty was
on timber during the whole of the
Administration of the late Government,
which that hon. gentleman supported,
and yet he never seems to have discov-
ered it. Before the change of Tariff he
knew nothing about it. Of course, as faras
I am concerned, I do not know whether
the late Government was put under much
pressure to remove the duty. But I am
opposed to the duty on principle, believ-
ing that if a man has timber to sell he
ought to be allowed to sell it wherever
be can get the best price for it, without
paying export duty.

MR. COLBY : I hardly think the hon.
member for North Norfolk is chargeable
with inconsistency in this matter. He
lias consistently advocated, for many
years, the proposition he now advances;
and, if I recollect rightly, at one time he
moved for a Committee on the subject.
I think those are his settled views, but I
do not tiink my hon. friend is justified,
in the peculiar circumstances under which
that duty has been imposed, in character-
ising it as an absurd duty. It arises
clearly out of the exceptional character of
the legislation of our neigbbours,
who imposed a duty upon sawed
lumber, for the berefit of their

own manufacturers, but permit
logs to go into the United States duty
free. That involved a duty on the part
of the Government of protecting our own
manufacturing ind(uries, and justifies
the exception to the geîral rule. Now
I know many localities in which mills
have been erected at great expense, and
which are of very great utility to those
localities, but thev would be entirelv
blotted out of existence were this duty to
be repealed. The total supply of logs
upon which they depend, would float
along the waters a little further into the
United States, to be manufactured by
the mills of that country. Ther i are
other sections of this Dominion where
this law wvorks injuriously ; there are
sections like those referred to by the hon.
member for North Norfolk, where no ad-
vantage can be obtained by the local mill
owner. If it were possible, under the
exceptional circumstances of this case, to
give the Government power of remitting
the duty in those localities, where it is
clearly no protection whatever to any
vested interest, and where the impo-
sition of the duty is taking just that much
out of the owner of iogs, that, I think,
might be so applied as to produce excel-
lent results. We would then have pro-
tection to existing mills and manufactur-
ing establishments where that protection
would be beneficial, and, on the other
hand, we would relieve the own-
ers of timber from an onerous
burden where no compensating advantage
would be obtained. It is simply a ques-
tion as to whether that class of legisla-
tion would be, under the circuinstances,
permissible. If so, I think it would be
beneficial to the country at large, and I
would suggest that view of the case to
the lion. the Minister of Finance.

SIR SAMUEL L. T[LLEY : I may
say that far from any pressure having
been made upon the G-overnment to
remove those duties, the pressure bas been
in the direction of increasing the export
claties which the Government then
thought it advisable to subinit to the
House. That law has been in operation
since 1871, and, so far as I know, no
application bas reached the Government
for its removal, and no complaint has
been made. I take it for granted that
the law has been satisfactory to that
section of the country vhere this timber
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is produced since no serious objection has
been madie to it.

SIR RICHARD. J. CARTWRIGHT:
I must say that a good many protests
were made in former days ; and, if I
recollect aright, some modification was
made on two or three grades. At the
same time I feel bound to say, that the
difficulty presented by the hon. member
for Stanstead (Mr. Colby), was such
that we were not able to meet his wishes.
There is a serious hardship in certain
sections of the country, that, notably in
which he resides, and some others. There
is no doubt that reasonable evidence was
given that much of the timber grown was
so perfectly useless that it had to be des-
troyed. However, I cannot pretend to
advise the hon. gentleman to do what we
did not dare to do ourselves.

MR. CURRIER : I understand the
condition of things no longer exists in
the locality where my hon. friend wanted
them remedied four or five years ago. It
is only on Lake Huron and on the large
waters where this timber can be taken
now. But as regards the Ottawa coun-
try we saw more feet of building timber
of the class my hon. friend speaks of than
any other locality furnishes.

Mr. CHARLTON: There is a dif-
ference between the circumstances of the
Georgian Bay and Ottawa districts.
There is no timber belt in the United
States, corresponding in location to that
here, to come into competition with that of
the Ottawa Valley. The Ottawa Valley
bas a great advantage in point of trans-
portation over the American timber belts
further west, but the Georgian Bay region
comes into direct competition with the
Michigan region, where the distance and
the cost of.transportation are nearly the
same. That being the case, an export
duty of $1 per thousand operates simply to
annihilate the trade in the Georgian Bay
region. It is true-that there are difficulties
in the way of abolishing this duty. I
may say that the only favour we were
able to get from the late Government, was
to get the export duty taken off oak logs,
and the duty was left as it is upon pine.
The reason no pressure ,was brought to
bear upon the present Government was,be-
cause the impression prevailied that, when
the Taril! Rtesolutions were brought in,
the export duty had been abolished. Such
was not the case, but those interested in

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

the round timber trade were not aware of
their mistake until the duty was exacted
upon the rafts that I mentioned as passing
from the Georgian Bay to Lake Huron.
So far as the interests of the section of
of the country referred to by my hon.
friend from Stanstead (Mr. Colby) are
concerned, I must confess I am in some
degree of ignorance. There are, however,
no sufficient reasons for the imposition of
these duties, as far as the west is con-
cerned. It is to be regretted that the
owners of the fine timber on the Georgian
Bay are unable to compete with their
Michigan rivals in a business which is a
very profitable one. If it were possible
for the Government to make soine regula-
tions by which the law would operate in
one section and not in another, the trade
from the Georgian Bay and the Upper
Lakes would be promoted, and a great
boon would be confered upon other sec-
tions of the country. I urge upon the
Government a full and fair consideration
of this matter.

MR. BOWELL : The adoption of
permissive regulations would lead to a
great deal of trouble and dissatisfaction.
The imposition, some time ago, by the
American Government, of $2 per 1,000
on manufactured lumber, resulted in
many lumbermen, who bail large and ex-
tensive limits, exporting logs un-
manufactured. The refuse, which is
thrown away in this country, more than
pays the expense of towage in the Ameri-
can market. A large number of shingle
mills were pulled down and the machinery
taken to the United States, and the
shingle bolts being taken there and man-
ufactured into shingles. It is, there-
fore, very much better, in the interest
of the country, that there should be no
relaxation whatever ý on this point; he
desire was, last year, to extend it to a
number of other qualities of timber. The
Government, however, thought it better
to allow the law to remain as it had been
for a number of years.

Resolutions read the econd time and
concurred in.

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
(Sir Samuel £. Tilley.)

FIRST READING.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY intro-
troduced a Bill (No. 102) To amend the
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Act 42 Vic., cap. 15, intituled an Act to
alter the duties of Customs and Excise.

Bill read thejirst lime.

SUPPLY.
VIII.-ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS,

louse again resolved itself into Committee
of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
53 To meet expenses in * connection

with care and collection of
Public Archives .............. $5,000

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIHT :
Will the hon. the Minister of Agricul-
ture inform us what has been done with
respect to the Publie Archives. Whv is
an increase of $2,000 required ? What
progress has been made in obtainiig
copies of those documents relating to our
early history.

MR. POPE (Compton): During the
past year the appropriation was expended
in copying the Haldimand papers. The
number of these books which have been
copied will be found in my report upon
the Archives. There are now thirty-five
volumes of that valuable collection de-
posited in the aults, and there are
seventy volumes more in England, ready
for shipment. There are 233 volumes in
all of these, but they will not be copied
in full, parts being omitted to save ex-
pense. We hope the work of copying
that collection will be completed this
year. The United States, it might be
mentioned, had, within the last year or
two, obtained complete copies of this col-
lection. There are many other documents
referring to the early history of this
country, and we thought it right to ask
for a larger vote for this purpose, the last
vote being insufficient.

MR. ANGLIN : Can you give any
idea of what the entire cost of procuring
these documents is likely to b:.

MR POPE (Compton): It is quite im-
possible to tell. If my hon. friend will
look at the report of 1873 lie can give as
good an estimate as I can.

Vote agreed to.
54 To meet expenses ia connection

with Patent Record............. $7,200
MR. VALLÉE: The Patent Record is

printed in English. A law passed in
1873 enacts that they should be published
in French as well as English. I desire,
therefore, to call the attention of the
Government to this.

MR. POPE (Compton) : The patents
are printed in the language in which they
are taken out.

MR. VALLÉE: There is only, in the
case of a French patent, the name of the
patent printed in French.

Vote aqreed to.

55 To meet expenses in connection
with preparation of Crininal Sta-
tistics..........................$ 5,000

56 To meet expenses in connection
with the Census................ 200,000

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
asked for some explanation of how this
was to be applied.

MR. POPE (Compton) said that the
Census must be taken during the next
fiscal year ; that, as we had no regular
statistical staff, as in England, the Com-
missioners and Einumerators had to be
educated to the work ; and that some
considerable amount of money must
necessarily be spent for that purpose.

S1R RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
asked if the hon, gentleman was prepared
to send a circular to the members of the
House, with a view to obtaining sugges-
tions.

MR. POPE (Compton) said it had
escaped his memory, that he had promised
to lay details before the members. He
was only prepared to state generally what
the schedules would contain ; and would
be glad, as in every other case, to obtain
suggestions from members of the House.
He would, if possible, lay a synopsis of
the schedule before the House, in a rough
form. It would be quite impossible to

give the schedules as they would be in the
end, as there were continual suggestions
made, some of which might be adopted up
to the time for commencing the work.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said that it should be submitted
before concurrence. le would suggest,
also, that in taking the Census, pains
should be taken to ascertain statistics
showing the nature of buildings, the
qualities of houses inhabited by the
people, the description of bouse, whether
of wood, brick, stone, or rough cast, and
also the number of rooms. He thought
such information would be valuable in
giving an idea of the progress of the
people.

MR. POPE (Compton) said the hon.
gentleman's suggestion would have due
consideration.
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MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) hoped Session closed, and receive and consider
the scheQule would be brought down any suggestion that niit be made.
early, so that meibers' suggestions He thought, too, with the cooperation
could be given, and any that were of of the Provinces, we could arrange for a
practical value, adopted; for, as the yearly collection of statisticsor, at anyrate,
Census was only taken every ten years, for a collection at less intervals than ten
it was important to have it taken in as years.
complete and efficient a Ianner as pos- Vote ayreed (o.
sible. He called attention to the fact IX. IMMIGRATION AND QUARANTINE.
that we had only thirty-six columns under 5 Immigration..................$159,750
the head of Agriculture, while the United
States schedule had seventy-two columns WRIGHT,

under that head. This information, there- MR. POPE (Compton) said, as Io the
fore, took a wider range thanfore tolc wier ang hn grouping of ail these items, it'w ns dune at
ours, and their Census gave min- the uggestion of the Auditor-General,
uter details. In the United States a because i was qiite impossible to fix the
Conmittee was appointed, decennially, exact amount to be paid for nny one of
to prepare these schedules, and the most tliese services.
experienced nien composed that Coni- S LICIARD J. CARTMIiIGIIT
nittee. He thought that, with regard to I would like to know what our contract
statistics relating to the lumbering in-
terests, the particulars milght be better
obtained from other sources than through not ?
the Census Enumerators ; there were cer- MR. POPE: There las been no return
tain licenses to be taken out, and the as yet. The time is nearly up, but every
lumbermen Lad to make certain returns, dollar will be returned.
from which tbestatistics could beobtained. MR. ROSS (West Will the
It was essential, too, that the statistics, hon. gentleman explain to what extent
when obtained, should be published with- frec passes have been fron one part
out delay. Ile (Mr. Ross) understood of the country to another.
that one of the volumes of the Census of Mn. POPE: The Govarnment have
1871 was not yet distributed. gîven no free passes to anyone, except to

MR. CURRIER said hie thoughit that,"MR.CUIRIEi sid e tougt tatabsoîuteîy indigent enmigrants. I explainedi
with regard to the lumbering interest, the
statistics could not be obtained in the under an arrangement betwean the
way suggested by the hon. member for Donion and the Ontario Governments.;
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), because there emigrants to Ontario, no matter of what
were large quantities of lumber cut on k
private lands. knwr og hr re

privte lnds.MR. MA.CKENZIE : It is about the
MR. MACKENZIE asked if it was ii- tenant fariners te lon. gentleman is

tended to include information as to the speàking.
value of property, as the Municipal Sta- M. POPE : No matter who the
tistics, in this respect, were notoriousl.y emigrants are, if bound for Ontario,
deficient, especially in Ontario, the values they must go there free, if the
being suspected to be, in most instances- r
and especially ii regard to real estate- o t out the arraigeament made
stated consideraldy below their actual i 1 i
value to avoid the taxes.place, the Ontaro

MR. POPE (Compton) said this lad overnment refunding two-thirds.
not been done before. If there was any M. o
way of obtaining the value of property it M. POPE Ye; if Ontario
would be desirable to do so ; but he was insists, we nust perform our agree-
afraid we should not get the correct ment. Our cînigration is already
values. Owners would put in their own lar-r than i f , a
values. le (Mr. Pope) thought, with con(ieably larger froni the influx of
regard to the ioanner of taking the the British tenant farmars. Up to
Census, lie would be able to give a gen- tlîis tîme, if is double fIat of
eral idea to lion. inembers before the last year. The Opposition have largely

Seso. Ross.
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-lilated upon the emigration of Canadians
to the United States, asserting constantly
that our country is being denuded of its
population. One hon. gentleman stated
that 31,000 persons had lately left
Canada. As one here who knows as much
about it as he does, lie included 20,000
emigrants from Europe, who intended
going to the Western States and passed
through Canada for the purpose. The
last Census of the United States showed
that Maine and New Hampshire, two of
the New England States, lost population
between 1861 and 1881, and the increase
of the whole of the New England States
in that time was only 10 per cent. against
12 per cent. for Canada, and that it lost
as mucli by emigration as Canada. - Peo-
ple go to the west because land is
cheaper in that region. It is, ol course,
right that we should direct our emigrants
to our own North-West.

MR. TROW: To whom does the hon.
gentleman refer as knowing about as
much in regard to this question as any
one else ?

MR. POPE (Compton) : It was the
hon. mniember for Bothwell who made the
assertion referred to.

MR. TROW: I can prove from the
United States returns that 31,000 Cana-
dians left the Dominion and settled in
the lUnited States in 1879.

MR. POPE Yes, including the
20,000 I mentioned.

MR. TROW: No.
MR. MACKENZIE: Does that apply

to the previous year also?
MR. POPE : Largely.
MR. MACKENZIE: Then, relatively,

the figures are correct. The hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) gave from
the Census of the 'United States the
figures for six or seven years, show-
ing that al - the time we were
in office the nummber of emigrants from
Canada was small, and the moment the
present Goverment was formed it began
to increase.

MR. POPE: In 1878, 11,000
emigrants from Great Britain passed
through Canada to the United States,
only 18,000 coming to settle in Canada;
while in 1879, 20,000 went through
Canada to the United States, and 30,000
settled among us. So the relative pro-
portion is about the sanie.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : The

hon. meniber for Both well (Mr. Mills)
showed f rom official reports of the United
States that for the first five years of Con-
federation there went from the Dominion
to the United States an average of 42,000
Canadians a year.

ME. POfPE (Compton) : He gathered
those figures from United States re-
turns.

MR. ROSS : The hon. member for
Bothwell stated that he wrote to the
Bureau of Statistics, in Washington, and
got the correct nuinber of emigrants froni
Canada for the years mentioned. He
thus ascertained that the yearly average
of emigration from Canada, for the five
years during which the late Government
held office, was but 32,000. Those figures
can be corroborated by evidence within
reach of any hon. member in
a few minutes. Those numbers
do not include a single emi

giant from Europe. The difference
between the emigration from Canada and
that from the New England States re-
ferred to is, that the Americans simply
went from one portion of the Re4public to
another, while Canadians have been
going to the United States. Tnder the
policy of this Government there is a sys-
tematic attempt not to transfer our
people from one part of Canada to an-
other, but, by systematic efforts, in-
cluding advertisements in Government
pamphlets, to transfer them to the Re-
public. Every document issued from the
Department of Argriculture, during the
incumbency of the hon. member for
Compton, contained advertisements
favourable to the settlement of the lands
of the United States. He paid, last year,
for the transport of emigrants, $74,335,
issuing free passes to 8,871 ; and I fail to
find in bis report any guarantee that
those emigrants, whose passages were
paid from Halifax westwards, remained,
or were supposed to remain, in the
Dominion. There does not seem to be
sufficient care taken that the money spent
for emigration purposes accomplishes the
object in view.

MR. PLUMB : Hon. gentlemen oppo-
site find it necessary for their sinster
purposes to show that Canada is being de-
populated. 'They are willing to accept
the reports of the Statistical Bureau, or
of irresponsible anonymous newspaper
writers in the United States, while they
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reject the statements of Canadian
Ministers and officials, in respect
to the character and amount of the
emigration from Canada to the United
States, if not in conformity to our official
statistics. The United States officials
have no means of knowing whether the
emigrants who cross fron our territory
to theirs corne from Canada or Europe ;
but our friends in Opposition are very
anxious to show that Canada is being
ruined by the present Government, and
that the people are leaving it by thou-
sands. It is necessary for those hon.
gentlemen to strain and distort the state-
ments of the Public Records, in order to
support their case. I may suggest to the
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
that the emigration to the Canadian
North-West need not necessarily be con-
fmed to the agriculturists. Some of the
most prosperous farmers in Ontario, to-day,
were formerly of such crafts as those of
blacksmiths and weavers, which he has
mentioned as unfit to produce farmers.
I presume my hon. friend from West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross) bas not read the
reports of the English gentlemen and
delegates who visited the North-West
ast year; they do not look on emigration
to our prairies in the restricted light in
which he views it. They bear testimony
to the facilities for visiting and learning
the character of the country, furnisbed
by the hon. the Minister of Agriculturel
and describe the Canadian as far superior
to the American North-West. AIl the
visitors unite in saying, that there is no
finer country under the sun than our vast
prairie region, which far excels Montana
and Dakota, and they recommend their
friends at home to give it the preference. I
do not hear any such recommendations from
the hon. gentlemen opposite, who are
doing their best to recommend Dakota
and Montana to emigrants, very much as
my hon. friend f rom Lambton, on a for-
mer occasion, advertised Texas as a pre-
ferable field for emigration to Manitoba
or the country beyond that Province. As
regards the recommendation of Texas by
the hon. member for Lambton, my hon.
friend said, in stating the disadvantages
of the North-West, that the cliniate
was a terrible one, that transportation
was difficult, that there was no timber,
that there was sparse settlement, that
these were heavy discouragements to the

MI. PLUn,

emigrant, who would not go there and
buy land, even for the small price asked
for it, because lie could get better land
elsewhere. When asked where, he replied:
In Texas. We hear constantly hon. gen-
tlemen on the opposite side endeavouring
to persuade the public that there is a con-
stant stream of emigration towards Mon-
tana, rather than Manitoba and our North-
West. It would not suit the hon. gentle-
men to have it understood that there are
advantages, for the settler in Manitoba or
the North-West, at least equal to those of
the States along the border. I happen
to know that in Montana there is a very
limited amount of arable land: it is said
not over three or four million acres. It is
said, also, that the whole of Canada is
filled with touters and land agents, who
are endeavouring to turn the tide of emi-
gration from .this country to the United
States. I understand there are a dozen
agents of this class in Toronto alone, who
are greatly aided in their business by the
speeches and newspaper organs of the
Opposition. I think it would be a good
plan to put a tax upon those agents, and
compel them to pay for a license. There is
not a gentleman who has spoken on the op-
posite side yet, who has not decried in some
way the prosperity of Canada. The tes-
timony of these hon. gentlemen respect-
ing the advantages of Manitoba and the
North-West, as compared with those of
the American Territory on the border, is
directly contradicted by the testimony of
the delegates fron the tenant farmers of
England, who state that our own Terri-
tory is immeasurably superior to that
south of it, along its borders. Why
should our hon. friends labour so earn-
estly to disparage our own resources, and
to eulogise those of our neighbours across
the lines.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
The House would do well to remember
that this emigration from Canada to
the United States, bas been long a great
evil. In 1871, the Census of the United
States sbowed that there were then
489,000 persons in that country who
had been iii the British North American
Provinces. Of these nmuch the largest
proportion came to the United States
between the years 1861 and 1872.
Doubtless, there lias been a counter emi-
gration f rom the United States to Canada,
but certainly vastly inferior from that
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which went hence to that country. I
would like to have from the hor.. the
Minister of Agriculture a somewhat
more definite statement of what bas been
done by the tenant farmers who came
over here from England, and what results
have accrued from their visit.
P- MR. POPE (Compton): I learn from
those agents themselves, as well as from
English newspapers, that they have ad-
dressed public meetings in various large
towns in England. I am informed that,
in consequence of their reports of the
advantages offered by Canada, we may
expect a large emigration from that
country to this. Without any excep.
tion these gentlemen were pleased with

bat thev saw in Canada. They looked
upon the North-West as second to none
on this continent, and they highly recom-
mended it in their addresses to the Eng-
lish people. They were asked to visit
several counties at home, where they met
with a hearty reception from hundreds
of tenant farmers and land owners. A
few of the emigrants have already
arrived, and, I am informed, others will
sail on the 15th ot this month, and others
on the 1st of June. The Governnent
have not yet considered the subject oi
procuring delegates from other parts of
Great Britain. I have, however, been in
correspondence with some parties in Hert-
fordshire, Lincolnshire and Eome other
counties, from which farmers had eni-
grated to Texas and returned home again.
These parties have enquired about send-
ing delegates out to Canada. The Gov-
ernment, without making any definite
arrangements with them, have replied that
we should be glad to see them and hoped
that they would come.

MR. ANGLIN: The bon. gentleman
from Niagara (Mr. Plumb), while indulg-
ing in a rbetorical flourish, bas accused
hon. gentlemen on this side witl a want
of patriotism, with a desire to decry and
injure thb country. We bring certain
facts to the notice of the House, in order
that certain faults, of which we complain,
may be remedied as soon as possible.
Hon. gentlemen opposite seem to think it
patriotic to deny certain notorions facts;
they think it patriotic to deny that large
numbers of people are now leaving the
country, although we all know it to be a
fact. The emigration from Canada dur-
ing the last four or five months bas

been unprecedented in its volume
and character. I hear every day from
the Lower Provinces that this large
emigration still continues. I saw it
stated, in a St. John newspaper lately,.
that in one steamer 350 emigrants left at
one time for the United States, a large
number being from Nova Scotia. Some
persons go there with the intention of re-
maining permanently, others with the
hope of returning to this country, but
nearly all because they could not obtain
employment at home. It is a positive
duty, under these circumstances, to state
these tacts, and bring them frequently
before the attention of the House and the
Government, with a view of devising
some means of remedying the evil.

MR. PLUMB In re Iy to the hon.
member for Shefford (Mr. Huntington), I
beg to say that I have never made any state-
ments with reference to the unfortunate
connection of the late Prime Min-
ister with emigration to Texas, that were
not amply justified and proved. I took
pains to ascertain from Washington and
Texas exactly what was the position of
that State in respect to the systeni
of free grant lands, before I ventued
to say anything on the subject.
The hon. gentleman's statement with
regard to Texas, is as follows :-It was in
the course of his speech, last Session, on
the Pacifie Railway Resolutions :

" MR. MACKENZIE: Does the hon. gentle-
man imagine that settlers wuli go to the North-
West to take up land at $2 an acre when there
are millions of acres to be had for nothing in
the United States."

I venture to ask where the millions of
acres in the United States were situated,
that could be had on such easy term'.
The hon. gentleman, who is noted for the
promptness if not the accu racy of his
replies, whlen challenged, it mediately
said, in his very courteous way

Vfy hon. friend inay be very wise, but if
he will examine the conditions upon which
land is settled upon in Texas, he will lind
that that State will furnish any quantity of
land free."

The hon. gentleman stated that emigrants
would go to the United States, where
superior advantages were given to emi-
grants, and where thev could get land for
nothing; and when I asked bima where, lie
answered: " Texas." Now, there are no
free grant lands in Texas. Lands are
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held at a high price in Texas, except be-
tween the 101st and 103rd parallel,
where lands can be bought at a minimum
price of 5Oc. per acre, but this in unor-
ganized districts, where there are vast
tracts of arid, sandy desert, destitute of
tree, shrub, grass, or water, and utterly
valueless for emigrant settlement. I
think hon. gentlemen nake a great mis-
take in provoking nie to reiterate this
statement, but I shall reiterate it as often
as J am accused of misstating or wearing
threadbare a story whici will bear
Ai good deal of repetition, espe-
cially while its accuracy is disputed.

MR. IIUNTINGTON : I desire to cal]
the attention of the hon. member for
Niagara to the injustice of attributing to
lion, gentlemen on this side of the House
unpatriotic motives, When lie sat upcn
this side of the House it was his privilege,
in common with the privilege of eaci of
his political friends, to criticise the policy
of the Administration. I will not ask
him what sort of a Legislature this would
be if lion. gentlemen were only to criticise
the acts of the Government without
iinding fault with its policy. It is the
duty of a Government to confine them-
selves somewhere near the facts, and I
think they wander fromn the facts when
they seek to tell us there is no emîigration
going frei this country. There is no
doubt that there is a large exodus from
the Province from. which I come, and
when hon. gentlemen seek to misrepresent
the condition of things, such conduct is
eriminal.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr,. I UNTINGTON : The lion. mem-

ber for Niagara in referring to bonanza
farms, spoke of great landed proprieters
as large eiîployers of labour, and he pic-
tured the great benefit to be derived by
these large piroprietors holding vast tracts
of land. la order to point out what a
careful Anericau observer, within the
iic<tion, of. his own cuntr~ foundi to

J riculture as a first-class financial operation ; also
of the general and particular attention that
great capitalists were giving to the niatter,
especially on the line of that road, and men-
tioned a large number who had already em-
barked in the business."

Hitherto the farming population has been
supposed to be the safeguard of the nation.
le speaks of various farms-Thompscn
and Kendall's farm, and Rock county
farmi, one of -which, along ihe Red River,
occupying, I think, four miles, 40,000
acres--cultivated with great success.
He says lie had placed in Lis hands a
circular, in which it is endeavoured to be
proven that investments made iii the
lands of that road, at current prices, and
cultivated in wheat and other crops, will
pay 20 per cent. upon the whole invest-
ment the first year, and 55 per cent. the
second. The article abounds in tabh s,
which would be interesting, but I will
not trouble the House with them all.
The Rock County Farming Company, ho
alludes to, as having a farm containing
20,000 acres, of which 4,625 are under cul-
tivatien-3,251 acres in wheat, 312 acres
in barley, 550 acres in oats, 312 acres in
pear', and 200 acres in corn. They have
$15,000 worth of farming implements. The
number of men employed was 20 for the
month of March; 56 for April and May;
40 from June to July 20th; fromi July
2Oth to the 20th of August, 115 ; from
August 20th to 15th November, 70 ; and
froi November 15th to the end of Feb-
ruary, 12. The average wages are $18
per month. In looking over the farm lie
tound that there were magnificent crops.,
and lie was able to tell where the culture
was scientific and where not. By the
failure of Jay Cooke and Con pany,
in 18'73, large tracts of land were
thrown open, and large quaitities
or . land held by that unfortunate
firi, belonging to the Northern Pacific
Railway, were thrown mnto the lands of'
those who lad an interest in its securi-
ties. Arong then was Mr. -alrymple.
who owned the farm of 40,000 acres
already mentioned, who entered into an

bof ti roi o o arrangement with some of the holders by
system of bonaniza farming, I will read which he was to undertake the manage-
a few extracts from the January numnber ment ef their lands m the growig cf
of the A t(antic JIonthlq. This Lar-d wheat and other products, upon condition
Conmmissioner sail: that wien the products of the farms had

"He spoke enthusiastically of ti e country, repaid all the expenditure, with an
and particularly of the rare opportunities they agreed interest, he was to receive a clear
presented for the investment of capital in ag- title of one-half of each farm, with its

MB. PLUMB.
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stock and improvements. In the spring that wheat may be grown at large profit
of 1876 lie commenced bis operations on the other band the smali farmers, de-
and carried them on until he obtained penling mainly on their own labour, with
the 40,000 acres, as mentioned. Then lie linited capital and ]ess machinery, are
gives another farm of 28,000 acres on not making a'comfortable subsistence,
the Red River. I will read some but are running behindhind, and must
of the details, skipping over most of go under. The developinent of the large
those that might be interesting if time farm iuterest is by no meaus confined to
allowed. The number of men employed Katsas. Miannesota, and Dakota. It bas
in the place are, from April ot to May extended largely to other States. Even
lst, 150; from May lat to Juiy lSth, 20: Texas is mentionied by 1dm. -1c saý s in
but if breaking new ground, 50; from the North-Western States, between 1860
Juiy l5th toJuly 3Otb, 100; fron Aug-im and 1870, the number of great fares ad

st st, to September 15th, 250; froni Inearly doubned, and in the north-eastern
September ith to November lst, 75j section, he very oldest portion of the
fron November lst to Apri lst, 10 men. fagricultural region of our counin, the
The wages are, from November lst to increase ad been 19 per cent. Before
Aprîl lut, $15 per month; froin April the presenit great division of labour, the
Tht te May1 st, $1 ; from . May 1t to farmer and bis family, when not esployed
August ist, $16 ; from August Ist to in plantisg and reapint, were engaged in
August lth, $2 per day; from August spining and weaving; they ha local
lst to September 15th, $1.50 per day; industries fro which they could ate
froni September t to November lst, up littie loads of their own production,
$18 per nionth. The toois, machinery and and take therin to the litte towns and vi
animeais empioyed are, 67 plows, 64 bar- lages adjoining; but the advance of the
rows, 32 eeders, 6 mowers, 34 self- railway, and the facilities afforded for
binding harvesters, 7 steaun engiies and r transportation, ail thisad been changed.
threshers, adapted to burning straw for Aginst the unlimited use of this combi-
fuel, 50 wagons, and 125 head of horses nation of capital, machinery and cmeap
and mules. Lvery facility, was afforded, labour, the individual -tarmer, either
for tbe fullet observation, and it would singly or in communities, canot suc-
be difmicut to find a oiner sigmt thanr was cessfully contend, and must go under. It
presanted by those magnificent field is a combination of the most powerful,
of grain standing breast-high, and social, and economic forces known to man,
taking in the golden yellow that and ail efforts for competition ust and
precedes the htrvest, and so on. Sor e will fail so long as the three remain uitd.
portios, tbe writr continues, would it is The development of the large far inter-
£aide give more than thirty bushe s to the est bas the direct and i ·ediate effect of
acre. The sma l farmers and their fami impoverishing tho sections in whch
lies, lie sas, fin that region, were not the fan s existe, and skinning t e
numerous; but, so far a i he could learn, lands without aofy compensating
their condition w b not reiativegy better ,beinefits. Not ore dollar of the
por worse than in other soctions. gross amount, or net profit received fron

ide goes on to say that the svstem of the produt of t e so , is returned, and
monopo y prevailing on these farms is placed upon the sand froni which it is
snob as prevails anywhere where cap)ital taken, except ini the construction of the
is combined witb machinery. These capi- fewest buildings necessary to sheiter and
talist have advantaes in every way over protect the labourers in tbe working sea-
small men; even their railway rates being son, and for the care of the work, stock
50 per cent. lower. The two great facts, and the tools. On the whole 5,300 cul-
he continues, snown by these observations tivated acres of the Grandin Farun there
,are, that those who bave gone into wbeat- was not one famiiy finding a permanent

rowing upon a large scale, making use home, by virtue of tite, i the sou,
of se vost improved machiery and were there sould bave been, t least,
ceap labour, are naking coossal fortunes one to every ifty acres of pow-land, or
at 70c. per bushel for whent, imited only 106 famlies. This woud gie 106
hv the number of acres cutivated and the bouses in place of the ive tbere at pre,
ihl with which the work is done, and sent, and 106 barns i place of thre
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with other buildings in like proportion, gration is concerned, this country is not
and a population of at least 500, where without competition, and that if our terms
there is not now one fixed inhabitant, are made less favourable than those of the
with all the accessories of household com- United States, we cannot expect to be suc-
forts and home improvements that cessful in our competition. We must
do not now exist in the smallest admit that the machinery of the
degree. The large development oi American system la very powerfl, and,
the tenant systen of farming is perlups, more favourable than our
an evil of the greatest magnitude. It own, aithough we ail desire our
threatens to overwheln the country. own system to be such that it may
And the writer then goes on, eloquently, populate that vast territory in our North-
to describe the dangers. I thought the West. The enigration into the United
hon. gentleman would forgive me for States las been so extensive and s0 suc-
calling his attention to the great enter- cessful, in point of numbers, that it has
prise which is being sprung on the alarmed and astonished the world. We
emigrant to the North-West, and for need not attempt to deny or belittie these
pointing out that municipal taxation will things, any more than the Esquimaux
not prevent the evil. I thought this sub- could truthfully assert that his position is
ject well worthy of attention. To pro- better than that of bis richer neighbour.
vide an efficient check would be a start Hon, gentlemen opposite did not seem to
to the goal to which we are all looking suppose there would be competition, and
forward, in the opening of our vast my hon. friend only spoke of the fascina-
North-West Territory. I do not care to tions the neiglbouring Republic had for
enter upon the merits of this question, migrants, a fascination leralded ail over
but merely wished to call the attention the world. That Rcpublic las had the
of my hon. friend to it. It did appear reputation of glving equality to the
to me that the hon. member for Niagara people, and a life free from the oppressor.
(Mr. Plumb), who is usually very intelli- Men leave their native land to seek free-
gent, seemed to favour the great farms. dom from oppression, as well as for food.
It did not appear to me, however, that I know our country is not one whit less
the hon. the Minister of Agriculture, favourable to the emigrant, wlether seek-
no matter what his colleagues may think, ing food or seeking freedom, but the worki
was impressed with this idea. The hon. does not know it yet. Tle course of bis-
member for Niagara, however, has tory las not made it known. The
favoured us with that Texas story crime my hon. friend las committed,
again; he threatens us with it every and for whici the lon. menber for
ittie while. Wliat does lie sup- Nigara is continually reproaeclino hlm,
pose will be bis position i history, is tliat hie lias simply pointed to
when bie is doing notbing else but rising tliat successful country on our borders
iu lis place, to be continuaely pointing and said Do not fancy you iavn e no
out and trying to prove that the ex- competition; be alive to the fact that the
Premier was merely a Texas Land Agent. American systen isay outstrip you." We
He igit be pardoned for using it occa- liave not the means of obtaini n a syste
sionall, but when lie does it deliberately, of emigration so complete as tiat of tue
after taking bis meals, lis meat and lis United States, and for my part i do not
drink, and bis sleep and lis exercise, does regret it. believe that it will b c better
ie expect to occupy a higli position in tie for us, if we are longer in populating our
history of this country ? I would recom- country witli foreign tlements, which
mend lim seriously to consider the advice migt too soon ibsorb our citizensip and
intended to be coveyed the otlier day by endanger our Britisli laws and institu-
the Mail, wbicl said that, of course, no- tions. I amn glad that te tide of qmigra-
body tlought it of any consequence, but tioa rs uot so boisterous, and I wold
the Opposition leader should not be rather see this tide flow from Great
s0 restîve about it. In sliort, I tliink it Britain ; I would rather see that vast
is ahout tme tlie lin. member for fertile territory l our Nort-West popu-
Niagarm should let us have a rest about lated by the men to wiom the institu-
this Texas business. I believe the hon, tions we cheris have been made sacred by
gentleman wil admit that, s far as eMi- lvtheir associations. I woni ld like to se 

MR. HUNTINGTON.
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those lands peopled by the English,
Irish, Scotch and French, from the
Old Provinces and the Old World,
who know how to work them.
They are far more likely to hold
them for our glorious future, than those
who simply go for food, who are without
any knowledge of the means by which our
institutions are to be perpetuated. None
of us are so unpatriotic as the hon. gen-
tleman, to, decry the country, as lie did.
We do not decry the country, but we try
occasionally to point out the real weak-
nesses and the dangers to avoid.

MR. PLUMB: My hon. friend from
Shefford (Mr. Huntington) has wasted a
great deal of eloquence and elocution on
this matter. I did not intend for a mo-
ment to insinuate that the hon. member
for Lambton was a Texas Land Agent;
but I did say that the tendency of that
hon. gentleman's speech, hist year, was to
draw attention to Texas as a tavourable
place for emigration, compared with the
North-West. My hon. friend read an
article from the A tlantic 3onthly, in sup-
port of his views. I will also quote, but
from another publication, as follows:-

" ' From geographical positions and its pecu-
liar characteristies, Manitoba may be regarded
as the keystone cf that mighty arch of sister
Provinces, which spans the continent from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. It was here that
Canada, emerging from her woods and forests,
first gazed upon ber rolling prairies and un-
explored North-West, and learned as by an
unexpected revelation that her historical ter-
ritories of the Canadas; her eastern ses-
boards of New Brunswick, Labrador, and
Nova Scotia; lier Laurentian lakes and
valleys, corn lands, and pastures, though
themselves more extensive than half-a-dozen
European Kingdoms, were but the vestibules
and ante-chambers to that, till then, undreamt-
of Dominion, whose illimitable dimensions
alike confound the arithmetic of the surveyor
and the verification of the explorer.'

"Such is the opinion expressed by the late
Governor-General on the occasion of his visit
to Winnipeg, in 1877, of a country which,
until a few years ago, was the hunting
ground of the Indian and the pasture field of
the buffalo. The traveller's first idea on
gazing across the vast prairie lands is
that it deserves the name applied to it, or
rather to the whole North-West, by Lord
Beaconsfield, when he called it 'that illimit-
able wilderness.' But upon a closer examina.
tion he sees that beneath that surface of dried
grass or ashes, consequent from the frequent
fires, there lies hidden a treasure in fertility
of soil which, when developed, will sustain
millions of the human race. * * * Chemi-
cal analyses of this soil have been made, and
the results establish that the soil in Manitoba

is among the richest in the world. But the
best analysis of the quality of the soil is when
we find that under such indifferent farming
such excellent crops are grown. Near to
the Portage-la-Prairie, about sixty miles west
of Winnipeg. I saw a field which had
grown thirty crops of wheat in succession,
without any manure, the last crop having
yielded thirty-five bushels per acre ; the owner
was ploughing this field for the thirty-first
time, and still did not consider it necessary to
plough more than five inches deep, although
he had quite two feet of soil to work upon.
* * * Three-fourths of the great wheat
producing belt of the Continent lay north of
the boundary line of the United States. There
the future bread supply of America, and of the
Old World, too, would be raised. The beef
raised in this northern district was found
superior to that produced farther south.
* * * Along the river banks and up
on the bluffs, timber abounds, oak and
poplar being the prevailing kinds, and amongst
the brushwood we noticed the raspberry,
dogrose, and a thorn very much resembling
the white thorn of England and Scotland.
* * * That there are millions of acres of
land in Canada of the finest quality, and within
a few days' journey from this country, and
which can be purchased for less per acre than
the yearly rent of land here-in a healthy
climate, and under the same Government as
our own-(applause)-and where, at least, all
the necessaries and many of the luxuries and
comforts of this life are fully insured."

Here is a word for my exigeant and
critical friend the hon. memnber for Glou-
caster, who seems so anxious to prove
that artisans should have no part in our
great inheritance, because they are in-
capable, lie argues, of turning from the
loom or the anvil to the plough. It may
be true that their agricultural work may
not be "high farming," but it seems to
have attained a tolerably satisfactory re-
sult :

"It was not to be expected that good farm.
ing would be witnessed throughout Canada,
because many of those holding farms were
weavers, miners, tinkers, or tailors, who had
landed with scarcely a penny a piece, but who
had, by perseverance and industry, carved
out for themuselves happy homes. These men
had to clear the land before they could get a
crop. The Canadians loved their country ;
many old men who came over to England
with the intention of ending their days
went back again. They like the climate of
Ontario better than that of England.* * * There is no doubt that the climate of
Canada is more to the extreme than ours in
England. I have not had sufficient experience
to speek feelingly on the subject ; but from
what I could learn, the people look forward to
the winter more as a time for pleasure rather
than dread, as we in England are lead to sup-
pose. From my own experience it is much
superior to ours-instead of the heavy, damp,
foggy atmosphere, they have the bright, clear
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rçfreshing breeze, and altogether the air seems
much purer and lighter."

These are not the statements of a sensa-
tional magazine writer, whose ware are
written iii such a strain to bring the best
price in the market for which they are
designed, and are purchased and paid for
by the page, but the candid statemnents of
clear-headled, practical English and Scotch
farmers, who came to see tor themnselves,
and whose reports cannot be suspected of
bias towards us. They are fittingly pre-
pared by the eloquent words of our hon-
oured and beloved ex-Governor-General.
My hon. friend from Shefford, in the
height of his polysyllabled magnilo-
quence-to borrow his peculiar style for
a moment-speaks of the yearly exodus
of the habitants to the United States for
summer employment as a "nultitudinous
expatriation." Multitudinous expatria-
tion is good, but it is only a rhetorical
flourish and may pass as such.
But, Sir, I do not share in the gloorny
views of my hon. friends of the Opposi-
tion in respect to the depopulation of the
Dominion. I believe exactly the con-
trary, and, as to the peopling of the far
west, I do not doubt that the very fact
that the British emigrants know that
coming here they would Leamong a people
possessing English laws, traditions and
culture, would prove a powerful induce-
ment to them to prefer the northern side
of the boundary. It is not right for hon.
gentlemen opposite to insist that the sys-
tem of the United States is more favour-
able to the enigrant and the settler than
ours. I have shown that it is onlywithin
a short time that the United States have
enlarged their free and preemption grants
from 80 to 160 acres for each settler, and
they compel him, at the outset, to declare
that lie will become a citizen of the
Republic, a condition offensive to the
patriotic feelings of many, and in which
Canada does not, to her credit be it said,
initate that country. The hon. mem-
ber for Shefford (Mr. Huntington),
has referred to the lands thrown upon
the hands of the formerly bankrupt
Northern Pacific Railway Company.
They have a land grant, I believe, of
forty millions of acres, only 13,000,000
or 14,000,000 of which are supposed to be
arable; that road, therefore, is to pass
through a country inuch less cultivable
than ours ; large tracts upon its line are
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unfit for settlement. Why cannot hon.
gentlemen opposite see that the Dominion
Government, with its excellent credit and
enormous resources, may easily build our
Pacific Railway, when one private com-
pany has built that through the United
States, and the embarrassed Northern
Pacific Company are likely soon to com-
plete theirs ? The late Government
accepted the Carnarvon Terms, divested
of the condition laid down by their pre-
decessors, that the road should be built
only as fast as our means sbouid warrant.
In reply to the hon. mnenber for West
Middlesex (Mir. Ross), who declared that
settlement should precede railway con-
struction, I hold that the conditions must
be reversed ; the settler needs and looks
for the means of communication before
making his home in the wilderness. I
hold that the lion. menber for Shefford
has proved my case, and not Lis own, in
his argument just concluded. In con-
clusion2 I defy any hon. gentleman to con-
trovert a statement I have made. I
always intend to speak from undeniable
facts and figures. I have been called a
partisan ; 1 acknowledge and glory in the
character ; but I hope the time is far dis-
tant when, from partisanship, I shall seek
to betray the honour or injure the inter-
ests or retard the progress of the country.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex): I wish
to correct the misapprehension of the bon.
the Minister of Agriculture, that in the
25,000 or 30,000 emigrants reported by
the Washington Bureau of Statistics as
having gone f rom Canada to the Republic,
were included many emigrants fron
Britain passing through the Dominion.
In no case does the Bureau report the
emigrants merely passing through Canada
to the United States; but in every case
does it directly credit' the nation from
which the emigrantscome. Thus Icanprove
that the statements of the hon. member for
Bothwell are substantiated by the Bureau
of Statistics, and that the number of emi-
grants from Canada does not include any
fromBritain. The hon. theMinisterofAgri-
culture and confreres, when in Opposition,
asserted that it was owing to our policy
that the people were expatriated, they be-
ing unable to find employment at home.
But the evil exists now in an aggravated
form, a greater number than ever leaving
the country at present. The Government
are not taking the proper method of pre-
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venting the exodus. The policy of the
Agricultural Department, in circulating
literature, like the pamphlet of Mr. Peter
Mitchell, praising the United States at
the expense of Canada, is highly detri-
mental to the interests of the country.
In addition to the Mitchell Pamphlet,
came a pamphletprinted in the Montreal
Gazette Office, eulogising Dakota and
Turtle Mountain, at the expense of our
North-West.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): On enquiry
in Montreal, I found that that pamph-
let was written by the Rev. Mr. Arm-
strong, a gentleman who has manifested
great interest in emigration to the North-
West, and that lie ordered the pamphlet
on his own account. The copies ordered
by the BSepartment at Ottawa had not the
advertisements objected to, although the
others, ordered by himself, had, and he
had a, riglit to print them.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : It is
remarkable how readily an explanation
can be found by hon. gentlemen opposite.
This Turtle Mountain pamphlet I hold in
my hands, I got from the Department two
days ago. On page 49, speaking about
Dakota, it says settlers pav $1 an acre,
get twenty years to pay for the land, and
so forth, and that this is a more liberal
policy than that of the Dominion is ap-
parent. That is the description of Mani-
toba, as contained in this pamphlet, which
lion. gentlemen opposite will circulate, in
order to induce emigrants to settle in that
country. I do not know in what climate
it will be suitable to circulate a pamphlet
like this-certainly not in the temperate
climate of England and Scotland, but
rather in Iceland and Spitzbergen, or
some other frozen region. We object to
the policy of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
niot that they are unwilling to secure the
settlement of our North-West, but that
they are blundering in every attempt they
make to settle those lands, and doing it
in such a way as to repel settlers
instead of attracting them. Anyone
reading that pamphlet would certainly
not risk bis life and that of his family, in
suich a cold and inhospitable climate as
Manitoba is there represented to be. The
-other pamphlet fron which I have quoted,
also contains disparaging references to our
own lands as comnpared with lands in the
United States. I am surprised that the
lion. member for Niagara does not re-

buke the Minister of Agriculture for
circulating pamphlets which speak in such
disparagingtermsof this country. But this
policy of expatriation still goes on. Have
lion. gentlemen showed that it does not
go on î In to-n ight's Free Pres I read:

" A party of masons and bricklayers leave for
Chicago to-night, there being no work in this
locality for them."
It is all very well for lion. gentlemen to
charge us with disloyalty, because we
make a plain statement of facts which
are published in the papers, and which
the hon. the Minister of Agriculture dare
not deny. Now, the policy of the Oppo-
sition is to prevent the Minister of
Agriculture from carrying on bis sys-
tem of expatriation. It is hecause we
exposed his pamphlets that the advertise-
ments were cut out, and from the sanie
cause the objectionable advertisement was,
eut out of his Turtle Mountain panphlet.
I hope the Opposition will never forget
their function of preventing the Governi-
ment, as far as possible, fro iaking
mistakes, which would be fatal to the in-
terests of the country. I hope also that, in
the future, my hon. friend will be more
careful in the circulation of bis enigra-
tion literature, and that he will no longer
encourage the hon. member for Niagara
to rise in the House and shout: "Texas."
We have heard a good deal about Texas,
but solong as we bave evidence of this
kind in our hands, we are willing the
hon. member for Niagara may say all
about Texas he chooses.

MR. POPE (Compton) : I had hoped
this question would continue to be dis-
cussed fairly and honestly, on its merits,
as it was by the hon. leader of the Oppo-
sition and the late Finance Minister;
but when the hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) declares that
this Turtle Mountain pamphlet came froni
the Department of Agriculture, I tell
him the statement is false. There is not
one word of truth in it. Not a single
copy of that pamphlet has ever gone out
with that advertisement in it. The at-
tention of the publisher was called to it,
and there was never but that one copy
came into the Department with the ad-
vertisement in it. The hon. member
for Bothwell stated, the other day-
and his statement has been reiterated
by the hon. member for West
Middlesex-that 30,000 emigrants went
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from Canada last Vear. That is by no
means the truth. Every emigrant passing
through Canada from Europe is put
down as an emigrant from Canada, even
when these European emigrants had
bought through tickets to the Western
States before leaving their homes. I told
the hon. gentleman that the emigration
from Canada included emigrants passing
through it, but he still goes on repeating
his misstatements. Let us see whether
more persons went from Canada last
year than in the years preceding. I have
here a table showing the number of emi-
grants that went through Canada to the
United States, and those that remained
in Canada, which is as follows:-

Passed through Returned
Canada to the U. S. to Canada.

1874......... 40,000.........
1875......... 9 000.........
1.876 ........ 11.000.........
1877......... 7,000.........
1878 ........ 11,000 ...

25,000
19,000
14,000
15,000
18,000

1879......... 20,000........, 30,000

The number of emigrants that remained
in Canada last year was larger than in
any other year since 1873, and the pro-
portion of those who merely passed
through was less than the average of
those years. But I do not bring that as
a charge against hon, gentlemen on that
side of the House. Undoubtedly the
liard times had something to do with the
smnaller number of emigrants remaining
here during those years. When
1 spoke before Recess, I said that,
comparing the Eastern States with
Canada, we would find that Canada had
increased more in the last ten vears
than had the New England States, while
several of those states had actually
diminished in population. This faet
shows that the population is moving
west, not only in Canada, but also in
the United States; and when we had no
West of our own, it was but natural and 1
inevitable that our people should go to the ]
Western United States. This emigration t
began long before 1861. I remember, t
well, in my own neighbourhood, t
in 1836 and 1837, that a large c
emigration took place to the west, r
and it has been going on ever since. c
I do not think it is fair for hon. gentlemen 1
opposite to hold up this country before i
ihe people of Great Britain, as being in a
a state of distress and poverty, so that t'
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our own people are compelled to leave us
and go to the United States rather than
to our own North-West. Every word
they utter here will be used against
Canada and against our North-West.
My hon. friend (Mr. Huntington) says
that farming has become a speculation,
that large farmers are not to be en-
couraged, but only men of small means.
Now, I do not agree with him ; I would
induce every farmer, large and small, I
could, to go on to our prairie lands. In
Great Britain, where land is dear and
labour is cheap, perhaps the hon. gentle-
man's theory might be correct, but here
we have a boundless territory and rail-
ways to reach it, and our only diffliculty
is to get men to settle it. I think these
mon.opolists, the hon. gentleman speaks
of, would become the employers of
labour, and induce the poorer settlers to
go out and work for them, and they would
in time become themselves proprietors.
I think that both these classes of people
should be induced to go into that country.
The hon. gentleman says the great danger
is in putting too much land into the hands
of one man, and he says we should adopt the
United States system. But the Govern-
ment of the United States have nothing
whatever to do with emigration. They
grant large quantities of land to railway
companies; they place a large part of their
territory in the hands of these very specu-
ators, whom the lion. gentleman
denounces. These railway companies be-
.ome emigration agents. They employ
uch means to attract emigration as we
annot employ; they expend larger sums
n circulating emigration literature than
ve can do, and, consequently, they succeed
a attracting immense numibers of emi-
rants. The hon. gentleman says the ex-
ension of the franchise in England has
ndangered their institutions, I cannot
gree with that view. It bas generally
een thought the greater share you give
eople in the Government of a country,
he more they are brought to feel that
hey have an interest in the country, and,
onsequently, the better citizens they be-
omre. To guard against all danger, the
asses must be educated, as it would be
angerous to confine education to the few.
he hon. gentleman seems to think that
may be unsafe for us to have too large

i emigration to this country. I think
ie danger is chimerical. If we bring
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them into this country and send them to
our North-West to cultivate our land,
they will become, in a very short time,
taxpayers and producers of wealth. Let
us not hesitate before any of these im-
aginary dangers, but go on in the way we
have commenced.

MR. BOULTBEE: I have read the
Turtle Mountain pamphlet to which the
hon. member from Middlesex (Mr. Ross)
referred, but its contents and purpose are
widely different from those asserted by
the hon. member for West Middlesex, and
I consider that it is highly eulogistic of
Manitoba in every sense, and by no means
calculated to deter emigration. There
is nothing in it to suggest the idea he
would convey to the House, and the pro-
mulgation of the assertion of the hon.
gentleman, in respect to the alleged
emigration from Qanada to the United
States, as arising from our alleged mis-
erable condition, must be highly detri-
mental to the interests of this country.
This debate, however, has not been with-
out satisfactory fruit, for we have at
length had one prominent member on the
Opposition side of the House corne for-
-ward and state that he does not believe
these things are true, and that he believes
Canada to be as good a country as there
is on the face of the earth to settle in,
and that our institutions are surpassed by
none. I allude to the hon. member
for Shefford (Mr. Huntington). Unfor-
tunatelv,, however, he said the resources
a2d advantages of Canada are not known
throughout the world, and this is, in a
great degree, due to the fact that hon.
gentlemen on the opposite side of
the House rise day after day,
and night after night, and assert that
a different state oi things exists. It is
a consolation for us to know, however,
that during the last year there was an
enormous emigration into our land, and
that we have information to the
effect that there are prospects that
during the coming year that emigration
will be doubled if not trebled. It
is also a source of consolation
to know that the affairs of the country
are in. the hands of nen who have given
the people what thev demanded, but
which the late Goverinment refused-a
National Policy. We iy now hope, as
years roll by, especial v if we have a
patriotic action on the part of the Oppo-

sition, to see this Canada of ours grow into
the proud position indicated by the hon.
member for Shefford.

Ma. HESSON : I desire to call the
attention of the lion. the Minister of
Agriculture to the question of the emi-
gration of Germans to this country. It
is a matter worthy of consideration,
whether the obstacles which have stopped
this class of emigration cannot be removed.
The number of German emigrants
coming to this country has fallen from
16,453,- in 1867, to 349 last year.
I think it very desirable that this House
should do sonething in the direction of
encouraging and promoting this very
valuable class of emigrants to come to
Canada. It will not do, Sir, to say, that
the German Government are opposed to
our efforts in that direction, seeing as we
do that the Americans have been most
successful in obtaining a very large emi-
gration froin that country through some
well devised scheme, such as employing
their resident Consuls, Hamburg ship-
agents, and by the nost liberal distri-
bution of information published in their
own language, both by press and pamphlet,
giving a glowing picture of the resources
of their country. I would suggest to the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture that a
sufficient sum be placed in the Estimates,
even at the expense of some of the other
usual items in the Emigration expendi-
ture, for the purpose of publisbing in the
Germen language, in a similar way, full
and reliable information of the great re
sources of our own country, and which
has been liberally supplied both to our
English and French-speaking citizens. I
fear, Sir, however, that the real objection
arises from our very unsatisfactory alien
laws, and which I am sorry to say, oper-
ates in a very unfair way against our
foreign population, affording them no pro-
tection, even after taking the Oath of
Allegiance to our Queen and country, if
found travelling outside British territory.
I am glad to see an enquiry placed upon
the Notice Paper by an hon. member of
tais House, asking hon. Ministers what
they have done or intend to do in regard
te this very objectionable law. I hope it
will be found possible to remove this
stigma froin the country.

MR. TROW : I have received a package
containing similar pamphlets to the one
referred to by the hon. member for West
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Middlesex, from the Department of Agri-
culture, and I have received not only one,
but fifty or one hundred. Until I knew
the nature of their contents I was
anxious to distribute them among my
constituents, and other parties applying
for information respecting the great
North-West. On examination I found
the greater portion of the informa-
tion could not possibly be of any
service to intending emigrants ; nor does
it offer any special inducement to settle-
ment in the North-West. Instead of in-
ducing parties to emigrate it would have
a tendency to keep them away. The
pamphlet I have reference to contains
many useless advertisements, totally un-
connected with the subject of emigration.
Why, the first page is taken up with
advertising the "Cook's Friend," for
making pan-cakes, griddle-cakes, and
dough-nuts, etc. ; then we find a map
descriptive ot the line of the projected
Emerson and Turtle Mountain Railwav,
sketched purposely in the interest of
speculators. The writer then describes his
mode of travelling and his stay in a house
12ft. by 7ft., made of boards tongued and
grooved, lined with felt-paper inside, in
which was a cooking stove. After par-
taking of the hospitality of a poor
Mennonite, he describes the house as a
bad-smelling tenement, and before leav-
ing lectures the proprietor on ventilation.
The following night the party was not
as comfortable as they weie in the bad-
smelling Mennonite house, for the writer
says the thermometer was 25 degrees
below zero, and the wind blowing fifty
miles an hour. Little streams of water
were running down theirnecks; they lay
under snow two feet in thickness; the
poor horses had eaten the trunks, tea-
pot, cups and saucers. Finally, the party
Jet the horses loose, depending upon their
natural instinct to take them back to the
settlement.' Such gloomy descriptions
are not the most encouraging to emi-
grants. We find other very objectionable
features to these pamphlets-glaring ad-
vertisements of private individuals, com-
panies, etc. I notice one John Schultz
advertises 20,000 acres of land for sale in
Manitoba, and village lots in various
parts of the Province. I cannot conceive
why the Government should advertise
lands for Dr. Schultz, a member of this
House. Let the Government advertime
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only Dominion lands, surveyed and
open for colonisation. We find
the Americans are lavish in regard
to advertisenents. Tons of fancy coloured
advertisements are plastered in every con-
ceivable place over the whole Dominion;
even this city of Ottawa is liberally cov-
ered with advertisements of lands for sale
in the United States. I deny the charge
against hon. members on this side of the
House of unpatriotism, made by the hon.
member for Niagara. I have not heard
one word from my bon. friends but what
has been in the interest of Manitoba and
the North-West. Every hon. gentleman
must be aware that in passing to Mani-
toba, emigrants must, until the railway is
constructed through our own country,
pass through the United States, through
large tracts of arable land in Minnesota
and Dakota, the latter state alone being
twenty-five times as large as Manitoba,
and it is only natural to expect that they
will, in numerous cases, be entrappedinto
staying in those states, unless we can
offer- greater inducements. Tenu of
thousands are yearly leaving this Do-
minion and going into the States. Mr.
Young, a gentleman in whom the. lion.
the Minister of Finance places implicit
confidence, values every able-bodied
emigrant at $800, and if we lose,
as the bon. member for Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) says, 20,000, as we did last
year, the proper policy is not being
adopted to keep thern within our limits.
We find, since 1872, that 228,415 emi-
grants have left different parts of the
Dominion and settled in the United
States. I know that the hon. the Minis-
ter of Agriculture desires, and has en-
deavoured, to do right, but he has over-
looked some gross carelessness which I ara
afraid exists in his Department, in refer-
ence to advertising and circulation of
pamphlets. It is high time to put a
eheck on this worthless literature ; it does
a great deal of harm.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) : Hon.
gentlemen opposite endeavoured at first
to account for this exodus by attributing
it to the bad effects of the National
Policy; but, finding that it was absurd
to contend that emigrants were going
from here on account of Protection, and
flying to a country where there is more
Protection still, they fall back on these
pamphlets as the cause. The proper
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solution of the problem would be found settling there, nor sbould it preven: them
by looking to the policy of the hon. mem- fron settling in our own North-West.
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), The passage quoted occurs in a pleasanz
and the delay he allowed to take place in description of three w;ýeks' travel in win-
the construction of the Pembina branch of ter through Southern _Manitoba, and in-
the Pacifie Railway. The success of the stead of injuring th, usefulness of the
emigration system in the United States pamphlet, its very candour will tend to
is due to the facilities afforded by the inspire confidence in Cie statements made
railways ; and I venture to say that the in it. If the hon. gendlinaa had desired
policy now adopted of pushing the Pacific to deal fairly by his coantry, insteai of
Railway into the fertile prairies west of selecting this pasgage which, wrested fron
Red River, will cause people to seek homes its context, seemed to tel against the
in our own territory. Province, h(- would have read other ex-

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): It seems, Mr. tracts. Let ne supply the omission, and
Speaker, as if we were never to end the take two or three sentences at randon.
discussion about these unfortunate pam- Here is a passage
phlets. I think the statement of the Next morning we walked over some of the
lion. the Minister of Agriculture, made farms in this district, which is called the
upon his responsibility, on the floor of 'Mnuntain.' The scenery is very pretty, and
this House, et in places quite grand. The settoeru have raised
to have been accepted. Referring to the
Mitchell pamphlet lie stated that lie That surely migît have been quoted.
neither bought, nor ordered, nor distri- Again:
buted them, and was in no way responsible We are struck here, as everywhere else in
for them, and we find that statement our journey, with the strangeness of thc
confirmed by the Montreal Herald, at the phenom-non that, even in the newest district@,

we linti society as quiet, orderly, and honest aq
oflice of which the pamphlets were printed, in auy old-settled district of Canada. To
in the interests of the St. Paul and Mani- who has travclled a gool deal in new settie-
toba Railway, owned in part by the hon. nents in the United States, the contrast is
member for Selkirk. The statement of delightful indeed."
the Herald is to the effect that : He might have read that n favour of hi'<

" The pamphlet being circulated gratuitously, country. Here is another passage:
a number of them were sent to the Canadian Il We are mdh delighted with ail this coun-
Department of Agriculture by the printers, try from leaving Emerson until we reach
on the instructions of the parties at whose in- Pembina Crossing, on the Pembina River,
stance the edition was issued." svnyfv ie rmEesn ehv

That certainlyconfirms t stateent not crossed a singl tract of bad contry. WeThatcertinl conirm thestaemen offeel that we are travelling in the richest agricul.
the hon. Minister. It is from an authority tural country that we have ever set foot upon.
which hon. gentlemen of the Opposition The weather has been delightful during thes5
do not usuallu iestion and ito it thrce days."

y q , g

to end the discussion in ielation to this
matter. The other pamphlet to which
reference has been made by the hon. mem-
ber for West Middlesex (Mr. Rosa), de-
serves a word of explanation. The hon.
gentleman read from it a passage describ-
ing a camping-out in a snow storm in
Manitoba, with the view of proving that
the pamphlet was calculated to deter
emigrants from going to the North-West.
Now, everyone knows that there are
snow storms in the North-West, as every-
one knows that there are snow storms in
Minnesota and Dakota, so much so that
the railways in the latter states
'were last winter detained eight or ten
days in consequence of the storms. But
surely that does not prevent people from

85

Again :
" It seems to take less fuel to heat a house in

Manitoba than in Quebec or Ontario. We
slept in several very comfortable houses of a
good size that were heated by a small cooking
stove only. The same sized house in Quebec
wou.ld have a box stove besides the cooking
stove."

Then, again, continuing the description,
we have the following :

"Mr. McLaren is now engaged in putting up
a house for a stopping-place. Here, too, is
wanted immediately a good general store.
post-office, blacksmith shop, etc. There
are around Clearwater Village, 150 square miles
of the best land in the world to support
these things, besides a great travelling public.
The village is situated in the midst of the
Paisley c3lony. This colony made an arrange-
ment with Government that only actual settlers
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should take up the land in the four townships
which were reserved for it, and, as a conse-
quence, all the land has been takén up by
actual settlers, who will be out in the spring.
This, of itself, will make it a most desirable
locality."

Then here is another passage :

" We could not have chosen a better time to
sec the country. Fron Range 16 to Range 19.
and during the following days to Range 22, we
pass over a magnificent country in which there
is no waste land. Occasionally, we find a
gravelly or stony knoll, but the gravd and
stone are all on the surface even there, and be-
low it are two feet of splendid loam, with a
rich clay subsoil below that."

Then, again, we have this statement

"We were fortunate enough here to meet
the survevors, who had just finished their
survey. Thiey told us (I attach certificate)
that there are here 150 square miles of
ierciantable timber, the best water in the
country in abundansce in all directions, and
good soil everywhcre. W ood, water, and soil
-a settler's paradise. Every man can secure
320 acres of land. and twenty acres of wood.
There is enough for 5,000 settlers in this block
alone."

Still again, let me quote:

'We meet several old Red River settlers
here, wio tell us that a farmer's life is much
more pleasait lere thain in the Red River
Valley. They preer the soi], although it is
not so strong. They have splendid home
markets, and will have, with new settlers
coming in for years to come. They have
wood, eoal, and good water. They say that it
is too level in the Minnesota and Dakota
prairies, and in the Red River Valley."

MR. TROW : Read a little on pages 23
and 24.

MR. WHITE : I shall come to that in
due time. Again, the writer says :

" In the very last day's explorations, and
when we had ieachîed our farthest westward
point, we met Mr. Norton, mining engineer
(whose certificate I attach for publication),
who is now engaged in mining coal at the
Souris River, about 300 miles due west from
Emerson. He told us that the country he had
traversed for 200 miles west of where we were,
was as good as the country we had corne over.
He had gone over it both in winter and surn-
mer. He predicts that one of the big cities of
the future will be 300 miles west of Emerson,
at some point on the Souris River. V e find
him as enthusiastic about the country as all
the other Englishmen we meet, which means
that he was very enthusiastic."
I might go on quoting, but it is unneces-
sary. We have, in addition to this des-
cription, an extract from Consul-General
Taylor's speech, in which he bore testi-
msony to the superiority of the Canadian
North-West, as a grain growing regioni.

MB.WHITE.

We have some excellent directions for
reaching Manitoba. We have eight
solid reasons why men should settle in
the wheat fields of the Dominion of
Canada rather than anywhere else. We
have a description of winter in Manitoba
which tends largely to neutralise the
effect of the statements which have been
too common on that subject. Then we
have the testimony in favour of the
Dominion wheat lands fron the Philadel-
phia Press, an American newspaper.
The hon. gentleman asks me to read
from pages 22 and 23. These pages are
not in the book. They contained the
advertisement of Kiansas lands, which
lias been complained of, and it seems
strange that the absence of that adver-
tisement should cause anxiety to
the hon. member. But it is com-
plained that there are other
advertiseneits in the pamphlet. This is
quite true. The pamphlet 'was written
by the Pyev. Mr. Arnstcrong, a Church of
England missionary, who bas Lad large
experience in the Eastern Townships, who
during recent years has been doing mis-
sion work in Manitoba. On two or three
visits which lie made to different parts of
the Province of Quebec, be has lectured
upon the advantages of Manitoba, and,
lias been a practical emigration agent.
Recently, under medical advice, be bas
been compelled to give up bis ministerial
labours, for two years, and he bas re-
solved to devote himself to emigratioa
work. This pamphlet was prirted at his
own risk. The advertisements com-
plained of were obtained by him to help
pay the cost. They may do no good, but
they certainly can do no harn, for it can-
.not be a disadvantage to the people who
read them to know that they can, in this
new country, obtain in the business houses
of Manitoba, all the ordinary articles
which they have been accustomed to ob-
tain in the Old Wörld. The railway
lands advertisement was obtained
in the sane way. Mr. Armstrong in-
duced the Department to take some
copies of this pamphlet, but under
instructions from the hoi. Minister this
particular advertisement was removed
from al] the copies taken by the Depart-
ment. These are the simple facts in
relation to this pamphlet. There is po
doubt that there bas been, and that there
is still, a large emigration going on from
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Canada during the present season. The
circunstances in the nanrfacturing dis-
tricts of the United States have been
such as to attract people from this country,
but many will find themselves disap-
pointed, and the return stream of Cana-
dians will be heavier than it lias been
before. One way to remedy this is to af-
ford this class of people the same kind of
labour in manufactories in Canada that
they go to the United States to obtain.
With regard to emigration from
Europe, I nay say that I have never
entirely agreed witfh the systei of assisted
passages. I believe it is not an over-
statement when I say that upwards of
$100,000 a vear of our money has gone
towards bringing people fron the Old
Country through Canada to the United
States. I ani quite satisfied, however,
that the means taken by the hon. the
Minister of Agriculture to induce the
tenant farniers to comne here will have a
good result. There will be a large emi-
gration from the Oid Country durinig the
next few vears, and we will do well to
secure that class of settlers. The lion.
gentleman comîplained that advertise-
ients for United States lands were to

be found all over Canada. Tlat is true.
We have seen this evening a sanple ci
those advertisements printed in the
Toronto Globe oflice. I do not complain
of that, because the Globe lias a print-
ing office in which anything nay be
printed that is not immoral or indecent,
if it is paid for. But those advertise-
ments are issued, not by the United States
Government, but by land and railway
companies. Those parties are very en-
terprising. When I had the honour of
being in England for the Ontario Govern-
ment, in 1869, I found agents of Kansas
land companies lecturing, with a view to
inducing people to go to that state. We
find to-day, however, that there is a great
emigration from Kansas, because people
have found out that the representations
of those agents were incorrect, that the
"golden belt" was but leaden after all. I
am sorry that such speeches as we ave
listened to are made, because we give
Anerican agents the opportunity of tak-
ing up the Official Debates and extract-
ing statements which are, unfortunately,
better for their purposes than anything
which appears in tleir pamphlets. If
hon. gentlemen will consent to hold their

peace, if they cannot speak favourably of
their country, I venture to think that we
will have nothing to regret in connec-
tion with enigration to the North-West
in future.

MR. VALLÉE : This question of im-
migration and emigration is too impor-
tant, more especially for the Province of
Quebec, the population of which serves as
the basis of Parliamentary representa-
tion, to be allowed to pass in silence by
the representatives of that Province. It
nay seen contradictory that we should
make enormous sacrifices to attract a
foreign population to this country, when
we see, day hy day, a portion of our own
population deserting it. It is uudeniable,
and we witness it with regret, that every
year a considerable part of our popula-
tion set out for the United States; and I
must admit that this year, more than in
previous years, an extraordiniary large
emnigraftion ihas taken place from certain
districts in the Province of Quebec to
the Uniited States. What are the causes
of this ? It was said, a moment ago, by
an hon. gentleman on the other side of
the HIouse, tiat it was not vell to reveal
the weak points of our country, that we
should not dwell too nuch on the evils by
which we are aftlicted, lest we frigliten
away foreign eumigrants, whom we desire
to attract. Now, in my opinion, we too
often incline to hide our weaknesses,
through fear of injuring the general
population of the country; we are afraid
to probe the wound in order to apply a
salutary remedy. This is a mistake. It
is better that we should know the extent
of any evil that may exist, if we desire to
adopt the means of removing it. It is no
use attempting to throw dust in the eyes
of other countries, and trying to
make them think they will find
extraordinary advantages here, when
they are in a position to see
for themselves that our own population
is leaving the country. This question
must not be looked upon in the light of
a party question ; for if we were to deal
with it iii that way we should be led
to false and erroneous conclusions. We
must consider it trom a national and
patriotic stand point, and place the sub-
iect on a higlier sphere than that of our
ordinary discussions, banishing from our
minds that spirit of animosity whicli
too often excites strife between political
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parties in dealing with questions which
require, for the general good, to be dis-
cussed in union and harnony. What
then are the causes which result in a
portion of our population leaving the
country, in order to go and settle in the
United States? There are many of them.
It has been stated, this evening, that our
people are going away in order to look
for employment; but, I can mention
districts from which the tide of emigra-
tion is consider able and where, neverthe-
less, there is work for every one who
wants to do it. The principle cause of
the emigration in our rural districts is a
taste for luxury, a disgust for agriculture,
induced by extravagant living, the result
for the most part of the facility with
which farmers can borrow money.
Another cause which helps, indirectly, to
induce our population to leave the
Province, is the fact that farmers, when
once they have lost their property, are
ashamed to become workingmen or
mechanics amaong their companions
they go away to the United States to
work in factories or to engage in labour
which they refuse to do here.
They prefer to leave the country
and enter the service of foreign
masters rather than remain at home and
adopt more frugal habits. Such are the
causes of the evil we lament. What
remedies can be applied to this state of
things? I have already pointed out some
of them. We must, in the first place, give
our emigrating population the means of
reaching the North-West Territories-
that Great North-West so highly prabised
by many writers. It would, perhaps, be
proper to offer to the children of the soi,
who desire to emigrate, the same advan-
tages as are offered to foreign emigrants.
I remember that, last year, I wanted to
send a family to Manitoba. The family
were themselves extremely anxious to
emigrate to the United States. It con-
sisted of seven persons. I went to the
emigration agent at Quebec, and. asked
him to give that family the saine advan-
tages lie gave to foreign families entering
the counti v. He made answer that those
advantages were given only to those who
came fr om foreign countries. I was
shown the regulations, and found that in
truth they did not pernit the granting of
the aid I applied for. The family left
the country for the United States. It

Ma. VALLLiE.
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seeIs to me to be but a short-sighted
policw to confine ourselves solely to pro-
moting foreign emigration, when our own
people are going away to the United
States, in place of emigrating to our
North-West Territories. Can we not
give another direction to the current of
emigration of the sons of the soil, by
offering to the latter the same induce-
ments that we offer to foreigners î It is,
time the attention of the Government
was called to this matter; and I trust
the hon. Ministers who represent the
Province of Quebec, at all events, will
take it in hands. We all remember the
astonishment occasioned in the Prov-
ince of Quebec by the publication
of the Census of 1870. E eryone was sur-
prised to learn -that the population had
scarcelv increased during the decade. I
very much fear that our next Census will
show that our population, instead of in-
creasing, has fallen off. Our population
serves as the basis of the re-
presentation. Its increase or dim-
inution may have serious conse-
quences. It is evident, at a glance, how
important it is for us, in the Province of
Quebec, to retain our population, and to
adoptwithout delay, such measures as will
keep our people in the country. But it will.
be said that we are unable to prevent our
farmers from going away to the United
States. That may be true to a certain
extent, but I believe we can offer
obstacles to this lamentable exodus. Can
we not prevent American agents from
offering tempting baits to our Canadians
in order to induce them to emigrate to
the United States ? Allusion was made
a moment ago to the advertisements
scattered broadcast everywhere, to the pla-
cards affixed in public offices, and even in
the waiting rooms of our railway stations,
setting forth the inducements offered to
Canadian emigrants by the United States.
It is easy to pass a law prohibiting the
circulation of such advertisements and
the posting up of such placards. These
placards are to be seen in railway stations
belonging to the Government. Could
not the Government prohibit the posting
up of placards of this kind '? The Local
Governiment of Quebec might adopjt that
course also, and forbid the exhibiting, ia
publie places, under its control, of adver-
tisements inviting and soliciting our peo-
ple to go abroad. There is another means
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'of inducin.g a portion of our agricultural
class, who are ashamsed to remain in our
old parishes, of inducing then, I sav to
cling to their nati ve land. In the Province
of Qubec we have the territory of the
Valley of Lake St. John, a fertile dis-
trict, but difficult of access, which ve
might place at the disposal of those wlo
are f ully determined to remove. If the
Goveriment were to return to the old
policy-a policy so grand, so noble, so
patriotic-the policy of repatriation ; if
the Government would continue to place
each year in the Estimates a certain suin,
to be used in promoting the repatriation
of our Canadians now in the United
States, we could then send Canadian
agents to that country in order to induce
our people who are there to emigrate to
Manitoba, or to the Valley of Lake St.
John. Large suins of money have been
expended in sending agents to England,
in order to attract emigrants to this
country. Up to the present time we
have seen no great results from this
policy ; but if the $50,000 spent for that
purpose were used in preventing our own
people from leaving their country for the
United States, and in inducing them to
turn their steps towards Manitoba and
Lake St. John, an immense benefit
would be conferred on our country
and on our own people. If tiat
amount were expended in keeping our
population in the country, we coul send.
hundreds of families to Lake St. John
and to Manitoba, and in this way the
most satisfactory results vould be secured
for the future prospects of our country.
It will be said that, in so far as the settle-
ment of the Valley of Lake St. John is
concerned, the Local Government should
take the matter in hand. But it seems
to me that it is ratber the duty of the
Dominion Government to promote the
settlement of that district, inasmuch as
this Government has charge of the matter
of Emigration. For it is the interest of
the Dominion Government that our popu-
lation should not diminish, because our
revenue would diminish in like propor-
tion. It is the interest of that Govern-
inent to retain our population in the Old
Provinces, in order to enable us to settle
our Territories in the North-West with
our surplus population hereafter, when
those territories shall have been opened
up. If _our Eastern Provinces bacome

depopulated, from whence shall we derive
our resources to meet, for long years to
come, the expenditure we shall be com-
pelled to provide for in the North-West ?
This shows how very important it is that
this question of papulation should be well
considered by the Government ; and I
trust that next year we shall have a new
law in relation to Emnigration, based on
the principle that we mnust, as far as
possible, keep the children of the soil in
the country.

Ma. MERNER: Wrhile so much
encouragement was being given to emi-
grants of other iationalities, the Ger-
mans should not be overlooked. It was
only fair that they should be belped and
encouraged to settle in the Canadian
N orth-West. 'There were millions of
Germans in the Tnitecl States, and while
thousands had been spent on English and
other pamphlets to encourage emigration
to the Dominion, not $10 had been spent
on anything in Germaîn. I believe much
good could be done b- sending delegates
to Europe to give all information respec-
ting Canada. I do not believe in the
usefulness of emigration agents in the Old
World. I think the Opposition are wrong
in running down this countr r, which pre-
sents many advanstages to the emigrant.
It is amistake, also, to disparage our man-
ufactures, as behind those of the United
States. I also believe that the late Gov-
ernment was wrong in making large re-
servations of land for Mennonites and
Icelanders, and favouring such large
colonies. Those foreigners have not the
same privileges as British stbjects till
they take the Oath of Allegiance. The
Government should discourage such settle
ments.

Mit. CASEY : There have been many
attempts to raise side issues, and casst on
this side of the House the imputation of
lack of patrietism, because we have
called attention to the blunders made by
the Government in their emigration
policy. Nothing more wa.s needed than
the speech of the ion. member for Port-
neuf (Mr. Vallée) to destroy the argu-
ments of hon. gentlemen opposite. He
stated that the emigration of 'the inhabi-
tants of Quebec to the United States
has been, and continues, very large,
despite Conservative Government and the
National Policy. The speech of this hon.
gentleman, who is a friend of the Gov-
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ernment, exorerates the Opposition from lations with the Berlin Government with
blame, and confirms our view that steps view of obtaining our share of eri-
should be taken to retain the present gration. It is only through the agency
population in the country. I have heard of such parties as Madame de toerber,
that the clergy of Quebec have been com- who have a standing and position, that wQ
pelled to use their influence in eau ever get our share of German cmi-
the pulpit to stay this emigra- gration, as the Government is suspicious
tion, which threatens to depopulate of strangers. I am sorry to hear
the Province. The Government should that the hon. the Minister of Agriculture
strive to make the North-West attractive las put a stop to the negotiations in
to the French-Canadians as well as other progrcss. I am inforned, however, that
emigrants. One evil described by the there is a prospect that a large wave of
hon. member for Portneuf ought to be emigration trom Germany is about to
stopped-the posting of advertisements of set in to this country. Enigration fror
United States Territories and other at- that country appears to move in periodical
tractions, at Intercolonial Railway waves, and it scems that, at the present
Stations, for the enticement of French- time, large numbers of young Germans
Canadians to the Republic. are ready to leave their country for thin

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : That is continent. 1 would recomrend this mat-
the first I have heard of it, and I am ter to the hon. member for South Water-
glad the hon. gentlemen have called my loo, to sec if li cannot get some person
attention to the matter. to conduet this emigration fi-om Germany

MR. CASEY: The hon. member for to Canada.
Cardwell said that the proper remedy MR. FISET: I have listened -with
was to foster manufactures and afford pleasure, Mr. Speaker. to the well-tired
home employment. Yet in face of the remarks of the hon. member for Portneuf
statements of hon. gentlemen on the (Mr. Vallée), respecting the emigration
Ministerial side, that thousands of fresh of our population to the United States
hands have been employed in Montreal and le is, alrost, the only member en the
and other places, by the National Policy, other side who bas admitted the fact,
we have these startling confessions aithough evident to ail. In the Province
of our enormous emigration from of Québec, the emigration this year bas
the Lower Provinces. The Gov- reached such grave proportions as to be-
ernment should give the people core almost a calamity. So much so,
more encouragement, by more liberal t ur worthy pastofs
land regulations, to go to the Canadian have thought it their duty to interfepe
North-West. If it gives away half the and to adrise their faithful flocks, from
land to large railway companies, and the pulpit, not to leave their firesides in
then circulates, at its own expense, their order to go to foreign parts. The hon.
pamphlets by thousands, it adopts a member for Cardwell (Mr. White)
costly wav of advertising the half it re- likewise admits that there is a sort of
tains. The Government, besides, bas mmigration Lo the United States, but it is
been circulating pamphlets, written for a only of young people who will core back
railway company, advising emigrants to to us this autumn. Such is not the case,
go to the Turtle Mountain country, as the in my opinion. At the présent time
best in the North-West, thus giving the thià émigration appears to have as-
preference to the interests of a company sured a new character. h is no
over those of the country. I agree with longer only the young people who
many of the remarks of the hon. member erigrate, but whole families; and
for South Waterloo (Mr. Merner) as to we know that the latter, even thougl
the propriety of encouraging German they migbt wish to do so, cannot returu
emigration to our North-West. No better so easily, and, in the greatest number of
settlers could be found. I regret to learn cases, do not come back at aIl. I cannot
that the efficient and promising scheme of share the opinion advanced by the hon.
German enigration, matured by the late member for Portneuf, that a taste for
Government, bas been dropped by the luxury is the principle cause of the emi-
present hon. Ministers. Madame de gration of our fcllow-citizens. No; those

toerber had established favourable re- who leave our Province for the United

MaR. CASEY
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States, especially those in my section, are would bring back to the country
unacquainted with luxury,and have never thonsands of familles who now live in a
known it. I admit that there are a few foreign home, and that it was going to
exceptions, but the greater part consists provide work for overvbodw, and to retain
of poor farmers who cannot procure from in our inidst our unfortanate coun'rymen,
their lands, still in an unimproved condi- hov,-ever it may turn out, I hope that
tion, means of subsistence for theinselves this vevv year, r'nd net next year,
and their families; and finding no labour, as the Lon. member for Portneuf de-
no work by which they might obtain sires, he Goverument will seriousl
what is wanting for their support, they coacern tbemselves with the ir-
sell the little property they have, and go portqnt question of
to seek, in a foreign country, work which emigration, and prevent its continuance
will provide them with bread. It is on the present disastrous scale-disastrous
painful to confess it, but it must be ad- for the whole Dominion and the Province
mitted that it is misery which compels of Quebec in particular.
our fellow-countrymen to emigrate. MR McQUADE: I recolleet that in
We expend considerable sums of money e
in enticing hitherward foreign emigration, aC C France. Five thousand dollars was ex-and this year we are going to pay away
more than $150,000 towards this object, l)enden brîngn hem bere w hn
and yet we do nothing to keep our fellow- yr
citizens in the country. At least, rather for them to do, and they hac to be taken
than see them emigrate to the United lack again at a yery large expense. I
States, it would be much better recollect one tine, when we were passing
to give them the saine advantages the Estimates, an item of $10,000 was
which passed, under the late Government, for
way, to provide them with the means of
establishing themselves in Manitoba or of it afterwards, 1 supposed it was spent
the North-West. To this end we ought i election purposes. I think the hon.
to do as is done in the United States, that gentlemen of the Opposition sbould allow
is to say, keep agents in the great centres t

ho would watch the arriva of the rail-in a o te n
way trains, and would endeavour to en- nets
gage our cointrymen to go and settfe in MR. WR GHT: n the city of Jeru-
the North-West, by giving then the sale i there is a street called the lace of
necessary instructions, and, if needs be, wailing. By the Opposition, this o se
furnishing them. hith the means of trans- was beeri turned into a place of twailitg.
port, etc., as is done by certain American Their literature is t Pat of L neatîtions.
agents ; for there is no concealing the Like the Englishman of Frois rý, the
fact that emigration from our own coun- take their pleasnre sadly, an amuse
try is such as not to encourage foreign then'seives by weeping and vvailing, and
emigration to direct itself toward, us. gniashing of teeth. When the Jews re-
A stranger, neeing our country in this hember the departeu glories of Israel,
way abandoned by its own children, bas the destruction of mie temple, hd toe in-
every reason for enquiring into the cause Q cidents of the Babylonian captiviiy, they
of this abandonment, and then be asks retire to the street of waillii and in-
himiself whether the advantages offered to dulge ii a protracted wail. And so -with
him are real, end we ail know that dou1t our friends of the Opoation. When
under similar circumstances may often tFey think of the departed glories of the
ba've the effect of altering the route of political Israel, of the lost shekels ot the
the emigrant. 1 have îîot made these treasury, and of the flesr-pots of their
few remarks, Mr. Speaker, in a party political Egypt, they betake tobeselves
spirit,.b and I think that in a ques- to the preictions of their favourite
tion such as this there should be no Jeremial, and releve their psinds
party spirit. Although I have not for- with a protracted wail, " Like the wolf' s
gotten the speeches of seyeral hon. gentle- long howl on Onolaska's shore." Wel,
men on the rpposite side of this Hgouse, every man to his taste, but I prefer a
who have prornised ts that Protection more cheerful and pleasant mode of ax-
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pression. It is the old, old story, the kecp our own people at home. Wehave l
operation of the universal law- the Province of Quebec ail the elenents of
" Iben let the stricken deer go weep, national greatness and material prosperi-

The hart ungalled play, ty. We bave unliniâedwater power, and
For some must watch and somie must sleep, vast minerai resourees-great facilities

So wears the world awa'." o developing our manufactures. We

I nust confess that, while bowing to the have an active, industicu,, and intelli-
inevitable, ny sympathies are with the gent population, who sh nid be kept at
laughing instead of the weeping phil- home to aid in the developinent of our own
osopher. I do not care for studies of resources. It is for thesu reasons that I
morbid anatomy. Some of our friends gave in nuy adhesion to the National
have drawn pictures of our condition, Policy, the Protection, as far as possible,
wîich exceiied in aik their loathsome de- of Canadiaw industries. We a vl know
tails, the awful description of the plague at wbat the econoie arguments are. To
Florence, or the btill iore ecoiistic biy in the cheapest and seli in the
picture of the lepers of Tacadie. te dearest narket lieas been peld a
do not wisb to investigate the secrets o the truc ecoiounicai evange. If this
the lazar bouse ; nor do I think sucli eono igaw be of unicr sal
.,tudics to be of a profitable character. applicationv if absolute rce trade e
If the stateinents of the speakers of the tween ail mitions can exist, there
Opposition be correct, this is a country can be no doubt of the soundess of the
te eînigrate from, and not to ask people systehm. But, unhappily, tliese laws are
to settie in. I arn satisfcd that tbere is not of unive sal application. Te United

a silver liiugo to the clouid-tbat States have a iivl protective system.
things are iin)povinr; that the stor ga They tax our aroetions atd niake our

Pas spent its fury, and the re- coultry a slaugter-market for their sur-
action Las taken place, and that a plus goods. ndur these circumstances,

tailsth dawul dawesitod fth.lgea

Flrence, or hed Aill the accounts I ws mot relutatly compelled to
which reach us announce that every kind modify We Frcc-trade opinions, and give
of business is irnprovirig Much bas my support to I he pol ' cy of protecting our
been made of thec farnous statemient that Canadian industries ; 7ind 1 ani satisfied
Ministers can do nothing te promote that, with some modification, this Policy
te prosperity of the country, and that, will prove successful and satisfactory.
they are literally -flues on the whcel." Now, ho e that te Milistr of
WTelI, there are îdany kiiids of flics. I e Agriculture w hl direct bis attention to
tne summer seasi their naine is legion. the solution of the great probIcm of set-
The preset einister of Finance ting the wastc lands of t uis Dominion.
iaay be calied flic littie busy, busy bec, The future of the Dominion dcpends on
whogoes tbinof aroufdi and hears he the satisfactory solution of teis probiem.
pIfeaant sound of ao those meclanical If the surplus popuation cf the Empire can
devices whic bromote the dvlopment b induced to settie on our waste ands,
of our industriai resources. To borrow the our future will be assured. Why could,
suggestive language of Dr. Watts not some scheme be devised by wbich the

t How doth the lîtte busy bee gailant and generous rish, the sturdy
Imprhve each hining hsur, German, and hardy Scot could be induced

And gather oney epery day to make the Dominion their home. The
From eery opening flower." visit of the representatives of the Tenant

'fhe:late Finance Minister (Sir iRichard J.. farmers was a nîost satisfactory arrange-
Cartwright) inaay be compared to an ment, and w£,l1, no doubt, produce desir-
active and energetic wasp, wbo flues about able results. I hope that the hon. Min-
ike a Medean knight, striking bis lance or ister will not lessen bis efforts in this

bis stuing, into bis opponents, and gather- direction. The Russian Governient
ing anything but boney. I was much appear to urnderstiand the exigencies
pained to hear from the hon. nember forf of the hour. When there is a surplUs of
IPorteuf as to the exodus of the inhabi- population in Finland those wio are
tants from the Province of Quebec. The wi asing to go are committed in war
way to cure this cvii is to muild up manu- ship p to the Amoor. Wy ecannot
factures in our nidst, give them work, and the Einglish transports be employed in a
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similar maner. During the last ten years been coinmented on SQ unfivourabiy by
five millions of British subjects have hon. meinbers of te Oppomition, is naiiy
settled in the United States, taking so due to the fact that, in former years, Cana-
many from England and adding them to dians had enigrated b the Western
a foreign country. If the people had been States, attracted Iv their rich and easîly
settled in Canada they would have added cultivated prairie lands, and nunîers of
to the wealth and strength and otherg now follow theni ou that account.
power of the Dominion. I hope tbat the At that time, however, oui' Great North-
energies of the Ministry will be devoted to West vas iot opened up, but as soon as
settling Englishmen, Irislimen and tiis event took place, the tide of emigra-
Scotchmen on the waste lands of the Do- lion cornnnced to flow in Ihat direction.
minion. I believe that the Mennonites Tne emigration to Kansas front the counly
and Icelanders will prove good settlers, which I bave the honour b represent,
but I prefer the natives of the British was brought about by the inslruntelality
Isles. *I would like to see the of land speculators, who used every effort
ixhabilants of thc older Provinces bo settie tracts of land which tbey liad
aided, if tbey desit'e to sele in boug t in that state. In av opinio l
the western portions of the Dominion. the Goverment should use every effort,
If -%vise counsls prevail, if settieent and tot spare cxhiense, to make knowa-
is carefuliy and cnerdetically inarried out, to German emigrants the resources and
the grave problemi of the future wiIl b ferlilita of the lands of our North-Wes
successfully solved. I have no svmpabhy Territories. If tbis wvas douie, I t1bink
wvith those who sstematicall y decry a ud a large iumber of Geruan emigrants
disparage te resotirces of lte Dominion. coulci be secured for Canada, and no doubt
I have no sympathy -with those wio give Germa capitalits inigit be induced to
their attention b studios of morbic inveAt in the purhasoe and the deveop-
anatomy. ]hilip of Spain was in th ment of our ipneral uands. A report
habit of lescendinog ibs the vaults of brougt down laely, giving the importa
the Escurial, and gazing on the features of duriug six montbs ending 31s1 Decemnber,
bte dead queen, whor lie ioved so weli. 1879, shows that a largo aintout of duty
Is this Canada of ours dead or is she bias been ])aid on farnt produce imnported
living. Do we look on the dead queen from the United States for cosumtion
lyingr in state, with ail bier jewels upon in Canasoa. aow, if the Tarif tas really
ber', in ail lier stili and sooemn and not increased the price of these articles in
stalel beauty, or is s e the blooving Canada, then tere eanu d no doubt of
and eautiful and blushncg bride, wbo he facl that the American producerbas
sprigs our warm embrace. Sir, our contributed the amount of the duies mb
country is stili ful of lie, energy and ourTreasury. The German Tarif; being
vitality. b las a grand future before it, ntuch higer than the Canadian, I do bot
and il is better have a future han a think that the fear of heavy taxation
past. woud keep Gernan emigrants frotD icom-

Sipa RICHARD J. CARITWRIIGHT ing, to Canada, and I wish bo reconimend
asked wha was the condition of be ther to the serious consideation of the
Icelandi setlement, and wether il was hon. the Minister of Agriculture.
proposed to bring any more settiers fron MR. GJLLMOR: I do not rise for the
Ieland purpose cf critocnsng the emration

MR. POPE (Compton): arn sorry to policy of the bon. the Minister of Agri-
say that b settCemead nt as not. been as culture. H bas had a good deal of
successful as I had hoped i would have experience in that Department, and is
been. in seems that some injerfwrence on doing the best ho can to make this branci
the part of a certain clergyman has of bis Department a success. I approve
sauted a good many of these people to of bringing the tenant farmers to ts

leave, and I am inforred that others are country, and I approve of furnshing in-
going. Those that remain, however, are formation b the different countries in
doing very wIl. We have no hopes of Europe from which we may xpect u-
any more coming out this vear. grants, giving the both the lights and

M. KRANZ:a The emigration from n shadow they may expeet to find in
Canada to the United States, which han Canada; but I am entirely opposed bt
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paying out our money to bring any emi-!
grants frorn Europe. We have pur-
chased the North-West, said to be so
fertile, and lauded, I think, above its
deserts. We give free grants to settlers,
and are building a railway to enable set-
tiers to get into that country, and emi-
grants not satisfied to cone, under these
circumstances, at their own expense had
better remain at home. We have taxed
our people quite too much already to bring
emigrants fron Europe, many of whon
have gone to the United States. This
discussion bas been prolonged by bon.
gentlemen on the Government Benches,
charging the Opposition with a lack of
patriotism, and by denying that there are
any very considerable number of people
leaving this Dominion for the United
States. As regards patriotism, it is
simply silly to allude to it as it bas been
alluded to. I presume there is about
as much on one side as the other, man for
man. Hon. gentlemen are now forced to
admit, what ought not to have been
denied, for it is a fact that more people
are leaving Canada for the United
States this year than on any
former year in my remembrance.
No hon. member on this side of the
House bas charged the Government with
having been the cause of this ; but, we
do say that all the loud-mouthed profes-
sions that the National Policy would find
work and bread for al], and keep our
people at home, have proved a melan-
choly failure, and the National Policy
has only made it harder for the working-
man to get a living in this country.

MR. ARKELL: There appears to be
a desire on the opposite side of the House
not to people the North-West. There
are a nuimber going to Dakota, but they
are going there because there is a rail-
way to bring them to the parts they want
to go to; and I am satisfied, if the rail-
way we are building is opened, these
people will go to our North-West Terri-
tory. If hon. gentlemen opposite had
pushed on the railway west of Winni
peg, we should have a very large popula-
tion in that Territory now. We shall
now, under the present Administration,
do this.

MR. LANGEVIN: Mr. Speaker, I
cannot allow this Rkesolution to pass with-
out. addressing a few words to this
hon. House, and more especially without

MR. GILLMOR.

showing to ny hon. friend the member
for Portneuf that I have listened to his
remarks, and making it evident to him
that I regret, as he does, the departure
of our fellow-countrymen. The Govern-
ment deplore the emigration of the Cana-
dians, and :nore especially when that
emigration go-es to the United States.
But the fact itself is nothing new. Our
fellow countrymuen, or, at all events, very
many of them, have at all times loved a
life of adventure. They have traversed
nearly the whole of America, and settled
in a large number of the states of the
American Union. Moreover, this mania
lor emigration is not confined to our
French-Canadian fellow-countrymen. It
seems to prevail in every part of this
continent. Look at the eastern states
of the American Union, and you see
whole populations, almost, leaving for the
west. Why is this ? Because the west,
by its immensity and its natural wealth,
attracts them. They hope to better their
position there, and they go there to
settle. The bon. member says : But why
have you not done for the peoýle of the
country-for our own people-what vou
bave done for aliens ? The bon. member
is mistaken ; the Governient does not
pay the fare for the sea voyage ; it only
pays the fare from Halifax or Quebec to
Toronto, and the Ontario Government
repays us two thirds of that expenditure
for those who remain at Toronto. Now,
as regards Canadians who desire to
emigrate, the Department of Agriculture
does its best to secure from the railway
and steamboat companies the most
favourable terms possible for our emi-
grants, who wish to leave the older Pro-
vinces for Manitoba. These advantages
are offered to all our fellow-
citizens, without distinction of creed
or origin. If they hope to bet-
ter their position by leaving Ontario
or Quebee, or the Maritime Provinces,
and going to Manitoba, why prevent
them from doing so 1 But, I am asked,
why not pay their fare I If we paid the
passage of those persons, must we not, in
like manner, pay the fares of those who
leave Manitoba in order to return to
Quebec or to Ontario ? The latter would
clearly bave as good a right as the former.-
Where should we stop? The Government
might quite as reasonably be asked to-
pay the passage of those who desire to go,
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from one Province to another for any and
every reason. But one thing is certain,
namely, that if emigration, on a large
scale, is now taking place from certain
counties. it is because there has not
hitherto been any emigration from those
counties. There are many other coun-
ties, from which Canadians have emi-
grated, in order to settle in other Pro-
vinces. It is the surplus population that
is leaving those counties which are now
losing their inhabitants by emigration.
They have employment, their farms are
well tilled,-and, in fact, better tilled than
they were before. Those who have
left have gone to settle in Manitoba, or in
the North-West, and, I regret to say, a
large number have gone to the United
States. But how can you prevent them
going away to settle in the United
States 1 The other day the Rev. Father
Lacombe, from the North-West, came to
Quebec, and there made preparations for
the removal of a certain number of
families to Manitoba. 'He had com-
pleted all his arrangements, and the
families were all ready to start ; but what
happened I One half of 'those emigrants
left him, and went away to the United
States. How can you restrain such peo-
ple, if they are absolutely bent on going
to a foreign country ? It cannot be done.
They are attracted there, as the
hon. member for West Elgin
(Mr. Casey) said, by their friends
who have gone there before them.
You cannot prevent this. You may
adopt any measures you like, and yet,
after all, large numbers of our fellow-
countrymen will continue to go to the
United States. For these nothing can be
done. But we are asked, why do you not
strive to bring back to our country from
the United States those who are already
there I Well, sonething is being done in
that direction. This very day, if I am
not mistaken, an emigration agent, Mr.
Lalime, leaves Chicago with 400 Canadian
emigrants for Manitoba. So you can see
that an emigration of that nature already
exists; and there are other persons in the
United Stïtes engaged in inducing Cana-
dian emigrants to go to Manitoba. The
other day. I saw a Winnipeg newspaper
which announced the arrival of three
families from Manitoba ; the names and
the number of members of each family
were also given. We must not be

alarmed then at the number of persons
who emigrate from one Province to an-
other. It is in the nature of things. We
see the Germans, the Irish, the French,
the Swiss, and the Italians leaving their
own countries, in order to better their con-
dition by going elsewhere. Why do the
Germans, for instance, leave their country
and come to Canada I It is because they
are not satisfied at home; they .have
laws which do not suit them; they have
enormous taxes to pay. The hon. mem-
ber for North Perth (Mr. Kranz) alluded
to his fellow-countrymen on the other
side of the Atlantic, and asked why the
Department of Agriculture had not pub-
lished a pamphlet in German in order
to invite German emigration. I am
in a position to tell him that the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture is
now publishing a pamphlet in the
German language in Germany, where it
will be circulated. That pamphlet will
help to diffuse a knowledge of our country
amongst the inhabitants of the German
Empire, who desire to emigrate. The
hon. member for Portneuf remarked just
now, that much might be done towards
inducing Canadians to remain in the
country, by selecting tracts of land in the
Province of Quebec, in the Saguenay
district for instance, in order to get them
to locate themselves there. To this i
reply, that the Government of Quebec
provides great facilities in that respect.
It must be borne in mind that the two
Governments have their respective and
separate attributes. The lands in the
Province of Quebec belong to the Local
Government and, consequently, we cannot
interfere there. The Quebec Government
is thoroughly well disposed to encourage
the colonisation of those lands, but if our
fellow-countrymen do not choose to
remain there, if they prefer going to a
foreign country, we cannot retain them
against their will. The hon. member
indicated, as causes of the emigration, a
dislike to farm-life-a desire for enjoy-
ment, etc. He might have specified
much more weighty reason than those,
and that is the apathy of the wealthy
class, who have capital, and who neglect
to invest it in manufactories, thus failing
to avail themselves of the advantages
afforded to them by the magnificent
water power which the Province pos-
sesses. We see such manufactories estab-
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lished elsewhere, but unfortunately it
nust be said, that iii the distri2t fron

which the lion. neimiber comes, and to
which I, myself, belong, capitalists
have not as yet done their duty.
They invest tleir capital in banks
froim whicl tliey derive six or seven
per cent., so that that capital in no
way beiefits the population. Let our
capitalists act as these of Montreal and
elsewhere have done, and we shall see
imanufactories and industries establisbed,
at whieh the population will find work.
That bas already begun elsewhere. The
National Policy was adopted but a few
months ago; time must be allowed for
that policy to produce all the good results
which are to be expected fron it. I am
,satisfied that next Session we shall see
nuch greater results than those which
we to-day behold. For ny part I rejoice
over the increase of prosperity which lias
inanifested itself in the country since last
Session. There can be nio doubt but that
the financial as well as the industrial con-
dition of Canada has greatly improved.
There can be no doubt but that we have
now in the country a much greater de-
nand for labour than was the case a year

ago, and that a much larger number of
the industrial class have found employ-
ment. The hon. member for Rimouski
(Mr. Fiset) put me a question just now.
He was deploring the departure of a
large number of our fellow-countrymen
for the United States, and he asked : why
do these people go to the United States 1
Why ýdo they not remain in the country,
if the National Policy is so fine a thing ?
I will tell him why. They go to the
United States because the National Policy
lias been in operation in that country for
a longer time than it bas been in ours, j
and has, therefore, had time to produce a
xnuch greater abundance of fruit.
Numerous manufactories and industries
of all kinds have been established and
give employment to hundreds of thousands
of workmen, and that is why our fellow-
countrymen go to the United States.
Let us, therefore, give our National Policy
time to produce its effect, and we shall see
that very soon, not only will our fellow-
countrymen in want of work remain in
the country, but further, those who are
already in the United States will return
to reside permanently among us. It must
not be supposed that our fellow-country

Mi. IANGIVIN.

men go willingly to seek for work in the
United States. They would a hundred
timnes sooner remain in the country.
Many of theiii who have had experience
of the United States, would be willing to
return but have not the ieans of doing
so; they are there, and there
they are tied by necessity. If
thev had but devoted to the
cultivation of their land in Canada the
sarne energy and the same labour which
they have expended and displaved in the
United States, and if they had not suf-
fered themselves to be led away by the
delusive prospect which that country pre
sents, they would now have been prosper-
ous; they would have followed in the
steps of many others who, at the con-
mencernent, struggled with adversity, but
at last, by dint of labour, attained an
enviable competence and bequeathed a
rich patrimony to their children. But to
make our fellow-countrymen understand
that they ought to remain in the country,
it is necessary that we should show them
an example. We nust iiot disparage our
country ; we must make our fellow-
countrymen understand that when they
have a home in the country it is better
for then to remain there than go abroad.
But if we hint or say to the country
population, who, in many instances, have
but little education, that our country is
not a good one, that our institutions are
bad, we [must expect these people to
bend their steps in the direction
indicated to them and go abroad. I
shall not pursue the subject further. I
wished only to convey to bon. members
who have spoken on the subject, that the
Government regrets all emigration which
is a loss to the country, and thatit is their
intention to do all that lies in their power
to prevent that emigration. And in re-
ply to the hon. member for Portneuf, I
may tell him that, until to-night, the Gov-
ernment were not aware that posters had
been put up in the cars of the Inter-
colonial Railway, tending to attract emi-
gration to the United States. The Min-
ister of Railways assures me that he will
see that nothir.g of the kind occurs in
future.

In reply to Mr. HUNTINGTON,
MR. POPE (Compton) : said, Sir

Alexander Galt was to take charge of the
emigration business on the other side of
the Atlantic, under the direction, of
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course, of the Department here ; and that
Mr. Annand was to still occupy a
position.

MR. HUNTINGTON asked, further,
what were the relations of Sir Alexander
Galt to the Government ? Did he ex-
press their views i Were they and he
"two hearts with but a single thought Î "
Were the Government responsible for
that gentleman's utterances, and espe-
cially for the sentiments put forth by him
at the recent Montreal banquet ? If so,
where were we drifting to 1 Sir Alex-
ander Galt had, at that banquet, stated
that the construction of the Pacific Rail-
way *as beyond our ability without
Imperial aid. He would like to know if the
Government expected to get that aid, or
whether it is intended to wait until that
aid is given. Sir Alexander Galt had
almost stated that we could, under the
Confederation Act, make treaties with
foreign States independently of the In-
perial Government, except the employ-
ment of her diplomatie machinery. This
was rather startling. We were told that
the treaty-making power was ceded to us,
and that Great Britain could not make
any treaty affecting us without our con-
sent. Were these statements such as
expressed the views of the Governmnent 3
lie (Mr. Hluntington) supposed that since
the whole diplomatic machinery of the
Empire was at our command, then,
if we wished to make a treaty
the British armuy is to be placed at our
disposal, in order to infliet punishment on
those who treat us improperly. Would
the Government give the House some
definite information as to the relations in
which Sir Alexander Galt stood to them ?
He (lêr. Huntington) thouglit it very im-
portant to have* his questions answered,
and ho would give them two days'notice;
but they would h3ar more about it as they
drifted towards that terrible desolation
which the "Jingoes" have experienced.
In that speech of his, Sir Alexander
Galt-with two Ministers sitting beside
him-spoke of a British Zollverein, whieh
would bring us back to the old state of
things, when we should haye our Tarifi
regulated for us by the Empire. Was
this one of the schemes intended to be
carried out by our High Commissioner on
his present mission i Ie 'Mr. Hunting-
ton) did not want to embarrass the Gov-
ernment, Le thought this matter would

embarrass them of itself ; but lie had a
secret which lie would tell the Govern-
ment. It was this: The Con servatives
saw that this gentleman, whom tihey had
sent to England as High Cominissioner,
was a dangerous man, that is, that lie
was a great man, who must be got out of
the way, no matter wlat expense it
entailed upon the country. Sir Alexan-
der Galt was a dangerous man, lie was a
popular man, who iniglit . trample the
party's National Policy under foot, if he
liked, or lie might defy it if lie chose.
The lon. the Minister of Finance ought
to rise at once and explain the discrepancy
between himself and the hon. gentleman
who represented him in England, and
whether there were certain sky-rockets of
which we were to have the benefit. If
Lord Beaconsfield lad been left undis-
turbed we might have had a Naval
R1eserve, and all sorts of grand things in
Canada; but though such a change had
occurred, though the nighty Jingoes have
fallen, and the vulgar Radicals have taken
theie place, all these things were still open
for the hon. gentlemen opposite to explain.

MR. LARUE: I cannot allow the
circumstance before us to pass without
drawing attention to the conclusions
arrived at by the hon. Minister of Public
Works, in relation to the enigration of
the French-Canadians to thie United
StatEs. We have just heard one of the
Conservative Ministers officially admit
the fact that, it is impossible to prevent
the French-Canadians froin emigrating to
the United States. I have often heard
that @vil deplored, but this is the first oc-
casion on which I have heard a Minister
declare that no remedy could be found for
that state of things. We all know that
the Conservative party, when the General,
Elections were going on, extolled Pro-
tection as the panacea for all our ills, and
as tending especially to prevent the em-
gration of French-Canadians to the
United States. And now the hon. Min-
ister has just acknowledged to us that
his great remedy has failed, and that
there is no way of preventing the emi-
gration which we all deplore. The hon.
Minister and his friends told us at the
time, and proclaimed fromi the hustings,
everywhere, that the emigration of the
French-Canadians to the lUnited States
would cease as soon as Protection came
ito force. Protection has been in force
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for fourteen months and the emigration is
greater now than it ever was before. I
thank the hon. Minister for having fur-
nished us with an argument wbich we
can use with such effect in the Province
of Quebec,-in the fact that he told us in
the name of the Government that it is
impossible to prevent the French-Cana-
dians fiom emigrating to the United
States. The hon. Minister stated further
that a desire not to remain in the country
is a characteristic of the French-Canadian.
That remark appears to me to be of such
iimoortance that I cannot refrain from ex-
patiating upon it, to the end that the
country may know what to expect under
the circumstances. I am glad to be
aware that the hon. the Minister of Pub-
lic Works bas, to-day, oflicially declared
that it is a characteristic of the French-
Canadian to emigrate to the United
States. When lie was sitting at the left
of Lie Speaker's chair, under the late Gov-
ernment, lie several times declared that a
renedy might be found for that great
moral evil. How does it happen that,
with all bis talent, and with all bis vast
experience, he bas not yet discovered that
remedy? How is it that the Conservative
Government, which rose to power by
ineans of Protection, has been unable
to discover that moral remedy which was
to prevent French-Canadians from ex-
patriating themselves ? While the General
Elections were going on, we were told:
Wait, wait; we bave found Protection;
we shall enrich the country; we shall
teach farmers how to live in Canada
without going to the United States ; we
shall provide the father of the family
with an opportunity of finding enploy-
ment for his children in the factories;
we shall provide him with the money
uecessary for the purchase, in new
parishes, of farms upon which his chil-
dren may settle. What do we see
to-day ? We bave had experience of the
National Policy ; and the hon. the
Minister of Public Works tells us,
o4ficially, that the National Policy lias
not yet had time to produce its effect.
Uow soon then will this Protection, this
wonderful National Policy, provide us
with an opportunity of preventing
French-Canadians from emigrating to the
United States ? It is probable that we
shall have to wait for new General
Elections. Now, I am satisfied that the

Mi. LARUE.

only remedy for this state of things
is the infliction upon our Conser-
vative friends of as crushing a
defeat as that to which they subjected us
at the last General Elections. A good
reason given by the lion. Minister to the
House to prove that it is impossible to
prevent French-Canadian emigration to
the United States, is the following :-" If
we give the Canadians money to assist
theni to go and s'ittle in Manitoba, we
must also give the inliabitants of
Manitoba the noney necessary to enable
them to return to the Province of
Quebec." I considered that reason a
very good one, but especially a very origi-
nal and a ve'ry ingenious one. The hon.
Minister knows perfectly well that Mani-
toba is a new Province, and that the tide
of emingation sets from the old Provinces
towards the new, and not from the new
towards the old. I shall say no more ; I
did not, intend, expect to speak upon tlhis
question, but I could not refrain from
making lithe remarks which I have done
to the end that the electors of Quebec
might know what to expect from the
present policy of the Government, espe-
cially in so far as relates to emigration,
that incurable evil, which threatens to
depopulate Lower Canada for the benefit
of the United States.

MR. LANDRY : The lion. member for
Bellechasse (Mr. LaRue) lias good reason
for saying that lie dwells in the cold
regions of Opposition. The speech which
lie lias just made proves this incontest-
ably, inasmuch as it bears the stamp of
the place which witnessed its birth, and
the spirit which brought it to light. The
House, as I do, asks what does the hon.
member mean, and what is the nwaning
of this curious mode of reasoning, and of
replying to the arguments of his adver-
saries. The method adopted by my hon.
friend is very easy, its recipe is very
simple, and the feeblest of orators can
always make use of it. It consists solely
in rising, and, without any consideration,
without knowing anything of the ques-
tion under discussion, opening his mouth,
and shrieking out that his adversary is
not serious, that lie wishes to make an
ill-timed joke, that he is childisli in his
statements, comical in his ideas, and,
if le bas the talent of spinning
off for ten minutes arguments of
this character, lie may take his
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seat, innocently believing that be has
convincingly answered the arguments of
his adversaries. But then the Huse
always reserves the right, as in the pre-
sent instance, of smniling in pity at these
fruitless efforts. This is all which results
this evening from the speech which the
hon. member for Bellechasse has just
made. It is not my intention to refute
the arguments brought forward by the
lion. member, for the very good reason
that he has not advanced a single one,
and he has simply talked for talking's
sake. Such is the opinion of this House,
and such will certainly be that of the
country when it is apprised of my hon.
friend's extraordinary arguments.

MR. MACKENZIE : Can the hon.
gentleman tell me how much of this
money lie expects to expend in promoting
emigration to the North-West.

MR. POPE: A very large portion of it
will be expended for that purpose.

Vote agreed to.

58 Quarantine ..................... $33,266
X. PENSIONS.

59 John Bright, Messenger, House of
Assenbly....... ............

60 New Militia Pensions............
61 To ineet the probable amount re-

quired for Pensions toVeterans
of War of 1812.............

62 Compensation to Pensioners in
lieu ef Land.................

80
5,133

30,000

6,500

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes before

One o'elock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 13th April, 1880.

The Speaker
o'clock.

took the Chair at Three

PRAYERS.
GOVERNMENT BILLS.

THIRD READINGs.

The following Bills were severally rcad
the second time, considered in Committee,
reported, read the third time and passed.

Bill (No. 81) To confirm the purchase by the
Dominion of a portion of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, and the agreement made with the Grand

Trunk Railway Companyof Canada, with re-
spect there to.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Bill (No. 94) For the final settlement of Claims
of Land in Manitoba by occupancy, under the
Act 33 Victoria, Chapter 3.-(Sir John A.

Macdonald.)

SUPPLY.
XI. MILITIA.

House again resolved itself into Committee of
Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Ordinary.

63 Salaries of Military Branch and
District Staff.................. $23,800

64 Salaries of Brigade Majors....... 17,400

MR. STRANGE pointed ont the in-
adequacy of the vote for Militia purposes,
and for placing the forces in a pro)er and
efficient condition. The whole force for
several years had been languishing, not
froi lack of martial spirit in the young
men of Canada, but because it was im-
possible for thei to give their timie unless
adequately renunerated, or at least unless
tliey received more encouragement froi
the Government than they had done.
Since 1875 no Brigade Camp had been
held in Canada, and it was necessary for
efficiency to ha ve a Brigade Camp
in every district every other year, or
every year if possible. Some changes
begun by the late Minister of Militia had
been for the better. For instance, gun-
powder, which formerly had to be obtained
from England, was now supplied by the
manufacturers of Canada, and it was as
good in quality as that formerly supplied
by the Imperia] Government, and at a less
expense of 5 or 10 per cent. Il addition
to this reform in the service, the late
Minister of Militia also put into motion
the idea of converting oui own ordnance
into rifled cannon. That is a great step
in the interest of the Militia service. He
also commenced the manufacture of 7-inch
Palliser guns. I helieve two are being
manufactured in Canada, as shells and
projectiles miglit be were there funds.
Ammunition, that we used to import fronm
England, also is being made in Canada. I
extremely regret the hon Ministercannot in-
crease the vote for Militia purposes this
year. I believe that, if this vote cannot
be increased for some years, our only
alternative is to reduce the standing
force. At present, it consists of a total
force of officers and men of 36,211, in-
cluding forty-tw i troops of cav-
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alry, eighteei companies of artil-
lery, four troops of garrison artil-
lery, five companies of engineers, and
eighty-three battalions of infantry, to-
gether with eleven provisional battalions.
Our Canadian force has two objects : first,
being a citizen soldiery, the quelling of
internal dissensions, which, in the past,
it has admirably effected, though I
hope the next occasion for its employnient
in this manner is far distant. Still, con-
sidering the extent of our territory and
circumstances, we need such a force, with
a view to such contingencies. No
means could be more suitable for putting
down internal disturbance, than by the
use of the Militia force; its presence,
without the use -of arms, being likely,
by the moral effect alone on an unruly
multitude, to prove sufficient, in many
cases, for this piirpose. Our Militia force
bas, for its second object, the guarding of
our country from the inroads of exter-
nal foes. Aq in the past, so in the
future, it would be able to hold its own
with any foreign enemy till assistance
arrived from the Imperial authorities.
I look upon foreign molestation as a
visionary contingency; I do not think
there is anything to fear in that respetc.
But still out motto always bas been:
" In pace paratus." I think the force
for both these purposes should be kept
up to moderate strength. Having shown
that the vote is not adequate to give the
present force twelve days' drill, I think
our only alternative is to reduce ili. I
think that a well-drilled and efficient
orce of 20,000 men would be ample for

the two objects of the force-the quelling
of internal disturbance and the pro-
tection of our Ehores from a foreign
enemy. That number would give us
thirty regiments of rifles and infantry of
the full strength of ten companies each, or
a total of 14,500 officers and men. Then to
the scientific branch, and to the engineers,
artillery and cavalry would be allotted
the remainder, or 5,500 men, I believe,
that would constitute a force perfectly
adequate for the purposes for which a
Militia is maintained. The remaining
16,000 men might be placed on the Reserved
Force. In making those arrangements,
the strong battalions, which have kept up
their strength and efficiency, should re-
ceive the preference and be kept on the
Active Force, the mere skeleton regi-

MR. STRANGE.

ments being placed on the Reserve. The
District Staff, besides, might be reduced
with advautage, the Brigade Majors being
dispensed with, and their duties dis-
charged by the Deputy Adjutant Gen-
erals ; the saving thus practicable would
be $17,400, and without detriment to the
efficiency of the service. Then the drill
allowance to many of the corps is vir-
tually a waste of money at present. At
present, I regret to say, the drillallowance,
in many cases, goes into the pockets of
the captains and is not expended on the
regiment. I believe if you reduce the
force to 20,000 men that you might cer-
tainly reduce drill allowance by 50 per
cent, thus saving $20,000 a year. Then
you might reduce the vote on ammunition
50 per cent., saving $12,500 ; the vote
for clothing might be reduced 50 per cent.,
saving $25,000 ; the vote on military
stores might be reduced 50 per cent., sav-
ing $20,000 ; the vote on publie
armouries . might be reduced 25
per cent., saving $13,000.; the vote on
contingencies night be reduced 25 per
cent., saving $11 ,500 ; making a total
saving of $119,400. Now, as against
this saving, I believe it is imperative that
the drill pay should be inci eased ; that is
one item on which I think the Govern-
ment ought to bestow a generous expendi-
ture. The present vote for drill pay is
$175,000. I would suggest that it be
increased to $250,000 a year. By this
means you will be able every year to drill
the whole force in Brigide Camps, and be
able to pay then a $1 a day for the men,
and the officers according to their respect-
ive rank. It seems to me, by this means
we could have a force which could be de-
pended upon at any moment. If this
vote is increased by $75,000, and you
subtract this increase from $119,400,
which might be saved in other branches,
you would effect a saving to the country
of $44,400 a year, and, at the same time,
have an efficient force in the country. I
have heard much said about the Head
Quarters Staff. I must say that I am not
in favour of making any reduction in that
staff ; J believe it is a thoroughly good
staff, and that every member of it has his
hands pretty full. If the forces were
reduced by one half, possibly a few clerks
might be dismissed, but I think the -vote
for the maintenance of the Department
should be, at all events, not decreased by
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any great amount. I have not made this
proposition out of any spirit of hostility
to the present Government, but I felt it
ny duty, as an officer of militia, as a citi-

zen of Canada, and as a member of this
iHouse, to bring this matter before the
House. I trust that hon. gentlemen on
both sides of the House will give the
matter serious consideration. I can
vouch that a large amount of this sum,
now voted every year, is money thrown
away. If such a scheme as this, or some
modification of it, were te be entertained,
this sum would be thoroughly well spent,
and the country would save each year the
large amount I have indicated.

MR. MASSON: I am thankful to the
hon. gentleman for his kind appreciation
of the efforts I have made to put the
Militia force of the country on a good
footing; I have tried to do so without in-
curring a larger expenditure than has
been incurred in the past. I was rather
disappointed in hearing the hon. gentle-
man speak of the actual condition of the
force. My opinion was that the force,
to-day, was perhaps on a better footing
than it has been for several years past.
If I were to refer to the regiment of which
the hon. gentleman himself is so distin-
guished an officer-the Quîeen's Own of
Toronto-as an example, I should be
satisfied that it was very far from gqing
down. I admit that the condition of the
force is owing more to the generous
efforts of the officers and men themselves
than to the grant given by the Govern-
nient. The funds at the disposal of the
country at the present moment are neces-
sarily limited, and it is necessary to
limit the funds for Militia purposes, in so
far as is consistent with its efficiency.
The hon. gentleman's suggestion that
the force should be reduced is
an easy one to make, but diffi-
cult to carry out. lu order to
reduce the force, we must discriminate
between the different corps. I have
heard many people say that we should
only maintain the city corps, and dis-
pense with the rural corps, but that, in
my opinion, would be a grievous mistake.
The force, as it exists to-day, does not
cost too much for the services which it
renders to the country. It would be a
mistake to disband the rural corps. I
know that the city corps, by their dash,
their activity, and their tidiness, are the

pride ot the Dominion ; but you must
remember that the strength and solidity
of the volunteer force, depends mainly
on the rural corps. The country does
not regret the amount spent on its volun-
teers, and it would be a great difficulty
for the Minister of Militia te make
any reduction. I am satisfied that
the volunteers, and the people generally,
are content with the present condition of
the forces. The hon. gentleman has
spoken of the District Staff. What cau
be said of the staff can be said of the
whole of the forces. People do not see
the advantages of that staff until its ser-
vices are required. But whatever argu-
ment can be made against the staff,
can be made against the rank
and file. When the emergency arises
and the volunteers are called out any-
where, then the public will be quite will-
ing to admit that it is better to pay these
men well If the troops were called out
to quell a riot in either of the large cities,
the people would very soon forget the
amount of money that had been expended
for Militia purposes. The Government
last year, at my recommendation, made
some reduction in the staff. We bave
reduced that vote by $6,000, and I think
that that is as far as we can go at the pre-
sent time. The hon. gentleman bas paid
a deserved compliment to the Head Quar-
ter's Staff. I agree with him, and I take
this occasion to recognise the eminent
abilities, and the kind and courteous dis-
position of the officer who has been acting
as Adjutant-General of these forces for
so many years.

MR. BUNSTER said this was a very
important subject. The Pacific coast was
of considerable extent, and greater means
of defence were necessary. The subject
was one which, lie thought, was one
worthy of the grave consideration of the
hon. the Minister of Militia.

MR. DOMVILLE: I was very sorry
to hear my hon. friend from North
York speak of the Militia service of the
country as he has done to-day. When
he spoke of the reduction of the number
of Brigade-Majors, I wondered how we
were to get on in the event of such
trouble arising as that referred to by the
hon. the Minister of Militia. I should
be very sorry to see the number of these
necessary and capable officers reduced.
I do not think the amount appropriated
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for instruction pay is too great, and I not take up the attention of the Iouse
certainly cannot support the hon. gentle- by following the lon. gentleman in hie,
man's assertion that there is too much suggestions in detail, iny of which he
spent for clothing. If any reduction thought most objectionable, nust not lose
is to be made in the Militia, I would sight of the fact that it was necessary
suggest that the pruning-knife should be that the valuable stores of ams, clothing,
applied to the city corps, which are of etc., which were scattered throughout the
a less permanent character than the country, had te be frequently inspected,
rural corps. or a serious Ioss would be entailed upon

M. BOULTBEE: There is a very the Government. He thought then that
strong conviction through the country, it would be faNe economy to make any
in order to render our Militia force reduction in the staff.
efficient, the attention of the Department MR. KIRKPATRICK said no vote
must be directed largely to the keeping was se important as this; it was an ex-
up of the corps. If any reduction is to penditure ail over the country, and wu
be made, make it in the expenses of the understood by the people thoroughly.
staffi The staff in the local centres are MR. MACKENZIE: Except the
much too extensive, and something should Wimbledon expenses.
be done in direction of reducing the MR. KIRKPATRICK said the Wim-
expense. bledon expenses, altbough spent in an-

Ma. WILLIAMS said that lie dis- other place, did much good, and were the
agreed with the hon. member for North means of making Canada better known.
York in so many of his suggestions that The hon. nember for Centre Huron (Sir
lie felt compelled to trespass upon the Richard J. Cartwright) did commence a
attention of the House. He understood military career; he went through the
the hon. gentleman to recommend a re- goose step; but 1 neyer heard that le
duction in the numerical strength of the went any further. It was quite unneces-
force; in his opinion such would be most sary to reduce the staff; it was better t
prejudicial to the welfare of the Dominion. drill the force even once in three years,
In Great Britain the party, whose anti- than to disband them, for, lu case et
colonial policy was so marked, is again emergency, they could be got together.
about to assume the reins of office, and He thought it a good plan to move the
probably such a course as has been sug- District Staff about to different locations
gested would only be readily construed every five years. le did net see why
into an intimation that we were unwilling one Gunnery School should not be suff-
to bear a share of the defence of the Em- cient, and le suggested that it should le
pire, and the tendency would be to kept at Qucbec. h there was another
weaken those ties which we hold so dear; achool necessary' ]et it be a school for
and, if the reduction were made, the result cavalry and infantry. The artillery get
would have a large proportionate reduc- too much attention, when compared with
tion in the forces of the rural districts. the cavalry. The artillery get a dollar a
I had every confidence in the corps-the day and fodder for their horses, whilst
Queen's Own-of which the hon. member cavairymen get only 75c. a day, and have
was so talented and ornamental a member; to find their own fodder, and the
it was a corps that 'would do honor to artillery had ne harder work than the
-any regular army in the world; le felt cavalry.
that the hon. member lad no desire that Mn. WRIG HT said lie thought the
that corps should suffer in the suggested statenient rcspecting thc ruri battalions
reductiori of the force. \Vc werc well was most unfair. le hiad three coni-
aware thnt thc rural corps, as9 a rule, did panies, perhaps the first soldiers in the
nt undcrstand the art of dressing thnm- world. lie vntured to say every ofte-
selves with that neatness that se marked ber in he ouse would say the sanie.
the city corps, but lie feit satisficd that He sad great dleasure whenéver they
when endurance and pluck werc required drilled; and lie cold state most eniphati
that those from the country would sie cally that they did not spend their money a
found to be quite equal lu efficienc to thc taveits, they belong te th Tillecy and
those crps that tic lion, gentleman Tupaer win of the great Conservative
seemcd te prize se highly. lic would party. oe tho .t His friend whe had
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gone to Wimbledon had illustrated Cana-
dian military tactics. He had a grave
charge to make against the Department
in not encouraging the organising of a
company offered in his county; they
maintained three companies and two of
the men had been selected for Wimble-
don this year. He thought the subject
should be treated gravely, and he hoped
the application, with regard to the organ-
isation of a regiment in his county, would
receive consideration.

MR. MASSON said that ary company
formed in that district would be accept-
able, but No. 5 district had 1,500 men
which was above its quota. It was pro-
posed to reduce the city corps, and the
rural corps would be found to be better.

MR. THOMPSON (Haldimand) said,
in reference to the amount appropriated
for drill, the money was almost wasted.
When the battalions were called out they
hal only four actual working days. There
was the day on which they came into
camp, and the return day, on which little
or nothing was done ; they came on Mon-
day and left on Saturday; and, therefore
there were only four actual days given to
drill; that was all that was done for the
money received. It was a great farce.
We agreed with the idea of drilling at
head quarters. In the cities, he said, the
corps were mostly officered by gentlemen
of means, but they were not by any means,
with this exception, as safe or reliable as
the rural corps, which really formed the
bone and sinew of the country, and it was
upon them that the country must depend
when hard work was to be done. We
have had instances already in our Cana-
dian history. Everyone must remember
the unfortunate affair at Ridgway, in
which the city battalions were the first on
the retreat.

MR. HUNTINGTON: I am glad to
hear that there is to be no discrimination
against the rural districts. The words of
the hon. gentleman will be a comfort to
the volunteers of the country.

MR. STRANGE : I was not present
at Ridgway, but, from what I heard,
several valuable lives were saved, and the
city battalions went to Che front in good
style.

In reply to Mr. DESJARDINS,
MR. MASSON said in relation to the

formation of a new regiment at Montreal,
I may state that before leaving the

Militia Department, in view of the fact
that District No. 6, and the French dis-
trict of Montreal, had not a number of
volunteers proportionite to that in the
other districts, I gave i istructions to the
Department that, in the event of its
being desired to form new companies,
such might be done to the extent of 700
men. . I know that three or four oom-
panies were formed before I left the•
Department. I do not know the position
of affairs since then, but I will enquire of
the hon. the Minister of Militia, and will
give the hon. member the explanations
when concurrence in the vote is before
the House.

Vote agreed to.

Allowances for Drill Instruction..
Ammunition.., ...... $25,000
Clothing............. 50,000
Military Stores ....... 40,000

$40,000

114,000
SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:

I have a small grievance to which I
should like to call the attention of the
hon. Minister. Last autumn a number
of Snider rifles were imported for the
33rd Battalion Rifle Association, on
which a Customs duty of $30 was levied.
I think it was the custom, in former
years, to admit arms for such purposes
free.

Ma. MASSON: I think that in the
case the hon. gentleman refers to, the
rifles were imported by individual mem-
bers of the association.

MR. MACKENZIE: I observed in a
newspaper a statement that the Govern-
ment were going to uniform a body of
schoolboys, who are forming a rifle
association in a western town.

MR. MASSON : That statement is not
correct. Ail those associations have to
provide uniforms at their own cost. The
Government had got clothing for the
Militia better and cheaper in Canada, of
late, than the clothing formerly purchased
abroad, inclusive of a duty of 17J per
cent.

MR. MACKENZIE asked would it
not have been possible to have got this
clothing made in the Penitentiaries 1

MR. MASSON said that he was
informed the experiment was never
tried.

MR. MACKENZIE said it was tried,
and that there w as noreason why that cloth-
ing should not be mde in those prisons,
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as it would supply labour of a most legi-
timate kind.

Mu. MASSON said the Government had
made one step in the right direction,
and it would consider whether it could
not have the clothing made more cheaply
by convict labour. It was determined
that the great coats should be delivered
complete in store, the sanie as from Eng-
land. That was why Ministers thought
proper to adopt this systen instead of
purchasing the cloth ourselves and hav-
ing it made up as was done once in the
past.

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT.

MR. MA SSON said those great coats
are supposed to last five years; but those
made here this year, being of greatly
superior quality, will be expected to last
longer.

MR. CARON said lie did not agree
witlh the views of the hon. menber for
Lanbton in using convict labour in the
manufacture of this clothing. He thought
that this labour sbould not thus be
broughit iuto competition with the work
of the respectable artisans.

1\]R. MACKENZIE asked how would
the: hon. gentleman employ the convicts.

Mn. CA RON said lie would set them
at such work at stone breaking and road
making.

Ma. MACKENZIE said this would be
competition with a still poorer class of
labourers than tailors-with the men who
broke stone a-d mended roads. They
surely had as imuch right to Protection as
the worknen above them.

MR. CARON said there was a distinc-
tion between the two kinds of labour. In
England, where the subject of convict
labour had been much studied, those
prisoners were kept at such wo-k as
stone-breaking and oakum-picking. He
would o1pose their competing with our
tradesmen, for whom we Lad not, at pre-
sent, enough skilled labour, and were
striving to create more. He would, if
he must speak plainly, prefer to see con-
victs idle than decent men, who had to
maintain themselves and families. We
were doing all we could to start new fac-
tories, and it seemed altogether opposed
to this policy to allow convicts to manu-
facture the goods required by the State,
thus preventing free labour from being
encouraged and developed.

M&. MAC IENZI.

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

MR. MASSON said enders for the
furnishing of the clothes were not asked
for, but enquiries have been made from
several manufacturers in Montreal and
elsewhere. The average price of a suit
would -be about $7, including tunics,
trowsers and forage cap.

In reply to Mr. GALT,
MR. MASSON: Information has been

asked for in regard to the military clothing
from several establishments in Montreal,
and it is admitted that they cannot, at pre-
sent, get the clothing at anything like the
prices we pay for it. I do not like to
give names, but we have taken means to
fully ascertain the facts.

In reply to Sir RIcHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

MR. MASSON: We have determined
to purchase our powder in this country,
and have done so the present year. We
bavepurchased 20,0001b. or 25,0001b. from
the Hamilton Powder Company, in the
Province of Quebec. The powder was sub-
mitted to a severe test, which it under-
went with success, and I ain informcd, on
good authority, will suit our purpose
as well as any powder we can
get, besides we get it 4c. or 5c.
cheaper than we were paying for E glish
powder, on account of freight, and espe-
cially of insurance, which is very heavy.
I think we are paying the Hamilton
Company 161c. a pound, whereas we paid
19c. a pound in England for powder
delivered here. As to the question of
small arms ammunition the vote of the
past year has not been all expended. The
Governmnent tliought proper to take part
of that vote and this vear's and purchase,
in Erlgiand, the machinery necessary to
manufacture our own small arms ammu-
nition in Canada. I have recommended
that these factories should be placed at
Quebec, and be under the charge of B
Battery, as I thought it could be managed
more econiomically, making use of the
staff there, and availing ourselves of the
cheaper labour of the men whenever we
want their services. The machinery, de-
livered in this country, will cost about
$35,000. By tbis arrangement we shall
manufacture our own small arns ammuni-
tion in Quebec. We had intended to placè
the machinery for the making of the shell
of the cartridges and the bullets
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at the Artillery Barracks in Quebec,
but on account of the danger to pro-
perty in that city, we have decided
that the amunition should undergo the
final process of manufacture outside the
walls. We thought it best to have the
manufacture at Quebec, because we have
there the necessary buildings, and the
cost would be less than elsewhere. The
Government have decided to send an offi-
cer to Woolwich, England, to learn the
manufacture of cartridges ; andi he will
superintend, on his return, the manufac-
ture at Quebec. He will also see to the
purchase of the machinery. Our reserve
to-day is about seven milliors of rounds,
but we shall reduce it to about five mil-
lions, as when we have the machinery
on hand it will not be necessary for us
to keep such a heavy stock in reserve. As
to the, question of the use of the Boxer
cartrid ge, we have sent an oflicer tg Eng-
lan4 on purpose to investigate the ques-
tion. The Government will act on this
advice as to the kind of cartridge we shall
use in this country.

MR. CARON: I take this opportunity
of congratulating the Government upon
the es.ablishment of a cartridge factory
in Canada. Its importance must strike
every one, more especially in the event
if we should, at any time, require to
protect ourselves against a foreign foe. It
is obviously a prudent measure to manu-
facture our own cartridges in this country.
As to the locality where it is proposed to
establish it, I must say that there is a
feeling in Quebec against its being estab-
lisbed in the old Artillery Barracks. All
Quebecers remember the frightful explo-
sion which took place some years ago,
before the regular troops were removed
from Quebec. It took place exactly in
these barracks where the Government
propose now to establish this factory. I
consider that, for the safety ot the city it
should be removed outside the walls, as
was done immediately after the explo-
sion I referred to took place in Quebec.
There are a number of lots outside where
these works can be carried on without en-
dangering the safety of the city.

MR. MASSON : It is the intention of
the Government to manufacture only the
shell of the cartridge in the Artillery
Barracks, and then the shells and the
bullets will he transported outside the

city, where they will be filled, so that
there will be no danger to the city.

MR. CARON : This is perfectly satis-
factory. I merely wished to get from the
Government a positive statement that the
safety of the city would not, in any
way, be endangered by the factory in.
question.

MR. MASSON.: I think that, in a
month or two, we can m ike all the cart-
ridges we shall need for the use ot th.e
force, under ordinary circuistances, during
the year.

MR. JONES : There is always more or
less change going on in the arms and
ammunition of a country, and that iaust
be taken into conside, ation. If we intend
to make changes in our arms and aniu-
nition, it will be a useless expenditure to
get machinery which may not serve, if a
change should be adopted in the aninu-
nition. I think -30,000 for nachinery
is too great an expenditure. I fear,
morcover, that the expeinses connected
with the manufacture of cannon will be
greater than the Government expeet. I
ama very glad that we are going to have
witl-in ourselves, in case of necessity, a
nieans of furnishing our own arms and
amiunition. I fear, however, tIat un-
less we enter upol this il0V lo -vith

due consideration, we shall becomnie in-
volved in a very great expenditure.

MR. MASSON : The cartridge used,
which is generally madle in Eniani, is the
Martini-Henry cartridge. We are getting
out machinery to make the Snider cart-
ridge, but the alteration of the niachinery
necessary for the manufacture of either
cartridge is exceedingly trifling, and can
be effected without great expense. The
manufacture of these cartridges has been
attached to one of our enrolled batteries
in order to avoid any extraordinary ex-
penditure.

Vote agreed to.

67 Public Armouries and care of
Arms, including Store-keepers
and Care-takers,Storemen, and
the rents, fuel and light of
Public Armouries............

68 Drill Pay and all other incidental
expenses connected with the
drill and trainingof the Militia

69 Contingencies and General Service,
not otherwise provided for, in-
cluding assistance to Artillery
and Rifle Associations and
Bands of efficient Corps.......

70 Drill Sheds and Rifle Ranges ....

$52,000.

175,000

46,000
10,000
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MR. DESJARDINS asked whether
any agreement had been arrived at with
the corporation of Montreal in reference
to the drill shed.

MR. MASSON: No arrangements have
been made up to the present moment.
The Council, some time ago, requested an
interview with me, and 1 told them that
the Government would consider favour-
ably the submitting to Parliament of a
proposal to help the city to re-roof and re-
lit their drill shed, provided the plans of
the proposed repairs were submitted to the
Government for their approval, and he
regretted having yet received no intima-
tion of any action fron the city corpora-
-tion on the subject.

Vote agreed to.

Extraordinary.

.71 Care and maintenance of Mii-
tary Properties transferred
from the Ordnance and Im-
perial Government, including
rents .......................

72 Royal Military College ... ....
$ 8,000
59,000

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I perceive by the Gazette that the Govern-
ment propose to add $100 a year to the
charge for cadets entering this College in
the future. I can say nothing against
the proposition in the one sense. The
sum demanded is small, looking at it as
are compense for the education given; but
it will, I fear, have the effect, to a very
considerable extent, of preventing the
sons of our not wealthy yeomen com-
peting with those who are better off. I
would suggest the advisability of offering
on the present bonus eight or ten open-
ings which might be called scholar-
ships.

MR. MASSON said that these
cadets were under no obligation to the
State, as were the cadets in most military
schools in other parts of the world, and
the Government thought that, by this
increase-which they regarded as a
reasonable and equitable one-they would
be able to reduce the expenditure of the
country by about $10,000 a year, which
waa a very serious consideration.

Siu RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I understand that twenty - four
of these cadets will come out
this year. The British Govern-
ment will place four Commissions at
their disposal. But how are these to be
distributed 1 It is a matter of great moment

MI. DESAEMINS.

to know what the Government intend to
do, as to a reasonable proportion of the
remaining twenty, whether provision will
be made for them in some Department of
the Public Service, where they might, in
virtue of their particular training, be
made useful.

Mu. MASSON: Th- matter is of
great importance, and Las for some time
engaged the earnest attention of the Gov-
ernment, and they will consider it their
duty to take some action in the matter.

MR. MACKENZIE: I felt, personally,
very much that it was essential for the
efficiency of the volunteer force to keep
these young men in the country, and that,
as far as possible, we should employ them
in the Public Service. In the Public
Works, typographical engineering--which
they are taught in the College-and other
field work necessary to be done in con-
nection with the Railways, might be done
by them. I do not go so far as to abso-
lutely say that this should be done, but I
certainly think something should be
done in that direction, and I amn very
glad to learn that the Government have
taken the matter up.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said he did not want it to be understood
that everybody going there should be
provided for by the Government, but
that a proportion should be looked after,
and the rest would lose nothing, as they
would have the benefit of a good educa-
tion.

MR. MASSON said, to this, as to all
other matters, the Government would
give due attention.

MR. BLAKE said lie thought it was
of the utmost consequence to preserve, in
this country, persons who have been
educated at so very great an expense in
this institution. He thought that we
might better dispose of our best men of
this class than by sending them into the
British Army. He could not see that
the four Commissions offered to Canada
were such a boon after all, for that,
after educating these young men at an
enormous expense to the country, they
would be practically lost to us. He
thought, however, that not many
would take advantage of this se-
called boon, for he understood that
a line Commission in the British army
required the person accepting it to be
worth some $1,200 or $1,500 a year, in
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order to support his position. It would
not be a very advantageous thing to in- 1
pur this large expenditure for educating
these young men in order to fit them for
another service in soie other country,
either British or foreign. He thought it
would be desirable, however, that on per-
fecting their education, in this institution,
-they should be put to some use in the
Publie Service.

MR. MASSON said he thought the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) did not fully appreciate the Im-
perial act, which accorded to Canada
four Commissions in the British army.
It fvas, however, considered, generally, by
the country, as a very great boon for our
young men to be thus enabled to perfect
their education in service under the Im-
perial Government, and he thought, more-
over, that if we could offer a better
position for these young men here,
they would, of course, remain. The
sentiment expressed by the hon. member
for West Durham did not seem to be in
-accord with the general opinion of the
public, as appeared by the press.

MR. BLAKE said he was quite aware
that he was not in accord with some news-
papers ; but nothing that had been said
had shaken his convictions.

MR. KIRKPATRICK said he thought
that the hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake) did not appreciate the boon
accorded to us by the Imperial Govern-
ment. He considered the benefit to be
thus derived by these young men would be
invaluable, not only to themselves, but
to Canada. It would enable them to per-
fect their education, and in case of an
emergency they would be the first to re-
turn to Canada to give us their services.

In reply to MR. KIRKPATRICK,
Mu. MASSON said some extension of

the College was intended to be made for
the better accommodation of thecadets and
officers.

MR. LANGEVIN said it was not in-
tended to make a separate building but to
make an addition.

Vote agreed to.

73 Military Schools and Drill Instruc-
tors in Colleges .............. $14,000

]n reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MR. MASSON said that this vote was

intended to provide for the drilling of
pupils in the use of arms, and what is
generally requisite to render young men

efficient in military bearing, and to inspire
in them a military spirit, and was en-
tirely independent of the school for cadets
provided for under the preceding vote.

Vote agreed to.

74 Pay, maintenance and equipment
of " A " and " B" Batteries,
Garrison Artillery. and Schools
of Gunnery at Kingston and
Quebec.... • •••..•.....$115,000

75 Pay and maintenance of SGuard
at Rideau Hall .............. 5,000

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MR. MASSON said this guard was a

sergeant's guard taken from the regiment
by rotation. It consisted of one sergeant,
one corporal and six privates. The
whole of the money might not be spent.

Vote agreed to.

XIV. PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGs-
CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL.

Public Buildings, Ottawa.
104 Eastern Block, Departmental

Buildingi, Construction of Fire
and Burglar Proof Vaults...... $80,00

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MR. LANGEVIN said that this wa

for the Departments, and it was intended
to secure the better preservation of notes
and other securities, the vaults at pres-
ent not being safe.

Vote agreed to.

105 Western Block, Departmental
Buildings, finishing rons in
basement for Dead Letter
Branch, Post Office Depart.
ment........................ $2,400

Telegraphs.

106 For Land and Cable Telegraph
Lines for the Sea Coasts and
Islands of the 1Lower River
and Gulf of .St. Lawrence,
etc., etc ................... $200,000

Ma. MACKENZIE said the hon. gen-
tleman had promised to make some
changes in the management of Telegraph
lines belonging to the Dominion. A Mr.
Gisborne, he understood, had been ap-
pointed Superintendent of Telegraphâs,
and he would like to know if the latter
was an efficient telegraph operator and
manager, and where were his head
quarters; and also, whether or not it was
time he was going to England to purchase
a cable.

Ma. LANGEVIN said Mr. Gisborne
was a good telegraph operator and mana-
ger, and had made the telegraph system
a study for many years. Mr. Gisborne
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had been appointed Superintendent of to submit the mattcr to the consideatio
Telegraph Lines, and his head-quarters of the Postmaster-General.
were in Ottawa. He was not aware MR. MACKENZIE asked if there
that any one would have to go to was proposed a vote to pay the balance
England in reference to a cable. That :n the Ottawa Post-offlce site.
was the first lie had heard in reference to MR. LANGEVIN said that the amount
purchasing the cable referred to. Before paid by the Government, in the first
sending to purchase any cable, there instance, for the lot on which the post-
would need ' to be a vote, and office -%as buiît, was the basis upon which
there would be no necessity in it determined the amount to be paid for
any case to send any one from this side the twenty-five feet bought from the heirs,.
of the Atlantic in order to make a pur- Egan.
chase. It would be remembered that, last Vote ayreed to.
year, Parliament voted an annual sum of 108 Quebec...................$15Z,50O
$15,000 for a period of thirty years or more In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
for a Telegraph system for the Maritime
Provinces. Tenders were called for by R.HT$
the hon. the Minister of Railways for Durham Terrace extension is in addi-
laying of the cables, but the tenderers
stated that the Government would have tin to the n,0 alredy voe d
to work them afterwards. After full
consideration of the matter, the Govern-for seur-
nsernt on of thet mter thude G oe ing the cliff under the Citadel, is for the

ment thoughit that it would be a more l
economical plan to obtain a vote of a p n
capital sum of $200,000, in order to pur- ing down on the bouses below and crush-

capial um f $00,00,inoa them. Unless somle precautions are
chase the cable and lay it down, so that
the cost would only be the interest on taken the givino away of the eîif will

ony itrs lead to the falling, of the wa]1 of the Cita-
$200,000; and as this interest would c
amount to only about $9,000 or $10,000 the bouses b o After tl
a vear, this would make $5,000 or $6,000 some o

a yer las tan he $f, 00 pr anum proposed re1)airs are cornpleted, it is ex-a year less than the $15,000 per annum
granted by last year's vote, and this pected the work will last one hundred
yearly surplus of $5,000 or $6,000 would yers
be more than sufficient to work the lines. MR. DESJARDINS asked if any
Of course the Act of last year, granting mdae of lans f r fh t fur
the annual sum, would not be repealed. caeo ad ihwiht uns

-te aua um oul o e eeld labour for the conviets at St. Vincent de
VotePaul Penitentiary.

XV.- PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS- MR. LANGEVIN said that the
CHARGEABLE TO INCOME. Government did not think it desirable to

ask Parliaefent this year for an appro-
Public Buildings. priation for this purpose.

107 Ontarism................u...b $71,m42 06 Vote areed te.

MR. MESSON said lie believed the k109 New Brunswickt............ h$151,
Goverument should promptly take ad- MR. ANGLIN enquired whv it was
vantage of the offer, by the town of Strat- considered necessary to purchase a site
ford, of a site for a poit-office, worth for the Woodstock Post-office and Custom-
$7,000, with.the view to the erection Of house, when it was not intended to, pro-
suci a building on it as early as iight ceed immediately wit the building.
be convenient. If the work could not at MR. LANG EVIN: We want to secure
present be entered upon, the foundations a site in order to go on with the building
iniglt he laid, or soine step taken to nexVý year.
secure the site, which the town tiwght M . MACKENZ E: Will the her.
otVerwise decide to retain, or devote to a gentleman inform. us wly it is considered
diferent objeet. Stratford Iad every necessary to erect a building at this amal
right to a new post-office. town. 1 arn satisfied that there are'

MrR. LANGEVIN said the proper twenty or thirty towns of a muc more
course woula be for the hion. gentleman important character, in point of revenue,

M&. L4NG;EviN.
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which should receive prior considera-
tion.

MR. LANGEVIN: We desire here,
as we have done elsewhere, to concentrate
the Government business into one build-
ing. It is a great inconvenience to have
these offices scattered through the town.
By bringing them together the public
convenience will be consulted, and the
business will be so facilitated that it is
thought a reduction in the number of
officers would be rendered possible.

Vote agreed to.

110 Nova Scotia.................... $5,500
111 Prince Edward Island.. ......... 4,000
112 Manitoba ....................... 9,000
113 North-West Territories.......... 15,000
114 British Columbia ... ,............ 22,000

MR. BUNSTER said he would like to
draw attention to the claims of Nanaimo
for a post-office and Custom-house. More
revenue was derived from that city than
from some others which had been f avoured
by the Governmnent. lie must urge upon
the Government the duty of doing justice
to Nanaimo, by erecting in it a post-office.
The town was thriving and important,
and the ]Premier, who had been
honoured by election by a British
Columbia constituency, should compel
the Minister of Public Works to do
it justice.

iR. LANGEVIN said all the im-
provements wanted could not be accom-
plished at once; this one, like -others,
would receive practical attention as early
as the public finances permitted.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the bon. member for Vancouver
(Mir. Bunster), should be patient. There
was a good time coming and he must wait
a little longer for this post-office, which
should be granted as soon as public cir-
cumstances warranted.

Vote agreed to.
115 Public Buildings generally ...... $ 15,000
116 Rents, Repairs, etc............ 260,800

MR. LANGEVIN said it was not
the intention of the Government to ask
for an increase of this estimate for
1880-81, as it intended to close the work-
shop. His experience jiistified the belief
that Government could get its work
done for a great deal less than it cost by
its workshop.

MR. MACKENZIE said that was his
opinion also.

MR. LANGEVIN said he thought

they would be able to save 33 per cent.
on the public works by the change.

Vote agreed to.
• Harbours and Rivers.
117 Ontario..................... $59,850

In reply to Mr. BROWN,
MR. LANGEVIN said the $2,000 asked

for for the River Trent, was for the purpose
of excavating rock, and constructing a
coffer-dam. All these works belong to
the Dominion Government. The Order
in Council transferring theim to the On-
tario Government had been cancelled.

MR. BROWN asked that the impor-
tance of improving the port of Belleville
would be taken into consideration, and
that a sum might be provided in the Sup-
plementary Estimates for that purpose.

MR. LANGEVIN said that a sumn
was voted tor, and expended on the im-
provement of Belleville larbour last year,
and it had been deened desirable to wait
for another year, before niaking any
further appropriation, for the purpose of
ascertaining what new works were re-
quired. If any dredging were found
necessary it might be found possible to
take something out of the General Fund,
and have one of the dredges sent on. The
Government would carefully consider any
representation, as to works that are abso-
lutely necessary.

118 Quebec......... . ...........
119 New Brunswick.................
120 Nova Scoti .. ............ .......
121 Prince Edward Island.........
122 General repairs and improve-

ments, harbours and rivers,
Maritime Provinces ...........

123 General repairs and improve-
nients, harbours and rivers.
Manitoba.......... ....

$45,500
21,000
21,770

9,900

10,000

1,000

MR. SMITH (Selkirk): Is it the in-
tention of the Government to spend any-
thing for the improvement of the Assini-
boine river which, last year, was navigated
as far as Fort Ellice. Tenders should be
given out for the improvement of that
river, by the removal of boulders and
other obstructions. A few thousands
could not be better spent as regards de-
veloping the country, and bringing in
emigrants.

MR. LANGEVIN: My attention has,
been called to those impravements, but I
have not yet decided anything in regard
to them. I cannot now say whether we
will submit any vote for the purpose. It
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will be considered in connection with the
Supplementary Estimates.

In reply to MR. RYAN (Marquette),
MR. LANGEVIN: The grant of last

year for this work has been all expended.
MR. SCIIULTZ:.It is intended, I be-

lieve, to improve the navigation of the
mouth of the channel of the Red River,
to the harbour. To make it useful, to any
great extent, it will be necessary to eut a
very narrow bar at the mouth of the
stream. I hope, in view of its very
great usefulness, and in the likelihood of
a larger craft being put on the lake, the
Government will put in the Estimates a
small item for the purpose of dredging
the bar at the mouth of that channel.

MR. LANGEVIN: I think $5,000
would do the work, amply, or possibly
less.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) : I believe
that a comparatively small sum spent on
the improvement of the Saskatchewan
would enable vessels to navigate it a large
part of the season. At one place the
removal of twenty or twenty-five boul-
ders would greatly help navigation.
Other improvements are required about
the Grand Rapids. If obstructions fron
the Sturgeon Lake upwards were removed,
a great impetus would be given navi-
gation. Theimprovement of the Saskatche-
wan and Assiniboine would give you a
great highway into the country, for a very
considerable portion of the year.

Vote agreed to.

124 British Columbia............... $3,000
125 Dredging ...................... 114,000

In reply to Mr. KING,
MR. LANGEVIN said that the item

of $42,000 for dredges in Nova Scotia
-and New Brunswick, was for works con-
tinued last summer in those Provinces,
at the special request of the Lieut.-
Governor of New Brunswick. This year
the Government was not in a position to
say how much work would be done the
coming season. Several applications for
the dredges had been made, but no de-
cision come to yet.

Vote agreed to.

House adjourned at
Twenty-five minutes before

One o'clock.

HfOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wedne8day, 141th April, 1880.

The Speaker, took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

RAILWAYS -PROTECTION TO BRAKES-
MEN.

QUESTION.

MR. HESSON enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government, either
in the construction of new freight cars,
or in the alteration of those now in use,
to carry out the valuable suggestions
recently made by men of long experience
in the running of railway trains, and so
make better provision for and afford
greater protection to the persons and
lives of brakesmen and other employés
on railways under their management.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
matter is now engaging the serious atten-
tion of the hon. the Minister of Railways.
He has a great many suggestions and
applications whieh are under the consid-
eration of the professional staff in his
Department.

SANDFORD FLEMING.
QUESTION.

Mit. CHARLTON enquired, Has it
been determined by the Government to
send Mr. Sandford Fleming to British
Columbia; and, if so, for what purpose ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
Goverument have come to no determi-
nation in the matter.

MARINE AND FISHERIES-COST OF
REPOUT.
QUESTION.

MR. TASSE enquired, What was the
expenditure incurred for the publication
of the Report of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries for the years 1877 and
1878, respectively 1 What amount of
saving, if any, has the Government
effected in the publication of the Report
for 1879 I

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): This in-
formation is procurable at the office of the
accountant of the House of Commons.
Application for it has been made, but I
have not yet received the return. I may,
if asked for it, be able to give the infor-
mation to-morrow. As to the account
for the present year, it is not made Up,
but a very large saving has been effected,

MB. L&NGEIîN.
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the expenditure being much less than for
the two preceding years.

MR. MACKENZIE: Perhaps the hon.
gentleman will state the number of pages
in the Report for each year. There were
not so many pages, perhaps, last year.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : If
there were not so many pages, we have
turned over a new leaf.

NATURALISATION LAWS.
QUESTION.

Mi. KRANZ enquired, Whether there
has been any recent correspondence with
ler Majesty's Government on the subject
of the Naturalisation Laws ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : There
has been no recent correspondence on this
subject; but it is the intention of the
Government to renew correspondence
with Her Majesty's Government on the
subject.

ST. JOHN RIVER-BRIDGE ACROSS.
QUESTION.

MR. CONNELL enquired, What steps
the Government have taken, or what
steps they propose to take, to remedy the
grievance complained of by the inhabi-
tante of Carleton County, N.B., both last
and this year, by several largely signed
petitions, stating that a certain Railway
Company, incorporated under an Act of
the General Assemb.ly of the Province of
New Brunswick, has constructed a bridge
across the River St. John, at the town of
Woodstock, with a draw so placed as not
to allow sufficient accommodation for
steamers to pass up and down the river
with safety in prosecuting their business,
thus impeding the navigation of the said
river, contrary to law.

MR. MACKENZIE : 'It is not in order
to put a long argument in a question. In
this there are a number of assertions
taken for granted.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: No
doubt this question involves an argument
which no person ought to put in a ques-
tion. The question ought to be strictly
limited to the enquiry, whether the Gov-
ernment have taken, or propose taking
any steps, under this petition that has
been presented. With respect to this
portion of the question, the Goverument
are enquiring into the matter, and will,
of course, as is their duty, endeavour to
remove any obstructions to the naviga-
tion found to exist.

HARBOUR COMMISSIONS.
QUESTION.

MR. VANASSE enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
revoke, this year, the Harbour Commis-
sions of the Dominion, and to place the
several harbours under the directiun and
care of the Department of Public Works.

MR. LANGEVIN : It is not the in
tention ot the Government to do so.

TEA IMPORTS.
QUESTION.

Si. RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
enquired, 1. Whether it is the intention
of the Government to levy a differential
duty on teas imported from the place of
growth, when ordered under letters of
credit, part by " overland," part by Suez
Canal, and the balance, with dust of the
whole, vid United States, by sailing ves-
sels round the Cape of Good Hope; 2.
In the case of teas bought at the sanie
time and imported by two or three routes,
as above, and their arriving at different
dates, will the Government consider such
division as breaking bulk; 3. Will the
whole purchase be held by the Customa
until completed by the arrival of the
dust ; 4. In the event of part of the said
teas being unsaleable in Canada, will
importers be allowed to dispose of such
teas at New York, without prejudice to
rates of duty levied on balance.

Ma. BOWELL: lst. It is not the
intention or the Government to levy
any such duty. The question of route
is not considered, other than that
the teas shall be a direct importation
from the countries of growth. 2nd. The
Government does not recognise au impor-
tation of tea, as direct, when bulk has
been broken in a foreign port; but in the
case of a consignment of tea to Canada
from the place of growth, the Government
does not insist upon the whole consign-
ment being brought to Canada in one
vessel, or by any particular route, but the
Customs dues require that all the teas
or dust, referred to the original novice,
be entered for duty. If part of such con-
siguments only had arrived, the balance
might be entered to arrive, or the tea
which had arrived, might remain in suf-
ference warehouse until the whole con-
signment shall have been received. 3rd.
The third question is covered by the
answer to the second question. 4th.
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After teas, whether of a direct or indirect
importation into Canada, have had the
duties required by law, paid thereon, the
owner thereof is at liberty to dispose of
the same in whatever market lie pleases,
without interference on the part of the
Government. The teas may, however,
be entered for warehouse, and afterwards
entered ex-warehouse, for duty or export,
at the option of the owner.

FORT FRANCES LOCK.
MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. PLUMB, in moving for copies of
all correspondence, papers, vouchers, and
reports, connected with the construction
of Fort Frances Lock, said: In moving
the Resolution which I am about to sub-
mit to the consideration of the House, I
beg leave to remark that, when the hon.
leader of the late Government pro-
pounded bis Pacifie Railway policy, he
undertook to utilise the famous water
stretches beween Fort William and Sel-
kirk, including the navigation of Rainy
Lake and Rainy River, to which be pro-
posed to gain access froin Port Savanne,
by means of several small lakes and
seven or eight intervening portages,
varying in length from a few rods to
three or four miles. Over the portages
we were to have tramways, and the
scheme involved the construction of the
far-famed Fort Frances Lock, at the foot
of Rainy Lake, which was to be built by
day labour, under the careful and econo-
mical supervision of a faithful ally of the
hon. gentleman. The policy referred to
was a fruitful theme of discussion during
the political campaign which preceded
the downfall of the late Government.
My hon. friend from Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), in addressing, during that cam-
paign, large audiences in Ontario, would
expatiate eloquently on the subject of the
advantages which would accrue to the
country from the opening of that chain of
navigation west of Fort William, by the
construction of the Fort Frances Lock,
which, lie said, would, with other improve-
ments, overcome the ascent and descent of
the 400 feet between Port Savanne and
Rainy Lake, and permit of the navigation
of swift rivers of little deptb, for the ac-
commodation of the vast traffic of the
North-West, while they were completing,
for the purposes of feeding this valuable
line, the two ends of the Railway from

MR. BOWELL.

Fort William to Selkirk, at a cost of
$10,000,000. The hon. gentleman stated
that those two ends would be built for
half the cost of the Intercolonial; that he
had entered into .the necessary contracts
which would secure that economy that
all Governments aimed at, but which
it was reserved for the Reform Goy-
ernment, of which lie was the head,
alone to succeed in achieving. Hie as-
sured us that more elaborate surveys had
been made of the most difficult parts of
the route of this portion of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, than of the Intercolonial,
and that be would accomplish the great
engineering feat of constructing it for
$24,500 a mile, and to furnish it with the
means of accommodating through traffic,
lie proposed to construct the Fort Frances
Lock. In the first place the scheme was
on a very large scale, but there -was no
definite working plan adopted, and the
hon. gentleman discovered very soon that
there were serions obstructions in the way
of it, and that while he intended to have
seven feet depth on the mitre sills of bis
double lock, there were obstructions in the
lake and river adjacent, which made
him at length recede from bis proposition,
and lie at last, as we understand, author-
ised achange to four feet depth of mitre sills.
He made these remarks in bis speech to
the electors at Forest, at a great publie
denonstration, on the 29th of June,
1877 :

''You hive seen the accusation that 1 have
been spending a great deal of money on the
Fort Frances Locks. Those not acquainted
with the geographical description of the coun-
try from Fort William to Selkirk will not un-
derstand my plan, as developed in my election
speech at Sarnia, aAd my plan now in regard to
the Pacifie Railway was that it was impossible
to carry out the bargain which the late Govern-
ment had improvidently and improperly macle
with British Columbia-made apparently with
no other object than to be in a position to let
enormous contracts, and get enormous s4ums
from the contractors, wherewith to corrupt the
public of this country. (Hear,hear, and cheers.)"

One may wonder whether Sefton, Ward
and Co., Purcell and Ryan, Oliver David-
son and Co., the excellent but brittle Mr.
Glass, and others of that stamp, were
among the hearers and cheerers of the
last sentence. fHe goes on to say:

" One object was to keep that promise-
as far as it could be kept consistently with our
means, but we had determined on no accouat
to tax the bulk of this Dominion for the mere
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benefit of 10,000 or 15,000 people on the Pacific
coast."

The hon. gentleman did not then say
anything about having accepted the Car-
narvon terns without any proviso
against increased taxation.

"At the same time we admitted that
we were under moral obligations to the
people of British Columbia to carry out,
as far as possible, the promise that our prede-
cessors had made. They were the trustees of
the public as we were, and my idea was
this: that we should begin at Fort William, at
which point there is excellent water navigation
during seven or eight months in the year, as
soon as possible, without waiting for the nom-
pletion of the surveys west ; that from there
we should build in as straight a line as possible
to the crossing point of the Winnipeg River at
Kqewatin; that we should build as much of
t ie west end as would bring us f rom Selkirk to
tie waters of the Lake of the Woods at
Keewatin ; and on the east end as much as
would take us to Shebandowan Lake. We
have found that we can build the road between
belkirk and Fort William, the distance sup-
posed to be 432 miles but is not more than 408
by the surveyed line. We have contracts going
on which will enable us to have the road from
Selkirk to Winnipeg River, 110 miles by
the end of next season ; and we have
contracts to English River 114 miles from
Fort Widiam westward."

It is very interesting to note herc that
the line from Selkirk to Keewatin, emi-
braced in contracts 14 and 15, were to be
finisbed at the end of 187, and that no-
thing is hinted about having utterly failed
to carry the liue to Shebandowan Lake,
-which was well known to the hon. mem-
ber long before. He then continues:

"At the distance of about 70 inles
(from Fort William) we reach the waters
of Lake Mille Lac. When we rmach
there two points west and east, we have oniy a
few portages. I think six in all, the longest
three miles, and others very short, whick we
can overcome by cheap tramways for some years,
and then we get into Rainy Lake. From the
east end cf that lake to where the railway
touches the Lake of the Woods, at Keewatin, we
have well on to 200 miles of clear
navigation, with one lock at Fort Frances. We
therefore took a vote of Parliament, aad pro-
ceedel to build one la-ge, deep lock with a lift
of 23 feet, to overcome the obstacles. We ask
where is the charged impropriety? Did we
give the contract improperly to any person.
The whole wrong about it is, according to these
gentlemen, that we did the work by days'labour
instead of by contrac . * * * It was
a shocking thing for one to employ
inen by the day, and put the work in charge of
a skilful engineer and lireman, to execute a
work which, when coipleted, will give us a
highway through our own territory, which we
can ude for a number of years until we

are able to build the 180 miles in the middle
between the sections of railway under contract."
The hon. gentleman has often said he
never intended to delay the construction
of that central portion of the road for
any great length of time ; but in that
speech he indicated very clearly that he
intended, for some years, to utilise the
water stretches by way of Fort Frances,
as has already been shown by the ex-
tract from the speech that I have quoted,
and has been proved time after time by
his utterances here and elsewhere, but
the hon. gentleman's memory is a most
accommodating one. It was then the
intention of the late Premier to nake
connection by way of several portages
through Rainy Lake, Fort Frances Locks,
Rainy River, and the Lake of the Woods,
which would carry the traffic of the west
from the point where the railwayfrom Red
River terminates, to the point connecting
with the railway again at Port Savanne
on Lake Mille Lac, or at Lake Sheban-
dowan, as he still asserted in 1877,
although that route had been abandoned
and the contract cancelled in 1876. That
contract was entered into for the railway
construction from Fort William to Lake
Shebandowan, forty-five miles, with Sef-
ton, Ward and Company, on 5th April,
1875. At that momentth elateGovernment
had no knowledge whatever of the route,
although the hon. member for Lanibton
give us to understand there had been
sufficient surveys, and that the agreement
was based on specific quantities of work
to be doue. But the quantities, which it
has been found were mere guesses, were
made up in his Departnent in Ottawa,
and had no relation whatever to this work.
It was found, after much of the work had
been done, that a practicable line
could not be found to Lake She-
bandowan. The Government then
carried the route, for some reason
I cannot understand, except to give an
opportunity of, settling with Sefton,
Ward and Company, forty-two miles be-
yond the point of. departure at Port
Savanne, on Lac des Milles Lacs. The mis-
take made was precisely the sane at the
other end, where a contra-ct for specified
quantities was given for the work with-
out the slightest knowledge of the route,
and in fact, as we now know, before any
engineer had ever been on the line. The
Engineer (Mr. Carre) had examined but
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ten miles of the eastern end, when he was
called away to Winnipeg to make up
quantities for the contract, and the
remaining sixty-six miles had never been
seen. The engineers actually went up
with the contractors to find the line on
which to base the construction. That
was a specimen of the exhaustive and
elaborate surveys and the improved
economical plan of letting contracts
by which the hon. member for
Lambton used to boast he would
proceed with his railway construction,
and on which he attempted to delude the
people of Ontario, at the last election,
into giving his Government a renewal of
their confidence, which they wisely de-
clined. A worse state of things, though
not involving so large an outlay, followed
the next movement, showing the reckless
blundering which characterised the whole
of the construction of the works from
Fort William to Red River. The hon.
member for Frontenae (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
was one of the first to discover the mis-
take, to call it by no harsher name,
which the late hon. Premier was com-
mitting in regard to the Fort Frances
Lock, and the utter folly of attempting
to carry traffic by their route. But, with
his characteristic firmness, which might
be called something else, lie refused to
listen to the information offered, and con-
tinued the work so long as he was in
power, it being only stopped, and with it
the useless drain on our impoverished re-
sources it occasioned, when the present
Government was formed. I never could
obtain from the late Government the
papers in regard to this, to the Kaminis-
tiquia terminus, and other similar mat-
ters. We have some information, through
papers that I obtained by order of the
Public Accounts Committee, in regard to
the Locks, but it is confined to the last
fiscal year. I find that the works have
been a gold mine, almost as rich as
Cariboo, to certain gentlemen, who have
worked the vein with great assiduity. e
The work, as we have seen, was done by
day labour. After it had been undoubt- a
edly impressed on the mind of the late
Premier that it was an utter failure, and c
he had discovered from the report of the s
Superintendent that the route could only t
be expected to have the capacity of five s
railway car loads a day, or about 1,560 s
bushels of wheat, and that from the I st -e

MR& PLUMB.

September to the 25th October, the only
period in which wheat was likely to iove
eastwards to market-that there could be
at the utmost only about 80,000 bushels
carried over it, or scarcely two vessel
loads-that from the opening to the close
of navigation its full capacity would
amount to only 280,000 bushels, still
there was an attempt made by the
Superintendent to carry out, by the com-
pletion of the work, this enormous piece
of blundering. Besides, the hon. gentle-
man in the Senate, who is at the head
of the great organ that sustains the mem-
ber for Lambton, then voted for the fur-
ther prosecution of that work, and the
leader of the late Government in the
Upper House supported it also after it
had been proven, beyond doubt, that it
was an impracticable, foolish, futile
scheme. I had the curiosity,- lately, to,
look into the accounts and to ascertain if
anything was discoverable there which
would explain why there was such per-
versity on the part of lon. gentlemen
opposite in pushing forward this work by
days'labour, or in fact in continuing it at
all. I do not know that I have got the
key to the whole matter. It may be well
for the House to know, however, that
there was a staff of employés there which
was equal to the construction of a work
involving millions. I will give an idea
of the economical manner in which my
hon.. friend succeeded in obtaining a
result which all preceding Governments,
lie said, had vainly endeavoured to secure,
but which it was finally reserved for his
Government to accomplish. Mr. J. R.
Sutherland was book-keeper; he was
brother of Mr. Hugli Sutherland,
who was Superintendent. Mr. Hugh
Sutherland drew, not long ago,
ive years pay as Superintendent
of that work, amounting to the
round sum of $12,000. IH is brother
was employed at a salary of $1,000 a
year. The captain of the steamer was
mployed at a salary of $600 a year; a
orwarding agent at $780 ; an engineer
t $480 ; a foreman at $1,200; a pay-
naster at $1,000; a physician at $800; a
lerk at $480; another clerk at $600;
everal carpenters at $480 each; a
imekeeper at $480; and several black-
miths at from $480 to $600 each. The
alaries of this overworked staff, whose
ntire disbursements averaged about
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$65,000 a year, were some $13,000 a
vear, besides their board-altogether say
about $20,000 a year, or 30 per cent. of
the whole outlay, and I may say here
that the paynaster's office seems to have
been at first wholly a sinecure, as must
have been many of the others. It was a
case where Jack did nothing and Tom
helped Jack. I do not think they went
so far as to employ a chaplain, but, I pre-
sume, the Superintendent might have read
prayers.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Superintendent contented himself with
preying upon the Government.

MR. PLUMB : I have glanced at some
of the accounts, and I find that $102.88
was paid for telegraphing from the montb
of December, 1877, to the month of
March, 1878, and I commend the investi-
gation of the items of this little bill
to the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake) who has
shown great acuteness in that direction.
There were also in the employ of this
model establishment fifty-five Indians,,
besides a great number of labourers and
artisans of all kinds. The supplies for
feeding this army, who were boarded at
the Government boarding-house, were
bought, not in Canada, but mainly from a
shopkeeper living in Grand Rapids.
Large sums were paid the Super-
intendent for travelling expenses ;
$372.50 was paid him for board allow-
ances, whatever that may mean. The
disbursement on this flagrant folly, up to
the last dates in the Public Accounts,
were $253,622.29. We have ascertained
that the cost of the construction of the
two ends of the road, with which it was
to have been connected, will be about
$10,000,000. At 5 per cent., that would
involve an annual charge upon the
country of $511,000 for interest
alone. Assuming that they could
utilise this Fort Frances detour at all
-which is denied by Mr. Fleming-at
its utmost capacity it would have been so
entirely unprofitable that if the whole
anount of wheat that passed over it had
paid $1 per bushel, it would have been
cheaper for the Government to have
bought the wheat and have burned it up
and aliowed the road to be idle, than to
have been at the expense of working the
route for the purpose of transporting it.
This is the great work of which we

heard so much boasting in days gone by,
before, as the hon. gentleman said, we
understood geography. Everybody knows
that the hon. member for Lambton does
n ot like to hear the story of his achieve-
ments in connection with this work. We
all remember that when he was in power,
every allusion of an unfavourable charac-
ter to any of his projects was met with a
storm of indignation. It was the servile
manner in which he was always sustained,
by the unreasoning majority that stood at
his back, that contributed to his irretriev-
able downfall. There is such a thing as
being too powerful; and when my hon.
friend found a mechanical majority behind
him, ready to support any measure lie
brought forward, the hon. gentleman was
carried away by the idea that his power
would last for ever. I have no doubt he
sincerely regrets now many things Le did
in the flush of his success, but his repent-
anee comes too late. We, on this side,
who were in the forlorn hope of 1874-78,
have been treated, from time to time, with
tirades of abuse from that hon. gentleman
and his backers, here and elsewhere, be-
cause we ventured to question anything
he did while in power. Not long ago
that hon.'gentleman rose in his place in
the Committee of Public Accounts, when
he was omnipotent there, and openly
charged me with having made, be-
hind the backs of my political
opponents, charges which I dare not
utter before their faces. He said, I was
perambulating the country and slandering
the hon. gentlemen who were then in
power. I told hLim then, that it was not
my habit to say anything in the absence
of a political opponent that I would not
say in his presence. I told him .1 was
doing what I had a perfect right to do in
criticising the political acts and political
motives of those with whom I was in
Opposition. My offence at that particular
moment was, that I discovered an entry
in some papers that I had asked for,
which proved that a certain favourite of
the hon. gentleman had been employed as
a solicitor for the Government Valuators
of the Fort William Town Plot, who was
himself largely interested in the town lots
-to be valued. My hon. friend naturally
was riled ; his temper is not always
saintly. But, Sir, f rom the time I entered
public life until this day, I have never
descended to make a personal attack upon
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any man, although I have been sorel3
provoked by the hon. gentleman himself
I disdain to take that kind of advantage,
although I believe I might be justified i
I did take it, and that I might be able to
reply to that hon. gentleman in quite as
good terms as he bas used towards me on
numberless occasions. The Lhon. gentle
man has called me a partisan. What is
he I What are his supporters? Are
they not, many of them, most violent and
unscrupulous partisans? Have we for-
gotten the tyrannous use those gentlemen
made of their power when they had it i
Did they not taunt us with being in a
beggarly minority, with being but a
baker's dozen, shrinking and trembling
behind the disbonoured member for
Kingston? Those courteous and kindly
terms were often used by the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham himself, and we can
fancy the licence that lie gave to his less
fastidious followers. We have not for-
gotten that, neither have we retaliated.
We have used the greatest forbearance, in
permitting hon. gentlemen in Opposition
to go on from day to day, in discussing
subjects which have been long ago
exhausted. I would like toknow,in the old
days of 1875, how long an hon. gentleman
sitting where they sit now, and aie likely
to sit for many years to come, would
have been tolerated if he had conducted
himself as hon. gentlemen in the Opposi-
tion now conduct themselves ? Bow
long would it have been before the
Ross's and the Goudge's and the Chevals,
and gentlemen of that intelligent kind,
whose places now know them no more
for ýever, would bave risen and howled
down the offender? I believe the Con-
servative party disdain to take advan-
tage of their strengtb. They are willing
hon. gentlemen shall have their say,
and they console themselves with the
reflection that if they give them rope
enough that thing will happen to them
wbich usually occurs.

Motion agreed to.
TORONTO CUSTOM-HOUSE EM-

PLOYÉS.
MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. LITTLE, in moving for an Order
of the House, for a statement from the
Customs Department, showing the class
and salary of ail parties engaged in the
Customs, Toronto, the date of their
respective appointments and prefer-

MR. PLUMB.

r ments, if any, as well as the
. duty or duties each such official

is called upon to perform, said:
f The object I have in asking for this

return I will briefly state. Some time ago
I was informed that certain irregularities
existed in the Customs Department at

- Toronto. lu the year 1873, a party was
appointed as landing-waiter in Her Ma-
jesty's Customs at Toronto, and so well,
so efficiently did he perform the duties of
that office, that he was called upon to
serve in the higher grade or position
of searcher, as well; but, strange to say,
though performing the duties of the
position, his pay still remained the same,
$600 per annum, as when he first entered
the service. But this is not ail the in-
justice. Two or three parties who were
appointed by the late Government to
similar positions, have received, and still
receive, $100 or $200 a year more, though
not even performing the duties of the
higher superior class, that the person I
have reference to is still undertaking.
A year ago I called the attention of
the Minister of Customs to this
strange anomalv. Since that time several
letters have passed between us on this
subject, but to no effect; and again, at the
commencement of this Session, I ventured
to remonstrate with the Minister of
Customs at the injustice still renaining,
and the bon. Minister told me that he was
powerless to act in the matter. He acknow-
ledged the case to be unjust, but said that
the late Government was to blame, that
it inaugurated the evil. Mr. Speaker, I
felt humiliated at such a statement. That
because the late Governmenr committed
an error was that any reason why the
Minister of Customs of the present
Government should not endeavour to
remove it; it was a bad plea, a wretched
argument. What was the present Gov-
ernment here for ? Entrusted with the af-
fairs of Canada, is it not to endeavour
to do better than their predecessors, or
otherwise. If the present Minister of Cus-
toms cannot endeavour to remove the
complaint, it would be better for the ex-
Minister of Customs to come back to his
former old position, for who knows that
if attention had been drawn to him to
rectify the error that he would have
removed it. And again, the hon. the.
Minister of Customs informed me that
there were no funds at his disposa. Sir,
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where there is a will there is always a
way. Look at the high offices in his
Department, so lucrative, that directly
there is a vacancy, lawgivers, legislators,
ex-M.P.'s and members of both Chambers
are very anxious to obtain and fill the
position. There is a general scramble for
such. Why not apply the pruning knife
to these fat offices and make some reduc-
tion ; or if this cannot be done, at least
the Mfinister of Customs could apply
the pruning knife to his own office, and
find means then to cause justice to be
done. Sir, I have waited more than a
year for action to be taken, but the hon.
the Minister of Customs is still in dream-
land; I am afraid he will never wake up.
I do not like to be continually taunted
with the incapacity and lack of ability of
any one member of the Government. I,
as an independent member, generally sup-
port it; and I must admit I see vitality
and activity in all the Departments, saving
in that under the supervision of the hon.
the Minister of Customs. I ask for this
return so that the public may judge for
themselves, and I respectfully request
that the Government, as a Government,
will counsel their honourable yet erring
colleague, to act more wisely, more ably
and more justly in the future.

MR. BOWELL: My hon. friend has
scarcely represented the facts as they
exist. With reference to the statement
that some officers receive larger salaries
than others in similar positions is correct.
The late Government made appointments
of landing-waiters, lockers, etc., at salaries
from $100 to $200 per annum more than
others received, who had been there a
number of years. In regard to the
officer my hon. friend refers to, and my
statement that I had no money with
which to increase his salary, I said
further : that if I increased lis salary it
would necessitate, also, the increasing of
the salary of some twenty or thirty othei
officiaIs, who had been in the employ of
the Government a longer period than the
gentleman in question, who have the
larger salaries. I do not now see my waX
clear, and I told him so, te recomnien4
to my colleagues or the HOUse, considére
ing the financial condition of the countryn
a general increase of saary which woul
have to be done, if the question wer
opened. If equality in salaries were
desired, either a general rise in salariei

87

would have to be made, which at the
present time could not be justified, or the
salaries, or those who receive the
larger salaries, would have to be reduced,
which, after all, woild perhaps be the
best course to pur3ue. It is all very
well to demand incre-es of salaries, and
then cry out for retrenchment and
economy. To meet the views and wishes
of all those who have asked for an
increase of salary would require some
$20,000 or $30,000 added to the Customs
Estimates, a request I do not believe the
House would agree to.

MR. BURPEE (St. John): Referring
to the complaints made by the hon. mem-
ber opposite, regarding the descrimi-
nation as to salaries of officers in the
Customs, Toronto, I may say that, a few
years ago, the Customs Department at
Toronto was thoroughly reorganized upon
the Inspecíor's report, and it was thouglit
that if there was any port in the Do-
minion where the salaries seemed to be
equally distributed, it seemed to be To-
ronto. The' hon. Minister of Customs.
states that favours were granted to cer-
tain officers. I do not remember any
particular cases, but that may be so, be-
cause it has been so ever since Confed-
eration, aid these may be old appoint-
ments, etc. ; but in Toronto, particularly,
I maintain that the salaries were more
equally arranged than in any other city.
It is possible that some of the officers
having combined duties, such as lockers
and landing-waiters, may get a little more
than lockers alone or landing-waitera
alone. I know that great care was-
taken to assimilate the salaries as near
as possible, and I believe such will be
found to be the case.

MR. JONES ; I think the case under
consideration is one of peculiar- hard-
ship, and my hon. friend ias presented
the facts connected'with it in a clear and
concise manner; and I am of opinion that
when new men are placed over the heads
of other men, without reason, that these
cases ehould be 'taken into consideration,
and the old officers restored to the po-
sition to which they are entitlid.

Motion agreed to.

MONTREAL OUSTOMS' HARDWARE
VALUAtOR.

MOTION FOR CORREBPONDENCE.

MR. COUIRSOL, in moving for ma
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Order of the flouse for copies of officer, who las performed bis duties
Correspondence between the Min- efflciently for eleven or twelve years
ister of Customs and the Collector of slculd le set aside, and another put over
Customs at the Port of Montreal, in re- his head, for there are no grounds of com-
lation to the appointment of a successor plaint. If there were any tley should
to the late Mr. Bryson, valuator of hard- have been placed on record; theyshould
ware at that Port, said: My object in not be nierely put forward by mere
making this motion is this The late Mr. verbal assertions of a few parties wlo
Bryson was a most valuable offweo, and may bave been ipterested.
one who had been appointed at the sug- MR. BO TELL : Very litte corres-
gestion of the late Mr. Holton. Shorthy pondence bas taken place in connection
after 3Mr. Jryson's demise, as a min per with this appointment, between the Col-
of the city, h received a notification by lector of Custo s and the ;Department;
letter to suggest the nne ot a successor. and sufr portions as are proper to bring
I enquireJ îto the facts, and got themn down shal be brought down. My ihon.
froyn Mr. Simpson, the Collector of the friend for Montreal East (Mr. Coursol),
Port. fouad that the deputy lad been viRl excuse me for saying that lie lias
appointed elevea or twelve years ago, and scarcely told the louse ail lie knows in
lad perfored bis duties witaout an conection m bite w this appointment. It
conmplaint in writing againist lmi. I re- lias been nmy desire, since I have lad the
coinueiidcd that if the oficer or assistant honour of occupving the pesition of
was able to erforn the duties of hief, y 1er of Custoas th ke epmnt-;
le should e appiited. I subnitted the nmente to assy vacarcies y promo-
I enqedf te deuty, act, to ny surprise, tion. In all cases in the Mont-
a few da s imer, th Cas ilforoed that real Custorus Department, Cu which
th e deputy had been set aside, where it was possible this lias been
apd aotler party appoi , aed to doc. Ther e lias elot bee a vacancy
he the valuator of di ardware. wh the Customns bouse at pontrea, durint
I liad to keep suent until my tern of office, to m Iich I have not pro-
icow ml1en I could make mv voece r eard aîoted sone one in the Department. I
ni tiiis Il1ousc. A few weeks ag1 o, I placed nay say bere tlîat iii any appointment

a motioa on the paper to enquire whetber made since the present overnent came
h successor bad been appointed to Mr. into power, this course lias been followed
Bryson, and whether the appointment, if where practicable. s e the present in-
made, was teeporary or permanent. The stance, I found it necessary to depart from
answer that came fro the Min- this tleory, and niake enquiry as to tlie
ister of Customs was that the appoint- fitness of the assistant to fill the position
ment made was temporary, so as to give of ardware appraiser, and I found that
the appointee a trial before making his e was not fit to be the h ad of the iard-
appointment permanent. Now, Sir, wly are department in so important a port
was not the deputy so appointed, tem- as tat of Montreal. My hon. friend
1orarily, so as to test lis ability to perforn says, that I refused to appoint
tie duties of the office? I think it only him temporarily, so as to test
fair-play that lie sliould e tried. bis qualifications. Now the hon.
Wly should lie be passed over? gentleman admits that the deputy las
should de sorry to recommend anyone not been in office eleven or twele years ; if
qualiiied or undeserving, but, if not un- after tliat tle Collector reported to me
qualifed, wlietlier lie e a Frencli- that e was not fit to fhil properly and
Canadian, or of any other nationality, tie effsciently tle position of Chef Appraiser,
next man im position to that made vacant, thouga he might ie competent to perform
as in this case, by death, sould lie pro- The duties of assistant under another, I
moted to tlie position. On the instigation amn satisfied tliat the House and the
of maen who were jealous, and those wo country will admit that fburter trial was

rad something to gain by it, influence lias unnecessary, and will justify bis not bein-
been brought to bear against the deputy promoted to tle office for which lie ad
in this case. Whether the new man lias been reported as not qualifed. As y
beensince appointed permanently, I know hon. predecessor-wo lias lad more ex-
not; but I think it very wrong that a good perience than I iave-knows, one ol the

M Coud beoL.
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greatest difficulties of a
of Customs lias been in
pointment of appraisers. Ma
been appointed who were not
and who have allowed invoice
improperly, because of not h
knowledge of the goods, and w
allowed other invoices to pass w
upon their face an under valuati
goods; ail which bas caused
complaints from merchants v
sented correct invoices. Before
appraiser, Mr. Bryson, died,
upon me to ask for superan
on account of ill-health. Aft
ing to represent his claim t
annuation to my colleagues,
the opportunity to questi
regarding his assistant. I sai
Bryson, is your assistant qualifie
position you lold ? " Mr. Simp
present at the time. I added
know that in no case have 1
appointment in Montreal, except
moting the next man irn orde
intend to carry out the same pri
this case, provided your assista
for the position." Mr. Bryson t
ue, distinctly and positively,
assistant was not fit for the po
Chief Appraiser, Mr. Simpson,
I have said, was present, went
and said that they had taken ste
before, to obtain an assistant bett
fied than the person then filli
position, by asking for the appo
of another assistant. Mr. Bry
wanted an assistant long previo
superior qualities, one on whom
rely when lie was obliged to be ai
lie was on many occasions, thro
lealth. I wish the hon. gentlen
this House to understand that I
other object than to secu
appointment of a well -
person as Chief Appraiser
in whom the trade an
Government could have the most
confidence. 1 have no desire, a
Government have no desire, to
word against the faithfulness, in
formance of the duties of the
appraiser or against his qualificat
the position he now holds; but
House will see, from my explana
is not fit for the position of
Appraiser. If I had any evidenc
ever of his being qualified, ni
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Minister friend would have had no cause te cer-
the ap- plain, or to bring this motion before the
ny have louse. As 1 have before said, when an
qualified, appraiser is to be apponted, le slould
s to pass be one of unqualified business habits. A
aving a clerk could learn the duties of ha office in
ho have a short time, go could a locker; but in the
hich had case of an appraiser lie should have long
on of the experience and special qualifications and
constant knowlcdge of business to fil the position
ho pre- of Chef Appraiser. After this statement
the late my hon. fron Montreal East will net

te called suppose, for a moment, tiat the Govern-
inuation, ment bcd any other reasons for sceking
er agree- another mar other than the assistant, for

super- this chief position as hardware appraiser
I took tian the desire te have an efficient officer.

on him My lion. friend must sec that three or
I : "Mr. four montli's test of this assistant's quali-
1 for the fications would be of no use, after he had

pson was beei in the position of assistant for
iHYou eleoen or twelve years, without givin any

made an evidence of alii te iecessary qualiti-
by pro- cations. I arn sorry my lion. frind lias

r, and I iuhtd t t the Collector of Montreal,
iciple in motives of an iruproper charcter. I have
nt is fit no knowledge of aiytin of the kind,
ren told and I do not think that if any of ris
that lis oficers were qualifieci for thre position ini

mition of question, lie would object; nor do se any
who, as reason why Mr. Bryson hamseif should
furter, make tihe saine representations as the

ps, years Collector mad donc against the assistant,
er quali- if the latter were really qualifid. ap say,
ng that ihn justice te is mem ry, that lie very
intnaent unwillingly ruade tire represeritation lie

Mon had did. He declined at first expressing an
usly, cf opinion, and net until I impressed uphn
re could bin that it was is duty to inforn me,
sent, as lie gave me the information very reluc-

ugh iii- tantly. I was told that in important
an and matters, when Mr. Bryson was il, the

hraye ne assistant had te carry the invoices te bis
nre tie sck-bed for instructions. I trust I may
jualified neyer have any greater sin te answer for

one than muy endeavour, on behaîf of the Gev-
ithe ernment, te strictly adhero te the principle

implicit of appointing ne man t a position unless
nd te le is fully qualified te perfor the duties
say one of that position.
the per MR. COURSOL: Notwithstandingthe
present explanation given by the hion. the Minis-
ions for ter of Custos, lis fiery and unreasoning

as thre language as Minister, 1 must persist in
bien, le saying that I sincerely believe that a gross

*Cliief injustice bias been clone te thre deputy-
e what- appraiser in Mentreal. It is ail very well
y lien. n w,after Mr. Eryson's deafli, to cite
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words that lie may have said before lie tiere are soi, seven or nine apprai-
died. Has the lion. genitleman any letter sers in t'e Montreal Customs-house,
of Mr. Bryson's, or any writing wlatever, four Frencli-Cacaiatîs. one Chef ap-
of his charging the deputy witli praisr and tlree assistants. repu-
or with any dereliction of duty during his diate, iii the stroigest possible Jauage,
eleven years' service ? If he did not per- tlat a felîng of liationalitv ever entered
form his duties efficiently and properly, my nind lu tbis inatter. 1 know tbat
surely Mr. Bryson would have reporied ii one of the town-hips I promoted a
against him. A s to his taking invoices to French-Caiadian to a position whicl had
Mr. Bryson's bedside when the latter was beeîî helil by an Euglislinîau ; and I did
sick, it is the duty of every deputy, how- it hecause lie vas next in order for pro-
ever competent and well qualitied, to ask motion and was fit for the position. I
and submit to the advice of iîis have a petition, from nearly al the hard-
superior. This only proves hlm wae inerchants of ail political creeds,
to have been a diligent and recommtending Mr. iton. ie as not
obedier.t and inost efficieat deputy. If been appointed permaiently, but if he
the latter's duties were inîproperly per- continues as lie has beeni coing, I shall
formed, wiere are the proofs 1or, are tîey recoînnend lin for t e position. I have
only the resit of conversations of parties generally leen founid fauit with iii Lower
I know I have the assurance of a great Canada, for h a ing apponlite French-
many persons ini iMoiitreul tiat Canadtansi on place of En glishmoen; ana
Mr. Fauteux perfored Lbs duties now, 1e refuhe obye wao, by ail
very efficiently. The Collector ofthe infotration phe t w efore me, is so-w
euetoms at Montreal is not a jude to be uti it for theis particular position, I
of what shold be a valuiator of lard an blaned by the lion, gentleman who
ware. ie ad it froi ise dxit. If akes tlis motion. The ion, gentleman
defy the Minister of Custos to seems to insinuate tipat, becase I bave
show that he las one single letter to no letter frohn eir. Byson, I bave taken
prove tliat Mr. Fauteuix is not qualified. advantage of the fact that thmat gen-

f I speak au feel warnly in the matter teman is dead, and cannot, therefore, be
it is becavse know there lias been an called as a witess to misrepresent wat
injustice doue, and that it cannrotv be was said by hîni or to state wliat was not
remeied now, except the rigt lon. the true in reference to is assistant. If be
leader of the Goverurnent takes it up. means to, say that, I huri it back wvith the
Mr. Filto, I understand, hias not been cotempt it deserves.
eryanenty appointed, therefore, I hope f MR. COURSOL: I maintain ah 1

something 'will be done by giving Mr. have said so far as the Montreal Customs-
Fauteux a fair trial. It is not in a spirit house is concerned, and when the natter
of fanaticismn that I move in this matter. cornes tmp, I shahl charge the lion. gentle-
1 did not know, wlien this case was first man with not doing lis duty to Frechl-
brought under my notice, of an outsider Canadians ln the natter of appointments
hiaving been ternporarily appointed to tIe at the port of Montreal.
poition. I do not wish to make any It being Six oclock the Speaker left
sucb matters a question of nationality; the Chair.
those officers shouall be appointed by
their merits. Mr. rFauteux went to Mr. After Recess.

rSimpson, who refused he in the most PRIVATE BILLS.
rude mannner, and tIen Mr. Fauteux toed
him if lie bad not been a Frenoli-Cana- HDREINS

dian lie would have been appointed. In TeC folowing Bills were severaely co-
Sdoing Mr. Fauteux rnay have acted in sidered ia Committee of the Wlihole, re-

an imprudent ianner; but e fet ported, read tion tpird bioe and passedw

waram blme bye the hon. gentleman who

ote betsBil (No. 16 To authorise and provide for the
have proved that Le ad struck the righ t winding up of the Stadacona Bank.- r.
note. Vahiee.)

M. BOWEL: I desire to ali Bi (o. 50) To amend te Act to incWporat
Ifthe Ontaro and Pacifie Junction Railway Coreeed ow, eeptipany.- (r. Wiliams.)

feeling on account of nationaity, that Bill (No. 73) To aiend an Act respecting the
MiL. COURSOL.

COMMiýON B.] HadaeValuator.
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Port Whitby Harbênr Company.-(Mr. Kirk-
patrick.)

Bill (No. 78) Respecting the President,
Directors and Company of the Bank of New
Brunswick.-(Mr. Burpee, St. John.)

MARRTAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S
SISTER LEGALISATION BILL.

[BILL 30 ]
(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

THIRD READING.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier)
It will not be out of interest at the pre-
sent stage of the debate on this Bill, to re-
view its history before this House and
answer a few of the objections which have
been made against it; and in doing so I
intend to be as brief as the importance
of the subject will permit. On the 16th
February last I had the honour of intro-
ducing the following Bill:

"1. Marriage is permitted between a man
and the sister of his deceased wife, or the
widow of his deceased brother, provided there
be no impediment by reason of afEnity
between them, according to the rules
and customs of the church, congregation,
priest, minister or officer celebrating such mar-
nage.

rI2. All such marriages thus contracted in
the past are hereby declared valid, cases (if
any) pending in Courts of Justice alone ex-
cepted."
It was objected that under this enactmnent,
the members of the Church of England
would be in a worse position than under
the existing laws, which, at least in On-
tario and the Maritime Provinces, declare
marriage contracted between brothers
and sisters-in-law only voidable during
the lifetime of the parties. It was con-
tended, and it must be confessed not
without reason, that the marriage in que-
tion, being contrary to the Confession of
Faith of that Church, would be abso-
lutely prohibited under that Bill. At the
request, therefore, of some Protestant
members, and more particularly of those
belonging to the Church of England, the
Bill was withdrawn, with the intention
of introducing in its stead another Bill
where no reservation as to Church dis-
cipline or regulations would be made,
except in favour of the Catholic. Church,
and the Bill which was introduced subse-
quently, to wit, on the 27th of February,
read as follows :-

" 1. Marri between a man and the sister
of hie deceae wife, or the widow of his de-
ceased brother, shall be legal and valid. Pro-
vided always, that if iu any church or religious
hody, whose ministers are authorised to

celebrate marriages, any previous dispensation,
byreasori of such affinity between the parties,
be required to give validity to such marriage,
the said dispensation shall bo first obtained
according to the rifles and cuetoms of the said
church or religious body. Provided also, that
it shaH not be compulsory for any of&ciating
minster to celebrate such marriage.

I 2. All such marriages heretofore contracted
as aforesaid, are hereby declared valid, cases
(if any) pending in Courts of Justice alone
excepted."

During the debate, both the hon. mem-
bers for West Durham (Mr. Blake), and
for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott), expressed it
to be their clear opinion that this Federal
Parliament had no power to pass the pro-
viso au to any dispensation to be obtained
according to the rules of the Catholic
Church. These learned jurists stated that
the subject matter belongs to the solemni-
zation of marriage, and consequently
comes within the exclusive jurisdiction of
Local Legislatures. It must be borne in
mind that the Federal Parliament and
Provincial Legislatures have not a con-
current jurisdiction over the subject of
marriage, or in fact any other sub-
ject; the jurisdiction of the one is ex-
clusive of the other, and what can be done
by the one cannot be done by the other.
The British North America Act of 1867,
declares at section 91, par. 26, "That
the jurisdiction of the Parliament of
Canada shall extend to the following
classes of subjects," that is to say: " Mar-
riage and Divorce," and at section 92,
par. 12, that the Provincial Legislature
"may exclusively make laws in relation
to matters coming within the classea of
subjects " following, and among others
" the solemnization of marriage in the
Province." UJnder these enactments of
our Canadian Constitution, it is plain, it
seems to me, that this Parliament lias
alone jurisdiction-of course I am speak-
ing from a legal and not ecclesiastical
point of view-over the whole subject of
marriage, solemnization of marriage only
being excepted, an 1 that Local Legisla-
tures have no jurisdiction whatever
beyond anything not pertaining to the
solemnization of marriage. This Parlia-
ment alone, therefore, can declare who
shall or who shall not contract marriage
in the eyes of the civil law, and for
this reason there cannot be any doubt,
and there is but one opinion in this
House, that the Parliament of Canada
and not the Provincial Legislatures can

Mlarriage with a
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enact that marriage shall or shall not be
permitted between brothers and sisters-in-
law ; of course, I am always arguing from
a legal point of view and in the eyes of
the constitutional law of this country.
I have already expressed the opinion that
the "dispensation" clause of the Mar-
riage Bill was constitutional, that it
had reference, not to the celebration of
marriage, but to a legal impediment
which can be removed only by this Par-
liament. However, as I have already re-
marked, a contrary view was entertained
and strongly expressed by the two learned
jurists above named, and that view was
shared by what we all consider the best
authority on any constitutional question,
the right hon. leader of the Government
(Sir John A. Macdonald). Prominent
members of this House, well-known for
their devotion to the rights and interests
of the Province of Quebec, both religious
and civil, and among others the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, and mem-
ber for Three Rivers (Mr. Lange-
vin), likewise raised the constitutionality
of the " dispensation " proviso ; and at
their special instance and request, it was
struck out in Committee of the Whole,
and the Bill, as reported by that Com-
mittee, and, as it now stands, reads as
follows :-

" 1. Marriage between a man and'a sister of
his deceased wife, or the widow of his deceased
brother shall be legal.

" 2. All such marriages heretofore contract-
el, the parties whereto are living as husband
and wife at the time of the passing of this Act,
shall be held to have been lawfully contracted."
Now, what are the objections against the
Bill? First, as far as the Province of
Quebec is concerned, a single newspaper
has written editorially against it.
I refer to the Journal des Trois
Rivières, a paper generally well-informed
on ecclesiastical matters, but not, per-
haps, so accurate on constitutional ques-
tions. In its issue of the 5th
instant, it denounced the Bill, deprived
as it is of its " dispensation " proviso, as
simply "immoral." The Hon. T. J. J.
Loranger, the pensioned but not retired
Judge of Sorel, has also lately assailed
the Marriage Bill, with all the learning,
energy and great talent at his command,
in several communications published in
La Jfinerve. Finally, the high position
of His Lordship Mgr. Lafièche, Bishop of
Three Rivers, as one of the most dis-

MR. GIROUARD.

tinguished dignitaries of the Catholie
Church in Canada, and one of its
ablest theologians, forces me to mention
the fact that in a letter addressed to
me, His Lordship formally withdraws
his former adhesion to the Bill and pro-
tests against its passing, unless the
" dispensation" clause be restered. Both
His Lordship and ex-Judge Loranger
fear that, under the Bill, Catholics will be
allowed to marry their sisters-in-law with-
out first obtaining the previous dispensa-
tion from the Pope. I would understand
this objection if the Bill intended to de
away with Church discipline and regula-
tions. But there was no such intention,
I am sure, on the part of the hon. mem-
bers who demanded the striking out
of the " dispensation " clause, and such
is not and cannot be the effect
of the Bill. In the first place,
it is well-known that in the Pro-
vince of Quebec, at least, Catholics must
be married before their priest or curate,
leur propre curé ; this point is not sus-
ceptible of controversy, and it has been
recognised by law writers and courts of
iustice. Of course the Curé will not pro
ceed to celebrate the marriage without
the required dispensation, and it must be
borne in mind that in the Province of
Quebec, at least, no priest or minister can
be forced to celebrate a marriage against
his conscience. Article 129 of the Civil
Code, says:

" AL priests, rectors, ministers and other
efficers authorised by law to keep registers of
acts of civil status are competent to solemnise
marriage.

" But none of the officers thus authorised
can be compelled to solemnise a marriage to
which any impediment existe according to the
doctrines and belief of his religion, and the
discipline of the Church to which he belongs."

But there is more. I respectfully sub-
mit that Article 125 of the Code being
amended, as it will be, by this Bill, the
''dispensation " power will be sufficiently
recognised by Article 127 ; but even if
it is not, it will indeed be easy to de-
fine it more expressly by an Act of the

Quebec Legislature. Article 125 says :

" In the collateral line marriage is prohibited
between brother and sister, legitimate or na-
tural ; and between those connected in the
same degree by alliance, whether they are-
legitimate or natural."

After the passing of the Bill, it will read,
as follows :-

Deceased Wife's Sister.(COMMONS.]
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"125. In the collateral lien, marriage is I
prohibited between brother and sister, legiti-
mate or natural ; but it is permitted between a
man and the sister of his deceased wife, or the
widow of his brother."

The following articles need only be
quoted

'127. Marriage is al'o prohibited between
uncle and niece, aunt and neplhew.

" 127. The otier impediments recognised
according to the different religious persuasions,
as resulting from relationship or affinity, or
from other causes, remain subject to the rules
hitherto followed in the different Churches and
religions communities. The right, likewise, of
granting dispensat ons from such impediments
appertains, as heretofore, to those who bave
hitherto enjoyed it."

Such was the opinion of His Lordship the
Bishop of Three Rivers, himself, and of
all the Catholic Bishops of the Province
of Quebec, a fact which the following let-
ters already published will show beyond
doubt

(Translation.)
MONTREAL, 28th February, 1880.

My LORD,-The discussion on the Bill to
render legl marriages between brothers.-in-law
and s'sters-in-law began last night, as your
Lordship will have seen from to-day's news-
papers. The point meeting with most opposi-
tion is the recognition by the State of the right
to give dispensations in the case of the imnedi-

Letter received this morning. What yon
propose will suffice and satisfies me.

† BisHor of RIMoUsKI.

(Translation.)
SHERBROoKE, lit March, 1880.

D. GIROUARD, Esq., M.P., Ottawa.

SiR,-I think it is sufficient to repeal Article
125 of the Code in order to legalize the mar-
riage now before Parliament. I am al.-o êf
opinion that the riglit to grant dispen ations is
sufficiently safe-guarded by Article 127.

But would it not als, be apropos to epeal
at the same tine Article 126, w' ich pr ibits
marriage between uncle and niece, aunt and
nephew ?

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

†ANTOINE, Bishop of Sherbrooke.

(Translation.)
MONTREAL, 29th February, 1880.

MV DEAR STR,-I certainly think P that
Article 127 sufficiently establishes the right to
grant dispensations, and that, your plan to
legalize the marriages in question by amending
Article 125, will be for the best.

I wish you every success.
Yours faithfully,

tEDoUARD CHs., Bishop of Montreal.

(Translation.)
ment resulting from affinity.

Would your Lordship be content to se
Article 125 of the Code repealed in order to D. GIROUÂRD, ESq., M.P., Ottawa.
legali-e such a marri ge without further ado ? Lave the hnneur te ini'r u un il
Do you think that in that case the right of auswer te your yesterdays letter, tha - wonld
giving dispensations would be sufficiently pro- be content te sec disappear from Our Ce-, not
tected by Article 127 only Article 125, but aise Article 126, whih,

An answer addressed to me at Ottawa will in many cases, are very embarramsiug for ls
oblige Catholics. Bisheps and priests opposewith îl

Your obedient servant, their might, as is impo'ed upen theisi by tIle
D. G1Ru.maroiages contracted by suo cnose re-

lations, but there are circumstances -Ahlen, fer
(Traslaton.)the welfare of the parties interesfd, and the( Translation.) beneur of famulies as well ae tise mafeguard of

BIsHOPR1e OF TuRz RIvERs, public morals, they are ebliged te solemnime
5th March, 1880. such marriaLles, after iaving ebtained frem the

D. GIRoUARD, X'q., M.P. Pope ail tha dispesatins requre in a imilar
My DEAR SiR,-I regret that your Bill for case. A real service would thuu bc done ne,

the legal recognition of marriages between were those fwo Articles, which, in my opinion,
brothers-in-law and ssters-in-law cannot should neyer have been introdnced iate it,
pass as it was brought forward. Nevertheless, eliminated tierefrom.
the repeal of that prohibition in Article 125 of- Article 127 migt be retained, but worded
the C. C. being favourable to the liberty of the aeilw :-"Te impdine tethe aria
Church, I have no objection to its simpIle repeal, The ruies
leaving the dispensation of that impediment, as of the Catîoîic Churei concerflîng our iîpedi-
well of the other impediments,- to the authori- menti te marriages and oar rigit te grant dis-
ties designated in Article 127. pensation thereef, are therein sufflciently receg-

remain, etc.,and saeguardd. I d nt. therefore, e1 remin, tc.,any reasorî for net maintaining th at Article aft.r
†L. F., Bishop of Three Rivers. making in if the slight change suggested by me.

Wishing yen succesa,
(Translation.) I remain moat sincereiy,

MONTREAL TELEGRAPH Co., March 2, 1880. Yeur obedient servant,
By telegraph from Ribnoîski t b. cnIrtOUÀe e. tL. Z. Bp. of St. Hyacinthe.
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(Translation.)
ARcHnBIsuOPRIc -OF QUEBEC,

QUEBEC, March 1, 1889.
D. GIROUARD, Esq., M.P., Ottawa.

S,-Replying to y 6ur letter of 28th Feb-
ruary : 1. It is most degirable tnat the Bill
concerning the marrige. of brothers-in-law and
sisters.in-law should pass, such as amended by
you, for it woultd be of service net only to the
Province of Quebec, but to the whole of Canada
as well. 2. By contenting yourself with re-
pealing the second part of Art. 125 of the Civil
Code: ef Lower Canada, you will no doubt pro-
vide.in a satisfactory manner for the legalisa-
tien of these marriages in our Province, but
ino in the other Provinces, and each one of them
yill in turn ask for the passing of a law more
or less contrary to the rules of the Catholie
ècclesiastical discipline. With us, Article 127
n'taintains the impediment until removed by a
dispensation, but will the same be the case in
the otb.er Provinces ?

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

t E. A., Archbp. of Quebec.

(Translation.)
QrEBec, April lst, 1880.

C. RINFRIT, Esq., M.F., Ottawa.
Sxa,---I reply to your letter of yesterday, I

profoundly regret that Mr. Girouard's Bill has
no chance of passing with the clauses which I
suggested to that gentleman and to Mr. Vallée
in various letters which I have written them on
-this subject. However, in default of a better, I
think there would be stili less incoaveaience in
adopting the Bü.l, as amended in Committee of
the Whole than to leave this delicate question
in the state of uncertainty in which Articles
125 and 127 of our Civil Code of Lower Canada
place it.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your very obedient servant,

(Signed,) E. A.,
Archbishop of Quebec.

The Bil lias also the support of the
Roman Catholic clergy of the Province of
Ontario, as the following correspondence,
which has likewise appeared in the public
press, will show :-

OTTÂwA, 2nd March, 1880.
Mi Loa,-Your Lerdship has undoubtedly

noticed by the reports of the debates on my
Bill to legalise the marriage with a deceased
wife's sister, that the opposition ta the same is
principally confined to that provi.o which ack-
nowledges the right of the Catholic Church to
grant previous diapensation from the Pope.

othout that proviso, the Bill has a fair chance
of being carried. Several Catholic members of
year Province desire to know whether they
should vote or not for the legalisation of such
maîriages pure and simple, withont insisting
oimny reservation as to Ohurch discipline or
r flations.

An answer*ill oblige,
My Lord,

Your obedient servant,
D. GiouARD.

MI. GInOUAnn.

BRAczBRIDG, Ont., 5th March, 1880.
D. GIRoUARn, Esq., M.P.

DÈ&n SIR,-Although the marriage of a man
with his deceased wife's sister is prohibited in
the Catholic Church as a general rule, still we
are sometimes under the necessity of applying
to theHoly See for a dispensation for such mar-
riages. So I consider that it will be a satisfac-
tian to know that the State recognises the
validity of such union%. I highly approve of
the tenor of your Bill. I hope tiat it will pa
such as it is. But if the first proviso cannot
pass, try to have the second.

I have the honour to be,
Your obedient servant,

t JonN FRANCIs JAMoT,
Bishop of Sarepta.

Vicar Apostolic of Northern Canada.

ToRoNTo, March 4, 1880.
D. GrtOUÀrD, Esq., M. P., Ottawa :

DEiR SIR,-I think that a Catholic can vote
for the Bill in question, inasmuch as the
Catholie Church grants, for grave reasons, a
dispensation to marry a deceased wife's
sister, &c.

The inconvenience is very serions in the case
when a dispensation is granted by the Charoh
and not by the State. The State looks upon,
as invalid, a marriage which the Church holds
as valid, on account of the dispensation, and
the State holds as illegitimate the children, and
that they are disqualified to inherit the pro-
perty of their parents.

Respecting the clause about the dispensation
I think in a Parliament like yours, at Ottawa,
the Catholic members might everlook that, as
it is supposed that a Catholic will always obtain
such a dispensation when necessary from his
Bishop or from the Pope.

The proviso may be retained that no clergy-
man is to be compelled to officiate at a marriage
against the rules of his Church. If a Catholic
member has a scruple to vote for this Bill, he
may abstain from voting.

I have the honour to be,
Your devoted servant,

t Jossx JosirH Lyxcu,
Archbishop of Toronto.

(Translation.)
OTm.rwA, 16th March, 1880.

D. GIROVAaD, Esq., M. P.
Sin,-As the Catholic Church permits, under

special circumstances, for grave reasons, mar-
riages between brothers-in-law and sisters-in-
law, your Bill, as amended by Committee of
the whole House, te legalise these marriagen
meets my views, in the absence of somethmg
better.

I have the honourjto be, Sir,
Your humble servant,

t J. ThomAs, Bishop of Ottawa.

Now, let us see what is the state of public
opinion among the Protestants of this
country. Is it against the Bill or in
favour of it I Where are the petitioners

[COMMON B.] Deceased Wife's Sister.
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for the saie, said some of the opponents
of the Bill. The hon. member for Leeds
(Mr. Jones), said the other evening, that
the Bill " was brought forward in the
interest of individuals, the endeavour
being made to push it hurriedly through
the House." Allow me, Mr. Speaker, to
tell him that as far as I am personally
concerned, I have no interest whatever
in the Bill; I will even tell my hon.
friend if this information will tend to
remove his opposition or quiet his mind,
that I have no sister-in-law to marry ; J
may confess that I cannot conceive how a
man can have for his sister-in-law that
love and affection which are necessary to
make marriage happy. But, Sir, what
we do not feel ourselves, others might,
and as a matter of fact, do. Hundreds
of these probibited marriages have been
contracted during the last fifteen or
twenty years. If the necessary dispen-
sation be obtained, the Catholic priest
does not hesitate to perform the cere-
mony, and if among Protestants, no
minister can be found willing to do the
saie, the parties cross the line, where
they are always certain of finding relief.
This Bill is brought solely in the interest
of the people of this country, more as a
beneficial measure in the future than a
relief for the past, inasmuch as the mar-
riage where one of the parties have died,
are not to be affected by its provisions.
I exceedingly regret that the hard case
of the unfortunate lady, which I
referred when I introduced the Bill,
and deserved so much attention and
sympathy from the lion. member for
Ottawa (Mr. Wright), is not covered by
the Bill as amended and reported by the
Committee. The bon. member for Leeds
(Mr. Jones), promised us some four of
five weeks ago that if an opportunity was
given, the Church of England would
protest. That opportunity has been given
and what have we seen ? An agitation
against the Bill? No, Sir, on the con-
trary, an agitation in favour of it.
Hardly one newspaper can be cited
against it, and it was, indeed, pleasing to
see all the leading journals of the Domin-
ion, both French and English, Catholic
and Protestant, pronounce in most un-
equivocal teris in favour of the measure.
I challenge the lion. members opposing it
to quote one single editorial from any of
the independent papers in favour of the

ungenerous course they are pursuing.
However, this failure of sympathy was
not for want of proper exertions and
efforts. Lengthy and learned pamphlets
and papers have been written by most
eminent dignitaries of the Church, and,
no doubt, the pamphlet of His Lordship
Bishop Binney, of Nova Scotia, showing,
in the strongest language possible, the
" reasons for rejecting the proposed alter-
ations in the marriage law of the Domin-
ion," was calculated to produce a great
effect. Sheets were also printed and
circulated by the thousand, containing
a very convincing report of the speeches
delivered at a meeting, one would sup-
pose, expressly called to influence the
proceedings of this Parliament, and held
in London, England, on the 26th of
February last, to oppose " the Bill to
legalise marriage (not with a deceased
brother's wife, but only) with a deceased
wife's sister." Petitions were also care-
fully prepared, printed, and distributed
for signatures, by the varions congrega-
tions spread all over the country. And
what has been the result of tais great
canvassing I Petitions came, not from
towns and cities, but from thirty-one
small and obscure parishes of the Chîurcli
of England, in Nova Scotia; cne from St.
Paul's Church, Chatham, New Bruns-
wick ; three from Prince Edward Islaud,
that is from Milton, Summerside, and
Crapaud. One came from somne of the
clergy and laymen of the Churcli of Eng-
land, in Kingston, Ontario. We are still
waiting for one from Gananoque, the
important town where the hon. leader of
the opposition to this Bill resides, and
also from all the other towns and cities
of Ontario and of the Dominion. None
came from Quebec, or any other Pro-
vince, except from the Church of Eng-
land. It must be observed that these
" parish " petitions are alike, in printed,
or rather circular form ; they do not
emanate from the parishes or congrega-
tions as bodies, but only from a few
individuals, in some cases five or six
altogether in number, whose occupation,
or position, is not given, who often
cannot read nor write, and who, finally,
are not always headed by their
incumbent. To do, however, ample jus-
tice to these petitioners, it is, perhaps,
better to lay the full text of their protest
before the House :
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To the Honourable the Hfouse of Commons of the
Dominion of Canada.:

The petition of the undersigned members of
the Church of England, ia the Parish (or
Mission) of
IHUMBLY SHEWETH,

That your petitioners have been much
alarmed by the introduction into your Honour-
able House of a Bill to effect serious changes in
the Marriage Laws legalising the mnarriage of a
man with his deceased wife's sister, and of a
worman with her deceased husband's brother.
That your petitioners are persuaded that any
such interfereuce with the table of prohibited
degrees will materially affect the welfare of the
commui.ty and the comfort and happinesa of
many households in which persons connected
togethtr by affinity have been accustomed te
regard eaeh other in the same light as though
they were connected by the ties of consan-
guinity, and enjoy the same happy intercourse
as brothers and sisters without suspicion or
thought of evil.

Your petitioners believe that one of the mar-
riages to be legalised is expressly forbidden by
Holy Scripture, and that the prohibition of the
other is implied, and they cannot admit that
any authoritv, ecclesiastical or civil, is em-
powered to dispense with such such a pro-
hibition.

That your petitioners especially object to the
proviso of the Bill making a distinction between
marriages where the parties are members of one
religious body, and other cases, as introducing
an element of confusion and uncertainty, and
they hold that all such marriages ought either
to be legal or illegal iu every cise, without
reference to the peculiarities of any Branch of
the Church.

That on behalf of the children who may be
deprived of their mother, your petitioners pray
that the present position of the surviving sister
with relation to the widower may not be alter-
ed, as such alteration mnst necessarily deprive'
the moth rless cnildren of the loving cars of the
aunt at the time when it would be most especi-
ally àèneficial, and under the present law is
commonly eujoyed.

Finally, your petitioners submit that before
any alteration is made in the Marriage Laws,
ample opportunity should be afforded for the
full censideration of a subject in which all per-
sons are more or less interested, and for the
presentation of their objections by those who
are opposed to any change; that no such
opportunity has been afforded with respect to
the Bill now befor. vour Honourable House,
and that for this as well as the other reasens
herein set forth it sh.uld he rejected.

Now, Mr. Speaker, let us show to this
House how the Protestant clergy stands.
On the one side we find the Bishops of
the Church of England being almost
unanimously against the Bill. Their
joint petition is in these terms :-

That your petitioners have heard with sur-
prise and alarm that a Bill has been introduced

into your Honourable House to legalise marriage
with the sister of a deceased wife, and also te

Ma. GIaouÂi».

legalise the marriage of a woman with the
brother of lier deceased husband.

Your petitioners submit, that many serious
evils would arise from thus tampering with the
fundamental law of marriage, which has de-
elared that the two become by marriage one
flesh, and with the immemorial custom fonnded
upon this law, that the prohibited degrees of
affinity and consanguinity should be identical.

Your petitioners further submit that there is
no more fruitf ul source of corruption o f morals
in a State than laxity on the subject, imar-
riage ; and they have great reason to fear that
if the proposed Bill should pass into an Act,
other cases of unlawful union will speedily
arise, which it will be difficult, if not iapossible,
to reject ; and that general immorality will be
promoted. For these and other grave reasons
which your petitioners forbear to urge, your
petitioners earnestly pray your Honourable
louse not to consent that the proposed Bill

should become law, -and your petitioners will
ever pray, etc.
JOHN FREDERICTON, Metropolitan of Canada;

H. Nova Scotia, J. T. Ontario, J. W.
Quebec, T. B. Niagara, W. B. Montreal,
A. Toronto.

These Bishops have further sent in their
respective petitions, in which the same
grounds are set forth more fully. The
Bishop of Huron has also forwarded his
individual protest. But against these
representations, not from the whole
clergy or laity of the Church of England,
not f rom this important branch of Chris-
tianity as a body, but from the Episcopate
of that Church only a large number
of favourable testimonîiah came from ill
shades of the Protestant faith. It must not
be forgotten that the Presbytery of Lon-
don, Ontario, was sitting at the time of
the introduction of the Bill, and had this
religious body been against its provisions,
it would, no doubt, have petitioned
against it. True, the Presbytery of Mon-
treal has just asked Parliament to
delay its proceedings until the next annual
meeting of the General Assembly ot the
Presbyterian Church of Canada, in June
next, but from the wording of the petition
one would suppose that the cause of their
action seems to be that portion of the
Bill which legalises marriage with the
widow of a brother. On the other hand,
we do not know who formed this Presby-
tery of Montreal ; wbo were present at
the meeting where this petition was
decided upon ; when the meeting was
held; and finally, we are not even told
that the petition was duly authorised.
We also find that the Ministerial Protes-
tant Association of Montreal, open to all
Protestant ministers, at a meeting where
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several Presbyterian ministers were pre-
sent, unanimously pronounced in f avour of
the Bill. The Methodist clergy of Toronto
have made a similar declaration. One of
its first advocates was the Rev. Gavin
Lang, minister of St. Andrew's Church
(Church of Scotland), Montreal. His
letter to the hon. member for Montreal
West (Mr. Gault), as well as other
similar letters from other Protestant
clergymen, will, no doubt, be read
with interest. Only yesterday a petition
was presented to this Parliament, signed
by all or nearly all the Protestant minis-
ters of Montreal belonging to the Church
of England, thirty-two in number, pray-
ing that the Bill do pass and become law.
These favourable testimonials should be
preserved, and I hope I will be excused
for inserting them here for future refer-
ence :

The Rev. Gavin Lang (Church of Scot-
land) writes:

MONTREAL, February 27th, 1880.
DEAR MR. GAULT,-I thank you very much

for sending me a copy of Mr. Girouard's Bill
for legalising marriages with a deceased wife's
sister, etc. For one, I heartily approve of its
principle, and hope it will pass and become
law.

It occurred to me that I would mention to
you that, to the astonishment of most people,
the United Presbyterian Body of Dissenters,
in Scotland declared, last year, that they
could no longer regard such marriages as Mr.
Girouard's Bill contemplated as un-Christian.
Their ministers are permitted to solemnise
these, and to admit the parties to them to
the privileges of their communion. The im-
portance and significance of this action on
the part of a severely Evangelical body can-
net be exaggerated.

The attitude of your own Church and of
mine, both national Churches and the only
State Churches of the Empire, must neces-
sarily be determinedt by the position taken
up by the law makers. When Parliament
sanctions marriages with deceased wives'
sisters, so must we. I speak for the Church
of Scotland, to which I belong, when I say that
we are quite ripe for the ready performance
of these marriages. In my first parish in
Scotland, I had a couple who took that step
in (ecclesiastically viewed) an irregular way
" furth of the kingdom " and came back to
live in the parish. I had no hesitation in re-
garding them as parishioners of mine in good
standing.

The Church of Rome, of course, takes up
a different position in this matter, but Mr.
Girouard fully provides against any infringe-
ment of its rules and rights ; and it is enti-
tied to hold and assert its own opinions and
views.

I would be very glad if you offered sur

mutual friend, Mr. Girouard, my warm anad
sincere wishes for the success of his meamure.
Its adoption and enactment by the Parlia-
ment of Canada will give wider and greater
relief than any of us imagine, and would not
in any wise conflict with the teachings of the
Word of God as interpreted by either Roman
Catholios or Protestants.

With repeated thanks for your .ourtesy in
sending me a copy of this important Bill,
and with kind regards, as also deep sympatky
with yen in your recent heavy affl!ction,

Believe me,
Yours very sincerely,

GAvIN LANG.
M. H. GAULT, Esq., M. P.

The Rev. J. Cordner, D.D., of the Uni-
tarian Church, writes :-

MONTRIAL, February 2nd, 1880.
M. H. GAULT, Esq., M.P.

DEAR SIR,-I thank you for copy of Bill to
"legalise marriage with, etc." in my judg-
ment it weuld be in the interest of good morals
and sound public policy to pass such a measure.
I would omit the two provisos, however, as
likely t. lead to complications. But rather
than have the measure fail I would accept them.

Very truly yours,
J. C(RDNER..

The Montreal Ministerial Association
endorse the Bill, in the following letter :-

MONTREAL, 922 Dorchester street,
March 22nd, 1880.

DEAR SIR,-There is a society in this city
called the " Montreal Ministerial Association,"
open to all the Protestant Ministers of Mon-
treal, to which, moreover, a large number of
them testify good will by attending i s meet-
inzs. The Association met this morninq, and
discussed the subject of the lawfulness of mar-
riage with a sister of a deceased wife. After
an interesting conversation, it was resolved that
those present could see no Scriptural inhibition
against such marriages, and further, that the
approved of the Bill now before Parliament for
rendering them legal, This view was taken
quite unanimously, as to those present at our
ineeting this morning, and the subject had been
duly announced beforehand. Had the meet-
ing been larger than it was, I have no doubt a
result substantially similar would have fol-
lowed, although in that case there might have
been one or two dissentients.

Among these present at the meeting and
fully concurring in the view I have given, were
the following clergymen :-Rev. Gavin Lang,
St. Andrew's Church (Church of Scotland) ;
Rev. J. S. Black, Erskine Church (Presby-
terian); Rev. J. H. Wells, American Presby-
terian Chureh ; Rev. J. Roy, Wesley Church
(Congregational); Rev. J. Nichols, St. Mark's
(Prembyterian), and myself.

I am permitted and authorised to communi-
cate this result to you.

One would think from the opposition raised
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to the proa3al, that it was one to compel
marriage with a former wife's sister. It is won-
derful that prole should be unwilling to leave
a question on which the highest exegetical and
ecclesiastical authorities are so divided, to the
judgment and conscience of individuals who
may be interested, and to the laws of the ser-
eral Cliurches.

* * * * *

I am, dear Sir,
Very truly yours,

J. FREDERICK STEVENsON,
Emmanuel Church (Congregational).

M. H. GAUrLT, Esq., M.P.

The Rev. James Roy (Wesleyan), writes:

1464 ST. CATHESRNE STREET,

MONTREAL, April 2nd, 1880.
M. H. GAULT, Esq., M.P.

MY DEAR SIR,---I have to thank you for a
copy of the Ottawa Citizen, of Wednesday last,
and for the printed letters enclosed.

The testimony of Dr. de Sala is very valuable
I hope you will be successful in removing

from Canada all such obstacles to marriage
with a deceased wife's sister, as those aimed at
by Mr. Girouard's Bill.

I am, my dear Sir,
Yours truly,

JAMES Ro-.

The following is the Petition of the
Methodist Ministers of Toronto :

To the lonourable the Ilouse of Common o>'
th@ Dominion of Canada:

The petition of tlie undersigned clergymen of
the Methodist Church of Canada, resident in
the city of Toronto, humably showeth :-That,
whereas a Bill for the purpose of legalising
marriage with a deceased wife's sister, has been
presented for the consideration and legislative
sanction of both Houses of the Dominion
Parliament; your petitioners are satisfied of
the wisdom and expediency of such a measure,
and the invalidity of the objections which are
urged against it, and therefore respectfully
request your honourable House to enact the
principle of the Bill in a Statute, no as to give
the formal authority and protection of the law
to the marriage of a -widower with the ister
of his deceased wife.

In presenting this request to your honourable
House, your petitioners may be permitted
briefly to state some of the reasons by which
they have been compelled to take a position no
different from that which has been taken by
petitioners belonging to some other Christian
denominations in respect to the said Bill.

There are no ties of blood or relationship,
which would make such marriages immoral orimproper. There are numerous cases where
they are eminently expedient, and, beyond
doubt, promote the best interests of al the
parties concerned.

Hitherto, there has been no law upon our
Canadian Statute-book against such marriages ;
although we are aware they are regarded as

ER. GIROUARD.

illegal in Britain. Under these circumstances,
believing that they were acting in a legal and
proper manner, soine of our worthiest and most
respected Canadian citizens have formed such
marriages. It would be a cruel and ill-advised
thing for our highest legislative courts to take
any course that would appear to place these ex-
cellent persons in a position of inferiority and
outlawry. There is no good reason why such
marriages should not have the formal sanction
of law. No interest of social order, property,
or morality would be injuriously affected by the
enactment of such a law ; while, in many cases,
the legal denial of this privilege would be a
very great hardship te innocent and worthy
persons, whose interests should not be disre-
garded by those to whom the making of our
laws is committed.

Apart from ecclesiastical law. which creates
an artifical morality that has no general Chris-
tian obligation, the only feasible ground of ob-
jection to the proposed measure is obtained by
a strained and unwarrantable interpretation of
a passage in the 18th chapter of the Book of
Leviticus ; which says nothing about marrying,
or not marrying, a deceased wife's sister.

The passage in dispute seems simply to forbid
the taking of a wife's sister, as an additional
wife, during the lifetime of the first wife.
The fact that the Mosaic law made it
the duty of a man, in certain cases, to marry
his deceased brother's wife, is wholly inconsis-
tent with the interpretation which some have
put upon this passage. So is the fact that
such marriages were customary amcng the
Jews ; which is unaccountable, if they under-
stood this passage to forbid what th ey practised.
Mr. Hirschfelder, the learned Professor of
Hebrew and Oriental Literature, in University
College, Toronto, has shown in his pamphlet,
1' A Wife to ber Sister, that both the
Septuagint version and the Chaldee para-
phrase render the passage in Leviticus in
such a manner as to leave no doubt that such
marriages were allowed ; also, that there is no
evidence that, while Hebrew was a living lan-
guage, this teit was understood to prohibit
such marriages ; and that the Mishna and the
writings of the learned Philo show that no
such meaning, as modern writers attach to this
passage, was formerly given to it by Hebrew
scholars.

It seems to your petitionera somewhat singu-
lar. therefore. to see the representatives of
Christian Churches, en the strength of such a
forced interpretation of what is admittedly not
a plain prohibition, attempting to prevent the
enactment of a law that commends itself to
reason; which las repeatedly received the
sanction of the House of Commons of England,
and which would now be the law of the Mother
Country, only for the opposition of the House
of Lords, mainly caused by the powerful
ecclesiastical influence in that body. The idea
of building a prohibition for whole ommuni-
ties on so doubtful a foundation is a remarkable
illustration of the tenacity with which people
cling to the side of a question that has the
prestige of ecclesiastical *uthority and preja-
dice in its favour.

In view of the considerations herein named,
and other weighty reasons, your petitioners
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earnestly request your honourable House to
accede to the prayer of this memorial, and
enact a measure that shall duly legahise a mar-
riage contracted between a widower and his
deceased wife's sister.

E. HARTLEY DEWART, D.D., Editor Cliristian
Guardian.

JOHN PoTTs, Metropolitan Church.
GEORGE COCHRAN°E, Chairman of the Toronto

District.
S. D. HUcnTER, Pastor of Elm street Church.
WM. BRiGGs, Book Steward, Methodist

Book Room. •

J. POvELL, Pastor Richmond street Church.

S. ROSE, D.D.
W. S. BLACKSLOCK, pastor of Be.theley atreet

Church.
THos. W. CAMPBELL B.D.
A. SUTHERLAND, D.D., General Secretary

Methodist Missionary Society.
W. J. HUNTER, D.D., Pastor Bloor street

Methodist Church.
W. H. WITHRow, Sunday School Editor,

M. C. of Canada.
JOHN B. BLACKSON, M.A., Pastor Sherb. St.

Church.
J. E. SANDERSON, M.A., Pastor of Wood.

Church.

B. B. UsHER, D.D., Rector of St. Bar-
tholomew Reformed Episcopal Church.

GEORGE H. WELLS, A.M., Presbyterian
Church.

JAMEs Roy, Wesley Church, Congrega-
tional.

WM. J. SHAw, Professor Wesleyan Theo.
College

Wi. S. BARNES, Church of the Mesuiah.
SAMUEL MASSEY, Salem Chureh.
EDWARD WILSON, D.D., St. Bartholomew

Reformed Episcopal Church.
GAvIN LANG, St. Andrew's Church, Church

of Scotland.
Louis N. BEAUDRY, Pastor of First French

Methodist Church.
REv. H. ROSENVURG, Minister of St. Con-

stant street Synagogue.
DR. H. SUMNER, Lutheran Minister of the

Perm. Evangelical Protestant Church in Mon-
treal.

K. M. FENwICK, Professor Cong. College.
Montreal.

H. L. MACFADYEN, B.A., Inspector s reet
Church.

JAMES ALLEN, Pastor of Sherbrooke street
Methodist Church.

EDWARD A. WARD, Pastor of Point St.
4Charles Methodist Church, Montreal.

The following is the petition of the Pro- Montreal, April Ioth, 1880.
testa+.nt Minstrs ~fNImv
Unto the House of Commons of the Dominion of

Canada, in Parliament assembled :
The petition of the undersigned Protestant

Ministers, of different deiominations, in the
city of M ontreal, humbly sheweth,

lat. That a Bill has been introduced inta
your Honourable House, whose object is to le-
galise marriage with a deceased wife's sister, etc.

2nd. That it is expedient that the proposed
Bill should become law, it being understood
that ail ministers of religion who have con-
scientions objections to such marriages, have
full liberty to decline to perform them.

Therefore, your petitioners humbly pray
your Honourable House to pass the said Bill.

And your petitioners will ever pray.
HENRY WILKES, D.D., LL.D., Principal

Cong. College of B.N.A.
GEO. DouGLAss, LL.D., Principal of W. M

College.
J. CoRDNER, LL.D., Pastor Em. Metropolitan

Church.
A. DE SOLA, LL.D., Minister of Synagogue,

Chenneville street.
J. S. BLACK, Erskine Church, Can. Presby.

terian.
HUGHI JOHNSTON.

A. H. MUNRo, Pastor of the First!Baptist
Church, Montreal.

D. V. LUcAs.
GEORGE CoRNIsu, LL.D., Cong. Minister.
WILLIAM HALL, 1.A.
E. BoTrERELL.
J. W. SPARLING, M.A., B.D.
A. J. BRAY, Zion Cong. Church.
H1. F. BLAND.
J. F. STEPHENsON, LL.B., Emmanuel Cong.

Church.
JOHN NIcHots.
J. L. FoRsTER, Calvary Cong. Church.

Mr, T. M. Hirschfelder, Professor of
Hebrew in the University of Toronto,
writes the following letter to the
Globe
To the Editor oj th-e Globe:

SIR,-I perceived in yesterday's Globe a let-
ter from the Rev. Provost Whitaker on the
subject of " Marriage with a Deceased Wife's
Sister," in which the rev. gentleman moralises
on the consequences that may result from the
abrogation of that law, it being presuniably
based on the Mosaic marriage-law recorded in
Lev. xviii., 18.

Now, Mr. Editor, it appears to me that it
would have been more in accordance with sound
criticism to have first proved that such a law
actually has a place among the Mosaic marriage
laws. Of course, the Legislature of any coun-
try bas a perfect right to establish any law that
may be conducive to morality, but it is quite
another matter to maintain that such a law in
founded upon the Divine teaching of the Scrip-
tures.

In my treatise on this subject, I carefully
traced this question from the very first insti-
tution of marriage, Gen. ii., 24, and afterwards
fully examined the passage in Lay. xviii., 18,
on which the law in question is supposed to be
founded, and have, I think, shown beyond a
shadow of doubt that it is utterly impossible to
construe that passage as prohibiting such a
marriage. There are many who feel very
deeply on this subject, and I think that they
have a right to look to those who profess to :e
well informed on the subject to prove distinctly
to them that they have transgressed, even if
unknowingly, uch an important law.

Would Mr. Provost Whitaker, therefore,
kindly answer the following questions :-

1. How are the words, " to cause jealonsy
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(or enmity) * * beside her," (the above is de Sola, and also Professor of lebrew in
a literai translation) to be understood ? What McGill University. He writes:
do theu& words mean if the first sister is in lier
grave? " MONTREAL, March 19, 1880.

2. What de the words "in her lifetime " DZAR MR. GIRoJARD,
mean, and why are they in the text at all if I reply to your favour of yesterday, I have
they de net intend to imply that such a mar- much pleasure in stating that your Bill, in-
nage was only prohibited during the life of tended to legalise marriage with the sister of a
the first wife ? deceased wife, or the widow of a deceased

3. Why should the sacred writer have brother, has my most decided approval. As re-
couched a command which was necessary te be gards Jewish authoritative opinion,this,unques-
understood by the ignoraut as well as by the tionably, has always been in favour of such
learned, in such ambiguous language if he in- marriages, because the Synagogue (the eccesia
tended positively to forbid "the marriage with docens of Judaismn) from the time of Moses te
a deceased wife's sister"? Experience has our own day, bas always regarded them as in
proved that 99 out of 100 critics interpreted accordance with the will of God, and as insti.
the passage that such a marriage is only for- tuted in the law which he commanded Moses,
bidden during the life of the firt wife. lis servant. The propriety of such marriages

4. Why did the sacred writer not express it bas, therefore, never been questioned by
in the same simple manner as lie expressed the Jewish teachers, ancient or modern. The niar-
law forbidding the marriage with a deceased riage with the widow of a deceased brother w
brother's wife ? There is no mistaking that was childleî.s,has alwaysbeen authoritatively d"o
language. See Lev. xviii., 16. clared obligatory, except when exemption

5. How is it that not the least trace of any acquired by the means indicated in the Levitica
such law can be discovered among the ancient Law, and more fully explained in the Talmud,
Jews, but that, on the contrary, special pro- Treatise " Yebamoth." I shall, therefore, add
visions are made in respect to such laws in the nothing in respect to this kind of marriage.
Mishna, which contains the oral laws of the As regards marriage with a deceased wife s
Jews, and which are by most Jews regarded of sister, this has always been permittel by the
equal importance as the Mosaic laws ? 1 Will Jewish Church and practised by the Jewisli
here subjoin, for the benefit of your readers, people. The passage in Leviticus xviii., 18
two of the many provisions laid down in the sometimes appealed to as prohibiting such mai-
Mishna. Tihe following is a literal translation, riages, according to received Jewizh interpreta-
made by myself from the work in the Uni- tien, and also in accordanee with strict gram-
versity library :-" If a man whose wife i gene matical analysis, should read thus: ".And a
to a country beyond the sea, is informed that wife to lier sister shalt thou not take to vex her,
his wife is dead, and h marries ber sister, and by uncovering ber nakedness beside ber. dur-
atter that his wife comes back, she may return ing her life time." Puting aside Jewish
te him. . . . After the death of the first interpretation for the uounce, and bearing in
wife lie nay, bowever, marry again the second mind that polygamy, although not originating
wife." And again :-" If, on being told of the in, or recommended by, the law of Moses, was
death of bis wife, lie had married her sister, but yet tolerated by it, we may le tinately infer
being afterwards informed that she had been that the words " during lier life time" are used
alive at the time (he had married the sister), simply to limit the period during which such
but is dead now, then any child born before the a marriage might not take place, aud at the
death of the first wife is illegitimate, but not same time, t> indicate when it might ; to wit,
those born after her death." (Se@ Babylonian after the wife's death. In this sense bas
Talmud Treatise Zebamoth, Tam. v., p. 94, the passage been rendered in the Chal-
Amsterdam Ed.) daic Targumim (translations or paraphrases

In this treatise, which chiefly treats on ques- of the biblical text), in that of Onkelos,
tions of marriage, there are found even passages written before the commencement of the Chris-
where such marriages are encouraged, as for ex- tian era, and in that of Jonathan, for which
ample, cap. iv., sec. 13, p. 49. even a greater antiquity is claimed. The

As this subject is now attracting a great deal Talmud, as old as the Gospel and which con-
of attention both here and in England, yeu tains !not merely the orally received laws
rill oblige me by inserting the above remarks and precepts regarded as obligatory by the
in your widely circulated journal. Hebrew people, but also their system of juris-

I am, Sir, prudence and traditional, or historical, exposi-
Yours truly, tion ofjthe Hebrew Scriptures, while prohibiting

J. M. HIIRSCHELDE . (Treatise Yebameth iv. 13)tle narriage witl a
Toronto, April 10, 1880. wife's sister, even "though lie may lave

divorced bis wife," most explicitly states, at
But what must be astonishing to those the same time, tlat there is ne prohibition of

Christians who advocated that the Bill i sncb a marrage, ne objection threto, ater the
vi1deatli of bis wife, but that it niay tien be cele -

question is against the Old Testament brated. Trougilut ail te writings of tbe
be found in the fact that the Jews believe later Casuists, the same doctrine is tauglt,
in it and act in accordance with its prin- and, as a concquence, marriage witl a
ciples. This is established in a most re deceased wife's sist r las ever been, and

ciples. l yet, praeticed by the Jewisi people every-
markable letter addressed by the learned wîere.
iabbi of the Jews of Montreal, 11ev. Mr. The Hebrew commeataters a r unite in giving

ii. GnstOUÂRD.
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glosses in accordance with the teachings of the I believe that, under the circunstances,
âynagogue. They point out to us that the I can affirm with certainty that the pro-
expression " during lier life time " limits the
prohibition of such a marriage to the wife's
life time only, but does not extend beyond it. wife, or the widow of a brother, is not
They also point out to us (inter alia Rashi) against the Scriptures, as the majority of
that the term " Litsror " (to vex her) is a word, Christians understand theni. There is no
the primary acceptation of which is to trouble, doubt mo
to annoy, and, in a secondary sense, means to
create or produce trouble or vexation through is not always a safe guide for Christians.
jealousy-so in the kiudred dialects also,- Polygamy, or pluralitv of wives, was ad-
and they add that the limitation to these mitted or at least tolerated, anong the
marriages was instituted because it is C
neither natural nor proper that sisters, Jews. We are assured that Solomon
who ought to love each other, should was allowed seven hundred legitimate
be place i in a position where jealousy or wives.
enmity would probably be excited. And, in MR. BOULTBEE: And be was called
this connection, I may note that the Mishna
(the text of the Talmud), applies a word derived
fron the very same root, to the polygamist's Ma. GIROUARD Mormonisln eau
additional wives, which it styles - tsaroth," or be detènded upon the Leviticus, as weli
troubles. As a résumé of the Hebrew exposi- as the prohibition to nsarry a deceased
tion of this text, I will quote from the eloquent wife's sister and even better. No one,
and philosophical Don Isaac Abarbanel. He
aptly renarks : "The reason assigned for the not even the gallant inember for Leeds
prohibition is the 'vexation' which the first (Mr. Jones), would drenîn of introducing
wife would suffer, but there can be no such Mormonism into our (jhristian con-
vexation in the case of lier death, and, there- niunity, b
fore, is the marriage with the sister then
allowed. It is not allowed, however, if he Testament. Fiually, it cannot
divorce bis wife, because, as she stili lived lier contended tiat the restriction i question,
vexatin would be the sanie. Frcn týic use of whici the opponents of te il deesired to
the expressort, hdureg ber life time,'bee seie

L- prpagaintte Scria-ptursa ethe maorty ofse

that ahl the other rrohibtted kiads of inter-em
course are of a permanent and unconditional upon reason,morahtyornaturallaw; tsere
character, but not the marriage with a wife s is no blood relationsip or consanguinty
sister, respcting wbich, according to tise between the parties. And if the Bi 
aaogy of theolanguage employed in te otere ogt

CD we~es Wome aree are ha oloon

prohwbited unions, the expreson here hude uldl
be :'TIe nak ednes- of the sister of tRy wife as it was sometimes te case under te
shait tbou not uncover,"' which us laws of Moses, one would account for the
,îot used, but in excý,ptional form1 opposition of the Chuch of England.
employed. But the truth is that the desin o f But hereafter no tre than in the past,
the text is erey to proibit the 'vexia g' oree
aifficting bis wife by exhibiting, a preference d eitn oitreewt h iet
for lier sistpr, and hence agai is marriage a w- civil or religious of the subject, ad the
lowed anter the wife's decease." members of the Churc l of Enand, whose

With this quotation, think enoug as been oni it ou lri o

muniyecause fit is oube fond in the

now uOritten ld show what are the views ande
practice of the Jewish Churc in respect to the consndedlthat the est in prestd
marriages you desire to legaise in Canada. fro n abstaining from the sanie. It las
My best wishes are for the success of your Bil, been observed that the Bi in its present
which a regard as calculated to subserve the from. introduces into this country civil
cause of civil and religions liberty, whicha
underlies it, and of morality, which it is calcu-
lated to proote. When a similar measure of understood that the character of the mar-
relief, for many worthy and pious persons age law always depends fro the char-
under the ban of illegal union, was broug± for- ncter of the celebrating officer, and so
ward by Mr. Stuant Wortley, in the Imperil 
Parliament, duing the year 1850, the meure th o es the ies o
was denounced by an op ponent as " scandalous, inister of the parties, there cannot exit
immoral, and mischievmius." But I believe any reasonble fear that that the mariage
thît you will find but few inclined to go tius shaln be civil and not religious. This was
far in opposing your Bi, especialy i view of i e d fthe
the fat that many dignitries of the Christianhe e ato
Churcl, Protostant as wîil as Roman Cathoiic, our F deral constitution to place the
have pronounoed in its fanver w solemnization of marriage under the ex-

You are fully at liberty to pubiish tiiss as clusive control of Provincial Legisatures.
you requet. do wet tonerfere wit the t

Very truly y iurs, m e T-is oreigiouson s ad to
ABlowed afeE SOLA. quiet thme mmd of the Catholic popu-

D Gr ouAac, Esac., t.ic lation of the Province of Quebec, who,
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as a consequence have not much to fear guerre "Gunhulda" in the columns of the
froni the marriage laws of the Dominion leading journal of Ottawa (the Citizen),
Parliament, the law of divorce excepted; rusbing into the melée and displaying such
but it is to be hoped that this Parliament an amount of learning and ingenuity that
will never follow the example of the Bri- she forced ber antagonist, the valiant
tish Parliament which, to use the lan- Bishop of Ontario, to witldraw from the
guage of an eminent Protestant legal contest. The brilliant success is not sur-
writer (Dr. Redfield) "las degraded the prising; we ail know that the ladies bave
soleninisation of that sacred relation to a style of putting their arguments, which
the level of a mere civil contract, allowing 's simply irresistible. The following
its solemnisation before the civil magis- language of the Countess of Charlemont
trate, and practically abandoning the for- is a fair sample of it :-" Tbere is one
mer daimi of its indissoluility." Noxv, argument," and Lady Charlemont con-
one word with regard to the social objec- siders it a strong one, in favour of such
tions raised by the opponents cf the Bil. marriages, which is, "that now the
It is said that itwill upset happy social rela- fooish opponents thereof say that a
tions and would destroy the relations be- woman would neyer feel safe i admitting
tween brothers and sisters-i-law, the bier sister to oer hoe as a resident, if
free, trutbful and pure feelings witb after tbe -wite's deatb, a marriage between
which. a man regards the sisaer of the widower and the sister were possible.
bis wife. Tliis objection exists to- Tbis is sheer folly," continues this noble
day under the prohibitory laws, lady, IlWby such a degrading idea would.
for these marriages are almost daily prevent ah woman of havinga cousin,
ontracted; publicfeeling is decidedlyiin often as dear as a sister, or a friend to

their favour and tbey are scially recog- stay witb ber. Now, if a kind girl goes
nised. Why then maintain a restriction to nurse and comfort ber dead sister's
whic ias only the effect of branding the children, for om she must have a
issue of sucl marriages witb the mark of natural affection, old gossips shake their
illegitiniacy before tbe law of the heads and mahign ber, thoug as tbe law
land. Oue f te leading journals stands (not, we hope, for long) she is in
of London, England, (the Telegraph, ber brotber's bouse. Who would cerisb
his wiy, 1879) answers tbe objec- the motherless things like bier? A
tion in this spirited manner :-"A stranger Well, the kind aunt would be
man's feelings in suc matters are wiolly tirust aside for some giddy girl, wo
unavffected by Statutes, for as yet o would have no love for them,
human legisature bas ever discovered how perhaps, even a feeling of repulsion.
to modify or control the domestie affec- Mi. JONES: 1 must congratulate tbe
tions by Acets of Parliameuit. The Bishop of bion. member for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
London's reasoning seems to rest on the Girouard), on tbe very able legal manner
assumptio, which is rewdly as insulting a s in wich le bas brougoft this atter
it is gratuitous, that but for the law which before tbe buse. We ail know the
prohibits a man marrying his deceased ablity and the energy of that hon. gentle-
wife's sister, everybody would try to taint man wen he takes anyting in hand. 
with inpurty this now spotless relation- think ever since the 6th f February,
ship. The way cf dealing with suc a when Le first brougt this matter before
question is to treat it ieihe spirit of those the use, :ie las been sleeping over
wose solvent for ail social and political it and tinking over it, and
difficulties is iberty." Lastly, Mr. ie las made up a brief, which migoif be
Speaker, and i conclude with this point, placed before any Court in this Donion.
an effort was made to bring the great in- It is a regular legal brie But 1 do ot
fluence of the fair sex againt the Bil- look at this matter from either a lega or
But what a failure One or two women civil point of view. I take a different
only fro the isolated sea coast of Cape ground. It is cotrary to the law of God;
Breton, acting, no doubt, under the pres- it wil cause disturbance, trouble, and
sure and restraint of unmercif ul husbands, jealousies in many a household, when
appended their names to the petitions ai- otherwise ail would be peace and quiet.
ready alluded to. On the other side what The hon. gentleman bas said that numer-
have we seenc? A lady under the non de fus petitions have been presented in

MIL GIROUARD.
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favour of this Bill. Now, how have considering it. There is no difference of
these petitions been got up? Have they opinion amongst the Bishops of the
not been written for? Have they not Clurch of England on the subjeet. I beg
been sougIt for? i Has not the hon. to move:
gent1eman written to almost every clergy- That the Bil be read a third time this
man in his Church: written to every day six months."
Bishop, to get up these petitions in favour MR. GAULI: I have seen no reason
of his Bill? Were there any petitions to change my view in regard to this
presented to this House before the 16 th measure, and I see no reason what-
of February, in its favour? The hon. ever why this Bil should not become
gentleman bas stated that he bad no in- law.
terest whatever in it. Wbo are bis MT. CAMERON (North Victoria>:
friends, then, in whose behaf hie lias The hon. member for South Leeds (Mr.
i rouglit up thîis Bill? Hie must bave Jones) has ventured Vo speak on behiaif
nany frieuds, many sympathisers, in of the Churc of England as being opposed
iff"erent parts of the country, for to Vhhs Bi. As a member of the Churchi

whomn lie lias taken ail this trouble, of England, I deny that thiat Churcli, a%
and yet he coolZ tells the flotse a body, is opposed to this Bir. r t is true
that lie las done it from purely sympa- that those bishops who bave thou gt fit to
thetic and philanthropic motives, and that petition this Huse on the subject, are
it is for the general welfare of the world. opposed o the Bill, but there are some
The lon estleman says that only the Eiiinis- bishops wlo have voted in favour
Ceret o England opposes it. As re- of tis measure on one or two occasions.
fgards then, Chuin of England, were that Ie basis of the objection to this mesure
the onlv body wbi oppose it, is a very is only to be found i the Prayer-book,
large a had iitfluential body i this contry. and I do noV coincide with the party wobo
And we we see all the Bishops of the considers that the Frayer book is superior
thurci of England i this Dominion, in point f snctity and obligation to the
with the exception of those in Manitoba Bible. as surprised Vo hear the lion.
and British Columbia, who had not suffi- meinber for Leeds speak of the measure
cient oime Vo send petitions, have pe. as having been regarded as a huge
tioned against the Bi, I think it is I do not think that we can consider a
only reasonable that the delay that is Bi of Vhs importance as a joke, in view
asked f'or should be accorded. The lion. of the past history of tlîe question in
gentkmansays tbe Presbyterian body are England. There is only an unsuported
in favour of it. But on the 3rd of Marh assertion that Vie law of God is against
hast, a large meeting of Presbyterians the Bill, and there is no social reason

was held in Encland, opposed to a Bil of against i, and, therefore, I venture to
this knd. We have also seen ministers think that he third reading of this Bill
of the Presbyterian Courch in Montreal ought Vo be cC rrried.
holding a meeting opposed to tds Biy, M. CHARLTON: I think there is a
and wpien we see other bodies in the good deal of force i the observation made
country opposed to the Bill, 1 think it by my lon. friend from Leeds, that tsere
only rigit that some delay should be was no agitation in favour of ts Bil.
granted, and not rush the Bill; It1 is ce-.-tainly a very radical change, and
through the flouse ini this manner. if we pass the Bill hs Session, as of
1 think the Conservatives i 1 this flouse, opinion that we wil be guilty of precipi-
and on the Treasury iBenches, should tancy. is a matter of grea importance,
grant the delay asked for. I arn very and one in regard to which we sould as-
iorry to see that there is a disposition ios certain more fully the feeling of the
this flouse to pass this Bili. We were religious bodies in the country. There-
taken by surprise in regard Vo it, and by fore, hbope the further consideration of
nme hon. menmbers the BiLe as been re- the mensure will be deferred until another
garded wita great levity. I protest Session.
against the mensure as a member of the Mi. PLMB a: I was pained to hear
Chur h of England, because I think the Vt e manner in which the on. member for
Synods, which wil meet during the Victoria spoke of the Prayer-book, which
ummer, should bave an opportunity of is not at ail under discussion lere. I de
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not think this is the place to bring up famous theologians and solemn councils. It
uestions of that kind, and it does not was the doctrine of Basil and Ambrose and

u Augustine. It was the doctrine equally of the
seeni to me to be the proper way of ad- East and West. It was affirmed by ecclesiastical
vocating the passage of this Bill. I assemblages in the various counitries <f
avow myself in favour of the amendment Christendom, as they were successively com-
of the hon. member for Leeds. prehended within the foli of the Church, and

MR. .WELDON As one of the few it coimanded the assent of all them. The
. Asdispensing power claimed by the Popcs wai

who are opposed to this Bill, I am not at first resisted and denied, on the ground
willing to give a silent vote. I under- that the prohibition was absolute and man-
stood my hon. friend froin Jacques Cartier, datory by the law of God. The Greek Church,

on the second readin of the Bill to whatever may have been its decadence and
o shortcomings, is a venerable witness to the

state that this was a similar measure to discipline of Christian antiquity, and we
the one introduced into the House of find that the unlawfulness of such a marriage
Commons, England, with the exception was asserted equally by the Lutheraus and
of the provisos which e added. Calvini sts mn Scotland, Geneva and in

have, however, been unable to find mi
that Bill any provision legalizing marriage That is the opinion of an Irish Lord who
with a deceased husband's brother, and stood very high in legal circles and who
Sir Thomas Chambers, who was the in- was a Roman Catholic.
troducer of the Bill in the louse of Sone HON. MEMBERS: Question
Commons, never introduced such a question.
proposition in bis Bill. We look for MR. CASEY: I risc to order. This
light in legislation, to the Mother is something, Sir, that [ am sire you
Country, where we find the ques- will not allow.
tion agitated in that country, that peti- Ma. SPEAKER Order.
tions were presented, that an association MR. WELDON The cause which
was formed and cases of hardship brought relies upon disturbance and uproar to put
forward. B-ut in this instance here, not down opposition must be a poor cause in-
one instance of hardship, not a single deed. I think it is *e1l for us, in sucl a
petition, not even the slightest agitation, great social and religious question as this,
until Éhe lion. member for Jacques Cartier that we should consider the opinion of
(Mr. Girouard), brought lis Bill forward. the religious bodies, and particularly the
I regret that he bas brought it forward. expression of opinion expressed by the
As to the religious phase of the matter, Church of England. That Church shonic
that is a question which men should be histened to, and other religions bodies
settle by tl eir own consciences. The unani- have requested that the natter slould
mous voce of Christendorn bas been stand over, and I do net nor see ihy

against sucli niarriages. We know that, suceh an important matter, both in its re-
untwl 1550, no dispensation by the Popes ligious and social aspect should not stand
was granted. 1 will read an extract from over another Session to give tinie for
a speech of Lord O'Hagan on the subject, fuller discussion and deliberation, and as-
delivered by him ini the flouse of Lords. certain fuly the public opinion. I sha

Re says: feel it my duty to support the ausndment
of the hon. member for Leds.

This principle bas unqIestionably teen s TsOMPSON (ualdimand) suThe
maintained at ail times since the earliest days
of Christianity. It was proclaimed in. the petition that I c had the honur to preseni
Apostolie Constitution hefore the Nicte was forwarded by the dishop of Nova
Coumcil. Lt became a part of that great sys. Scotia, n as a sIkovln
tem of jurirprudence which Was generated ,ar ondi part. sofre as e kn voun-
when the Christian civilisation rs on thep e ee the
ruins of the effete and corrupt Imperialism of petitions besides this inidicating that
Rome, baCing the hope of the world oo the morea tihe should be given; there have
strictness and eontinercy of the family rela- been n o petitios fro n the peop e asking
tihns, and raising up woman from her lows
eotae to soften and puriy the rude bocety or this oBil, and I think it prenature to

round ser. The Theocosian code condened pass it. Oter denoninations wish to
the practice nhichs we are asked to approe, obtain time in orer to present their views
and declared Iwarrilge eith a deceased f re's fuly to this flouse, becuse it wil involve
siter e be nimwfu, ai d thencforth, for

manaie at all tie since thege earies daysy o

many a century, down even t our time, sC
doctrine of that ecde has been held intact by Toron t passed a re8olution, resolving:

MF' PLUMB.
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" That the Moderator, Dr. Reid, Principal
Caven, Dr. Gregg (convener), and Prof. Mc-
Laren, be appointed a Committee to prepare
petitions to the Governor-General and both
Houses of Parliament, deprecating their giving
assent to the Bill now before Parliament, which
proposes to give legal sanction to marriage
between a man and his deceased wife's sister
or his deceased brother's wife. The petition to
be submitted for approval at next meeting of
Presbytery."
And they ask for delay, and I think it
right to give them time to fully present
their views to this louse. I would ask
the hon. gentleman who has introduced
this Bill, to be content with it, and with-
draw further proceedings upon it, so that
the liouse may be able to pass upon it
another year.

Ma. HOUDE: I understand that a
certain portion of the public would pr-
fer to see this Bill undergo a slight change
in its wording, so as to make it read that
laws prohibitin.g such marriage are re-
pealed, instead of saying that these mar-
riages will be legal. Some hon. members
will, perhaps, remark that there is not
much difference between the two expres-
sions ; but persons whose opinion deserves
deference, even eminent jurists, pretend
that, so far the Province of Quebec is
concerned, especially, there exists a dif-
ference worthy of notice. My object is to
leave no doubt as to the possibility of
applying the 127th clause of the Civil
Code of the Province of Quebec to mar-
riage between a man and the sister of his
deceased wife or the widow of his de-
ceased brother, as it applies, for instance,
to marriage between a man and his
cousin. By the amendment I amn going
to move, if it were adoptedl, the 125th
clause would read as if marriage between
a man and the sister of his deceased wife,
or the widow of his deceased brother, had
never existed any more than between a
man and his cousin ; whilst this Bill
says that such marriage shal be legal.
Therefore, I move in amendment to the
amendment, seconded by Mr. Hurteau,
that all the words " that" bi the main
motion be struck out and replaced by the
following :

" The report of the Committee be not
now coneurréd in, but that the Bill be referred 4
again to the Comnm.ttee of the Whole, with in-
struction to replace the first and the second
clauses by the following':
. 1. Al laws prohibiting marriage between a

man and the sister of his deceased wife or the
widow of his deceased brother, are hereby
repealed.

2. This Act shall also apply, as if laws
hereby repealed had nevter existed, to mar-
nages hereafter contracted, tie parties whereto
are living as huaband and wi fe at the time of
the passing of this Act.

Ma. MACKENZIE: What laws will
be repealed ? There are no such laws.

MR. HOUDE: In the Provinces other
than that of Quebec, there is the Common
Law of England.

Mn. MACKENZIE : We have no
power to deal with the Laws of Eng-
land.

M. HOUDE: I say the common law
of England, which has become law in the
Provinces of this Dominion, except that
of Quebec. In the Province of Quebec
there exists a statutory law positively
prohibiting such marriages. In the other
Provinces they are only voidable, but in
ours they are absolutely void. It is
these laws I propose to repeal. Where-
there is no such law, well, nothing will
have to be repealed.

MR. CASEY : I do not intend to go
into the question of the sentiments of His
Lordship of Three Rivers, but I wish to
call attention to the form of this resolu-
tion. I am in doubt whether the House
cen possibly entertain this motion. It is
one in words to repeal the laws which
make such marriages as these illegal.
There are no laws in Canada which make
them illegal, and I do not think we can
undertake to repeal any laws except the
laws of Canada. We cannot repeal any
ecclesiastical law which makes these mar-
riages illegal, nei'ther can we repeal the
Common Law of England in respect to
such marriages.

Si. SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I wish
to say a few words ou this question
before a vote is taken, so that if I am
called to vote upon it next Session I may
not be considered inconsistent. This is a
very important question, but I do not
think the country will suffer by its being
delayed twelve months, in order that it
may be more carefully considered than at
present. If this Bill is not carried, and
comes up next Session, I will feel bound
to sustain the principles of the Bill.

Motion made :
That the Bill, as amended in Committee of

the Whole, be now taken into consideration.-
(Mr. Grouard, Jacques Cartier.)

Motion in amendment made:

That the said Bill, as amended in Committee
of the Whole, be not now considered, but that
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it be considered this day six month.-(Mr.
Jones.) I

Motion in amendment to the proposed
amendment made and question proposed.

That all the words after " that " in the
said motion be expunged, and the following
inserted instead thereof :-" The Report be
not now concurred in, but that the said Bill
be re-committed to a Committee of the Whole
with an instruction that they have power to in-
sert, instead of Clauses 1 and 2, the following:

"1. All laws prohibiting marriage between a
man and the sister of his deceased wife, or the
widow of his deceased brother, are hereby re-
pealed. 2. This Act shall also apply, as if the
laws hereby repealed had not existed, to such
marriages heretofore contracted, the parties
whereto are living as husband and wife at the
time of the passing of this Act."

The House divided.
130.

Anglin
Bourbeau
Cimon
Desaulniers
Houde

Yeas, 10 ; nays,

YEAS ;

Messieurs

Hurteau
Langevin
Méthot
Montplaisir
Vanasse.-10

M essieurs
Abbott, LaRue
Allison Longley
Angers McDonald (Pictou)
Arkell Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Baby Macdougall
Beauchesne Mackenzie
Béchard Macmillan
Benoit McCallum
Bergeron McCuaig
Bill McGreevy
Blake . Mclnnes
Boldue Mclsaae
Bourassa McKay
Bowell McLennan
Brooks McLeod
Brown MoQuade
Bunster McRory
Burnham Malouin
Burpee (Sunbury) Massue
Cameron (South Huron)Merner
Cameron (N. Victoria)Mousseau
Carhng Mattart
Caron O'Connor
Cartwright Ogden
Casey Oliver
Charlton Olivier
Cockburn (Muskoka) Orton
Colby Ouimet
Coughlin Paterson (South Brant)
Coupal Patterson (Essex)
Coursel Perrault
Currier Pinsonneault
Daoust Plumb
DeCosmos Pope (Compton)
Desjardins Poupore
Doull Rinfret
Dagan IRobertson (Sheburne)

SIR SA&MUEL L. TILLEY.

Bourbeau
Bowell
Brooks
Charlton
Coughlin
Desaulniers
Doull
Farrow
Fleming
Geoffrion
Houde
Jones
Kirkpatrick
Langevin
McUuaig
Melsaac
McKay

Abbott
Allison
Angers
Anglin
Arkell
Baby
Beauchesne
Béchard
Benoit
Bergeron
Bill
Blake
Bolduc
Bourassa
Brown

YEAs :
Messieurs

MeLeod
McQuade
Montplaisir
O'Connor
Olivitr

tterson (Essex)
umb

Pope (Compton)
Roueau
Schultz
Stephenson
Thompson (Haldimand)
Tilley
Vanasse
Weldon
White (North Renfrew)
Williams.-34.

NAYs :
Messieurs

Jackson
Killam
King
Kranz
Landry
LaRue
Longley
McDonald (Pictou)
Maclonell (N. Lanark)
Macdougali
Mackenzie
Macmillan
McCallum
M cGreevy
McInnes
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Dumont Rochester
Elliott Rogers
Farrow Ross (Dundas)
Ferguson Ross (West Middlesex)
p iset Rouleau
Fitzsimmons Routhier
Fleming Royal
Fortin Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Geoffrion Rykert
Gillies Schultz
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier) Seriver
Grandbois Shaw
Guun Smith (Selkirk)
Hackett Stephenson
Haggart Strange
Hay Tellier
Hesson Thompson (Cariboo)
Hilliard Thompson Llaldimand)
Ilooper Tilley
Huntington Vallée
Ives Wallace (S. Norfclk)
Jackson Weldon
Jones White (Cardwell)
Killam White (East Hastings)
King White (North Rpnfrew)
Kirkpatrick Williams
Kranz Wright
Landr Yeo.-130

Motion resolved in the negative.
Question pro1oosed on the amendnent-

(MR. Jones) M
'The House divideRl -Yeas, 34 ; nays,

108.
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Bunster McLennan
Burnham McRory
Burpee (Sunbury) Malouin
Cameron (South Huron)Massue
Cameron (IN. Victoria) Merner
Carling Méthot
Caron Mousseau
Cartwright Muttart
Casey Ogden
Cimon Oliver
Cockbura (Muskoka) Orton
Colby Ouimet
Costigan Paterson (South Brant)
Coupal Perrault
Coursol PinsoâUeault
Currier Poupore
Daoust Rinfret
DeCosinos iRobertson (Sheiburne)
Desjardins Rochester
Dugas Rogera
Dumont Ross (Dundas)
Elliott -Ross (West Middlesex)
Fiset Routhier
FitOsimmons Royal
Fortin. Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Gigault Rykert
Gillies Soriver
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier)Shaw
Grandbois Skinner
Gunn Smith (Selkirk)
Hackett Strange
Fiaggart Tellier
l-lay Thornpson (Cariboo)
Hesson Vallée
Hilliard Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Hooper White (Cardwell)

untington White (East Hastings)
urteau Wright

Ives yeo.-r08.

Motion resoleci in the negative.
Bi , as amende i, concerre in, on a

division.
Motion mnade:

That the said Bi be now read the tird
tiae.-(ifr. G Trouard, Jacuqes artier.)

Motion in amendment made, and
question propose V

That the said Bii le not now rad a third
time, bot that it We re-comitted to a Com-
mittee of the Whole with an instruction that
they hve power, toW expuge Clause per-

Mnitting narriage with the deceased brother's
widow.

The House divided .- Yeas,
nays, 102.

YEAS:

Messieurs

Blake
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Brooks
Cartwright
Charlton
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Coughlin

40;

Me Leod
McQuade
Montplaisir
O'Connor
Ogden
Olivier
Patterson (Essex)
Plumb

Desaulniers
Farrow
Fleming
Gillies
Gunn
Houde
Huntington
Jones
Kirkpatrick
Langevin
McCuaig
McKay

Pope (Compton)
Rouleau
Schultz
Smith (Selkirk)
Stephenson
Thompson (Haldimand)
Tiliey
Vanasse
Weldon
White (North Renfrew)
Williams
Yeo.-40.

'NAYS :

Messieurs

Abbott Killani
Allison King
Angers Kraiiz
Anglin Landry
Arkell Lane
Baby LaRue
Beauchesne Longley
Béchard McDonald (Pictou)
Benoit Maedonell (N. Lanark)
Bergeron Macdougal 1
Bill Mackenzie
Bolduc Macmillan
Bourassa McCallum
Bowell McGreevy
Brown Mclnnes
Bunster McLennan
Burham Mc lory
Burpee (Sunbury) Malouin
Cameron (South Huron)Massue
Cameron (N. Victoria) Merner
Carling Méthot
Caron Mousseau
Casey Muttart
Cimon Oliver
Colby Orton
Costigan Ouimet
Coupal Paterson (Souti Brant)
Coursol Perrault
Currier Pinsonneault
Daoust Poupore
Desjardins Rinfret
Doull Robertson (Shelburne)
Dugas Rochester
Dumont Rogers
Elliott Ross (Dundas)
Fiset Ross (West Middlesex)
Fitzsimmons Routhier
Fortin Royal
Fulton Ryau (Montreal Centre)
Gigault Rykert
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier)Scriver
Grandbois Shaw
Hackett Skinner
Haggart Strange
Hay Tellier
Hesson Thompson (Cariboo)
Hilliard Vallée
Hooper Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Hurteau White (Cardwell)
Ives White (E. Hastings)
Jackson Wright.-102.

Motion resolved in the negative.
Bill read the third time and passed, on a

d ivision.

Marriage with a 1397
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SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 37.]

( Mr. M11cCarth y.)

THIRD READING.

Bill again considered in Committee of
the Whole, amended, reported, agreed to,
read the thtird time and passed.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following Motions for Returns
were severally agreed to:-

Order of 5the House-Datailed statement of
the expenditure of the sum of $4,500, granted
for the relief of the Indians of New Brunswick.
-(MNr. Gillmor.)

Order of the House-Copies of all reports
made by the Commis>ioner for the trial of
Dispute t Land Claims in Manitoba, upon
Claims Numbers 223 t: 252,Iwhich were referred
to said Commissioner by the Department of the
Interior, and by him advertised for trial on the
12th day of January last past ; together with
an account of ail moneys paid to said Commis-
sioner f@r his services and expenses f rom date
of first app ,intment to the lst day of January,
1SSO.-(JIr. Ryan, Marquette.)

Order of the House-Statement showing the
quantity and the price of varions materials
bought in order to complete the wharf at Ma-
tane ; what has become of these materials;
whether they have been used for any other
purpose than for the construction of the wharf,
or whether they bave been sold ; if they have
been sold, the price received for the timber per
foot, and the price for the iron per pound ; and

also, copies of all correspondence, returns, etc.,
respecting these materials.-(3fr. Fiset.)

Order of ',the House-Copies of the petition
and of all correspondence since 1874 in relation
to the necessity of providing for the requirements
of navigation, by placing a floating light on the
Great Shoal of St. Thomas, in the county of
Montmagny.-(Mr. Landry.)

Orier of the House-Copies of all cor-
respondence in relation to the leasing of the
arable land belonging to the Government, at
Grosse Isle, in the county of Montmagny ; and
of the report of the survey of the said property,
made or to have been made in the course of
the past summer, in fulfilment of the promise
given by the Government during the Session of
1879.-(Mr. Landry.)

Order of the House-Copies of all cor-
respondence in reference to the closing of the
Carnegie Post Office, in June last.-(Mr.
Gillies.)

Order of the House-Copy of the petition of
the inhabitants of the parish of St. Uharles de
Caplan, county of Bonaventure, praying that
the Post-office of that locatity may be kept in
the vicinity of the Church ; of the petition of
the Mayor and Councillors of the said parish,
praying that- the said Post-office may remain
where it is now; of the report of the Post
Office Inspector on the said two petitions.-
(Mr. Beauchesne.)

Order of the Hlouse-Copies of reports of
surveys made at Saint Francis Harbour, Guys-

borough, N. S., previous to 1879.-( Mr.
Ogden.)

Order of the Hon e--Copies of reports of sur-
veys made at New U arbur,Guysborough, N.S.,
previous to 1879.-(MJr. Ogden )

Order of the House- Copies of reports of sur-
veys made at River Sainte Mary's, in Guys-
borough County, N.S., i 1879.-(Mr. Ogden.)

Order of the House "opes of reports of
surveys made at Indian L a bour, Guysborough
County, N.S., in 1879.-( 'r. Ogden.)

Order of the House-C pies of reports of
surveys made at Brennan's ive, Gayaborough
County, N.S., in 1879.-(31r. Og len.)

Order of the flouse-Re urn of all cor-
respondence between Major C. Wilson, of the
33rd Battalion, and th1e Militi ï, or any other
Department, in reference to a return of certain
duties paid upon rifles imported f r the use of
the Rifle Assoc&ation of the 33rd Battalion.-
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright.)

Order of the louse-Copies of all petitions
and correspondence respecting the shooting of
cattle at Prince Albert, Noth-West Territories,
by Indians acting under the direction of a ser-
geant of the Mounted Police.-(Mr. Drew.)

Order of the House-Copies of all applica-
tions for patents in the Settlement Belt, part of
the parish of Saint Peter, in Manitoba ; all
evidence taken in reference to the title cf the
late Chief Pe2nis to lands in said parish, to-
gether with all reports of Surveyors and indian
Agents, in reference to the St. Peter Reserve.-
(Mr. Ryan, Marquette.)

Order of the House-Lis4 of persons in the
Province of Manitoba who have been paid for
lands expropriated for the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way and its Pembina Branch, with the sums
paid; togethIer with a list of all persons who
have had their land expropriated, but who
have not been paid, and copies of all communica-
tions from such persons.-(Mr. Ryan, Afarquette.)

Order'of the:House-Copies of advertisements
for tenders for Mounted Police and Indian
,supplies, for delivery during the coming sum-
mer, together with all tenders made in re-
sponse to sid advertisements.-(Mr. Ryan,
Marquette.)

Order of the House-Statements showing
the sums of mouey given to the various Judges
appointed in the district of Kamouraska sioce
1873, in addition to their annual salary, to
enable them to hold in the chef lieu of the said
district, regular or special terms of the Circuit
Court, the Superior Court, the Criminal Court
as well as to despatch business in Chambers -
(Mr. LaFèdry.)

Order of the House-Statements showing the
amounts claimed for expenses by the several
persons who acted as Returning Officers in the
county of Bellechasse, during the elections of
1872, 1873, 1875 and 1878 ; the amount paid,
and the details of the several payment.-(Mr.
Landry.)

Order of the louse-Copies of all correspon-
dence in relation to the issue of a license in
favour of Mr. James Quinn, to keep the ferry
on the River Restigouche, between Cross Point
in the Province of Quebec, and Campbellton,
in the Province of New Brunswick ; also copies
of the resolutions transmittel to the Depart-
ment of Inland Revenue by the Municipal
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Council of the township of Mann, county of masterof St. John's Suburb (City of Quebec),
Bonaventure, in relation to the said ferry on and the appointment of his ruccessor.-(Mr.
the River Restigouche.--(Mr. Beauchesne.) Laurier.)

Address-Praying that Ris Excellency will Order of the House-Copies of ail enquiries
cause such means to be taken as will secure, repo:ts and papers of every decription con-
for the information of this House, a copy of nected with the dismissal of Francois Xavier
the report of a Select Committee of the Legis- Dulac, as postma3ter of Lanaudiers, in the
lature of Ontario, on the subject of the county of Beauce, and the closing of the said
hydraulie lift lock that is proposed to be used office.-(ilIr. Laurier.)
on the projected canal to connect the waters of Order of the Housn-Copies of notice of
Lakes Huron and Ontario, and all correspon- exprcpriation, bv the Governuient of the pro-
dence and petitions re!ating thereto.-(Mr. lerty of James Taylor, on the west side of the
Boultbee.) Red River, inthe parish of St. Cleinents, Mani-

Order of the House-Return of all sums toba, for the purposes of the Canadian Pacifie
paid during the year 1879 for the maintenance Raiiway, and ail correspondence, orleis and
of telegraph lines between the Red River and reports on the subject.-(Jfr. Mocken:ie.)
Battleford ; the persons to whom suchs m 1-buse adjourned at
were paid, and the number of days said lines
were in thorough working order -F(fteen minutes efore
scheltz.) Eleven o'clok.

Address-Copies of ail correspondence, reo- Cp
ports to Council and Orders in Council toucpt-
ig any legiswation of any of tee Provinces, O USE OF COMM O NS.
noD aaready brought doan pand fmr copies of
hike papers t')uchiing aint legiylation of Canada eursday, ath April, 8s O.
not aoready brought down.-(L r.r. )Jfackenzit. T S

Order of the House-Statement showig, t e
in sb many separate columns, the names ofthG
tise several persons employed at thse Quaran- I'RAYERS.
tpre Station at Grosse Isoe, in the cownty of
Montmagny, on tbe dRth September, 1878 ; SUPPLY-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
tte nature of theirfduties, toinount of their WAY.
salaries at that time, tise date at which they Order for te Speaker to ave the Chair for
entered the service, the amount of their pre-é the ouse to go again into Csnumittee of Sup-
sent salaries, the cause of their leaving tha td
service (in cases where parties have ceased toF
romain in thse service since that date), the fSin CHAIRLES TUIPPER: I had in-
amount of superannuation allowance or bonus e
given on ieaving the service ; tise christia n de osbntt th .os th Rsl-
and surtanes o theso wCo have been ap- tions respecting the Canadian Pacifie
pointed since th l7th Sptember, 1878, of Oailway, required by the circuinstances
tie persons wo n thy succeeded in office, that have occurred between the period at
and of the person- on whose recommendation which the Resolutions were carried, last
they were appointed, and the amunt of their 'cloc
yearly salary, together with ail papers and , and the present tie, but I do
documents relating to appointments, or to the not intend to pursue that course because
recommendation of aPPointments, made by it ight be thouoht more convenient,
the Goverments at Grosse Ise, since 1878.- that, as arranged, tie hon. memiber for
(Mr. Landry.) e S r (RE TUPPeR : I hai

Ordre of te ghouse-Comparative statement
of sugar imported into Canada from the West an opportungty upon the conclusion of

odie, United States and Great Britain, show- my sttement, of r aking the motion
ing quatities od vaines for thse years 1877, of which he has given notice, and which
1878 and 1879. -(Mr. Domville.) lewudh rcue o oni

Order of the ouse -Statem ent showing themn i wich t e Re lui n w re c r ied, l s
quantity of iron ore exported from Ontario from I were to suaotit at this moment the
yet January, 1880, to lt April, per. d esolutions I sha, at a later period, ask
reommen o the mhuse to concur im. On rising to

Order of the House-Copies of ail entries West ha (Mr. ae should hae

of uga imortd ito anaa fom he es an oppotunit H upeon the coclu sio o

made and aiB sumss paid for import duties at
Iork Factory on tdeon e Bay, and at points important questions that can engage its
where entries are made in tfe North-We t Terri- attention, h propose, on the present, as
tory, during te mumer of 1879-(Mr. on the last occasion on which I addressed
&/iultz.) teHueo hssbetls esoOrder of the House-Copy of the report of woule preclue from d oni
thse engineer who made eurveys at Bonaven. to avoid, ini the fair and candlid critioim
tura, in the Baie des Chaleurs, with the object to which I sha b. obliged to subjet the
of building a breakwater there.-(Mr. Beau- proceedings and policy of the hon. gente-

Order of the House-Copies of aUl corres- the ur in. On risigt
pordence, petition, reports d paper in rel.- in the least degree calculated to turn the
tion to the dismiosale of G. T. Tremblay, as pot current of this debate from ti,
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channel in which it is desirable of Council which they offered to British
it should run. I feel that if there 1 Columbia, and to the Imperial Govern-
is any question that could be brought un- ment as well, as a reason for qualifying
der the consideration of the House, that the engagement that was entered into.
it is requisite to deal with in the calmest, I an safe, I think, in saying that there
most dispassionate and judicial manner, is no man in this bu se, there is no in-
it is the great question of the Canadian telligent man in this country, that would
Pacific Railway. It will be, however, not heartily concur in the accuracy of
necessary, in the somewhat changed atti- the statement, that it would be
tude of hon. gentlemen opposite, as fore- greatly in the interest of Canada if it
shadowed by the promised Resolution of had been possibe to accomplish the con-
the hon. member for West Durham, that I struction of that work upon those terms.
shouid as briefly as is possible describe the Hon, gentlemen opposite took exception,
position that, in my jucigment, the two on many occasions, to the efciency of the
parties in this House occupy in relation nians that were thus provided forthe
to this question. The gouse will re- construction of the Canadian Pacifie
member that when this Government was Railway. I think the hon. member for
i. power, i 1871, and British Columbia Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), when the
was brougit into the Confederation, it leader of the Government, at a publi
was decided- that we should grapple with meeting at Whitby, committed himself
the great question of the construction of to the statement that we might as well
the Canadian Pacific IRailway, by which have offered $10, as $30,000,000 and
ail the various Provinces would be brought u0,0s0,000 acres of land for the purpose
into more rapid and easy communication. of securing the construction f that work,
When in a position to submit a formal s0 stroncly did ho feel the entire inade-
proposition to the ouse, in 1872,by quacy of the means proposed. ow, it
which it was hoped to accomplish the con- will not be at all necessary for e to dis-
struction of that work, the Government cuss the circumstances under which the
submitted a proposai to grant $30,000,000 Government found itself unable to ac-
and g0000000 acres of land in order to compiish the construction of the
cover the expenditure connected with it. Canadian Pacific Railway upon those
At the tinue that policy was resolved ternis. We are sufâciently familiar with
upon, a Resolution, in order to meet the that view of the question to render hat
apprehiension which existed in and out of entircly unnecessary. But we wtent out of
the ouse, as to the very serous respon- ofce, and the duty and responsibility of
sibility the Government was about to dealing with this great question devolved
incur, was proposed and carried, and it upon th e gentleman, who, during the
became substantially a part of the Teraws subsequent five years, led the Government
of Union with British Columbia, that that of this countrv. Now, I think, we must
work should ho constructed, not by the ahl admit that successive Governments
Government, but by private enterprise, i must pay great deference to, and must
aided by a grant of lands and money to hold themselves to a large extent
that extent. But even that as ne ihnited. responsible-for carrying out the policy
by the dectaration placed before the ouse of their predecessors. I an satisfled
that the progress of that work should notI 'o ail agroo in the opinion that it is only
involve an increase in the thon rate of under the gravest circustances that a
taxation. nnew Administration.is in a position to r-

M . BLAKE: ar, hear. pudiate, if I may so speak, the engage-
SiR CHARLES TJJPPER: Xow, monts in relation to a groat public ques-

I au a witte surprised to fnd the bon. tion, to which their predcessors have
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) committed th country under the author-
takîng exception to the statement I have ity of Parliamnt. But I quite admit it
made, that it formed a part of the Ternis was ini the power,,of the hon. gentleman,
of Union with British Columbia, becaus who was thn caled upon to form an
the Government of wich that hion. gen- Administration, to say that sinco, in Par-
tleman was a member, at a later date, liament, ohe a e opposed the poicy of
found it convenient to fal back upon that attempting to construct the Canadian
lesolution, and embodied it in a Minute Pacifie Railway, that lie beievod thi

SIR CHARLES TUPPZR.
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country could not engage in a work of
such gigantic magnitude without serious-
ly injuring the financial position of the
country- that, under those circumstances,
he must decline to hold himself respon-
sible for the engagement into which his
predecessors had entered. The hon. gen-
tleman had that course open to him, be-
cause Parliament, having declared that
the work should only be constructed, pro-
vided a company could be found, aided to
the extent before stated, to accomplish it
as a private undertaking, and the effort to
obtain the construction of the work under
the terms sanctioned by Parliament hav-
ing failed, it was open to him, I say,
frankly to state to the House, that he was
unable to carry out the policy to which his
predecessors had committed the country.
The hon. gentleman did not adopt that
course. Soon after his accession to power
lie visited his constituents for the purpose
of declaring, as Prime Minister, what the
policy of his Government was in relation
to this great question. Well, Sir, the
hon. gentleman, much to the surprise of
many of his friends, and greatly to the as-
tonishnent of those with whom he had
formerly been in controversy upon the
question, committed himself in the most
unqualified manner to the construction of
the Canadian Pacific Railway. He said,
and I am quoting from the organ of his
party in this city:

" I have always thought that speedy means
of communication across the continent were
necessary for settlement, and for the purpose
of opening up the district where we have
great riches undeveloped in the bosom of the
earth. Without that communication their
development cannot take place, and emigra-
tiun cannot be expected."

Now, with the Great North-West in our
possession to be peopled, and a declaration
that the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway was essential to the de-
velopment of the great resources of Cana-
da-referring, undoubtedly, to the minerai
resources of British Columbia-a declara-
tion that emigration to this country
could not be hoped for, unless that work
was undertaken, committed, on the
grounds of the broadest considerations ol
public policy, the hon. gentleman, to
the construction of that work. But he
,went mucli further. He stated, in that
address, that it was his intention to pro-
ceed with this great work in an entirely
different manner from that which his

predecessors had propounded, and which
Parliament had authorised, and that was
as a Government work. He gave, on
that occasion, the very substantial reason
that, if it was constructed as a Govern-
ment work, the people would receive the
profit instead of the contractors. The
hon. gentleman, consistent with that
declaration, came down to Parliament
with a measure for the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. He bas
frequently referred to the fact that one of
the first clauses of that Act provided that
it must not increase the existing rate of
taxation; that he had adhered to the
policy propounded by the previous Gov-
ernment and sanctioned by Parliament;
that there must be no increase of taxation
connected with the undertaking. But lie
did not recount that which Parliament
had committed itself to and sanctioned,
and that was the declaration that
it should not be done by the Gov-
ernment, a declaration that the hon.
gentleman himself had voted for,
and that his friends and supporters
had supported, but that it must be done
by a private company, aided by a grant of
lands and money. That provision was
swept away. It is true, however, that he
provided in his Bill for the prosecution of
the work in very much the saine manner
as that propounded by his predecessors,
provided the parties could be found to
take it up. I think those who have not
recently read that Act, will be a litle sur-
prised to learn that lie went further than
his predecessors in the means which he
provided from the public resources for
the purpose of prosecuting the work.
The hon. gentleman covered the whole
ground in his Bill. He said:

S1. A railway, to be called the 'Canadian
Pacific Railway,' shall be made from some
point near to and south of Lake Nipissing
to some point in British Columbia, on the
Pacifie Ocean ; both the said points to be de-
termined, and the course and line of the said
railway to be approved of by the Governor-in,
Council."
Even the sanction of Parliament was
not necessary to the adoption of a line,.
and that line was to extend from a point
on Lake Nipissing to a point in British
Columbia, on the Pacifie Coast. The hon.
gentleman then went on to provide what
should be given to the Company under-
takingit. He provided in section four:

"4. That a quantity of land, not exceeding
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twenty thoisand acres for each mile of the
section or sub-section contracted for, shall be
appropriated in alternate sections of twenty
square mil3s each, along the line of the said
rilway, or at a convenient distance therefrom,
each section having a frontage of not less
than three miles, n r nre than six miles on
the line of the said Railway, and that two-
thirds of the quantity of land so appropriated
shall be sold by the Government at such prices
as may be from time to time agreed upon be-
tween the Governor-in-Council, and the con,
tractors, a id the proceeds thereof accounted
for and paid half yearly to the contract>rs,
free from aniy charge of administration or man-
agement ; the remaining third to be conveyed
to the contractors. The said lands to be of
fair average quality. and not to include any
land already granted or occupied under any
patent, license of occupation or preemption
right ; and when a suffi-ient quantity cannot
be found in the immediate vicinity of the
railway-, then the same quantity, or as much
as may be required to complete such quantity,
shall be appropriated at such other places as
may be determined by the Governor-in-
Council."

Now, I call the attention of the hon.
inember for North Norfolk to this act,
to which, I think, lie was kind enough to
give his hearty support when it was sub-
initted to Parliament. I call his atten-
tion to this as indicating that the hon.
gentleman, at that time, had not the same
abhorence of a large section of land
along the line of the Pacifie Railway
being iii the bands of contractors.
The late Government went further than
the previous Government had gone, be-
cause while we proposed to give
50,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,000,
we never proposed to assume the cost
and responsibility of administering and
selling two-thirds of the land, and reliev-
ing the contractors from that charge. So
liere is Parliament authorising hon. gen-
tlemen to give 50,000,000 acres and
$30,000,000 in money, and providing for
the expenditure necessary to administer
and sell two-thirds of the land owned, that
was the property ot the contractors.
Then there was the question of the sur-
veys, while, under our contract, the com-
pany with whom we made the contract
for the woik, were obliged to cover all
cost incurred in connection with work
up to that time. It is provided :

"7. That the cost of surveys, and of locat-
ing the line of the several sections and sub-
sections of the aaid Railway, shal b part of
the subsidy or consideration allowed to the
contractors, or not, as may be determined by
the Governor-in-Council, and agreed upon in

Sie iEatRLEs TuppRa.

the contract enterel into with the con.
tractors."

So the Government not only pro-
posed to give all the land we proposed
to give, but to bear the expense of the
administration of two-thirds of the land,
and to relieve the contractors of the cost of
any surveys or location of any portion of
this road. The lion. gentleman did not stop
here. Having changed the position of
Parliament altogether, in relation to the
great obligation of constructing the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, by providing that
the Government themselves should either
have the power to give the contract to
the company who would construct
the road on the conditions con-
tained in the measure, or take up
that work, as a Governuient work, and
carry it to completion, the bon. gentle-
man did not stop there. Great as had
been the fears he had exhibited with re-
ference to the enormous burden we were
placing on the shoulders of the people, he
sought to make the Government directly
responsible for the expenditure of all this
money in the construction of the line from
Lake Nipiesing to the shores of the
Pacifie. But the hon. gentleman, over
and above the expenditure we proposed,
committed the country to a vast extension
of the liability of the previous Govern-
ment. The previous Government assumed
that, if they brought the Pacific Railway
to Nipissing, it would be a sufficient in-
ducement for the lines in Ontario and
Quebec, running easterly to Quebec and
southerly to Toronto, to make a connec-
tion at that point. At the same time, my
hon. predecessor submitted to Parliament
a measure providing for the construction
of the Georgian Bay Branch, and to give
a subsidy to the Canada Central Railway
of $1,440,000. Althougih the Georgian
Bay Branch was through a terra incognita,
the line unsurveyed, and eminent engi-
neers maintained it to be impracticable,
without any survey or any location the
hon. gentleman pledged himself, as the
leader of the Government, and he com-
mitted the Government and the country
to the construction of the line from the
terminus of the Canada Central east of
Lake Nipissing to the mouth of French
River, at an expense moderately put at
$2,560,000. That makes $4,000,000 of

nouey, which he proposed to expend
outside of, and over and above, the liabil-
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ity for the Canadian Pacific Railway be- without that completion, ail the
fore reaching the eastern terminus, where $11,000,000 would be wasted-had
it had been fixed by Parliament on the been expended contrary to the de-
south and east of Lake Nipissing. He may claration of that Act. The hon.
say, " but this is all subject to the limita- gentleman, when i Opposition, had
tion that is provided for in this Bill, with exhibited sncb a spirit of antagomsm
reference to not increasing the then rate -as hon. gentlemen opposite arc, I ar
of taxation." Unfortunately for hin, and afraid, inclined to exhibit-to the policy
unfortunatelv for the lion. gentleman who proposed on Chis side of the buse.
sits behind him-and who now seems-I AR. BLAKE: Which lon. gentleman?
will not say ready to repudiate the SiR CHARLES TUPPER: When I
policy of bis own leader-but to have the Ileasure to look in the face at
take a prominent part in a proposal this moment of the lon, gentleman, and
that, I fear, will be regarded in the light hold this friendlv discussion on so very
of a repudiation by them of their important a question, I aa reminded
obligations, and which will have the that when le Nvas before ii Opposition;
effect of sweeping from under their feet and when we then proposed a seherne for
any standing ground. The hon. the then constructing the Pacidc Lailway, whick
Minister of Finance submitted to Parlia- we felt quite possible, and which we
ment a declaration to the effect that, ii knew to be i the interest of the country
order to meet the expenditure he would to complete as quickly as possible, loend
have to ask Parliament to impose an ad- bis colleagues decried that proposai or the
ditional taxation of $3,000,000 ; and then advisability of going on with the work,
and there the hon. gentleman did impose but when brought into power, upon
that additional taxation. When the lion. this side of the buse they did not
nember for West Durham (Mr. Blake) shrink back; they found that the dismal
made bis famous speech in Ontario, at a vista that they had seen before had
subsequent date, lie said that British vanished; and the lon. gentleman went
Columbia had nothing to complain of, as to the extent of adding $4,000,000 to
Parliament had not only pledged itself to the amount we proposed for the construc-
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie tion of the Paciie Railway at the eastern
Railway, but lad provided $3,000,000, end of the une. But what did li de on
liad levied $3,000,000 additional taxation the othe w end of thbe line lie wet into
to meet their obligations, and notably for a deliberate negotiation with British
the Cantfian iPacific IRailwav. When Columbia and the Imperial Goverument,
the hion, gentleman impoed that addi- and for fear that the Aon. gentlemen may
tional taxation, this Bill was, at thesame forget these litte inconsistencies, I will
time, placed upon the Statute-eook, say- ask the indulgence of the aouse whle I
ina that the undertaking should not in- refer to one of the most important state
volve an increase in the existing rate of papers, one of the most importaut docu-
taxation. The : ion. gentleman, therefore, ments that forms a portion of the Archives
stands in this position: either lie must of Canada, mean the treaty made be-
give up that clause as not having t any tween the Government of Canada and
bindingh obligation or effect, or stand British Columbia, and the Imperial Gov
before Parliament and the country in the ernuient. Although I would like to
position of having violated the law in the conense the passage I aO going to
expenditure of every dollar spent from, read,, I arn afraid I shall have
the first hour that hie began to expend to read it at length. What I amr
any money on the Pacific Railway, be- going to read now will be found at
cawse there is clear and undeniable evi- page 511, of the ib nrd of 1875.
dence that the rate of taxation was thkn On that page will be found a veraetim
increased. Every single dollar of the statement of the treaty, showing the obhi-
$11,000,000 spent in the construction of gations imposed by the then Fir t Min-
the Ralway so far had been spent by b the ister now sitting on the other aide of thn
hion, gentleman in the teeth of the House. Lord Carnarvon said:

shrinke back ; they foundc tha thedima

vAdhering then to the sae order in whih,
$2v8,000,000 of money required to com- on the 6th Augut, I stated the principle
plete the expenditure lie bad begun-for, points on whih it opparel to me that a better
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understanding should be defined, I now pro-
ceed to announce the conclusions at which I
have arrived. Tiey are :

"1. That the Railway from Esquimault to
Nanaimo shall be commenced as soon as pos-
sible, and completed with all practicable de-
spatch.

" 2. That the surveys on the mainland shall
be pushed on with the utmost vigour. On this
point, after considering the representations of
your Ministers, I feel that I have no alterna-
tive but to rely, as I do most fully and readily,
upon their as-urances that no legitimate effort
or expense will be spared, first to determine
the best route for the line, and secondly to
proceed with the details of the engineering
work. It would be distasteful to me, if in-
deed,it were not impossible to prescribe strictly
any minimum of time or expenditure with
regard to work of so uncertain a nature ; but,
happily, it is equally impossible. for me to
doubt that your Government will loyally do
its best in every way to accelerate the nomple-
tion of a duty left freely to its sense of honour
and justice.

"3. That the waggon road and telegraph
line shall be inmediately constructed. There
seems here to be some difference of opinion as
to the special value to the Province of the un-
dertakiug to complete these two works ; but,
after considering what has been said, I am of
opinion that they should both be proceeded
with at once, as indeed is suggested by your
Ministers.

"4. That $2,000,000 a year, and not
$1,500,000, shall be the minimum expenditure
on railway works within the Province from the
date at which the surveys are sufficiently com-
pleted to enable that amount to be expended
en construction. ln naming this amount I
understand that, it being alike the interest
and the wish of the Dominion Government to
urge on with all speed the completion of the
works now to be undertaken, the annual ex-
penditure will be as much in excess of the
minimum of $2,000,000 as in any year may be
found practicable.

"5. Lastly, that on or before the 31st of
December, 1890, the Railway shall be completed
and open for traffic on the Pacifie seaboard
to a point at the western end of Lake Superior
at which it will fall into connection with
existing lines of railway through a portion of
the United States, and also with the navigation
on Canadian waters."

This is Lord Carnarvon's decision, or the
conclusions at which he had arrived as a
mediator between British Columbia and
the First Minister of that day. It will
be seen that the late Government here
pledged themselves to build the line from
Esquimault to Nanaimo without delay.
What did that mean in the first place I I
am quite certain that my hon. predecessor
will not question tho calculation I have
made when I say that, at the very lowest
estimate, it would cost $4,000,000. It
is simply adding $4,000,000 upon the

S1R CHARLES TUPPER.

Western end of the Canadian Pacifiz
Railway, to the $4,000,000 he had already
added to the eastern end. But that is by
far the least grave portion of this inatter.
However much the hon. gentleman dis-
regarded, in his own action, the clause of
the Bill which provided that the work
sbould not proceed so as to involve an in-
crease in the taxation of the country, by
this negotiation and engagement with
Lord Carnarvon, lie left himself entirely
unprotected. I should like to ask what
it would cost to construct a waggon road
for 400 miles through the Rocky Moun-
tains. Is not that an enormous addition
to the contract to construct as rapidly as
possible the Canadian Pacific Railway 1
I trust that the hon. member for West
Durham will read, mark, learn, and in-
wardly digest these statements, which
received the ready and hearty concur-
rence and endorsement of the late Min-
ister of Public Works. I am aware that
the hon. member for West Durham was a
little restive under those terms. At any
rate, sitting upon this side of the House,
he exhibited a little of that restiveness
which characterises him when lie is not
in the Cabinet. The hon. member for
West Durham put a question on the
Notice Paper on this subject, and whact
was the answer of the bon. First
Minister of that day ? Feeling
strong in the integrity of his position
and in the consciousness that lie was grap-
pling with the construction of a great
national work, lie said :

" With respect to the question raised by my
hon. friend, the member for South Bruce, 1
may say I have nothing to ask from Parliament.
We have no authority to obtain, but have
merely to communicate this decision and rest
upon the House supporting us in accepting the
terms that have been made through the inter-
vention or mediation of Lord Carnarvon, and
that support I do not doubt will be cheerfully
accorded."

Have we not a right to ask those gen
tlemen who were ready to accord support
to the leader of the late Government,
when he proposed, not only to pledge this
country to build the Canadian Pacifie
Railway froum end to end, but to add
$8,000,000 to any expenditure which had
ever been proposed by his predecessors,
and add the cost of the waggon road and
of the. administration of two-thirds of the
land these people were to receive, to con-
sider fairly our position ? That hon. gen-
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tleman was prepared to rely on the gen-
tlemen sustaining him for their assured
support, because he believed he was act-
ing in the interest of the country. Have
we not a right with our much more
modest proposition-with the burden hon.
gentlemen opposite proposed to place on
this country, rendered so much lighter by
us-to ask for some of that assured support
which the member for Lambton so con-
fidently relied upon when standing where
I now have the honour to stand ? The
hon. member for West Durham was not
prepared to go so far as this proposition of
the late Government. It is but just tohim
to say that he gave expressionto his dissent
in perhaps the most marked manner that
an independent member could do so, when
lie refused his vote for the construction
of the Esquimault and Nanaimo Rail-
wav. But thouglh the faith and
honour of the Government and coun-
try lad been irrevocably pledged to this
undertaking, wlen it was removed out of
the way by the other branch of Parlia-
ment, the hon. gentleman himself assumed
the responsibility of every word and act
of that Government, by accepting a place
in it. He did more. He not only en-
tered the Cabinet, committed and boun.d
as it was to this policy, beyond recall,
and without qualification as to the re-
sources of the country, without raising
the question as to whetlier the Railway
should be completed by 1890, from end
t) end, thus giving practical evidence of
his being in accord with its views, but
showed lie was prepared to take out of the
coffers of Canada $750,000 to compensate
British Columbia for having generously
relinquished theimmediate expenditure of
the$4,000,000 on the Nanaimo and Esqui-
mault Bailway. Under those circum-
stances, the last source from which this
Government might have anticipated ob-
struction was from gentlemen opposite
in adopting the present policy. The late
Government committed itself to the con-
struction of this great work regardless of
the cost. At the end of five years the for
mer Government came back to power.
What did we ftnd hd been accomplished
in the meantime? Hon. gentlemen may
be surprised to learni that one of our first
duties was to lgy the rails upon the Pem-
bina Branch Railway, the contract for
which was given out among the first acts
of the late Government. They also early

undertook the construction of the Rail-
way from Fort William to Shebandowan,
and to develop the policy known as the use
of the water stretches. There was, be-
sides, to be a road in the west, from the
Lake of the Woods to Winnipeg. To
the credit of the hon. member for Lamb-
ton lie is sometimes open for argument.
After two or three years' discussion in
this House, we were enabled finally to
convince him of the folly of his course-
that every dollar he expended on the road
to Shebandowan on the east, and on the
road beyond the Lake of the Woods on
the west, would be wasted, while there
was the Duluth Railway within
a comparatively short distance to
carry all the passengers and traffic
westward, and prevent either one or the
other ever Fgoing by the mixed rail and
water-stretches route, the amphibious
line, ifter it was constructed. I will
credit hima with practically admitting, at
least, that he was wrong and we were
right.

MR. MACKENZIE: No.
Sin CHARLES TUPPER : I know

he is unwilling to admit it, but history
will establish the truth of my statements.
I cannot absolve the hon. gentleman for
the folly of having undertaken the con-
struction of the through line by this
route, and letting two contracts, one
running to English River on the east, and
the other to Rat Portage on the west,
without previous surveys, without the
slightest knowledge of those sectiomns or
what the road would cost, or wl:ether he
could connect the two ends at all. It can
be proved those ends had never been con-
nected by surveys, and that there was no
means of knowing whether, at anyreason-
able cost, the road could be completed.
The result has been an enormous expendi-
ture, largely due to the precipitate com-
mencement of the work, and without
sufficient information as to the character
of the country. On attaining office we
found a large amount had been expended
on those two sections of 227 miles; one
running east from Red River 114 miles,
and the other 113 miles running west
from Lake Superior. We found that the
money thus expended might as well be
thrown into Lake Superior, and was
utterly useless for any purpose of value,
there being a gap of 185 miles between
those sections. The hon. gentleman had
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become convinced of the uselessness of
this expenditure, without the completion
of the intervening section ; and shortly
previous to the General Elections lie adver-
tised for contracts for the road over those
185 miles. I am not going to find any
fault with that step. I gave
him credit for it before, but must
withdraw it now, as he stated the other
night that he had not at all decided to con-
struct those 185 miles-had not decided
whether he would allow the enor-
mous expenditure to lie dead while he
paid interest on it, without accomplishing
anything by it. I can readily understand
why the hon. gentleman did not let the
contracts before the election. He had
stated, in and out of the House, as a
ground of bis claim to publie confidence,
that he was building the Canadian Pacific
Railway at a cost of $24,500 a mile, and
lie had learned that if the contracts for
the intervening 185 miles were let, it
would become apparent he had made an
enormous miscalculation as to the cost of
the road, the contracts for portions of
which he had given out without any sur-
yeys or information to warrant that
action ; so the ground for bis appeal for
the public confidence in this matter would
be swept from under bis feet. On the
Georgian Bay Branch, Canada Central,
the Pembina Branch, and the line between
Thunder Bay and Red River, we found,
when we came into power, that over
$11,000,000 had been spent; and to
make that outlay of any practical value
would involve the proper completion of
those works, and I stated a year ago the
expenditure involved could not be esti-
mated at less than $28,000,000. I am
.aow able to take something like a million
off that estimate, as by pursuing a differ-
ent policy from that of the late Govern-
ment, in letting the contracts, and in their
supervision after being let, we expect to
effect a great reduction in the cost under-
taken. Before I had been a week in the
office which the hon. member for Lambton
vacated, I called on Mr. Marcus Smith for
a statement of the work done upon those
228 miles, an estimate upon which the
contracts had been framed, and a state-
ment of how much had been paid, and
how much was required to complete the
work. I was astounded to discover
that the additional exFense had to
be counted, I may say, by millions. I

SIR CITARLES TUPPER.

called the attention of Mr. Fleming to the
sanie matter as soon as he returned froi
England. Mr. Fleming said that, so far
as Section 5 was concerned, it could be
the différence accounted for as the char-
acter of the work had been changed ; but
with respect to the other portions that
there had been no location surveys-no
sufficiently 'accurate estimates made-
no knowledge of details acquired
when those contracts were let to
enable a close estimate to be formed.
He had no means of accounting for this
great disproportion between what they
supposed the cost of the work would be,
and what it was now evident it would
cost. Mr. Fleming sent for the engineers
who had been in charge of the works,
both east and west, and they were unable
to give a satisfactory account of so mucli
money having been spent, and, in conse-
quence, a careful remeasurement has been
made to ascertain where the discrepancy
was. With regard to Section 15, Mr.
Smith and Mr. Fleming said that we
could account for the great disproportion
between the cost and the estimate because
the plan had been changed. The contract
was originally invited for that section of
the road, but the amount asked by the
tenderers was so enormous that the mo-
ment the then First Minister saw them he
discovered it would not do to let the con-
tract on those figures, or he would have
to add something like 50 per cent. to the
cost which he had stated he was building
the Pacific Railway at per mile. The
contract was not let. It was subsequently
let upon a system of trestle-work for em-
bankments; and after the work had pro-
ceeded in that way for a length of time,
a report was made by the Engineer in
charge that the wood in that country was
of a very inferior description, and that so
soon as the road was completed it would
probably be either all burnt up, and if not
burned the wood was of such an inferior
quality that we should have to commence
rebuilding it at an early day, and he there-
fore advised that embankments shouli
be substituted for trestle-work. That re-
port was referred to Mr. Fleming, who
was here on a brief ývisit from England.
He entirely concurred in the proposition
that the work should be changed fron
trestle-work to embankments, and he dis-
cussed that matter witli the then Minister
of Publie Works, who also concurred in
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the propriety of the change of which he
still approves. The hon. gentleman took
that report to the Council, where it re-
mained.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gen-
tleman is a little overstating the fact. I
agreed that the road would be much bet-
ter built that way than the former way;
but I did not concur in the wisdom of
making the change just then.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: The hon.
gentleman ought to have done one thing
or the other. The Chief Engineer having
gone the next day to England, after dis-
cussing the matter with the hon. gentle-
man, and having left his report in favour
of the change, with the assurance of that
lion. gentleman that he agreed with it,
he ought to have either obtained the de-
cision of the Council for the proposition
or against it, or, at all events, should
have taken care to know that the change
was not made under the assumption that
that which the Chief Engineer had re-
commended, and which met with the ap-
proval of the hon. the Minister of Public
Works

MR. MACKENZIE: No.
Sia CHARLES TUPPER : Was not

to be pursued. That was the position in
which I found the work. Notwithstand-
ing the increased cost, I have no hesi-
tation in saying that the change was a
wise one ; and I recommended it to the
present Government, especially when I
found thau the contract had been carried
on by the Engineer under the impression
that the change had been adopted, and
that the contractor had expended over
$ 100,000 for plant that would not have
been required if there had been no inten-
tion of a change. We were careful, under
these circumstances, that no more
contracts should be let in the
loose, irregular, and improper man-
ner prevailing up to that time.
We required a full statement of
all the work that was required on the
sections of the Railwaty, before we would
commit ourselves to their construction,
and I postponed action twice upon the
advertisement which the hon. niember
for Lambton had himself put into the
papers for the 185 miles, because the
Department was not ready with the care-
ful calculations based upon surveys and
examinations and cross-sections which
had been prepared to enable us to know

exactly what the amount of the work
would be. I am happy to say that
we have changed the mode of letting the
contracts, instead of basing them on
mere guess work, we based them on
maximum quantities that cannot be ex-
ceeded; the contracts requiro the amount
of work should be done, if required, but
that it may be reduced to any extent.
I am happy to be able to tell the hon.
gentleman that I have already reduced
the distance, or rather that Mr. Caddy,
the Engineer in charge of Section 4 1, has
been enabled, since that contract was let,
to reduce the distance on forty-seven miles
of it by three and three-fourths miles. a
saving to the country of $319,000 by
that reduction, and by lessening the
amount of work to be done on that forty-
seven miles. The same process is going
on on Section 42, and these two contracts
will be completed within tho time
stated in the contract-a great novelty-
the hon. gentleman will admit, consider-
ing the inordinate time he has taken in
similar cases. Under that system we
shall not only bc enabled to construct
these works within the time stated in
the contract, but by a reduction of the
cost by over half a million dollard. I
give this to the hon. gentleman as an
evidence of the value of having a careful
examination of the work before the con-
tracts are let, instead of rushing into it
blindly. That was our first duty ; and
finding that this expenditure had been
made, we had no alternative but to go
forward and carry it out. Moreover, we
had the responsibility thrown upon us of
dealing with the question of the construc-
tion of the Railway as a whole ; we did
not find it left a legacy to us as the hon.
gentleman found it left to him. It was
open to him, in the position in which we
left the question, as I have already stated,
to say he was not prepared to adopt the
policy of the construction of the Railway,
at all events, in the manner that was in-
dicated. He adopted a different courE ;
he not only provided for the construction
of the work directly by the Government,
but lie entered into a binding treaty and
obligation with Lord Carnarvon, on be-
half of the Imperial Gavernment and
British Columbia, that this work should
be completed by 1890 from the shores of
Lake Superior to the Pacific Ocean. That
was the legacy we inherited f rom the hon
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gentleman; and carrying out the pledge he say that, not content with holding out to
had made to Lord Carnarvon, he caused the people of British Columbia that le
these further surveys to be made with a was going to build the Railway, he was
view to the location of the line, and hav- absolutely going to take out of the public
ing satisfied himself that the best line coffers $32,400 to rerove those rails front
that could be adopted was the line to Bur- Victoria to Yale, without having satisfied
rard Inlet, the hon. gentleman proceeded himself that he ever intended to strike a
to put an advertisement in the papers blow î That is a proposition, 1 am satisfied,
calling for tenders for the construction of the bon, gentleman, on reflection, will see
125 miles from Kamloops to Yale. I is utterly untenable, and he will find
heard with amazement, the other night, a limself in a position that no possible
statement front the hon. gentleman that argument on bis part could justify.
he had not decided to do tbat work, that Well, under these circumstances, the
lie had not fully made up his mind to do Government found themselves brouglt
it. I am perfectly aware that it is legiti- face to Lace ith the great question
mate for a Government going to the coun- of the construction of the Cana-
try, under the great discouragement which dian Pacific Iailway forced upon
the hon. gentleman -was compelled to go them. The course which had been
to the country-I an quite aware that it pursued by the late Governuent, and
is legitimate for theni to present a pro- by the late Finance Minister, was that of
gramme as attractive as they can tor the holding p to the country the enormous
con ideration of the country ; but I am and gigantic obligation that tiis work
astonished that the lion. the then First would invalve, and the hon. gentleman
Minister of theCrown should deliberately, feit it bis duty to give the contractors al
in his own Departmuent, call fer tenders over the world, who miglt be invited to
involving the expenditure of large sumis construct this line Upof favourable terms,
of money by intending contractors, to understand that it was a work involv-
for the construction of 125 miles ing enormous expenditure, and that it
of railway through the canyons of would be disastrous to any contractor to
the Fraser, a most difficult and toudl it. We were under the necessity
inaccessible locality, and afterwards state of dealing with this difficultv as a com-
to this House that he did it deliberately, mercial undertaking, when it was in an
on the eve of an election, without the in- entirely diffrent position from that wbich
tention of carrying it on to completion. if occupied when we were deprived of
The hon. gentleman stated that he was power. Wben we found ourselves brouglt
upholding the honour and integrity of face to face with this very serious question
Canada; that this work should be carried what did we do'? We reverted back, M
on to completion as vigorously as possible, far as possible, under fhe changed circum-
and that he had pledged himself to Lord stances to our former policy. Our policy
Carnarvon that the surveys should be wasthis: That thelands of the North-West
prosecuted as rapidly as possible, and ought f0 build the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
that, as soon as they were completed, the way. That was the principal plank in
road should be located, and not less than our platform. The late First Minister

2,000,000 per annum should be ex- in is address at Sarnia, covered the
pended. With that pledge he asks for whole ground when he said Ithat it was
tenders for 125 miles of Railway. That impossible ever te draw emigration into
was the hon. gentleman's obligation, from that great country and settie it without
which there was no escape; and there was the construction of a Canadian Pacific
the additional pledge to British Columbia Railway." We held that opinion, and we
that that work was to be immediately fclt that, inasnuch as that great fertile
undertaken. I ask the hon. gentleman North-West must remain a barren waste
to tell this House, if he had not finally until the Railway was constructed, and
made up his mind to proceed with the con- that inasmucl as those lands were the
struction of the Railway from Yale to most fair and fertile, and the riclest to
Kamloops, why lie made the contract be found on the face of the globe, and
involving a payment of $32,400 to a con- that tley must remam useiess te Canada
tractor to carry rails fronm Victoria to unless the Railway was constructed, we
Yale ? Does the hon. gentleman mean to feit warrantcd in adopting the policy
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which we have adopted. But seeing that
this great work ought to be and should
be constructed by utilizing those lands
to which the road itself is going to give
such ernormously increased value, we
came down with that policy, and
we supposed that these hon. gentlemen
opposite, having committed the Govern-
ment, having pledged the faith of Canada,
as they pledged it in relation to this
question, that tbey would have been
the first men in this House to congratu-
late us upon the policy we liad pro-
pounded, and give us their most hearty
support, but we discovered that
we were altogether mistaken. What was
the language of the hon. leader of the
Opposition last winter, when we pro-
poun1ded that policy. He said the land
was good for nothing.

MR. MACKENZIE: I did not say so.
SiR CHARLES TUPPER : The whole

success of our scheme depended upon our
being able to convince the world that
these lands were fertile and of enormous
value; that they woulid largely repay any
person who undertook their settlement,
that it was the most inviting field for
emigrants that vas to be found in the
world. But how did the hon. gentleman
meet us? He met us first with the de-
claration that it is a bad policy to look
up the land.

MR. MACKENZIE: Hear, hear.
Si CHARLES TUPPER: Hear,

hear, he says? Yet I ask him what he
said to the people of Sarnia when lie
told them that without the Canadian
Pacific Railway these lands were value-.
less. I ask him how he reconciles that
statement with the statement that it is a
bad policy to utilise these lands for the
purpose of constructing the Railway
through them I What more did the hon.
gentleman say when lie knew that the
whole success of our policy rested upon
our success in convincing the world of the
great value of these lands, and the safety
of investing money in their purchase, in
order to give us the means of constructing
this Railway without imposing an- enor-
mous burden upon the people of the
country. The hon. gentleman took upon.
himself the responsibility of endeavouring
to defeat the success of this policy. The
ion. gentleman told the people of England,

from the floor of this House, thai we
could not give our lands away in Canada.

MR. MACKENZIE: I did not.
SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I ask the

hon. gentleman to read his speech. Turn
up the Iansard, and the hon. gentleman
will see that when we talked of building
the Canadian Pacific Railway with these
lands, and selling them to get the money,
he said we could not get people to settle
on the lands in Canada when we gave
them away.

An HoN. MEMBER : Texas.
Si CHARLES TUPPER : I an not

going to say anything about Texas, as
the hon. gentleman has been pressed
sufficiently on that point; for lie was on
the horns of a dilenima and ready to fly
to Texas or anywhere else to escape from
the difficulty. The hon. gentleman fol-
lowed us to England. After the House
had adopted the policy that gave us the
authority to dispose of 100,000,000 acres
of land for the purpose of constructing
this great work, and had authorised the
mission to England for the purpose of
endeavouring to enlist capitalists abroad,
and the Government of England to aid
in the prosecution of this work, the hon.
gentleman not only denouneed the policy
of using the lands, he not only declared
that they were w rthless

MR. MACKENZIE: I said nothing
of the kind.

SIR CHARLES TU PPER: He said
we cculd not settle them when we gave
them awav.

MR. MA CKENZIE: I said nothing
of the kind.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER: If the
hon. gentleman will read his speech in the
Hansard, he will find it there; if not, I
will acknlowledge I misapprehended what
he said. The lion. gentleman followed us
to England, lie followed that mission
which this Government sent to England
for the purpose of obtaining aid in the
construction of this work. Immediately
upon our arrival in England, a long
article appeared in one of the leading
journals, declaring that there was a re-
action in this country, that the Government
had lost their popularity; and so the
lion. gentleman followed us, step by step,
and used every argument that could
be used in order to defeat and render
abortive the mission in which we were
engaged. The passage I was referring to
in the lion. gentleman's speech of las,
year has been kindly turned up for me.
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I will read from the speech of the hon.
gentleman, on page 1,905 of the Hansard:

"If the hon. gentleman (Sir Charles Tup-
per) is proceeding on the hypothesis that in
Canada alone is there any land available, he
will find himself greatly mistaken. We have
found it very difficult indeed, in Canada, to
promote settlement, even where the land was
given away by the Government. It is still
more d>fficult to send settlers to the far-off
western country, where they have the initial
difficulties of a new country to contend with,
not less in anount though different in kind,
than the settlers of our own wooded dis-
tricts."

MR. MACKENZIE : Where is the
place I said the land was worth nothing ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : 1 said
the hon. gentleman undervalued the char-
acter of our lands.

MR. MACKENZIE : I have taken
down the hon. gentleman's words he
stated I said the lands were good for
nothing. Read the passage.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I will tell
him where I find it ; I find it in the state-
ment that you cannot promote settlement
where you give the lands away. If that
does not sustain my assertion, then I know
nothing about the meaning of the English
language. But not content with saying
that we could not promote settlement
where the lands were given away, that
in the North-West the difficulties are
greater than in any other part of Canada,
the hon. gentleman went on with this
lugubrious account of our country:

'e" They have a long winter, absence of lui-
ber and building materials, and difficulties of
transportation. We must, therefore, make
up our minds, if we ai e to settle that coun -
try,ý that it will be done only at the expen-
diture of a large amount of money to aid
settlers in going in and in giving them land free
after they get in. That is my conviction."

You not only cannot get thiem to go and
settle the lands when you give them
away, but if you do you have to pay,
them for doing it. If we did that where

ject with the Imperial Government, and
especially with the Colonial Minister,
concerning the construction of a Canadianl
Pacifie Rtailway-we found, and for rea-
sons I think the hon. gentlemen opposite
will quite appreciate, the time was not
the niost propitious for the purpose of
pressing them for a definite answer-we
came away with the impression tlat, at
no distant day, we would be in a position
to obtain from the Imperial Government
the nost favourable consideration of
our proposals. That this is a question in
which Lord Beaconsfield's Government felt
the greatest interest, we can have no possi-
ble reason to doubt. If the hon. gentleman
opposite was about making an appeal to
tbe country he would not like to Le
handicapped any more- heavily tlan was
absolutely necessary for the time being ;
but there is another reason why we did
not tfiink it necessary to press very
strongly the Imperial Governient in re-
lation to that matter. It is this : after
the discussion, not only with members of
the Imperial Cabinet and with the
Colonial Minister-after discussion with
the first minds among the Opposition to
the present Government in England-
after having discussed this question ex-
haustively with the first capitalists in
England, we found we were in a position,
without any fear or doubt, to go steadily
forward in the prosecuticn of this work-
knowing that the funds required could
be obtained on most favourable termis
by my bon. friend the Minister of
Finance, and would be forthcoming as fast
as he would require them, independently
of any guarantee. I may still add that
our mission was not altogether fruitless
from another point of view. If we were
to go on with the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, it was not de-
sirable that we should lose the oppor-
tunity of obtaining, at a reduced rate, a
quantity of steel rails for that Railway ;

was the $100,000,000 to come from on and I an able to tell the hon. gentleman
which we were asking the House to sus- that we were more fortunate than him-
tain us in the construction of a Canadian self-we had the good fortune to Le
Pacifie Railway ? Suppose we had failed there just at the time when iron and
under these ciicumstances, would it have freights had fallen to their lowest point,
been very surprising î As bas been and we were successful in making a pur-
already stated by the hon. the First Min - chase of 50,000 tons of steel rails, at a
ister, the communications witl the Im- million and a-half dollars less than the
perial Government were confidential, but hon. gentleman paid for them, and at a
I may say this, that after the most million and a-half less than what they
friendly and frank discussion of the sub- could be purchased for since.

SIR CHARLES TUPPEt.
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Ma. ANGLIN : Why did you no
purchase more I

Sim CHARLES TUPPER: I an
afraid that hon. gentlemen are very haro
to satisfy. All I can say is that if w
had not been on the spot, and the negotia
tions had not been managed as they were
we would not have been able to hav
purchased a quarter of that quantity a
the price. It was the last purchas
made at that price, because when it wa
known that there was a contract fo
50,000 tons of steel rails on the market
the price went up at a bound. I arr
afraid it will be a very long time beforE
we, or our successors, will meet with the
same good fortune in relation to this
matter. I may say to some hon. gen
tleinan, who seened to think that owing
to the defeat of the Beaconsfield Admin-
istration, all hope of this Government ob-
taining anything from England, is gone,
that we have no reason to distrust a
a Liberal Administration any more than
a Conservative Administration, and I
would ask any person who knows
anything of the political principles
propounded by gentlemen on this
side of the House, whether there
is any Liberal party in England, or
any man likely to be in a Liberal Cabinet
in England-under Mr. Gladstone, Lord
Granville, or Lord Hartington-who is
more advanced in Liberal principles than
the hon. gentlemen who sit on this side of
the House. There has no doubt been a
great change of parties in England, and if
the Conservabive party have lost power
there, it has been the means of bringing
into power an Administration who are no
more committed to Liberal principles
and a Liberal policy than the hon.
gentlemen who sit on this side of the
House.

MR. RYMAL : I suppose you will
hardly rejoice at the change.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I may tell
the hon. gentleman who interposed, that
I am not disinayed at the change. I
believed the interests of Canada are just
as safe in the hands of Lord Cardwell, as
Colonial Minister, as they were in the
hands of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach. Who
was Mr. Cardwell? lHe was the man
who took up and went heart and soul
into the great question of the Confedera-
tion of British North America. He dis-
charged that duty in the most able and

t energetic manner, and his successors had
merely to carry out whtt had really beei

m accomplished by the Lberal Administrn-
d tion. The Prime N inister of this
e Gevernment, wlien iii Enigland liaà

-a high]y satisfactory c ýnversation Nvith.
,the gentleman who is not inlikely to liold
ethe seals of the Colonial Office, Mr.

t Forster. That gentleman, the other day,
in his speech delivered at the Colonial

s Institute, said ;

" His friend, Sir John Macdonald, came over
to this country not long ago to get a guaran-
tee for the Pacifie Railway, and he (Mr.
Forster) was not at all sure that it would
not be advisable if the Mother Country were
to be very liberai in these matters."

- It will be seen, therefore, that notwith-
standing the fall of the Beaconsfield Ad-
ministration, there is every prospect of
the Government of Canada being sus-
tained and upheld in this great national
enterprise. We have here evidence that
in the great country to which we owe a
loyal allegiance, there is in both political
parties a keen appreciation of the impor-
tance of our obtaining the great national
highway now under consideration. I
ventured, last year, to express the
belief that the Imperial Government
would feel that, in the opening up of the
great Canadian North-West to the settle-
ment of inhabitants of the Mother Coun-
try, a policy would be propounded that
would meet with the approval of Imperial
statesmen. That idea was laughed to
scoru by the hon. gentlemen opposite.
It was to them a matter of derision, but
subsequently Lord Beaconsfield came out
in an, elaborate eulogium on the great
national resources of British North
America, and he declared to the people of
England the vital importance it was to
the Empire that her sons, who were ob-
liged: to expatriate themselves for the
purpose of bettering their condition,
could seek a home in the fertile lands of
British North America, under the same
flag beneath which they had formerly
lived. I must now turn the attention of
the House, for a few moments, to the
authority that was given to the Govern-
ment at the last Session of Parliament, in
relation to this great work, and the duty
that was imposed on us. I think I will
convince the House (and the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham-I do not even
despair of convincing him) that during
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Pacific Railway.

the Recess of Parliament the Government we believe bas been wisely adopted, and
were ingaged in discharging the duty whiah will be found sufficient to thor-
confided.. in them by Parliament, and oughly accomplish this work. The 10th
which they directed them to carry Resolution reads:
out. The first Resolution reads as fol- "10. Resolved,-That the Gavernent be
ows: authorised and directel to locate a portion of

'1. Resolved, -That egagements have been the Canadian Pacific Railway, from the Red
entered into with British Columbia, as a River, westerly, running to the south of Lake
condition of Union with Canada, that a line of Manitoba, with a brandh to Winnipeg, And,
railway to connect the Atlantic with the if they deem it advisable, to enter into con-Pacific shall be construated with all practizable tract for expendiug a sum not exceeding
speed." $1,000,003 in constructing the said Railway

" G. Resolved,-That in view of the impor. without previously submitting the contracts to
tance of keeping good faith with British Co- Parlianent."
lumbia, and completing the consolidation of
the Confederation of Provinces in British That power has been used, and before I
North America, and for the purpose of extend- sit down, I shall have occasion to explain
ing relief to the nnemployed working classes of to the House the position in which thatGreat Britain, and affording them permanent
homes on British soi] and in view of the matter stands. The ilth, 12th, 13th
national character of the undertaking, the and 14th read

ýGoverînment of Canada is authorised and 11. Rasolved,-That it is expedient to makedirected to use its best efforts to secure the co- furthe
opertio ofthe înpria Govrnmnt n t i hr explorations in the Peace and Pineoperation of the Imperial Government in this River districts and other sections of the couu-great und îtaking, ani <btaun further aid, by try not yet examined, in order to ascertain theguarantee or otheriwise, it the construction of feasibility of a line through the largest extentthis great national work." of fertile territory, before beginning the work

This Resolution refers to the importance of construction in British Columbia.
of secuiring the cooperation of the im- "12. Resolved,-That in the opinion of this

>a o n t uarantee or - House, the selection of the Burrard Inlet ter-
minus was premature.

wise, and ail I can say is that the Gov- ''13. Resolved,-That it is neces3ary to keep
ernmient did the best tbey could iii that gocd faith with British Couibia, and com-
direction, and I thiink I have given the mence the construction of the Riailway in that

bus sonceviene tiatth sed Province as early as is practicable.House somne evidenýe that the seed sown Pe"14. Resolved -That the Government be
is likely to bear frmit in due time. The authorised and directed to make such further
seventh Resolution reads: explorations as they may deem necessary for

the said purpose, and so soon as they have"7. That it is further expedient to pro- finally selected and located the line, to enter
vice :-That 100,000,000 acres of land, and all into contracts for constructing a portion of thethe minerals they contain b appropriated for saine, not exceeding 125 miles, without the fur-the purposes of constructing the Canadian ther sanction of Parliament, so that the workPacific Railway." of construction may, at latest, be commenced
This was appropriated, and I need say during the present season, and thereafter be
nothing further in relation to the matter, vigorusly prosecuted."
sfter the exhaustive argument of the mem- I may say ta the fouse that we fully ap-
ber for North Norfolk, who attacked the preciate the enarmous expenditure an-
policy of the Government as to the mode valved in the construction of the une of
in which they proposec' to appropriate and railway to the Pacifi coast by the Burrard
utilise that hundred millions of acres of Inlet route. Ail we asked was authority
land ; and the able and exhaustive reply to make explorations with the view of
he received from the right hon. the First seeing if we coud not connect the Paci-
Minister, who, I believe, convinced this fie shores with the fertile district of the
Hiouse, as he must have convinced this North-West, by passing through a more
country, that we have every reason to hospitable country.
believe that that policy will be eminently MR. BLAKE: Not inbospitable.
successful. I need not discuss the ques- SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I will re-
tion f urther, but say, that before Parlia- cail that, as I have a vivid recollection of
ment rises it will be necessary to subrnit what the hon. gentleman bas been made to
a Resolution confirming the mode in which suifer for having used that word befare.
it is decided by the Government to ad- The Government, acting in good faith,
ninister these lands a little more concisely and believing that if they could facilite
bhan these Resolutions provide. It is not the progress of the work in British Col-
roposed, however, to depart frvthe poicy umbia, ath find a shorter and easier line
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ot communication with the fertile valleys hundred miles of land valuable for settle-
of the North-West, it would largely assist ment. The width is large enough to pro-
in solving the great difficulty that lays in vide homes for a large and thriving popu-
the way of constructing the Canadian lation. I fully acknowledged, last year,
Pacifie Railway, directed itself as that Kamloops district was a superior
vigorously to that question as pos- one. Yale is at the head of the tide
sible. They obtained the services of an water, and you can reach it easily from
active and energetic navigator to report the shores of the Pacific. Steamers go
on Port Simpson. After receiving his daily from Victoria to Yale, and by the
report, I have no hesitation in saying that, construction of 125 miles of rail you can
in my opinion, no such port is to be found reach the Kamloops district, which gives
on the Pacific coast as Port Simpson. It us communication with the great central
is easy of access, and well sheltered with- plateau of the Rocky Mountains, through
in, and all that cari be desired in every which .150 miles of the line will run, ex-
respect. But we found, on having the tending 140 miles south to the United
three routes examined, from Port Simp- States, and 200 uiles running northward,
son to Peace River, Pine River, and Fort with a fine clituate and luxurious vegeta-
George, that the route to Burrard Inlet was tion. The country is the most important
150 miles shorter than that to Port Simp- and the most suitable for settiers to be
son, and we found that the country found in the whole of the Province of
through British Columbia, via the British Columbia. I am sorry to detain
Peace River or Pine River, was not hon. gentlemen opposite, while I read a
more favourable for settlement, than the few words fromu the I Guide to British
Burrard Inlet route, but that, in addi- Columbia," in which this country is de-
tion to its being 500 miles north of scribed.
Victoria, we had to encounter a very MR. MACKEINZIE Who wrote the
unfavourable climate. The rain-fall was description ?
very incessant on the coast, and there Sm CHARLES TUIPER: I atu not
was no extent of country fit for settle- able to say who it was written by, because
ment between the coast and five or six I do not flnd the nine of the author
liundred miles where we would strike given but am lappy to tell hon. gentie-
the Peace River Pass. Mr. Fleming men opposite if they are at ail sceptical a,,
pointed euit in his report the great ad- to the value of the authority, they wilI.
vantages it possessed as *a Sne easier of find a similar dsc ption ini the able re-
construction, but, after fulw deliberation, port of Mr. Dawson, of the Geological
we corne to the conclusion that we Survey of 1877, which fords abuindant
would not be acting in the interests of confirmation of what J shal here read.
the country if we rejected the Burrard Speaking of the Ne Westminster dis-
Iuet route, which had been adopted by trict we find the followin -
the late Government. The fact that the "lThe Fraser River does not corne from the
ion. gentleman, after careful considera- Cascade range, but froo the Rocky range. t
tion, had adopted that route, was greatly is the only river in British Columbia (except in
in its favour, and we had no hesitation the far northwest of the Province) which as
in adopting it. The Burrard Inlet steMgth to cross the dry country between the

rs Rocky and Cascade ranges and get through
athe latter range to the sea. It is fed in itas

good harbour, and only thirty miles course by streams running ftor tvery poeint of
across the Narrows are the valuable coal the compass-a noble river, but navigable
mines of Nanaimo. Within thirty miles oly for considerable stretches, owing to

we acome t e colusit thand i rapids. Yale is the head of steamboat navi.yould gation fro the sea. After bursting through
close proximity abundant quantities of the mountain passe at Yale and Hope, the
iron ore, sufficient, I hope, to induce e- Fraser is a traquil, steady, clay-coloured
tterprising capitalists to undertake the utream for the latter part of its course."

nThis country, on the lower portion of the
manufacture of the iron rails required in Fraser, is what I may call the iNew West-
British Columbia. You have a most minster district. It la in general a wooded
valuable fishery on those coasts, and, as district,buthas large tracts of open, arable,
is gell known, you have splendid forests and grazing land, delicions atmosphere-RO

o tiber. You have, from Burrard malaria or ague-watercarage, facilities foro shipment. Snow begins in January, and i
let up toward Yale fromb fufty to one gone by March; not continuous; penty of
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fish and game in the district ; will raise any-
thing Vancouver Island will raise, and more ;
three large saw mills, employing 600 people ;
a grist miiill, distillery, Farinera' Society, etc.
About 200 settlers located theiselves in this
4istrict during 1874.

" The Mainland Guardian (New Westminster
)outnal) said, in March, 1872 : A minimum
yîeld of from thirty to forty bushels of wheat
totlie acre is the ordinary average yield in
the districts of Kamloops, Okanagan,
Nicola, Sumass, Chilliwhack, and the
Lower Fraser. Between the town of
New Westminster and the mouth of
the river, a yiel:1 very much exceeding this is
often obtained, not because of better or more
suitable soil, but solely due to more careful
cultivation ; 50 bushels of oats, and an equal
yield of barley, per acre, are commonlv reached.
Indian corn yields'per acre 60 or 70 bushels.
The yield of mots and green crops is generally
encouraging, being unsurpassed by any in the
world.

"' On one farm the yield of potatoes was
seven tons, on another as high as fifteen tons
per acre. Not a few specimens reached the
enormous weight of 2½ and even 31bs. Turnips
give 25 tons to the acre. Onions from four to
six tons ; while carrots, cabbages, beets. cauli-
flowers, etc., grow to a size which may, without
exaggeration, be described as enormous.

' Of fruits it may be enough to state, that
the ordinary kinds (apples, pears, plumbs,
cherries, currants, gooseberries, strawberries,
etc.,) found m the eastern part of the Dominion
and in England, grow luxuriantly and yield
plentifully.' "

NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT.-âPECIAL
DESCRIPTION.

I will describe the New Westminster dis.
trict, beginning at the nouth of the River
Fraser --

" We find there extensive, low, rich, ' tide.
lands or flats,' free from timber, with patches
of willows, rose bushes, and, about the border
of higher ground, crab-apples. A coarse grass
called ' swamp hay' is plentiful. There are a
good many sait water sloughs, which add to
the difficultv of dyking.

" Farm after farm is being occupied in this
section, and there is room for settlers. There
are 29,000 acres of very good land lu an
siland between the north and south arm of the
Fraser.

"' On the north arm, a small settlement
of about twenty farmers ; 500 acres cultivated;
samples of white and red wheat, described as
51ft. high, yielding 50 bushels to the acre;
average, of course, less. Two potatoes
(" Breeley Prolific") yielded 671bs. Timothy
hay, barley, oats. peas, etc., good.'

." A district exactly like the mouth of
Fraser district, indeed part of it, within the
United States territory, near the mouth of
the Lummi, and back from Semiahmoo, is
filling up with population rapidly.

" Ascending the Fraser, we in no long time
come to forests on each aide ; giant pine;
cedars, alders, maple, cottonwood ; real agri- f
cultural value of land cannot be seen. Lux-
urWant vegetation in the forest-berry bushes é
of all kinds, also ferns, ground-creepers, mous 1

SiR CHARLES TUPPER.

-the sweet scented white flowers of the wild
apple tree shine anong the green foliage of
summer. Scenery and products altogether on
a grand scale. But ]et the settler take heart;
he is beside the sea here, no railway carriage
to the seaboard? there is much good land
requiring little clearing, plenty well worth the
clearing. There are iin parts extensive flats
covered with wild bay, al -o fine prairies with
fertile soil, excellent cro1 s and dairy yield,
thriving farms near the town of New
Westminster, amd settlem ,nts also at Pitt
River, Keatsey. Langley, A1'tsqui, etc. For
instance, at Pitt River 20,000 acres of good
arable land, requiring no cLaring-the part
of it subject to freshets is good now for
grazing."

" At Larg'ey, a newspaper correspondent
(Dai1 Standard, Victoria, November, 1872)
describes farma with ' several hundred acres of
alluvial*soil, black mould with clay bottom; at
your feet several square miles of green meadow
land, the gleaming river beyond, and acrais it
the dark Cascade range ; a stream, full of
trout, meandering through the meadow.'
Another farm of ' 100 acres, every part
cultivated, drained, and laid off into large
parks of thirty to forty acres each ; the
steading in the forin of a square ; a fine man-
sion bouse.' Another ot '800 acres, 200
cultivated, fine black soil, all fit for the plough,
drained by a stream which skirts it.' Again,
'600 acre grass dairy farma; cows, Durham
breed ; farmer cures butter.' The next, '300
acres, the stock and crop owned by the
blacksmith. Good public school ; neat
Presbyterian Church.' The writer ascribes an
extraordinary production to these farms."

" Higiher up the river still, where the rivers
Sumassand Ubilliwhack join the Fraser, are
rising settlements-Sumass Prairie, 25,000
acres. Prime beef, choice butter and
cheese, fine cereals, wide-spreading fer-
tile prairies and valleys here, tbinly
peopled yet; sixty to eighty farms ; good
dwelhings, barns, stables, churches, schools,
shops, grist-mill ; 600 acres wheat raised last
year, forty to fifty bushels an acre; 200 acres
eats ; also potatoes, peas, beans, hops, fruit
and even tobacco; supply beef to Yale and
Hope (Yale gets some beef aio from Nicola)
extent of prairies great ; much good land
also on the Cbilliwhack above the valley that
would do well when cleared."

OKANAGAN COUI4TRY.

"Very fine stock coumtry, and will also pro-
duce grain; yield fall wheat only without
irrigation ; also profusely oats, barely, Indian
corn, potatoes, tomqtoes, musk-melons, water-
melons, grape-vines, tobacco. Summer warm,
has shown 98 0 in the shade, cold is sharp in
winter, but weather clear and sunny, snow
seldom deep, and never lies long, cattle,
horses and sheep as a rule, unhoused in
winter; moderate preparation, however, re-
3ommended.

" The lake, seventy miles long by one and
a-half miles wide; country to the east of it a
air sample of the best districts between
locky and Cascade ranges; open, grassy hiUs,
dotted with trees like English parka, successive
hills and dales ; lakes, ponds, and streama full
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,of fish ; soil much the same geneial character
as the Similkameen ; rich sandy loam, sub-
stratum of clay in some valleys, stretches of
' bottom' land, some alkali patches ; some
settlers coming in fast, and taking up land,
aince Canadian Pacifie Railway began. These
who would have 'soid out' a vear ago are now
tilling and improviug their land It is said
that in Okanagan and adjoining districts there
is room for a farming population of 10,000
-souls (allowing 160 acres for nine persons.)
Roman Catholic mission post (1,100 feet above
sea level) on the east side of the lake ; fine
country behind it. On the west side of the
lake, a little distance bhck, runs a low moun-
tain range, f roni which detached spurs press
upon the lake, and rise above the waters in pre-
cipitous bluffs ; excellent pasture, particularly
on small spits jutting into the lake. The
Cherry Creek silver mine has been abandoned
for the present.

"I Near the north end of the lake is an Indian
reserve of very choice land."

KAMLoOPS-SHUSWAP DISTRICT.

"Let us enter the district from the east.
Columbia River is forty-four miles from
Shuswap Lake, via Eagle Pass. Three Valley
Lake (altitude 1,912 feet), is about thirty-four
miles from Shuswap Lake. Directly south
from Three Valley Lake is a long, wide, grassy
valley, which leads across a low ' divide ' to the
head waters of the Shuswap or Spilleneechene
River. This is à gentle river, flowing through
a large valley, much of which bas clay sub-
soil ; fine fall wheat without irrigation ; very
good and heavy crops here ; large farm
buildings; well fenced fields ; Indians at work
on farms; fine bunch grass on the high land,
round which the river makes a southern
bend.

" A farmer on the Shuswap Prairie thrashed
out eighty tons of wheat in 1879 ; two other
farmers forty tons each. Prices here of very
superior extra flour, $12 (4Ss. English) per
barrel of 193 lbs. ; choice bacon, 25 cents
(s. O½d. English) per lb. ; juicy beef, 10 cents
(5d. English) per lb.

"Leaving the Shuswap or Spillemeechene
River at a point, say beyond where Cherry
Creek joins it, there is between that point and
the head of the Okanagan Lake a district of
open prairie and sparsely timbered land,
abounding in rich pasturage and dotted with
a few farming settlements.

" From the head of Okanagan'Lake to the
Thompson River (South branch) is about 45
miles northwest. Leaving the open, rolling,
bunch-grass valleys of Okanagan, yon first
ascend for about twenty miles through tim-
-ber land ; reach Grand Prairie-fine soil
luxuriant bunch-grass, dotted with cattle ; the
prairie sixteen miles by two miles, bounded by
hills, a river between; elevation (1,450 feet)
causes some danger from night frost. Grand
Prairie to Thompson River-glittering stream
through valley,bordered by alders and willows,
green meadows, clumps of trees, small lakes;
good soil, ready for cultivation.

" There is an open, or lightly timbered
sbunch grass country along the banks of the
North Thompson River, and north of Kam-
4oops Lake for 130 miles.

"Several English gentlemen, from the
American side, have taken a prairie of 2,000
acres on the North Thompson, a short dis-
tance from Kamloops, and are making a long
ditch for irrigation.

"In 1871, the yield of grain on the Tran-
quil and north and south branches of the
Thompson River, was a million and a-quarter
pounds.

" The whole Kailoops-Shuswap district is
a district of table land, with coneiderable
depressions-abundant pasture, generally free
from forests, and only interspersed with
timber ; summier climate dry, great heat ;
winter frequently very cold for a day or two,
but on the whole not very sharp; snow
generally lies a short time only; cattle are
driven here to winter, in savere seasons;
Hudson's Bay Company used to 'winter out'
500 horses here, including brood mares and
young horses. This district will doubtless
becone known again as a mineral district.
The first gold found in quantity by the
natives was found in this district, and fair
wages are still made on the Thompson River.
The Thompsnn, near its mouth, is too full,
rapid, and rocky for mining."

NICOLA COINTRY.

"Directly south from Kamloops, 30 miles, Is
Nicola Lake. The road at present from Kam.
loops is a sort of natural trail over gently un-
dulating but high open country, with fine
grass. First few miles no herbage; many
ravines. At the first height, turn and survey
the magnificent scenery of the Thompson
River valleys ; will give some idea of the graz-
ing resources of the Province. Can bring a
waggon with light load across from Kamleops
to Nicola Lake, if you take a guide, an axe
and a spade."

LTLLOET-CLINTON DISTRICT.

"This district includes Cache Creek, Bona-
parte, also William Lake, and up to Quesnel
Mouth.

" The whole district is a very fine one, and
at present shows what can be done by applying
capital to the soil. It is farther to the north,
and generally more elevated than some sections
already described. The risks of crops from
summer night frosts may be said to be very
considerable in the entire country on the
waggon-road north to Pavillion Mountain, un-
less farms have a south aspect or are protected
from north blasts. The remark applies more
particularly to farms farther north than Alex.
andria.

" The surface in so large a section of country
is, of course, varied. it embraces within its
area fertile river-benches (terraces), table-lands,
large open valleys, immense plains and great
rolling hills.

S'The country near the Thompson, Bonaparte,
and Hat Rivers is very attractive to the eye ;
miles of green hills, crowning slopes, and level
meadows; hardlyabushoratree; finegrassalmost
to the hill-tops. The climate very healthful
and enjoyable; rather a want of timber in
parts, also of rain generally, but there are many
streams.

" For grazing, the country cannot be sur-
passed, and its agricultural capabilities, so fa
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as the soil is concerned, are in many rarts very
good. At Cache Creek and on the Bonaparte
there is excellent arable land. The country
through which the waggon-road passes to Wil-
liams Lake bas some very good soil, with no
more timber than is needed for farming pur-
poses. The farming land is bounded by low
hills, beyond which there are prairies and val-
leys. These hills are undulating and brightly
green, and their grassy carpet is daisied over
with countless wild flowers."
I have no doubt when my hon. friend the
Minister of Puîblic Works bas completed bis
improvements, we shall get 100 to 150
miles of navigation, up into the mineral
regions, that will become available.

MR. BLAKE: Will it yield as much as
Vancouver Island î

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : He does
not say anything about that.

MR. MACKENZIE : It ought to do
that, I should think.

SIR CH ARLES TUPPER : I do not
think that hon. gent.lemen should
abuse Vancouver Island after agree-
ing to expend $4,000,000 upon it.
I may say that the horses owned by the
Government are, in the Kamloops district,
unhoused during the winter, and have
been found to be in good condition in the
spring. No part of British Columbia is
better suited for settlement and culti-
vation than that of the Kamloops dis-
trict.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is the best
part of the country.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : There is
no doubt of it; and that is one of the
reasons for adopting it as the railway
route. Hon. gentlemen opposite exer-
cised a wise and sourid discretion in com-
mitting the country to the construction of
the 125 miles now put under contract,
and which will bring us in communi-
cation with the navigation of the north
and south Thompson, and render access
to the rich mines of Cariboo comparatively
easy. The gold and coal mines will be
made accessible by easy and rapid com-
munication, and promote, as the hon.
gentleman said to his constituents at
Sarnia, the opening up of the inaccessible
parts where there are inexhaustible riches
in the bosom of the earth. Well, Sir, we
resolved not to waste time in surveys,
but to make a rapid exploration of the
route to Port Simpson, and undertake at
once the construction in accordance with
our pledge to Parliament. Upon deter-
mining that the line to Burrard Inlet was

SIR CHARLEs TUPPER.

the best, we should have been false to
ourselves and obliged to sacrifice the best
interests of the country if we did not act
promptly and carry it out. In putting
this section under contract I am glad to
be able to say that the contracts will not
be found to be fraught with the danger
that hon. gentlemen might suppose, un-
less they take the trouble to read
them. They have been let in maximum
quantities : after putting in everything
that could possibly berequired, $1,000,000
extra is added for any possible con-
tingencies. The contracts themselves
amount to $9,167,000 ; $1,000,000 of
that is for contingencies. The contracts
are let by the yard, but the Govern-
ment have ascertained by proper evidence
the very outside quantities possible re-
quired for the construction of a first-class
road and the Government have reserved
power to cut down the work to any ex-
tent that may be found practicable, and
at the same time to construct a road of
the cheapest description from Kamloops
to Yale. By carefully laying out the
work, by carefully watching its progress,
by carefully reducing the work, by in-
creasing the curvature and increasing the
grades, if necessary and advisable, we
may finish and equip the road below the
actual amount, as stated in the contract ;
and we have also reserved the power to
stop the work at any moment.

Mmm. BLAKE : Could you do it now?
SI1 -CHARLES TUPPER: I still

hope to prove to the bon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake) that it would
not be in the interest of the country to
bring this work to a stand, to tarnish the
fair faine of Canada by declaring that we
were ready to repudiate solemn engage-
ments, simply because they were entered
into by our predecessors. We do not
bind ourselves to build the road by 1890,
as they did; we limited our obligation to
build that road by the greater obligations
that we owe to Canada, not to do any-
thing that will materially interfere with
the interests of the Dominion. We will
not hold ourselves bound-although the-
hon. gentleman bas pledged us to do it-
to spend $2,000,000 per annum. We do
not expect to spend $1,000,000 this year;
and if we stop the contractor at any time,
if, through anydisturbance of the hon. the
Minister of Finance's calculations or
otherwise, it may be found expedient to
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do so, we can stop the work without pay-
ing one dollar for loss, or for the profits
the contractors might otherwise have
made. If that stoppage is ordered for
six months, we must make compensation
by extending six months to the time
allowed for the co mpletion of the contract.
I expect, with the utmost confidence,
that that road will be finished and
equipped with a moderate amount of
rolling-stock in as cheap a manner as is
compatible with safety in going over it,
and that the whole of the cost will come
within the $9,000,000. I will now refer
to the objections to the Burrard Inlet
route made a year ago. First that it was
too near the American frontier-

-MR. MACKENZIE: Have you not
shifted the frontier ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: We can-
not prevent our line being exposed to
baving its traffic carried to a terminus in
the United Stateq ; but there was a more
important matter-that the Burrard Inlet
could be commanded by guns on San
Juan Island, and we considered how that
difficulty could be met.

MR. BLAKE: It might be done by
getting a big gun ourselves.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The hon.
gentleman says by getting a big gun our-
selves; but we bave another mode of
meeting the difficulty, namely, by the
construction, when required, of eight
miles of railroad, from the harbour
of Esquimault to Sanwich Inlet, which
will enable us to get to Burrard
Inlet, and thus avoid one of the principle
objections that I raised last year. The
hon. gentleman will not have the oppor-
tunity, I think, to throw the taunt across
the House that I carried out a policy to
which I was opposed. I had the candour
to say, last year, in the light of all that
was then known, that I would select Bur-
rard Inlet, and all we asked the House
to say was that the location of that line
was premature. The subsequent explo-
ration and examination confirmed us in
the couse we adopted, and having made
this examination, I think we disposed of
the word " premature." Having pro-
pounded the policy of the construction of
this road by the appropriation of
100,000,000 acres of lands, the Govern-
ment felt it was necessary to put before
the world the most authentic information
we could get in relation ta that land, and,

notwithstanding that a large amount of
money has been expended on surveys, I
think it is not so large as we have been
led to suppose. Some $900,000 charged
for surveys, should have gone towards
construction, because it was really in re-
lation to the location and construction of
the road. But, as the hon. First Minis-
ter of that day told the House, this was
no ordinary survey. We were exploring
a country running from Nipissing to St.
James' Bay, running from Vancouver
Island to Fort Simpson, and running from
the fifty-first to the fifty-sixth parallel of
latitude across the continent. The Re-
port I laid"upon the Table of the House
last year, was accompanied by a map giv-
ing the best information in possession of
the Government in relation to the lands
in the North-West. In this map the
portions of the country about which we
had no definite information as to its value
for settlement, were indicated ; and I am
happy to be able to say tbat, from the ex-
plorations of the past season, we are now
able to say that from the foot of the
Rocky Mountains to the western boun-
dary of Manitoba, we can find 150,000,000
acres of good land, and only 30,000,000
acres of land unfit for settlement.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is not the
Railway belt.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Yes, it is.
The hon. gentleman can see that for him-
self from the map.

MR. CHARLTON: Does it cover the
Peace River district ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: It does to
some extent. I am happy to be able to
state that the surveys will be completed
on the first day of July this year, and
that every dollar in the Estimates for the
coming season will be expended in the
construction of the road. Although, in
connection with the diversion of the line
south of Lake Manitoba, to run through
a country valuable for settlement-the
best country for the railroad to pas
through and to promote colonisation as
rapidly as possible-the length of the line
was increased some twenty miles, nearly
four miles were saved between Thunder
Bay and the Red River. We have found
a good line between Winnipeg and the
Rocky Mountains, escaping the enormous
gullies to the south of Edmonton Pass,
which shortens the road by ten miles or
more.
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MR. MACKENZIE: This is not plunge us into financial difficulties.
measured yet. Although I am not prepared to admit the

SIR CIH ARLES TUPPER: No; we accuracy of everything that appears in the
are obliged to deal with approximate mea- : Globe, I believe that the editor never
surements in order to discuss this question penned a wiser or more patriotic article
at all. I am also happy to be able to say than the one I have just quoted. No man
that, so far from the second 100 miles has been more unjustly assailed by that
being open to the criticisms of the lion. newspaper than myself, but after reading
gentleman, we have nîot only got a good that article I am prepared to forgive that
line, but we have just received tenders for I paper everything. I feel that at last,
the construction of probably as heavy a actuated by patriotic sentiments in a crisis
section of line as there is between Red like this, the editor teels bound to come
River and the foot of the Rocky Moun- forward and cast his great influence in
tains, under $500,000 for 100 miles. The favour of this important work, demanded
grades will not exceed those of the Grand alike by good faith and the best interests
Trunk or Great Western Railways. If i of Canada. The sane article continues:
there is any part of the line which "We now core to the Lake Superior sec-
it is important should have the tion, which is certainly a political necessity, but
best possible grade, it is that not required tili the prairie une las been cor-
between the country from the Red River pleted and connected with Thunder Bay. Itis, as we have shown, reasouab]e to suppose
to Lake Superior. No person who that at least half a million people will be on the
heard the elaborate statement of the hon. plains when the Pacifie 1ailway reaches the
the Minister of the Interior, the other Rocky Mountains. Every family going in
night, can doubt but that the population afterward will increase the quantity of produce

rnghtavailable for export. The population of the
will increase in the country as rapidly as United States doubled itself i twenty.five
he depicted. years; in several wpstern territories the popu-

Mn. BLAKE : Hear, hear. lation bas been doubled in ten years. The
Sin CHARLES TUPPER : J will re- Canadian North-West will gain by emigrationctinually, and-as alwayt3 happens where

fer the hon. gentleman to the Grit Bible fertile land can be easily procured-births will
for evidence of the accuracy of those be very nurerous. By the time the line to the
statements. I have here an extract from Racky Mountains bas been completed it will be
the Globe new"paper: wise to push on the road around Lake Superior,

becau e before it cean le but at a fair rate of
"It would nat indicate extravagant hope ta speed a large traffic will await its opening. The

say that 1,000,000 people will be in the Lake Superior section, from the haster termi-
North-West Territories before the 1,400 miles nus o f th e main Pacifie to Fort William, will be
already considered have been constructed p But 620 miles long, and when completed wil t offer
let us say that only 500,000 peole are then i to the trafsic of the Canadian and to a large
the North-West. If they contribute to the partf the American North-West theshortestall
Dominion Treasury in the same proportion as rail-route to the seaboard. It is not needed till
the people of the other Provinces, they wilî in. the prairies have been opened up by the liue ta
crease the Revenue by $3,000,000 a year. the Rocky Mountains. After that lias been
The le,300 miles of Railway we treat of wi a cer- built it may be safely completed as a commer-
taiuly cost more than $30.000,000 when com- cial oade one that wil pay better year by year,
pleted and equipped. That sum represents an and will ultimately be a very valuable pro.
annual payment of interest of w1,200,000, so perty. "
that no lesu than $1,800,0 would remain ta What i our preosent position? On the
the good. Part of it would, of course, go in tas w ha pen e

fertledcan ber easl prcehd-births wil

expenses of government and protection for the
500,000 people contributing the whole, but it s $14,15 9,665. I will give the items: The
easy ta see that the Dominin lias nothing ta expenditureon the lines from Lake Superior
lese by carrying the Pacife Railway ta the to Red River has been $4,866,861; on
Robky Mountains at ae early date." telegraph, $50,039 ; Pembina Braneo

This is a corroboration of the statent, exclusive of rails, $511,214; on rails
that we will be able ta build the boîts, and spikes for the road altogether
whole road frori the Customs duty UP ta the 3st December, $2,958,062.
alone of the 500,000 people that will MR. MACKENZIE: What lias bnes
shortly go into that country. Under done with the old rails 
the circumstanes, I an acstonished at S CHARLES TUPPER: Those are
hon. gentlemen opposite arrating them- the in d rails. I a- not including any
selves in an attitude of hostility t this consideerble amount of the rails pur-
work, on the ground that it is going ta chasod since, becauso the payments Up te

SIR CBARUU~ TUPPER.
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the 31st December have not been made Fleming, Engineer-in-Chief of bue Canada
to any large extent. On the Canada Pacifie Railway. However mucl this
Central there was spent $563,715. I am estimate of expenditure may be reduced,
glad to be able to say, in connection with 1 am sure it cannot be exceeded. The
the contract for the section west of Red distance from Lake Superior to Burrard
River, that the contractor entertains no Inlet is 1,956 miles; that is adding twenty
doubt of opening fifty miles by July, and miles for the diversion of the une to the
of laying the track, and being able to south of Lake Manitoba, and deducting
carry passengers over the 100 miles by three and three-quarters miles for the re-
the end of the season. We also expect duction in the distance between Lake
to be able to complete the first fifty miles Superior and ed River, and the shorten-
of the second 100, west of Manitoba, by ing by the change of route passing north
the July following, and the remainder of Edmonton instead of south as before.
during the vear 1881. For engineering That total includes the Fort William and
and miscellaneoIs expenditures in con- Selkrk setion of 406 miles as now re-
nection with construction, $993,000 ;duced ; and for that I submit an estimate
payments not under contract, including for completion in the manner intended as
such as for land at the Kaministiquia, a first-class roa, and with a thorougi
and dredging at Thunder Bay, etc., equipment for the large traffic expect-
$247,300. The total for construction, ed, and including terminal stations,
$10,709,257, to the 3fst December 17,00,000, or $,000,000 less for the
ast. Explorations, preliminary surveys, reasons stated than my estiate of last

and general examination of' the whole year. The 1,000 from. Selkirk to Jasper
country from. Nipissiog to James' Valley, the dividing point just beyond the
Bay in the east, and in British foot of the Rocky Mountains, includine r a
Colubia on the west, from Victoria, light equipment-all that will be required
to Port Simpson, extending throughout for some years-Mr. Fleming estimates
from the 49th parallel to the 56th parallel, at $13,000,000, that is $3,000,000 more
$3,119,618. Total expenditure upon the than the average estimate for the 200
Canadian Pacifie Railway, including the miles west of Ried River, in order to be
Pemibina Branch, $13,848,876. There is entirely safe. We have 100 miles actually
another item of Pacifie Railway accounts under contract, and have received tenders
of $22,995, being a payment on the Daw- for the other 100 miles, and I do not ex-
son route in settlement with one of the pet the average cost to exceed that f the
contractors, and on the Fort Frances 100 miles just let.
Locks, which cost s287,795, which, being MR. BLAKE: What is the amoant
one hundred miles away from the lne, I estinated for the equipment per mile?
do not think ought to be charged to the SIR CHARLES TUPPER : A ligkt
Canadian Pacifie Railway account. But equipment is al we seasl require for some
including this it reaches the total to the years.
end of the year of $14,159,665. Mn. BLAKE: Wiil it be $1,000 or

It.being Six oclock the Speaker left $2,000 per mile?
the Chair. SIR CHARLES TUPPER: When the

After Recess.
SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Before

six o'clock, I was about taking up
the question of the expenditure that
will be required to complete the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. I will now submit a
calculation I believe to be an outside one,
or above the probable outlay. This esti-
mate bas been prepared by a gentleman
who has had the widest and best opportu-
ity of forming a deliberate and dispas-

sionate judgment on the subject-a gentle-.
man whose ability, in my opinion, is only
exceeded by his caution-Mr. Sandford

traffic demands a heavier equipment there
will be means for providing it.

MR. BLAKE: I only want to know
your estimate in dollars.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: It is
$13,000.per mile, as against an estimate
we should be justified in giving of
$10,000 a mile, making $3,000,000
more than the average of the amount
probably needed to complete and sup.
ply with a fair equipment the 200 miles
we have under contract on the prairies.
From [asper Valley to Port Moody the
distance is 550 miles. From Jasper to
Kamloops, in British Columbia, to which
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the portion nowunder contract extends, is
335 miles, which can be constructed, I
believe, for $4C,000 a mile. But Mr.
Fleming, more cautious, has given an out-
side estimate of $43,660 a mile. This is
much heavier than the prairie district
but is light compared to the section we
have let in the canyons of the Fraser.
That will give $15,500,000 for the section
from Jasper House to Kamloops. From
Kamloops to Yale is 125 miles, which
Mr. Fleming estimates at $80,000 a mile,
or $10,000,000) to complete the road, with
a fair equipment for any traffic likely to
be required. In my opinion we may set
down, instead of $10,000,000, $9,000,000
for that work. From Yale to Port
Moody, 90 miles, he estimates at about
$38,888 a mile, or $3,500,000. Those 550
miles foot up to $29,000,000, to which,
with his usual caution, Mr. Fleming adds
$1,000,000 ; this makes, with the
$17,000,000 for the road from Fort Wil-
liam to 1ed River, and $13,000,000 from
Red River to Jasper Valley, $30,000,000
from that point to Burrard Inlet, a total
of $60,000,000. To that, add for sur-
veys and explorations, not included in the
cost of engineering and locations, and
other operations, $3,119,618. The House
will be very much surprised to learn the
lavish expenditure of the late Govern-
ment in British Columbia, if, at the time,
the then Premier did not intend to carry
the work to comnpletion. From June,
1871, to June, 1872, surveys in British
Columbia cost $182,216 ; from 1872 to
1873, $315,000-the late Government, of
course, not being responsible for
that. From 1873 to 1874, $118,000 ;
from 1874 to 1875, $191,241 ; from 1875
to 1876, $330,162 ; from 1876 to 1877,
no less than $273,788, or $600,000 for
those two years ; from 1877 to 1878,
$126,476 ; from 1878 to 1879, $50,112;
and from July, 1879, to December,
$25,000 more, making a total of
$1,611,997 for surveys in British Colum-
bia. To that, add the expenditure te.
tween Lakes Nipissing and Superior, and
between Lake Superior and Red River and
the Rocky Mountains, in all $1,507,621,
making a total of $3,119,618 to be added
to the $60,000,000, embracing all the
other expenditures in connection with
the Canadian Pacific Railway, except the
Pembina Branch. The Pembina Branch
is estimated to cost, when finished and

Sir Cauius Tuppx.

equipped, $1,750,000, making in all, in-
cluding the construction from Lake
Superior to Burrard Inlet, and all the
surveys, a sum of $64,869,618. That
completes the Canadian Pacific Railway,
with the exception of 600 miles from
Fort William to Nipissing, the terminal
point.

Ma. MACKENZIE: It is more than
600 miles.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: After the
Canada Central Company extend their
line to the Sault on the line 1 expect they
will follow, it will be considerably less
than 600 miles, because we -will strike the
Canada Central some sixty or seventy
miles west of the southeast bay of Lake
Nipissing. Therefore, my estimate is
more likely to be over the mark than
under it. I am inclined to think, from
the surveys that have been prosecuted
during the past year, from Nipigon to
Fort William, and a good easy line can be
obtained, so much so as to make it doubt-
ful whether it may not be desirable
to go to Fort William rather than to
strike the line from Lake Superior to Red
River, some fifty or sixty miles outside
the present terminus. I have also had
a survey made from Nipigon east-
ward to Long Lake, and the
line there is much more favourable than
was before supposed. The line from
Nipissing towards the head of Lake Su-
perior is also found to be an extremely
favourable line, running through an even
country, well timbered ; so that I am
happy to be able to say that the comple-
tion of our national through line ot rail-
way from Ottawa to the waters of the
Pacific-I may say fromi Halifax, on the
Atlantic, to the waters of the Pacific-
will be attended with much less difliculty
and expense than we have been led to
suppose down to the present time. I
need not say we do not propose to grapple-
with the whole of this work at the present
moment, but I believe that with the pros-
pect of the development of the great
North-West and the increase of popula-
tion, at a comparatively early day, the
pressure for the construction of the
through line will ere long become so great
as to warrant and compel that work being
undertaken as essential in the interests of
Canada. Now, I believe we may safely
put the cost of that work at $30,000 a
mile. In the first place, we will have.
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easy access to it by the Canada Central,
at or near Sturgeon River, sixty or seventy
miles west of the present terminus at
South East Bay. From the head of Lake
Superior at Nipigon we will again strike
the line by water communication, and at
Fort William we will have a railway for
the purpose of reaching it at that end.
Striking at these three points, I believe we
nay safely put that work at $30,000 a

mile, which would add $18,000,000 to
complete this grea, national highway.
If we were to put it at $30,000 a mile, an
amount to which it may be safely reduced.
we make a total of $82,869,618. Mr.
Fleming estimates this 600 miles at
'$20,000,000, which would make
$84,869,618. When I remind the
House that the land alone, according
to - the authority of the right hon.
Minister of the Interior, upon the calcu-
lation which lie believes to be sound.
within the next ten years will give us
$38,000,000 in Land, and q32,000,000 to
receive on mnortgages within the follow-
ing ten years, or a total sum of
$7,0,000,000, it will be seen that we in-
cur no- risk. But suppose the land does
not give us that, we have an authority
which hon. gentlemen opposite will
accept: that the Customis Revenue from the
people, who will go into the country for
the next ten, years will furnish the in
terest on $60,000,000. I have no hesi-
tation in saying that the whole sentiment
of the country bas changed on this ques-
tion. I am. not at all ashamed to say
that my own opinions have completely
changed in relation to the character of
this great work. I remember well that
when the then First Minister brought in
his Act in 1874, for the construction of
this as a Government work, I felt that we
were incurring too great a responsibility.
I believed, at that time, it was an unsafe
and unsound policy for the Government
of this country to undertake the construc-
tion of this great national work from end
to end as a Government work, and I did
not hesitate to express my opinions as
freely and as forcibly as I could on the
occasion of the passage of that measure.
But the whole condition of Canada bas
changed since then. There is not an in-
telligent man in this country who does
not look upon the prospect of the settle-
ment and development of the North-West
with entirely different feelings from those

that were then entertained. Why, who
could listen to the glowing statements of
the bon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton), when he pictured the
enormous tide of emigration into
the North Western States, and
pointed out that a similar tide
was only waiting for an opportunity to
pour into our own North-West ; .who
could listen to the evidence the hon.
gentleman gave that the investment of
$54,000,000 cauitalised, would bave given
the United States all the money that had
been received from those lands, and enable
them to have disposed of theni by free
grants instead of by sale, without feeling
that lie was furnishing the strongest evi-
dence of the safety of the course that this
Government was adopting in grappling
with this question. By our land regu-
lations we present these fertile regions of
our North-West Territory in a more at-
tractive form for settlemient than even
the lands in the United States were
offered, and, at the same timre, hold
within our grasp, for sale, lands enough to
more than recoup Canada for every dollar
expended on this Railway. Let.me again
quote an opinion that is much stronger
with bon. gentlemen opposite than any-
thing J can utter, that is, an article in
the great organ of their party, the Globe,
which, after a most c ai eful examination of
this whole question, says:

" It is admitted by everyone that the plains
of the North- West Territories are exceedingly
fertile, and capable of sustaining, by agricul-
ture, a population twice as numerous as the
present population of the United States. It is
also admitted that a railway from Selkirk to the
Rocky Mountains will open up the country so
rapidly that in a very few years the line will
pay, as a commercial enterprise. There is
nothing to be gained by constructing it much
faster than a continuons westward settlement
can be made on the adjacent belt of land. But
no one cau doubt that it will pay the
Dominion well to build that piece of road.
It will be 900 miles long, or over one-
third of the whole Pacific Railway. * * *
We find, then, that no less than 1,924 miles of
the proposed Pacific Road may be fairly cor-
sidered as a commercial enterprise. That it is
also a national enterprise. is a very poor argu-
ment against the project. When the road has
been carried from the eastern terminus to the
Locky Mountains, it is safe to say that the
population of the North-West will be great
enough to contribute to the Dominion Treasury
a larger sum than will pay the interest on the
loan, for which the older Provinces must first
pledge their credit. We have taken no account
of the land sales, which must, if well managed,
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put every year, a large and continually increas-
ing sum into the hands of the Government.
* * * But there is a political side to the
question. British Columbia will feel agrieved
unless some attempt is made to keep faith
with her. To develop the resources of the
Province in advance of the completion of the
Pacific road, is not an unreasonable wish.
There is a considerable tract of good Territory
along the lakes and rivers of the proposed
Yale-Kamloops section. That piece of road
will cost perhaps $12,000,000 when equipped,
and it is proposed to finish it during the next
five years. Canada is asked to spend $2,400,000
a year for the purpose of colonizing and con-
tending British Columbia. The interest on
the money will be $96,000 the first year, and
and $480,000 in the last and each year there-
after. Now, it may be thought that this is
not a large annual sum to pay for a piece of
road, which, though not necessary to the older
Provinces, must be built some time, and in the
meantime will materially
I2SCREASE THE WEALTH AND POPULATION OF THE

PACIFIC PROVINCE.
If 100,000 people Fettle in British Columbia

during the construction of the road-and thrre
is every reason why that number should go
there in the courae of a few years-the Do-
minion will receive from them a Revenue suf-
ficient to pay the interest on the expenditure.
It is no unimportant consideration that the peo-
ple of the Pacitic Province would rebel against
the total abandonment of the line, and by
clamoring for secession endanger the perma-
nence of Confederation."

I trust ihese statemeñts will relieve the
hon. gentlemen opposite of any appre-
hension they may have as to the
entire safety of at once under-
taking the work, in the cautious
manner the Government have adopted.
Now, I must refer once more to that great
authority in the estimation of the hon.
gentlemen opposite. On the opening day
of the Session, and long before that, at the
time the Government were engaged in
this exploration to Port Simpson, and
investigating as to whether .it were
possible to find an easier line, what
was the Globe telling British Colum-
bia:

"If Mr. Mackenzie had not been deprived
of power, that route, at this moment, would
have been under construction, and being
rapidly pushed to completion."

The Globe, no doubt, when it found the
hon. gentleman not only advertising for
tenders, but actually making an expen-
diture of $32,400 in bot haste during
the progress of a General Election, to
move the rails from Esquimault to
Yale, concluded that he was just as
serious as I concluded he was. I was

SiR CHARLEs TUPPER.

not alone, for the organ of his party
seems to have been labouring under the
same misconception, as a reference to the
Globe will show. Not only did the Globe
say that, but it also stated, on the opening
day of this Session, if I remember rightly,
at the time the hon. leader of the
Opposition was actually intimating that
he was prepared to go back upon his
own record, and abandon the keeping of
good faith with British Columbia, to
which ho had pledged this country, it
told the people that if he had not lost
power the work would have been under
construction at that moment. I need
not say more than that to show how
thoroughly the hon. gentleman had
convinced every person of his intention
to go forward with that work. I dare say
I will be told by the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake): Granted
that your figures are correct, assum-
ing that you can build this Railway for
even less money than you have estimated,
you have only encountered the first diffi-
culty; you have then to operate the line,
and the cost of that will be so greatly be-
yond anything you can hope to obtain
from it, that you will place an intolerable
burthen upon the people of this country.
I must address myself for a few moments
to that question. I will first give the in-
formation I have just received from the
Superintendent of the Pembina Branch :

" The 160 miles we have now opened in the
North-West, shows that from the let day of
March to the 12th day of April we have carried
5,236 passengers, and 1,248 loaded cars, con-
taining 12,460 tons of freight. The gross re-
ceipts during that short period were $36,387,
and workiug expenses $15,000, leaving a net
profit of $21,387, and this during a more diffi-
cult and stormy period than has been known
for many years."

By July, 1882, we will have about 700
miles of this road in operation; we will
have 85 miles from Selkirk to Emerson or
St. Vincent. We will have 200 miles in
operation west of the Red River, which,
with the branch of 16 miles to Winnipeg,
will give us some 700 miles in operation,
without reference at all ·to the sectioir in
British Columbia. I have everv reason to
believe that every mile of that road, f rom
the day it is opened, will make an ample
return for all the expenditure incurred in
its operation. I think it is safe to say
that in every succeeding year, as we ex-
tend gradually this road towards the
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Rocky EJS ountains, it will furnish such an
additional volume of traflic from Red
River to Thunder Bay, which will become
the great entrepot of that country, as will
prevent it from burthening the people,
and give us some fair return for the in-
terest on the money used in its construc-
tion. Hon. gentlemen must not forget,
as I said before, that the whole aspect
of affairs in this country has
entirely changed within a brief
period ; that that which would have been
properly regarded as highly imaginative
in relation to the development of the
Canadian North-West, must now be
looked upon with very different eyes
indeed. My hon. predecessor need only
recall to his mind the fact that he pub.
licly advertised, in 1876, offering $10,000
a mile and 20,000 acres of land for the
construction of the road, and asking
how much more capital tenderers would
require, 4 per cent. upon for twenty-five
years, to induce them to undertake this
work. And what was the response?
Not a tender. So completely had the
hon. gentleman opposite succeeded in im-
buing the minds of capitalists in this
country and abroad with the hopelessness
of this enterprise, that not one of them
would undertake it as a commer-
cial enterprise, on any terms.
What is the condition of things
to-day. Supposing this Government were
to put an advertisement like that in the
Fapers asking on what termas capitalists
would come forward and construct the
road from Red River, to Kamiloops, and
repay us all the expenditure we have
made beyond Red River, and undertake
to maintain and operate not only all that
part of that road, but the rest of 'h e
road down to Yale or Burrard Inlet I
Would there be no response? If such a
poposal were made to-morrow, does he
not know that the first capitalists of this
country would come to the front and
offer to construct and operate that road
on terms that would for ever settle the
question as to whether this undertaking
wouldb be a serious burden on the people
of this country. I have good reason to
state that such an offer as that would
secure the construction and operation of
the whole line from Red River to Kam-
loops, with the operation and main-
tenance of all the road to the Pacifie, at
a cost not exceeding $13,000, or $10,000

per mile, from, Red River to Kamloops,
and 26,000,000 acres of land. In that
case we would be in this position, as the
hon. gentleman would see, that the whole
expenditure of an unknown quantity,
proving a burden that could not be cal-
culated, would be entirely renoved, and
we would be in a position of having this
great national work accomplished within
ten years, and on terrms that would in-
volve comparatively light expenditure
from the people of this country, and that
would be a thousand times recouped from
the development of the North-West.

MR. MACKENZIE : Not a thousand
times.

MR. BLAKE: Nor a hundred.
SIR CHARLES TUPPER: \Vhile I

say recouped, and when I said a thousand
fold, I did not mean, as the hon. gentle-
man knows, that the actual amount would
be returned a thousand times. I meant
that there would be such a development
of the magnificent North-West of this
country as would lift Canada rapidly into
the position of a nation. And I would
ask the hon. gentleman whether, under
these circumstances, the Government is
not in a position to say that they feel en-
tirely free from any apprehension as to
the cost either of the construction or the
operation of this road after its construc-
tion. Before I sit down, [ must refer to
the question of cancelling the contract of
the Georgian Bay Branch. A3 the hon.
gentlemen know, the Georgian Bay
Branch was undertaken without the
necessary information. As the hon.
gentlemen know, the policy of the Gov-
ernment of that day had to be completely
changed after they ascertained the diffi-
culties they would encounter, and
the uselessness of the work after it
was done. Instead of going from Nipis-
sing to the Georgia Bay, it was decided
to stop the road at Cantin's Bay, and
canalise the Frenchi River from that
point. The Government satisfied them-
selves that, in the interest of Canada, all
the money that was expended south of
Lake Nipissing would be thrown away.
Having satisfied themselves of that, they
cancelled that contract. It is now evi-
dent that the attention of the whole of
this country is turned to the question of
obtaining the shortest line of communi-
cation to our Great North-West by Sault
Ste. Marie. lon, gentlemen opposite
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may remind me that, at one time, I entei
taned serious objection to going to Saul
Ste. Marie, but the case is different tc
day.

MR. MACKENZIE: Most other pec
ple are going to the States.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: There i
nothing that makes one despair so muc
of the future of this country, as the deter
mined, settled policy of lion. gentlemîei
opposite to decry and tramiple down thei
own country; but I tell hon. gentlemer
they mistake the patriotism of our peopl(
if they imagine they will ever ride into
power over the ruins of their country
What is wanted to give a rapid and de
cided inpetus to the progress and pros-
perity of Canada is that patriotism
in the' hearts and minds of its sons,
which vill enable thei to unite in taking
up a great national question, free from
the lowering and degrading tendency of
party politics, which leads men to seek
party and personal advantages at the cost
of the country. When I opposed the
construction of the line to the Sault,
it was at a time when we had no line
under constructi n froi Thunder Bay to
Red River ; but the moment the Govern-
ment was committed to the building of
that line, it was our duty to look for
means by which we could make it pro-
ductive. What are those means ? I have
satisfied myself that the road, with its
easy grade and cheap rate at which it will
be able to bring down the products of the
North-West, cannot possibly have a coin-
letitor. What would be the result of
the extension of this road from «Nipiss-ng
to the Sault Ste Marie 1 The distance
from Montreal to Winnipeg via Chicago
is 1,741 miles. But, suppose a road were
built to the Sault, and a line was built to
St. Paul along the south shore of Lake
Superior, the distance by that route
would be 1,563 miles. By Duluth, the
shortest line to be obtained by way of
the United States, would be 1,514 miles.
From Montreal to Nipissing,and thence to
Thunder Bay and on to Winnipeg, the
distance would be 1,358 miles, while by
the Sault Ste. Marie and water communi-
cation froi Goulais Bay to Thunder Bay,
it would be only 1,288 miles. I believe
that with the character of our road, the
cheapness with which we can bring the
traffic of the North-West across it, there
is no road, be it by way of Duluth or

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

7St. iPaul, that can compete 'with us.
t Therefore, 1 arn glad that there is the
>- prospect of seeing either the Canada Cen-

tral or Pacifie Junction carried through
hto the Sault, bringing our great North-

West witbin sixty hours of IMontreal,
s and Toronto 100 miles nearer, and that
i within a comparativeiy brief period.

Those who will look at the Union Pacifie
i iRailway, and notice the enermous difi-
ir culties its builders biad to contend witb,
i will see ours is not a stupendous task.

Thev had to go through a comparatively
barren country compared with which

*ours is a garden. For more than
-a tliousand miles they lîad to
*surmounit heights of 4,500 feet

above the level of the sea, while
the passes through which we cross the

* Rocky Mountains are under 4,000. They
have to go tbrough a country where the
snowfall in the passes reaches thirty feet,
and iUiere they have forty miles of sno-
sheds, to prevent trains frein being buried.
They have to pass througbl a counitry with
steepcrgrades than wewill have te encoun-
fer, and yet the'road -%vas built in thie teefli
cf j ust such Parliamentary struggles as we
are to-day obiiged te endure. But, when
constructed, the road silenced ail oppo-
sition ; and if, with a country which, ac-
cording.to a bigli American authority, em-
braces three-fourths of the remaining
wheat zone ou the American continent,
if, 'with this advantage, and our other ad-
vantages, we hesitate in discbargig our
duty te the country, we shouid be un-
worthy cf the position we occupy,
either as statesmen or patriotic Cana-
dians. No person can look abroad
over the Dominion without feeling
that the Great North-West Territory is
the district te which we must look for
our strength and developient. Just &«4
the eider of the UJnited States look te
their Great North-West, with its rapidly
increasing population, add:ng hundreds cf
thousands and millions to their strength,
flot only may we look for strength 'by rea-
s of an additional Customns Revenue
from the incrcased'population cf that Ter-
ritory, but we must look upon that west-
ern country as a field for the manufactur-
ing industries cf the eider and more
settled parts of Canada. Every person
acquainted with this country knows we
have exhausted te, somne extent its bread-
growing power, but under the National
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Policy that Canada has adopted, we must
look forward not only to building up thriv-
ing centres of industries and enterprise
ail over this portion of the country, but
to obtaining a market for those indus-
tries after they have been established;
and I say where is there a greater mar-
ket than that magnificent granary of the
North-West, which, filled up with a
thriving and prosperous population, will
make its demands upon Ontario, Quebee,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for
these manufacturiug products that we,
for many years, will be so well able to
supply ? I regret that hon. gentlemen
opposite should have made this a battle
ground of party. If there was a single
question upon which the Government had
a right to demand from hon. gentlemen
opposite a hearty, cordial and unanimous
support, it was on their endeavour to
assume, and to deal with the responsibili-
ties which they had placed upon the
shoulders of the people of this country.
I believe at the time they proposed their
scheme they were doing an unwise and
dangerous thing ; but the improving times,
the change that had come over the coun-
try, and the development of the North-
West, had altered the position. At this
moment the eyes of a large portion of the
civilised world are centeral upon the
Great North-West of Canada, and hun-
dreds of thousands of people in every
foreign country,as well au the British Em-
pire,arestudying the question as to whether
they shall come with their capital and in-
dustry and build up Canada into a great,
prosperous and progressive country. Un-
der these circumstances, lon. gentlemen
opposite are unwise and unpatriotio in
making this a battle ground of party.
There was no necessity for it. I recognise,
to the fullest extent, the advantage of
having two great political parties grap-
pling with each other, not on the low
grounds of personal or party ambition,
but on a great national question on which
a broad line of demarcation can
be made between them, and re-
garding which they can do battle
for great principles on which they differ.
We have such a questionin the National
Policy without dragging in the Pacifie
Railway. If we are defeated on that
issue, hon. gentlemen opposite will take
our places irrespective of the policy of the
Pacific Railway. Having that line of

90

demarcation between us, let us, on the
great national qnestion of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. unite as a band of
brothers, irrespective of old parties, show-
not that we are Liberals or Conserva-
tives, but that we are Canadians, and that
in every word that is uttered, whether we
sit on the Treasury Benches or on the
Opposition side of the House, we feel we
owe it to Canada, to ourselves and to our
children, to do al that men can do to
strengthen the hands of those w-ho are
engaged in a great national enterprise,
upon the success of which the rapid pro-
gress and prosperity of our common
country depends.

Mn. BLAKE: I shall endeavour to
bring forward the amendment of which I
have given notice, in the spirit which my
hon. friend opposite indicated as correct
in the opening portion of his remarks
notwithstanding his failure to show
that spirit in the course of his speech. I
cannot agree with the hon. gentleman in
the view that this question is to be de-
graded by its discussion as a party ques-
tion. We hear a good deal of that sort of
thing when one party takes a line of argu-
ment inconvenient to the other party.
Those who adopt that position, in effect
oondemn the institution of party al-
together. They seem to argue that legiti-.
mate party questions are such only as are
inferior, or of sm'all magnitude; and that
great questions should be handled on
some other and higher principles. If so,
what is the justification for party at ail ?
But they do not carry out their view
to its legitimate result in any aspect ; for
a moment later the hon. gentleman him-
self said that there was a most important,
a most vital question-the so-called Na-
tional Policy-which he rejoiced was made
the battle ground of party. I do not
know any reason why we who claim to
be as true Canadians as the hon.
gentleman-we who have just as
great a stake in Canada as he
has, we who have our interests here,
we who are just as proud and just as hope-
ful and trustful of the future of this coun-
try, if only prudence shall guide lier des-
tinies, as the hon. gentleman can be-
why we, the Liberal party, should not be
free to express our united opinion as to
what the interests of our country demand ;
and it is because, in our opinion, it is de-
sirable that a postponement of the Western
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Section of the Pacific Railway should take
place, that I propose to place my amend-
ment in your har ds. The line of address
adopted by my hon. friend obliges me to
go a little more minutely into what I
may call the antiquities of this question
than I bad intended. I must now advert
to these antiquities a little more in detail
than I would bave done, not so much to
discuss them in their party aspect, or to
ascertain the extent to which each party
has become committed, one way or
another, not so much to ascertain who
was right and who was wrong in the past,
not so much with a view to recrimination
as to determine wbat, on the whole, bas
beenthe settled policy of Parliament on

the subject of increasing the burdens of
the people on account of the Pacific Rail-
way. It was on the lst of April (a
fitting day), in the year 1871,
that hon. gentlemen opposite, then
as niow controlling public affairs,
carried an address of this louse, praying
that British Columbia might be united
with Canada, on a stipulation to be in-
ciuded in the Tersi of Union, that the
Pacific Railway should be commenced
within two years and finisbed in ten
vears. At that stipulation of the Terms
of Union the Opposition, and other hon.
members not in their ranks, expressed
an honest, a genuine alarm. The Terms
of Union were believed to be prodigal in
all their aspects, and ruinous in particular,
with reference to the Railway stipulation.
The scheme met with earnest opposition
on the part of many not belonging to the
Liberal party. There were several divi-
sions upon it, and in one of these it
hnearlv met its fate, the majority which
served it being only ten. My hon. friend
from Dundas, a supporter of the Adminis-
tration, noved that amendment which
went to postpone the consideration of the
question until the sense of the people
could be taken upon it. The Government
became alarmed lest they should not be
able to carry the scheme, and they gave
assurances that some resolutions would be
brought forwàrd, which might serve as
a defence to their followers against the
public indignation, which it was appre-
hended might be aroused by their assent-
ing to the bargain. The Address then
passed. This was on the lst of April ;
and it was not until the 4th of April
that there was a proposal made in the

Mr. BLEI.

Ilouse for a definition of the liability for
the construction of this Railway. The
first proposal, made by Sir George Car-
tier in the absence of the then and now
First Minister, and seconded by the pre-
sent Finance Minister, was that the
House would, on the following day, con-
sider a resolution, "That the Railway
should be constructed and worked as a
private enterprise, and not by
Government, and that the public
aid to be given to the enterprise should
consist of such liberal grants of land,
and such subsidy in money or other aid
not unduly pressing on the industry and
resources of the Dominion, as the Parlia-
ment of Canada shall hereafter deter-
mine." This resolution was not satis-
factory to the friends of the Government.
It did not meet the exigencies of the
case;-it was too elastic, too vague, it
did not mean enough ; and the conse-
quence was that on the 11 th of April, in
substitution for that, a proposal was
moved and seconded by the same hon,
gentlemen in the sanie terms-with this
exception, for the words "not unduly
pressing upontlie resources of Canada,"
the words "not increasing the present
rate of taxation " were substituted-
This was more precise. The altera-
tion was made in order to satisfy the
supporters of the Government, and
if possible the people. The bon. the
Minister of Railways asserts now, but
I deny, that the Terms of Union were in
form and fact modified by that resolution.
During the debate, an hon. member of
this House (Sir Antoine Dorion) noved
an Address to Her Majesty praying her to
incorporate the resolution into the Terms
of Union. That motion was supported
by the Liberal party, but was defeated
by the votes of hon. gentlemen opposite,
who insisted that no such resolution
sbould be carried ; that it would prevent
the proposed Union, and deprive us of
the inestimable blessings to flow from
annexing British Columbia to this Do-
minion ; and that the opportunity of so
annexing that. Province might be lost
forever. The opportunity thus fairly
offered to make that a condition of the
Terms of Union was rejected by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. Well, I bave always
urged, and still urge, that the surround-
ing circumstances cannot be wholly
ignored. Having regard to the fact that
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delegates were here from. British Colum-
bia taking part in the discussion, having
regard to the fact that the resolution was
in a sense, though not oflicially, and as it
is alleged without authority, recognised by
thiem, I have always urged that British
Columbia could not in equity and good
conscience wholly ignore the resolution,
but should remember that the Union was
in fact obtained by means of the resolu-
tion; but I have been obliged to concede
that she was not strictly and legally
bound by the ternis of tiat resolu-
tion, even if the work turned out to be
such that its accomplinhment would
materially affect the interests of the
Dominion, since the terms agreed to gave
her, by the strict letter of the law, the
right to insist that the work should be
proceeded with, no matter what the con-
sequences. She is entitled to say, "Il Here
is my bond, I ask for my pound of flesl."'
There vas then, subject to and not con-
trolling the legal effect of the Terms of
Union it is true, but still contemporaneous
with theni in 1871, a formal resolution
declaratory of the desires and intentions
of Parliament, that the work should not
involve an increase in the taxation. The
first Pacifie Railway Act was passed in
1872, under the auspices of hon. gentle-
men opposite. This Act recites the reso-
lution against an increase in taxation an
the propriety of carrying it out; and pro-
vides a limited quantity of land and
money as the means. We were even then
told that the remaining land would meet
the money grant, which would cost us
nothing. This was the second Parlia-
mentary declaration against increased
taxation for this object. The Govern,
ment,in 1872, chartered a Companv which
deposited a million of money as security
for the construction of the road. Subse.
quently the Company, which was de!
pendent on the raising of foreign capital#
for its success, found that it could not
obtain that capital without modified
conditions, and asked for better teris,
which the Government refused. It then
proposed to surrender the charter, and
receive back the million hard cash, which
it had deposited in order to secure the
fulfilment of its contract, and so sure
were the Administration that they could
make a better bargain with others, or so
kindly disposed were they towards that
partidular Company, that they accepted

the surrender of the charter, and returned
the nioney that had been deposited. They
met the House shortly after, in the fall of
1873, and they had already found that
some other and different arrangements
would have to be made to accomplish
the construction of the Pacifie Rail-
way. The Government of that day
acknowledged that their sehen e, their
plan, their act, their charter, under which
the Comnpany whieh they had favoured
had been incorporated, were failures and
they declared that a new plan, requiring
new legislation, would be submitted to
the House for providing neans to carry
out that great enterprise. The Speech
fron the Throne delivered in 1873, con-
tains these words

"The Cinalian Pacific Company, to whon
a Royal Charter was granted, have, I regret
to sa'.', been unable to iake the financial
rrangemnents necesary for the construction

of that great uiidertaking. They have, there-
:ore, execu-'-d a surrender ot their charter,
wiieh has been accepted by me. You will,
I trust, feel yourselvus calleI upon to take
steps to secure the carly commencement and
vigorous prosecution of that railway, and thus
to carry out in good faith the arrangemnte
made with the Province of British Columbia.
A measure for that purpose will be subnitted
for your consideration."

What kind of measure I Circumstances
to which, after the tone taken by the hon.
gentleman, it would be ill-bred to allude,
prevented the new proposition froni
being brouglit down. The reign of the
gentlemen wlo promised that new
scheme suddnily came to a terraination.
It is very well known, however, that
the new idea was not in fact a new
idea, that the idea of the First
Minister, as he stated publicly in the
county of Lennox in 1873, always had
been the same, namely, that the work
should be constructed as a Government
work, and that it would, if he had been
in Ottawa during the Session in which the
arrangement had been made, have been so
undertaken ; but the pressure of the Op-
position had been so great that his col-
leagues had yielded, and for their action
ie admitted he was responsible, though

bis own views remained the same, that
the work should be constructed as a Gov-
ernment work. Then what was the new
plan which bas never seen the light 1 It
Must have been a measure for construc-
tion by the Government in ac-
cordance with the opinions of its
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chief. It was to be soinething dif-
ferent from the old plan. What other
difference could there be ? This proves
that the cry of change of policy is not
sincere. The new measure to be brought
down must have been a change from con-
struction by a company to construction by
the Government. There is no other alter-
native. The Government resigned and
the hon. member fer Lambton assumed
the position of First Minister. In his
published address to the electors of Lamb-
ton, which stated the Ministerial policy
on which the elections were held, myhon.
f riend declared that the bargain which had
been made under the auspices of the late
Government was one which could not be
fulfilled. He stated that it would not do
to commence the construction of the road
until the country had been thoroughly
surveyed, and that it would not do to
prosecute the construction faster than the
resources of the country would justify.
He furthermore declared that application
would be made to British Columbia for a
relaxation of the terms which hon. gen-
tlemen opposite had imposed upon the
country ; and for such an arrangement
as would give a reasonable time for the
commencement and performance of the
work without too great a strain on our re-
sources. The present First Minister de-
iounced this as a breach of faith with
British Columbia, entitling her to secede.
So different were his views from those
now advanced i by the hon. Minister
of Railways. Shortly after the elections,
and after I had left the Government, a
gentleman, formerly a member of this
House (Mr. Edgar), was sent to British
Columbia with a view of negotiating with
that Province for a relaxation of the
terms. The propositions were rejected
or not accepted by the Government of
British Columbia, and were withdrawn
sometime in the month of June. Mean-
time the Session had been held, and a
new Pacific Bailway Act had been intro-
duced. This second Act recited
expressly all the previous resolu-
tions against the increase of taxation.
It recited that the taxation had been, to
.some extent increased in order to meet
the obligations of the Dominion, and
declared that it was proper to provide for
the construction of the road as rapidly as
the work could be accomplished without
further raising the rate of taxation; and,

MR. BLAKE.

the former scheme having failed and it
being impossible now to assume that the
road could be constructed by means of a
company, power was given by the Gov-
ernment to build sections as a Govern-
ment work; but the avowed and stated
policy of the Administration was to use
that power only for the purpose of doing
some parts of the work in advance of the
completion of the surveys for the through
line; and it has been repeatedly explained,
by my hon. friend, the member for Lamb-
ton, that his intention was, as soon as the
surveys were completed, to submit the
whole of the road to tender, on a land
and money basis, the contractors taking
over, as cash on account, the works mean-
time executed by the Government. It
was a scheme devised to make progress
where, and so far as progress could be
made consistently with th@ resolution
against increased taxation. The Min-
ister has complained that there was
no reiteration of the declaration that the
road shoulci be built only by a company,
but there was contained in the Act a
power to do the work by means of a com-
pany. At any rate it was unnecessary to
reiterate that. My belief is that it
would have been contrary to the
policy which the present First Minis-
ter believed to be sound when he
announced his views in Lennox, in 1873.
I maintain that, by that Act, which re-
peated and re-enacted the old resolutions,
and declared it was proper to proceed
only consistently with the provision
against increased taxation, there was a
reiteration of the old Parliamentary
policy, then reaffirmed for the third time,
that the road was not to be constructed
on any plan which would cause increased
taxation. I well remember that the hon.
member for Victoria, B. C., (Mr. DeCos-
mos) objected to the introduction of that
provision into that Act, because he con-
ceived it would be in derogation of the
bond, the fulfilment of which he so much
desired. In 1875, during the recess,
British Columbia having appealed to
England, Lord Carnarvon offered his good
offices. and he suggested certain termas, to
which, as far as they could, the Govern-
ment agreed; the statement of the Govern-
mnt being that they would do their best
to carry themout, asthey were not contrary
to the spirit of any Parliamentary reso-
lution, or the letter of any enactment.
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The Government subsequently declared
that this expression was designed to indi-
cate that they were not intending to at-
tempt to transcend the taxation resolution.
It is contended that they could do so, and
that they did in fact so bind the country
by their action, although Parliament
never confirmed it. I altogether deny
that the executive Government has any
general or implied authority of a nature
*o extensive; but were it otherwise, no
auch authority could be implied in
the face of a distinct determination
by Parliament in an adverse sense ;
nor can any case be imagined in which
there could be a more decisive declaration
by Parliament of its policy that there
.should be no increase of taxation for the
building of this Railway; and consequently
a more clear limitation upon any such
supposed implied execútive powers as are
auggested. The Minister says that under
the Carnarvon terms there was an agree-
ment to build the Island Railway, by
which $4,000,000 were added to the cost
ef the whole; but lie seems to have for-
gotten that his own Government in 1873
had come to the determination that
the terminus of the Railway should
be at Esquimalt, and this determination,
if adhered to, necessarily involved the
construction of the Island Railway, and
indeed of other far more extensive and
costly works. I had taken occasion in the
fall of 1874 to declare my individual
views on the subject of the Pacific Rail-
way. I then stated that I thought the
fulfilment of the agreement with British
Columbia impossible ; that unless she
,chose to be reasonable and to agree to a
relaxation of the terms, I saw no hope of
performing them; and that, if she in-
aisted on secession, as the consequence of
the non-fulfilment of the terms of Union,
I, for one, was prepared to say, " let er
go," rather than ruin the country in the
attempt to perform the impossible. I have
never changed tbat opinion, and each suc-
<eeding year has strengthened my view as
to the wisdom and soundness of such
a decision. During the Session of 1875,
when the Carnarvon correspondence
was brought down, I did, as the
hon. gentleman says, ask the leader
of the then Government whether he
proposed to invite the sanction of Parlia-
ament to the arrangement. He replied
,that he did net propose to invite the

action of Parliament directly, but that he
would rely on Parliament to enable him
to carry it out. Well, that answer of it-
self indicated that the assent of Parlia-
ment was essential. Will anyone
seriously contend that the Executive
Government of this country could, not
merely without the autbority of Parlia-
ment, but in spite of the anti-taxation
resolution, make an agreement which
would of itself bind the country to build
the Island Railway, to expend not less
than $2,000,000 a year on construction
in the mainland, and to finish the road
by 1890 ? It was, however, soon iade
apparent that the action of Parliament
was necessary in order to carry out the
Carnarvon terms. A Bill was of neces-
sity brought in to authorise the construc-
fion of the Island Railway, one of the
most important parts of those terms. I
opposed that Bill because I believed
that the Island Railway was not
a judicious undertaking, and also, and
chiefly because it was part of the Car-
narvon Terms, which I did not believe
were such as could be fully carried out
consistently with the taxation resolution,
to which I for one was determined to
adhere. The Bill succeeded in this House,
but it failed in the Senate, and the result
was that the sanction of Parliament was
refused to that essential part of the Car-
narvon terms. At the close of that Ses-
sion then the whole question was open.
The arrangement had failed. Parliament
had declined to authorise an essential
part of the terms ; fulfilment of the terms
had thus become impossible, and it be-
came necessary to reconsider the whole
matter. I believe that everyone to-day
concurs in this result; at any rate I do
not observe that the Government now pro-
poses to build the Island Railway. Shortly
after the close of the Session I entered
the Administration upon a distinct un-
derstanding in reference to the Pacifie
Railway. That understanding was that
the Carnarvon terms having failed by
reason of the action of Parliament, a mod-
erate money compensation should be
offered to the Province for past and
future delays in the construction of the
Pacifie Railway ; that it was always the
understanding of the Government and that
it should be distinctly stated, that any
pledge for fixed expenditure, or for a time
limit, was subject to the taxation resolu-
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tion, in such sort that the work should not but was re-enacted; in which they ad-
be necessarily proceeded with in case mitfed that it was not part of the Terms
it would involve an increase of of Union in form, as they would have de-
of taxation ; and, that any arrangement sired, but arguec that it could not be
made with -with the Province should be wholly left out of account. Tie minute
expressly, as it must in fact be, subject to added that "the people of Canada woul
the sanction of this Parliament. This not consent to enter unconditionally into
understanding was carried out by the arrangements which thougl less onerous
Minute of Council of September, 1875. "an the Terms of Union would yet in-
By that minute, referring tothe formerne- volve such a burden as might but for
gotiations,the Governmenu declared as fol- the condition plunge the country into
lows ruin." The Government made no further

"It must be distinctly borne in n ind that ,
every step in the negotiations was necessarily stating that, British Columbia having
predicated on and subject to the conditions of refused their olfer of September, 1875,
the resolution of 1871, passed contemporaneously cit remains only toendeavourtoconstruct
with the adoption of the terms of Union with
British Columbia, subsequently enacted in the the Ranway idly as the resources of
Act of 1872, and re-enacted (after a large ad- the country would permit." These minutes
dition had been made to the rate of taxation) were dispatched to the Secretary of State
in the Act of 1874, that the public aid shouid for the Colonies, and also to British
consist of such subsidy in money, not increas- Columbia. During the Session of 1876
ing the then existing rate of taxation, as Par-
liament should determine. This determination a vote, hostile to tie policy of the Gov-
not to involve the country in a hopeless burden ernment, and seeking to condemu it for
of debt is sustained by public opinion every- delay in the work, was proposed by the
where throughout the Dominion, and must hon. member for Victcria(Mr. DeCosmos>.
necessarily control the action of the Govern-
ment, and it cannot be too clearly understood It was voted down vith practical
that any agreements as to yearly expenditure, unanimity, th- hon. member obtaining
and as to completion by a fixed time, must be but six ou seven supporters. I think al
subject to the condition, thrice recorded in the tEe present 31inisters voted acainst i
Journals of Parliament, that no further increase
in the rate of taxation shall be required in order and die present First Minister
to their fulfilment. The sanction of Parlia- both spoie voted against it, declarin-
ment to the construction of the proposed rail- that the conduet of the hon. member for
way from Esquimalt to Nanaimo was necessarily Victoria in insistmg as le did ou the fui-
a condition precelent to the commencement of
the work. The other important features of the filment of the terns gave very good
arrangement, namely, the limitation of the colour and reason for the charge contained
time for the completion of a certain portion, in the minute of the Governnient that the
and the specification of a yearly expenditure, action of British Columbia seemed more
were deemed to be within the meaning of the
Act of 1874, subject, of counrse, to the condi-
tion already mentioned, which was referred to millions expended in their midst, than by
in the minute of December, 1874, when the the wish that the enterPrîse should be
Government expressed 'a willingness to make carried on consistently with the interests,
these further concessions * * as the con- and according to tEe resources of the
cessions suggested miglit be made without in-
volving the violation of the spirit of any Par- country. Later during the Session the
liamentary resolution, or the letter of any correspondence to which I have referred
enactment.'" was brouglt down, and the liuse be-

The Government added a proposal of came possessed tbrough these minutes of
$750,000 as compensation for delays. the declaration of the polioy of the Govern-
British Columbia rejected the proposal, ment, and of the whole statement of the
and insisted on the fulfilment of the Car- case. The buse vas made aware of the
narvon terms; she urged that the increase decision of the executive not to make any
of taxation which had taken place in 1874, furtiier effort to obtain the authority of
and the Railway Act of that year in- Parliament for the construction of the
volved an abandonment of the resolution Island Railway, and of thgir solemn
of 1871, by which she contended that she declaration that they bad not iDtended in
was never bound. On the 13th March, the former negotiations, did not tien
1876, the Government rejoined by a intend, and would not agree, to make any-
minute in [which they showed that the unconditional agreements, to make any
resolution of 1871 ioas not abandoned, agreements otherwise than subjet te the-
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taxation resolution. With this know-
ledge we came to the discussion of the
vote in supply for the construction of the
Pacific Railway, and to that vote it was
proposed to add words declaring that the
grant was made " witli the view. that
the arrangements for the construction
of the Railway shall be sucl as the re-
ources of the country will permit with-
out increasing the existing rates of tax-
ation." That vote was moved after the
occurrence of all the events to whicli
the hon. the Minister of Railways has
alluded as imposing sucl dreadful re-
sponsibilities upoi him and his frientds.
He lias not indeed spoken eonsistently
upon this point, for after all these events,
after the making of these terns by which
he alleged we were more tightly bound
than by those of the Union, lie declared
to-night in one part of his speech that, we
were obliged by them to do what ? to
finish by 1890 ? No ! he says lie does not
hold himself bound to do that. To
spend $2,000,000 a year ? No! he says
lie does not holdi himself bound to do
that. To build the Island Railway? No!
lie does not even propose to do that : so
that while the Lon. gentleman at one
breath cries out : 'If amr bound !" " I ama
bound !" " I amn bound !" like hirmself, lie
turns round the next moment and ex-
claims: "I an free !" " I am free 1" " I am
free!' But, Sir, after all these entangling
negotiations, after all these chains and
fetters had been wound round this un-
happy country by the late unfortunate
Administration, it had prior to the vote of
1876, fully declared its ileaning ; it had
taken its stand, it had declared that it
would not recede 'from or abandon the
Parliamentary policy of the now increase
of taxation. Antd the vote to which I
have alluded, was, under these circum-
stances carried, not by a party majority,
but by a united House. The vote was 149
to 10 ; among the majority were a large
number of members and supporters of the
present Government. I find in the
majority four of the present Minis-
ters, Messrs. Langevin, Masson, Bowell
and Baby. I find there also, many active
members of the party including you, Sir,
Messrs. Cameron, of Victoria ; Caron,
Costigan, Desjardins, laggart, Kirk-
patrick, McCallum, Mousseau, Orton,
Ouimet, Plumb, Robinson, Rochester,
and White ; besides many others; in all

forty-two, out of the small contingent
which, at that time represented the Tory
party in this House. We were on that
occasion nearly unanimous. In that
year, 1876, long after the making and
failure of the Carnarvon terms, and after
the Government had fu[lv declared its
meaning and its policy, tlis Ilouse was
alnost unanimous in favour of the view
that the country was entitled to say, and
vas bound to sav, and we did in the

namre of the country say tiat the ar-
rangements for the construction of the
road should be sucli as the resources of
the country would permit without in-
creasing thie existing rates of taxation.
This is ths fourtli vote recorded by Par-
liament in the same sense. Now, I claimu
that I have proved that apart fromu the
serious, the dreadful, I hope not the fatal
error of 1871, in declining to engraft
upon the terms of Union this limitation-
an error for which the Liberal party is not
responsible, because it did its best to
avert it ; that apart froin that error the
continuous and unvarying policy of Par-
liament was before, anid after, and not-
withstanding the Carnarvon Terns that
this road should not be so constiuctedl as
to neecessitate any inrease of taxation.
W'hat happened aftei tie Session of 1876?
The surveys lati en prosecuted; sorne
contracts were let, somne progress was
made. The Session of 1877 arrived.
Was there any proposal from the Opposi-
tion declaring that we should proceed
faster with the work, anvthing to alter
the view taken in 1876 i Nothing ! The
Session of 1878 followed with the same
result, nor did aught occur to shake the
deliberate, solemn and repeatedly athrmed
declaration of Parliament on this subject.
But, meantimte, further progress was made,
and to some enquiries the Governnent
answered that it hoped to be able shortly
to advertise for tenders for the whole
work on the land and money basis, sub-
ject to the approval of Parliament. It
was the policy of the Governnient at the
earliest moment at which the condition of
the surveys would permit, to take that
step,and so to give a fair trial to the plan,
the only plan by which the road could be
constructed in any short time without in-
creasing the rate of taxation ; and if that
trial failed,it was obvious the whole ques-
tion must be opened afresh for considera-
tion, and that it would be the duty of
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the Government to consider of a new
policy. Well, an advertisement was is-
sued in May, 1878, I believe, for tenders
for the whole line upon the land and
money basis, and subsequently, I believe
in August, for the construction of the
niddle part of the eastern link, I think

in three sections, and also for the line
from Yale to Kamloops. I had then long
ceased to be a member ot the Government,
was not even in the country, and knew
nothing about the muatter until a few
months ago. Of course, it follows that
I am not able to say anything on the
subject of my own knowledge. My hon.
friend (Mr. Mackenzie) has already
stated the circumstances under which
that advertisement was issued, with a
view, while yet the tenders were being
asked for the construction of the whole
line upon the land and money basis, to
obtain all the information possible, on all
alternative plans, so as to be able to pre-
sent it to Parliament with such policy as
the Government might ultimately deter-
mine upon. But it would have been a
radical change in the policy of the Gov-
ernment as announced-as the people of
this country, certainly as I understood
it-had the Government, after the
receipt of these tenders, proposed to Par-
liament the construction of the 125 miles
in British Columbia as a Government
work; and if they had proposed it, the
hon. the Minister of Railways would have
found me, as he complains I sometimes
was, restive again. I would have
declared it was impossible in my view to
carry out any such policy consistently
with the former resolutions, and I would
have opposed it, with what effect I know
not, but with what earnestness I could.
I find then nothing proving an alteration
of policy on the part of the Government
or of Parliament on this question until
the Session of 1879. Then, indeed, there
was a change. The new Government
having been formed in the meantime,
the grand proposal of last Session was
brought forward. The hon. gentleman
(Sir Charles Tupper) says, he is going to
give us another batch of resolutions, and
he read r:s some of these high-flown
resolutions he brought down last Session.
They indicate the character of the work
in the view of the hon. gentleman, the
relations of this country as well as the
relations of the Empire to the work, and

MI. BuE.
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the mode in which alone it can be success-
fully prosecuted. The first declares that
an engagement was entered into with
British Columbia, but it says nothing of
any engagement with the Iiperial Gov-
ernment or Lord Carnarvon, now s0
much talked about, to const ruct the road
Not, however, by any specifietd time; on
the contrary, I find the Gow ernment by
this resolition declaring the comt ract to be,
that the line should be constructed with
all practicable speed. Next, there is a
declaration that the Canada Pacific Rail-
way will be a great Imperial highway,
and so forth. Then there is a declaration
about the unprecedented state of enforced
idleness of the British working classes,
and the possibility of a scheme of relief
on a large scale being found indispensable
to alleviate the destitution. The lion.
gentleman, not content with taking charge
of the suffering thousands of Canadians,
and relieving by his legislation all the
misfortnnes under which our poor
4,000,000 are labouring, in the largeness
of his heart, and the magnitude of his
resources, took charge of the unemployed
poor of England ; and by his wit, and that
of the Imperial Government together,
this great scheme of outdoor relief-so far
outdoors as the North-West-was to be
carried out for the relief of the destitution
of the suffering poor in Great Britain.
Then the resolution introduced the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
which was to afford immediate employ-
ment to a vast number of workmen, open
up vast tracts of fertile land for occupa-
tion, and thus form a ready outlet for the
overpopulated districts of Great Britain
and other European countries. And the
Government is authorised and directed to
procure the substantial assistance of the
Imperial Government by guaranty or
otherwise towards the execution of the
project as a national work ; and a hundred
millions of acres of land are set apart
for the purpose of supplying funds.
Then there is a resolution to alter
the route; an arrangement for building
a short extension from Selkirk, and
a proposition that it is expedient to make
further explorations in the Peace and Pine
River districts; then there is a declara-
tion that in the opinion of the House the
selection of the Burrard Inlet terminus
was premature ; upon which I shall say no
more, than that if in the year 1878, with
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ail the information that was then obtained,
it was premature to decide that Burrard
Inlet should be the terminus, how prema-
ture was it for hon. gentlemen opposite to
decide that Esquimait should be the ter-
minus in 1873 I That is the problem,
the arithmetical calculation, which I shall
desire the hon. gentleman to answer.
The hon. gentleman laughs at it. We
know that whenever the hon. First
Minister hears an awkward question he
turns it off with a laugh, but it will be
admitted that the hon. member for
Lambton, and.the House and the country
knew more in 1878 about what should be
the terminus than any one could know in
1873. Therefore,if it was not premature
to select Esqiimalt in 1873, it could not
be premature to select another terminus
in 1878. Then there is a resolution
that it is necessary to keep good
faith with British Columbia; and then
there is a provision, the sting of
which is in the tail. The 14th resolu-
tion declares that the Government be
authorised to make further explorations,
and to enter into contracts for construct-
ing a portion of the line in Columbia not
exceeding 125 miles in length without
the further sanction of Parliament. Here
for the first time do we find the policy of
building a railway in British Columbia
as a Government work brought down by
the Government for the consideration of
Parliament and adopted by Parliament,
Well, on what was it that this part of the
Government policy was based I On what
was it that the House was asked to hurry
into an engagement .to commence, as a
Government work, 125 miles in British
Columbia ? Was it upon something old or
upon something new ? Was it upon
something fresh? Yes. The hon. gentle-
man pointed out that there were hundreds
of thousands of unemployed poor in
England. He referred to their misery
and destitution, le said it would be neces-
sary for the English Goverument to pro-
vide some means for their relief. He
pointed te what he was going to do in
England. Both lie and his colleagues
declared that the scheme possessed certain
elements of success. The first Minister
declared it must and would succeed. He
said that they would go home; that they
would enlist the sympathies of the
Imperial Government ; that they would
obtain the co-operation which they

solicited, and which this House au-
thorised them to obtain, the Imperial
aid, by guarantee or otherwise, to-
wards the construction of this line.
They went home, and, like other people
who have gone home, they came back
again. But, Sir, although we heard a
great deal of some matters they
transacted, although the Finance Min-
ister's loans, and the Minister of
Railway's purchases of rails were
told to us over and over again, until we
got more tired than ever of discussing the
rate of interest upon loans and the price
of steel-rails-although, I say, these proofs
of financial and commercial ability were
discussed ad nauseamn, not a word was
heard upon the great mission-upon the
principal point. What in the world is
the difference whether we get one-half
per cent. more or less on a loan of a few
million dollars? What in the world is
the difference whether we buy steel-rails
at $24.40 or $25.40 compared with the
other question? . Very important things
both; but what in the world do we care
about these questions compared with that
of obtaining a sound and solid basis of
Imperial aid for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifia Railway ? We have
heard a great deal of the mint and the
anise and the cumin, but of the weightier
matters of the law very little indeed.
Now, why this silence î We have
endeavoured to elicit information on
the subject. I, myself, ventured to
put a question or two, I en-
deavoured to draw out the hon. gentle-
man on the Address, and subsequently by
a question, but still there was silence.
We authorised the Governmentto proceed
to England to accomplish a most impor-
tant work, but not a word is told of the
result. Something, indeed, was told.
Oh, yes. We asked whether any arrange-
ment had been made, any promise had
been given, and we were told there had
not. Some person asked the same
question in the Imperial Parliament,
and the answer was the same. 8ut,
to-night, we are told that these
Ministers at home are diplomatic, that
there was in effect a secret understanding,
that they were deeply interested-0, so
deeply interested-in this matter. The
Minister is now able to state this
fact, perhaps-may I venture to suggest
-with greater confidence than he would
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have done before the late elections.
He says, indeed, that the British Gov-
ernment did not want to, be handi-
capped at those elections by any promise.
But, Sir, if this scheme for relieving un-
employed Britons by sending them out
to our North-West was to be an advan-
tage for the British people, why should
it be unpopular? Why not proclaim it
on every hustings ? Why not make it a
battle cry in the elections? But, the
lion, gentleman says that would
not do ; the people were not
to know. It was like a cer-
tain arrangement whicli was agreed
to in this part of the world, with reference
to this sanme Pacific Railway, which
"should be kept quiet until after the
elections." It is now, however, alleged
that there was a bargain. Well, it seems
to me that the lion. gentleman's plans in
England, under these circumstances,
failed. It was because the hon. gentle-
man found that it would be useless for
him to communicate officially that he
has nothing to give us. It was
because his informal and confi-
dential communications resulted un-
favourably, that as Sir Michael Hicks-
Beach says, there was nothing put on
paper, and the hon. gentlemen came back
here with no more assurances than they
had before they left Canada. This we kno w
because the hon. gentleman bas made a
statement to us on the subject, be has
told us what his expectations are.
le has told us the resolutions he is going

to bring down. There is to be a resolu-
tion modifying the plan for the sale of
the lands. Instead of selling them at $2
an acre all round, they have adopted
another plan, and want to modify this
resolution accordingly. But we hear
nothing about further resolutions touch-
ing Imperial aid. Still, the hon. gentle-
man says he had many con-
ferences with politicians and capi-
talists, and the Finance Minister made
complete arrangements for all the funds
that may be required for the completion
of the Pacifie Railway from sea to sea, so
that, as fast as he wants it, he can get
the money, provided we give him
authority to raise the taxes required to
pay principal and interest. He says also
that the prospect of an Imperial guar-
antee from Mr. Forster, if he is to be the
new Colonial Secretary, are quite as good

Mu. BLAKE,

as were the prospects of a guarantee by
the Beaconsfield Government. That may
be so, and I dare say it is so; but the
reason given by the bon. gentleman was
a speech wbich Mr. Forster had delivered
at the Colonial Institute. Mv hon.
friend's memory is of that character of
which memories often are. le remem-
bered wliat was agreeable, and forgot
what was paiiful. He rememîbered well
Mr. Forster's diplomatie suggestion, that
"lie was not sure that it iight not be
advisable for the Government to be very
liberal in these matters," and lie turns
that into a promise. But as to the quil
pro qlo, Free-trade with Britain, which
Mr. Forster suggests the hon, gentleman
utterly forgot all about that. Mr. Forster
says that the liberality must not be all on
one side ; tbat it is not fair to ask the
Mother Country for assistance, and then
to throw obstacles, by means of Protec-
tion, in the way of their disposing of
their manufactures in the Colonies.
Well, I will say, frankly, that if the
arrangement for aid fron the Imperial
Government should turnî out to be one for
a guaranîtee only, I ani not at all certain
it would be a blessing to this country that
the guarantee should be obtained. It is
true the guarantee would enable us
to raise money at a lower rate
than that at wiieh we are raising
it. It is true, also, that it might
enable us to raise noney which we
could not raise at all without the guar-
antee. But it will not hdp us to pay the
money we borrow; and I do not think it
always a convenient thing to have
facilities for borrowing noney, un-
less we see also that there
are commensurate facilities for repay-
ing it. The explorations which the
Government took authority to make, re-
sulted in a report by the Chief Engineer,
in which be suggested that they were so
far favourable to the northerly route as
to render. it improper to commence at
that time construction in British Colum-
bia, and expedient to make further ex-
plorations. The Government, however,
decided adversely to that view, and
determined to finally adopt the route to
Burrard Inlet. Now, even with all the
haste that was used in reaching this
decision, it had become impossible at that
time to fulfil the arrangements, on the
basis of which Parliament had been asked
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to authorise the letting of these contracts liminary to the lettinz of his contracts,
without its sanction. That basis was, and I think the mie he laid down was an
that the work should be commenced in excellent one. 1 think the fullest in-
British Columbia, in 1879. But tenders formation ouglit to bc obtained in the in-
were not called for till near 'the end of terests of the country, with reference to
1879. The first contracts were not let the character of the work, and so forth, be-
till December of that year, and the last fore the work is let. Ve know the reasons
was not let until the 1 Oth February, îvbich induced such departure as was
1880, two days before the meeting of this made from this custoni in the oarlier
Parliament ; so that, for several reasons, days of letting this work, when the hon.
the grounds upon which the hon. gentle- member for Cumberland, then in Op-
man had asked Parliament to give him position, cheered the then First Minister
special authority, had failed. They had wben he announced bis intention of at
failed in this, that the construc- once letting the contracts. If he principle
tion could not Le commenced which the hon. inister so ostentatiously
-ntil after Parliaient was in Session, put forward as goveing his action was
and, therefore, the-re was no ground for spocially applicable anywlere, that point
the action; they had failed in this thatno ias British Columbia. But Iow far the
inconvenience or delay would be caused hon. gentloman's practice on this mattor
by waiting for the assent of Parliament. conformnd with bis pretonsions is to be
Another ground on which the authority tound in the memorandum to the
given by Parliament ouglit not to have sehedules for the Columbia section, which
been exercised, is this: the House was were submitted for the information of in-
led into the adoption of the series of tonding tonderers. Thero will bo found
resolutions in which this authority is there a note in these words:
contained on the statement made by the
Government as to the certainty of thjeir oefthquniesaeetmedroGoveennentas o te cetaity f teirpreliminary location measurements, and may
success in obtaining Imperial aid. They be considered roughly approximate. Other
wholly failed in that ; the basis for the items are merely conjectual, and are placel
authority disappeared, and, therefore, the herein for the purpose of obtaiuing rates."
course thev pursued in using the authority This was the exhaustive, minute
was in this as well as the other parti- and detailed survey this vas the accu-
culars censurable. Again, the report of rate information which the hon. gentie-
the Chief Engineer justified, and in fact man got before he let the Yale-Kamloops
rendered proper further investigation be- contract! Some of the estinuates are
fore fixing on the route. This contract simply roughly approximate! Others are
which they have let without the sanction more]y conjectural and are placed for the
of Parliament will reacE, according to purpose of obtaining rates ! As to the
the estimate, $9,100,000, and with the eastern contracts, if I am ightly inforned,
rolling-stock, rails, etc., the line will cost there was no information of any material
certainly not less than $10,000.000, ac- consequencein tEe hon. gontleman's bands
cording to the tenders. That is the esti- which was not in tie bauds of the hon.
mate, I observe, from the hon. Minister's member for Lambton before ho 1eft office.
statement, which the Chiet Engineer now MR. PLUMB: Section 15 ?
makes with reference to the contract. MR. BLAKE: If mv hon. friend will
The hon. Minister observed that he had allow me to continue, be will soon have
adopted an entirely difforent practice an opportunity to enliven the flouse with
from that of his predecessor with one of bis short speeches. Lt May be
reference to the letting of contracts. permitted to a porson who has not gone
He said the contracts on the eastern end over the ground, wbo has not even made
had been let on imperfect surveys and in- a preliminary location measurement, wbo
adequate information, which had resulted has not even made a conjectural estimate
in great loss and in the disappointment of of the items, to mako a conjecture
expectations which had been formed. He, in the gross, based upon former ex-
however, undertook to pursue a different perience, based on former reports,
course, to secure complete investigation based upon what is known of other sec-
and absolute certainty, as far as certainty tions of the Railway, and from wbat hag
can be obtained in theso matters, as a pre- happened as to other rads, based on the
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general experience of the world *in refer-
ence to estimates of this description; and
my conjecture is that this road is as likely
as not, instead of costing $10,000,000 to
cost $12,000,000 or more. The contracts,
however, provide, as the hon. gentleman
as said, that the Government may suspend
operations if the vote is .expended at any
time, or in case the public interest re-
quires, a-suspension of the work, and may
in such case cancel :the contract; and
that in no 'case will the contractor be en-
titled to damages by reason of loss of
profits, but only to expenses incurred in
connection with the collection of material
and work already done. The Georgian
Bay branch contract was lately cancelled
by the Government under similar pro-
visions. The hon. gentleman has stated
that lie expects the expenditure next year
on this work will not exceed $1,000,000,
but, although possibly no more than
$1,000,000 may be expended the
first year, yet it is certain, ac
cording to the estimate formed of ten
millions, and if the work is to be carried
out according to the terms of the con-
tract, which provides for its completion
in five years, that an average of two mil-
lions a year will be required, and if we are
going to expend only $1,000,000 next year,
this means that there will be a larger
amount expended relatively in the fol-
lewing years. Roughly, we are involved
by this contract in an average expendi-
ture of $2,000,000 a year for the next
five years, and if the road costs
$12,000,000, then $2,400,000 a year for
the same time will be required. The
hon. gentleman has said that the road,
which is in the middle of British Colum-
bia, will be a pretty good thing. It
starts, it is true, at a point from which
the ocean is accessible by light steamers;
it runs a considerable distance into the
interior, but, as far as I can observe, con-
sidering the condition of the country,
its population, its capabilities for early
settlement, this may be said of it, that it
begins nowhere, ends nowhere, and
'wil serve no earthly purpose. I quite
agree that in the construction of the
Pacific Railway as a through lino, by the
Burrargi Inlet route, this might have
been the best point to commence at, but I
am speaking of it as it is. The hon. gen-
tleman has prepared a map, which he laid
on the Table in the course of hie speech,

MR. BLAKE.

as showing what recent explorations con-
vince him is the state of the country,
with reference to its capacity for settle-
ment. Without turning at this time to
that portion which affects the North-
West, I would desire the particular
attention of my hon. friend the member
for Vancouver, to that portion of the map
which represents the Province of British
Columbia. The hon. member will observe
that the parts which are marked brown
are barren and unfit for anything. The
parts left white embrace certain small
tracts in which people may find a living.
The hon. Minister, in the early part of
the evening, insulted my hon. friend by
calling his country inhospitable, and my
hon. friend will see what a double insult
is conveyed in his laying on the Table a
map showing the bulk of the Province un-
fit for settlement.

MR. BUNSTER: I would like to ask
my hon. friend if he did not have that
map coloured on purpose.

MR. BLAKE: My hon. friend no
doubt believes that I am the only person
who would have ventured to produce such
a map. But it is not my map. It is the
map of 'the hon. Minister of Railways,
who has done the hon. member for Van-
couver '' brown." It is not to be sup-
posed, however, that al this white ground
is available for white men. There is a
large portion of the land even there,
which the hon. the Minister of Railways,
in the early portion of the evening, rightly
called inhospitable. For. example, the
northern part of the tract left white
is useless, in consequence of
climatic influences. Although there
are some portions of land in
it, which are rich enough to be cul-
tivated, yet the climate prevents their
being settled, but in the lower portion
there is a little land capable of settlement,
as the hon. gentleman has said. At the
delta of the Fraser River, there are some
400,000 acres of land capable of settle-
ment, though I believe some of it requires
dyking in order to make it useful. East
of the Fraser River there are 640,000
acres, or 1,000 square nmiles, at the out-
side, according to the statement in the
official report, of land capable of settle-
ment; and west of the Fraser River there
are 192,000 acres, if so small a quantity
is worth mentioning. There is of arable
land 1,200,000 acres, not altogether, but
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in three divisions, and each of these is
broken by hills, valleys and rivers, so that
the country can only become a few small
detached settlements at best. Let me
read you an extract from the report ot
Mr. Marcus Smith, your Assistant-Chief-
Engineer, made in 1879, and brought
down the other day ; he says :

" From the River Pembina westward across
he Rocky M o ntai ns, and by a chain of valleys
to Fort Hope the distance is 605 miles, of tLis
only 92 miles traverse a country fit for settie-
ment, being the central plateau, or bunch-grass
belt between the Rocky and Cascade Moun-
tains.

"A breadth of seventy miles on each side of
the line would include Lac La Hache and the
settlements of the Lilloet District on the west,
those of Lakes Okanagan and Shuswass on the
east, and embrace an area of about 12,000
square miles, on which it is estimated there
are about 200 farms taken up, and the white
population is about 1,000. About one-tenth of
the arable land is under cultivation, but the
grazing land is nearly occupied and supports
20,000 to 25,000 head of cattle, a considerable
number of horses and sheep.

" If the whole of the arable land of this
area were put under cultivation the total pro-
duce would probably not exceed that of an
average county in Ontario. On the balance
of the 605 miles the country would not sup-
port a white population of more than a tew
hundreds. The cost of constructing this
division of the line would be heavy, probably
-lot less than $50,000,000."

MR. DECOSMOS: What is the exact
size of an average county in Ontario I

MR. BLAKE : I do not know the
exact size, but as the hon. gentleman
interrupts me, I will read the hon. gentle-
man's own statement made in debate on
the subject of this line. It gives some
valuable infornfation. The hon. gentle-
man says this-I read from the Official
Debates for 1877 :

" The First Minister had referred to the
valuable land on Fraser River. As a fact, how-
ever, there were not perbaps over 400 square
miles, or 256,000 acres of valuable arable land
along the whole river. from Yale to the mouth
of the Fraser. In farms and population there,
they did not excecd the farming population in
his own district, and were far behind that
which existed in the district of his hon. friend
from Vancouver (Mr. Bunster); but what was
there from Yale to the mouth of Burrard Inlet
to support a railway ? There was nothing in
the district to support a railway, so far as at
present known ; and when they reached the
Yale canyon there were sixty odd miles of can-
yon to get through, which was nothing but a
vast ditch, eut by the water coursing through
for ages ; there was nothing there, unless
mineral wealth was found in the mountains,
which were walled up on each side. Next,
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they had to go forty miles beyond before they
found anything but some high grazing land, and
away down in the bottom, along the Thompson,
sonie patches of land that could only be culti-
vated by irrigation. After forty miles more, at
the end of Kamloops Lake, they found a high,
rolling, grazing country and a few farmers.
The population of that country has not in-
crased 50 per cent. within the last ten years.
When they reached Kamloops they found a
delightful point, from which open lands, but
narrow, stretched along the north fork of the
Thompson for twenty miles beyond ; it was
comparatively worthless and, unless mineral
wealth were found from Tête Jeune Cache to
that spot, it could not be considered as suffi-
cient to invite the Government to construct a
railway in that direction. If the Government
was determined to bring a railway by Tête
Jeune Cache and Kamloops to Burrard Inlet,
lie alleged, not only from a Dominion point of
view, financially speaking, with respect to the
cost and receipts of the railway, but in the in-
terests of commerce, in the interests of the in-
dustry of their Province, that the fine of rail-
way could not be made a success by the best
administration of the country. The sole and
whole reason was that they could not make a
way traffic. It was simply following a ditch or
ditches through the country, and was not cal-
culated to make a way traffic or aid in the gain-
ing a large share of the trans-Pacific traffic."

MR. DECOSMOS : What I ask is, what
is the size of an average-size county in
Ontario?

MR. BLAKE: As I have said before
I am not able to state the exact size of an
average county in Ontario.

Mn. BUNSTER : Who made that
statement the hon. gentleman bas just
read ?

Mn. BLAKE: It was the hon. mem-
ber for Victoria. Well, Sir, we are to
have this road for 125 miles lying in this
ditch that the hon. member speaks of,
with no means of placing there a popu-
lation sufficient to create a traffic. The
hon. the Minister of Railways talks of
placing there within four or five years, a
population of 100,000. Why, it could
not be done, and if it was done they would
starve.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: It was the
Globe that said such a population could be
put there.

Mn. BLAKE: And does the hon. gen-
tleman agree with that ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: Yes.
MR. BLAKE: I tell the hon. gentle-

men that he could not do it. If such a
population went there within the time he
naines they would stay there as bones, not
as living men.

MR. McINNES: I would sav here--
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MR. BLAKE: To judge from the
number of gentlemen who are continually
interrupting, one would think there must
be a great many men in British Columbia;
the only one who at all observes the pro-
prieties of debate is the senior member for
Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald). I
have said, Sir, and in that I am happy to
agree witlh iny lion. friend from Victoria
(Mr. DeCosmos), that I do not find that
the resources of the country in question
are likely to make the proposed work pro-
fitable. There is indeed sone chance that
the line will not be required to be kept
open after it is built, and we shall thus
save the running expenses. The running
expenses depend upon the traffic. If the
traffic is heavy, then, of course, we shall
have adequate returns, but if it be light,
we shal have heavy running expenses
without returns, for there must be in that
isolated region, machine shops; all arrange-
ments for making, or at any rate for re-
pairing locomotives and cars, a staff and
so forth, if the road is to be run at al.
The engineers, taking the Intercolonial
Railway as a guide, have estimated the
running expenses of working the 125
miles at $295,000. If there is haidly'
any traffic it will not cost so much. But we
cannot hope to escape altogether from
running expenses, which will, of course,
include renewals and repairs, though I
fancy the item of renewals to rails will
xot be a heavy one. Our annual pay-
ments therefore, in respect of that railway
after construction, will be considerable.
The interest on the cost of construction at
$10,000,000 will be an annual burden of
$500,000, or if the line costs $12,000,000,
$600,000, to which may be added a loss
in running expenses of perhaps $150,000
a year, or more, making a total annual
charge of from $750,000 to $850,000 a
year. But that is not all, nor the chief
part of the burdeR, because this line is
proposed to be constructed, not as an
isolated transaction-not as a complete
thing in itself-not as the end of the
expenditure in British Columbia, but
only as the commencement. It is but
a pledge ; it is but a hostage for the
many other millions to be expended there.
We hear, indeed, nothing now of an Is-
land Railway, except the suggestion of
the Minister of Railways to-night, that a
line eight miles long might be necessary
to get beyond the reach of the guns of St.

MR. BLAKE.

Juan. But apart from this we hear
nothing, and I think the judgment of the
country has so far condemned that pro-
ject as to render its revival impossible.
But for the mainland we are to deal with
a proposal to build a long and very costly
line. We have a new set of estimates
brought down to-night. This is not the
first or second set-it is at any rate the
third set. Before J deal with them in
the gross, I wish to refer to one fact
which proves, plainly, that they are the
second set brought down this Session.
The other side Lad a sort of preliminary
skirmish on this question on the
motion of the hon. member for North
Norfolk, on the land policy of the Gov-
ernment. The hon. First Minister then
said it was inconvenient to discuss the
Pacifie Railway policy of the Government
on that occasion; that this should be post-
poned, till the general debate now going
on ; but you will have noticed that he
immediately proceeded to discuss and ex-
pound it. The hon. gentleman - declared
that the expenditure in connection with
the Pacific Railway, up the 30th June
next, would be about $15,000,000. We
know that the expenditure 'up to Dec-
ember last, largely exceeded $14,000,000,
and I think the estimate of $15,000,000,
up to the 30th June, is perfectly fair. It
will be in the memory of the House that
Le stated that from 30th June next, the
expenditure would be $10,000,000 a vear
for the next. two years, and $5,000,000 a
year for the following eight years. This
will make a total expenditure of $60,-
000,000 to be made after the thirtieth of
June next, or of $7%000,000 adding the
$15,000,000 already spent. This state-
ment was not made recklessly. It was
made after due deliberation, of set pur-
pose, as a deliberate declaration of the
policy of the Government, on the highest
authority; and the hon. Finance Min-
ister on the following day con-
firmed it, declaring that it was based
on Mr. Fleming's figures. To-day, the
hon. Minister of Railways states that
the whole expenditure, including the past
$15,000,000, will be under $65,000,000.
He has seen the First Minister, or
those behind him, and goes ten millions
better. There is a change of over
$10,000,000 between the deliberate esti-
mate of last week and the final estimate
of this week. I would like to know
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where this ten millions bas gone. I
would like to see the details of these
varying estinates, because they are on
the whole surprising to those who have
been forming tleir opinions on the
detailed statements made in published
reports by responsible officials. There are
550 miles of a very difficult road to build,
f rom Jasper HoLuse to Port Moody. For
a part only of that road; for the 493 miles
between the Divide and Port Moody, Mr.
Fleming's estinate was about $36,000,000.
The estimate of Mr. Smith was
$36,500,000. and the estimate of Mr.
Cambie was, I think, $31,000,000. But
the average estimate of the Chief and
Assistant Engineer may be said to
be over $36,000,000 for this 493. miles,
which would run up the 550 miles to
$40,000,000 ; and now it is said that the
550 miles, composed of this 493 miles and
of 57 additional tuiles of inexpensive road,
can be built for $30,000,000, a difference
of $10,000,000. You add more than
one-sixth to the mileage, and you subtract
more than one-sixth lrom the cost. If so,
the part is greater than the whole. I nay
be pernitted to doubt a little whether a
large part of the $10,000,000 which bas
disappeared in a week from the cost of
the Pacifie Railway, has not been arbi-
trarily cut off from the British Columbia
section. I cannot but believe that a very
large part of that amount bas been econo-
mised by taking an extravagant sum from
that section, and I shall remain of the
opinion, until I see somie detailed state-
ment, giving reasons why this immense
saving is practicable, that the last esti-
mate of the Chief Engineer is not so
trustworthy, or based on such sound cal-
culation as the former estimate of him-
self and bis assistants. The House must
not forget too that Port Moody is not the
terminus of the Railway. The Engineers
say that the terminus must be at Coal
Harbour, or English Bay. You do, in-
deed, reach the Pacifie seaboard at Port
Moody, but not a satisfactory terminal
harbour. You must go further, and
spend another million of dollars to
accomplish the other fourteen miles of
distance before you see the end of your
labours. But even suipposing it to be
our unhappy fate to get no, further than
Port Moody, and supposing the hon.
gentleman's revised estimates to be
realized, I call the attention of the House

to the fact that lie calculates, himself, on
spending ,30,000,000 for the western
section, and $13,000,000 only, or less
than one-Ialf the former sum for the
whole of the prairie line. The fatal bur-
den is still in the west. The bon. gentle-
man was right in dealing with the British
Columbia, or western section, of this
Railway as really beginning at a
point east of the Rocky Mountains.
But he did not go far enough east.
In order to decide what is the true point of
commencement of the western or British
Columbia section of the road, you have to
decide what is in truth the western end of
the prairie road. That point is the com-
mencement of the British Columbia sec
tion. I go further than the bon. gentle-
man. At a point seventy miles west of
the longitude of Edmonton, yo get to
the end of the prairie. It is not necessary,
in order to early settlement, that even as
far as that point the country should be
traversed bv the Railway. Beyond that
point, the Railway simplybecomes neces-
sary in view of British Columbia inter-
ests, and as a through line; unless, indeed,
the outlet of the western prairie country
is to be the Pacific and not the Atlantic
ocean. I take, therefore, the longitude of
Edmonton, which is also the point of
divergence in case a northerly route
should hereafter be adopted, as, for pres-
ent purposes, the point of separation
between the prairie and the British Co-
lumbia sections, and my hon. friend from
Lambton, upon all the information which
the offiòial documents and the Engineer's
reports give, added to bis own knowledge,
(assuming the continuance of the same
gradients and curves, and the same style
of construction and equipment, which
were always intended up to the
time he resigned,) estimates that
the 256 miles from Edmonton
to the summit. would cost $9,400,000,
which added to Mr. Fleming's and Mr.
Smith's estimates of over $36,500,000,
for the road from the Summit to the
Pacifie would give a total of over
$45,000,000, as the cost according
to the old estimates and old style
of construction of what may be
described as the western section of the
Railway. Of course when the hon.
gentleman choses to give us the informa-
tion which will make it possible for us
to judge what style of road he now pro-
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poses to build ; when he tells us what the
curvature and gradients are to be, and
the general character of the works and
style of the road, we shall be better able
to judge of the correctness of his revised
estimates, but he would not even tell us a
little while ago, what the estimated cost
of equipment was; he would merely say
it was a light equipment, by which we
can judge that this estimate is arrived
at by cramping the road very much
indeed. It would be very easy to tell,
if only it were convenient to let us
know, what the estimated cost of the
equipment is. It is estimated upon the
cost in dollars, of so many locomotives, so
many freight and passenger cars at such
a price. It is included for example in the
estimate of $13,000 a mile for the prairie
road. But the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways would not tell us how much he
eould squeeze out for equipment in dollars
from the $13,000 a mile; and I am not
surprised, because, I dare say, he would
have to go into decimals to give it to us.
When you recollect that an adequate
rolling-stock, according to the former
estimates, costs $2,000 a mile; that the
steel rails, plates and fastenings cost many
thousands more per mile, you will find how
very little remains of the $13,000 a mile
to constract the Railway. Then I say.
that the British Columbia end, taking
the route adopted from the longitude of
Edmonton at the old rates, and on the old
style, would cost $45,000,000, on which
the permanent interest charged would be
$2,250,000, . besides a large sum for run-
ning expenses. Now, the question for the
House to determine is whether we ought
or can afford here and now to take the
initial step, pledging us to au absolute
expenditure of at least $10,000,000
at once, and to an ultimate expen-
diture for the standard through line
from Edmonton to the Pacific of
$45,000,000, making an annual interest
charge of $2,250,000, besides over
$1,300,000 a year for the gross running ex-
penses, subject, of course, to deduction of
the gross receipts. Considering only
what the railway works are which we are
called upon to execute in the North-West
to the eastward of Edmonton, and not
considering at all our other engagements
-the general financial engagements of
the country; the demand for various im-
provements, East, West, North and South,

Mi. BLAig.

the Provincial demands for aid; not taking
a comprehensive view of these various calls,
but confining ourselves for the moment to
the demanl upon us in order to develop
the North-West, in order thence to get
the money on which the hon. Minister
depends for the construction of the road

r in British Columbia, in order thus to
render the construction in British Colum-
bia possible. Is it-I will not say the
part of prudence, but the part of sane
men to commence now an expenditure of
$45,000,000 in that end of the Dominion ?
The hon. gentleman has told us what, ac-
cording to his present estimate, we have
to do. According to his view we have to
spend $15,000,000 to build the road from
Selkirk to Jasper House, and nearly
$5,000,000 on the Eastern works, making
nearly $20,000,000 to be spent, besides
the $15,000,000 already expended; so
that by the time we reach Jasper
House, our total expenditure, exclusive of
interest, will have beennearly$35,000,000.
But except by most seriously degrading
the road, by altogether lowering the style
of construction, by changing it from a
good through line to an inferior colonisa-
tion road, it will be necessary, according
to the estimates of the hon. member for
Lambton, if they be correct, to expend a
very much larger sum than the hon. Minis-
ter calculates to reach this result. The
Canada Central Railway subsidy reaches
$1,440,000, the surveys, including those
location surveys, which, after all, come
out of the pockets of the people, whether
called exploratory surveys or location
surveys, amount to $4,000,000. The
road from Fort William to Selkirk was
estimated at $18,000,000 ; the Pembina
Branch cost $1,500,000, and adding
$100,000 for the Red River Bridge, we
reach a little over $25,000,000. From
Selkirk to Edmonton, according to the
old grades and style of construction, the
hon. member for Lambton estimates at
$17,650,000, which, added to the
$25,000,000, makes a total of over
$42,500,000 as the amount, including
what has been spent for surveys,
which it will have cost the coun-
try, irrespective of interest and
construction, to reach the point
which I suggest as the reasonable
terminus for the prairie section of the
road. Of this amount we have paid
$15,000,000, and must provide nearly
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$28,000,000 more. I bave no doubt the
hon.gentleman can make a very large re-
duction in these figures by increasing the
curvature, by raising the gradients, by
degrading the road in every way from a
first-class to cheap colonisation railway. I
am not at present declaring that it may not
be good policy for him to do so,-pos-
sibly it may be so ; but I think the House
cannot intelligently dispose of the hon.
gentleman's suggestions on these points
without having before it some more facts
and figures than have been communicated.
I no not think we eau decide that
$13,000,000 will pay for the work accord-
ing to thepresent plans of construction, till
we know what the curves and gradients
and othQr works are to be, and we may
be called uponI to consider whether we
are not sacrificing to a large extent the
future to lhe present in the niatter;
whether we are not causing a very nuch
larger ultimate expenditure by the pro-
posed present econony at the expense of
the condition and quality of the
road. If the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways can find a plan by which lie can
construct the road -with inferior curves
and grades and in an inferior style to that
heretofore contemplated, but reasonably
good however, and the conversion of which
to superior curves and grades and a first-
class style can be ultimatelysecured, when
needed, without much added cost, I think
it may be a prudentthing to reduce for the
present the expense in this way. On the
other hand, we must look to the ultimate
conversion of the road into a first-class
road, a cheap carrying road forthe North-
West, without which it will be useless
for that long stretch of country towards
Battleford and beyond; for the grain will
have to come down along the Pacifie Rail-
way a great many miles before it reaches
Selkirk or the Red River. The House
must rememberthat according tothe theory
on which the hon. Minister advocates the
completion of the road, lie is bound to
give reasonable grades and curves to the
prairies of the West. The Western set-
tiers will at best be in an inferior position
to those nearer Selkirk; and if you add
to their disadvantages a heavy tax on the
transport of their grain by reason of an
inferior road to Edmonton, it will not
compensate them, to say the grain can be
noved cheaply from Selkirk eastward.
What they want is to get it cheaply moved

along the whole distance. Again, of
course, the through traffic depends on the
road being first-class, and we must
remember that after we have spent all
the hon. Minister proposes, we shall have
not a Pacifie, but a Colonisation road.
According to the old system of construc-
tion that central section would cost, in-
cluding the other items I have mentioned,
altogether over $42,500,000, leaving out
entirely both ends. What are the ends
to cost? $45,000,000 is as I have stated
the cost from Edmonton to Burrard Inlet
on the West; and fron Fort William to
Nipissing on the East, the hon'. member
for Lambton, estimates at a length of
about 650 miles,and a cost of $32,500,000.
Thus the ends makes up together
$77,000,000, the centre and the past ex-
penditure $42,500,000, making a total of
$120,000,000, and that wholly ex-
clusive of the legitimate and nece-
sary charge, which must be ad-
ded in all cases, the charge for
interest during construction. In all
enterprises of this description every esti-
mate with reference to expenditure
includes a provision for interest on capital
provided during construction, before the
enterprise becomes productive, and this
item is to be considered in the reckoning.
The House may be surprised to learn that
on our expenditure up to this time, and
rating the interest at 4 per cent. only, as
the money was raised partly on guaran-
tee, that interest up to 30th June next
will exceed $1,250,000. Taking the
estimates of ten days ago, if 860,000,000
are expended in the next ten years, there
will be a total of over $24,500,000 for
interest, calculating interest on future
loans at 5 per cent., the lowest rate, as I
believe, at which the money can be raised.
Of course, according to the hon.
Minister of Railways, we have saved ten
millions during the last week, and there-
fore the interest of that ten millions is to
be taken off; but even deducting it,
unless my hon. friend would be kind
enough during the progress of this debate
to save us another ten millions,
we should still find over $22,500,000
of interest to be provided before the
completion of the line, according to
the reduced figures, before we are able to
reap the benefits of that enormous through
and way traffic, the profits of which are
then to pour into the coffers of this coun-
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try. We must not altogether forget the Railway by engaging immediately to
eastern connection. The hon. gentleman construct the western end, and to spend,
has not been altogether oblivious of that according to the revised estimates,
part of the through line. It was politic $30,000,000 in British-Columbia. They
on his part to throw out some faint hopes will consider how much it is going to
of the construction of that link. Quebec liasten the day in which our surplus cash
has spent some $11,000,000, which she will enable us to make the connection for
can ill afford, for the construction of a which they long, tofling $30,000,000 into
railway principally designed to tap tle that Brown Country," which is depicted
]Pacific trade. Quebec has stretched ber in the hon. Minister's map. They will
arms out towards the great west, as far as judge whether our purse is lika the
this city, and the question is, how soon is widow's cruise of ou, in which, bowaver
she to get further, how soon that great much you may draw from it, there will
expenditure is to be productive of the always ramain enougl. Tliy will con-
benefits expected ? I am glad to know sidar whether even out of our abundance,
her road is paying something as it is ; but even eut cf our prosperity, even with Our
what Quebec expected was not simply large cal4acity for raising bans and ob-
that it should pay, while it is new and tahing moneys, wv will le ail the better
cheaply worked, some fraction of the able to deal with the aastern end, because
interest on the cost of construction, but we a ccmmancing now te build the
that it would pour a great tide of traffic western end. Tbey will reflect upon the
into her principal cities, and bring possibility, nay, I will say the streng pro-
presparity into baer midst. But uilass bability, that tie effort te build the
and until an eastern connec tien of sea western end, if se precipitately angagede
kind isade, these expectatiens cf the v Pro- in, may crush this ceuntry, destroy th
vince cf Quabac, on the faitli cf whicb slie vhola scheme, and randr impossible for
proceeded te construct lier railway, ail time, or, at any rate, fer a very long
cnot lie realisad. My lion. friand tiae to attmpt an eastern connectien.
fait that. I should neot a surprisd-I de Accerdinw t e is fashion, the lon. gentle-
net know anythinig about it-but 1' man Wvas net quite consistent in this
sheuld net be surprised if rny lon. friand matter. Ha was at pains te point euto, in
had been told sonething cf that sert in jorder te soothe the axius fears of bis
private. I slould net i strprisd if i friands and supporters, that tbe Govrn
se uion. anesber fron Quiebec ad m ent was in a position te go slowly.
forcibly exprssed te him, in privat , the bis ceutract, ha savs, contans clauses
sime observations which I hava now whichgive an absolue power te stop tbe
made in public. I slould net be sur- vork at auy time; and if we find te re
prisad if it bad ben indicat d te sim, in sources cf this country are going te be tee
language as strengy as was consimtent witb hebavily -\vighed down by building this
the politenass due te a powarful Minister, 125 miles in British Columbia, depend
that it was essential tlat be should throw upen it we will stop. Ve are net going
out, at an rate, smee ray cf hope, how- fast ; we are ging slow. We expct,

ever faint, that at sema early day the however, within tan years, having saved
Quebec Railway should h connected tat tan millions bave spoken cf, te do
with the througbi lina; that lie slould say Ithis much, at any rate; but we will not
te tbe members from Quebec: IlGentle- Iencge te do it witoin tan years. We do
men, at the present time we can oniy net consider ourselv s bound te British
burn the candle in the middle, and at the Columbia te do it by 1890, and we will
western end, but the time will corne net do it within ten years if it presses too
sooner than you expect when we will ha heavily on eux' resources. Se much was
burning it in the middle and at both necessary in order te soothe the fears of
ends, when it will be alight in the east thosan who dreaded that the taxation
aise." That is, in fact, what the hon. - would e te great and tbe expenditure
gentleman has vaguely suggested te us tee rapid. But then the hon. gentleman
to-night. But My hon. friands had to draw bak, and i order toe show
from Quebec will consider hw that even ail that expenditure would not
nearer they will be te the attaint indefinitely postpne the work at the east
of a connection with the Pacifiso er end, had te show "the silver trim-
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ming"-I think the hon. Finance Min-
ister calls it-he -had to show the " silver
trimming" of the cloud and he said in
effect : " Se confident am I of the success
of My scheme that I will not name the
day in which the blushing East shall be
married to the rosy West, but it will be
very much sooner than any of you ex-
pect." One moment he said : " I will go
slowly in the West, because the work may
be too heavy for us-don't be afraid," and
the next moment he exclaimed : " I can
get on so fast inthe West that I shall be
able to begin in the East quite soon-
don't be afraid." Such were the hon.
Minister's consistent statements. Well,
I say that these.suggestions are intended,
no doubt, to be satisfactory and consola-
tory, and, perhaps, they will prove so ;
but to my mind, looking at this from a
practical point of view, I believe that the
suggestions of the hon. gentleman are im-
practicable of execution, and that it may
be found out of the question to commence
the eastern end until we have got through
the centre and the western end,if the work
is to be carried on according to bis scheme
and his views, which, I believe, as they
stand, are beyond the resources of the
countrv. Quebec may expect the eastern
end to be commenced when the western
road is finished-that is, that it will be
begun in 1890, and may be finished in
1897, and I hope they will all be alive to
enjby. it. Now, besides this enormous
expense to which I have referred, besides
this aggregate of I do not know how
many millions of dollars, the interest of
which, according to the old estimates, will
be six millions a year, we have got to
consider the running expenses. These
expenses Mr. Fleming estimated, in for-
mer days, at $8,000,000 a year ; but my
hon. friend from Lambton estimates them
at a gross sum of $6,750,000 a year for
the whole line, or $4,500,000 a year from
Fort William to the Pacific. Of course,
against this sum are to be set the re-
ceipts, which will be considerable, and
will, in some sections of the road, per-
haps, meet the expenses ;. but in the
early days, and for along time, the road as
a whole will, I believe, bie 'runat ailoss.
Thus you have' a charge for 'intereat
and experses for this Pakific RalWM ýy,
which, if You add the e;S' of 'itereat
during construction, places it, according
te any estimate you may form, wholly

beyond the resources of this country to do
the work in the way, and at the rate
that the hon. gentlenian has suggested
Now, what must we dWt What are we
bound to dol What 'are those things
which it is essential for us to do?
I agree that we must finish the road to
Selkirk; and I am glad to hear the hon.
gentleman is going to save a million on
it. I would prefer, if Le would make it
a million and a-half, which would be
perhaps as easy.. 'We ought to finish the
road to Selkirk 'as rapidly as possible,
consistently with due economy. The con-
tracts are let, and I suppose that road
will proceed. I agree, also, that we
ought to proceed with the road through
the western prairies as rapidly as we find
the settlement and the development of
that country requires us to advance. I
bplieve that just as fast as we see that
the flow of settlement presses for it and
will be promoted by it, we ought to get
on with the prairie road ; and, therefore,
to the suggestion of the hon. gentleman,
that he has contracted for one hundred
miles, and that he is about to contract for
another hundred, I offer no dissent, but
my hearty approbation. I believe that
the true course is that which the hon.
gentleman has adopted. That is, to pro.
ceed with the construction of these
sections' - He has told us in what time
he expects to have them finished; but long
before they are . finished we may
know at -what time and at what
rate it is necessary for us to
proceed further in order to de-
velope that country. We can be
guided by circumstances, and construct
the road, if necessary, even slightly in
advance of the actual tide of settlement,
but not so far in advance as to be expend-
ing our money before it can be of any use.
To do that which I have suggested, to
finish the road to Selkirk, to pay off the
subsidy of the Canada Central, and to
proceed with the construction through
the prairie, will, in my opinion, drain the
resources of this country, taxed and
burdened as it is, to the utmost farthing.
But to that we are committed. The die'
is 'cast We must, whether our hopes be
brihfter or faier, Il agree to give a fair

rial thegrt jexperiment,on which
wehave raiked so much, of en leavouring
te se le asridly as possible, that great
Noirtl-West country, in the way and
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manner I have suggested. Burdened as
this country is, that work will demand
the most prudent management and the
most careful economy, and will involve an
elimination of every other expenditure
which can be in the meanwhile avoided.
According to the former figures of the
hon. gentleman's Engineer, and to theview
of the hon. member for Lambton, our
interest charges will be about two
millions a year when that road is
completed as far as Edmonton.
All that we can get from the lands in
that country, for the next few years,
during which we shall be engaged in the
conistruction of the road, will not, I be-
lieve, do more thuan lîe]p to eke out that
interest. I now proceed to state my
views about the land question, but what-
ever we mav decide about the land, I
maintain that to atteIpt at this time
more than is necessary, more than is es-
sential, more than the cardinal thing
upon which tie success of the whole en-
terprise is to turn, is an act of folly and
madness. I intend before I sit down to
discuss what is the true financial condi-
tion of this country, and what* is its rate
of taxation as compared with the rates of
taxation existing in 1871 ; and to con-
sider how far, apart froin the sale of the
lands, it is possible for us to undergo the
strain which the proposed work will in-
flict upon us. But before I touch that
subject, it becomes'necessary to deal with
the question of the lands, because the al-
legations made the other day with refer-
ence to the sales of lands, were that these
sales would relieve us almest im-
mediately froi the interest liabi-
lity, and practically f rom the li-
ability for principal. I quite q.gree
that if the calculations of the hon.
First Minister and of the hon.
Minister of Railways, as to receipts from
lands, and expenditure on construction are
founded upon a reasonable basis, they re-
move all serious difficulty and we may
fairly and reasonably launch out into the
construction of the Central and Western,
and also into the construction of the
Eastern end of the Pacifie Railway. I
perfectly agree that if these matured
conjectures, in which every doubt was
given to the side of prudence-which re-
present minima instead of maxima ; if
these close and accurate calculations are
fairly to be counted upon as the results of
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the immigration and the Railway con-
struction; if business men, acting in
their own concerns, or acting for others
for whom they are trustees, ought to ac-
cept these figures as a basis for encounter-
ing for themselves or for others for whom
they act enormous liabilities, then the
results of these calculations do Iustify as
in assuming the liabilities proposed to us.
Now, let us see what these calcula-
tions are. They assume that the
emigration will commence at
25,000 and increase yearly by
5,000, making, in the course of eleven
years, 550,000 emigrants. Of these
68,500 are to become homesteaders and
preenptors, at an average rate of 83 an
acre for the preempted land ; 34,200 are
to become purchasers of and settlers upon
railway lands, at an average rate of $3 an
acre for the railway lands, making 102,700
owners of 32,640,000 acres to be settled
in that country in the course of eleven
years. The Government calculates not
nmerely on this number of emigrants,
not merely on this number of purchasers,
not merely on these prices, niot mierely on
this acreage, but with a sublime indiffer-
ence to all the dictates of prudence, and
to all the experience of all time, they
calculate on the settlers on these lands
paying their large instalments up to the
day. They calculate on the receipt of
$38,593,000 from land sales in eleven
years, and, ia addition, on a good debt of
$32,750,000 more, bearing interest, mak-
ing over $71,300,000 for lands, with a
claim for interest on the debt at 6 per
cent. They estimate the cost of survey
and management for this vast undertaking
at $2,400,000. I allege that the result of
these several calculations is absurdly ex-
travagant. I hope for a very
large emigration to the North-West
this year, and perhaps next year. I
do not intend to be bound to an
estimate for ten years by the results
of one or two years. I call the attention
of the House and the country to the con-
sideration of the fact that we are dealing
with an estimate, not for one or two
years, but an estimate for ten years; not
an estimate of $10,000,000, but an esti-
mate «f $60,000,000; therefore, I do not
intend to be bound by the figures
for the early years, attended as
these are with many exceptional
circumstances. Of course the whole
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thing is conjectural; but we have a posed; born in the group, 4,390,000, or
right to refer to the experience of over 50 per cent. ; boni in other parts of
the United States, to which, indeed, the the states, 2,500,000, or over 29 per
hon. gentleman referred as the nearest cent., mating 79, per cent. in ail of
analogous experience to ours, and as fur- natives; foreign born, 1,750,000, or 20J
nishing with all due allowances the only per cent. of the whole population. These
available guide. I will take the settle- figures show that there were three great
ment of the Western States and Terri- sources of increase, to which I wish to
tories, which have formed the scene of allude for a moment, in order that we
the most rapid development which the may see how far we eau expect similar
wvorld bas hitherto known. Ideeply regret resuits. First, there was a veryrapid
that -we are engaged in this discussion natural increase in the western country,
without the advantage of the United Ls always happena when there is abun-
States Census very shortly to be taken, dance of fertile land, ]reducing plenty of
because I agree , that circumstances in ood-consequently once there is a sub-
reference to the Railway development of itantial nucleus of population, tbe
later years have sensibly affected the tide natural increase is a nost important
of settlement, therefore these figures are factor. Second, that tiere was a very
to be taken with a measure of allowance; great migration froin the Eastern to the
still we must consider. whatever may be Western States-a home migration, not
now the relative advantages of our own an immigration from abroad. Lastly,
North-West, that these states and terri- that there was a large foreign immigra-
tories -were at the time the choicest in the tien; now these figures, thougli demon-
world open, and that they gave very great strative of the considerations to which I
facilities for settlement. I take the group have alluded, are yet subjcct to observa-
of Western and North-Western States and tion, because, during a part cf the last
Territories, comprising Michigan, Indiana, decade, native born Americans, from both
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, East and West, wer- swelling the armies
Kansas, Nebraska, Dakota, Montana, cf the Union by bundreds of thousands
Wyoming and Coloralo. The area of the therefore, there was not in that rApidly

group is 634,000,000 acres. They had a growing country that relative increase cf
population, in 180, of 2,740,000. hie the population 'y natural causes and
yearly increase between that year and home migration, that would otherwise
1860 was at the rate of 282,000 a year, have occured. The war had taken the
and the population, in 1860, reached men away from the soil aud at the sanie
5,600,000, so that at first sight hardly time there was a foreigu mmigration
any calculation of increase would seem equal te, if not exceeding, what had pre-
extravagant ; but let us ascertain of what viously occarred in the United States, s0
this population was composed. In the that whule there was a verY great foreign
year 1860 there were of persons born in immigration during a Portion cf that
the group 2,530,000, or 44 per cent. of decade, the domestic sources cf supply
the whole population; of persons born in were seriously diminished by the deadly
other parts of theUnited States, 2,015,000 struggle in which the life blood of the
or 37 per cent. of the whole, making nation was being poured eut like
an aggregate native population of 1 water. No doubt, howcver, the toreiga
4,545,000, or 81 per cent. of the whole. immigration is in fact a larger
Of foreign born emigrants 1,050,000, or factor than it appears te be in
only 19 per cent. of the total population; the settlement cf the Western States.
so that the extremely rapid increase It vas through the foreigu immigration
which took place in those years is due te the east that the eastwas able to send
mainly to the natural increase in the ter- s0 many cf its own sons to the west
ritory itself, and to migration from the therefore the lorei immigration did
Eastern to the Western States, and not play a very important indirect part, as
to foreign immigration into the country. well as its direct part in the settiement
The annual increase to 1870 was stil 1 cf that cuntry. Ncw, in 1850, tle popu-
greater thrn in the prior decade. It lation cf the remainder cf tIe States, ex-
averaged 300,000 a year. In 1870 clusive cf the group cf states and terri-
the population was 8,640,000, thus coe- tories te which I have referredwas ne
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less than 20,000,000. In 1860, it was
no less than 24,830,000. This shows
that, notwithstanding the extent to which
the population of the east migrated to
the west, the population of the former was
maintained and advanced, by virtue of
the foreign immigration and natural in-
crease. The total number of immigrants
to the United States, in the decade from
1851 to 1860, was 2,600,000 ; from 1861
to 1870, 2,500,600, and from 1871 to
1880, making an estimate for the last
eighteen months, 2,700,000. I repeat
then, for we cannot dwell on it too much
the three factors which produced this
enormous increase of population in these
splendid Western States, The first, a
very rapid increase of their native
population the second, a large
home migration fromn other States;
and third and last. the foreign immigra-
tlon, operating directly by the immediate
advance into the west of immigrants, and
indirectly by displacing a certain number
of the native population who were so en-
abled to go west. It is said that the do.
mestic transference of population has been
even more rapid, and has, therefore,
played a still more important part in the
present decade than in former decades. Let
us compare our circumstances with theirs
in these particulars: First of all, we have
at present no nucleus of population in the
North-West worth mentioning. It is
towards the end of the decade for which we
are calculating that this factorwill begin to
exert an appreciable influence. Next,
look at that native recruiting ground,that
constantly increasing population, first
20,000,000, running up to I know not
how many millions from which I have
shown the Western States draw their
main supply. How do we stand as to
that? We stand 4,000,000 against their
30,000,000 or 40,000,000. We stand
with only a tenth of their population,
with a relatively insignificant number,
of whom we know it to be a
fact, a deeply to be regretted fact,
but a fact which exists, and which
there is no use . trying to conceal, that
many go to the United States-that out
of our 4,000,000, in the best times, hun-
dredsof thousands leave us-I think the hon.
member for Cardwell, (Mr. White), gave
us at over half a million, the number of
those who went over during the last de-
cade, in which prosperity was the rule, in
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which there was no depression, in which
every Canadian had a home and good
work, but still iii which something oc-
curred to allure thei to the settlements
in the Western Statts, largely by direct
removal there of thos" who preferred a
more southern climate, but also to a very
great extent by removal to the manu-
facturing towns in the Eastern States,
thus freeing the citizens gf those states
and enabling them to go West. Now, from
our 4,000,000 there cannot without most
serious consequences to the older Pro-
vinces be a very large number of
emigrants altogether; and of that num-
ber a considerablé proportion will continue
to go to the manufacturing communities
of the States-there are persons who
prefer the latter to the rural and
remote settlements-and others will
go still to the Western States in
spite of the advantages we offer them
in our own North-West. We may hope
-I do, I am sure, as earnestly as any
mnan can hope--that those residents of
the older Provinces who decide to remove
will simply transfer their residences
to some other part of this Dominion. I
hope that the emigration from Canada to
the United States may be seriously
checked and replaced by migration to
the North-West. I hope that many of
those who are actuated by an adventu-
rous spirit, or a desire for change, will
seek the North-West. But my hopes
will not change the facts, and, whatever
we may hope and wish, it is only prudent,
it is only wise, that before incurring
vast obligations which, whatever the
result of your speculations, you have got
to meet, you should count the cost and
carefully consider the risks, and weigh the
probabilities. We cannot shut our eyes
to the fact that a considerable number of
our surplus population will still go to the
manufacturing centres of the Eastern
States ; that some of our agricultural
population will do what some have done
before, and are doing now, prefer Dakota
and some of the Western Territories
But suppose I am wrong-suppose that,
nioved by some sudden flush of partiotism
changing the desires and inclinations on
which they have acted hitherto, our whole
migratory population should, without ex-
ception, resolve to remain within the,
borders of the Dominion, and to that end
move to our North-West in preference to
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the manufacturing or the Western States;
or, suppose the establishment of au actual
wall, as high and as effectual as your Tariff
wall, to keep all these within your bounds
:as you wish to keep ont all foreign manu-
factures; suppose you build a wall like
that of China, not indeed to keep out
invaders, but to bar your own citizens
from transgressing your limits, and to
drive them into the North-West, what
would it do? Certainly it would be
better than their going to the United
States, for to go there involves
a positive loss to the whole Dominion
of their resources. But it is no better for
us, with reference to the early ability of
the country, as a whole, to meet these
burdens-it is no better for us that they
should reside in the North-West than that
they should remain in the older Provinces.
lI the most bighly coloured view they will
only be in one part instead of another
part of the Dominion ; they will only be
paying taxes in the East instead of the
West. But talking of it only during the
next few years, I do not agree that
it is merely a transference of tax-paying
power. I am convinced that the North-
West settler, for several years, will not be
a very heavy contributor to the net revenue
of Canada. He is a new settler. He pays,
the Minister says, an average of $3 an acre
for his land. At theend of the third year
he pays four-tenths of the money and
interest. He has to build his house ; he
has to build his barn, and to fence his
land; he has to get his implements and
his animals, and to maintain his family-
in the homely parlance of our country, he
has "Ihard scratching" before him for some
years. It is true that the prairie has
very great advantages in some respects.
It enables you if you have capital and can
lay out money, to fence in and sow very
much earlier and to raise your crop very
much sooner. But, on the other hand,
the scarcity of timber, and so forth,
renders the material required for the
house and the barn and the fences dear,
and that is what, I have no doubt, the
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) meant, when he spoke of the
initial difficulties of the settler, in the
prairies of our North-West as compared-
with thoseof the wooded country. I ex-
pect to be called unpatriotic, because I
tell a few plain truths, but those who are
,so loud in this kind of denunciation may

go on. I believe that it is not patriotic
to be dishonourable. I believe it is not
honourable to present false views of one's
country to emigrants or others. We
should not overstate, but fairly state the
true position and situation of the case.
But whatever refined diplomacy, whatever
reticence we might, under other circum-
stances, choose to exercise, it is impossi-
ble, in reference to the proposals of the
Government, on which we are asked to
commit the country so deeply, to do other-
wise than give the reasons why those pro-
posals are not based on sound grounds ;
and we must state circtimstances which
their high-toned patriotism might lead
thei to conceal, nay, perhaps even to
deny. The free grant settler will not be,
in early days, a very large consumer of
dutiable goods. -He will live as hard as
he can, smuggle as much as he can, and
smiuggle a good deal, too, under
the present Tariff he will, in
due time, under the influence of
that Tariff develope home manufac-
tures. For 1 suppose that the North -
West is not to be deprived of the
beneficent influences of the National
Policy-to find that they are to be our
hewers of wood and drawers of water ; I
suppose they are not to be doomed to that
wretched monotony of life, and to be
deprived of that charming diversity of
occupatiôn which is a chief argument for
the National Policy, Under the hot-bed in-
fluence of the Tarif of high prices ; under
the influences, whether beneficent or
maleficent, of the National Policy, he will
have his home manufactures. Since the
hon. gentleman announces to us that the
North-West is to supply us with a market
for all time for our eastern manufactures,
let us know how this fleece of Gideon is
to be kept wet while all the rest is dry.
It is quite true that in early years he will
not have home manufactures, but these
years will be the Lard years for the
settlers. They are the years in which it
would be vastly important for his welfare
to have, T will not say home-made goods,
but cheap goods, to be allowed to purchase
the necessaries of life at the cheapest
rate, and in the market that gives the
greatest satisfaction. But you encourage
him in this way. You tell him we have
established a Tariff wall, by which
you must buy in old Canada, at
our prices, what you require in
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the North-West. The large expendi-
ture due to the increased price of goods
will diminish the settler's narrow and
limited purchasing power; and will in
effect render himsubject to a rate of taxa-
tion so high as to interfere with his
comfort and advancement. The hon.
gentleman talks of a large return to the
coffers of the Dominion after paying the
expenses of Local Government. To talk
to the men who are to settle-to whom
you are going to sell lands-to talk to
them of the large taxes you expect them
to pay is a new way to encourage them
to go there. What cold water have we
thrown, as it is alleged, upon the settle-
ment of the North-West, that can be
equal to that ? I maintain that for the
early years the taxpaying power of the
persons who migrate from the east to
the west will not be anything like what
the hon. gentleman states, and that, in
fact we can expect no net returns of any
material amount from that country during
the early years of its settlement. For
the first year or so but little local or
municipal Government may be needed,
and with the country in that disorganised
state, you may, of course, take a small net
revenue out of it ; but after Local Govern-
ments are established the cost will more
than equal the return. Nor must you
forget that the country is now costing you
far moi e than a million a year. .

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: British
Columbia and Manitoba pay largely into
the Dominion Treasury.

MR. BLAKE: I propose to show,
before I sit down, the net result in those
very Provinces. The conclusion is that
the resident of old Canada moving to the
North-West does not at first increase, but
rather diminishes the aggregate tax-
paying power of the Dominion. But,
besides that practical reduction in the tax-
paying power, there is another reduction
involved in the transfer of population.
Nobody can deny that there has been a
serions depreciation in the value of real
estate in the Dominion.

Mn. BUNSTER : Except in British
Columbia.

MR. BLAKE : Well, if the hon. gen-
tleman's exception be true, I can givre no
better proof of the monstrous character
of the operations which are now proposed
-operations for which the whole of the
vast Dominion, with its overburdened

MR. BMAKE.

exchequer, is to be taxed to benefit a
Province with 12,000 white people,
which is the only Province in which real
estate is on the rise; and I venture to
hope that the Province which is prosper-
ing so greatly will not insist on the less
prosperous Provinces further depressing
their resources by raising $30,000,000
or $40,000,000 for the benefit of their
fortunate little sister, but that she wiBll
wait a little longer for her railway. I
have said there is a serious depreciation
in the value of real estate. That is true
in regard to Ontario, whatever it may be
in regard to British Columbia ; it
is true as to New Brunswick ;
and I believe, as to the other Provinces. A
chief reason is that the demand is not so
great as it was formerly. Formerly our
farmers, young and old, the natural in-
crease of our population, created a de-
mand which led to enhanced prices-now
large numbers of them are going West.
The supply is greater relatively than the
demand, and that is one and a very
potent reason why there is a depreciation
in the value of our lands. Thus I attri-
bute to the emigration this result that
our property in the East is not so valu-
able, and not so likely to appreciate, and
we ourselves will not be so well off if the
people continue to migrate to the North-
West; andthat also shows that in the early
vears the migration to that country will
not help us, but, in fact, will lower our
tax-paying power for a time. When the
settlers begin to thrive-when they pay
off the $71,000,000 w'hich, it is alleged,
they are to pay into the Exchequer, when
the North-West becomes largely pro-
ductive, aflhirs will probably change and
the strength of the Dominion, as a whole,
will be increased by the larger measure
of prosperity enjoyed in the new settle-
ment; but that result cannot be looked
for in the immediate f utureand it does not
in the least alter the argument that, in
the near future our tax-paying power will
be rather diminished than increased by
the domestic migration.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said he understood his hon. friend intend-
eci to speak for some timue yet. He had
been on his feet for a long time, and it
was now late. He (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) therefore suggested that there
should be an adjournment, and allow his
hon. friend to continue to-morrow.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD said if
his hon. friend (Mr. Blake) desired an
adjournment he would certainly consent.

MR. BLAKE moved the adjournment
of the Debate.

Motion agreed to, and Debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Twelve *'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Friday, 16th April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
,'clock.

PRAYERS.

RECEPTION OF PRIVATE BILLS
REPORTS.

EXTENSION OF TIME.
Resolved, That the time for receiving Re-

ports on Private Bills be extended for two weeks
from the 16th instant, in accordance with the
recommendation of the Select Standing Com-
mittee on Railways, Canals and Telegraph
Lines.-(Mr. Langevin.)

SUPPLY-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL.
WAY.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned Debate on the
proposed motion (Sir S. L. Tilley): That Mr.
Speaker do now le&ve the Chair.

Mn. BLAKIE : WLen the House
was good enough to permit me
last night to postpone my further re-
marks, I had pointed out, with reference
to the domestic migration of the United
States, that it was impossible to
hope from our home resources anything
approaching an equal supply for the
North-West ; that in fact their increase
furnished no indication whatever of the
rate of increase on which we could count
from that source, save that it would be
infinitely smaller, and could not be men-
tioned in the same breath ; and I was
about to advert to the relative condition,
of the two countries with reference to
foreign emigration. I cuite agree that
recent events furnish us with a very happy
prospect of a considerable immigration of
British farmers here. I hail that as one
of the most encouraging circumstances to
be looked at in gliancing at our future.
I think that what has happenea, and what
is happening, cannot be without important
benefit to us. There can be no doubt
whatever that the conditions of British
agriculture have greatly changed, owing
to the increasing food supplies both in

meat and grain from foreign parts. The
cheapening ot the supply has rendered it
impossible for English farmers to continue
paying the large rents they have been
accustomed to pay. There is consequently
a struggle between the landlord and
tenant at this time, and it is not
to be expected that the landlords will
submit without reluctance, or except
upon the pressure of necessity, to a
very large reduction, or to any
reduction they may think unreasonable
in their rents, and in the course of that
severe, if not hostile struggle, it is to be
expected that a great many British far-
mers will emigrate to this country. But,
notwithstanding that circumstance, I
hold that it is impossible to contrast the
situation of the two countries-Canada
and the United States-on the general
question of foreign emigration, without
concluding that our future is not to be
measured by the estimate of theirs. What
has happened in the west with re-
ference to them cannot be expected
reasonably to happen in our West with
reference to us, so far as the result is to
be obtained by foreign emigration. I
have already stated that the foreign emi-
gration to the United States for the
decade ending 1860, was 2,600,000 ; for
that ending 1870, 2,500,000 ; and for the
present decade it is supposed it will
amount to 2,700,000. These figures are
enougli to convince us that the rapidity
with which western lands have been
settled, so far as that rapidity is due to
the direct or indirect effects of foreign
emigration, it is not a rapidity which we
can hope to reach in our North-West.
Nor can I agree that the area of land in
the United States available for settle:
ment, although it is, no doubt, being
rapidly diminishec, is as yet at all
reduced to such proportions as to force
the current of emigration to our North-
West. There are still large areas of land
in that country which are available for
settlement, and which, to those who
happen to prefer the United States, will
give them an opportunity of settling
there for some years to come. The
United States, in a sense, commands the
market in this respect. The emigration
to the states, as far as I can understand,
has been composed in later years, to very
large extent of the Teutonic races. The
Germans have played a very large part in
the settlement of the United States
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They exist there in very great numbers
and thev exercise there a powerful iu-
fluence. The saine opinions which led
the inhabitants of that and all the conn-
tries of Europe, enjoving but partially de-
veloped constitutional Government, when
deciding to leave their native lands and
seek foreign shores, to choose the United
States as their goal, have derived further
strength froin the knowledge that there
are settled in the great Republic millions
of their brother Germans and the descen-
dants of their brother Germans. It is
therefore natural that we should expect,
for several years to cone at any rate, that
the bulk of the Teutonic emigration will
go, as it lias gone hitherto, in .the
direction of the United States. The next
important factor in the emigration to the
United States has been from the people
of the country from whichI am descended ;
and we know that the circumstances of
that country are such that, unfortunately
for us, and for the British Empire, there
bas been a strong impulse on the part of a
very large and important part of the po-
pulation of Ireland to prefer the Re
public. In this case the sins of the
fathers have been visited on the children-
The wrongs and injustice inflicted on the
majority of the Irish population informer
days-at least the no mory of those
wrongs and that injustice, the recollection
of transactions, which no man would at
this day vindicate or defend, has re-
mained with those now on the soil, and
obliterates, or at a.ny rate obscures to their
vision the more liberal conduct and the
more, just course which lias animated
British policy in this respect of later
years. That circumstance bas led to a
large emigration from Ireland to the
Ulnited States; and we know what the
condition of Irish sentiment still is. But
I hope for great things for Ireland and
the Empire from the events of the last
few days. I hope and trust that the
advent to power of the Liberal party,
supported by a great majority of
decided Liberals and Radicals, will
result in fresh measures for relief
and justice to Ireland, which will tend
still further to weaken her old feelings of
hostility and disaffection, and to make
the Empire in this regard a Tnited Em-
pire. I hope we shal see among other
things a moderate measure of Home Rule
for Ireland, and witness by the applica-

MR. BLAKE.

tion of that measure the creation and
maintenance of true and real bonds of
union between Ireland and the rest of
the so-called United Kingdom. But
things being as they are, and having
regard also to the financial condition of
the bulk of the Irish peasantry, no wise
man can expect that within a short time,
that within the next few years, there will
be any serious change in the current of
Irish immigration. So far as the Roman
Catholic Irish are concerned we must
expect that the tide of emigration will
continue for some time to set towards
the United States. I hope the proportion
may be diminished. I should rejoice
greatly to see the Irish people recognise
the advantages we offer them, and esta-
blish themsi elves within our borders,
but stili, I believe that f Dr sometime we
cannot count on a decided cLange. The
set of emigration bas been sufficiently
shown by the figures I have given, and
naturally, with the imperfect information
available to those coming from other
parts of Europe, and apart from all con-
sideration of soil and climate, the notion
of the important position and situation
they would occupy under a Republican
form of Government-the idea that as
citizens of the great IRepublic they would
have a greater part and more active share
in the Government of their country-has
actuated a great number of emigrants
from the European continent to choose
the United States as the field where their
energies and their talents could be most
fully displayed and the advantages of
citizenship most freely exercised. Among
the obvious materialadvantages presented
to the minds of such persons is this:
that the National Debt of the Tnited
States lias been reduced in fourteen years
by $603,000,000. It lias been reduced
by 30 per cent. of the amount at which
it now stands, and that great reduction
lias been affected in the face of
great difficulties and obstacles, and,
notwithstanding a period of depression
which they have experienced, and which
seems likely now to be followed by a
period of revived prosperity, perhaps of
inflation. I say that the contrast in this
respect, upon which I shall take occasion
later further to enlarge, between the
condition of the United States and that
of the countries from which emigrants
cone, is a contract calculated to allure
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tbem to the Republic. Though the
statistics for the current decade of the
United States are not yet available, I am
able to refer to some figures showing the
later progress of two states, especially
alluded to by the bon. menber for Card-
well a few days ago, iKansas and Ne-
braska. We were correctly told that
Kansas had increased from 360,000 in
1870, to 850,000 in 1879, tbus showing
an increase in nine years of 490,000. I
have already pointed ont the elements of
which the increase of population in the
Western States is composed, and the do-
mestic and foreign recruiting grounds
fron which that country draws her in-
crease. These considerations alone show
that the results in Kansas do not prove
that our North-Wet i ý going to have al
population of 550,000 in ten years, as
stated, for none of the conditions are
parallel. But apart from the fact that
Kansas had in 1870, 360,000 of a popula-
tion to start with, from which came a
large natural increase forming an impor-
tant part of the 490,000, it is to be remem-
bered that Kansas had morever in 1870
over 1,500 miles of railway in operation
and during the decade ber railway facili-
ties were increased to 2,300 miles. There
is no doubt, I believe, that this state has
shown the most remarkable development
in the history of the world. In 1866 the
State of Kansas was the twenty-fourth in
rank in the United States as a corn-pro-
ducer, and in 1878 she had run up to the
fourtb. In 1866 she was twenty-fourth
in rank as a wheat-producer, and she had
run up in 1878 to be almost the first in
rank, producing in that year 32,000,000
bushels of wheat. With all these advan-
tages, with all these proofs of an unex-
ampled progress, with that large domestic
and foreign recruiting ground, to which
I have before alluded, we find ber increase
of population in nine years was but
490,000, and we are told that the North-
West without the advantages which were
were possessed by Kansas, is to have an
increase through emigration of 550,000 in
eleven years. Now, Sir, I will refer to Ne-
braska. In that state also there has been,
as the bon, member said, very rapid pro-
gress. In 1870 the populationwas 122,000.
In 1879 it was 386,000. The increase in
the nine years was 244,000: There was
thus, of course a substantial nucleus, the
natural increase from which would form
no immaterial part of the total increase.

There was also a great domestic and
foreign immigr ation. There were also
great railway facilities throughout the
period. IL 1870, there were 705 miles
of railway in operation, and in 1878
1,320 miles; yét with all those ad-
vantages there was only an increase of
244,000 in the nine years; and even
that increase was due to the
circumstances to which I have
referred, which give the States a
greater power of settlement than we can
hope for. These are the figures for the
two States wbich hon. gentlemen have
chosen, and I believe rightly chosen, as
presenting the strongest grounds for their
expectations. I do not think they fur.
nish good grounds for these expèctations-.
I do not think that the only experience
to which we can refer, having regard to
the differences between the two countries,
justifies us, however sanguine or fervent
our hopes may be, justifies us as business
men, dealing with a business transaction,
and calculating the cash returns we may
count on from the North-West lands in
the next few years, in concluding
that there will be an emigrant population
of 550,000 in that country at the end of
eleven years, and in incurring on the faith
of that result enormous liabilities, whicb,
if not met out of the lands, must be met
otherwise. Such a thing may happen-I
wish it would, but I do not think it is
probable, because the experience of no
other country, making allowances, proves
that it can happen in our case. The
statement, I think, is purely conjectural,
is highly improbable, and cannot be
sustained by any analogous occurrence.
So much for the first postulate of the
hon. gentlemen. I do not grant his
postulate. I do not think that it is de-
monstrable in any way. I believe that
all past experience points to its inac-
curacy. But it is enough for me to say
that it is not so far proved as to render
it prudent to count on its accuracy.
Next, as to the probable number of acres
to be sold and preempted, the hon. gen-
tleman said the Government expect to
sell to the purchases of railway lands
10,820,000 acres, and an equal amount to
preemptors, making a total of 21,640,000
acres to be sold. They expect to make
free grants of 10,830,000 acres more,
making altogether 32,640,000 to be dis-
posed of. Now, the sales by the United
States from 1860 tol869 were 11,770,000
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acres ; but we are to double that quantity
in our sales. The lands disposed of in the
United States by iree grant and
under tree-.planting conditions during
eleven years from 1868 to 1879
amounted to 47,140,000 acres; but
we are to soll in eleven vears
21,760,000 acres, and dispose of
10,830,000 acres more free. Although I
quite admit that there are other con-
siderations to be regarded in this compari-
son; that a large quantity of lands was
in the same time disposed of by railway
companies in the United States, and that
therefore in applying their figures we
must make considerable allowances, stili
I think these figures furnish us with some
ground on which to base our calculations.
I have no accurate information as to the
sales of railway companies' lands. I do
not pretend to be able to inform the
flouse on the subject, but it is
well-known that the railway belts
in the United States are as a rule
infinitely narrower than ours, that the
United States itself owns the alternate
sections of these lands, and that the
greater portion of the land called railway
lands by us could not be so denominated
according to the system of the United
States. But we expect to sell twice as
many acres as the United States
sold in ten years. Well, may our
hopes be realised ! But can we
afford to venture the future of our
country upon the realisation of those
hopesI That is the present question.
There is, however, a still more important
point to refer to in connection with this
subject.' I will give the number of acres
taken up for farming purposes in the
twelve great States and Territories to
which I have referred, at three different
periods, as compared with the population.
In 1850 the population was 2,740,000.
The number of acres taken up -was Lut
35,000,000, or twelve and a half acres
Ier head. The number of acres of im-
proved land, was 12,900,000, under five
acres per head of the population. In
1860 the population was 5,610,000. The
land taken up was 67,450,000 acres or
twelve acres per head, and the improved
land six and one-third acres per head.
In 1870 the population was 8,665,000.
The land taken up was 95,190,000 or
under ten and a-half acres per head.
The improved land was under six and
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a-half acres per head. You thus find that
in those States which are pointed to
as the example on which our
progress is to be based, there were only
during the most progressive period twelve
and a-half acres of land per head taken
up for farms, and five or six acres per
head of improved lands. Compare this
with the figures the hon. gentleman has
given. Grant him the 550,000 emi-
grants he estimates, he still assumes that
these will take up 32,640,000, or more
than fifty-nine acres per bead of the
population. The hon. gentleman may
say " that is my liberality, I am offering
ever so much more land than United
States has given, and it is natural that
more land will be taken up per head."
No doubt that accounts for part of it,
though for how much, I will not pretend
to state; but I hold and believe that it
is impossible seriously to act on the
assumption that nearly five times
the acreage per head will be'
taken up in the North-West that
was taken up in the most prosperous
period of the development of the States I
have nentioned. I think that the cal-
culation of the hon. gentleman bas been
demonstrated to be utterly fallacious.
It proves that either the hon. gentleman
has over calculated the number of settlers
on farm lands to the population, or that
he lias over calculated ·the quantity of
land each settler will take. One or
other of these propositions nust
account for the differenée. You cannot
seriorsly assume that fifty-nine and
a-quarter acres per head will be taken up
with us where the United States dispose of
only twelve and a-half acres to each head.
Can it be said that experience proves the
probability of this calculation so satis-
hctorily that we sBould commit our-
selves irretrievably on the chance of its
realisation? Tleselfigures are suggestive
also in another respect, that of revenue,
to which I have referred. You find the
.proportion improved is very small in pro-
portion to the amouint taken up, in the
earlier period not much more than one-
third, or four and three-quarter acres per
head. I quite agree that our lands being
largely prairie, we may expect to
improve or render productive more rapidly
alarger acreage than the average improved
acreage in the Western States, and due
allowance is to be made for that circum-
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stance; but, making the most liberal
allowance, is it possible that from the ex-
tent of the improvements indicated by
these figures, a large amount in payments
on land, taxes and revenue, can be realised
from the settler in the very early days ?
These figures, as to the acreage of
improved lmnds, adding what anount in
reason you please for differences of con-
dition, show that the returns cannot, in
the early years, be very large, inasmuch
as what the settlers pay must consist of
surplus proilts after building houses,
barns, and fences, getting their lands into
cultivation, and maintaining their families.
I aflirm that the figures I have mentioned

highest-priced belt the width is but five
miles ; in the second, fifteen ; in the third
and fourth, twenty, while the width of
the $1 belt is fifty miles. The
true average-assuming as the Govj
ernment does, the lands to be talken
up according to their relative value and
attractiveness, and that the lands will
bear the enhanced prices put on them, ac
cording to their proximity to the railway,
instead of being $3 for these rasilwaylands
is, when you allow for the varying widths
of the belts, but $2.1221. This single
error, of course, reduces the receipts from
these lands nearly one-third, or by several
millions. But the calculations as to the

do not justify the calculations of the preerptions is still more amusing. The
Government. But whatever you may Government calculate according to the
think as to the calculations considered up first Minister's statenent that for the land
to this point, I hold it to be clear that the preernpted tbey will receive the same
estimates of the cash to be realised fron avera I
land sales are still more extravagant. p!ic payable for auy preeripted land is
The Government expect to receive in but $2.50 an acre. This is the price for
cash 538,600,000 ini eleven years, which the first three belts. The fourth beit is
would, exclusive of interest, be less than $2, and the big beit, which nearly equals
half the cost, a balance of over $32,000,000 in witb ail the others, $1 only, and con
being payable later. The United States sequenrly, the average price 1 or these lands
realised in the eighty-three years up to is $1.75, or fot much over oue-haîf the
1879, fron iLs public lands, $204,500,000, estirate made "on the highest authority,"
the average being $2,460,000 a whicb by the figures given, would seen
year. In the twenty years preceding to be calculated aL $250 an acre.
1879 they realised $30,350,000, or an I bave tbus poinred out bow little this
average of $1,500,000 a year, which for buse can depend on the Government
eleven years would make $10,500,000. estimates. The general resuit of those
But this Government expects to realise two errors is, that instead of $385500,000
$38,500,000 in eleven years! Of course being receivable from tbese lands in eleven
the lands sold by the Railway Companies years, only 823,350,000 wilI, on the
in the United States are not included in basis assumed by the Goyernmenî
this calculation. Making every reason- itself, be recoived, or a difference
able allowance for this circumstance, and of $15,240,000. And correcting the
having regard to the conditions of the same errors as to the sums remaining due
Canadian so-called railway belt, and as- at the close of the terni, the estirate of
suming the average prices of the Govern. $32,750,000, for tbese sums remaining
ment to be correct, the figures justify no due must be reduced to $21,620,000, a
such expectation. - But the Government's difference of $11,590,000, making a total
calculations, made "hy the highest error of calculaLion of $26,830,000 in the
authority," are wholly fallacious. The estimate presented te the bouse by the
railway lands are divided into nve belts, hon. the First Minister, and endorsed by
and the prices are, in each belt, $5, $4, $3, the hon. the Ministers cf Finance and of
$2 and $1 respectively, which, taken Railways, as the groundwork for our
together, makes $1.5, and divided by five, action. Ender these circumatances I am
the number of the belts, does, indeed, pro- not surprised that the hon gentleman
duce an average of $3 an acre, which is should have felt it necessary te save the
tbe estimate cf the Government. But $10,000,000 be economised last week.
this, though a very simple, is not a scien- The extravagance f the estimate is
tific or accurate method of arriving at shown in other ways. it seems that a
the true average price, because tbe varitus purchaser will pay on railway lands
belts difier in widti. In the first and $1,19.70 for a lot, whle the preemptors,
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at the same rate for their half, 160 acres,
will pay at the highest $522.40, principal
and interest. But apart from these errors
of calculation, reducing so largely the
fund upon which we were to depend for
building the Columbia section of the Can-
ada Pacifie Railway, there are other con-
siderations which wholly vitiate the
estimates of the hon. gentleman. The
avearge price to be realised largely
depends upon the sale of lands in the
nearer belts, and if anything occurs to
disturb the sales in them, it is quite clear
that even the smaller average I have
stated cannot be realised. Then, not
merely the average price, but the whole
sales depend upon the character of the
country. My hon. friend from Lambton
will kindly relieve me from discussing in
detail this important point, as having
looked at all the reports on that subject,
he will undertake the task of pointing
out what, according to our official in-
formation, is the character of the country
in the railway belt. It will be found
that the map which the hon. ge.ntleman
brought down last night, and in which he
depicted the barren spots as brown, is not
at all " brown" enough with reference to
the North-West. It does not by any
means accurately represent the extent of
the bad and inferior land in that country.
The hon. gentleman stated that he esti-
mated there were 150,000,000 acres of
good land in the North-West; but
he did not state that all that was
arable or wheat land; and I understand
from him in conversation that he does
not mean any such thing. It will be
found that the number of acres of wheat
land are not to be measured by anything
like those figures. In fact, Mr. Fleming,
in a late paper, places the wheat land at
80,000,000 acres, and the pasture land at
a like quantity. All estimates on this
subject are at present conjectural; but,
doubtless, there is a vast expanse of fertile
land, though broken by intervening
spaces of barren and inferior soils. There
is there good land enough to support a very
largepopulation. It wilbe found, however,
that circumstances will prevent much
of the high-priced lands close to the rail-
way belt being taken up. There is bad
land close to the Railway, in many places,
barren, swamp and inferior land. These
and other considerations show that, both
with reference to the smaller average,

Mi. Bun.

which is obtainable only by assuming
that the lands near the Railway are all
good lands, and with reference to the
general rate of prices, which is reached
on an exaggerated view as to the quantity
of first-class land, the expectation of
the bon. gentleman is not likely to
be realised. It is obvious that if
there be bad lands close to the Railway
the settlers will not pay $5 an acre for
them. There is no object in being near
the Railway, if you can raise nothing
which you can send away by it. You
would rather be fifty miles away, on land
capable of producing a crop, than close to
the line on a desert or a swamp. Another
circumstance which vitiates this estimate
is, that settlers will not buy railway
lands as long as free grants are obtainable.
I speak in the large. Of course there
will be instances in which a settler will
buy railway lands; and the capitalist who
wants more than 320 acres, will, doubt-
less, buy railway lands adjoining his
free grant. But, speaking generally, you
will find that settlers will not purchase
railway lands so long as free grants are
obtainable. There is a good reason why
they should not. They get 160 acres free,
and the remainder on more favourable
terms than the purchaser of railway
lands, and, therefore, there will be, in
these earlier years, fewer settlers on rail-
way lands than the hon. gentleman cal-
culates. Another reason why there will
be fewer purchases, by settlers, of railway
lands, is that the hon. gentleman has
placed a barrier in the way of
such purchases by opening the railway
lands to speculators. Speculators are
following day by day, and hour by hour
in the track of the surveyors, finding out
the best sections of railway lands, parti-
cularly in the cheap outside belts, and
their entries are in the land office before
the report comes in; not with the view
of settlement, but with the view e1
taking what people on the English stock
market call "a long shot "-win the
view of investing en cents an acre ia
dollar lands, or twenty cents an acre in
two dollar lands, in the expectation that
after an interval of years the develop-
ment of the country will enable them to
exact enormously higher termis from the
settlers coming in. The bon. gentleman
may delude this fouse by a return, this
year or the next, into the notion that he
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is going to make a great deal of money
by selling the railway lands, because he
is selling to speculators a large quantity
of cheap lands on which the purchasers
are paying only ten or twenty cents an
acre; but the real and solid returns to
Government from railway lands will be
what settlers will ultimately pay.
Those from buyers on speculation
will be but insignificant. What
the sett lers will pay is the measure
of the true value of those lands to us ; and
vou are deliberately marring the chances
of developing that country, when you
place in the hands of speculators, upon
the payment of 10c. or 20c. an acre, the
choicest part of the railway lands; leav-
ing it to them to determine, at their good
pleasure, how soon and what prices the
intending emigrant may take them,
and begin to make them valu-
able and productive to himself
and the country. For the sake
of making a false show of selling fast, you
are throwing away the best chances of an
effective and useful disposition of these
lands. Then it is pretended that the pre-
emptors will, at the end of three years,
pay in bulk four-tenths of their pre-
emption price with the interest. The hon.
gentleman seriously suggests that 3,000
homesteaders, who go in 1880, will, in
1883, pay in $696,000, or $232 a piece,
on account of their preemptions ; that the
next lot will pay $928,000; the third,
$1,000,000, and so on, until 1890, when
the sums to be paid in by
the preemptors will be $1,576,000.
I quite agree with the hon. gen-
tleman that the free-grant settlers
will, as a rule, take up their preemptions.
No doubt they will enter for them, and pro-
ceed to improve them, but there is
eqïally little doubt that when the end of
the third year comes round, the hon. gen-
tleman's coffers will not be much fuller,
by reason of the payments for preemp-
tions then falling due. I do not mean to
say he will not ultimately realise a con-
siderable sum ; but, I am talking of his
calculation, that he will build this Rail-
way in ten years practically out of receipts
from these lands. I say that all the
experience of all Goverrments with
reference to sales of public lands is that
the settler is slow to pay. Is the hon.
gentleman going o toell the men, who
have been strairiing every nerve te culti-

vate and improve these lands during their
first tbree years, that unless they then
pay up their preemption inoney, they
shall forfeit their preemption ? Is he
going to use the landlord policy with
reference to these settlers ? Is lie going to
evict them ? No; lie has no intention o1
doing that. He will not even threaten
them with eviction or forfeiture. I do
not hear much talk of threatening even
the speculators in case of default. Depend
on it, there will be no such talk to the
settlers. Judging from all past ex-
perience, the result will be, that settlers
will feel secure-will feel that it is not
necessary for them to pay promptly ; and,
indeed, to create a feeling of insecuritv,
by threats or harsh methods, would be
most detrimental to the settlement of the
country. Consequently, the calculations
based upon the punctual receipts of
revenue fron these lands will be whollv
falsified, even if all the other calculations
should turn out true. The hon. gentle-
man expects to receive, in the
fourth year, $1,870,000; in the followving
year, $2,622,000 ; in the next year,
$3,230,000; in the next year, $4,112,090.;
in the next year, $5,058,000 ; in the next
year $5,833,000 ; in the next vear,
$6,877,000; while the last year of this
series of rapid progression is to vield
$7,562,000, to be received in cash froin the
sales of North-West lands-an agregate
of 38,593,000, apart from the sums not
yet due of $32,712,000. Now, I venturs
to say, if every one of the other calculatione
be realised, if the hon. gentleman gets into
that country the anount of emigration
he expects, and at the time lie expects,
if he makes sales to the num bers and at
the prices he expects, these caleulations
as to the dates and amounts of his re-
eipts will, under no circumstances, te

realised. Under no circumstances will
he receive these suins, or anything like
them, at these times or anything like
them. Let the fourth and subsequent
years be the test. The receipts from
settlers in all the earlier period will be
relatively small; and not before these
ettlers, who can pay only out of their
surplus profits after improving their
lands and maintaining their families,
achieve prosperity and become able to
pay, will you find the lands becoming,
as they ought to be, a source of revenue to
the country. Even according to the cor-
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rected calculations, the Government would
be receiving in the fourth year $1,231,000,
running up to nearly $5,000,000 in the
last year, so that these corrected calcula-
tions are, in this respect, ahhost as prepos4
terous as the original. Depend on it
your returns will be long deferred. Then
the hon. gentleman takes up the question
of the expenses of management and sur-
veys, which lie estimates at $2,400,000.
Now, judging by the resuilts in the
United States, that also is quite too low.
You will remember that there is an
enormous acreage to be surveyed. If all
the lands were fairly good lands,
and the surveys could be kept only
abreast of the settlement, you would
require to survey 49,000,000 acres
to effect the settlement the hon. gen-
tleman expects, not that so much land
is to be taken up by that number of per-
sons ; but to give room for the expected
homesteaders to take up their free grants,
s> many townships as will comprise
nearly 50,000,000 acres must be sýrveyed.
But that is on the assumption
that all the land to be surveyed is good
land, and that all the land surveyed will
be taken up. I say that is an assumption
we cannot reasonably act upon, since
there is bad and broken land, and since
you must keep surveys ahead of settle-
ment; and it is more correct, perhaps, ta
conjecture, as we are now in the region of
conjecture, that 80,000,000 will be the
amount of acres required to be surveyed,
in order to effect the disposal of the
smaller quantity, than to conjecture that
50,000,000 wit be the number. Then,
there is the cost of collecting all these
millions of money from all these thou-
sands of men. I think the charge too
low. I do not know what the immigra-
tion policy of the Government is to be,
whether they intend largely to increase
the expense for that purpose or not, or to
devote the available amount to the North-
West; but it is obvious that, if these
lands are to be rendered productive by
immigration, the cost of inducing immi-
gration should be considered a first charge
upon the lands ; and that this, in addition
to the cost of surveys and management,
should reasonably be deducted from the
proceeds of the lands, before you can
apply anything to railway purposes. In-
deed, I iay go further and say, that the
cost of payments for Indians of over
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$550,000 a year, and for the Mounted
Police Force about $300,000 a year, in
all $850,000 a year, and other local
charges, are prior charges on the proceeds
of the lands. I maintain that the whole
thing is visionary. Indeed, I may remind
the House that when the hon. gentleman
opened his remaiks, lie demanded a cer-
tain postulate to be granted to him; that
he declared later that lie would prove his
figures to a demonstration ; and-then at
the end he offered us to abate one-half.
" If you will not," says he, " take the
whole of my estimate, take one-half." A
calculation commencing so pretentiously,
and terminating in so humiliating a man-
ner, was hardly, perhaps, worthy the
serious attention I have been compelled to
ask the House to give it. Now, with re-
ference to the application of all this money.
In the announcenient of the First Minis-
ter, lie took $38,600,000 to be received in
the eleven years, and deducted at the
close of the period $2,400,000 for man-
agement, the net cash coming in being
thus, 836,200,000. Set this against
the $60,000,000 lie estimated to be
spent on the Pacific Railway, and there
is a small balance of $24,000,000 ! Yet
the hon. gentleman tells us the cost of the
road is to be met out of the land sales,
without encroaching on our taxes. But
that is not the true state of the account.
The hon. member for Gloucester at once
pointed out that the hon. Minister had
not allowed for the interest on the cost
of construction, and that this would ab-
sorb a large part of the receipts. To
that, no reply was then made; 'but the
next day the lion. the Finance Minister
acknowledged the justice of the criticism,
and, in that free and off-hand manner in
which lie is accustomed to deal with
millionsof money, agreed that$18,00000
for interest on the $60,00t0,000 should be
deducted from the receipt. First, he
would reduce the lion. First Minister's
estimate by half,then take off $18,000,000
from the remainder, and still, said lie,
enouglh remains to build the road. Even
the $18,000,000 the hon. the Finance
Minister was willing to deduct, does not
represent the true Etate of the case. As
I said the other evening, we shall have
spent, up to the 30th of June,
$15,000,000, in round numbers, on the
Pacifie Railway, the interest paid on-
which, at only 4 per cent., would amoumt
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to $1,272,000 up to that period. But,
taking the figures of the hon. Minister

given the other night, namely, a further
expenditure of $10,000,000 a year for
the two first years, and $5,000,000
a year for each of the eight
following years, allowing interest on these
at 5 per cent., and on the old balance at
4 per cent.; and taking the receipts from
lands as the hon. Minister himself errone-
ously estimated them,then the result would
be a yearly deficiency for interest so large
as to run up inthethird year to$3,332,000,
and in the sixth vear to stand at $698,000.
The account gets to the credit side in the
year 1887, and from that time the interest
is paid, and something is available to-
wards the principal; but the practical re-
sult would be a credit, according to that
calculation, not compounding the interest
in the earlier period or crediting the later
yearly surpluses to capital until the close
of the tern, of $12,631,000 only to the
capital account of the Pacific Railway.
But according to the corrected calcula-
tions, there would be a deficit of interest,
swelling each year until in 1885 it reaches
a sum of over five millions, thence gradu-
aliy diminishing, until at the close of the
term it stands at $1,478,000, so that the
practical result would be that, at the close
of the term there would be nothing
accomplished out of the proceeds of the
lands, except to pay the bulk of the
interest on the cost of construc-
tion, and the whole capital account,
-with a portion of interest, would
remain due. Let me summarise these
results-the statement of the hon.
First Minister gave him a net return
from lands of $68,900,000, against an
expenditure of $60,000,000, leaving a
credijbalance of $8,900,000. The cor-
rected statement gives him a net return
of $44,470,000 only, and an expenditure
for principal of $60,000,000, and for in-
terest, excluding arrears of interest, of
$23,560,000, in all $83,560,000, leaving
a debit balance of $3 9 ,09 0,000-a trifling
error in the grand result of about
$48,000,000. And, when you remember
that even this calculation is, as I have
proved, based upon wholly visionary esti-
metes, I think it is established that, as
business men, we cannot build largely
on the taxes of this country being
lightened in respect of the construction
of this Railway within the next few years.

92

My conclusion is this, that although we
may receive, and I hope we will receive,
in the time to cone, a considerable
revenue from ou r lands in the North-
West, yet we cainnot, as prudent men,
expect that we will early receive such a
large amount, or anything approachi;g
ing it, or anything approaching
one-half the amnount which the
hon. Minister suggested; that we
cannot expect that the immediate charge
and strain upon the resources of the coun-
try, involved in the Ministerialprogramme,
will be early relieved by the receipts from
lands. We must look, therefore, to our
other resources for the present bearing of
that strain, and when these large receipts
do come in they will come in only to re-
coup us for the long years of arrears of
interest which will meantime have ac-
crued, and will not do much towards the
liquidation of the original cost. These
fantastic calculations do not bear investi-
gation. They are based on extravagant
speculations in everything tending to in-
crease the receipts, and on erroneous
figures besides ; they are based on un-
trustworthy estimates in everything tend-
ing to diminish the charge, and on erro-
neous figures besides; and, on the whole,
I declarethat no sane business man would
incur large liabilities on the chance of
meeting them out of such resources.
Now, Sir, I for one, have no wish to
prevent any expenditure which is essen-
tial for the settlement of the country.
I wish the House to understand that that
is, at any rate, no part of my policy.
On that subject, as I have said, the die is
east. Most of us believe that we have a
prospect there ; and I -want all to unite
in the effort to realise that prospect. I
think even those who do not believe it to
be so bright as others do will agree in
making the effort. I wish that we should
direct our exertions to every step cal-
culated to make the best of that country;
to settle it at the earliest day ; to give it
as soon as possible a productive popula-
tion, and to make it a prosperous and
influential portion of the Dominion. It
is because I want the great experiment to
have a fair chance of success, because I
believe that, committed as we are, it is
our duty and our interest to give it that
chance of success, that I implore the
House to direct its undivided attention at
present to this point ; to apply the avail-
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able resources, scanty as they are, of this
country, exclusively to that backbone of
the whole enterprise, without the success
of which there can never be a Pacific
Railway from sea to sea, without the suc-
cess of which our whole plan and future
may be scattered to the winds. Pru-
dence in our expenditure is essential
to the success of settlement. Do vou
suppose that those intelligent persons who
are about to emigrate to this country will
be attracted or repelled by the proposal to
expend $30,000,000 in- the gorges of
British Columbia I Do you suppose that
the suggestion that we can afford to ex-
pend this large sum at present, because
these settlers will repay it in taxes and
land purchases, is calculated to encourage
them to go into that country? Do you
suppose that these people, scanning the
policy and programme of the Administra-
tion upon this subject, and understanding
that this vast expenditure is to be at once
incurred because they will pay it all, may
not say, " perhaps we had better not join,
perhaps we had better not be partners in
this gigantic undertaking if we alone are
to meet the expense." Prudence in the
limitation of our burdens, prudence as to
the increase of the National Debt, pru-
dence as to every enterprise the Govern-
ment are undertaking at the same time
that they are undertaking the settlement
of this country, is an essential condition
to the success of their effort at
colonisation. Do not frighten away those
who might join us, by your lavish and
reckless engagements, based on their
anticipated payments and their expected
tixes. Our position is critical, and we
should husband our resources for what
that position may demand. The
hon. Minister himself stated yesterday
that Canada stood in a critical position.
I agree with him, and standing in that
position-more critical in my view, per-
haps, than in the hon. gentleman's-it i
doubly necessary that we should take care
not to undertake just now more than is
generally agreed to be essential to the
success and the future of our country.
Tide us over for the present, and if your
expectations are realised, if you receive
these large sums within the short period
you have predicted, if within four or five
years these sums are paid into the Trea-
sury, then it will be soon enough to
decide that there is a practical basis upon
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which business men can act ; soon enough
to agree that there is a foundation upon
which we can proceed to build in British
Columbia. Then we can honestly tell our
constituents that there is money, obtained
from the lands, out of which the Railway
can be built, without further adding to
their burdens. But, in the meantime, we
cannot honestly say this ; we cannot show
them that the resources of this country,
without iing means raised by the
heavy burdens of taxation levied for the
purpose, will suffice to build the Railway
in British Columbia; and I, for one,
stand opposed to the expenditure of these
heavy taxes in any such way. And now,
having shown that we cannot depend on
the sales, and must look to the taxes, at
present, to meet the proposed expendi-
ture, it is necessary to ascertain our pre-
sent condition, as compared with our
condition in 1871, and to examine into
the state and resources of this country.
Circumstances render it extremely
difficult to form an accurate estimato of

*our position. Fortunately, we are called
upon to form an estimate now, not for
one or two years, but for a series of years.
We have a policy, a plan for ten years,
before us, and we are, therefore,
called upon to measure the future
of this country for a long term.
The best course is to look back
a little and see whether from the lessons
of the past we can derive any light to be
shed upon our future condition. It is
difficult, as I have said, to deal, even in a
series of years, with the question of the
progress of this country. The vicissi-
tudes of the seasons, upon which depend
our main industry and source of wealth,
the changes in the markets of the world,
in the price of grain, and in the price of
lumber, our principal articles of export,
the changes in the world's trade, the suc-
ceeding depressions and inflations which
result in alterations in the profits of our
shlpping business, and in the cost of the
goods we import, all these ciccumstances
render it an extremely difficulv, task for a
Finance Minister from time to time to
forecast the future of Canada, even for a
short eighteen months; and it is with un-
feigned diffidence that I venture to offer
some general observations with reference
to the past as throwing light on the present
and future of our country. For three yeaW
after Confederation the amount of our
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:impÈorts was almost sta-tonary. The
times were hard. That period was fol-
lowed by several years of tremendous
inflation. The hon. member for Card-
well referred to one circumstance, which,
no doubt reduced to some extent the
apparent amount of our imports, namely,
our illicit trade with the United States.
There was also the excessive value of
commodities. These circumstances, no
doubt, are to be considered as modifying
the apparent inflation. But, apart from
the question of illicit trade, these inflated
values only show after all that we got
less for our money. They do not prove
that we paid lss money. After this
period of inflation, there have followed
four years of ever widening and deepen-
ing depression; and the first question I
put is, how far our tax-paying powers
have really increased since 1871, when it
was resolved that we should not increase
the existing rate of taxation in order to
complete the Pacifie Railway. Two
factors have to be considered in order
to solve this question-first, the increase
of population-secondly the increase of
resources. Increase of population does
not necessarily mean increase of tax-
_paying power. We may have more
heads, but each head may be poorer, and
consequently there may be a smaller
aggregate of surplus wealth, though
divided among a larger number of heads.
In this case there would 'be no increase
>f tax-paying power. I do not believe

that the people of Canada are, on the
-whole, able to pay more taxes per head
to-day than in 1871. There has been an
enormous shrinkage in our lumber trade,
from $28,000,000 in one year to
$13,000,000 in another. There have
been many bad crops. There has been a
great shrinkage in bank stocks, and a
number of these institùtions has been
swept away altogether. There has been
a great depreciation in real estate, not so
much as. compared with 1871, but sufli-
cient to be destructive of any increase

*between 1871 and 1879. There has been
ageneralandlong prevailing and deep state
of depression in trade and commerce,
resulting in the loss of an enormous
amount of capital. Besides this, there
has been a large increase in federal,
provincial, municipal, corporate, and
private indebtedness. Anyone who listen-
ed to the debate, the other day, could not

but be appalled by the statements as to
the amount loaned on mortgages in the
Province of Ontario. Added to all this,
there has been an upward turn in th e
price of gold, which is unfavourable to all
borrowing and indebted communities.
Against these unfavourable circumstances
are to be set expenditures, which have
taken the form of assets. We have made
large federal, provincial, corporate and
private improvements. But these are
represented in part by premature or mis-
directed applications of capital. No one
will pretend that the Intercolonial Rail-
way, located as it is, is a good commercial
speculation; and several Railways in
Ontario and elsewhere have been con-
structed at a time and on routes which
prevent their value from equalling their
cost. Many of these publie works
will in future be very valuable,
but at present they do not form an addi-
tion to our resources commensurate with
the burdens they involve. The tax-pay-
ing po-wers of the people of Canada, man
for man, are, I repeat, no greater than in
1871. One proof of that is, we are
actually buying less. For four years the

àimports have ben diminishing. Last
year they reached the lowest point for
nine years. It may be truly said that
we bought less in nominal -value, because
goods were cheaper, and we got more for
our money; but that observation does
not hold good to the full extent to which
it is sometimes advanced, for values in
1871 had not reached their maximum,
and were not so far above those for 1879
as to account, to any adequate extent, for
this difference in the amount of our im-
portations. The truth is that we are not
buying largely, because we are too poor
to buy largely-we cannot afford it. And
this, as I said, is a corroborative proof
that we are not better able, man for man,
to pay taxes than in 1871. Nor will
an inflation next year, or the year
after, if there shoujd be one, alter the
facts. We do not proceed by regular
steps, we go up and down; and on this
occasion it is our rate of progress for
a series of years, not for a year or two,
that we are called on to consider. Speak-
ing generally, in view of the history of
the last decade, and in view of our re-
sources and our true element's of pros-
perity, old Canada cannot expect a genuine
rapid increame of her resources. I hope
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for progress; though it will be hindered
by our Tariff laws. The hon. gentlemen
opposite hope for progress on account ot
our Tariff laws. Both are agreed in
hoping for progress. That there will be
progress I bave no doubt, but I think it
will not be such as to interfere with the
oorrectness of the calculations I am
making. I call on those who indulge in
more sanguine hopes to give a reason for
the faith that is in them. I believe hard
work, rigid economy, prudent manage-
ment, and gradual progress and accumu-
lation is the fate of this country,
as a whole, and of its population individu-
ally. I regard it as no unhappy fate, I
regard it as possessing great and compen-
sating advantages. From the character
of our climate, and the nature of our
resources, and other circumstances, from
the necessities of our situation, we are
taught to practice virtues whose posses-
sion is a full compensation for the absence
of those somewhat easier conditions of
life, those more lightly earned gains,
those brighter material prospects which
may, perhaps, be observed in some other
lands. Sturdy'independence, manly labour,
vigorous exertion, prudent self-restraint,
wise economy and temperance, these are
great and satisfying compensations ; but,
Sir, we must show ourappreciation of these
virtues by an earnest effort to practice
them, not merely in private life, but as
the distinguishing characteristics of our
national existence. If we do not, we f ail;
and when you find in this country appa-
rent progress by leaps and bounds, you
may conclude that that progress is more
more fictitious than real, and will
be followed by disaster which will
sweep away our fictitious gains, and
leave us poorer than before. Now, Sir,
assuming that our tax-paying power is no
greater, man for man, than in 1871, we
have only to ascertain the increase of popu-
lation since that time. The hon. Minis-
terof Finance roughly estimated our popu-
lation the other day at 4,000,000, that is,
including the new Provinces. For ob-
vious reasons I take, for the old Provinces,
the rate of increase demonstrated by the
last Census, although I think that too
large an estimate; and I make out our
population at 4,050,000, including the
new Provinces, which, for this purpose,
may be reckoned at something under,
200,000. Now, of the new Provinces. it
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may be repeated that whatever their tax-
paying powers, their tax-consuming
powers are still more remarkable. I
have an interesting table of the results
as to the collection and distribution
of our Revenue for the first ten vears
after Confederation, which will answ-er
the prudent query of the hon.
Finance Minister yesterday, in re-
ference to the tax-paying power of
Manitoba and British Columbia, when he
asked whv we should not count on a large
net revenue from the North-West, having
regard to the example furnished by those
Provinces. Now, Sir, assigning to each
Province the revenue derived from it, as
shown by the Public A ecounts, and charg-
ing each Province with its local services,
and with such parts of the Federal ser-
vices as are bv the Public Accounts dis-
binguished and assigned to the separate
Provinces, the results are as follows:
We collected in all $198,000,000; we
spent in all $189,350,000 ; leaving a sur-
plus of $8,650,000. The receipts from
Manitobawere $876,000, the distinguished
expenditure, $1,599,000 ; the deficit on
this head, $722,000. For Prince Edward
Island the receipts were $1,596,000; the
expenditure, $2,624,000 ; the deficit,
$1,027,000. For British Columbia the
receipts were $2,558,000 ; the expendi-
ture, $3,441,000; the deficit, $883,000.
For Nova Sootia the receipts were
$19,112,000; the expenditure $21,175,000;
the deficit $2,060,000. Then there
come the receipts and expenditure
on joint account for services not
divided among the Provinces, for exam-
ple, Legislation, Civil Government, a large
part of the interest on the Public Debt,
and other undivided items, and all the ex-
penditures in connection with the North-
West and the Pacifie Railway. For
these the receipts were $7,599,000 ; the
expenditure, $50,581,000 ; the deficit,
$42,982,000 ; adding to this the aggregate
of the provincial deficits before stated,
you find a total deficit of $47,677,000.
Now, how was this met? We comee to
the surpluses. The receipts from New
Brunswick were $17,106,000; the ex-
penditure, $16,957,000, leaving a surplus
of $508,000. The receipts from Ontario
and Quebec, jointly, were $149,160,000 ;
the expenditure, $93,340,000; leaving a
surplus of $55,820,000, thus making
with the New Brunswick surplus, a total
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.£urplus for these three Provinces of
Quebec, Ontario and New Brunswick, of
$56,328,000, to be applied to the pay-
nient of the deficits before enumerated,
amounting in the aggregate to
$47,677,000, leaving, after their pay-
ment, a nett balance of $8,650,000
applicable to the reduction of debt. We
find, therefore, that Ontario and Quebec
have to provide and have provided for the
bulk of this vast undivided expenditure re-
sulting from the Confederation of the
varions Provinces comprising the Domin-
ion; New Brunswick having supplied
towards lier share the sum of $508,000,
and Ontario and Quebec, after providing
their own share, having provided the
share also of all the other Provinces of
the otherwisel unprovided balances. I
have not divided the various items for
Ontario and Quebec, which are given
jointly in the Publie Accounts ; but tak-
ing a few great heads of Revenue, a gen-
eral conclusion may be reached. Thus
the Excise duties of Ontario amounted to
$26,732,000 ; those of Quebec to
$13,647,600. The Customs duties for
Ontario (allowing those on dutiable goods
going into Ontario, though entered at
Montreal, according to the results ascer-
tained after exhaustive examination by
the Commission which dealt with
that subject some years ago), amount-
ed to $60,725,000. The Customs duties
for Quebec amounted, according to
the sanie results, to $31,357,000. I
estimate the division of Bill Stamps to be
two-thirds for Ontario, and one-third for
Quebec, making $1,106,000 for the for
mer, and $552,000 for the latter. The.
general result on these heads is to give a
revenue from, Ontario of $87,954,000,
and from Quebec of $45,556,000. I
know that these figures may be disputed
in some respects by the people of the
Maritime Provinces as to particular
items; for example, those which have re-
ference to expenditure on the Inter-
colonial Railway. I know it is con-
tended, whether rightly or wrongly, that
this expenditure should be entered as a
general charge against the whole Domin-
ion, and not charged separately against
those Provinces. There may be, of course,
other disputable details. I state this in
order that the House may understand
that these figures may be somewhat
affected, but I am convinced that the re-

salt will not be very materially altered on
that account. It will be seen from these
statistics that some of the smaller Pro-
vinces, heavy as their contributions are-
and I freely admit that sev-
eral of them are heavier contributors
per capita than soine of the
larger Provinces-are yet not adequate
contributors to, on the contrary that they
are heavy drains on the revenues of
Canada : and it will be further seen that
the bulk of the expenditure-I may say
every shilling of the expenditure on the
North-West and on the Pacific Railway
-is contributed by the Province from
which I have the honor to come. But
apart from the question of the distribu-
tion of taxation, I have shown that our
gross taxpaying power, as a whole, may
be said to have been increased since 1871
by the addition of 560,000 souls, or six-
teen per cent. to our population; that is,
that if we can, or if we choose, to buy,
man for man, goods to the same amount
in money, as we bought man for man in
1871, our consumption of imported or
excisable goods, and consequently our
revenue would, under the same rates of
taxation, be larger by 16 per cent. This
then is the estimated measure of elasticity
-not indeed the actual measure, for, as I
have said, we are not buying, we cannot
afford to buy, on the same scale-
and, therefore, it is altogether too
favourable a view for us to take.
But let us adopt it for a moment; and
proceed to enquire at what rate our ex-
penditures have increased during thesame
time. Sir, the increase in expenditures
has been altogether disproportionate to
the increase, even on the most favourable
view, of our tax-paying power. Our
gross oexpenditures have risen from
$15,600,000, in 1871, to $24,800,000, in
1879 ; an increase of $8,800,000, or nearly
56 per cent. ! This, indeed, includes the
charges on Revenue, which, in some
cases, are representedby cross entries ;
but, on the whole, the charges on Revenue
have increasd seriously, relatively to the
increased receipts. There are, in this
branch of the expenditure, large added
burdens. For example, in the Post Office,
the deficiency, in 1871, was $203,000 ; in
1879, it was $612,000 ; an increased net
charge of nearly 200 per cent. In Public
Works, there was, in 1871, a surplus of
$315,000; in 1879, a deficit of $817,000;
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anadverse change of over $1,000,000. But,
leaving out of account ll the charges
on Revenue, how does the remaining
expenditure compare? In 1871, it vas
$13,250,000 ; in 1879, $18,890,000 ; an
increa8e of $5,640,000, or over 42 per
cent. Look at some of the items which
produce this appalling result. The dapi-
tal of our net debt stood in 1871, at
$77,700,000; in 1879, it had risen to
$147,480,000. It had almost doubled.
It has since 'increased, so that it is now
more than doubled ; and still it goes
rolling on. Our net annual charge for
interest was in 1871, $4,800,000; in
1879, $6,660,000 ; an increase of
$2,360,000, or nearly 55 per cent. ; and
it still goes rolling on. The increase in
the charge for interest bas not indeed
kept pace with that of capital, for several
reasons. We have raised a large sum
from our people without interest, in the
shape of legal tenders in circulation,
and compulsorily held as bank reserves.
We have issued several guaranteed loans
at very low rates of interest. We
have reborrowed to pay off old
loans at a much lower rate of
interest than the rate they bore ;
we have borrowed fresh money at better
rates; and we have been borrowing at a
discount, which, of course, means that
we have been capitalising a material
part of our charge for interest. But with
all those advantages, real and apparent,
I believe, our nett annual charge for in-
terest will, by 30th June next, be in-
creased by $2,700,000, a year or nearly
63 per cent. The truth is, Sir, that our
annual foreign loans are now not
much more than enough to pay our
interest. Some part of them, indeed,
have been of late years devroted in
terms to that purpose ; we have had
yearly deficits, and have been obliged to
borrow to pay our interest. But apart
from this, the average annual loans to be
raised for the next few rears for Public
Works will be not much greater in
amount than our yearly interest pay-
ments. Can we go on so borrowing for
ever? No, Sir. and the Minister who
tells us he cau, lias yet prudently arranged
to avoid an application to the London
money market this year; andisaboutto try
his hand at a cheap domestic loan. He is
to ask us at home, out of our abundance, to
supply him free of interest with the sunm
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he wants. Passing from the charge for
debt, some of the items which comprise
the ordinary annual expenditure show
startling increases. The Provincial Sub-
sidies have increased 31 per cent. ; Civil
Government, 34 per cent., with an enor-
mous further increase in the present Esti-
mates; Administration of Justice, 83 per
cent. ; Penitentiaries, 46 per cent.; Indian
grants, by $480,000 ; North-West Police,
by $290,000 ; in Legislation there has
been an enormous increase; with a general
result that the ordinary expenditure bas
increased between 1871 and 1879, by
$2,380,000, or over 50 per cent. In the
face of this startling and wholly dispro-
portionate increase of our expenditures
over our tax-paying power, is it not plain
that we have been going too fast ? We
have been running ahead of our resources.
We have increasing our expenses
more than three times as fast as
our tax-paying power. Our situa-
tion is truly critical. We have been
imitating, and even surpassing, the extra-
vagance and recklessness of the nations
composing the Enropean system. The
European nations in the fourteen years
from 1864 to 1879, increased their IN'a-
tional Debts 65 per cent. in the aggregate;
but we have doubled ours in nine years.
The budgets of those nations were in-
creased in the last fourteen years 40 per
cent. ; but we have increased ours 56 per
cent. in nine years. It is quite true that
our expenditure has been more produc-
tive than theirs. We have not been
engaged in numerous or frightfully ex-
pensive wars. We have expended large
sums in improvements more or less pro-
ductive. But for all that, wè have been im-
moderate in our expenditure, we have
acted extravagantly, we have gone be-
yond our tax-paying power, and we have
surpassed the European system in the in-
crease of our annual charge. I say we
should not present to intending immi-
grants such a similarity in financial man-
agement to the countries which they are
leaving, niainly because of their heavy
burdens. We should rather endeavour
to present to them a cheering contrast to
to ' the Eurgpean system ; and this
the more because there is one
country, our rival and competitor in the
immigration market, 'which does present
a marked contrast to the European sys-
tem.9While Canada is so lavishly in.
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creasing ber yearly expenditure and
National Debt, the United States has pre-
sented to the people of Europe the unique
example of an enormous reduction in its
National Debt, and it is that fact whieh
constitutes one of our greatest difficulties
in competing with that country for immi
grants. I dare say the hon. gentleman
will accuse me of being " unpatriotic,"
but it is no use blinking the facts. It is not
unpatriotic to say what is true.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : The hon.
gentleman mistakes if lie thinks I object
to his stating sthe fact that a protectionist
nation bas succeeded in reducing its debt.
I should certainly not make any such ob-
jections.

MR. BLAKE: I am not now discussing
the general question of Free-trade and
Protection. However achieved, these are
the results. Nor must it be forgotten
that a part of the increase in Europe has
been applied to public improvements.
Much public money bas been expended
in the construction of railwaysthere. May
not the emigrant, flying from burdens
in his own country-flying from an
enormous National Debt and an-
nual Budget, say that it is prudent for
for him to fly to a cuùntry which pre-
sents a contrast to the one he is leaving,
which shows a continually decreasing
debt, and which, therefore, promises to
lighten the burdens of taxation ? We do
not present that contrast-the United
States do present that contrast. They
tell the emigrant that they have reduced
their debt by $630,000,000, their interest
by a still larger relative amount, their mili-
tary expenses enormously, and that they
are presenting a prospect of progress in
the sane direction. Why should we not
emulate their plan, by placing, so far as
our circumstances permit, this con-
trast before emigrants, instead of follow-
ing the example 3et by the old countries
from which we expect them to come I
The United States has reduced its
National Debt by 30 per cent. of its
present amount; and its Budget, though
large and extravagant compared to its
scale before the war, and embracing many
millions for war pensions and interest on
war debt, now compares not unfavour-
ably with our own. Before the war the
expenditure of the United States, with a
population of twenty-seven and one-half
millions, showed a charge of $2 a head.

Of course we pay large sums for provincial
services, which do not in the United
States forim part of the federal charge. It
is perfectly true that a comparison would
be unfair without a very large reduction on
that account, but, naking that large
reduction, it is equally true that the com-
parison is not unfavourable after all ; that
our system has become extravagant and
onerous, and has gone beyond the in-
crease of the tax-paying powers of the
country; and it is time to call a halt. In
this expenditure there is included
$1,272,000 for interest already paid on
the Pacific Railway. There will be in-
,cluded $600,000 a year for future interest
on the past expenditure on that Railway,
and untold sums for interest on the
further expenditure. How have we met
all this, while our tax-paying powers
have been increasing so slowly? How
have we made both ends meet ? Partly
by fresh loans, and partlv by adding to
the taxation of the people. The bon.
Finance Minister said, the other day,
that the difference between the taxes of
1868 and 1879 was a dollar per head,
and that the increased taxation thus cal-
culated was four millions of dollars. He
gave' us the figures by a rough calcula-
tion. According to my view, the figures
for that period, so calculated, would be
$4,400,000, but I hold that this
mode of computation is not a
fair way of determining the real
addition to the burdens of the
people, and that they have been in
truth increased to a much larger extent.
That mode might be fair on the assump-
tion that the people were consuming
relatively the same amount of goods as
formerly; but if in fact we are consum-
ing a smaller value per head of goods,
while we are paying a larger sum per
bead of taxes, it is obvious tiat the added
taxation upon that limited consumption,
which alone our poverty permits, lias risen
to a greater amount than $4,400,000, and
and to a larger amount than $1 a head.
Suppose, for example, that our imports
for consumption were diminished by one
half, while the taxes we paid remained
the same as before, it is obvious that the
burdEn of taxation on imports would be
doubled. It becomes necessary then to
ascertain and compare therates of taxation
of 1871 and 1880. There are three
principal heads of taxation-first, Bill
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Stamps, to which it is not necessary to refer
as the amount is not very large, and there
has been no material change in the tax.
Taking up the second head, the duties of
Excise, I will not trouble the House with
any calculations as to malt and malt
liquors, because the increased tax bas now
been taken off. The duty on spirits,
estimated on the quantity entered for con-
sumption in 1879, at the rate collected in
1880, would be $3,650,000; and on the
same quantity, at the rate for 1871,
$2,750,000. The increased tax is, there-
fore, $900,000, or 33 per cent. of an
addition. It may be alleged that the
quantity entered for consumption in 1879
was abnormally large, and consequently,
that the gross sum of $900,000 is in ex-
cess of the increase on actual consumption.
Were this so, it would not, of course,
affect the rate of increase which would
remain at 33 per cent. But I dispute
the allegation, for it will be found that the
quantity warehoused in 1879, is far below
the corrected average for the nine years
from 1871 to 1879, and is almost equal
to the uncorrected average for that period.
It is, therefore, obviously not an
excessive consumption. I admit that
the hon. gentleman can hardly expect
so great a consumption this year, but, in
my opinion, that is largely due to the
fact that the tax bas been raised beyond
the true point of greatest productiveness.
The magnitude of the tax bas given rise
to a great deal of smuggling or illicit
distillation, thus interfering with the
revenue, though not with the consumption,
or with the cost to the people. I hope
that the bon. gentleman may be right in
attributing some part of the diminution
to the prevalence of sounder views, as to
the wisdom of abstaining from the use
of liquor. But, after all, the test which.
I have applied, is the only fair one, and
this proves that the quantity is not ex-
cessive. As to tobacco, the duty on the
quantity entered for consumption, in 1879,
at the rates for 1880, would be $1,580,000.
At the rates for 1871, $1,140,000. The
increased tax is, therefore, $440,000, or
39 per cent. of an addition. The con-
sumption is below the corrected average
lor the nine years, and, of course,
far below the uncorrected average.
It is, therefore, clear that this represents
the minimum addition on this
head. The result then is that the

MR BLa&.

increased excise on spirits and tobacco is
$1,340,000, or over 34 per cent. of au
addition. Now I com to the last and
greatest head of taxation, the Customs'
duties ; and I wish to show the House
what is the increase in taxation on this
head on the whole mass of the imported
goods, dutiable and free, which we con-
sume. To ascertain our consumption it
is obvious that you must not take the
total importations ; nor can you, with
propriety, take the goods entered for con-
sumption. But by deducting from these
the value of foreign grains and the products
of foreiga grains imported, since these ar-
ticles are practically only in transitu, and
are either exported in specie or set free for
exportation an equivalent amount of
home grain, you arrive, as nearly as
the information given by our returns will
allow, at the quantity of imported goods,
free and dutiable, whieh we actually con-
sume. This forms the basis of my calcu-
lation. Allowing for the temporary
duties imposed in 1870, and taken off in
1871, by a proceeding which came into
operation prior to the date of the taxation
resolution, the rate of taxation on the
imported goods, free and dutiable, which
were consumed in the four years from 1867
to 1871 was, upon the average, 13.90 per
cent. This, then, I take to be a fair as-
certainment of the burden of our Cus-
toms taxation in 1871. But I may say
that, even if you make no allowance for
the temporary duties to which I have re-
ferred, the average rate will be
raised only to 14.21 per cent., an increase
which you will see is not sufficient
materially to affect the results. During
the subsequent three years (1872, 1873
and 1874), in the course of which there
were considerable remissions of taxation,
and in which also the very large con-
sumption may have somewhat disturbed
the relation between the quantities of free
and of dutiable goods, the average rate fell
to 12.33 percent. Inl 1875, the firstcom-
pleted year after the increase made under
the late Government, the rate was 14.32
per cent., a large increase indeed, an
increase of nearly one-sixth, on
the average of the preceding three
years, but after all a very trifling
increase, an increase of only one-thirty-
third, on the average rate between 1868
and 1871. But what is the rate now, as
ascertained by the return for the first six
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months of the year? It is no less than
19.62 per cent. Nor does this represent
the whole extent of the increase. The
hon. Minister has told us that his revenue
is suffering by reason of the excessive im-
portation of goods in anticipation of the
tariff. But the goods so imported were,
of course, those of the class on which the
largest increases were to be made. Of
these, therefore, there has been an exces-
sive supply, and by consequence an ab-
normal proportion of the importations for
the last six months have been of goods
paying the lower rates of duty. The
over-importations being absorbed, and the
imports reverting to thoir normal condi-
tion, these proportions will be changed,
and consequently the average rate
will be higher for the current six
months ; and, in the future, the
Tariff will be found to inflict
a charge considerably exceeding 20
per cent. on everything free or dutiable
entered for consumption. But apart from
this consideration, and assuming 19.62
per cent. to be the true rate, consider
what this means compared with 13.90
per cent., the earlier rate. It means a
new tax, a fresh tax, of 5î per cent. on
the value of everything free and dutiable
which we import for consumption. It
means an increased rate of taxation of
over 43 per cent., for 5.72 is more than
43 per cent. on 13.90. Our Customs
duties are nearly half as heavy again as
they were in the early period. Now, if
you apply the new Tariff to*our very small
consumptionfor 1879, a consumption many
millions smaller than that of 1871, and
smaller than any year thereafter, the in-
creased taxation will, on that small con-
sumption, be $4,075,000, and this, on the
incredible assumption that we are not to
increase the value of our imports, is the
very smallest measure of our added Cus-
toms taxation. If to that you add
$1,340,000, the increase in Excise,
you find that the additional tax-
ation of this country on the
small consumption of 1879 was more
than $5,400,000. This is far greater
than the hon. Minister's estimate of
$4,000,000, but it is far less than the
burden will be in case the consumption
ahould become normal. IL is true that
the smallness of the value imported in
1879, is partly due to the comparative
cheapness of goods, but we must not for-

get that I have been comparing it with
1871, when values, though higher than
in 1879, had not gone nearly to their
highest point; and after making every
allowance for cheapness there remains a
large deficiency to be accounted for only by
the consideration that our poverty and
our economy have led us to stint our-
selves. But prices are rising, and hon.
gentlemen say, good times are coming.
What would this Tariff produce on a con-
sumption of the average from 1872 to
1875, $109,000,000? You can easily
tell. It is about one-fifth. It would
take out of your pockets in
Customs nearly $22,000,000! But
let us try to arrive at a normal
consumption. You can reach it in
two ways. Take the consumption
of 1871 and add 16 per cent. to represent
the increase of population. This would
give you, for 1879, a consumption of
$91,300,000. Or take together the nine
years of inflation and depression, ending
with 1879, and the uneorrected average
would be $91,000,000, less than the pro-
per estimate, of course, but coming very
close to the figure reachel by the other
mode. Assume, then, that for us, in
1879, $91,000,000 would be a normal
consumption of imported goods, you
would pay in Customs $17,850,000 ; in
Excise of spirits and tobacco, $5,230,000;
in all $23,080,000. While, at the old
rates, you would have paid in Customs
$12,650,000; in Excise, $3,890,000; in all
$16,540,000, an increased burden on your
normal consumption of over $6,500,000.
And this is a fair estimate of the result
of the Tariff at the Custom-house
and Inland Revenue Office. It in,
indeed, quite clear that, with higher
prices and good times, the hon.
Minister should get a Revenue. When,
on an average, one-fifth part of everything
we require to impcrt, great or small, cheap
or dear, necessary or luxury, raw material
or manufactured article, free or dutiable,
and two-fifth parts of what we drink
and smoke are abstracted by Gov-
ernment for public uses, how in the
world can Government fail to realise a
Revenue ? And yet, if things should so
turn out, no doubt we shall find the hon.
the Minister coming down next Session
boasting of his feat, and endeavouring to
persuade the country tihat he has conferred
on it great blessings, when lie has in fact
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only abstracted from it enormous sums by
a raking and grinding Tariff, which is
oppressive in its character and vexarious
in its operation. But this is not all, Sir,
or nearly all. We have been considering
hitherto only the amounts that corne into
the hon. Minister's hands. But the un-
counted millionr which go into the
pockets of the thousands of private tax-
gatherers created by this Tariff, partly to
unduly swell the legitimate profits of
some industries, and the rest to
compensate for the misdirected and
unprofitable application of capital and
labour to other trades ; these millions
though they are paid by the mass of the
consumers, as surely as if they went into
the Minister's hands, we are unable to
ascertain or take into account. But this
we know, that their receipt does not swell
the Public Treasure. The people pay
them, but the private, not the public tax
gatherer receives them; and so, though
the people pay, they receive nothing in
return. Sir, we have reached and'passed,
designedly passed, in many cases, the
effective limits of a Revenue Tariff. We
have been aiming at different and incon-
sistent ends. Pursuing revenue through
imports, we have been attempting at the
same time to check imports, on which our
revenue depends, and to substitute for
them home manufactures. And certain
it is, that unless the hon. gentleman has
wholly miscalculated his action, unless he
has wholly bungled in the use of the
great weapon he has been wielding,
he will have stimulated home manu-
factures in respect of some of
the articles of importation most
productive of revenue. It is certain
that he will have deprived the coffers of
the country of the duties to be derived
from those articles.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: As in the
United States for instance.

MR. BLAKE: I do not propose, as I
have already said, just now to enter into
a general discussion of Free-trade and
Protection, or to analyse the condition
of the United States, or to examine how
far they may be able to endure losses and
tD play tricks with the principles of poli-
tical economy, which we can by no means
afford. I think the distinctions are
obvious. Nor do I intend to hazard a
conjecture as to which of the two inconsis
tent objects which the hon. gentleman
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bas been pursuing he will earliest or most
signally zucceed in. I say that an effect
will be sooner or later produced; and
while in case of good crops aid high
prices there is no doubt the last Custons
revenue will next year be increased
there is no doubt, also, that a very large
sum will be sooner or later-and I think
tolerablv soon-diverted fronithe Custom-
bouse to the pockets of individuals.
It is plain, by the admission of the hon.
gentleman to the extent of $4,000,000,
and, by the figures I have stated to a
much larger amount, that we havegreatly
increased the burden of our taxation, and
that every dollar that we are paying and
aretopay for interest on the construction
of the Pacific Railway,has come and must
come out of this incre-sed taxation, or
froni further additions to our burdens.
It is obvious that you cannot meet in
any other way the additional interest for
the construction of the Railway ; and,
therefore, your plan is a deliberate viola-
tion of the settled and establislied policy ot
Parliament. To our present load we are
to add many millions more for that work,
and where, save f rom these odious and op-
pressive added taxes under which we
labour, can you find the interest ? Even
apart from the Pacifie Railway, and iur-
ther expenditure on it, we are in a criti-
cal condition. *We are trying one great
experiment in trade. We are engaged
in a supreme effort to inake both
ends neet in finance. We have
not yet accomplished that feat.
The hon. gentleman said a month
or six weeks ago that the Revenue for
this year would be within half a million
of the expenditure. I wonder whether
he will say so when he moves the second
reading of the Supply Bill? We
on this side believe the deficiency
will be a great deal more. We
are not yet in a state of equilibrium
as to receipts and expenditure. We are
engaged, I say, in one great experiment.
Is one great experiment not enough at a
time? Would it not be better not to
plunge too deeply into experiments, specu-
lations and conjectures? Would it not
be better, as we are engaged in this large
financial, commercial and fiscal venture,
not to enter into fresh pecuniary en-
gagements of an enormous character,
based upon expectations of the vaguest
and most fantastic kind I Are we now
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finally to subvert the policy of Parlia-
ment re-enacted, as I have pointed out
four several times, agreed to almost unani-
mously in 1876, that the arrangements
for the construction of this road should
be such as not to increase the burdens of
axation ? Because, if you agree to the
scheme of the Government, and go on
now with the construction of the road in
British Columbia, you commit yourselves
to the construction of that road irrespec-
tive of the increased rate of taxation, and
of the burdens imposed and to be im-
posed upon the country. I ask the House
not to adopt that ruinous and reckless
course; but in preference, to say they
will limit themselves at present to the
completion of the road between Fort
William and Selkirk, and the prosecution
of the prairie section, until we see the
actual result in point of settlement, de-
velopment, land sales and, above all,
receipts of purchase money; and then,
when that result has been ascertained,
and a substantial fund has been provided
from the sales, a fund available
for the purpose of building in British
Columbia without continuing to levy
the present increased rates of taxation,
that they will then, and not till then
begin construction in British Columbia.
Sir, we must consider the circumstances
of this whole Confederation. We must
not forget the mode in which it was
formed. Hon. gentlemen opposite af-
firmed, with great warmth, in 1867, and
for years afterwards, that it was but a
union on paper, and that the reality and
permanence of the connection were yet to
be establisbed and secured by a careful
policy, and by a practical experience on
the part of the people of its benefits. A
cynic, indeed, has said that, as between
Ontario and Quebec, it was rather a
divorce than a union; that Nova Scotia
was coerced into it, and compen-
sated by damages for the loss of
her honour; that New Brunswick
was frightened into it, and compensated
as well; that Manitoba was forced, and
purchased into it, too; and that Prince
Edward Island and British Columbia
were-shall I say seduced into it? by
pledges and promises-some impossible,
all extravagant; at any rate by settle-
ments of the most lavish character. But
whether this description be true or not,
at any rate hon. gentlemen admit that

it was at first a union only on paper. I
want to know what has been done to
cement it, to make it real and permanent,
to make it a union of hearts and inter-
ests, to give it vitality and strength I
Look at the various Provinces. Almost
every one, after all your better terms, is
in deep financial difficulties, and is
knocking at your doors for fur-
ther aid. Imitating your extrava-
gance thy have outrun their re-
sources, and they have come to
look on you as the great tax-gatherers for
the Provinces, believing that they may
go as far as they please and that Canada
must fill the void out of the federal
revenues. You have seen the distribution
of your revenues and your expenditure.
You remember all the promises at the
time of union, of low taxes and cheap
government. All, all are broken. The
vast sums you collect from the smaller
Provinces, heavier per capita than you
collect from old Canada, and a grievous
burthen on their people, are yet, as I have
sbown you, quite inadequate to meet
their share of the cost of confederation.
Ontario settles the balance. That Pro-
vince asks no special advantages. She
claims no special favours. She is ready
to do her part, and more than lier part,
in the furtberance of the common
interest. But she may fairly de-
mand of you a prudent, a
just, an economical expenditure of those
resources which she contributes, and an
abstinence from rash engagements for
speculative and unprofitable objects.
This indeed is the common interest. It is
the interest of the whole. What is the
present application of our revenue?
Public works and improvements through-
out the old Provinces have been, as fai as
possible, wholly stopped ; there is no
money for them! Our inland shipping
trade, labouring under the greatest de-
pression and the keenest competition, is
asking for relief from some of its burdens ;
there is no money for it ! The vast ex-
penditure by which Quebec has strained
ber resources to accomplish a connection
with the great west is largely abortive.
Let Quebec learn the prudence of net
building railways before they are wanted,
and act on the lesson no w ; there is no
money for the eastern link ! No, Sir,
all that we can raise by taxes or by loans,
all that we can beg or borrow, is to be
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sunk in the gorges of the Fraser. Should
this be so ? Are we to tax ourselves to
the last point of endurance, and to mort-
gage heavily our future and our country
for such an object as this? If it be true,
as your trusted representative, your iligh
Commissioner, said on the 27th March
last, that " The duty of opening up the
North-West is one we are to perform, not
so much for ourselves as for the Empire
at large; that the inhabitants of New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and even On-
tario, have not much greater direct in-
terest in opening up those wheat fields
than the farmers of Yorksbire and Tip-
perary;" if this be true,how much less in-
terest have we in opening upthe canons and
gorges of British Columbia? If it be
true, as your High Commissioner said,
on the same occasion, that, ''it is im-
possible for us with our limited means to
undertake alone the settlement ot the
North-West; that we have neither the peo-
ple nor the money to do it;" if this be true,
how much less are we able to add to that
intolerable task theColumbia section of
the Railway? Is this indeed the way to
develop even such a poor and attenuated
national spirit as is attainable by a
people who are not permitted, who, per-
haps, do not even aspire to their legiti-
mate participation in the management of
the concerns of the great family of
nations ? Is this indeed the way to in-
fuse among us the spirit of unity and
brotherly love, to make us one, and a
contented people ? You may perhaps
partly satisfy the 12,000 souls in
British Columbia ; but only because your
action is tle pledge and hostage to them for
the completion of this gigantie work, to
the ruin of the whole. For us, for all,
this is not the way. It is not by the forced
connection of a restrictive Tariff, com-
pelling each of us to trade with sone,
other of us, to our loss, ai2d against our
will ; it is not by the feAut load of an
enormous debt, crushing out our energies
and mortgaging our hopes ; it is not by
an added weight of taxes, lowering the
value of our labours, and lessening the
comfort of our lives ; it is not by flinging,
with a lavish band, into the mountains
and rivers of Columbia all you can collect
or borrow, while you starve all public
works at home; that you will accomp-
lish a real success, that you will con-
solidate and harmonise the union. You

ME. BLAKE.

are making our load heavier than that
of the United States. You are making
it heavier than we eau bear. You are
paving the way to that very annexation
which you profess to dread ; because you
are bringing us to a plight in which we
may be forced to do, as a people, what we
heard described the other day as the sad
end of many an imprudent individual
borrower, to sell our poor equity
of redemption to the only avail-
able purchaser. You profess un-
bounded faith in the permanence
of your restrictive Tariff; yo blame us
for even discussing its operation, for
throwing doubts on its durability; and at
the same instant you send a ligh Com-
missioner to England, who asks her to
close her ports against the grain of the
world, in order that your farmers and
hers may obtain from her millions of
poor a higher price for the staff of life;
and, who proposes in returu, that you
should open your ports to her manu-
factures, thus destroying your revenue,
and at the same time, under the fierce
and unchecked competition of the cheap-
est producers in the world, blasting at
once every one of your home industries,
which is said to be dependent on a duty
for its existence. Such is your reck-
less, your inconsistent, your vacillating,
your unpractical policy! Do you ask for
mine 1 I will tell it. Set free the springs
of legitimate revenue, by removing the
obstacles designed to choke them. Open
the avenues of legitimate trade, by lower-
ing the legislative bars designed to close
them. Free the people, as soon as .may
be, from the extortionate taxation by
which you oppress them. Return to a
moderate revenue tariff, the ônly prac-
ticable plan in our circumstances, and a
necessary incident in whose operation is
to give some of the so called advantages of
protection tosome of your native industries.
By an earnest and searching plan of econo-
my and retrenchment, directed to every
branch of the public service, help to
redress the balance between revenue and
expenditure, while you lighten the peo-
ple's burdens. But if you will do none
of these things, if you will in all else
persist in your mad career, at any rate
in this be wise. If, in all else, you be
rash, in this at any rate be discreet.
Learn that our position is grave and
serious, and that our future is dependent
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on present prudence. Complete the Rail-
way to Red River; go on with the
prairie section as fast as settlement de-
mands. For that, risk something; since,
as I have said, the die is cast. But in
order to succeed in that, in order that

you may have a chance later to do more,
deal with that alone now. Bend
to that great effort your undivided ener-
gies, your whole available resources.
Postpone, meanwhile, the western work,
and do not, by your present action,
based on airy dreams and vain imagina-
tions, risk the ruin of your country.
Sir, I move, " to leave out all the words
after 'that' and insert the following :
'.the public interests require that the
work of constructing the Pacifie Railway
in British Columbia should be post-
poned.'"

MR. BUNSTER : As an humble repre-
sentative from British Columbia, I rise to
offer a few remarks in answer to the hon.
member for West Durham. Sir, the
amendment proposed by that hon. mem-
ber, judging, from his past action with
reference to the Pacifie Province, does
not surprise me. We all know, and the
country knows, how determined has been
the hostility of that hon. gentleman to
British Columbia interests ever since
the Province has entered the Canadian
Union. Why he should pursue such a
hostile course towards us is hard to
fathom. British Columbia asks but
little-simply fair play and a fulfilment
of Treaty obligations. That is all the
British Government expeets under the
Carnarvon Terms; and let me tell hon.
gentlemen that the Imperial authorities
are by no means disinterested in this
matter, as the building of the
Railway is to England something of
supreme importance, from an Imperial
point of view. It was only last summer
that Col. Lovell, C.B., the Commanding
Royal Engineer at Halifax, and that able
and indefatigable soldier, Col. Strange,
Royal Canadian Artillery of Quebec,
were sent out to British Columbia to
inspect our system of defence for
the Province. There had also been
visits from other officers in Her
Majesty's army, for similar purposes,
showing the anxiety on the part of the
English Government to preserve British
Columbia to the Empire. We all know
Capt. Colomb's opinion of British

Columbia. That gentleman, at the Royal
Colonial Institute, spoke of British Colum-
bia as being " the hub of the Empire!"
Now if British Columbia is so valuable to
the Empire, in her present isolated con-
dition, how much more valuable would
she be, if rendered more easily accessible
by the Pacifie Railway. Look at the
wonderful progress of California, since she
became connected with the outer world
by rail-and look again, at what has been
done at home, here in Canada, since the
construction of the Grand Trunk, the
Great Western and the Canada
Southern. It may truly be said
that Railways have "made " Canada and
the United States. It must be remem-
bered in this connection that British
Columbia has never come to this Parlia-
ment, like Nova Scotia, when on the eve
of rebellion, and other Provinces for
"better terms." We do not want "better
terms," but simply what has been pro-
mised to us. The lion. member for
West Durham has often gone so far as to
heap abuse on our Province. Now I think
are all agreed that itis desirable to build we
the Pacifie Railway, to settle and de-
velop the Great North-West. Without
that work Canada can never be a great
nation. With many of the elements of
national greatness, she would still lack
unity and cohesiveness ; the iron band
only can furnish those. The bon. niem-
ber for 'West Durham complained of
spending nine millions in building the
127 miles in Britisb Columbia, but what
about that paltry sum compared with the
development of the immense mineral
wealth of that Province and the Domin-
ion generally? Probably the builders would
strike on a mine in what he calls a
" sea of mountains"-that would more
than pay for the building of the whole
road. Hon. gentlemen may laugh, but
we have the mineral wealth-gold and
coal-in our Province, and all history
shows that they go a long way towards
national progress and stability. Two
millions of Scotch people have done much
for the greatness of England, by their
iron, coal and other minerals, and
their magnificent beds of limestone.
British Columbia has been more to
Canada than Ireland has been to England.
Ireland is an agricultural country, and
furnishes England with beef, butter, eggs
and potatoes, which is what the North-
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West will do for us. British Columbia
will do for Canada what Scotland bas
done for England. We will furnish the
minerals that will afford employment to
millions of people, and be to Canada what
Scotland is to England, and Pennsylvania
and California are to the United States.
Now, these Rocky Mountains that have
been so much belittled, have a reputation
all over the world for their teeming
mineral wealth, and every British Col-
umbian feels proud of them, as every
Englishman ought to, as long as Canada
holds together. For the paltry sui of
$9,000,000 the hon. Member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), would sever the
connection between British Columbia and
the Dominion of Canada. H-e forgets
that we are now partners with Canada,
and we are going to hold Canada to the
bargain made with us. The hon. gentle-
man stated in his speech that, like Shy-
lock, we demanded a pound of flesh.
Does it look as if we demanded a pound
of flesh when we gave Canada ten years
to construct the Pacifie Railway ? We
have been subjected to insults unworthy
of a free and enlightend country like the
Dominion. Now, I may just say, that
we intend to hold Canada to the strict
fulfilmnent of the pledge made by her
Government with British Columbia. We
have to-day at our end of the road some
5,000 tons of rails. The Government
have let the contract for 127 miles, and
I am happy to say it will be built at the
end of three years. lad this Govern-
ment remained in power in 1873 I do
not hesitate to hazard the opinion that the
road wouild have been built to-day, and we
should not have to deplore the loss -f 316
of our best British Columbian citizens by
being drowned in a worthless American
vessel like the Pacißic.

It being Six o'clock,the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally con-
sidered in Committee of the Whole, rd-
ported, read th, third lime and passed:-

Bill (No. 65) To amend the Act respecting the
Montreal Telegraph Company.-(ffr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 45) To incorporate the Great North.
Western Telegraph Company.-(Mr. Ryan,
Marquette.)

Bill (No. 46) To incorporate the Winnipeg

MR. BUNSTER,

and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship
Company. -(Mr. Bannerman.)

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Nelson
Valley Railway and Transportation Company.
-(Mr. Macdoujall.)

Bill (No. 53) Respecting the Credit Valley
Railway Company.-(Mr. Haggart.)

OFFENCES AGAINST TUE PERSON
AMENDMENT BILL.

(Afr. McDonald, Pictou,)

TIRST READING.

The following Bill (Jrom the Senate)
was read the first time :-

Bill (No. 103) To amend the Act intituled:
An Act respecting offenoes against the person,
and to repeal the Act intituled: An Act to
provide that persons charged with common
assault shall be competent as witnesses.-(Mr.

[cDonald, Pictou.)

SUPPLY-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY.

DEBATE RESUMED.

iouse resumed the Debate on Mr. Blakets
proposed amendment to the motion for the
House to go again into Committee of Supply.

MAI. BUNSTER: The amendment of
the hon. member for West Durham I
have before me. This is a matter
which we have to look at as Cana-
dians. I was very much astonished
to hear the hon. member for West
Durham try to make a point out of
the fact that British Columbia was ad-
mitted into the Union on April 1st. This
was a sorry jest, considering how
we were "fooled" by the Government
of which he (IvIr. Blake) was a mem-
ber. Probably the hon. gentle-
man would like to "fool" British
Columbia a little more. Now, I should
like to read the agreement made by the
late Government with Lord Carnarvon,
in order that hon. gentlemen may fully
understand the nature of the compact
and how solemnly Canada is bound in
thais matter. Here are the conditions
contained in the despatch from Lord
Carnarvon to the Earl of Dufferin :

"1. That the railway from Esquimault to
Nanaimo shall be commenced as soon as possible,
and completed with all practicable despatch.

" 2. That the surveys on the mainland shall
be pushed on with the utmost vigour. On this
point, after considering the representations of
vour M inisters, I feel that I have no alternative
but to reply, as I do most fully and readily,
upon their assurances that no legitimate effort
or expense will be spartd, first to determine the
best route for the line, and secondly to proceed
with the details of the engineering work. It
would be distasteful to me, if indeed it were not
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impossible, to prescribe strictly any minimum
of time or expenditure with regard to work of
so uncertain a nature; but, happily, it is equally
impossible for me to doubt that your Govern-
ment will loyally do its best in every way to ac.
cellerate the completion of a duty left freely to
its sense of honour and justice.

" 3. That the waggon-road and the telegraph
line shall be immediately constructed. There
seems here to be some difference of opinion as to
the special value to the Province of the under-
takin>g to complete these two works ; but, after
considering what has been said, I am of opinion
that they should both be proceeded with at
once, as indeed is suggested by your Ministers.

"4. That $2, 000,000 a year, $1,500,000 shall
be the minimum expenditure on railway works
within the Province from the date at which the
surveys are sufficiently completed to enable that
amount to be expended on construction. In
naming the amount I understand that, it being
alike the interest and the wish of the Dominion
Government to urge on with all speed the com-
pletion of the works now to be undertaken,
the annual expenditure will be as much in ex-
cess of the minimum of $2,000,000 as in any
year may be found practicable.

"5. Lastly, that on or before the 31st of
December, 1890, the railway shall be complete
and open for traffie from the Pacifie seaboard
to a point at the western end of Lake Superior,
at which it will fall into connection with ex-
isting lines of ra lway through a portion of the
United States, and also with the navigation
on Canadian waters. To proceed at present
with the remainder of the railway extending
by the country northward of Lake Superior
to the existing Canadian lines, ought not, in
my opinion, to be required, and the time fer
undertaking that work must be determined
by the development of settlement and the
changing circumstances of the country. The
day is, however, I hope not very distant, when
a continuous line of railway through Cana-
dian territory will be practicable, and I look
upon this portion of the scheme as post-
poned rather than abandoned."
I wish to point out that there is no bar-
bour north of San Francisco, as good as
that of Nanaimo. This road will have
to be extended to the seaboard, and I
maintain that Nanaimo is the most
desirable point to connect. The people of
this Dominion, by restoring the right hon.
leader of the Government to power, tacitly
told him to go on with the road. Now,
we are met by the hon. member for West
Durham, who says, the work on the road
should be postponed. The road will not
be postponed. The march of progress de-
mands its early construction and comple-
tion. The hon. the Minister of Finance
has made arrangements for the money.
The hon. the Minister of Railways has
sufficient rails on the banks of the Fraser
river, and on Vancouver Island for carry-
ing ont the undertaking, sent out in good

faith for-the building of that Railway, and
the sooner the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways, and the people of Canada, make up
their minds to complete the road, the
better. At present, so long as the Gov-
ernment exhibit a fair disposition, in place
of abuse, of doing justice, we are willing
to accept the situation, but I consider the
Government of the day made a mistake in
not commencing at Esqiumault and going
eastward. Il they had built that road
they would have done an injustice to the
largest population of British ColumlÀa, to
that part where the wealtli and influence
exist. Our Provinces would be suflicient
to give it the means to build the road.
We have scarcely less than eight or ten
ships always waiting for cargoes, and the
vessels are conipelled to employ tow-boats,
at a great expense, having to pay 50c. per
ton. Then reckoning the extra insurance,
and the extra pilotage, al together the cost
amounts to about 75c. per ton, which
makes the expense equal to a penny a ton
per mile. Now, that is considered a good
fair price on railroads in Europe. A
penny per mile will pay the price of hav-
ing coal calTied on railways in England ;
and while on this subject, allow me to
state, that this road can be built very
much cheaper than a road can be built in
England, or in the United States.

An HoN. MEMBER: Carried.
MR. BUNSTER : 0, yes; carried of

course, as the Governmental policy will
be, I hope. Having said so much
about the Island road, we will now turn
to the national continental highway, from
Ocean to Ocean. A great deal has been
said about the American roads. Let us
see what they have accomplished. Now,
I have here Crojutt's Tourist, a
reliable and trustworthy work, written
by an Englishman. This gives a little
history of the Union Pacific Railway.
Now, did the hon. member for West
Durham, when he was trying to postpone
the arTangements for the building of our
Railway, ever allude to the great advan-
tage this Railway would be, not only to
Canada, but Great Britain in case of war.
This is a national work. The whole of
Great Britain is willing to furnish
$20,000,000 to Sir John A. Macdonald,
the right hon. member for Victoria, the
moment he wishes to ask for them. We
all know that Great Britain has been the
mistress of the seas from time im-
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memorial, and she intends to remain
mistress of the seas, and no one knows it
better than Sir John, our Chieftain. He
knows he can go over to England at any
moment and we can furnish him with
the raw material for their factories. We
want to build this Railway and he knows
very well how to do it. He did it last
summer ; he got all the money he wanted.
It is simply absurb; it is a fraud on the
face of it, to go back on a bargain with
this young Province, even though it
was made on the 1st of April, as the
lion. meniber for West Durham has said.
Let me tell him that if it was made on
the lst of April, British Columbians are
not such fools as not to know
whether they are making a good bargain
or not; but instead of recelvlng a rail-
road they have received nothing but abuse
up to the present time ; and but for the
confidence that we have in the present
Government, British Columbia would
fling Canada over, and go back to the old
flag that has braved the battle and the
breeze for a thousand years. WVhen the
Americans started the road to which I
have just alluded, it was said that it was
of great importance to get money, and
any one reading the history of that road,
and that company will know two young
Englishmen got up bonds; one went to
England and carried out the enterprise,
obtained the money, and have carried out
the enterprise successfully, and what is
the consequence to-day î The consequence
is that that roal was built, and that is the
wav that that country was populated ;
and I may tell the hon. member for
West Durham, that land their is now
selling for, from $12 to $25 per acre. Now,
however, allow me to draw a comparison
from the very map which he produced
last evening. The coloured part there
represented, is forestd an land, all we
now how valuable that is especially when

cleared. By the scale of this map, (and I
have measured by that scale) we have
one valley there measuring 100 miles by

OO miles-and what is that ? That is
the best part of our country, for it is
prairie land, and it is acknowledged that
prairie land is the best land in Canada;
because it can be tilled and made avail-
able for settlement at once. I will not
say anything about our mines, our gold
mines, and our coal mines, because I
have already referred to them. Now we

Mp. BUNSTER.

come to Vancouver Island. Take our
coal fields, which are not to be surpassed
in Pennsylvania or England. Anybody
taking the trouble to inform him-
self, will be convinced that my
statement is correct. Then we will
take our rivers, which it is well-known,
are teeming with fish with which we load
ships from Fraser River and froin Vic-
toria Harbours, and send to all quarters
of the globe. IL is said, by authorities
in England, that our fish-especially the
salmon-excel all others in the world.
Notwithstanding all this we have suf-
fered lately from being excluded from the
American market, in their taking ad-
vantage of us by putting a tax on our
fish-cans which our fishermen put up.
This reminds me, Sir, of what we have
suffered in order to remain in this Con-
federation and be true to Canada, if we
were not part and parcel of the Do-
minion, if we were not loyal to the old
flag, we might be able to make our own
Treaties with our neighbours, and we
might get rid of a great many difficulties
under which we now labour. We might
be able to make Treaties with the United
States, which the hon. member for West
Durham has so much lauded to-day. He
lauded the United States up to the skies.
He told the people from England, Ire-
land, and Scotland not to settle in
Canada-they could get better advantages
in the United States, and all this in the
face of the fact that we have a better
country here than the United States,
and it will be far superior when we have
this railway. We will 'then possess
of one the greatest country under the
sun; but, Sir, I am satisfied that the hon.
member for West Durham, and the
hon. leader of the Government, will
have to take a new departure,
because I have here a copy of Grip con-
taining a very true picture ; Mr. Speaker,
there it is; the whole House can look at
it; and I see on this picture the hon.
member for West Durham waving in his
hand a " danger" signal, and standing in
an obstructive attitude on the rails over
which the locomotive of the Government
comes dashing along at full speed. But,
Mr. Speaker, I also see, on this picture, a
boss leading the hon. member for West
Durham off the track by the ear; and
this boss has got the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) in a very bad
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fix; lie has the poor lamb doon on his greater help by getting them to come
back, and pressing in his windbag witb over to till our own soil, develop our
his enormous hoof; the two of them are resources and ra«,e their own food here,
evidently a "done Brown." It is a fair and, at the sa ne time assisting our
indication of what their opposition to this Treasury. We were told in that very
great enterprise amounts to. In spite of long speech of the hon. member for West
all that these gentlemen can do I am sat- Durham, which took five or six hours, to
isfied that the hon. the Premier will see which I have before referred, or rather
the road built, and that he is now hurrying nearly two days to deliver, a Ùreat deal
it on so that he can corne over and see us. about taxation. Do people expeet build
He will exercise a watchful eye. He, railways without taxation? British
himself, has told me that lie did not like Columbia las submitted to taxation.
travelling by sea, lie said lie preferred When we joined Confederation our
going by rail. Well, Sir, we sball, there- dutiable goods were 10 or 12 per cent.,
fore have to dispense with the pleasure of now they are something like 20 per cent.
seeing him until lie gets the railroad But we have this advantage, we export
built. more than we import. We are procucers

An HoN. MEMBER: Let me see of wbeat and ah cereals we have any
that picture. quantity of lumber; ve have inexhausti-

MR. BUNSTER: I am goiug to have ble gold and coal mines, as 1 have said
the picture put in as a matter of history. before; we have an abundance of the
As I have just hinted, the hon. the flnest fish in the world; and, ah we
Premier has oromised that as soon as the require is a little more population
road was buit lie would corne and see us. and the establisliment of our own

a know lie intends to have it built before woollen an. other manufacturing
the next elections. mils, whiz-h wil be the natural outcome

Some HoN. MEMBERS: Ha! ia! of this grand policy of the Govern-
MR. BUNSTER : You may laugl. ment, called the National Policy.

It will take three or four years for the The yon. member referred to one thing
elections to corne round, and lie knows whie h was proud to bear, twe visit of
the building of this road in the meantime Mr. Edgar to our Province, e came
will make him. doubly sure of carrying and offered $750,000 to buy up Britis
the country again. Let me teli the Columbia.

buse how long it took the Americans to MR. MACKENZE: No, lie did not.
build the great Union Paciflc Ilailway. MR. B TNSTER: Yes, ie d ; but we
Altlough Geo. Francis Train on the occa- were not in the market. If I bad time
sion of breaking ground predicted the I could refer the lion. gentleman to, tbe
road would be constructed in five years, page in the Blue-book. Mr. Edgar was
history records that the Railway was co- sent to Mr. Walkem, without sufficent
pleted and in working order in tre authority, and Mr. Walkem refused to
years, six months and ten days. That, deal wit l hlm. We had also anotler
Sir, brUngs my words correct. The bon. visit from a nobleman, sent by tle late
the Premier will have this road completed Government. I refer to our late Gover-
it about three years and six m ontrs, aid nor-General, the Earl of Dufferin.
if lie does not lie ougt to. e bas the There was a great deal of talk, but I
money and the brains-if I may ie would like to know how mul of lis
allowed to use the word-and there promises have been carried out. Even
is sufficient muscle in Canada to the Mother Country felt aggrleved and
build the road in tPat time. If insulted, that a Treaty should be etered
lie does not get it finislied I will not into and not carried out. Britishi
vote for hl at the next election. Tlat Columbia las carried out ber part of the
will make up for tgr bullying and abuse contract to the letter, and to ber disad-
we have received. Who are not so bide vantage. She lias, at the request of
bound that they will keep the naturally the Canadian Government, reserved
resources of this country tied Up for t e a twenty-ile bet on te une of
want of getting tlrough tem. Whule, the Pacifie Railway, on Vancouver
to-day, Canada is sending relief to the Island and this las driven settlement on
starving Irish, she couis] render tem a to the nainland. People came to tie Is-
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land, and under the condition of things,
were either forced to the mainland or to
the American side. I think, if every-
thing were investigated properly, we have
a good case for a suit for danages. But,
what were we told in the course of the
Debate ? The lion. neiber for West
Durham, %said, British Columbia was
secduced into tle Union.

MR. BLAKE : Oh, no.
IR. BUNSTFER : I beg the hon. gen-

tlenan's p1rdon; I willi leave it to the
Oiiicial B 'i Dárs. I was sorry to hear such
a remark, ia the presence of ladies. Our
Province las re-civecd >a nmeh abuse that
-we are getting tire, of it. The only wav
that hon. gentle-aeen can become iii-
formied r-din its resmrces is to go to
Britisli CohnnEa id t > see things for
themîselves, and I wiI guarantee, that the
country is as lospte as any other part
of Cauaa Uritih Co 1unbia has been
negleete'd shamefuly. We have more
natural resurce tain the whole of the
rest of aina put together. Our har-
bours are open aid hospitablie all the year
round; thev are never closed up as they
are here. We have got nountains cf
gold, our rivers are teeing with fish, and
any hunter can always go out and shoot
down a deer or bufialo to maintain his
family. But I have detained the House
at some length, and I think the bon.
member for Victoria (Sir John A. Mac-
donald), will be able to do greater justice
to the cause of British Columbia than my-
self, I will, therefore, leave it now in his
hands.

Mu. LANGEVIN : When, eight or
nine years ago, this question of the
Pacifie Railway came before the House,
we all considered that it was one of the
most important and weightiest questions
that could require the attention of Par-
liament. That question bas lost none of
itsimportance, none of its weight orinterest
since that time. On the contrary, the
people have attached mure importance
year after year, to this great work. This
evening the question has acquired still
greater importance, from the fact that the
lion. member for West Durham proposes
to postpone one of the most important
portions of the Railway. I should say
that the Pacific Railway question disap-
peared before another great question,
which is, " Shall we continue to maintain
this great Confederation of ours in its in-

MI. BUNSTER.

tegrity ?" The fact is, the proposal of the
hon. inember for West Durbam, I suppose
on behalf of the Opposition, is nothing
else than repudiation. When British
Columbia sent her delegates to settle the
terms of Confederation with tiis Govern-
ment, one of the conditions was that we
slould build the Pacifie Railway. Tlat
condition was assenited to by the Govern-
ment of Canada. It was submitted to
this Parliament and asseit,-d to. There
may have been, on the part of hon. gtle-
inen opposite, soie differeice of o inion
about the expediency of undertaking such
a great work at that tinie, bt th ket of
Parliaienît vas passed and beeline tle
law of the counri-v, and hon. gentlemen
ou both sides of the louse Lad only to
bow to aid obey the law. WLen the
Governient of 1873 left of'ice, and the
Admîuini-tration of hoi. gen tlmen opposite
caie into power, t'ey did not repudiate
that condition of the Confederation or
Union of British Columîbia with Canada.
They went to work to execute that great
undertaking, anîd the onuly point cf
difference that we saw amongst the meum-
bars of that Government and their
supporters was that, when the lquestion of
the Esquinault and Nanaimo Lailway
was proposed to the House, the lion.
member for West Durham separating
hinselF from his party, voted with a few
friends against that measure, and the
Government of that day were not power-
ful or willing enough to pass it in the
Upper House. If the Government lad
only expressed a desire that that Bill
should, pass against which the.hon. mem-
ber for West Durham had voted, it would
have become law. But there wcas a
power behind the Throne-a power that
may still exist to-day behind the leader cf
the Opposition. That power was stronger
than that Government, and the measure
for the construction of the railwav from
Esquimault to Nanaimo was lost. Never-
theless, the Government of 1874 down to
1878, went on with the construction of
that railway. They undertook a portion
of the road from Thunder Bay towards
the west, and another section further on,
leaving a gap of 185 miles. If 1 am not
mistaken, the hon. member for Lambton,
who was then at the head of Government,
called for tenders for those four sections
in British Columbia, that the bon. mem-
ber for West Durham has attacked so
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fiercely. At that period, I believe, the
hon. member for West Durham was
one of the strongest supporters of the
Mackenzie Government. And. moreover,
I think the hon. member for Lambton
has stated, sometime ago, that he never
intended to build those four sections.

MR. iMACKENZIE : I said no such
thing.

MR. LANGEVIN : I understood the
hon. gentleman said he Iad not decided
to go on with those four sections. But
my lion. friend the Minister ot Railwavs
lias shown that, althougli the hon.
gentleman lad not decided to go
with them, he liad ordered and given
a contract to convey 6,000 tons of rails
from Victoria to the Fraser River.
The hon. gentleman had given a contract
for that, nevertheless lie says, he ad not
decided to build the railway ! The hon.

gentleman says, yes; perlial)s le will
remenber what le said on another ocea-
sion. It is for him to reconcile what lie
lias just said witl what le said then.
At the elections for Ottawa,in September,
1878, the lion. gentleman spoke as follows,
according to his organ the Free Press:-

"On the west, we have at this-moment, very
nearly completed 302 miles of road, and during
this year will lay at least 270 miles. In British
Columbia we have only 6,000 tons, moved up
now to Yale, where we will commence, next
spring, if Parliament sanctions the contract,
to build the road to Kamloopu."
And yet the hon. gentleman has not
decided to proceed with this work !

MR. MACKENZIE: Certainly not.
Mn. LANGEVIN: But the hon.

gentleman said before the electors that le
had so decided. Either lie deceived the
electors of Ottawa or has deceived this
House. At that time, the inember for
West Durham supported the late Gov-
ernment, and had been the colleague of
the hon. Premier; he had assented to his
policy, and never separated from the hon.
Premier on account of the railway work
going on. But what a change. As soon
as the late hon. Ministers lett office, their
party ceased to regard the Pacific Railway
in the same light. The hon. member for
West Durham, especially, became frigh-
tened at the prospect of the construction
of more than four sections in British
Columbia. Everything became dark to
him and his party ; the greatest ruin was
threatening us in connection with that
work, which the late Government

lad not attempted to construct. But
what is the cause of this change ? It is
this: that inîstead of liaving large deficits
we have taken the means of preventing
them, at the same timue carrying the
Public Works of the country.
The member for West Durham should
rememiber that lie accepted the Carnarvon
ternis exacted from the late (overnment.
Of course the late Governiment inserted
the condition about not raising further
the rate of taxation, but that was after
they lad raised the taxation by $3,000,000.
But did they meet the ordinary expenses
even with the $3,000,000 additionial tax-
ation ? No. Ail the time they were in
office th1er ran into debt -which we have
low to met. The lion. gentleman says
tliat thos3 terms were not accepted by the
Government without the consent of Par-
liament. No doubt, but they were accepted
by the country. It was understood that
$2,000,000 would be expended per annum

in British Columbia, but the lion. gentle-
men opposite, following their ordinary
course towards that Province, repudiated
tiose terms, and sent a Commission to
British Columibia; she would not accept

750,000 in exchange for the original
b)argain. lUp to that time lie would not
rep;udiate the Railway altogether; but
that Government offered that amount
to content that Province for the
postpGnement of the work, as says
the lion. member for West Durham
But she was not poor cr reduced enough
to, accept such a bribe, saving: "We
have a Treaty with Canada, which we
knîow is just and proud enough to do
justice to a small weak Province like
British Colunbia; " and she was right.
She is no- unreasonable ; she lias taken
the word of this Government, that it
will go on with the Railway ; and though
the work was not begun before the 1st of
January last, the Province knew it was
not our fault, and that the contracts
would be given out early. Now, if the

people of British Columbia, see the road
does not progress at full speed, they will
not complain, because they know we are
acting in good faith, and that if we are
not spending more millions and ging on
faster, it is because we cannot afford it.
They know weare proceedinggraduallyand
surcly with the work. We do not want to
plunge the country into debt and ruin as
the hon. member for West Durham
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asserts; but we want to keep faith with
British Columbia, though not at the
immense expense lie thinks we shall incur.
We wish to build a good road, a coloniz-
ation road, as intended from the beginning.
We shall save a great deal in grades and
curvatures, and by that means, be able to
build the road from the Pacifie to the
older Provinces in such a way as not to
overburden this country with expendi-
ture. The hon. member for West Dur-
ham desires to catch Irish sympathy and
Irish votes by expressing great regard for
Irish rights and claims, almost going as
far as Home Rule, and anticipating bene-
fits to Ireland from the recent change of
Government. I have no doubt that Ire-
land will get justice whatever Govern-
ment is in power, as Canada g 't justice
when our fathers struggled for a respon-
sible Government. We are as much as
the hon. gentleman in favour of Irish-
men, and we showed our spmpathy by
proposing to Parliament a vote of
$100,000 for the distressed populations of
Ireland. Our sole regret was our i-
ability to do more. But we do not on
this or any other occasion with to parade
that sympathy. It was proper to show
it at the proper time ; but what reason is
there for the hon. gentleman to appeal to
Irishmen in connection with the Pacifie
Railway i Another of the lion. gentle-
man's objects was to catch all the bon.
members from Quebec, and enrol them
under his banner. What a bad Govern-
ment, said lie, is this Government which
will not give Quebec a Railway to con-
nect it with the Pacific Railway, after it
has spent $11,000,000 for the beautiful
railway from Quebec to Ottawa. He
says to the hon. members from Quebec:
"The Government willnot extend the Paci-
fie Railwayfar enough east toconnectwith
your road; therefore, I ook, be careful, do not
miss this opportunity to vote against your
friends ; my motion proposes to suspend
the Railway in British Columbia."
Did de speak about the eastern
end of the Railway in his motion i Not a
word. Ie miglit, therefore, have spared
hinself the trouble of this appeal. The
Government have not changed its policy,
which is to have a continuons railway
from the Atlantic to the Pacifie. The
water-stretches will not be a part of the
the Railway, as was the case under the late
Government. But we must t-ake the

. MR. LANGEvIN.

necessary time for the work. We can
trust our supporters, on telling them we
are completing the gap of 185 miles be-
tween Fort William and Selkirk, and have
put under contract, 200 miles on the
prairies to the west, and four sections in
British Columbia, which the late Govern-
ment put themselves under contract and
decided to build. The road will not cost
the large amount the hon. member for
West Durham supposes. He speaks of an
expenditure of $120,000,000. If we were
to build a railway with a grade of 24 or
26 feet to the mile, it might cost that
sum. But, as declared, the Government
has no intention of building a railway
with those small grades. They are all
very well, even essential, for tlhat portion
wbich will carry the trade of the prairies
from Red River to Thunder Bay. It was
required it should be a first-class road,
with small grades and proper curvatures,
the lightest grades we can, under the cir-
cumstances obtain But we do not say,
for all that, we are to undertake at once
all thesections of the road. We will pro-
ceed with thiem gradually. The connec-
tion with the railways in Quebec and
Ontario will also come, when the railway
is built from Lake Nipissing to the main
line. Whilst I am on the subject, let me
quote from the organ of the lion. gentle-
men opposite, the Globe, a paragraph about
this eastern end of the railway :

" We now come to the Lake Superior sec-
tion, which is certainly a political necessity,
but not required till the prairie line has been
completed and connected with Thunder Bay.
It is, as we have shown, reasonable to suppose
that at least half a million people will be on the
plains when the Pacifie Railway reaches the
Rocky Mountains. Every family going in
afterwards will increase the quantity of produce
available for export. The population of the
United States doubled itself in twenty-five
years; in several western territories the popu-
lation has been doubled in ten years. The
Canadian North-West will gain by immigration
continually, and-as always happens where
fertile land can be easily procured-births will
be very numerous. By the time the line to
the Rocky Mountains has been completed, it
will be wise to push on the road around Lake
Superior, because, before it can be built at a
fair rate of speed, a large traffic will await its
opening. The Lake Superior section, from
the eastern terminus of the main Pacifie to
Fort William, will be 620 miles long, and,
when completed, it will offer to the traffic of
the Canadian and to a large part of the Ameri-
can North-West, the shortest all-rail route to
the scaboard. It is not needed till the prairiese
have been opened up by the line to the Rocky
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Mountains. After that bas been built, it
may be safely completed as a commercial
road, one that will pay better year by year,
and will ultimately be a very valuable pro-
perty."
That is the opinion of the Globe newE-
paper, and I have no doubt that at all
events, a large majority of the hon. gentle-
men opposite will not repudiate this
article. The hon. member for West Dur-
ham has attacked the figures quoted by
my hon. friend the Minister of Railways,
giving the cost of the railway from
Thunder Bay to Burrard Inlet. The hon.
gentleman has made his calculations ; it
was a new role for him to play, being a
lawyer, and we have very seldom seen
him plunged so deeply into figures as he
was thiis evening. He thought that as
he had not handled figures for some time
he would make free use of them on this
occasion. So when lie was making his
calculations as to the cost of the Railway,
lie thought lie might as well as not double
the cost estinated by Mr. Fleming. The
Minister of Railways stated yesterday,
that the first portion of the road from
Fort William to Selkirk, would cost
$17,000,000 ; from Selkirk to Jasper
Valley, $13,000,000; from Jasper Valley
to Fort Moody, including equipments and
engineering,$30,000,000, say $60,000,000,
altogether. Add to this the cost of pre-
liminary surveys, explorations, etc.,
$4,869,000, it would make a total of
$64,869,000. Add to this a sec-
tion of the Pacifie Railway from
Nipissing to Fort William, $24,000,000,
if the cost is $40,000 a mile;
but if the cost·is $30,000 per mile-as it
is more probable to be-it would amount
to only $18,000,000, which, added to the
$64,000,000, would make a grand total of
$82,869,000. The hon. gentleman has
tried to convince the House that these
figures have been put together for the
purposes of tie moment, and that they
had no basis, that we could not show that
they were the results of careful examin-
ation and calculation, such as an engineer
should place before the head of bis de-
partment. Under these circumstances, I
may be allowed to give this House the
data upon which the Chief Engineer bas
based those figures. It is proper that the
House should know that these figures
have not simply been put together to show
that the Railway will cost $64,000,000
pha the Nipissing and Fort William

portion of the road, making altogether
$88,000,000. The Chief Engineer bas
furnished the data of his calculations,
which I will read to the House ?

" O'rrAwA, April 15, 1880.
To the Hon. Sir Charles Tupper, K.C.M.G.,

Minister of Railways and Canais.
"ESTIMATE OF COsT, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

"SIR,--I have the honour to submit the follow-
ing estimate of the probable expenditure neces-
8ary to place the Canadian Pacific Railway in
operation from Lake Superior to Port Moody.
1 understand the policy of the Government
with respect to the Railway to be :

" 1. To c'onstruct the section between Lake
Superior and IRed River, with the limited
gradients and curves se4 forth in mv report,
laid before Parliament, so as to secure cheap
transportation, and to provide, by the time the
railway shall be ready for opening, an equip-
ment of rolling-stock and general accommoda-
tion sufficient for the traffic to be then looked
for.

" 2. To proceed with the work west of Red
River by constructing 200 miles on the route
recently established. The roadway to be of the
character defined by the 48th contract and the
tenders for the 66th contract recently received.

"To proceed with theconstruction of 125 miles
in British Columbia, under the 60th, 61st, 62nd
and 63rd contracts. The expenditure on the
125 miles to be limited, in accordance with the
provisions of the contract and the views set
forth in my report of 22nd November last.

" To proceed gradually with the intervening
distance. To delay placing additional sections
under contract in British Columbia until the 125
miles are completed or well advanced, thus pr.-
venting any undue increase in the price of
abour.

"To carry construction westward from Mani-
toba across the prairie region only as settlement
advances.

" In my report of last year, I placed the
cost of the section between Lake Superior and
Red River at $18,000,000. Since that date,
the stops taken to keep down the expenditure
on the 185 miles between English River and
Keewatin, have been so far successful, as to
reduce the length about 3î miles, and the
estimated cost about $500,000. The rails for
these two contracts have like wise been secured
at a considerable ower price than the estimate.
Whatever an increasing traffic in futurs year.
may demand, in theway of territorial accommo-
dation and rolling stock, I am confident the
line can be opened for trafflic between Fort
William and Selkirk, well equipped for the
business which may for some time b. expeoted,
at a cost not exceeding 4l7,000,000.

" West of Red River, 100 miles have been
placed under contract and tenders have been
received for a second 100 miles section.
These two sections are designed to be con-
structed and equipped in the mont economical
manner, dispensing with all outlay, except that
absolutely necessary to render the railway im.
mediately useful in the settlement of the coun-
try. It is intended that the line -e partly
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ballasted to render it available for colonisation
purposes, full ballasting being deferred until
the traffic demand high speed. It is intended
to provide sufficient rolling-stock for aIl im-
mediate wants, postponing full equipment
until the country becomes populated and the
business salis for its increase.

"'On this basis, and on the data furnished
by the contracts which have been let and tbe
tenders recently received, I am of opinion
that the railway can be opened from Lake
Superior to the Pacifie coast within the fol-
lowing estimate :
46 miles, Fort William to

Selkirk, with light gra-
dients, incluing a fair
allowance of rolling-
stock and engineering
during construction... $17,0C0,000

100 miles, Selkirk to
Jasper Valley, with
light equipment, ete.. 13,000,000

550 miles, Jasper Valley
to Port Moody, with
light equipme-nt, etc.,
Jasper to Lake Kam-
loops, 355 at 843,660..$15,500,000
Lake Kamloops to
Yale, 125 at $80,000., 10,000,000
Yale to P rt Moody,
90 at $38,888........ 3,5c0,000

$29,000,000
Add............. 1,000,000

30,000,000

Total miles 1,956................. $60,000,000
" The above does not include cost of explora-

tions and preliminary surveys throughout all
parts of the country north of Lake Nipissing to
James Bay in the east, and from Esquimault to
Port Simpson in the west, between latitudes
49 0 and 56 0 not properly chargeable to con-
struction..........................$3,119,618
or the Pembina Branch............ 1,750,000
or with other amount with which the Pacifia
Railway account is charged.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
4Your obedient servant,

"SANDFORD FLEMING."

Another point the bon. membe-r for West
Durhan endeavoured to make agairst
my hon. friend was when he stated that,
from Lake Kamloops to Yale, we had no
data to go upon when we stated the Rail-
way between those two points would cost
$10,000,000. On that point, as on the
other, I will ask the permission of the
House to read a short extract from a re-
port of Mr. Fleming, on wbich this esti-
mate was based:

"I have examined, says Yr. Fleming, the
rates given in the lowest tenders; - they gener-
ally bear a fair relation to each other, and are
about the prices for which other work bas been
recently placed nnder contract on other sec-
tions of the railway. I do not think experi.

ME. LANGEViN.

enced and responsible contractors would be safe
in undertaking to do the same work at less
rate.

" The total sum of the lowest tenders for
the four sections, as above stated, is $9,167,040.
It will be borne in mind that the character of
the contract to be entered into is maurially
different from ordinary contraets. This sum
represents the maximum. The contract is not
to exceed the amount, but it may be very much
ess.-(See clauses 5, 6, and 7.)

" Those who made the surveys and calcula-
tions inform me that the quantities are very
full, and that, in actual execution, they can
be largely reduced. I am convinced, more-
over, that, by making an extremely careful
study of the final location, by sharpening the
curvatures in some places, by using great
judgment in adjusting the alignm<nt to the
sinimosities and sudden and great inequalities
of the ground, by substituting the chraper
classes of work for the more costly whenever
it can safEly be done, and by doing uo work
whatever that is not absolutely necessary, a
very marked reduction can le niale."

Tie House -will see Iy this statèment
with what precaution the Government
acted in this matter. We took cre to
keep in our hands full power to stop that
v ork at any time, if it should become
necessary to do so, or to curtail the
anount of work, or diminish the ex-
penses. The contracis are ent-irly in the
hands (f the Government. If a financial
crisis should eccur, we would only have
to stop the contracts, and the only
liability on the part of the Governnent
would be that of giving to the cont ractors
a time equal to that of the suspension of
his contracts. Therefore, thouglh the hor.
gentleman from West Durhan tried to
frighten the Bouse, Le must admit that
the whole thing is in the hands of the
Government. If we have the rmoney we
may go on ; if we have not the money
we need not proceed. The Government is
pledged to British Colunbia, and we
must keep faith with ber. When I
speak of the Government of course I
speak of Parliament, because we, as a.
Government, are in the hands of Parlia-
ment, and Parliament, may, at any time,
it thinks proper, stop the work.

MR. MACKENZIE : Parliament is in
your bands.

Ma. LANGEVIN: The country will
thank our party and this Governiment for
such a boon. The hon. member for
West Durham, in warning the
Province of Quebec against this
Government in its policy on the Pacifie
Railway, should have given some evidence
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of the good will and great services, and 1
great concessions that the Province of
Quebec had ever received at the hands of,
hon. gentlemen opposite. He should
have told the members from that Province
how they bad been treated when, two or
three years ago, their Province came to
this House and asked for redress. He
should have told them how the petition of
that Province was treated by those hon.
gentlemen when it was presented to the
House. What redress did they give to
Quebec ? In 1878, where was the hon.
member for West Durham when that
question was put to a vote? Did he show
his friendship towards Quebec and her
representatives? Did bis name appear in
the division that then took place ?
You will set that amongst the names of 70
members out of 112, the name of the hon.
member for West Durham is not to be
found in the vote on the Letellier ques-
tion. The hon. gentleman had been in
the House, but when the vote came on he
was not to be found. He would not give
his vote for the Province of Quebec.
After that, it is rather doubtful whether
the members for Quebec will put them-
selves in the hands of the hon. member
for West Durham. And now, it is well
that we should study a little, the course
of the hon. gentleman on the Pacific Rail-
way'question. He wasopposedtothebrançh
froim Esquimault to Neanaimo, and the
hon. member for Lambton had not the
courage to resist him, and he threw out the
Bill. The hon. gentleman further says,
that we are not bound by the Carnarvon
terms. I suppose the hon. member for
Lànbton had again to bow to his hon.
friend, and say the Carnarvon terms must
go also. The next point is, the hon.
member for West Duklam said, or wished
the country to believe, that there was
some pledge on the part of the Govern-
ment of Canada, to build a railway, there.
Therefore, he assented to the proposal of
the hon. member for Lambton, to :offer
that Province $150,000 as compensation.
That -was refused. For what was il
offered 1 As compensation for the delays
that occurred in the building of the road,
in- British Columbia.

MR..IBLAKE: And would occur.

MF. LANGEVIN: Then came the
tenders called for :by the hon. the First
Minister, for the four sections in British

Columbia. The hon. member for West
Durham assented to them.

liiR. BLAKE: lHow did I assent to
them.

MR. LANGEVIN: The hon. gentle-
man assented to them by continuing to
give his support to the hon. member foil
Lambton, and by supporting him at the
elections.

Ma. BLAKE: I was in England before
these tenders were called for, and I did
noe return until last December.

MR. LANGEVIN: Then why did not
the hon. gentleman state on the hustings
that he did not agree with his hon.
friend ?

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Because he was not here at the time the
elections came off.

MR. BLAKE: I said I had left this
country for the Old Country before these
tenders were called for, and I did not re-
turn until last December. A a
matter of fact, I was.not aware that any
such tenders had been called for until a
few months within the present speaking.

Ma. LANGEVIN: I accept what the
hon. gentleman says, but it is strange he
never took ai opportunity of declaring
that he had not assented to the calling
for these tenders, and that he knew noth-
ing about them. It is one of the strang-
est things possible that the hon. gentle-
man, while from the country, never saw
a Canadian paper, and was ignorant of
what was going on in this country The
hon. gentleman now says that if his hon.
friend, the hon. member for Lambton,
had wished to build these four sections
he would have opposed him. , It is late
in the day to make this. statement. We
can see how the mind of the hon. gentle-
man is dritting. There is, first, the gir-
ing up of the Esquiinault and Nanaimo
Branch, then the offer of $75,000 com-
pensation, and, subsequently, lis attitude
in relation to these four contracts. Now,
what has he done during the past year '

The hon. gentleman being convinced thiat
this Government was to build the Rail-
way by Bute Inlet, denounced the policy
of the. Government, and it was asserted
on the other side of the House -that we
were expending $20,000,000 more thahi
would be required to build the samê road
on the Fraser River. Had we
adopted that route they would have
asked, "Why did you not take
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the route we selected by the Fraser
River I We called for tenders, and by
accepting them, you would effect a saving
of $20,000,000 to the country." So they
found their little game was over, and now
their policy was to denounce what they
wished for themselves. Now, what is
the next move of the hon. member for
West Durham i He asks us to postpone
these contracts, and his next move will
be to ask that their shall be no railroad
at all. The country, however, is not of
that opinion. The country wants this
railway as it wanted the Intercolonial.
We do not want to be at the mercy of
our neighbours on the other side of the
line. We want to build up a great
nation in British North America. We
want this Confederation of ours to be a
auccess and to make it a success we
must have a Pacific Railroad of our own.
It is a necessity of our position, a neces-
sity of Confederation, and therefore, the
people have determined that that road
shall be built. But we are alive to the
position of the country. We do not
want to build 1,956 miles of ioad in two,
three or four years. We will take the
necessary time to construct it, and
we will construct it as the wants of the
country require it. Another thing that
must have struck hon. gentlemen, is the
determination of hon. gentlemen on the
other side, (and I am sorry to say, the
hon. member for West Durham), to de-
preciate this country. From beginning
to end, the speech of the hon. gentleman
was a depreciation of our resources and
our country, and a eulogium of the United
States. He has done his best to prove
that our lands are not equal to those of
the United States, and that our institu-
tions are not as goodas those of the United
States, that we cannot have as large an
emigration as the United States, that we
have not the means of peopling our North-
West as the United States have of peo-
pling their Western States. And why 1
Because I suppose this is British territory,
because we have British institution. I

naintain that the emigration from the
British Isles will not hesitate to come to
our North-West if they can find there
good lands and the protection and insti-
tutions they have left at home. In that
Country we have the best lands in the
world. We have free lands there to,
begin with, and settlers may also purchase

MR. LANGEVIK.

lande there at a very small rate. They
have also the free institutions of the
Old Country and the greatest protection
possible. They will have communication
with the old settled Provinces as soon as
the railway is built. To the manufactur-
ing industries is attributed this attraction
of foreign emigration, and tL e emigration
from the old Provinces of the Dominion.
But there is no reason why that emigra-
tion should not go to our North-West in
a very short time. The National Policy
is building up manufacturing industries
in this country that will require all the
hands we can furnish in this country and
furnish employment for the emigrants
from abroad. Already there is an emi-
gration from the United States into
British territory ; in the North-West, I
saw from a paper the other day, that
three heads of families with their wives
and children, had just arrived at Win-
nipeg for the purpose of settling in the
North-West. Last year, I am informed,
that no less than 3,000 people from the
United States settled in the North-West.
the hon. gentleman said that we would
have but a small emigration to the North-
West, and he characterised the figures of
my hon. friend the Minister of Railways
and Canais as " absurdly extravagant."
Now, supposing the emigration and
purchase of lands were only half
that calculated by the bon. gentleman,
The hon. gentleman is still not satisfied;
he is afraid that too many emigrants will
come ; and he puts in their mouths
good arguments to induce' them not to
remain but to go into what he calls that
beautiful land, the United States. I do
not wish to say that the hon. gentleman
is not patriotic, but I am afraid that he
Las forgotten that patriotism for which
he had such a high notion. However, I
was glad to hear the hon. gentleman say
that, for this year and next year, we
could expect a large increase. He says
the circumstances are peculiar, and
we may expect an emigration this
year; probably a larger influx than
any previous year, but he will not allow
us to have any more after ; they must all
go to the United States.

Ma. BLAKE : The hon. gentleman is
misrepresenting what I said.

M-. LANGEVIN : The inference to
be drawn from what the hon. gentleman
said was certainly that which I have
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stated: Why, if we are to have emigrants
coming this year, should we not
have them next year and the year
after, and so forth ? The sarne
reason that will cause them to
come this year and next year, will cause
thein to come the following years also.
Surely there is no reason to prevent them
coming. The peculiar circumstances are
such that these people must emigrate from
the old countries if they want to live,
which in Canada offers exceptional
attractions for all classes. We know
that we had to .vote a large sum of
money the ether day-and we did it
willingly, cheerfully, and with the greatest
pleasure, and we only regret that our
means would not allow us to double or
treble the amount-to feed a portion of
that people who form the population of
the British Isles. A portion of that
people will emigrate and come out here,
as they did before ; their lands are too
amali in extent, and they know if they
come over the Atlantic there are homes
for them in the prairies of the west, on
British soil. They know they will find
free land and that they can purchase
more, and that they will not find foreigu
institutions; they will find free institu-
tions, and here they will find home rule,
of which we have heard so much. Here
they will find the institutions they have
dreamt of; here in Canada they will find
their compatriots; they will find
them in every station of life;
they will find them on the Bench,
in Parliament, in the Local Legislatures;
they will find them at the Bar, in all the
liberal avocations; they find them
among the merchants, and they will find
them amongst the most wealthy and in-
flu tial people in the country; amongst
all these, Irishmen are found taking a
prominent position, and well treated, on
an equal footing with all of us. We are
always willing to receive them, and, if I
speak for my own Province, I would say
that when, at a certain period, a large
number of these poor emigrants were
obliged to come to this country-and
many of them lost their lives by the
plague or other disasters-their children
were not left there unassisted, unclothed,
unfed, uncared for; they were received by
my own countrymen in the Province
of Quebec ; they were taken care of, and
we now find numbers of them in the best

positions in this country. They were
not of our own blood ; they were
not of our own nationality, but
they were human beings, and we received
thein in our houses, we received them as
our children. Yes, Mr. Speaker, Irishmen
will fin'd here a home, they will find peace
here, and contentment, and hon. gentle-
men need not be afraid, as the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham insinuated, that
they will not come because they will be
under the same British flag, because they
will be under the same rule as in Ireland.
They know better than that ; they know
that they are as free in Canada, under the
British flag, as they would be in the
United States, under the stars and stripes.
Ask Irishmen in the United States, ask
Englishmen who have gone there, whether
we do not have institutions in Canada as
good, as free, as independent, as the
United States. We have freedom here,
Mr. Speaker, perfect freedom, but no
license. The hon. gentleman has also
stated that the hon. the First Minister
had no right to expect
grants settling in the
large contribution to
many years. And
does he give us?
will have to build
barn ; they will

from these emi-
North-West any
the revenue for

what reasons
He says they
a house and a
have to buy

cattle and horses and agricultural imple-
ments ; they will have to maintain them-
selves and their families; they will ha-,,
to provide clothing and food; ande the
whole of these, lie says, with hard ash.
The lion. gentleman tries to prevent
emigrants-I do not know why-fron
coming here ; lie says to them : " Do not
come here in this country, you will have
to pay for everything you require with
hard cash." Well, Sir, I do not knew
with what they pay for the same articles,
horses, cattle, implements, clothing, food
and so on, in the United States, if it in
not with hard cash. They surely, do not
give them these horses cattle, implements,
food and clothing for nothing in the
United States. Have they not to pay
for all these things there, as well as
here, with hard cash I This is a very
argument to use; it is net worthy of the
hon. member for West Durham. I am
surprised that lie should attack so much
importance to it. But lie gives the
emigrant another reason against coming
here. He says: " You will have to
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smuggle, and you will smuggle ; you hrought the country to the iast point pos-
will smuggle a great deal." That is sible; we had been brouglt to theeve of
the accusation he brings against the people a national bankrupcv by the financial
coming from England ; that is the poiicy of gentlemen on the other side;
accusation he brings against thies Irish- the ciýintry was in a iost depiorable
men, and against Scotchmen and English- eondition pol werc 1eaviu( it
men, and French Canadians. These are at every poïnt; the revenue had
his words: " He will smuggle a llen où'; ceficit after defeit had
much as he can and I expect he wili roiied up, and we had to ea upon
sumuggle a good deal ;" and lie gives that the people auJ point out the cause of this
as a reason why we will have no revecue state of things. Tat brougt about a
from that source. I think for my part change, and having beon put in power by
the hon. the iMinister of Finance will cal] the people, we inaugurated a wiso poiicy
upon the hon. the Minister of Customs te for improxing the condition of th- ceun-
take care that the smuggling dies not go try, and the lion. geitleman ntust see that
on in that direction. The hon. gentle- we have been successful enough. The
man continues and speaks of the value cf country understood us and thy have
real estate. He says it has sunk every- brought us here te promote thosiierity
where, except that the hon. member for of the country, and we have te a great
Vancouver claimed differently for British extent succeeded already, theugi -vo ex-
Columbia. But the value of real estate peet te i more daring îh' nt'-t yO ,'. In
bas not genc down by the policy of this ceiieu, I wish OiiY te sIV that th
Government. If real estate did go down prescut oceAson i-m u tic' m- 1 0
very low ; if it sank and sank, twile tefist op' tunit tlit t! l h
hon. gentlemen were in power ; it is well ha of 011 tL iO .
known that since tle National Policv bas dciivelv. This is thr iisi
been iniugurated, real estale has bcen have been met, face te f \,ith tY,1tu
improving ; it has gone up froin onc end portani questeu, whcthcr env - iro
of the country to the' ot'e' ; an( t-e hen. to cou±ieu Ù ha-"e Cv:ufè'i' r<Lr',f

gentleman, speaking of banks and bank whicà wo have labeured year ai'É1 ' Vent'

stocks, said that a number of banks had te brin, about, whctber tht geat work
disappeared. Let hima look at and com- is te lest or net? It is fer ion. gentie-
pare the list of stocks two men te decide, aud I appeal te the bon.
and years ago with the list member fer Lanibten-ho nust ho in
to-day, and he will see an immense differ- faveur of Confodeation-as bis bon.
ence this year, and last year, in the value frienc, whe, I aa serry te kîtow, is in a
of stock. le is determined to have a very precarieus state of health.
nothing good in this country; he is deter- Let us vote this amendment down-
mined to see, and show, notbing but ruin Do net lot us destroy Confedera.
and decav. It is the old cry ; his friends, tien it is a great, a good work.
when he was quite young, spoke of the a work by whiclî the i»stitutious of Eng-
same ruin and decay ; and so it is going land are te ho made. permanent on this
on, and will go on froin generation te continent; it is a work te secure froc-
generation"; and Ij have no doubt this dem for our children for ail tine te core,
same cry will be repeated at appropriate te build a great Empire on this continent.
intervals, by the children of these gentle- We shah net, perhaps, see it fuily peo-'
men in ten, and fifteen, and twentv, and pied; but the time wili core, if wo lok
thirty years hence. As long as they can- te the country, instead of te ourselves;
not sit on these Benches, so long as they if we look te the -country instead of te
are not in power, everything ceases to be these Bouches. Hon, gentlemen shouli
bright, everything is dark ; no emigration net forget that at the period ef this Con-
can come. federation being brought about, these

MR. BLAKE: That is just what you Provinces were small dependencies of
said at the last election. England; they were scatterec, anJ far

MR. LANGEVIN : The hon. gentle- asunder; the leading men of each Prc-
man says, that is what we said at the last vince did nt knew the ieading men pf
election. We had good cause at that the other Provinces; they had ne cemmon
time. The hon. gentlemen opposite had intercourse; they did net know their
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separate institutions ; they were separated in a first-class car going to sec their
and isolated from each other, as much as friends in British Columbia; and at that
we are separated from Ireland or China ; period they vi11 regret having attempted
but to-day we are a united Dominion; we to destroy the future of Canada, by run-
are a great country, a powerful country, ning dowr their country, and eulogizing
if we be only truc to ourselves. We ai e the United States of Aincrica.
not very numerous-a littie over MR. CASGRAIN : I di-i ne;t intend
4,000,000. But when the United States to tal on this subject tc-nar git, becase I
separated from England they were only thougdt teat soml on. rgerh iers on the
4)000)000; te-day thcv are 40,000,000 of other side of the eusre wou c avail then-
people, perhaps 45,00,000; and, Mr. selves of the opportunity te give us
Speaker, they have net a botter country some explanation of this catter. But,
than ours; they had o better prospects as they have nt donc se, I have siend
and advantages than we have; they have views of ry ewn which I will"explain in
had bleody wars; w e have had no the best manner I can. listened to the
blody wars; they had a bleody war te speech of the hon. the Minister f Rail-
briîig about their inidependence, ano they ways and Cnals, a tonigst congratu-
Lad another bloody w-ar afterwards ; thv late hi on its ton. and the earnost-
had a fratricidal. war, which w-as a most nes with whi ho gave io ideas and
bloody -ar. We have had ne snc explained bis systen te tIe liense. But
bloody wars ; England las reco isd 1 do net agree witi Ii Vicws. I
our rabuts, as recognise tic truc policy ndrstand teyat sone of them are, per-
of int this country a frwo countr, hapse tey li er, perhaps, t ilespread
and a aie se fr c that we have net a evon for mos lst. cslteagne. If s iter-

l Bitiso sdldier, wwa rave .et a stahvd bis plns, it is tuch bth sides
soldyie f the Bhritisi ary aningst us, cf thg nceian sith teis daIwaz. I uner-
wit' thie exel)(iea of a smnall nuinber at stani thlat thera is o11 pýrt tit cannilot
Haix, left te assist ie the gardianhi be bujit fpr sooe tiie tco
of mi coat. We are left in the free t touin tr cyinec! int
exorsd ef our riesftsr and every man is Gergiaî lay, that is the îucst i itant
loyal te te Empire and te ur Quen, part te be biI first hii the f the
because we know that we are protected other Provinces. Thc construedua of that
in case of war, protected on the seas, and work appears te be toe bard a îask for
protected, not only in this country, but the resources of thc ceuîîhy, ci for the
abroad ; for every citizen that goes abiiity of the best engineer we eau secure
abroad is protected by the flag of Eng- te grapple vith it. There is îo doubt that
land. Mr. Speaker, once more ; do not a littie geegraphical kne]cg3 of that
let us destroy Confederation; do not let part of the country weuH be a great
us destroy the charter of our liberties; assistance te those wh have te deal witl
let us be truc to ourselves, and continue the work. That country is se covered
te pregress as w-e have been since the first with marshes and the soul is se, bad and
day of Confederation; lot us continue to so rugged that it is next te impossible te,
be contcnted and happy. If w-e begin by build a railway. I do net thini that the
passing this amendment, wse are, in the hon. t Minister eof Railways or myseilf
words of the hon. member for West will live long enough te sec a ru con-
Durham, saying t Britis Columbia t m o it. ton the tnonth et
CCYou may go ; you sre net reasonable." August, in the very part throtigh w-hidi
It would h unreasonable for us te tel n the Railway is te pass, the ground re-
British Columbia te go. She has been mains frozen for ail the y Har, except about
patient and reasonable. She wii wait eight inches from the surface. With re-
intil the good times corne, when thc gard te the land questiun,nas I understand

means of tic country will allow -us te it, one-tweatieth part of the good arable
build the road with vigour. We wi1 lands des not belong te the Goverunent.
buill that railway, year by year, and The Hudson's Bay Company have
shortly wo will have a road from the tbe choice of this one-twentieth If the
Atlantic te the Pacifie; and nGost likely, best lanBas, and I think as privaté
on that day, we w-il], I hope, find the hon. individua s they wil attend carefuly te
members for Lambton and West Durham their own interests. If n enderstand the
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matter aright the Hudson's Bay Company
has made a certain offer of their lands to
this and preceding Government, and
judging from the value they set up<n
them, and comparing it with the value
the Government set upon theirs, they will
be far from realising what the Govern-
ment expects. Then there is another
point: if those lands are so very valuable
they must also be valuable to the Hud-
son's Bay Company. The Government
appears to be going on the principle of
speculating in those lands. The Hudson's
Bay Company bas the same chance of
making money out of theirs as anybody
else. That Company has received
$1,500,000 to relinquish their rights, and
they are relieved from all the charges and
encumbrance of protecting themselves
there. But what has been the effect on
the stock of the Company. It has re-
mained at par ever since. There is
another point which has, perhaps, escaped
the attention of the lion. the Minister of
Railways. I do not see that we have, at
the present moment, any other resources
to build the Railway except those
lands. I do not call the borrowing
powers of the Dominion a resource. In
times of peace, like the present, we should
be able to discuss this business in a calm
manner. We may have difficulties in the
future. We may have war on the con-
tinent of Europe, and that would certainly
affect our credit and emigration. We ought
to provide against such contingencies. We
may have trouble with the Indians of
this or the other side of the line.
They cost the Americans $4,000,000 or
$5,000,000 a year to keep them at bay.
Al these matters should be taken into
consideration in this important subject.
I listened with a great deal of attention
to the speech of the hon. gentleman. I
am not an engineer, and I do not want to
enter into figures which I do not under-
stand, but I have learned the simple rules
of addition and subtraction, and I would
like the hon. the Minister of Railways to
tell us what would be the actual cost or
operating this Railway per mile.

Srn CHARLES TUPPER: I cannot
say what the cost of operating any
railway that is not constructed, but I am'
in a position to give the hon. gentleman
information which I am sure he will
listen to with pleasure. I will not give
him the hypothetical calculation, but the

Mi. CAsanirx.

result of »the operation of that portion
of the Pacific Railway already con-
structed. I hold in my hands a return
received to-day of the operations of the
Pembina Branch, which shows, from the
1st of March to the 12th of April, 1880,
the number of passengers carried was
5,236; the number of laden freight cars
1,246, or equal to 12,460 tons; the
gross receipts, $36,287, and the working
expenses $15,000, or a net revenue from
the 1st of March to the 12th of April of
$21,287.

MR. CASGRAIN: I hold in my
hands the Report of the hon. the Minister
of Railways, and I hope that next year
he will make it in better shape, and give
us more of the exact information we want
on this subject. The Report ought to
show, like al the American reports,
the average cost of operating per mile.
Take the Report of this year. I have
found out the probable cost of the work-
ing of this Railway by a comparison of
the cost on other railways. In statement
No. 8, we have a statement of the run-
ning expenses of the different railways in
the Dominion. We have 6,484 miles in
operation, the total cost of running being
$16,188,282. The cost per mile of this
Railway, calculated upon the experience
of the others, will be about $2,650.50 per
mile, or $7,156,350 for the 2,700 miles,
which agrees pretty well with Mr. Flem-
ing's statement of about $8,000,000. I
have been long trying to ascertain these
different items of expense, and think that
the hon. the Minister of Railways ought to
have told us the probable working ex-
penses of the Canada Pacific. I challenge
him to give us the approximate cost of its
operation, with the average yield or in-
come, and the gross assets the first five
years. I will assume the largest possible
return from its working, and yet predict
the Dominion will not be able to main-
tain it. It is all very well to boast that
we are a great people, and possess a large
territory ; but the city of New York pos-
sesses more revenue, and one of its
Aldermen might boast, with more appro
priate fitness than the hon. the Minister
of Railways, it could build more railways
than we. I dislike such childish boast.
When I hear the Railway gS
be built for $60,000,000, and remember
that eminent Quebec authorities estimate
the cost at $150,000,000, are we to rely
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upon the data of the Government,
which the hon. member for West
Durham has shown' to be totally
incorrect? The boasting as to the
Railway reminds me of the boasts and
sanguine expectations in regard to the
Grand Trunk in 1851 and 1852; the
stockholders in the London market were
told they were to reap 11 per cent. on
their investments. We know how that
enterprise turned out. I believe the
Pacifie Railway will yet be built, but
that we can build it on the plan proposed
I do not think. Why have we not been
furaished with the facts as to the
American Pacific Railway, and its cost
per mile for working ? They would
afford us a fair criterion for a judgment
on this subject. I see the Government
do not intend to go beyond Thunder Bay
to the east. Then I call Thunder Bay a
cul-de-sac. The navigation at that
place is stopped for a part of the year.
Trade will not go that way in winter,
but take its natural course south. The
border country is flat and the natural
channel for trade is in the direction of the
United States. You cannot prevent it
going in that direction. You may bring
trade to Thunder Bay in summer and
draw it to the Georgian Bay, by loading
and unloading vessels; but in winter as
well as in summer you will have to take
the shortest eut and go by the American
Railways to Sault Ste. Marie. Your Rail -
way to that point will be tapped all
along the route, the through freight being
next to nothing. The project of a rail-
way from Thunder Bay, north-west of
Lake Superior, is as wild as that of a
road from Winnipeg to Hudson's Bay.
The hon. the Minister of Public Works
said, that public opinion was with the
Government in this matter. I appeal to
the Conservatives of Quebec if the
strongest pressure has not been brought
to bear on them, to induce them to sup-
port the Government at this conjuncture ?
If they could shirk the vote, if the Gov-
ernment were not depending upon tbem,
they would do so.

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD: Vote
against the amendment ? Of course they
will, en masse.

M. CASGRAIN : We aIl know how
they will vote. They . will have to
swallow the pill, however bitter. I
affirm publie opinion is not with the

Government in this matter. If I under-
stand the anticipations of hon. Ministers,
we are before long to have a population
of 500,000 souls in the North-West, say
100,000 men, who are expected to contri-
bute $3,000,000 a year to the Revenue,
or $30 a head for the privilege of living
in that country. With that prospect
settlers would not be much encouraged.
I doubt if they would pay that amount.
Regarded in an impartial sense, this
scheme is not the complement of Con-
federation. What is British Columbia
after all ? It would be better to lose a
finger than the whole arm. We should
do anything reasonable to fulfil our bar-
gain with British Columbia; but we must
not all go to the bottom of the ocean to
do so. If this policy be carried we may
not, but our children will, suffer all the
consequences. We ought to leave behind
us a better record. To endorse an enter-
prise of this magnitude, is assuming a
great burden. Had we the means, I
would not object. But we have not the
means, nor will the work be done during
the lifetime of the present hon. Min-
isters. It is not for the hon. the
Premier, who has won the crown and
title of a statesman, to make such a mis-
take. However great his majority, he
should not hesitate to follow a true states-
manlike course. He made one great mis-
take in politics, and is going to make
another, which he may live long enough
to regret. I believe this country is not
able to build this Railway now. Our
action on this occasion will remain on
record, to inspire us with pride, or pro-
duce regret, as it shall be right or wrong.

MR. McINNES: Before the motion
now before the Hoiuse is carried, I say
carried, for I know there is enough of
patriotism in this House to carry it, I
desire to say a few words on the extraor-
dinary and unpatriotic amendment
moved bv the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), to the resolution of
the bon. the Minister of Railways, and as
the subject has been pretty exhaustively
discussed, I pronise not to occupy much
of the valuable time of the House. I
purpose in the first place to review briefly
the vacillating and inconsistant policy
pursued by the hon. member for West
Durham and his leader, if he has a
leader, in connection vith the Colum-
bia section of the Canada Pacifie Rail-
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way. It will doubtless be remembered a waggon road from British Columbia
by every hon. gentleman in this House to the Canadian North-West, and te
that, in the summer of 1874, the late expend not less than $9,000,000
Administration deputed a Mr. Edgar to annuallyonrailway construction. Now,
proceed to British Columbia, not for the we find the hon. member for West Dur-
purpose of treating with that Province ham and lis associates i this lous. en-
for a relaxation of the terms o! Union deavouring i1 every possible way, te
with Canada, but for the ostensible pur- poison the minds of hon, gentlemen in
pose of bribing the people and Legisla- this liuse and country against British
ture of the Pacifie Province. What did Columbi-submitting a proposition for
we fin - that pure-minded delegate of the the violation-the gross violations of the
hon. member for West Durham and the very terns they themsclves made rith the
lion. member for Lambton doing; doing no PacificProvinces oniy a fewyears ago. 1
doubt what he was ordered to do, offering ask is this the course and treatment
the sum of $750,000 in lieu of buildingthe what we shold expet atthe bands of hon-
Pacific Pailway. The people and Legis- estpatrotie Canadians-I leave theliuse
lature of British Columbia, in imy tojudge. 1 find that in 1875 the Gov-
opinion, properly coisidered Mr. crnment of that day awarded a contract
Edcgar's offer on behalf of the for building 600 miles of telegraph une in
late Goveruent was a niere bribe, and foBritish Columbia. This contract was
tbv rejected it, with that cantempt it awarded for the sum cf $272,000, and
wvas entitl(l to. I may say here that, ni) ane of the conditions was that the con-
to the time cf the Union cf British tractor should by compelled to keep th
Columbia Nitl Canada,' British Columbia lne in repair for fie years, after wHieh
wvas a Crown colony, and not ory did we lie was to receive th addition l sum of
receive justice, but ever'y consideration, ý_950,000, rnaking in ail the snug sum cf
at the band, cf the Imperial Government. s522,000. t is true ail of this mcney
Every promise nmade by that Government was net expended-but $41 ,600 was be-

as f ulfilled ; every pledge was redeemed. fore the cntract was cancelle . A large
The people, accustomed as they were to portion cf this telegraph pne passed
look upon treaties made L- the British through a heavily wooded section of the
Government, or by the Legialatures cf country. Through this wooded portion
any cf hier colonies, as binding, especial cif the lin ail timber was te be cleared for
a Treaty entered into with a sister Pro- a width cf 132 feet. In fact tis
vince. Se strong was their faith in the telegrap lin was te form a portion cf
integrity and houer cf the Dominion the Canada Pacifie Railway. This work
Govornment that it teck a considerable wap doue on the Burrard Inlet route.
time before they could really believe the Now allow me te eah attention te what
Goverument cf Canada were in earnest in appears te me te be irrecondsilale state-
offering this bribe cf $750,O00 in lieu cf mients made by the hon. member for
the Railway. Whenever the people cf Laibten in 1875 and 1879. find in
British Columbia realised their true the Hansard cf 1875, page 1,013, that h
position, or rather the position they were (Mackenzie) said in reply te the hon.
likely tej e placed in by the hon. member membr for Niagara, the following -
for Lambton and the hon. member for "Hon. Mr. Macknzie said h had already
West iDurham, they inediately appealed stated the line was te be put up wher.
to the foot of the Throne for protection the road was te be located (these bemn the

Engineer instructions baed upon hia original
against this new and unnatural enemy, suggestion) and e did not know that a single
that had ascended, or rather usurped, the mile o telegragh lin *a$ being eracted -
the political Throne cf Canada i 1874. where except on the une of the railway."
And now let us see with what resurt did This would certainly mean that the
British Columbia appeal te the foot cf the member for ILambton, had selecte. the
Thrne. The result was, that Lord Car- Burrard nlet route as far back as 187.
narvon, Seretary for the colonies, offered Now, I wilI read a few uttrances mad
his good offices, actd as arbitrator, ad, by the sam hon, gentleman lt Session,
whether voluntarily or therwise is best as wil be found in lat year's ansard,
known to the hoo. member for Lambton, page, 1904: " Now Mr. Marcus Smith
ie (Mr. Mackenzie) agreed te butld admitted himsel in hh d reports> thus from
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Waddington H arbour to Esquimalt, would two or three years before they would be
take $27,000,000, including bridging,jrequired. Yet the honourablegentlenan
and we know it could not take less than told us a few days ago, he was not really
from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 to con- decided, whether lie wouldadopt the Bur-
struct the remainder of the route, includ- rard Inlet route, and go on with construc-
ing bridging. These reasons seemed to tion.
me so conclusive against the Bute Inlet MR. MACKENZIE: I said nothing of
route, that we could not for a moment, the kind. 1 had adopted the route.
hesitate, and I will say this to the House MR. McINNES: 1 meant to say to go
that up to two years my mind was wholly on with the work. But, I ask what good
biased in favour of Bute Inlet." Now I was there in adopting the route, unless
ask, how can the member for Lanbton the hon, gentleman was prepared to pro-
(Mr. Mackenzie), reconcile these incon- ceed with construction. Now, I find the
sistencies, if he can. I will be free te lon. member for LambLon, spent
admit that lie possesses more ingenuity $1,950,000 in British Colombin, on sur-
than I give him credit for. I wish hon. veys alone, during bis adinistiation.
gentlemen to note that when he declared In adding up these diflerent items, I find
to this Ilouse in 1875, that every mile of the amount of $2Y250500 was ex-
the telegraph line was being built on the pended by the late Government in
line of the Pacific Railway, (on the British Columbia, and I ask everv
Burrard Inlet route), Le bad hundreds of hoa. gentlemen in tbis Iouse for wvbt
men employed in exploring the northern purpose vas that large amount spent
portions of the Province, in order to find, there, unless he (Mr. Mackenzie) ws
if possible, another line for the railway. really serious, and intended to build the
I therefore say, that if the hon. gentleman British Columbia section of that road.
was bonest and sincere in what le stated, Surely they will not attempt to say,
in 1875, he must have been insincere and attempt to trifle with the good sense of
innovated in making the statement he this ouse by saying, that millions of
did last Session. I will do the hon. leader dollars have to be spent, in order te ascer-
of the opposition the justice, in saying tain what the capabîlities of that Province
that, lie was forced by the hon. member were, and what it would cost to construot
for West Durhan (Mr. Blake), to take the road. The hon. member for West
the position lie did then, and is taking Durham (Mr. Blake) endeavoured, yester-
now. If his course will not bear this day, to lead this fouse to believe that
construction, then we are forced to the British Columbia was . poor, miserable
conclusion that he had no railway policy, country; in fact, that it waa not werth
that he trimmed his sails according to every having, and if the pople of that Province
political breeze that happened to spring wished te sever their connection with
up. We find again, in 1875, that the Canada, ail they would have to do was b
same hon. gentleman sent 5,500 tons of go. Now, I desire te caîl the attenticn
those notorious steel rails to British of the House, for e few moments, to some
Columbia. About 2,500 tons were of the resources of the Pacifie Province,
stacked at Esquimalt, and the balance at especially the member for West Durham
Nanaiao. From the best information I (Mr. Blake). 1 find. according te the
can get, they cost this country, in round Gold Commissioners' report fer 1878, an
numbers, $375,00. In addition to that, average of $3,000,000 in gold has been
they paid in the neighbourhood of $500 taken eut of what the hon. member fcr
a year for the ground upon which they West Durham had the bad taste te cali a
were piled. Again, on the eve of the last sea ef mountains. From Septenber, 1858,
general election, a contract was awarded te September, 1878, ever $60,000,000 ]lm
for the removal of those rails to Yale, at been taken eut ef the virgin Province of
a cost of $34,000. Now, I must confess, British Columbia-more than wil be re-
I never could understand why that con- quired te construot the ontire road, frem
tract was given out at that particular the head of Lake Suporior te the Pacifie
time, unless it was for political purposes, Ocean. And the supply dees net appear
from the fact that there was no immediate tediminish. lufact,.Iarfullypersuad
use for them, as railway construction was that industry isonly in its infancy. It ii
net cernmenced, and would certai.nly take estabished beyend betrover y that we
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have almost inexhaustible fields of coal.
It is not only inexhaustible, but it is of a
very superior quality, commanding, as it
does, in the San Francisco market, from
$1 to $2 more per ton than any other coal
to be found on the Pacifie coast. Coal
has also been discovered in various places
on the mainland, and only await capital to
open them up to the markets of the world
the same as those of Vancouver Island.
Adjacent to the Nanaimo coal mines we
have mountains of iron ore which assays
from 80 to 90 per cent. With abundance
of the best coal and iron ore, lying side
by side, I see no reason why British
Columbia should not become one of the
first, if not the first, iron manufacturing
countries, at least on this continent.
Copper is to be found in every portion of
the Province. A large number of silver
lodes have been discovered within the
last few years, seme of which assay as
much as $1,500 to the ton, and only
await capital and labour to work them
successfully. The timber wealth of this
Province cannot be over estimated. There
is scarcely any portion of the sea coast
from Alaska to Washington territory, and
extending inland for miles, but what is
heavily timbered. This is equally true
of many of our valleys. Some of the
largest timber to be found, not only on
this continent but in the world, and of a
quality eertainly equal to anything to be
found in the older Provinces. In order
to give some idea of what we are doing
in the lumber business, I may mention
that one mill alone, that of the Hon.
Senator Nelson, of Burrard Inlet, has
shipped to foreign countries annually from
15,000,000 to 20,000,000 feet of lumber.
Now, I contend that, if the British
Columbia section of the road is built; if
we Lad direct communication with the
great North-West of Canada, one of the
great benefits that will accrue directly to
the North-West, and indirectly to the
rest of the Dominion, will be the ship-
ment of lumber into that vast territory.
From what I can learn of that country,
the timber is scarce and of a very inferior
quality. We would only require to ship
our lumber 700 or 800 miles in order to
place it in the very heart of the North-
West. If the North-West settles up as
fast as we all expect and believe it will,
I contend the people of that region will
Le compelled to draw all .their lumber
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supply from British Columbia for many
ages to come. I therefore say that
the lumber trade alone will pay no
small revenue to this country. As I
brought the value of our Fisheries before
the notice of the House last Session, I
will merely say that in 1878 we exported
over $ 1,000,000 worth of canned salmon.
It is only six years since the first attempt
was made at canning salmon in our Pro-
vince. This industry can be extended to
almost any extent. Trout, herring and
other valuable fish abound in our
waters. The hon. member for West Dur-
ham (Mr. Blake) misled the House last
night-as he generally does when any-
thing affecting British Columbia is under
discussion-that we had a very small area
indeed of agricultural land in the Pro-
vince. I franklv admit now, as I always
have admitted, that our agricultural lands
are limited-that they are small in pro-
portion to our waste lands. But what
good lands we have are exceptionally
good-are equal to anything to be found
in the Dominion, Permit me to say that
it has been my privilege to have visited
every Province in the Dominion, with the
exception of Manitoba, and I certainly
think our arable lands will compare
favourably with those even of the great
empire Province of Ontario. In a small
section of the district I have the honour
to represent, I find, according to late
surveys made by the Local Government,
we have 525,000 acres of arable land.
This is not in detached pieces, but an un-
broken stretch from the Gulf of Georgia
to Popcum. Again, according- to Mr.
Hunter's report-a report. that will be
found in the engineer's report, submitted
to the House a few- days ago-we have
389,000 acres of arable'land on Vancouver
Island. I mention this in order
to show that in the small portion of the
Province, I have spoken of, we have more
good farming land than the hon. member
for West Durham gave us credit for in
the entire Province. 1 am not so
familiar with the extent of farming land
in the interior of the country; but, I
may say, I am informed on good authority
there are many millions of acres of good
wheat land. I see the hon. members
for Carriboo and Yale in their seats and
have no doubt but what they will give
the necessary information about their
districts before this debate closes. I may
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say, before I close this part of my subject,
that the wheat, oats and barley grown in
my district will compare favourably, in
quality and yield, with any part of
Ontario, as for all kinds of roots, and
the hardier kinds of fruits, they sur-
pass anything I have ever seen. The
selection of the Burrard Inlet route by
the present Government, as by the
late Government, has given universal
satisfaction, not only in my district, but,
throughout the entire Province. As I
said last year, it is the only route that
would ever open up the great mineral and
agricultral districts of the Province.
This contract of 127 miles begins at the
head of navigation on the Lower Fraser
and runs up to the commencement of
navigation on the Upper Fraser. We
have 120 miles of navigable water on
the Lower Fraser and nearly 200 on the
Upper Fraser. The route selected is by
all odds the shortest and cheapest. It is
225 nules shorter than the Port Simpson
and will cost $10,000,000 less. It is
304 miles shorter than the Bute, with
Esquimault as its terminus, and will cost
$21,000,000 less. So there can be no
two opinions as to it being the best route.
Besides the Burrard route being the
cheapest and shortest, it ends at certainly
one of the finest harbours to be found in
the Dominion. It is a harbour
that is easy of access at all hours
of the day or night, and at all
seasons of the year, it is, completely land-
locked, and fogs are not nearly as preva-
lent as at Bute Inlet and ]Port Simpson.
I would say with respect to the amend-
ment moved by the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake), that it is an
extraordinary declaration for him to pre-
sent to this intelligent and patriotic
House. It is revolutionary in its nature
-yes, it is more than revolutionary, it
is disloyal. It is disloyal because I claim
anything having a tendency to disinte-
grate the Confederation is disloyal, were
it to be carried it would be the insertion
of the thin end of the wedge by which
this Dominion would be dismembered.
This Dominion is too dear to us, has cost
too much money and valuable time in
bringing it into its present satisfactory
condition to allow the hon. member for
West Durham to de as he proposes in
the amendment before the House, such a
course, I claim, is unworthy of the hon.
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gentleman, unworthy of one of the leaders
of a party that claims to be loyal to
Canada-mark th hon. gentleman does
not object to building the road from Lake
Superior to the Prai iO region, and why 1
Because Ontario will get a direct benefit
fron the opening up of that country.
He (Mr. Blake) shows an unpardonable
amount of selfishness in this matter, sel-
fishness and sectionalism that should not
to be tolerated on the floor of this House.
I take it that we are here as the repre-
sentative; of the people of this country,
te legilate for the whole Dominion, and
not for any one particular Province. If
there is an honourable gentleman in this
House that has not the interest and pros-
perity of the whole Dominion at heart,
he should not be here, but in a county
or township council. Gentlemen on the
Opposition Benches may make light of
British Columbia, but the day will
come, owing to the diversity and great
extent of her resources when she will be
recognised as one of the most prosperous
Provinces in the Dominion. I have yet
to hear of the country ,possessed of the
same resources that did not attain to
eminence. She has the elements within
her borders of becoming one of the
greatest manufacturing eountries in the
world. Let the hon. member for West
Durham point out to me, if he can, one
Province that has made the gigantiò
strides within so short a period. The
settlement of the country can only date
back to 1858, when gold was discovered.
It -was then a howling wilterness.
While she was a Crown Colony, she
wentto work and built a waggon road,1500
miles, into the very heart of the country,
at a cost of nearly a million of dpllgrs.
Last year our revenue amounted to
$521,000. Take our population at
50,000, and I find we paid no less than
$10.32 per capita in Customs duties
alone, or nearly three times as much as
any of the other Provinces. I ask,
what did any of the old Provinces
amount to when only twenty years old-
did they contribute one cent.
for every dollar British Columbia
contributes to the general re-
venue of the country. I think
not, The resolution of the hon.
member for West Durham states, in
effect, that because British Columbia is
weak, Canada must take advantage of her
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weakness that because we are in her pect to receive at his hands. In con-
power, she is to do w, ith us as she pleases. clusion, I would say, the future of this
It will be a disgrace to the fair naine and country depends on the opening up the
fame of Canad if she attempts to violate North-West, and British Columbia, and
the soleimn obligaciois entered into with this can only be done by building this
British Columbia on the one hand, and great national highway from Ocean to
the Imperial Governient on the other, Ocean-from the Atlantic to tue Pacifie.
to build our road4. Anything short of this By this means-and tihis means alone
would Le unbritish, and would do irre- will this Domini n be consolidated. If
parable injury to tils country. Suppose this country ever assumes that position
this resoluein is carried, and the lion. the we are entitled to-that our gigantic pro-
Finance Minister wit to England to portions-our varicd and bcundlessre-
negotate a new loan. I imagine the sources-and oar race ente us to
reply le would receive fron capitalists anîung the family of nities-it ie Lx the
would be "No, we cannot give any bilding the Canadien Pacic iailway.
niiey ; in factwe aresorry we ever gave 2R. CHARLTON moved the adjouru-
you any." Why ? "Because you re- nient cf the Debate.
pndiated your Treaty with British Si JOHN A. MACDONALD
Coluibia, ani ma , in the same way, Lest.
repudiate your foreign debts; conse, MR. MACKENZIE: Why dees the
quently, you canînot have any." But lion. gentleman sav lest WlVat can Le
this i ol one of the nmany evils the objection te it
that -e ou'l reult frm sucli a course. SIR JOYÎN A. MADONALD Be-
DÉ, mîiust Lave h remarked by everyhliin. cause we want tntry it tnt git.
gen i tc i in tlîis liewuse, taar wteneitr t-I-. tMACKENZIE uIt cgnt Le
the n of Britisli Coluinbia is men- finished to-nig-ut. aI and quoe sure ar

rfor Wcst Durham se- not geing te spak te-nigi. There is
ce-s resive, ouiv assumes a ielligerent bithing te be gaied by forcing on a
attitude aud toenie. Wly it is I have Debate at this heur ef the norniebge
llevc1 i1en _)ie te understand. When SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
the oef t1ie lRon. the Minister Mof Jus- is Anly Il e'clck, and tjIE is the second
tice, cevdo fer the salaries cf two ig-t upon a disuu,-sien ef a priiiciple

adhui1Jîdges in B3ritish Columbia, whîich bas been discussed cvery Sesâsion
was hefor9ie the lIeuse, lie (Mr. Blake) fer the last five years. I thiýnk- the
spent nii tryig te defeat it, and on hon. gentleman las as righat te ask tbat
nethi aier grouîîds tlan that it would the Debate shscld ae brouoret te a close.
enotm a fe lundi d dollars more. le was MR. MA CKENZI : The debate in-

wili te allow t'e Adnistration. of volves mBtt serius consoiuencas te the
Justice i that Province te becorne in- country. It is the be-st nîpertat debate
eicient nd inadequate te the wants ef of the Session. The hon. gentleman, in
the rapidly growngW population. Ie my opinion, is acting unfairly in attept-
never loos;es an opportunitv in proclaim- ing te force a vote' to-iiht.
ing te this leuse and cfuntry that we She JO-N A. MACDONALD: I do
have oLIy 10,000 of a population. This not tgink I a open te the charge cf
is net correct. We have frem 25,000 to having acted obnoxiously or unfairly
30,000 whites, and 35,000 Indians. during any part of this Session or
With railway construction ging on, and any part of last Session. I think
the impetus that wili Le given te every every cnsideration las been given as
industry, we may reasonably expe t a ought te Le given, by the najority te the
white population cf 60,000 or 70,000 miCnority cf this lmuse. I do nt see
within the next seven or eight years. I whyawe sbould adjourn just nw. The
challenge any ion, gentleman in this on. gentleman says lie is net ging to
lieuse, or out cf iÉ, te mention one speak at miduiglit. We de not ask hiin
kind word lie (U\r. lake) ever ut- te do se, but if there are younger and
tered abit British Columbia. On the stronger men than himself whe desire te
centrary lie Las defamed and beiittled speak they ought to have an ipportuni
lier in every way he ceuld. This is cf speaking. If they do net speak to-
treatment we have reeied and e ay ex- night they will spea on Monday nigt
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and we will be put over until Tuesday. or three, or four, or perhps more hours, in
Surely hon. gentlemen will not deny that which I shah speak, in accordance with
the case in support of the amendment, tbelaw and usage of Parliament. We have
which is now in your hands, has been ably had a speech from the hon. the Minister
and exhaustively put by the hon. member of Railways, in which he mada hîs annual
for West Durham. The hon. gentleman statement on the Pacifie iailway; and we
himself cannot and will not be denied an have had also the annual review from the
opportunity of discussing the subject. hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
We ought, liowever, to get on with busi- Blake). I may say that th speech of
ness. the hon. the Minister ed Railwav% wam

MR. DECOSMOS: I think that every cheering; it was full of energw and re-
opportunity should be given for a full and plete with information, and gave un con-
fair discussion of this question. As a fidence in the future of our country. It
meniber froi British Columbia I have will be unnecessary for me te go into the
much to say on the subject. I desire to whole cf the details re:qwtiýg the Pacific
demonstrate to this louse that the Pro- Railway, for the hon. 'hý liister cf
vince of British Columbia occupies a Railwavs bas made detailed explanations
position financially second to none in the te the lieLse. I will, however, briefly
Dominion. I gave way this evening to refer to the whele une, frorn the railway
the hon. the Minister of Public Works, system cf Ontario and Quebec te the
and I Nvould net have doue se had I net Pacifie Ocean. The fist section te wbich
expecteci that the Qoveranient wouk h ex- a will direct attention is that between the
tend te nie the ceurtes I extended to a Canada Cetral lwae, te Montreal,

iember cf the Administration. I trust; Otatew a Occidenit ailway and west-
the lon. gentleman will noh insist upon ward mia Lake f e junction
pushing this debate thugl to-ni gt. witl that section cf I maysy thate tdin Pacifie

M. CHARLTON :The right hon. the ne in part conipleted a Rart under
First iIiEnister, last iighït, iii a very gen- censtruction bctweeu tfio vest end cf

che ueri iwa d fulfenrgy AndI re-

tlemanly wanner, and greatly te the crn-g s c-
fort and couvenience cf thle members cf Inarkfed, I wihl avo d detail. Several
this leuse, consented te an adjournment Sessions ag , I sade a stategent to this
at about this heur. This is as late as we 1 lieuse sowig thnt with a certain num-
ougt ever te sit if we have a dlue con- ber cf wheat-gryh oaers, ad with a certain
sideration for our health. It is impossible acreage producing wheat, in Manitoba,
te close this debate to-niglrt, and the de- the receipts from tie trasportation of
sire that it shaîl be adj ouriued is a reasen- wheat alorie te Montreal Nvould pay
able one. The riglit hion. gentman's interest and sinkin fund ou the entire
statements have heu challenged, and we co t cf the road, W0f1d sect tle cost cf
expect te hear fro r hin on the suljet, maintenance. repair, iaJ operating ex-
and the country wants to hear frain 1dm, penses, and leave a surs te the credit
and it will be taken as an act cf cowardice cf the cauntry. Ia 1873, afer the hon.
on the part cf the non. gentleman in nwti membrforLanbton became the headofthe
.cnsenting te the adjourhent cf the Government, iifimated te bi the
debate. 1desirability cf the early construction of

MR. DECOSMOS : J ave as muh this section, bth as a atter cf policy,
physical strength, I dare say, as the on. and as a necessary public work, te unite
the First Minster has, and perlaps more; the casteru Provinces with the Great
and if the Gevernment are prepared te' West. But ne step bas yet been taken
resiwt such a reasonable proposition it that direction, except the subsidife
as an adjeurnment, they must he' granted te the Canada Central, and the
prepared te sit here till, at the iropoei construction of the Georgian
earliest, eighit o'clock in the merning. I Bay Br-anch. The hon. the Minister of
propose te discuss this question, Mr. 1 Railwas, I was glad te observe, alluded
Speaker; J would have preferred te have verk biefly te the possible early co -
addressed the ouse wit in reasonable mencement of the construction of this
hour , but as it is the will cf this weuse great hink of the Canadian Pacifie. con-
that I shial not have that privilege, I recting tse populations cf Ontario
trust te your indulgence possibly for two, and Qe e with the Great North-West.
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T, therefore, take this opportunity helieve the late Government made a mis.
to say that,it will be sound policy on take in commencing work, in expending
the part of this Government, at an early noney, o1 the Lake Superior-Red River
date, to construct this section connecting section of the Pacifie Railway. It is really
the Quebec and Ontario system of nothing more than part cf the trans-
railways with the section from Fort continental line, it seems to me, to run
William to Selkirk, so as to carry as a competing line with the Pembina
grain through, on an all-rail route, section hal' of the year, aid also as a cein-
to the ships in the easterin seaports peting lino for the sane period with
of our Dominion. I support this the main trunk lino between Selkirk
policy, not merely as a party matter, and Nipissing when he latter shah
but as a matter that concerns the interests have been conpleted. (f proper
of the Dominion as a whole, and energy had been manifested, and wis-
affects particularly the two large Pro- dom displaved in the expenditure of the
vinces of Quebec atnd Ontario. Sir, I money on the through une between
trust that the hon. the Minister of Rail- and Selkirk, the work would
ways, during the Recess, will prepare a have been carried through and comp]eted
scheme for its early construction, and by this time. Now, Sir, with respect to
submit it for the sanction of Parliament the Pacifie Railway from Red River to
at its next Session. A Railway can the foot-his of flie Rocky Mountains,
carry more clieaply than tlie canals. the hon. the Minister of Railways, with

An HoN. MEMBER : No, no. bis energy and bold determination, has
MR. DECOSMOS: My lion. friend to enuncîated a policy for building it and

my right says: " No, no," but I fLd, Sir, opening up the country, which shows
that reports respecting canals show this to him accustomed to mie a country; hm lits
be, as I state. The Railways froin shown how tbe resurces of the North-
Chicago to New York, and the Railways West can be developed and the country
from the West to Philadelphia and Balti- fillec with population. I endorse that
more, are carrying more than what olicy, and look forward te the near future
goes by the water system. The steel- covering that land vith presperous farms
rail revolution has nearly overthrown and thriving cities, with a net-work of
lake and water transportation. Besides railways like a spider's 'web. I believe
that the crowded passenger trains froin the hon gentleman is one of those states-
the east, and the great volume of west- men who does not propose to put on slow
ward-bound freigbt, enables the eastern- engineers; but is one Who wisbes our
bound freight trains to carry gra.in and navvies to drive the buffalo and the
provisions at such low rates as to make deer before then on their way westcrly
-water transportation neither as profitable, to the foot cf the Rocky Mountains.
nor as desirable as formerly, and conse- Now, Sir, we have bad speeches delivered
quently preven s the canals and lakes home with respect to the land policy cf
fròm being as great carriers now, tbe Governrent,-the land policy pro-
relatively to thýe total volume poundod by the righon. tho Minister
of eastern-bound freight in the -United of the Interior, te settie the North-West
States as they once were in the past. with new provinces; settle it with a
At any rate we have spent since 1873 daming, peaceful, industrions population,
more than $15,000,000 to enlarge our who wili clothe that naked land with
St. Lawrence Canal system, and we do cultirated fields, happy homesteads, busy
not get out of it enouglh to pay current villages, and ambitions cities-te hum
expenses. The tonnage of tlie slipping of their industries, along the une cf
in the lakes is small, in comparison to the Pacifie lailway, girdling the con-
what might be expected, as a corallary tinent from ocean to ocean, aid yielding
to our grand scheine of -water transporta Revenue more than will repay a hun-
tion. Well, Sir, returning froni this drcd tures over and over again, the cost
digression, I say that the line between the of its construction. I will net enter
Thunder Bay-Red River section, and the into detail te show how the Goverament
railway system of Ontario and Quebec, may be recouped by its land policy, for
ought to be built, and built quickly and its expenditure in building the Pacific
early. I will take up another point : I Railway. That bas been well and fully
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done by the right bon. the Leader of
the House, ihen le explained the financial
policy of the Government respecting the
Railway. But, Sir, I will say that I be-
lieve that policy to te sound and
good ; and that it is calculated to build
up the North-West as successfully, as
perrnaneintly, and as rapidly as
any policy that can be propounded.
Whilst the Railway Land policy of the
Government was under discussion, and
during this debate, allusion was made to
the growth of population in Nebraska
and Kansas. Sir, when I first slept in
Nebraska-rolled up in my blanket on the
ground, twenty-eight years ago-there
was not a white settler's bouse within its
bordrcvs. The frontier military posts, and
a few licensed Indian traders, were its
only inhabitants besides the wandering
tribes of the plains. When I first slept
in Kansas it was the same. There was
thon west of the Missouri, no State of
Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Nevada, or
Oregon; no Territory of Dakota, Mon-
tana, Idaho, Wyoming, Arizona, or
Washington; no British Columbia. The
onily organised Governments were the
Territory of Utah, composed of a few
acattered settlements along the foot-hills
of the Wahsatch Mountains and near the
shores of Salt Lake; the Territory of
Oregon, which had a few settlements on
the Columbia, Willamette, Cowlitz and
Nisqually; the Colony of Vancouver Is-
land, with a mere handful of whites,
gathered under the guns of Fort Victoria;
and the State of California, with two to
three hundred thousand people. There
was then but one small mail that crossed
the continent, and that was carried
monthly from Salt Lake, each way, dur-
ing about six months in the year. Since
then the whole extent of that vast terri-
tory has been covered with young nations,
possessing all the elements of vigorous
national life, enjoying all the appliances of
modern civilisation, yielding fabulous
wealth, and stoutly contending as
rivals in the race of progress
with States and Provinces, the
work of centuries on this continent.
Western Nebraska and Kansas, with
Colorado, Montana, Idaho, Washington,
Utah and Nevada, are no better than
British Columbia, and in many important
respects are far worse. Two hundred and
fifty miles west of Missouri River,

Nebraska and Kansas cease to be agricul-
tural states. Thence for sixteen hundred
miles west, till the valley of the Sacra-
mento is reached, no cultivated land
exists,-except patches in Utah nourished
by irrigation. North and south, east
and west, it is mountains with untold
mineral wealth, and vast plains that will
ever remain pasture lands, amid irredeem-
able deserts. The consequence is that
when the western limit ot cultivable lands
in Nebraska, Kansas, and contiguous
territories, shall have been occupied, the
tide of population flowing westwardly in
the UJnited States in search of arable
land, will turn northwardly and spread
itself over the fertile belt in our Great
North West. Of this, there seems to me
to be no doubt. Hence the policy of
Government in pushing onward vigorously
the Pacific Railway-providing rapid
facilities of transportation for our own
immigration and the coming tide from the
south-commends itself to every patriot.
The hon. gentlemen opposite, ever since
the Debates this Session began, and ever
since the admission of British Columbia,
have declaimed against the building
of a railway at such a vast cost. Why,
Sir, the total amount for the whole line,
some $80,000,000, would be voted by
this Parliament at once, for the purpose
of defence, if a war broke out to-morrow,
and would be voted without a dissenting
voice. Sir, if the expenditure for the
Railway, is spread over eight or ten
years, it is small in comparison to such
an expenditure for defence purposes; for
war expenditure would be an expendi-
ture from which we should see no great
reproductive works in the future, but would
be spent at once and lost for ever. But
this Railway is a great work, a
great national work, that will be valu-
able for all time; and would become
more and more valuable year after year.
War would ensure a vote of a vast ex-
penditure of millions, entailing the slaugh-
ter of our sons, the destruction of our
property, and manifold miseries ; whereas
here, we hesitate and object to a vote for
a peaceful purpose ; for a railway that
will always be an instrument of peace,
and an implement of war. Let
me draw the attention of the House
to some statements made by the Toronto
Globe, while the hon. member for Lamb.
ton (Mr. Mackenzie) wa the leader
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of the late Government, on the from Tête Jaune Pass to Fort George ;
31st of August, 1876. It was made and was published, no doubt, semi-offi-
at the time that Lord Dufferin was in cally by the hon. member for Lambton
British Columbia on a mission that proved to influence the people of British Colum-
to be a failure; was made after the route bia. It is as foilows :
for the Pacifie Railway had been adopted

Thunder Bay to Red River, 413 miles,
Red River to Livingstone, 271 do
Livingstone to Edmonton, 516 do
Edmonton to Yellow Head Pass, 283 do
Yellow Head Pass to Stewart River, 260 do
Stewart River to Bute Inlet, 288 do

Total miles 2,031
French River to Thunder Bay, ý 620 do

Total through line 2,651 miles.

average per mile $28,000 ........ $11,430,000
do 16.300 ........ 4,420,000
do 19,000 ........ 9,772,000
do 19,000 . ...... 6,601,000
d9 20,000 ........ 5,335,000
do 4;,500 ........ 13,420,000

Total cost $50.978,500
do 40,090 ........ 24,800,000

Total cost $75,778,500

Branches.
Georgian Bay Branci, 81) mile................................ 71,120,000
Pembina Branch, 89 mi es, at $15,000 per mile....................335,0 O
Subsidy ta Canada Centra!, 120 miles, at $12,000 per mile .......... 1,440,000

__----- 3,895,000

Total cost Pacific Railway ................... $79,673,500

The hon. the Minister of Railways, I be- the Minister cf Railways, which I under-
lieve, estimated the cost of the Pacifie sto d hirn te fix at $82,000,000, for the
Railway fromi Thunder Bay to Burrard entire Railway when completed and i
Inlet at $64,000,000. This is higher operatien. New, Sir, the highest esti-
than the Globe's semi-official statement in mate cf the cent cf the Pacifie Railway
1876, for the longer and alleged more completed is nearly $6,000,000 less than
costly line from Thunder Bay to Bute the total sur given by the Dominion,
Inlet, namely, $50,978,500. Sir, if this the Provinces and the Municipalities, in
estimate of the hon. member for Lambton aid of Railways throughout Canada up te
and his Engineers were true in 1876, it 1879. The Railway statisties supplied
is true now, and shows that what the te Parliament up te April, 1879, are as
hon. members opposite sometimes allege follows
to be a work of appalling magnitude is no
such thing, and that the objections that Railway.
they urge are consequently unreasonable. Dominion.........$65,939,900 51
No reasonable public man will truthfully Ontario............2,229,639 02th $098,0 eQuebec............. 8,513,613 27say that $50,978,500 to construct the New Brunswick......2,730,000 0
Pacifie Railway in ten years to come from Nova Seotia....... 818,750 00
Thunder Bay to the Pacifie is a sum cf Municipalities....7,224,578 63
such appalling magnitude that the people

sto hi Ttol ..ix...at $8,0,00, forth

of Canada cannot bear the burden, But,
Sir, ne matter which is right, the esti- This suon. as beeN spent within the last
mate cf the lion. the Minister cf Rail- fifteen or twenty years. Yet the country
ways or that cf the heu. member tor Lamb- is none the peerer ; ïn fact, it is far
ton, we should net liait ; but should cern- richer. The people are as well clothed,
plete the Railway te the Pacifie within fed and housed as tey were before its ex-
the next ten years. The line from penditure; and are better able to-da to,
Thunder Bay te French River was esti- expend $80,000,00 in the constructiion
mater by the Globe te cost $24,800,0 ; of the Pacifie Railway than they were at
the Pemabina Branch, the Georgian Bay any period during the expenditure of the
Brancb, tid the subsidy te the Canada $87,456,481. The aid for railways wae
Central at $3,89,5,000, m.iking the total paid in bonds, uans, taxes; but the
cost cf the Pacifie Railway from French 1Dominion will r-pay herseilt the total ex-
River te Bute blet, "79 673 500. This Openditure for the Pacifie Railway eut of
differs littie frein the estimale cf the hon,1 revenue received from the sales 8 f , 1a d

MNe DB.OSMOS.
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along the line. The proposition of the
hon. member for Lambton was that
$80,000,000 would build the Pacific Rail-
way; and I do not think that there is a
shadow of doubt but that that ,sum will
be sufficient. Sir, this completes my re-
view of the Railway to the foot-hills east
of the Rocky Mountains, and brings me
to the motion of the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake), who wishes
that the road should not be constructed in
British Columbia. The Esquimalt-Nan-
aimo section of the Pacific Railway, we
look upon as a road to be built by the
Government of Canada, in accordance
with the contracts with Columbia, in the
Terms of Union, and in fulfilment of the
Carnarvon Award ; but I will select some
otheropportunity to dealwiththat question.
Before I deal at length with the motion
of the hon. member for West Durham, I
wish to draw attention to some figures
in regard to British Columbia. The hon.

STATEMENT of the Imports and Exports of the
other on the basis of Population.

gentleman said, in his speech, that we had
only 12,000 of a population in that Pro-
vince.' Some years ago the hon. gentle-
man said, at Walkerton, the population
was 2,000. I am glad that he has given us
credit of an increase of 10,000; but, never-
theless, I will endeavour to show that he is
as mistaken as a statistician as he is as a
statesman. I will first draw attention:to
some figures in regard to the imports
and exports of British Columbia, as com-
pared with the other Provinces. I will
not go into all my figures at this late
hour, and weary the House, but I ex-
pect the Hansard report to take them
in full, as they are tabulated in order
that this House, and this country, may
know the true relation that -British
Columbia bears to the rest of the Domin-
ioii. I will confine myself only to such
explanations as will make my statistices
more intelligible. The first table is as
follows:-

Provinces for 1878-79, compared with each

Ontario..... .. 34,105,826 21,706,806 12,399,02C
Quebec........ 30,924,824 28,880,492 2,044,332
Nova Scotia. .. 7,062,614 7,326,018 Nil.
N. Brunswick.. 5,296,454 5,371,471 Nil.
Manitoba..... 1,140,871 512,873 627,991
Brit. Columbia 2,440,789 2,755,972 Nil.
P. E. Island.. . 835,569 1,831,3891 Nil.

From this table, it will be observed that
British Columbia, although only twenty-
two years old as a Province,îtands next
to New Brunswick, and fifth in rank
among the Provinces as an importer and
exporte of merchandise. Ontario, Que-
bec, and Manitoba imported more than
they exported ; Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, Prince Edward Island, and British
Columbia exported more than. they im-
ported; and British Columbia's ex-
cess - over . imports was nearly as
much as the aggregate excess of
.Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
The per capita imports of British Colum-
bia were six times more per capita than
Prince Edward Island, nearly three times

more per capita than either Ontario.
Nova Scotia or .New Brunswick; and
more than double the per capita imports
of Quebec and Manitoba. Her exports-
per capita were five times more than the
per capita exports of either Ontario or
Manitoba, and three times more than
either Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick or Prince Edward Island. These
are incontrovertible facts that I submit
to this House, and press upon the atten-
tion of the bon. gentleman who has moved
a repudiation resolution. I will now draw
your attention, Sir, to a summary state-
ment showing the exports of each Pro-
vince under their respective heads. It is
as follows :
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STATEMENT showing Exports of the different Provinces under their respective heads.-1878-9.

Animals Agricul-
Provinces. Mine. Fshery. Forest. and their turs. * m _I > ~ $ Produce. factoesuets.us

Ontario.-...... 825,769 95,531 3,253,724 5,726,453 10,410,174 885,740 229,219
Que2be.. . 236.448 797,662 5,274 894 7,043,290 7,253,052 qS3,242 93,949
Nova- Scotia 335,985 4,498,995 796,703 332,272 509,225 4 -3,753 879
New Brunswick 153,419 681,124 3,622,514 121,163 185,071 1 ,062 12,952
Maitoba.. 1399 2,635 Nil. 474,071 33,752 892 Nil.
P. E. Island . 45 219,431 40,258 74,545 1,234,685 256,592 Nil.
Brit. Columbia 1,530,8121 643,493 273,366 268,671 2,505 Nil. Nil.

Total..... 3,082,9001 6,928,871 113,261,459 14,100,604 19,628,464 3,700,2811 386,281

This statement shows that British Col-
umbia exported one-half of the total ex-
ports of the prodace of the mines of the
Dominion ; and in that class of exports
takes the first rank. She stands fourth,
in rank as air exporter of the produce of
the Fisheries, and exports three times
more than Prince Edward Island that is
so urgently asking for a share of the
Fishery Award. As an exporter of the
produce of the forest, she stands fifth in
rank f and fifth also in rank as an ex-
porter of animals and their produce. ln
agricultural products she is the smallest
exporter of any of the Provinces ; but I
predict that after the Pacific Railway
ahall have been completed, she will export
more than any other Province. Besides
her exports, the value of ber agricultural
products, farming and stock-raising can-
not be less than $1,000,000, and lier pro-
ductive industries of other kinds,
$750,000, making the total value of pro-
ducts for domestic use, $1,750,000 in
1878-9, or the total aggregate value,
in that year, of exports and pro-
ductions for domestie use, $4,500,000.
Need it be wondered at, then,
if British Columbia, with half ber
population Indians, bas confidence in lier
own magnificent resources, and content, if
need be, to stand alone, that she is
proud of her position and power, and that
she treats with disdain those who would
violate their pledges, and trample under
foot the most solemn obligations ? I will
now, Sir, bring under the notice of the
House a statement of the trade between
British Columbia and the other Pro-
vinces. It is as follows :

STATEMENT of Inter-Provincial Trade, between
British Columbia and the Eastern Provinces,

Mi. DCosmos.

since 1871. Gcods inported into British
Columbia from Eastern Provinces, since 1871.

July, 1871, to June 30, 1872. $ 22,214 52
" 1872, " 1873....., 75,604 08

1873, " " 1874....., 66,104 17
1874, " 1875...... 117.054 16
1875, " " 1876...... 129,735 13
1876, " " 1877 ...... 160,814 00
1877, to'Dec. 31, 1877 ... .. . 57,162 00

Year 1878...... 169,753 00
" " 1879 ..... '184,564 00

Total Imperts by B. C. from other
Provinces .................. $983,005 50

Total Exports of B.C. to other Pro-
vinces in gold drafts to pay 1or
Imports . ...................$983,C05 50

In round numbers, British Columbia bas
purchased in eight years and a-half a
million dollars' worth of merchandise of
Ontario and Quebec, principally the form-
er, and paid for it in gold. Tie 50,000
Columbians-whites, Chinese and indians
-have, within eight years ani a half
paid Ontario and Quebec $20 each for
goods produced in this country. That
$1,000,000, when passed from hand to
hand in trade, has added $5,000,000 to
the aggregate volume of their domestic
trade, and bas contributed to the support
of hundreds of operatives and hundreds of
families,-and yet that is but the dawning
of the inter-provincial trade with the
Pacifie Province. *When there are
one or two hundred thousand of- a white
population on our western coasts, when
the Pacific Raitway, completed, shall
carry cheaply across the continent, the
domestic market offered to eastern manu-
lacturers in British Columbia, will be
worthits $1,000,000 or $2,000,000 orimore
a year. Probably neither the Government
nor Opposition have noted this inter-pro-
vincial trade in the past, or forecast its
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volume in the future. It is, nevertheless,
a growing domestic trade that will be
swollen into grander dimensions as the
Pacific Railway progresses towards com-
pletion ; and after its completion, our
merchants and manufacturers of Old
Canada and the Maritime Provinces will
not muerely supply manufactures for
domestic consumption on our western coast
and great North-West, but will enter into
earnest competition with the advanced
nationîs of the world to supply our
domestic manufactures to a thousand
foreign markets around the Pacific Ocean.
Mr. Speaker, I will now draw your atten-
tion to the taxes paid by British Columbia
and other Provinces into the Federal
Treasury. I will first give a statement ot
what each Province paid in Customs in
1878-9. It is as follows:-
STATEMENT showing what each Province paid

in Cust.oms into( Consolidated Fund in 1878-9,
and wnlat they would have paid at the rate
per cap"a paid by British Columbia, on an
estimated population of 50,000, inch>ding
Indians; and also on 25,000, by reckoning
25,000 indiaus equal to 5,000 white con-
sumers.

between the Customs taxes paid by
British Columbii, and what was paid
by the other Provinces. If they had
paid in Custons dues at $10.42, the
British Columbia per capita rate on a
population of 50,000, they would bave
paid more than three times the amount
they did ; and if on the reduced basis of
population for British Columbia, they
would have paid six times tlie amount
in Customs tlit they did. But, Sir,
I will iot wx eary the Ilouse with
further explanations under this head,
but I will draw vour attention
to another statement comparing the per-
centage of Customs collected in British
Columnbia with that of other Provinces,
and the proportion that the population of
that Province bears to the other Pro-
vinces I will read it. It is as fol-
lows •

STATEMENT of Customs collected in British
Colimbia during the fiscal year, 1878-9, com-
pared with the Customs collected in the same
period in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Mani.
toba; showing, also, the proportion of popu-
lation in those Provinces to that of British

Would have Would have
paid at paid, calcu- ONTARIO.

1879, Etimated . Columb'a lating Brt-187, UEliate>I e Cjit, 181 i1C'Itlinb'a "Columbia paid in Customs an amount equalProvinces. Customs Population. $10.42 on populationFaid. 50,000 popu- t , t to 10 per atpaid by Oti-
lation. that is, 50,000 Columbians paid $521,443, and

5 2,000,000 Ontarians paid $4,978,514, the pro-
I$ portion of population being 1 to 40, or à Columu

Ontario .... 4,978,514 2,000,000 20,Q40,000 41,680,000 bians to 200 Ontarians.
Quebec ..... 4,788,919 1,500,000 15,630,000 31,260,000
Nova Scotia 1 1,204,289 400,000 4,168,000 8,336,00 QUEBEC.
N. Bruns'k. 1,463,447 300,000 3,126,000 6,252,000

P.~~~I E.Iln 0,3 0,0 ,4,0 ,5,0 Columbia paid in Customs an arnount equalP. E. Island 208,435 10'00 , ,,, ý,40(
Manitoba.... 275,484 50,000 21,000 1,042,000 to 10 7-8 percent. of the sum paid by Quebec-
B. Columbia 521,443 50,000 F21,443 521,443 that is, 50,000 Columbians paid $521,443, and

1,00,000 5, 1,, 1,500,000 Qubecers paid $4,788,919, the pro-

_ý400,000 4,168,00098,336,003

Total....- portion of population being to 30, or 5 Colum-
This statement shows that the entire bians tolb Quebecers.
Customas paid by the ail the Provinces NOVA ScOTIA.
into the Consolidated Fund in 1878-9, eColumbia paid in Customs an amount equal
was $13,040,331. That if Ontario, Que- to 43 3-10 per cent. on the sum paid yy Nova
bec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick Scotia-that is, 50,000 Columbians paid

P $521,443, and 400,000 Noa Scotians paid
Manitoba, and $1,204,289, the proportion o! populatin being
had paid in Customs into the Consoli- i to 8, or 2 Columbians to 40 Nova Scotians.
dated Fund, at the same rate per capita NEW BRUNSWICK.

as British Columbia, the total amount e"Columbia paid in Customs an amount equal
that it wouldhave reached, is$45,848,433; to 49 3-100 per cent. of the sum paid by New
and if at the same rate per capita as Brnnswick-that is, 50,000 Columbians paid

$531,443, and 3,000 ew Brunsickers paid
Btsh 2C,000u ias rely to $1,063,447, the proportion of population being

tha 25000Indansareonly equal io to 6. or 5 Columbians to, 30 New Brun»-ý
5,000 white consumers, the amount paid wickers.
by ail of the Provinces into the Con- PRINCE EDWÂRD ISLAND.

i tClidated Fnd would have reached the " Columbia paid in Customs an amount equal
enormous u 3 of $91,175,448. From to 530 per cent. more than the sum paid by
bech a Stota ge , Br wickPrince Edward Islan -tat is, 50,000 Coli m

bians paid $521,443, and 100,000 Prince Edward
perceive the astounding disproportion lalanders paid $208,438, or Columbia paid a2
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Lo $100 paid by Prince Edward Island; or
$313,005 more than Prince Edward Island, the
proportion of population b&ng 1 to 2, or 5 Col-
umbians to 10 Prince Edward Islanders.

MANITOBA.

"Columbia paid in Customs an amount equal
to 87 8-11 per cent. more than Manitoba-that
is, (assuming the populati-n to be equal,)
Columbia paid $187 8-11 to P00 by Manitoba,
or $521,443 to $275,44 by Mantoba, an excess
over Manitoba of 6245,959."
This statement is so full and clear, Sir,
that it is unnetess Fo. mne to enter
now upson an expLaion. I wili, there-
fore, comse now to thre sIun Levenue
paid by the diiierent Provinces, and I
submsit the following stateenit.

INLAND REVNUE.- Excsse, Sourcs of Revenue:
Spirits, Malt Liqu r, Milt, Toba co. Petro-
leium Inspection, M'Naufactures, Seýeur.s and
other Rcei ts, 1878-9.

Estima- More Less
Provi ce. 'te- Total Per than than

Pvc. Pou- Excise. Capta Col- Col-
tion umbia umbia

Ontario... .... 2,000,000 3.383,383,155 Ni].
Quebec ....... 1,500,000 1,472,359 0 909 0 34 Nil.
Nova S'ota 40,000 202,011 055 Nil.t 009
N. Brunswick. 300,0O0 234,369 0 74 0 10 Ni.
P. E. Island.... 10@,000 50,371 0 50 Nil. 0 14
Manitoba .... 50,000 54,228 I OS 044 Nil.
B. Colubia... 50,000 32,3191 0 64 Nil. Nil.

In this statement the estimated population
of each Province is given, the amount
paid by each Province, the rate per capita
in excise in each, and the amount per
capita more or less than in British Col-
umbia. It shows that the Excise paid in
Ontario is 55 cents more per capita than
in British Columbia; 34 cents more in
Quebec, 10 cents more in New Brunswick
and 44c. more in Manitoba; and that it
is 9c. less in Nova Scotia, and 14c. less in
Prince Edward Island. This shows that
British Colurnbia pays more per capita in
Excise than either Nova Scotia or Prince
Edward Island and less than the other
Provinces. What she is, however,
deficient in her contribution to Excise, in
comparison with some Provinces is a hun-
dred times counterbalanced by her pay-
ments in Customs in excess of all others.
Before leaving this question, however, I
may remark that we had, a few
days ago, a discussion on the Tarif.
The -whole energy of the Opposition and
whole strength of the Government was
directed to one point-the Customs
Revenue and how it was levied. No on#,

Mi. DECOSMOS.

so far as I recollect, touched upon
Excise and Stamps, amounting to over
$5,500,000, nor upon Post-office and
Public Works, and other receipts amount-
ing in all to over $4,000,000. My hon.
friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
ton) did discuss the sale of Crown Lands;
but not with respect to Revenue. His
arguments were directed solely to the
best mode of unging our North-West
lands, with a view to settlement. Out of
$22,517,381, the total Consolidated
Revenue for 1878-9, the Customs only
yielded 812,000,69. Tie diference,
$10,000,000. in roindI numbers, remnained
unquestionel, showing the opion of tise
Opposition to be, if it showe I anything
at al], that tihe sor--es of Jevenue, other

than Customss, as mnanaged Ly ny hon.
friend the Minister of Finance, to ,e in a

state of perfection. Even the long and
wearisone diLscussion on te Tariff by
hon. gentlemen opposite, anoLinted to

little or nothing; for, if they were in
office to-morrow, they could not reduce
taxation, because the obligations of the
country are such that taxation cannot be
lowered : and hence some other expedient
must be adopted to lighten the burdens of
the people, if too oppressive. We will con-
sider now the Consolidated Revenue,
and Expenditure with respect to British
Columbia, inasmuch as our Province has
been supposed by hon. gentlemen opposite
to be a poor contributor ; also to show the
payments required of each Province, and to
show what British Columbia is entitled to
pay at the ordinary per capita of the Do-
minion, as her share to the Consolidated
Fund, and her share for Public Expendi-
ture. I have in my hand a summary
detail, from the Public Accounts, of the
Consolidated Fund and Expenditure for
1878-9, which I will give to the Hansard
reporter for insertion, and not enter upon
the full details now. The summary is
as follows:

sUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED FUND.

Taxes, 1878-9.

Custom s ........................
Excise .........................
Bill Stamps...... .........

Total.... .............

Other Riecei*pts.

Post Office......................
Public Works, including Railways

$12,900,659
5,390,763

185,199

$18,476,613

1, 172,4M6
1,863,149
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Interests on Investments (perma.
nent)..........................

Interests on Investments (tempor-
ary).......................

Ordnance Lands..............
Casual ........ .................
Premium and Discount, ..........
Bank Imposts ...............
Fines, Forfeitures and Seizures....
Tennage Dues (River Police)......

do (Mariners' Fund)...
Steamboat Inspection. . ...........
Fisheries.......................
Cullers .........................
M ilitia.,.................... ....
Penitentiaries .... ..............
Miscellaneons Receipts........
Superannuation..............
Dominion Lands (Manitoba)......
Dominion Steamers...........
Gas Inspection and Law Stamps..
Insurance Ir:spection...........
Weights and Measures...........

[APirL 16, 1880.]

521,494

71,005
40,849
47,621

460
2,853

32,148
21,361
37,757
12,331
17,738
24,715
16,0:31

41,959
23,828

1,612
3,172
6,134

13,685
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Summary.
Taxes ....... .................. $18,476,613
Other Receipts.................. 4,040,768

Total Consolidated Fund ... $22,517,381
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE.

Charges for Debt and Su sidies.... $11,942,641
Ordinary Expenditure............ 6,941,577
Charges on Revenue ............. 5,561,162

Total Expenditure......... $24,455,386

Now, Sir, I have framed a tabular state-
ment that shows in the most concise form
possible what each Province in 1878-9
ought to have contributed to the Con-
solidated Fund, and what ought to have
been their respective contributions to the
Public Expenditure. I will read it. It
is as follows -

Total ..................... $4,040,768 
CONSOLIDATED RE'VENUE AND EXPENIITURE OF DoM1N0N.-Total Consolidated Revenue, 1878-9,

$22,517,382 ; Total Population, 4,400,000 ; Average Revenue, per capita, $5.12. Total
Expenditure, 1878-9, $24,455,381 56; TotalPopulation,4,400,000 ; Average Expenditure, per
capita, $5 56.

Proportionate
Approxi- Share o Consoli- Approxi- share o

Poic.Estimated mnate Aver- dated Revenue miate aver- Expeuditure re-
Proine.Population. age Revenue required o! cadi age Expendi- quired o!each Pro-

per Capita. Province as per ture, per vince, as based on
$ population. Capita. jPopulation.

Ontario................ 2,000,000 5.12 10,240,000 5.56 11,120,000
Quebec ................ 1,500000 5.12 7,680,000 5.56 8,340,000
Nova Scotia............ 400:000 5.12 2,048,000 5.56 2,224,000
New Brunswick.... 300,000 5.12 .536.00 5.56 1,668,000
Prince Edward Island.. 100,000 5.12 512,000 5.56 556,
Manitoba..... ......... 50,000 5.12 256,000 5.56 278,000
British Columbia.p 50,000 5.12 256,000 .56 ap278,000

4,400,000 .......... 22,528,000..........124,464,000

Sir, no statements can be submitted to
this House that show more correctly the
just charges for Revenue and Expenditure
laid on each Province than the one that
I have just read to this House. It
shows that the rate per capita for Revenue
is $5.12, and that the rate per capita for
Expenditureis $5.86,throughout thewhole
Dominion from sea to sea. The burden of
taxation and expenditure thus rests
equally upon the entire people. When,
however, the per capita contribution to the
Revenue and Expenditure of any Pro-
vince is higher than in any one or all
the other Provinces, that Province is
unequally and unfairly taxed. I admit
that -it is impossible to impose taxes with
mathematical exactness upon our whole
people. Some sections of our country
and some classes of our people, under our

system of taxation, will contribute more
to the Revenue than other sections and
other classes, and our only course is so to
impose taxes as to rest a pproximately evenly
on all. British Columbia, however, is
one of those sections of the Dominion
that contributes far more per capita than
any other Province: She contributed in
1878-9, an excess, over her just share
to the Consolidated Fund, of $297,762;
and an excess, over her legitimate contri-
bution to the Expenditure, of $275,762.
The former and following statements
prove this clearly and indisputably to,
this House :

REvENUE.--coNMOLIDATED FUND.

Total sum required of British Colum-
bia, to pay her share of Consolidated
Fund, on basis of population,
1878-9...........................$256,00
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Total sum actually paid by British
Columbia, into Consolidated Fund,
in Customs and Excise, 1878-9 .... 553,762'

Total sum actually paid into Con-
solidated F und by British Columbia,
in excess of sum required as ber
share on basis of population,
18789 . ....................... .297,762

EXPENDITURE.--CONSOLIDATED FUND.

Total sum required of British Colum-
bia, to meet her share of expendi-
turc, on basis of population, 1878-9. $278,000

Total sun actually paid by British
Columbia, in Custms and Excise,
toward Dominion Expenditure..... 553,762

Total um actually paid by British
Columbia, in Custois and Excise,
toward -Dominion Expenditure, in
excess of amount required, on basis
of population, 1878-9............. 275,762

For a people numerically so small
in comparison with the populations
of older and larger Provinces, the
contribution of British Columbia, in
excess of ler just proportion, is enormous.
The excess is larger thaD the wbole con-
tribution to the Customs Revenue by
Manitoba, or the entire Customs and
Excise contribution of Prince Edward
Island. Yet, Sir, not a murmur bas
been heard from our people. We have
borne the enormous burden of Federal
taxation as a manly, self-reliant people.
We have only asked the Dominion to
meet ber just obligations to the Province;
and yet up to the present, the
greatest of the Dominion's obligations
las not been met ; and an bon.
gentlemen opposite proposes to re-
pudiate that. The hon. member for
West Durham spoke to-day as if his
own Province, Ontario, paid nearly every-
thing; He said she was willing to spend
her money throughout the Dominion. The

House ought to understand that we have
ceased to be provincial, and that we meet
here as representatives of the Dominion ;
that we pay taxes as the citizens of
Canada; and no matter what the revenue
inay be-no matter wbat the expenditure
-whetber outside, for our agency in
England, or for purposes inside, the ex-
penditure is so much for British Colum-
bia, Nova Scotia, and other Provinces
as well as for Ontario. The hon. gentle-
man keeps his books in single, double
and tieble entry-he keeps bis books for
the Dominion, the Provinces, the coun-
ties, the townships, and so on, ad in-
finitum, and took occasion to read
from them to-day to show how much the
other Provinces received from Ontario.
Nothing could be more subversive of good
feeling under our Federal form of Govern-
ment than parading what each Province
contributes tothe Federal Exchequer mere-
ly in laudation of Ontario, and thus raising
invidious distinctions between the Pro-
vinces of thisDominion. None but aparish
statesman could do such a thing. The
statement often made in the press, that
Ontario pays all the Revenue, is not cor
rect. True, she bas a large population,
but the citizens of Quebec might as well
say they pay all, beoause their number ià
alto very large. Later on I will
deal with this issue. I wish now,
Sir, to submit to the House a tabular
statement showing the total approximate
amount of Revenue paid by British Col-
umbia in eight years into the Federal
Treasury. I will read certain por-
tions, and hand the table to the Hansard
reporter for insertion. It is as follows :

E. DxCosxos.
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ToTAL APPROXIMATE AMOUNT paid by British Columbia, betwaen July 20, 1871, and June 30,
1879, into Consolidated Fund.

Total for
1871-2. 1872-3. 1873-4. 1874-5. 1S75-6. 1876-7. 1877-8. 1878-0. Eight Years.

$ cts. S ets. ets. $ ets. I ets. $ ets. cts s
Customs....... 354,81160 303,885 29 335,787 29ý 414,331 85 4870:334 404,89 42 425,391 s î5,854 1
Excise ........ 1,457 14 5,723 93 10,674 84i 11,181 01 14,914 71 20,264 60 24,935 33 31,9-9 210
Total taxes... 356,32174 309,619 22 356,462 13 425,512 86 501,927 05 546,824 802ota 131 051. 4-25,15902 4703073154I 33212

CASUAL AND TERRITORIAL REVENUE.

Post-office 777 34 10,74090 9,504 20 2,264 il 14,074 67 13,431 0 1c,64461 16,i 3
Ocean service. 24,732 -2 12,44920 2.975 12 12,413 84 3,15225 1,()5> 2? 1,1,2 0?
Telegraph ............. 14,310 48 10,120 7> 1,483 isj 9,2370O 7,12592 8,53057 5177L
Harbour dues............12,513 29 295 40 . .

Mioelaeos ..... .. 1,113 4-2 3,945 97 2,157 29....... . . .Miseellaneous.share In terest
ShrPer s....Premiums. 7,199 O 6,1000 8,415090 11,67400 13,631 82! 12,881 15 il1,03S 82 i 122 90

Marine Fund.. 2 ;49 x) 178 011 L1 5 2,sGà 66
Steamboat In-

opeotion................ ... . 44983 342 C2094
Fines, etc....... . .. . . . . . ... 0 7 ,717 4
Casual... .. J... .. ..... 416Ef 2,44060 72500 3766
Militia .......... ... 466 373
Superannua-

tion........ .................................... 63000 .70 . .24,7320 672 12

7,97634 75,72031 44,730 49 38,559 70 53,25799 43,800 74 46,18627 41,107 831 351,344 17

8,41500 1 4 00Ta. 13,743.696 97

This statement shows that fromn July 20,
1871, to 30th Junie, 1879, British
Columbia paid to the Domiuion, in
Customs and Excise, the large surm
of $3,392,152.80. In addition sle paid
$351,314 in Casual and Territorial
Revenue, making a gross total of ber
contributions, from 20th July, 1871, to
30th June, 1879, of $3,743,696.97. It
must appear to hon. gentlemen somewhat
singular, if the statenients of the bon.
memberfor West Durham be true, that if
our small population is only 12,000
whites,-it must appear singular how they
could have paid in those years, nearly
$4,000,000 into the Dominion Treasury.
The people who contribute thus, without
croaking like the bon. meinber for L'Islet
(Mr. Casgrain), and the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake)-the people
who can show theinselves willing and
generous enough to bear such a burdenî,
and to put their shoulder to the wheel
and push on the state-car, slould receive a
higherappreciation than has beenextended
to them since I have had the honour of a
seat in this House. Before leaving this
branch .of my subject, Sir, I will give a
summary showing the total amount paid
by British Columbia in excess of ber
proportionate share. It is as follows :

British Coluinhia during eiglt
years. from July 20, 1871 to
June 30, 1879, paid in Customs
and Excise into Consolidated
Fund................. ..... $3,392,152 8

British Columbia contributed to
Consolidateli Fund from Casual
and Territorial Revenues, from
July 20, 1871 to June 30, 1879
(under estimated)............ 351,344 17

$Z3,743,493 97
Proportionate share of Consoli-

dated Fund required of British
Columbia in eight years, July
20, 1871 to June 30, 1879, at
$256,000 per auburn, taking the
financial year 1878-9 as the
basis for the whole period.... 2,018,000 00

Total amount contributed by
British Columbiia froum al! s ur-
ces to Consolidated Funii in
excess of her prop rtionate, con-
tribution. basedl on Returns of
Revenue for 1873-9, in eight
years, ending June 3-), 1879.. S1,'95,496 97

Let me rep-eat tiat the revenue we have
paid in excess of our legitimate share, as
sumingthat each citizen shoiuld payat the
same rate, approxinately, throughout the
Dominion, nearly $1,750,000, and, at the
same time, we have not received that re-
turn we ought to have received from the
Dominion.

Supply-Candian [APR1L 16, 1830.]
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SiR ALBERT J. SMITH : How much tute and the Terms of Union. There
have you received are other sums that are under the
MR. DECOSMOS : It is quite imma- direct control of this Parliament, and

terial how much we have received, so long either party in the House can opposo
we have paid our proper share of taxation. them if it pleases; and any contribution,
We are not dealing iii provincial politics; beyond the statutory provision of the
we are not ,ere as Provin ials, but we are fouse takes the responsibility for and
here as Federalists. The sooner the not British Columbia, per se. Now, Sir,
hon. memuber for Westmoreland takes 1 have another statement showing the
that large view of the matter the sooner amount British Columbia would have paid
lie will cease to look at his own small Pro- in Custome duties in 1878-9 at the per
vince solely, or. to condemn a ris- capita paid byeach of the other Provinces,
ing Province, but twenty-two years and also the amounî sbe would have paid
old, that pays half as much revenue st the average per capita rate of the Do-
as bis does into the Consolidated Fund. minion, and also the amount British
In respect to Domnion Expenditure made Columbia paid in excees of each of the
in or for British Colimbia, allow me to other Provinces and Dominion at their
mention that there are certain sums of respective per ca]itc taxation rates. I
money that are to be paid for British will read it. It is as foliovs
Columbia that are provided for by Sta-
STATEMFST shIOwi- t1le amounit thatdBritish Columbia would havepaid hi Customs Duties in

1878-79, at the rate per capita, paid by each ofthe other Provinces ; and, ao, thr amount
she would bbve paid at the average per capita rat t of Custa)rns of the rominion also the
amount Bi itisc Columbia paid in excess of ach of the other Provinces ad the Dominion
at their reppcrtive per capcta Castoms Tax pte.

British tcu1astoms I ust LUs,

Estimated Po'Pu- Coluabia Qebec Nova
ation, Indians and per . p eoia,

Whites. per capita, i apic S a,
$10.4 2. $3.05.

50,000...........52,4 5,0 9,0 5,0
Balance that would

not have b en
paid hy British
Columbia if Cus-
toms had been
collected at the
the respective
rates of Taxation
for other Provin-
ces and the Do.
minionC............... 36,443 322,943 368943

Total...... 521,443 521,443 521,443 521,443

Custons, C o Custonis, Customs,
New ust omn P. E. 1, average,

Brunswick Manitoba, land, p e r per capita,
per capita per e a p i t a, Dominion,

3.67, ) $2.19. $3.50.

8 -$ $
183.500 457,000 109,500 175,000

337,943 64,443 411,943 346,443

521,443 521,443 521,443 521,443

I have prepared these figures in order
that this House may understand the true
financial position of the Province of
British Columbia. I have prepared it
with the view that hereafter the croaking
against that Province, may cease. To
illustrate my object, I will tell a story :
I once heard of a person who lived in
South Carolina, on the edge of a swamp.
The frogs were very numerous, and
greatly annoyed this man, and prevented
him from sleeping at night. He tried
every expedient le could think of to stop
the frogs fron croaking, and finally ho

MR. DECOSMOS.

hit upon the plan of contructing a huge
lantern, and whenever the frogs began to,
croak, he opened the door of the lantern,
throwing a flood of light upon the
denizens of the swamp, and reducing them
to silence at once. I sincerely hope the
statements I have made here to-night, to
throw light upon the finances of British
Columbia, will have the efiect of stopping
this eternal croaking that we have heard
in this Parliament from time to time, up to
the present day. My hon. friends op-
posite, and notablv the hon. member foi
Durham, have been talking about rail-

Pacißce Railway.(COMMONS.]
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way expenditure in British Columbia, British Columbia. In making this state-
aurveys, and all that sort of thing. I ment I do not expect you to believe that
have endeavoured to find out the total I acknowledge the right of British
amount of expenditure in that Province Columbia to pay anyting more than lier
for Pacific Railway surveys, and will give pro rata share to the Consolidated
it shortly, Sir, thougli there have been Ftrnd, I want, however, to show you
three Governments in existence since the that after deducting this
arrangement was entered -into, to com- for Railway survcys, $1,49),956.17, from
mence construction of the Pacific Rail- the surplus in our Treasury, there is
way in that Province, yet not a pick has $195,540 to the creditofBritish Columbia,
been struck in the ground in the way of showing thnt the railway surveys in Co-
construction, lnot a lshovel full of earth lumbia actuaily cost Canada, as a whole,
has been lifted; not a cart full of earth nothing. Yct, velhave the lion. ineuder for
or stone has been carried not a culvert West Duriani, and ail the lights
ha been built, not a bridge erected, not a around isa, cundemning the constiuction
tie laid, not a rail stretcie,-nothing lias of the TailxBay iri British Columbia, and

een do-e whatever; yet we have been told attemptin to repudiate the solemn
bere thaat a large suni of snoney lias ben obli.gation entered into betwvein Canada
expended in surveys. Noýw, before I namei and' Britisil Columbia, and Lord 'arnlarvon.
that sunn I will cail the attention of the We had yesterdav ansi to-day, a long
louse back to tIe tinie Pf ore Britishi Col- a n elabrate speech fron the ion.

umbia entcred the Doi.nion. We find suci uneniber fropn Wan t Durhanm , and
nmen as Sir G-eorJ- C s ating that ail in it the hi. gentleman made a
the money exýpeîod for surveys shfould stateilent tyat t9e total .opua-

ce to thc coma$1y Who was to tiod ofofiti Columbia 12,000.
ui-ndertaL-e tbe ccstmnuction of tte road. I presuYme i has not een debied P an-

n t A sas grantet, ail body, and arn sure, fr the purpose
expensca l'or surveys wc-ire to be borne by of revew~iimsg his stateineilt. I wil
the pas'ti's hoIding, ttie charter. Hence not. I ondei niny notes that I have
the claduot cf sreto British Com- headed a tble founded 0 tCis state-
bea is droe wha yiew and contrary to ment lBdae, the Statîstician," of
te i o we in Parlia- which tme followin is te substance:
ment. I will a ol this buse, If only 12,000 people paid t52h,443
nevertaelecs, ou lie ba I have into tCe Clsto-ns, the per capita
just presented, that Britis Columbia rate woud be $44.43 ; 12,000 paid
lias paid dollar for dollar, an more, $3213a 9 ing Excise, the per ctheta would
into the Doialon Treosury for every bi 2.70; total su paid in Excise and
dollar expendod i connection with the Cuistos, $5Cu3,762, hence totalper capita

iailway surve .sa ii t hat Province. I wili of t e population at that rate, 47.13.
%how you aiso what Ye paid iu exceas. Now, if Ontar o wth an estimated
I draw attention to miee followio state- population of 2,000,000, paid an equalpdr
ment, naielo a r capta sui in Customs and Exciseinto the
STATEMENT Show g surplus paie by British Dominion rasury, as British Columbia

Columbia over ber pro rta contribution into on the ralake bauis, she ouid have paid
Consolidated Fund, compared with eailway $94,260,000 ! I think if we had ail that
Expenditure in and for British Columbia up
toJune30, 1879.

Surplus of British Columbia over
pro rata contribution (see for-
mer stat ment) ............. $1,695,496 97

Total Railway Expenditure in
and for Biritish Columabig; di-
rectly to June 30, 187! .bi.; 1,499,956 19

Balance in excess of Railway Ex-
penditure, held by Dominion
Government....... ......... 195,540 78

A large proportion of this money for
Railway surveys was squandered, first,
through incompetency, and in the next
place this money was not all expended in

money in our Treasury, the genial face of
the hon. the Minister of Finance would
be lit up with unusual pleasure, and lie
would then have no difficulty in pushing
on to conipletion all the great public
works this country has ever dreamed of.
Now, Sir, we will consider the cost of
the Yale-Kamloops section of the Pacific
Railway. I arn not in possession of the
statistics that were used by the hon. the
Minister of Railways yesterday, and sub-
sequently by the hon. the Minister of
Public Work, but, knowing the country
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through which this section of the Railwa:
will pass,I estimate,that when completed
it will not cost this country ove
$8,000,000. I have heard a gentleman
who is somewhat familiar with railwav
state it would not cost over $7,000,000
But I have added the $1,000,000 name
as contingencies to that sum, and fix th
total cost of Yale-Kamloops branch a
$8,000,000. Sir, I wish to show to thi
House that if this Railway is constructe
it will have been with British Columbi
money, and not with Dominion money
except so far as our contributions to th(
Consolidated Fund belong to the Do
minion. I wish to show that this Do
minion, outside of British Columbia, wil
not be called upon to contribute to the
construction of the Yale-Kamloops Section
of the line, and that all we ask is the
credit and management of the Dominion
I believe I can demonstrate this be
yond controversy. I will read my state
ment :

STATEMENT showing annual cost to Canada fo
Interest on Capital invested in completion
of Yale-Kanloops section of Pacifie Railway.
Also, Statement showing how Canada is re-
couped for Interest.

ToTAL Cosr.
1. Yale-Kamloops Lake Railway.127

miles ................... $,000,00C
EXPENDITURE AND INTEREST, 1880 TO 1885.

1880-1 Expenditure, $1,000,000, at 4
per cent., 4 years ... ... $160,000

1881-2 Expenditure, $1,500,000, at
4 per cent., 3 years ...... 180,000

1882-3 Expenditure, $1,500,000, at
4 per cent., 2 yvars ...... 120,000

1883-4 Expenditure, $2,000,000, at
4 per cent., 1 year...... 80,000

1884-5 Expenditure, $2,000,00', at
4 per cent., to allow for
interest on inter-yearly
payments.............. 80,000

Total lnterest, June 30, 1885.. $620,000
EXCESS OF RECEIPTS AND SAVING TO CON-

SOLIDATED FUND.

1. Annual amount paid by Britisli
Columbia in Customs in excess
of the proportionate contribu-
tions to the Consolidated Fund
required of her on the basis of
the annual average per capito
Customs Tax of the Dominion,
namely, $346,443- in five years,
from 1880 to 1885, (See pre-
vious statements) .............. $1,732,215

2. British Columbia Loan Act, 1863,
for £50,000 sterling, expires
July, 1883, so there will be 10
per cent. Sinking Fund and
MR. DECOSMoS.

Interest saved in 1883-4 and
1884-5 .......................

Vancouver Loan Act, 1862, for
£40,000 sterling, expires i-i
April, 1882, so there will bc
saved 10 per cent. for Interest
and Sinking Fund for 1882-3,

50,000

1883-4 and 1884-5............. . 60,000

$1,842,215
Total Interest 4 years on Expendi-

ture cf $8,000,000 .............. 620,000

Total Excess paid by British Col-
tumibia after paying the interest on

$8,000,000, 4 years, on Yale-
Kamloo-ps Railway ............. $1,222,215

-Il think, Sir, that 1 have now donc, vhat I
-promIsed. I have shown fiat whien the
IYale-Kamloops Branich shial have been

cotnpleted, tic total interesf on fie capi-
ttal-8,000,000-invested in it construc-

tion and completion, namnely, $620,000,
*will ho repaid by British Columbia; andi
-that the total amûount of reccipts iii excess
-of hier pro rata contribution for Customs,

to C'-onsolidafeci Fund, and fie Saving,
on Expiringy Loans, will be, betwecn
1880 and 1885, $1,842,215, leaving a
balance, in excess of the inferest, in tie
Dominion Treasury of $1,22 2,215. Now,
Sir> it -will be perceived that British
Columbia lias no dcsii-e to oppress any
portion of the Dominion to construct the
jPacific iRailway froin the Pacifie to the
Rocky Mountains. All she asks is for
the Dominion to use lier credit in raising
the funds, and to exercise a wise andi
econornacal management in the construc-
tion of the Yale-Kamloops Ilailway.
The total annual interest on iti cost of
constructiorn, after conipletion, -wili be
$320,000, anti if the road were not to,
earn a sufficient surplus to meet the in-
teî-est, tie $1,222,21 à referred to will pay
the wbole for five years longer, when tie
increased contributions to the Dominion
Treasury will continue to, pay it and the
interest on tlic extension easterly
and westwardly. I regrret tiat the
hon. member for West Durliamn is not
here, for J wisi to refer to, hs remarks
about tie vast sunis of money
Ontario and Quebec contributeti to thus
enterprise. But, Sir, no stafistician, no0
acfuary, could, by any possible means,
discover the suni these two Provinces
respectively paiti into the Dominion
Treasury, exccpt as given ini the Returns.
The hon. gentleman gave us figures show-
ing that the total charge again8t British
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Columbia, from ail sources in excess of people: that we rush there, but they do
Receipts, was some $844,000 in eight
years. But I have shown that,
according to my way of treating that
subject, which, I think, is the correct one,
that we are not indebted in that sum, nor
any sum, no matter how many similarstate-
ments my hon. friend may make. But I
will assume, for argument sake,
that BEtish Columbia has received,
in exce ' of what she paid into the
Dominic. Treasury, on the pro rata
of the Doeiinion, $840,000. Now, any
statesmun worthy of the name, looking timental opinions, and when the two core
upon t'hat vast Province, only twenty mto cenfhct, it is the opinions which give
vears ol, would have said : This total away. I do not like mEe lip-Ioyaity,
sum of $840,000 at the end of eight either from the Goverient side or tht
years, will amount to $33,600, a Opposition sice. 1 like that ioyalty which
year at 4 per cent., and the present uphoids order, maintaining tho iaws of Our
populatian of this Dominion will not country inviolate, and if ever we bave to
suffer an iota ; for it will be passed to change our relâtionship with the Mother
Capital Account, an1d met by l tans Country, n whl d e it in i constitutional
that wiIl not be redeemed in this way and not liypocritie rl. We have
generation ; and that, in a few years, eheard a great deal a t te great
CJolumbia wOl recoup the Dominion a milch-cow of Ontarto. l have not
thousanA f.ild. 1 wisli my lion. friend yet con.ipleted my enquiries into the
were presezit to hcar these calcula- sumi of money expended in Ontario,
tiens, for they wouid, possibly, colvince during 1878-9. But as ftr as I have
him of the error of bis wvay in making thi gone, I believe that in I78-79, Ontarieo
charge. L I were holding the important received more froni the Dominion Trea
public position of my on. friend, who a- sury than she paid in. The Costom, Ex-
pires te control te Grvernment of this cise and Stamps-the oniy taxes imposed
countr, instead of playing the rôle of a -collected in Ontario in 1878-79 was in
croken I would select a more round numbers, $8,460, r ; and the ex-
dignifid occupation. y policy ould penditure for Salaries, Public Works, In-
nt be te croak againet the Government terest, etc., $8,560,of0. Thus sowing
that tbey Ient tee fast, but I would say, that the great mileb-cew of Ontario bas
you are net oing fast enougd. That received dollar for dollar, and more than
would have been a worthy policy for a she contributed in taxes i that year. 0
leader of the Opposition, if he wised te what then bas she te complain For
take a new depurture and oast away tha what reason sha ber publie on attemrt
iniserabdo traditions relating te tis ques- te deninate this Dominion, and insut-

tien. Then. -ve would havre had the leader ingly tell stualler Pr.3vinces., in the ian-
of the Opposition vieing with, and ut- guage of th late Govvrennt te Lord
bidding fer popular faveur, the nergetio Carnarvon: "It is espeded ine duty of
Minister of dRailways and the large the smailer Provinces o fr somewhat

inded leader ef this Government-al- te the opinions of the omiand more
thougli I may differ witbi both of tbe populus Provinces Thi wlcoh tbe
Occasionally, I arn glad te concede their Rveni e for building al such publie
juit mnerit-to show wbo could Ilbet works isnderived, T0ie so;ner the syste-
work and best degree,'and wbo could boat matic delusion of Ontarie, ubiat she s th
promeo tue interests ef the country, and great milc-cow, is ble.wn te the wind,
force it ahead. Then we would not have the botter. The two millions and a-half
hard so mucha fbout the gnited States; of Canadians outside ber border will not
how progreud sive teir eopl are, and how submit te be treated as though tey were
3law we are. The argument of the ho. objects of charity, and that by a Province
gentleman i simply this: that the people that neyer had a surplus dollar in her
of the United States are a progresive ,Treasury, til after she bad united with
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not rush here. And so we have this
everlasting lowering clou(d cast upon the
country. I will not say that the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham. and the hon. gentle-
men who surround himo, are unpatriotic. I
never use the word disloyal without attach-
ing some meaning to it. I have generally
found, with respect to thoso people who
are always prating about their loyalty,
that, if you scratch a little beneath the
skin, you will find very little loyalty.
Our material interests modify our sen-
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them. I now propose, Sir, to speak about
the Carnarvon Award. We have a
Repudiation Resolution placed be-
fore this House, by the hon. men-
ber for West -Durham. He proposes
to repudiate a solenn obligation. He
proposes to repudiate the Railway
clause of the Terms of Union, and also
the Carnarvon Award, made in 1874,
and accepted with thanks by the Govern-
ment led by the hon. member for Lanb-
ton. The Lon. mem ber for West Durham
appears on the Parlianientary stage this
Session in two very distinct parts: one,
as Award-preserver; the other as Award-
breaker. Hon. gentlemen, Sir, will
recollect that the hon. meiber for Algoma
moved for a Committee to enquire into
all matters connected with the <iisputed
boundary of Ontario. On ttat occasion
the hon. member for West Durham, sup
ported by the lion. members for Bothwell,
Elgin, and Lbniton, opposed the motion,
denoiuincing it as an attempt to violate a
solenmn Convention, as the eitering wedge
to break the Ontario Boundary Award,
and concluded his speech by impressing
the House with the necessity ot main-
taining the Boundary Award intact, as it
was "infinitely more important in its
moral than in its niaterial aspect," that
faith should be kept with Ontario in that
matter. So fuil of saintly fervour did
the hon. gentleman appear, so exercised
seenied bis righteous soul over the possi-
bility of disturbing the Ontario Boundary
Award 'oy granting a Committee of En-
quiry, that he reinindedI me of Mton's
invocation of the Muse :

" What in ire is dark
illumine; what is low, raise and supecrt,
That ta the height of this groat argument
I may assert eternal Providence,
And justify the ways of Gol to men."

The House, however, decreed that tl-e
motion should be carried ; so all the men-
tal agony of the ihon. member for West
Durham, excited by a majority of this
fouse who were so lost to the sanie high
sense of pure international morality as
that wliich swelled bis patriotic bosoni.
seemed wastel till the echoes of his
pathetic appeal were caught up by the
Globe and spread far and wide throughout
the land. Tle hon. gentleman, however,
has now appeared in the part of Award-
breaker. He seeis to have forgotten
the pure doctrines of international mor-

Mr. DECosMOS.

ality that he, with the assistance of his
bon. friends fron Bothwell and Lambton,
had applied to the Ontario Boundary
Award. When le applied those doctrines,
no doubt the motion of the bon. member
for Algoma made him feel sick : the pos-
sibility of losing 120,000 square miles of
territory awarded to Ontario, that Judge
Armour and Judge Ransay, counsel em-
ployed by the late Dominion Government,
testified recently that Ontario was not
entitled to, was indeed a beavy prospective
blow to Ontarian supremacy. That may
partially account for thie higli moral stand
taken by the hon. niember for West
Durhai on the Ontario Boundary Award
-an Award that, by bis own admission,
required a Statute to make it valid and
binding. Now, l.oweý er, when the Gov-
ernmeir proposes to keep faith with
British Culumbia, to abide by the Car-
narvon Award, to vote $1,000,000 for
Railway construction, the hon. member
for West Durham comes forward to break,
to repudiate the Carnarvon Award that
the late Covernment acceptedl as a settle-
ment, and told Lord Carnarvon that it
was not contrary to any Resolution of
Parliament or Statutory enactment, and
consequently Leld to be valid. He quotes
nîo high and pure principles of interna-
tional morals and applies them to the
Carnarvon Award to account for lis.
cliainge in opinion in a few weeks with
respect to International Awards, or to
justifv his cours ; but lie manifests, bv
the production of bis R ýesolution to post-
pone Railway construction, such a re-
niarkable change in his códe of inter-state
morals as can only be explained by him-
self, and then the i publie may decida
whether bis international morality is or is
not " false and hollow." The parts taken
by the hon. gentleman, respecting the On-
tario Boundary Award and the Carnarvon
Award remind me somewhat of another
great Reformer referred to in the couplet
of Rabelais :

"The Devil was sick, the Devil a saint
would be ;

"The Devil was well, the Devil a maint
was he."

Befora I conclude this branci of my sub-
ject, Sir, I desire Io draw still further the
attention of this H1ouse to the opinions
entertained by hon. gentlemen on ±his
side of the House, and outside of it,
when the Terms of Union, in 1871, were

Pacific Railway.
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uînder discussion in Parlianent and be-
fore the country ; and, also, to the
speeches made by the hon. members for
Bothwell, West Durham and Lambton,
this Session, respecting the Ontario Boun-
dary Award, and to a comparison oi their
utterances on that occasion with the
course they are now pursuing in
"ndeavouring to repudiate the Carnarvon
Award as well as the Railway clause oi
the Terms of Union. I will first direct
attention to the Railway clause of the
Torms of Union. It is as follows :

"The Government of the Dominion under-
take to secure the commencement simul,
taneously, within two years from the date of
Union, of the construction of a railway from
the Facifie towards the Rocky Mountains, and
from such point as may be selected east of
the Rocky Mountains towards the Pacific to
conne t the seaboard of British Columbia with
th R il t- f C da -A futert

Columbia could never break one jot or tittle
(of) these cast-iron obligations."

Now, notwithstanding the fact, that the
hon. member for West Durham made this
statement on the floor of this House, in
1871, that hon. gentleman produced a
Resolution hore to-day, asking for tke
postponement of the construction of the
Yale-Kamloops Section of 'the Railway
in the Province of British Columbia. He
stated, in 1871, that the Terms of Union
could not be broken " without the consent
of British Columbia; " and yet without
her consent he attempts to break them, to
repudiate the'Railway clause by refusing
to sanction the vote asked by the Govern-
ment. The next great authority on this
matter is the hon. miember for West-
moreland. That hon. gentleman is re-
ported to have said, in 1871:

secure the completion of such Railway within
ten years from the date of Union." Reselution to complete the Palway within ten

years no matter if the resuit ahotuld be muin.
The first interpretation of that dociment, No verbal reservations couid have effect; the
I find, is given by Lord Lisgar on written record alone could hold, and the

I inli gve OD t words of the Resolution wEre chear, and if in
February Ist, 1871, when he said : tw vears the Railway was not commenced

'' The Terms of Union are in the nature of a British Columbia could appeal to the Iiperial
Treaty." Go'.erament."

The understandinty of the hon. member
I will give you the opinion of another ft
Goeernor, Hon. iMr. Letellier, who in a Treaty was a binding obligation on this
speech in the Senate, on the Britih n
Columbia question, said :oiin e tanea tms o

Colubia ueston, aid:appear, the hon. meinher for We-,%tmore-
"The Resolutions respecting the Union of ail land was the gentleman Who seconded to-

British America were first brought up in "11 day the Resolution of the on. member
Legislatire Council of Canaa by the late Sir for West Durham repudiatirg it. We
Etienne Taché, and I cannot understand why
there should be any difficulty now in discussing bave n these extracts the opinions given,
a question of the same nature though of far less nine years ago by the hon. menibers for
magnitude. Those Resolutions were a sort of West Durbani and Westmoreland as to
treaty between the Provinces ; the Resolutions
in 1question will also be a quasi-treaty between t d cr o
Canada and British Columbia." and ve have the unexampled spectacle,

These are the opinions of two distin- to-day-after seven yearm continous viola-
guished public men; and both unite in tion of the Terms of Union, including five
holding that the Terms of Union were in 'In they supported, and. of' whieh they had
the nature of a Treaty. But it remained beenmembers-oftheself-same hon.gentle-
for two other distinguished lights of Par-
liament to explain the binding force of resolution to continue to Violate that
that Treaty: tbey were the hon. member soemn and binding obligation. 1 wish
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and the to draw the attention of the Hous.
bon. member for Westmoreland (Sir A. to tîe utteranceq of the hon. memher
J. Smith. I find that the hon. membe for Bothwell, du th question of the
for West Durham on that occasion used Ontario Boundary Award raised by ry
this language :thi bagae on. friend from Algoma, this Session,

"Were net hen. members justified then in and apply the princirds he has expressed
askinig for further information before taking
this irrevocable step. If this measure ehould
become law, the faith of the Dominion would other members of the Opposition are now
be plighted, and owithout the consent of British pursuing in respect to the Carnaryon
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Award. He said, on page 61 of the Han-
tard, this year:

" I am opposed1 to the Committee for which
the hon. gentleman aQks in his motion. I
think, Sir, that the Parbament of Canada, or
at all events, the Government of Canada, are
in honour and in good faith bound by the
Award of te Arbitrators appointed to decide
this question of bouudary.

Now, Sir, I maintain that, if the language
used here is correct, as regards the
Ontario Boundary Award, it is still moi e
correct in regard to an obligation, in regar d
to the Ternis of Union for whicl we have
the sanction of an Imperial Stature, and
the sanction of the ParliQment of this
country; and that if " the Governmnent
of Canada are in honour and good faith "
bound by the Boundary Award, it is
undoubtedly more closely bound by the
Carnarvon Award which it had accepted.
He further says, on page 66 of ]fansard:

"For this House to grant a Committee of
Enquiry, for the purpose of attacking the
Award of the Arbitrators in this matter, instead
of confirm ng it, would be acting just aq our
southern neighbours would have done, had they
refused to abide by the Halifax Award. It
would be just as flagrant a breaeh of good faith
as if Great Britain had refused to pay the
money awarded by the Geneva Arbitration
The Governnent of Canada is continuous. Its
obligations are not ended by a change Of Min-
istry, anî Ministers are soilemnly bound by any
action of a previous Governuent.

" Would in he proper for Mr. Hayes, at Wash-
ington, to ignore the Halifax Commission as an
obligation undertaken by his predecess r, Mr.
Grant ? Woudi that be a right and proper
mode of proceeding? And yet that might as
well be done as to repudiate the Award of
these Arbitrators.

"The genlemen composing the Board of
Arbitrators b ld a full opportunity of c -nsidering
the case, and they gave it their fullest cou-
sideration."

Allow me to tell i on. gentlemen opposite,
that we have, in these utterances of the
hon. member for Bothwell, a statement
of principles to the effect, when applied,
that we wouild be guilty of a breach of
Internationd Law by not carrying'out the
Treaty of 1871 with British Columbia,
and the Carnarvon Award made and
accepted by the Government of which he
was a mîenber. Notwithstanding this,
we have Lad on ex-Minister of Justice
placing before this louse a Repudiation
Resolution. The bon. meaber for Both-
well complained that the appointment of
the Bounlary Committee was to break
the Award, when no such object was

MR. DECOsMOS.

ever expressed, so far as I know. But
the vote before the House, that is
intended to fulfil the conditions of the
Carnarvon Award, in some small measure,
he and his hon. friends opposite unitedly
propose to reject. They want the
Ontario Boundary Award to be recog-
nised, whilst they repudiate the Carnar-
non Award. The hon. gentleman says it
would have been "a flagrant breach of
faith " if Great Britain Lad not paid the
Geneva Award. Then why is it not
" a flagrant breach of faith" not to pay
the Carnarvon Award ? The priucipie is
the same. He says: " The Ministers
are solemnly bound by any action of a
previous Government." Then why did
the Government of which he was a
meniber not carry out the Railway clause
of the Ternis of Union, if the obligations
of a Government are not ended by
a change of Ministry ? If the obligations
of a previous Government are not ended
by a change of Ministry, why is the hon.
inenber for West Dirhami, and the
entire Opposition, trying to prevent the

present Governnent from carrving out
the Carnarvon Award that was made and
accepted by the Government of their
predecessors, of wlich the hon. mi ember
from Bothwell was a leading iemter i
He says, that the Ontario Boandary
Arbitrators gave the question their
fullest consideration. So did the late
Governi ent the Carnarvon Award.
Yet the hon. gentleman and his friends

propose to reject that Award, if possible.
Mr. Mills adds :

" To sanction the appointment of this Com-
mittee to seek to set aside the Award of these
gentlemen, would be as great a wrong, as
gross a breach of faith, as if one Administra-
tion of this country 'were to repudiate the
public debt incurred by another Administra-
tion, or do anything which, in the public
estimation, it is derogatory for a Government
to do.

"t think this House ought not to grant
this Comnittee ; such a Committee cannot,
without dishonour and bad faith, be ap-
pointed."

Now, what bas been the whole course of
the hon. member for West Durham î It
has been, ever since 1873, an attempt to
relax and repudiate the original Terms of
Union. It is now to defeat, if possible,
the attenpt of this Government to fulfil
the conditions of the Carnarvon Award. If
it would be "a great wrong," "a gross
breach of faith," to repudiate the act of a
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former G overnment, what is the motion of
the, hon. member for West Durhan to
stop Railway construction in British
Columbia, but an attempt to commit
"a great wrong" and " a gross breach of
faiti." If the appointment of a Com-
mittee to enquire into a mat ter of which
nearly the entire House is ignorant,
cannot be made " witliout dishonour and
bad faiti," how can hon. gentlemen
opposite free themselves from the charge
of " dishonour and bad faith," wlen they
attempt to repudiate the conditions
of the Carnarvon Award, of which
no bon. meniber is ignorant 3 Mr.
Mills goes beyond this, and says :

" If the Government think that the Arbi-
trators were bribed, or that they werc wholly
incompete:t men, then they ought to assume
the res ?ousibility of opening up the question,
only with the consent of the other party,-
and by obtaining information through the
proper channels, instead of appointing a
Comittee,--a courz e which can lead to
nothing but delay in the confirmation of the
Award."

I am willing to concede the right of ask-
ing for a relaxation of the Terns of
Union. The mission of Mr. Edgar for
that purpose, howeveri as is well known,
failed. What attempt has been made to
get the consent of British Columbia to
the Resolution of the hon. member for
West Durham i None. But hon. gentle-
men opposite do not propose to ask any
relaxation. They w ill not even recog-
nise the relaxation of the Carnarvon
Award, that extended the time from 1881
to 1890 to complete the Railway from the
Pacific Ocean to Lake Superior only.
They propose to repudiate all railway
obligations to British Columbia. That
Province surrendered certain rights and
revenues to the custody of the Dominion,
and has fulfilled all lier obligations, and
expects the Dominion to perform lier
obligations. But hon. gentlemen
opposite want to hold the surren-
dered rights and revenues, and re-
pudiate the obligations they incurred.
It is quite natural then for us. to
state that we have not, as a Province,
violated our obligations; and it is also
quite natural that we should exact
from the Government a fulfilment of
theirs ; and if they are unprepared to
fulfil their obligations, let them aid the
Province in separating from the Union.
the whole of British North America is

not yet consolidated. There is an out-
lying Province, Newfoundland, that
is not within the Confederation : and
how can we expect the Province
of Newfoundland to enter a Dominion
that bas violated its solemn pledges
over and over again. The bad faith
of hon. gentlemen opposite tends
to destroy all hope of the com-
plete consolidation of British Anerica.
I will next take the utterances respect-
ing the Boundary Award of the hon. gen-
tle.aan who proposed the repudiation
Resolution to-day. On page 72 of Han-
sard, this year, that hon.. gentleman
stated :

" A very great responsibility is assumed by
that country, whatever its rank in the scale of
nati ns, which declares it will iot be bound by
the results of a solemu convention.

"I esteen this in the same light as a conven-
tion between two different countries; for, as
between Canada and Ontario, they are separate
and distinct in this matter."

Now, Sir, if a very grave responsibility
is assumed by a country that declares
that it will not be bound by a solemn Con-
vention, is there not a very grave re-
sponsibility assumed by the lion. member
for West Durham, wben lie declares by
his Resolution that Railway construction
in British Columbia ought to be post-
poned ? And if lie could carry lis Reso-
lution, woulid lie not force Canada to as-
sume a very grave responsibilit y by de-
claring that she would not carry out the
Carnarvon Awardl He savs that the re-
lationship of Canada to Ontario is that of
two different countries, so far as respects
the Boundary Award. If that be true,
Canada and Columbia are two different
countries so far as the Terms of Union
and the Carnarvon Award are concerned.
And yet the hon. gentleman shows no
hesitation in attempting to break that
solema Convention. If his position be
correct respecting the Boundary Award,
the stand that lie bas taken to-day in
moving a Repudiation Resolution is totally
indefensible, as it is calculated to cover
this country with the infamy of at-
tempting to break faith with one of
the Provinces of this Confederation.
Referring to the )ower ýf an Act of Par-
liament, to decide questions of boundary,
Mr. Blake continued:

" But while thatjpawer exists, the question
of international morality subsists also, and
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what we have to consider is whether a case is
here made ou# .learly sufficient t3 justify the
pro.edure suggested to-day, based as that pro-
cedure is on a disregard of the Award as a cogent
instrument.

" No w the first proposition I shall advance is
that, as the hon. xmember for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) well observed, there is a continuity in
government.

" I say this question rests, with respect to
the Government of the day, just in the same
positi"n as if the Government of the day had
Ibsen responsible for the original commission.
No hon. gentlemas opposite can say that the
present Goverinment, or any of its supporter,
are any the les% bound than was the Govern-
ment of my hon. friend from Lambton in refer-
ence to the issae of this commission and its
consequences."

These are the utterances of the hon.
gentleman who declared to-day, that he
would not be bound by those solemui
obligations to British Columbia. It
will be observed that the lion. nenber
for West Durham, in opposing the motion
of the hon. gentleman for Algoma for a
Committee to enquire into all matters re
specting the Boundary of Ontario, said
that there was "a question of interna-
tional morality " to be considered. But,
Sir, he has not questioned "international
morality " in connection with his present
motion. He assumesthatthemere granting
a Committee to enquire into matters con-
nected with the Ontario Bouindary raises
" a question of international morality " ;
but he boldly undertakes to break faith
with British Columbia, witbout ever
touching on the moral aspect of the queý
tion. I take it, Sir, to be the duty df
every hon. gentleman in this House to do
all in his power to cause the Provinces to
love each other, assist each other, and
work together for the common good of
our common country. But the course of
the hon. gentleman is the very reverse.
It is to induce the Provinces to hate each
other. He says that the present Govern-
ment is no less bound than the Govern-
ment of the bon. member for Lambton for
the issue of the Boundary Commission and
its consequences. On the same principle
the present Government is bound by the
Carnarvon Award and its consequences ;
and yet the bon, gentleman repudiates the
latter, and upholds the former. It is
lamentable to see a public man occupying
the position of the hon. gentleman re-
duced to so pitiable a condition. He also
stated :

"My second propositi)n is that if it be

Mn. DECosmos.

proposed not to ratify the Award, but to open
the question again, and throw that instrument
aside, such a proposal as that should be made
upon the responsibility of the Government Af
tie day, and with all the gravity which such
a course of action demands."

Now, Sir, if this doctrine be true, the
hon. gentleman, instead of moving a Re-
pudiation Resolution, ought to have
urged the Government to re-open the
question of the construction of the Pacific
Railway with Biitish Columbia, and
ought to have moved, "with all the
gravity such a course of action demands."
But the course adopted by the hon. gen-
tleman is not statesianlike ; it is simply
that of a man who bas no regard for th e
undoubted rights of others. Why did
not the bon. gentleman, when he -was in
the Government, endeavour to secure
such modifications of the Carnarvon
Award as would have satisfied both
parties to the Award î Al he did was
to offer $750,000 as compensation for all
future delays that might take place re-
specting the construction of the Railway
in British Columbia. That was very
properly rejected ; and there the hon.
gentleman left the subject, till he came
forward to repudiate entirely the work of
construction. If any one, after this, can see
anything statesmanlike, any capacity, in
the bon. gentleman to keep the Provinces
of this Confederacy together, they
have better discernment than I possess.
The hon. gentleman stated further:

" What a novel and entirely indefensible
proposal it is, that a private member should take
charge of this great material and moral question
-moral as to whether a national award should
be set aside, and inaterial as to the extensive
territory involved.

" It is the bounden duty of the Government
itself, if disposed, to take steps, which in its
opinion, the interest of the country requires--
steps tending to the disturbance and bpsetting
of this Award,-so to state, frankly, itself,
to propose those steps on its own responsibility,
and justify its course."

The hon. member for West Durham
here holds that it is a novel and entirelv
indefensible proposal that a private
member should take charge of the great
material and moral question of the Boun-
dary Award; and yet, Sir, he, as a private
member, comes forward to nullify the
Carnarvon Award. To call such a course
inconsistency would be to apply a mild
term, for what in plain Saxon must be
designated as a deliberate attempt to
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commit a breach of public faith. I beg
now to move the adjournment of the
debate.

Motion agreed to.
Rouse adjourned at

Twenty minutes after
Twe o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Monday, 1.9th April, 1880.

Tho Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

STAMPS ON NOTES AND BILLS AMEND-
MENT BILL.

(Mr. Cockburn, West Korthumberland.)
FIRST READING.

Mr. COCKBURN (West Northumber-
land), in introducing a Bill (No. 104) To
amend the Statute of 41 Victoria, Chapter
17, relating to Stamps on Notes and
Bills, said I regret to see that the h n.
the Minister of Inland Revenue is not in
his place, as I had conferred with hlm
on the subject of this Bill. A doubt has
arisen as to the true construction te be
put on the word " cheque " amongst the
exemptions in the Act of last bession,
and some banks treat tll deiand dratts
as being, equally with ebeques. free fr<om
the operation of the Stamp Act. The
consequence is that, if it was intended by
the Act of last Session that demand
drafts should not be exempt, there is, in
fact, a very large loss cf revenue. [The
lion. gentleman bere read, with the per-
mission of the House, a few lines from
the Manager of the Bank of Montreal,
pointing to the doubt, and to the differ-
ence ,in the practice cf different
banks.] le then proceeded : Now, Sir,
it is to remove this doubt, and to provide
either that all demand drafts drawn by
ene private person o-n another private
oerson shall be cleai-lv made subject to

puty, or thiat thev shall be as clearly ex-
empted, that I desire to initroduce tais
Bill. I would propose that the
Bill te i-cad a first tiie, and, if the
Government should decide tLat the Act
of last Session aiready covCrs tie grouni,
a declaration to the (fect that dermland
drafts, not being cheques on banks,
should te subject to duty, may be con-
sidered sufficient. 1, therefore, move the
first reading of the Bill.

Bill reacd thefiîrst time.

SUPPLY-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY.

ADdoURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned Debate on the
proposed motion (Sir Samuel L. Tilley): That
the Speaker do now leave the Chair for the House
to go again into Committee of Supply, and on
the proposed motion (Mr. Blake) in amend-
ment thereto.

MR. DECOSMOS: In resuming the
debate gave a brief sumiary of the pre-
vions part of bis speech, and concluded
by saying: I do not believe it is desirable
to do so at any ]ength, au I shall take
occasion, I hope, li anothler -way to bring
all the facts and conclusions that I then
presentedi to this Ilouse, before the mem-
hers of this Parliament and the country.

e com-le, ain, sir, to the lion. member
for West 1urham (Mr. Blake), he who
sets Limself up more than anybody in
this Iouse, or in tis Dominion, as
the pink of moraliy, as the pink of all
that is great, as an exanple to the pecple
of this country. That lion. gentleman
said on the occasion of the Ontario Boun-
dary debate:-

"But my mrain proposition is, that the respon-
sibi ity properly devolves on the Governmnent
of dealing with the question which, as a resi-
dent cf and me'mber from the Province of On-
tario, I do not hesitate to declare 1 regard as
infinitely more important in its moral than in
its material aspect."

Sir, the man wlo could regard the Ontario
Bourdary A ward as infinitely more impor-
tant in its moral than in its material
aspects, comes to tins louse and repudi-
ates not onl1the Carnarvon A.ward but the
Statute. The hoa. the leader of the Oppo-
sition stat -d, tirough Lord Dufferin, ihat
ths Award was accepted-that it was not
contrary to anyi Resolution of Parliamlent

or any Statute, and that the Termis of the

Award would be fulfilled ; but we find
ii hon. colleague prepared to vote for

the violation of that solemni compact. On
the same occaiion to wlieli I have referred,
the bon. member for Lambton said :

'I have no objection wbtever to the lion.
gentleman using bis power in this House to set
aside the legislation cf tle last Goverment if
he thinks it wrong ; I ut I fear if he were living
in another cnuntrv, le would find sone diffi-
culty in setting a(ide soit mii trea'i s that have
been enitered upen : such a- tIh Treaty for the
settlement of the Sai Juan cu-st;on.

" If the decision en that oc'asion if the Em-
peror William were to be set asde, it would be
as justifiable fram an international point of view
as the setting aside of the Award in the present
case.
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"The lien. gentleman would have no more
right to set aside the Award tean he would
have to set aside the Treaty of Washington."

These are the bon. gentleman's views who

proposes to vote now with the hon. nember
for West Durham. He said in 1874 that
the Carnarvon Award should not be
broken, but lie now wisbes to repudiate
the obligations made by himself witlh
British Columbia. As it is not my in-
tention to occupy the House long, I will

quote from .1n autlority which the other

side of the House regard with reverence.
On February 20tlh the Globe said this:

" It is had enough for a Premier, who has not
the moral courage t4 oppose something lie does
not want carrien out, to shirk his responsibility
and take shelter behind a Parliamertary Com-
mittee, but it is infinitely worse for him toibe the
ineans of matkin one of the parties to a solemn
arbitration break fiaith with the other after an
Award has been made. It is vain to say that
the Dominion Goveronient is not bound by the
decision of the Arbistfators. If one Administra-
tion is not uider obligation to carry out the
engagements of its pre:icuessor, what is the
good faith of tho country worth ? As Mr.
Blake put it in bis speech, the moral consider-
ations are in this instance far m,,re important
than the material interests at stake, though
these are so considerable that we venture to
prediet a lo.ig and obstinate struggle before
Ontario surrenders her present vantage ground."

Here we have the Globe and the three
great lights of the Opposition, the hon.
members for West Durham, Bothwell and
Lambton, denouncing anything like break-
ing up of the Boundary Award and yet
each of them is now prepared to vote
against tie Governmsent of Canadaattempt-
ing to keep faith with the Province of
British Colunbia, in the fulfilment of the
Carnarvon Award. I have another ex-
tract to read, which I hope hon. gentlemen
opposite will listen to. This is also fron
the Globe, of February 23rd : •

"What is thought of a privatemsn who re-
fuses to accept the awsard of impartial arbitra-
tors on his case ? What was thought by the
whole world of the United State journals that
invited their G îvernrment to disregard the de
cision of the Halifax Commission ? The mere
objections of Secretary Evarts were held by the
nations to have disgra2ed our neigibours in
some degree. Whbat if their Government had
refused to pay the $5,500,000, and lsad consti
tuted a C onttee of Congress to take the evi-
dence over again and ducide what should be
done? What ii the Cabinet of Mr. Hayes lad
refused to satify the Award b-cause the
Halifax Conmmis,ïon had b-en determined on by
their predecessoi s in office? But it nay be
said that ai a bitration between independent
nations i, quit- different from one between a

M. DECOSMOS.

federation and one of its parts, in a much as war
might be the result :f bad faith in the former
case. We hold that a dis regard of obligation is
rendered more disraceful by the plea that it
can be indulged in with afety. The stability
of the Confederation depends on tlhe general
confidence of the Provinces in the central
Government, and hereafter it will be impossible
to respect the Administratioi at Ottawa while
conducted by the leaders of the Tory party."

If the Globe's assertions be correct, that
" a disregard of obligatioin is rendered
more disgraceful by the plea that it can
be indulged in with safety," then we
must assume that the proposal of
the hon. nember for West Durham
and his friends, to disregard the Car-
narvon Award, is " disgraceful" indeed.
I now come to the denunciations of- a
number of the members for Ontaric in
that journal, of which the following is a
specimen -

" The names of the Ontario members who
voted for the national di-honour and feared to
stand up for the just Award te their Province,
are worthy of record. Let tise electors of
Ontario note the following list of mess, who
have at once been traitors to Canada and to
their own constitueuts :
J. B. ROBINSON.
R. HAY.
S. PLATT.
JOHN MCRORY.
S. J. LAWSON.
WM. FITZsIMMONS.
ALEX. SHAW.
THOMAS WHITE.
JOHN ROCHESTER.
DARBY BERGIN.
J. s. RosE.

A. T. H. WILLIAMS.
THOMAS ARKELL.
J. A. KIRKPATRICK.
D. MACMILLAN.
J. B. PLUMB.
JOS, KEELER.
S R. BESSON.
G. HILLIARD.
F. ]ROUTHIER.
PETER WHITE.
w. C. LITTLE.
A. MCQUADE.
H. KRKANZ.
G. A. DREW.

SIR JOHN

JOHN MCLENNAN.
UEO, JACUSoN.
T. S. SPROULE.
WM. MCDOUGALL.
F. E. KILVERT.
THOS. RoBERTSON.
JOHN WHITE.
MACKENZIE BOWELL.
T. FARROW.
X. STEPIENsON.
J. G HAGGART.
C. F. FERGUSON.
ED. HOOPER.
J. C. RYKERT.
T. CoUGHLIN.
W. WALLACE.
J. M. CURRIER,
J. TASSÉ.
J. BURNHAM.
J. S. MCQUAIG.
DALTON M'CARTHY.
o. FTLTON.
HIECTOR CAMERoN.
S. MERNER.
A. BOULTBEE.

A. MACDONALD.

This is what we find the lion. gentle-
men opposite to have said and done
through their organ the globe. The

very reverse they propose to do with re-
spect to British Columbia, the only Pro-
vince in the Dominion which lias paid a
larger sum into the Treasury than of right
s3he should have paid. If Ontario mem-
bers voted for the "national dishonour "
when they sinply voted for a Conmittee
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to enquire into al] maters coniected with
the Ontario Boundary, and if they were
"traitors to Canada and their own con-
stituents," will not hon. gentlemen oppo-
site vote "for the national dishonour,"
and prove "traitors to Canada and their
constituents," when they vote for the
amendaient of the hon. member for West
Durhama to break the Carnarvon Award ?
But I will now read some passages
fron a writer on International Law,
for the benefit of the member for West
Durham, wbo presents himself here in the
character of an international law-breaker,
whose moral instincts are so readiiy
touched when anything concerns Ontario,
but who is deaf and insensible when Bri-
tish Columbia is concerned, and when
she asks for justice. I will read some
passages from Vattel, a 'tandard authority
on International Law, as Blackstone is
on Common Law, and Adam Smith on
Political Econonr :

" It is a settled point in natural law, that he
who lias ma le a promise to any one bas con-
ferred upon him a real right to require the
thing pr mised,-and, consequently, that the
breach of a perfect promise is a violation of an-
other person's riglit, and as evidently an act of
injustice as it would be to rob a man of his
property. The tranquility, the happiness, the
security of the human race, wholly depend on
justice,-on the obligation of paying a regard
to the rigýts of others. The respect which
ethers pay to our rights of domain and prop-
erty constitutes the s-eurity of our actual pos-
sassions ; the faith of promises is our security
for things that cannot be delivered or executed
upon the spot. There would no longer be any
security, no longer any commerce bet ween man-
kind, ii they did not think themselves obliged
to keep faith witb each other, and to perform
their promises. This obligation is, then, as
necessary as it is natural and indubitable, be-
tween nations that live together in a state of
nature, and acknowledge no superior upon-
earth, to maintain order and peace in their
society. Nations, therefore, and their conduc-
tors, ought inviolably to observe their prom-
ises and their treaties. This great truth, though
too often neglected in practice, is genierally
acknowiedged by al nations : the reproach of
perfidyisesteened by sovereigus amost atrocious
affront; yet he who dues not observe a treaty
is certainl- perfidious, since he violates his
faith. On the contrary, nothing adds so great
a glory to a prince, and to the nation be gov-
erns, as the reputation of an inviolable fidelity
in the performance of promises. By such hon-
ourab e .conduct, as much and even mure than
by lier va!our, ihe S iss nation has rendered
herself resp etable throughout Europe, and is
de'servedly courted by the greatest monarchs
who entrust their persofsal safety to a body-
guard of ber citizens. The Parliament of Eng-
land Las more than once thanked the king

for bis fidelity and zeal in succouring the allies
of his crown. This national magnanimity is
the source of immortal glory ; it presents a firm
basis on which nations may build their confi-
dence, and thus it becomes an unfailing source
of power and splendour.

" As ths engagements of a Treaty imposed
on the one hand a perfect obligation, they
produce cn the other a perfect right. The
breach of a Treaty is thereore a violation of
the perfect right of the party with whom we
have contraýted ; and this is an act of injustice
against him."

It remains, then, for history to state, that
the member for West Durham bargained
with his colleagues and the leader o! his
Government to violate the Treaty and
compact with British Columbia-the bar-
gain between lier, Canada and England,
which every honourable Province and
honourable man would say was a binding
obligation--and that he would only enter
the Ministry on condition it should be
broken ; and yet we have had, this Session,
the statement of the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), that no Treaty can
be broken except with the consent of both
parties to it. I will read this passage on
the subject :

"Who can doubt that Treaties are in the
number of those things that are to be held
sacrcd by nations ? by treaties the most im-
portant affairs are determined ; by them the
preteusions of sovereigns are regulated ; on
them nations are to depend for the acknowledg-
ment of their rghts, and the security of their
dearest interesta Between bodies politic,-be-
tween sovereigns who acknowledge no superior
on earth, treaties aie the only mut ans of adjust-
ing their various pretensions,-of establishing
fixed rules of conduct,-of ascertaining what
they are entitied to expect, and what they have
to depend on. But treaties are ne better than
empty words, if nations do not consider them
as respectable engagements,-as rules which
are to be inviolably observed by sovereigns,
and held sacred throughout le whole eaith.

" The faith of treaties, that firnm and sincere
resolution, that invariable const ncy in fulfill-
ing our engagements,-of which we make pro-
fesion in a treaty, is therefore to be held
sacred and inviolable between the nations of
the earth, wlose safety and repose is secured :
and, if mankind be not wilfully deficient in
their duty to themselves, infamy must ever be
the portion of him who violates his faith.

" He who violates bis treaties, violates at
the saie time the law of iatiors : fo-, Le dis-
regards the faith of treati.s,-that faith which
the law of nations declares sacred ; aid, so far
as depends on hLim, be rendei s it vain and in-
effectuai. Doubly guilty, be d es an injury to
to 18is ally, le does ;n injury to
ail nations, and inflicts a wound on the great
society of mankind. "On the observance and
execution of treaties," said a respectable sov-
ereign, ' depends ail the security which prince&
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and states have with respect to each other :
and no dependence could henceforth he placed
in f uture conventions if the existing ones were
not to Le oLserved."

" As all nations are interestei in maintaining
the faith of treaties, and causing it to loe
everywhere cons-dered as sacred and inviolable,
no likewise they are justifiable in ferming a
confederacy for the purpose of repressing him
who testifles a disregard for it-who openly
sports with it-who violates and tramples it
under foot. Such a man is a public enemy
who saps the foundations of the peace and com-
mon safety of nations. But we shouli le care-
ful not to extend this maxim te the prejudice
of that liberty and independence to whirh
every nation bas a claim. When a sovereiga
breaks bis treaties, or refuses to fulfil them,
this does not imiediately inply that he con-
siders them as cmpty names, and that le disre-
gards the faith of treaties ; l'e nmay have goed
reasens for thinking himself liberated from Lis
engagements ; snd other sovereigns have not a
right to judge him. It is the sovereign who
violates Lis engagements on pretences that are
evidently frivolous, or whe does not even think
it worth bis while t allege any pretence what-
ever, to give a colorrable gloss to bis conduct,
and cast a veil over his want of f aith-it is such
asovercign wbo deserves to be treated as an
enemy to tue human race."

The hon. member for West Durham
proposes delay, and every hon. member
can perceive that his conclusions are
at variance with his statements and pre-
nises. But Le is the man of subter-
fuges and flimsy reasons, in order that
the Treaty with British Columbia may
not be carried out. Vattel, page 234,
speaking of subterfuges says

'His Catholic Majestv, Ferdinand, baving
concluded a treaty with the Archduke, his son-
in-law, thought le could evade it by privately
protesting agamnst the treaty : a puerile finesse !
which without giving any riglit to that prince,
only exposed bis weakness and duplicity."

NoW, what applies to Ferdinand will
apply to hon. gentlemen opposite. This
resolution lias only again exposed tleir
weakness and their duplicity. I quote
again from Vattel on Treaties, page 45o,
and 1 ask the House to observe its appli-
cability to the course of the bon. member
for West Durham. As is well known,
the hon. gentleman has ever been in
favour of delays in conntetion with theo
fulfilment of Canada's obligations to
British Columbia. Now, what does thics
great writer on International Law say
about delava iHe says :

" Studied delays are equivalent to an express
denial, awd difier from it only by the artifice
with which Le who practices them aeeks to
palliate his m ant of faith: he adds fraud to

. O o 1) OS.

ptrfidity, and actually violate3 the article which
he should fulfil."

Sir, I arn astonished that hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House can sup-
port so perfidious a resolution as that of
the hon. member for West Durham. I
am astonished that the lion. gentleman
himself should wisb to cover his country
with such infamy, as must cover every
state that breaks its treaties. If war be
the sum of villainies, the bmeaking of
treaties must be the sum of infamies.
My bon. friend, the hon. the Minister
of Public Works, stated the other night
that the Union of the four Pro-
vinces was based upon the con-
struction of a Railway connecting the
Eastern w ith the Western Provinces. With-
out the Intercolonial Railway there could
Lave been and w-ould have been no real
Union. Now, suppose that after that
Union lad been proclaimed, after the Fed-
eral Gov ernment had been or-ganised, and
the several Provinces Lad begun to pay
their money into the Federal Treasury,
that the Dominion lad refused to con-
struct tihatroad,would not every man frcm
those Eastern Provinces bave denounced
the Federal Government for its perfidy !
But, wlien such a course is actually
proposed to be pursued towards British
Columbia, many hon. gentlemen seem not
to understand that equal perfidyis involved
in the proposition te break faith with
British Columbia. Now, we will take the
Carnarvon Award. The leader of the
Opposition, while head of the late Gov-
erniment, and Lord Dufferin, co.curred
in accepting the A-ward, and thanking
Lord C&rnarvon for what lie had done.
And they added this : We accept this
for a present settlenient, as it is not at
variance with any statute. We accept
it because it is not at variance with
any Resolution cf Parliament. What
duplicity on the part of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite, w ho deliberately, down
to the present hour, are still prepared to
implement that Award by supporting a
proposition to ignore it. The bon. the
Minister of R ai.lways lias brought underthe
notice of hon. gentlemen opposite, that the
late Premier did not propose to build the
Emory-gavona section of the Pacifie Rail-
way, although he put this country to an
expense of thousands of dollars
in movimg rails. Wlat greater
infamy can wve conceive of if thir
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charge be true I When knowingly and
deliberately using the public inoney of
Canada for a mere partisan purpose, he
wasted $32,000 to make the people of
British Columbia believe that the Gov-
ernment intended to build the road, whilst
in fact they did not intend to do so.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I made a
inistake in the amount ; it was over
$34,000.

MR. DECOSMOS: I thank the hon. gen-
tleman for his correction. I think it will
also be found that the late Government, in
order to provide themselves with a means of
escape, did not pass any Order in Council
calling for tenders I believe the call for
tenders was put into the papers, and no
Order in Council, authorizing the call,
was ever passed. In 1871 the Govern-
ment of Canada, with a full senne of their
obligations, made a Treaty with British
Columbia. The obligations of that Treaty
put a first lienupon this Dominion after the
charges upon the public debt and the ordi-
nary and current expenditure for govern-
ment. Under that Treaty the Rail way was
to be commenced simultaneously on the
Pacific coast and at some point east of the
Rocky Mountains. Fifteen million dol-
lars have already been expended by
the late Government in the work of
construction, and not a single.dollar has
been spent in British Columbia in the
work of construction. Is it not right that
the Parliament now, at the end of seven
years, from the time fixed for its commence-
ment, sbould fill, in a small measure, the
obligations assumed in 1871 î Again,
about $15,000,000 has been expended
oi the canal system since -1873. We find
the system of canals between Lake Huron
and Montreal have cost over $15,000,000,
and the interest that is being paid, at the
rate of 5 per cent., amounts to $750,000
more per annum. If this Government
had wished to have kept faith with the
people of British Columbia, it would not
have entered so readily iuto the enlarge-,
ment of canals, because the obligations to
British Columbia was a prior lien on this
Dominion.

MR. MACKENZIE: No.
Mi. DECOSMOS: More than that

We find that they have relieved the Pro-
riaces of Ontario and Quebec of some
$600,000 or $700.000 a year interest, or
nearly $11,000,000 in capital. Making a
total expenditure of principal and interest
of about $50,00i,000 in nine years, con-

trary to the spirit and letter of the com-
pact with British Columbia. I take it
that anyone to whom this matter may be
referred will see that the f;rst duty of the
Dominion was to fulfil its obligation with
British Columbia, but we hear nothing of
that in the utterances of bon. gentleme
opposite. I desire now to allude to the
aidres of my hon. friend the lion. inem-
her for Yale, when the reply to the
Speech from the Throne ws before the
House. The hon. gentleman stated that
I took ground in my speech on that occa-
sion against the route of the railway
selected by the government. The very
contrary: I expressed myself as follows
on this point: "I am glad that the gov-
ernment has at last decided upon a route
on the West Coast." He, also, stated
that I represented the people as being
dissatisfied with the route selected. Now,
I made no such statement,-as will be
seen on reference to the Hfansarcl. He
questioned my remarks with relation te
" the fertile district of Kamloops," re-
ferred to in the Speech. Now with the
object of placing myself right on that
subject, and correcting the error into
which the lion. mem'ber has fallen, I bave
prepared some statistics on Kamloops
district and the neighboring districts,
which 1 will ask the House to allow me
to place among other reports of my utter-
ances on this occasion. These statistics
will show the extent approximately of
Kamloops and contiguous districts, from
which the section of railway, now under
contract, will get its business. The total
area in square miles and acreage in Yale
Commons district, exclusive of Koote
nay, is:

Yale snd Hope
Lytton
Pache Creek
Kamloopia
Nicola
Okanagan
Rock Creek

Square miles. Acres.
districts... 3,300 2,112,000

"... 2,200 1,518,010
1,200 768,000
4,500 2,880,030

... 3,600 2,304,000
2,700 1,728,000
2,325 1,488,000

19,825 12,798,000
Containing in 1879 the following polling
districts, voters and farmers :-

Vote-S. Farm's.
Yale anI Hope pelling district ... 67 13
Lytton district 51 23
Cachec Creek ... 56 26
Kamloops .... 126 58
Nicola .... 67 54
Okanagan0 63
Rock Gr"ek .... 15 2

452 239
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In all the sub-districts, giving the 239 yet at the sane time I am
farmers 320 acres each, the total acreage wholly indisposed to be factious. The
of the farms would be 66,480 acres Goverament have arrived at a decision,
while in the ten settlements in the Kai- and I ar prepared to support the Gov-
loops district the 58 farmers at 320 acres ernent in their decision to build that
each, the total acreage would be only section of the road. I believe, however,
18,560 acres. North of Yale district is that the Pille Pass route wili yet prove to
Lilloet district (a sub-district of Cariboo be the great through route. I believe that
Commons district), the total area of which after tiis section is buit it will enable the
is 18,000 square miles, or a total acreage whole of British Coluinhia to be opened up,
of 1 1,520,0U0 acres. The total acreage in by connecting the Pâle Pass route through
occupation is : 83 farmers, at 320 acres British Columbia witlî the Ya1e-ýam1oop
eaci, 26,000 acres, the total voters being section, via Fort George, Quesnelle, Clin-
108. In 1874 the list of voters stood ton and Cache Creek. To beedt tie

Total Far- Stock- Western Province, tie railway ougii
Voters. mers. raisers. to start at Cache Creek and on

Yale and Hope.......... 54 12 Nil. to Fort George; that would be the
Lytton.,................. 30 10 "
1 icola.................. 43 40 "
Okanagan ................ 58 9 " of the Province of Columbia. M hon.
Kamloops.................. 87 36 6 friend from Yale, also stated, on the occa-
Cache Creen............... 37 17 Nil. sion to which I have previously alluded,

The total lands taken up in 1878 in Kam- that ticre were not twelve persona in My
loops was 8,160 acres, in quantities fromu constituency who wcre o)posed to the
36 to 640 acres. The following statement Frazerroute. Allow metostatethatthat
will show thie increase or farners in the was an anoorreet stitement. -He also
above districts during the period between stated thit, in an eloquent speech, I spolie
1874 and 1878 : in favour of that section. At that time

1874 1878 Increase. welhad no terns of Union with Canada.
Hope and Yale, farmers... 12 13 1 Wewere not even within the Confeder
Lytton, ... 10 23 13 ation, and the question of a railway across
Cache Creek, 17 26 9 the continet, vas an unsettled. one. The
Kamloops, .. 36 50 14
Okanagan, .. 9 61 52
Nicola, .. 40 54 14 of which I was a member, and of whach

The following is a summary of the YaleýD tume. The statoment was mnade thiat we
and Lilloet districts mugt get a trans-continental railway, if
Yale, total square miles........... 19,825 Canada accepted our ternis. I said then,
Lilloet, " . ........... 18,000 that if we were going to have a railway,

- Ttalit would lie better to put ia' a positive
Total . ........................ 37,825

Yale, total acres................ 12,798,000 provision, that it shah be constructed
Liloet, " ...... .. 11,520J,000 between Yale and

-- believe that this route will lic valu4ble to
Total acreage.............. 24,318,000 tus country, and I believe that the ter-

Total voters, Yale.. ............... 452 ritory souti of Kamloops, which is nearly
" 4 Lilloet ..................... 108 five tineas large as the Province of Prince

Total voters............. ........ 50 Edward Island, and that in the districts to
Total farmers, Yale................ 239 tlenirth and south ofKamloops, some very

Lilloet ................. 83 fine country, caa be opened up. As far
Tota famer............-- as Kamnloops is concerned, I do not believe

Total farmers..................... 322 very inuch traffic can b. obtained. My

I will not on this occasion enter upon bou. friend opposite, does not vant any-
an estinate of the anount of business thing to b. built in the -ay of a railway
that the railway nay transact with in British Columbia, until thc settler bas
these districts-as way traffic. I will say reached tii iocky Mountain Range.
this, that with respect to the railway that I think the lion, gentleman is labouring
is proposed to be built by the Government, under a very great mistake indued. le has
that whilst 1 do not believe that the Fraser to know that there in only one great coi-
is the best route for our trans-continental mercial rart on ti. Pacific coast, and

MR. DECOSXOS.
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that that great commercial mart is
San Francisco; that it bas forned com-
mercial relations with every people, on
the west coast of America, the east coast
of Asia, the Indian Archipelago, down
through Australia and New Zealand.
Now, I take it, if we wish as a Canadian
people, if we wish to establish a foreign
policy, if we wish to find a market for our
surplus produets, we ought to have rail-
way communication with the shores of
the Pacifie, in order that we might dis-
tribute our surplus goods among the mar-
kets of the Pacifie Ocean. The hon. mem-
ber for West Durham wants delay. That
is a great mistake; for the sooner we are
enabled to move our manufactures across
the continent, and enter into commercial
rivalry around the shores of the Pacifiu
Ocean witli our neighbour to the sou th, the
sooner we will be enabled to occupy a
similar commanding commercial position
to the provinces on the Atlantic. Allow
nie to call the attention of the House to
the trade of the port of San Francisco.
The total imports of merchandise durin g
1879, in San Francisco, amounted
to $34,124,417. The total exports,
$36,564,328. I find that tle doni-
estic exports from the State of Cali-
fornia amounted to $29,000,000. Now
the total value of the imports of Canada
in 1878-79 was $81,964,427 ; and
total value of exports, $71,491,255. Bv
comparison, it will -be seen, that San
Francisco, a city only thirty years old,
imports and exports nearly half as much,
exclusive of coin and bullion, as the
Dominion of Canada. Noiv there is no
good reason why this state of things
should exist, if we are true to ourselves,
and develop by railway the Great West.
A few years ago, I employed an engineer
to make a measurement of our territory
from the 110th meridian, west, to the
eastern boundary of British Columbia,
and between the 49th and 60th parallels
of north latitude. The result showed
that there are 257,000 square miles of
territory east of the Provincial boundary
that must find its market through a
port in British Columbia. That added
to the 330,000 square miles of British
Columbia gives us a territory of 587,000
squai e miles, which must also find its
chief markets on the coast of the Pacific.
The United States, west of the 110th
neridian and between the Canadian

boundary and the Republic of Mexico,
have 800,000 square miles of territory,
and we have just as good a country as
they have. The agricultural products cf
Canada sent from the Atlantic side to
England in 1878-79 were worth about
twenty millions of dollars. Now, the
exports of wheat alone, from the port
of San Francisco, last year were $16,-
788,772. I maintain that if we have a
railway running froin the cereal region
east of the Rocky Mountains to within a
short distance of the Pacific coast, that
we will bejust as able to ship our wheat
to England as the people of San Fran-
cisco. We trust aiso to find a way traffic for
this railway. By the settlement of that
region east of our boundary, we will get
this througlh traffic and by that means the
railway wilil assist most materially to build
Up the country. I shall not go iito detail
further. [ desire now to summarize a few
facts from what I have already said upon
this subject. We, British Columbia,
import and export more than any other
Province, Per capita. We have con-
tributed during the last year $521,443
in Customs alone to the Revenue, where-
as, at the sanie rate per head as we have
been paying Ontario, would have contri-
buted more than $20,000,000. 1 contended
on Friday night that 200 Ontarians paid
as mucli as five Colunibians ; that five
Columbians paid as much as 150
Quebecers; five Columbians paid as much
forty Nova Scotians; that five Colum-
bians paid as much as thirty New
Brunswickers; and that five Colum-
bians paid 150 per cent. more than ten
Prince Edward Islanders. I showed that
British Columbia paid into the Consoli-
dated Fund last year $275,762 more than
she was lawfully bound to pay at the
per capita rate of ,the Dominion. I
showed that during the eight years,
from 1871 to 1879, she paid in a total,
in Customs and Excise, of $3,392,152.
But let us leave out of consideration the
comparison with the Provinces sepa-
rately, and come down to the average for
the Dominion. Our proportion of Customs
per capita of thé Dominion is $3.50 ; that
is the amount per capita which we ought
to pay, and, as our population is 50,000,
we should by riglit contributo $175,000
altogether; but the fact is we paid
$346,343 in addition to the $175,000
which we should not pay by right. Yet
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we do not grumble. All we want is the
Canadian Government to cone to the
front and carry out their obligations in
the best possible way. The 50,000
population is based upon careful calcula-
tions. During.the six months preceding
my arrivai her. I gave a great deal of at-
tention to the matter, and I came to the
conclusion that, including our Indian
population, our white population and the
Chinese and every other nationality
the number, our population, in the maxi-
num, is 50,000. Now, it bas been stated
that $1,449,956 bas been expended on
surveya in. British Columbia, and as
British Columbia Las contributed, man
for man, the large amouni which I have
stated more per capita than alIl the
rest of the Dominion, it will be seen
that over and above al railway ex-
penditure, the Government hold in band
a net balance contributed in the eight
years by -British Columbia, over the
remainder of the Dominion, of $195,540.
I am glad to see the bon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake) in bis seat;
because 1 want to make reference to bis
statenient, at Walkerton, that we Lad
onlv a population of 2,000.

hIR. BLAKE: No, no,
MiR. DECOSMOS : The hon. gentleman

stated that there were about as great a
population in British Columbia as in the
audience he was then addressing at
Walkerton, and that audience was about
2,000 in nuimber. I bave it here in the
Globe.

MR. BLAKE : I neither swear by,
nor ut the Gilobe; but what I really stated,
was that the population numbered as
many freeholders as the number then
present; and I estimated the freeholders
as one to five.

M4a. DECOSMOS: Oh! freeholders.
The hon. meiber for West Durham i
well able to make that look better which
looked so much worse. le stated that
there were only 2,000 freeholders in
British Columbia. I find also that
he gives 12,000 paying $553,362 in
Excise and Customs in one year; that
would be about $47 per capita. Oh ! I
wish I were such a statistician as the hon.
member for West Durbam. I told the
fHouse the other night that I would deal
with the Vancouver section of the railway
at some other time. * I know it will be
leuilt. I am only dealing with the.

Mr. DECuSMOS.

Yale-Kamloops section ; the total cost of
which I estimate at $8,000,000. I have
shown that we pay $340,000 a year more
in Customs than the average taxation of
the Dominion, and, therefore, we really
shall pay aIl the expenses, in the shape of
interest and sinking fund for the
building of this railway.

MR. MACKENZIE : It will naturally
be expected that one who has had
so much to do -with the practical work
connected with the Pacific Railway as
myself, will have something to say on a
motion of so much importance, and,
therefore, I desire to speak on the sub-
ject, not, however, going over the ground
trod by the bon. member for West Dur-
ham (11r. Blake), but endeavouring to
confine myself to such points of ,the case
as have not received his atterntion,
though I will be obliged occasionally to
repeat some portions of wbat fell froni
that hon. gentleian*, in order to be con-
cise and consistent in my narrative of
events. I listened to the able speech of
the hon. the Minister of Railways, but,
although it was an able speech, I listened
to it with a sense of disappointnient, for
the reason that, at least, two-thirds of it
was taken mp with a hostile and unfair
criticism of bis opponents, and not one.
third of it -was taken up with
an exposition of his own and
the Government's policy. The hon.
genthman seemed to think that if
lie could succeed in fastening incon-
sistency on the late Administration, he
found an excuse for doing unjiutifiable
things now. -He took up several matters,
having an important -bearing on the pro-
posed continuation of the work, which I
shall endEavour to notice. While I will
not pretend to follow his points seriatim,
I shall endeavour to arrange them so as
not to miss anything seriously important.
The Lon. gentleman meant bis speech to
bear sometbing like a historic character,
for Le commenced at the beginning and
attacked the late Administration, and
notably myseif, for having opposed the
scheme of the Government of 1872, in
connection with the Union with British
Columbia. It is quite true that we did
oppose the scheme, and my only regret is
that we did not oppose it successfully.
We opposedit because it would entail bur- -
dens which this country cannot bear; we
opposed it because it was wholly unneces-
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sary for the purpose of obtaining the
Union; we opposed it because the Ad-
ministration of the day, under the leader-
ship of the hon. the present Premier,
deliberately entered into engagements
not asked by British Columbio, and
against the strong remonstrances of the
country, and even of his own friends,
against sound policy, and with the poor
excuse-which it would bave been-that
British Columbia, without such terms,
would have remained out of the Union.
If British Columbia had remained out, it
would have been a disaster that could be
borne, although, if it had, I should have
regretted it, because I desiru to see an
entire Confederation of British America
accomplished as soon as possible. But I
was not able to agree to the terins on
which that Province was brouglt into
the Union, and I an sure there is not
one hon. gentleman on the Opposition
Benches who is, at this moment, prepared
to justify the extent to which hon.
gentlemen comniitt ed the country, in
order to accomplish that object. I was
hardly, and yet I was, prepared
for the hon. Minister's undertak-
ing to excuse the whole bar-

gain by asserting that the Resolution,
passed some days after the Union was
assented to in this House, was a rider to
the Terins of Union. Such was not the
opinion of the hon. lte leader of the
Government for years afterwards, and
such was not the opinion of the lion. the
Minister of Railways, until he de-
veloped that theury in a speech durinig the
North Renfrew election contest in 1876.
Assmning that the hon. gentlemian's
ground is correct, that tu R>esolution
which was nassed at the instance of the
then hon. leader of the House (Sir George
E. Cartier) did govern the Terns of
Union, hon. gentlemen will see the ex-
tent to which it comniits them. The lion.
gentleman says that what are known as
the Carnarvon Terms were binding on the
country, but that the Terms cf Union
were not binding , and I was a little sur-
prised to find the last speaker (Mr.
DeCosmos) administer no rebuke for what
he would cail " bad national morality"
and bad faith. It was quite true tlat
the Resolution regarding the non-increase
of taxation was adjpted after the
Term, of Union were assented to by this
Parliament, but when the saine Resolu-

tion was embodied in the Lieutenant-
Governor's Act of 1874, it did not seem
to the hon. gentlemian to excuse us
froni being bound by the Carnarvo
Ternis.

MR. DECOSMOS : Not a whit.
MR. MACKENZIE : But the other

does, it seems.
MR. DECOSMOS: No. We Colum-

bians neyer admitted the right of the
Parliament of Canada to inpart a provi-
sion into the Terms of Union by their
own act, neither did we ever attempt, or
claim, to impart a condition, or Terms
of Union, by the Parliament of Canada.
We maintain that the Terns made by
the Parliament of Canada had no binding
effect upon the people of British Coluimbip.
I can turn up statenents of the hon.
member for West Durham to prove that
fact, because it cost me two Sessions
labour to get it into his head.

MR. MACKENZ [E: The lion. gen-
tleman will find sucli a declaration
made last week, and he will also find
that on no occasion have we asserted, on
this side of the 1ouse, that that declara-
tion was of equal authority with the
Ternis of Union, and, while that in our
position we hold further, nanely, that thb
Ternis of Union cannot take precedence
of other public obligations previously in-
curred. Where it is evidently impe ssible
to niaintain both, in the present state of
the public finances, we have to determine
which of the public works concerned are
tIus likely to be most benelicial to the
entire country, and not to.a few thousan'u
of its population. If the bon. the Minis-
ter of Railways, and the present Admin-
istration, took the ground that the lesolu-
tion passed, after the assent to the Terms
of Union, were of equal authority with
those terms, and released ParianieLt
and the country from the enormous
obligation incurred, then, I might
equally plead tlat the safeguard the late
Goverunent providud, in their Act of
1874, placed us enîtirely in the same posi-
tion. Our sole olject then in opposing tio
scheme, in 1872, was to obtain such
Terms as could be reasonably carried out.
I admîîit, to the utmost extent, the dc-
sirability of our keeping faith in all
public obligations, even whîen they do not
partake of the nature of a treaty; bu+,
on the other band, British Columbia bad
every notice, by the discussion which
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took place in the House, when the ma- Sir, was the conclusion reacbed by fli
jority of its members did not believe hon, gentleman opposite. We took the
it was possible to carry out that bargain. ground ail along that we wcre bound, as

MR. DECOSMOS: Being one of those publie men, to endeavour to carry ont the
who took probably as large a share to in- obligations te British Columbia, se far as
duce British Columbia to enter the Union was consistent witb the sccurity of Our
as anyone else, allow me to state that the financial condition. Wc werc hound se
discussions bere wereover, and the Resolu- far to give every possible opportunity
tions passed, almost before we heard of that could be given to obtain public con-
them in British Columbia. tractors and financial men infercsted in

MR. MA CKENZIE: British Colun- order to cary out the Terms as soon
bia had notice of the fact, and Mr. as possible. Within a very few weeks of
Trutch, who was then in Ottawa as a the timewe assumed office, we despatched a
delegate from tbat Province, in the pub- o the Government to
lished speech made in this town, ad- Province to endeavour te arrange for a
mitted that the Teris of Union modification of fhe terns to tli extent
must be determined by the public that we bclieved we iit be ableto
necessity. I cannot quote bis language, carry ont. These modifications were not
but I think I have paraphrased correctly assented to by British Columbia, and we
what he said on this subject. The hon. the afterwards acceptcd the good offices of
Minister of Public Works alleged that the Lord Carnarvon, or more strictly spcaking,
Opposition, in 1872, had endeavoured to we assented to Lord Carnarvon expressing
prevent Sir Hugh Allan succeeding in his opinion upon the snbject in sorething
England, and that we prevented lis suc- like these terms: That we were willingto
cess. All r have to say about that is submit to liai whefler the exertions of
that we knew nothing about Sir Hugb the Governuent, tli diligence shown and
Allan's success or doings, except from tli offers made, were or were not just and
remarks made by the hon. gentleman fair and in accordance with fhe spirit of
opposite, in this House (Sir Charles the original agreement. Seeing if was
Tupper), when lie announced, towards the impossible to comply with the letter cf
close of the Session, in 1873, that fle fli, Termi of Union in this parficular,
Allan delegation, in England, were Lord Carnarvon cxprcssed the opinion
meeting witli most gratifying success. tbat we should make a littie advance upon
No act of the Opposition, good, bad, or fli offers made to Columbia through Mr.
indifferent, could have influenced th Edgar. While we expresspc a willing-
English public in the matter. But the ness te make furtber concessions rather
scheme broke down, and the Government flan forego an immediate settlement of se
had to fall with the scheme they brought irritating a question, as the concesîions
into existence. We came into office in suggested miglt bc made without
November, 1873, two years and some involving a violation of fli spirit
months after the commencement of the of any Parliamentary resolution or
tenth year period, which was to fli letter cf any resolution, the
witness the completion of the Rail- declaration of our Act in 1874, as
way to British Columbia, and after well as the Parliamentary iResolufion
the time of the first protest whidl preceded it, and fli Parliamcntary
by the British Columbia Legislature that enactments cf 1872, ail pointed te the
the Terms of Union were not being ob- same determination, only te proceed as
served. We can say that the Ternis of fast as our resources and Union obliga-
Union had not been observed up to the tiens permittcd. This was the position
moment we assumed the cares and re- cf affairs in 1874. 1 sha.1 nef, for a
sponsibilities of office. It has been said by monentdeny fIat we intended te carryout
the hon. the Minister of Railways, and J tIc terms cf the arrangement with Lord
commend bis remarks to the boa. gentle- Carnarvon, and nething but the want cf
men from British Columbia, that we werc means would have prevcnted us frei
then in a position to repudiate the entire accomplishing fIat ebject, an objeet
Railway-that it was quite possible for us which could net but be desirable te any-
to say to British Columbia that we are one whe wisled te sec our tradc cx-
not able to succeed with the work. This, tended. No one who lookcd te the de-
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sirable extension of our business across
the continent could avoid soeing that if
suich an extension oould possibly be
obtained without too great a sacrifice, it
would, in itself, be desirable. I was in
favour of such a scheme of Railway ex-
tension as soon as it could be proceeded
with, subject to conditions stated. It
was impossible to set such conditions
aside, nerely to gratity the opinions of a
small portion of the people who live be-
vond the Mountains, for their views must
be subject to the opinions of the four mil-
lions who live on this side of the Moun-
tains who pay for the enterprise. The
Ultramontanes have, of course, their
decided and extreme opinions on the
subject, but I think they vill understand
that they inust be subject to the govern-
ing power wbo live on the eastern side of
the continent. The hon. gentleman
who spoke last referred, in very strong
and very indignant ternis, to the fact
that certain canals bad been constructed,
while the obligations with British Co-
lumbia had beeni unfulfilled. If the hon.
gentlenan reads the Resolutions of the
Quebec Convention, which were the basis
of the Confederation Act, he will find
that the Intercolonial Railway and
Canadian Canais were to be constructed
as conditions of the Union, and as lie will
also find that so far froma our fulfilling
the first obligations before admitting the
second, we have not yet really completed
the first ; we have only barely completed
the Intercolonial Railway, and the late
Government set aside, as not to be coin-
pleted for the present, the following part
of the Canal system: The deepening of
the St. Lawrence, the construction of the
Beauharnois Canal and the St. Lawrence
Canais, west of Beauharnois, estimated to
cost nearly nine millions of dollars. I
do not say the people of Ontario and
Quebec are entitled to come .before Par-
liament, and denounce the Government
and Parliament because these works have
been postponed indefinitely by the late
Administration, though they would do so
if thev followed the example of British
Columbia. I believe the present Admin-
istration are in that respect following our
footsteps, for they bave asked for no vote
for the prosecution of these enterprises.
The people of Ontario and Quebec might
as well come before Parliament and de-
nounce the late Administration and the

96

present because they have not fulfilled
the obligations incurred in 1867 to the
old Province of CInada, as the British
Columbia members donounce us for not
fulfilling the Pacifie Railway obligations
as they affect to unJerstand it. Ail such
obligations must be governed by national
exigencies-by the rtional capacity to
prosecute them. Circumstances might
change; and if the hon. gentleman (Mr.
DeCosmos) shoulid say that no circum-
stances would justify the postponing of
such works, I ask hin whtt would hap-
pen if this country was unfortunately to
be plunged into war, or to be torn by in-
ternal dissensions, such as brought disas-
ters on our neighbours ? Under such
circunstances all public works would, no
doubt, be suspended. The lion. gentle-
man 's demand for the ful1ilmeit of this
contract, would be about as senseless as
the demand of the emi'grant who, when
the ship was about sinki:< in the middle
of the Atlantic, declarei he had a con-
tract for his passage to America, and
would compel the captain to falfil it. It
is soinewhat difficult to compel a nation
to any course, and strong words and warin
denunciations of those who clairn to be
the sufferers, is not the way to induce it
to stretch a point and endeavour to reach
the desired end. We passed an
Act, immîediately on obtaining office, to
enable us to build a portion of the Rail-
way, and, if it should be found desirable,
by direct Government contracts, paid for
like all other Public Works. I tDok the
ground from the first that, if this Rail-
way bas to be built, it nust be built by
Canada. We may obtain an Imperial
guarantee for part of the cost, but we
have to pay the debt all the same.
Unless somebody builds the road for the
lands, Canada bas to do it out of her own
resources. I arn not at all certain that
it is always advisable to obtain the Im-
perial guarantee. I know that, if it had
been refused for the Intercolonial, we
should have saved $400,000 a year in in-
terest. The only excuse given for adopt-
ing the northern route for this road was
that the Imperial guarantee could not
otherwise have been obtained. I then
said it would be better to borrow the
money ourselves, and adopt the cheapest
and best commercial route. That guar-
antee is worth about c.ne-half of 1 per
cent. This is not such a benefit as
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should induce us to depart from our
establisled principle of progress in re-
gard to such a work. The lion. the Min-
ister of Railways tbought he made a very
strong point in saying that I declared, in
my sper ch at Sarnia, that Canada itself
would bave ail the profit under our plan.
He is not renarkable for the fairness of
his quotations, as seen in his omission of
a part of AMr. Foster's speech, the other
day, whihl iisrepresenîted that genle-
nan's neaning. I was ipeaking of Sir
Hugh Allan and lis associates as not
being contraetors, but nmere siccuilalors
in the Pacific Railway Charter; saying
that thi y had no intention theiselves of
building the road ; that they proposed, in
England, the issue of $180,000,000 of
bonds, to be manipulated by themselves
in such a way that, whoever built it, the
originual speculators woul lave a hand-
some profit. Otur plan was not to pro-
ceed with any contracts until we had some
reasonable view or idea of the country
througl which the iRailwav was t) pass,
till it was partially surveyed and we were
able to decide, in the main points, cf the
best route and points of departure. It
became necessary for us, under the cir-
cumstances, to proceed with the surveys
as rapidly as possible. I am not quite
aware whether the hon. the Minister of
Railways blaned the late Administration
for expending so much money on the
surveys.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I did. not.
MNR. MACKENZIE: In that case I

will not make the remarks I intended ;
but I may remark on this point that,
when we entered office, more than
$1,000,000 had been expended on surveys,
while not a mile of the road was
located. We practically left the matter
in the hands of the Chief Engineer. We
knew it was necessary to satisfy British
Columbia, that the explorations and sur-
veys should be conducted as rapidly as
could fairly be done ; and at this moment
the only thing I blame myself or the late
Government for was our proceeding far
too rapidly with those surveys. Looking
back on the progress made and money
spent on them, I think we could have
accomplished the sane results with
much less expenditure by taking a year
or two more to it. On the American
line they spent nearly twenty years,
and filled twenty volumes with the result of

Mr. MACKENZIE.

their surveys, and yet the'y experiened
difleuties wlien they came to the work of
construction. We wvre hurried, by the
inpossible and preposterous bargain made
by the bon. gentlemen opposite, in such a
way that it was impossible to give much
attention either to the saving of mîoney or
the acconplishient of a particular part of
the survey until we had the w-hole line
looked over. W'e proposed, in 1874, our
general plan in introducing the Canada
Pacifie Iailwav Act. It had been antici-
pated in ny election address, the Premier,
as usuai, speaking for bis colleagues.
Our plan included the keeping of the sec-
tion frein Lake Superior to Nipissing in
abeyance, and proceeding with the sec-
tions west of Lake Superior as fast as we
could conveniently do so, in order to
reach the lakes in the interior, and be-
tween the lakes and the branch of the
road to be built, that we should, as soon
as possible, nake a continuous line of
travel into the country. The lion. the
Minister of Lailways has, on ,everai occa-
sions, accused the late Administtraîtion of
having abandoned wbat lie cls their
amphibious plan. We find the present
Government have not abandoned it, or, if
they have, why do they not ask Estimates
from Parliament for the construction of
the road in that region, north of Lake
Superior ? Are they still to use the
water-stretches of the Georgian Bay and
Lake Sure:,ioi? Thev have not departed
fron that plan yet. They have announced
their intention of departing fron it soime
time in future, but no plan is given,
or principle avowed. The hon. gen-
tleman accused us of having departed
from our original line from Fort William
to Shebandowan, saying we commenced a
work at that and the other end of the
line without knowing whether we could
connect in the niddle. He has no war-
rant whatever for that statement. We
knew we could connect in the middle.
When we gave ont the first contract from
Lake Superior to Shebandowan, we ex-
pected to be able to take a line
south of the one ultimately adopted. It
passed near to Sturgeon Falls on the
upper branch of Rainy Lake, and thence
proceeded by a more southern route to Rat
Portage; or, to adopt the line Mr. Daw-
son had foreshadowed, it crosses the Lake
of the Woods at the Narrows. The hon.
gentleman (Mr. Dawson) was good enough
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to plant an island at those Narrows
where none exists.

MR. DAWSON: That, island was set
down by a surveyor, Mr. Ross, a gentle-
man quite fit to set down islands there or
anywhere else where they do not exist.

MR. MACKENZIE : The islands dis-
appeared anyway.

Mna. KIRKPATICI:. I have seen
those islands at the Narrows.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH : Have you
seen the islands not there ?

Mn. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle
man saw them before they moved off, I
fancy. When the engineers reported that
this route was more or less impracticable,
and advised us not to adopt it, we were
obliged to deviate from the line we pro-
jected at a certain point. The line to
Shebandowan, on which Contract
13 was let out, was altogether
about forty-five miles, but thirty-two
and one-half miles froi Lake
Superior was reached before any devia-
tion was necessary, in order to adopt the
present line, and the contractors were
simply told that they must take the sane
distance on the new line or confine their
contracts to the point of intersection of
the old and new. There was nothing
whatever lost by giving out that contract.
Ih is one of the few contracts that have
been kept almost strictly within the
limits of the estimates of the Engineer.
It was our purpose, when we commenced
this contract, and had in view the con-
struction of the Fort Frances Lock, that
when we reached Sturgeon Falls. we
should have continuous navigation from
that point to Rat Portage without any
break, and there is no doubt, whatever,
that would have been accomplished.
Then we deviated to the northward,
making the line somewhat longer, and
pointing to the north instead of the south.
That line touched the north side of Lac
des Mille Lacs, and from that point,
except a few portages, we could also
have a line of travel all the way to Rat
Portage. We also commenced from the
east side of Red River, where we
considered the prairie country was fairly
entered, and communications established
with the navigable waters of Red River
and Lake Winnipeg. We are accused
of doing wrong in beginning at the
west end. We began at both ends, to
have the double force of labour to make

up, and it is quite evident we could con-
struct the road more rapidly in that way
than by depending altogether on com-
mencing at the east side. That was our
motive, design and plan. 1 assert it
was a wise plan, and the only mode by
which more rapid progress could be
made. It was our intention to build that
road as rapidly as possible, because there
was no means of communication between
Laike of the Woods and Winnipeg, except
the ordinary waggon-road, which was of
no use for general traffic. It will be ob-
served1, froi my remarks at my election
in 1873, and in 1874, that we contem-
plated still further using the waters of the
Saskatchewan for navigable purposes.
Ve knew it would not be difficult. In-

deed, surveys had been made before we
entered office, showing that something of
this kind was ii contemplation. We
found survevs extending froin the Assini-
boine to Lake Manitoba, and thence into
Lake Winnipegoosis,lb Water-hen River,
and by one lock, the lift being only about
lift. 9in., and froin thence to the Moss
Portage into Cedar Lake or the Sas-
katclewan. Those works would give us,
at a small cost, continuous navigation to
both branches of the Saskatchewan to the
Rocky Mountains. We had this in view
as a means of settling the prairie country,
and saving as muc h as possible while
keeping faith with British Columbia, to
some extent, in procuring a public high-
way for commercial travel across the con-
tinent. We have often been attacked for
our policy in the water-stretches. We
announced to Parliament our policy in
the Act. No one on the other side, none
of the present Ministers, none of the party
behind them at that time, ventured a single
amendment to that policy. None objected
even to it. Our policy was this : We
believed that the Pacific Railway was
undertaken as a great national highway
from one end of the Dominion to the
other. and that whatever termination we
made of it, near Lake Nipissing, it must
be placed in connection with some other
lines, and we provided for paying a sub-
sidy to some connecting lines east of
Georgian Bay. Our object was to have,
as speedily as possible, a ]Rai-
way from' the waters of the Geor-
gian Bay, to have a connection
with the Quebec lines, through the
Canada Central, as a connecting medium.
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Oui idea was that the travel from the the question is about stopping tho work in
kir west would naturally take such a British Columbia.
hannel in seeking the far east. We MR. MACKENZIE: Mv hon. friend

.hought, and my belief now is, that had will not get out of it in that way. I
that branch been constructed, had the 1 was under the impression the question of
present Goveriment allowed it to be the vhole Pacifie Railway was under
proceeded witl, the grain fromi Duluth, review. I was under the impression the
until it can be got to Fort William, hon. gentleman -was present and heard
would find its way, in large quantities, Lis coileague discuss the Georgian Bay
to the east end of the Georgian Bay, and Brandi, the eastern section, and nonie
in much larger vessels than can navigate nants to prevent me froin iscussing it
other portions of the lake, and tbat the bv the intimation that they bave some-
trade of that country would, to a greater thing better to satisf the people of
extent, find an outlet in that way thlan by Queic. Well, there are some people
any other route. Beside5, nie could not froni Quebec on tus side of the ouse,
overlook the tact that tbe w esterB end of and thn the s ave a ril t to know
Ontario Lad already possession of two or what is tdiscssn thing tgt co itn
three lnes of t1lrogl travel :oiie froin Is it possile t e lion. they Predent of
Detroit, by the (•rent Western, 0 the Couneil tseard this od thing
Toronto, anïd coniectit Nviih the G Qrand develop.ed t the several enus omeetings
Trunk one bv the Grand Truk, fronB that were beld wth the objet of tring
Sarloa eîstwerc, al the way to tie to procure t kiforit y in th e rit isterial
oceario th Norter pailav iron Col- ranks and is thint that c ume i the
li iooel, aof the sualler railroes to oIt psilf te hon. tenber for iot
Owen Souind a t Kincardine, to conneet ( C. o s eNaIo loks ti g ood
mitlî tLe lines tendirig, eastwaid. ur iiatiireilv ? _MV hon. rriend qa va it is.
plan would forni a tirough ihe Gr t No, liat ts tvis meoetderfl arrange-
Ottania Veal , notably ted wotoiohsly ment
the s Noortst hne to the east fro n Mr, MOUSSEXU Wiktt do you
our western teritories. lion. gntlemend wari to know froionnnee
oplpoait ave gven u ail te ndvanagis MR. MACKENZE I want to ktoow
that the Province of Quebec nd the -hat passed in yonr caucus.
Provinces east of tîet would. tave de- h Sel wt 1 will telr you
rived front ouir plan, and the President of next week.
the Coucil is ot apparenly t ail dis- _MR. MACKENZIE ofWell, h hwill pambro
posed to avoid cheering iinself because that by, as y hon. frien d as iot yet mae.
lie adop)te i this coun-se;- lie deliberately up bis mind 10 give nie definite informa-
injured bis own Province, and now laughs tion on the subject. J hlope bie null
at the injury be bias clone. -before t dbate is over; il is a most

MR. MASSON : Tbe lion, gentleman important ting to know Wiat is in
is Ioo fast ; somethina better than that is reserve for us ail.
goilig to be done for Quebc. AIR. M\ASSON :ý The lion. gentlenman

Mit. MACKIENZIE :Then it seemas lias dloue so very litIle for the Provinice of'
that soinething is 10 be developed nihich. Quebec ; lie mtust do a lit.t]e more.
the Governmnut bas not yet disclosed. MR. MACKENZIE : I was under t e
Hon is it that a Minwister is allowed to impression I e ad done for Quebec every-
get up in is place there and say i is thing that as reasonable and oler, and
rite true pat sometbing of ts kind I an quite willing to contrast il oifh
will iojuie Quebec at present, but tey wbat the on. gentlemen oposite bave
have somethisg far better for i ly What done up b tus moment. But 1 ain îot
is ir I hisl sit down for a mon ent and be led off my line of argument by any
allow the on. gentleman to state w at il such side issue. J an speaking, at present,
is, because it nîay materially affect nmy of tbe bearing of tb.e Pacific I t»ailway
opiion. M ar sure the hon. gentleman scheme upon the interests of Quebec. J
will o wish me to proceed upon false a n speaking of the plan we adopted 
grouind. carry trade by th-9 Ottawa Valley 10 the

Mit. MASSON: The question of the great cites on the St. Lawrece, and
Georgian B3ay Brancît is flot on the tapie; bave asserted, what no one will denv, that

MR. MACKENZIEi
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that plan was one which promised well for
the prosperity of these cities. I bave now
endeavoured to show that the seheme
which we advised it 1874, upon which we
went t) the elections, upon which that
House was returned, and upon which was
based the Act of 1874, was to subsidise
the Canada Central and enable the roads
to make connection with existing systems
eastward, build a short branch to connect
that road with the waters of the Georgian
Bay, build a lne from Fort William to
the chain of lakes in the' interior, and
from the western end of that chain of
lakes build a railroad to Red River,
thus forming a continuous line of
communication. I have only to add, as
I have said, that froni Fort William to
Selkirk we did not depart one yard from
the route of Railway, which is necessary
for an all-rail Une, in our efforts to connect
the systems of water navigation. So that
it was entirely open for us, at any moment,
to proceed with the construction of the
intervening link of 185 miles, or it was
open for us, if we felt that it woulC nïot
be in the interests of Canada, in a finan-
cial point of vicw, to. construct that, to
delay it and utilise the neans we had
otherwise for securing co nîmmunication
with that c untry. But the hon. the
Minister of Railways also found fault, iii
his speech, with having commenced to
build the Pem bina Railway some years
ago, not finishing it, and for having graded
the line and then left it. Now, the hon.
gentleman was most unfair in this. He
knows, in the first place, that bis own
Government was bound to have thait road
finished and in operation by the 31st of
Deceiber, 1874. Whien we came into
office, one of the first things we did was
to enquire as to the prospects of a rail-
road being built in Minnesota from ex-
istmg Hles up to the boundary, and
we were not able to induce any of
the parties to proceed with these
works. It was constantly stated to
us that, if we proceeded with that line
within our limits, it would no doubt
induce some of the Minnesota companies
to build their lines to the boundary.
Under the belief that this object
would be thus accomplished, we gave out
the c Jntract for grading the road, omit-
ting the bridging, the ballasting and the
tracklaying, omitting everytiiing but the
ordinary grading. Where this contract

was carried out, and there b ing no sign
whatever of any action on the part of the
Minnesota people, we did not proceed any
further; but the moment we found that
the Minnesota Company was prepared to
build a road to St. Vincent or Pembina,
then we at once gave out the contract
for the completion of the Pembina
Branch. So that when the Minnesota
roads were about completed ours was
also about comapleted, in order to
form a connection. Under the circum-
stances, I am extrenely surprised that
the lion. gentleman should h tve ventured
to blame us. Suppose we had completed
the road in 1874-75, the hon. gentleman
would then have denounced us for having
built a line of road sixtv-five miles long,
having neither beginning nor end. He
would have asked, what was the use of
spending so much money in building a
railway that had no connection with any
other system, and to which we would
have had to take our rolling-stock by
boat anid teams. I am sure there is no man
iii Canada who would sooner join in that
denunciation of us than the hon. gentle-
man himself, had we attempted to carry
out the policy that he blamed us in his
speech for not carrying out. Tihe hon.
gentleman stated that we let out sections
of work upon insufficient and improper
surveys. Now, I ask the close attention
of the members of the House, particularly
on the opposite side, to a statement I
now make. Up to the present time there
has not been a mile of railway let out
that was not let out upon surveys that
the late Administration made and com-
pleted, except the 100 miles west of
Winnipeg-and that has had no survey
at all--and the section of 100 miles
which he is now letting is also without
any survey, except the exploratory survey
which bas been undertaken within the
last two years, and a part of which we also
undertook in 1877 and had reported upon
as impracticable. The 185 miles forming
the connecting link between Fort William
and Selkirk, we had surveyed in a most
careful ianner, and during 1878 we sent
out four parties afresb, after the survey
and location had been really completed, in
order to improve the location, if possible,
and see that everything was in as good a
condition as possible for letting the works
The hon. gentleman had the benefit of aIl
this. We had also sent parties two sea-
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sons in the Fraser Valley, after the sur-
vey and location had been completed, to
re-survey it, with the view of determining
whether it could not be made still more
favourable. That survey the hon. gentle-
man also had the benefit of ; and wlen lie
accuses the late Administration of letting
the contract upon imperfect surveys,
he accuses himself, because lie has let
out, as I have said, no work upon any
surveys of bis own since lie assunied
office. But the lion. gentleman says I
led the House and the country astray in
stating that the road from Fort William
to Selkirk could be constructed for about
$25,000 a mile. He says I had nothing
to go upon but Mr. Fleming's estimates,
and the hon. gentleman himself ventured
a statement to the House, two nights ago,
in which lie declared that from Fort
William to the Pacific Ocean, Mr. Flem-
ing had certified to them, and, in conse-
quence of Mr. Fleming's certificate, lie
certified to the Flouse that it could be
built for $62,000,000. It seems the lion.
gentleman opposite is at liberty to make
any statement he pleases upon the
authority of Mr. Fleming, but the mo-
ment hon. gentlemen on this side of the
House venture upon that, they are ac-
cused of doing something not justifiable.
The bon. gentleman says we had
no accurate statement of quantities ; I
had precisely the same statement of
quantities the hon. gentleman has.. My
hon. friend from West Durham (Mr.
Blake) showed that even in his latest con-
tracts lie bad taken pains to inform the
contractors, by a note at the foot, that
the estimates were not correct, that the
statement of quantities was not reliable,
and that they were only roughly approxi-
mative, and that in some of them
there were none at all. Well,
I was not aware of anything of that
kind in the estimates prepared by
Mr. Fleming for these three sections,
that is: Sections 13, 14 and 15. I
received the approximate quantities from
Mr. Fleming in good faith, after the
country had been visited by himself,
after surveyors had been over it, and if
Mr. Fleming led me astray in giving false
quantities, there is no epithet too strong
to address to him. But until Mr. Flem-
ing says that, with his own lips, I will not'
believe that he could be guilty of such an
act of perfidy. Having Mr. Fleming's

M McKIRNZI.

estimates of the approximate quantities,
I proceeded to let the works. The works
were let upon those estimates ; upon
tiose estimates I based my calculation of
the cost of the entire line, and I an pre-
pared, at this moment, upon those esti-
mates to maintain that valuation.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Allow
me to ask the lion. gentleman
it he was not present at a Com-
mittee where testimony vas given
upon this whole question by Mr. Fleming
and all the rest of bis engineers, who tes-
tified that tbey were yet upon mere guess
work, and that they had no knowledge of
the amount of work to be done on thosQ
sections to which I have alluded.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, I never
did.

SIR 'CIARLES TUPPER : If the
hon. gentleman will read the testirmony
given by those officers, he will find the
statements proved.

MR. MACKENZIE : I never heard
Mr. Fleming state it was mere guess
work. I can only say this, that the quan-
tities are there ; the estimated quantities
of Mr. Fleming are there over his own
signature, and either they are correct, or
they are incorrect. How it is possible
that Mr. Fleming or his engineers could
state specific quantities, from mere guess
work, I leave to the hon. gentleman to
find out for himself. It is impossible it
could be guess work; and more than that,
the estimates for No. 13 turned out ap-
proximately correct. The hon. gentle-
man bas, therefore, no more accurate
quantities for the contracts that he let
recently,.and that he is now letting, than
I had, indeed they are not so accurate.
The quantities for the western 200 miles
cannot possibly be accurate estimates,
because there has been no time to pro-
duce them. If Mr Fleming, or any
other engineer, now says that he had no
intention of setting forth those specific
quantities as approximately accurate, I
can only say that the Department was
grossly deceived, and the Minister was
grossly deceived. The hon. gentle-
man has tried to make the Hous
believe that the late Governmentý
was guilty of some wrong in connection
with Section 15-that the ultimate esti-
mate would exceed the original statement
by about a million dollars. I can only-
say that, up to the time the late Govern-
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ment left office, thev did iot pay anythinîg termini of Sectioûs 14 and 15, 1 do not
upon the -works which were not included Know precisely, at this what was
in the estimates, and wlatever has been vbo condition of matters: whether the fil-
paid since has been paid upon works îng in of the watcr in Cross Lake was
undertalen without being authorised by wholly on Section 1h, or, as 1 believed,
us, or, if so, the authority has been given partly on Section 14 ; but, ut ail events,
by the present Governieni. The hon. that flling was dnc inostly, if not
gentleman has said that Mir. Fleming re- l fter 1 left office and without My
comrended th- substitution of stone and order or knowledge, aud formed un ina-
earth for wood iii some f the work ; that portant part of the additional expendi-
Mr. Fleming left for Eugland under the ture. rlie lon. -eatlemanaid that 1
impression that that change would be shouhi Lave kuown that the (uitities
made. I have only to say that inime- were boig excAtced. 1JIe met was,
diately after Mr. FLuning's departure he did not know k until ai er the estimate-
hadi brouîght the niatter before the Privy showed that most of the contract-
Council fur discussion, and that after dis- inoney wvs pai out, wben 1 inmeliuely
cassing it the Council decided not to pro- called the attention of Mr. Fleining to it,
ceed with the additional works recom- and ho was directed to enquire into the
mended by Mr. Rowan and Mr. causes of the excess.
Fleming on account of the increased cost. CARL TUPPE: e was in
I did not, as the hon. gentlematli stated, Eugland.
approve of the work. I told Mr. Mn. MACKENZIE: On the contrary.
Fleming that the change would be a vast SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Did you
improvement, and that if I Lad been innounce that to the buse or the coun-
acting for myself, instead of on behalf try. You repeated yotr statement during
of the public, I thought I would pro- the elections.
bably have adopted the recomendation, Mu. ,ACKENZIE: I was defending
but as it was we were bound to do the my statement, which wus made as based
work as cheaply as possible, and that as on the engineer's estimates, and I defend
the trestle-work would only last a certain it now It was entirely consistent with
number of years it would be comparatively the figures of the various contracts. The
easy to replace it aftewards by the more 1 lon. gentleman is qtite willing to adopt
substantial class of work, as had been our poiicv, but Le will not take anything
done repeatedly on the Great Western that will tell against his own side cf the
and other Railways. The hon. gentleman case.
then found fault because we did not It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the
communicate our decision to the engineer. Chair.
Surely the hon. gentleman knew that After Recess.
we were not bound to com municate a nega-
tive decision, but that, in other words, the MR. MACKENZIE Not only tlat,
engrineer and contractor were boutîd to go but the hou. gentleman will fiad, in his
ahead withi the original plan uride4s they o vn Department, that mn enqui y aas
were advised and instructed to the con- directed to be made into the over-estima-
trary. The hon. gentleman and bis tion upon these contracts. My own ra-
f riends, both in this bouse and in the collection is, that Mr. Sorith vas directed
Senate, have tried very bard to fix upon t y enquire-some one was, I all sure-so
the late Government the resporiility of that whitever was wrong about it, it va
this additional expenditure ; and wben tbe tsimiply a wrong in consequence of iii-
Senate Committee learned with dismay acurate estimates of the engineers. The
that I had not authorized this expendi- hon. gentleman has discovered a patent
ture, phey turned round and rent them- remnedy for over-estinates upon public
selves. The hot. gentlemen were them- works, and takes care that they Iust be
elves responsible for tht expenditure; donc within the linited amotint, and in

but wad they discovered that it could be order te afford an opportuhity for twat, Ie
laid at the door of the late Administra- has added a quarter of a million to cae
tion, the country would rigs with their contract ia British Columbia, or
denunciations of suc extravragance and $ 1,000,000 atlt , in order that there may
>ad management. With regard to the be a fair margin beyond which ie will
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niot go. He has only provided that it
shall not go beyond that, because, on the
Kamloops Brainch and between Fort Wil-
lian and Selkirk, the surveys are more
elaborate. The late Government were
repeatedly attacked because they lad
commenced the survevs at Fort William ;
and 1, once before, called attention to one
extraordinary ciicumstance, when we sent
to Nepigon, then thought to offer a nearer
line, we were attacked by the organ of lion.
gentlemen oposite-the Miail-which
said : Tlat everybody kncw that
Fort William iwas the proper place ; and
when, after giving up Nepigon, we ad-
opted the Fort William route and com-
pleted the surveys there, we were vehe-
mently attacked by that organ, which
now said that everybody knew that Nepi-
gon was the r:ght place. Indeed, it was
not I that sent surveycrs, in the first
place, to Fort William. Soume time before
we assumed office, a party Lad gone to
Kaministiqua liver, anid had actually
worked for monýths before w e hai an
opportunity of communicating witl them.
I do not hiame hon. gentlemen for that ;
I nmerely allude to the circumstance to
show how careful one should be in attri-
buting blaine to any party. The hon.
(rentleman also foraerly denounced the
spending of ioney on the Sault Ste.
Marie lhne. WYe never propounded that
schenie ; we never spent a dollar on it,
although there can be no question that it
would Le a very fine line of railway from
east to west. We, however, never advo-
cated it or proposed it to Parliamert.
Hon. gentienien opposite surveyed it
bfore we came inito office. TLis
shows Low reckless hon. geni'emen
have bcen in trying to find some
oacasion for centuring tieir orponents.
I believe that lion. gentlemen cppo-
site aie sincerely desirous of making the
best of the position in which we are

placed ; but when I say that I deprecate
the att ibution of evil motives to us, in
the coiditct of public affairs during our
incumbency, by hon. gentlemen opposite-
and I camiot refer to it without dealing
with some of the nisrepresentations made
from time to tine-nio onie could listen
to the lion. the Mirister of liailways'
speech, the oter evening, without per-
ceiv ing that, although there seemed ho-
tling speciailly objectionale in the ian-
guag, still tbere -n a vein of deception,

Mi. MAcKIENzn

an intentional effort, apparent throughout,
to misrepresent the action of the previous
A dministration, and i n endeavour to con-
trast it unfairly with the action of the
present Governient ; end it was this
which led me to consi(<r that it was
rather a sort of invectis e against our
policy than an exp sition ý f their own.
I will not enter at length into the ques-
tion. attending the rodificatein of terms
accepted by us and called the Carnarvcn
Ternis, simply because the circiulstances
are well known to the memobrs cf the
Hoiuse ; but I will say that it bas gener-
ally been understood taat my reply of the
3rd of March, 1875, to my lion. friend
from West Durham (Mr. Blake), was il rt
we did not intend to ask the sanction of
Parliamert to any portion of those Terms.
No one can help seeing, by the pbraseology
that I used in that reply, that what I
referred to -was simply the expenditure
upon the Pacific Railway proper, either
on telegraph line or trail, to be made in
advance of the road, and really forming
part of the road itself, or tle expenditure
iipon the construction prop(r which was
to be $2,000,000 a year, tliat was all
provided for in the Act of 1874, and we
only required the vote in Supply to enable
us to proeeed with that part of the Terms;
but as to the Nanaimo road, that being
an entirely new enterprise, it was impos-
sible to proceed with that work without
an Act of Parliament, and an Act of Par-
liament -was brought in to sanction that;
it was ch arly beyond our scope to deal
witl it without an Act of Parliament,
wlhatever might Le said about the other
points rgarding the construction of the
telegraph line, or trail, or the constructon
of the work proper. For the Nanaimo and
Esquimnault line we Lad to ask a special
enactmeit. We failed in this, because
we were not able to obtain the- necessary
Legislative authority, the Senate having
rejected the Bill. The hon. gentlemen
opposite have tried to insinuate that it
w'as possible that the Act was not passed
througli the Senate, becaise it was not
desired. I can only say that I hope tLat
no one will accuse ns of any such dis-
donourable course as. tihat, implied. The
iion. gentlerman must Lave supposed that
we induced some of tie Senators to vote
against it, so as to prevent its passage.
I had no knowledge of any seious oppo-
sition to it in the Senate, by our friends,
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until it was rejected. Messrs. Penny MR. DECOSMOS 1 think it was not
and MacMaster voted against the Bill, given in compensation.
but they did so upon their own responsi- MR. MkCKENZIE: Our friends on
bility, and without any communication the Island made that contention, but it
with thei by any person, that I know of. will not bear any other construction than
I know that the Vancouver line was of that it was n compensation for
value on account of the value of the min- delays past and prospective. Why
erals; but when we assumed the responsi- should we build that road, unless for
bility of acce-pting the proposition of Lord some special reason of that kind? It was
Carnarvon, we did it as a matter in conneetion with tue delays in Leginning
of course, subject to the reservation pre- the Pacifie itailway that it a nder-
viously macle ii the Order-in-Council, that taken; that was the inducernen; it was
in was predicted upon, and subject to the an object greatlv desired by the people
enactments already in existence, and the on the Island; we had reason te know
Parliamentary Resolutions prohibiting in- that few would objeet elsewhere, though
creased taxation ; and the mere fact that there was a littie complailit on the main-
we had increased taxation, in 1874, is no land the road was only in compensa-
argument that we should increase it more. tion, but wben that broke down the main
We increased it then to meet other ob- portion cf the Ternis broke down; .ie
ligations; ani we believed we have other portion are net broken to this day,
reached or gone beyond the limit which exept tbe non-completion cf the telegraph
it -would not be safe to pass. We then hue and the trail in connection with it,
proposed a substitution of a money vote and even that part can hardy be said te
for these Ternis, and with which the peo- be broken. The survcys were net cea-
ple on the Island could either build the pleted until 1878 and if t1jre las been
Island road, or expend it in such other any delay, which can Le called brcaking a
public works as imight be approved of. portion cf tic Carnarvon Terns, à bas
We bad expended all we could on that taken place under thc bon. gentleme op-
mnatter. posite; they will very likcly ciaia that

Sn CIHIARLES TUPPER : Do I un- their expedition in centiuing the sur-
derstand that the vote of $750,000 was veys was aise in continance et thc work,
given to the peple in lieu of the road on and that they have net brelan tIe Terns;
Van couver Islarîd? and il they tale that view tbey have net

MR. MACKENZIE: If the road had any excuse for an attack upon us. Now,
been built it would not have been voted. with regard te the hue in tic Province cf

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : We under- British Columbia, a very vigerous attack
stood the lion. member for West Durhani was made by te hon. gentleman on the late
te say, tliat the. $750,000 was in coim- Administratieon, hecause, having adopted
)ensatGiciu for delags in the construction tIe Burrard Inlet route, and .iaving

of the Caniadiant Pacifie Iailwav. Was advertised for tenders foi t5 miles frti
that se, or was it in compensation for fli Yale te Kamloops, tley were therefore
abandonmieît cf t'ic iNanaimio road ? bound and conimiated irrevo:1ably te go

lýdR. MACKENZIE: 1 w-as about te 1 on and give ut t crpctr. I adit
cornie te tlias pint. Had we proceeded tbat a very plausible appearaunce can e
witl the liland Iisway thoere would have put upon treat, buot was net our inten-
been ne nlecessity te adopt money coin- tien te Pe ba ud by oui askig for tenders
pensation proposai; but we failed in te at once commence construction. We
that and tIc main portion cf thc Termis ioad te deterlde what route from Yekow

broe h, a 11n. geitiemen t will Head Pass to ld Pacifto ecean should be
fii tlat tc exact words used were :taken. I lad repeatedy m ntioned, in
fn foia delays." te eariy years of the survey, tiat Bute

MIL. LCv>SM0St: Fordelays that may Inet see hed te nie tIe lest, and Dean
rIlet was considered afterwards th est

Iduit. MIA.KEN\ZIE 0 f course the for a time; A is th sbortest stisl, but
Esjuillîa-ulb roiai xvas in compensation; i high grades and an inferior harbour in-
it \V5 a ruai wu were not obliged te build, duced us te reject it. Iwer i n ot go i-o
except on t'lic agreeaent as compensation the considerations which iduced us t
for delays. - 0 adopt the Burrard Inlet rout, as I went
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into that fully in 1878. laving idecided
in the spring of 1878 to adopt the Bur-
rard Inlet route, we had then to consider
how far we could carry out a part of the
construction, to wiat extent and within
what tinie. To have the House under-
stand thoroughly the position of the late
Governmùent, I will call to their recollee-
tion that, in my spee'ches in Parlia-
ment, I pointed out that it was the
intention of the Government to have
an instrumenta survey made froni
Lake Superior westward to the ocean.
We proposed, in the first place, to have
suchi an instrumiental survev across the
continent as would enble us to complete
a profile of the road from Lake Superior
to the Ocean and when Mr. Fleming
went to London lie was directed to call
the attention of capitalists and contractors
to the position of the road. These pro-
files, as fast as they were comnpleted, were
transmitted to London, to be placed on
exhibition at the Government offices.
Wlen the operations of 1877 were com-
pleted, and the profile of Burrard Inlet
route was obtained, the completed profile
was transmitted to England. It was
always the intention of the Governament
to ask for tenders under ternis of the
Act of 1874, and we did ask for tenders
under terms of that Act. In the mean-
time, we compiled, in one volume, a mass
of information about the country, its
flora, fauna, soil, climate, geology, mine-
rals, etc., and sent copies to all parties
who might enquire concerning the work.
We also had the Act of 1874 reprinted,
and sent a sufficient number of copies to
L9ndon, and distributed others here.
We, in short, did everything in our power
to inake the country known contempo-
raneously witli our asking tenders for the
entire line, offering $10,000 a mile, and
asking a guarantee of 4 per cent. for
twenty-five years. We adopted this
last item to establish a basis of compu-
tation. We also called for tenders for the
Columbia Kamloops eection, as an ordi-
nary public work, in order to have the
fullest information. We could not have let
that work on both systems. The very ask-
ing on the plans shows what our object
was. It was upon the tenders se asked
for, as ordinary public works, that hon.
gentlemen opposite awarded the contracte,
on the Yale-Kamloops Branch, of 125
miles. We had also asked for tenders for
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185 miles, with the intention, if at all pos-
sible, of proceeding with the construction
of that part, under one or other of the
plans, as it was most desirable to have a
complete Railway system, as soon as pos-
sible, into the prairie country. WYe ex-
pectelI that would require, at least,
four vears for construction, before
it would be possile to utilse it
for tbrough tralhe from Fort William.
We had not, however, actually deter-
mined to place eth er part under contract,
but we were to eonsider the whole cir-
cumstances. We hoped that, if anvthiig
could produce tenders upon the plan con-
tained in the Act, our advertisement
would result in producing sucli tenders.
The hon. gentlemen opposite seeni to
glory in the fact that the late Govern-
ment got only one tender, and that one
which could not be conisidlered. We were
accused of adopting the hon. gentlemen's
plan in that Act. I confess that, after
the hon. gentlemen opposite had coin-
mitted themselves to the building of this
road, the late Government were bound, as
lie successors of those hon. gentlemen, to

give effect to their plan, if possible, and
we tried our best to do so. Our modifi-
cations of their plan were all in favour of
parties tendering, and, therefore, should
have produced tenders, though theirs
failed. We only gave out tenders for
Sections 13, 14, 15 and 25, in order to
facilitate the construction of the whole
line. These initial portions of the road were
begun when it was of the least importance
to get into the prairie country. We
knew that, without getting a large popula-
tion thrown into that country, it was
utterly hopeless te expect that the road
could pay, and we therefore determined,
in anticipation of surveys being completed,
to proceed with that particular section, se
that when the surveys were completed we
might ask for tenders for the entire lin*
under very favourable circumstances.
The hon. gentleman said that he could
have got a contract on the terms adver-
tised by the late Government. If so the
hon. gentleman committed a great mistake
in not advertising for tenders. The plan
of the late Government provided for th*
payment of $10,000 in cash per mile, ex-
tending over the entire 2,600 niles. This
would make the total $26,000,000, to
which add $3,000,000 for surveys, accord-
ing to the hon. gentleman's statement,
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would mal $29,000,000, leaving
$1,000,000 still to be devcted to the
eastern end to pay the greater portion ot
the subsidy to the Canada Central Rail-
way. If the late Government could have
obtained offers which would have enabled
them to construct the road for
$26,000,000, I think it would have been
their duty to have accepted them.
They did not have any offers na&e them,
and the hon. gentleman knew that lie
could not get any or lie would have
asked for them. It has come at last to
what I invariably stated formeriv, when
in Opposition, that the hon. gentleman
wouhl have to count on the people of
Canada to pay for this road, if it was to
be built. The hon. gentleman had
alluded to the removal of rails from
Vancouver Island to Yale, as an indica-
tion of the intention of the late Govern-
ment to proceed with the work in the
Fraser Valley, or else of their intention
to deceive the public for the sake of the
elections. The late Government, I an
sure, had nothing to gain by ministering
to any party in British Columbia, because
British Columbia had always been hostile
to them, and they had no reason to
expect that a single member would
be returned to support their Ad-
ministration. But they had deter-
mined on Burrard Inlet as rthe
terminus. They had determined also that
as soon as they could, whatever time that
might be, they would build the road, and,
if they had remained in power, to devote
some portion of public money, as soon as
it could be spared, to place the rails on
that road. How soon that could be
spared was a matter ot discussion, but
they knew that the rails had to go there.
Thev had a great deal of difficulty in
getting them landed on the Island ; heavy
storage dues had to be paid, and they felt
that the sooner these rails could be
brought to their own property, where no
charges would have to be paid, and where
they would be nearest the place where
they would be ultimately used, I deny
that the late Government deceived any
one in this matter. They made no pro-
mise. They asked for tenders, and when
these tenders could be examined they
would decide as to the advisability of the
estern end, or the Columbia section,
being proceeded with. They had to
determine, in fact, on an entirely new

policy as to the mode of procedure in the
construction of this work, and while
they asked for tenders in perfect good
faith, on both plans, for the purpose of
obtaining information, they were not
bound to accept fie lowest, or
any tender, witht a view to im-
medhate construction. With regarl to
the speech which I delivered in
Ottawa, and from which tle- hon. gentle-
nian quoted, I have no doubt it w s cor-
rectly reportel but the lion. gentlenan
will find in that speech the strongest
possible expression of the opinion that
the expenditure niust be controlled in the
way indicated in the Act. The hon.
gentleman las given tle House a long
table of estinates of the cost of the Rail-
way, compiled by the Chief Engineer.
Mr. Fleming gave the total anount from
Fort William to Burrard Inlet, including
surveys, at $64,859,616, or with the ex-
tension to Lake Nipissing, $88,869,616.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I wish to
correct the hon. gentleman as to the last-
named estimate. It was not Mr. Flem-
ing's, but my own ; but I have seen hin
since and he puts it at $20,000,000, or
$84,000,000 in all.

MR. MACKENZIE: It would be
interesting to the House to take some of
Mr. Fleming's estimates on other occa-
sions. Mr. Fleming gave an estimate
from Lake Superior to Selkirk at
$14,700,000 ; now it is $17,000,000, or
an increase of 16 per cent. His previous
estimate of the cost of the Prairie region
was $26,000,000, or double what ho
now states it to be. From Nipissing
to Lake Superior his estimate to the late
Government was $26,000,000, or
$6,000,000 more than now, and
$2,000,000 more than that of the hon.
Minister. From the Summit Line to Bur-
rard Inlet, his estimate was $35,000,000,
which was now rtduced to $30,000,000.
The Pembina Branch was formerly
$1,300,000 ; now the hon. gentleman
stated it to be $1,700,000. If the same per
centage is applied to the Chief Engineer's
calculations on other sections, namely,
16 per cent., the whole cost will be
about$114,000,000,insteadof$84,000,000
as the hon. gentleman now states. Such
wild estimates shows how utterly im-
possible it was for anyone to ascertain the
probable cost, and I feel pretty certain
that the estimates now presented are the
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merest guess-work. I will take the
description of the eugineers th emselves
as to the ch tracter of the work upon the
several sections from Fort William to
Selkirk, and carry out figures elsewhere
en the saine description. Seventy miles
were descrilbed as heavy, 226 miles
moderate, and 114 miles light ; and in
order to reach the $18,000,000, which
the engineers Lad recently estinated,
they would have to take the seventy
miles of heavy work at $75,000
per ile; the 226 miles of moderate might,
at $39,000, and the 114 light, at $20,000,
making altogether, with the rolling-stock
valued at $1,656,000, $18,000,000.
From Selkirk to Battleford the first 112
miles are described as light, which, with
the rails, fencing, etc., miiglit be estimnated
at 314,000 per mile, or $3,000 less tlan
the Pembina Branci and the second 100
miles I have taken and calculated as to
the niaterials furnished by Mr. Marcus
Siith, and I do not believe that any
gradient can be obtained on that section
to build the road atless than $20,000 a
mile. We have in some miles a quantity
of 39,000 cubic yards of earth to move,
and all grades steep, only kept under
fifty-three feet to the miie--many of them
are fifty-three feet. The average of ex-
cavation is 16,000 cubic yards per mile.
We have, in short, 1,600,000 cubie yards
of earth to move which, at the lowest
price per yard obtained on other roads,
say twenty-five cents on the average, this
of itself will cost $400,000, and yet the
hon. the Minister of Railways told the
House that the whole road could be con-
structed for $428,000.

Sm CHARLES TUPPER: For
$438,000.

Mt. MACKENZIE : This was almost
the exact value of the earth work
alone, leaving niothing for bridges, ties,
rails, building fences, and other items.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : The rails
are included.

MR. MACKENZIE : No, but they
have to be addcd to the price. We have
the estimate of Mr. Smith, the acting
Chief Enginteer, and even with the de-
graded character of this road-the higli
grades and sharp curves -descending
into valleys and ascending again on steep
gradients, lie lias an estimate showing the
cost, even then of grading the line, would
be between $700,000 and $800,000. It

Mî. MACKENZIE.

is impossible it should cost only $438,000.
From the end of the second hundred
miles to Battleford, we have 377 miles.
This is not any heavier on the whole.
There are some more formidable bridges,
but the line is further off for the carriage
of the rails. I place that section at $21,000
per mile. Thien front Battleford to Ed-
monton, it is repcrted by the engineers
as thirteen miles very Leavy ; this I esti-
mate at $60,000 a mile, being $10,000
less than the other heavy work east of
Selkirk ; forty-nine miles more of the line
classed as noderately heavy, I put at
$39,000 per mile; and seventy miles very
moderate, at $25,00), 'vith ninety-eight
miles of liglit work, at $20,000 per mile,
wlich -makes for this section altogether,
an average of $27,000 a mile. From Ed-
mouton to the Summit, 256 miles, the road
is divided in this way by the engineer:
heavy, seventy-six miles; medium, sixty-
three miles ; liglht, 117 miles. I calcu-
late the " heavy" at 860,000 per mile,-
being $10,000 more than the cost of heavy
work east of Selkirk ; medium,at $40,000
per mile, and liglht, at $2 ,000 per mile,
making in all $9,472,000, or ai aver-
age of $37,000 per mile. Assum-
ing the Pemubina Brauch to cost
$1,500,000, this would make the entire
cost of the road west of Lake Superior,
including $1,440,000 Canada Central
subsidy, and $100,000 Selkirk bridge,
and $300,000 construction, engineering
to be- 1,946 miles, $89,002,000; while
from Fort William to Nipissing, about
650 miles, at $50,000 a mile, making
$32,500,000, or a total $121,50,000.
It will be observed that if we apply the
figures as I have applied then, that is,
calculating the expenditure west of Red
Liver as it occurred, fron Lake Superior

to Selkirk, that it would be impossible to
obtain the same description of road as to
gradients, curvatures and construction,
for less amounts than I have estimated.
I am sure I am within the line in stating
these figures, and that. it will be impos-
sible to construct anîything that can be
called a railroad, nothing else than a mere
tramwav for the amount now given, as
the hon. gentleman says, by the Chief
Engineer. It is quite possible to have a
very steep grade and enable ansengine to
climb that grade with a very light load.
In sone places, on the Alps for instance,
or the White Mountains, there is over
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300 feet to the mile, but it is good for
nothing but a mere tourist traffic. The
road on the Aierican Pacific in one
place is ar)out 150 feet to the mile,
for a short distance, but they bave
to keep additional engine power at sucli
places. I pointed out, a few evenings ago,
the extreme desirability of having good
grades, not merely for the purpose of ob-
taining the advantages of the kind I have
mentioned, but for cheapening the traf-
fie to be carried over the road. On
the Canada Southern, the most favour-
able road we have as to grades, they are
able to carry over forty loaded cars, anl
on our own Inteýrcoloniial, where the
steepest grade is about sixty feet, and
there are manv between that and forty,
we are not aile to take quite twenty.
The hon. gentleman said lie thoug'ht that
any grades suflicient on the Grand Trunk
or Great Western ouglt to be sufficient
for the Pacific. But it was one of the
most fatal mistakes ever comnmitted to
have such excessive grades on those
roads. It bas already cost both com-
panies millions. It would have been
better if they had at first expended
a large amount to obtain reasonably good
grades. The hon. the Minister of lail-
ways thinks it matters little what grades
we had west of Winnipeg; he thinks any
will suffice for the trathc. I observe that
the Chief Engineer, with his usual cau
tion, bas very carefully refrained from
speaking of this road as the Pacifie Rail
way at all ; he speaks of it as a colonisa-
tion road, and it is only that. If we are
to build a Pacifie Railway, we had better
do if. If we are merely to build a line
that jumps up and down hill, possessing
no regard to grades and curves, nor to
the traffic to be carried, let the fact be
understood. It will be quite irmpossible,
with a road of that description, to take a
pound of traffic from beyond our boun-
daries. The hon. memberfor Victoria, B. C.,
(Mr. DeCosmos) adverted to the trade of
San Francisco, and the only reason
he coulid find for advocating a good
port in British Columbia was, that grain
would be brouglit there by the Railway
and seek to be carried round Cape Horn.
It would be very much cheaper to take
the grain of the prairies to the east in-
stead of to the west. There is no land in
British Columbia that could justify the
Most sanguine in ever expecting its farm

produce to be exported to Britain. Up
to the present it lias not sustained itself
in breadstuffs. It imports a very large
amount from the western States, although
soine of the best of land is to be found in
the delta of tEe Fra;er. Still it bas not
been cultivated to such an extent as to
supply their domestie wants. There is,
therefore, no probability of any agricul-
tural products ever being shipped from
that Province to Britain. I might say no
possibility.

MR. DCCOSMOS : It slipped 150 tons
of wheat to England last autuman ; it went
from my own district.

MR. MACKENZIE : There may be
some change lately, but I know that up>
to this year there was not enough wlieat
grown in British Columbia to furnish
flour for its people. I an glad tiere was
a change latelv.

Mr. DECOSMOS: The agricultural,
the lower portion o our Province, never de-
votel itself to growing corn ; it never had
iills to make flour ; but under the
cliangel condition of agricultural mtatters,
the people are turning their attention to
whet-growin g.

MR. MACKENZIE : The last Tables
of Trade and Navigatioi show that the
Province exported no breadstaffs, but im-
ported between 4,000 and â,000 barrels of
flour. If there are private reports on the
subject, we have not been furnisiiel with
them. My statement, then, taken from
the public official information, was abso-
lutely correct-that British Columbia, up
to the 30th June last, exported no bread-
stuffs, but imported the anount stated.
I propose to consider the proposal to
build this road by the sale of lands. If
the consent of this House is obtained to
the Governmtent proposition upon the
faith of its obtaining the entire coat of
the road, and a great deal more from the
land sales, then hon. members will be
deceived. I believe it is impossible to
obtain the means in this way. I believe
that in that 'vast western country there
is an immense amount of the finest
farming lands in the world. I
believe that there, as in the Province
of Ontario, tiere is an abundance of good
land for an immense population, but I
believe also that, as in Ontario, one-half
the land is not suitable for cultivation.
I believe that, while we have much rocky
land in Ontario, much land that ia
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covered by wat, r or swamps and that
never will be available, in tbe North-
West aiso there are swamps and water,
and a vast amount of a-id soil, which can
inever be made productive. What we
have to do is to ascertain to what extent
these arid plains, these swanps and
reaches of uncultivable lands, are to bc
found ii the North-West. I have no
doubt a considierable portion ot the land
in districts that are utterlv unfit for
cultivation, will be of greater or less -us
as pasture lands, whioh can be made
avaulable, though veîy little tlat car
really be farms. Anid so wvith the North-
West Territory : there is a considerable
portion of land wbich we must mnake
allowarnce for, tbat will be of some use as

pasture land, tlougl of no use for othler
agricultural purposes. Now, we have a
map laid beforeus by the hon. gentleman,
and lie has the parts coloured brown,which
are said to be aid or barren in what i,
called tlee prairie section. He told the
House, in his speech, that lie estiniated
the amount of fertile lands within the
belt at 150,000.000 acres,of whicl amouni
lie estimates 30,000,000 acres to be barren.
Now, I have exanined tIese spots,
which he bas coloured brown ; I mea-
sured them rounghly, not having drawing
instruments in my possession, but I think

I measured them tolerably accurately,
and the Bouse will be surprised to learn
that there are considerably under
9,000,000 of acres, instead of 30,000,000.
showing low utterly unreliable is this
map as a source of information. Thie
hou. gentleman can measure it in bis

own office at bis leisure-those dark
spots upon bis favourite sun-and lie will
find that they cover very little of the
arid plain he himself admits to exist.
Now, I have read alrnost everything I
could lay my hands on about that coun-
try-books of travellers, the notes of
surveyors, and the productions of men
who examined the country many years
ago, before a Railway to the Pacific was
spoken of or contemplated. and I find a
wonderful concurrence of testimony as to
the existence of a very large extent of
desert and arid country. Archbishop
Taché, who knows, perhaps, that country
better than alnost any one else, bas the
following in respect to it -

' 1Every body has heard of the great Axiericau
desert, but all may not know that it extende

Mi. MACKENzIE.

into British possessions, passing the beundary
at 100 west longitude, and 49 north latitude,
thon following a line more or less winding in a
general north-westerly direction, passes stili
further towards the north, and bends again
towards the northwest of 113 west
longitude, and 52 north latitude , thus forming
an area of at least 60,600 square miles. Here
is a desert-an imnmeuse desert. It is not cer-
tinly moving sand, and quite dried up ; but it
i, qmte vain to think of forming considerable
settIeinents upon it."

I will not wait to give the Arclbishop's
description of the olimate, except to say
it is very severe. He estimates the
prairie district cultivable lands at G0,000
square miles, equal to the desert country,
or 38,400,000 acres of each, and adds that
m>uch of the good land "bas not all-
the advantages attributed to it." This
Is the opinion of Arclbishop Taché.
Mr. Fleming, quoting Mr. Macoun, Pro-
fessor of iNatural ]History at Belleville,
antd wlo has travelled over that country
at the instance of the Government, ii
Sessional Paper, 1878, pages 89-90, points
out that the entire quantity of arable
land is about 80,000,000 acies. Sir
William Palliser, in bis travels in the
North-West, arrives at precisely the sanie
conclusion. le travelled over and sur-
veyed a very large portion of the country,
and gave us the only good map we have
Lo this day. Colonel McLeod, who bas
been over the country, perLhaps, more than
any of our own strictly so-called officials,
says:

" What is called the ' Iarren lands' of the
United States' extend into the North-West
Territories, form ng a triangle, of which, roughly
speaking, the boundary line commencing forty
miles from the mountains and extending te the
Grand toteau of the Souris, forms the base. A
Une drawn from there to tre elbow of the Sas-
katchewan, a little south of the 50th parallel
and north-west of Fort Walsh, a side ; and a
line drawn from the last-mentioned point te
the place of beginning, the other side."

This gives nearly 30,000,000 of acres;
but very much of the arid or barren lands
extends north far beyond the 50th
parallel, some of it beyond the 52nd
parallel. Now, this belt that Colonel
McLeod describes, covers in itself, as I
have said, an area of something well on
to 30,000,000 acres. It is not, of course,
entirely desert, because there are patches,
like an oasis in the desert, here and there,
showing some signs of fertility and where.
some settlement is possible. Mr. Marcus
Smith, in the very latest paper we have
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from him, speaks in these general terms
of aiother district through which the
railway is nade to pass from Livingston
westward to the Pembina River, on the
line of Railway, not more than one-half of
the lands are fit for cultivaton. ThIis
is a very strong expression of opinion
fron the Assistant Cliief Engineer, Vho
has passed over this country on several
Occasions, and who, fromn his own reports,
and from the reports of his oflicers, must
have a pretty intimate knowledge of the
country. iNow I propose to give, from
official papers, a brief description of the
whole of this tract of country, where the
arid land is said to prevail. Hon. gen-
tienien who have the faper 43, of 1879,
will find the passages I propose to read,
conmencing at the 100° west longitude,
some little distance west of Manitoba.
[The hon. gentleman then read a series of
extracts from the Sessional Papers of 1879,
being Official Reports fron Engineers,
Surveyors, and others, to show the proba
ble extent of the barren 'lands, showing
that they extended north of the line of
Railway in some places, and that saline
and brackish lakes were to te found iii
many places, the desert sage in others,
and alkaline dust in others.] I will
not trouble the House with reading
any more of these extracts. It will be
observed, from what I have read,
that the portion of country which ex-
ists so extensively in the western
States, which makes Montana almost
uninhabitable, which makes Nevala un-
healthy and unproductive, which makes
a great portion of Dakota unsuitable
for agriculture, enters our North-West
Territory, a little west of 100 O west
longitude, and gradually increases as it
ascends northward and westward, extend-
ing northward over the land lving
between the two branches of the Sas-
katchewan, almost to the junction of the
rivers, and thence south-westward, to
the boundary line near the mountains.
This tract may be described as an arid,
desert country, with occasional patches
of good soil, of considerable extent and
containing lands suitable for producing
grasses. The quantity of good soil is
variously estimated at from 38,000,000
acres to 60,000,000. It is impossible,
after examining the ofBcial reports, to
avoid coming to the conclusion, that
something less than half the entire area

of the Land is fertile ; and, after deduct-
ing fron the laids available for sale to
settlers, all Hludson's BLay lands, free
giants, Indian reserves, sehool lands, etc ,
it will be foind that the hon. gentle-
nani's caiculations, as to the mxoney to be
realised froin these lands, wjIl be very
wide of the mlark. We kno'V when we
cone to the Penbina River, we partially
arrive at the end of the fertile lands.
Mr. Smith says : a farni may be obtained
hiere and there, west of that to the
Eritish Columbian boundary line. There
is no doubt that there is as vet
iuch that is unknown respecting the

country I bave so feebly endeavoured to
describe, and we can onily hope that fur-
ther discoveries will prove tat there are
more valuable lands there than we now
know of ; but we can only make our cal-
eulat:ois on what is known. From the
descripnIon given, it will be found that
the projected line passes through the lard
described as ricli land, through the frst
two hundred miles west of Selkirk. Some
bon. gentlemen in the House insisted
always that the land on the located line,
from Selkirk to Livingston, was a very
wet country, with deep morasses, and
that the telegraph poles sank deeply into
into the soil. It is undeniable that, until
that country is drained, which borders on
Lakes Manitoba and Winnepegoosis, a
large portion of the soil will not be avail-
able for settlement, although it may pro-
duce very good grasses or pastures. We
have to deduct from the present availi-
bility of the lands, a considerable portion
of what is even good soil, besides having
to deduct the whole area of the lakes and
rivers ; and taking that into account, to
gether with the description of seil given
we necessarily-with every desire to come
to a favourable conclusion-can come to
no other conclusion, that not more than
one-half can be counted available
for settlement, even if it reache.
that. Having thus satisfied myself-in-
deed, I do not require any additional ii-
formation to satisfy myself-on this point,
that it is impossible for the Government
to build the road from the produce of the
lands on the No-th-West, I have to cor
sider what is the best course to be pur-
sued. I have always held that whatever
revenue is realised fron the lands, will
be absorbed, mainly in settlement and
Governmental expenses, and that the money
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must be contributed by the people of nearly nine millions over works whch,
Canada, for the building of this Railway; by the Terms of Union, should have been
that, therefore, any extravagant expen- built before now, and I have no hesitation
diture would simply involve us in an in asking those who were interested in
amount of debt such as we cannot venture further expenditure upon tiis IRailway,
to carry. The United States, at the at the present tire, to adopt the course
present mnent, notwithstanding their that has been adopted in Ontario and
heavy debt, are in a better position than Quebec, and waît pauiently until
we are. cîrcumstances enables us to prosecute

MR. PLUMB: Hear, hear. the work. I believe that when
MR. MACKENZIE: I arn glad to ifind the time conmes to go on with

that the hon. member for Niagara (Mr. the work in British Columbia, the
Plumb) agrees with me in that. In first section to which money should be
the year 1865, the actual amount applied is that which the Government has
of that debt, less cash in the recently placed under contract, because it
Treasury, was 27,056 millions of dollars. will connect two systers of navigati
In that year their debt represented an inland and seaward. The hon, gentlemen,
average amount per head of $78.75, of course, repudiates any intention of
while the interest on the debt was at the availing themmelves of the water-stretcles,
rate of $4.29 per head. In 1879 the but while we denounced one for suggest-
debt itself was reduced, less cash in ing that they were available in the east,
the Treasurv, to something under lie has hinself favoured such a connect-
$2,000,000,000, while, by- the increase of ing link in the west. The hon. gentie-
the population, and the decrease of the zien opposite are good enough ta charge
debt, the amount per capita was only the Opposition with lack of ptviotism,
$40.42, and the interest, $1.69 per head. lack of loyalty, and lack of devotion to
We have now $1.75 per head to pay for the Empire. This is peculiary noticeable
interest on our debt every year, and it in the hon. the Minister of Uiiways,
is quite evid.ent, when we pay one- who, with his friends, has frequently
fifth of the entire value of the goods we charged us, net only with being unpa-
consumed in taxes, that we were not in a triotic in the extreine, but even disloyal
position to bear f urther taxation, and if to the Tlrone. I attach very littie im-
the work were continued at the rate pro- portance to these assertions; it is an old
posed by the Government, there will be trick of hon, gentlemen opposite, but I
no escape from further and immediate protest againat any imputations cf that
taxation. The bon. the Finance Minister kind. We are a4 mu interested iu the

was stated that lie can get over this year prosperity of this country as ofon. gentie-
by using the cash balances ii ais hands men opposite. Our interests are ail cen-
to tio extent of six millions, and by tred here, and anything that adinister
isauing a certain amovlnt of paper to the prosperity of the country adminis-
money. I have no cbnfidence that ters to our own properity. Hon. gen-
the lion. gentleman will be able to tiemen opposite, durig tie whole terne of
float s0 large an amount as eight millions, the late Administration, neyer ceased to
floated more than what is now in circula- accuse us of sowething like lack of
tion, and thougi lie will get some aid fr3m patriotism. They iiever ceased to paint,
the bank8, it must be borne in mid that in the blackest colours, the state of the
tiat amount is obtained at the expense of country, and to represent that people
the general business of the country. 1 were leaving it by thousand. It
have no liesitation in cordially agreeing lias been sown that durin their teri
with the proposition submitted by the fewer people have lefu the country than
hion. member for West Dcrham, because during preious years, and that when they
it involves no leparture from the lte we ceased te administer te affair of the
have adopted all along. We determined country, the exodus to the United States
from the very first that we would limit increased again. I will not follow the
and bind the expenditure by the capacity example of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
of the country to pay witiout imposing ind say that they wholly caused this stat
additional taxation. I have shown th t of things, but will say this: that their.
we have expended money to he extent of commercial poainy, their taxation policy,
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and their imprudent expenditures, are all while we shah ail "e glad if we are
at this moment driving people out of the able to carry ont in its entiretv the Treaty
country at a speedier rate than they ever o-called, the hon. gentleman opposite
left this country before. made, we must be content with carry-

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: To ing out as far as our means wil] permit,
go to a country with higher taxation. those portions of the Railway which were

MR. MACKENZIE: No, not higher of most use to the greatest numberof
taxation, but with Protection. I claim people. And with regard to the patriot-
that if there is a country where Protec- ism of this proposition, I maintain that
tion may possilly exist without doing in- that man aloe is truly patriotic Who
finite harm to the people, the United looks beyond the preient, who entrusts
States is that country. I deny that Pro- no one with unlimited power of taxation
tection bas pronoted the prosperity of in order to carry on works wbich were of
the United States. That country has no iumediate henefit to the great mass of
prospered in spite of Protection, and not the people, and which is opposed to the
because of it. Our present taxation is general sentiment. Why it is intolerahie
very heavy. In proportion to our means, that nearly 4,000,000 of people who live
our debt is even larger than that of the on the eastern side of the Rocky Moun-
Uited States, and any increase of it tains should be taxed te such an enor.
at the present time would, in mous extent as thcy are now, and wi]l be
my opinion, be a very serious calamity to in future nierely te keep up the appear-
the country. The hon. the Minister cf amce of complying with Terms which,
Finance and his leader has, on several in their strict interpretation cannot pos-
occasions, endeavoured to picture the sibly he complied with. The late Gev-
growing prosperity of the country at ernmcnt was bound hy Parlia
this moment, although they know that Resolutions, passed after the Terms cf
the present exodus, from this country, was Union were agreed te, te the same extent
never equalled, and although they know as hon. gentlemen opposite and ne more,
there is intense dissatisfaction, especially and when accnsed cf Jack cf patriotism or
in the Lower Provinces, with the policy loyalty, I can only reply in the manner
of the Government. The hon. gentleman in which Burke meý E similar accusation
seems to think that there is no alternative in the English fouse cf Commens.
between the severance of the Union and Burke, vhen accused cf disloyalty in
the adoption of their Railway policy. opposing some measures cf the Ministry,
Well, if the Union must be severed- repied that "lie yielded te ne man in his
if the east or west must be chosen- loyalty te the Queen, but he did net feel
I would select that portion which con- bound nor at ail inclined te extend that
tains the smallest number of people to feeling cf loyalty te ler Majesty's man-
be severed, for hon. gentlemen cannot servant, ber maid-servant, ber cx, nor
shut their eyes to the fact that the ler ass."
people of the Lower Provinces are openly SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: We
complaining that they have been deluded bave beard that before.
in joining in Confederation, that they MR. MACKENZIE: Yes, 1 tbink I
have been cheated, by its terms and have bad occasion te say that before, and
promises not being fulfilled. We, on this te an audience, te some considerable ex-
side of the Hlouse, would take our stand tent, the sime as the present one. The
on the resistance of increased taxation, bon. gentleman was certainly prebent at
especially for purposes which can only the tue, but be cannot have it repeatde
benefit a very small number; and as it is tn bim toc often. The hon. gentleman
impossible in our situation to adopt the and bis party think they bave a divine
policy of the Government, without in- riglit te raie this country, and, net only
creased taxation, there is nothing for it that, but te say who shah and who
but to vote for delay in the more expen- shah net be ranked as patriote. As we
sive and useless portions of the work, believe every man in the country je not
and those which will confer the least only entitled te express his opinion freely
benefit tothe people. I believe very much on ail âuch natters, but will fail in duty
depends on the expression of public if he does net do se, the sooner we
opinion in relamtion to this matter, and have wis question discussed on it busi-
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ness and political merits the better, in-
stead of accusing people of being actu-
ated by motives thev are constantly
obliged to repudiate. i have endeavoured
to meet the points in the speech of the
hon. the Minister of Railways, who en-
deavoured to throw the blame of ail mis-
takes and misdeeds on the late Adminis-
tration, and then to show, by con-
trast, how much better the present
had managed affairs ; I have shown that,
as to the chief points on which be claimed
credit, be is entitled to none. The only
point on which he is entitled to any credit,
or discredit, is the new plan of degrading
the Railway into a track that will not be
fit for heavy traffic-for adopting a plan
not at first contemplated, and whiuh,
though it will be of material advantage,
running 200 miles into the prairie coun-
try, of which I doubt the wisdom. I
thank the House for the patience with
which it has heard me, one of my objects
being to describe the country, including
the desert, and show its capacity for sus-
taining a large population, in which our
whole principle of action depeuds. If
it has that capacity, the Railway will the
sooner pay. If the quantity of good land
is not comparatively very great, then I
think the calculations of the hon. the
Minister of Railways will fail, although we
shall still have a very large emigration into
the country. But it must enter gradual-
ly. It is impossible to expect the vast
numbers to reach that country in the
time predicted by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. It will be difficult to procure the
settlement of sone parts of it under any
circumstances. I can only hope that hon.
members will decide on this question dis-
passionately, and after consulting the
authorities on the various points raised.
Hon. gentlemen opposite, no doubt, calcu-
late upon their majority, as usual, but the
majority in cases where a moral wrcng is
committed will niot always adhere. I am
satisfied that the opinion of the country
generally, in this matter, is thoroughly
with the course we pursue in askirg for a
postponement of the work to a great ex-
tent, the cost of which will be so great
while promising, immediately, so little
result.

MR. PLUMB: The attention of the
Ilouse and country bas been painfully
drawn, within the last four or five days,
to the important discussion proceding in

MI. MACKENZIE.

this House. We - were prepared for a
very able review of the fiscal history and
policy of the country by the notice given
by the hon. member for West Durham,
and the expectations of the House and
public have been in some degree jutisfied
by the elaborate manner in which that
hon. gentleman has treattd the great
questions reviewed by him. fe has
made a speech which must be regarded,
in connection with that of the hon.
member for Lambton, as the pronuncia-
mento of the fragment of the party which
they lead and represent. The hon.
mnenber for West Durham bas been
distinguished by bis erratic course. He
first j oined the Administration of the hon.
member for Lambton, being for a time a
Minister without a portfolio. Then the
hon. gentleman quitted the Government,
and re-entered it, remaining until it was
overthrown.

MIR. BLAKE: No.
MR. PLUMB: He continued to be a

member of the late Government at
least until the last Session, in which it
was dominant, was over-an erratie
and uncertain coadjutor, first without
portfolio, then after sitting one Session
on the back benches, he re-entered it in
succession to Mr. Fournier, as Minis-
of Justice, then again, taking the chair
left vacant by his colleague, Mr. Cauchon,
he gave up the Department of Justice to
another colleague, Mr. Laflanmme. The
lion. gentleman went in and out and
shuffled about so many times that it is
difficult to follow his movements. His
last utterance on a public platform during
the election campaign was at Teeswater,
in bis then constituency of South Bruce,
when the ccuntry was anxiously waiting
to bear bimu defend the Administration
of which he was a member. His friends
were greatly disappointed. He scarcely
referred to the issues of the campaign so far
as they turned upon the acts of bis Gov-
ernment, and bis and half-hearted support
of bis associates was their implied condem-
nation. He did n>t fail. however, to deal
most minutely with matters connected
with his own Department of Justice,
claiming great credit for having achieved,
witbout difficulty, what bis predecessor
(Sir John A. Macdonald) had failed to ae-
complish--for having cleared up accumu-
lations of business left on bis hands, T
infer, by Messrs. Dorion and Fournier,
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'we had gone te their reward on the
Bech where electors cease from troubling,
for ùaving despatched promptly and with
ýease the ever-increasing business of the
Department; and yet, at the following
Session, the hon. gentleman did not hesi-
fate to support a measure of his Govern-
ment for the division of the Department,
and the new appointment of an Attorney-
General at a salary of $7,000 a year, on
the ground that the labour was too heavy
fer one chief officer. At the Teeswater
meeting it was noted that the hon. gen-
tleman was very lukewarm in justifying
the course pursued by his colleagues. He
was amply able, if he had se chosen, to
find arguments, whether sound or other-
wise, for the defence of the Government
of which he had been a member;
but though he failed to do se, the public
has always held him responsible, and
wilï always hold him responsible, for the
whole course of the Administration
of which he formed a part. We have
heard for the first Lime, now, the con-
ditions upon which he says he took
office under the hon. gentleman who led
the late Government (Mr. Mackenzie).
The chief characteristics of the hon.
gentleman's political career are its
caprieious inconstancy and its utter in-
consisteicy. At one moment, " letting
I dare not wait upon I would," he refuses
a seat in the Government ; at another, he
accepts a position befitting his profes-
sional standing; at another, retires from
it to a comparative sinecure made vacant
by the promotion of a colleague whose
presence was a perpetual reminder of
unsavory transactions, while his own
place was filled by an arrangement for
which he is directly responsible, and
which ought to have received his indig-
nant opposition. The hon. gentleman
says he retired, but he carried with him
the responsibilities of which he cannot
rid himself, complicity with every act of
which he had been cognisant while he
remained in office. We were then told
that the hon. gentleman intended to
withdraw from political life. He doubt-
less knew far better than we did the sins
which he would be called upon te justify
if he remained. The anxious electors
of South Bruce sent urgent delegations
to him urgirg him to accept re-nomina-
tion, and he at last, when they
brought him a requisition having a

formidable array of signatures,,. 'vowing
he would ne'er consent, czàhsented,"
but wisely left his supporters to fighte
the battle while lie turned hiîÀ back:
upon the campaign and 1 remained aba
sent from the country until the elctiontr
were over and his own signal defeat hadi
been secured. Again he coquetted, month,
after month, with those of his party-and
they were not by any means the whole of
his party-who desired to bring him back
to the present Parliament, one Session of
which had been held without his presence.
When it was announced last autumn that
the retirement of Mr. Burke had been
arranged, and that the hon. gentleman
would accept the nomination for West
Durham, we waited with much curiosity
to hear what ground he would take in the
platform for his canvass. We expected
to hear additional theories, unsubstantial
as those of the Aurora declarations, and
perhaps more startling and disturbing, for
at one time he appears as the advocate of
radical changes in our political system,
involving a progress which is almost revo-
lutionary, and which many less ardent
but perhaps more sincere and practical
levellers deem dangerous. At other
times, as we have just now heard, he
calls upon us suddenly to halt in the
midst of our career, to make a swift re-
treat and entrench ourselves behind the
dismantled and decaying fortress of 1871,
a retreat that would involve the abandon-
ment and surrender of all the great ad-
vantages we have gained since that period.
When, however, at West Durham he pro-
claimed his platform, we were surprised
to find that part of his speech-and a very
large part of it was-which bore upon
the National Policy, was made up of stale
quotations from the Globe-was in fact
an argument prepared apparently out of
the threadbare editorial articles of that
paper. He entered Parliament and took
a seat on the back benches with osten-
tatious humility. He has shown that
he is not to be contented with that po-
sition. He has now placed himself in
such an attitude that his utterances must
be dealt with as of a party character,
and it is almost distressing to see the
manner in which his late colleague, and
I may now say his late leader, the
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), humbly takes up his argument,
and even goes further than the hon. gen-
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tleman himself in decrying the ability of
the country to build the Pacitic iRail-
way, which was the gravamen of that
bon. gentleman's argument. I followed
him (Mr. Mackenzie) through a great part
of his speech with surprise and deep
regret, as I have no doubt did many
other hon. gentlemen who noted its tone
and spirit. There lias been nothing said
or done in the House so well calculated
to dishearten and discourage this country
as the remarks of both those gentlemen.
The speech of the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr Blake) especially, was a
funeral dirge from beginning to end-a
doleful sound from the tombs-a wail
over the lost Israel of power-a Jeremiah,
like the lamentations of the Hebrew
Prophet whose name bas become an
adjective. He warned us we were go-
ing too fast, that we lad no justification
for claiming that we were making healthy
progress; that this country could offer
no attractive inducements for emi-
grants; that the Teutonic races were
led to form settlements in the
United States by common political
sympathies and Democratic sentiments :
that the Celtic expatriation was always
towards the great Republic, which heard
and responded to the appeals of down-
trodden Ireland, and that the expatriation
would now be checked by reason of the
change in the Imperial Government, in the
"so-called United Empire,"-and we
marked the sarcastic, sneering emphasis
with which he pronounced these words-
and we might hope through that change
for the sunburst ôf Home Rule, and
for the resulting justice so long denied
o. delayed. He said we had practically
nothing to look for to take up our
vacant lands except the immigration of
a few English tenant farmers, who would
be attracted to the Dominion by similarity
of institutions and political sympathies ;
that there was no hope for us except
in immediately reversing our whole
policy; that otherwise the country could
not possibly meet its pecuniary engage-
ments, or sustain the burthens which could
not be thrown off. But the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham did not utter
warnings of this kind during the five
years of the rule during which
he sanctioned by his presence on the
Treasury Benches the diastrous depletion
of the Treasury, the reckless increase in

MR. PLUME.

Departmental expenditure, and the extra-
vagant and blundering Railway policy of
a Reforrn Government that had nothing
to reform except their own mal-adminis-
tration. During the great depression
under which the country was suffering in
that. trying period, when the colleagues
with whom he was associated were pro-
ceeding with the extravagant schemes lie
now denounces-were engaged in expen-
sive enterprises oF which they have
thrown upon the present Government the
necessity of carrying forward-building
railways, opening up new territory, and
increasing in every manner, which the
hon. member for West Durham now elo-
quently condemns, the Public Debt,
while the Treasury suffered from increas-
ing deficits, for whici no provision was
suggested by the hon. gentleman, or by
his immediately culpable colleagues, lie did
not lift up his voice of warning. He
did not take the position lie now as-
sumes, thougl there was a greater rea-
son for it then. He allowed his friends
to go on and deplete the Tr asurv ; lie
saw the House filled with contractors,
yet never uttered a word in denunciation
of that iniquitous system by which the
late Administration disgraced the country.
He was a consenting party to everything
done by it, and it does not become him
or anyone on his side to hint at an ex-
ploded thread-bare scandal, when they
have proven scandals of their own of ten
times its magnitude. In his attack upon
a sister Province lie spoke of the mad-
ness of throwing our gold into the can-
yons of British Columbia ; lie charged us
with squandering the public money in
the undertaking of the construction of
the railway line along the Fraser, an
undertaking we feel óurselves bound in
honour and good faith to proceed with.
For the first time I heard in this House,
during this debate, that there was never
any sincere intention on the part of the
gentlemen on the opposite side to build
any portion of the Railway in British
Columbia. I supposed that when they
accepted the Carnarvon Award-when
they introduced tha Bill to sanction the
construction of the Nanaimo and Esqui-
malt line, and especially, latterly, when
they transported the rails provided for
that line to a convenient point on the
main land, and drew attention to the fact
as an earnesi of their good faith, they inl-
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tended in all honour to carry out the
scheme agreed upon. That agreement
was ratified time after time by the House,
and while the Carnarvon Terms were ac-
cepted, the hon. gentlemen were so in-
tent upon fulfilling them that they left out
the proviso in respect to increase of
taxation, which had been adopted in all
previous legislation, and, it is said that
the resolution offering that reservation
was an afterthought of the hon. member
for WestDurham, who put it in the hauds
of the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) by whom it was moved seve-
ral days after the debate on and accept-
ance of the Carnarvon Terms, in a speech
in which that lion. member propounded
the doctrine that emigration into the
North-West must precede railway con-
struction. [ can scarcely undertake to
follow the hon. member for West Dur-
ham in his five or six hours' speech. In
the array of figures that ho produced dur-
ing his treatient of the financial branch
of his argument, I think I recognised a
practised hand, one that can make figures
assist an argument on one side as well as
on another. The hon. gentleman froi
West Durham himself used them as a
pleader handles a brief on which le must
make an argument, before he las time to
study it. It was evident that his
forte was not statistics compiled fron
the Publie Accounts, and iii deductions
therefromî he was evidently at sea. The
state of things which my hon. friend has
brought forward does got piove his case.
It is useless to say that this country is not
in a state in which we mîay look for pro.
gress and improvement. If there has
been no satisfactory progress attained
since 1873, we all know where the respon-
sibility belongs. It does not eloing to
the honi. gentlemen oit this side of the
House, who have honesti vretndeavoured to
promote the public welfare, but it lies
upon those who, fron the monment of
their accession to power in 1873, whether
on the Treasury Bînches or in opposition,
have endeavoured in every possible way
to alarm capitalists and prevent thei froi
investing their mouey in undert;kings
which would enhance the prosperity of
the colitry. My bon. friend com-
plained a little while ago that
we charged him with being unpatri-
otic. I say the charge is a general one
against his side of the House, although I

regret to say that the chief offender of
al], because I believe h- sins against
light and knowledge, is the bon. member
for West Durham (Mlr. Blake), whose
utterances are still ringing in our ears.
It is painful to hear what that hon. gen-
tleman bas said of the state of affairs in
this country, and it would be still more
painful to hear it if we did not know
that it was but a merefigment of hisbilious
imagination. It is more than twvo years
ago since the late hon. Finance Minister
Jauntily predicted, fron lis place in this
House, that the culminating point in our
commercial depression had been reached.
That bon. gentleman, when it suited him,
could spealk as cheeriiugly about the pros-
pects of the country as any one upon this
sile of the House. But he wishel merely
to cover his shortcomings ; he had no
actual knowledge that the time had come
when the depression was to pass away.
But that lion. gentleman never tired of
pointing out the condition of the United
States as an example to be shunned. Hie
told us that that highly protected country,
having committed suicide by adopting a
protective system, w-as in a stite of fiscal
rain, fron which it could never recover.
Now the tune is entirely changecd. Con-
sistency cannot be expected fronm des-
perate partisans, and I was not surprised
to hear the bon, member for West Dur-
hant lauding the Unitedi States, ani
quoting it as an exainie of prosperitv
which we could not hope to reah, or even
approch. Bit, It when I venturel,
as I thought I might, to ak
bim whether that country whe ic1 he
was so hightly' ladiuii, was not a
highly protected country, the hon. gentle-
man, instead of answering me candidly,
put his band upon bis boart, and said he
was too feeble to ble inerrupted, and
trusted lie would not question him and
allow him to go to the en of his speech
with interpellation. I have alwavs en-
deavoured to treat that hon. gentleman
with the courtesy to which I think every
hon. gentleman has a right. I refrained,
therefore, frin pressing for a reply, al-
though I believe that tie interpellation
had its effect, and will take a place in the
official reports as a parenthesis in the hon.
gentleman's speech, and be, perhaps, a
small antidote to a great bane. My hon.
friend said there was a large increase of
population in the Uîited States. He
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must remember that the system of ex-
clusive protection was initiated in that
country in 1861, when the Morrill
Tariff was passed, and the great increase
of population and the rapid growth of
prosperity to which he refers, notwith-
standing the civil war, dates from that
period. But the hon. gentleman did not
-state half the case when he gave the
,quantity of the sales of land that had
been made in the Western States,and built
upon it an argument against the calcula-
tion of the Premier. He then only stated
the sales the Government had made,
'which are not, I venture to say, although
I have not made the calculation, 10 per
cent. of the entire sales. The great sales
of lands in that country have been made
by railway corporations holding enormous
grants of the public lands under the very
system we propose to adopt here, that of
building railways in advance of settle-
ment, and trustiiig to their sale of lands
to recoip the outlay. The railways of
the Western States preceded the influx
of population vhicli the hon. gentleman
emphasises, and actled as potent colonis-
ing agents Kansas, which the hon.
member has specially referred to,
would ba nuthing without the
great railways which run through
it. It was by a coibination of railway
charters, with land grants, that the
'Western States been built up, and
have increased so rapidly in population.
Northern iissouri and Illinois were
largely populated by such means, and
Illinois was one of the first which felt
the influence of thaie sytem. The llinois
CentralRa1l wa was reatly instrumental
in filling that ate wxiuh inhabitants, and
givinig it wel an"d power. Nsow, we
have propo's-d to take a leaf out of the
book cf tat country, which my
hon. friend sas is so prosperous,
and which, under lis coin-
inendations, we nay, perhaps, venture to
imitate. Why stould not the same sys-
ten prove successfui here that bas proved
so successful there ? WThat lave the7 -
got whici we have not? What advan-
ta2es have tle North Western States
which our own North Western Terri-
tories hae o t ? The whole argument
of the hou. genteman opposite is that
our country Coes not present advantages
to intending eigrants which are pre-
sented by the States upon the borders of
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Manitoba and southward, including
Texas; that owing to the difficulty of
transport of supplies, absence of markets,
isolation, and many other objections, with
which we have been made familiar, emi-
grants will not be induoed to take utp our
lands, that the climate is inhospitable
and last and worst, thît the system
adopted by the Governme t is calculated
to deter actual settlers, aaîd throw the
lands into the hands of sl-coulators. It
is claimed by the hon. gentle-. en opposite
that the experience of the Western
States confirms their provisions. I think
they are greatly mistaken. We have seen
that the great Railway which extends
from the Missouri to the Pacific
Ocean has been built by private enterprise.
Notwithstanding the enormous sums spent
upon it, there lias never been a day ia
'which the bonds of the California Cential
Railway have below par, even in the
greatest period of depression. We are
told now that we must halt after having
expended millions onour Pacific Railway,
after having f ully committed ourselves
and the country to the great enterprise,
although we believe we are f ully in accord
with public sentiment in the course we
are pursuing, and that the count4y re-
poses full confidence in the wisdom and
prudence of our leaders in respect to the
rate at which the work shal proceed,
although we feel assured that the task
can be accomplished without perni inently,
or presently increasing the public bur-
thens. My hon. friend fromn West Dur-
hamn presents bis budget to the House
conitaining a disimal, 'but, I fearnot a can-
did array of statisties,aiddeiaands that we
shall abandon a scheime wich the Gov-
ernnient of which Le was a mnenber
equally with that which I support, are
bound to fulfil. Nothing can be imagined
which would be more detrimental to the
interests of this country than thue accept-
ance of this proposition. I undertake
to say that, if the policy he urges were
adopted, our securities in the English
market would immediately fall, and con-
tiniue to decline in price. To adopt that
policy would be a confession et judg-
ment, and we should soon see the effects
of it. The hon. gentleman is trifling
with the best interests of this country
when he proposes to go back upon our
word in regard to that great undertaking,
I have never advocated going on with i.
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n such a way as to press unduly upon
the tax-payers of this country. But the
irst act of the hon. gentleman and his
friends, when they came into office,
was to increase the taxation by
a sum declared by the late Finance
Minister to be $3,000,000. It is useless
for them to say it was because there were
other obligations resting on the country
than that of building the Pacific Railway
which were to be thus providjed for. It
can be shown that money raised
under the Tariff of 1874 was spent in the
abortive Pacifie Railway schemes of the
late Government, contrary to the solemn
pledges of Parliament. I was surprised
at the disingenuousness of the manner in
which the lion. member for West Durham
brought before the House the charge-so
often repeated and never substantiated-
that there was something culpable in the
increase of the expenditure of ten millions
in 1874, as compared with 1867. I took
the pains to examine every item of the
increased expenditure ; I produced them
here, and challenged our friends opposite
to show where there had been an inerease
in any one of them wbich was not neces-
sary and justifiable. I pointed out that
there had been no objection made to them
at the time by any member of the then
Opposition. I asserted, without contra-
diction, that nearly a million of dollars of
the expenditure, properly chargeable to
1875, was fraudulently thrown upon that
of 1874. The bon. gentleman instituted
a comparison between the expenditures of
1871 and 1874.

MR. BLAKE: I made no such com-
parison.

MR. PLUMB: My hon. friend will not
interru1pt me, because I claim the same
privilege that he did. I say fraudulently,
in a political sense; and I say tbat the
bon. gentleman can easily be shown that
the growth of the country-her recog-
nised obligations and hernecessary duties,
to say nothing of lier best policy-abso-
lutely forbids and makes it impossible
for her to go back to the scale
of expenditure of 1871, which he
urges, as one that should be adopted.
And I defy my bon. friend to take up
item by item of the increased expenditure,
which he so strongly condemns, and show
a single instanee, up to 1872, to which
there was any objection made at all. In the
spring of 1873, I acknowledge that the

hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) did make a feeble
criticism of the Budget of my hon friend
then, and now the Finance Minister. He
had previously confined his financial criti-
cisms to a few feeble utterances upon the
Militia Estimates. In 1872, it will be re-
membered, the Globe newspaier denounced
that eminent financier as a mixer and
muddler of figures, and violently opposed
bis election; but my bon. friend from
West Durham accepted him as a colleague
holding the portfolio of Finance, in 1873;
and is from that time responsible for
every act which he sanctioned by remain-
ing in office. Between 1867 and 1874,
every item of expenditure had been made
necessary by circunstances and obligations
connected withthe Union of the Provinces
and the extension of our territory; and I
defy the hon. gentleman to point to a
single item of expenditure wbich has not
been accepted and continued by the Ad-
ministration which succeeded the Govern-
ment overthrown in 1873. They were
entirely untrammelled when they came
into power-and I would ask : Why did
they not eut off tbat expenditure ; why
did they not reduce that expenditure ;
why did they not fulfil their loud-mouthed
promises of economy and retrenchment?
We may admit, for argument's sake, that
they were bound by the Pacific Railway
agreements with
although my bon.
they were not.
go on with that
Government work,
on the other side
scheme had failed ?

British Columbia,
friend argues that

But why did they
expenditure, as a
wben, as is asserted
of the House, our
Why did they make

the obligations larger year by year?
Why did they at the outset throw away
immense sums on useless telegraph lines,
long before the railway line, to which
they were to be an adjunct, had been
located or even surveyed ? I defy my
bon. friend from West Durham to answer
those questions satisfactorily. I would
like my hon. friend to explain whether
he and bis colleagues in one single
instance réduced, witliout injury to the
country, one single item of the expendi-
ture which they assert L ad been so reckless,
so extravagant, and so corrupt. When
those lion. gentlemen came into power,
they found an overflowing Treasury.
They found that there had been a large
surplus year by year, notwithstanding
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a heavy remission of taxes, in taking off be charged against the yearly expenditure
the duty on tea and coffee, during the on inceme account, and when le went out
Administration that held power from the of office, the necessity devolved on my
time of Confederation till 1873. During hon. friend of providing for tbem. 1
that time over $10,000,000 out of the have not heard my hon. friend from West
surplus Revenues had been spent in public Durham, during the course of his long
works, properly chargeable to Capital and exhaustive oration, touch at ail upon
Account ; and there was no deficit im- any plan which le would have proposed
pending when they took the keys of the to bring forward to relievo the
public chest. There could not have been country frora the burdens which had beon
a deficit in that year or the next. thrown upoln it by the gentleman with
Upon meeting, in the spring of 1873, the vhom ho bas been associated for five
Parliament, which had been elected the years. The hon, gentleman is a special
previous summe:, my hon. friend (Sir picador. He takes his pions fron lis
Samuel L. Tilley), then as now the brief with great ingenuity, energy and
Finance Minister, ·stated that engage- eloquence, but after ail it is notbing but
ments which had been and would be special pleading. Every one whe
entered into would probably involve an iistened to the hon. gentleman durig thc
ultimate necessity for increased taxation. whole of his oration, feit that ho was en-
He said that the Revenue for the coming deavouring to present from is point of
year would be sufficient for all purposes viow, arguments, not as a statesman, not
and leave a moderate surplus, as rthe ýrising hope of a great party, to
but that he would probably find it wîom the young men cf Canada at e
necessary to deal with the Tariff at the time looked fer botter things, but as a
next Session, and that when he did so he picador of a special case, for a special pur-
should keep in view the protection of our pose, whicî every man wlo listened te
home industries, and promote the interests him fêit was nothing more uer less than
of this country in that direction as far as the word of a trained advocate, and an
practicable. He was succeeded by the ingenieus Inir-spiitting counsel. Tho
hon. the ex-Finance Minister (Sir Richard speech of the lien, gentleman gives us the
J. Cartwright), who, it is well known, rason d'eire cf lis again cenn in the
commenced bis career by denouncing lis lesI ameng men, and ciaiming te take a
predecessors in the most violent terms, by part in the affairs which he affected te
grossly overstating and miFstating the have donc with forever. Less than a year
extent and character of the obligations age he described bimself as a ghost revisi-
under which they had placed the country. ing the carth wbose interests be bas
le roundly asserted that the Pacific ceased te interfere with. But thc bon.
Railway they had undertaken to construct gentleman seon tired cf piaying the rôle
would cost the country more than cf a wandoring spirit cut off from. his
$150,000,000 ; that they left above famuliar associations and ambitions, and
$131,O00,000 to provide for ; that it le cemc', like Banque, twenty mortal
would create a greater public debt, in pro- speeches in bis neuth, te push bis late
portion to our resources and population, leader from bis stool and usurp lis place.
than the National Debt of England ; and Tbe hon. gentleman's tempor is tee excit-
that they had lef t upon him $131,000,000 able, and bis nature i', tee imperieus and
of obligations which, poor mian, ho had to arbitrary, and his organisation is tee
provide for-but he added that he was nervous te bear the brunt and stress
fully equal to the task. He painted wbidh nust be berne by a party leader,
everything in the blackest colours, lie especially the leader of a forlorn be,
stated that the country had been ruined disorganisod and deniralised like that
by the extravagance of the Ministry that which now confronts us and is net at
had just then retired. The bon. gentle- unity with itself. The bon. gentleman
man then increased, or permitted the in- could net refrain from a nalignant attack
crease, of the public expenditure in every upon the sister Provinces in lis denunci-
possible forma. He piled deficit on deficit, atien cf the policy by whidl they have
he made no provision for those deficits, been misled into Confederation. Accord-
except a notable suggestion that the vearly ing te him each e bas been guilty cf a
contributions to Sinking Fund should not lapse cf virtue whicî is little botter than
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shameless prostitution. Nova Scotia was
secretly bribed, and then, half reluctant,
forced into consent. A disgraceful bar-
gain seduced Quebec. New Brunswick
sold her wares in the market and pocketed
the price of her dishonour. Prince
Edward Island yielded to the tempter and
fell. Even weak Manitoba made some
show of resistance, which was but coy-
ness, and became an easy, if not a willing
victim; but the crowning shame was the
foul bargain with British Columbia,
which was made, according to the hon.
gentleman, " on the first day of April,
1871," "fitting day for fitting deed." Do
we understand the hon. gentleman, that
he considers the bargains, if such they
are, of a nature that they should now be
repudiated, or is he willing to abide by a
wrong, provided he can rule the destinies
of a Union which he so eloquently de-
nounces. To go back to 1871 would be
to cast off British Columbia and Prince
Edward Island, and disfranchise Manitoba
and the North-West. Is it part of the
hon. gentleman's programme, one of the
issues of his new departure, to untwine
the bonds that unite the Provinces? The
studied effort to sow discontent among
them would seem like it, but it is impos-
sible to measure the depth or height of
the hon. gentleman's arguments. As he
said at Aurora, he is always fond of
making disturbing speeches, and le is
also always " ill at ease," and " lan-
guishes for the purple mists" of chimeras
which every one but a vague political
dreamer knows to be unsubstantial and
unattainable. His gloomy utterances
might have found some response when our
community were bowed down by the
disasters through which we were
passing three or four years ago, and
the bravest held his breath while the
financial tornado and hurricane was at its
height, but now he is as one born out of
due time. There is a hopeful feeling, a
spirit of enterprise abroad, and the in-
stincts of a young, energetie country are
entirely antagonistic to his sepulcbral
doctrines. The hon. gentleman from
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has just told
us that when he came into power, he
found that the negotiations of Sir Hugh
Allan and his, co-directors, in respect to
obtaining means for building the Pacific
Railway under the charter that they
held, had wholly failed, but that bis Gov-

ernment, recognized that they were the
trustees of the preceding Government
and of the people, in so far as the agree-
ment to construct the road was concerned.
They were, however, free from tne tram-
mels of any previous legislation in respect
to the manner of constructing the road,
and they chose to undertake it as Gov-
ernment work. My hon. friend is never
tired of repeating, both here and else-
where, that when he brought down the
Pacifie Railway Resolutions in 1874,
they were passed without an amendment
having been proposed, without the change,
as he said on one occasion, " of the dotting
of an ' i ' or the crossing of a 't.' " The
hon. gentleman was then backed by an
enormous, unreasoning, over-bearing, me-
chanical majority. When the hon. gen-
tleman brought down bis Resolutions,
they were rusbed through at a late hour.
At three o'clook in the norning the de-
bate was choked off ruthlesslv, and there
are gentlemen now present sitting in
this flouse to-day who know that when
the hon. gentleman stated that no amend-
ment was offered to those Resolutions,
either bis memory was treacherous or
he intentionally stated that which
was not the case. The hon.
gentleman, if he will look at the
Votes and Proceedings of that day-J
have them here-will find there were
three amendments proposed, one by the
hon. member for Frontenac and two by
the hon. member for Vancouver. They
were voted down, of course, by the large
majority that sat behind the hon. gentle-
man, ready at all tines to submit to bis
dictum. The hon. gentleman, in the
course of the next Session-early in 1875
-laid on the Table of the House two
Pacifie Railway contracts: One for No.
13, being -for grading and bridging the
then contemplated line from Fort William
Town Plot to Shebandowan westward,
forty-five miles, for $406,904; one for
section 14, from Selkirk, on Red River,
to Cross Lake eastward, seventy-seven
miles, for $402,950. In the summer of
1876 he entered into Contract No. 25 for
Section 25, from Sunshine Creek, where
No. 13 was terminated, to English River,
eighty miles, and for ballasting and track-
laying from Fort William to English
River, 112J miles, for $1,037,061; and
in January, 1877, for No. 15, from Cross
Lake to Keewatin, 381 miles, including
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ballasting and track-laying of No. 14 and
No. 15, for $1,594,486. Wlien asking
the House to sanction the contracts for
Sections 13 and 14, he, at the same time,
asked authority to let Section 15, from
Cross Lake to Keewatin, and sone dis-
cussion arose between the hon. gentleman
(Mr. Mackenzie) and the lion. the present
Minister of Railways (Sir Charles Tup-
per) who said :

" The statement made hy the Premier
(Mr. Mackenzie) afforded one of the most
apt and forcible illustrations of the un-
wisdom of undertaking to let contracts with-
out any such surveys as would put contractors
in a position to know anything like the
amount of work required to be performed."

Mr. Mackenzie said in reply:

" It so happened that a most elaborate sur-
vey had been made of this section. It would
be impossible to bave a more careful snrvey, or
closer examination, than had been made in
these thirty-seven miles. There had been no
such survey on the Intercolonial."

The lion. gentleman (Mr. Mackenzie) now
makes the disingenuous statement that he
let the contracts upon the surveys which
had been made by his predecessors, but
he knows perfectly well that the line was
not fixed tpon to Kaministiquia in pre-
ference to the Nepigon, until after he
came to power, therefore, there could
have been no close survey previously of
the line wbich Le adopted. The Fort
William Town Plot Lad not previously
been a make-weight in determining the
terminus. Mr. Fleming has stated, in
his evidence before a Conmittee investi-
gating the letting of the contracts, that,
when the line froni Fort William to
Shebandowan was put under contract,
they did not know where they were
going, and it turned out, in fact, that
they did not go to Shebandowan at all,
and we have, in evidence taken before
that Committee, of which the hon. gentle
man was a member, that it was found
impossible to get a practicable line to
Shebandowan. When the contracts were
let, Mr. Fleming, if he was a party to
them at all, was acting under the direc-
tion of the hon. gentleman; and I must
say that I never heard anything on the
floor of this House more unfair and un-
generous in its character than an attack
the hon. gentleman made on his Chiet
Engineer to-day, in the desperate hope of
screening himself. It was in evidence
that the contracts were let without the
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most elementary knowleige of the line;
that they were let upon bills of works
containing specific quantitier, which were
merely guess work, not ascertained by
actual survey, but made up here in Otta-
wa; that no survey whatever had been
made, not even a trial line, on Section 14 ;
that Section 13 had been let when the
engineers did not 'even know whe.re the
line was to run; that the elaborate and
exhaustive survey of Section, 15 was a line
run by eye and compass only, by Mr.
Carre, who savs that no mortal man-
upon the data be had thus obtained, the
only data that the quantities were based
upon-could have given an idea of the cost.
Mr. Fleming says that Section 13 was
not thoroughly surveyed before letting;
that " it was done hurriedly," and that he
" represented to the Minister that the
quantities given had no pretensions to
accuracy as to the final cost of the line,
and were simply a means of comparing
tenders." When the work was let, be
says, "we did not know where we were
going to." The whole thing, le tells us,
was done hurriedly in the office at head-
quarters, simply upon the rough profile
furnished by the engineer in charge.
The men who were taken up by the con-
tractors to work on Section 13 were kept
for some time idle, while the engineers
were locating the line ; and the contract-
ors were paid by the Governnent for the
lost time. The engineers arrived on Sec-
tion 14 to make the survey, when the
contractors, who had taken the work,
went up to commence operations. As to
Section 15, we have seen that the survey
was simply a trial line, and it turns out
that the surveys of Section 2 5 were in no
better state for letting contracts. The
results are that the quantities in some
cases are enormously increased, and in
others suspiciously reduced ; that, in all
cases, the cost of the four Sections, which
was emphatically stated by the
lion. gentleman to be $24,500 a
mile, or half that of the Intercolonial, is
so enormously increased that it will
reach $40,000 a mile ; that that increase
took plac3 under the bon. gentleman's
Administration, and must have been, or
ought to have been, known to him when
he repeated his statement as to the cost;
and it must have been known to him
that le had no authority from Mr. Flem
ing to make such a statement upon the
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hypothetical amounts of the contracts. not made upon Mr. Rowan'a returu from
These remarks apply with directness to Ottawa at that tine, but the evidence in
Sections 13, 14, and 25. As to Section the Committees of the fouse and Senat-e
15, the hon. gentleman claimed that prove otherwise. There had been three
elaborate and exhaustive surveys had sets of tenders prepared and advertised
been made, but the hon. gentleman must for on Section 15. The final advertise-
have bad, or ought to have had, some ment was made for September, 1876.
evidence of those surveys before he made The plan wae to construct the fiuings of
the positive statements in the House in the hollows with trestle-work-to have
1875. Where is the record î We have no earth-work except the stripping of the
seen that nothing can be more fallacions. rocks. Strange to say, this would involve
Important engagements, commnitting the the use upon the une of a stretch of near-
country to termini at Fort William and ly flfteen miles of timber of a size that the
at Selkirk, the former involving a flagrant country could not furnish. When the
job, and the latter, at least, a costly blun- lettings were made, and, in fact, when the
der that has cost the country, as we are tenders wereadvetmsed for, it will be found
told by Mr. Carre, the Division Engineer, that Mr. Fleming was nzt in Canada.
$360,000, fron fault of location alone, Mr. Marcus Smith, Acting Chef En-
and contracts hurriedly let on iniaginary gineer, was in the West, and ho tele-
quantities, were made by the bon. member graphed the hon. neniber for Lambton
for Lambton, who was the responsible from Winnipeg, after the bids were
Minister; and no one who knows the hon. opened, if the contract had not been
gentleman will believe for a moment that met, to wait ti is return. This, how-
he was not wholiy responsible for al t ever, did not uit the eon. gentleman.
those lettins, and that lie was not, or The tenders vere received-twenty-one
ought not to have been fully cognpsant of of them-that of . P. Macdonald and
the state of the'surveys upon a linA that lie Company, for $1,443,175, wvas the
had himself fixed upon. s is of no avail lowest. Tney were notified to under:
whatever for that hon, gentleman to take the work, and arrangements were
attack bis Chief Engineer for errors, or made by the for executing the con-
,worse, for whic I believe the country traet and furnishingr the security ; but
will justly hld hini entirely respons ble. they heard while their arrangements
]n Contract 13, taken at $406,494, but were pending, that two years' extension
part of the work- was done, but in that of time for finishing Contract 14 had
the ratio of cost was considerably exceed u been given. Their contract inclfuded
ed. Contract 14 was for $402,950; the laying track over that section, and
work executed under it amnounted to its completion within the time firt
$722,264. Contract t5 was for agrreed on was necessary in order to

)1037,Odl ; the work executed under it enable Macdonald and Comnpany to get
amotnted to $1,384,639. Contract 15 iiM supplies to Section 15. The con-
wvas for $1,594g085 ; the estimated cost tractors for Section 14 were Sifton,
up to Januiary, 1879, was $2,525,000. WTard ai-d Company, of Petrolia-staunci
In ail these cases certain quantities stated friends of the hon. gentlernan-and I
on the contracts were enormoosly in- have gool reason to believe that the
creased. In Contract 25, for instance, etenson vas made when it as found
the earth excavation, at 33c. a yard,h eas that the bid of A. P. Macdonald and
incase froht 1,000,00 to 1,950,000 Company as the sbuccessfu one
cubie yards. In Contract 15 th earth MR. MACKENZIE: No such thing.
excavation was increased from 80,000 M. PLUMB: I do not accept the
yards, at 37e. a yard, to 1,657,000 yards, lion. gentleman's tono sucli thing, for
and it is said teat there will be a further I rather think that, if the matter came
increase of 1,300,0 0 yards. There vas to the test, that could prove i
a radical change in the plan of executing M. MACKEbNZlE: Well, prove it.
Section 15, dispensing with trestle-work t PLU B Messrs. A. P. Mac.
and substitutir, rock and earth. This donald and Co pany contracted under
hane took place in the suminer of 1878. 'the impression that the Goverment

An attempt aas made to lead the Com- would hold Sifton, W ard and Contwanyeto
prittee to believe that the change was the completion of the contract within the
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specified time. They wrote to the
Department stating what they had
heard, and said that the prices at which
they had tendered were based upon
the supposition that Sifton, Ward and
Company's contract would be finished
in time to enable Macdonald and
Company to lay the track over Sec-
tion 14 by August, 1877. They con-
clude by asking if such an extension had
been granted, and say : " It would be im-
prudent for us to enter into the contract
unless we were put in possession of the
advantages which the specifications and
forms of tender led us to believe and
base our calculations upon." What was
the answer to that reasonable request?
We must bear in mind that this tender
of A. P. Macdonald and Company
was that of a perfectly responsible firm,
whose contract anybody, acting in his
own private interest or having the public
interest solely at heart, would have been
anxious to se:mre. The Government gave
no satisfactory explanation whatever.
Mr. Braun briefly requests then to exe-
cute the contract immediately. Nlessrs.
A. P. Madonald and Company reply:

" MONTREAL, 16tlh October, 1876.
"SIR,-In reply to your communication of

the 14th instant, we beg to state that we cannot
enter into contract for Sections 14 and 15
Canadian Pacific Railway,. on account of reasons
stated in our letter of the 13th instant.

" We therefore most respectfully decline to
sign said contract, but beg to add that if the
hon. the Minister of Public Works should see
fit to change his decision we would most gladly
enter into contract.

We have the honour to bc, Sir,
I Your obedient servants,

(Signed) "A. P. MACDONALD,
" " ROBERT KANE.

"IF. BR AUN,Esq.,
Secretary Public Works Department.

"Ottawa."

Martin, Charlton and Company were the
next lowest bidders; the anount of
their tender was $1,540,000, nearly a
hundred thousand dollars more, it must
be noticed, than that of A. P. Mac-
donald and Company, whose bid was
warned off. The next award was to
them. Mr. Charlton seems to have
been the negotiator, and he spent
several weeks in offering securities of
different kinds for the fulfilment. It would
not be unfair to say, to obtain delay,
that for some purpose or other, seemed
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to be his chief object. While an active
correspondence is going on between him
and the Department, another actor
suddenly appears, no other than Mr.
Joseph Whitehead, whose eharacteristie
letter to the bon. member for Lambton
I will give in full :

" OTTAWA, Novcmber 28th, 1876.
"DEAR SIR,-It is the general impression

outside that you are goiig to give the
contract, Section 15, to Charlton and Company,
and he is going to turn the contract over into
the hands of sorne Americans from New York,
aid according to the feeling, you are going to
nike a great iristake if you allow such a ibing
to be done, as it is well known that Charlton
says that he never intended to put a spade into
the contract, Section 15 ; he only wants to
make sorne money out of it, the same way lie
did out of the Grenville Canal, when he sold
out to Cooke and Jones, and got six thousand
dollars.

"Now. if you will give the contract, Section
15, to Sutton and Thompson's tender, I wihl
guarantee that the grading, track-laying and
ballasting shall be doue and completed ; the
engine into Section 15 by the month of August
next ; and further, the whole of Section 15
shall be finished, completed, by the fall 1878,
and for every day over and above, if any, 011
shall have the best of security that the Govern-
ment shall be paid five hundred dollars per day
for every day over and above the two dates
named above, and this is the only w ay to put
some life into the Pacific Railway, as there has
been no life in it yet.

!' Now, I hope you will pardon me for taking
the liberty of writing you this ncte, as I have
no other object in view than to let you know
the feeling outside, as you must admit that
Sutton and Thompson's tender is not an extra-
vagant one, only I know what I have said in
this note can be done.

' I remain,

" Your obedient servant,
"JOSEPH WHITEHEAD.

"Hon. ALEXAN DER MACKENZIE.
The bidders next on the list were the firm
reconmended by Mr. Whitebead ; Sutton
and Thomson, of Bradford, Ontario, whose
bid was $1,594,085; or, as stated by Mr.
Mackenzie, in a memorandum wlich I
shall give, $1,594,155, a trifle of $150,980
over that of A. P. Macdoniald and Corâ-
pany. Not long after Mr. Whitehead's
letter was written, the unready Mr.
Charlton seems to have become discour-
aged. He writes as follows :-

"I have met with so many unfortunate diffi-
culties in procuring security for so large a sum,
so as to satisfy the demands of tha Govern-
ment, and have been so worried and disheart-
ened by the difficulties of the position in which
I found myself, and consequent failing health,
that I am reluctantly obliged to say that I
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cannot now undertake so serious an enterprise,
more especially as all the most experienced
men whose advice and assistance I have asked,
have convinced me and my friends that the
work cannot satisfactorily be performed for
the price tendered for.

"I beg, therefore, to ask that the hon. the
Minister of Public Works will allow me to
withdraw my tender, and will please to return
to Mr. Beard, of Brooklyn. who proposed to
join in the work, his deposit ; and also return
to me the papers which I deposited as given to
make up the balance of the security required.

And in a final agony of despair, he
soon afterwards sends the following tele-
gram

"MONTREAL TELEGRAPH COMPANY,
27th December, 1876.

(By Telegraphjrom Montreal.)
"F. BRAus,

" Public Works Department-
"Dissension from within,added to extraord-

inary pressure from without, haï left no alter-
native but withdrawal.

(Signed) E. J. CHARLTON."

Mr. Martin seems not to have been then
aware of Mr. Charlton's dilemma and its
unhappy consequences, but on learning
that there had been a failure to furnish
the security, on the part of Mr. Charlton,
he writes as follows, two days after the
date of the mournful but suggestive tele-
grain

"OTTAWA, 29th Dacember, 1876.
"S1i,-Re-Section 13, Canada Pacific Rail-

way. I have just learned with much surprise,
through your Department, that E. J. Charlton
has withdrawn from our joint tender to build
said Section 15, Canada Pacific Railway. His
withdrawal was without my knowledge or con-
sent

"I am prep ire d to deposit the security re
quired by the Government, and am 1 repared to
perform the work mentioned in or contemplated
by said tender

" And I now offer to comply with the condi-
tions and requirements of the Governnent, as
specified in the advertisement calhng for ten-
ders for said work, and, ia our said tender I
protest against any and all acte depriving me
of said contract.

" Trusting that justice will be done me in the
premises,

I have the konour to be, Sir,
" Most respectfully yours,

(Signed) "PATRICK MARTIN,
"To the Honourable Minister of

" Public Works of Canada, Ottawa.
No reply seems to have been made
to . Mr. Martin's protest. And it
may be noticed here that the
ingenions Mr. Charltonî seems to havE
had a wide connection, for on. the 28th of
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December Messrs. Baird and Company
of New York, wrote to the Department
complaining that he hadusedthem shame-
fully ; that they had gone to Montreal
to meet him, and had stayed there three
days, but had been unable to find him.
They asked to be allowed to deposit cash
security, and take the contract under
Charlton's tender. The next lowest
bidders were Messrs. Sutton and Thomp-
son, the acceptance of whose tender we
have seen was strongly recommended by
Mr. Whitehead ; a memorandum signed
by Mr. Mackenzie, in the following words,
recommends that their tender be ac-
cepted :-

30th December, 1876.
(iiemorandum).

The undersigned reports that tenders having
been invited for construction of Soection No.
15, Canadian Pacific Railway, twenty-one have
been received at schedule rates, which, when
extended, are found to vary between $1,443,175
and $2,950,00.

"That the firms whose tenders are first and se-
cond lowest respectively Messrs. McDonald and
Kane and Messrs. Martin and Charltou are,
unable to furnish the necessary security.

" That the third loweet tender is from
Messrs. Sutton and Thompson, of Brantford,
amounting to $1,594,155 (onýe million five hun-
dred and ninety-four thousand one hundred and
fifty-five dollars).

" That this firm are prepared to make the
necessary five per cent. cash deposit, and pro-
poses to associate with themselves Mr. Joseph
Whitehead, contractor, of Clinton, Ontario.

" The undersigned, therefore, recommends
that the tender of Messrs. Sutton and 'homp-
son be accepted, and that they be allowed to
associate Mr. Whitehead with themselves
accordingly.

" Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) "A. MACKENZIE.

" Minister Public Works."

Thus it will be seen that on the day after
Martin offered to put up the security, and
three days after Charlton withdrew in
such moving terms, the contract was
awarded to Messrs. Sutton and Thomp-
son, and, strange to say, the disinterested
Mr. Whitehead consented to put a little
more life into the Pacifie Railway by be-
coming, first a partner nominally of that
firm, and lastly by taking the whole work
himself. It will be observed that the
memoranduin of Mr. Mackenzie, which I
read a few moments ago, as a reason for
giving the contract to Sutton and Thomp-
son, states that A. P. Macdonald and
Company, and Martin and Charlton, have
been unable to furnish the necessary
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security. As to P. A. Macdonald, and
Company, we bave seen that there was no
lack of ability, but that they were ap-
parently forced off in another way.
There was no good ground whatever
for this assertion as respected Mar-
tin and Charlton, for Mr. Martin, in his
letter just quoted, distinctly pro-
posed to furnish ample security, and pro-
tested against the contract being taken
away from him. Every contractor has a
right to make as good a bargain as lie
can, of course, and I do not intend in
anything I have said or shall say, to
make any charge against Mr. White-
head, er to blame him in any way. In
the tender of Messrs. Sutton and Thomp-
son, the timber was taken at prices so low,
and the quantity required was so enor-
mous, that itwould have been absolutely
impossible to deliver it. It could not be
had in the country, nor was it to be
found nearer than the head waters of the
Mississippi, and I say that the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, when he
adopted a radical change in the plan of
construction of the section, which Le
seems to have decided upon just before
the tenders were advertised for, andin the
absence of his Chief Engineers, should
have ascertained that the timber could
be found in the neighbourhood of the
work, and I want the House and the
country to understand that he was re-
ponsible for the letting, for the principle
adopted in the plan of construction, and
he does not pretend that it was decided
upon when Mr. Fleming was in Canada,
or that the letting was under his advice.
Mr. Whitehead had not long been at
work on bis contract when Mr. Rowan,
the resident engineer, recommended that
the work should be radically changed by
substituting rock and earth embankment
for trestle work. His letter recommend-
ing the change stated that the trestle
work was perishable and liable to take
fire. I suppose most men could bave
known, without a professional opinion,
that wood was a substance that would
decay in process of time and might
perbaps take fire if exposed to ignition;
but Mr. Rowan was careful not
to state that the trestle-work
timber could not be obtained in
the country. Anyone could see the
trestle-work plan was a dangerous and im-
prudent one. But I believe it suited

MR. PLUMB.

some purpose of the hon. gentleman to
have the letting made at a comparatively
low figure, and he seems to have acqui-
esced with commendable alacrity in the
necessity of awarding the contract to bid-
ders who were $140,000 higher than the
lowest, and he did not at all object to
Mr. Whitehead. It would not be far out
of the record to say that when he let the
contract on the timber plan he had no
real expectation to have it fulfilled upon
that plan. The timber was taken at
ruinously low prices, the earth and rock
at extravagantly high prices, and conse-
quently, 'when the timber was released,
and earth and rock were substituted, the
charge was enormously in favour of the
contractor. The quantity of loose rock at
$1.75 a yard was exactly doubled. The
solid rock at $2.75 was increased from
300,000 to 525,646 yards. We have seen
that the modest little quantity of 80,000
yards of earth at 37 cents a yard-not so
modest a little price-was increased to
1,657,000 yards, and we bear that
1,300,000 yards more is to be done. Mr.
Fleming approved of the proposed change,
and wrote a letter recommending it to
the late First Minister. The latter, in
his evidence before the Committee, says
that he himself approved of it, but he did
not see fit to recommend it to the Coun-
cil; but Mr. Rowan, the engineer, di-
recting the work, left Ottawa under the
full understanding-the full conviction,
as he states in bis own evidence-that that
change was to be made. Mr. Fleming
left for England the nex+ day,- after he
had written an approval of Mr. Rowan's
proposed change, and believed that his
recommendation was approved of. Mr.
Mackenzie states that he had constant
communication with Mr. Marcus
Smith, after Mr. Fleming's recommenda-
tion vas made, prior to the departure of
Mr. Smith for the North-West, and dis-
cussed railway matters exhaustively with
him. Strange to say, Le never thought
it worth while to speak of the proposed
change of Section 15, one of the most im-
portant matters connected with the whole
subject. When Mr. Smith reached Win-
nipeg Le found that the work was pro-
ceeding on the changed plan, for which ho
disclaims, and, I think, justly disclaima
responsibility. Mr. Rowan's evidence was
not quite satisfactory, but I will not refer
further to that. Mr. Fleming certainly
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I must say in all fairness, cannot be held
culpable for the laches of bis chief, the
late Minister of Public Works. Mr.
Fleming's leaning towards work of a
character, perhaps too expensive for the
road-bed required for the North-West, is
well known. It is scarcely possible that
he would have risked his reputation in
recommending so flimsy, and, in fact, so
impossible a plan as that on which Section
15 was let, and no one can doubt for a
moment, not only that the change he re-
commended was a proper one, if it was not
an imperatively necessary one, but that
the present Government had no alterna-
tive but to accept it. The mischief was
in the inception. The late First Minister
cannot throw the responsibility of that
upon any one else, and he ought not to
attempt on the floor of this House to
place it upon one who, froin bis peculiar
position, is not able to reply or to defend
himself. The fact is that no one seems to
have been responsible. It seems intended
that there should be some convenient
method by which the responsibility should
be evaded, and it is cowardlv and stame-
ful to say that the responsibility rests on
Mr. Fleming. The hon.genthman knows
that Mr. Rowan's reports upon the pro-
gress of the work after the change, were
not made as promptly and regularly as
they ought to have been. The contract
was takel in such a way as to increase
the estimnated expenditure more than one
million dollars, and the end is not yet.
It was the same with the Georgian Bay
Branch. As to the reckless rushing into
a contract in utter ignorance of the nature
of the country to be traversed, we have
heard the hon. gentleman on the floor of
this House to-night accuse the Govern-
ment of having neglected to build the
Georgian Bay Branch, and of having
been unfaithful to Quebec. The extraor-
dinary contract with the late Mr. Foster
has been condemned from time to tirne,
and in regard to it we bave received no
satisfactory explanation. That contract,
too, was made for work upon a line which
n4 engineer had ever seen. Although
the hon. member for Lambton has at-
tempted to shirk all responsibility
in respect to these contracts, I shall
hold him responsible fpr thcm, and
the country will also hold him responsible
for them. I repeat that the hon. gen-
tleman ought to have known, if lie did

not know, that there were no surveys
worthy of the name when those contracts
were let. The hon. gentleman stoutly
asserts in the face of these facts that he
was perfectly justified in going before the
country and saying that he was build-
ing the line embraced in the four con-
tracts for one-half the cost of the Inter-
colonial Railway. I knew the hon. gen-
tleman was inaccurate in his estimates
when he made theni. I t is too late for
the hon. gentleman to attempt to throw
the responsibility on others ; it rests with
him. The responsibility also rests on
him of the hybrid systen of navigation,
the mixture of mud and water
which he attempted to "utilise,"
to use his favourite word, between Port
Savanne and Keewatin. If the hon. gen-
tleman had succeeded in carrying out bis
scheme, lie would have been able to trans-
port over his portage, according to first
tender, exactly five car-loads of grain per
day, or 1,665 bushels, and if he had done
so steadily from the opening until the
close of navigation, he would have carried
280,000 bushels, or about six vessel loads.
If he had found for it employment from
the end of theiarvest till the close of
navigation, about eighty thousand bushels
would have been all that could have been
carried, or a cargo and a-half would have
been all the bon. gentleman would have
been able to transport to market by his
line. At one end of the line there were
112 miles of railway that were to cost,
according to the laste.t estimate, about
$40,000 per mile, that is $4,400,000; at
the other end a line of the same length at
the same figures, $4,400,000 more-
naking a total of $8,800,000. le was

to spend on Fort Frances Locks, and the
improvement of navigation by railway,
river and tramway, say $500,000 more,
and all this expenditure would be incurred
for the purpose of a line having, at the
utmost, during the whole of its navigable
season, a carrying capacity of 280,000
bushels. The mere interest on capital,
therefore, would have been $2 per bushel
for everv bushel that could possibly be
cirried over the line. The hon. gentle-
man rose in his place to-day and advocated
that policy. If the hon. gentleman hiad
thrown into the sea every dollar that was
expended in the Fort Frances Locks he
could not more effectually have wasted it.
There is not one point of utility iii con-
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nectioà with that undertaking. The hon.
gentleman quoted extensively froma re-
ports in relation to the North-West.
I have no doubt be was at great
pains to take out of those reports
anything unfavourable to that country
that he could find. I believe the hon.

gentleman carefully passed over many a
page that would have refuted his own
argument. He seemed impelled by a
mocking, imperious and cruel fate to fol-
low in the wake of the hon. gentleman
who preceded hin (Mr. Blake), and to be
forced to assist hini in condemning the
Great West, and the schemes which he
bas advocated everywhere himsef, and
which never till now failed to receive his
strong support. The Opposition seem to
have proceeded upon a settled plan in
their tactics this Session, inspired, no
doubt, by the new aspirant to the leader-
ship. First, the whole chorus rang
changes on the utter failure of the
National Policy, and the utter and hope-
less ruin of the country, with no prospect
of its revival. Next the hon. member for
North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), brought
forward his Resolution condenning the
Government land policy in the North-
West, and it was his patriotic endeavour
to show there was no possibility of utilis-
ing them, and that the country to the
south had every possible advantage over
ours, so that we could not compete with
it in the advantages offered to settlers.;
but an overwhelming majority of the
House negatived his proposals. He
must have been surprised to find be was
utterly at variance, in his ideas and
policy, with the great organ of his party
in Toronto. The next act in the dismai
drama was the speech of the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham-the logical
sequence of all that had preceded. We
have now had the strongest and darkest
presentation of their unpatriotic course
that could have been made by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. We nay congratulate
ourselves we have heard the worst, a-id
it .is worse than anything that could
possibly be urged by hon. gentle-
nien who wish well to the country.
Even had they had some warrant
for their contention, it was not patriotic
to present the dark side of the shield ;
but more unwarranted, misleading state-
ments never were made. I regret that
the Opposition have been led into a course
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which, I think, they will regret before a
year has passed. The hon. member for
Lambton, who is now apparently in
most points at one with the bon. mem-
ber for West Durham, ventured, however,
to differ with him in respect to the entire
prosperity of the United States. He tells
us that its protective policy bas ruined
its shipping trade. The following extract
from an authority that be will not
venture to gainsay, refutes that asser-
tion :-

" We have at our doors all the illustrations
and experiences of Protectionu and its benefits
required for our guidance. The United States
have adopted a protective policy, under which
their manufactures have been fostered and pro-
moted, until, in 1870, their products reached
the sum of $4,253,000,000, giving employment
to 2,000,000 operatives, and disbursing over
$775,000,000 in wages.

" It bas been charged that protection bas
prevented the extension of foreign commerce in
that countrv. That may be true ; but it is
estimated that the domestie commerce of the
United States, last year, reached the enormous
proportions of 200,000,000 tons, valued at
$0,000,000,000. What is the foreign com-
merce of that country compared with the vast
domestic trade that goes on increasing, without
the fluctuations or risks of foreign trade ? Look
at the progress of the cottou trade in that coun-
try. Previous to the import duties on foreign
cottons, in 1824, British manufactures crushed
out all efforts to establish factories in the Re -
public, but the imposition of 25 per cent. duty
on foreign cottons had the eff-et, in a few
years, not only of building manufactories, but
led to the production of an artick better in
quality, and lower in price. than the Americans
received from the British before their own in-
dustries were establisbed.

"In 1860, the United States were exportera
of nearly 10 per cent. of the whole cottons
ni-mufactured.

" When a protective duty was imposed, iron
nanufactories were established, and, in a short

t me, the price of iron was brought down sev-
eral dollars a ton, and it is now sold cheape-r
than British iron was ever oflered for in that
market.

" The shipping interest of the United
State waq one of the most signal illustrations
of the benefits of a protective policy that
could be produced."

That is the statement of a gentleman who
bas had a large commercial experience,
and whose utterances are entitled to great
consideration when dealing with statistice
only-I mean the hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton). That was a
portion of his speech, delivered in this
House four years ago, as I find it in the
official record. Then, Sir, he ably and
judiciously advocated Protection, upon-
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which he spoke with much force and sin-
cerity. The right hon. the Premier has
been greatly strengthened by the organ of
the Liberal party in Toronto, in his late
estimates of the -value of our North-
Western lands. That paper lias given no
uneertain sound with regard to the lands
which we hope to sell to defray the cost
of constructing the Railway, and with
regard to the great promise and value of
the country -wbich it will develop. I be-
lieve that no statement of the hon. the
First Minister exaggerated the value of
our great domain, portions of which will
be, purchased by capitalists for profitable
investment and cultivation, as well as by
our own people and settlers generally
seeking comfortable homes. I believe the
menacing labour question in the United
Kingdom will compel its statesmen to face
it, and consider the best method
of disposing of the enormous population
depending on manufactures for support,
that is increasing in a far greater ratio
than the food supply can be increased.
In that direction we offer to England a
priceless boon, which no other country
can offer, a region and soil best adapted
to the development of the Anglo-Saxon
race-a country possessing the laws,
traditions and loyalty of that race, and
practically as near to England as Land's
End was to Glasgow forty years ago.
We have a new world to place at the
disposal of the over-crowded Mother
Country, and British statesmen will soon
be forced to turn their attention to some
systen of co-operation with this Dominion
for the development of the soil of that
new world. The hon. member for West
Durham speaks of the preference of the
Teutonic and Irish races for the United
States, doubtlesa with some truth, but we
have large and flourishing settlements of
Iriahmen, Scotchmen and Englishmen, and
of races from the North of Europe, too,
with every prospect of their extensive
increase. Besides, the sentiment of
loyalty, overlooked or excluded by hon.
gentlemen opposite, will attract to our
territory, through preference -and sym-
pathy, multitudes of the British people.
I4 respect to our financial policy, so
virulently attacked by the hon. member
for West Durham, I do not believe the
present Government desire to emulate
the reckless expenditure of their prede-
cessors, or continue building costly works

98
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while incurring growing deficits. I
believe they will take a different course,
so different that the country will appre-
ciate at its fullest value the contrasted
policy of the late and present Administra-
tions in this respect. I believe that this
discussion was artfully contrived to alarma
the timid and deceive the unwary and
ignorant; but I venture to predict it
will fail in its object, and that the hon.
gentlemen, compelled from their position
to sustain this Resolution, will find
they meet with no sympathy elsewhere,
and that they have plunged still deeper
into that abyss from which I believe
there is no political resurrection.

MR. CHARLTON: I have listened
for some time to the remarks of the hon.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), who has
travelled over a good deal of ground. Ha
certainly came dangerously near the
question, in one or two instances, but I
think he did not touch it. I must de
him the justice to say that lie evidently
struggled to reach the question, and lie
reminded me in his struggles of a stanza
of John Hay, describing a steamboat
stranded on a sandbar on the Missouri
river, with her spur spars set upon the
bottom, and her crew working at the pul-
leys in ai attempt to heave her over:

"She hove and et, and hove and set,
And high her rudder flung,
And every time she hove and set
A wusser leak she sprung."

The hon. gentleman had as poor success in
his attempts to reach the qùbstion as the
boat had-according to the description of
John Hay-in getting off the sandbar.
As usual, the hon. gentleman referred to
the Fort Frances Locks, and read a quota-
tion from the speech made by the
hon. member for North Norfolk.
What lie would da without these
two subjects for a speech I can scarcely
imagine. I do not know that it is necessary
to refer to that oft-quoted speech of
mine. I may remind my bon. friends,
however, on the opposite side, of certain
circumstances which existed at the time
that speech was made. It will be re-
membered that the hon. member for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright),
then Finance Minister, proposed to in-
crease the Tariff by 24 per cent., and
that the hon. the present Minister of Rail-
ways denounced that proposed increase as
the thin end of the wedge of the hateful
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policy of Protection, and if I made a quali
fied defence of Protection, it was that de-
gree of Protection which existed undei
the 171 per cent. Tariff. The ground I
took in that spe ch vas distinctly and ex-
plicitly to defend a 171 per cent. Ta iff
as affording a suflicient degree of Protec-
tion, and I have never taken any position
inconsistent with tliat speech since. I
am ready, to-day, to defend the policy that
was inaugurated then to defend a Tariff
giving 174 per cent. duties, and thereby
affording that incidental degree of Pro-
tection which I believed then, and be-
lieve still, is all that this country re-
quires. We are considering, to-niight, a
question of very grave importance. We
are considering the question of the
rapidity with which we should bauild
the Canadian Pac.fic Railway, in
the light of the experience of
many years. We know better
now, than at anv previous period in
our history, what are the difficulties we
are likely to encounter in the prosecution
of this great enterprise. We know
better than at any previous period what
are the public capabilities of this country
as to bearing new burdens. We know
now, better than at any previous period,
that this is a question of great importance
indeed, and the decision arrived at by
this House upon this question is one
fraught with serious consequences to
this country, if the decision is, as
I believe it will be, a vote in
support of the policy of the Gov-
ernment. The step that I believe we are
about to take is an irrevocable one, and it
will bear disastrous fruits I prediòt here
td-night. This question being one of so
much importance should be approached in
a dispassionate spirit. We should endea-
vour to examine it impartially, and free
from partisan bias. But that is the very
last thing, probably, that our friends on
the other side will do. I do not suppose
the arguments brought forward lhere will
influence a single vote, I do not suppose,
so far as the result of this question is
concerned, that the magnificent speech
made by the hon. member for West
Durham (1Mr. Blake), the speech
made by the hon. meuiber for Lamb-
ton (Mr. Mackenzie), or any other
argument that may be advanced, will
have the slightest effeet whatever. But,
nîevertheless, it is the duty of this Oppo-
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- tion to lay all the facts bearing upon this
question before the country, to protest
against what they believe will be a ste!
-which will prove disastrous to this coun-
try; and in the discharge of that duty we
rise here to protest against this policy.
We rise here, not so mucli to address the
gentlemen who sit on the Ministerial
Benches, as to address this country, and to
arraign this Government before the peo-
ple of this country, for this policy, which
we believe is coiceived in a spirit that
will prove disastrous to the country.
Every speaker who rises in the opposite
ranks rings changes upon a charge of a
want of patriotism. Want of patriotism ?
Want of loyalty? la what respect
are we to be charged with want of
patriotism, because we warn the Govern-
ment that the policy they are adopting
will, as we helieve, produce disastrous
consequences ? Why, Sir, no more
absurd than this would be a charge
brought against the watchman upon the
deck of a ship, bearing down under full
sail, at midnight, upon a rock-bound coast,
who, for giving the warning cry of
"Breakers ahead,"should be upbraided by
the crew and passengersforinterfer ingwith
the pleasure and harmony of the voyage.
Now it is evident from the speeches of the
hon. gentlemen who support the policy
of the Government, that there is no unan-
imity upon that side of the House as to
the proper route of this Railway. The
hon. member 'for Victoria (Mr. De-
Cosmos) told us this afternoon that the
best route was by the Pine River Pass,
and he predicted that that would ulti-
aately be the ine. Now, one of the
essential conditions that we should look
at before locating this line of Railway, is
an intimate knowledge of the country
through which it would pass, such a
knowledge as we do not in full measure
possess. The very fact that that differ-
ence of opinion exists, which was devel-
oped by the hon. member for Vancouver,,
is, in my opinion, the best argument that
has baen p-roduced on the floor of this
Hous3 against the propriety of sinking
millions of %dollars in the canons of' the
Fraser River. I helieve an expenditure
of money there upon that Railway, or in
any portion of British Columbia, is pre-
mature, until the road lias reached the
Mountains. Under such circumstances
it is evident that caution in the proseou-
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tion of this work, caution in incurring
the liabilities that it is proposed to incur
is necessary -

SiR CRARLES TUPPER : Did not
the hon. gentleman refuse to vote, last
winter, that the location was premature.

MR. CHARLTON: It was not in
reference to the contract for expending
money in the Valley of the Fraser River,
it was in reference to the adoption of a
route, without any reference to letting the
contracts or the expenditure of money.
I am not prepared to say, to-night, that
after the road lias reached the Rocky
Mountains, if the proper time had come
for the prosecution of that work in
British Columbia, that upon the evidence
we now possess, I should prefer the route
to Burrard Inlet.

SiR CH ARLES TUPPER: The case
stood in this way: the late Government
stood pledged; they had completed the
survevs, and located the road and con-
menced construction, and we asked the
hon. gentlemen to say if it was premature
to commence construction and they
refused to vote that it was premature.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is not the
way to put it. It was premature to
adopt that line. The hon. gentleman
said the country had not been sufficiently
examined to decide upon the line. The
House was asked to declare upon that
point, and my hon. friend joined in the
refusal.

MR. CHARLTON: I was about to
say that, in 1876, I made a speech in this
House, taking strong grounds against the
expenditure of money in British Colum-
bia, before the Railway was built to the
border of that Province from the east.
These are the views I have always held.
My views throughout upon this matter,
as publicly expressed, have been the
sane. If, as I said a few moment ago, this
road was built to the Rocky Mountains, if
we had arrived at that point where it
was to be determined which route to take,
tien I should be in favour, on the infor-
miation we now have, of the Burrard Inlet
route. But I hold now, that to expend
money in British Columbia until we reach
that Province froin the east, is an act of
folly. What object is to be gained by
the rapid construction of that road. What
objects are to be gained in the building
of that road in British Columbia, previous
to reaching that country, and in spending

millions there and opening a portion of
the road in British Columbia, merely
that you may bave it ready when you
reach the Rocky Mountains. Are the ad-
vantages so great to be obtained by build-
ing that road a few years earlier than
otherwise would be the case? Are we to
develop an overland trade with China
and Japan, that will coripensate for the
premature outlay ? The hon. member for
Victoria, this afternoon, lamented that
San Francisco was getting the start of
Victoria in this respect : that they were
establishing lines of communication with
China, Japan, and Australia, and that
before we completed this road the prize
would have slippe: from our grasp. Are
we ready, to-day, if we had the road built
to Victoria, to subsidise steanship lines ?
Are we ready to subsidise lines with
China and Japan,and Australia? Are our
burdens not already great enough with-
out undertaking any enterprise of this
kird ? One of the advantages we have to
gain by the construction of this road is a
portion of that inconsiderable Asiatic
trade that the American Pacific road now
gets, and the trade with British Colum-
bia; but both of these trades will be
insufficient to pay the running expenses
of that road. The cost of securing these
two objects will be vastly disproportionate
to the benefits we would derive from
them. The hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways, the other day, in his speech on this
subject,referred tothe Pacific Railway. He
told us that the Union Pacific Railway-
I suppose he meant the Union and Central
Pacific Railway-passed through 1,000,
miles of desert. The Union Pacific is
but 1,024 miles long, and passes through
the fertile valley of the Platte River, but
the Canada Pacifie Railway was to pass
the same distance through a garden,
although this garden has not yet been
brought under cultivation. I fear that
it will prove but little more productive-
than the country that the Union.
and Central Pacifie Railways pass.
through. le went on to tell us-
that the completion of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway was to be accomplished in
the teeth of a factious opposition, as had
been the case with the American Pacifie
Railway. Now, I was not aware that
any factions opposition had ever been
offered to the completion of the road. I
was not aware that the Americans were
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not one and all of them unanimous, and
all the time anxious that the road should
be constructed ; but they approached the
undertaking of the great work of build-
ing that road with discretion, and I wish
to draw the attention of this House to
the difference between these two coun-
tries at the time these railway projects
were started. In the first place, the
American scheme was not even talked of,
was not even thought of until the United
States had a population of 20,000,000.
In the next place, the American
scheme, after being discussed, and after
ample time had been expended in making
elaborate surveys, after the utmost pre-
caution was taken to secire the best
route, the American road was not com-
menced until the United States had a
population of 32,000,000. At that
time the population of the Pacific
slope-of Oregon and California-was
500,000 souls. At the time that road
was commenced, the city of San Fran-
cisco had a population of 75,000 inhabi-
tants. What is the comparison to be
instituted between the two countries?
The American Pacifie slope had a popufla-
tion of 500,000 inhabitants, while British
Columbia has a white population of, per-
haps, 12,000. On the line of that road, in
Utah and Colorado, were 50,000 inhabi-
tants. If we compared California and
Oregon with British Columbia, what do
we find ? The one country abounding in
corn and wine, with vast fertile belts and
plains extending for seven hundred miles.
The State of California is one of the
finest States in the American Union,
possessing capacity for sustaining a popu-
lation of four or five million inhabi-
tants. Contrast this country with British
Columbia, with less than 2,000,000 acres
of arable land, and with Vancouver
Island, having less than 400,000
acres of arable land, and it will
be seen that we have nothing to
indace us to commence or to carry
forward to completion an overland rail-
way compared with what the Americans
had. I shal treat this question entirely
apart froin any consideration of treaty
obligations. . I wish to treat it upon this
basis: what would be the common sense
and prudent course to take in referenceto
this Railway, in the interest of the Do-
minion of Canada. We have a popu-
lation flocking into a portion of the
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North-West, into Manitoba and the Sas-
katchewan Valley. That population re-
quires an outlet. The Pacifie Railway is
to pass through that valley. Now, the
common sense course would be to build
that Railway from the chain of great
lakes to the Red River. That is being
done; that is perfectly proper. Having
reached that point, the course would be to
push that road westward, as the wants of
the country required. The Government
would be perfectly justified in doing
that. Beyond that the Government are
not warranted, in the interests of the pub-
lic, in proceeding with the work. What
is meant by exceeding the limited expen-
diture ? I have indicated it means simply
this : an unproductive investment, the
putting of money into a railway that
will, for the present, give no return.
What is the character of our present
railway investment ? We have bor-
rowed millions and millions of dollars,
and have expended these millions in
public works which are all unremunera,
tive. They had a crisis in the United
States some few years ago, and the cause
of that crisis was unproductive railway
investment. They had built. thousands
of miles of railway in advance of the
wants of the country. Very few Ameri-
can lines were paying dividends on their
costs. This system was carried on until
the country succumbed beneath it. Jay
Cooke and Company's failure precipitated
the crisis. The cause of that crisis was
the unproductive nature of those enter-
prises. An expenditure of thirty or forty
millions of money among the rocks of
British Columbia will make no return
for years to come, and that section ought
not to be built until it can be reached
from the east. Many speculations have
been entered into in regard to the arable
land in the North-West. It was stated
by the hon. member for Halton (Mr.
Macdougall), eleven years ago, that the
North-West contained 300,000 square
miles of arable land, but the more accu-
rate our knowledge of that country be-
comes, the smaller are our expectations.
From the estimates, as to the extent of the
arable land in that country, given by the
hbn. member for Lambton, it would
appear that the total amount of arable
land south of the north line of the Rail-
way Belt really does not exceed sevenly
millions of acres. I have no doubt this
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is a very liberal estimate. In addition to ask is it unpatriotic to asertain the value
that, in the region north of that line, and to justly estimate the disadvantages
known as the Peace River country, -we and drawbacks under which our Domin-
may have some arable lands. The arable ion suffers. is it not proper that we
lands of this region would ail be con- should estimate truly, the conditions and
tained in a section of country bounded on value of this country. Is there not a
the south by the north line of the Railway special necessity for our doing so since
Belt, on the east by a line projected north the hon. the Minister of Railways has
from the east end of Lesser Slave Lake, informed us that on the value of these
on the north by the line of 57° latitude, lands binges the entire Railway policy of
and on the west by the Rocky Mountains. the Government. The lion, gentleman
This region would contain, by a rough was pleased to refer to sone predictions
estimate, 30,000,000 acres of land. The that I nade, regarding this country, in a
arable land contained in this region, and former debate. Weil, Sir, I predicted
ail the arable land to the north of it, that the country lad a great future
would not make a total of more than before it, and that a great number of
20,000,000 acres, so that we may safely people would settie in it; but, prophetie
conclude that the entire nsable land of periods are oftea long peroids, and 1 did
the entire Canadian North-West does not not predict that the destiny 1 fore-
exceed 90,000,000 acres. It is barely pos- told for that country woull be
sible that it may reach 95,000,000 acres. realised in ten years or twenty years,
I believe this is a liberal estimate, and or in any given length of fime.
that, it will be found, when the country is The hon, gentleman ges on tosay that the
better known, or that there will not be more North-West would make the most invit-
than this amount. What was formerly ing field for emigrants in the world.
known as theAmerican North-West which Wbile we are not sure as to the extent of
included the States of Michigan, Indiana, arable land, can we be sure as to the
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, character of the climate? low will it
Kansas, and Nebraska, and the four prove to be about suiumer frosts and
Territories of Dakota, Wyoming, Montana winter blizzards in the north part of the
and Colorado-in these eight States Railway Beit I With regard to the
and four Territories are 634,000,000 climatie character of the country, I pro-
of acres of land, and it is supposed that pose to rend a few brief extracts. 1 wil
of that amount 400,000,000 acres are first refer to some remarks of Mr. Sand-
arable land. The area of arable land in
that region is, at least, four times greater the Peace River region:
than that which exists in our North- "The explorers unite in the opinion that'the
West. The hon. the Minister of Rail- fertile area is of great extent, and the who'e
ways delared that our North-West was region is eertainly well adapted for stcck-
the granary of the world. The hon. gen- raising. But the explorations do not establish

tiemn ba a ertie ad poticimagna-beyond question its adaptability for the syste.tleman as a fertile and poetic imagina-cereas. Cultivation
tion. If that North-West ever is to be the has been attempted on a linited sosie at the
granary of the world it is something Hudson Bay Forts in eheltered spots in the
whihe valey of the Peace River, but no portion of the
future. We ought to have been in phtean las been placed under cultivation with
better position to judge of the capabili the exception of very limited areas in thebettr psiton t juge f th caabiityvicinity of Leeser Slave Lake and of Sturgeon
and character of that country. In 1873 Lake."
a motion was made in this Hlouse Dr. G. M. Dawson, of the Geological Sur
for a thorough geographical and as qnoted by Mr. Fleming:
geological exploration of the North-West.
That motion was never acted upon witlh e-t times; theywera severe in the latter part
energy. It would have been better if it of August.-
had been. Now, I suppose I will be At page 10, lu Ms recent report, Mr.
accused of being unpatriotic, because IFleming says:
do not indulge in the sanie flights ofdo~~~~~ ~~ not idgei thsaefihs "The wheat patehes around the Hudson Bay
fancy, as to the prospective value of that Forts at the bottom of the valley, at Hudson's
eountry that have been indulged in by Hope'and Dunvegan. were injured by tbe frost.
the lion. the Minister of IRailways. , on the plateau thre was fro t on three ecca-
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sions, in August; on the 21st, at points a hun-
dred miles apai t, 12 0 and 14 0 of frost were
recorded."

What does fourteen degrees of frost mean
in August? It neans death to all vege-
tation that cen be injured by frost. At
page 13 of this Report, Mr. Fleming says:

"The first step is to obtain general infor-
mation respecting the principle features of the
country, the character of the soil, the clinate
and its minerils. I pointed out last year, that
although the prairie region had been seen by
many travellers. and that the country east of
the Rocky Mountains had been traversed on
many trails, and a great deal of information
colected, still the Territory is of such vast ex-
tent that comparatively little of it was
known."

At page 54 I find the following extract
from H. J. Cambie's Report :--

" Hudson's Hope, July 27-29. The soil in
the garden is a good sandy loai, and onions
were very fine; ail other crops had been in-
jured hy a severe frost. About May 15th,
beans were kilt d, so were the potatoe vines,
but they had startEd afresh. A little patch of
wheat had been f roznn, but had grown up again
and a few stalks were forming ears. * * *
Returning then September 14-16 we found the
potatoes had produ' ed a very poor crop, and
the wheat had again been frozeo while the
grain was in the niik stage, renderiog it use-
less."

This is not very encouraging. Mr. H. A.
G. McLeod, writing regarding the sun-
mer frosts, says:

" During our stay in the country (August),
we experienced frst occasionally. On the
6th ice foried in the water bucket at night,
and on the 21st there were 140 of frost lour
miles west of A ud River and about twenty
miles south of Peace River."

MR. Speaker, all these things show
that we want to know more about this
country before we can say it is fit for
settlement. 'J here is severe cold in the
winter, and surmmer frosts to an extent
that will certainly render it less attrac-
tive than we have been led to expect by
the exaggerated accounts given us ; and
it is important when embarking in an
enterprise of such magnitude that the
Government shaould not be deluded as to
the value of these lands. The North-
West of our Dominion is not the only
country for settlers. We have a rival in
the South which still possesses a vast un-
occupied extent of territory. They bave
700,000,000 acres of land unsurveyed'
and in addition to this they have a great
many million, acres surv'ved and ready
for settiement ; and these lands are in a

ME. CHARLTON.

milder clinate than our own. They have
a variety of climate. froin the tropical to
one very little mild, r than our own. It
is well known, fron careful observation,
that emigration substintially follows the
line of latitude. Emigrants from Pennsyl-
vania go to the Western States in the same
latitude. The bulk of emigrants in
Minnesota go there froim the New Eng
land States. This teî-î'ercy is very
marked, and this being tLe tendency of
emigration, you cannot expect to draw
American emigration so far iorth as to
the Canadian North-West. Moreover,
American appliances for securiirg emigra-
tion are very superior. Their pumphlets
and literature of a descriptive cliaracter,
relating to their lands for settlenent, are
sent broadcast over the world. Almost
every State has its Bureau of Emigrat< n.
The most powerful of all influences for
securing the flow of European emigration
into the United States, is the fact that up
to July 1st, 1879, 10,150,000 foreigners
have settled in that country, and the in-
fluence of this great element in attracting
friends in the same direction is resistless.
These foreigners are constantly cor-
responding wvith their friends in the Old
World, and the latter naturally wish to

go where their friends have settled.
This fact would inevitabv draw the great
bulk of foreign emigîration to the United
States, if there was no other reason to be
mentioned. There are also in round
numbers 550,000 Canadians living, to-day,
in the United States, and naturally a
large proportion of the emigration from
the older Provinces will drift to that
country. I think, in view of the circum-
stances, that we must not expect that we
will draw any considerable emigration
froin the American Union to our North-
West. Apart froni any clinatic reason
there is an aversion amongst American
and naturalised foreigners to leave the
United States Territory. We may expect,
therefore, to draw almost entirely fromL
our own population in order to people the
North-West, a. the foreign element will
be exceedingly small, in fact, the only
foreign elemnent which will naturally
go to that country will be the
Scandinavian element; the Teutonic
and Celtie races will not emigrate there
to any considerable extent. Tlw
hon. member for Cumberland (Sir.
Charles Tupper) tells us with poetical
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fervour that the eye of the civilised MR. PLUMB: Between what period
world is concentrated on our North-West. was that ?
I veniure to say that nine-tenths of this MR. CHARLTON: From 1800 to
civilised world have never heard of our 1830.
North-West. I venture to say that nine- MR. McCALLUM: There were no
tenths of the people of thie United States, railways or ste»mboats then.
even, do not know anything about that MR. CHARLTON: Butthen, as now,
-country. I hold in my band a statement the American people wore a migratory
showing the population, at various people. I wish to refer again to the esti-
periods, of what was formerly known as mates of my right hon. friend the First
the American N orth-West-a region Minister, with reference to the rapidity
wbich formerly bore very much the same with which the public land in that coun-
relation to the older States that our own try'is likely to be purchased by settiers.
North-West now does to the older Pro- I will now devote my attention, for a few
vinces. This region now comprises the moments, te the right hon. gentleman's
eight States and four Territories which I estimate of the resuts likely to be de-
referred to at an earlier stage of my re- rived from the land sales in that country.
marks. The population of this region, in I desire to prove the utter absurdity cf
1800, was 5,641 ; at that time the popula- these estimates. The bon. the Ninister
tion of the United States was 5,308,000. of Railways tells us that, se far from in-
In 1810 the population of the American volving the country in difficulties, bis
North-West had risen to 41,564; in 1820 policy will lift him out cf them, his pro-
it was 211,000; and in 1830, 532,000. ject being based on calculations that we
The population of the United States was will realise, in the next ten years, from
7,239,000 in 1810 ; 9,633,000 in 1820; the sale cf lands, $38,000,000 in cash and
and 12,866.000 in 1830. The foreign $32,000,000 in bonds and mortgages. I
-element of the population of the North- fear the Government will find mortgages
West was only estimated at 4 per rather poor seeurity. Suppose the people
cent. of the whole in 1810 ; 5 per cent. in cf a district or township decline to pay,
Î820, and 6 per cent.in 1830 ; and it had what is the Goyernment gcing te do?
only risen to a trifle less than 13 per SI JOHN A. MACDONALD
eent. in 1850, at which time the first Going to seli the prcperty to others.
classification was made by the Census. MR. CHARLTON: Are you going te
These statisties show that the foreign eject them and send up police te expel the
element in the population of the American defaulters I
North-West was very snall in the early SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Tbat
period of its settlement, and that its will net be necessary.
population was mainly supplied from the MR. CHARLTON: I know the case cf
older States, as will unquestionably be the the celehrated HclLand Company, which
case with our own North-West. They bought the greater part cf Western New
show, also, that it took more than thirty Ycrk, at the close cf the Ievolutionary
years to give that country a population War, and sold te settiers on credit, with
of 532,000 seuls, though it was a more easy terms cf payment. They found
attractive field than our own North- great diiiculty in making collections, and
West, and easily accÅjsible by means of were, in the majority of cases, glad te re-
the Great Lakes and the Mississippi; and mit interest, and, sometimes, a portion cf
at the commencement of the period the the principal. Se 1 venture te prediet it
States from which emigration was te o will be in the North-West if the syste
<drawn had a population more than cf credit land sales is adhered te. The
1,000,000 in excess of the present popu- Government will find then mortgages
lation of the Dominion. And yet, in the poor security.
face of these suggestive facts, it is esti- Si JOHN A. MACDONALD:
mated that a population greater than that Why î
-of the American North-West-at the ex- Mit CHARLTON: AIl historypointsto
piration of thirty years f rom the time that result, in the case cf extensive credit
that an active emigration movement sales cf land by Government. The hon.
commenced-will be poured into the Ca- Mînister cf Railways bases his estimate on
nadian North-West in ten yeaCs. an average price cf $3 an acre for the
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lands sold. The correct average, under
present rgulations, for homestead lands
is $1.75, and for Railway lands, $2.13.
The hon. gentleman bas made a serious
error. He estimates that, in the next
ten years, 10,880,000 acres of Railway
lands will be sold-the same number of
acres of preemption lands sold, and the
same number of acres taken up under
the homestead law, making a total of
21,760,000 sold, and a total of 32,640,000
acres sold and settled upon under the
homestead law. This calculation is based
upon the estimate that 550,000 people
will go into that country during that
period. Now the American North-West
has a useful and instructive experience
for us with reference to the sale of such
lands in a new country which - is about
to be settled. The statisties I am about
te give will show the quantities of land
sold and the amount of population
that flowed into that country. As
I have previously shown it took thirty
years to place in that coun.try the popula-
tion that the hon. First Minister expects
will flow into our own North-West in ten
years. I find, by the United States
Census returns, that, in 1850, when those
States and Territories of the American
North-West had 2,740,000 inhabitants,
the amount of land held in farms was
34,956,327, or an average of 120
acres per head ; in 1860, when the popu-
lation was 5,609,000, the number of acres
in farms was 67,442,639,or an average
of 12, acres per head; and in 1870,
when the population was 8,664,000 the
number of acres in farms was 96,259,853
acres, or an average of 11i acres per
head. I propose to take the highest
average and apply it to ourestimated popu-
lation at the end of ten years. On the
basis then of an average of 12,' acres
of land per head, and a population of
550,000 ten years hence, the total num-
ber of acres in farms would be 6,930,000
acres, divided as follows, as per propor-
tions of different classes of public lands
given in Government estimate :-

Homestead Grants.............
Preemption Lands, S1 75 ......
Railway Lands, $2 13 ........
Add for Speculators............

acres.
2,310,000
2,310,000
2,310,0 0
1,000,000

70 00a 000T-a - - ................ , ,
Instead of 32,640,000 as per
Government estimate. That would

M». CHARLTON.

represent, at present prices, under
the land regulations, $10,962,000
in cash and mortgages, in place of
$71,000,000. Has the hon. gentleman
any reason to suppose that our settlers
will hold any more land, on the average,
than was held in the United States
North-West in 1850? If so, experience
will show he is mistaken. Now, Sir, if
we make an estimate on the basis of
750,000 settlers in the next ten years,
and on the basis of the land-holdings in
the United States in 1850 as before, we
have 9,410,000 as the number of acres
that will.be held in farms ; one-third of
the anount being in homestead, one-third
in preemption, and one-third in Railway
lands as before. If you add to this
amount 1,200,000 for speculative pur-
chases, you have disposed of 10,610,000
instead of 32,640;000. The amount from
this that would be received in cash and
mortgages is $13,587,000 instead of
$71,000,000. But suppose the popula-
tion would be less than 350,000 within
the next ten years-if it reach that
number, settlement will be much more
rapid than in the United States North-
West, under similar circumstances-he
will find, taking the average holdings in
that country, he will have disposed of
4,410,000 acres; in farms derived one-
third each from homestead grants, and
preemption, and railway land sales,
1,470,000. If we add, for sales to specu-
lators, 750,000 acres, it will make a
total of 5,160,000 acres, representing in
money and mortgages $6,670,000, in-
stead of $71,000,000. But I predict he
will not see 350,000 in our North-West
in ten years. I have net taken
interest into accout in these cal-
culations, nor made any charge
for the cost of surveys and sales. I think
that these comparisons, based on the ex-
perience of the United States, must
satisfy every hon. member that the hon.
gentleman's calculations are likely to fall
f ir short of realisation. His estimate,
with reference to the expense of sales and
surveys, is about 3k per cent. of the re-
ceipts. The American Land Office
statistics will give us some information, I
think, which will demonstrate the fallacy
of that calculation. The total sales of
land, in the United States, up to the 30th
June last, realised $204,547,812. Th%
expenses, from 1796 to 1857, only cover:
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the cost of surveys--not the expenses of
the General Land Office at Washington,
or those of the land offices in various parts
of the States; with those omissions,
the expenses reached $34,718,000, or
17 per cent. of the amount of sales.
I find that from 1852 to 1879, the receipts
from sales were $71,993,000. During
the same period there were granted or
certified to railways somewhere about
46,000,000 acres of land, after deducting
lapsed, forfeited and reverted lands,
during the same period, the homestead
grants were 47,143,000. I find that
the expenditure of the Land Office for
that period, covering the expenditure of
the General Land Office, at Washington,
the various District Land Offices, the
expenditures for the Surveyor-General in
the different States, and the cost of ex-
plorations and surveys, was $35,139,000,
or averaging $1,254,000 a year. So that
while the cost of the United States Land
Department was 17½ per cent. upon all
their sales from 1796, without counting
General, Local and Surveyor-General
Office expenses, which were much the
heaviest items, for the first ten years, and
were for the period, from 1852 to 1879,
nearly one-halt the total amount of sales.
-He expects to run his Land Department
at a cost of 31, per cent. of the sales.
Well, it is about as near the truth as his
other calculations, but it is absurdly wide
of the mark. The bon. member for
Niagara told us that the sales in the
West, by the Government, amounted to
about 10 per cent. of the total land
sales.

MR. PLUMB: I said the Northern
Railway sales.

MR. CHARLTON: I can scarcely
comprehend how this can be, since the
United States absolutely reserve within
the Railway Belts one-half the lands,
and as the Railway Belts do not cover
one-tenth of the entire country, I
think the hon. gentleman had better
revise his calculation. If he reversed
it and said the railways sold about
10 per cent. of all the land that was sold,
he would be much nearer the mark.
What does all this show as to the esti-
mate of increased population? It think
it shows conclusively that the calculations
made by the hon. gentlemen on the Trea-
sury Benches are extravagant. What
does all this show as to the question of

the arable land i It shows that the esti-
mate made by the bon. the Minister of
Railways, that -we have 150,000,000
acres of arable land in the North-West, is
exceedingly wide of the mark. He is
deceiving himself and lie is deceiving the
country. He is guilty of a great wrong
to the country if lie involves it
in a great expenditure, in the
belief that the proceeds of land
sales will repay the outlay. What does
it show as to the prospective revenue
from lands ? It shows that in place of
receiving an average of $7,000,000 a year
from land sales for the next ten years, he
is not likely to realise a net return of
one-seventh of that amount. I think,
Mr. Speatker, that I have shown that the
various calculations made by the lion.
gentlemen opposite are extravagant and
visionary, and if this is the case, the fact,
I think, should be held to cast much
doubt upon the wisdom and the ability to
manage great public concerns, of those
gentlemen who mae the calculation.
Now, at the risk of being considered un-
patriotic,- I wish to place before the
House some facts which have a very
intimate bearing upon our own interests,
and which are well worthy of our own
consideration. I wish to make some
comparison between the present condition
of this country and the present condition
of the United States. I wish to show to
this House and to this country, that we
are, at this moment, in a critical position.
I wish to show that the burdens this
country has incurred have already placed
it inan unfavourable position as compared
with the United States. I wish to show
that it is bigh time, if we wish to keep
going forward in the race of progress and
to secure a permanent prosperity, to put
on the brakes and to cease to add to the
burdens already placed upon the people.
In 1871 we had a total population of
3,601,000 souls, that is in ail that is now
comprised in the Dominion of Canada.
If we estimate the increase of the present
decade at 13 per cent., nine-tenths of this
increase will give us at the present time
4,025,000 population, ar.d I tstimate that
that number is very near the mqrk. Now,
the gross public debt of this country, ac-
cording to theAccounts lastbrought down,
is $183,974,000 ; the net publi- debt is
$147,481,000, but whether the .wsets,
which are deductedfrom the gross kimount
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of the public debt, are all good or not, I
cannot sav. But I will assume they are,
and I will treat this question of the lia-
bilities of the country upon the basis of
the net public debt. That amount is equal
to $36.64 per bead of our present popu-
lation. The interest charged upon the net
amount of delt is $6,660,000 a year, or
$1.66 per head of the population. Now,
I wish to coitrast our present condition
with that of the United States, and I wish
to say that it is a matter of the utnost
importance that we sbould not allow the
public burdens of this country to exceed
those of the United States-that we should
not allow this country to become more
severely taxed than the United States,
because if we do we shall be placed at a
great disadvantage compared with that
country. The public debt of the United
States, last year, was $1,996,000,000,
which amounted to $44.42 per capita of
the population. The interest paid last
year was $83,7 73,000, which was a charge
of $1.69 per capita. Now, that public
debt, since the last statement, has been
reduced by $46,814,000, and $14,000,000
of that reduction was in the month of
Marcb, so that the net amount of the
public debt is now $1,950,000,000. It
is expected that the reduction of the debt
by the 30th J une next will Lave amounted
to $60,000,000 for the year. The United
States have reduced their debt since 1865
by $806,821,000. A cônsiderable pro-
portion of this reduction has been made
during a period of six years of great de-
pression, from 1873 to 1879. But the
country bas passed out of that de-
pression and the tax paying powers of
the country are greater now than
ever, the population is increasing, the
interest charges are being reduced, and
the reduction of the public debt will go
on in a nuch greater ratio in the future,
than it bas in the past. That country
bas already paid off three national debts.
It paid off the debt which was incurred
in the Revolutionary War, the debt
which was incurred in the War of 1812,
and that which was incurred in the Mex-
ican War, and it will, in my opinion, pay
off its present national debt within the
next thirty years. It is certainly re-
ducing that public debt with great
rapidity. Now, our expenditure was, in
1879, including expenditure chargeable
to Capital Account, $30,103,712, or $7.47
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I per capita. The expenditure chargeable
to Consolidated Fund, and including that
upon Capital Account was $24,455,381 or
$6.07 per capita. The expenditure of the
United States for the same year, including
all that class of expenditures that we
charge to Capital Account, was
$245,393,712, or $5.17 per capitc. The
Revenue statistics last year, for the two
countries, were as follows --

U. S.
Customs and Excise. .$250,811,OO
Per Capita....... .. 5 OS
Total Revenue ..... 273.827,000
Per Capita........... 54

Canada.
$18,291,O0

4 54
22,577,COO

5 34

The revenue of the United States fcr the
thiee-quarters of the present fiscal year
that have expired, was $248,766,000,
equal to $331,168,000 for the year. Our
own Revenue during the same period
shows no such increase. During the
last vear the United States have not
only largely reduced their debt, but tbey
have reduced to a still greater extent
their interest charge through the funding
of a large amount of their debt at a lower
rate of interest. The amount of their debt
on the 1st of June, 1880, may be assumed
at $38.34 per capita, and the interest
charge at less thau $1.58 per capita.
What does this mean to us? It means
that, on June 30th next, our interest
charge will be some 12c. or 13c. per head
higher than the interest charge in the
United States. It neans that our debt
per head will be fully equal to that of the
United States, and that it will continue
to increase rapidly. Our expenditure is
relatively heavier than that of the United
States, and the relative proporticn will
continue to increase. Our Revenue is
smaller than theirs, and, while their
revenue is swelling in amount, it will be
with great difliculty that our Revenue
can be increased. We are increasing our
debt very rapidly, whilst they are reduc-
ing theirs. We are loaded down
with unproductive investments. We have
the Intercolonial Railway, and other
iRailways in the Maritime Provinces
which are falling far short of paying run-
ning expenses, and we are building our
Canadian Pacific Railway, which, I fear,
will, for a long period, prove unproduc-
tive. We have Canals that are not pay.
ing a tithe of the interest on their cost.
This means that we are placed at a dis-
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advantage with the United States, which,
as a Government, bas no unproductive
investments. It means that the great
disparity which bas hitherto existed be-
tween the growth of this country and the
growth of that vill be increased. It
means that we are rapidlly approaching a
great crisis in the history of this country,
and that it is high time that the hon.
Ministers, who govern this country, who
shape its policy, should take these facts
into consideration, and put on the brakes.
The policy announced by my hon. friend
from West Durham is the only safe policy
at this juncture. Who, Sir, is the
patriotic man? He who warns the country
of its dangers, or he who stands up and
endeavours to choke off discussion, and
attribute disloyal and unpatriotic motives
to those who are warning the Govern-
ment, and the people of this country, that
the course pursued is fraught
with mischief and danger. Under
these circumnstances are we justified
in spending $30,000,000 or $40,000,000
on this British Columbia section. We
will be warranted only in building this
road as the imperative wants of the
settlers in the Nortlh-West require. In
doing more we shall be false to the inter-
eBts of this country. I can sympathise
witih the hon. gentlemen from British
Columbia; I know they are loyal to
their Province; I know they desire com-
munication with the Atlantic sea-board;
but in objecting to the construction of
this branci of the road, it is not that we
love British Columbia less, but we love
the whole country more. What is the
record of the men who propose to rush into
this extravagant expenditure. It is a re-
cord unrivalled for its blunders. Are
not these the prudent, cautious men
who threw 8,000,000 into the sea in
building the Intercolonial Railway, as
they did when it might have been made
a paying investment by selecting a com-
mon sense route ? Are not these the
men who promoted rebellion in the
North-Westd Are not these the men who
admitted British Columbia on these absurd
termis which, periodically, come up to
plague and vex us ? Are not these the
men who were guilty of scandalous mis-
conduct in connection with this self-sanie
Pacific Railway, which, when the disgrace-
ful scandal became known, drovethem from
power? Are not these the men who made

the absurd estimates we are dealing with
to night ? Men capable of making such
estimates are not fit to run a railway,
much less to govern a country. The hon.
the First Minister proves, by his astound-
ing ignorance, in his estimates, in reference
to the sale of lands, that he is unfit to
grapple with these questions. The hon.
the Mirtister of Railways, in his extrava-
gant ideas in regard to the North-West,
proves that he is unfit to counsel the
country. The hon. the Finance Minister
proves it by a senseless attempt to enrich
the country through a process of depletion;
and as a justification of bis narrov, re-
strictive policy, pointing to the example
of the United States, forgetting the
radically different circunistances of the
two countries; forgetting that that country
is a miniature world, with every variety
of soi], climate, and production; a zoll-
verien, in fact, of thirty-nine independent
nations, enjoying among themselves the
benefits of Free-trade, and so vast in ex-
tent and diversity of productions and
resources, tha, the evils of the restrictive
system are neutralised by a semi-
world-wide self-sustaining power. He
draws a comparison between that
country and Canada and because that
country, with its vast resources, has pro-
gressed, their policy, forsooth, is just the
policy for Canada. The entire Cabinet
prove by their past record that they are
unfit for the position they hold. The
propounding of such a policy as calling
for an 'expenditure of 30,000,000 of
dollars in British Colurmbia, while we
have such heavy burdens weighing on the
people, proves to me, and will prove to
every reasonable man, that these gentle-
men are unfit for the position they
occupy, that they are uwise and unsafe
counsellors, rushing us on to ruin.

House adjourned at
Two o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Tuesday, 20th April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

SUPPLY-CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resurned the adjourned Debate on the
proposed motion (Sir S. L. Tilley),: That Mr.
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Speaker do now leave the Chair, for the House
to go again into Committee of Supply, and on
the proposed motion (Mr. Blake) in amendment
thereto.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): Mr. Speaker,
-It is impossible to over-estimate the
importance of the subject which bas, for
the last three or four days, been engaging
the attention of this Rouse. It is difli-
cult to imagine any question more frauglit
with interest for, or more affecting the
future well-being of, the Dominion than
that presented to us for solution. It
assumes two phases, to my mind, namely:
that viewed from the standpoint of the
national obligation, and that froni the
standpoint of the material interest of this
Dominion. The hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), in relation to the
first view of the question, referred to
what had been said by the hon. the Min-
ister of Railways as a " delving into
antiquities." That lion. gentleman, as a
lawyer, knows this : that all our rights
depend upen a delving into antiquities.
If he bas any legal question in dispute
between man and man, he determines it
by delving into antiquitiei ; and we have
to do the same thing in questions arising
between communities, or individuals, or
parts of conimunities. It seems to me
that it did not cone well from the hon.
member for West Durham, to sneer at the
hon. the Minister of Railways because he
referred to the past history of this ques-
tion, and to describe that reference as a
" delving intc antiquities." Notwith-
standing that sneer, I shall, with the per-
mission of the House, take the liberty of
delving into the antiquities of this ques-
tion, with regard to the relations between
the Dominion and the Province of
British Columbia, the duty we owe to
the Province, and the obligation mi-
posed upon us to perform the terms
entered into with that Province.
It is not necessary to refer to the earlier
history of the Railway. It is well known
to those gentlemen who have any know-
ledge of the circumstances in connection
with the construction of the Pacific Rail-
way, that it was originally by no means a
party question. that both parties were in
favour of its construction; and lion. mem-
bers who are in the habit of studying
what has taken place will remember that
the strongest language was used by the
leading organ of hon. gentlemen opposite
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in denunciation of those who forgot that
the construction .of the Pacific Railway
from ocean to ocean was a dutv, to neglect
which would be to inflict upon us the
liability of being accused of want of
patriotism, and as being hostile to British
connection. It was rot a question whe-
ther -we sbould build the Pacific Railway,
that was urged upon us by the leaders of
both parties ; but it was the manner in
which it was to be built, the time it should
take to build it. That became a question
engaging the attention of Parliament, and
upon that a division took place between
the two political parties in this country.
When British Columbia was incorporated
in the Dominion we incurréd the respon-
sibility of building the Railway, to com-
mence it within two years at each end,
and undertake to conplete it within ten
years. The Government of that time, un-
der the instructions of this House, let the
contract in accordance with the deter-
mination arrived at, that the rogd
should be built by a private company.
aided by a subsidy of money and a
subsidy of land; and if that company
bad succeeded. I think it would bave
been a great advantage to this Dominion.
Who would not now gladly give
50,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,000
to see that Railway built from ocean to
ocean ? But that scheme failed. I am
not going to discuss the causes of that
failure, which were many. Sir Hugh
Allan, who obtained along with his asso-
ciates, a charter for bis conipany, was, as
I think, unfortunately mixed up with
other railway enterprises which brought
against him the strong hostility of the
most powerful Canadian railway corpora-
tion in London. He. proposed not only to
build a railway across the continent, but
a railway from Quebec to Ottawa, to be.
coutinued to the Sault Ste. Marie, with a
branch to Toronto, and then again by the
Great Western to go further west, and
thus secure competition with the Grand
Trunk. As a consequence of that scheme,
lie met, in London, with the bitter hostil-
ity of the Grand Trunk directors and
shareholders, who did everything they
could to prevent his success. This strong
corporation, with all the influence it bad
in London, was aided by circumstances on
this side of the water. I arm not going to-
say the hon. gentlemen opposite were not
jjustified in endeavouring to turn out the
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Conservative Government of that day;
but, I think, looking back to the past,
that evervone will admit it would have
been the more patriotic course, consider-
ing the interests the country had at stake,
and that those hon. gentlemen had pressed
strongly the construction of this Railway,
had they held their hand, and not aided,
by a political crisis at the moment, those
on the other side of the Atlantic, who
were doing their best to defeat the enter-
prise. I believe that, in spite of the oppo-
sition of the Grand Trunk in England,
Sir Hugh Allan would have succeeded,
and that -we should have had
enormous sums of British capital
expended here for the construction
of the road had that opposition not
been aided by the political crisis here.
The road would thus have been built by
a powerful company, whose interest it
would be to aid the settlement of the
country, and which, throngh its Presi-
dent, controlled a magnificient line of
steamships-and which had spread over
the United Kingdom, 1,200 agents, pas-
senger brokers, everyone of whom would
have been an emigration agent for. this
country ,and would have aided in filling
up our North-West Territory. But the
Allan Company failed; the Government
of that day was defeated, and hon. gen-
tlemen opposite took office. If the state-
ments we have heard since this debate
commenced are to be accepted, I think
we may fairly say it was open to the late
Government, had they chosen to have
said to British Columbia :-" We can-
not fulfil the bargain made, and, there-
forë, must ask you to release us, and we
will bauild the Railway as- rapidly as we
can, consistently with our financial posi-
tion." They did not take that course.
On the contrary, they recognised, by their
first act, the obligation of the Dominion
to construct the Railway, and that, in
spite of the fact that they, according to
their statements, made then and fre-
quently since, were not bound to go on
with the work except as the finances of
the Dominion would permit. In a report
of the Committee of the Privy Council,
dated 8th July, 1874, on the mission of
Mr. Walkem to England, and a cable
message received fron. the Colonial Secre-
tary-a report in which the Roman hand
of the hon. member of Lambton is visible
in every line-we find this statement as

to the position in which the bargain
stood :

" Mr. Trutch, the delegate of the British
I Columbia Government, present in Ottawa dur-
ing the discussions on the Terms of Union, ex-
pressed himself as follows at a public
meeting, in order to ý reassure those who
were apprehensive of the conveyances of so
rash an assumption of such serions obliga.
tions --

" ' When he came to Ottawa with bis co-
delegates last year. they entered into a compu-
tation with the Privy Council as to the cost
and time it would take to build the line, and
they came to the con3lusion that it could be
built on the terms proposed in ten years. If
they had said twelve or eighteen years, that
time would have been accepted with equal
readiness, asall that was understood was that
the line should be built as soon as possible.
British Columbia had entered into a partner-
ship with Canada, and they were united to
construct certain Public Works. But before
one would protest against anything by which
it should be understood that the Government
were to borrow one hundred millions of dollars,
or to tax the people of Canada and British
Columbi. to carry out those works within a
certain time, he had been accused of having
made a very Jewish bargain; but nut even
Shylock would have demauded his pound
of flesh if it had to be cut from his own
body.'

"These expressions show very clearly that
the terms agreed to were directory rather than
mandatory, and were to be interpreted by cir.
cumstances, the essence of the engagement
being such diligence as was consistent with
moderate expenditure, and no increase in the
then rate of taxation."

Then, atgain,j in another report of the
Council, dated 23rd of July, the hon.
gentleman more tersely and more em-
phatically stated the same fact. He said :

"It was distinctly understood by the Bri-
tish Columbia delegation, at the time the
Terms of Union were agree i upon, that the
taxation of the country was not to be increased
on account of this work beyond the rate then
existing.'
Now, it was with that understanding of
the agreement that the late Premier
entered into the negotiations with which
we have now to deal. He might then
have said to British Columbia: we can-
not pretend to build this Railway, at pre
sent, but will do what we can to carry it
across the continent and meet you at
the earliest possible moment consistently
with the proper expenditure of the pub-
lic money, and you must depend
on our good will and good faith.
And be might the more readily
have said this in view of the
position of the finances at that time.
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The hon. the Finance Minister had juat
imposed $3,000,000 additional taxation,
so that when be sent his delegate to
British Columbia and entered into the
Carnarvon Terms, he had actually in-
creased the burdens of the country by up-
wards of $3,000,000. He did not take
that course. He sent a delegate, Mr.
Edgar, to the British Columbia Govern-
ment and made it an offer, without any
pressure, in accordance with bis own con-
ception of the obligation of this country
towards British Columbia. I do not
propose to refer to the incidents of that
mission, as I wish to detain the House
not a moment longer than is possible.
In the report of the Committee of the
Privy Council, to which I have already
referred, the proposals made by the hon.
member for Lambton, of his own motion,
are thus succinctly stated:

"The propositions made by Mr. Edger in-
volved an immeliate heavy expenditure in
British Columbia not contemplited bythe Terma
of Union, namely, the construction of a Railway
on Vancouver's Island from the port of Esqui,
mault to Nanaimo, as compensation to the most
populous part of the Province for the require-
ment of a longer time for completing the line
on the mainland. The proposals also embraced
an obligation to contruct a road or trail and i
telegraph line across the continent at once,
and an expenditure of not lems than a million
and a-half within the Province annually on
the railway works on the mainland, irrespec-
tive of the amounts which might be spent east
of the Rocky Mountains, being a half more
than the entire sum British Columbia de-
manded in the first instance as the annual
expenditure on the whole road."

How Lord Carnarvon understood these
propositions of the Government may be
inferred from the despatch which he him-
self sent out, dated the 16th August,
1874 ; and as it is important te empha-
sise distinctly the voluntary offers which
were made by those hon. gentlemen when
they were responsible for the government
of this country, it is well to have Lord
Carnarvon's own words, as giving his
understanding of those .proposals :

" The proposals made by Mr. Edgar, on be-
half of the Canadian Government, to the Pro-
vincial Government of British Columbia may
be stated as follews ;-

" 1. To commence at once and finish as soon
as possible, a Railway from Esquinault to Na-
naimo.

2. To spare no expense in settling as speed.
ily as possible the line to be taken by the Rail-
way on the mainland.

"-3. To make at once a waggon-road and line
of telegraph along the whole length of the Rail-
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way in British Columbia, and to continue the
telegraph across the continent.

" 4. The moment the surveys and road oi
the mainland are completed, to spend a mini-
mum amount of $1,5t 0,000 annually upon the
construction of the Railway within the Pro-
vince."

Lord Carnarvon suggested two amend-
ments to these terms. le suggested first
that the annual expenditure should be
two million dollars, instead of one million
and a half ; and lie suggested, secondly,
that the road should be completed before
1890. The Government acceptedthe first
of these propositions in 'these words,
which I think I may fairly assume are
the words of the lion. member for Lamb-
ton :

" In regard to the second proposal, the com-
mittee recommended that Lord Carnarvon be
informed (if it be found impossible to obtain a
settlement of the question ky the acceptance of
the former offer) that the Government will con-
sent that, after the completion of the surveys,
the average annual minimum expenditure on
the mainland shall be two millions."

Then, as to the second, or time limit,
which Lord Carnarvon desired to impose,
the hon. member ior Lambton said:

" There can be no doubt that it would be an
extremely difficult task to obtain the sanction of
the Canadian Parhament to any specific bar-
gain as to time, considering the consequences
which have already resulted from the unwise
adoption of a lmited period in the Terms of
Union for the completion of so vast an undertak-
ing, the extent of which must necessarily be
very imperfectly understood by people at a dis-
tance. The Committee advise that Lord
Carnarvon be informed that, while in no case
could the Government undertake the com-
pletion of the whole line in the time mentioned,
an extreme unwillingness exists te another
limitation of time ; but if it be found absolutely
necessary to secure a prosent settlement of the
controversy by further concessions, a pledge
may be given that the portion west of Lake
Superior will be completed so as to afford con-
nection by rail with existing lines of iRailway
hrough a portion f the United States, and

by Canadian waters during the season of navi'%
gation by the year 1890, as suggested."

And finally, when we come to the agree-
ment actually made, as- stated by Lord
Carnarvon in his despatch of the 17th
September, and I read that with a view of
completing this part of my statement.
These were the agreements that were
made by Lord Carnarvon and accepted
by the Government of that day :

"1. That the Railway from Esquimault te
Nanaime shall be commenced as soon as pos-
sible and completed with al practicable des-
patch.
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"2. That the surveys on the mainlanl shall
be pushed on with tie utmost vigour.-Oi this
point after cansilering the represeitat!ons of
your Ministers, I feel that I have no alterna-
tive but to rely, as I do most fully and readily
up'n tueir assurances that no legitimate effort
or expense w.l be spared first to determine the
best route for the hue an. seaondly to proceed
with the details of the engineering work. lt
would be dististeful ti me, if indeed, it we e
not impossible, to prescribe strictly any mini-
mum of the time or expenditure wi:h regrd
to work of so uncertain a nature, but
happily, it is equally impossible for me to
doubt that your Governmeiit will loyally do its
best in every way to accelerate the completion
of a duty left frtely to its sense of honour and
justice.

"3. That the wargon road and telegraph
lin@ shall be immediately constructed.-Tnere
seems here to be some little diference of opinion
as to the special value to the Province of the
undertaking to complete these two works ; but
after considering what has been said, I am of
opinion that they should both be proceeded with
at once, as indeed is suggested by your Min-
isters."

It is worth while remarking that these
two works, the waggon road and the tele
graph line, were not asked for by British
Columbia, but, on the contrary, British
Columbia intimated that they were useless,
and that she did not desire them ; but
they were forced upon her and forced upon
Lord Carnarvon by the hon. gentlemen
opposite when they occupied seats on this
side of the House :

"4. That $2,000,000 a year and not $1,500,000
shall be the minimum expenditure on Railway
works within the Province from the date at
which the surveys are sufliciently comple ted to
enable that amount to be expended on construc-
tion.-In naming this amount I understand
that, it baing alike the interest and the wish
of the Dominion Government to urge on with
all speed the completion of the works no w to
be undertaken, the annual expenditure will be
as much in excess of the minimum of $2,000,00J
as in any year may be found practieable.

"5. Lastly, That on or before the Slst of
December 1890, the Railway shall be com-
pleted and open for traffic from the Pacifie
seabiard to a point at the western end of L ike
Superior, at which it will fali into connection
with existing lines of Railway through a
portion of the United States, and also with the
unavigation on Canadian w aters.-To proeeed at
present with the remainder of the Railway ex-
tending ly the country northward of Lake
Superior, to the existing Canadian lines ought
not, in my opinion, te he required, and the
time for undertaking that work must be
determned by the development of settlement
and the changing circumstances of the country.
The day is, however, I hope not very distant
when -a continuous line of railway through
Canadian territory will b- practicable, and I
therefore look upon this pr tion of the scheme
as postponed ratber than abandone,."

We had an appeal by the hon. member
for West Durhamn (Mr. Blake), the other
evening to the hon. gentlemen from
the Pro rince of Quebec, and we had
a suggestion from him that this scheme
of the Governmnent, this disposition to
expend money only on the western end to
the exclusion of that portion north of
Lake Superior, was in fact an attack
upon the interests of the Province of
Quebec. But here we find in this
arrangement, which was made by the
hon. gentlemen opposite when they
occupied seats on this side of the House,
a positive agreement t. expend at least
two millions, and as much more as they
possibly could, every year in British
Columbia upon the mainland; and that
the line north of Lake Superior should
be postponed indefinitely, abandoned, in
fact, so far as any present indication to
construct it was concerned. Now, here
are the words in which the Privy Council
accepted those terms. The report is
dated 18th December, 1874:

" The Minute of Council of September 17th
contained a statement of reason showing why
some of these modifications shouli not be
pressed, but the Government, actuated by an
anxious desire to remove ail -difficulties, ex-
pressed a willingness to make these further
concessions rather than forego an imimediate
settlement of so irritating a question, as the
concessions suggested might be made without
involving a violation of tie spirit of any Par-
liamentary Resolution or the letter of any
enactment."

So that the very reason for the offer to ex-
pend two millions a year at least in
British Columbia, after the surveys were
completed, in addition to the expenditures
upon the eastern end of the line, was that
that could be done without involving a.
violation of the spirit of any Parliamen-
tary Resolution or the letter of any enact-
ment. That was after $3,000,000 of
additional taxation had been added to the
burdens of the people of this country, in
excess of the rate of taxation existing
when the Province was admitted to the
Union, and the first Resolution limiting
the obligation of the Dominion, 80 fre-
quently referred to, was passed by Par-
liament. The report of Council pro-
eseded :

" The Committee of Coaneil respectfully re-
quest that Your Excellency will be pleased to
convey to Lord Carnarvon their warm appreci-
ation of the kindness which led his Lordship to
tender his good offiies tu effect a settlemezt of
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the matter in dispute, and also to assure his
Lordship that every effort will be made tc
secure the realisation of what is expected."
When, Sir, Lord Carnarvon reads the
debates which have taken place in this
House ; when he compares the different
statements made at different times by the
hon. gentleman then at the head of the
Government, and of one of his supporters
who had a short time before been a mem-
ber of the Government, and who a short
time afterwards was again a member of
the Government, he will be shocked at
the perfidy of Canadian public men. The
comparison will certainly not be calcu-
lated to raise us in the estimation ot
British statesmen. Lord Carnarvon ac-
cepted in the spirit in which they were
given the thanks awarded him, and said,
on the 4th of January :

" It bas been with great pleasure thit I have
received this expression of their opinion. I
sincerely rejoice to have been the means of
bringing to a satisfactory conclusion a question
of so much difficulty, of removing, as I trust,
all ground of future misunderstandiug between
the Province of British Columbia and the Dom-
inion, and of thus contributing towards the
ultimate completion of a public work in which
they, and indeed the whole Empire, are inter-

The hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) in his speech, stated that within a
few months after this correspondence had
taken place, after thiq interchange of com.
plimenis with Lord Carnarvon, ho entered
the Government upon the distinct under-
standing that these terms were to be
abandoned. I think too much oi him
and of the hon. member foi Lambton, to
believe that any such compact could have
been made. It is true that he contends
that the defeat of the Esquimault and
Nainaimo Railway destroyed the Carnar-
von Terms. And he contends that the offer
of $750,000 was to be regarded as a com-
pensation for the abandonment of those
terms. It was nothing of the kind.
The Esquimault and Nanaimo Railway
was promised in exeess of the Terms
of Union, and as compensation for
the non-fulfilment of the condition
to build the main líne by 1881.
When the Bill providing for the building
of this Railway was defeated in the Sen-
ate, the duty of the Government was to
provide a substitute for the compensation
for the delay on the mainlanid. They
offered that compensation in the form or
a money grant of $750,000, that being,
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in fact, as stated by the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), the sum which
he proposed to give as a subsidy to a pri-
vate company to build the Island Railway.
This offer, therefore, so far from being an
abandonment of the Carnarvon Ternis,
was a confirmation of them, an admission
of their binding character, a doing,
in fact, in another form, precisely what
was agreed to be done in those terms.
But, Mr. Speaker, we are told that we
ought not to go on with the road because
there is an obligation on the Government
not to go on if it will involve increased
taxation. Whatever force there may be
in that argument, members of the late
Government have deprived themselves
of the right to use it. The late
First Minister when ho entered into
the Carnarvon Terms, when he made the
contract with British Calumbia, actually
appropriated $3,000,000 of additional
taxation to enable him to carry out those
terms. Here is the statemett made by
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mac

.kenzie) in the Minute of Council of the
23rd July, 1879, sent to England for the
information of the Imperial Government
on this question. Ho said:

" So anxious, however, were the present
Government to remove any possible cause of
complaint, that they did take means to in-
crease the taxation very materirally in order
to place themselves in a position to make ar
rangements for the prosecution of the initial
and difficuit portions of the line as soon as it was
possible to do so ; and, at the same time, a
special confidential agent was deputed to
British Columbia for the express purpose of
conferring with the Government of that Pro.
vince, and to endeavour to arrive at some un,
derstanding as to a course to be pursued
which could be satisfactory to British Col,
umbia and meet the' circumstances of the
Dominion."

That was the statement made to the
Imperial Goverument on the responsi.
bility of hon. gentlemen opposite; that
when they sent their agent to British
Columbia they sent him armed with the
fact that $3,000,000 had been appropri-
ated to the carrying out of terms to be
agreed upon in reference to this Railway;
and yet hon. gentlemen now say that we
muit dishonour ourselves, because the
carrying out of the terms, which they
made a show of carrying out by the in-
fliction of $3,000,000 increased taxation,
would involve a very much smaller in-
creased burden on the people. But we
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have another report. In order to enable
the Government to fulfil the terms, and
so that no excuse might be allowed for
supposing that they were unwilling to
carry them out, we find them stating, in
another report of the Privy Council on
the 8th of July, that they had raised the
average rate of taxation 15 per cent.
The actual statement thus made is as
follows :-

satisfy all reasonable men in British Columbia,
which Province had fancied itself entitled to
complain of apparent want of good faith in
carrying out these obligations. * * *
Let me say, so far as the work itself is con-
cerned, that I have always been an advocate
of the construction of a railway across the
continent, but I have never believed that it
was within our means to do it in anything
like the period of time within which the hon.
gentleman bound Parliament and the coun-
try."

"In order to enable the Government to That is by 1881. After an elaborate
carry out the proposals, which it was hoped statement of surveys, and a sugestion of
the British Columbia Government woul 1 have
accepted, the average rate of taxation was the advantages of the Fine River Pase,
raised at the last Session about 15 per cent. be said
The Customs duties being raised from 15 per
cent. to 171 per ceat., aud the Excise duties B is route is open to the objection
on spirits and tobacco a corresponding rate, that if we were to decide upon surveying that
both involving additional taxation exceeding country, it wonld be practically putting off
$3,000,000 on the transaction of the year." the constructicS for sore tire longer than

riywould be uccessary .by adopting the line we
That is a statement made by the authority have already surveyed. If British Columbia
of the Government that this increaed were to act bith consideration for national
taxation was% made expressly to enaIe interest with regard to the obligations as.

tsued by the Dominion at the ime of thoUnion, it ûndoubtedly would be the policy anyand yet we have from. these very gentte- Administration would seek to carry out to ex-
nen now, au appeal to the country ta aaine the cuntry more thoroughli befare
oppose the policy of the present iover - action. With the irritation that is felt by
nent in the direction of carryino out those many in British Columbia, ad the constant

ryconplaints made, it is doubtful whether th
terms, on the ground that it may increase country would be justified, even for a perma-
the taxation of the country, and that in nent advantage, unless that one of so decided
spite of the fact that the proposals of the and conclusive a character as to be apparent at
Government will not involve anythin, sight, in pursuing such a policy. Assuming,
ikersalarge a burden. The ongtie, therifore, for a moment-and assuming what

le I may call almost a certainty-that the Jasper
man, as I shall be able to establish, bas House Pass will be the crossing place in the
never, until this year, gone back upon Rocky Mountains, we have the line tolerably
that record. Session after Session we clearly defineci from east to west."

have had the statement of the hon. mem- Thus, Sir, at that time we had a statement
ber for Lambton that he recognised the that further explorations must not be
obligation resting upon him to carry out undertaken lest delay might occur in the
these Carnarvon Terms. Every Session work of actual construction. The hon.
we have had his assurance to that effect. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) at
Let me read two or three such assurances that Lime sat beside the then Firet Minis-
given by him, when submitting his yearly ter. And speaking of taxation, the late
statements to the House. In bis speech, Finance Minieter, that very same Session,
in submitting the Pacific Railway policy the Session in whîch this statement was
in 1876, he said-and at this time the made by the hon. niember for Lambton,
hon. member for West Durham was ( came down and announced that there was
member of the Government, and i a deficit of $1,900,000, and amended the
therefore, responsible for every word Tarif with the view ta stila farther wa-
uttered : YpI- in g if f hiî. -A

" We have felt from the first that while it
was utterly impossible to implement to the
letter the engagements entered into by our
predecessors, the good faith of the country de-
manded that the Administration should do
everything that was reasonable and. in their
power 'to carry out the pledges made to Brit-
ish Columbia, if not the entire obligation, at
least such parts of it as seemed to be within
their power and most conducive to the wel-
fare of the whole Dominion, as well as to

99

of that increased taxation, we had the
sta,tement of the hon. member for Lamb-
ton that so important was it that this
arrangement should be carried out and
the terms fulfilled by an immediate com-
mencement of the work of construction,
that he was actually prepared to forego
further explorations unless the advan-
tages of such explorations were apparent
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at first sight. The hon. gentleman in the
saie speech said:

" Our policy was this: It is utterly impos-
sible to commence the construction in British
Columbia until we have evercome the initia-
tory difficulties by carefully surveying the
country and ascertaining the lire which would
have ultimately to be adopted. From the
statements I have made it will be seen that an
enormous force bas been engaged and a large
amount expended in that Province, and it is
anjust in the people of British Columbia to
complain that we have not prosecuted this work
with all due diligence. Directions were given
by the Government to the Chief Engineer, and
by him to his staff, that anything that could be
donn was to be done in order to push the work
forward as rapidly as possible."

In the same speech, in order to give ad-
ditional proof of his sincerity and of his
determination to carry out this work, he
referred to the steel rails which had been
sent to British Columbia. l'e said :

" It bas been assumed that as this road is
not to be constrocTed, the rails shipped to
British Columbia are therefore utterly useless.
That is a great mistake. If we are able to
commence the work of construction this con-
ing year in British Columbia, these rails would
be required. It may be said to be impossible
te commence the construction of the road in
British Columbia without having the rails on
the spot.

" There are five thousand tons in British
Columbia, and if we have erred in sending
them there we have simply erred in our earn,
est desire to show to the peo!'le of British
Columbia that we are desirous of keeping laith
with them, that our speeches were not mere
empty promises, and that we are resolved to
place ourselvtes in a position they could not
misunderstand."

That was the statenent in 187 6, made by
the hon. gentleman fiom his place on the
Treasury Benches. The hon. member for
West Durham sat beside him at the
time, and was responsible for every word
le uttered. And yet the hon. gentleman
comes here and tells this House, and le
tells this country, that he had before this
made an arrangement that this work was
to be postponed. Let me read another
extract from the same debate. The hon.
member for Cumberiand said :

"lHe had followed thehon. gentleman elosel',
and failed to learm what was propo>ed to be
done in regard to the great question of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. The British Colum-
bia papers merely showed that the Government
had succeeded in bringing matters to a dead-
lock, and the Premier was boutnd to tell the
House before asking it to vote this large amount
what he intended to do.

" Hon. Mr. BLAKE-The last paragraph in
the papers will show.

MIL WHITE.

" Bon. Mr. MACKENZIE-I said our policy
from the first was to do everything in our
power to keep the bargain the bon. gentle-
man and his friends made, and nothing will
be lacking on our own part to bring it to a suc-
cesstul conclusion in British Columbia. I have
shown pretty conclusively that nothing I am
aware of has been left undone that could be
done. I do not know what the hon. gentle-
man wants."

That is to be taken as the interpretation
of the arrangement made by the hon.
menber for West Durham when he en-
tered that Cabinet. But we have an-
other authority as to what the late Gov-
ernment intended to do, which, to my
mind, seems utterly to negative the sug-
gestion made by the hon. member for
West Durham, that le entered the Cabi-
net upon conditions which would have
dishonoured the Government that ac-
cepted him on such terms. Lord Duf-
ferin, then Governor-General of Canada,
was sent to British Columbia in 1876.
I should, perhaps, not use the word
" sent," but he went to British Columbia,
though judging by bis speech, perhaps I
am right in saying that be was sent there.
le went there at any rate. Ie went
through the country. Hon. gentlemen
who have been endeavouring to decry
British Columbia will do well to
read Lord Dufferin's speech on
that occasion, wherein le described what
Le calls "this glorious country." But,
Sir, the then Governor-General of this
Dominion, after his return l rom his tour
through the interior of British Columbia,
and just before lie embarked for San
Fransisco, made a sp>eech in Victoria.
E[ow serions lie felt that speech to be may
be gathered froni one expression, which I
will read, and which. was an extraordinary
expressin for a nobleman ii his position
to use:

" I would sonner cut mv right hand off than
utter a single word that I do not know to be
an absolute truth."

This statement was made in order to con-
vince British Columbians that what he
said, lie said from a knowledge of the
facts, with a resolution to say nothing but
what le knew to be absolutely true. The
hon. member for West Durhams (Mr.
Blake), as a good constitutionalist, knows
that being a Minister at the time, lie was
responsible for every word Lord Dufferin
then uttered. Here is an extract froma
the speech :

Paciße, Railway.(COMMON8.]
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" Let me then assure you, on the part of the
Canadian Government and on the part of the
Canadian people at large, that there is nothing
they desire more earnestly or more fervently
than to know and feel that you are one with
them in heart, thought and feeling. Canada
would indeed be dead to the most self-evident
considerations of self-interest, and to the first
instincts of national pride, if she did not regard
with satisfaction ber connection with a
Province so richly endowed by nature, inhabited
by a commuuity so replete with British loyalty
and pluck, while it afforded lier the means of
extending her confines and the outlets of her
commerce to the wide Pacific and to the
countries beyond."

Well, Sir, at that time there was a suspi-
cion prevailing that the hon. member for
Lambton had not acted in good faith in
connection with the Carnarvon Terms.
There was a suspicion prevailing, because
two hon. gentlemen of the Seilate, promi-
nent friends of that gentleman, who were
known to be so good party men that one
could hardly conceive their voting against
any measure which the Government sin-
cerely decided to see passed-yet voted
against this Bill-there was a suspicion
that he had procured the defeat of the
measure for the construction of the Esqui-
mault and Nanaimo Railway in the Sen-
ate; and referring to that suspicion Lord
Dufferin said :

" Had Mr. Mackenzie dealt so treacher-
ously by L rd Carnarvon, by the representa-
tive of his sovereign in this country, or by
you, he would have been guilty of a most
atrocious act, of which I trust no public man in
Canada or in any other British colony could be
capable. I tell you in the most emphatic
terme, and I pledge my honour on the point,
that Mr. Mackenzie was not guilty of any such
base and deceitful conduct ; had I thought him
guilty of it, either he w-uld have ceased to be
Prime Minister, or I should have left the
country."

I ask you where is the difference between
conspiring to secure the defeat of the
measure in the Senate which had passed
the Commons, and which the Ministry
pretended to be in favour of, and con-
spiring to arouse public sentiment as
those hon. gentlemen are doing to-day, in
order to prevent the carrying out of the
Carnarvon Terms. Lord Dufferin pro-
ceeded :

"I saw Mr. Mackenzie the next day, and I
bave seldom seen a man more annoyed or dis-
concerted than he was ; indeed, he was driven
at that ino:ervie w to protest with more warmth
than lie bas ever used against the decisien of
the English Government, which had refused,
on the opinion of the law officers of the Crown,
to allow him to add to the members of the

Senate, after Prince E iward Island had entered
the Cenfederation."

And yet these hon. gentlemen come here
now and ask us to postpone the construe-
tionof this Railway, to postpone the carry-
ing out of these terms which have been
entered into, this solumn bargain which
has been made, and in order to carry
which they, at that time, four or five
years ago, actually tried to violate the
Constitution by creating additional mem-
bers of the Senate. Well, Sir, after dis-
cussing the question of the action of the
Senate, Lord Dufferin said :

" But there is one thing I admit the Senate
bas dons, it bas revived in their integrity those
original treaty obligations on the strength of
which you were induced to enter Confederation,
and it has reimposed upon Mr. Mackenzie and
his Goverument the obligation of offering you
an equivalent for that stipulation in the Car-
narvon Terms, which he has Lot been able to
make good."
Then lie refers to the offer of $750,000 as
compensation for the failure of that part
of the Carnarvon Terms which the Senate
had made it impossible to make good:

" My only object in touching upon them at
all is to disabuse your minds of the idea that
there has been any intention on the part of Mr.
Mackenzie, his Government, or of Canada to
b7eak faith with you. Every single item of
the Carnarvon Terms is at this moment in
course of fulfilment."

The bon. member for West Durham (Mr.
lake) is responsible for that statement.

Lord Dufferin pointed out how this was
the case, and then he went on to say-and
I beg the hon. member for West Durham
to listen attentively to what he did say
in relation to the conduct of those who,
being strong in numerical majority, would
try to oppress a small Province because it
had not sufficient members to compete
with them:

" Your numerical weakness as a community
is your real strength, for it is a consideration
that appeals to every generous heart. Far be
the day when on any acre of soil above which
floats the flag of England, mere material
power, brute political preponderance, should
be permitted to decide such a controversy as
that which we are now discussing. It is to
men like yourselves, who, with unquailing
fortitude, and heroic energy, have planted the
laws and liberties, and the blessed influence of
English homes amidst the wilds, and rocks,
and desert plains of savage lands, that Eng-
land owes the enhancement of ber prestige, the
diffusion of her tongue, the increase of ber
commerce, and her ever-widening renown, and
woe betide the Government or the statesman
who, because its inhabitants are few in numa-
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ber, and politically of small account, should
disregard the wisbes or carelessly dismiss the
representations, however bluff, boisterous, or
downright, of the feeblest of our distant
colonies."
I draw to those words the special atten-
tion of the bon. member for W est Dur-
bam, who, for the moment, has permitted
himself to siuk the statesman who can
think of the next generation, into the
parish politician wbo thinks only of the
next General Election. That was the
position in 1876, and I think I mav say
that I have established beyond contro-
versy, beyond the possibility of contro-
versy, the fact that the hon. gentlemen
were at least committed, the hon. member
for West Durham amongst the rest, at
that time. to the honest fufiliment of
the bargain which they had made.
In 1877, it was reported--I do not know
what truth there was in the report-that
it was in consequence of Lord Dufferin's
visit to British Columbia, the question of
the selection of the Burrard Inlet route
came up for the first time. Up to that
time that route had hardly been heard of,
and the hon. member for Lambton was
known to be in favour of the Bute Inlet
route.

MR. MACKENZIE : I have no ob-
jection to tell the hon. gentleman that
Lord Dufferin had nothing personally to
do with it. It was adopted purely upon
practical engineering reasons. The hon.
gentleman is quite correect in saying I
was in favour of the Bute Islet route
for a considerable time. In fact I was in
favour of it until I got something better.

Mn. WHITE: Who suggested the
change is not a matter of any consequence
to my argument. I simply give the re-
port as it was current at the time, and
the hon. member knowing the facts con-
tradicts it. In 1877 the Burrard Inlet
route came up for the first time, so far as
Parliament was concerned, and so far as
the suggestion of it as a serious route was
concerned. The hon. member for Lamb-
ton, in reply to the bon. member for
Cumberland, who asked whether, in con-
nection with some other statements which
lie made, he proposed to settle that
question and put the lne under con-
tract without the consent of Parliament,
that being apparently the intention of the
Goernment, from the speech of the hon.
gentleman, Mr. Mackenzie replied :" Cer-
tainly not ; I think I stated we hoped

MR. WHITE.

to have the tender submitted to Parlia-
ment next Session." So that in 1877, as
in 1876, there never was a thought of
abandoning the line in British Columbia,
or.violating the Carnarvon Terms ; but
on the contrary the Government of the
day were acting in good faith in their
desire to carry out those ternis. Well,
Sir, in 1878, the hon. gentleman,
the last time lie had the privi-
lege of making a statement froma the
Ministerial Benches, referred to the great
surveys which had taken place in connec-
tion with the propcsed road through
British Columbia. Throughout all his
speeches on the subject, from first to last,
there runs a line of argument showing
how sincerely lie was devoted to carry-
ing out the scheme of beginning the work
on the mainland. He pointed out that
47.000 miles of country had been traversed
by the various parties who wel-e sent out
to explore the country, and that there
had been " actual instrumental surveys
laboriously measured, yard by yard, of not
less than 12,000• miles or nearly five
times the length of the road when com-
pleted from Lake Nipissing to the Pacific
Ocean." Then lie gave his reasons for
desiring to go on at once as follows :-

" If there were no political considerations
governing the action of the Government, and
these political reasons referred to our obliga-
tions with the British Columbian Government
and people to proceed as fast as possible-or as
the hon. member for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster)
says two or three times every day, 'proceed
immediately '-if there were no con siderations
of that kind to govern our action, it might be,
I have no doubt it would be, desirable to spend
another two years exploring the. country which
is yet comparatively unknown. The govern-
ing considerations then, Sir, are all in favour,
as it appears to me, of adopting the views of
the Chief Engineer in respect to this line. The
Goverument have not at the moment f ormally
resolved upon the adoption of this line, lut it
is the opinion of the Government that the con-
siderations to which I have alluded in these re-
marks are snch as must govern their action if
they are to attend to this matter purely in the
public interest."

That was the statement made by the hon.
member the last time lie addressed this
House from the Ministerial Benches.
What occurred afterwards? Parliament
was prorogued the GeneralElections were
coming on, and the hon. gentleman ad-
vertised for tenders for the construction
of that very portion of the Railway which
we are now asked to postpone. Now,
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what are we to infer from that? Gov-
ernments do not do those things, on the
eve of General Elections, which are likely
to be unpopular with the country. le
advertised for those tenders simply be-
cause the public mind of this country had
been thoroughly inbued with tbe fact
that the honour of the country was
pledged to the carrying out of this ar-
rangement. He had being going on
through four Sessions, making the only
condition of commencement, the com-
pletion of surveys, not the question of
taxation, but the fact of the completion
of the surveys, and as soon as the sur-
veys were completed he advertised for
tenders. It is true lie has suggested,
and I am bound to say I was astonished
at the suggestion, and I am sure this
House will be astonished when 1 offer
thern the proof I am going to offer-it
it true he suggested le did not intend to
build the road, althoughli he advertised
for tenders, intimating that he advertised
for tenders simply in order that he miglit
find out how much it was likely to cost.
After all the surveys made and all the
reports obtained, we are actually asked
to believe that lie had advertised simply
with the view of obtaining an idea of the
cost. The only object lie had in view in
sending this advertisement from one
end of the Deminion to the
other, inducing contractors to make
enquiries about them and to ~go to
the expense and incur the loss of time in
getting up their tenders, was simply to
ascertain the probable cost without any
idea of practical work. Ail I can say
about it is this: lie deceived bis own
friends most wonderfully, if that was bis
intention. Here is a stateient in the
Toronto Globe of the 20th September last.
I do not quote it because it is in the Globe,
but because it is an evidence of what was
the popular impression as to his intention
in advertising for tenders

Sir Charles Tupper's Pacific Railway Reso-
lutions proposed to construct 125 miles of road
in British Columbia during the present Eeason.
By that promise the British Columbian mem-
bers were induced to vote for the Tariff, se in-
jurions to itself and to their i rovince. They
have been amnsed ever since by tales of ex-
plorations, surveys, guarantees, pur'hases of
steél rails, and announcements that operations
would soon begin. It is now late in the year,
nothing has yet been done, and very little
could be done before winte-.r if the wrk were
n ow begun. Had Mr. Mack' uzie Y emnained in

office, a large portion of the line would now
have been constructed. and access to the
interior have been given. The people of
British Columbia my well wonder at their
folly in parting with the ' bird in hand."'

That was the impression the bon. gentle-
man made. Well, Sir, a short time after-
wards it was announced that the Bur.
rard Inlet route bad been agreed upon,
and that the Government were advertis-
in, for tenders for the construction of a
road in accordance with that decision.
And here is what the Globi said on the
27th October in reference to this ques-
tion :

" Just a year ago Mr. Mackenzie, as Min-
ister of Public Works, was making prepar-
ations for the letting of contracts to build a
line from Yale to Kamloops, about 120 miles,
and the work of transporting the rails from
Esqnimault to the mainland was actually
begun. As soon as the present Government
came into power, the order for the transpor-
tation of the rails was countermanded, and the
project of building the Yale Kamloops line
was abandoned. * * * In other
words, they are shut up to a choice
between acknowledging that they have by
their incompetence lost a whole year to the
construction of the line, and confesing that
they never meant to give it up at ail, and
sought only to temporise in the face of dif-
ficulty at the expease of feelit.gs and hopes of
the unfortunate Islander."

That was the opinion of the Toronto
Globe in relation to the action of the hon.
gentleman. There was then no sugges-
tion that the road should be postponed,
but a suggestion that time had been lost
in not having gone on wi:h it earlier. I
have evidence still stronger than that-
tbe evidence of the hon. member for
Lambton himself-whieh hon. gentlemen
opposite will perhaps accept. Last year
the hon. member delivered a speech on
the floor of this House. He had no
responsibility of office upon him ; he was
in a position, if he had chosen to do so,
to have done then what he has humili-
ated himself by doing on this occasion.
But he did not do so. liere is the assur-
ance that Le gave to hon. gentlemen on
this side :

" They will a1ways fi,,d that g-ntlemen on
this Ride wll be prepared to con-id.r ail such
questions from a truly national point of view.
We recognise the obligation resting upon us as
Canadians, and while I assert, in the meat posi-
tive manner, that nothing could have been donc
by any Administration during our term of
oflice that we did not do or try to do, in order
to accomplish or realise those expectations which
were generated by the Government of hon.
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gentlemen opposite in their admission of British
Columbia into the Confederacy. -1 say, at the
sanie time, we endeavoured, not merely to keep
the national obligations, but we ventured to a
great extent our own political existence as ad-
mlastrators we risked our political position
for the sake of carrying out to completion, in
the best way possible, tfie courae which hon.
gentlemen opposite had promised should be
taken."

They are evidently not going any longer
to risk their pol'iîcal position for the sake
of carrying to co letion, and in the best
way possible, the obligations which hon.
gentlemen opposite had so empbatically
rivetted upon the Dominion. Then lie
gave to this country from the Opposition
Benches, as he had before from the
Ministerial Benches, a declaration of his
policy:

"Our proposal was this : We endeavoured in
the first place to obtain some modification of
the terms. We despatched an agent to British
Columbia, and Lord Carnarvon ultimately of-
fered his good services in order to arrive at
some understanding with that Province, and
we reached the un~derstanding that we would
,endeavour to builda RailwayiromLake Superior
to the Pacific Ocean by 1890, that N e should
expend a certain sum per annum in British
Columbia after thesurvey s were completed and
the line adopted. The line never was sur-
veyed sufficiently to enable us to reach that
conclusion till last year, and as soon as we had
information to guide us we adopted the Burrard
Inlet route and immediatel advertised for
tenders for the construction of that line."

That is the statement of the hon. gentle-
man ; but I have another passage from
his speech stronger than that. It will be
reme'bered that the policy of the hon.
the Minister of Railways was this : He
asked this louse to declare that the selec-
tion of the Burrard Inlet route was pre
mature, to give him permission to make
iurther and other explorations, and fur-
ther to allow him to let 125 miles of
railway where he might determine after
these explorations were made. What
did the hon. member for Lambton say to
this proposition ? Here is an extract from
his speech, and I beg hon. members to
note it well:

"1I do not see how it is possible that this
House can authorise the Government firet tc
select a Une, aud, at the same time, when that
line is not made known to Parliameat, that we
should authoriae the Government to enter into
a contract for building 125 miles of the Railway.
If the Govenrmept ask for power to let out con.
tracts on lines that have been already
thoroughly surveyed and are located, I would
not blame thoEe who apprived of the policy of
the Government, for giving them th t power,

MR. WBITE.

and if they ask for the power to build 125 miles
on the line which I beliéve to be best, I will
be prepared to support that proposition, but I
am not prepared to supp >rt amy proposition to
place power in the bands of any Government
to expend money in bulding a portion of a
railway without, at least, communicating the
place where that money is io be expended."

Now it comes to this, tha-t had the hon.
member for Cumberland bven less anxious
to select the best possible rn ute forBritish
Columbia, had he been wiling to come
down bere last year and ask permission
to let 125 miles of railway on tle Burrard
Inlet route, the hon. member for Lambton
would have supported him, and, I need
not say, the whole party at bis back
would have supported him as well. Now,
Mr. Speaker, what has brought about this
change ? Certainly the frnancial .positien
last year was not better than the financial
position this year. Certainly the busi-
neks outlook was not better lst year than
this year. Certainly the prospect in this
country in relation to the filling up of the
North-West was not better last year than
this year. Why then was he prepared
last year to give his support to the pre-
cise expenditure asked for to-day, while
this year he advocates a postponement of
the work. Th ere is a reason for it. An
hon. gentléman who was not here last
year, has returned to public life. We
have the hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake) again in this House. That
is why this opposition is put forward.
Those who have watched his political
career since 1867 knows thpt he never
brooked leadership, and that he does not
brook it now. He is to-day aspiring to
the leadership of bis party ; but I will
tell him, if he will permit me to do so,
that a man who does not know how hon-
estly to follow will never successfully
lead. Well, what is the result 1 Not
satisfied with placing his party upon a
new platform, not satisfied with subjecting
his leader to the deep]y humiliating posi-
tion of turning bis back upon himself, hg;
has done more than that. Those who have
watched Parliament, as I baye watched
it from that gallery, know that the in-
corporation of the NorthWest Terril oies
has always received the"%upport of the
hon. member for Lambton. He has al-
ways been in favour of filling up the
North-West, and never until laât night
has lie ever uttered a single sentence of
discredit against that North-West Terri-
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tory. But those who have, as I have
·said, watched the course of events in this
Parliament, will remember the almost
open rupture that took place between the
then hon. member for South Bruce (Mr.
Blake) and the hon. member for Lanbton,
because the latter supported the policy of
,the Government in regard to bringing in
this North-West Territory; and they will
also remember that the then hon. member
for South Bruce ultimately left the H ouse
in a pet and did not vote at aIl. Not
satisfied, I say, with placing bis leader in
the humiliating position in which he has
placed the hon. member for Lambton by
inducing him to turn bis back on bis poli-
tical record, he compelled him to devote
two hours last evening in that triangular
speech of the hon. members for West
Durham, North Norfolk and Lambton,
the details of which were announced in
advance by that hon. gentleman, to read-
ing extracts fron reports and books calcu-
lated to discredit the country, and to
prove, if the statements were true, that
the then hon. member for South Bruce was
riglit in his refusal to incorporate the
North-West with the Dominion, and that
the hon. member for Lambton was wrongin
supporting the Government on that ques-
tion. The hon. member for West Dur-
ham referred to the question of Western
development, and he stated that that
Western development had been most
marvellous. There is one thing that will
strike every hon. member in this House
that according to the hon. members
on the other side everything American
has been marvellous and everything
Canadian has been the reverse. FIe
selected two States-Kansas and Ne-
braska-as illustrations of progress, and
in order to prove that we had no
reason to look for any such progress, he
gave reasons showing the great advantages
enjoyed by the Western States as com-
pared with the Canadian North-West.
The hon. gentleman dwelt strongly upon
what he called the vast recruiting ground
which the Western States possessed in
the United States, and as an illustration
of this, he pointed out that of the increase
in the population of the states and terri-
tories, .west of the lakes, between 1850
and 1860, 81 per cent. was native and
19 per cent. was foreign; and that be-
tween 1860 and 1870, the proportions
were 79 per cent. native and 21 per cent.

foreign. Then he went on to show that
there was no possibility of our copying
that wonderful development in our
North-West; that we had no such native
recruiting ground as the Western States.
It will be perceived that while the hon.
gentleman is pleased to build up a
Chinese wall as against emigr nts coming
into this country, he pulls it down when
Canadians are to go into that country.
Mention has been made t wo or three
times of the large number of Canadians
going into the United States. There is
no doubt that such an emigration bas
been going on. But it is worth
while to point out that by the
Census of 1870, it appears that
of the population of the United
States there were 1-26 per cent. of the
whole population Canadians, and that in
British North Anierica 1-85 per cent.
was of Anerican birth. That rather
pulls down the Chinese wall oa both
sides, and shows that the people do come
and go from and to both sides. But atter
proving to bis own satisfaction that we
could get comparatively no population
into our North-West, the bon. member
for West Durham went on to ask of what
value the population going there will be
to the older Provinces ; and referring to
the suggestion that the manufacturers of
the east will find a market in the west,
the hon. gentleman asked, with one of
his most cynical sneers, whether the
National Policy was to have no effect
there. Well, Sir, it is well known that
in the United States, where Protection
prevails in the west as well as the east,
western development has resulted in home
markets for eastern manufacturers. So
much is this the case, that the group of
manufacturing States has increased in
population in an equal ratio with the
whole Unitedetates. I think it will be
admitted by everyone who knows any-
thing of the progress of emigration, not-
withstanding the suggestions of the hon,
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
that emigration has always gone on lines
of latitude, that the tendency in the
United States is for the emigrant to go
into new territory. Places that were the
centres of emigration only ten years ago are
now the recruiting ground for emigrants
going still further westward ; and as we
have, at this moment, in our North-West,
the newest regions-almost the only
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places remaining on the North American
continent entirely new-we shall have the
same process or movement from east to
west, into our territory, in the future, in
addition to the large emigration from the
OldWorld. Thenthehon. memberfor West
Durham told us, as another reason why we
could not hope for much emigration to
that country, that the people of Ireland
were not likely to come into Canada ; and
we had an appeal to Irish sympathies as a
means of signalising, perhaps, the advent
of Irish leadership, and the downfall of
Scotch ascendancy in the Liberal party.
If he had been disposed to deal fairly with
his own country, he might have referred
to the fact that there is no part of the
North American continent wvhere the Irish
race occupies a better position than in
Canada. What is the fact in the United
States to-day? The governing party are
bitterly opposed to the Irish race ; and
the most effective cartoons of the great
Republican caricaturist Nast, are those in
which he appeals to Irish antipathies
among native Americans. Do we find
anything of that kind here? On no
other part of this continent have the
national and religious feelings of the Irish
Roman Catholies been recognised as in
Canada. Even in the Act for opening
up our new territory, there is a constitu-
tional provision made for supplying the
Irish Catholics with schools in accordance
with their own religious convictions. The
hon. gentleman might, when making that
appeal to Irish sympathies, and endea-
vouring to secure a new alliance, with a
view to the building up of his party, have
said this much in relation to the Irish
race in Canada. Nowhere, whether
in politics, commerce, or the pro-
fessions, has the Irish race achieved
greater renown or a more preeminent
position than in the British North
American Provinces. ButI am glad he
admits that the railways in the United
States have been the secret of their deve-
lopment. There is no doubt of it. In
the Republic in 1860, only eighteen years
ago, there were only 36,635 miles of rail-
way; in 1878 there were 81,841 ;
the average mileage built every year for
the last eighteen years was 2,845, equal
to the entire length of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. Though he admits that it is to
those railways is due the rapid peopling
of the American North-West, giving an

Mi. W nITE.

example of a movement of population
and of settlement of a scale never beford
seen, yet he seeks to place his party on
the platform of building no more rail-
ways in Canada. The hon. member for
North Norfolk, referring last night to the
impossibility-for that seems to be the
theme on the opposite side-of building
up our North-West country at all, alluded
to the small progress made in the West-
ern States from 1800 to 1830. When he
had to go back that far he was hard
pressed for an argument. At that time
it is quite true the Western States were
not peopled at all. Their population was,
I think, about 760,000, the whole popu-
lation of the country being 12,866,020.
But since, and in exact proportion to
railway development, the Western
States have been developed. Up to that
time there was scarcely any emigration
from the Old World to the United States.
It is rather a curious fact that from 1815
to 1840, the emigration from the British
Isles to the British North American Pro-
vinces, actually exceeded the whole emi-
gration from them to the United States
by 82,000. Down to 1847, the year of
the Irish famine, and the terrible ship
fever, the emigration from the British
Isles to Canada was 746,163, and to the
United States, 780,048, the difference be-
ing only about 24,000 in favour of the
United States. But since that year emi-
gration has been on a large scale to the
United States, in consequence of
those very western territories, attract-
ing the people from the Eastern States,
who left room for the people
from the Old World. By the
Census Returns, while 645,608 people
came from the United Kingdom to.
Canada, from 1847 to 1870, 3,692,624
went to the United States. We have in
our Mother Land an important recruit-
ing ground for emigrants to this country.
In spite of the enormous emigration from
the Mother Country, the population still
increases. From 1860 to 1870 its emi-
grants to all Farts, including Australia,
Canada, and the United States reached
1,571,729, despite which its increase of
population was over two and a half mil-
lions. That shows how important a
recruiting ground the British Isles fur-
nish for this Dominion. We are told
we are not going to get much money from
our lands in the North-West. The hon.
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member for West Durham stated that
11,770,000 acres were sold in the United
States fnom 1860 to 1869, and from
1869 to 1879, 47,170,000 acres.

MR. BLAKE: Not sold, but granted
and sold to settiers.

MR. WHITE: I understand-located,
or taken up. But he did not refer to the
railway lands disposed of.

MR. BLAKE: I mentioned that that
number did not include' the railway
lands.

MR. WHITE : I so understood you.
But what do we find ? That the United
States Government granted to its rail-
way companies 192,308,311 acres, and
that the companies sold to June 30th,
1879, 43,698,068 acres. Thirteen rail
way companies in the United States sold
in 1877, 1,006,266 acres, and in 1878,
2,570,744. Sixteen companies sold their
lands at an average of $5.70 an acre. So
there is proof that the railway com-
panies in *the United States have suc-
ceeded in outdoing the Government, and
that people have actually gone west and
paid large prices for railway lands,
when they could have got homesteads
and preemptions for little or nothing,
showing the advantages and good results
that have flown from a perfectly organ-
ised systeni in inducing these companies
to cooperate in the settlement of those
lands. The total receipts from the sale of
lands in the United States for this century
are $204,447,473. Those figures show
that the lands of that country have been
yearly growing in attractiveness; that
there has been a greater demand, a larger
number of sales, and more competition for*
the land year by year. We may fairly
assume, then, in connection with our
North-West, the settlement of a large
population in it at no distant day. An-
other reason urged by the hon. member
for West Durham why we could not hope
for success in selling the North West, was
that we have a large debt in Canada. We
have. I verv much regret it is so large.
But we are incurring obligations, perhaps
in the hour of our greatest weakness, that
will suffice for years. We are building up
large enterprises, such as those connected
with the Canals; deepening our rivers,
erecting lighthouses on our coasts, in the
interest of that great commerce that must
come to the country in the future. These
expenditures make additions to our debt.
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But those improvements go on adding,
not by way of direct return-which the
hon. gentleman seems to think is the only
possible return a nation can have for its
expenditures-but in the development of
our industries, of our trade and com-
merce, and in the promotion of that pros-
perity which is very much more valuable
than any question of so many dollars as
tolls fron those works. Take the Welland
Canal ; it does not yield us a great deal
in direct returns. And yet who is there
in the country who would oppose the ex-
penditure on its improvement? Who
would even dream of looking for a return
from that work from the tolls on the
vessels passing through it? It is simply
a means of bringing the largest vessels
from the western lakes into Lake Ontario,
to enable Canada to compete with the
United States for the shipment of grain
to Europe. Nothing cculd be more
unfair than to refer to the debts for such
Public Works as if they had to be re-
peated from year to year. They are
sources of development which the people
have voluntarily undertaken in wiew of
the great advantages to result from them.
The hon. gentleman should have dealt
honestly with our debt, which he told us
had increased from $77,706,000 net debt
in 1871, to $147,485,070 in 1879, or
about 89 per cent.; and he went on to
compare that increase with the increase
in European States, whose large debts
have been incurred, not for the purpose
of development, but for destructive
objects and great armaments. But with
all this great increase, it will be admitted
that the measure of the burden of the
debt is the annual interest paid upon it.
Now, what is the fact? That while the
net debt has increased about 89 per cent.,.
the actual interest on the debt has in-
creased rather under 40 per cent.

MR. BLAKE: I stated that.
MR. WHITE: Yes; but the hon.

gentleman so emphasised his statement
as to cause the fact to be overlooked.
That is the real position of affairs as to the
increase of debt upon which the hon.
gentleman dwelt. There was no
object, I think, speaking in the
interest of his own country, in
throwing into the face of those who
might desire to take advantage of
the fact, that a large increase has taken
place; no object in giving an opportunity
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to those who are opposed to Canada, and
who are watching this debate, ready to
use the expressions of the hon. gentleman
to the detriment of this country in Eng-
land and Europe generally ; no necessity
to refer to an increase of the debt in a
way to cause an erroneous impression in
regard to it. In that increase about
$14,000,000 are debts of the Provinces
which have been assumed by the Domin-
ion; that is no real increase but a trans-
ference of debt.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
That is a mistak%.

MRn. WHITE: Does the hon. gentle-
man deny that view 1

Sin RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Certainlv.

MR. WHITE : I think I am right;
and I do not think the hon. niember for
West Durham will venture to say that
the assumption by the Dominion of the
debts which had to be paid by the Provin-
ces, is any addition to the burdens of the
people; it is a mere transference of the
obligation from the Provinces to the
Dominion, the taxes coming from the
same people all the while. Then the
hon. gentleman referred to the annual ex-
penditure in Canada, which was, if I re-
2nember aright, $6.69 per head, while in
the United States it was $6.13 per head.
Well, what is the fact with regard to our
expenditure ? It is well that our con-
dition, as compared with the United
States, should be understood when the
whole policy of hon. gentlemen opposite
is to show how much more desirable a
çountry from every standpoint is the
United States to settle in than
Canada. The hon. gentleman referred
to the large decrease of debt which is
taking place there, and happily taking
place, because it is well that all free
governing communities should be as
lightly taxed as possible. But the hon.
gentleman in taking that ground, ought
to have pointed out that the expendi-
tures of the Dominion of Canada practi-
cally include the expenditures of the
Provinces, and that there is one item,
the subsidies to the Provinces, which, it
seems to me, ought always to be con-
sidered in presenting the expenditures of
the Dominion of Canada. What are the
state debts in the United States ? What
are the debts outside altogether of the
debts of the Federal Government? The

Mx. WHITE.

last official Census of 1870 shows that
there were state debts, county, town and
city debts, independent altogether of the
Federal debt, amounting to $868,676,7ù8.
The amount raised by direct taxation in
the United States in connection with the
state, county, town and city ý debts.
amounted to no less than $280,591,521.
In 1860 those direct taxes, outside the
Federal taxes altogether, outside the
Revenues of the Federal Government,
amounted to $94,186,746 for that year,
and in 1870 they had increased te
$280,591,521, or an increase during tha;
period of $196,404,775. The hon. gen
tleman referred to another point, He
says: Look at the enormous taxes in-
volved in the Customs' duties. Under
the Customs' Tariff we have the large sum
of 19.62 per cent. of everything that is
imperted into the country going into the
Dominion Treasury, and he urged that, I

presume, as a reason why people should
go to the United States rather than
come to Canada. Well, he might
also have itated that in the United
States, of the total imports, free and
dutiable, no less than 29-44 per cent.
goes into the Federal Treasury. Or if he
came to dutiable goods alone he might
have pointed out that, while in Canada it
is somewhere about 24 per cent., in the
United States it is 45-28 per cent. of
everything that is imported that goes into
the Federal Treasury. That is a specimen
of the kind of argument with which this
House bas been treated, in order to prove
that this country is hardly a, fit country
to live in, that we have neither present
nor future to hope-for, and that all sen-
sible men should feel that the proper place
to go to, if they want to change their
homes at all, is into the United States
and not into Canada. And now, Sir, I
come, for a moment, to the question of
British Columbia itself. It seems to me
that in relation to British Columbia there
is a determination from one end of the
country to the other to belittle that
Province. We have heard about the
12,000 people there ; we have heard about
the enormous injistice done to this coun-
try by the representation given to those
12,000 people; we have heard about
British Columbia being a source of large
expenditure and as practically returning
nothing to the Treasury; we have heard
of it as a country utterly useless ; we have
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heard hon. gentlemen say, wish a flip-
pancy which 1 am sure every one must
regret when you come to remember the
position they occupy, that if it is a
question between building this Railway
and letting British Columbia go, they
say: Let ber go-they almost say, let ber
go whether the Railway is built or not.
What are the facts with regard to this
Province ? I do not repeat the remark-
able figures given by the hon. member for
Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos), in the speech
he bas addressed to this House. He gave
us figures which, I think, will bave a
very considerable influence in educating
the pulic sentiment in this country in
relation to British Columbia. What was
the reveuue, last year, of tiat Province,
which we are asked to regard as being
utterly valueless, which has not yet com-
menced to be developed, but which, I
think, will be found to contain natural
riches-I was going to say hidden riches-
which, in the near future, will make it, if
not the richest, one of the richest Pro-
vinces of this Dominion ? The revenues
last year, from Customs, Seizures, Excise,
Mariners' Fees, Stamps, etc., amounted
to$572,955.29. Sir, what was the Ex-
penditure? I do not admit that the
Expenditure on surveys can fairly be
chargeable to British Columbia. British
Columbians would have been glad, I have
no doubt, if the Dominion of Canada
had consented to begin the road without
a survey at all. The expenditure for
surveys in British Columbia have been
made for the exclusive benefit of Canada
as a whole. They have been made
with the object of finding the cheapest
and best route for the Railway
with a view to future saving and
future advantage, and therefore they are
in no way chargeable to that Province
solely. But taking the expenditures on
Subsidy, Collection of Customs, Excise,
Lighthouses, Coast Surveys, Fisheries,
Salaries of Lieutenant Governor and Re-
ceiver-General, Penitentiary, Hspital,
Indians, Administration of Justice, Public
Works, Post-office,-taking all these, we
find the expenditures were $462,172, so
that there was an annual balance in
favour of the Dominion last year of
$110,782. That was the position of Brit-
ish Columbia in connection with the
-Dominion of Canada.
MR. BLAKE : Have you included

the interest on the debt and the subsidy i
Mit. WHITE : I have included the

subsidy only.
MR. BLAKE: And the interest on

their share of the debt I
MR. WHITE : How much is it i Will

the hon. ex-Finance Minister kindly say
how much it was?

Si RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
According to the statement of the Deputy
Finance Minister it was $97,000.

MR. WHITE : Then we have still a
balance in favour of the Dominion. But
what I want to point out is this: that
the Revenues have been progressing in
that Province. lu 1874, the revenue
from Customs, which I take as a fair test,
not having had time to examine the
others in detail, was $306,436 ; in 1875,
$337,451 ; in 1876, $490,226; in 1877,
$405,650; in 1878, $426,607; in 1879,
$517,261, showing a steady pro-
gress every year, with the excep-
tion of 1876, when the revenues
increased by nearly $90,000, by
some means which I have not been able to
learn. With the exception of that year
there has been a steady progress from
$306,436 in 1874 to $517,261 in 1879.
Then there is another point which I think
indicates that the people of British
Columbia are somewhat progressive.
There is no better test of the progress of
a people than the post-office. I find that
the collections in the post-office of British
Columbia amounted last year to $18,438,
while in Prince Edward Island, with its
one hundred thousand inhabitants, a Pro-
vince which we all admire, the garden Pro-
vince of the Dominion, the receipts were
$20,840, or a difference of only about
$2,400 between British Columbia with its
12,000 inhabitants and Prince Edward
Island. This indicates an activity on
the part 'of the people of British
Columbia, an enterprise and intelli-
gence which augur well for the future
of that Province. Sir, why should
we not expect that this piece of Railway
in British Columbia will return something
to this Dominion in the form of regular
tolls, and by the development of the Pro-
vince itself? If anvone will take the
trouble to look over the Library, they
will find that in 1860, 1861 and 1862,
almost everybody seemed to be engaged
in writing books about British Columbia,
showing tbat that Province contains
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within itself sources of wealth which are goes on over the plains in advance of
certainly equal to those which are to b settiement, the intermediate country will
found in any other part of the Dominion. become filled with people, and when we
There is nothing more unfortunate than get to tlat point where we shah be re-
the disposition to measure all national ceiving advantages, which I venture to
wealth by the grain-producing power of believe wi]l be considerable, then the
the country. We have our prairies where question of the connection of the une on
wheat can be raised ; we have in Nova tle prairies with the une which is now
Scotia our magnificent mines of coal and proposed to be constructed, -viii become
iron, which are going to make that Pro- an important question for this Dominion
vince very wealtby in the future to decide. That does not become an m-

we hve i NewBrunwickforets o portant question at present, andi it is notwe have in New Brunswick forests ot
timber and the shipbuilding industrv right therefore, for the hon. member for
which are the distinctive features of that North Norfolk to talk of an expenditure
Province; and we have in British Colum- of 30,000,000 in connection with
bia great resources of riches, and par- British Columbia. I venture f0 believe
ticularly of coal, iron and other minerals, thut if the policy which is announced to
which have always been the basis of us here is fairly carried ont, if the policy
powerful states, and which, I venture to is determined upon to build these Rail-
believe, will make British Columbia one ways with the ieast possible expenditure
of the wealthiest Provinces in this Do- of money consistent with the safe working
minion. Apart altogether, therefore, from of the Railwa, if everything is done
the considerations of national honour, that can be done to put people into these
which seem to me to be strong, and western prairies, if we devote ourselves
which have been presented with so much to the development of these enormous
force by hon. gentlemen opposite when sources of wealth which are to be fount
they occupied a position on this side of in Britisb Columbia itself, 1 tbink
the House, that they cannot now escape may fairly look forward as a resuit of
from them. I say that on mere grounds that poiicy, fo sucl resources in the
of material development and national future as wiii enable us to carry on to
well-being, we ought to do something compietion the great works which we
towards the development of that Pro- have undertaken. Hon. gentlemen oppo-
vince. The hon. member for North Nor- site have chosen a différent course; fhey
folk (Mr. Charlton) talked last night of have determined to cry haît; their dis-
an expenditure of $30,000,000 in British r the obliga-
Columbia. There is no such expenditure fions which they have enfered into; but
demanded from the House at this time. I mistake the people of this country if
As I understand the policy the Govern- any party can hope to build up succesa
ment has announced, it is this: Hon. gen- upon national repudiation and national
tlemen opposite admit that we must coi- dishonour.
plete the portion of the road we have MR. ANGLJN If there is any part of
already under contract from Thunder Bay the poiicy of the hon. gentlemen opposite
to Red River, and the 200 miles west of which has more than another proved a
Red River. I understand the policy of failure, if there is any part of their
the Government is to build the 125 miles policy which, more than another, has
of Railway which open up the best sec- proved injurious f0 this whole country, if
tion of British Columbia, and which gives is their policy with respect f0 the great,
entrance to a great length of navigation, North-West. Years ago, when the time
and will open up such portions of that seemed to have arrived for receiving fhe
Province as are capable of developnient North-Wesf Territories into this Do-
and improvement; and that the work of minion, tbey then, going fo England, in
the Pacifie Railway shall go on in accord- ny opinion, rather as the agents of the
ance with the wants of settlement in Colonial Office than as Ministers of this
the prairie regions. There is no Dominion, mate a bargain respecting that
necessity in British Columbia for the con- country into which fhey neyer should
tinuance of that road to the Rocky Moun- have entered. The responsibilities. for
tains until the Railway across the plains opening up and settling thaf country then
is ready to meet it. But as the road rested entirely upon the Imperial Govern-

MR. WHITE.
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ment. The people of Canada were willing
to accept the charge of that territory, but
they had a right to expect th;at the Im-
perial Government would hand it over to
them free of any embarrassment. The
British Government chose to sustain the
claims of the Hudson's Bay Company to
the sovereignty of that whole region, and
to compensation for the rights and privi-
leges vhich it was assumed that they pos-
sessed. Our Government, instead of de-
mnanding,as I believe they should have done,
that the Imperial Government shouldtrans-
fer the territory to them free of encum-
biance and contribute largely to the cost
of openiug up and settling that territory,
agreed to pay the Company $1,500,000,
leaving then, moreover, the right to select
5 per cent. of the land, where they please,
in each section set off for settlement.
This is entirely ignored by hon. gentlemen
on the other side who have agreed as if
all the proceeds of all the land in the
North-West must go into the Treasury,
whereas 20 per cent. of the most valuable
of these lands, and the choicest, are the
property of the Hudson's Bay Company.
Well, having blundered so seriously in
the acquisition of that territory, they
blunder still more seriously in their legis-
lation with regard to it. They involve
this country in a war with the people of
that region, which fortunately did not lead
t> much bloodshed, though much heart-
burning and ill-feeling resulted and lasted
for some years after. Even then their
blundering did not cease. It was resolved
to annex British Columbia to this Dom-
inion. We were told that, unless we
made ternis with British Columbia, the
i0,000 or 12,000 people of that Province
would annex themselves and their terri-
tory to the United States. Hon. gentle-
men spoke as wildly and as unreasonably
on that matter as they do with regard to
the subject now under consideration.
Hon. gentlemen again showed theni-
selves very desirous of carrying out
the policy and wishes of the Col-
onial Secretary for the time being.
British Columbia, tprompted no doubt by
the Colonial Office to seek admission into
the Union, came forward with certain
demand~s. The hon. gentlemen not only
consented to that demaid, but pledged the
country to this enormous undertaking to
commencing the construction of the
CanadianPacificRailwaywithin two years,

and completing it within ten years from
the time of the admission of British Co-
lumbia into the Union. Now, I quite
agree with the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. DeCosinos) that it was not within
the competence of this Parliament, after
having deliberately adopted that address,
to alter very materially the ternis of the
agreement by its own action, and, there-
fore, although that cannot bind us as
to anything absolutely impossible, or
anything that might seem ruinous to this
country, nevertheless, I have always felt
that this. Dominion was bound to carry
out the terms of that arrangement, strictly
in the letter, and in the spirit, were that
p>ssible. But hon. gentlemen on the
other other side of the House, who had
entered into this extr ordinary agree-
ment, which'any man of common sense
would have known it would be impossi-
ble to carry out, deliberat-ly proposed
and passed a Resolution declaring that the
burden of the country and the rate of
taxation must not oe increaseti in carry-
ing out that agreement. They next pro-
posed to get the road built through a
company, offering then a bonus of
$30,COO,000 in money and 50,000,000
acres of land. This plan failed months
before the Government of hon. gentle-
men opposite fell, and they never
prepared another. We opposed the
Union with British Columbia, on
the terms submitted to Parliament,
as strongly and as persistently as we
could, because these terms were unreason-
able. We were not opposed to the Union
with British Columbia on unreasonable
terms. We opposed their having six
members in this House torepresent a num-
ber of white people not equal in number
to any one of the constituencies of the
hon. gentlemen who are sitting around
me. We were opposed to having three
members representing them in the Senate
while their population was so 'small. We
were opposed to the obligation that the
road should be commenced within two
years and completed within ten years, as
we felt that to do this would tax the
resources of the whole British Empire.
We opposed it because, as we stoted then,
and as we say now, the Terms were
of unreasonable and impossible fulfilment,
but we did not oppose it because we were
opposed to the amalgamation of the Pro-
vinces of British North America into the
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whole, call it Dominion or nation.
Even those of us who proposed the
original scheme of Confederation, did not
oppose the carrying out of the grand
scheme of uniting British North America
to which we then found ourselves com-
mitted. But we were opposed to a
scheme which we believed then to be per-
fectly wild and impossible, and which
everyone now believes to be what we
then described it. We were opposed
also to the mode in which the Govern-
ment of that day proposed that the obliga-
tions incurred should be fulfilled, because
many of us felt that if that Company,
created by the Government of that day,
commenced actual operations, $30,000,000
and 50,000,000 acres of land would
not be all that we would be com-
pelled to contribute towards that work.
We know what was revealed in the
famous correspondence that was sub-
mitted to this Parliament and the
country. We know that the hon. gen-
tleman, who was at the head of that
Company, boasted in that correspondence
that he had a number of gentlemen in
this House under his control, who were
bound to vote as he pleased ; and recent
events have shown that hon. gentlemen
on the other side were willing to play
into the hands of Sir Hugh Allan and his
associates. Although the Act of Parlia-
ment required that $1,000,000 should
be deposited as security for carrying on
the work-and it was stated that the
$1,000,000 was deposited-the deposit
we have known was the merest sham.
Accepted cheques were given by some
banks on the express stipulation that the
payment of the money they were sup-
posed to represent, should never be de-
manded. Well, that whole speculation
broke down. Sir Hugh Allan went
home and tried to put bonds for
$180,000,000 in the money market, but
entirely failed. The capitalists in
Europe could not see sufficient security
for the vast sum required for this gigantic
undertaking. They looked for something
substantial, and found nothing but the
$30,000,000. They did not attach the
value, attached by hon. gentlemen op-
posite, to the 50,000,000 acres of land.
Hon. gentlemen opposite were ve7 y fond
of charging hon. gentlemen on this side
with having caused the entire failure of
Sir Hugh Allan's negotiations in Eng-

Mn. ANGLIN.

land ; but that charge is unfounded.
What hon. gentlemen would have done
had they continued in power, we can
only conjecture. They have never ven-
tured to say what they would have done
on the failure of their grand scheme.
They pretend, indeed, now, to say that
the country -was never bound to do
more than they actually did towards
carrying out the engagement to build
that great work; and they allege
that the Government of the hon. member
for Lambton went further than they should
have gone, and imposed upon the country
obligations which they never would have
imposed. The actual obligation, however,
upon this country is contained in the
Royal Proclamation, and incorporated in
our Constitution. It is the undertaking
to commence the road within two years of
the admission of British Columbia, and to
complete it within ten years from that
date. The hon. member for Cardwell
laboured successfully, in his very elabo-
rate speech,to show that the hon. member
for Lambton felt the great weight of the
obligations which rested upon him when his
predecessors went out of office and he
formed a Government, and that he went
earnestly to work to fulfil those obliga-
tiuns in their entirety. But British
Columbia was not satisfied. British Co-
lumbia was discontented even before hon.
gentlemen opposite left office They in-
sisted upon the letters of the bond.
Nothing would satisfy them but the pour-
ing of the largest measure of the public
money of Canada into their coffers. The
hon. member for Lambton sent out a staff
of surveyors to explore the country, and
he was accused, over and over again, with
wasting the public money on surveys. It
was important that the best line should
be discovered and adopted. It is not
necessary at this time to say whether any
money was or was not wasted on those
surveys. The hon. gentleman did exactly
what it was his duty to do, but
British Coulumbia was not satisfied.
An appeal was taken to the
Colonial Office. That appeal was not
wholly improper. The Imperial authori-
ties were, to some extent, parties to the
arrangement made between that Province
and the Dominion, and might have had
a right to do something towards enforcing
the fulfilment of the Terms of that agrèe-
ment. But the Government, led by the
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hon. member fcr Lambton, diI not, as
has been alleged, join in that appeal or
consent to accept the arbitration of Lord
Carnarvon, or to be bound by any
decision lie might give, nor when he
made suggestions, did they bind then-
selves in any way to carry out those sug-
gestions. They gave to those suggestions
the weight to which they were entitled;
but they prudently and properly declared
that the Resolutons and the Acts of
Parliament, which provided that the rate
of taxation must not be increased, would be
duly observed. The Minutes of Council
states the whole case plainly. Now
that, Sir, was what they assented to in
these suggestions of Lord Carnarvon.
They never did assent, or agree in any
way, that Lord Carnarvon should have
the right to direct what Canada and
the Government of Canada should do, but
they were willing to leave it to him as one
of Her Majesty's Ministers (Secretary of
State), as a man of high character, to
say whether they had or had not done
all that was incumbent upon them to do
under the circumstances. The negotia-
tions proceeded, and Lord Carnarvon un-
dertook to state what lie believ d Canada
ought to do, and those Ternis, as they
have been called, have been much com-
mented on. Hon. gentlemen opposite
stated, over and over again, that
in accepting those Ternis, the Liberal
Government laid new obligations on Ca-
nada; and the hon. Minister of Railways
in particular spoke as if Canada, up to
that time,never was bound to do anything,
but that this was absolutely the first time
any positive obligation was laid upon the
country, although, in reality, this was a
modification of the Ternis of Union en-
tirely in favour of Canada, giving us nine-
teen years to do part of the work, the
whole of which hon. gentlemen intended
to complete in ten years-a vast modifi-
cation of the Terms of Union. But even
that modification the Government of the
day did not absolutely accept ; they
did not absolutely bind Canada to
carry out these conditions. It is well
that the words used in the Minutes of
Council, respecting those Carnarvon Terms,
should be again put on record, and be
known and understood by the people of
this whole Dominion, whom hon. gentle-
men opposite have so persistently endea-
voure-d to mislead as to the character of

these Terms. The Resolution was
the original Resolution, that this road
should be built, but in such a way as
not to add to the burdens of the people of
Canada. The enactnent there referred
to is plainly the Aut introduced by the
hon. member for Lamabton, providing for
the construction of the road, and naking
that Resolution part of an Act of Parlia-
ment. So they plainly indicated in their
answer to Lord Carnarvon,'in this Minute
of Council, that they wouli only carry
out his suggestions so far as it could be
done without violating any Resolution or
enactment of Parliament relating to an
increase of taxation. Here we find the
whole matter put upon an intelligible and
satisfactory footing; and then, Sir, to
follow the history of this matter, which
has been so misunderstood, let us see
what followed. The hon. member for
Lambton, in the following Session of Par-
liament, introduced a Bill to give effect to
one portion of the suggestions-I will not
call them terms at all, as that is a word
not applicable to the U.arnarvon sugges-
tions-to introduce a Bill authorising the
Governinent to construct a Railway from
Nanaimo to Esquimalt. Hon. gentlemen
talked of that as if it was an addition to
the original undertaking, and spoke of all
the mischief thus wrought by the hon.
member for Lambton and his colleagues.
The hon. the Minister of Railways assert-
ed that they had by this means
added four millions of money to
the cost of the Pacifie Railway,
as projected by himself and colleagues.
Why, as the hon. gentleman has been
already reminded, one of the very first
things done by hon. gentlemen opposite
after the Union, was to pass a Minute in
Council fixing Esquimalt as the Pacifie
terminus of the Railway. The hon. the
Minister of Public Works in the previous
ConservativeGovernment (Mr. Langevin),
visited the Western Province and was,
no doubu, heartly received by the people
of Vancouver Island. He came back
and it was upo i his report, I believe, that
the Order iii Council was passed, making
Esquimalt the terminus of the Railway
So that, even if this Railway had been
gone on with by the late Government,
they would only have been carrying out
the expressed intention of bon. gentle-
men opp site, of carrying out what was a
pledge mAde by themn to the people oi
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Vancouver Island, and there would have
been no increase to the cost of build-
ing the Pacific Railway as originally in-
tended by those hon. gentlemen. Further,
had their own grand original idea been
carried out, it would have been necessary
to bridge the Straits, at an expense
estimated by Mr. Fleming, of sone
20,000,000, in order merely to get
down from the head of Bute Inlet to the
coast, and thence cross to Vancouver
Island, one of the most stupendous works
ever conceived in the history of railways ;
and yet this hon. gentleman, the hon. the
Minister of Railways, who really com.
uitted himself to that extravagant pro-

ject, who really was one of the Council
that deliberately resolved that it
should be done, had the coolness
to charge the hon. member for Lambton
with having added $4,000,000 unneces-
sarily and unprofitably to the cost of the
Railway on the side of the Paci-c. We
know that the Bill passed through this
House ; we know that the majority of the
members of this House, although many
did not approve of the Carnarvon sugges-
tions, passed that Bill. It went to an -
other House, and there it was defeated;
and now the hon. member for Lambton is
charged with having, somehow or other,
caused the defeat of that measure, at all
events of being responsible for its defeat.
The hon. the Minister of Public Works,
talking on that point some evenings ago,
calmly asserted that if the hon. member
for Lambton had chosen to exert his
influence in the other House, that Bill
might have passed, and therefore he
was responsible for the failure, and
guilty of a breach of good faith in this
matter. All the gentlemen in the other
House who voted against that measure
were, with two or three exceptions, then,
as the survivors of themr- are to-day, in
thorongh and entire sympathy with hon.
gentlemen opposite. We know, from the
history of that House, that the majority
of its members sympathise with bon. gen-
tlemen opposite, and rarely do anything
to run counter to their wishes, thwart
their projects, or cause them any embar-
rassment. Had hon. gentlemen opposite
chosen that the Bill should pass it would
have passed, but Liberals, either of this
House or of that are not made of such metal
as hon. gentlemen opposite hammer into
any shape they please. We generally

MR. ANGLIN.
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think and judge for ourselves. We are
willing, sometimes, to give up our opinions
because of expediency, or because the
general interests of the country seem to
require that we should consent to mea-
sures which we regard as somewhat
questionable in their character ; but to do
that which they believe to be absolutely
wrong, and in violation of principle, is
what Liberals are seldom found capable
of ; and, therefore, it is that we are
taunted so often by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, and their admirers throughout the
country,with that want of unity and com-
pactness which distinguish those who prc-
fer party to principle.

I\IiR. PLZUMB : Hear, héar.
MR. ANGLIN : I hear the cheer of

the hon. member for Niagara. It would
be unparliamentary to say that lie some-
times votes against his convictions, al-
thougli sometimes it appears to me he
votes very strangely. Well, Sir, the
Bill was defeated, and, soon after, the
hon. member for West Durham joined
the Government, and that was held to be
another proof that there was some decep-
tion with regard to the defeat of that Bill
in the S 3nate. The hon. member for
Lambton, no doubt, found out that the
country at large did not quite approve of
the Carnarvon suggestions, that his friends
on the other side were not willing to co-
operate with him in carrying out these
suggestions, and, no doubt, be felt
relieved by the action of Parlia-
ment which released him from that
particular part, of what hias been
callod an obligation; but when the hon.
member for West . Durham joined the
Government a proposal, followed, almost
immediately, that the 10,000 or 15,000
people in British Columbia should be
paid $750,000 by the Dominion of
Canada as compensation, not merely for
the disappointment they had experienced
in not getting this Railway built, but
for the disappointment they would have
to experience throughout, because the
Terms originally entered into with them
by this Parliament, led by hon. gentle-
men opposite, were terms which could
not be carried out to the letter, and they
had some reason to complain they had
been deceived. It was fair, perhaps,
that Canada which, with eyes open,,,
entered into the bargain, should com-
pensate the weaker power for the



violation of the Terms of agreement even and that lie loves to describe everything
though these terms were impossible of le perýorms as done in the best possible
fulfilment. British Columbia, fortunately way, and ail that has been done, by hie
for the Dominion, refused that offer, and opponents, je of the worst possible charao-
I hope it will be a long time before such ter. He charged the late hon. Minister
another offer will be made. I was cer- of Publie Works with gross neglect
tainly much surprised that such an offer in the letting of those contracts. We
was made. Following up the history of know that the estimates for one of the
this undertaking, we find that the hon. sections-Section 15-have been greatly
member for Lambton, and his colleagues, exceeded by the amount of work done.
proceeded with the work with a degree The hon member for Niagara devoted a
of rapidity which was the best possible whole hour to prove that the excess
proof of their entire earnestness. We resulted in a very great waste of money,
flnd them going to work between Lake and that, to a very great extent, it was
Superior and Red River as rapidly attributable to the very gross neglect of
as was possible, with due regard the hon. member for Lambton, to bis
to the public interest. To-day they are extraordinary want of capacity, or to his
charged with having proceeded too rapidly want of knowledge of wbat was being
with that work, with having made con- done out there. Let me tell the hon.
tracts in that district without having had member that, aithougli lie was a member
a single aurvey made, and without having of the Committee appointed to enquire
lad any idea of the character and extent into this matter, and took a very active
of the work to be done. The hotu. the part in the proceedings, he proved him-
Minuter of Raiiways, whose intellectual self, last evening, to be ignorant on a
power is so great, as compared with that very material point, a point so material
of the pigmies who preceded him, boasted that bis blunder spoils the whole nf hie
that lie lad pursued a very diflerent argument. lie alleged, last evening
course, that lie would not let a single mile that the excessive expenditure, cp to the
f the road until it lad been thorougbly itime when the investigation was held

surveyed and the most careful calculations last Session, was caused by the substi-
lad been made, and until lie had reduced tution of emrbankments for treste-
the cost to an almost absolute certainty, work, whereae the evidence before the
binding himbelf, in every instance, by a Committee shows that it was nothing of
declaration of what the maximum quan- the kind. No embankments lad been Go
tities should be-ra declaration which substituted.
aithougl sa grandiloquent, means, under Mt. PLtoMB: Let the hon. gente-
the circumatances, nothing at ail. The man read the Report.

hon. member for West Durham, referring M . ANGLIN: f have read the
to thii particular brandiof the subject rReport of both flouses, and have
some evenings ago, cruelly, if not malici- heard corne of the witnesses. The
owsly, quoted from these very contracts of engineer in charge of the work-
which the hion. Minister 8 boasted. Mrn Rowan-stated that ee Lad not,
What did lie quote ? Hie quoted a littie up zo, that date, made any such
fot-note in this contract, which stated change ; that he recommended a change;
that, in some cases, the quantities were ithat Mr. Fleming approed of tI e change,
roughly approximate, and in others were and, perhape, that the Prime y inister
absolute y conjectural. Sud je the accu- himself expressed lis approval of it, but
rate information, the careful survey, the that le neer received any instructions
precise knowledge of which the hon. ain- on that point, and that lie did not, as le
ister boasted, and which resulted in ought not, make the change at ail. i
roughly-approximated estimates and think le stated also before the Committee
merely conjectural quantities. Well, it of this flouse, or the other house,
was thot an unusual occurrence for the that the time had cone when further
hon. the Minister of Railwavs to wake delay should not ho permitted, and h
up, after sucd beasting , to the consciods- ougt to have positive instructions.
tese of te fact that their real value MR. PLUMB: I would like the hon.
had been discovered. We all know gentleman to show thi in the Report.

that le is apt to indulge in superlatives, Mi. ANGLIN: I believe the
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hon. gentlemen opposite received their in-
formation, in addition, from Mr. Marcus
Smith, the engineer. Mr. Marcus Smith
was sent out there by the late Govern-
ment to enquire into the cause of the ex-
cessive expenditure. He examined the
whole place. le saw Mr. i owan, and
he relates, in his evidence before the Com-
mittee, what Mr. Rowan told him, with
regard to this trestle-work. He stated,
also, that the increase was caused by the
substitution of embanknents for trestle-
work, but it was found afterwards that
he was entirely mistaken; that, although
he was sent there to make enquiry as to
the extraordinary causes of expenditure,
he came back ignorant of wbat lie should
have known. He told some of the gen-
tlemen opposite that lie had ascertained
that this substitution of embankments for
trestle-work was the cause of the ad-
ditional expenditure up there, but Mr.
Rowan, when lie was sumnonect before
the Committee, contradicted that, stating
that up to that time no embankmen.t
had been substituted for trestle-work.
The result was that the najority of the
Committee of the Senate, niostly com-
posed of hon. gentlemen in entire sym-
pathy with the present Government, con-
demned Mr. Marcus Smith very emphati-
cally for his conduct. While this mode
of building this particular portion of the
road is of very great importance, while
the manner of letting contracts is of great
importance, they are not of such immedi-
ate importance as the question raised by
the amendment which now calls for our
attention. Bat as charges have been
made against hon. gentlemen on this side,
not only against the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), but against
his supporters, of having blundered egre-

giously while endeavouring to carry out
this great undertaking, let me briefly
refer to this extraordinary charge as made
by *he hon. the Minister of Railways.
He said that in these sections, between
Lake Superior and Red River, the surveys
made under the Liberal Government were
little more than explorations, and that
the quantities of work stated, when the
contracts were let, were only guess work :
that the hon. member for Lambton had no
auch grand idea as his own of maximum
quantities. I have here the Sessional Papers,
and I flnd the specifications for these par-
ticular ec;tions, covering several pages.

Mu. ANGLIN.

These are the official papers, signed by Mr.
Sandford Fleming, who had been in the
service of ibon. gentlemen opposite for
years, and whom the hon. member for
Lambton had no right to distrust. He
received, from that gentleman, what he
had a right to believe a carefully prepared
and close approximate estimate of quan-
tities. This was signed by Mr. Fleming,
and he, the hon. niember for Lamubton,
was bound to receive it and act upon it,
unless he had reason to believe that that
engineer was deceiving him, and that he
would be justified in calling in some one
else to revise what Lad been done. Leav-
ing !No. 14, we come to 15, and here Mr.
Fleming says-

MR. PLTJMB : Mr. Fleming was not
in the country at the time.

MR. 'ANGLIN: This is signed by
him as Chief Engineer. I want the
most thorough inv estigation, and
would like to hear every objection the
hon. gentleman has to make, in order
that all such objections may be dealt with
at once.

MR. PLUMB: Section 15 was let in
October, 1876, in Mr. Fleming's absence,
and a communication was sent to that
effect by Mr. Marcus Smith.

MR. ANGLIN : I am not aware that
what the hon. member for Niagara says
is not the case, but that is not very
material. Mr. Marcus Smith is, no
doubt, a man of ability; but any one who
was a member of that Committee, knows
that lie is exceedingly fond of finding
fault.

MR. PLUMB: I only say lie was
absent.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. ANGLIN: 1 was endeavouring to
show how utterly without foundation are
some of the charges respecting the mode
of letting the Rail way sections between
Lake Superior and Red River, which
have been made by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site. I showed, with regard to Sections
14 and 15, about the managem-. or
which the greatest number of complaints
were made, that there was a bill of quai-
tities in minute detail. It has been
said that No. 15 was let without
suflcient preparatory surveys, and with-
out what, at that time, seemed to be a
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reasonable amount of precaution. The
hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb)
admitted that he did not assert, or, I
think, believe, that money had been wast-
ed on those sections.

MR. PLUMB: I did not say so. I
said I believed; I did not assert. There
is a great deal of difference, as the hon.
gentleman knows, between an assertion
and a belief.

MR. ANGLIN : I admit that; and I am
aware, f Lrther, that between the assertions
and beliefs of the hon. gentleman, there
is a remarkable distinction to be drawn,
when attacking hon. gentlemen on this
aide.

Mt. PLUMB: They are always based
upon belief.

MR. ANýTGLIN : I am aware that hon.
gentlemen opposite are able to build a
very large structure on a very snall basis.
They have a knack of inverting the pyra-
mid. They can weave extraordinary
fictions founded on fact.

MR. PLUMB : I reccgnise the voice of
Jacob, but the hands are Esau's.

Mn. ANGLIN : Well, Sir, what
I am endeavouring to show is that the
charges of mal-administration, of in-
capacity and so on, with regard to this
particular section, are unfounded. The
bill of quantities was as minute as is any
such bill with relation to any section let
by the Public Works Departnent. The
estimates were more than roughly approxi-
mate estimates. It was stated that there
were 600,000 eubic yards of solid rock,
40,000 cubic yards of loose rock, 900,000
cubic yards of earth excavation.

MR. PLUMB : That is not the con-
tract. That is number one.

Mn. ANGLIN : It is here so reported.
I am reading from the official documents;
and I must prefer to accept them rather
than the statement of the hon. gentle-
man, however much respect I have for
his assertions.

MR. PLUMB : I merely wish to
keep the hon. gentleman from getting
into a false position. How much rock
did the hon. gentleman say?

MR ANGLIN: 600,000 cubie yards
of solid rock; 40,000 cubic yards of loose
rock, and 900,000 yards of earth ex-
cavation.

MR. PLUMB: There was no contract
taken until October, 1876.

MR. ANGLIN: It has been stated

that Mr. Fleming was not in Ottawa at
the time, but that he was in England.
The hon. gentleman has stated
further that Mr. Marcus Smith tele-
graphed that the contracts should not
be let because he had discovered some
blunder.

MR. PLIMB : I did not say that.
MR. ANGLIN : Well, that some error

had been conmmitted.
MR. PLUMB: No; I did not say

that.
MR. ANGLIN: Then we will drop

Mr. Marcus Smith's share in that
particular connection; one or other
of them, I suppose it is meant,
should have been in Ottawa when
the conTract was let.

Mn. PLU MB : I did not say that.
Mn. ANGLIN : But the plain infer-

ence was to that effect.
MR. PLJMB: I led to no such in-

ference.
MR. ANGLIN: The hon. gentleman

may deny that he said so in exact terns,
but he cannot refuse me the right to draw
an inference fron what he did say.

MR. PLUMB : It was not essential
that either of these gentlemen should be
in Ottawa when the contracts were let.

MR. ANGLIN : It was made under
the authority of the Chief Engineer.
The preparatory work was unques-
tionably done in such a manner as
satisfied him of its sufficiency ; and
within .a few days. I presume we
have all received a copy of a letter,
addressed by the Chief Engineer to the
head of his Department, in which ho
endeavours to justify himself against
charges made, that, through his incapacity,
or negligence, those extraordinary expen-
ditures have been incurred on Section 15,
and particularly
nection with the
He does not
ground that
sible for the
the statements
based; but lie

at Cross Lake, in con-
enhankment through it.
attemp to take the
he is not respon-
original letting, and
upon which it was
alleges that this in-

crease occurred in some way entirely in-
comprehensible io him ; that immediately
after his return from his last visit to Eng-
land he took neans to have some check
put upon that expenditure, and caused an
additional survey to be made, because he
was not satisfied with hie returns made
by the engineer in charge of the work.
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But, in his whole defence, the Chief The hon. member for Lambton las been
Engineer never even hints that the much and often sneered at for endeavour-
slightest blame or responsibility, other ing to make use-temporari]y only, for
than a mere official responsibility, witli re- the purpose of opening up the North-
gard to this additional expenditure, rested West and connecting with British Colum-
upon the gentleman who was Minister of bia more speedily-of the water-strutches.
Publie Works when that contract M'as The line of Railway tirst fixed upon. west
let. from Lake Superior and east from bed

Mit. PLIMI May I ask my River, approached certain lakes and
hon. friend a question: Will he tell rivers cosely on boh the eastern and
me, on looking over those tenders, to western sides. I believe it was, on the
whom that one was awarded? He has authority of the Engineer-in-Chief, and as
got the schedule before hini. a result of careful location surveys, thought

MR. ANGLIN: I am not prepared to those were the best lines that could
answer on that point. be found, and it was thought desirable to

MR. PLUMB: I think lie ougbt to be utilise those waters to connect the two
prepared. terminal sections of that portion of the

Some HoN. MEMBERS: Oider. iRailwaV, and open up more speedily con-
MR. ANGLIN : Inasnuch as it is a nection with the great North-West, and

matter of no moment in relation to the facilitate operations on the sections of the
subject to which I address my argument, road first to be put under contract, and
I took no trouble to ascertain who re- cheapen their cost. A great deal has,
ceived the contract; nor did I consider been said about the Fort Frances Locks;
whether the hon. genitlenan (Mr. Plumb) and it has aflorded hon. gentlemen oppo-
had any grounds for the statement, last site boundless satisfaction to be able to
evening, that Mr. Whitehead vas im- declare that the money expended on that
properly admitted into the contract. I work was wasted. But if the original
do not think that bas aniy bearing on the views, with regard to the best mode of
point now under cousideration. constructing that part of the Railway, had

Mn. PLUMB: The lion, gentleman proved correct-if subsequent surveys
is discussing the matter of a contract had not shown that a better route could
made upon a tender and bill of works be had-unquestionably the buikiing of
which lie has not got before him. that Lock would be regarded by fair-
Messrs. Salter and Thompson, wbo got minded men of all parties, as a work the
the contract, were not bidders for the Government ouglit to have undertaken
$600,000. le is quite misled, and has and executed as rapidly as possible. It
made a statement utterly incorrect. seemed, then, to be a work which w ould

Some HON. MEMBERS: 3rder. not only be of great local use, but would
Mit. PLUMB again rose, when. cheapen the cost of the intervening por-
MN. SPEAKER said the hon. mem- tions of ihe road to such an extent as to

ber for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) was allowed prove thc ncaus of saviug ioney to the
to put a question, but could not enter people. The wori was îroperly under-
into a discussion while the hon. menber takeu at the time, lut tbat lino was pro-
for Gloucestar had the floor. periv abandoned w lien a bctter and

MR. ANGLIN : I must leave the hon ,cheaoer une was Tic late
gentleima to prove me incorrect if Le Miiir 0 r of Public \orks, Cs le often
can. 1 quoted fron the Sessional Papers, declared, was det rinied to build this
No. 43, vol. 8, 1879 ; and if lie chrooses road ;z as to ruake it a real, truc, gran(
to entur into the mnatter, lie cain see trans eontiacîxtul if w look at
whether these are or are not the bills of tbe antount of Nvork donc on it, we shal
quantities, on which the contract was se that î:; io regscu lnr the
0 1 .gially let. I aum niot prepared to say clainorous <'oînplaiuts of tie lon. irnhers
whether they are or are not. If those
are the bills of quantities and notices diffieuît auJ litHo kiown of the
upon 'vhihel those works were let, as I country betwoen Thunjor Bay ai Red
have no doubt they are, thei the charge River,,*ve arc forced to Ile that
that those sections were improperly and in getting those survevs thoronolrly made,
carelessly let falls altogether to the ground. n discovering the l!,st possid<, une. from

Mpp. ANTLIN
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IKaministiquia to the Red River-the
Une as it stands to day, being, with a few
trifling modifications, that selected under
the managementand control.of thehon. mem
ber for .Lambton-the late G overnment
accomplishe much usef ul work. The
work on these sections is in magnitude
quite equal to the work of building
the Intercolonial from iRivière de Loup to
Truro. On that road a survey was made
by Major Robinson, twenty-five years be-
fore Confederation, and another by Mr.
Sandford Fleming before Confederation,
Le surveying no less than thirteen or
fifteen different lines for the Intercolonial.
Notwithstanding all that preparatory
work, and the important fact that, for
a great many miles, the route lies through
an inhabited country, and for many more
through a country presenting no great
difficulty for location or construction ;
notwidhstanding the fact that there were
old established highways along the whole
line, and riv rs connecting with the ocean,
penetrating the country all along the
line, affording facilities for carrying in
supplies-that road commenced in 1867,
was not completed till nearly ten years
after its commencement. If ordinary
diligence be used by the pre ent Govern-
ment, the road from Fort William t>
Red River will be completed in much less
than ten years. So the progress made on
this road appears to have been very much
greater than that made by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite on the Intercolonial, when
allthe difliculties are fairlyestimated. The
hon.memberfor Lambton,andhiscolleagues,
did not stop there, but prosecuted with
the utmost dilligence, and at extraordinary
expense, extensive surveys in the western
part of the country, and through the sea
of mountains, in every direction, seeking
the best route. I think the hon. member
for Cardwell (Mr. White) as much as ad-
mitted that the survey was prosecuted
with very great diligence; and that when
it was completed, and the hon. member
for Lambton was able to determine where
the terminus on the Pacific should be,
and by what route it should be approached,
tenders were at once invited for the con-
struction of some sections in that quarter.
But advertisements, previously published,
invited tenders for the work as a whole
on the condition that the portions then
completed should be accepted, and that
-credit should be given for the moneys
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expended on those sections and on the
surveys; and those notices and advertise-
ments were still, I think, in the nems-
papers while the other notice invited
tenders for the portion of the road through
the Rocky Mountains. It is admitted by
some hion. gentlemen on the other side,
including the hon. member for Cardwell,
that up to this point the hon. member
f r Lambton, and his colleagues, seemed
very much in earnest in the prosecution
of this work. We say they did all in
their power to fulfil the obligation of the
Dominion to British Columbia, snd to
open up that North-Webt country to
actual settlement-all possible towards
coistructing this vast trans-continental
road in a proper way and by the best
route. The hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways, a few evenings ago, took ground
which astonisbed me exceedingly.
The hon. member for Lambton did not
adopt that course, nor did he believe it
open to him. He felt, with many of his
supporters, that the solemn obligations of
the Dominion were not to be lightly set
aside; that they were bound to construct
this Railway as soon as possible. They
did not believe that Parlianent had only
bound the Government to construct the
road by a company, and that when the
attempt, so to construct it failed, they
were relieved from the obligation. They
held the bargain to be a solemu national
obligation which they were bound to
carry out, if the means of the country
permitted; and they set to work to fulfil
that obligation, not dreaming of repudia-
tion. When the hon. member for Lamb-
ton issued his address to the electors, and
stated that lie felt it impossible to carry
out this work within the time named, the
right hon. leader of the Government of
to-day, in a speech delivered, I believe at
Kingston, declared that even that was
repudiation, and that it would justify the
people of British Columbia in seceding
from the Confederation. Other speeches
were made in the same direction,
and more than once the hon. members
from British Columbia were told
that they had ample justification
for seceding from Canada altogether.
Well, there are some in this country
who would not have regretted very much
if they had seceded. There are some who
believe that British bCulumbia is un-
reasonable in its demands, and in exact-
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ing the absolute fulfilment of the Terms pect, if, even on the prairie lands, we
originally imposed upon the people of were not to have the construction
Canada. It bas been asked why hon. slighted, and the road made a mere
gentlemen now in Opposition, if they at colonisation road, it must cost much more
one time regarded this obligation as so than the amount the hon, gentleman
solemn and binding in its character, now stated.
ask that the work of construction in the SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Perlaps
Rocky Mountains should be suspended. the hon. gentleman will ailow me to make
The hon. member for West Durham, in an explanation. The estimates first made
moving bis amendment, fully stated the were for a first-class road. The Cov-
reasons which. actuated ic. ot may, ernment have cbanged that determination
perhaps, be well to summariso briefly the with the exception tf building a road
arguments advanced by that hon. genthe- fron Lake Superior to led River, which
man in support of bis IResolution. 1 we will be a first-class road. It is proposed,
stated, in the first place, and I think he to use the language of the hon. member
proved, that even if the lands in the for Lambton, to "degrade" the road and
North-West are as extensive and as to build as cheap a road as will serve
fertile as is alleged, even if as large an for colonisation purposes, and at the sane
emigration as the bon. gentlemen oppo- time obtain the means of crossing the
site say they expect will flow iùto that continent. Not only will the road from
country, even if the land can be Éold in Red River to the Rocky Mountains be
as large quantitiws and for the prices ex- of the very cheapest description that will
pected, nevortfeless the net proceeds enable communication to be carried on
of the sales of these lands wiIl with safety, but through the iRocky,
not be sufficient to pay the Mountains, in the canon- of the Fraser,
cost cf this Railway, or anything cver Ltong is to be done to reduce tn
like it. The hon. gentleman pointed cost of construction ao the lowest pos-
out the fact that two or three serious sible point.
mistakes were made in the calculations MR. ANGLIN : mt seems rather re-
subinitted to the flouse by the riglit hon. markable that the estimates of the cost
the leader of the Government. No the ow this road have varied so much amongsm
first place, le made the mistake of meraly honR gentlemen opposite. Tbe estimate
adding together the priùe of one acre in of the bon. Premier, on whics te basedh is
oac belt of land, assuming that that elaborate calculation, was 75,00,000,
furnished a basis for calculatino an ave- if I remember rightly. Since that the
rage, and that average le calculated was hon. the Minister of Railways as sub-
$3 per acre on the whole. The on. mitted another estimate of 64,500,000.
member for West IDurham pointed out Then there was another esti.mate which.
that these beits are ail of different appeared to have been furnisred in
widtbs, and that the beit near the Mail- writing, to the hon. the Minister f rPub-
way is narrower than the ùelt immedi- lie Works, which put the cost at
ately beyond, and, therefore, that the $60,000,000 or $62,000,000. Th

ion. Premier's mde of striking an would seem to indicate that hon. gen-
average was erroneous. be pointed out tlemen on the other side have not yet
also the fact that the purchasers of the quite made up their mmds as to what
preemption lots, even in the first belt, will kind of a road tey intend to build; and
pay but $2.50 per acre. ie showed also tbink it indicates also that they End it
that in the hon. Premiers calculation, he necessary te satisfy many bon. gente-
ameunt taken was of ne interest i the men wbo sit behind thehn, that ts road
cost of the construction tf the hailway will otot cost as much money as lir.
-an error of 18,000,000, as the oon. Fleming formerly said it would cost.
Finance Minister afterwards adiitted. Somehow, if ge tey are now t be believed,
The hon. mexnber clearly proved that theo this hand in the Nortn-wit is to yield
nett proceeds of ahl the lands to be sold more money than anybody everimagined,
in that country would be entirely in- and the road is tg cot muci les than

uffcient te pay the cost of ths Rail- nybody ever iniagined it would cost.
way. he sowed that if the road is The cost of the road may be reduced i
te be such a eone aus we were led to ex- tarius ways. The road-bed may be made

Mals efact
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as narrow as possible and the gradients as
steep as possible, and the curves as sharp
as possible. Now, what a pleasant pro-
spect it is for those wishing hereafter to
travel over that road, to find themselves
amongst the Rocky Mountains creeping
round on the top of these canons 400 or
500 feet above a gorge, and find the rail-
way-carriage grazing the rocks as they
passed, the vast mountainls frowning down
upon them, the vast chasma yawning on
the other side of the narrow, steep and
crooked road-bed, and the train describing
a letter S as it winds around the moun-
tains. The hon. member for West Dur-
ham denied that the emigration into the
North-West would be as great as lion.
gentlemen opposite chose to calculate, or
the quantity of land taken up as large.
In order to prove that he pointed to two
of the states of the neighbouring Union,
in which the increase of population was
larger than in any others, and taking all
things into account he showed that the
ratio of increase which hon. gentlemen
expected in the North-West would sur-
pass the ratio of increase in those states
where it has been most rapid. He
pointed out why we should not expect it
to be as rapid. We have not the great
home nursery of emaigration which was
furnished for many years by the E-astern
States of the Union, nor have we, what-
ever the reason may be, the attraction for
emigration that the United States have
always possessed. There is no use in
blinking the fact that the oppressed thou-
sands ot Europe, when forced to leave their
homes, do not choose, as a rule, to
corne to what they consider a monarchical
country. They do not know this country
as we know it. They do not know that
in this country, even wlien the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite are in power, they may
enjoy aIl the rights and liberties coin-
patible with good Government and order.
They have an idea that we are ruled from
Downing Street to this dy-a mistaken
idea, but one which many hold. Ger-
mans, we find, do not care to come here,
although they formerly came in large
numbers. The Irish do not seem to care
to corne lier* in such large numbers as
they formerly came. The hon. member
for Cardwell (Mir. White) chose not only
to say that the Irish hold as high a po-
sition here as they do in any part of the
United States, that they are received

more cordially here, and that they be-
corne more thoroughly identified with the
other people of the country than in the
United States-but he chose to go a little
out of his way to say that for all that,
they need not thank the hon. gentlemen on
this side of the House very much; and
then lie proceeded to point out one as
the strongest and most remarkable at-
tractions that, in the North-West to-day,
the Irish Catholics have in the consti-
tutional clause respecting schools, a guar-
antee that their rights and privileges
would be respected in that part of the
Dominion. The hon. gentleman must
have forgotten altogether who were the
authors of that clause in the Constitution
of the North-West, which he thought
ought to be so acceptable to the Irish
Catholics. Itoffersnopeculiaradvantages
to Irish Catholicu. It offers the sanie to
French Catholics, and to all who prefer
religious to secular education. But we
are indebted for this, not to the hon.
gentlemen on the other side of the House,
but to hon. gentlemen who now sit on
this side, and who were formerly mem-
bers of the Government of this country.
The ho :. member for West Durham
spoke of our trade, and pointed out that
our import and export trade is, to-day,
relatively smaller than it was many years
ago, that our revenues are smnaller, snd
that our (expenditures bave enormously
increased of late years. For all these
reasons he asks, not that the Railway
project should be abandoned, not that
faith should be broken with British
Columbia, not that anything should be
done to drive British Columbia out of the
Confederation, but sinply that, under
the extraordinary circumstances in which
we find ourselves placed to day, we sbould
pause a little, estimating exactly our
inancial condition and difficulties, and
should refuse to plunge ourselves into
liabilities that may prove too weighty for
us, and which, instead of hastening the
construction of the Pacific Railway as a
whole, may tend to delay its completion
for many years. S-.me hon. gentlemen
have chosen to speak of this Resolution
as a repudiation of our obligations; but
it is not that. The hon. member for
West Durham, and al the hon. members
on this side of the House, feel the full
weight of the burden imposed upon
them, and are quite willing to see the
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Railway from Lake Superior to Red
Riverproceededwithas rapidly as possible.
We do not want to adopt a cheese-paring
policy. We want simply to proceud
cautiously, and the circumstances of the
country demand that we should proceed
cautiously. The hon. the Minister of
Public Works followed, but he did not
attenpt to grapple with a single state-
ment made by the hon. member for West
Durham. As no one has ventured to im-
pugn the statements of the hon. gentle-
man, we may take it for granted that
these statements are thoroughly accarate,
and that the calculations submitted by
the right hon. leaier of the Government
are inaccurate. The hon. the Minister of
Public Worke chose to charge the hon.
member for West Durham with a grave
dereliction of duty, because when he was
not a member of this House or a public
nian-except so for as his character and
reputation must always make kim a
public man-and even while he was in
Europe, ho did not take any steps to fiad
out what the Government were doing or
to protest against what they had done.
How he was to be held responsible, in
any way, for the proceedings of that Gov-
ernment, the hon. gentleman did not
chose to state. Instead of disproving his
statements or refuting his arguments, he
resorted to the pitiable expedient of
telling us that the hon. member for West
Durham once abstained from voting,
when, as he alleged, the interests of
Quebec were at stake. The hon. member
for Niagara spoke afterwards, but he
did not successfully challenge one of
the statements, or attempt to refute one
of the arguments of the hon. member for
West Durham. He said the hon. mem-
ber was mistaken in what he said, with
regard to the growth of Western States,
and he chose to assert that our North-
West would fill up quite as rapidly. The
hon. member for Cardwell did make a
faint attempt to prove that some of the
conclusions of the hon. member for West
Durham were erroneous. He contended
that though we have not a large
domestic nursery for emigration,
we have in the Mother Land
a magnificent nursery. The majority of
emigrants, even from Great Britain, how-
ever, prefer the United States. The hon.
gentleman stated, and no doubt correctly,
that up to a certain tine, I think prior to

MR. ANGLIN.

1840, the emigration from Great Britain
to Canada was larger than the emigration
from Great Britain to the United States.
The reason of this was thje cheap passages
furnished in those days bv lumber vas-
sels fitted up for the oarrying of passen-
gers, and many emigrants wd(o intended
going to the United States to k passage
to Quebec. But we know th t, at the
present time, all that is changei. But
few emigrants arrive on these sh' -s who
do not come out in steamers. I do not
want to argue that we shall not h ve a
large number of people go to the North-
West next year, but let me say, without
intending any depreciation of the North-
West, that I do not, for one, believe there
is there anything like the amount of fer-
tile land hon. gentlemen on the other side
say there is. Even if this were established
beyond doubt, it will not doter a single
emaigrant f rom settling in the North-West,
where, I believe, there is abundant room
for millions of people in the fertile lands
that really exist; but, when we come to
calculate on the land as a meanus of paying
for the construction of the Railway,
we ought to know, beyond doubt,whether
we have as much land to sell as hon. gen-
tlemen say. At $L.50 per acre, or there-
abouts, which will be the average price,
according to the calculation made by the
hon. member for West Darlian, it would
take a very great quantity of land merely
to pay the increasing interest on the cost
of construction. Since the discussion
commenced, 1 have looked very carefully
iuto the pamphlet published in 1870, by
Archbishop Taché, with a view of direct-
ing public attention to that. country as a
desirable place for settlement. The gen-
oral terms of his description are these:
Within our boundary, fromn the dividing
line northward and westward, there are
no less than 6,000 square miles of land
unfit for settlement to any considerable
extent. A large portion of it, he admits,
to be slightly covered with what ho des-
cribes as exceedingly nutritious, but unfit
for agricultural purposes. All that district
is nearly worthless. Of what ho calls
prairie lands, he says there are only
60,000 square miles all told, a large por-
tion of which is comparatively inferior in
quality. More than 'hat ho told us that
a large portion must be regarded as unin-
habitable to the average settler, and in-
capable of settlement on a large
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acale, because of the intensely cold
winters, because of the absolute
impossibility of obtaining lumber for con-
structing dwelling houses, and of obtain-
ing wood for fuel, or in fact any kind of
fuel. Large portions of the prairie can
for these reasons only be ùsed for pas-
turage purposes. He says that the por-
tions most fit for settlement are those
contiguous to the timber belts near the
Rocky Mountains in the west, and
towards what is now Manitoba in the
east. Altogether, it must be concluded
there are not more than 25,000,000 acres
of land absolutely fit for settlement.
That is a vast extent of country, but it is
not the quantity of land hon. gentlemen
choose to say we have wherewith to
pay for the construction of Ihis Railway.
The hon. member for Cardwell took ob-
jection to one portion of a statement
made by the hon. member for West Dur-
ham, and he asserted that last year British
Columbia paid into the Revenue more
than she received indirectly. Let me, in
the first instance, refer to the assertion
made by the hon. member for Victoria
(Mr. DeCosmos), that the people of
British Columbiapaid a very large amount
into our Treasury, and that if we could
increase the population, it would continue
to pay in a similar portion. The present
population of that Province, like the peo-
ple of Newfoundland, pay a large sum
into the Revenue because engaged chiefly
in one industry, and exporting what they
produce they buy larger of the imported
dutiable goods, but we cannot expect
that if we were to put a large population
into British Columbia, they would con-
tribute very much towards the cost of
this Railway. The hon. member for
Cardwell was mistaken in his figures.
During Recess, I took the pains to ascer-
tain how the matter stands, and I find
that in his statement he has omitted
many items that ought to have been in-
cluded. I am not charging the hon.
gentleman with doing this inten-
tionally, but he has made a very
egregious mistake in his figures.
The hon. member for West Durham was
dealing with a series of years with regard
to all the Provinces, and in doing this he
stated th:at the receipts for British Colum-
bia were $2,557,675, and that the expen-
diture was $3,441,461, leaving on that
whole period a deficit of $883,786.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : That
must include Railway Service.

MR. ANGLIN : No. I will give the
hon. gentleman, in a moment, all the
items for the past year, so as to show that
the lion. member for Cardwell must have
made several omissions. That amount
does not include at all the cost of the sur-
veys, or anything relating to Dominion
expenditure for Civil Governmnent and
the like. Let nie take the year ending
the 30th June last, and we will see
exactly how the matter stood. The re-
ceipts of that year were unprecedentally
large, those from Customs amounting te
$577,262, as compared with $426,682
the previous year, or about $90,000 of an
increase. For Excise, the receipts were
$32,097, as compared with $35,000 the
previous year. The receipts from Post-
offices were $18,612 ; Sick and Disabled
Seamens' Fund, $62,866 ; Inspection
Fees, $621. Weights and Measures,
for no doubt there was some
attempt to put that law in operation, gave
$40. Then there were various
seizures, for it seenis that in that re-
markably high-toned Province there is
some smuggling going on, and the good
share of the seizures amount to $674,
making a total revenue received last
year of $572,192, as compared with
$47 8,857 for the year before, or very near-
ly $100,000 more. So that last year was
the most favourable that could have been
selected for making a comparison be-
tween the expenditure and the receipts.
Now, I will give the details of ex-
penditure for that year-there is in-
terest on the debt, which the hon. mem-
ber for Cardwell first forgot and after-
wards recollected, $97,314 ; Subsidy,
$208,03 ; Governor's salary, $9,000;
Administration of Justice, $35,604-a
very expensive luxury in that part of the
Dominion; Penitentiaries, $23,312; Ma-
rine Hospital, $4,167; Pensions, $4,346 ;
Militia and Defence, $7,801; on one class
of Public Works, $6,973; Ocean and
River Service, which I think the hon. gen-
tleman for Cardwell omitted, $b4,000 ;
Light house, $15,153; on account of Fish-
eries, $1,424 ; Steamboat inspection,
$12,165 ; Indian grants, $48,532 ; Collec
tien of Customs duties, $21,056-I think
the hon. member for Cardwell omitted that;
collections in Excise, $5,766 ; Weightsand
Measures expenditure, $561; Post Office,
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$77,265; Public Works of another class,
but entirely of a local character, not con-
nected at all with the Railway, $57,014;
and then some minor expenditures,
$358, making altogether, $672,913 ex-
pended last year, as against $572,192 re-
ceived from al] sources. If this is correct,
and I think it is exactly accurate, the hon.
member for Cardwell will see that he
must have omitted much that he ought to
have charged, if Le did not take credit
for something he is not entitled to.

MR. WHITE : Was all this expendi-
ture on account of Consolidated Revenue 1

MR. ANGLIN: There is one item of
Public Works to which I have drawn
attention already, which may be charged
to Capital Expenditure, but all the rest
come out of the Consolidated Fund, and
that also 1 an just now assured.

MR. WHITE : There i; undoubtedly a
great deal of difficulty in selecting items
from Public Accounts, but I select them
with a great deal of care, and they are
substantially the same as those of the hon.
gentleman. I think he will find some of
his figures are on account of Capital.

MR. ANGLIN : I have no doubt that
the Lon. member believed his statement
to be accurate, but he was mistaken,
and I thought it would be well to
point out the fact that lie was mistaken,
and I give him the exact account, so that
he may be satisfied, and others may be
satisfied he was mistaken. With regard
to the Province from which I come, I
might have said also that the statement of
the hon. meniber for West Durham was
calculated in one sense to mislead. It
was perfectly accurate, inasmuch as it was
taken from the Accounts. But in the
Province of N ew Brunswick the amount
of goods entered at our local Custom-
houses was not last year quite $5,500,000,
whereas, fourteen years ago, it was over
$10,000,000, and for some years before
that it ranged from $8,500,000 to
$9,000,000. It would be impossible to
suppose, much as our people are impover-
ished down there, that in that time the
consumption of imported goods has not
considerably increased ; but the fact is,
thait in late years, as the hon. gentleman
from Cardwell stated, our position has
changed. and we have been buying more
and more in the markets of the Upper
Provinces, se that a great deal of the
duties for which we ought to get credit is

MF. ANGLIN.

paid in the Customs-houses of the Upper
Provinces. Now-a-days also we import
more iargely the manufactures of those
Provinces, and if no part of the
money of our people paid for these
goes into the Treasury, it goes into the
pockets of thle imianufacturers. Neverthe-
less, that does not at all affect the
accuracy of the statement made by the
hon. member for West Durham. On the
whole he sbowed very conclusively in-
deed, that unless we have some reason-
able grounds for expecting that our
revenues will largely increase in a vear or
two, ,e ought to hesitate before plunging
very nuch further than we are already
involved into obligations and debt. Our
debt was, on the 30th June last,
$147,000,000. The hon. menber for
Cardwell very properly said that the
rate of interest has been very consider-
ablv diminished of late years. It bas
been; but, Mr. Speaker, I must remark
here that it is not quite fair to judge of
the rate of interest we pay now-a-days by
looking merely at the amount, as cal-
culated upon the basis of a stated debt,
becatuse in former vears we sold 6 per
cent. debentures-I think at. one time we
paid a higLer rate than 6 per cent.-at a
premium as high as 9 or 10 per cent. in
some cases. Let me reiark en passant,
as an interesting little item, in the
accounts of the surplus rolied up during
these years, that the amounts received as
premiums on the sales of those debentures
was taken into account as part of our
Revenue, and I tlink, altogether, that
amount reacbed about t1,500,000.

SiR SAMUEL L. -TILLEY: No; it
was on the first loan made by the Hon.
John Rose, of 5 per cent. guarantee, and
the amount tben undisputed was
$500,000, the question being whether it
should be taken as Revenue or not.

Mn. ANGLIN: I think we realised a
premium on bonds sold subsequently.

SiR SAMUJEL L. TILLEY: A very
slight premium.

MR. ANGLIN: It went with the
Revenue Account; and I remember myself
having objected to this, and in the Com-
mittee of Public Accounts asking why it
was not, as premium on the loans, credited
to the work for which the money was
borrowed. I was told accounts could not
be kept in that fashion. Of late years
we have been selling at a discount, pro-
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mising to pay a £100, after a oertain and we were obliged to borrow money to
lapse of years, for the £93 or £94, which 1 pay the interest on our debt. During
is the average price of our Four per cents; these years all who wished this country
so that we calculate interest on the £100 well hoped that the time of depression
we have not received, and we are, in would soon cease, and that ,we would
reality, paying a higher rate of interest have a revival cf trade and busi-
than appears on the face of the accounts ness; that our revenues would increase
now published. There is another little and the necessity of borrowing money to
point. Last year the discount on pay interest on our debt would cease, and
the last loan effected by the hon. the that no necessity for imposing addi-
Finance Minister was some $607,000, tional taxation wou'd arise. But in the
and I do not know tiat that was put to year past, in 1879, the year for which I
the debit of the Revenue Account at all. say hon. gentlemen opposite are respon-
I think it was found quite possible when sible as far as the expenditure is con-
the balance was on the wrong side to keep cerned, we had an enormous deficit of
accounts in a different manner than nearly $2,000,000, and we were obliged
when we sold bonds at a premium. to borrow money to pay nearly

MR. PLUMB: Does the hon. gentle- $2,000,000 on the interest of our debt.
man think that it ought to be charged This year again we have a deficit of
otherwise 1 $500,000 more, to which amount be

MR. ANGLIN: I say the other ought added $1,300,000 of the Revenue of last
not to have been put to Revenue, but if year, as stated by the hon. the Finance
the other was properly put to Revenue Minister, we will, therefore, this year,
Account, this should now be properly be obliged to borrow $1,800,000 to pay
charged against Revenue. I think that the interest on our debt, or take this
no man can very well entertain the hope amount from the proceeds of loans already
on the other side cf the House, even the effected. Under these circumstances,
most sanguine, that we will realise, froin and with little hope of an increased
the sale of lands in that far west country, Revenue next year, should we not pause ?
enough money to pay for the construction Hon. gentlemen on this side are quite
of the road, even if the cost be reduced to willing to see the works in which we are
$62,000,000. There is no possibility of already engaged pressed speedily to com-
raising so large an amount within a few pletion, we have other obligations also
years from the sale of these lands. Hoa. which must be met. We must complete
gentlemen have talked of the sale of as soon as we can the work of enlarging
lands in the United States, but the our Canals. The Welland Canal will re-
average amount received during the whole quire a loan of $2,250,000 at least to com-
century by the United States would not plete it, and that money ought to be ex-
equal the amount hon. gentlemen expect pended within a year, if possible. The
to derive from the sale of lands in the Lachne Canal ougbt te be finished at
North-West. They calculated on receiving once, and that weuld require $1,120,000
much more than the $2,000,00t) a year, more. There is an expenditure of
which is the average received by the United $3,407,000 absolutely necessary on these
States for sale of land in that period. two works, which we must raise by ber-
If that is true where are we to look for rowing and the interest on which we must
this money 7 We are asked why the hon. endeavour te provide-let us hope net by
member for Lambton, his colleagues and borrowing, but by tax
supporters although who, hitherto, have know what the expenditure for the
shown such zeal in attempting to fulfil Carillon and Grenville Canais ought te
the Terms of Union with British Colum- be for next year, but I have heard it es-
bia, now wish to postpone the construc- timated on the whole as large as
tion of that portion of the road which it $2,000,000. Besices that, there is the
is proposed to build in British Columbia. work of enlarging al the ther Canas,
Our reason is this: We have no money. te which we are constitationally as much
In 1876 we had a deficit. In 1877 we obliged as we are te the building of the
had a deficit, and we were obliged to bor- Pacifie Jailway. The Constitution ex-
rew money to pay a part of the interest pressly declares-there are some strange
on tie debt mn 1878 we had a deficit, provisions in that Constitution-tha
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these Canals should be enlarged ,s soon interest to pay, but we wiil have
as the state of our finances would per- to ad largely to tiat. We
mit. are )aying lor interest nearly one-

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No, liaif of our whole Revenue from Customa.
it does not. Hon, gentlemen, not in the habit of look-

MR. MACKENZIE: The Resolutions in, into the Public Accounts, do not
adopted by the Delegates from the Prov- a1ways understand what these vast ex-
ince do so, and it lias been upon these penditures, when they are asked to vote,
Resolutions that dhe fabric of Confed- really mean. AfLer taking $1,300,000
,eration is formed. fron la8t year's receipts, and adding that

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is to the receipts of this year, we have stili,
no portion of the Constitution. adnittedly, a deficit of haif a million

MR. MACKENZIE : Well, it is some- dollars. We have to provide that addi-
thing. tional haîf million and we are asked, un-

SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD: No, der sucl circumstances as these, to under-
it is not. take the work of constructiug a Railway

MR. ANGLIN : I do not quite say it in the Rocky Mountains, which, at the
is the same thing. I speak lrom recol- estinate of the hon. gentleman, will oost
lection of the Quebec Scheme, and from $9,000,000, but which, 1 estimate, as the
that day to this, the inpression on my hon. member for West Durham put it,
nmind was that this was a constitutiond iwill exceed that, and reach some
obligation. $12,000,000, everything being provided

SIR JOH N A. MACDONALD : There and, when that road' is opened, we can-
is no provision of the kind in the British not expect a Revenue wich will pay
North America Act affecting any works working expenses. That road, when
whatever. built, cannot pay Iunhing expenses, and

MR. ANGLIN : I do not hesitate in the country through which these 125
to say, under the circumstances, that miles of rail are to be laid, at a cost of go
this objection is not as binding as the m uch money, there are Lut a few Emal
constitutional obligation to build the tracts of fertile land, or land
Pacific Rail1; ay. lowever, it is not fit for settlement. As bas been
a constitutional obligation, but we said, all those lande taken together
are -learly bound to provide that'are only about the size of an average
$3,500,000, and the amount neces- Ontario county, and only about large
àary to proceed with the Grenville enough to support a population of some
and the Carillon Canals. If we take 30,000, when &i the littie nooks and
these latter works out, and accept valleys from the mouth of the Fraser to
the statement of the hon. gentleman that Kamloops are filied up. We cannot ex-
they have managed to reduce the cost of peot from such a population any sucl
the Railway from Lake Superior to Ied amount of trade as would pay the
River to $ 17,000,000-an estimate which, working expenses of the Railway, for the
as we shall find, will be far below the expense of sucli a railway wiil be higler
actual cost-and add the cost of the 200 than on a railwsy of an ordinary charao-
miles to be built west from Winnipeg, ter running through a country of the
which he estimates at $2,000,000- ordinary description. So that, in addition
although my impression is that it will be to our existing debt, and the vat
$3,000,000-add to these sums the cost and additional expenditure of about
of the surveys, which is about $4,000,000, $14,500,000, we are asked to incur this
altogether we have $23,000,000. On large additional liability for the construe-
the 30th of June last, as the Public tion of a portion of the road which, while
Accounts show, $12,500,000 were paid it remained without connection, would b.
to that date on Railway Account. This of very littie value. How are we to raise
left $10,500,000 to be provided by some tb. money 1 Are we to go on in this way,
means or other. There is the $3,000,000 ping up our burdens? While
to be provided for Canals, making on entlemen, members of the lat. Gov-
$14,000,000 to be provided this year, or erument, were preparing for proceeding
within fifteen or eighteen months. We with the work there were some little
have already a large amount of grounds for hope, thwe was some little
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raeon to expect that the dawn of better thin, grey streak now glimmering in the
days was near, that prosperity was at eastern horizon, brighten into the roseate
hand, that the Revenue would soon hues of morn, and should we enjoy a re-
mount up so as to exceed expenditure. vival.in the lumber trade-that waning
They say that the Liberal Government industry so despised by the hon.. the
imposed an additional $3,000,000 of Finance Minister-and of our shipping
taxation on the country. kn one sens.- busines, and of ail our other important
la the ordinary mode of speaking trades, notwithatanding this Tarif and
of the imposition of taxation-that is cor- the load of its oppressive influence on the
rect. There can be no doubt, mystify industries of our country; and if pros-
matters as we may, confuse them by any perity do return to those industries, it
amount of verbiage, that that large in- will be through the operation of duties
crease of taxation was owing to the fact, over which we have no control ; it will be
that we had this North-West country almost miranulous. We may be able to
and this said road project on our hands. avoid the great financial disasters whick
If we had not to pay the interest on the threaten us if, ithout a decided inprove
price we paid for the North-West, and on ment in our Revenue and our resources,
the cost of our littie war in the North- we are 11W compelled io spendfor a work
West, and on the cost of opening up and nearly useless in itseif- this $12,00OO00,
governing that countTy, and had not to in addition to the $15,000,000 which we
subsidise the Indians, paying them rents must necessarily spend at once. It is
for those lands; if we had not to support becanse this is the position of Canada
an armed police to prevent the Indians to-day, becauqe for five successive years
from being troublespme; if we had not we have been ferced to borrow money te
taken in British Columbia on such ternas, pay the interest on eur debt, bec use even
and had net te pay the expýnses et Gov- with our pesent gridiug Taritf we have
ernment in Manitoba, we would have had a deficit, because there is litte prospect
no deficit, and there would have been ne of ay material improvetent in our con-
necessity for itnposing additional taxa- dition this year or next, and because the
t*on. There is no use cf us passing Resmlu- present load cf our debt and liabilities is
tiens that we will net increase the rate greater thian the counry in its present
of taxation, 'whle we incur liabilities condition can bear, thai we ask the Gy-
which Tender such increase inevitable. errument, that ffe ask, Parlianient, that
It ia because we have the Paciic Rail- we ask the people ocf British Columbia, if
way te build and the North-West on our they have sene of justice and fairplay, to
.ands that we find otselves in the finan- pause and te frbear. We do nfet ask

cial difficulties in which we are now Parliament te abandon this project, as
plced. Than, Sir, we have a Tariff one som yave allegei, or te repudiate any

f the most cruel, prinding and oppressive obligation ute wyhecha it hs ea tered, but
thât the world ever saw, since the pira~tes, te, wait until we have aricertained how
Moors and Algerians swarnig eout f much we may reaserably calculate upen
Tarifa and the other ports on the Bar- receivin tewards the cst ef this vast
bary coat, levied their Tarif on the mer- undertakina fbro the sale of these land-
chant vensels which they plunderei and which the red new i ceurse of construc-
destroyed. We have a Tarift wich tien, and the propoe extensions into the
may be well called Aogerian, fer prairie, vill fally open up fr settlement.
it s cruel and oppreseve beyind descrip- Wait mutil we rece ver froin the exhausting
poa. h is well-naied a Tarif. And effefts ,f the great expeaoinures we have
stfl with scb a Tariff the hon. Minister alressv y mede ad of those te which we
hasta deficit that can e fairly ceunted up are abute] cominitteJ; wait until this
te $2,00O,00O. We have this deficit business depressien shall bave passed
staring us in the face, and another niost away, il settliu- prosjrity shal enable
probable deticit Iomiug in the. near dis- u3 to raise a revenue equal te our ex-
tance of the coruing year. Sheild we penditure and give us net only courage
next ye:-tr be - Prespereus beyond the ex- te Padertlke, but strenth te bear furter
pectations of the 7est sanguine; shouold liabilition and adlitionts burdeds. We
we have abandAnt crps and a pletif a bt as c the oaveri-ret and Parliament
harvest, as etruist we arfy sould that r- give duc te the faet. and cir-
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cumstances which should mould our
policy, to proceed cautiously and care-
fully, so that the country may not, be in-
-volved in the difficulties and disasters
which may bring pain to the people of
the older Provinces, and retard the com-
pletion of the Pacific Railway for many
and many a year.

MR. MACDOJGALL : I rise with
zome reluctance, and-I may as well con-
fess it-with some trepidation, to offer a
few observations upon the Resolution or
question before the House. We have
been debating the Pacifie Railway, and
its relations with British Columbia, for
three days and for three nights, and the
,question is still before us. My im-
pression is that the speeches we
have had from the other side of the
House, and the arguments employed to
induce this House not to go into Com-
mittee, but to adopt a Resolution not to
proceed with the Railway in British
,Columbia, would carry us-if we listened
to them, if they had weight with us-a
great deal furuher. For my part, if I
viewed this question as the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) views it .
if I believed the country to be in a con-
dition of hopeless poverty, as he declares
it to be ; if I believed its financial re-
sources were as limited, as unproductive
as he represents them to be ; if I thought
our hopes of the future would not justify
further expenditure on Capital Account,
for any purpose whatever in the North-
West, because the competition of the
IUnited State' for the emigrant popu-
lations of the Old World will prevent
us from selling, or settling, our waste
lands in that part of the Dominion,
instead of asking this House to
declare that the further prosecution of
the work of building the Pacifie Railway
should be postponed, I would take the
ground that it ought to be aban-
doned. I should say, at least, that
we ouglht not to prooeed further
than the Red River, and allow the settle-
ment of the country beyond that point to
provide for itself. The hon. member for
West Durham, and some of his colleagues,
on that side of the House, have presented
to us certain alleged facts-I prefer to
cal them statements-aand they have rea-
soned at great length upon them but,
admitting the premises, bis concludon, as
I have said, is a very lame and impotent

ML ANGLIN.

one. I will ask the indulgence of the
louse, while I go back to an earlier

chapter in the history of this question,
than that which the hon. gentleman de-
tailed to us. I do so for the purpose of
showing that there are reasons why mem-
bers of this House ought not to concur in
the doctrine set up, in some quarters, as to
the obligations of Canada towards British
Columbia, respecting the Pacific Railway.
I deny that there is any evidence to sup-
port the statement that we are under a
Treaty ohligation with British Columbia
to expend millions and millions of money,
whether we can afford it or not, to build
this Railway. In the first place it may
be well to glance at the history of British
Columbia, prior te 1867. In 1858, gold
discovreries were made in that country.
Prior to 1866, there were two Govern-
ments in existence, one for the Island of
Vancouver, and amother for the main
land; but they were not popular or re-
presentative Governments. The popula-
tion was very small, mostly miners and
traders. It was composed of Americans
au well as Canadiains, and foreigners fron
various countries, who had gone into
that country in searoh of gold to better
their fortunes. In 1866, a single Gov-
ernment was established. It was that of
a Crown colony, and was directly under
the control of the Colonial Secretary ; but
when Canada and the Maritime Provinces
had agreed to forin a Confederation, and
while the Act of Union was under dis-
cussion, a number of persons in British
Columbia desired to bring about the Union
of that Colony with the old Provinces of
Canada. An agitation took place, public
meetings were held, speeches were ae,
and Resolutions passed, declaring that such
a Union was expedient in the highest
d-gree. Canada had not then sought to
i nutc ntce British Columbia in favour of
the U1-.ian, though it was no doubt a part
of the gieat scheme of 1864, for uniting
aIl the Provinces of British- America
under nue Government. It was then con-
temphtted that British Columbia would, at
some time, become apart ofthe Confederacy.
and provision was made that Newfound-
land, Prince Edward Island and British
Columbia miglit come into the Union
upon such terms as might be agreed upon
between Canada and them, subject to the
approval of the Imperial Government.
But up to 1868, British Columbia was a
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Crown colony; it was a Government
controlled and directed from the Colonial
Office, and it so continued until it became
a Province of Canada. In 1868, a
memorial, based on resolutions passed at
public meetings, was sent to Canada.
That memorial expressed the strong desire
of the people to joia the new Confederacy,
and it was in consequence of these popu-
lar movements in British Columbia, that
action was taken in Canada, an Order
in Council passed, and negotiations
begun with the Imperial Government.
It might be as well to refer to the state-
ments made at that tinie, by the citizens
of British Columbia. in tie Sessional
Papers of 1867-8, we find the Resolutions
as thev were passed, and the Order-in-
Council adopted by tie Canadian Gov-
eranent thereupon. The following pas-
sages froin that Order, under date of
6th March, 1868, will expliain the posi-
tion, at that tie, of the Canadian Gov-
ernenet

" The Committtee have had under conidera-
tion, a Menoraudun, dated kth March, 1868,
fron the hon. the Minister of Public Works,
stating that certain Reolutions, on the subject
of Union with Cuaa, adoptei at a public
meeting of the inhabitants of Victoria, British
Columbia, on the 29tii Januiry iast, trans-
mitted through the Hon. Samuel L. Tilley, to
the Secretary of State for Canada, were on the
3rd instant, referred to a Committee of the
honourable the Privy Council, and by the
Council referred to him, the hon. the Minister
of Public Works, for immediate report. That
lie has read and duly considered the purport of
these Resolutions, the circumstances under
which they were passed and the action which
ought to be taken by the Government of Canada
thereupon.

" That it appears from these Resolutions
and the" Memorial of the Committee appointed
at the public meeting, which accompanies them,
that the Legislative Couencil of British Column-
bia, on the 18th March, 1867, unanimously
adopted a Resolution, requesting His Excel-
lency Governor Seymour 'to take measures
without delay to secure the admission of British
Columbia into the Canadian Confederacy on fair
aud equitable Terms.'"

It appears further:
' That neither the people of British Colum-

hia, nor the Government of Canada have been
appriseI of any measures that may have been
taken by the Government of Bwitish Columbia
in pursuance of the Resolution of the Legisla-
tive Council."

Then, after referring to the f iot that this
action of the people and the Legislative
Council took place before the CBritish
North America Act came into force, and

that farther action would, therefore, be
necessary on the part of British Columbia
under the 146th section of that Act, the
hon. tise Minister of Public Works-
which oflice I then had the honour to
hold-made a recommendation which
the Order in-Council recites in these
words :

" The hon. Minister submits, that consider.
ing the peculiar constitution of the Legislature
and Governnent of British Columbia, and that
notwithstanding the Resolution of the Legisla-
tive Council, in March of last year, and the
Resolutions of the public meetings, and the
expression of public opinion througs the Press
of the Colony, before and since the Act of Con-
federaton, mn favour of Union with Canada,
no official communication on the subject froni
British C 'olumbia has reached this Go ernment,
he would recommend that Your Excellency
comnunicate to His Grace tie Duke of Buck-
ingham a copy of the Menmorial and Resolutions
referred to, and request His Gracel to instruct
Governor Seymour to take puch steps as may
be deemed proper to move the Legislative Coun-
cilof British Columbia to furtler action in
terms of the Imperial Act. Ie further recom-
mends that His Graae be infermed that the
Government of Canada will be prepared to
submit to Parliament a proposa! for the ad-
mission of Britis'h Columbia into the Union,
in the expectation that the Impeial Govern-
ment will lose no time in transferring the
intervening North-Western Territorv to the
jurisdiction of the Canadian Goverinent."

The Privy Council concurred in these
recommendations, and transmitted them
to the Colonial Minister. But it may be
interesting to the House to hear two or
three passages from the miemorial of the
citizens of Victoria, and certain members
of the Legislative Council, on which our
Orders-in-Council was based. It informed
us that :

" The people of Cariboo, the next most
papulous and influential portion of the Colony,
held in Decemlr a highly enthusiastic meet-
ing, and unanimonsly passed Resolutions in
favour of immecliately joining the Dominion of
Canada."

It infornied us that al thse newspapern
except one, five in nums r, supported
Confederation. The hostile paper was in
favour of annexation to the United
States. It informed us that :

" The Legislative Council, the only Legiî.
lative body in the Colony, is made up of a
majority consisting of Heads of Departments,
Gold Commissioners, Magistrates and others
subject tu Government influence, and cannet
be relied upon to urge Confederation, as it
ought to be at the present juncture," and,
therefore, they appealed to Canada to help
them.
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The Memorialists said : Then the admission of British Columbia
"We feel that without the help and sup- became a matter of serious consultation

port of the Government of the Dominion, and interest with the Imperial authorities;
the time wid he remote when this Colony will and it was again pressed upon the Secre-
be admitted into the Dominion, but with the tary of State for the Colonies that there
aid which we solicit we believe that there was ate or hesiolon o thear
is no obstacle to prevent our admission by objection and hesitation on the part
the 1st of July next." of the officials of British Columbia to come

And to allay all apprehension as to into the Union, except upon terms that

terms, they specified them as follows :-woul prove onerous to the Dominon,
and he was urged to use his influence and

"1. Canada to become liable for the authority-the policy of uniting all thePblic Debt of the Colony, estimated ab Provinces and Colonies in British Am-
"2. Canada to provide for Federal officers erica having been affirmed in an Imperial

and services. Act-to induce the local authorities of
"3. To grant a fixed subsidy and per capita British Columbia to agree to practicable

subsi3y sufficient to ensure the support of the and reasonable Terms of Union withLocal Goverament, in addition to the powers
ef taxation reserve: to Provincial Govern- Canada. That effort was made by the
ments in the Bcitish North America Act. Colonial Minister, whose despatch to

" 4. Representation in the ýSenate and Com- the then Governor of British Coi-
run o and.umbia, uin a sed- and amicable

5. Tie construrt'on of a trans-continental urging aspedy
waggon road from Lake Superior to the head union with Canada is on record. Mr.
of navigation on the Lower Fraser, within Musgrave, who had previously been
two years after the time of admission. This is Governor of Newfoundland,and had taken
reg. deou re esetial cot institutions, in- a very warni interest in the subject of
suring responsible control over the Govern- Confederation, was appointed Governor
ment." of British Columbia for the purpose of
It will be seen that the British Colm- carrying out the wishes of the people as
bians were very reasonable in their de- expressed in their memorial. The then
mands whlen soliciting our help to escape Secretary for the Colonies, Lord Gran-
f rom an arbitrary and irresponsible Gov- ville, in writing to Governor Musgrave,
ernment. They did not even hint at a makes use of some expressions which have
Pacifie Railway then. A nd who were an important bearing on the view of the
the influential signers of this memorial I question I am endeavouring to present
The first is James Trinble, Mayor of "The question," says Lord Granville, "pre-
Victoria; A. DeCosmos, member of the sents itself whether this single Colony should be
Legislative Council; J. H. Powell, excluded from the great body politic which is
M.D., member for Victoria in the thus forming itself. On this question the

Colony itself does not appear to be unanimous.
late Assembly for Vancouver Island. But as far as I can judge from the despatches
The othters I need not mention. which have reached me, I should conjecture
Now, that was the initiatory proceeding that the prevailing opinion was in favour of
for the admission of British Columbia into !nmon. I have no hesitation in stating that

such is also the opinion of Her Majesty's Gov-ý
the Union. I think, Sir, that, recalling ernu so e t t.
those circumstances, the statemnent of the T.iat definite instruction and command
ion. membser for West Durham, that Tas eofniunicated to the Queen's repre-
Canada applied any coercion, or was sentative in British Columbia on the 4th
.uilty of any improper solicitation for the
>urpose of inducino Britishs Columbia to August, 1869. As to the dependent and

oin Canada, is not )orne out by the facts. subordinate position of the Colony at that

Cenagsotio wente ont bandefin. thme, lis Lordship observed :

meantime, the late Sir George Cartier and "The, Constitutional connection of Her
myself were deputed to proceed to England rsts Covrumna is a iet cle s thaf
for the purpose of arranging with the with any other part of North America,
Hludsonl's Bay Company and the British and they are bound, on an occasion like the
Government for the acquisition of the in- present, to give, for the consideration of the
tervenin territory. In 1869 we com- community and the guidance of Her Majesty's

servants, a more unreserved expression of their
pleted an arrangement by which the great wishes and judgment than might be elsewhere
North-West became the property of fitting.
Canada, at a cost of £300,000 sterling. In consequence of that pressure from the

MR. MACDOUGALL.
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Imperial authorities, upon the reluctant instead of ten tu complete the Pacifie
authorities of British Columbia-for, as 1 Railway. My contention is, that, so far
have shown, the people had already ap- as this Parliament is concerned, we are
pealed to Canada for help-the negotia- not botImd by the Terms of Union respect-
tions for a Union proceeded. I will now ing the Railway in the absolute sense
read the " Terms" proposed by the Gov- or to the extent which some hon. gentle-
ernor in Council of the Colony in more men even on this side of the House con-
detail, and in official form, under th)se 'tend. It was a voluntary proposal of our
instructions and this pressure. I would own ; a nuduim pactium as lawyers would
call the particular attention of the House say, because we received no consideration
to those Terns as they were presented at for it. It is true the British Columbia
Ottawa, especially the clause relating to delegates did not objeet toit. Thev wero
internal transit, or " a trans-Continental very glad to find that the people of Cana
road." I find it expressed in the official were so anxious to establish rapid transit
and formal propositions of the delegates across the continent. But that, like an"
sent to Ottawa in these words : other decision of Parliament, was subjeet

"8. Inasmuch as no real Unions can sub- to modification. The condition that tie
sist between this Colony and Canada without resources of the country would enable the
the speedy establishment of communication Government to -,-cure tie completion'
across the Rocky Mountains by coach road of the work in ten years was always un-
ani Railway, the Dominion shall, within three
years from the date of Union, construct and 1 derstood. Nay, more, it vas expressiy
op for traffic such coach roa- from sonie stipuiated. We pronised British Coluai-
point on the line of the Main Trank Road of bia ancie proised everybody, that we
this Colony to Fort Garry, of similar character would build the Railway if we could.
to the said Main Trunk Road, and shall further
engage to use all inaus in her power to con- But Parliament did not deprive itself of
plete such Railway communication at the its legal, natural, constitutional right
earliest practicable date,and that the surveys to to modity or repeal any law in the
determine the proper line for such Railway, Statute-book or any schemes or un-
shall be at once commrenced, and that a sum of dertakins vhich mio t be found im-not less than $1,000,000 shall be expanded in
every year from and after three years from practicable. British Columbia, being
the date of Union, in actually constructing the a part of the Dominion, can have
1mitial sectioas of such Railway from the no right to complain, uniless it can
seaboard of British Columbia to connect with show that we have the means or thatthe Railway system of Canada."

they are within our reach, and that it is to
On presenting those Terms at Ottawa, ti.e interest of the country to proceed
and discussimg the with the Canadian with the construction of the Railway in
Government, an alteration of this clause their Province. As members of this
was proposed to the British Columbia House, and representatives of a portion
delegates, with respect to the Railway, as of the people of the Dominion, hon.
Iollows: gentlemen from British Columbia have

" The Goverrnent of the Dominion under- the right. to present their case in the
take to secure the commencement simultan- best way thev can. But to say that the*musly within two years from the date of Union,
of the construction of a Railway frora the transactions of 1871 are in the nature of
Pacifie towards the Rocky Mountains, and from a Treaty, that this Dominion consists of
such point as may ba selected east of the Rocky separate parts vhich have Treaty obli-
Mountains, towards the Pacifie, to connect the gations one with another, and that we areseaboard of British Columbia with the Railway
system of Canada; and further, to secure the bound at all hazards, and under all cir-
completion of such Railway within ten years cumstances, whether we have the means
fron the date of Union." or not, to carry ont everything that a
That condition or term in the Act of previous Parliament may have proposed
Union was a voluntary proposal of the in reference to public works in any Prov-
Government of Canada. The Government ince-that proposition, Mr. Speaker, cannot
of British Columbia proposed that we be maintained ; I, at all events, arm not
should undertake the construction of a able to accept it. I come now to con-
Railway at the rate of $1,000,000 a year, sider the position we are in to-day. We
which, if the estimate of the Chief En- have undertaken the construction of this
gZineer that it would cost $100,000,000 Railway. We have yielded to the de-
be correct, would require 100 years mands of the members from British Co-
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luibia, on the ground that we undertook
to perfori a con tract which happens to
be advantageous to them, though it
tlhreatens ruin, or great emibarrassment to
the older Provinces. I find that we are
actually engaged ni the construction of
the Pacific Rlailway fron the Lead
of Lake Sunerior to the waters of the
Pacifie. It lias been surveved, different
lines have been proposed, and, at last,
the leaders of the two great political
parties iii tLis country have concurred in
the selection of a particular ine in
British Columîbia, and the contracts have
been given out for the purpose of con-
structing that initial section. We are
now called upon by the hon. mnemnber for
West Durhama and the hon. menber for
Lambtoni, the First Minister of the late
Governmnent, to lialt. The grounds upon
which we are urged to adopt that course
are, that th- country is in a depressed
condition ; tiat ve have neither money
nor credit, or, if we have credit, we
ought not to use it in borrowing the money
to proceed w itl thiat w ork ; that tihere is
n1o country to be develoupedl by this par-
ticular portion of the fine iii British
Columbia ; that tUe country through
which the line is to pass on this side of
the mîountains, is nolt what it is repre-
sented to be ; that it is, in fact, a poor
country, and here, Sir, let me say I was
much surprised and pained last night, to
hear the lion. menber for Lambton i ead-
ing old volumes by the hour, for the pur-
pose of showing that there was a great
deal of swaip, a great deal of alkaline
and saîdy country, vast reaches of uncul-
tivable land, blween iLed River and the
foot of the Rocky Mountains. He told
is there were only about 80,000,000 acres
of good land in the whole country, whicli
he seened to think an insignificant
amount, but if he will look at the area of
sonie European countries, which niake a
considerable figure in the world, he will
find they bave less than 80,000,000 acres
of arable land. Yet they maintain
armies and fleets, and support very
costly Governments. I regard that bon.
gentleman as more blameable, more deserv-
ing of censure, than any hon. inember
of this Hlouse, for decrying the financial
and material resources of our country,
because lie was lately at the lead of a
Reforni Government, a Government that
appealed to and was supported by the

MR. MACBOUGALL.

people, on the ground that they repre-
sented the party of Progress, that they
-would exercise economy in public affairs,
that they would be careful of the public
purse, which they said their opponents
had dealt witli extravagantly. Hon.
gentlemen opposite were supported be-
cause of tlhese pledges, and hiow did they
redeei thiem ? We find that soon after
their accession to power, the public ex-

penditure increased beyond all former
exampile. We find that they had a suc-
cession of deficits during their entire
existence as a Governnent. The pre-
vigus Government had undertaken to com-
plete this public work within ten years.
That. inprovident bargain was the great
point of objection. It was something
terr ible. The hon. gentleman, eloquent
as we know him to Ue, especially on the
stumnp, pointed out to the astonished
electors that the previous Government
were unworthy of confidence, because
they lad undertaken this enormous pro-
ject to construct the Pacific Railway
within ten years. Why, lie said, all the
money that could be raised by the Im-
perial Governient would fail to carry
out such a work in that tinie! It was of
no consequence to tell the hon. gentleman
that the "ten years" was nentioned in
these ternis merely for the purpose of
indicating that the Goverunient of the
day would proceed earnestly and continu-
ously with the construction of this work.
He persisted in the assertion that time
was of the essence of the contraet with
Britisli Coluimbia, though nîeither the
people of tliat Province nor their repre-
sentatives had ever so understood it.
They never contended that it was
an essential condition, the non-per-
formance of which would void the
agrreernent, that the Pacifie Railway
should be conipleted in that particular
period of time. Why, Sir, neither the
Government nor their engineers knew at
that time thiat it was possible to construct
the Railway at all. It was not known
as a matter of engineering that we could
pass the canyons of the Fraser or pene-
trate the Cascade NYountains and thus
reach the waters of the Pacific. I do not
think it lias been made quite clear
yet, that we can do it without enormous ex-
penditure. Under these circumstances,
before there had been a survey, before we
knew the character of the country beyond
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Lake Superior, before we knew what men opposite consentec to accept his ser-
difficulties would be encountered in pas- vices, and agreed to abide by his arbitra-
sing the Rocky Mountains and the Cas- ment as to the millions which were to be
cade Range, the hon. gentleman endeav- expended yearly by Canada up to 1890.
oured to persuade the pEople that the Mr. Walkem talked over the matter with
previous Government had bound the nie, and I enceavoured to persuade bim
Dionminion to construct that work within that lie would not be serving the interests

n years coumte que coute. Sir, there of British Columbia in taking any sucr
Was no suclv condition. It was ground as go proposed; tbat Canada would
never contemplated tham that work proceed, under any Administration, to
should bo corMpleted within that time, oprn up the great North-West, and thon

inlesi an easy lino could be found, the necessity o b crossing the mountains to
and unless t qe circumstances and reven- a Pacifie terminus n British Colubia
nes of the country would permit it, would be admitted by all pirties, and
It was so understood in this House. I he would get his Railway as soon as
was sitting on the Opposition side of the it was possible to obtain it, under
House at the time, and associated with any circumstances; that to quarrel with
Sir Alexander T. Galt and other indepen- Canada, and attemupt to enforce a literal
dent members, insisted, in order to fulfilment of these rigid terms, would
imake the point clear, upon a Resolution of tresult in failure. Lord Carnarvon did
Parliament that this work should be pro- me the honour to confer, informally, with
ceeded with, provided it could be done me upon the matter. I felt it my duty
without increasing the then rate of taxa- as a Canadian, and as a public man, to
tion. The right hon. gentleman, then warn him against burning his fingers by
leader of the Government, being absent undertaking to arbitrate between Canada
in Washington, Sir George E. Cartier, who, and British Columbia in that matter.
in his absence led the House, found so But that nobleman, being anxious to re-
manvof hisown supportersconcurring with move all obstacles to the consolidation of
us, that lie consented to adopt that Resolu- British North Amercia, because lie was
tion, and it was passed while the delegates the Minister under whose authority the
from British Columbia were sitting beside scheme of Confederation was planned,
the Speaker's Chair. Now, with these undertook the diflicult and, as I think,
facts in view, what course did the hon. ill advised office of Arbitrator, and the
gentleman opposite take when lie came lion. gentleman opposite, the great Re-
into office ? He complained of this ten former, the great eonstitutionalist, abdi-
vears' limit, yet lie assumed the responsi- cated his f inctions as a responsible
bility of constructing the Railway as a Minister, and placed this Parliament and
public or Government work, and he sent to the people of this country ii a false posi-
England and invoked the interference of tion, when lie left it to a persen in no
Lord Carnarvon, then Secretary of State way responsible to us, to say that we
for the Colonies. shou]d spend $2,000,000 a year in the

MR. MACKENZIE : No. construction of a lXilwa, in British
MR. MACDOUGALL: What did you Columbia. That was a highly unconsti-

do ? tutional act in nîy view. It was a de-
MR. MACKENZIE: I iavokodth h as- structive blow aimed at the eost essential

gistancf of no one. principle Uo real i ou i constitutional
MR. MACDOTGALL : Who in-oked syste is founded. If the Government

he interferonceM of Lord Carnarvons of the day can band over the purse-
MR. MACKENZIE: The Brilish Col- strings of the nation te any one,

uibia ptople. oven to the soveryin aeraselfp to
MR. MACDOUGALL: Thon the Bn- fix the a eount and to sonecify the

tisî Columbia people procoedod to, Enw- objects of expediture, witout, in the
appened te be thore mysef at first place, c$nsu2ting the yepresentatives

the lime. Mr. Walkom came to London of the people in Parlîsînent assembled, it
to complain of bad faith on the part bas ceased to be the (3overiway t of a free

Rf theCanadiaKN Govrnmentand the resut country. The bagai was struck, the
was that Lord Carnarvon M'as invited te reference ale, and the award of
-ot'er .is services, :nd the hon. gentie- 2,00sh00 a yea- ii of British
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Columbia was rendered. The hon. gen- was stated by the hon. gentleman who
tleman brought down that proposition last adcressed the buse, that we cannot
after the Arbitrator had given his judg- proceed with this work? Is it true that
ment, and he succeeded in obtaining a the amount required is so great that
quasi consent from Parliament. I do not neither the Revenues nor the crecit of
know, for I was not a member of this this country are able to overtakc it I do
House at the time, that it was ever form- not think so. If we look at the Rail-
ally approved, but assent, if any, was way Statisties of Canada we find that
gained in such a manner, the case was 3ome 8,000 miles of raihvay have been
conducted upon such false premises, that constructec ii Canada within a few years.
I, for one, was not surprised to find the costing $273,S26,000. 0f this sum the
vice of its origin prevading it General and Local Govetnments have
through all its stages. The hon. contributec about $80,000,000. But
gentleman has been charged-I do not more than two-thirds of the entire amount
say justly charged-with having himself las been furnished by private capitalists,
procured, by sorne underhand method, the and the purchasers of bonds soid in the
defeat of his scheme in the Senate. Now, narket. I an not aware that the coun-
we have another Government in power try bas feit any severe pressure on ac-
and we have the Railway question still cont of the investment of thi% immense
before us. We are called upon to say, by ainount cf capital in cur railways, or that
our vote on this Resolumioni, whcther te we bave sufsèred from over-cbnstruction of
work is to proceed in British Columibia railwavs beyond the nerds cf the country.
or not. I confess, if I were free frorn 1 thiîiei if we iook at the question in that
these antecedent facts, -which. I thiink are lighit the dangers a'nd difficulties that have

bineithe the Reene norai theen credi ofs

i been conjured up oal the other aide cf the
iParliarent, I would hisitate to proceed. bouse wil disappear. I believe railway
But as a supporter cf thc Governiment men can bc found ith tbe capital at
in one orý two important natters, if net in their back te take p this m o ailway fro n
al, I cannot well sec how, in view cf Thunder Bay to its Pacific terminus at
what lia- taken place between tGe British Yale, and for a subsidy hf 40,000,000 or
and Canadian Goverinrents, in viW onf t0,000,000 acres of land as oriinallv
the monev already expended upon surveys posed, complete thi sections that have nt
and actual construction beyond Lake yet been contractad for. I b lieve there
Superior, in view f the fact tat the on. is no difficulty in ii a t co-gentleman and his coileagues had adopted pany who ou l sdevere esoe come-

coun of he ivestetake tei iommense

this vey nre in British Columbia, I the Pacifi bRailwa on tose tercos, and
can ask tce presnt oerumefrt t agree te kieep it in repair and ork it.
reverse a policy to which tst of its eig- The moment capitalists are convinced
bers have long heen conrmitted aed refuse tnat this gteht Empire of ours io the
to lroceed wt at ieast a portion of the Went lias withiit -even 80,0i000
work in British Colrmbian. t is quite truc acres of arable land, the moment they are
if our 6inanciai position were sucb that we satisfied that the immigration whicb bias
could not wis l money enoli te carry on set hn is liely to cic tmi s

whatI ha take placeue betwee thiBits

the Governnient, and eecute the great elimati diflicuties havebee exasvgerated,
Publior i e have fi hand, I shold that wheat cn he produced there in
say tlia the Goverement must be carried enormous quantities, ato cf superior
on and the Public Works noat stand. qaality to any grown iwt other parts of
The interest on the Fubl;c Debt mnust be this continent, thenre will be no difficulty
paid, the subsidies and charges for Civil in finding a company willing to nder-
Governnmeot moust b2 paîd, and nmany take the osrcin at tlîeir own risk,

to proceede wit atleat potio ofth

other items cf ordinary xpenditure nust f tbe balance of this great ighway. I am
b h et, whatever appens, and if told upon reliable information that at
I did not sec a prospect cf stifi- Minneapolis the millers will give tezi
cuict Revenue in the future, 1 cents a bushel more for wheat rown be-
wold n t hesitate a moment to & y to yond the ntarrnatonal rieondary tha
hon. gentlemen on the Treasurv Beches, for wlieat grown a few degrees south of
Goernmust postpone pais work But i it. FO ages those vast and fertile
our condition despnrate? Is it true, as Lave been covere wit millions of

I R. M iACDUG tLL.
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buffalo, subsisting upon the natural her
bage of the soil, and we all know that
domestic cattle are closely allied to the
buffalo. So we have there a country that
can produce both meat and breadstuffs in
abundance, and this fact alone, with con-
ditions for the incoming settler as favour-
able as those offered to him in the United
States. will, now that the tide of settle-
ment is steadily flowing westward, guar-
antee . ample traffic for at least
one trunk line of communication.
The fact is that the population going into
the country and the products coming out
of it will, from the day it is opened, pay
the running expenses and the interest on
the capital. 1 therefore have no appre-
hension on the score of ultimate indem-
nity, and while I feel confident that our
position and prospects are such as to
warrant the Covernment in going on with
the work, I should like to be sure that
no more expnenditure will be macle than is
absolutely necessary until we are a little
farther advanced. Hon. gentlemen oppo-
site have stated that the Tariff is the
great difficulty, and that its operation
will tend to prevent the prosecution of the
work. On that point I will just say, that
in my opinion that question was most
fully discussed and considered by the
electors of this country at the last elec-
tion, and with whiat result? 40,000
Liberals voted in favour of the candidates
supporting the present Premier. Why i
Not because of his antecedents as a party
politician, or the principles he was sup-
posed to hold, but because they had confi-
-dence in his statesmanship and patri-
otism and his intention to carry out his
pledge to protect the industries of the
country. Well, Sir, the people having
demanded that the industries of this coun-
try should be protected by a rearrangement
of the Tariff, I venture to suggest that
it is no compliment to our institutions, no
compliment to the intelligence of the
people of this Dominion, to tell them,
before the policy they resolved upon bas
had a fair trial, " You made a mistake in
demanding that policy." On the contrary,
I think the great mistake the lion. mem-
ber for West Durham makes, as a politi-
cian, is this,-he is setting himself up
against the declared opinion, the settled
verdict of the people. He, a lawyer, for
many years buried in his briefs, sets him-
self up as an expert in finance and trade,

in opposition to the opinions of the com-
mercial men, the manufacturers and the
most experienced public men of the coun-
try, and contemns the judgment of the
people at large in calling for the National
Policy! He, a Liberal, a man of the
people, cornes here and declares that the
Governrent is deserving of censure for
carrying out the well-understood wishes
of the people ! Sir, it is a mistake to do
this. The National Policy must have a

i fair trial. It bas already proved a suc-
cess, financially, inasmuch as it lias given
us, instead of a deficit of $2,000,000-
the normal condition under the
hon. gentleman and his friends-
a deficit of only half a million.
It is the duty of the Government to
maintain and carry out this policy. It is
also its duty to exercise economy in the
administration of publie affairs. I was
afraid just before the opening of the
House, that the lion. the Minister of Rail-
ways would attempt to carry out his idea
of building the R1ailway on the north
shore of Lake Superior, but I am glad to
find that the bon. gentleman's colleagues
have induced him to abandon that part
of the line for the present. I am also
glad to find that it lias been decided to
proceed cautiously with the work in
-British Columbia. Under all these cir-
cunistances, I shall oppose the Resolution
of the bon. niember for West Durham.
If the mover of the Resolution were
logical, lie would demand the abandon-
ment of the work in British Columbia.
Instead of doing that, lie only asks
for delay, and tbereby affirms that the
road shall be built at some future time.
But probably the Resulution was framed
in this way, to denounce the hon. gentle-
man's former leader, and to contradict
the assertion of the organ of his party, that
the Railway should be pushed on as
rapidly as possible. But the motion is
also a declaration of want of confidence in
the Government. In view of all that has
been said in favour of the Resolution, as
respects its language and form-which
has been little-and as respects its politi-
cal consequences, if adopted,which, though
not expressed, we can infer, I believe no
independent supporter of the Government
can possibly vote for it. I, at all events,
will not assist to turn out the present Gov-
ernment in order to turn in the Govern-
ment of the hon. member for Lambton.
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MR. McLENNAN : We lad this
afternoon, from the hon. member for*
Cardwell, a clean and through statenent
of the history of the Pacific Railway.
We have just had from the hon. member
for Halton (Mr. Macdougall), an equally
clear statement of the earlier history of
our relations with British Columbia, and
we have had from other members of the
House verv exhaustive statements with
reference to this question. I propose
very briefly , to consider the aspect of the
matter as it is before us to-day, ar.d as it
is before the country,and I propose to do it
with reference to our obliga-
tions and the wisest course to be
pursued under the circumstances in

measuring the entire ground from Red
River, 50,000 square miles of land, or
32,000,000 of acres. If we take about
half of that area for water, for unproduc-
tive land, and for land held by speculators,
we have left a space that, computing at
twenty people to the square mile (which
is a very srall number), we have room
for half a million of people ; the number
tbat the right hon. the leader of the
Government suggested in the calculations
that were laid before the House, in the
discussion of the Land policy, we should
get in within ten years. I suggest that
we should wait about half that number of
years, to make this experiment of settle-
ment, upon which all, in the first place

regard to fulfilling those obligations. depart. We have had elaborate calcula-
In this connection we we naturally tiens made by the mover of the lksoiu-
revert to the condition that has been tien befere the liuse, as to the possibilities
repeatedly imposed, and that is, that the cf humin industry in a new settlement,
work should be carried on without in- and we have statements from the ex-
creasing the burden of taxation upon the perience cf Western States, of what men
country. In the statements of the can do in improving a new country ; and
hon. Minisýer, in the opening discussion, ve have had estimates made of the
I think we have reasonable assurance that number of men, that, under peculiar cir-
this condition is substantially continued, cumstances, might enigrate from the
that the proposal implies a fair adherence older Provinces to the new. It
to this principle, in the manner in which is a well-known naxim that in
lie proposes to go on with the work, and 1 estimates cf this kind it is the im-
as far as this goes, I believe, there is an possible which cenes te pass. The
agreement so far between all the parties same tbing never occurs twice in the
who have taken part in this discussion. history of a country, or in a history cf an
J believe, Sir, there is no difference of undertaking cf this kind. And wben we
opinion as to the necessity of completing are teld that the settiers cf the Western
the work that bas been begun and is so States occupy an average cf 12ý acres
far advanced between Thunder Bay and each, it gives us ne due whatever te what
Red River. I believe there is no difference may possibly be doue in these fertile
of opinion as to the necessity for prairie lands, the descriptions cf which,
extending for at leasat 200 miles bevond se glowing and se extrerely interesting
Red River upon the prairie land, and in te us who are the possessors oi that coun-
the fertile country for the purpose of set- try, do net by any means exceed the
tlement. This point, I believe, is con- truth. The difficulty involved in the
ceded by all parties, and if we can carry Resolution that has been proposed te the
out that project, and the further under- buse then, concerns only the under-
taking in British Columbia, with fair ad- taking in British Columnia, and in re-
herence to the principle of keeping within spect te the distinguished gentle.-an oppo-
our present taxation, the case of the Gov- site, the mover cf this Resolution, and
ernment is clearly made. I think that bis leader-if he is the leader-J must
with this understanding, and this point say they occupy a very peculiar position.
reached, we can thon clearly afford to wait The mover cf this Resolution bas been
a little, as bas been suggested by some like that brook that our peet laureate bas
parties. In these 200 miles beyond Red seen-"in and out and ail about," in bis re-
River, through the belt of country ex- lations te his partyand to tbe Goverment
tending from the 49 0 northward, about cf wbich he was lately a menber, and
250 miles to the line of Swan River, or I believe he may ho excused if le des
thereabouts, we are quite within the fer- net core heartiiy te the support cf this
tile beit. Witin that space we have, undertaking in British Columbia. But

MIL MACDOtJGALL.
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we have a very different condition in the
case of the hon. member for Lambton.
My hon. friend from Cardwell (Mr.
White), did not overstate the case,
to-day, when he said that hon. gentleman
attempted the, extraordinary feat of
turning his back upon himself. If
there is any undertaking to build this
Railway in British Columbia, if there
is any obligation, at this moment, existing,
it is the obligation undertaken by that
hon. gentleman. Now, there are various
kinds of courage in the world. Some
men have the courage of their convictions,
some men have the courage of their word -
and that is often but the curage of their
folly. Then some men have a kind of
courage that is known by the name of
Dutch courage. The hon. member
for Lambton got up his courage, last
night, by reading several pages out of a
Blue-book, certainly not to illustrate
the subject, because every member of this
House has a copy of that Blue-book, and
if he desired to know what is in it he
will be very likely to read it. I am quite
sure the gentlemen who heard them were
no wiser for the reading of the pages ont
of that book last night. It was, however,
a painful effort by which the hon. gentle-
man wrought himself up to tbat difficult
point of turning bis back upon himself.
He has left us for ever in doubt as to
whether, in his dealings with British
Columbia,'he "paltered in a double sense,"
whether he meant in advertising for the
construction of a section of road in that
country "to keep his word of promise to
the ear" of the people of British Columbia,
while breaking that promise to their hope,
or whether he really meant what he pro-
fessed to do when he advertised for the
contract for the work. I arn afraid we
shaHl never find out what the hon. gentle-
man opposite intended in that respect.
The estimates for this undertaking in its
entirety are very wide. My hon. friend
the Minister of Railways bas placed his
estimate at $64,0C0,000 from Lake
Superior to Burrard Inlet. Hon. gentle-
men on the other side have reached
nearly Jtwice that amount in the esti-
mates they have offered. Well, Sir,
judging by our experience of the past,
estimates of this kind are very unôertain,
and I think that is another reason why
we should make a test, in a moderate
period of time, to. see what can be ac-

complished to place settlers in the North-
West, who will help to develop the
country and by that means assist in the
cohstruction of the Railway. Another
part of the project that bas been discussed
is one upon which I am not quite in
agreement with my hon. friend the
Minister of Railways, and that is the
question of extending by the route of the
Canada Central through Sault Ste. Marie.
I have nô objection to extending the
charter of the Canada Central or
any other company to build a
Railway to Sault Ste. Marie, but I see
great objection to the application of
public money for the construction of such
a work. I believe in the use of water-
stretches to make a present connection,
not a stretch of mud and water of nineteen
inches in depth as was found, at Fort
Frances Lock, but a real water-stretch
such as we have in Lake Superior. If
that water-stretch is used from Thunder
Bay to Sault Ste Marie, it can very well
be used for the additional distance to
Georgian Bay, where we have a choice of
two ports with railway connections at
Collingwood and at Midland. I believe
that that is our true policy, and one
which will meet the requirements of the
case until it becones practical to get our
all-rail route by the north shore of Lake
Superior. Some parties h ave an idea
that by making a connection with Sault
Ste Marie we shoulid obtain a good deal of
traffic from the Western States. I have
no confidence that we should do anything
of the kind. This is a matter which has
been considered in various forns for a
long period in the history of this country.
In fact, since the first undertaking of the
construction of the Welland Canal the
idea bas come up at different periods, that,
if we could enlarge our channels of, com-
munication, we should obtain a large
portion of the traffic of the Western States.
People have come from the Western
States that have been interested in the
routes: a Committee of the Senate visited
this country a few years ago, and travelled
over al our route, and they went home
again. And what did we find. We
found as the result of all these enquiries
at the different points, that the advantage
we had by the St. Lawrence in the ex-
istence of a Tariff of 61c. per bushel on
grain upon the Erie Canal, the great ad-
vantage we derived from that toll was
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removed, and that the tolls throughout
the length of the Erie Canal are to-day,
as nearly as possible, as small a rate of toll
as upon our own canals. The State of New
York made that great sacrifice to retain
the trade derived from the Western
States and in doing so she had the
advantage of ber enormous capital, of all
the appliances of ships and of men, ready
for the enterprise, and to carry ont all
that vas necessary to keep that traffic
witbin their own control. We find also
that the througlh trunk lines of railway
in the United States adopted a similiar
policy, reducing their rates to such an ex-
tent, that many of them, for years after,
paid no dividend to their shareholders,
but tbey have kept the traffic and derived
all the profit from this great carrying
trade. We have discovercd that we re-
quire sonething more thaii mere channels
of com11unicatin, roads and canalis, in
order to obtain the advan1tage of a large
carrying trade. We can only hope to
obtain a measure of trafie that grows
with our own people aiid by our ovwNn
imeans, and with all the appliances that
we can bring into use, in order to
carry on that trafiie ; and in every
unerta king connected with our canails
and railways, wve may assure ourselves
that this is all we nay expect, and that
it would be folly for us to at any-
thing niore. The timue bas gone by -when
a small nation cai hope to be the carriers
of a larger nation ; it never existed in
conditions similar to those in which we
stand in relation to the -United States.
We are competing with a people who have
all the energy and all the enterprise that
we have, and they will never let us take
an important part of their carrying trade.
In connection with this construction of
the Pacific Railway, we have had again a
re-iash of the National Policy. Hon.
gentlemei4 on the other side have ex-
Lausted this subject, I think, at last.
The bon. member for Lanbton finds it
difilcult to shake it off, but keeps repeat-
ing that we bave adopted a Tariff by
wVhich "a few mionopolists are enriched
at the expense of the great mass of the

people." And we are told, among
other things, that Protection bas ruined
the shipping interest of the iUnited States.
Now, I happen to find, in an American
Statistical Almanac, a statement of the
number of vessels built in the UJnited

MR. McLENNAN.

States during the year ending June 30th,
1879. There were built 1,132 vessels
measuring 193,031 tons. The statement
of the hon. gentleman is one of those
hap hazard statements which the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) is
in the habit of making, taking the
chance that nobody will contradict
him.

M1R. BLAKE: How many of1 these are
sea-going vessels ?

MR. McLENNAN: About 4ýI8.
MR. BLAIE: Oh.
MR. McLENNAN: But, I think, that

is a respectable number for a luined
trade.

MR. BLAKE : What is the tonnage of
those ?

Mn. McLEiNNAN : Ycu will find the
tonnage at page 63 of the almanac, it is
an almanac that is scattered about the
House. Then as to the mass of the
people-I would ask that hon. gentleman,
and the hon. memnber for West Durhan
(Mr. Blak e), if the condition of the work-
ing people in this country is not much
better than that of the same class in
countries of so-calied Free-trade ? My
impression is that the people are mucli
better off here than in Free-trade Eng-
land. We continue to bear of the " grat-
ing and grinding" Tarifï, in order to make
the statenient emphatic. The bon. member
for Gloucester entertained this House by
grinding his teeth, but I do not
think it makes all these figures any more
true. This subject is exhausted. The
country bas decided this question, and it
may be relegated to school boys and
debating classes. I notice in an English
Review, a wellI known publication, an
article on the subject of the " Wheat
fields of Canada," that might have been
written by some bon. gentleman on the
other side of this House. It reads :

"if Canada could be persuaded so to modify
her Tariffs as to encourage the import of those
roods with which we can best supply her, she
might almost mono; olise the English trade, re-
ceiving in return not only cheap manufactures
and implenients of agriculture, but a splendid
revenue, which she now sacrifices for the sake
of protecting a few manufacturing interests,
and of enabling scheming tradesmen to wax
rich at the expense of the whole community.
If, however, she persists in her present policy,
other corn-growing countries will doubtless
undersell her."

I think, Sir, there are as many fallacies
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as lines in this extract. The idea of im-
porting agricultural implements, chiefly
made of wood, from Great Britain,
is the perfection of that sort
of thing called Free-trade ; and who
are the "scheming tradesmen ?" Then
how are we to monopolise the trade
in Great Britain in breadstuffs, or pre vent
all the world from competing, where we
have no advantage, is something that re-
quires a Free-trader to explain. The
fact is, that a year ago we gave up the
idea of being guided by the Free-trade
theories of GreaT Britain ; we decline to
wear the old clothes of that or any other
nation. But the lion. nember for West
Durhan Las something on his hands be-
sides the îRailway policy. The question
of lis Resolution is the subject of the
construction of the Pacific Railwvay in
British Columbia, but I think everybody
lias discovered that bis object is to con-
struct something m iuch simaller--or larger,
perhaps, to bis views-than a Railway,
that is : a platfoin. le appeals to the
poor man in Canada, lie appeals to the
poor man in Great Britain, to the poor
Irishman and to the Germnan, le appeals
to Ontario and Quebec, and lie brings up
that argument that we have heard so
often of the great advantages of the neigh-
bouring IRepublie ; but lie will have to
try again. The Irishimen who have come
to this country, for a great many years,
find in this country that " beneficent "
measure of Home Rule that we
have heard so mucli about ; I do
not know anv country under Heaven,
where Home Rule exists more completely
than in this country ; the German is not
to be misled ; nor is the Irishman ; Le
knows that his condition in this country
is infinitely better than in Free-trade
England. The hon. gentleman measured
the value of the land by those going from
the east, from the older Provinces into
the new Provinces; he will have to begin
earlier ; Le will have to begin with the
Genesis of ran, and consider all Lis
relations, his rivals, and his helpers ; lie
will have to take up the question of the
potency of matter, and find some matter
much more substantial to construct and
maintain a platform than anything con-
tainîed in his five or six hours speech.

Ma. BLAKE: Oh.
Mn. McLENNAN : But the hon. gen-

tleman is in great haste ; he thinks too

highly of ny hon. friends on the Trea-
sury Benches. We, on this side of the
H.ouse, have a good opinion of them, but
we do not think them quite an immaculate
conception-he should have waited
a year or two, or three,
when they might have made some
mistake -- committed some folly - as
they are huinan, and therefore short of
perfection-he would, perhaps, have
found some subject upon which to base an
attack upon them ; but his great haste
lias led him into the great mistake of
building up a platform of sand, that is
crumbling under his weight.

MR. BLAKE : Oh.
MR. McLENNAN : The hon. gentle-

man, in attacking the hon. gentlemen on
the Treasury Benches, in his long speech,
lias sounded a note of warning ; lie lias
told themi thîat if they adopt economy in
every branci of the Service, and endea-
vour to nake both ends meet, they muay
have some success; that isreally the impor-
tant part of that long speech, and to that
part of it I would call the earnest atten-
tion of mny friends on the Treasury
Benches. This is the little mouse that
bas crept ont of that great moiuntain iii
labour, and I think ny hon. friends will
do well to listen to the wise counsel it
offers, and to guard well their expendi-
ture, to practice econoiy, not only in the
vast expenditure on the Pacific Rail-
way, but in all the Departmnents
i every form. This tailway policy,
their land policy, and their financial
policy are sound, but they require this
standing guard, and if this is kept applied,
we may hope that our friends will keep
these Benches long enough to lay broad
and deep the foundation of our future
prosperity.

MR. DAWSON: I have listened very
attentively to the debate on this impor-
tant subject, and while on the one side
the policy of the Goveriment has been
very clearly explained by the hon. the
Minister of Railways, the difficulties to be
encountered, and, I trust, overcome, have
been very fully set forth by hon. members
on the Opposition Benches. I was glad to
hear the hon. Minister say that faith
must be kept with British Columbia, and,
if we may judge of the feeling of the
people of that Province by the sentiments
expressed by their representatives in
this House, I believe they will not be un-
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reasonable in their expectations. In very clearly and graphically the intrica-
the present state of the finances we must cies and difilulties of the Pacific siope
proceed slowly and with caution. The explains the character of the cijîate of
country west of the miountains, no doubt, that region, and leads you, with the skill
presents great difficulties to railway con- of an artist, through the passes of the
struction, so that the choice of route bas RcckyMonatains to the wide-spreading
been a matter requiring extreme care; plains of the Peace River. On rading
and I am not prepared to say, from any bis lucid descriptions of the country, ani
reports with which we have been bis very clear and practical views as to
favoured, that the selection of Burrard its adaptation for railways, one
Inlet as the western terminus-a selec- feels incliied to regret that le
tion which was made by the and the Chief Engineer coulQ
late Government and approved by not e)ange places, the Churcli
the present-is not the best that might lose, but tie publie service would
could, under all circumstances, have gain, at ail events it couli not lose. This
been made. The sections which have report, so lucid and comprehensive, so
been placed under contract, extending as cautions and truthful, is in strikjng con-
they do, one hundred and twenty-tive trast to the special pleading in fAvour of
miles inland froi the coast, and connect- particular line,, which nlirks too nsanv of
ing with an important streteli of riavi- thi reports wvll we have hitherto haq.
gable water in the interior, will render a I believe 3r. Speaker, thiat the House
large district of country available for set- a c
tlement, in the meantimie. I was alwavs the Goverument in placing under contract
in hopes that the Dean Inlet, Bute Inkt, the sections west of the Red River, as thev
or the Gardener Channel might have will render availabie a very larg extent
proved to be accessible froi the Ocean on of tbe region best adapted for setflciueni.
one side, and froin the Interior on the Two hundred ies rav not comt foi
other. East of the mountains, the route mucli in a territory of suli vast
by the lesser Slave Lake and the Pine but the construction cf thCe' sectis 1s a
River Pass is evidently the one which step in the right direction we u
would best promote the settlement and proceec slowly and cautiousiy in tep-
development of the country, but if, by sent condition of the finances. West of
taking that route, the only port available Red River the lino wil pass near the
on the Pacific coast would be Port Simp- Manitoba Lake and be t'e means cf ron-
son, it is, of course, out of the question dering accessible the beautiful auJ exten-
for the prosent. If any of the Inlets sive country borderingon that magsitieent
which I have mentioned could have been sheet cf water. I was glad tohearthe hon.
availed of it would without doubt have the Ainister cf Railways express liniself se
been the best. But Port Simpson, al- strongly and favourbly in reference te
though a good harbour, seems to be too the Sault Ste. Marie Brancb. Last vear
far north. It is much to be re- I drev attention te the alvantages of
gretted that, notwithstanding the enor- opening this lino, and I pointed ont that
mous expenditure on surveys the -vhi1o it would be the mens cf develop-
reports supplied by the Chief Engineer ing a fine country on lake Làke Huron it
should have left the subject sc muich in would enable communication te ho kept
confusion. Last year he recommended up for a mucli longer period than it now
Burrard Inlet, while now, in his report of eau, through Canadian territery with
the 30th September last, he suggests that Manitoba-we bave, indeed, a country
no selection should be made until the worth developing on Lake Huron. 1V is
country shall have been still further ex- net quite se level as the far-famed regions
plored. After nine years of survey, with of the North-West; but it presonts ad-
unlimited means at his disposal, this is vantages equal, if noV superior, Vo those
surely a lame and impotent conclusion. Vo be met with on the prairies. To the
I have looked over the reports stubmitted north cf Lake Huron, there is a country
within the past few days to the House, of great extent presenting a pleasing
and among these, I have read the paper diversity cf mountain and valley, cf river
furnished by the Rev. Mr. Gordon, wit.h and lake. lu the valleys, there are wide
a great deal of interest. He describes stretches cf the ricbest agricultural lands
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and, all over the country, forests in
which much valuable timber can t e found.
The new settler on the prairies shivers as
the winter blasts sweep over the un-
broken plains from which the slender
boards of his new tenement afford
but slight protection. In the valleys of
Algoma he bas always a generous log fire,
and at least a comfortable hut ; on the
prairies, when the ground is; deep in snow,
he has no occupation. In the forests of.
Algoma lie can always find work, even in
winter, to remunerate him well. On the
prairies, his hand must be often in his
pocket, if only to purchase fence rails or
a handle for a hoe. In the cozy forest, a
few blows of his axe give the necessary
supply. The prairies, no doubt, have
their advantages, but on them a man re-
quires capital to begin with, while in the
friendly forests he needs little besides his
axe. Settlement lias been advancing fast,
although but littie noticed, in Algoma
within the past few years. Five years
ago th country was a wilderness, but
wheat is now exported in considerable
quantity from the Manitoulin Islands and
the north shore of Lake Huron. The
hon. the Minister of Agriculture sends
but pamphlets inviting settlers to the
prairies of the North-West, why does
lie not ask a few to come to the less dis-
tant and more genial country of Algoma.
Let this Sault St. Marie Branch once be
opened and such an impetus wvill be
given to development that the local
traffie will become a matter of no
small importance to it. The trade in
lumber would rapidly expend, the fish of
Lakes Huron and Superior, packed in
ice, would find their way to the cities of
the East and the mineral resources of
Algo'ma, among which we can recken
silver and copper and iron, would all
help to give traffic to the Railway. It
has hitherto been too much the custom to
decry this vast region of Algoma. But,
covering as it does a very considerable
portion of the Dominion, with our great
inland seas on its southern border, and
navigable rivers to the north and north-
west, with a climate throughout quite
equal to the average climate of
Ontario and Quebec, it is destined to
become a region of great importance.
]But the Sault St. Marie Branch, while it
would develop a new region, and thus
gain a local traffic, would have a far

wider range of usefulness. Its western
terminus would be within twenty-four
hours run of Thunder Bay, and Lake
Superior can be navigated through a great
part of the winter, so that it would com-
mand the traffic of our own North-West;
but in winter it would also have a large
foreign traffic, for our neighbours are now
busy with projects to connect Duluth and
St. Paul by rail with Sault St. Marie. If
these great schemes should ever be carried
out, and there is every reason to believe
that, at least, some of them will be so in
the near future, the Sault St. Marie
Branch will have a winter traffic fully up
to its capacity for carriage. We will
then bave an easy and quick way of
going in winter to Manitoba and the
North-West. But it would give us an-
other winter route, or at least a route
that would be available for a great part of
the winter. I have been for some time
past in communication with parties well
able to give information at Silver Isiet
and Sault St. Marie ; and the resuIt of
such enquiries as I have made goes to show
that outside the bays and -sheltered
sounds, Lake Superior, east of Isle Royal,
is a permanently open sea. Captain
Trethewey, the Manager of the Mines,
and Mr. Livingston, the Custom-house
Officer at Silver Islet, have furnished me
with statements from which the following
is compiled:-

MR. LIVINGSTONE's REPoRT.

Silver Islet-Winter 1870-71, mild. Tug
ran all winter, except one month, from Sth
February till Sth March, large steamers could
have run all winter.

Winter of 18 71-7 2 -Tug ran ten months dur-
ing season, stopped only from 14th January
til 18th March. Open water within 600 yards
of Islet, Isle Royal, sound open.

Winter of 1872-73, severe. Tug stopped
running 28th January, and did not resume, but
a powerful steamer could have ruii to the Islet
easily, except for about two months. So severe
was the weather in February that the ice took
across Isle Royal sound.

Winter of 1873-74, mild. Tug stopped run-
ning 30th January and resumed 25th April.
Sound, clear all winter.

IN inter of 1874-75, very severe. Tug
stopped running 10th January. Sound again,
frozen over for a short time.

Winter of 1875-76 was moderate. Tug
stopped running on 28th January. Sound
clear.

Winter of 1876-77. Tug ran all winter, ex-
cept five weeks,large steamers côuld have come
all winter to Silver Islet dock.

Winter of 1877-78 mild. Tag ran all winter.
No ice about the channel, and sound, clear.
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Winter of 1878-79, mild. No ice to prevent
steamers running

Winter of 1879-80. So far (28th January)
mild. Tug running, no ice.

I have also returns from Sault St. Marie,
and fron the lighthouse keeper of White
Fish Point, with which I need not detain
the House fartler than to say that, in
ordinary winters, steamers could come all
winter as far down as. the Straits, but
that, in severe winters, the outer edge of
the strong ice foris a curve f rom Iroquois
Point, on the Uiited States side, to Isle
Parisieu, on the north, or Canadian side.
Outside Batchewana Bay, however, the
lake is permanently open, and Batche-
wana Bay is a good harbour. All accounts
agree in this, that the lake can be navi-
gated anywhere by steamers ail through
December, and that, after the 20th of
March, such steamers as were properly
prepared for breaking througli the ice in
the bays, could resume running. So tha
it is safe to say, that Lake Superior could
be navigated for ine months out of the
twelve. It will thus be seen that, by
constructing a railwav to Sault St. Marie,
and extending it from thence a few miles
westward to some barbour at the lower or
eastern end of Lake Superior, we can for
nine months of the year keep up commun-
cation through our own Territory witl
Manitoba, and this is a very important
matter, pending the construction of a
railway to the north of Lake Superior.
There has been some discussion during
the present debate in reference to the
sections extending from Thunder Bay to
Manitoba. The late Premier, in explain-
ing what had been bis intentions in re-
spect to the opening of the route in the
first instance and the discrepancies be-
tween the Chief Engineer's estimates and
the actual cost which are now dawning
upon us, said that " he had not had the
slightest reason to doubt the accuracy of
the estimates of $25,000 per mile from
Thunder Bay to Selkirk, that he was not
aware that there was any thing wrong
with Mr. Fleming's estimates, that Mr.
Fleming had said that he was prepared to
abide by his estimates of quantities ; and
further that Le never heard Mr. Fleming
say that bis éstimates were mere guess
work. The estimates and quantities were
over bis (Mr. Fleming's) own signature,
etc." H1e now knows that the figures
given by Mr. Fleming, with the weight
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of bis signature were the merest
guess-work, and I am glad that the scales
have fallen from bis eyes at last. It
might have saved him from many mis-
takes bad lie known sooner that the Chief
Engineer's quantities and figures were the
nmerest guess-work. In regard to this
section between Thunder Bav and Mani-
toba, had lie adhered to bis firstscheme of
running a railway to Sturgeon Falls, im-
proving the navigation between that place
and the narrows of the Lake of the
Woods, and running a railway from the
latter place to Fort Garry, he would have
saved to the country many millions of
dollars which must now be expended, and
the ultimate all-rail line would have been
thirty-five miles shorter than the present
roundabout one by Rat Portage, but lie
was led astray bv Lis Erigineer, who, in a
pamphlet just issued by himi, says:
" There are points between the terminus
on Lake Superior and the prairie region
wbich govern the wlole location. The
geographical position of the Lake of the
Woods, on the international boundary,
defines Keewatin, at the outlet of the
Lake, to be one of these ; Selkirk, in the
writer's view, is clearly another. The
problem was to connect these points, etc."
Now, it is wretched crotchets like these
in the Engineer's head which seemto have
led to all the mischief. Most engineers,
on looking at the map and knowing the
character of the country, as the Chief
Engineer should have known it,
would at once say, that in running a line
from Lake Superior westward, the
governing points were Sturgeon Falls,
the Narrows of the Lake of the Woods
and Fort Garry, and they would have
projected the work so as ultimately to
connect these points by rail, even if
they had to avail themselves at the
outset of the water stretches. This
was the intention of the late
bon. Premier at the outset and,
having this scheme in view, lie com-
menced the lock at Fort Francis, but the
Chief Engineer, with bis crotchets about
governing points and his "guess-work"
estimates, completely overpowered the
bon. gentleman and led him to adopt a
northern route which is considerably
longer and vastly more expensive. His
first mistake was in yielding bis better
judgment to the conceits of a gentleman
of exceedingly visionary tendencies and
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and his next in continuing the lock opinion, tle Quebec system las been much
when the scheme, which was to render i advance of that of Ontario as
it useful, was abandoned. The Chief regards location. In Ontario we bave,
Engineer in his pamphlet just issued in some instances, rather too nany
appears to have treated lis second parallel unes in close proximity. Quebec
in command with discourtesy and bas at least built one most important
with great injustice, inasmuch as he line, and the North Shore Railway, now
throws on him the blame of all his own in operation from the city of Quebec
shortcomings. In reference to the dif- to Ottawa, may truly be called a national
ference between the original quantities work, for it gives the country an interior
and the work returned as executed lie route, sufficiently far from the frontiers
says " the fact fell upon him as startling to be availabie under ail conceivable cir-
from being unexpected," "as it was curstances. When connected with the
alarming and unaccountable," and goes Canada Central, and wlen tle Toronto
on to say: " Had lie been in the country and Ottawa Lailway las core into ex-
bis duty would have led him to take istence, it will be seen how mucl the
means to keep down the expenditure." Dominion at large owes to Quebec, for
etc. This is pretty good, seeing that lier spirited and weil-directed action in
the estimates and expenditure were allting tis most important a-
his own, and that lie had suppressed the tional higlway. I observe, Mr. Speaker,
reports of his second in command, Mr. and 1 may mention it, aithough it may be
Marcus Smitli, whorn lic thus seeks to considred a atter of snall importance,
make responsihle. Take it al in ail, the tliat a great Wany very extraordinary
estiîates over expenditure and injudi- naes have been set down along the rail-
cions location, go to siow wliat 1 have way ne, as slown on tlhis map. Wh
always insisted on, and endeavoured in as siould not thc old naies, connected as
far as 1 Dould, to brinn to light, namely, they are witl lbistorical associations, have
that thie system of management is a systeni been retained -? Our neighbours retain
of anarcliy. There sould be some ai- the old Indian and French naines in the
rangement by whic the views of tbe North-West, and whiy sould we discard
able and distinguisled Engineers sliould them In our Nortli-West, tliere is
alwavs e availale in reference to this not a stream, or a lake, a mountain
great work-instead of being dependent chiain, or plain, tlat lias nor, been
on a guide so unsafe as tbe present traversd by the adventurous Frenc
Engineer-in-Cliief. There las been voygeurs of old, and surely t
some discussion about a ridge at naine of Yeraudrye, and a liost of oters
tlie Red River, and e observe who folloased hin to tlese regions, would
far Chef Engineer las written a look as webi on a map as tese grotesqu
report on the subject, in wbil lie opposes and unpronouceable names fresem fro
the crossing at Fort Garry bocas- tle the Iligh Latitudes" of Europe. Why
plains becomc flooced at long intervais. seek to obliterate a country's istory by
fie is riglit enougli in arguing that, asignoring ail tlhat can perpetuate it, in these
floods bave occurred in the past, we May IofliciaI documents. A hunïJred years ago
look for the in the future; but lie is a great many Scotch nigdnlanders, who
quite astray in reprasenting that there lad in the first place to leave their own
Egould be any particular engineering country on account of political troubles,
difficulty in building a bridge whidh ani afterwards lcft the United States
should be above tlie level of floods, soine- becau se tliev would not renounce their
where at or ncar Winnipeg. His report alleiance and live under Republican
in tlis case is a sample of nodrately institutions, found liomes among the wild
good special pleading against one point Indians sf tho North-West. Tliey soo

and in favour of another, but lie ignores becamn the virtual chefs. Tey estab-
certain obvious facts whic, in stating tlie lished good govern ent, and brought
case, should bave been taken into ac- peace to warrin tribes, and they gave
ount. There have been some references the naines famiiar on their native moun-
made to Quebec and lier systein of rail- tains to may a streain and glen; i t
ways, as aiso to the financial embarrass- these must ai be swept off, whule the
.ment thev bave occasioned. But in my fantastic baps wit which we are
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favoured are rendered still more grotesque
by the use of these outlandish names.
Really, Mr. Speaker, I think there should
be some amendment in this matter.

MU. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier): I
desire to take this opportunity to contradict
a statement which appeared recently in the
Liberal organ of Montreal, to the effect that
I and some other memibers of Quebec were
opposed to the policy of the Government on
the Pacific Railway. The question in-
volved in the motion of the hon. member
for West Durian, in mîy opinion, is
whether Canada is buund by a Treaty or
other legal agreement to construct the
Pacific Railway, from the Pacific to the
systemn of railways in Canada or the
United States, witlin a certain time, or
at least as speedily as possible, or only so
as not to increase the rate of taxation.
I will refer to the Statute which author-
ises the Union of British Columbia with
Canada, and in this respect I beg to lay
down a proposition differing sonewliat
f rom that maintained by the hon. member
for Halton (Mr. Macdougall). Section 146
of the British North America Act says:

" It shall be lawful for the Queen, by
and with the advice of Her Majesty's
Most Honourable Privy Council, on Addresses
f rom the Houses of the Parliament of Canada,
and fron the Houses of the respective Legisla-
tures of the Celonies of or Provinces of New-
foundland, Prince Edward Island and British
Columbià, to admit those Colonies or Provinces,
or any of them, into the Union; and on
Address from the Houses of the Parliarnent of
Canada to admit Rupert's Land and the North-
Western Territory, or either of them, into the
Union, on such terms and conditions in each case
as are in the Addresses expressed, and as the
Queen thinks fit to apprave, subject to the pro-
visions of this Act; and the provisions of any
Order and in Council in that behalf shall have
effect as if they had been enacted by the Par-
liament of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland."

Now, under what terms and conditions
did British Columbia enter the Union?
These terms are to be found in our Stat-
utes of 1872, and it must be conceded
that this Parliament lias no jurisdiction
whatever upon these terms, because they
were made under the authority of an Act
of the Imperial Parliament. We find
among certain papers, ishich are
annexed to the Canadian Statutes
for 1872, an Order in Council of
Her Majesty's Privy Couneil, to the
effect that British Columbia shall be
admitted into and beconme part of the Do-
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minion of Canada upon the terms and
conditions set forth in the respective ad-
dresses of the Parliament of Canada, and
of the Legislature of British Columbia.
At paragraph eleven it is said:

"'The Government of the Dominion under-
take to secure the cummencement, simultane-
ously, within two years after the date of the
Union, of the construction of the Railway from
the Pacific towards the Rocky Nlountains, and
from such point as may be selected east of the
Rocky Mountains towards the Pacifie, to con-
nect the sea-board of British Columbiawith the
Railway system of Canada, and further to
secure the completion of such Bailway within
ten years from the date of the Union."

We find in this clause that there is
no reservation whatever, such as was
made by the House of Commons in
1871, that is to say, that the said
Railway was to be built in suci a manner
as not to increase the rate of taxation of
the people of this country. W e do not
find this reservation, which was subse-
quently repeated, iot only in a Resolu-
tion of the flouse of Commons, but even
in the Acts of this Parliampnt, and more
particularly in the Acts of 1872, provid-
ing for the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and incorporating two
companies for the purpose of building
that Railway. It is perfectly plain that
these Statutes, as well as these Resolu-
tions of the House of Commons, can-
not have any effect upon the terms
and conditions which were agred
upon between the two parties, that is to
say : British Columbia on the one side and
the Dominion of Canada on the other,
under the authority of an Act of British
Parliament. I am opposed to the Resolu-
tiou of the hon. member for West Dur-
ham, for the simple reason that we have
no jurisdiction in this Parlianeilt to
change the terms and conditions under
which British Columbia was admitted into
the Union. These changes could be made
only by the consent of both parties, under
the authority of a new Act of the Imperial
Parliament. For these reasons, I am
sorry to say, that I consider it absolutely
impossible for this Parliament to accept
of the proposition of that hon. gentleman.
If it were not for this difficulty I wotrd
feel disposed to vote for bis motion. A
good deal has been said about what has
been called the Carnarvon Treaty, and I
am inclined to think, with the hon. mens-
ber for West Durham, tJhat that Treaty
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has not much force, for the simple
reason that it did not receive the
sanction of this Parliament. But if
this Carnarvon Treaty is to be set aside,
in what position are we ? We are in a
still worse position. Then we have to
fall back upon the Terms as laid down in
the Addresses fron this Parliament and
fron British Columbia at the time of the
Union. The road must be constructed
within ten years, that is to say, in 1882.
Ve are in a worse position, because under

the Carnarvon Treaty we have until
1890, and we have a still more important
clause, to the efiect that we are not bound
to expend more than $2,000,000 per an-
num. I do not think it was patriotic on
the part of the hon. member for West
Durham to repudiate this Carnarvon
Treaty, which certainly introduced better
terms in favour of Canada. If I voted
for the motion of that hon. gentleman, I
would consider that I was voting for re-
pudiating an obligation of this country.
In a new country like ours, public
works must generally be carried
on-i by means of loans in foreign
markets ; and I ask any hou. member
of this House, whether it would be wise
for us to establish such a preceden.t in
view of its effect upon our credit ? We
are carrying on important works in this
country. We are enlarging ;our canals,
we are building railways, and if -we are
going to lay down the principle here that
we may repudiate an obligation to do a
certain public work, wha.t guarantee can
we give to the world that we may not
repudiate our other obligations-our pub-
lic debts. For that reason, and that is
the principle reason, in my opinion, I
mnust vote against -he Resolution of the
lion. inember for West Durham. I heard,
this afternoon, the bon. member for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin) state, that this Reso-
lation did not anount to repudiation, but
that it purports only to enlarge the time
of construction of the Railway. It seems
to me that if we :mdeavour to extend that
time we are guilty of repudiation, and,
therefore, I must vote against the Reso-
lution.

Mi. COCKBURN (Mm loka) : I re-
gard the motion of the hon. member for
West Durham as a very proper one
under the present circumsta:'.s. It must
be remembered that we have a defici, this
year, and, noreover, I have no great faith

that we will be able to realise large sums
of money from the sales of land which are
expected by the bon. the First Minister.
I think le lias taken a very visionary
view of the receipts from sales of land in
the North-West. I hope his anticipations
may turn out correct, and, if so, then we
can go on with the western section of this
Railwav. I have hai soine experience
about the collection of inoney for land
sold to new settlers. I have known, in
some instances, parties who have been on
the land for twenty years without taking a
patent from the Government. We may
rely upon it that, in some instances, we
shall not receive anything from
the settlers on this land for about
twenty years. Many of themi will bring
a strong pressure to bear upon the
Government to have the interest com-
muted, and also the principal in nany
cases. I think that these bon. gentlemen,
who have directed their shafts against the
lion. member for West Durham, have
mistaken the feelings of this country.
That bon. gentleman has a great mass of
friends of both political parties. I have
heard many Conservatives entirely sub-
scribe to his view. The bon. meuber for
Glengarry (Mr. McLennan) stated it
would only be necessary to extend the line
of iRailway about two hundred miles to
the west of Winnipeg, now to carry on the
present development of our prairie coun-
try. I am sure that it will require a
more comprehensive scheme than that to
develop our North-West. I sympathise
with the hon. members from British Col-
unbia, and I do not blame theni for the
language they have used. It is their
duty to insist that tbe terms and
conditions of the Treaty should
be fulfilled. They would be recreant
to their trust if they did not do so.
At the same time, we, on the other hand,
have got to look at facts as we find them.
The motion of the lion. member for West
Durham does not propose to abandon the
construction of the Pacific Railway, but
nerely to postpone it. No doubt a large

amount of noney will be required for the
working of that road, with but little
traffic returns to compensate for the ont-
lay. With respect to settlement in the
North-West, I have heard a great deal
about pamphlets treating on that ques-
tion. The hon. the Minister of Agricul-
turc has bQen pretty well catechised on
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that subject, but I arn sure he would not work, until we see how the hon. the Min-
intentionally allow any such literature to ister of Finance cones out with bis
go out. I think that hon. members on Budget next year-I trust that the
both sides of the House have erred in motion of the lion. member for West
sending out hundreds of thousands of Durham will prevail in the House, as I
these pamphlets. I think many Ontario am sure it will in the country.
members, on both sides of the House, MR. BARNARD: We can regard the
have committed a grave mistake in send- motion of the hon. member for West
ing out vast numbers of these pamph- Durham in no other light than a
lets to people who had no intention Repudiation Resolution. We do not take
of leaving the Old Countries, and the exact wording of the Resolution, but
the new country was not sufficiently we go back over the conduct of the party
opened up to receive a very large influx of in Opposition in reference to this matter.
emrigration. The large emigration to the From the first discussion that arose in re-
lorth-West has been alluded to, but it is ference to the admission of British Co-
well-known that a great number ol those lumbia into the Dominon, we can see a
who have taken passage to Manitoba have determination on the part of hon. gen-
returned in disgust from Winnipeg and tiemen opposite neyer te admit British
settled in Dakota or Minnesota. My Columbia on anything like fair terms
chief object in asking the indulgence of and even if we did succeed in ebtaining
the Hoiuse for a few moments, was to fair terms, those terms could be breken
refer to the past policy of the late Gov- upon the first epportunity. Hon. gen-
ernment in respect to the more easterly tleman have asserted that the people
section et' the road. The hon. mlember of British Columbia have been extremelv
for Lambton inaugurated the Georgian unreasonable, but they have satisfie
iBay Brand sehee, whichd was well cal- thernselves witi makin the assertion.
culated te serve the interests of ab least They have no t attempted to show that
Q uebec and Ontari. My constituency ne evere unreasonable. The people, I
in particular lias sufffred a gross injustice tink, under the circumstances, have been
at the bauds ef the present Administra- extremely reasonabe. tie regarded the
tien, by the cancellatien of the contracts 'Terms as exceedingly liberal, and when the
which ny hion. friend fi'om Lanbton had tvo or three years elased between the
entered into. If the Taimns preferred confirmation oi these Terms and the res-
againt the Governtent are paid ignation et the Maedonald Administration,
B200,000 will have been expended, or we did net comlain that the work had

rather wasted, upon that road irs the can not been commenced. e sihplyentered
cellation, and if the contract had been a protet te the effe t that the surveys
gene on with fifty miles would have been hiad net u3en complete . The first move
cotpleted oy the pst July. They have, in ex the hon. member for Lambton, after
the course te have taken, abandoned a succeeding te power, ias te assume that
soheme whi h would have been m dst se were goin te be hostile te him. 11e
vceable to the Provinces of Ontarie and took ie grtind that sone alteration of
Quebec, and the peope will old the Gev- the Terswas necessary. Amie contended
ernmen te strict account for the $200,000 there was no alteration required, but we
whic have been wasted upn that were offered additional teims pyhich in-
branch. It bas been contended that the volved an additionnl expenditure of
motion of the hon. member for West $13000,000. I was utterly du abfounded
Durham is a blow at the Union, and that that this additional taxation sbould
it i a repudiatien of the Termss f Union. be necessitated by the party which
It is, owever, nothing of the kind. $ , ad persistently declared that the
It erely asks for a postponement et the oier already made was se onerous that
undertaking. Although the British Col- Canada could ndt bear it. I regret ex-
umbia members have a certain right t0 ceedingly that subsequently no arrange-
inist upon the Teris being carried out- ment could be arrived at between Our
but I hope they will exercise sone Government and the Dominion Govern-
patience, and wait a little longer, in order ment. The result was that England was
that we may see how matters are going, appealed to and the Carnarvon Ternms were
until we see how the land seheme will agreed to, which I maintain are not less
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onerous than those formerly entered into.
Let me here call the attention of the
House to statements that have been made
in reference to the value of Britisli Col-
umbia as a country. It has been as-
serted, over and over again, that British
Columbia was of no value to the Do-
minion, and, in fact, the hon. member for
West Durhiam went so far as to make the
statement that the country was utterly
worthless. It was contended that British
Columbia was of no value because she
was not a grain-growing country. Now,
there is a mistake about that. There is
more arable land in British Columbia
than it is generally credited with posses-
sing. We never put forward a claim that
it is a grain-growing country. Our claim
is that it is a mineral Province of great
value, as will ultimately be proven. Our
grain-growing section lies principally east
of the Cascade Range. As was shown by
the map laid on the Table of this House,
a few days ago, which purpoited to ex-
hibit the tracts of good and bad land in
the North-West and in British Columbia;
in that nap a tract of good land, lying
between the Rocky Mountains and the
Cascade Range, was shown, which, on
measurement, was declared to be 20,000
acres in extent, in which, I take it, suffi-
cient wheat could be grown to make an
important item in the traffic of a railway.
After my election I obtained information
from every district in the Province as to
the quantity of grain that had
been grown in the Province. I was
astonished at the resuilt. I found that
our farmers had raised during the year
8,000 tons of grain, and when we come
to consider the small number of farmers
to be found in a population of 12,000 or
15,000 persons, the House will easily
understand the ground must have been
very prolific to raise so large a quantity.
We must remember also that the crop
was put in at a time of serious depression,
for this House Lad just declared
that the location of the Burrard Inlet
route was premature, and everything in-
dicated that the Railway would be carried
away north of all settleinent. Conse-
quently, each farmer put in a limited
number of acres. It will hardly be
assumed that we have now under crop
one acre in every hundred of arable land
we possess. Should we have an addition
to our population of 12,500 farmers, who

102

will cultivate eighty acres each-and surely
this is a moderate calculation -the result
would be that 800,000 tons of grain would
be raised yearly. Taking it for granted
that we could spare 400,000 tons, or say
one-half, for exportation, would that not
yield to the Railway quite a considerable
revenue. It would go a long way towards
paying the expense of that 127 miles
for twelve months, and, in tact, would
very likely yield a revenue. Well, now, it
might be said: " Is it likely that this
127 miles of road which simply, as it
were, enters the country-is it at aIl
likelv that there is country enough
through which it runs to raise 800,00>
tons of grain, and is it concentrated in
such a shape that the Railway can take it
up ?" Extraordinary as it may appear,
that is a fact. The road starts at Yale,
it goes through the canons where there is
no land of any accouit until. it reaches
Lytton. At Lytton, by taking the course
of the Fraser, and expending a few
thousand dollars in the improvement of
that river, we secure navigation for 25
miles. I have the report made to the
hon. Minister of Public Works, a few
years ago, dated 1875. Before reading
extracts from this report, I will inform
the House that the Columbia River is very
similarly situated to the Fraser River,
and that previous to the improvement
of that river, it was impossible to move
grain to the front; and agriculture to the
east of the Cascades, in Washington
Territory and Oregon, was, as it is witlh
us at the present time, confined to supply-
ing the wants created in the vicinity. I
gather the following from the Report:

" I have the honour to transmit herewith a
copy of Mr. G. B. Wright's Supplementary
Report on the big bar canon of the Fraser
River, showing the nature of the obstructions to
the navigation of the river at that point. Mr.
Wright estimates the cost of removing rock at
$100,000, but I think that his estimate is far
too high, even for work carried on s > far in the-
interior. It appears that a road or tramway
can be built from the reach below to that
above, not exceeding two miles in length, at
a cost of about $3,O0 to $4,000, with a good
landing at each end. With a view to show
what has been done in Washington Territory
and Oregon by the improvements of the Col-
umbia river, in developing the country, I
desired Mr. Wright to obtain some statistice
bearing upon this subject, the general resulta
which I now lay before you for the consider.
ation of the hon. the Minister of Public
Works.
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"One cannot fail to observe the general sim principal graiu-producing region of the interior,
larity between the Columbia aud Fraser which iay be es'imate:I at not less ilian
rivers, in their course, nature of obstruc- 200,000 acrez, capable of producing 300,00
tions, and source, as well as in the fact tons Of wheat per annum. Now it is a de-sert,
that both plow througli the Cascade Range owing t its inaccessibility, and the exorbitant
of mountains in their passage to the sea. rate of freight."
The upper waters of both are sluggislh aed Tius we find Ihat a conparatively small
well adaptel to qteamboat navigation. In sum ex>ended in im>rovin, the Fraserthe Colunmbia, the first serious obstacle occurs I .. 1 o
at the Cascades, where a railway five miles in Riveýr, above Lytton, would not only
length hs been built, to avoid rauids, con- eniable the farmers of Lilloet district, who
sidered incapable of in provement. Another are _:Jready large producers, to reach a
portage occurs forty miles above this point,
trom the Palles to Cilito, a distance of thirteeun
miles. A railvay has been built here. Froin River up to the Quesnelle would furnish
this point the river is navigable at ail stages of freight and becoie a feeder to the Railway.
waters to Wallula, a distance of 140 uiles. At Thus, froi Lytton, we bave a river run-
high water, ste amers ascend 160 miles further, nin 260 miles throu-h a territory, on
to the town of Lewiston. Large sums of -.
noney have been, and are et 11 being, expended each side of which there are graim-growing
in blasting and removing rocky obstructions lrnds. I know, fr>m my own observation,
from this river. Prior to the improvement of the area of good land is much grea, er than
the navigatio n of the river and the construction
of the tw o railways before mentioned, freight .lr ,
was carried froi Portland up to Wallula at it. 'lh report to the hon. the Minister
$100 per ton. There was no freight downwards, of Public Works, from which I have
as the rates were prohibitory, although the already quoted, cones much nearer doing
coauîtry was- adînirably adapted ler raisiecoutry was arates blyn aaptead foraig justice to the value of that section of
wheat. The rates now on upw,,ýard1 freighIt is...
$20 per ton, and on downward freight $ per British Colurnbia than those of casual
ton. The elTect of the improvement to naviga- travellers. Froin Savona's Ferry, the
tion is shown by the toîniage, <:hie0y wheat, northern terminus of the present contract,
shipped during the last three years we have a water stretch. We have navi-

1872 ................. 1,500 Tons. gatien up North Thompsen's iver, for
1873 ............... .... 6,200w
1874 .................. ,,0U 100 miles on each de et whib -e have

1874.............9600considerable tracts of land fit fer cultiva-
Lately I applied to the Oregon Steam
Navigation Company, and they have sent direction another 100 miles, where we
mue the following returrne, vhich brings bave nuther very good grain-grewing
the statement down to date section f ceuntiy, on each side of the

1875 ................. .10,600 Tons. South River. Quite a quantity of grain
1876 ....... ......... 18,700 " ea aIse be raised along tie valley of the
1877................. 30,000 " Spalumcheen, which stretches eut iii a
1878 ................ 29,500 "
1879 ................ 44,800 southerly direction twards Lake Okana-

1879.............. 448OOgan. Tbis valley is very low, scarcely
It will be noticed that the quantity of above the water-level.ef the lakes, between
freiglit offering has gradually increased -vhieîu it lies. A very few thousand dol-
since the improvements referred to have lars will suffice te clear eut that strear,
been made. Ilere we have a country ani enable steaniers of two feet draught
lying to the east of the Cascades fit for of water te reacl Lake Okanagan,

ithe produce of cereals, but the produceof thus epening up another seventy uiles i
which, up to 1872, could not be utilised the direction of the southeru boundarv.
on accounit of the difficulty of forwardingon acout e th dificuty f frwndin Thus we see that the location of this Rail-
it to the front. That is precisely the waygi-es us the advantage of epening up

position we occupy in British Columbia our country 260 miles in one direction,
to day. We have a grain-growing coun- 100 in another, and 100 in a third direc-
try to the east of the Cascades, and have tien. WV are tee uue in the habit, if 1
not, so far, been able to move one bushel may use the vulgar term, cf crysng
to the front, and there they have been stinking fish. I have Leard gentlenen
compelled to use foreign grain up to the on the cther side deery our country il
present. Tihe Report goes on to say t1meir ignorance and (
wi*th referenice to the imiprovemient ofc >cwiti .eee~et E irvretc what they mniglit rend in the varieus re-
the Fraser ports, nover gvsng us credit for wbat

"These improvements wculd open up the good dees exist in that country. Taking
MIR. BARNARD.
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up the reports of gentlemen travelling
througi the country, camping out in all
weathers, one cannot expect to find in
them a very pleaiant description of the
country. That is no reason, however,
why the leading men of the Loyal Oppo-
sition should stand on the floor of this
House and read by the hour such reports
as they think are the most damaging to
our Province. But, Sir, why should we
complain ? We are not alone in this matter.
Other countries on the Pacific coast have
been eqally misunderstood. In the
early settlement of California it was de-
clared by farmers, who went in there for
gold, that there was no agricultural land
in that state-in fact for years they used
Chili flour there. To-day California
exports $16,000,000 worth of wheat,
a great portion of which is sent to the
British Empire. The first men who
turned their attention to farmirg there
complained that the good land was all
taken up by the missions, and that none
was left for settlement. To-day, how-
ever, the area is increasing, because they
find it is not necessary to have land on
the levels ; even those higli lands are
being put under cultivation by a new
system of irrigation by which a still
greater area of land is made fit for cultiva-
tion. I mean the system of tunneling
the hills to obtain water, a system that
cani be made applicable to our hills as
well as those of California. Oregon
ranks high among the grain exporting
countries whose exports of wheat, to-day,
are 225,000 tons. Well, what was said
of Oregon by the first settlers was similar
to what is now said of British Columbia.
Mr. Keith, who was in charge of the Hud-
son's Bay Company's business in Oregon, at
the time they purchased the right to
carry on the fur business there, wrote to
London to say that if they wished to carry
on business there they would have to
send flour out for their employes, 'as the
country would not grow anything.
Yet, to-day, there is shipped from
Oregon 225,000 tons of wheat
aone, besides what was raised for
ber own consuimption and what she
shipped to California, in which business
two lines of steamships running to San
Francisco are engaged. It was said of
California that there was no agricultural
land. The same statement was made with
regard to Oregon, and we have heard it

made here with regard to British Colum-
bia. I think I am not wrong in saying
that the hon. member for Lambton said,
on one occasion, that there was not as
much land in British Columbia as would
make a good farm.

Mn. MACKENZIE : I never said any-
thing of the kind.

1M. BAiRNARD : Well, it was some-
thing near it.

Mit. MACKENZIE: No, it was not
near it.

MR. BARNARD: Perhaps I can re-
call the incident to the hon. gentleiman's
recollection. He saidi he had very good
authority for the statement, because his
brother was in British Columbia and gave
hin the information. Perlaps that will
bring the matter to the hon. gentleman's
recollection.

MR. MACKENZIE: I never said any-
thing of the kind.

MR. BARNARD: Well, perhaps I am
wrong. I can understand that a man
going through that country, for the first
time, would declare, most unhesitatingly,
that the land lie was walking over would
yield nothing, I had the sanie impression
inyself until I saw miners, wlo had come
from countries where the value of irriga-
tion was understood, busily tilling the
land, and obtaining large resuits. All
that is required is water, and that we
find by digging ditches in the land. With
water you can raise cereals to good ad-
vantage. Talk about the country being
of no consequence at all; why, even the
Indians there are bidding with the far-
mers of Ontario, and taking prizes from
themn for wheat, as they did at the Cen-
tennial Exhibition. Here, in this city, at
the Dominion Exhibition, a medal was
awarded to an Indian who raised grain
in British Columbia, for the best sample of
wheat shown. le also took a medal for
the best sample of oats at the Philadelphia
Exhibition. Is ià not well to hesitate
before denouncing, ii a whol]esle manner,
our country. Wrhat part of the play is
it that hon. gentlemen opposîte are acting
here. Over and over again they take up
docuiients, as if our word was not to be
depended upon. to declare that there is
no and in that iProvince 1it for culti-
vation. I never before hord of a coun-
try so traduced by Its own people. Go
into the United States anid you will not
find, anywhere, a set of mnil in any po-
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sition of life, that will stand up and sys- lity wUls it not. "If she is not reason-
tematically denounce the country that able Jet ler go," is the argument used.
gives them their bread, as bas been done "We have rade a bad bargain and
by gentlemen of the Opposition during must stand by it if we wish to be
this debate. Here is a map of the Rail- honest but we have made a Lad bar-
way from Oniaha to San Francisco. Some gain, and, therefore, must break it."
200 miles out of Omaha vou reach the If it is not repudiation; if this putting
North Platte River, and from there to off does not mean breaking the Terme
within a few miles of Sacremento, there e itered into with British Columbia, what
is not a solitary farn to be seen in the ese is it. We know that, nine years ago,
whole length of the road between those British Columbia entered into ths Do-
two points-some 1,600 miles. You will minion with the distinct understanding
find nothing in the way of agriculture in that the Pacific Railway should be buiît
sight of the train beyond a few garden in the course of ten years from that tire.
spots. Al is a wilderness of wormwood Nov, Sir, the ten years have nearly rol]ed
and sand. As we go through the State of by, and not one foot of that road, wbich
Wyoming, there are no farns or farming was promised to British Columbia, and
land in sight, yet people are coming in and upon the promise of which she entered
settling all the time. In Colorado there into the Confederacv, bas been buiît.
is a large portion of the land unfit for And now that an effort is being made;
cultivation. Yet we never hear Ameri- now that a policy has been propounded
cans denouncing these districts, but, by the present Administration for carry-
on the contrary, agents are employed ing out the vork for the benefit of the
to induce ernigrants to go there; wvliole Dominion, as well as for Britis
and so on through UTtai and Nevada. Columbia; now that the hon. gentlemen
Nothing, in sight but a cheerless wvaste ; wbo occapy the Treasury BWnches
no improvement beyond a few "ouses at have bit apon a sceae for carry-
the railway station. Yet, travel as you in tae work into execution; now
nay, converse with Nvhoin you please that they have adopted and propose
among the Ameicans, you meet gith no to carry out this grand scheme-a shiete
man who denounees bis country. They that the hon, gentlemen opposite would
are always ready to point out tise advan- bave given their eye-teeth to have dreamt
tages eacb State possesses. INot so with of-those lion, gentlemen try to'throw
gentlemen of the Opposition. If I were discredit on it at once, and endeavour to,
an agent sent out io promote emigration knock it on the bead-they did that in
to tise United States, I would ask no bet- antagonism to a foi-mer sciieme, wbicis
ter argurnent tban to take up tbe Han- would have saved tie country many miil-
sard, as it wili appear in a few weeks lions of dollars; now that tse bon. gen-
froî-tbis, withi tbe speeches of thse bon. temen who now carry on the Government
gentlemen opposite, and send their state- have whipped the o ole affair oean ow t
nents broadcast throughout tbe wowld of their hands toey ay we are going ao
Our poor lictle Province h's to corne in be ruined entirely by the poiicy hich is
for her sbare. Our people weat ont 1 being adopted, and they seek to em barras
there to better their condition by gold- it bv discrediting the country in to eyes
hunting, and, therefore, are no deserving gof o the world. Ah bon, gentleman on
of consideration. I bec hon . gentlemen tisdeotse uetook a manly
to remember that those of ns who first position, knowing tise advantagres of a
setled there did mucis to create the good, Pacifi Province to t;w Dominion,
wbolesome Canadian sentiment that re- defeded te Privince of Britis Coium-

ulted in our joining the Dominion and bia. is speech was a credit Io the
giving ber an outlet on tde Pacifie, with- bouse and the country; and I tak
ont which lier North-West would bave it, that tise people of British Col-
been of little value. We knew tbat unbia will understand that their
Canada ould, one day, be a large and in- b-st thanks are due to that hon.
fluential nation, and we hoped and de- gentleman, the bon. member for
sired wo be a part and parcel f er as Cardwell for bis very
such ; but the gentleman wbo aims to able defence of that Province on te floor
be the eminent defender of public mora- of this hue, and for the effective nanner
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in which he renelled that tirade of abuse
from the other side. In looking over a
copy of the Bystander, I find that Mr.
Goldwin Smith, in speaking of an act of
Mr. Blake's, said : "It is written on a
disastrous and somewhat inglorious page
of Canadian history." May we not ask
whether that hon. gentleman bas not, in
moving this Resolution of repudiation,
added another " inglorious " page to Ca-
nadian history. Another page of that
book says :"Mr. Blake is our most erni-
nent defender of public morals." 1
wrould like to know, after the debate of
the last four or five days, what position
in history that great defender of public
morals will take. It may not be im-
moral to bring down such a Resolution
as lie bas brought down; it niay not be
immoral to place it before the members
of this House, and ask a vote on it, but
every act of bis, in connection with the
British Columbia difficulty, points to the
fact that expediency and not morality
governs him. But when the Terms with
British Columbia firstfailed, he thought the
Ministry of that time had better offer us
something for its non-fulfllment, and an
offer was made accordingly. It contained
one particular clause. I do not know who
drew up the document, but the hon. men-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
was the Minister of Justice, perhaps
he did. There was one clause which it
was impossible to understand: the ques-
tion was, whether the $750,000 offered was
for the abandonment of the Railway term
or in compensation for delays that had
taken place. It is most extraordinary
how a highly moral man, a great " de-
fender of our public morals," could en-
deavour to foist on a " miserable handful
of people," with probably not a consti-
tutional lawyer in the land, a document
that contained such ambiguous language.
The hon. gentleman from West Durham
has made it plain in bis speech, for he has
asserted mostpositively, that the $750,000
was intended as compensation for all de-
lays past and to come. It suited the hon.
gentleman to say that during this debate,
for it places bis party in a better position;
but how did he advise Lord Dufferin to
explain the offer to our people. His
Lordship's words were these :

"Now, here again I will net touch upon the
irritating controveraies which have circled
round this particular step in these transactions.

I am well aware that you consider this offer
to have been made under conditions of which
you have reason to complain. If this has
been the case it is most unfortunate, but still,
whatever may have been the sinister incidents
connected with the Dast, the one solid fact re-
mains that the Canadian Government bas
offered you $750,000 in lieu of the Railway.
* * * * This sum may be inadequate,
but still I may mention to you the principle
upon which this sum lias been arrived at under
the Nanaimo and Eýquimault Railway Bill,
whose rejection by the Senate we have been
discussing, Canada was to contribute a bonus
of $10,000 a mile. The total di4ance is
seventy miles, consequently, the $750,000 is
nothing more orless than the bonus converted
into a lump sun."

The House will readily see that the two
statements are wholly irreconcilable.
It was complained this evening that
British Columbia bad no faith in the
former Governient, that they -wanted
"millions poured into their own laps."
What faith could be placed in a party
who could send a document like that, and
endeavour to entrap us into accepting a
trifling sum in heu of the non-fulifilment
of these Terms. In refusing that $750,000,
I think we showed distinctly that it was
not for money considerations that we
formed the connection with Canada.
Our desire to enter the Union was both a
proper and patriotic one. We looked on
Canada as a progressive country, about to
establish herself a nation, that could af-
ford to sustain the dignity of a nation-a
country that would, if she undertook an
agreement, carry it out faithfully; and
we looked, naturally, to the country of
our birth as the proper country to ally
ourselves with. I am satisfied, whether
we get this Railway or not, we should have
accepted the invitation to join this country.
It is hardly fair, therefore, to charge us with
being so anxious to obtain money as to be
willing to take it under any circum-
stances. I would like to draw attention
to a document circulated, a copy of which
has been sent to each member. Were I
asked for an opinion, I should say it was
issued by the Opposition. In describing
the Railway route, the author says:

" From Yellow Head Pasa to the Pacific
stretches the enormous barren mess of the
Rocky Mountains, rent assunder bere and
there by fearful chasms and terminating
abruptly in the sea. The location having
surmounted this formidable barrier at an
elevation of 4,000 feet winds its gloomy way
to the sea, through and along the sides of these
mountains which overhang the water roaring
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beneath in the canons of the Thompson and member from the Maritime Provinces bas
Fraser Rivers." spoken on the subject, I think should be
This string of nonsense was written by an further urged, even at this late hour. I

(COMNMONS.] Pacißlc Railway.

American engineer who professes to
know a great deal of the country. I
ha-ve travelled from the Yellow Head Pass
to the Pacific Ocean, and this description
is not in any way applicable to the coun-
try. From the centre of the Mountains,
down to the sea, I have travelled over
the located line. So far from there being
such tremendous difficulties, there is
nothing of the kind. There is not one
engineering obstacle or impediment to
the road ; in no place do the roaring
waters make more disturbance than the
falls at the Chaudiere ; there is no
serious difficulty or impediment to the
Railway. I contend that the figures
reported to the hon. the Minister
of Railways, and by him announced
to the House, respecting the cost of con-
struction of the Railway between the
summit of the Rocky Mountains and
Savona's Ferry, are far in excess of the
correct statement. The country is com-
paratively open and favourable to rail-
way building. It will prove a much
lighter piece of work than the hon. gentle-
man has any conception of. I felt it my
duty to defend British Columbia at pre-
sent; and to inform thelHousethat there is
a larger quantity of arable land in it than
supposed; and that, with the assistance of
this Railway, it will become a consider-
able grain-growing region. Instead of
being regarded as a worthless country, it
will yet be considered as rich a Province
as Canada possesses. She has within
herself all the elements necessary ; lier
coal and iron, ber fish, her lumber, lier
gold, silver and copper, will one day
place ber among the richest Provinces
of this Canada of ours.

MR. BIURPEE (Sunbury): My
apology for detaining the House at this
time of the morning, is the extraordinary
position assumed by the hon. member
for Yale (Mr. Barnard), who has
just taken his seat, as well as other
hon. members from British Columbia,
namely : That the motion of the hcn. mei-
ber for West IYurham would be repudia-
tion of our engagements, a violation oi
our contracts, and would break up the
Union. Mr. Speaker, there is another
view of the subject from an eastern stand-
point, which, as only one other bon.

MR. BARNARD.

have listened attentively to the discussion
of this most important subject during
the debate, and I understood the hon.
,he Minister of Railways to say that be
would be justified by the Act of Union
with British Columbia, to stop the con-
struction of the Pacific Railway when-
ever the Government decide that it
would add to the burdens of the people,
as provided by the rider to said Act.
If that is the case, the difficulties of the
situation will, in my opinion, be met by
the motion of the hon. member for West
Durham, which should be adopted in
view of the embarrassed state of the
finances, and the amount of taxation
already imposed, which is so unsatisfac-
tory in the east. This motion, now
under consideration, only asked for delay
on the British Columbia end of the line.
The question at issue is, whether we cai
go on and finish the whole road, includ-
ing the British Columbia portion, at once,
and at the rate indicated by the hon. the
Finance Minister, spending on that
work $10,000,000 this year, and the same
amount next year, and $5,000,000 each
succeeding year, until the road is com-
pleted, without adding to the burdens of
the people. All parties agree that it is
expedient and necessary to build that
portion of the Canadian Pacific road from
Lake Superior to Winnipeg, and thence
into the North-West Territory, as far
as is required for the settlement of that
country ; but I do not think that the
finances of the Dominion will justify the
immediate construction of any portion in
the British Columbia Territory, and I think
that the bon. member for West Durham
has proved and demonstrated that fact
by data that cannot be controverted. I
have always held, and frequently expres-
sed this opinion in this House: that the
building of the Pacific Railway was a
burden which should not have been
undertaken by Canada alone ; but
it was quite as much of an li-
perial as a Colonial work, and
should have received substantial aid
from the British Government. It should
have been made a condition by
Canada before accepting the burdens and
responsibility of uniting with that Colony,
and adopting what was notoriously the-
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policy of the Home Government. But
the correspondence on this subject in-
forms us that British Columbia only
asked for a carriage-road through their
Province, uniting them with the North-
West Territory as a condition of Union,
and why the Government of Canada
should have voluntarily proposed and
bound themselves and the Dominion, as
far as our resonrces would admit, to bauild
a Railway in ten, or even twenty years,
is beyond my comprehension. I not only
think that the British Government should
have assisted, as an Imperial work, the
construction of the Pacific Railway ; but
I think that they should have paid any
claims fairly due to the Hudson's Bay
Company upon Rupert's Land and the
North-West Territory if they had any.
Canada should not have been called upon
to pay $1,500,000 to that Company,
besides giving said Company 50,000 acres
of land, and 5 per cent. of the balance of
all the land in the Territory. Was it not
enouglh for the Dominion to assume the
burdens of colonising this great country
with the costs and risks of purchasing
the claims of, and caring for, 60,000 In-
dians, without further burdens and re-
sponsibilities I I repeat that the building
of the Pacific Railway, and colonising the
vast territories through which it runs, is
quite as much an Imperial as a Colonial
work, and its costs should have been
shared by the British Government. I
am fortified in that opinion by the declar-
ation of Sir A. T. Galt, the especial En-
voy and High-Commissioner of this Gov-
ernment, in a speech delivered by him at
a dinner given at Montreal immediately
before leaving this country. He said
that :

" The people of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia or even of Ontario had no more interet
in acquiring or settling the North-West Terri-
tory than had the labourers of Englaud or the
tenant-farmers of Tipperary."

We have been called upon to pay out of
the Revenues of the Dominion for annu-
ities, gratuities to Indians in the North-
West for the past year, nearly $1,000.000,
including the expenses of the Mounted
Police, which are necessary to be main-
tained on their account, and these Treaty
obligations must annually increase as the
settlement of the couutry progresses and
game becomes more scarce. Inviewof these,
with our other heavy obligations of our al-

ready very large and increasing debt and
heavy taxation, I think that we should
pause before committing the Dominion to
the building of the British Colunibia end
of the Pacific Railway until the North-
West Territories are colonised and settled,
and our resources are in a better con-
dition for proceeding with the whole line.
The contention of the hon. the Minister
of Railways is that ve are now able to do
so, and tne hon. Premier bas furnished

i the House with a calculation in which
he proposes to show us that the
road can be built out of money fron
the sale of lands in the North-West.
lis calculation is to sell, during the next
ten years, 32,000,000 acres of land, on
which lie proposes to settle over half a
million of people in that time, and for
which land he expects to receive
$3s,000,000 in cash and $32,000,000 in
securities. I think that the lion. member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) has
most clearly demonstrated the utter
futility of this calculation. He bas
shown that, in no case, in the United
States, where land is equal in fertility, and
there are better facilities for settlement,
have they been able, in the same extent
of territory, to realise, in ten years, more
than six millions in money and a like sum
in securities. To enable a person to have
some idea of the extent of 32,000,000
acres of territory, it is necessary to com-
pare it with some other territory with
which we are acquainted. The Provinces
of Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick conbined, just about re-
present the area of the territory which
the hon. theFirst Minister hopes i osettlein
the North West in the course of ten years.
It would take all the land in the Mari-
time Provinces, good, bad and indifferent,
settled and unsettled, to make the extent
of territory which he proposes to sell and
settle in this brief period. The absurdity
of the thing is very apparent. But take
another view. Take the land which is
purchased
Dominion.
19,605,000
17,701,000
5,453,000
6,607,000
49,000,000

for settlement in the whole
In Ontario there are

acres sold ; in Quebec,
acres sold ; in NewBrunswick,
acres; in Nova Sotia,

acres, making a total of
acres of land purchased from

the Government by private individuals.
Some 13,000,000 acres of this land
are held for lumber purposes, and for
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mining purposes, which will leave only The circumstances of t1i tt country are
36,000,000 acres, oralittleoverthe amount very difficult from those of the rest of the
of land which the hon. Premier hopes Dominion. Under these circumstances,
to settle in ten vears in the North-West. and in view of the fact that there could
We have been settling this Dominion be ne commercial interco rso between
nearly a century, and we have only suc- these two c , hold it ývas prema-
ceeded in ail these Provinces in settling ture for British Columbia to e annexed
36,000,000 acres of land. Yet the bon. to this Dominion, and thab the (nion was
the First Minister proposes, in ten years, detrimental, not only to Canad:î but te
to settle 32,000,000 acres in the North- British Columbia herseif. If it is dan-
West. I think these two statements are gerous for the British Columbia end of
sufficient to illustrate the impossibility of the road to be delayed until our
the hon. the First Minister's anticinations wiIl permit of the work being procceded
being realised. As to the quality Of the with, it is more dangerous to go on ani
land, it can scarcely be contended that builc this road in the present state of our
this new territory will be any better than financs. Tiere is more danger et breik-
the land in Ontario. The hon. member ing up the Union by procecding
for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) stated, at present than by halting at
that the motion of the hon. member for present. I state that advisedly. I
West Durham was a kind of repudiation. assure you, Mr. Speaker, that, in the Pro-
The hon. the Minister of Railways, vince from which I come-and I think
did not take that ground. le took the sanie remark will apply to otber Pro-
the ground that if we found at any time vinces-there is great dissatisfaction at
the state of our finances did not the ameunt of debt ve are rolling up and
admit of continuing the work we could the aniunt of taxation already imposed,
then stop. He may find that the finances and the recklessness with which
of the Dominion will not admit of our the Government is bein conducted.
going on with the road even next year. That (issatisfaction is assuming pro-
If we went on with the present contracts, portions which cannot ere long
even for one year, large liabilities would be controlled, and wiIl culminate, J
be incurred, and contractors would want fear, in a storni which the lion, gentlemen
to be reimbursed for their outlay and for opposite vill net bq ale te allay, and in
damages, and the difficulty in the way of worse disaster than the secession of
stopping the work would be very great. British Columbia. If we go on and build
Another objection to the Resolution is that road at present, it will certainly add
that it will break up the Union. We one hundrec million dollars te the heavy
have heard much of this from the hon. debt with wbiDh this country is already
members from British Columbia, and we burdened, and will absorb the entire
can symipathise witlh them. I believe the Customs Revenue to pay the interest
Union betweeb British Columbia and the alome. J ask is it fair te absorb the whole
other Provinces was prenature. I be- of our Customs dues and depive the
lieve that worse things miay happen to other Provinces of necessary publie
tîis Dominion, and vorse things n tay works in order te build the British
happen foi' Bgitish Columbia thah that Columbia end of this road, which can be
the UJnioni should be dissolved. The of ne service, commercialy, at present,
UJnion, by Act of Parliament, cannot long but which. must entail a large additional
subsist when tliere are ne commercial ties burden te operate it w For the reasons I
te strengthen politic w Union. I think it have given to-night, and in view of the
can be dernonstrated that it will be i bpos- state of our finances, I nut enter my
sible te iave commercial Union with that protest againpt proceeding with the con-
country for many years te corne. The struction of this portion of the road.
lien. member for Victoria (M'. DeCosmes) MR. SCHItJLTZ: As this discussion
lias, on srveral occasions, ased for a sepa- bias been so n. and se exhaustive, I de-
rate Tarif suitable te British Columnbia, sire only te ask the indulgence of the

nd differing, frtm that of the rest of the heuse long enoug te enter mo protet
Dominion. J fevt that there were against the ranner in which th western
many good reason, wby aBritish Col- Provinces have been treated by many of
umbia should bave a separate Tarife. the supporters of the amendment. One

M-Bt. IURPEoe.
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would think from the tone of bon. gentle-
men that the proposed expenditure was
to be utterly unproductive of good results
either in the development of this western
region or of lasting good to the Dominion
at large. Tbey seem to have forgotten
that the largest, the most productive, and
in the near future, the most populous
part of this "Canada of ours" lies beyond
the western limit of the Province of On-
tario, west even of the Province, a portion
of which I bave the honour of represent-
ing in this House. It would seem that,
in the grubbing of Ontario stumps and
the ensnaring of east - coast lobsters,
it is apt to be forgotten that,
west of the narrow field of petty pro-
vincial jealousies, we have a vast em-
pire, rich enough in agricultural and
mineral resources to support a population
of 100,000,000. Had it ceased to be true
that the tread of empire was westward,
or, if true, was its progress to be barred
by the Rocky Mountains ? By what right
did hon. gentlemen sneer at the small
popillation of British Columbia, and jeer
at lier representatives in this House for
their manly endeavours in her behalf ?
Had it not been shown that, man
for man, the population of the Pa-
,cific Province have contributed more
to the support of the General
Government than any other. Have they
not waited for the fulfilment of the con-
ditions of Union, with a patience all the
more admirable, for the mutterings which
showed the forbearance to be one of loyal
patriotisn rather than indifference. By
what right, then, do we exclude these
transmontane Canadians from our sym-
pathy, and affect to look upon them as a
semi-foreign element, more intent upon
rifling the public purse than of aiding the
common weal. I am afraid that we
are all apt to forget that while political
British Columbia is bounded on the
east by the Rocky Mountains, yet that
physical and commercial British Columbia
has for its eastern boundary the one
hundreth degree of longitude, and that
between that point and the Pacific Ocean
there is more of wealth of arable land, of
tituber, of iron, coal, and the precious
metals, than in the whole of the rest ot
the Dominion. They who live in the
east forget that our magnificent prairie
country, west of the one hundredth degree,
is all tributary to the west coast, and that

through some Rocky Mountain Pass and
over the portions of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, now so severely criticised, its
wheat must find its way to the sea, and
by the sea to its natural market. In the
ten years I have been in Parlianent, I
have seen the fulfilment of nany
predictions regarding the Province of
Manitoba ; and I now venture the pre-
diction, regarding British Columbia,
that, if in the ten years to come we
make an honest effort to fulfil what
we fairly may of the obligations
solemnly entered into on her Union,
tht Province will contribute more to
the material wealth of the Dominion,
more to the support of the Government,
than any of those Provinces which now
occupy a front rank in the Union. She is no
dowerless bride, this fair Pacifie Province;
she brought a wealth of resources specially
valuable to the rich but useless region on
lier east, and even if lier rocky ranges, so
commented upon here, did not contain
vast mines of yet undeveloped wealth,
she still was necessary as an outlet for
the greatest continuous extent of wheat-
growing lands the world bas seen, whicli
would be useless to us but that a feasible
line of Railway bas been found to the
sea. I shall vote against the Resolution,
because I believe the expenditure to be
necessary ; because the national honour
is involved in the attempt, at some
measure at least, of our undertaking with
British Columbia ; because I feel that
this branch of our great public works will
be as profitable, from its commencement
as other detached portions of the natural
line, and because this much - belied,
patient, long -suffering Province, is for
well or for ill, a part and parcel of this
Great Dominion, and notwithstanding
that nature, as if wearied with the monotony
of the prairie, bas there thrown the earth's
surface into fantastic forms. She bas
still, as if forecasting the part this
Province was to play in the censuring
of this Dominion, provided these low
passes and natural conditions, which
allow the easy curves and low
gradients of our great national
railway line to the western sea.

Motion made:

That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair
for the House to go again into Committee of
Supply.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Supply-Canadian [ APrnn 20, 1880.1
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Motion in amendiment made, and ques-
tion proposed :

To leave out all the words after " That " in
the said motion, and to insert the following
instead thereof: " The public interests re-
quire that the work of constructing the Pa-
cific Railway in British Columbia should be
pastponed."-(Mr. Blake.)

The House
131.

divided: Yeas, 49 ; nays,

YEAS :

Messieurs
Anglin Killam
Bain King
Béchard LaRue
Blake Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Borden Mackenzie
Bourassa McIsaac
Brown Malouin
Burpee (St. John) Oliver
Burpee (Sunbury) Olivier
Cameron (South Huron)Paterson (South Brant)
Cartwright Pickard
Casey Rinfret
Casgrain Rogersi
Charlton Ross (We3t Middlesex)
Cockburn (Muakoka) Rymal
Coupal Scriver
Dumont Smnith (Selkirk)
Fiset Smith (Westmoreland)
Fleming Snowball
Geoffrion Thompson (Haidimand)
Gillies Trow
Gillmore Wel ion
Gunn Wiser
Hladdow Yea.-49.
Huntington

Messieurs

Abbott
Allison
Angers
Arkell
Baby
Baker
Bannerman
Barnard
Beauchesne
Benoit
Bergeron
Bill
Bolduc
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Bowell
Brecken
Brooks
Bunster
Bunting
Burnham
Cameron (1N.
Carling
Caron
Cimon
Colby
connell
Costigan

Kranz
Landry
Lane
Langevin
Lantier
Little
Longley
Macdonald (King's)
Macdonald(VictoriaBC
McDonald Cape Breton)
McDonald (Pictou)
McCallum
McCuaig
Macdougall
McGreevy
M cInnes
McKay
McLennau
McLeod
McQuade
McRory

Victoria) Masson
Massue
M erner
Méthot
Mongenais
Montplaisir
Muttart

Coursol O'Connor
Currier Ogden
Cuthbert Orton
Daly Patterson (Essex)
Daoust Perrault
Dawson Pinsoaeault
DeCosmos Plumb
Desaulniers Pope (Compton)
Desjardins Pope (Queens, P. E. I.
Douil Poupore
Drew Richey
Dugas Robinson
Elliott Ross (Dundas)
Farrow Rouleau
Ferguson Royal
Fitzsimmons Ryan (Marquette)
Fortin Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Fulton Schultz
Gault Shaw
Gigault Skinner
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier>Sproule
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Strange
Grandbois 'Passé
Hackett Tellier
Haggart Thompson (Cariboo)
Hay Tilley
Hesson Tupper
Hilliard Vallée
Hooper Vanasse
Honde Wade
Hurteau Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Ives Wallace (West York)
Jackson White (Cardwell)
Jones White (E. Hastings)
Kaulbach White (North Renfrew
Keeler Williams
Kilvert Wright.-131.
Kirkpatrick

PAIRS

For- Againt-
Chandler Platt
Mills Domville
Robertson (Shelburne) Cockburn (W. N'land.)
Flynn Bergin
Laurier Macmillan
Guthrie Stephenson

Motion resolved in the negative.
Main motion agreed to.

SUPPLY.

XII. RAILWAYS AND CANALS CHARGEABLE

TO CAPITAL.

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Canadian Paeific Railway.

86 British Columbia, Emory's Bar to
Savona's Ferry..............$1,000,000

Resolution ordered to be reported.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill (from the Senate)
was introduced and read the first time.:

Bill (No. 105) For the relief of Permanent
Building Societies and Loan Compànies, and

Mi. BURPEE.
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to restrict their modes of Iending.-(Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou.)

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Two o'clock.

IOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 21st April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

PICTOU HARBOUR ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

(Mr. Pope, Queen'Q, P E.I.)
FIRST READING.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.L), in
moving the first reading of the Bill
(No. 106) To amend an Act respecting
the Harbour of Pictou, in Nova Scotia,
said : The Bill is intended to give power
to the three Harbour Commissioners to
manage the business of the harbour. Under
the present Act the Government have
appointed Commissioners, and this Bill
proposes to authorise them to appoint a
Harbour Master as is done by the Harbour
Commissioners at Montreal, Quebec,
Sydney and other ports.

Bill read the first time.

REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS IN NAV-
IGABLE WATERS BILL.
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L)

FIRST READING.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.), in
moving the first reading of the Bill (No.
107) To amend the law respecting the re-
moval of obstructions in navigable waters
by wrecks, said: The Department of
Marine and Fisheries is continually re-
ceiving complaints of wrecked vessels and
otherobstructionsimpedingnavigation. It
is the practice of many parties to put those
wrecks on the banks of rivers and on the
coasts, and leave them there, so that they
are carried away by high tides and sunk
in channels and other places where they
become an obstruction to navigation. The
Department is often called on to re-
moye these obstructions ; and we merely
ask by this Bill for power to make the
parties blameable for those obstructions,
responsible to us for the cost of their
removal.

Bill read thefirst lime.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
QUESTION.

-MR. BUNSTER : I would like to ask
the Premier, after his great success last
night, on the motion respecting the
Canadian Pacific Railway, whether lie
will commence its construction in British
Columbia this season ?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think the hon. gentleman ought to have
given notice of his question. iHowever, I
may say that the matter is under my
serious consideration.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY STATIONS.
QUESTION.

MR. DUMONT enquired, Whetherit is
the intention of the Government to con-
struct railway stations in the parishes of
St. André, Ste. Hélene and St. Denis, in
order to meet the requirements of traffic
in those several localities.

MR. LANGEVIN : In the absence of
the hon. the Minister of Railways, I nay
inform the lion. gentleman that the sub-
ject is under the consideration of the
Government.

COST OF MARINE DEPARTMENTAL
REPORTS.
QUESTION.

MR. EIOUDE enquired, What was the
expenditure incurred for the publication
of the Report of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries for the years 1877
and 1878, respectively ? What amount
of saving, if any, bas the Government
effected in the publication of the Report
for 1879.

MR. POPE (Queen's P.E I.): The
Accountant of the House of Commons re-
ports that the amount of expenditure in-
curred between the 1st Julv, 1876, and
30th June, 1877, for publishing the Re-
port of this Department, with the supple-
ments, was $13,597.82. In that year no
list of shipping was published, but the
Meteorological Report, and the Lists of
Lights were published as supplements to
the Report, along with other supplements,
and they are now published separate front
the Report ; the Meteorological Report
being charged to the vote for Meteorologi-
cal purposes, and the List of Lights being
now charged to the Department. The
amount expended by the Accountant of
the House of Commons, from the 1st
July, 1877, to 30th June, 1878, was

Cost of Marine
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$14,639.58. Tiis amount included
the Mete-rological Report and the List of
Ships registered in the Doniinion, which
was very large.andJ also the Lists of Lights.
None cf these are priuted in this year's
Report as suppilemients, and the List of
Ships is only pubiislied every third year.
The amont expended fromu 1st July,
1878, to 30th June, 1879, for our Re-
port, with its supplements, -was
$11,614.33, and this did not include the
Meteorological Report and the List of
Ships, but it included the List of Lights.
The Accountant states that le cannot say
whether these sums were for the par-
ticular Reports and the supplements of
these years. le can only say that he ex-
pended these amounts for the respective
fiscal years for our Report and supple-
ments, but cannot distinguish for what
portion of our Reports the amounts were
expended. The supplements for our Report
for 30th June, 1879, are not yet corn-
pleted, and therefore the Accountant can-
not state wvhat the c'st of the Report and
Supplements will be; and the amount paid
by him up to the present time, on account
of our Report cannot either be given at
present by the Accountant, as it lias not
yet been charged in his books.

MANITOBA LAND ALLOTLIIENTS.

QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Is the Gov-
ernment aware that, by virtue of a certain
allotment of lands in St. Agathe, County
of Provencher, Province of Manitoba, to
the Hudson's Bay Company, quite a num-
ber of lots have been allotted upon which
settlers had made large and valuable im-
provements; and is it the intention of
the Government to deal promptly with
this grave question so as to prevent any
gross injustice being done ?

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD : This
matter has been pressed upon the attention
of the Government by my hon. friend, and
from other sources. The Government are
now making enquiries, and will see that
pr->mpt justice is done to any person who
mnay have suffered injustice in the matter.

DISMISSAL OF THE ST. ROMUALD
POSTMASTER.

QUESTION.

Mit. LARUE enquired, For what
reasons did the Government dismiss Ger-
main Cantin, Esquire, Postmaster of the

MR. Por.

Parish of St. Romuald, County of
Lévis.

MR. LANGEVIN: On behalf of the
bon. the Postmaster-General, I beg to re-
ply to the hon. gentleman that the Post-
master at St. Romuald was dismissed for
direliction of duty, caused by his inca-
pacity.

COMPENSATION TO MRS. GARRETT.
QUESTION.

MiR. WALLACE (West York) en-
quired, Wlether it is the intention
of the Goverument, in accordance with
petitions and documents presented to
theni, to grant compensation to Mrs.
Garrett, widow of the late Thomas
Garrett, whose property at Winnipeg was
appropriated or destroyed by the insur-
gents in the rebellion in the North-West,
in 1870.

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
whole question is a large one and bas
been long under the consideration of the
Government. The case is now before the
Courts.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND RAILWAY.

QUESTION.

MR. MUTTART enquired, lst. Is it
the intention of the Government to lower
the freight and passenger rates on the
Prince Edward Island Railway. 2nd, Is
it the intention of the Government to
increase the salaries of the superintendent
and other employés in connection with
said Railway.

S1n CHARLES TUPPER: At an
early day when passing the estimates for
the Island Railway, I will take an oppor-
tunity to answer f ully the question the
hon. gentleman has asked.

CROSS POINTFERRY, N. B.
QUESTION.

MR. IADDOW enquired, Whether it
is true that Mr. Quinn's tender for the
ferry at Cross Point, Restigouche, was
accepted and bonds given in 1878 ; and
if so, why was lie refused a license.

MR. BABY : To the first part of the
question I can answer affirmatively; to
the siecond part, I would say, the license
was refused on his declaring that he did
not intend to comply with the conditions
of his license.

MR. IIADDOW enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
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require the present ferryman at Cross
Point, Restigouche, to use a steam ferry-
boat for that service.

MR. BABY : le is not required to do
so by his license ; but in due time the
ferryman of the place in question will be
required to do so.

TENTI ROYAL REGIMENT, TORONTO

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. CASEY, in moving for an Order
of the House for (1) Copy of Commission
te Colonels Durie and Denison, to investi-
gate the affairs of the lth Royal Regi-
ment, Toronto, in reference to difficulties
between its officers; (2) Copy oi their
report and recommendations; (3) Copy of
any order or orders made by Lieut-Gen-
eral Sir E. Selby Smyth, in the premises;
(4) Copy of correspondence between T.
Rolph, lately an officer in said Regiment,
and the Department of Militia, iii refer-
ence to forther investigations; (5) Copy
of Commission to Colonel Taylor, and
other officers, to make a second investiga-
tion; (6) Their report and recommenda-
tions; (7) Any subsequent order or
orders of the Lieut.-General commanding
in the premises, said: I suppose hon.
members of the House, at least from On-
tario, are aware that great difficulty arose
in that regiment between the Colonel
Commanding and several of the officers, and
that two investigations sprang out of the
difficulties. I think it would be in the
interest of volunteering generally and
the public service, that the facts of the
case should be brouglit out here.

MR. MASSON: I hope the hon. gen-
tleman will not press his motion, for if lie
did and it was carried by this House, it
would be establishing, in my humble
opinion a very grave ard serious prece-
dent in regard to our dealings with the
militia force. Questions similar to this
have been brought up in this House be-
fore, and every time tney have been suc-
cessfully resisted, it being held that these
questions should not be brought before
the House. This House is not the proper
tribunal to revise decisions of Courts-
Martial, or courts of enquiry. I could
understand this action being taken if the
subject was one of great importance, or
if a great grievance was complained of ;
but it is not of that importance which, at
times, induced the English Government
to grant such a commission. The hon.

gentleman knows that this is only a mat-
ter of discipline, and if any grievance has
existed it lias been remedied by the
tribunals which judge military men in
this country, and which proved con-
clusively that Parliamentary interference
was not necessary. I hope the lion. gen-
tleman will not push his motion further.
I remember when I sat in this flouse in
1868, questions similar to this relating
to Colonels Dennis and Shaw were
brought up, and the Government, in both
cases, resisted the motion. The subject
was fully discussed, and no less a gentle-
man than the hon. member for Centre
Huron opposed the motion. The arigu-
ment Sir George Cartier put successfully
to the House was as follows:

"Anyone conversant with Parliamentary
'practice in England must be aware that papers
connected with the proceedings of a Court of
Enquiry should not be laid before Parliament.
Again and again motions similar to that made
by the lion. member for Lambton had been
made in the English House of Commons and re-
jected by the Ministry of the day. The mover
of the motion had argued that the papers should
be laid betore the House as a matter of right,
but it was abundantly evident from English
precedent that the House had no right to re-
ceive such papers. The proceedings of a Court
of Enquiry were in their very nature confi-
dential, and the proposition that, as a matter of
course, they should be laid before Parliament,
was too absurd to be established. In this case
it was not alleged that any injury had been
done to anyone connected with trie enquiry,
and considering English precedents and the for-
mer practice of the House, he regretted te state
that the Government could not consent to
bring down the papers."

On that the hon. member for Lambton
witldrew the motion, and I do not think
the hon. gentleman on this occasion can
take a better guide than the hon. member
for Lambton, the more so that every hope
was entertained that the 10th Royals
would be soon restored to its former state
of efficiency.

MR. CASEY: I confess I had not
looked up the precedents bearing upon
this matter, not supposing that any
difiiculty would arise in regard to
the bringing down of those papers.
I am surprised at the doctrine laid down
by the hon. the Minister of Militia that
these enquiries are strictly confidential,
and not to be discussed in Parliament. If
there are precedents for this contention
they are bad ones and should be changed.
These enquiries do not refer to matters
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of disciplin'i alone. In this particular
case the enquiry involved a charge of
fraud made by certain officers against the
colonel of the regiment, and a charge of
insubordination and slander against the
officers ; it involved the question as to
wbether the colonel had defended the
regimient or whether the officers were
telling what was untrue and libellour.
That is not a question of discipline, but
a question affecting the standing and
ebaracter of the colonel and the oflicers
respectively, and the enquiry into this
should iot be concluded in a sort of Star
Chamber Court. The hon. Minister
went further. He said there was nu
wrong done but there have been com-
plaints of wrong, and we cannot see
whether there is any wrong or not until
we have an opportunity of seeing the
evidence. The Toronto piess ventilated
the matter ; and a subsequent enquiry,
which was granted, appears to have re-
sulted in the reversal of the decision at
the first enquiry, for the officers dis-
missed under the first enquiry have been
renstated. The House lias a right to
know what is done by these Courts of
Enquiry. This is a matter whch con-
cerns the civil standing of the persons,
not merely their military position.
There was an action entered against the
Globe for having reiterated the charges
preferred against the colonel and the
latter failed to prove his case. There
were heavy damages involved ; and this
shows thiat there were matters involved
altogether outside of a question of dis-
cipline. If my wvnthdrawal of this
motion would be construed into an
acquiescence of the principle laid down
by the lion. Minister, I should not feel
justified in witbdrawing it.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. gentleman is at liberty to take his
own course; but I think lie would do
well to adopt the suggestion of my hon.
friend to my left. These motions are
alwavs resisted in England, not oniy in
matters of tils kind relating to the
regular army, but to the militia and
volunteer aid yeomanry forces, for this
reason : that a military force is to be
gov erned by ni1ai-iay precedent and dis-
cipline ; aind questions affecting fthe force
sliould not Le dragged into the political
arena. In t1 is (cse nobody comnplains.
The lion. gentleman takes action on his

MR. CAsEY.

own motion with a creditable desire to
institute an enquiry. In England such
motion would not be made. If any
person-any soldier or officer-is ag-
grieved, lie has a right to come to the
grand inquest of the nation, and lay bis
petition before Parliament. If any
British sulject shows that lie is entitled
to redress, he can get redress; but there
is no suggestion of that kind that there is
any complaint of a grievance.

MR. CASEY : Yes, there is.
Sm JOHN MACDONALD: There

is no petition. We could only know of
a grievance by petition. In a matter
affecting Col. Shaw, and affecting other
persons, the sub-ject was discussed fully.
The hon. member for Centre Huron dis-
cussed it fully, and by universal consent of
the House, it w-as understood that these
matters should not be draged into Par-
lianient, or into the political arena, unless
a person presented a grievance for which
he could get no redress except througli
Parliament. If every soldier, every officer,
sergeant, corporal, or private, can rush
into the House, through a member, ask-
ing for liens by means of a motion, and
for whom lie has voted, perhaps, why all
discipline, all training, all is gone. In
this case there is no person complaining.
I know something of the circumstances.
I have had correspondence about it with
gentlemen who felt aggrieved. They, how-
ever feel aggrieved no longer. I think
the hon. gentleman sbould take the ad-
vice offered him and withdraw the motion.

MR. CASEY : By permission of the
House, I rise to say that I consider that
the right hon. gentleman lias put it too
strongly in leading to the supposition
that my motion involves a question of
politics. It is quite a different sort of
matter, and it is not either an inter-
ference with discipline. I do not appeal
to the House to change anything in the
matter. I do not ask a change in the
decision of any superior officer, but that
publicity may be given to everything
done in these Courts of Enquiry ; they
should not be held in a hole and corner
fashion, and it is only on the understand-
ing that I do not acquiesce in the prin-
ciple laid down tliat these Courts should
be thus privileged from having their
proceedings made public, that I will con-
sent to withdraw my motion. If, as the
lion. gentl-nn says, the parties
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do not wish a
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publication
the facts, then, of course, 1
do not want to pre!s the matter.
I have had no communication that they
do. I cannot endorse the principle that
the House lias no right to secure publi-
city of the pi oceedings of these Courts of
Enquiry, but if my withdrawal of the
motion be taken as not denying the right
of the House to secure sucli publicity, I
would consent to withdraw.

MR. IMASSON: Parliament bas no
right to interfere with these cases.

MR. CASEY : I do not ask it to inter-
fere.

MR. MASSON : If once this motion
were admitted there is an end to all
discipline.

MR. CASEY : I cannot withdraw the
motion or that understanding. Of course
I will not press it to a vote ; but it may
be called lost.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman ought to withdraw the
motion. He says he cannot endorse that
Courts of Enquiry cannot have the evi-
dence taken before them laid before Par-
liament. It is just a thing that should
not be done; such evidence ought not to
be laid before the House. The proceed-
ings of Courts-Martial may be laid before
us, as may those of the Queen's Bench or
other courts. But the Court of Enquiry
is different; it is semi-confidential in its
nature. I will give one instance: We
will suppose that one officer is appointed
to a particular command over another
who is his senior; the latter pleads that
he lias a right to the command, he being
the senior officer; he appeals to Parlia-
meut ; the Court of Enquiry may have
privately and confidentially decided that
the oflicer, on the ground of want of in-
tellectual capacity or military spirit, is
unfit for the command. These things are
never sent to Parliatnent. There is no
suggestion of a grievance here in this case
now brought np by the motion, and the
hon. gentleman should withdraw it.

MR. MACKENZIE : I cannot agree
with what the hon. gentlîian says, as to
what determines the publi ation of docu-
ments. What determines 'he publication
of documents, is not the ni re question of
whether they are of a military nature, or
connected with military matters, but
whether tie Government consider tlat
they are or are not of suc a character that

it is advisable not to give publicity to
then. I thinkl he cannot lay it down
that we have no right to order any
papers of this kind to be laid before the
House. He cannot, I thinîk, lay down
the principle that in England it was in-
variably the rule not to bring any papers
in connecton with a Court of Enquiry.
I would be disposed, as a general rule, to
withdraw a motion upon the strong re-
presentation of a Minister that it would
injure the public service ; but not merely
upon the assertion of a principlo I did
not believe in. Can any of the papers
asked for be produced? The right answer
to a motion of this kind is, that there are
certain papers which, in the public inter-
est, it is not desirable to produce, but that
the others would be. It would never do
to set a Military Court of Enquiry above
Parliament, which is the principle prac-
tically laid down by the hon. the Minister
of Militia, and, I fear, endorsed, to a
great extent, by the hon. tl.e Premier.
In this particular case there was a great
injustice done. The hon. Minister says,
first, there was no injustice done, and,
second, that, if any was done, it was
remedied. We ouglt to know some-
thing of the proceedings that led to that
course.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD:
What objet is there in letting the Houîe
know it?

MR. MACKENZIE : There is no
doubt in the minds of the people that
this 10th Regiment got thoroughly de-
moralised.

MR. MASSON : It is all right
now.

MR. MACKENZIE: Such was the
popular belief, and great interest was ex-
cited by the dismissal of the officers.
True, they may have condoned that ill
usuage ; but I do not think it can be
called inproper for Parliarnent to enquire
into the circumstances.

MR. MIcCALLUM : I moved once for
the statement of evidence taken at a
Court of Enquiry held at Fort Garry,
and the Government refutsed my request,
althougli they had established a pre-
cedent on a former occasion, under like
circunistances, for granting my motion.
Hon. gentlemen will remermber a Court
of Enquiry vas held at Hamilton in re-
gard to the management of the 13th
Battalion, the evidence taken being pub-
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lished to the world. Yet. when I after- might say-we believe for ail that,
wards noved for the evidence taken in the public apart, that an injustice
the Court at Fort Erie, I was refused, on bas been committed, and in the
the ground that it would not be in the interest of the ser'ice at large we ar,
interest of the public to publish it. Some deterrined to enquire into it. That is
years afterwards I was told if I moved the reason why I cannot accept that- limi-
for it, 1 shouid get it, but I decliied tation which the hon. the First Minister
that offer then. If the hon. member for has stated as the only circustance under-
West Elgin (Mr. Casey) insists on bis wvhicn it would be proper for Parliament
motion, le wili have iny vote ; because I to make an enquiry. At the saie time,
consider that certain peopde had great there are strong reasons, perhaps stronger
injustice doue them by the refusai of the than exist in Engand, there being
Government to grant the publication of greater difficuties arising fro the acri-
such. evidence formerly. mony of poiitics in our country, against

MR. MASSON: The Court of Enquiry interference with the force, except for
sat with open doors, and the evidence as gravest causes; and, wile 1 have stated
pubished. The motion s therefore un- the theoretica powers to be exercised,
necessary. and the practice to be folowed in a just

MR. CASEY: If the hon. Mhinister cause, even if no officer interferes, u an
wilt say that the case is of suche a nature disinclined mysef, when a Minister
that lie cannot bring down the papers, I makes the stateinent made in this case, te
will follow the ordinary course, and with- press for the paliers in relation to it. If,
draw the motion, which I could not do on as I ar informed in this case, a teiscar
the general princip e advanced. nage of justice did occur, and if it bas been

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : The rectified, I do not see there is a pressing
Government cannot say that, or make necessity for bringing the papers to Par-
this an exceptiona case. We say it is panent, mereiy for the purpose of ascer-
not for the interest of the public to send taining what ent wirong; and on that
down any papers on a motion of this kind ground I a not indisposed to favour
unle s at the instance of a party aggrieved, the withholding of t.he papers. In oppo-
whio states Le is aggrieved, and requires sition to the principle laid down-
them to vindicate bis case, and for ithe re by the on. the First Minister,

edy of bis grievance. - I think that the circumtance that Palia-
MR. eLAKE : I tsink there can be ment assets its poer in a fitting case of

no doubt of the suprefe and preeminent apparent wrong, in oveooking the pro-
power of this Parliarnent to enquire into ceedings of th, inilitia authorities, is the
ail miatters which, affect the public wel- very best thing to keep those gentlemen
fare. I cannot agree in the limitations in a proper state of supervision in which
that the First Minister bas given as the they are most likely to do their duty.
only limitations on general painciples, as can conceive of notbing more likelyto
thm only grounds lie wi concede for make them despotic, whimsical, arbitrary
bringi1g down the papers in this class of and tyrannical than the statement that
cases. That is a very good reason for their proceedings are secret and sacred,
bringing down the papers in a par- above our power, beyond our ken and
ticular case ; but I do not believe that not to be touched by us-within the
the prerogative of Parliament to enquire holy of bioues, past criticism and dis-
nto affaira of this description, dependo covery. That very statement would ead

whorly or even ceiefly upon only pIivate d to abuses.
individual making a complaint ton Parlia- SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD :
ment. Because there nay be many rea- thinkthe bon. member for West Durham
sous why an officer who was very ii-used lias misunderstood me. I did nt, in any
miglit not choose to bring forward the way, deny the igt of Parliament, to
subject in the forn. of a complaint. Hie enter into any investigation of this kind.
might think he wouid put himseif, as an As the Grand Inquest of the nation toey
individuai, in antagonim tos the Govern- have the right te enquire about anything
ment, and the Miniuber of Militia, and and everything; but I pointed out it wae
the chief officers of the force, by making exceedingly inexpedient that that rlit

psuch a complaint, while Parlianient shouid ho exercised except in the case of

My- MCCÂLUM,
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-a grievance stated to the House, and ap- great measure, to the secrecy observed in
plication to Parliament for a remedy. In dealing with this question. Previous to
this case, it would be exceedingly inex- 1877, the period at which the Indian
pedient, when the grievance has been Reserve Commissioner vas appointed, we
remedied to the satisfaction of the parties, had little or no trouble with the Indians,
to keep it alive by sending down the the settiers agreeing with them and
papers to Parliament. working with them in harmony, fre-

MR. CASEY: As the First Minister quently assisting them with advice, by
-considers it would be inexpedient to keep ban of implements, and in other ways
4alive the difficulty, i withdraw the encouraging them in the art of cultivating
motion. land. Unfortunately, the Commissioners

Motion, with leave of the House, with- appointed to disclarge this important
dra-wîn,. duty were not fully up to the mark, and

BRITISHI COLUMBIA INDIAN LANDS did not understand the genius of the

ALLOIMENT. people they were dealing with, conse-
quently,important mistakes have occurred,
clculated to lead to trouble between the

MR. BARNARD moved for an Ad- whites and Indians. We take it that, in
dress for all correspondence between the the seulement of the Indian Reserve, it
Indian Laad Reserve Commissioner, or vas intended the Indians should be
the Governient of British Columbia, and broughtto follow agriculture for a living.
the Government, respecting the allotment With this view it was understood certain
of lands to Indians, or relating to any sections of band should be allotted to
<hisagreement with settlers in respect of them, not only for agricultural but for
Indian Reserve Lands in the District of pastoral purposes. The Commissioner,
Yale, with copies of any map or sketch, however, seeied to think that all he had
showing the lands set aside for Indian to do was to give the Indians whatever
Reserve purposes in the sanie district; land he fancied, whether it was the pro-
-also, of any Report showing the quantity perty of the Government, or of actual
of land set aside for each Indian, Indian bont jide settiers; and not only was
family, camp or Tribe of Indians in the lie to receive this land, butcertain fishing
locality above named, with a statement rights, or streams, should be secured w
of any lands given or arranged to be him, even if these îights could only be
given, by Mr. Commissioner Sproat, in obtained by interference with the whites.
exchange for lands held by settlers, and An instance is on record where a fishing
-said by the Commissioner to be required station was located in the centre of a
for Indian Reserve purposes, with the farm, the consequence of which was that
names of parties with whom such ex- the settier could not obtain water for bis
changes are made or proposed to be made, stock without committing a trespass.
and the quantities of land involved in Iu another locality Indiaus being anxious
each such exchange; also, a return of to secure a piece of land-the property of
the Census taken by the Indian Reserve an actual settler-for root digging pur-
Commissioner of the Indians living in the poses, an arrangement was made by
various camps in Yale District, as far as the Commissioner whereby the settier
ascertained, giving the number belonging was to have 500 acres of public baud in
to each family, or camp, of each Tribe, exchange for six acres ceded to the In-
and their location, also the number of dians, a transaction of a very suspiclous
horses and horned cattle owned by each nature in the first place, and in the
Indian or camp of Indians; also, copy second, one calcubated to encourage the
-of any agreement entered into by the Indian in following his old habit of root
Goverument with the Government of digging, at the time of year in which he
British Columbia, showing the quantity should e seed sowing; the ne oh-
of land to be given to each family, dis- taînng iood for present purposes only and
tinguishingagricultural from pastoral land. the otherprovidingfor futurecontingencies.
He said : My reason for asking for this Another inshnec is given of a settier
information is that a great deal of ill- who lad taken up a piece of land, in order
feeling exists in my district in reference to secure fonce timber, vas deprived of
to the Indian Reserve Lands, owing, in a it, so that Indians should have the riglt
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to fish in a stream running through it.
These fishing stations are scattered
through the country. The fish lias little
value as an article of food. Securing the
fishing station only tends to encourage
the Indian in habits of idleness, and
seriously retards his civilisation. la this
connection I do not refer to the salmon
fisheries. These are a fixed industry,
and necessary to the sustenance of a num-
ber of families, who have not, and do not,
seek lands for cultivation, relying entirely
on trading with other tribes for dried
salmon, a favourite and nutritious article
of food. We contend that it is wrong to
afford Indians an opportunity of following
nomadic habits, instead of encouraging
them to engage in agriculture, and to
settle on the land allotted to them. This
Commissioner lias gone further than
that; for when he had made uph is mind
to allot certain quantities of land to In-
dians, he does not seeni to have been par-
ticular ,s to whether the land was the
property of the Crown or not. He lias
undertaken, on several occasions, to
interfere with the title of settlers, arro-
gating to himself the position of a judge,
to determine whether the settler shall be
deprived of the land or not. Settlers
naturally resent this kipd of thing. In
one case it bas amounted to a serious
difficulty. A settler, residing in the
vicinity of an Indian Reserve, took up a
tract of land of 160 acres. Having a
partner who owned a piece of land at
some distance, he lived with him while
he cultivated bis land. The Indian Com-
missioner claimed this land for Indian
purposes, because he had not fulfilled the
conditions of settlement, and gave the
land over to the Indians. The settler ap-
plied to his lawyer, who advised him
not to permit Indian or Government sur-
veyors to go upon that land, but to resist
by force if necessary. When such mat-
ters as that are in dispute between Indians
and whites, they should be immediately
settled ; but three years have passed and
nothing lias been done yet. I hope the
right hon. the leader of the Government
will give bis early attention to this mat-
ter. I can do no better than condlude by
reading the closing portion of a letter I
have received, bearing on Indian affairs:

"I request that yon, our member, will use
your influence with the Government to procure,
at least, an investigation into the matter of the

Ma. BARNiRD.

settlement with the Indians in Nicola Valley,
with a view that the same be modified so that
injpstice may not be done to either whites or
Indians.

Ma. MILLS: I think it is desirable
that all the papers relating to this subject
should be brought down. 1 do not think
the facts will be found precisely as the,
hon. gentleman bas stated themn, although
he bas doubtless stated them as they were
represented to him. The hon. the First
Minister will remember that the Terms
upon which British Columbia entered the
Union overlooked entirely the Indian
claims to the territories where the Indian
rights had not been surrendered. I think
it is the only instance in the whole bis-
tory of Biitish colonisation in North
America. where the Government have
undertaken to deal with the land
without first securing the extinction
of the Indian titles. It is my opinion
that the terms and conditions of the
Union did not, and in law could not take
away the rights of the Indians in the
soil. Looking at the provisions of the
British North America A et, relating to
the Indians, and bearing in mind that
all terns and conditions of Union to be
valid, must be consistent with these
terms and conditions; I do not think it
is consistent with those provisions that
the Governments of Canada and British
Columbia should make an agreement be-
tween themselves that would entirely ig-
nore the Indian title. That title is pro-
tected by the law, and that protection is
not abrogated or taken away by the ar-
rangement that was made between the.
parties. While I was in the Department,
I was not disposed to raise the question
of the Indian title, if a reasonable settle-
ment could be otherwise obtained on be-
half of the Indians. The hon. gentleman
must know that before this Commission
got to work, the country was on the brink
of an Indian war. In British Columbia
a Confederation was organized between
the Indians of Washington Territory and
British Columbia, and it was only the
failure cf Chief Joseph in bis contest with
the United States troops that saved us
from that calamity. If the hon. gentle-
man looks into the papers, he will find
that, while it was proposed that the In-
dians should learn the habits of the white
people, the amount of land allotted to
themn was so limited, that it was impos-
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sible for them to subsist. The Commis- from $500 to $1,000 per annum; but
sion was appointed, with the consent of from the false policy of dealing with the
the Government of British Columbia, to Indians adopted by the late Government,
enquire into the matter, to take into the expenses now amount to $50,000 a
consideration the grievances of the Indians, year. After Confederation ail the
and to make such allotments as was proper. Dominion Government was expected to
The papers will show that, in many in- do under the Terms of Union was to
stances, where the Indians have their deal as liberally with the Indians as ho-
burying grounds, and in other instances fore Confederation. So far as the rights
where they had made improvements for nf the Indians are concerned, the entire
themselves, the whites had rented the feeling of ail classes in British Columbia
land from the Indians in order to get pos- bas been to give the Indian, no matter
session, and they were no sooner in occu- when or where, ail the land he
pation than they applied to the Govern- could utilise, and treat him upon
ment as occupants of public lands, an equality with the wbite man.
and obtained preemption riglhts to It was to the interest of the white settier
those lands, thus practising a fraud on that that should be done, and it bas been
the Indians. In some instances these done invariably. It is a mistaken policy
lands have been taken from these parties on the part of the Canadiail Government
and restored to the Indians, who had to make Indians a privileged class, in re-
been unfairly deprived of them. My gard to the ownership of land. The
opinion is, that the Commission, which Indian should have been taught to earn
was appointed with the view of settling his living the same as a white man. The
these disputes, bas gone a long way to manner in which Indians have been deait
allay the fear and ill-wi]l in the minds of with, both on the Anieiican side of the
the yndians in British Columbia, and international boundary as well as on this
that tbe three Coinimissioners, in the first side, cannot but be regarded practically
instance, and MDr. Sproat, up to the time as fraud perpetrated in the nae of rigt,
1 left office, pcrformed bis duties in a if u read rigltly the manner in which
very satisfactory manner. J think it is they were dispossessed of their lands.
extrdmely desirable that the Govern- The Indians were told that they were the
ment, after making thf Indians depend- original and rightful owners of the land
ents and wards, should exercise the over which they roamed and hunted, and
utmost vigilance in protecting their of the rivers and lakes in which they
riglts and preparing them for emancipa- flshed. The whites wanted their land
tion, otlerwise more serious complica- they knew its great and increasing value;
tions will grow up there. It is perfectly they offered them presents and annuities
obvious that many wio have gone into and reserves, bearing no proportion
that country do not regard the Indians as hardly to its real and prospective value.
having any riglits to the occupation of The Indians were induced to surrender
the lands ; and unless the Government ti so-called title, and the white ma-
stand gy the Indians a very small mea- became the possessor of their inheitance.
sure of justice is likely to be meted out The white man then boasted of his
tlaem. sucoessful and profitable bargain withe

Mit. DECOSMOS: The bon. gente- the Indian tribes, wo were ignorant of
man has made a charge against the the real and future vafreof the Iandstey
people of British Columbia. lad parted with. The Indians were

Ma. MILLS: have made no charge. treated siilarly to a child who surren-
I have simply stated some facts. dered a valuable jewel for a sbowy bauble

MR. DECOSMOS: Hie said the people or toy. The proper way-tiejust way-
who went there hadno regard forthe ougt to have been to ignore the so-called
rigts of the Indian. J wil say tbis: Indian title. The Indian sould have
That up to the time of Confederation, been told that the white man lad as good
we bad no trouble with our Indians at a rigbt to share wit them in the posses-
ail. Occasionally, an Indian depre- sion of the land as tey had. That bis
dation was committed, but it was soon rig t to hold al le could usewould le re-
suppressed. Our whole cost for the spected, but lis so-called titpe to land that
management of Indian affairs was only lie lad not made and nver ould use,
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would be disregarded. Ilad such a policy
obtained there would have bcen no decep-
tion and no heavy annual expenditure for
Indian annuities. Such had been the
policy of British Columbia and it had
worked well.

MR. MACKENZIE: I am quite sur-

prised to hear the hon. gentleman, who
bas j ust taken his seat, and who vas so
very zealous of bis own rights and the
righ ts of the people of British Columbia,
a few nightb ago, propound so inhuman a
theory regarding Indians.

MR. DECOSMOS: We know them
better than you do.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not think
the hon. gentleman knows then as well
as I do. I have lived close to Indians
for nearly a third of a century, and I
know they respect the rights of other peo-
ple a great deal better than many whites
do. If we had pursued the course the
lion. gentleman has propounded as the
rigiht one, we would have Lad Indian
wars desolating the whole country. I
maintain that we have no right to the
soil until we arrange with those who in-
habited the country originally, and if we
have paid too little for the lands that was
the fault of the negotiators. I propose
to amend the motion by adding the
words:

" Also a copy of the memorandum of the
Minister of Justice upon which the Lands Act
of the British Columbia Legislature was disal-
lowed, and also any correspondence between
the Government of Canada, the Commissioner
and the Local Government, in reference to the
allotient of lands to the Indians."

MR. DECOSMOS: Iamnotoneof those
who have any wish, neither have I ever
advoca ted, that Indians should be treated
other than as human beings. On the
other hand I have no wish, nor do I pro-
pose, that Indians should be treated any
better than white men. If an Indian
wishes to cultivate land, let hini have it
on the same terms as a white man.
With regard to the fisheries, I am op-

posed to their having privileges which
are not accorded to white men.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Of
course it is the duty of Parliament and
the duty of the Government to protect
the original occupants of the soil against
new comers. We are having the sanie
experience in British Columbia as we
have always had in old Canada. The
whole thing is a question of management.

Mii DEC0sMOS.

The Indians should be protected, but at
the same time the progress of any large
section of the conntry should not be im-
peded by the enforcement of any philan-
trophic idea of protecting the Indian
even against the attempt to win hin from
his semi-savage custoins. As far as the
Coimmissioner, 1r. Trutch, is concerned,
he resigned his office, and his successor
bas not been appointed. Mr. Trutch is
still, however, acting as agent for the
people of British Columbia, and the Gov-
ernment expect shortly to receive a re-
port upon the subject.

MR. MILLS : I do not think, if the
hon. gentleman looks at the report that
the Commissioner lias from time to time
submitted, that lie will find the quantity
of lands set apart for Indians is at all ex-
travagant. If the reservation have not
been confined to any particular locality,
it is simply because it was not possible to
find sufficient arable land in one place.
There bas been no complaint so far, as I
know, from any white man in regard to
lands te which lie vas legally entitled,
but cases have arisen where the local Gov-
erninent had issued patents to parties who
had gone into the centre of an Indian
reservation, or upon other lands to which
the Indians had claims by long and con-
tinuous occupation.

MR. BARNARD: I think the re-
marks I made were not properly under-
stood. The settlers of British Columbia
do not conplain of justice being done to
the Indian. What we complain of is
that great injustice is being done to white
settlers, by awarding much larger tracts
of land than the Indians can have any
use for. It is escimated that as much as
3.000 acres of land has been given to
each adult Indian in Nicola Valley, and
in Okanagan the land granted is
also excessive, according to an es-
timate made. There are only 400
Indians, men, women and children,
say 100 families at eighteen acres of
arable land for each family as agreed,
making 1,800 acres. Owning 500 head
of cattle, and being allowed twenty-two
acres per head, thev are entitled to
11,000 acres of pasture land, making a
grand total of 12,800 acres to which they
would be entitled. The quantity agreed
to be given then, however, is in the
vicinity of 41,000 acres, not in one or
two reserves, but taken in sections and

_Indian Lands All1otent.[COMýiMON S.]
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scattered over the entire district. Trouble
bas been caused by this blundering. We do
not desire to do injustice to the Indians.
You could not find a single settler that
would advocate that. The Indians render
valuable assistance, and it is to the in-
terest of the settler to live on the best
terms with them, but questions of
farming interest to them should be
settled ; and, therefore, it is that I bring
this matter up and urge the Government
to attend to it with a view of making a
proper settlement of all matters in dis-
pute.

MR. MILLS suggested the addition of
correspondence between this Government
and the Commissioners, and between the
Government and the Local Government.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

STORMONT, DUNDAS AND GLENGARRY
DIVISION COURTS.

MOTION FoR RETURN.

MR. BERGIN, in moving for a Return
showing number of cases tried in each of
the Division Courts in the United Coun-
ties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry,
during the years 1877, 1878 and 1879, by
the Judge of the said United Counties ;
also, by the Deputy Judge, and other
barristers in the said United Counties,
and the amuotis, if any, paid by the said
Judge to the Deputy Judge and other
barristers for the trial of such cases, said
That soine of the Division Courts, during
the past few years, in these United
Counties, presided over in the country
districts by young barristers, employed
by the Judges, had caused great dis-
satisfaction, and that it was desirable
that there should be some change, so
that either the Judge himself should
hold these or the Deputy Judge.

Motion ayreed to.

NORTH-WEST IOUNTEI POLICE FORCE.
MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. ROYAL, in moving for a Return
of all ccmplaints, reports, documents or
papers, relating to the state of discipline,
efficiency, eonduct and physical condition
of the Mounted Police Force in the
North-West Territories; the number of
posts or forts, the number of men at each
post, and the reasons given for the loca,
tion of the said posts or forts; the num-
ber of drill days every week at every
post; the nature, the quantity and the con-

dition of arms, saddlery, accoutrements
and aminunition in eaci post, according
to the last report; the number of horses
at every post ; the conplaints as to the
quantity, the quality and the distribution
of supplies and clothing in the various
posts ; the mode of paying the officers
and men, whether in kind or in moncy,
said :, The motion was made with a view to
place before the House and the country
information which would clear up
rumours spread against the efliciencv oi'
the Mounted Police Force, and their
moral standard, and with a view to
change the system if these rumours are
shown to be well founded. This Force
was established seven years ago; it had
cost the country an average of about
$300,000, or $1,000 for each man a vear ;
a total of over two millions of dollars.
If the reports in circulation were to be re-
lied on, the Force in Manitoba and other
parts of the country .was a discredit to
Canada. The Force had been originally
established for the protection of Indians
as well as white men, and to assist in the
maintenance of good order and conduct
of these territories. One of the principle
objects was to prevent the sale of liquors
in the North-West. The Force had a
double mission, first, for the civilisation
of tie Indins, and on the otlr hand
for the protection of emigrants going into
these territories to settle. The Force,
to be efficient, should be beyond all sus-
picion. Therefore, in view of the rumours
in circulation, it was important to bring
the matter up so that the Force might be
vindicated ; but if the result showed that
the rumours were true the sooner the
character of that Force was chariged and
placed on a more strict basis, as to dis-
cipline, the better for those territories,
both for the Indians and the white
settlers. According to these rumours
there was very little training in the
Force, and there appeared to be a
very sad state of affairs, b 'th
as regarded the men and officers. Tue
facts are very grave, and must be stated
with much diffidence and caution, still
the truth must be told, and it was very
important, in particular, not to spread
amongst the Indians the vices of the white
men, for instead of advancing civilisation
we should retard it. With regard to the
supplies, if the rumours were true, the
men were suffering badly for want of

Nýortht-WIest
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good supplies, both food and clothing be-
ing delayed, in several cases, as long as
six months.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: If
ail that the ion. gentleman asks by his
motion were granted, we should have to
bring down a large volume, nay, perhaps,
a hundred volumes ; for a return is made
every morning of the physical condition
of the men at each post. I think the
hon. gentleman should be satisfied with a
much less comprehensive return than
that; a general report as to the gene-
rai efficiency of the Force, I think,
will serve his purpose. I may
say that, on the wlhole, I am not
quite satisfied wvith that service ; but it is
scattered over that immense country, and
they cannot attain that degree of discip-
line as a military or semi-military force
collated in larger bodies. This whole
subject is receiving the attention of the
(overnmen t, including the necessity of
introducing greater str.ngency in the
training of the Force; and, at this moment,
orders are issued for the redistribution of
the Force, so as toprevent sone of the evils
to which the hon. gentleman has alluded.
There are no grave complaints against the
Force, generally, or any members of it, so
far as I know--no specific charges. I
have no objection to the motion, in which
I understand the hon. gentleman means
merely to refer to any general complaint
against the Force and not against any in-
dividuals of it.

MR. ROYAL : It is not my intention
to require more by this motion than is
absolutely necessary. There have been
no specific charges made against officers
or men of the Force. But when French
half-breeds come into Manitoba to seil
their furs, we hear a great deal about
its working and conduct. I believe one
great object in connection with it was the
establishment of friendship and harmony
between the Force and those half-breeds.
If a war broke out in the North-West,they
could be an important factor in the cause
of peace and order. Uifortunately, how-
ever,the balf-breeds are treated with more
than contempt by the Mounted Police,
according to reports from most re-
liable sources, and the two parties are
estranged in consequence. The half-
breeds are treated by the Force worse
than the Indians, and I do not believe
that, in case of need, they w'ould rally

MR. ROYAL.

round our nucleus of an army. AIl over
the North-West the Force is accused of
disgraceful immoralitv ; one of the chief
traders, who spent the vinter at the forts,
reporting an open quarrel between an
officer and one of the constables for the
possession of a squaw. le reported also
that he saw another soldier slap his
officer in the face on accouint, of a squaw.
This is not the way to c vilise the In-
dians,or promote morality and good order
in the country. Such misconduct bas
produced trouble with a section of the
population. I am glad the Govern-
ment is reorganisitng or reforming
the Force. I bave no objection to accept
the motion amended as suggested. I
want those papers either to clear up the
character of the Force or lead to its aboli-
tion, with a new system for the mainten-
ance of peace and order in the North-
West Territories.

Motion agreed to.

CHATHAM, N.B.-CASE OF TIMOTHY
SULLIVAN.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

MR. SNOWBALL, in moving for an
Order of the House for copies of all
papers and correspondence in reference to
amount forwarded by the Board of Trade,
London, through the Marine Department
here, for Timothy Sullivan or James Sulli-
van, of Chatham, New Brunswick, said :
Timothy Sullivan is a very old man, resid-
ing at Chati-am. His son Frank went to
sea and worked himself up to a good posi-
tion. He eventually joined the St. John
ship A lex. Yeats as first officer, and
sailed in ber to the East Indies. His
father not hearing from him, and being
unable to write, got an acquaintance to
commence a correspondence of enquiry
which extended over considerable time.
He was referred to the Board of Trade,
London, and by them informed that his son
was taken ill and landed at the Mauritius
and died in hospital there. That there was
£49 9s.l1d, sterling due him as wages at
the time of his death, which sum the
father was informed would be forwarded
to him through the Marine and Fishery
Department here. The money not
coming as expected, Tim Sullivan now
got his friend to write to Ottawa, and
was then informed by the Marine De-
partment that the money had been for-
warded to James Sullivan, Chatham
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Lt now transpired that the Board of
Trade had mistaken " Tini " for "Jim,"
and had ordered the money to be paid to
James Sullivan, of Chatham. There
however, was no James Sullivan in Chat-
ham, but a person of that namie in
Douglastown getting word of the tran-
saction, probably by intercepting some
of the previous letters, managed to get
the one containing the draft also, and
going with it to the Bank of Montreal at
Newcastle, got identified as James
Sullivan, drew the money and absconded.
Timothy Sullivan and his wife, are both
old infirm people, without any family able
to assist in their support, and are very
much in want of this noney. I tbink it
extremely hard they should be deprived
of it through no fault of theirs,
and trust the hon. Minister will
present their case strongly to the
Board of Trade, London, and endeavour
to get their money for thiem. The Board
of Trade, bas, I understand, a large
amount of unclaimed money in their pos-
session, got under similar circumstances,
and I consider this as a just claim on that
fund. Failing in this, I would urge the
Government to take this extreme and
special case into their consideration, and
pay this small sum of $241, that ap-
pears sa large to these poor people. The
case is so exceptional it could not be
construed into a precedent, and could not
open a door to future difficulty.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) : The
papers asked for can be laid on the Table.
The facts of the case are pretty much as
the hon, gentleman bas represented them.
The mistake was made in London, and
the Canadian Government is not liable
for the amount, which should have gone
to Tim Sullivan. We will do our best
to procure the amount from the Board of
Trade, and pay it to the old man. But, not
being liable for it, we have no right to
pay it out of the public moneys of the
Dominion. The James Sullivan, who
got the money, absconded, and bas not
been heard of since.

Motion agreed to.

TORONTO FIELD BATTERY.
MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. WALLACE (West York), in
moving for an Order of the House for a
Return of all correspondence between the
Inspector of Artillery, at Kingston, and

the Officer commanding the Toronto
Field Battery, relative to the issue of
nine-pounder M.L.R. Sponges, previous to
said corps going into camp last year;
also, the proceedings of the Medical
Board, and their Report in the case of
Gunner Dempster, of the Toronto Field
Battery, said : My object in moving for
this Return is, in the first place, to call
the attention of the Government to the
fact which the Returns when brougbt
down will show, that the Officer com-
manding the Toronto Field Battery has
made repeated requisitions and requests
to Colonel Irwin, the officer in charge of
the stores at Kingston, for these sponges,
or lie would not be responsible for the
lives of the men, and that great risk was
incurred by using the old sponges.
Colonel Irwin replied that the old ones
would do, and refised to furnish the new
ones required. The result was, that
Gunner Dempster, while in the discharge
of his duty, in assisting, to reload,
Lad lis hand blown off. I think that
the Government should enquire into
the conduct of Col. Irwin more particu-
larly, and give that personage to inder-
stand that lie must pay some regard to
the lives and safety of the volunteer ser-
vice. We are bringing men of that class
from the old country to control, and in
cases, like the present, to'injure theVolun-
teer Force. My next object in bringing
the matter up is to call the attention of
the Government to the case of Gunner
Dempster, and that they will consider it
to be their duty to grant him a liberal
allowance for the injuries that lie lias sus-
tained through no error of his own.

MR. MASSON: I do not exactly
know the details of this affair, but I do
know it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to indemnify the engineer for the
accident that occurred. At present I
understand the accident occirred from
firing a gun too soon, by a mistake in the
word of command.

Motion agreed to.

- MAIL SERVICE IN, BRUCE.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. GILLIES, in moving for an Order
of the House for copies of correspondence
relating to the extension of the evening
mail service from Walkerton to Paisley,
Port Elgin and Southampton, said : Dur-
ing the Sessions of 1876, 1877, and 1878,
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various applications were made to me,
and petitions were forwarded to be pre-
sented to the hon. the Postmaster-Gene-
ral of that time, stating the claims of
these villages of Port Elgin, Paisley and
Southampton, to have an extension of
the evening daily mail service from
Walkerton, which place had enjoyed the
privilege of an evening mail for several
years. The petitions referred to were
presented by myself to the Postmaster-
General, of that day, who promised that
the matter would be looked into. While
attending the Session of 1878, I endea-
voured to press this matter upon the at-
tention of the hon. Postmaster-General,
showing him that the people of that
section of the country, especially the
business men in these viliages, were
anxious to have the accommodation
of a second daily mail, to which it
cán be shown they are fairly
entitled. These places are all of con-
siderable importance. Paisley and Port
Elgin have a population of over 2,000
each, and are centres of busiLess impor-
tance. A considerable grain trade is1
carried on in each of those places, especi-I
ally Paisley and Port Elgin. Thet efore,I
the business community, in particular,.
naturally desire to have advantages con-
ferred upon tbem similar to that of those
enjoyed by the town of Walkerton. The
village of Southampton also presented ber
claims, desiring similar privileges. After
the elections of 1878, and previous to the
resignation of the then Ministry, I re-
ceived a correspondence from the hon. the
Postmaster-General stating that instruc-
tions had been given to the Post-office
Inspector, in that section, to have papers
prepared and to have this service ex
tended from Walkerton to Southampton.
During last Session, I made enquiries of
the hon. the Postmaster-General as to
the cause of delay in carrying out the
late Ministry's arrangement in this affair,
when I was promised that the matter
would be looked into. I also put a ques-
tion on the Notice Paper inrelation to the
question at that time, but received no
satisfactory answer. This Session I have
again renewed my enquiry receiving the
old stereotyped reply that the matter was
under the consideration of the Govern-
ment. But nothing bas yet been done.
I do trust that the hon. Minister will no
longer delay in giving the promised ad-

MI. GILLIEs.

vantages, and thus cease to hold the
question in suspense.

Motion agreed to.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.

SELECT COMMITTEE APPOINTED.

MR. DECOSMOS moved:

" That a Select Committee be appointed, te
whom shall be referred all petitions presented
to this House during the present 8ession, res-
pecting Chinese immigration, who shall report
on the same, and generally on Chinese labour
and immigration, as affecting the Dominion ;
with power to send for persons and papers,
and to report from time to time ; said Coin-
mittee to consist of Messrs. DeCosmos, Wil-
liams, Charlton, Bannerman, Brooks, Trow,
Ouimet, Thompson (Carriboo), Connell, Mc-
Innes, and Schultz, five of whom to be
a quorum."

He said: When I offered this motion
appointing a Committee on Chinese im-
migration last Wednesday the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton asked that it should
stand with a view toits being adopted.
There is no time now to adopt it and we
can take it up again next Wednesday.
If the hou. member will consent to it,
I am willing to move it now, and to
move the adjournment of the debate, in
order that the debate may take place
next Wednesday.

MR. MACKENZIE It was my
intention when that motion was made
the other day to enter upon the discussion
of this question at some length. At this
period of the Session it is impossible for
the Committee asked for by the bon. gen-
tleman to do any work. If the hon. gen-
tleman chose to call witnesses from
China or Japan, it is evident they cannot
be here this Session.

MR. ANGLIN: Witnesses coming
from British Columbia would be entitled
to a considerable amount of travelling
expenses and remuneration for loss of
time. I would like to understand 'what
the hon. gentleman means to do. He
sbould be restrained within some bounds,
in this matter.

MR. DECOSMOS: So far as I am con-
cerned, and the other gentlemen named
on the Committee, there is no desire to
incur any expense, if possible. We have-
no notion of sending to Japan or China.
for witnesses, nor even to Texas. I be-
lieve there is abundant evidence obtain-
able even in this House, and already in the-
possession of this House, upon which a
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Committee might frame a Report that
will be of value, at a future time, when it
may be taken up with a view to legisla-
tion.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think there could be no objection to the
Committee going on. The hon. gentleman
desires simply to have a Committee
formed to lay some basis for a future en-
quiry.at another Session.

Motion agreed to.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left

the Chair.

After Recess.
NORTH-WEST COLONIZATION LAND

COMPANY INCORPORATION
BILL.-(BILL 74.)

(Mr. Schultz.)

COMMITTEE POSTPONED.

Order for the House to go into Committee of
the Whole to consider the said Bill read.

MR. CHARLTON moved :
" That the House do go into Committee of

the Whole on the said Bill this day three
months."

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : As the
amended Bill has not been distributed, I
think it desirable that this debate should
be adjourned for the purpose of giving
bon. gentlemen an opportunity of recon-
siderimg ie measure.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) moved
the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to, and debate ad-

journed.
PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally con-
sidered in Committee of the Whole,
reported, read a thtird time, and passed :

Bill (No. 60) To incorporate the South
Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company.-
(Mr. Robertson, Himilton.)

Bill (No. 49) To incorporate the Red River
and Assiniboine Bridge Company.-(Mr.
White, Cardwell.)

Bill (No. 36) To authorise the Corporation of
Emerson, in the Province of Manitoba, to
construct a free traffi bridge across the Red
River at Emerson.--(Mr. Royal.)

CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY COM-
PANY ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.

[BiLL 67.]
(1fr. Fi(zsimmons.)
THIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole, amended, and reported.

Question put, to concur in the Bill, as
amended.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
moved :

That the said Bill, as amended, be not
now agreed to, but that it be re-committed to
a Committee of the Whole, with instructions
that they have power to amend the Bill by
adding the following clause :-"As soon as the
said Railway shall be constructed and in
running order to the navigable water at the
eastern end of Lake Supeîior, and in the event
of any bonus or subsidy having been granted
by the Dominion of Canada for the construc-
tion of such line, all railways intersecting or
connecting with the said Railway, shall be
entitled to and shall have running powers over
so much of the said Railway as any such
bonus or subsidy may at any time have been
granted by the Dominion of Canada in respect
of, on terms to be determined by the Governor
in Council, and in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Canadian Pacific Railway Act,
1874."

He said: This addition is substantially
the same as I moved in the Railway Com-
mittee. The importance of this question
to all the western part of Ontario is very
great. The Bill as now proposed gives
the Kingston and Pembroke, the Ontario
and Pacific and the Quebec Government
Railways running powers over this
Canada Central Extension, but no
other roads receive this advantage.
Those other roads should have equal
rights and powers over the Canada Cen-
tral. Two years ago, I contended in this
House that, by the 14th clause of the
Canada Pacific Railway Act of 1874, them
roads sought to be excluded had equal
rights with the favoured roads, and that
the Government had no right to discrimi-
nate between the different companies.
The present hon. Premier then said
that the Government had no right to
exclude the Midland and other Bailways,
as a reference to the Iansard of 1878,
will show. Any one may see by the Act
that the moment the Canada Central ob-
tains a subsidy, other roads become, ipso

facto, entitled to running powers over it,
and that ail the Government bas to do is
determine the terms on which those pow-
ers shall be exercised. I think it would
be premature for the Government to aid
the Canada Central in the extension of its
line to Sault Ste. Marie, and that the
true interests of Quebec and Ontario are
rather centred in the construction of the
all-rail line of the Canada Pacifie Rail-
way, rather than to connect with the
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American railroads. If the object of was sonewhat inistaken in reference to
extending the line to the Sault be the the advantages of the proposed Rail-
reception and conveyance eastwards of' way.
the grain and other freight reaching Notion negettived on a division.
Thunder Bay fron the North-West, a MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)
vessel cou ld, with greater advantage for moved to add, at the end of Section 12,
the carriage of freight, continue its tie following words
journey to one of the ports on the Georgian "0f which amount five hundred thousand
Bay, securing more water carnage, and a
shorter distance to Montreal than if it theron paid up and deposited to the credit of
went all the w ay by land to the Sault, the C rpanv in one of the Chartered Banks of
and thence by rail ; in addition, it the Dominion before any of the powers hereby

woud b muh ceapr. he ol granteci to the said Company shall be exer-would be much cheaper. Th o ised.
.effect of constructing the Railway
to the Sault would be an increase He said: Ny object in moving that ad-
of the cost of freight through an ditional clause is beeause, as bas been ex-
increase of the land carriage, without plained in Comnîittee, this company bas
benefit to Quebec or Ontario, because the no resources, no capital for the construc-
business would go away north of us. tion of this great work that we are asked
When the American railroad connection to "ive them powers to build, beyond the
is made with our road at the Sault, the equity of redemption, subject to the
most dangerous competition to the Thun- mortgage, of $2,500,000 on the existing
der Bay Section of the Canada Pacific une. They propose to make this extension
Railway will be established. For these a separate undertaking from their present
reasons I do not think we ought to favour une, while they, under the nane of the
the bonusing of the Canada Central road; Lake Superior Section, cal the cxisting
and if they get the charter they now ask, road the Ottawa Section. They propose
it should be with no promise held out or to have separate rolling-stock, separate
any foundation for the expectation of re- mortgages, separate bonds, and separate
ceiving a bonus from the Governnent, tolîs and revenues. It is virtually an in-
and only as a private company. But if dependent company we are chartering;
this charter is granted, running powers and I think wo ouglt to exact that the
ought not to be limited to particular company should have not only power to
roads. I contend we are entitled to run- subsonibe shares, but that they should
ning powers so far as the portion of the give evidence of their acting bonafids
Canada Central already or hereafter to be by subscribing haif a million, and by
subsidised is concerned. paying 10 per cent. upon it.

MR. DAWSON said that vessels might Amendment negatived on a division.
desire to go as far east as possible before Bil read te titird time and passed.
discharging cargoes in summer; but navi- REAL ESTATE ENCUMBRANCES REGU-
gation closed early at the Sault Ste. Marie. LATION BILL.-[BILL 11.1
There were 100 miles east of that
place which closed early, and by rnnning
the road to the Sault there would be two THIRD READINOS.

or three months more navigation on Lake Rouse resolved itself into Committee of the
Superior trom the end of which freight
could come down by rail. The road to (In the Commîttee.)
the Sault would not only secure comnuni- Ou Section 5.
cation with the North-West, but open up MR. WELDON: I question whether
200 miles of a good agricultural and we have a right to pass that section.
mineral country, and would receive a This legislature ray have a right to deal
.great deal of American freight, too, as the with usury and interest, but I do not
Americans were now extending their think we have any right to interfere
lines by the south shore of the lake to with a contract. If a borrower makes a
St. Paul and Duluth. He quite agreed contract for a number of years I question
with the views of the hon. member forthe right of this Parliament to say that
North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) generally, that contract may not be fulfilled, or that
but in this instance must suggest that he its terms may be altered. I think it is

MMR. CCMARoM.
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au interference with civil rights. I
imove that that section be struck out.

Motion negatived.
Bill ordered to be reported.
House resuned.

(In the House.)
Hill reported.
MA. ORTON moved:

That the said Bill be not now agreed to, but
that it be re-committed to Committee of the
Whole, with instructions that they have
power to amend the Bill by adding the
following Clause "If any person, loan
society or other corporation stipulates to
receive, either directly or indirectly upon
any mortgage or other lien on real estate,
a greater rate of interest than 8 per
centum per annum, or by any other device
whatsoever receives an equivalent for such
higher rate of interest ; or if any person, loa n
society or other corporation secures by mort-
gage, judgment fi-fa or other lien on real es-
tate, the payment of any business debt, note of
liand, contract, written or verbal, or any
promise whatsoever in which a higher rate than
eight per centum per annum forms a part or
parcel of such lien on real estate, such person,
loan society or other corporation shall forfeit
ipsofacto as a penalty the whole of such in*
terest or equivalent therefor so received, which,
if paid, shall be recoverable by suit by the
party who bas paid the same, and shall further
forfeit a sum equal to the principal sum named
in sueh lien, and the said sum so forfeited shall
be vrable hy any person suing for the
.same by suit in any Court of competent jurisdic-
tion, and by distress of the goods and chattels
.of the defendant."

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
is a very comnplicated motion. I hav e
never heard it before, and the House
..should certainly have time to consider its
provisions.

Amendment, with leave of the House,
withdrawn.

MR. ORTON moved the third reading
of the Bill.

MR. WELDON moved:

" That the Bill be not now read the third
time, but that it be read the third time this
day six months."

MR. WHITE (East Hastings): I do
not think there is a Bill which has come
before Parliament this Session of a more
important character than the one now
before the House. If the hon. gentle-
man knew how the Province of Ontario
has suffered by the operation of loan
companies, and persons lending money,
lie would not have moved the six months'
hoist to this Bill. I refer to a case in
point. The Hamilton Provident and

Loan Society loaned to a gentleman in
the county of Peterborough, $1,000, and I
received a letter f rom Mr. Roxburgh, en-
closing the statements of the Secretary,
which are as follows:-

THE HAMILTON PROVIDENT AND LOAN SoVIETY.

HAMILTON, Ont., March 4th, 1879.
WM. E. RoxBuRGH, Esq.,

Nor w ood.
DEAR SIR,-

Re A. R. WIGMORE. No. 2069.
The following is a statement of the Society

Claim, as at October, 1879 :-
Staement

Fourteen instalments yet to pay of
$131.37 each, the first due Jan.,
1880....... ...............

Less discount for prepayments..

Add first instalment, due Jan., 1879
Interest on arrears, October, 1879...
Costs, selling, commission, solicitor,

etc...........................

Property sold for.................

$1,839 18
736 58

$1,102 60
$131 37

il 25

210 09

$1,455 31
1,400 00

Amount due the Society.......... $55
Yours truly,

H. D. CAMERON,
Treasurer.

31

This measure should undoubtedly be
allowed to become law, and I am sorry
the hon. member for Centre Wellington
(Mr. Orton) could not get his amend-
ment in, in order that we should have
the rate fixed. The hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) has
drawn up the Bill carefuliy, and I am
satisfied it would be a great improvement
on the existing law. We have heard a

great deal about the large numbers of
people that are leaving this country, and
if this measure is not amended, the exodus
will be greatly increased in the future. I
trust the six months' hoist will not pass.
The following is a statement furnished by
the Provident Loan Society of part of the
expenses of this loan. This statement
bears the seal of the company, which
shows it is correct:-

(Copy.)
TEE HAMILToN PROVIDENT AND LoAN SocIrfy.

In account with M. S. PUTNAM,
In re A. R. WIGMoRE, No. 2069.

1879.
May

"g

To fare and hotel bill to Peter-
borough ..... ........... $5 50
Livery and expenses, two
days, to Norwood.........9 00

Reyulation Bill,
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May 21 To Fare and return to Hamilton
and hotel bill ........... 5 50

29 " Fare, Hamilton to Peter.
borough, and hotel bill.. .. 5 50

" Livery and expenses, two
days..................... 9 00

"< " " Fare and return to Hamilton
and hotelbill............. 5 50

Mar. 29 " Fare to Peterborough and
hotel bill................. 5 50

" " " Three days livery and hotel
bill...................... 14 00

d " I''" Fare and return to Hamilton
and hotel bill... ...... ... 5 50f " "d Thirteen days wages in the
above trips at $3 per day.. 39 00

" " Advertising property in the
daily and weekly Globe and
Peterborough paper, also
advertising in circular... 15 00

$119 00
(Commission $14 included in the bill.)

Sept. 13 Received payment
M. S. PUTNAM,

Inspector.

MR. SPROULE : I am very sorry
that an hon. gentleman should have taken
the trouble to move the six months' hoist
to such an important Bill as the one
under consideration. Since this Bill was
introduced, I have received a letter froni
one of my constituents in reference to the
company my hon. friend has just referred
to. It stated that the Hamilton Bank
and Loaning Company lent a gentleman
in his neighbourhood $1,500 two years
ago. It was to be paid up in twenty
equal annual instalments. The first pay-
ment was made, and the second was due
last January. Between then and the end
of March sometime, without any notice,
they issued a distress warrant and seized
everything he had in the house, even to
a child's cot, and sold on eight days'
notice. The man was a comparatively
ignorant man and was not aware of the
kind of mortgage he had signed, or the
amount of interest he was paying. Nego-
tiations were entered into with another
company, and this company were asked
how much they would take to raise the
mortgage. The reply was that they
would take $2,000. It seems strange
that they should require an advance of
$500 on the original loan to raise the
mortgage after one year's payment bad
been made. This is an evidence that the
company is not carrying on business in a
legitimate way, and that they are obtain-
ing money from the borrower by false
pretences, because lie did not know, in

Mî. WHITE.

1 this instance, the nature of bis moitgage.
I think a clause ought to be inserted in
the Bill compelling these companies to
accept their money within a period of
three years ; and I am of opinion that the
evidence we have before us ought to in-
duce us to pass this Bill now. It can,
however, only be accepted as a half-
measure in the righit direction, to be-
amended, from year to year, as the require-
ments of the cotntry necessitate.

MR. ROBINSON: A charge was made
the other evening, something similar to
this, against the Trust and Loan Com-
pany, but it was subsequently coUfessed
to be erroneous.

Mi. ORTON: The charge never was
made, and it was never required to cor-
rect it.

MR. R OBINSON : Well, something
was said of an extravagant charge made
by that company that was afterwards, no
doubt, very properly denied. I rose to
remark upon what bas been said by my lion.
friend from Prince Edward, (Mr. McCuaig)
in regard to the Western Canadian Loan
Society having made a very extravagant
charge for interest and other expenses in
the purchase of some mortgage. Now,
that society, to my own knowledge, is
presided over by gentleien ut as high
character, ability and standing, as are on
the board of any other loan society in
this country. I take upon myself to
deny the correctness of the statement of
my hon. friend. I believe it will be-
found, on enquiry, that this statement,
like some others made regarding these
societies, is without any authority except
that of soieone who borrowed money and
was unable to repay it.

Mn. McCUAIG: I am very cautious
in making any statement to this House,
and the case I refer to is that of David
P. Sales, of the county of Prince Ed-
ward.

Motion in amendment negatived.
MR. OLIVER moved in amend-

ment :

" That the Bill be not now read a third time,
but that it be re-committed to a Committee of
the Whole, with instructions that they have
power to strike out Clause 5."

Motion in amendment negatived.
Bill read the third time and passed.
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PETROLEUM INSPECTION LAW AMEN D- of which we have had accounts through
MENT BILL-[BILL 4.1 the newspapers during the past year, and

(Mr. Colby.) which have resulted from the use of

SECOND READING POSTPONED. dangerous ois, are something startling. Itis of the greatest importance to provîde,
Order for second reading read. 'y law, foi the proper inspection of these

MR. COLBY, in moving the second ois, ani to prescribe such tests and re-
reading of the Petroleum Inspection Bil, gulations as wil ensure safety, and pre-
said : The Act passed at the last Session vent the recurrence of those accilents.
regulating the inspection of petroleum, Nothing is more fraught with danger
fixed the standard fire test on Canadian oils than dangerous coal-oi. It is an unseen
at 105" Fahrenheit, and the standard fire and subtie danger, more to be dreaded
test on imported oils at 1300 Fahrenheit. than the careless use of gunpowder. We
The present Bill proposes to substitute a are aware of the presence of gunpowder,
uniforn fire test of 1150 on all oils, but we cannot detect the presence of the
whether Canadian or foreign. I intro- inflammable vapours which arise froin
duced this Bill at a very early stage of petroleum, and whicl are concealed in a
the Session, but I purposely allowed it lamp in which the ou is partiy con-
to remain on the Orders until now, be- sumed. The flame of a burning lamp is
cause, for one reason, it affected a large conveniently near to tbese explosive
interest engaged in the production and vapours, so that, by the carelessness of
manufacture of petroleuni ; and I felt it to servants, or ehiidren, or by accidents,
be due to those so interested to have a f uîl we are constantly exposed to such con-
opportunity of considering to what extent flagrations as unhappily raged across the
the proposed change mighit affect their river here to-day, and too often to the
interests, and of placing their views on niost horrible sufferings and deatl. We
this subject before the House ; and I am cannot be too careful-to keep in view the
happy to know that they have availed question of safety as a paramount con-
themselves of the services of a very in- sideration-in determining the test to
telligeiit and active gentleman, who bas which all petroleum burning ois shouldbe
resided at thie capital during the Session, subjected. If by lowering the test I sbould
and who has endeavoured to impresi their incur the risk of trenching upon safety, I
views on the imembers privately. I per- should most deeply regret it, but I shah
niitted it to stand in order, also, that, as endeavour to avoid that; and my proposi-
it is a matter affecting life and property, tion, I think, las avoided it. As every
I might niake no error in judgient. In hon. meinber is probablyawarecrude petro-
the meantime, I have spared no reason- leum contains gases and volatile liquida
able effort to obtain the opinions of men givilg off, at ordinary tenperatures,
supposed to have a knowledge of the sub- vapours which are explosive when mixed
ject-both those interested on one side with air. It also contains heavy oils
and the other of the question, and those which injure iLs buruing properties, but
entirely disintcrested-and I desired the are useful as lubricators and paraffine.
members of the Ilouse and the Gov- By proper distillation the volatile consti-
ernment to fully consider the matter. tuents, sucl as gasoline, naphtha and
But I would say further, that benzine, are eliminated on the one hand,
the delay has been allowed to take and paraffine, tar, and the heavier ingre-
place with the understanding that dients of weak illuminating power, are
an ample opportunity should be afforded removed on the other, leaving the inter-
me to present and to push this measure. mediate hydro-carbons, freed from their
The Bill proposes to deal with the fire lig½ter and heavier associations, a good
test only. There are other matters re- and safe burning oil. By the lire test we
lating to the inspection of these oils, ascertain whether the volatile constituents
well worthy the awtention of the are present in a dangerous dezree, and by
Government, and whiebi fall more imme- the gravity test we ascertain whether the
diately within their -Province. The first, beavier ingredients are present in such
indeed the paramount, consideration, in quantity as to impair the illuminating
regard to the fire test, is that of safety. properties of the oil. A correct fire test
The niunerous heartrendinig accidents and a correct gravity test, roperly ap-
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plied, will give both a safe and good illu-
minating oil. In order to ascertain
whether an oil be safe or unsafe, different
countries have adopted different tests.
One is known as the flash or vapour
test, and determines at what temperature
the oil will emit a vapour which, when
mixed with atmospheric air, will
ignite and cause an explosion.
The ther test is known as the burning
test, and determines the temperature at
which the body of the oil itself will ignite.
Oil does not ignite when brought in con-
tact with flame at so low a temperature
as that at which explosive vapours are
evolved. The difference in temperature
between the point at which explosive
vapour is emitted, as indicated by the
flash test, and that at which the body of
the oil ignites, as indicated by the burning
test, ranges ordinarily from 20° to 30'. An
oil wbich would stand a flash test of 105'
would commonly stand a burning test of
125° to 130'. In Canada we use the
flash test, while some of the United
States use the flash and others use the
burning test. As an explosion is not
without danger, even if the oi does not
ignite, the flash test indicates danger with
more certainty than the burning test.
In fixing the test it is important to ascer-
tain the temperature at which oil is ordi-
narily exposed in lamps, and to prevent,
if possible, the sale of any oil which
would emit an explosive vapour at that
temperature, or at a temperature conse-
quently above it. I have consulted
authorities and obtained the opinions of
experts on this point. In the last
edition of "Appleton's Cyclopedia " (1877)
I find the following:-

" As the temperature of this oil in a burning
lamp seldom or never exceeds 100 0 Fahrenheit,
it is obvious that such an oil is perfectly safe,
as it would never yield any vapour below
110 0 , which, by mingling with the air above
the oil in the lamp, would form with it an ex-
plosive mixture."

White, the President, and the result of
the investigation was the enactment of a
flash test of 110° Fahrenheit, as the safety
point in that latitude. The ordinance
prescribed that everv vendor of kerosene
oil, or other illuminating oil or oils, or any
illuminating fluid or fluids, derived wholly
or part from coal or petroleum, shall,
before actual delivery thiereof, attach, or
cause to be attached, securely, to the cask
or vessel containing the same, a card,
label, or tag, upon which shall be printed
in plain type, not less than one-eighth of'
an inch in height, the correct name and
brand of such oil or oils, fluid or fluids in
such cask or vessel contained ; also, the
vords and figures following : "Inflam-

mable at __ Fahrenheit" (naming the
degrees), or " Inflammable at any tempera-
ture" (as the case may be) ; also, the
words and figures following: " Explosive,
at _" (naming the degrees), or
"Non-Explosive" (as the case may be);
also, the words following: " Board of
Health Standard Flashing Point, 110'."
I find that this ordinance was subse-
quently approved by a very high
authority. I have had placed in my
hands by Mr. Young, Chief of the Fire
Brigade in this city, a report of the pro-
ceedings of a Convention, held in New
York, in 1876, of the Chief Engineers of
the Fire Department, representing over
sixty different cities in the United States
and Canada; by which you can set-
that it was a largely representative body
of men specially conversant with such
subjects. There were also present a num-
ber of underwriters and fire insurance
delegates, and others greatly interested in
these problems. Among the subjects dis-
cussed was that of "Regulating the sale of
petroleum." The question was referred
to a Sub-Committee' which, after giving
it the fullest consideration, reported to
the Board, and the Board adopted the re-
port, upon which they based the follow-
ing recommendation

The point here fixed is a flash test oc
110 O as the safety point. I am able to lay tion te reo oed by the Bord o
before the House another authority en- Health of the City of few Orleans, and would
titled to weight. It was found at New com'end to the cities and towns of the coun-
Orleans, in the State of Louisiana, that oil try the ordinance regulating the sale of petro-
considered to be safe in New York, when leum in said city of New Orleans."
taken to the higher temperature Thus, the conclusions of the New Orleans
prevailing there, proved unsafe. Exhaus- Board of lealth, and the city ordinance
tive experiments were made by the Board establishing a flash test of 110', were,
of Health of New Orleans, under Dr. after a trial of seven years, cordially en-

Mp. COLBY.
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dorsed and recommended by this highly experience of experts and dealers in oils,
respectable and intelligent convention of
fire engineers, underwriters and fire in-
surance delegates. I think I have quoted
good authorities to prove that a flash test
of 1100 may be considered safe. Among
the many accidents that have startled us
in this country, and which have been in-
vestigated, I have not been able to find a
single instance in whicli the explosion or
accident took place where the oil had
stood a test of as high as 100° even.
There have been instances where the
barrel containing the explosive oil bore
the Inspector's mark of 105 and up-
wards, but the particular sample of oil
which exploded, when tested, did not go
above 920. I have yet to learn of un
instance of an accident where the oil
stood the flash test of 1000 ; but I arn
desirous of allowing every reasonable
margin for safety. The States of Vermont,
Maine, New Hampshire and New York
have aburning test of 1200, which isequiv%-
lent to a flash test of 1000 or less ; but
my proposition, the House will bear in
mind, is a uniform flash test of 1150,
which would be equivalent to a burning
test of about 140' or 20° above the
test ad9pted by the several States I have
mentioned. I find Massachusetts has
a burning test of 110', that is tosay 10°
lower than the other states which
I have named, and 30' lower than the
test which my Bill proposes, making al-
lowances for the difference between the
flash and burning test. New York city
adopted a flash test of 100', which is
15° lower than my proposition. In the
City and tState of New York, in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont and Massa-
chusetts, I think we shall find as much
intelligence and good sense, in regard to
this subject, as in any part of the United
States; and those states have adopted
tests far below that -which iny Bill pro-
poses. Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio and
Michigan have adopted higher tests. I
think Michigan has gone to the extrenely
high burning test of 180'. I have
information, from a reliable source,
that the price of these oils, re-
quired to meet these exaggerated
tests, averages 10c. per gallon above the
ordinary standard oils. In New York
the price is9c., and in Michigan, 19e; thatis
the penalty paid for such a wild and ex-
treme test. With these data and the

confirmed by my own observation and
experience, I arm thoroughly convinced
thiat the flash-test of 110°, which woul
be equivalent to a burning test of 135' or
140° would provide a perfectly safe oil.
But in this Bill I have not contented my-
self with resting within a narrow margin
of safety, but have added what my judg-
ment tells me, and the best information
shows, will iake a perfectly safe test, five
degrees more, placing it at 115', a point
at which the oil nust be, in all possible

1 circunistances, excepting gross careless-
ness, a perfectly safe article. it
has been urged, recently only, that
there should be a distinction between the
test to be applied to Anerican and that
to Canadian oils. That there is a difference
in the comparative safety of the two oils
in favour of the Canadian, nothing
seems to me more unreasonable or inproba-
ble. If any difference exists, it is precisely
the reverse. Experiments were recently
made in the Inland Revenue Department,
and high scientific authorities tend to show
that the American oil is, of the two, the
safer, where both stand the same flash
test. In confirmation of my statement,
I will quote a passage from the " Popular
Science Monthly," a high authority:

Dr. White, President of the New Orleans
Board of Health, found that, on adding to oil
which 'flashed ' at 113 0 F., one per cent. of
naphtha, the mixture flashed at 103 0 ; with two
per cent. at 92 :; with five per cent at 83 0 ."
(Rep rt on Petroleum to New York Board of
Health. Dr. C. F. Chandler, 1871.) Dr.
Chandler says: '' The addition of one per cent.
of naphtha will lower the flashing test 10 © in a
good oil, when it would not materially affect
tý.e burning point. A quantity of naphtha,
gasolîne or benzine, quite isuaffcient to affect
the burning test or the inflammability of the
body of the oil, would make a very appreciable
difference in the flash test."
If then there be more naphtha in Ameri-
can oil than in Canadian the flash test
instantly detects it, and the difference
between the point at which it will so flash,
and the point at which the oil will ignite,
must therefore he greater in American
than in Canadian of the same flash test.
A long series of experiments bas been
made to determine the difference between
the relative flashing and burning points
of American and Canadian oils. It has
been shown to be two degrees in favour of
A merican oil. So, the proposition that
there shall be any discrimination against
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American oil, based on considerations of man entirely disinterested, who writes
safety, is to mv mind entirely without me as follows
foundation in science or good sense. "The proper flxed point should be 1150
Wiatever the test may be, it should be flash test. This would ensure perfect safety
uniform. and a good illuminatmn power. After it passes

thnt point its illuminating p >wer becornes
Mf. MACKENZIE : 1 think the hon. affected in ordinary lamps, and when it reaches

gentleman is mistaken in thinking there and passes 120 its power is decidedly impaired.
is naphtha in the Canadian oil. For importýd ois, 1 oan see no reason whateverfor placing the fire test one degree higber thait

Mn. COLBY : There is naphtha. I the test for Caadian ou. Dang rous oil will
have it on high authority. bc effectually barred out at 115 c degrees Cana-

\. MACKENZEa: No.d s st.
ME. ACKEZIE:No."I1 have had oils brought from iuany different

MN. COLBY : Yes, and benzine ; but refineries in both Canada and the United State',
there is little or no gasoline. Those and have always critically watched my oils,

elenent areailinflmmale ad * týsting and examining them personally, and inelements are all inflammable and give a free and open market 1 would prefer an où
out an explosive gas. The question of at 115 0, and would consider doubtfully an ou
safety is not the only-although it is the at 120 0 and decid(dIy object to an ou at 1250,

ost iportant-consideration in deter-inuch dslike sone of the s ipor-aiightst imot-o n il.it i n eta- ted now at 130 -for ordinary lampe-. Anothermnining, the test of an oil. It is an esta-~po nt to censider is the fact that the hiàh test
blished fact that, after you pass a certain ols are costing, to-day, in th- LJitedStates,
degree or test, you impair the illumi- three to five cents per wine gallon more than a
nating qualities of the oil. After y reall safe and good o, and have doue so for
have removed the lighter constituents of years past. This would be an increased taxc Ilupon the consuimer without anyv henefit te the
the oil, so as to bring it above 115' or revenue of our own country, andwith a loss i-
120° you reduce the illuminating stead of gain in the quality of the oilto the con-
power, leaving a larger proportion of sumer. I consider ois safe enouLh t 1100,

varaflne Soteefn f aio s but 115 0 would place than heyond the effectsparafine. So the effect of having a test carelesses or differences in testing; and
higher than is necessary for safety, is to considering the question from ail the points I ar
give an inferior illuminating oil. Dr. acquainted with, 1150 flash test would hit the
Baker Edwards, than whom there is no
higiher authority on this subject, This is the uniform testimony of al
says : "I consider 120° too high a whon I bave consulted on this subjeot.
standard to ensure an equably burning It is very certain that we are obliged
oil, especially in the winter season. " He to pay very much more for the high test
fully approves of the 115' test, and gives oil--fro!f 6c. to 10c, a gallon nore-than
the weight of his authority to my pr- for ordinary standard oîs used under
posal, saying if you go above 115' tests adopted in the New England States
impair, in a corresponding degree, the and New York. 1 received only lasL
illuminating qualities of the oil. It eveniag, from one of the largest dealers ia
then becomes a heavier oil ; it foll.ws oU in my county, the information that
up the wick less readily ; it chars the the operation of this ad had obliged them
wick, heats the burner and smokes the to pay fully 9 c. a gallon more for oh not
chimney. I called or Mr. Shaw, a worth one cent more than the old oil-
large dealer in Canadi>tn and American he might have said not worth as much. I
)ils in'Sparks street, andhe assured me that will give the prices to the buse of the
the present test prevents him from ob- different kinds of ols in New York oil
taining the ordinary astral oil, of 150 0 the l3th April, 1880:
burning test, which is one of the best Ou, for shipment. about 108 0 test, barrels
grades in the market, and compels him to included, in lots of 5,000 to 10,000 barrels, 7je.
pay 3c. a gallon more for oil that would t

O burîno'test ays il, 135'0 to 140 0, I4àc. per wiao gallon. Onestand 175 0 burning test. He also huadred and tifty to one hundred and sity
that this higher priced oil, is inferior to degrees, say Pratt's or Devae's, 16c. to 17C.,
the other as an illuminating oil, and so barrels included."
doe3 Pratt the producer ; and yet he is The standard oils are manufactured in
compelled to pay that much more for it large quantities under Most favorable con-
by the verv remarkable legislation of ditions; and are brougbt, by competition,
last year. I have also the opinion of an to the lowest remunerative price; but
experienced oil dealer in Montreal, a special cils, manufactured to supply a
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limited demand, command a special and
excessive price not at all commen-
surate with the actual cost of
raising the oil to the higher test.
In the section of country in which I live,
we have had, in consequence of the legis-
lation of last year, to pay a much higher
price for petroleum than ever before,
and the consequence is that a great deal
has been smuggled. I would call the at-
tention of the House to the history of
legislation upon this subject. The first
test that we prescribed was in 1868,
when we adopted the very test I propose
now, that is, 115°. That was
afterwards reduced, in 1871, to 1050
at the instance of the very gentlemen
who are now asking us to change it to
120° or 130°. After having led us to
adopt the 105° test for eight years, they
have suddenly changed all their views
upon the subject, and have been inspired,
in some way, with a new illumination.
Now I am sure they do not care how
high they get it, because, like all persons
engaged in trade, they wish to make as
much money out of their business as they
can. I can quite understand why these
gentlemen, after having brought it from
115° to 105°, and kept it there for
eight years, now take this sudden tack
and endeavour to bring it up beyond
115° to 120°. It is because they would
then have to compete with an oil higler
in price, and inferior in quality to that
which would be brought into competition
with them under a lower test. If they
must have competition, they prefer it in
the forin of a high-priced and poor
article, rather than a low-priced and good
article. I have reason to believe that the
legislation of last Session was wholly in-
spired by them. It came before the Gov-
ernment at a time when it
could not receive that consideration
which its importance deserved, and
their opinions were accepted as those
of experts. It was supposed they
knew more about this matter than any
one else, and their representations were
received bv the Government and the
House without suspicion. The conse-
quence has been that we bave had legis-
lation during, the past year, of which I,
as a member of this Parliament,
am totally ashamed. To declare a differ-
ence of twenty-five degrees in the fire
test of American and Canadian oil when,

104

as a matter of fact, there is no difference
wbatever, is a position which I am not
very proud to have been one in taking.
If the result of this legislation had been
to give us a better oil, there might have
been some compensation; but I appeal to
every member of this House if he has
ever known, in Canada, such a great
number of accidents from explosions, as
have taken place during the past year.
With regard to the other qualities of the
oi, I have no doubt the experience of
my county is like that of the country
generally. I have in my mind the case
of a merchant who tried in December last
to buy in the ordinary market American
oil that would stand our fire test,
and not being able to find it, he
introduced Canadian oil as a substitute.
He obtained the best quality he could
find in Montreal. He purchased it by the
carload, and arranged with several retail
dealers to take a barrel each and to assist
him in introducing it. Every barrel,
every gallon, came back upon him, and he
was obliged to gather it in and send it
into the back country and exchange it for
oats. People would not buy it, it was so
offensive in its character. It only stood
the test of 96°, although it bore the
standard mark of 105° and upwards. It
was an ill-burning oil, had an offensive
odour, charred the wick and smoked the
chimney, and people who had been accus-
tomed to and wanted a better oil would
not buy it at any price. You may lead
a horse to the water, but you cannot
make him drink. The fact is legisl4tion
cannot compel the people on the frontier
to do what is against their interest and
pleasure in tbis matter. They say this :
We are quite prepared to pay a high duty
on oil ; but if the Government prohibit it
by the adoption of an impracticable test,
and leave people no alternative but to
smuggle American oil, oruse such offensive
Canadian oil as bas been sent to us, they
may expect that people will smuggle. And
that course bas been taken. I do not believe
th.e.' gislation of last Session-while it has
inj u ed the consumer, while it bas caused
more annoyance than any other measure
that was passed-has been of any benefit
to those gentlemen who inspired it. The
oil bas come into the country surrepti-
tiously ; it has been found impossible to
keep it out. I think-and my Free-
trade friends will applaud me here-that
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if those who are engaged in refining oil in 1 Canadian-crude oil is susceptible of mak-
Ontario, instead of seeking a factitious ing just as good an illuminating oil as the
and unreasonable protection, under the American crude, and would do so but for
guise of a fire test, were to endeavour to the greed of the refiner who takes 50 per
compete with the American oil in the cent. of illuminating oil out of the crude
quality of their own production uinder the oil when he should take but 40 per cent.
very high protection which the Tariff The 10 per cent. so improperly taken
gives, they would sacceed better. They consists largely of paraffine and other con-
have to day a protection on their oil of stituents, which impairs the illuminating
6c. a gallon, when oil is worth in New quality. If the Canadian refiner would take
York only 7 c. They have a protection 10 per cent less of refined oil from his
of nearly 100 per cent. If that is not crude, and charge 5c. a galmln more for it,
enough, and if this House is willing to he would find hundreds of purchasers
give them more, let them come to this anong people who will not buy his ou
House and ask it straight. But this now at any price. Cauadiau ou is a more
disguised protection, which compels us to lasting ou, and people would buy it in
pay a higher price for an inferior article, preference to American ou, if it was equal
is a double injury to us. It is far better in its illurinating properties and some-
that we should pay an additional 4c. a what free from offensive odour.
gallon as a direct protection, and have the They vould have the advantage of nearly
privilege of buying the best illuininating 20 per cent. in durabAity. Considering
oul wherever we choose, than to be coin- the difficulties wbich beset them, I cer-
pelled to puy 4c. a gallon more for an tainly do not wish to state the case
inferior oil as we now do. This is pre- unfairly against thein or in anywav do
cisely the condition of affairs that I-hii them an injustice. But the hon. inembers
the interest of a large body of consuiners of this ouse, mostly represent the con-
in thc Lower Provinces and along our sumers of oil. T on. old ber for
extended f routier, who prefer to, use Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), in -whose con-

merican oip until our Canadian pro- stituency most of the oil is produced, the
ducers give us sonething better-ai en- ion. iuember for Middlesex, and the
deavouring to rectify. But it affects ail lion. rember for London, and ose or two
those wbo consumne Canadian oiù as well. other hon, gentlemen, are the only gentie-
Do Canadian oul refiners give their cus- iTan who represent the producers. We are
toners a botter article than they did last told the Canadian reiners cannot live

ear, bcanse there happened to be legisa- under the present protective duty of
tion that suited the g I have yet to learn 6c. per gallon. I ar very sorry they
that they do. Do they give it to theni at a cannot live under it. I am sorry the
lower price 1 1 have that also to learn that wells are so poor; but if the industry
they do. I believe that the injustice of cannot live, if we have to be taxed exces-
tIe present discrioinating test bears just sively, in order to keep thei alive, the
-s heavily upon the consumers of Cana- question has to be considered: is i
dian as of A erican oil. Now I would not botter the industry should be spported
willinvly or wantonly add one straw's and bolstered up by oppressive taxation
weight to the difficulties under whichi upon ail the people of the country, or
those gentlemen in Petrolia allabourin that i should rest for s ime until the
I helieve hey are having a lard time of it, unprecedented flow of American oil wells
and we oug t not to disregaid the daims sha have been exhausted.
they have upon t e consideration o the M. ANGLIN: This is treason against
country. They are pumpinge o out of wells the N.P."
that yeld theDo but two to four barrels M . COLBY: It is not treason acrainst
per day, in competition -with American the N.P." I am sorry mny hon. friend
wells that yield 40 barrels per day. as made that remarof, because it compels
Our refiners are obliged to use a crude me to speak a litle longer in explanation
ou that costs $1. 12 a barrel as against of my views. I know many other persons
the Americanrefinerwhobuysat 75c. or c, have ade the sae remari. They have
w barrel, while the American orade yielde sail, Mr. Colby takes an anomalous psi-
a larger percentage of iluminating o than non in advocatig Protection and being a
does the Canadian. I have a firr beliefthat Free-trader in respect to o. Well, thi

Mp. COLBY.
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is not the first time I have bored this
House upon the oil question. I have
bored here for oil before now, and struck
it once or twice. We protectienists be-
lieve that competition regulates prices, no
matter whether it be foreign or domestic
competition. We do not propose to give
protection to any article where the
element of competition will not come in,
sooner or later, and regulate the price and
bring it down to a fair point. That is our
general belief. That is applicable to most
of the industries of this country ; to the
manufacture of agricultural implements,
for instance, where a man can go to the
forest and get his timber and buy his own
iron and steel in the open market. But this
oil industiy is about the only industry in
the Dominion that is susceptible of being
brouglit under the control of rings and
monopolists. We know that such is the
case ; we know that rings, at one time,
controlled the entire source of production
in Lambton, controlled all the refineries
in London, and dominated the market all
over Canada. In that way this competi-
tion, which ordinarily reduces prices, can-
iot be depended upon in respect to oil,
-because the moment it falls within
the scope et a ring there ceases to be
the possibility of domestic competition.
The only competition then that can be de-
pended upon to regulate the price is
foreign competition. What I want to
see is that that foreign competition is not
placed under too great a disability. I
would take the liberty of suggesting to
the hon. Minister, that I do not believe
any of these accidents and explosions have
been the result of the fire test. I believe
they have been owing to some defect in
the inspection of the ou, which should be
more thorough. I wish to call the atten-
tion of the hon. Minister to another
th ing. The act as it is now reads
alinost relieves vendor and refiner
from responsibility. I think the man who
refines the oil, and knows its constituents,
should be responsible to the public. He
should verify the test of the Inspector,
so that when it gceî out of his refinery it
goes out with his endorsement, and lie
should be responsible for the consequences.
I think, in these particulars, this Act re-
quires amendment. I would say, that it
is very important' that the gravity of the
oil should be readily determined, so that
the purchaser should not be compelled to

buy a lubricating oil, when they require
an oil that will burn. The wording of
the clause, in relation to the gravity
test, should be simplified so that every
one could understand it. It should define
the gravity by pounds and ounces, so that
every man who has scales can weigh it.
At present it is defined by the number of
degrees of Baumè ; and but few persons
understand the signification of the terms,
or have the proper instrument. I would
also suggest the appointment of a special
officer to oversee the Inspectors of Oil, and
see that they do their work properly, and
who should move about from place to
place, dropping in upon refiners and Yen-
dors unawares, and confiscating such oil,
foreign or domestic, as did not stand the
legal test.

MR. FLYNN: I was pleased to sce the
bon. member for Stanstead, early in the
Session, introduce the Bill nowabout being
read a second time. He very correctly
states that the present law is one that
we ought to be ashamed of. I was aware
this Act was introduced last Session, but
I had no idea that any discrimination
was made between the fire test of Ameri-
can oil and that of Canadian oil. In the
Maritime Provinces this law is felt as a
great injustice. The hon. member for Stan-
stead has correctly stated that the pre-
sent Act is a virtual exclusion of Ameri-
can oil from the Maritime Provinces and
other parts of the Dominion. Still, I be-
lieve thata large quantity of oil was smug
gled into the country, because the people
will use American oil. We have always
found that the American oil is less
offensive in its smell, and that it is more
free from explosive qualities. It is very
desirable that we should have a uniform
test for American and Canadian oils. I
wish to call the attention of the hon. the
Minister of Inland Revenue to the fact
that there is another discrimination made
between American and Canadian oils
which should not be made. For instance,
the cost of inspection of a 50-gallon cask
of Canadian oil is only 10 cents; while
the cost of inspecting a similar cask of
American oil is 30 cents, or a difference
of 20 cents. J do not see why the law
in this respect should remain on the
Statute-book any more than the legislation
in regard to the test referred to, and I
hope the hon. the Minister of Inland
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Revenue will see his way clear to making
the inspection fee equal upon both oils.

MR. MAC MILLAN: I coincide with
the desire of the hon. member for Stan-
stead that the fire test of oil should be
placed at a point which would prevent
the calamities which have taken place for
years past, so as to avoid a repetition of
auch accidents in the tuture. One can
scarcely pick up a newspaper without
finding in it a report of some shocking
accident by an explosion of coal oil. Even
to-day, I took up a paper and found an
account of a disastrous fire which was
caused by an explosion of coal oil. It is
as follows:-

" A coal oil lamp exploded in the rendence
of Mrs. C le, school-teacher. Weedon, P.Q.,
setting fire to ier three children and burning
thern fr ghtfully. Mrs. Cole was also badly
burned ii trying to extinguish the flames."

And again, last month, we read of a dis-
tressing accident which was published in
all the papers

" Kleinsburg, Ont.-About 8 o'clock last
night, as Mrs. Archy McTaggert was returning
from putting her children to bed, the lamp
which she was carrying exploded, and the
burning oil flowing over her clothes set fire to
them, burning her in a frightful manner. She
lingered in agony until this morning Nihen she
died."
Such a state of things should not exist in
this country ; and when I hear an hon.
member ask the House to reduce the fire
test on oil, tremble for the consequences.
With reference to the explosive character
of the two oils, it is well known that, in
regard to Canadian oil, there is nuch less
chance of its exploding at the saie fire
test than of American oil. Mv hon.
friend has quoted from many American
journals, with reference to the fire test
used in the respective states. Take, for
instance, the States of Michigan and
Ohio. There they ought to know much
better than we do what the proper test
should be, for the simple reason that they
have much more experience in regard to
it than we have. I find the fire test of
these states, and also a number of others
to be considerablv more than that of
Canada on Canadian oil. The Inspector
of Petroleum, at Cleveland, Ohio, which
is the great oil market of the United
States, in his report for the year 1878,
savs :

' The standard test for all illuminating oils
in Ohio is 120 0 Fahrenheit's thermometer, and
al illuminating oils that will net bear a flash

MiL FLYNN.

test of 120 0 cannot be legally sold in this.
state for illuminating purposes."

Now, Sir, with regard to the statement
of my bon. friend, when he savs that
there should be no difference between the
flash test of Canadian and American oi,
I will read what Professor Keadzie and
other members of the Michigan State
Board of Health say on the subject.
This body gave the subject of petroleum,
the most minute investigation, and I
avail myself of their experience in re-
ference to the difference between high
and low test oils, as to the cause and the
results of accidents, as contained in the
report of the Secretary of the State Board,
which savs:

" Under all such circumstances, when, by the
breaking of a lamp, or otherwise, a quantity
of illuminating oil is expoel to a flame, the
chances of possible control are very much
in proportion, inversely, to the volatility of
the oil ; for when oil that is volatile at a low
temperature is so exposed, the entire sur-
rounding atnosphere becomes almost instantly
impregnated wir its vapour, which, as soon as
a flame comes in contact with any part of it,
becomes a continuous sheet of flame, com-
pletely enveloping persons or surrounding
objects, and, therefore, entirely beyond any
controwhich eau immediately be brought to
bear upon it. Under such circumstances, los@
of life and property is imminent. %% ith less
volatile oil, under an equal accession of heat,
there is less pressure of vapour, and if the
mass of oil is expe-ed by the breaking of a
lamp, or otherwise, a longer time elapses
before the oil is converted into vapour. Under
such circumstances, the element of time makes
all the difference between certain death and
destruction of property, and possible escape
with life and property."

Now we claim that Canadian oil is less
volatile than American oil, and conse-
quently not so dangerous. Anerican oil
has 20 per cent. of gasolene, benzine, ben-
zole, and naptha in its component parts,
while Canadian oil has only 5 per cent.
of benzine in the crude oil, just as it
comes from the ground, and no gasolene
or other explosive substances in it what-
soever. Gasoline is more volatile
than benzine, and, therefore, American oil
is more volatile than Canadian oil,
and will explode with more violence
at the same temperature than Ca-
nadian oil, and consequently do more
damage. The higher the temperature of
the oil is, the more violent the explosion.
American oil being more volatile 'than
Canadian oil will throw off a greater body
of vapour at the same tenperature than.
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Canadian oil, and consequently do more
<damage, and would be sure to set fire to
the oil, whereas Canadian oil, at the saine
temperature, would not throw off such
a large body of combustible vapour,
and would either not explode to
ail, or, if it did, would not
have force enough to set fire to
the oil. It takes ten degrees more tein-
perature to beat up Canadian oil to a
point at which it will throw off an equal
amount of explosive vapour as American
oil; and, therefore, in fixing the fire test
of illuminating oil in this country, to do
justice to the Canadian manufacturer,
there should be ten degrees of difference
fixed between the flash test of Canadian
and American oil, if there is any less
difference than that made, you legislate
in favour of the American refiner and
against the Canadian oil interest. Now,
the lowest point at which we consider
Canadian oil saf e, is 115 0 flash test by
Fahrenheit's thermometer, therefore, the
test on American oil should be 12.5 0 and
no less. My hon. and learned friend
from Stanstead (Mr. Colby) says that a
high fire test impairs the burning
qualities of the oil, and the public who
prefer to burn Amnerican oil, while they
are obliged to pay a higher price for it,
are compelled to use an inferior article in
consequence of this high fire test. In
relation to that matter, I will read what
the same authority I quoted before, says,
on that point:

" The lightiiig qualities of some of the oils
ately sold in this state have not been good.
Some people have pretended to believe that it
was because of the high fire test required by
law. Those who understand the facts know
that this is not true."

And then he goes on to point out the
reasons why some oils do not give as
good light as others, and recommends
more care in keeping the lamps clean,
and in the selection of burners and wicks.
and winds up with parafine, and I will
read you what lie says on that head :

" The presence of a superabundance of para-
fine bas much to do in reducing the illumi.
nating power of the oil in which it is contained
by gumming or charring up the wick, and
thereby preventing a sufficient supply of oil to
the wick to produce combustion."
Now, Sir, it is well known that the
longer the oil is distilled the more para-
fine will be in the refined oil. The
cause of the burning qualities not being

good is the presence of parafine in the re-
fined oil, because the refiner has taken
too much refined oil out of the crude, the
heavy vapourcontaining the parafine being
the last to come off the still, and in
order to get up the tire test, the refiner
blows the lighter and more explosive
particles out of the oil, leaviag the para-
fine or heavy oil, and consequently the
percentage of parafine or heavy oil lie-
comes too great and impairs the il-
luminating qualities of the oil by gum-
ming the wick. You can have a good
burning illuminating oil of any fire test
you like, by proper care being
taken in the manufacture of it.
The Legislatures of a number of states in
the American Union,having a population
of over 15,000,000 inhabitants,have fixed
a flash test, which is much more severe
than a fire test, on their own oil of 120 0.
In the State of New York the test is
110 0 , and I wish to call the hon. gentle-
man's attention to what took place there
a few days ago. The newspaper of the dis-
trict, where this accident occurred, says :

" One of the most remarkable tragedies that
has occurred in this section of the state for
many years took place at Norwich, Chenango
County, N. Y., early last Saturday m rning.
Mrs Mary E. Griifling, a wealthy widow, and
cousin of Se,!a-or Conkling, was found upon
the floor of the hall in her mansion horribly
burned. When picked up she was unconscious,
and died in about an hour. On Friday night,
Mrs. Griffling. her mother, and Miss Conkling
retired at 9 o'clock. The widow slept alone
in a spacious ehamber on the second floor. It
.was her custom to leave a lamp burn-
ing by her bedside. This morning
about 4:30 o'clock Miss Conkling was
aroused by a strange noise, and a few moments
laterthehousehold was awakenel by the agonis-
ing screams of Mrs. Griffling. The oil from the
exploded lamp had saturated the pillow which
supported the head of the victim while she was
asleep. Grasping the other pillow with rare pre-
sence of mind she attempted to smother the
flumes. Failing in this, she sprang from the
bed and rushed into the hall, where she was
found as above described. She was 'burned
beyond recognition."

In consequence of such accidents as these,
the Americans themselves have raised the
fire test on their own oil, and why shouli
not we do likewise. I cannot imagine
why the people in the Lower Provinces
have such a prejudice against our Cana-
dian oil. We burn it altogether in
Ontario, and find it to give great satisfac-
tion, it bums so long, and is so cheap.
The best oil is now selling in London for
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8c. a gallon without the barrels, and 11c.
per gallon, barrels included. I have an
instance here of how much longer Cana-
dian oil, of the same strength, will burn
than American oil. Messrs. C. S. Shaw
and Company, of this city, who keep both
American and Canadian oil for sale,
tested the burning qualities of both oils
in lamps in their store for eight consecu-
tive nights, using one pint of each kind
of oil each night, and they found that the
gallon of Canadian oil had burned one-
fifth longer than the American oil, or, in
other words, had given thirty-five hours
more light, the American gallon of oil
iaving burned out in 110 hours, and the

Canadian oil having lasted for 145 hours;
and yet, in the face of all this, my hon.
friend from Stanstead is trying to make
it easier to import American oil to be
used in this country, and to come into
competition with our Canadian oil. It
is to my mind most desirable that we
should give our Canadian oil encourage-
ment as far as possible. My idea was,
when the National Policy passed, that we
should protect our industries as long as
we did not protect them to death,
as one lion. gentleman lias said.
If through misfortune the hon. gEntle-
man's constituents get hold of bad oil,
certainly something should be done to
have the inspection so fixed that a better
oil would be secured, to compel people, in
fact, to prepare a better oil, or see that
the inferior oil is destroyed. We are de-
sirous to have as good oil as possible, and
we can have as good oil as American oil
by taking a less quantity out of the crude
oil I would suggest that an Inspector
be appointed by the Government, and
give him absolute authority to go through
the country, and wherever lie finds any
oil not up to the proper fire-test, that lie
should destroy it. That would enable us
to get a. first-class oil, and put us in a
position not to have to go across the
border to get it from a foreign country.
With reference to a coal oil ring,
which has been referred to, it
was true that a ring did ex-
ist in the West among the
refiners ; but that is past. It is impos-
Rible to renew anything of the kind now;
because the only way to establish the
ring was through the instrumentality of
the books they had to open up for the
Inland Revenue. These books were

MY. MACMILLAN.

sworn to by the refiner and verified by
the Inland Revenue officer, and were
open to the inspection of the refiners,
and they could tell exactly how many
gallons were made. No Excise duty is
charged now, and any combination of
that kind could not exist; they could
deceive each other if they chose, and the
consequence is no ring lias been estab-
lished since the Excise duty was taken
off the oil. It could r.ot be now done
with any degree of success. I feel very
strongly in favour of having the fire test
increased upon Canadian oil, and de-
creased upon American oil, that is that
the test on Canadian oil be increased
from 105 0 to 115 O , and that it be de-
creased on American oil from 130 0 to
125 0. In this way we will succeed in
getting a good safe oit, either by impor-
tation from the United States or from
Canadian manufacture ; and if that re-
gulation is established, my hon. friend
will have no cause to grumble.
Mr. Charles A. Ashburner, Assistant
State Geologist for Pennsylvania, in an
interesting lecture whichli he delivered
some weeks ago at the Franklyn Institute
in Philadelphia, said : that from actual re-
cords kept in the Department, over
30,000 human lives and $20,000,000
worth of property have been destroyed
during the last ten years by the use of
badly refined burning oils. If we can de-
fend ourselves against this, and in the
way I suggest, I think we should us«
every exertion to do so, and appoint an
Inspector to go through the country as I
have suggested, and see that proper and
safe illuminating oil is manufactured or
imported and sold throughout the Dom-
inion.

MR. CASEY: I am sure the House
will agree that great credit is due to the
hon. member for Stanstead (Mr. Colby),
for bringing up this matter this year.
He lias applied himself, on several occa-
sions, to this coal oil question. I cannot
absolve the hon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue from all blame for letting the
existing provision of the law go through.
It is not expected that lie, himself, should
know all about coal oil ; but lie lias ex-
perts in the Department, and he should
know that there ought not to be any dis-
crimination, or lie should have Lad the-
subject argued.

MR. BABY: It was argued.
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MNA. M ACKE NZIE: Well, there was
a little discussion on it, but not very
mucl.

MR. CASEY: I think the hon. Min-
ister should have seen that there was just
ground for this diiscrimination before
introducing it. In reference to the test,
the hon. nermber for East Middlesex
(Mr. Macmillan) has tried to show that
Anerican oil is muchî more explosive than
Cana ian. I think it is likely that a
sample of Ainerican oil, taken at random,
will explode at a lower temierature than
average Canadian oil. It is, however,
absurd to say that of two samples which
stand the same flash test, one will explode
at one point and the other at another, as
that test shows the temperature at which
explosion t, kes place, A gentleman who
has been for some time in the city, as the
represe.ntative of the oil producer, lias
given me a memorandum on the subject
for use in tiis discussion, the pertinent
part of which I will lay before the House.
He says:

"Mr. Colby savs that there shuld bi- a uni-
form fire -tet on both Canadian and American
oils. Tni'. is uijuit to the Canadian manufac-
turers. Caiad:an ol is a less volatile oil than
American oil, and has no gasolene in it, and
only a small proportion of benzine, which is not
so volatile or explosive as gasolene. American
crude oil contains 20 pr cent. of gasolene. If
you ta ke rn Aeiericau oi and Canadian oil, which
will bthi burn upon the application of flame,
at a given t unperature of say 130 0 Fahren-
heit, the Amer ca-i o 1 will throw off a vapour
which will explode at 10 ® lower temperature
than the Caiadian oit. The vapour from ol
explodes before the oil will burn; therefore,
there should be 10 0 difference in the flash-test
to put bith oils on an equal footing."
The hon. gentleman to whom I have re-
ferred argues that a uniforn test on both
kinds of oil is unjust, because the American
oil, even if no more explosive than Cana-
dian, is more liable to burn, and so set
fire to the house after it bts exploded. I
argued with him that those figures upset
his case, and I think so still. They show
that, of two specimens of oil, Anerican
and Canadian, that will both burn at the
same temperature, the American will
flash at 10 0 lower than the other, there
is then 10 0 greater difference between
the exploding and burning points of
American oil than between the exploding
and burning points of Canadian oil.
Therefore, we can only cenclude the
lighter-or American-oil will not burn at
quite so low a temperature as the

heavier, if they both explode at the same
point. I an informed that a series of ex-
perimuents have been made in this city by
a Governent oic'r, wlich establishes
the sane thing. I think, then, we may
conclude that, if we ascertaîa positively
that the American oil, whicl we allow to
be oimorted, will not exolode at any
lower point than the Canadian, there is
no danger of its taking fire any lower
point. The explosion of a lamp which
scatters the oil into fine fragments, nay
cause it to burn at a lower figure than if
the flamue xwere applied to it in an open
saucer; and the sane results imight not
flow froms explosions as tests iade in the
usual way, but the relations of the tîwo oils
would reniain the same, although the figuries
at which explosions took place mîlit
be different. The hon. memer for West
Middlesex (Mr. Macwillan) lias referred to
several accidents which had occured with
American oil under a burning test of
1150 ,to show that Aimerican oil gener-
ally was unsafe. Now, it would be a
very low grade of oil that would burn at
115 1 -not such as would be adrnitted by
the Bill of the hon. menber for Stan-
stead (MIr. Colby), which reiuired a flash
test of 115 ' since there were 20 0 or
40 0 between the flashing aud burning
points. We know that oil that will ex-
picioice at 105 0 Is rueasoably saf; it is
not an oil that frequently explodes. We
know also that in Canada-toiugh no oil
is supposed to go out under that figure-
oil frequently explodes. It follows, there-
fore, that the explosions in Maine, even
if their law required a flash test of 115 c>,
may have been due to sonie such
error in testing, or to carelessness on
the part of offi-cers or dealers as bas
oecurred in connection vith explosions
in Canada. As to the iatter of
trouble and expense, as I ani informed,
the fire test is raised by blowing air
through the oil, whieh caries aw'ay the
volatile elements. There is somet expense
in the process, and loss from the remioval
or dispersion of those particles to raise the
oil to a higher test. There is a difference
of 8-c. between the lowest and highest
of these oils, whose prices were quoted by
the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Macmillan), consequently the higher
test involves the production of a more
costly oil. I think that an oil bearing a
burning test of 130 : or 150 0 , or some-
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thingbetween 130 C and 150 0 would,pro-
bably, be the sort of oit that would be
admitted by the 115 0 flash test. There
would be a difference of 14c. to 2e. be-
tween those two oils-the sort now ad-
mitted, and that which the Bill proposed
would admit-in the cost price, caused
by the didference in the flashing point.
This is quite a serious difference, iF it
can be shown that the lower of these two
oils is safe. But the hon. maember for
Stanstead has shown that the difference is
greater, because a special grade lias to be
mariufactired at an extra cost. This
was an unnecessary tax on the people of
Canada, because tley dare not buy ordi-
nary Canadian oil, and had to buy the
American, the cost of which is artificially
increased by the present law. I think,
then, there is no necessity for discrimi-
nation as to the flash test between Cana-
dian and American oils. If there was aj
burning test, there would need to be a
discrimination of 10 0, according to the
figures of my informant. It will be incum-
bent on the advocates of the present
discrimination to show grounds for it, in
public opinion, which thev have failed to
do. The member for East Middlesex
(Mr. Mac-nillan) says the Canadian oil
burns more slowly. That does not show
it is safer. It is, however, better value
for its cost. That is a considerable pro-
tection for the Canadian dealer, as every
consumer wishes to economise in the con-
sumption of oil. I think the late Gov-
ernment gave a great boon to the courtry
in abolishing the Excise on this oil, and
breaking up the coal oil ring. I shall
have great pleasure in supporting the Bill
of the member for Stanstead, and I hope
the Minister of Inland Revenue will con-
sider the suggestion of both the hon.
gentlemen who have spoken on this mea-
sure (Mr. Colby and Mr. Macmillan), and
of my lion. friend behind me (Mr. Flynn),
in regard to the inspection and seizure of
bad oils and kindred matters.

MR. LONGLEY: Nothing connected
with the Tariff has produced so much dis-
satisfaction in the Lower Provinces as
the raising of the standard of American
oil. This was done through the agency
of a Bill passed during the last hours of
the last Session ; which seems not to
have attracted the attention of anyone
outside of the promoters thereof. In
truth it was scarcely open, straighfor-

MR. CAssY.

ward legislation, which thus, practically,
secured to the Ontario refiners double
protection. We do not much object to
the duty of 6e. per gallon on American
oil, though we may think it a pretty
steep protection on an article worth only
from eight to ten cents per ga1on at the
place of production; but whe i an at-
tenpt was made to give a d.; be pro-
tection to the Canadian article by naking
a distinction of twenty-five degress be-
tween the standard of American and
Canadian oils, it need be no matter of
surprise that the people of the Lower
Provinces shou' d protest against such an
imposition. The Bill which we are
now considering proposes a uniform
standard for Canadian and American il-
luminating oils; and proposes to fix the
standard at 115 0 iFahrenheit's thermone-
ter. This standard will be generally ac-
cepted as fair and right, and will be at-
tended with satisfaction. It is matter
for general regret that, up to the present
time the Canadian, refiners have not suc-
ceeded in producing a really good and
pure article of illuminating oil, equal to
the American article, and the result lias
been that a great preference has been
shown for the Amrican Tii The
Canadian refiners seem cornfideiit that
they can bring their oil up to a standard
equal tothat of the Amrican oil, and it
is to be hoped that they will do so; for it
is not very creditable to Canadian enter-
prise that their products should not more
favourabîly compare with those of their
neighbours across the border. For these
and other reasons whieh might be urged,
I have great pleasure in supporting the
Bill of the hon. member -for Stanstead.

MR. KILLAM: I think I owe an ex-
planation to the hon. member for Stan-
stead (MNr. Colby) for asking him what lie
expected his Bill was going to accomplish.
I was afraid the Government, whose
avowed pclicy is to tax certain industries
for the benefit of others, and who pushed
this oil legislation through the House
last year in some mysterious manner,
might allow it to slip by this year without
taking any action upon it, and that the
Bill of the hon. member for Stanstead
might be found among the slaughtered
innocents. I am sure we are all obliged
to the hon. gentleman for the manner in
which he has explained this matter to the
House. I do not profess to have any
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technical knowledge of the oil business. I
know a great deal of dissatisfaction ex-
isted last year in relation to this matter,
and I presume the Government intends
to allow this Bill to pass, as they have
expressed no opinion in opposition. If
we are to have, for the next three years, to
submit to the infliction of a Protectionist
Government, it would be fitting that
when the hon. member for Stanstead next
lias to make explanations on a Govern-
ment Bill lie should be provided with a
position, whici he is quite qualified to oc-
cupy, on the Treasury Benches.

MR. PLI NIB It is always pleasant to
liear a speech from the bon. member for
Stanstead. Evervone knows he brings to
the discussion of any subject which he
takes up in this House a remarkable de-
gree of research, I am afraid, however,
that my hon. frieni who lias taken up as
a specialty the question of duties on
petroleum, in this House, has allowed his
enthusiasi and his zeal to outrun that
calm judicial spirit with whic'i lie usually
approaches those subjects. He might
have explained that there is a vast and
important difference between Anerican
antd Canadian oil in their crade state, and
in the coditons inder which they are
found in the depths of the earth. Cana-
dian oil is reached at a depth of 500 feet
below the surface, and is, very much un-
like the praduct of that of Pennsylvania
wells, ditferent in colour, quality and coin-
ponent parts. The crude oil of Canada
is brown; in colour and pcssesses a very
small quantity of gasoline, or naptha or
benzole, and but say five per cent. of
benzine. The latter is the only explosive
substance it contains. The crude oil of
Pennsylvania, which is dark green in
colour, is found at a depth of 1,500 or
2,000 feet. Pressure is supposed to alter
the character of the crude material, if it is
the same in origin, which is not certain.
It contains about 20 per cent. of four
volatile and explosive products, gaso-
line, naptha, benzine, and benzole,
which are always present in greater or
less relative proportions in American oil.
These are not entirely dispelled by dis-
tillati ni. Thîey are the dangerous ele-
ment, in oil, and I think it would be
hazardous to the people at large not to
extend to them that protection, in requir-
ing close inspection, and a fire-test which
will ensure absolute safety, which experi-

ence lias proved to be desirable ; and in
this it is well to try experiments, and
far better to err on the side of requirinug
too much than too little. It is impos-
sible for the ordinary consumer, who buys
from the retail shops this article of prime
necessity, to ascertain with v_ýuracy
whether it is of the proper fire test, and,
consequently, whether it is explosive or
not. It is well-known, also, that in the
poorer houses inferior glass lamps are
used, whicli are constantly carried about,
thus enhanciing the risk of breakage, and
the danger of explosion is increased in
proportion to the vicinity of the lamps to
the overheated stoves which are found mn
most houses in winter. There is a con-
stantly increasing heat in the lamp chim-
ney while the oil is burning, the volatile
elements are given out in mncreasmg quan-
tities, the surroundings are charged with
them, and the least cause may precipitate
a fatal explosion. If the fire test is a low
one, there is a larger quantity of volatile
material constantly escaping. it is the
greatest anid most culpable possible error
for us blindly to deal with a question
of the kind proposed ; and when we have
what we consider a safe standard, it is most
hazardous tco reduce that standard. On
the part of Canadian refiners, it is pro-
posed to raise the fire test of their oi from
its present point of 10.5 0 to 120 1 Fah-
renheit. That will conipel the manufac-
ture of a superior quality, and much of
the objection now urged against Canadian
oit will be obviated. I an not at all
afraid that, by keeping up the standard of
American oil and raising that of ours,
American oit will be excluded from the
Dominion, but it will place the Canadian
refiner under the necessity of preparing
a purer and more deodorised fluid. His
material is, in many respects, superior to
the American, and especially its rich
illuminating pover antd lasting qualities.
Canidian oit should be protcted in the
way which is indicated by the refiners
themselves. It will thus conpel all of
them to produce a satisfactory quality,
the additional cost of which is too trifling
to warrant an increase of price to the con-
sumer. If there is an increase, it will be
owing to the retail dealers, and it should
be understood that the present price of
crude oil is but $1.25 a barrel at the
Canadian wells, and that the best refined
is selling at wholesale or by the barrel at
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11 c. to 12c. a gallon. There has doubt-
less been a strong prejudice raised against
Canadian oil. People have been led to
believe that there was a difficulty in pre-
paring Canadian oil for the market and
making it equal to Pennsylvania oil. We
have reason to know that Canadian oil
can be renlered entirel v free from odour,
perfectly colourless, quite inexplosive and
still retain a higher and richer illuminat-
ing power than its Pennsylvania rival. I
believe my lion. friend from Stansteai has
candidlv acknowledged that it is much
richer in illuninating power than that of
Peinnsvlvania. If that is the case, it is
desirable that Canadian oil should find its
way into f ull favour in the Canadian mar-
ket. There is a well-known process by
which the volatile and dangerous proper-
ties are expelled at a small expense. It
adds but a trifle, as I have stated, to the
expense to raise the fire test, and at the
standard proposed there can be no possi-
bility of iuipairing the illuminating
power. I think the hon. member for
Stanstead was a little mistaken when he
said that it would add nine or ten cents a
gallon to the American oil to have it just
where it is. I think we should be cautious
before we proceed in the direction which
is likely to cause such serious disaster to
our country as the sort of legislation
which the hon. member for Stanstead has
invoked. I much doubt, if the proposed
measure is adopted, that it will
produce satisfactory results. I do
not think there will be any harm in
trying to do for the manufacturers and
prôducers of coal oil in Ontario, what we
have done for my hon. friend's (Mr.
Longley) Province in placiug a tax on
American, for the benefit of Nova Scotia,
coal which, so far as it may be a burden,
falls most largely upon the people of
Ontario. I think it would be sinply a
very small reciprocity. The tax on
wheat and flour was claimed to be such a
reciprocal concession, but it is urged by
our hon. friends opposite that there can
be no additional charge imposed upon
the hon. gentleman's constituents, and
the people of the Maritime Provinces,
through the duty upon wheat and flour,
and the farmers are assured that they
cannot benefit by it to the extent of a
penny, because the English market rules
the price. The hon. member for West
Elgin (Mr. Casey) lias dealt with the

Ma. PLUMB.

subject in his accustomed mianner. He
lias drawn a fearful picture of the dangers
attendant upon the use of American oil,
even at the higlh fire test of 1S0 0 required
by the laws of some of the Western
States. A frightful accident, occasioned
by breaking a lamp, somewhere in Wis-
consin was his theme, but it turns out
that the accident did iot occur in that
State or any other having a high fire
test, but in a New England State where
the test is comparatively low. lis ox-
cellent conclusions, therefore, fail for
want of premises. I trust the proposition,
which is suggested on behalf of the
Canadian refiners, will neet with the
consideration of this House, rather than
that urged by my hon. friend from Stan-
stead (Mr. Colby). The Canadian oil at
a fire test of 120 0, I believe to be safer
than the American oil at 130 0. The
Canadian oilis considered safe at 105 , the
refiners are willing to raise that test, and
I desire that the test shall be raised, be-
cause I wish to compel all the refiners t>
corne up to the proposed standard, and
produce an oil which will b- acceptable to
the public. We possess in te oil pro-
ducing region of Enniskillen and Dawn,
in Lambton County, a mine of riches of
untold and practically ineiaustible
value. It can be further deýveloped by
receiving proper care froim the Govern-
ment, without conpelling ithe public to
pay an additional price for iLs useful and
almost indispensable product. which is one
of the most important resources of the
country. I think the proposition I have
advocated will be acceptable to the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue, and will
be in the right direction both for the pro-
ducer and the consumer, whose interests
seem to be identical. I beg to say again,
Mr. Speaker, that I trust the House will
not accept the proposition which lias been
made by my hon. friend froi Stanstead,
but will agree with me in thinking the
matter should be left largely to the dis-
cretion of the Government who are fully
acquainted with this subject, and upon
whom the responsibility of dealing with a.
matter in which human life is at stake,
and who have f tili opportunity and means
of testing the question at issue, should be
permitted to remain.

Mi. MACDONALD (Kings, P. E. I.).
So far as the Province from which I come
is concerned, I may say that merchants
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never yet succeeded in bringing Canadian MR. BABY introduced a Bil (No.
oil on the market equal to, or that was to 108) For extending the Consolidated Act
be compared with, oil from the United of 1879 respecting dutiem imposed on
States. Under these circumstances I for Promissory Notes and Bis of Exchange
one shall have great pleasure in support- to the whole Dominion.
ing the Bill brought in by the hon. mem- Bil read the first time.
ber for Stanstead. While we are quite
willing to afford any reasonable protection QUEBEC TIDAL DOCK COMPLETION

Cilngt BILL.
to the oil producers of this country, I (&r Samuel L. Tiley.)
think they should be prepared to put oil
on the market that will compare favour- FLRST READING.

ably with the oil from the United States. buse resolr'd itself into Cormittce of the
When we find that we can get as good Whole to consider certain proposeà Resolutiens
oi from Canada as from the United States respecting t4e Quebec Ha-bour Comissioners.
we shall be prepared togiveduecreditforit. (In the Committee.)
lu the meantime the people of the Maritime SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: This is
Provinces are united on the question, and a proposition to advance to the Iarbour
wish te have the test the same on Ameri- Commission of Quebec $250,00 in addi-
can as on Canadian oil. It is easily seen tion to the sums authorised by the Act
that the legislation of last year is gener- 34 Viet., cap. 62. It appears that, in
ally admitted to have been a failure. I 1875, contracs were entered into by the
believe it would be advisable to put the Commissioners Jor the coupietion of the
test on both (Ils at 115 0. work of improving the harbour and he

MR. BABY moved the adjournment ot construction of a tîdal dock. It vas
the debate. found that $-250,000 would be required

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned. more than the amount authorised under
MOTIONS FOR RETURNS. this Act, and it was understood at the

The following Motions for Returns were time that this authority would be asked
severally agreed to the Gover et w n the sun

Order of House-Return showing the num-
ber of actions of seduction tried in the Courts the purpose of completmg the contractn
of the different Provinces composing the Do- entered into and approved at that time
minien durng the past six years; stating the by the then Minister of Public Works.
number in each year, na-nely. 1874, 1875, 1876,
1877, 1878 and 1879.-(Mr. Farrow.)

Order of the Bouse-Copies of all peti- gentlean received any communication
tions, correspondence and documents which from the Commissioners to the Govern-
have passed between the Department of the ment on the subJeet.
laterior and Mrs. maria Wood, wife of Melville Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Yes.
Burke Wood, of Wirnipeg, a clerk in the Land
Office tihere, or her solicitors, and the said SiR ]RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
Melville Burke Wood, in reference to the claim What is tle position of the Trust at
of the said Mrs. Maria Wood, for the main- present ? I think Quebec has had already,
tenance and support ot herself and child.- in advanee, three-quarters of a million.
(Houa.Macmillan.a MR. LANGEVIN: More than that.Hlouse adjourned at

Twenty minutes after There was a vote of $1,200,000, by law,
Twelv-e o'clook. $750,000 of whicb was to redeei an

equal amount of oie1 debentures. Basides,
HOUSE OF COMMONS. there was a vote of $à00,O00 for a

Tiursday, 22nd April, 1880. graving dock under the control of th*

The Speaker took the Chair at Three Commissioners. They pay 5 per cent.
o'elock. Sin FICHAII) J. CARTWRIGHT

PRAyzs.So there will be a total charge of nealy
PRAYERS.$2, 000,000. Wbat are the revenuesh

PROMISSORY NOTES DUTIES ACT MR. LANGEVIN:- The revenues
EXTENSION BILL. have increased, but they expect that

(Mr. Baby.) when this work, under contract, is finished,
FIRST READING. and the additional work, the wet basin,

Resolution considered in Committee is complete, they will bave a large revenue
andBreported. fro rd these docks, but tile. they e-

[Ar R1L 22, 1880.]Quebec Tidal Dock
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not load and unload easily, on account of
the high tides: but if they make a wet
dock they will be *ble to load and unload
at all times.

MR. MACKENZIE: What are the
revenues now r'ceived ?

Ma. LANGEVIN: I do not recollect
at present the revenues now received. I
may read, however, for the information of
the hon. the leader of the Opposition a
letter written ou the 16th April, 1877,
signed by the Secretary of the Depart-
ment, and addressed to the hon. Mr.
Chauveau, Senior:

" S--I am desired by the hon. the Minister
of Public Works to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 14th inst- in which you call
the attention of the Government to the tenders
recently received for the Harbour Works at
Quebec, pointing out that the lowest tender
which you propose to accept is over $600,000,
while th-c money at your disposal amounts to
$470,000, and also stating that the Harbour
Commission will in consequence require an ad-
ditional ýoan of $250,000 for the completion of
the contract, upon which additional sum you
express the helief of the Commission that the
revenue will suffice to meet the interest as
well as the iiterest on the previons loans.

"I am directed to inform you that, as
it appears that the means available in
the Commissioners' hands are more than
enough for the works this Vear, it does not
seem necessary, at present, to ask Parliament
to assent to the additi, nal guarantee. But,
looking at the statement of accounts accom-J
panying your letter, whieh shows that there is
aufficient revenue to meet the interest upon the
additional sum required, I am directed to say
the Government will, during the next Session,
ask the assent of Parliament to guarantee the
additional sum necessary.

" You will thus be enabled to proceed at
once with the execution of the works, accord-
ing to the plans, estimates, and tenders which
have been submitted.

" I have, etc.,
(Signed) "F. BRAUN,

" Secretary."

ln reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MR. LANGEVIN said there was a

discussion between the two Boards
about the dues on ships going to or from
Montreal, and not loaded or unloaded at
Quebec. It was considered unjust to pay
dues there, as if the vessels were loaded
or unloaded at Quebec; and now it is only
on vessels loaded or unloaded there
that the dues are oharged, or if they are
only loaded or unloaded there in part a
proportion only of the dues are charged,
but there is not the slightest difficulty be-
tween the two Boards.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.

M. LANGEVIN.

House resumed.

(In the House.)

Resolutions reported.
SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY introduced

a Bill (No. 109) To authorise the raising
of a further sum to enable the Quebec
Harbour Commaissioners to complete their
tidal dock.

Bill read the Jirst time.

MRS. JOHN YOUNG ANNUITY BILL.
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole to consider a certain proposed Reso-
lution to make provision for a life annuity to
the widow of the late Hon. John Young, in
consideration of his services as Chairman and
member of the Corporation of the Harbour
Commissioners of Montreail during more than
ine years.

(In the Committee.)

S1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Resolution is full, so that I need not oc-
cupy the time of the House by expatiating
upon its sub-ject. All know the services
of the late Mr. Young for the iniprove-
ment of the navigation of the St. Law-
rence, and indeed for the promotion of the
development of the country, generally.
The Montreal Harbour Commissioners
adopted a Resolution, setting aside a thirty
years' bond, giving the interest on $10,000
at six per cent., for the support of his
fanily. That was beyond their power as
mere Trustees for the Harbour. The Gov-
ernment, however, have considered it
well, to a certain extent, to carry out the
views of the Harbour Commissioners,
and therefore, have decided to ask the
louse to adopt this Resolution.

MR. DESJARDINS: Is there any sal-
ary attached to the position of Chairman
of the Harbour Commissioners?

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: Mr.
Young received a salary as Chairman for
some time before bis death. But,
for the nine years mentioned in the Reso-
lution, he considered himself a wealthy
man, and preferred to act gratuitously.

MR. MACKENZIE: Under the Act
of 1874, they were allowed to give a cer-
tain sum to the Chairman, as was the
Quebec Trust by the Act of 1875, not
more than $2,000.

Resolution ordercd to be reported.
Rouse resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolution reported.

[-COMMO-NS.] A nnuity Bill.
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SiR JOHN À. MACDONALD intro-
duced a Bill (No. 110) To enable the
Harbour Comnissioners of Montreal to
pay a life annuity to the widow of the
late Hon. John Young.

Bill read the irât time.

MILITIA ACT AMENDMENT
[BILL No. 70.]
(Mr. Masson.)

BILL.-

THIRD READING.
Order for third reading read.
Ma. MASSON : I would request the

hon. memuber for Frontenac (Mr. Kirk
patrick) not to press the amendment he
spoke of when the House wasin Committee.
The Government are quite alive to the
importance of adopting means to secure
the easy and prompt discharge of mem-
bers of the Vulunteer Force who, by their
general behaviour, have rendered them-
selves obnoxious to the Force. But we
shall have to consider very carefully
whether that power should be left to the
Commanding Officer. It would be a
grave thing to give that power to one
single man. Although our officers are
generally reliable, and actuated by the
best motives, circumstances might occur
to cause them to be carried away by feel-
ing and act too severely. The Governmnent
will carefully consider the matter, and
probably propose an amendment in this
direction next Session, and therefore, I
hope the hon. gentleman will let the sub-
ject rest until that time.

Mi. ROSS (West Middlesex): I do
not object to this Bill as a whole, 'but I
think the Government is making a mis-
take in introducing Clause 4, which pro-
vides for the opening of canteens in con-
nection with Regimental Camps. By
the Army Regulations, canteens are
established in connection with the army
to provide for the exclusive use and con-
venience of the troops, to provide for the
supply of beer, wine and other articles
for the time being. I think we should
make a mistake if we placed, within easy
reach of our young men on the Force, the
facilities for purchasing and using intoxi-
cating liquors which the Bill provides. It
is difficult enough to maintain the
discipline necessary to keep the
Force under proper control .when
iqtoxicating liquors are renoved as far
from the camp as possible ; and it is usual
to place the camp at some distance from

the business and active part of the town,
to keep those temptations as far away as
possible, as well as for other reasons.
Facilities for the purchase of those liquors
would likely be attended with demoralis-
ing effects to the Force. I must protest
against any arrangement whereLy, within
easy reach and access of the Volunteers,
any facilities would be provided for the
sale of liquors. I am aware that the sale
of liquors within the camps is expected
to prevent Volunteers from straying to
distant places for liquor, but I think the
tendency of furnishing even a moderate
supply at the camps would be to dispose
the men to go to excess, by whi h the dis-
cipline of the Force would be broken
down, and injurious personal habits
formed. If we are going to keep our
Volunteer Force up to that degree cf
respectability, influence and moral power
desirable, we must not, in any way, dim-
inish the popularity of the Force
in the estimation of those who
are to maintain it. I am aware
that, in many parts of the coun-
try, particularly in the Province of
Ontario, it is held to be a great strain
upon the wholesome restrainr on young
men to join the Force under present cir-
cumstances, but if this additional temp-
tation is placed in their way, I think
the strain will be greater, and the dangers
which I have already pointed out will be
considerably increased. Besides, I would
call the attention of my hon. friend the
President of the Council to the fact
that the sale of intoxicating liqnors in
Ontario, as well as in the other Provinces,
is under Provincial jurisdiction; and 1
think this House has no power to
authorise the sale of liquor of any kind
upon any camp ground, inasmuch as such
sale is exclusively within the jurisdic-
tion of the Local Legislatures. I feel
convinced that any person entering a
complaint against the officers of volun-
teer companies for the sale of liquor on
camping gronnds, would be entitled to re -
cover against them, and that these
officers would be liable to be fined in
the same way as anyone else who sells
liquor without a license.

MR. MACKENZIE: We might have
to fine the hon. the Minister of Militia.

Ma. ROUSS: If he opened a canteen in
a camp ground in the Province of
Ontario, I think he would have some
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difficulty in escaping the law. I call his
attention to this matter because no doubt
lie knows that no liquors cai be sold in
the Province of Ontario without a license,
and I believe the authority of this Bill
would not be construed as a license within
the jurisdiction of the Local Legislature.
I hope the hon. gentleman will consent to
the withdrawal of this Clause, and I be-
lieve lie will be doing himself credit if lie
does con-,ent, and will be conferring a
favour upon the Force. I move that the
said Bill be not now read a third tine,
but be referred back to a Committee of
the Whole House, with instructions to
amend the same by striking out the 4th
Clause.

MR. MASSON : I need not say that I
entirely sympathise with the efforts made
by the hon. gentleman, and others vho
agree with him, to promote the cause of
temperance in this country. It is exactly
because I think it necessary to hel) the
hon. gentleman, and those who act with
him, in the course they have adopted,
that this Bill has been introduced by the
Government. I eau tell the hon. gentle-
man-if I may be allowed to refer to
what has occurred in another place-that
this Bill has recived the unanirnous ap-
proval of all the tenperance gent1lmen in
the other branch of the Legislature, be-
cause they understand that by this Bill
you will curtail the use of spirituous
liquors by our Volunteer Force. If the
hon. gentleman will look at the clause
against which he is contending, he will
see that in any locality, where the Tem-
pernce Act is in force, it will not be
allowable for an officer to establish a can-
teen in camp, but in localities where the
Temperance Act is not in force, where
spirituous liquors can be sold, the Gov-
ernment thought it conducive to the
morality of the Force to have the canteens
under the control of the oflicers, instead
of allowing the members of the Force to
go to taverns and other places of that
kind.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Won't they do
both ?

MR. MASSON: They will not have
any inducement to go to taverns if,
in tLe camp itself, they have the
means necessary-for after all there
must be some liberty allowed on this
soore to obtain these stimulants. I may
state that it is the intention of the De-

MR. Ross.

partment to make very stringent rules in
regard to this matter, and that nothing
stronger than beer will be allowed in the
camps. I submit to the louse whether it
would not be conducive to the morals of
the whole Force to allow them to have
beer in the camps, instead of going into
taverns and indulging in brandy, whiskey
and gin. I think the lion. gentleman
should not press the motion in amend-
nient.

MR. PLUMB: Thie hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mr. RIoss) never loses
an opportunity to improve an occasion of
this kind, and 1 may say that lie never in
any case, so far as I remember, was-if I
may be allowed to use the expression-
more blatant than he has been just now.
If he had read the Bill he would have
seen what was pointed out by the Presi-
dent of the Council, namely, that the
liquor laws now in force would not be
superseded by the provisions of the Bill,
but he was anxious to show his ardent
desire to catch a temperance vote, and he
therefore endeavoured to help his cause by
reckless statements; but it is clear that lie
never read the Bill through.

MR. ROSS : I read it through long
ago.

MR. PLUMB: The hon. gentleman now
hears that the Government have placed pro-
per restrictions upon canteetns, but one
would imagine, to hear the hon. gentleman's
objections, that he was in the interest
of the booths and liquor shops outside
the camp, because lie does not desire that
there should be any other provision made,
and that the men should be allowed to go
where they please for that which they
cannot be prevented ffom obtaining, in-
stead of the oflicers of the camp being
authorised to control the sale of liquor
which it is impossible to prevent. He
knows perfectly well that the young men
who join the Volunteer Force are young
men of the higbest respectability, young
men who are to be perfectly trusted, and
yet be objects to the salutary measure
proposed to be adopted. I was surprised
at the hon. member for West Middlesex
pressing an amendment to this Bill,
merely for the purpose, for it was
evident that that was his only idea, of
making a temperance harangue to the
House.

MR. ROSS: You need it.
MR. PLUMB: The hon. gentleman
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will find it better to leave this matter in
the form assuned by the Government.
He will see, to use a common expression,
that lie was barking up the wrong
tree ; and I fancy that this House
will not permit any such inter-
ference with the measure proposed-
an interference which, I think, would be
entirely in the wrong direction, and an
interference which would show that the
gentleman w'ho has for a long time taken
the initiative in the general temperance
movement-a movement with which no
one sympathises more than I do, if it was
properly directed, lias failed entirely, be-
cause his couroe is narrow and proscrip-
tive, and because he does not understand
the feeling and temper of the country.

MR. SCRIVER : It is strange that no
member of this House can rise to express
his views on any subject without expos-
ing himself to the imputation, by the
hon. gentleman wlio lias just sat down,
of having acted from some unworthy per-
sonal motive. I think the hon. gentle-
man iight, in chairity, have supposed that
the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross)-known as lie is for the
active and consistent interest which lie
has taken for many years past in promot-
ing the cause of total abstinence-might
view with suspicion and alarm the move-
ment which is proposed to be made by
the Militia Departinent in this mat-
ter. At the risk of subjecting
myself to the imputation, froin the
hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb),
of acting froin some unworthy motive, I
will state that I sympathise with the
views of the hon. member for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross). I regret exceed-
ingly that the Department of Militia has
been induced to adopt such a course. I
believe, in my heart, that it lias not origi-
nated from the commanders of the Force
throughout the country, but lias been
suggested at head-quarters by those who
know very little of the peculiar temp-
tations to which our voung:, men are sub-
jected. I know that this proposal does
not meet with the approval of the com-
manding officers in that pat of the coun-
try in which I reside, and t iat they would
much prefer that matters slould remain
as they are. The lion. menber for Wert
Middlesex lias very rightly said that the
battalions are generally encamped at a
distance from any place where these

temptations are likely to be found, and I
tbink it would be very unfortunate if the
facilities were increased for the volunteers
when in camp to obtain-even as the lion.
the President of the Council says-beer,
which, though comparatively unobjection-
able, is still an intoxicating liquor.
There is no doubt that the granting of
tliese facilities would be against the views
of the parents of manyof these young men.
I did not understand the lion. the
President of the Council to meet the point
raised by the lion. member for West
Middlesex (Mr. Ross), as to the legality of
establishing these pla'ces. It is true, as
lie says. that the Bill provides that this
power should not be given where the
Temperance Act prevails ; but in places
where that Act is not in existence, a
license is required to sell even beer, and
I cannot sec that we have the power ii
this House to give the military authorities,
forming camps in any part of the Do-
minion, power to sell liquor without in-
fringing on the Local Act. I would like
to know how that difficulty is to be met.
In any case I protest strongly against the
passage of any such law as this. I regard
it as not calculated to promote those
habits of morality which we desire to see
prevail among the young men who con-
stitute the bulk of our Volunteer Force.

Ma. MASSON : I would rather give
my opinion on a point of discipline con-
nected with the Force than on a matter
of Constitutional Law, but it does appear
to me that if we could pass the Temper-
ance Act, to which the lion. gentleman
has referred, we must also have the
power to pass a measure of this kind.

M. MACDOUGALL: I hope the
late Minister of Militia will find it con-
sistent with his duty to act upon the sug-
gestion which has been made, and with-
draw this clause from his Bill. I have
very great doubts that the Scott Temper-
ance Act will bring about all the good re-
sults it is expected to achieve. I am op-
posed on principle to coercive legisla-
tion, in regard to the habits of the people,
as to what they shall eat and drink; but
it is pretty well known that the moral
sentiment of a very large portion of the
people of this country is in favour ot dis-
couraging by all legal and proper means
the too common indulgence in intoxi-
cating liquors. The Scott Temperance Act
is now in force in some localities, and
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may soon be extended to many more.
The highest legal tribunal in this country
has declared that it is within our com-
petence and that this Parliament bas juris
diction over the subject matter, because
it relates to trade and commerce; there-
fore, I apprehend there can be no ques-
tion as to the constitutionality of a pro-
visionof this kind in the Militia Law, for
that subjeet is also within our jurisdic-
tion. There can be no doubt as to the
power of Parliament to deal with this
subject, but what is the necessity for this
legislation ? Colonel-now General-
Wolsley, in bis report on the expedition
to the Red River, points out clearly the
great benefit which he believed was ex-
perienced by the troops under his control
-both the regulars and the voluiteers-
in being deprived of all intoxicating
liquors. He declares that they were
more efficient, that they were in better
health, and that the morale of the force
was much improved by total abstinence
from strong drink, and he recommended
that a similar rule should be adopted in
other parts of the Queen's Dominion. It
appears from the accounts we bave had
of atrocities committed by the troops in
South Africa, they must be attributed to
over indulgence in intoxicating liquors.
What harm, Mr. Speaker, can there be
in requiring the Militia Forces, when
assembled under the law for the purpose
of drill, to abstain from the use of intoxi-
cating liquors ? It is true that you can-
not prevent them from procuring
beer or whiskey when out of camp,
an'd otf duty, or from indulging
in other vices, but do you prevent this in
any way by stimulating their appetites
with strong beer while in camp? You
only, in fact, keep alive that appetite, and
induce them to go elsewhere for stronger
drinks. I do not see that any beneficial
result can flow from this provision as to
canteens, and while we have a Temperance
Act on the Statute-book, I do not think
it can be justified. Seeing that the Gov-
ernment in ýhe other House are carrying
through amending provisions to make
that Act more effective-we presume
with the concurrence of their colleagues
in this House-seeing that they bave re-
cognised the utility of that Act, and that
the highest legal tribunal in the Dominion
has recognised and afllrmed its constitu
tionality, we can only regret the appear-

MI. MACDOUGALL.

ance of a section in the Militia Bill which
practically repeals pro tanto the general
law. Our Militia Force must be main-
tained; we do not know how soon we
may have to use it; but, while we are
endeavouring to make it efficient, we
ought to look at the testimony of men
who have regarded this question from the
practical military point of view. I be-
lieve that testimony is that the supply of
intoxicating liquors of any kind to troops
in the field, in hot countries or in cold coun-
tries, is an evil and not a benefit. I hope
the President of the Council will allow
this clause to drop.

Mn. LONGLEY: I also, for one,
hope the hon. the President of the Coun-
cil will consent to withdraw this clause.
I think it is against the sentiment of the
people of this Dominion, and, perhaps,
against the sentiment of the best portion
of them. Are we to assume that the
men upon whom we are chiefly to rely
for defence, in case of invasion, cannot
get along without intoxicating liquors i
All history proves that men are infinitely
better soldiers without than with intoxi-
cating drinks, and that nothing so
demoralises men, when they are assem-
bled together for drill, or for the defence
of the country, as the use of intoxicating
drinks of any sort. It is contended that
it were better to have these liquors sold
under the control of the military author-
ities, than to have them sold without
these restraints. My education, inregard
to this question, is exactly the reverse of
that assumption. The mischief all comes
in consequence of the recognition given
by the law to this infamous traffic. If
intoxicating drinks must be sold it were
better, in the judgment of temperance
men, that thEy should be sold without the
sanction of law than with it. I think in
connection with the Volunteer Force, all
over the Dominion, any excesses which
may have taken place are almost entirely
attributable to the use of intoxicating
liquors on the ground. I do not think it
is fair to assume that, because provision
is made in this Bill that the liquor shall
be sold under the control of the military
authorities, the influence will be any
better than if the liquor was sold in some
other way. In the name of reason let the
law be against and not in favour of the
rocognition of this traffic. Let us try
the experiment of drilling our volunteers.
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without the use of intoxicating liquors.
It destroys their morals and unfits them
for the duties of the hour and those which
might lie abead of them. I do hope that,
in view of the public sentiment of the
country, this clause will not be urged. I
might offer an additional reason. From
the recent decision of the Supreme Court,
it is assumed by some that the License
Laws of the different Provinces are abro-
gated, that the Scott Act, and it alone,
will be in force as it is brought into oper-
ation in the various Provinces. Under
the License Law of Nova Scotia it seems
to me the authorities could not be per-
mitted to sell intoxicating liquors in
counties where no licenses are granted,
and if they did it would be overriding the
local law and the sentiment of the people.
I hope the sentiment of this House will
be expressed in such a way as will lead to
no mistake in regard to this matter. I
hope the hon. the Minister of Militia will
consent, in view of the sentiment of the
House, to waive this obnoxious clause.

Ma. MASSON : As it seems to be the
general wish of the House that this mat-
ter should not be pressed, at least at
present, I think there will be no harm in
withdrawing the clause. I adopted the
Bill from the Senate as it came to me,
and I assume the responsibility of it. My
opinion is not changed; and what I know
of the necessities of the service, and the
temptations to which young men are
generally exposed, induces me to believe
that the clause should be maintained, but
in deference to the expressions manifested
in the House, I consent to its with-
drawal.

Motion in amendment agreed to.
House again resolved itself into Com-

mittee to consider said Bill.
(In the Committee.)

Bill, as amended, orderedto be reported.
flouse resumed.

(In the House.)
Bill reported, read the third time and

passed.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill (from the Senate)
was introduced and read the first time .-

Bill (No. 111) To provide for the winding
up of La Banque Ville Marie.-(Mr. Desjar-
dins.)

105

INLAND REVENUE ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL -[BILL .1

(Mr. Baby.)
THIRD READING.

Bill again coiisidered in Committee,
amended, reported, read the third time and
passed.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
CRUELTY TO ANIMALS ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL.-[BILL 83.]
(MVr. AMcDonald, Pictou.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.
MR. CAMERON (South Huron): I

suppose the hon. gentleman proposes that
the first part of the clause shall apply to
principals, and the second part to those
assisting. It seems to me the clause
places an extraordinary amount of power
in the hands of Justices of the Peace.
We know the class of men of whom the
Magistracy of the Province is, to a large
extent, composed, and that, though there
may be some able men, and men who
render justice, to a certain extent,
according to the laws of the
land, yet the great majority are
not of that class. The hon.
gentleman authorises a Justice of the
Peace to impose a fine of $100, to
imprison for twelve months, or to inflict
both punishments. I am rather inclined
to the opinion that that is putting too
much power into the hands of a class of
men from whom the Justices of the Peace
are manufactured. If the power were given
to the Court of Quarter Sessions, or the
Recorder's Court, or the Superior Court, I
would support the proposition.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): It has
been found by gentlemen interested in
securing the observance of the law in
towns and cities, that the penalties were
largely inadequate. It must be remem-
bered that these trials will be almost alto..
gether before Stipendiary Magistrates, or
men of a much higher class than the ordi-
nary Justices of the Peace, and I do not
think there will be any danger whatever
of an undue exercise of authority.

ML. CAMERON (South Huron): I
am not aware oh any case in which such
extraordinary powers are conferred upon
Justices of the Peace, except in regard to
the Revenue La% s, and that is an excep-
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tional case, and great injustice bas been
done in connection with it without any
chance of revision by the Courts, except
at very great expenses. Offences of his
kind are committed in country towns as
nuch as in cities.

MR. BLAKE : Of course the general
question of how far it is proper to expose
the subject to be penalised, at the discre-
tion and judgment of a Justice of the
Peace, is what the hon. Minister lias to
consider. I do not profess to he familiar
with the extreme limit to which we have
gone in former timnes, in allowing Justices
of the Peace to sentence persons, but I
arn certain that the general run of ex-
treme sentences allowed to Justices of the
Peace are infinitely lower than the maxi-
mun given in this case. It is true that
in Revenue cases a very higli penalty is
allowed, but there are obvious reasons
why it is not likely that that will Ie
abused when the Governnent is the pro-
secuting pary ; and what I venture to
suggest to the bon. Minister is, to consider
hiow far, if it be au innovation on
our whole system to give such
extensive primitive powers to a
JIustice of the Peace, it should go.
[ do not say that the sentences miglit not
be quite right. I quite sympathise with
the feeling which induces the hon. gentle-
man to propose a power to punish, much
more severely than by imprisonment for
thirty days, those who are guilty of the
atro2ious ani deliberate acts of inhuman
cruelty in the name of sport of which we
.ometimes hear. The question is, if we
decide now to trust to the discretion of a
justice of the Peace, as to whether twelve
months' imprisonment and $100 fine shall
be awarded 'to one class of crimes, how
ar we are not remodelling our whole

system, and how far it may not be proper
to give a general increase of power to the
Justices of the Peace concerning many of
these crimes which are deserving, some-
times, of a more severe sentence. We
have, in Ontario, a tolerably rapid system
of trying persons under the Summary
Jurisdictions Act, and it seems to me
that when the hon. gentleman proposes
an increase so serious as this in the maxi-
mum quantity of punishment, it will be
not improper for him to consider whether
we should not alter the jurisdiction and
provide for a higher class of magis-
trates.

Mi. CAMERON.

MR. McDONALD: (Pictou) I think
there is a good deal in wbat the hon.
gentleman says, and I will consider this
inatter before the Bill reaches its next
stage.

Bill read the second time.

ONTARIO BOYS' REFORMATORY BILL.
[BILL NO. 98.]

(31r. MAcDonald, Pirtou.)
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Order for second rading read.
MR. McDONALD (Pietou) : I inove

the second reading of this Bill. It is con-
fined to Ontario and provides for the con-
finement of boys under sixteen years of
age, under certain circumstances, in the
Reformatory provided by that Province.
The principle of the Bill is, thtt although
a boy may only be sentenced for one year,
if, in the opinioa of the J udge, it is for the
moral and material welfare of the boy
that be should be kept in the Reforma-
tory for any longer period after the ex-
piration of the sentence, the Judge may
so extend his detention for as long a period
as he deems proper, not exceeding five
years. The Bill has been introduced at
the suggestion of the Attorney-Genîeral
for Ontario, who informed me that the
circumstances of the country, and particu-
larly of the institutions of that Province,
rendered a provision of this kind neces-
sary.

Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee of the

Whole to consider said Bill.
(In the Committee.)

MR. CAMERON (South Huron):
The Bill of the lion. the Minister of Jus-
tice is a good one as far as it goes. The
difficulty about it is that its scope is not
wide enough. The principle of the Bill is
a good one, but the hon. gentleman has
not carried it far enough to embrace just
the class of the criminal population, that,
above all others, should engage the
earnest attention of the hon. the Minister
of Jutice, whose great object, when
dealing with this kind of legislation,
should be the prevention, as well as the
punishment, of crime when committed.
The Bill proposes to deal with that por-
tion of the male criminal population under
sixteen years of age, hut, unfortunately,
it only undertakes to deal with that small
part of it which has passed the initial
stages of moral depravity-fairly entered
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in a career ot crime, violated, openly vio-
lated, the law of the land, and passed for
trial before the authorities. In fact, it
only deals with, and its provisions only
ýapply to, that part of the crininal popula-
tion who are under sixteen years of age,
and who are convicted delinquents. The
seething mass of depravity and crime in
the country, which the strong arn of the
the law has not been able to reach success-
fully, is untouched by this Bill.
The Bill deals with one class
of criminals-at three stag-s in
the lives of these juvenile delinquents
First, It provides that a boy under
sixteen convicted of aay offence for which
an adult could be sentenced for three
months and not more than five years,
and wliere the Court is satisfied that a
due regard for the material and moral
welfare of the boy requires that lie should
be committed to the Reformatory, the
Court may send him there for five years.
Second, Where a boy is, on summary
trial, convicted of any oflence, and where
the first sentence is fourteen days im-
prisonnent, the Court as a judge, if satis-
lied that the boy's material and moral
welfare requires it, may send hin to the
Reformatory for a period of five years.
Third, If a boy is sent to the Re-
formatory for less than five years, the
boy may be detained for a further period
not in all to exceed five years. So far
the provisions of the Bill are in the right
direction. My object is to endeavour to
induce the Minister of Justice to carry its
provisions still further. Now, if the lion.
gentleman's object is to restrain the crimin-
al and prevent the commission of crime, if
he desires to rescue from degradation and
shame the classes who are entering on a
life of crime, he must extend the pro-
visions of this Bill. The hon. gentleman
knows how much can be done by dealing
with juvenile offenders just on their
downward career, befère they are hard-
ened in crime and become outcasts from
society. The hon. gentleman has only
to read Peirce on juvenile oflenders,
to see what can be accomplished
by legislation in this direction, and
by the work of philanthrophists
under the protection of the law,
and having them in reformatories pro-
tected by law. The work that has been
accomplished by these reformatories in
England, the United States and on the

Continent, is perfectly marvellous. The
numbers rescued, through the iustrumen-
tality of these institutions, from lives of
shame, degradation and crime, borders on
the fabulous. The first ninds in the
State, the leading philanthrophists, the
great orders in the Church, the leading
and most intelligent and cultivated of the
men and women of these countries. have
lent their best energies to the noble work
of reclaiming the waifs and abandoned of
society from lives of degradation, and
making then useful members of the State.
The success bas been siraply wonderful;
so wonderful that the sympathy and
assistance of the Government of Great
Britain and other countries lias been
secured to these refornatories. The
work lias not been limited to restoring to
society and to useful places in the world,
the convicted juvennile delinquents. The
best efforts of these institutions bas been
directed to the prevention of crime; to
prevent the fatherless, the motherless, the
outcasts, the waifs, the abandoned, the
street arabs and gutter population from
sinking lower and lower in the social
scale; rescuing them from the career
in which they have entered, and uplifting
them from the filth and degradation in
which circumstances have placed them;
educating and Christianising them and
giving them a fair start in life, and thus
saving them from a career of crime, and
the State the cost of convicting and pun-
ishing them. And it is because this Bill
only reaches a limited class, and is
intended to punish the criminal rather
than prevent his becoming a criminal,
that I venture on the suggestions I am
about to make, and I hope the hon. the
Minister of Justice will consider these
suggestions, and incorporate them, or
at least some of them, into his Bill. It
will be observed that this Bill only
reaches juvenile offenders who have been
convicted. There is another class of
delinquents to which I wish to draw the
attention of the hon. the Minister of
Justice, and to which I think lie ought to
extend the provisions of this Bill, namely,
the class of offenders who are brought be-
fore the Courts charged with crime, wbo
are notoriously degraded, notoriously
associating with the criminal classes,
notoriously vagrant and notoriously living
the lives of vagrants sd thieves, but
who escape conviction from various
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causes. These children, freed frein
the grasp of the law, imeit away
into the mass from which the criminal
convicts are recruited, and in their turn
become convicts. The Bill provides no
safety for this class, and holds out no hope
that the country will bc saved the costs
of ultimately convicting and punisbing
theni. To cover this class of cases, and
to give the Courts before whon these
juveniles, charged ith crime, are brough t,
and to enable these -ourts to have a re-
straining power over these offenders, I
propose that the first section of this Bill
be amended by providing:

rexercise any proper care or discipline over
them. The lion. gentleman might, with
propriety, and in tie interest of society as
weil as the interest of the class lie is now
dealing with, iitroduce the provisions I
have referred to into this Bill. I find
tjat, in tie State of New York, the law
provides that children deserting their
homes or keeping cumpany with dis-
solute or vicious persons, are deemed dis-
orderly, and liable on conviction to be
sent to the Refornatory. Al these laws
are intended to reach a class of cases not
covered bv this Bill. They are restrain-
ing provisions, their object is to prevent

" That where a boy is brought before a Court raLner tnan punismi, to save the crmîînai
of competent jurisdiction, charged with any and to save the State, and are, theiefore,
crimin:h offeice or whPn, during the sittings et esseutia1 importance in dealing with
of any such Court the boy is in gaol charged t
with any sucih offence, and the Court or Judge
is satisfied that the material and moral welfare go
of the boy requires it, the Court or Judge may his way to adopting tiese suggestions, or
commit soch boy to the Reformatory for five at least, seme of tlen, and thus make bis
years." Bil as fuhi and perfect as possible.

But my hon. friend miay say that sucb h n. McDONALD (Pictou) :Vitl re-
an amendment is carrying the power ference to the subject referred to ty My
of the Courts too far ; that when a crimi- hon. friend, I grec with Lii that
nal is placed on trial and acquitted, that it vouIc be very uesirable, iiîdeed, that
the Court should still have the power of the cias of offenders, to wLich lic alludes,
restraining him. But the bon. gentleman should te got at in some way or other;
will see that this very principle is recog- but I tbink my hon. Liend wîll
nised by himself in the third and fourth acree witl nie that it would not be
sections, and is quite unobjectionable. desirable, for two reasons, without furtler
The principle acted upon by Parliament, consideration, to adopt his Suggestion, at
and recognised by the Courts is, that the present. Tli first reason is, ihat how-
material and moral welfare of the boy and ever desirable thc change may be it is a
the peace and gooc order of society is of change wbich ouglt te bc adoptcd-only
the first importance. There is still alter full consideration, aîîd alter pro-
another stage at vbich the strong arm of vision being made lor etiicicntly deaiing
the law should reach these offenders. The with the boys, after being thub takea bold
hon. gentleman will find in the Code of of and drawn ino a reformatory s.hool.
the State or Maryland, ample provision There is another reason why 1 tbink it
made for bringing juvenile de]inquents wouid be unwise to prcss thiat just now.
within reach of the restraining power of There might net be the accommodation in
the law. That Code provides the reformatores and they vould be sent

" That if a minor renders bis control beyond there under that provision. I tbink it
the power of bis father, ty reason of his own desirable that my lon. fricid should fot
incorrigible conduct, and if it is manifestly re- press bis amendmcnt for ttc present, but
quisite that, from re;ard for the moral and
future welfare of the minor ard the peace and
order of society, that the minor should -Le la very important suI ject our attention.
placed under restraint, the Courts have the MR. MILLS: There is another matter
power of sending such minor to the State Fe- which requires consideration. It is not
formatories." until a crime la comnitted that the
The Code of that State further authority of thia Parlianwnt attaches to
provides for the commitnment to the the liberty of the persen. Se far as the
House of Refuge of incorrigibly anticipation of crime is concerned, any
vicious minors, whose parents, by reason leialation in that regard behongs rather
of their own moral depravity or other- te th Government that bas control over
wise, are incapable or unîwilling to the education of the commuity, and over

M&R. CàmzERoN.
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civil rights, than the Government that
bas the power to punish crime. This is
one of the functions of reformatories in
dealing with persons who have not com-
mitted any crime. This is the vie w
taken by the Local Legislature of Ontario,
and those measures which the lion. mem-
ber for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) has
referred to, have been considered by that
Legislature during the past Session. I
would call the attention of the Min-
ister of Justice to the measure
entitled. " An Act respecting the On-
tario Refornatory for Boys," which
was enacted during the past Session.
This provision of the Ontario law is taken
from the law relating to Industrial
Schools, of the State of Wisconsin; so
that the Ontario Legislature and Gov-
ernment have legislated under the pow-
ers possessed by them relating to the
personal liberty of the various citizens
of the Province.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Bill reported, read the third lime and

passed.

GOVERNMENT BILLS.
THIRD RE [DINGS.

The following Bills were severally read
the second time, considered in Committee
of the Whole, relported, read the third
lime and passed :

Bill (No. 91) Respecting Dorchester Peni.
tentiary.--(Mr. MfcDtonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 92) To continue for a limited time
the Better Prevention of Crime Act, 1878.-
(Mr. McDonald, pictu.)

Bill (No. 99) Respecting the Reformatory for
Juvenile Offenlers. in Prince Edward Island -
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 100) Respecting the Industrial
Refuge for Girls of Ontario. -(AMr. MeDonald,
Pirtou.)

"The Governor-General trantmits to the
Fouse of Corninons a copy of an approved
Report of the Privy Council, recomnmending
that an application be made to Parliament for
a vote for the sum of $7,000, for the imnediate
relief of the sufferers by the destructive fire
which yesterday, consumed a large part of the
City of Hull, and rendercd some 4,000 people
houseless.

"GOVERN.MENT HOUSE,

" OTTAwA, 22nd April, 1830."

Sin JOHN A. MACDONA l): By
the unaninous consent of the House, and
only by unanimous consent could I do so,
I ask for a Committee to consider this
Message from His Excellency.

Motion agreed to.
oieuse resolved itself into Committee

of the Whole to conidcer the said Mes-
sage.

(In the Comnmittee.)
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD : As

we were all spectators of the awful sight
yesterday, I need not dilate upon it. I
believe that 4,000 people, if not more, are
left houseless and homeless by the disas-
trous conflagration yesterday at Hull.
Tpwards of 400 houses were destroyed,
and these houses were occupied, in most
cases, by more than one family, so that,
in fact, some 800 residtce;s were
destroyed. The people thus iendered
homeless are all hands employed about
the mills of the Chaudiere, ar.d the works
of that kind around. In this city and at
Hull, a great amount of sympathy will be
feit, and no doubt here, and from various
parts of the country, substantial aid by
private charity will be forthcoming ; but
it is a matter which brook. no delay, and
it is thought that we could not do better
than adopt a Resolution to carry out the
suggestion of His Excellency for affording
relief to the sufferers by this awful acci-
dent. I move:

Bill (No. 103) To amend the Act, intituIel

an Act respecting Offences against the Person, Rsolved, That there be grantd te Mer
and to reneal the Act intituled an Act to Majesty the sum of $7,O00 for the immedite
provide that persons charged with Common relief of the sufferers by the destructive fire,
Assault shall be competent as Witnesses.- which on the 21st instant, conaumed a large
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.) part of the City ef Hull."

THE HULL FIRE--RELIEF GRANTED. MR. MACKENZIE. I am sure we

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY. shah ai cencur very heartily in the pro-position made by His Excellency in the
Sua JOHN A. MACDONALD de- usual way. The fire was ahi the worse,

livered a Message from His Excellency because the population are of the poorer
the Governor General. class. 0f ail the fires that have taken

MR. SPEAKER read the Message, place in Canada, of which there have been
and it is as fllowh a great many, this was, indeed, ane l

The Hull Fire. [PRI1L 22, 1880.1
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which there is a necessity to assist those
who have suffered by it. I am glad that
the Government have brought down the
Resolution they bave brought down, and
we, on this side of the House, shall all
second the proposal made by the Govern-
ment.

Resolution agreed to, and ordered to be
reported.

House resumed.
(In the House.)

Resolution reported, read the second
time and agreed to.

MR. WRIGHT: I should like to re-
turn thanks to the Government for the
kindly, generous and timely way in which
they brought down this grant of $7,000
in aid of my poor, suffering constituents
in Hull. I am empowered by my con-
stituents to return to the Governinent and
the House their hearty and nost grateful
acknowledgments ; and we have to ex-
press our thanks, in addition, to His Ex-
cellency and Her Royal Highness for the
kindly interest they have taken in our
great calamity, and the substantial way
in which they have aided us. Likewise,
I beg to return my personal acknow-
ledgments to all the niembers of
the House for the great sympathy mani-
fested under the deep affliction which has
befallen us; and also thanks to the
citizens of Ottawa for the kindly manner
in which they came to our assistance last
night, when some 4,000 people were with-
out food and shel ter. I shall never forget
their friendly aid on that occasion. After
a most careful examination of all the sta-
tistics connected with this great calamity,
we find that about 4,000 people have been
rendered homeless and deprived of food.
We have, through the kindness of our
neighbours, been enabled"to supply their
wants, and afford shelter to the sufferers
during the past night ; and we have
organised an Executive Committee,
which, I think, will do its whole duty
under the circumstances. With the
assistance afforded us, I am in hopes that
we shall do much in the way of relieving
this great calamity. Much requires to be
done. We can hardly realise the extent
of the calamity ; some 800 or 900 tene-
ment bouses destroyed, and 4,000 people
rendered homeless, everyone will admit,
is a more important matter than many
would imagine.

Ma. MACKENZIE.

MR. CURRIER : I beg to express my
thanks and gratitude, also, to the Govern-
ment and the House for the manner in which
they have generously come to the aid of
the suffering people in the neighbouring
city of Hull. I bave been interested,
more or less, in that city for a long time,
and my immediate friends are still inter-
ested in it, and I feel, as to anv-
thing transpiring in Hull, much the
saine as if it occurred in our
own city of Ottawa. I think the
amount granted by the Government is
very fair and liberal, and it will be of
very great assistance to the sufferers, as
they get it inmediately. It is worth
double the amount received a month or
six weeks hence. The distress and
poverty is very great, indeed. It is now
ascertained there are 486 bouses, different
holdings, destroyed, many having been
occupied by two and three families. Be-
tween 3,000 and 4,000 people are left
homeless and houseless. I thank the
House for the generous nianuer in which
they assisted us.

SUPPLY.
XII. RAILWAYS.

House again resolved itself into Con-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Intercolonial Railwau.

76 Extension to deep water at St.
John............ .......... $30. 000

77 Repairs and improvements on
thu line betweea lïvière-du.
Loup and Hadlow............ 116,000

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,

SIR CHARLES TUPPER said that
of the $375,000 that would be expended
by the lst of July, the total amount to
be voted was $116,000, which would
complete the work. The item included
extra land for station purposes at
the Chaudiere Junction, $1,500 ; bal-
lasting, $41,000; four first-class
stations, $6,000; three second- class,
$3,000 ; repairs to thirteen stations,
$5,850 ; two coal sheds, $6,000,
etc. The amount already expended was
$102,478. The balance of the vote of
last year would be required before 30th
June next to pay for the ne w steel rails
now on the way out.

MR. MACKENZIE : That will make
a total cost of about $2,000,000 ?

S1R CHARLES TUPPER : Yes.

Supply. Supply.
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MR. MACKENZIE: Has all this work
been done bv tender?

SiR CI A RLES TUPPER : Most of it.
The ballasting, the principal item, is now
let in the s- ane way.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
What is th total quantity of steel rails
required?

SiR CUARLES TUPPER: Eleven
thousand tons. About seventeen miles
were lnid with steel rails last year; the
balance is expected here on the opening of
navlg; 1 ion.

MR. MACKELNZIE: You will use
some of the old rails for sidings?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Yes.
Vote agreed to.

78 Legal Expenses...... ........... $3,000
Canadian Pacific Railway.

79 Canada Central Extension (sub-
sidised.) ................. ...... $570,000

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE.
SIR CHARLES TUPPER said that

that was the balance of the appropriation
for the sibsidy to the Canada Central
Rail way. The contractors expected to be
able to finish the road to Nipissing within
the time fOr which the vote was taken,
and theref re lie had embraced the whole
in this vote.

Vote agreed to.
(Fort Wmm to Erglish River $3,000
English River to Eagle -River. 1,600,000
Eagle Rliver to Keewatin. ... 2,500,000
Keew.tin to Selkirk...........680,100
Pembina Branch ............. 86,000

80, West of Red River, including
temporary bridge.......... .1,450,000

Telegraph Lines and Roadway 60,000
Station and Terminal Accomo-

dation.............. ....... 150,000
LRolling Stock................ 600,000
In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-

WRIGHT,
SIR CHARLES TUPPER said it had

been found necessary to construct a tem-
porary bridge at Winnipeg for the purpose
of at once carrying the emigrant and other
trains into that city, pending the con-
struction of the bridge which was being
constructed by the city of Winnipeg.

In reply to 3Ir. MACKENZIE,
SIR CHARLES TUPPER said it was

not iutended to proceed with the bridge at
Selkirk at the same time, the question of
crossing the ri-ver having been post-
poned.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) enquired what
provision had been made for the passage
of steamers tlirough the temporary bridge.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER said he
was afraid some little inconvenience
would be involved to the steama com-
munication by the construction of this
bridge, but he thought the hou. member
for Selkirk would see that the great con-
venience of the bridge would fully com-
pensate for any inconvenience to the
steamers. Tiere would be an opening of
twenty-nine feet under the bridge for
barges, so e to interfere as little a; pos-
sible with the navigation.

MR. SMITi1 (Selkirk): YWould it not
be possible, at a little additional expense,
to give a passage to steamers. The lion.
Minister is aware that the distance from
Point Douglass to the west end of the
Sound is very considerable, and that, dur-
ing wet weather, it is almost impossible
to transport h-avy loads. It would be a
great inconvenience to those living in the
body of the town. Now, if for a small
additional cost, this change could be
made, it would prevent great inconveni-
ence and heavy expense to the merch-
ants and traders. The height of a steamer
is thirtv feet.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I suppose
that by having a hinge in the cliiney it
might be arranged so that the steamer
could go under it. To put a draw on the
bridge would involve a large additional
expense.

MR. SMITH : I hope the hon. Min-
ister will endeavour to have that carried
out.

MR. ANGLIN : The proposal will
cause great loss and inconvenience to all
those doing business bv those steamers.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : The hon.

gentleman will understand that all the
steamers fromi the United States will
reach their a-customed landing before
they come to the bridge. It is only the
Hudson's Bay Conpany's steamers from
the lake that come up to Winnipeg
that will be interfered. with, as I under-
stand it.

MR. SMITH : There are manv steamers
besides the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's. Al the steamers trading
between Winnipeg and Selkirk take
that route. There were, last year, four
or five steamers.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Providing
railway communication from Selkirk to
Winnipeg will fully cover all the diffi-
culty of transport in that section.

Supply. upply.
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MR. SMITH: The Railway from
Selkiik does not go b the water's edge;
it stops at a considerable distance from
the water. If the hon. Minister knew
the great difficulty there is in transport-
ing loads in the summer, be would sec
how desirable it is that that passage
should be left open.

MR. MACKENZIE : I do not pro-
pose, at the present moment, to enter upon
the discussion of a very serious matter
connected with the working of this Rail-
way, although I hope to do so at a future
time. We have already spent $100,000
upon rolling-stock for the Pembina Branch.
Tiere is another vote asked for-
$600,000 for rolling-stock upon other por-
tions of that road nearing conpletion.
Vast preparations have been made
for the purpose of working the Rail-
way. The lion. gentlemen opposite pro-
fessed, some years ago, to be strongly
in favour of ail such roads being worked
by a company. The late Administration
were of the same view, because they made
arrangements for letting the Pembina
Branch, boping that, within a short time,
some permnuent arrangement might be
made for opening any part of the new
roads which muiglt be finished. I think it
is not desirable that tie Governmient
shouli continue to be the masters of oue
Railway system. It is diñlicult for them
to do so, aud it involves many considera-
tions of public inconvenience. While 1,
at present, simply enter my protest
against preparations for working the
whole of the Government Railways in
this country, I shall not take up the
time of the Committee by discussing the
principle now.

Sit CHARLES TUPPER: If the
lion. gentleman wishes to enter bis pro-
test against he Goyernment making pre-
parations to operate the road, I an pre-
parei to say that I would not be in-
clined te agree with hin that it is de-
sirable that this matter should be put
upon a strictly commercial footing, and in
the bands of commercial men. But, in
the meantime, the country being in-
volved in such a heavy expenditure for
the construction of the road, it is incumn-
bent upo'î us to make timely prepara-
tion to secure that the road shall be as
useful to the country as possible.

Mi%. MeLENNAN : I should like to
ask the bon. the Minister of Railways

SIR CHARLEs TUPPER.

whether any income was ierived from the
Pembina Branch during te period it was
leased to a private company. We had
a statement, a few nights ago, of what the
road earned under the management of the
Department. It would be a matter of
interest, before this proiised. discussion
comes up, to be able to compiîre the re-
sults of the experiments that Live been
already made.

Sin CHAR1LES TUPPER : The road
was leased to Messrs. Upper and Conpany,
not froim choice but from necessity. It was
the only means we had of operating the
road at all. We found the company in
existence, and gave t-hem until the end
of the year just clo-ed to finish the road.
They were obliged, under that contract, to
have it ready by August lst, for the pas-
sage of slow trains. We found it was
practically impossible to have the road
constructed by one party and operated
by another, and, consequently, we were
compelled either to let tie road be idle or
to enter into an arrangement with them-
which I submitted for the approval of Par-
liament last Session-and under which
they were obliged to give us 25 per cent.
of the gross earnings of the road. The
gross earnings of the road, during the
time it was in the haads of Messrs. Up-
per and Company, weie about $4,000 per
month, 25 per cent. of which is due to
the Government. 1he road was not
pushed to comipletion. Difference3 arose
among the contractors, and the progress
ot construction was very unsatis-
factory. Under these circunmstances, the
timue having expired for the conpletion
of the road, the Go r'nment terminated
the contract and took the road into their
own hands. We are now engaged in
finishing Ihe road ourselves. Under the
contract the road i, to be finished at the
cost of the contractors.

MR. BLAKE : With reference to the
suggested comparison asked for by the
lion. member for Gengiarry, it is, as the
hon. Minister said hinself, that the re-
turns he brought down to us the other
day of the receipts during this last month,
furnish a fair index of the gross monthly
returns for the twelve months on that
road.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: It wouhl
be impossible for me to say that that is
the case. There is, of course, a large
amount of freight business going over

Supply.[COM MO H .]
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-that road now, and there are also the $21,000. 1 think thatwas an extremely
,pring importations. But the hon. gen- encouraging condition of things.
tleman and I differ so widely as to the MR MACKENZIE: llw much of
business that the rush of emigration into this represented Govtrnment property
that country will produce, and wilL con- carried over tbe rond?
tinue for sce tie, that I am$ afraid we S0 CIHAiRLES Th sPPER : I have n
-uhould hardly agrec as ta aur estimate of doubt that a considerable portion of that
what the monthly ieturns will be. I amn 12,000 tons af freight was in connection
sBanguine that the road oertainly will he 'with the Governnîent works that are be-
in charge of the Governent, that in ing carried on-not 'exactly t he property
-ct we shal receive saine return over and of the Gover ent. but th e property of
above ail expenditure. I would not like the contractors, the plant and railro.
t o say that I believe, the return we have MR. SMITH (Selkirk): No doubt there
received fro the st Mar would be been a great trafic over that rod apart
maintained throughout the year. from that belongin ta the Governent.

MR. ANGLIN: think it is very m- But it is also the case that the stors
probable it eau be maintaiued throughout have been muc more severe this last
the year. The number of passengers, in1 winter than for fifty years bairk, and, con-
the aggregate, seenis very large. was sequently, the expense bas been greatly
tucay amused at the tone of exultation of increased. In reply ta the hon. member
the hon. the Minister of Mailways when for Gengarry (Mr. MLennan), the hon.
he macle the announcement. Yet, if we Minister migt have added tnt, notwith-
Iook more closely into the matter, the standing, the completion of trat rond was
'number i1 not so large. This Pembina very tardy indeed. It would have been Ln-

Braicwithd the Govrnen work that are be-ent

Brn hrodisth nl nlta peenfinitely. more so had it not been for the
into that country. There are many per- grat assistance thntwarededbte

ing ~ ~ ~ a carriedd Onnteat y the oet

sons passing Lo and out, juGt nowo in con- contractors in working the ropd.
nection wit~h the contracta that have just -LMt . ANGLIN: I would ask the hon.
beau let. The per.iod for which the hon, he Minister of (RSilwys how much of
gentleman macle that. report extended aver thbs large amofnt of $7,791,000 we are

Mfoty-thre days, and 5,000 pssengers 0w askd ta vote, does h e think will t
were found t have passaed over the expended duig thm twelve mouths co-
road. This wuld make, taking Sundays, inacing on fst July next, and whether
12h5 passengers a day, whicb, cunting re- he coul te l us whathr the money tr be
turn on a railway of sixty-fiva miles in fo exlerrded r now prvided 
length, is certainly not m very enorious. Mst miht Tae idedta nIth-

S or CHARLES ThPPeR: The num- sin. tH E omleio o a
ber of passenger wns 7,000. I drew the nappy ta say tint th on. the Finance
attention of the use more ta the figures Miniater saysmthey can furniso the maney
with refercnce ta the net aarnings, because required. We are, of course, oiged ta

house wi l sea at once u t was nat al w a little margin in aur rstimate. I
~Simply a question of bow. iuch business do not think ahl thia money will be
'was clone in thnt tin-e, but tLhe cost at expanded.
which this business was done. Han. MiR. ANGLIN: Tus is an important

gentlemen famihiar wito tha North-West question considering the present financoi
will bear me out in the statement that, condition of the country, n1 think we
fort a great dany years ,00 such astrmy ougwt ta ave sao e idea as tahiow wioh
-winter e s occurred as th o winter through Lt is expectei ta expend within that
which we have just passed. The dicul- tiee.
ties on thisJine of rnilwxy from St. Paul Sm C iRLES TUPPER: It p i a
ta Winnipeg being enhanced; thecost of seriaus question, and I arn disposed& to
maintenance bas ben mare during the conider itrmeriously. It L of the utmost
past yar than during any other year for imprtaoce sthat every dollar af the vote.
en years back. We have no snow-plough. for the British - Columbia section should

Wi have been oblige ta ernploy large be expended within the year, for the rea-
,umbers of extra m n to keep the track son that the coutry is alrendy committed

ear, a d yet for al that, fro lst March ta tus very large expnditure. A ep dt
o Oth April, there was a net revenue of, expenditure bas :hready been made for
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Several years past in connection with Slides and Booms.
these works. For that money we are To pay to T. B. Normand for ser-
paying interest, and the works must be vices as ActingSuperintendent

126 'St. ïM aurice \Work%, from Octo-inproductive until it is completed. b
Therefore, it is of the greatest possible per accont.................
moment that we should proceed vigor- Tel
Ously with the work and endeavour to get Lan a egraph unes for
it into a position in which some return tle sea coasts and Islands of tbe
will be made. We believe it is of the lowur riveri and Gulf if tie .ýt.

g reatest possible importance to the country Lawrence, B.C.,aml the Maritime
that the road should be opened from Lake Pro. mes. îîamEly:p Extension of the Coast Telegra7ph
Superior to Red River at the earliest
possible moment. We are determined j Gdf of 8t. Lawrenee, from Btie
that the road shall Le opened by the 127 St. Paulto Bersinis and brancà
day stated in the contracts. These i to chic'utimi.............10,000IProposed new Submarine Gable
contracts require that they shall be route between Vancouvers
completed, with the exception of sixty- Islad ana mainlaud via Nan
seven miles of Section B, by July 1st, airo ami Point Grey........26,00(
1881, and that the rails shall be Tra o the Weste Un
laid over the remaining sixty-seven miles Telegraph Coany n af

cibces to tein Goperinmnent o

b1l Canadacou .................. 24,005

M&. MACKEN-ýýZIE : Then I îînder- In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
stand the lion, gentleman bas no inten- MR.t LANGE VIN said, in reference toý
tion or spending $1,000,00 in Britis the cables aeross the Gulf of' Georgia, that
Colmbi. these telera l raph lines in British Colu bia

SiR CII A RLES TJPPER : I do not cost a very large sum of money anu were
expet $,00,00 wil b exendd i not self-sustaining, tue expenditure every-

British Columbia. year being very largely in exess of te
MR. BLAKE : Has the lion. gentleman , revenue. The cables between Victoria

any idea of expending, ary more than jýLand the Amerienu Sound were constant

$500,000 in British Columbia during the Out Of orcler, the Lottomi of the straita-,
ncyet yePr? being, in certain places rock. The

SIR CHARLES TUPPER -It would cables had, therefore, been frequeîîtly

Exleni no the Cost Tf elergraphe

Le imypossible for me to say any more in trir
relation to this than wbat 1 have airea dy was very grent. It was now proposed toý
said. purchase the land h es of the Western

IR. THOMPSONt Dues the hou. Union Telegraph CCctpmny, which

member for West, Durham attribute had prevously been rentea by

thë Minister of hhailways the spri the Government, ond sonie of theo crsp cables would be utilised for the pur-

of clairaoyance maThlandsviaoNaof

the ie-w line is to Le turned on May 241h, pose the Goverrument hiad iii view
t of layin a cable from Nanaimo to Point

and,~Tanfe of thertad Wester Uniontrct

mieans to go On from that time and push Gray abe tence t New Westminster.
B this 1st, 1882 L Caad . 24,00

the work forward. I prsume the lion. n
t nte o lan s n in annual expenditure for the maintenanc
tinof cables. Under the contract that ex
the contractor and not repudiating the in isted previously to Confèderation, between
debtedness when it becomes due. the Government of British Columbia

MR. MACKENZIE: Does the amount and the Western Union Telegrph Com-
to Le expended i British Columbia de- pan, whenever the Goverument would
pend entirely on the contractox's ? If theY desir1e to adopt a new system they
are able to spend $1,000,000, $1,000,000 would Le boixnd to put in perfect order
wiIl be paid. the cables as well as the land liues in

SiR CHARLES TUPPER': If the our Territory. They alone woul cost a
contractor does work to thit extent very large sus m to this Government; ut
within that period, he wihl, of coure, be y the proposd change they pirchase
paid. the ine, andby purchasing the oyne,

Vote agreed to. which waa to a great extentin goo

SmR CHÂARIj TuPPER.
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order, they obtained the property which
they would have had under the present
systeni to give up to the Western Union
Telegraph Company, after putting it in
perfect order. If they liad not adopted
the new system, instead of having a capi-
tal of $50,000 invested, the capital
would be $35,000. He would, while
on this subject, explain to the
hon. gentleman about the tariff
of rates. Ttiat tariff had been
changed altogether : they found it not to
be defensible. As the tariff existed pre-
vious to the late change, the rate for ten
words from Victoria to Cttawa was
$2. 75 ; under the new tariff, for ten
words, it was altogether $1. 25 ; this was a
reduction of $1.50, more than half of the
old rate being taken off. For ten words,
from Victoria to San Francisco, under the
old system, they paid $2 ; under the new
systei it would be $1 during the day and
50c. at night.

MR. MACKENZIE: How are the
rates within the Provinces q

MR. LANGEVIN : They have been
modified considerably, but altogether the
tendency has been to reduce the rates,
and we believe that, under the new sys-
tom, we will have a greater revenue
than under the old system. I do not
know whether the collections-the
revenues-will be as large as the expenses,
but we are trying to make both ends
meet.

MR. MACKENZIE: Last year the
expenditure was $48,000, and the reve-
nue $5,000.

MR. LANGEVIN: Yes; but the re-
pairs to cables were very heavy ; the
repairs will be very small indeed, we ex-
pect, under the new system.

MR. DAWSON : The cost of sending
telegraphic messages to Thunder Bay and
in that direction is very large, and it will
be until we have a telegraphic system
connecting us with British Columbia. I
suggested an easy way of overcoming this
inconvenience, and it was that we should
lay a submarine line through Lake Su-
perior. There are about 100 or 120
miles now open with which we could thus
connect. This would give us a good line
on our own territory. I merely mention
this en passent.

MR. LANGEVIN: That may engage
our attention.

Vote agreed to.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous Works, not other-

128 wise provided for.. .........
Surveys and Inspections.....
Arbitrations and Awards......

Dominion Steamers.

$80,000
25,090
5,000

129 Maintenance and repairs of
St amers Napoleon Il1 New-
ßield, Druid, Gilen ion, ,Si r James
Douglas and Northern Light.... $125,000

MR. ANGLIN said he was surprised to
find that the Glendon was one of the vessels
included in this vote. Considering what
was said of her last Session, it was rea-
sonable to expect that she would be got
rid of as soon as possible. As she was
employed in the service, he was glad to
see that she was not considered quite so
worthless as she had been thought to be
at one time.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said he
was glad the hon. gentleman opposite
was so proud of the vessel he wished
they had her at one-third of what she
cost. The Government had ber on hand,
and they had ro make the best of lier.
She was not a vessel that would capsize,
but she could go ashore in a gale of wind ;
she was as broad as she was long. The
Government could only wait, and keep
the vessel on hand until they could re-
place her, and, in the meantime, use
her for such work as she could pe r-
form.

Vote agreed to.

Mail Subsidies.

130 Steam communication bet ween
Halifax and St. John via Yar-
mouth............'.......... $10,000

131 Steam communication on Lakes
Huron and Superior........... 10,00<X

132 Steai service between San Frau-
cisco and Victoria, BriLsh Col-
umbia...................... . 25,000

133 Steam communication with the
Magdalen Islands............. 7,800

134 Steam communication between
Grand Manan, N.B., and mlain-
land ......................... 1,500

135 Subsidy to steamer between
Campbellton, N.B., and Gaspé
and intermediate ports........ 9,000

13G To provide for one year's subsidy,
to be granted at the rate of
$50,000 per annum, to line of
steamers to trade between Cana-
da and West Indies and Brazil,
provided a like amount be paid
by the Brazilian Goverament.. 50,000

SiR RICHARD J. CART WRIGHT
enquired -bat was the position in which
this scheme stood I

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
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the Brazilian Government had intimated 1 service can be effectually established and
that they would subsidise a line as liber- carried out, 1 think this is one of the
ally as Canada. The Bill had not yet best items in the Estimates. I would ask
passed the Cortez, but, doubtless, would. the lon. the First Minister if he has de-
Contracts lad been entered into by the cided on any port in Canada, and what
Post Oflice Departient, at Ottawa, pro- ports lie wii1 toucl at, if any; and also if
visionally, subject, for completion, to the there bas been anv communication with
action of the Brazilian Government. the Goverument from the Provinces, par-
Now, the arrangem ent was made for a ticularly the Maritime Provinces, as to
monthly trip between Canada and Brazil. carrying freight and catie between New

Sra RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT B-unswick and Cape Breton; if there
asked at wbat points in the West Indies las been anv subsidy offered.
was it proposed to touch. Sm JOIN A. MACDONALD: No,

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: At St. there is no subsidy offcred for that object.
Thomas, Porto Rico, stopping also at 0f course this trade is altogether experi-
Batria and Marinam, aud perhaps at mental, and it is not quite certain wbether
another point. The contract is for one Halifax, St. John, or Quebec or the St.
round trip for the month. Lawrence would be the best port of de-

MR. MACKENZIE : You will miss partureo; or vhether it should bo the St.
the West India Islands. Lawrenco in summer, or Halifax in win-

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The ter. It is quite expenimental so far. It
vessels will go to St. Thomas. has not arrived at that point at which we

MR. MACKENZIE : That is a mere can detinitely say. The contract is
station of call. The vessels will miss ail entered into provisionally only.
the main points of business in the West Sut RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
Indies. With whom is the contract entered into

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : By With what Government?
subsidising a line that would attempt to Sit JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
do too muclh, we should lose both our contract is entered into wvith an English
objects. We could not have a line of any Company, represented by 1r. Bentley,
value tiat would rua fromii Canada to the Wîo bas the conidence of the Brazilian
British West Indies and then to Brazil Goverament.
and back again in the month. The MR. KING said, as tri lino of steam.
voyage would be too long. If we are slips from St. John to Liverpool was of
even to have direct West India Trade, great importance to New Brunswick,
we must have a line for intercolonial lie regretted that the return called for
trade. We must have the Brazilian line, ly the lion. member for Sunbury (Mr.
if it is to be of any value, running direct. Burpee) lad not been brought down.
It is well worth the trial. I think the The tradebetween C.nada and the narkets
enterprise will be highly successf nl. In of Great Britain was one wbich had been
Brazil the people have enitered into it rapidly developing, and in whîch the
with great spirit. The Government of farmers of New Brunswick bad been un-
Brazil have placed at the disposal of the able to participate in consequence of
Government and mer-hants of Canada a the absence of steam communication.
building for the display of specimuens of Something had b ýen done in the way of
all we have to sell, and are preparing now exporting cattie to Great Britain from
a collection of specimens of all the that Province, but tue House vould be
articles Brazil imports from Eng- surprised to learn that, in part, it had
land and the United States. The been carnied on by way of Quebec. That
trade between Brazil and the United steam communication vould also be im-
States is not very large. They are about portant in reference to other kinds of
to send some iron articles to some point farm produce. In consequence of the
in Canada, and we have suggested Mon- higl prices in the United States in 1878
treal as being most convenient, where and 1879, the farmers went into the cul-
specimens of the articles usually imported tivation of farm produce more than they
into Brazil can be shown, so that our bad before, so that ii the faîl of
manufacturers can enter into competition. 1879, they had more than they

MR. BURPEE (St. John) : If this could dispose of in their owi Province.

SI JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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Some enterprising gentlemen in the city
of St. John loaded their vessels with farm
produce, but in consequence of the delay
in crossing the Atlantic they had some
loss, so that the experiment was iot
likely to be repeated unless by otier
means than sailing vessels.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY said com-
inunications on this subject had been re-
ceived from the Mayor and Corporation
of St. John, and, since the Estimates were
brought down, from the Agricultural So-
cieties of New Brunswick, and the natter
was now before Council.

MR. JONES said he was very glad to
see a vote for a line of steamers to Brazil.
Within the last few vears a large quantity
of lumber had been shipped from Montreal
to Brazil, and also a quantity of nianu-
factured goods. The trade in the latter
might be snall at first, but he was satis-
lied it would increase every year.

Vote agreed to.

137 For steam crmmunication between
Halifax, Cape Breton and Prince
Edward Island .......... . ...

138 For steam communication between
Nova Scotia and St. Pierre.......

84,000

4,000

Mr. ANGLIN said the Government
should enquire whether there was any
justification for this expenditure. St.
Pierre was a Frencli Island, with a very
small population, and a very large amount
of smuggling was done thence into the
Dominion.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
this small boat had existed for some
years. He did not suppose this steam
communication increased the smuggling,
but there must b a good deal of inter-
change of French goodq and Canadian
goods by its meins.

SIR SAMUEL L. TI [LEY said
there was a large trade with St. Pierre,
and, instead ot the suiggling being in-
creased by the steamer, the latter afforded
some facilities by wlich the Department
was enabled to check it.

Vote agreed to.

139 To provide for the examâiation
of masters and mates . ....... $4,250

140 For purchase of life boats, life
pri servers, and rewards for
saving life ................ . 3,000

MIR. ANGLIN enquired what had been
done during the past year, and what the
hon. Minister's intentions were for the
next year.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said the
hon. gentleman would see what had been
done if he looked for the Returns
for the past year. The suin of $2,823.
was expended last year in this
service. The cost of the service
included not only what appeared, but the
freight and charges on watches brought
froi England, as rewards, and so on, the
amount could not be estimated exactly.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Are there any actual stations as there are
in England ?

Mn. POPE: No. In Ontario there
are soîme stations in which life-boats are
kept, and, though I do not know whether
they are necessary there more than any-
where else, they are still continued.

MR. ANGLIN : Then the grant is 'or
the purpose of maintaining life-boats in
the Life-boat Service ?

Mn. POPE : A large arnount is paid
for rescuing crews, although there is no
organisation.

Vote agreed to.
141 To provide for investigations into

wrecks and casualties, and ccl-
lection of information relating to
disasters to ship1 ing........ ... .1,500

142 Expenses in connection with Cana-
dian registration of shipping.... 500

143 Montreal Water Police...... 35,000River Police, Quebee...

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

MR. POPE (Queenî's, P.E.I.) This
item was reduced $2,500 last year. This
year we thought it better to put the items
for both cities together, as we may want a
few more water policemen in Montreal.
The water police iin those cities is a losing
service. We lost last year about $15,000
by it.

l reply to Mr. DESJARDINS,
MR. POPE : We found the present

officers of the Montreal Police Force in
charge when we came into office. As soon
as some of these fall out of the force they
will not be replac-4. Every economy
will be practised, but it cannot be done in a
day. A great deal has been said about
the dismissal of one or two old men of
the Force. I think the country will say
that if you have a Police F-rce it ought to
be an efficient one. You do not want a
man seventy years of age and upwardF,
who may easily be knocked over by a
man he is trying to arrest, or who may
not be able to overtake in arun a man he
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wishes to capture. It would be better to It is also necessary to senc them acros
pay these old men a pension and dispense the river to Indian coves. Speaking, as
with their services. I did dismiss two I believe, the opinion of our leading com-
old men from the Montreal force, one mercial men, I hope the Government will
being seventy years old and the other not select the present year to reduce the
nearly seventv. Police Force i the larbour of Quebec.

MR. ANGLIN: The proper mode Mit. IYAN (Montreal Centre>: As 1
would be to transfer this wiole inatter to understand the haon. the Minîster of
the Local Goveriments. I sec not reason Marine and Fisheries, i is not te inten-
wby the Governiment of this Dorcinion tion of the Government to reduce ti
snould be called upon to meddle with this forsce the present year. The rame nu -
matter in tranftreal or Quebec, wie ber ofmen is going to be kept on a f Que.
there are no such organisations in other bec as last year, There is no ioubt that
cities of the Dominion, where even a this force, both in Montreal and Quebec,
larger amoun, of shipping arrives. lias rendered very valuable service. As

MR. POPE : This service has been in the hon. Ministee lias rernrked, crirnping
existence for some years, as this Govern- in Quebec bas been ncarly quite sup-
ment founid it, and as the preced- pressed. As regards the statement of the
ing Governiient ]eft it. It is a lion. member for mochelaga, in reference
very iîportnt service, and these men fto dismissals, tiere has been m dis-
have roved theniselves very usefub. The rmissals that I know of, except two agQed
Governmbent is just as well able to support men. One of them, Sergeant Wilson,
that service as the Local Governuents. has faitfbly served i isn Quen and
Last year the Governent thouiglit the country for the past fifty years. 1 amn
expenditure too large. and reduced it bY happy to say that the bon. the Miister
$2,500. The cost, lait year, was $59,000. h of Marine and Fisheries ntends to re-
We dismissed the agent i Quibec, and commend o bis colleagues that six
after caref ni consideration decided Vo, nrtls'pay bse granted o both of these
diminish the force there fron fortv-four men, as a recognition of their faithful
to thirty men. At one time the main service.
objet of the Quebec force was to p M. CASGRAIN: I quite agree with
crmping, but very littue of that is done the remarks of the hon. meniber for the
at the pr.sent lime, as but few ships are county of Qebec, with regard to this ser-
now being built there. I was of opinion vice. The number of river police is no
that the number -hould be increasedand tsuuicient. Forty-five men is the least
the pay reduced The proposition this possible number that we should have for
year is To give the $1 a day, and pro- the port of Quebec, and, although there

ided they conduct temselves satisfac is noet so much crimping as formerly, I
torily, a further sum of 25c. a day at the think the haon. Minister would make a
close of the serson. great mistake if lie were Vo reduoe the

Mir. CAmRON: I think the present is forice.
not a good tQue to reduce the Police Vote agreed i.
Force in Quebec. We expect a larger 144 Reoval of obstructions in nai-
fleet thei bear than we have liad for four gable Riera ...... rierpoi. 00
or fite years. It bas been manly XVII. LIGHTHOUSE AND COST SERVICE.
through the services of phs force that 145 Salaries and allowancee of light-
erimping lias been almost completely house kepers .......... ... 157,45vid Ced.hey c n vesl atifac. 146 Agencies, rent and conting afies 19,600soippi, ad The u of 2ec.s opdos the 147 Maintenance and repair o igh e aForce in f Quebec e expectalaer 44 RFeog-Whitle , Buoys and Bea-

any reducton of the force at the present
time. It requires a larger number of
men to carry on the service in the har-
bour of Quebec than'in that of Montreal.
In the latter harbour the ships lie along
the wharf proper, while at Quebec the
ships lie out in the stream. It is necessary
to send the Water Police as far down the
river as the Isle of Orleans, and beyond.

Mia. Popx.

cons, Humane Establishments
and Provision Depots......... 255,415

148 Cape Rice Light................ 800
149 Completion and construction of

Light-houses and Fog-alarme.. 40,000
MR. PLUMB enquired whether any

provision had been made for the erection
of a fog-whistle at the mouth of the
Niagara River. He said the Globe news-
paper, about six or eight months ago, had
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charged him with a dereliction of duty, 151 British Columbia.............2,000
because he had not obtained fromn the Fish.brecding, Fishwavs and
Government a fog-whistle at the inouth Oyster beds......... 22,000

C ~To provide for legal and inci-
of the Niagara River,dental expenses connectel wxth

MR. POPE (Queen's P.E.I.) : No ap- the Fisheries................800
propriation has been made for that pur- ýAdvertisin...............
pose, but I will take the matter iiito con- MR. GILLMOR said that the distribu-
sideration. tion of this arnount liad been the suije

Mit. PLUMB : The Globe discovered considernbie comment in the press of the
that there were fog-points on Lake On- Lower Provinces Iately ; ard bis atten-
tario, and wanted to have one at Niagara tion bad been more parcilarly called to
en purpose to have a hit at me. this subjeet froua the fact that lie h4d ap-

Several HON. MEMBERS: Order. plied for some siali saion, for the
MR. PLUMB : -I am sorry that hon. River St. Croix, in his county, letît lie hai

gentlemen opposite are trying to prevent applied in vain. So far as lie could
me speaking. They cannot expect to hurry gather from the Reports, sore 7,oo0,000

Estimnates or expedite the business of the of lry had been turned out ot one
House by pursuing that course. hatchery in Ontario. This batchery

MR. CAMERON ( North Victoria) alone had cost the country $6,000. Occa-
asked if there was a fog whistle at the sionally a few salmon had been caught in
Straits of Belle Isle. He hiad come through Lake Ontario. The resit of three years'
there and had been detained for many fishing in this lake, with trap-nets,
hours. lie had been informed that a fog showed a catch of 600 salmou, costing the
whistle would renove the necessity for country for batchery alone $106 each.
such delays, as vessels could proceed if 1e was satisfied the small salmoi, for the
the fog whistle was there, but that in the most part, oniy furnished food for the
absence of a fog whistle the vessels might black bass, the rock bass and the piekerel.
be detained sometimes for days. There were nine hatcheries in operation-

MR. LANGEVIN said provision was two in Ontario, three in Quebec, two
made for another fog whistle at those in New Brunswick, one in Nova
Straits; there was one but another would Scotia, and one in Prince Edward Island.
be provided. After ail those years, and the enornous

Vote agreed to. expenditure, hon. members will be

150 Construction of a new Lighthouse oson oly $213 Oio e Brs
on S ands lead entrance to o
Fraser River, B. C............. $14,000 wick export yearly $203,97, ; Quebec,

In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,hela rply o Mr ANGINaunual cost t,) the country of these fish*
MR. LANGE VIN said that when breeding establishments is: For Ontario,

British Columbia came into Confederation 1 $9,947; Quebec, $5,810; Nova Scotia,
there was a lightship at this point, and it $2,687; New Brunswick, $1,481. The
had been kept since. It was rotten now, matter in which ho was more particularly
and unfit for use, and the Government interested was the unequal distribution of
had to hire a schooner at $500 a month. this fund anongst the fishery officers of
It was therefore considered expedient to the different Provinces. The salary of
bild a lighthouse rather than incur the the Overseer of Ontario was $2,000; New
expense of hiring a schooner, and the
cost of building the lighthouse was esti- He was acquainted witi the labcrioue
mated at $14,000. duties of the Overseer of New Bruns-

Vote agreed to. wick. In addition to the salmon, bass,

XVIII. FISHERILS. smelt, and fresh water Fisheries,
Salaries and Disbursements oj Fishery Over- the sait water Fisheries, with which

seers and Warde.è.. he was more partcularly acquainted,
Ontario....................... $12,500 le knew to be verv onerous
Quebec ...................... 14,500 and difficuit. To settie the disputes and
Nova Scotia................... 15,000 troubles arising out of weir, involved, in

[ New Brunswick........... .... 12.000 o
Princý Edward Island.......... 3,000
Manitoba ..................... ,0 formed by the Overseer of Ontaro. 0
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addition, the Overseer for New Bruns- never carried out. Ever since this lease
wick hakd the spawning grounds, the had been granted, the farmers had been
gurry grounds, and numerous other duties deprived of the use of the mussle mud
to attend to, involving a great deal of which they used to get there, and which
travel, trouble and laboui. The average was very valuable and nuch sougbt after,
salaries of Fisherv Officers for the dif- being carried many miles inlani whenever
ferent Provinces were: 115 officers in it could be got. The person holding the
Quebec, avera2ing yearly, $246 ; 87 in lease had neyer expended any noney on
Ontario, $216 ; 285 in Nova Scotia, the cultivation of oysters; and this mud
$72 ; 115 in New Brunswick, $104; was thought of so much ifîportance by
38 in Prince Edward Island, $33. He the people of Prince Edward Island,
(Mr. Giliior) was unacquainted with the that application was made for reduced
duties of these officers in Ontario, and railway rates to carry this mud inland.
there might exist reasons for this dif- Yet,the people of bis county were deprived
ference, but he was sure no such differ- of the use of it, simply because the holder
ence existed in Quebec, and he wanted of the lease, like the do- in the manger,
the hon. Minister to explain the reason wilI not use it himself nor allow any
why it existed, and if no good reason prson else to use it. The people of his
existed, to have justice done. If the county thought it a great injustice that the
officers in the Maritime Provinces weae lease should bein
fairly paii, which he did not believe, SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: For
then Q2e1tec and Ontario ofcicers were what term is the lease ?
largelv over-paid. MRi. McKAY: It is for eighteen years.

SIR SAMUEL L. TwLLEY said that There is no reason why it should be con-
the hon. mern ber from Charlotte (Mr. tinued. The papers were laid on the
Gilîmor> in 1874 hiad removed an officer Table thrae yers ago, but nothing ha
in bis county Ynd put several others in, been done. An examination of hese
thereby ncreasing the expense. papers will show that the lease should be

Mo. GILLMOR said the hon. the cancelled.
Finance Minister Lad made an unfor- Mi. POPE (Queen's, P. E. .) said the
tunate reference for bis Government. In lease on the property refered to was
1872 he was a candidate for a seat in grantd by the Local Government, and
this Parhiament. At that election a thereforeu lie could not se how the
Fishery Oicer, B. Cunningham, had sup- Dominion Government or the Depart-
ported him. He was defeaed, and Cun- ment of Marine and Fisherie coul
ningham was removed, for political deprive the lessee of snch a lease.
reasons only, as no carge was ever prei Md. McKAY said it was leased before
ferred against him. liLaL at that time Confederation by the Local Government,
asalary not exceeding $50 per annum. but, after Conft.deration, it wasfound the
M or. Andrews was appointed to fn1 bis lease was valueless, d required the
place at a salar of $200 a year, with sanction of the Federal Goverment, and
travelling expenses, which, Le thought, 80 the necessary form ýwas gone through to
amounterd to $50 more. In 1874 he (Mr. make it a lease fro this Governent.
Gillinor) was î!ie successful candidate and jMRi. POPE (Queea's, P.E.I.) said he
advised tliat U'r. Andrews should Le re- J would ake enquiries.
nioved and Ciuningham reinstated, which MR. BORDEN sait] four oficers in the
was doue, but he did noV receive the Fisheries Lad been dispensed wibh in
salaiy which Mr. Andrews got, but wcnt King's Co rnts, without a word of expha-
in at bis old salary, since raised some- nation as to why they were dismissed
what. The removal hf Mr. Andrews MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said they
was not a pleasant dut , but justice were discharged becaus they were r -
Vo 8unningham demanded it. ported as thoroughly useless, and would

Mi. McKAY said he wished before the noV attend to their duties.
item for Fish breeding, Fishways and M . ANGLIN: They voted on the
Oyster Beds was carried to refer Vo the wrong side, peraps.
lease of an yster bcd in bis county. 1V MR. BORDEN: On whose report wre
was eased on 1867 under certain condi- they discharged
tions, and the derms of that lease were pie. POPE (Queen's, .. I.) said if

MM. GILLMOR.
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the hon. gentleman would call for the re-
ports in the usual way they would be
brought down.

Mn. BORDEN said lie thought he was
entitled to know why these changes had
been made. H1e had understo>d that
these gentlemen were dismissed on the
score of economy, but this could not be
so, as new appointmients had been made.
It was only a convenient way to get rid
of gentlemen supposed to be opposed to
the present Administration, and of sub-
stituting their own supporters. It
was only lair that he should see the
report.

SR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I do
not like to interrupt my hon. friend, but
the hon. gentleman ought to have given
notice, and he would thus have got the
information he desires.

MR. MACKENZIE : It is very con-
mon to raise a question of grievance in
going through the Estimates. When I
was sitting over there I heard sinilar
questions asked.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: And
I have no doubt they were objected to.

MR. BORDEN : This is a vote for Sal-
aries of Wardens and Overseers of
Fisheries. There are three Wardens and
one Overseer dismissed, and I want to
know why. I have repeatedly known
questions of this kind asked on such a
vote. I have given notice of a ques-
tion-

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Then the hon. gentleman is clearly out
of order to bring up a subject on which
ho has given notice.

MR. BORDEN: I do not see why the
right hon. gentleman should take such a
course as this towa1ds me, particularly as
I have been compelled to be away a large
portion of the Session, and could not put
motions or give notices. I have given a
notice certainly, but since the notice bas
been given, the right bon. gentleman bas
notified us that he will take Wednesday,
the only private day, and I shall have no
other opportunity of asking the question.
I would, therefore, request the hon. gen-
tleman, simply as a matter of courtesy,
to furnish me now with the information
required, that is, to let me know whether
the Government has received any report
in relation to the subject of my question,
and what course is intended to be taken
in this matter; also, that ho will lay the
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report on which the efficers were dismissed
on the Table.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: After
the remarks madi by the hon. gentleman,
I shall not obico to his bringing up
matters which he could not strictly bring
up now; but with reference to his ques-
tion if the hon. gentleman will put it to-
morrow we will attend to it.

In reply to Mr. SMITH,
MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. 1.) said

the increase of the item for Fishery
Overseerq in Manitoba, from $200 to
$1,000 this year, was to secure greater
protection to the fish. Last year it was
insufficient.

In reply to Mr. BOADEN,
MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) said his

instructions to the Fishery Inspectors
were to report every officer, no matte.
what his politics, wbo did not discharge
his duties, with a view to his dismissal.

MR. PLUMB said the fish-breed-
ing establishment at Newcastle, On-
tario, was a great success, as was ap.
parent from the fact that fish bred there
had been caught at the mouth of the
Niagara. Recent experience showed that
shad could he hatched and successfully
bred in Lake Ontario. Mr. Seth
Green, a famous pisciculturist of the
United States, had recently lit loose large
sioals of shad at Rochester, and Lake
Ontario was now being stocked with that
fish.

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Question,
order.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said h
mustprotestagainstsuchdisrespectfultreat-
ment of his hon. friend from Niagara, one
of the most distinguished niembers of the
Conservative party. Sucl disturbance
was a disgrace to the Opposition, and if
persisted in would evoke retaliation upon
that party from the leaders downwards.
The Opposition had been well treated by
the majority, and it made a bad return.

SR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said he must object entirely to the
language of the righlt hon. gentleman.
The gentlemen interrupting the hon.
member for Niagara were not members of
the Opposition but of the Government
party. The Opposition desired to expe-
dite the Estimates, but not to obstruct
business. The hen. Premier's threatu
were not jiustifiled on this occasion.

Siu JOHN A. MACDONALD said

Supply.
(LArazzI 22,18.]



the member for Centre Huron had not gance if they increased them. If an
eyes in the back of his head, or he oiler was efficient and attended to his
would see that the noises did proceed duties, he should be well paid, but the
from the hon. gentlemen who usually way in which the work had been done,
acted with him, some of whom he could and the fact that most of these fishery
name and felt inclined to name. selves the greatest

g)- arn if the inrae. h m f a

MR. ANGLN denied that the Oppoachers, led him to believe they ere
position desired or were responsible for very well paid.
the interruptions to the hon. inember Mi. wILLMOR disclaimed any in-
for Niagara, thougl mem bers of h as tentio of making any charge against the
party were often disturbed by unseem]y Governinent, btit said hie would like to
noises froiu supporters of the G-overn- knocw wby the officers in Quebec were

went. paid so wuch more than those i the
MR. PLUMB said that the vote fop Maritime Provinces, thogli their duties

ish-breeding had been well spent e m t be nuch ligter.
work had been eficiently done, ai the Sm SAMUEL L. TILLEY said a
results were giatifying so far. This last reduction must be expected if an efficient
year large shoals of white lish, bred t wardeu, appointed in'1875 to a position
Newcastle, had aud their way to the in the hon. gentlema's couoet, at $150
Niagara River. Re would like to know a year, was displaced, and a number of
whether the hion. the Miniter of Marine other muen appointed Vo do the vork
would direct au examination to be nie whicli e -ad perforsnied.
of the t oahiara River, with a view cereew te

aR PLUM sai that thvtefo

cidi- wreing ShaENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS.
hori net be nmade for the purpse of

continui wee gupfy of s very important <)bec. $2,400
article of foo n taken from the Laes-- heo Quehec......... .40
whiteish v He (Mr. Plulib) thoglit it 152know
would be in. the best interest of do Motreal..........500
twou puliec to censder favourbly do N. Bruswickx .t 1,200
bis application, f,,r Niagara furnishied à 15.3 Grant for Meleorological Observa-

tories, incldisg Instruments
t eand cos cgf telegraphig Weather

Hamilton, and St. Catharines. lie Warnings ................. -37,000
thoulît lie miight claini sotte littie Xx. IMARINE IIOSPITALS FOI SICK AND
favrur for bis district in this respect, DISTRESED SEAMEN.
when it would resu8t to the general ad-7

vatgi fc ecoity 154 Marine and Immigrant Hospitals,
Mu. POPE (Queer's, P.E.1.) said that Quebec.................... 20,000

thý iishes of the teoh. gentleman wou'd 155 s Catharines Hospital, Onty, a 50
be fully consîdered; but, out of this vote, Kingston Hospital, Ont ......... E00
it wvas net possible to give anythiug for 156 Hospit.ils in the Provinces of Que-a bec, Nova Sotia, New Bruns-
the purpose. It simpoy provided for the wick, Prince Edward Island and
payment of salaries an4 disbursemeuts in British Columbia............ 35,000
connection with the Fisheries, as at pre- 15î Expenses of Shipwrecked and dis-
sent arranged. The small increase was abled Seadeniu..............8,
for opening up additional fisheries. lu XXI. STEÂMBOAT INSPECTION.

reply Vo the hon. member for Centre. 158 To provide for the eofpeses of this
curon, hie might say the $800 men- Service...................15000
tioned wvere to provide for legal expenses ln reply Vo Sir RICHARD J. CART-
in regard to suits take agaist the WRIGHT
Department during the lae overnment. i M. POPE (Queen's, P.E.L): We
Those cases were still before the Courts. have three Jnbspectors at present. There
Why did not the ion. member make en- are many wooden vessels altogether un-
qui-y during the five or six years bis seaworthy, and the Government must
friends bere in power? Many of the take measures Vo prevent these vessels
salaries were fxed by the lare Gover - carrying passengers. The Inspecto
meut, aud the present Govern- must have a thorough knowledge f al
ment would ho charged with extrava- sips. This service has produced a sur-

SXX JOHI A. MsTDoA ONLD.
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plus of receipts since Confederation of
$24,685.

Ma.' ANGLIN : I think, in that case,
the fees ought to be reduced. There is
no excuse in taking more from the
owners of vessels than is necessary to pay
expenses.

Vote agreed to,

XXII. LNSPECTION OF INSURANCE

COMPANIES.

159 To meet expenses in connection
with the inspection of Insurance
Companies ................ $6,000

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resuned.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

One o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 23rd April, 1880.

The Speaker
o'clock.

took the Chair at Three

PRAYERS.

CANADIAN TELEGRAPH COMPANY IN-
CORPORATION BILL.-[BILL lio. 54.]

(fr. McCarthy.)
RECOMMITTED TO STANDING COMMITTEE.

MR. MACDOUGALL: I desire to
call the attention of the House to a Report
of the Standing Committee on Railways,
Canals and Telegraph Lines, presented
to this House yesterday. It was with
reference to a Bill sent to that Committee
entitled, " An Act to incorporate the
Canadian Telegraph Company." The
Bill was referred to a Sub-Committee
for consideration and amendment. It was
reported upon by that Sub-Committee,
and was afterwards ordered by the Gen-
oral Committee to - be reprinted as
amended, and I hold in my hand
a copy of the Bill as reprinted
with those amendments. The Report
states no reason for negativing this Bill.
The ordinary mode is, of course, to find
that the preamble bas not been proven but
that finding is not stated in the Report.
Now, I think when this House refers a
private Bill to any of the Standing Com-
mittees for report, it must be taken for
granted that tho flouse affirms or ap-
proves of the object for which that Bill
bas been introduced, and it is referred to

a Committee for the purpose of examina-
tion and amendment, if the Committee
think proper. This Bill is simply a Bill
to incorporate a number of gentlemen
who apply for the authority of Parlia-
ment to enable them to construct a tele-
graph line or telegraph lines in this coun-
try. It was the policy of the Govern-
ment of Canada, as it has been the policy
of this D<fninion, to give every encourage-
ment to persons who may choose to invest
their capital in the improvement or ex-
tension of telegraphy. In fact, under the
General Act for the incorporation of
joint stock companies, persons may as-
sociate themselves and obtain a charter
without coming to Parliament at all, for
the purpose of establishing telegraph
lines. No one, I apprehend, will stand
up and say that it is not in accordance
with public policy, and the public interest,
to promote competition in matters of
this sort. There can be no pub-
lic reason given, it seems to me,
why a company who may choose to invest
their capital, and are ready to afford
facilities for communication of this kind,
should be refused the privilege without
any reason. We hear, every day, of
startling improvements in the system of
telegraphy, and we do not know what
new discoveries may be made, what new
patents may be taken out, and what new
organisations, therefore, may desire to in-
vest their capital for this purpose. I think
it bas been the practice of Parliament to
afford facility to every enterprise of this
kind. There is no good reason why these
gentlemen sbould be denied the privilege
which they have asked. They have given
notice; they have paid the necessary fees ;
the Bill was prepared and submitted te
this House; it was read and referred to
the Committee, and it now comes back to
us with a report that the fees be repaid.
I believe, when this report was made, there
was not a quorum of the Commitee pre-
sent. I happened to be in the Com-
mittee at the moment, and was much
surprised at the statements made and
some of the arguments used by members
of the Committee in favour of the rejec-
tion of this Bill. I do not think those
statements or arguments should prevail in
this House, and, therefore, I desire
to take the sense of the House
upon the question : whether we
are about to adopt a new policy and
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hereafter prevent any persons or com- the Coniuittee thought fit to act uhould
panies from engaging in telegraphic enter- be stated to the buse
prises, in competition with those lines MR. MACKENZIE: I do not think,
which exist to-day. It is well known in a inatter of so much importance, it
that one of the companies that received would be fair at this stage of the Session
its charter undei the law I referred to, that the Bil sbould stand for the ronveni-
has been, to use a commop expression, ence of any menber wloever le May be.
" sold out." It now belongs to that I quite agree with the ground taken by
great Wall street operator in New York, the bon. niember for lalton (Mr. Mac-
Jay Gould. The directors of the coin- dougali). The liuse bas not hither-
pany in Canada are simply his servants, to been in the habit of consîdering, as a
whom he simply pays so much a year for first principle in a Bil, whether it was to
carrying ont his orders. As long as the promote undue competition or not. 1
public is served by existing companies, took that objection in the Committee my-
and telegraph messages are transmitted at self. It has been our practice to allow
a cheap rate, I suppose it does not greatly free scope to compeLition in railways,
concern us where the capital comes from, telegrapbs or any other object À this
or where the management resides. But kind. The fact that Nve had a1ready
the fact that a company is in foreign passed a Bil, this Session, to incorporate a
hands ought not to be a reason why we telegraph conpany seemed to me conclu-
should prevent other persons, residing in sive that no ground for objection sbould
this country or elsewhere-whether their be taken to anotler similar Bil. It is
capital is to be obtained in New York or not, of course, proper to referto wbattook
in England-from establishing telegraph place in the Committee, or I would. refer
lines in Canada if they choose. It seems to the reasons given, which could hardly,
to me the public interest requires that in My opinion, be called reasons.
this inatter should be open and free, that SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
we should have competition, especially in hon. gentleman miglit state wbat le,
view of the fact that a great struggle is geuerally, bas heard of objections to the
going on between two rival telegraph con- Bil.
panies in the United States to obtain a MR. MACKENZIE: I heard, for in-
monopoly. We are not much concerned stance, in another place, respecting this
in that ; but wben we find gentlemen Bil, that the names given were not of suf-
prepared to conie forward and engage in ficient weigkt to justify us in corsidering
conupetition with them, in case events any measure upon which they proposed
should show that a profit may be derived competition. I differed entirely in that
from it, I cannot see why we should say: opinion ; I think some of the best names
" there shall be no more Telegraph Com- in the country were there. It was also
papnies in Canada," and that the people of alleged that this Bill was souglt for tbe
Canada should submit to whatever treat- purpose of forming a conbination, which
ment the two companies now in existence they could not do without having that
may give us. I think that is not in Bid in their possession, as a threat to
accordance with the opinion or sense of compel others to agree to their ternis.
Parliament, and therefore, I move: That was the cbief allegation, and, in fact,

That Bill No. 54, entitled an Act to incorpor- reson th Ibead aaint te paae o
ate the Canadian Telegraph Conpany, be re- te Bh
committed to the Standing Comnittee on . The feeling, however, wasso very
Railways and Telegraph Linep, with instrue- strong in that quarter that it was found
tions to reconsider the Bill and report the sane impossible to get more than two or three
to this House. to express an adverse opinion. I Parlia-

MNR:' CAMERON (North Vi'*ora)MR.CAMRON (Noth ictoria): ment bad been in the liabit of consider-
I raise the question of order, as to whether in, the question of competition, except
notice of this motion should not be given. incidentally, it would pîsce the inatter in
My reason in raising the question is, that a ditierent light. I believe myself that
the gentleman on whose motion the pre- there lias been undue competition in rail-
amble was declared not to be proven, is way building, and that, in some instances,
not in his place at present. and I think it it las prevented capital froin bding in--
is only righit that the ieasou upon which vested iu more useful enterprise3. Wtil1

MR.MACENZE :I dnnoÀthnk
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we have not refused to permit the in-
crease of such enterprises. The lion.
member for Halton remarked that this
company could obtain a charter witlout
coming to this House. It can, but of a
limited character, under chapter 66 of the
Consolidated Statutes of Canada, but that
would practically be of no use, as the
power only extends to Ontario and
Quebec. In the neantime, I shall sup-
port the motion of the hon. inember for
Halton, on the grounds I have state1,
for referring the Bill back to the Com-
nittee, but the hon. ieiber should strike

out the instructions to the Committee.
Mr. BLAKE: I do not want to ex-

press any opinion on the imerits of this
Bill, but it seemis to nie such a course
is not possible under our rules, except that
this Bill should be referred back to the
Committee. Unless upon the assent of the

promoters of the Bill, [ apprehend it is
not possible for a Committee consister4ly
with the rules and their duties, to make a
report of that description.

Ma. CAMERON (North Victoria)
The hon. gentleman in charge of the Bill
made the motion in the usual way, and
it was upon his request that it was done.

Ma. BLAKE : We do not find any
statement that this was done upon con-
sent. In reference to this matter
Rule 65 provides :

" When the Committee on any Private Bill
report to the House that the preamble of
such Bill has not been proved to their satis-
faction, they must also state the grounds
upon which th-ey have arrived at such deci-
sion ; and ne Bill so reported upon shall be
placed upon the Orders of the Day, unless by
special order of the House.

"2. Private B'ils, otherwise reported to the
House by such Committee, shall be placed
upon the Orders of the Day following the re.
ception of the Report, for consideration in
Committee of the Wbole, in their proper
order, next after Bills referred to a Committee
of the Whole House."

If there was assent it ought to have been
reported to us. Unless by assent, there
were but two ways of dealing with it,
either to report the preamble proved, and
the clauses adopted withŠnodification, or
without, and to report the preamble not
proved, and in that case to give the
reasons why the preamble was adjudged
to be not proven. Upon these reasons
the House would have an opportunity of
acting, and to decide whether, notwith-
standing the Report of the Committee,

the Bill should be again placed upon the
Orders of the Day. It seens to me,
therefore, that the Report is irregular,
and that the Bill should be referred back
to the Cominttee, in order that it mnay be
disposed of in accordance with the Gerieral
Rules of the Hlouse.

Mit. MACKENZIE : Tiiere was a
motion made in Commnîittee that the pre-
amble was not proved, au that was
declared correct by the chairman. So the
Report, as recorded in our Minutes, is
not accurate.

Mu. LANGEV IN: The statnent
made Iv the hon. member for West Dur-
hiani (Mr. 131ike) is correct. The action
of the Committee ouglt to have been re-

ported here. As they have not drawn up
the Report as it should have been drawn
up, that may be a good reason to refer it
back in order that the proper Report may
be made. I do not agree with the hon.
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall) in
the opinion that the Conmmittee cannot
take into consideration the policy of pass-
ing a Bill of this kind and throwing it
out. We do that every day. The bon. gen-
tleman was present when we had under
consideration a Bill about a new charter
for a railway through the counties of
Huntington, Chateauguay, and another
county. What was done in that case?
The Committee said it was not a proper
thing to have two competing lines there.
We must see if the existing company con-
forms to its charter during the next year
or so. The other day we had another
charter asking for a railway from Emer-
son to the west. We found there
were reasons why we should not
pass that Bill, and after discussing the
matter, if the promoter had not with-
drawn the Bill we would have declared
that the preamble was not proven. That
is strictly within the rights and privileges
of the Committee. We would not be a
Committee if we could not state whether
it was expedient to grant the prayer of
the petitioner. I do not say that the hon.
member for Halton may not be right in
his way of construing the matter. He
thinks we should have another company.
A large majority of the Committee, how-
ever, considered that that was not ex-
pedient. They urged that we had already
two companies in Canada, and that those
two companies were working side by side
in opposition to each other,that there was
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perfect safety for the public service ; and
I have heard also that there is not busi-
ness enough in Canada to have another
line in competition to the two others.
Therefore, we could not grant the new
eharter. As to the motion itself, I be-
lieve the Report should have been fuller
than it ha been made, and I do not sup-
pose the hon. the First Minister will
object to a motion that will refer the Bill
back to the Committee.

MR. CASEY : I think, in reference to
the contention of the hon. member for
Halton, that the practice is pretty clearly
laid down in Todd's book on Private Bill
Practice. The whole question of expe-
diency has been left to the Committee, and I
think it wouild require, for such a motion
as the hon. member bas made, that lie
should adduce very strong reasons why
the action of the Committee should be re-
versed, because his proposition involves a
rather startling change in our practice in
these matters.

Ma. CA MERON (North Victoria):
The motion of my hon. friend from Halton
is,'that the Report be recommitted to the
Standing Committee on Railways, with
instructions to reconsider the Bill and re-
port the same to this flouse. That
motion, in the fori in which it now
stands, coupled with the reasons my hon.
friend adduced in support of it, amounts
to a direct reproof of the Committee for
its action in this matter, and if we have to
discuss this question on the reasons ad-
duced by my hon. friend, a great deal can
be said why the decision of the Committee
should be upheld. With regard to the
ground taken by the hon. member for
West Durham, I understand bis View to
be that, under the General Rules when a
Committee reports a preamble not proven,
they should also report the reason why
they think it is not proven. That Report
was presented yesterday and received by
the House, and I submit that it is too
late now to send it back to the Com,
mittee, and that, in fact, it is not necessary
to send it back for any such purpose ; be-
ciuse the only report they could make,
judging from what we are led to beieve
occurred before the Committee, would be
that they find it is not expedient to grant
the prayer of the petition. There can be
no doubt that the Committee came to the
conclusion that it was not expedient to
grant the prayer of the petitioners.

Mr. LANGEVIN.

MR. BLAKE: That is what we want
to know.

MR. CAMERON : I submit that it is
not necessary to report any more than
that they found the preamble not proven,
because it was not expedient to grant the
prayer of the petitioners.

MR. BLAKE: They have to state the
grounds.

MR. CAMERON : It was never in-
tended by that Rule that a Committee
should enter into an elaborate statement
of the pros and cons which induced
them not to grant the prayer of
a petition. All the Committee have to
report, for the information of the House,
is as to the part of the preamble which
they think is not proven. The principle
laid down by my hon. friend fron Halton
is, that there should be Free-trade in
charters for telegraph companies. I thin k
it is a very vicious and dangerous prin-
ciple to lay down that we shall have
Free-trade in any kind of charters, be-
cause the result will be that charters will
be applied for and obtained without any
intention of organising a company, but
with the sole object of making money out
of the sale of the charter. We have seei
some legislatures granting charters indis-
criminately, and then a regular set of men
springing up who are pronoters of com-
panies and charter-sellers. They obtain
a charter and then offer it for sale in the
money markets of the world, or go to
other companies established for like pur-
poses and say : " If you do not buy this
charter we will establish a ompany in
opposition to you." They levy blackmail
by using the powers Parliament bas
thought fit to give tliem. I trust that
will be a practice we shall ever be reluc-
tant to adopt, and that we will never
grant a new charter to a company unless
we are satisfied that it is in the public
interest that the company should be esta-
blished, and that the persons asking for
the charter have a bond fide intention of
organising their conpany under it. In
this particular case we may presume, from
what has been said here, that the Com-
mittee was of opinion that there were
alreiady suflicient telegraph companies
chartered and in existence, that we have
already chartered another company to
carry on business in Manitoba and the
North-West, and to extend their line to
British Columbia, and that the telegraphic
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wants of the Dominion are amply served the roads in everycity and town through-
by existing organisations, and that it out the length and breadth of the Do-
was not in the public interest that minion. My hon. friend fror Lambton
another company should be chartered. is in errer i saying that the financial
My hon. friend bas thought fit to make standing of the gentlemen, whose names
some remarks about one of the companies appear in the petition, was impugned.
in existence, which he says bas already What was questioned was the be'nd fid4
been sold out to Jay Gould. His state- intention of orgauising a company and
ment is entirely incorrect. Having some of using their own money ii the cre-
professional connection with the com'pany ation of a new telegraph company. The
I arn in a position to state that the crn- Committee have nct had t weir nVes closed
pany lias net been sold out to Jay Gould. to a series, of newspaper articles that
Jay Gou]d's connection with the coo- bave been going the rounds of the Press,
pany is sîmply bis subscription for some from one end of the country te tha ther,
$23,O00 worthof stock, which isless than raising the bubear f the prtposed or in-
one-quarter of the whole stock. There tended amalgamation beteen the exist-
were $230,000 odd of stock not sub- inteoinpanies, and saying: "Oh, von must
scribed for. Mr. Gould subscrihed for grant this charter to the Canacian Tele-
that stock at a certain price, paid in the graph Company, becapse if o do not,
money and is now, unless oe has disposed yom will find youtlves he at the
of it, a stockholder for less tha one- mercy of Jay Gould, or soe o'her cari-
quarter of the capital stock of the cer- talist who is geng te bey up the exist-
pany. Hie paid that nioney in cash aad ing companiesý." It hias been stated by
it wasised, se far as necessary, in pay- an oficer of one f the coapanies that
ing off its floating deht and in extending the rumour of the intenhd aot Palga-
its linos tirou ghout the country. Sinco tion ead not the sightey foînhation
that transaction the cmpany lias n rgoti- whatever, and that t ere was not te
ated a lease with one of those companios remotest possibility, in view of the exist-
which ny hon. friend doscribes as " one of ing state of things, of any am ,yaniation
the gigatic companios in the United or union, or poley, or anythin- of the
States nov, carrscnk on a telegraphi kind between tthe two cmwnîics. My
war thee." Th e Doominion Co pa y on. friend bas sad tiat

of~ it, o a stcholer ford les thanone

under that lease, works in cennection are carryin ona. te î1 natv
with the Arnerican Union Company, in warare in the United stocknd that
juat the same way and with just the same one of these American cnpanis controls
arrange sent that the Montreal Company and is connected with ojc of our com-
works in connection with the Western panis, and th other ngith t1he eter, and
Union Cornpany. No one, g think, can that the said warfare is eing c rried on
say tat the public of Canada have net here. It is adyitted that we have ah
ample telegraphie facilities previded the telegrapbic faicî1itics we want, and
for them. In fact, many believe thit e have ne occlaion to e alarmed
that we have tee much telisra that weg re goin- to be at the
faciity, and that our cities and tows inery cof any capitalist, er any one of
are teeful cf telegrapb peles; aad there those two companies and unless we are
ias been a geod deal of discussion in the prepared to admit tliat aetler conpan
Committe this year, as to the proprietv is a public ncessity, it seem ta me Par-
of allewing the telegraph cempanies that iament wold ho only exrcising a wise
are now in existence, te extend their con- discrimination i dings te grant thie
nections an furthnr trough the cities new charter. For these ashng I think
and towns cf the Dominion, because it te motion in this shape houà re. be
was felt tat they were actualy becoming adopted. As te the objection f the haen.
a nuisance înstead cf a public advantage. member for West Durham (M r. Blake),
u do net know what position we wcuad I think it is a technical ote end as to
ho placed in if we iad another company for , and should have been raised at the
chartered. 1 suppose the new company time the Report was presented.
would have te pait their posts down the M . MACDOUGALL: have ne
middle of the road, as the existing cein- objection te alter the motion in any way
panies have their pots down each side of se as to get the atter before the whole
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Committee. 'It is important that it
;hould be fully discussed before a full
Committee. There was not a quorum.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria) : It
was insisted on, the Committee going on
-without a quorum.

SIn JOHN A. MACDONALD: As
the flouse knows that there was no
quorum, I think that settles the question.
I think the point taken by the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blalke) that
the grounds ought to havn been stated in
the iReport, is correct. I do not suppose
the Coinnûttee sbould be compelled to
enter into full reasons, but there must be
sone general groundstated, and the ground
for the declaration of the Commrittee
that it is expedient, will satisfy the Rules.
I think that it nust be held that the re.
ference should be, as iny hon. friend from
Halton says, a general reference back to
the Committee, as if it had never been
sent there before,.

Motion agreed to, and Bill ieontrnitted.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill (from the Senats)
was introduced, and read thefirst time:-

Bill (No. 112) To explain and further to
amend the Canada Temperance Act, 1878.-
(Mr. Bowell.)

SUPPLYi

XXIV. GEOLOGICAL SUXVEY.

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
160 Geolo;ical Sur vey............... $50,000
161 To met probable expenditure in

consequence of the transfer of
Museum from Montreal to Ot-
taw......................... 5,000

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said

that the Government had,subject to the de-
cision of Parliament, arranged to purchase
the old Clarendon Hotel for the purpose
of using it as the office of the Geological
Survey Department here. t was pro-
posed to move the head-quarters of the
Survey to Otawa, in accordance with the
power given under the late gýovernnent,
and the expressed intention of the Gov-
ernment last Session. The prenises had
been obtained at a reasonable. price, and
the remioval was intended to take place
this summer. Tt was not intendec to
deprive Montreal of a Geolog*cal Museum.

Mli. MiCDoUGALL.

There would still be a Museum there as
well as at Ottawa. It was thought that
the Department could afford to have a
Museun in each place.

MR. MACKENZIE askerl if the right
hon. gentleman could say if -rrangements
had been made for the work of the pre-
sent season, aed 'ýhere the oiiùials were
to be chiefly engaged.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that perhaps the information could be
given m concurrence.

Vote agreed to.

XXV. INDIANS.

Ontario and Quebec.
(Annual Grants :

For Indians of Quebec..:.... $3,200
For purchase of blankets for

aged and infirm Indians of
162 Ontario and Quebec......... 1,600

For Indian schools in Ontario
and Quebec...... ......... 5,000

For Annuities under the Robin-
son Treaty................. 14,000

MR. SCRIVER asked what was the
present position of affairs in reference to
the annuities under tie Robinson Treaty,
an amount of which there had been a
large arrear due from the Province of On-
tario to the Dominion.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said he
thought it stood very much as it did last
vear. The Government had certain
means of paying themselves, but was not
desirable to press that course except in
case of absolute necessity. He hoped the
Boundary question and this would be
settled together.

In reply to Sir RICHARD d. CART-
WRIGHT,

SIRk JOHN A. MACDONALD said a
portion of the land included in the Rob-
inson Treaty was within the claim set
upon in reference to the Boundary ; but
it was only a very small portion of that
land-not so much as to make it
material.

Mn. DAWSON said that the claims of
the Indians of Lakes fluron and Superior
formed, in fact, a lien on the land, and
that as the Government of Ontario re-
ceived the revenues of the land, that Gov-
ernment should be called upon to meet
the arrears due to the Indians. On a
fair consideration of the circumstances
it would te found that there was a con-
siderable sum still due, in the way of ar-
rears, to the Indians, and it wag unfair
to keep' it from them. Ontario should
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be brought to a sense of lier obligations obtaining a final adjudication as fast am
in this regard. He was confident that if possible. The gentlemen of the Semi-
the matter was understood the Indians nery, standing on their riglits, are
would be )aid. deferiding the action which bitherto,

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said las not been breuglit forward in the
the Government would endeavour to do Courts suecessfully, or in a way Io
this. secure a j udgrent on thE question offthe

MR. FCRIVER asked if the Govern- titie of the Seninary and the right cf
ment had under consideration the case of tie Indians under the grant. It is te Le
the Oka Indians, with a view to the boped a judgnuent will Le obtainec ere
sottlement of the difficulties cxisting for long. i eau gîo that the
many years past. le had, when the late inatter wiii bc seUl cd early. A% te send-
Government were in power, suggested a ing the Indians te tlua NortbWest, it
mode of settlement which. was more would be expensive, and 1 not sure
feasible and reasonable. itwould be received with favour by tbe

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: What whites or Indians already tLere. The
was that ?Oka Indians would bý Jtrangeu-, and,

MR. SCRIVER said bis suggestion scircel, iunproung settiers.
was that a portion cf land in the unoccu- SCIVER: 1 an afraid that the
pied territory in the North-West should be suit iiow pending before the Courts will
set aside for those Indians, and that they not seftie the question cf title. I am se
should be assisted bv a reasonable grant iiiformed Ly Mr. MeLaren irnacîf, and
of money to aid tiem in remuoving, and to dhat le is eager to bring such a suit be-
enable ihem to contruct dwellings for fore the Courts as will settie that ques-
occupation. The gentlemen at the Semi- tion. There are soine technical cii-
nary were willing to give them a con- culties, which I understand, can be re-
siderable sum of imoney if the Indians moved enly Ly the action of the Govern-
would renove, but the sum offered was ment, which action bas been soiicited se
net suff.cient te warrant their friends in fear in Tain.
cencludiig that they sheud accept it; it Sni JOHN A. MACDONAL i The
wasiet su ient te a d in tleir renvalt Govertbent, tlrough the Deparlient f
enabie Éeun te ercet comifortable dweClings Justice, have pressed for the settleient of
and agricultural impletents and a special case between the Seinary and
otiier tL'î,i weessary te give thomi a fair the Indians, for the purpose f a decision
start in life. l trusted the present by the Supreine Court. That action hes
Gxoverniine7:t would take the mnatter into net vet resulted ia a mettiernelt cf the
their ceesic:cration, and ttat sooe good case. The geitemen cf a He Semi-
settleient wold le made which. w muld atary bave expresse d their willing-
lie satisfacto-ly to the gentlemen cf th@ ness to have a case subinitted for adjudi-
Seniniary and te hee Indians toeinselves. cation on the question cf tithe.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD : The _111. DAWSON said it was at one
lion. genitleman-l i s riglit in stating that tirne intended to send thue Oka Inidia-ns te
this important question, which bas caused Algoma, but lie could assure the iouse
se mnucl eart-bitrning, swould be settled. that t rey would b unwelcome guests i
One mode cf settiement sugfested was that district. Tiere were already er-
that a tract cf land sheld be given te Ous bands of ndians there who were
tkese Isdians on the Upper Ottawa. The their hereditary enemies. If they were
gentlemen cf the Scminary agreed te con- sent there the Gvernfrent would have te
tribute $20,00, as they nwould have the support tem, for lie (Mr. Dawsen) knew
lands, thlie meoney te Le used in trans- f noe way in which they could earn a
feing the Indians fror one locality te living. Tlhey knew nothing of fishing in
anoter. -fThe Indians declined that, as sucr an pen sea as Lake sluron, as their
'beirg aitýther inisufucienit. Tlie case is lii'es lad hitherto een spent on sieltered
Stil u in ti e Courts, theugh Mr. streams and little inland lakes. There

wi lias been acting for the was a demand f r their labour here an
nmst and the prernt Gvernent, das raftsmen and voyageurs. At Lake

heen continully urged te ]ose ne pper- Huron, or at Lake Superior, there was
tunity f ushing tre matter forward ands but littie going on in the lumber trade,
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so that they would have little or no
employment in the service with which
they were best acquainted. It would be
better to keep them in Lower Canada.

Vote agreed to.
Nova Scotia.

163 indians of Nova Scotia generally..
New Brunswick.

164 Indians of New Brunswick gener-
ally .. .. .....................

S4,500

4,500

MR. ANGLIN said those Indians were
making no progress towards civilisation.
Nothing bad been done, except in one or
two places, to induce them to settle down
to habits of industry, or engage in agricul-
tural pursuits. Oniily one or two attempts
were made to estabhsh schools, the Indi-
ans bcing, on the whole, illiterate. The
present mode of distributing the roney
was unsatisfactory, and it did little good,
being doled out in small sums. The sal-
aries and travelling expenses of the two
Indian Commissioners absorbed nearly
one-third of the grant. The old system of
gratuitous distribution, under the Cath-
olic priests, was far more beneficial to the
Indians, who are Catholics. He would
ask, in behalf of those poor Indians, for a
better management and distribution of
their Fund. Much more could be done
to civilise them and train them to
industry.

S1R RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Has the Report respecting Indians affairs
yet made its appearance?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
has been ready for some time, with the
exception of a Return from the North-
West, for which it has been waiting.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTW RIGHT:
It is difficult to discuss these items with-
ont the Report or sufficient information.
There is none in the Estimates.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
vote is merely a repetition of that of last
and the preceding year The Depart-
ment was so well managed by my prede-
cessor that I have continued the old prac-
tices and votes

MR. MILLS: The right bon. gentle-
man made a speech in Ottawa lately, in
which he expressed a different opinion,
speaking disparagingly of its management
undermyself, andhighlv of its management
under my successor, the present Minister.
I do not know whether lie is now form-
ing a less unjust opinion of the late and

Ma. DÂwsoN.

a lower opinion of the present Minister's
management or not.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Per-
haps a little of both.

MR. MILLS : It is not creditable to
the present Minister that the Report is
not yet produced. It used to be submit-
ted at the beginning of the Session. These
delays in the furnishing of information
should not be tolerated.

Vote agreed to.

Prince Edward Island.

165 Indians of Prince Edward Island
generally ..................... $2,055

Britisi Columbia.

(Indians of British Colunbia-
166 J generally ....................

Surveys and Reserve Comni-
S sion ..........................

26.788

24,140

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Hov is it proposed to dispose of this
sum I It is the same amount as voted
last year.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It
will be applied after the same fashion as
the previous votes. There will be a
change, however, in the svstem of man-
agement. The Superintendency of the
Indians was divided into two branches-
the Mainlancd and the Island Agency.
We bave thought it better to have the
Indians under one Siperintendent. The
late officer will be retained nider him.
Mr. Trutch, who was long Commissioner
of Public Lands in that Province, and
has had a great deal to do with the man-
agement of Indian affairs, bas been ap-
pointed in the place of Mr. Sproat,
who has resigned. Mr. Trutch will
have the management of the railway
lands to be assigned by the Province to
the Dominion for the co struction of
the Pacific Railway. Be will be
charged by the bon. the Minister of
Railwavs with the supervising of any
portion of the Railway built in British
Columbia.

MR. MILLS: Will the right hon. gen-
tleman say, whether the amount taken
last year to pay for surveys, is likely to
be expended before the expiration of the
present year.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
will cover the year to the 1st July
next.

Ma. MILLS: There was a small au-
propriation last year. How bas it been
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expended I Is it adequate or more than
adequate I

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It
has not all been expended, but I am in-
formed it will probably all be expended
by the 1st of July, of this year.

Mi. MILLS : We do not know the ex-
tent to which the reservations have been
surveyed. It was expected that those
amounts were required for the purpose of
surveying the Indian reservations. If
the sum lias been absorbed in the ex-
penses of the Commission, and the surveys
are not made, it will require a much larger
sum to complete the *perations, and it
would be very desirable to know whether
these reservations have already been let
out by the surveyors accompanying the
Commission, or what romains to be done,
and what further expenditure will be re-
quired in connection with the surveys of
the Reserve.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
surveys are now going on. The Com-
mrissioner bas a regular staff of survevors
under his conti ol for that purpose. I believe
the reserves have been for the most part
blocked out. I must say that I was horri-
fied to see the amount asked for, and this
is a case in which there has been a waste of
money, not only last year but in previous
years, ani a stop must, I think, be put to
it. This is one of the instances in which
the practical knowledge of the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) will be of
service to the Government and the House,
in order to prevent unnecessary expendi-
ture. It is proposed, as the Indians are
to be put upon the Reserves, instead ot
sending expensive resident local agents, to
employ practical farmers who will clear
the reservations, and to whom a small
pecuniary sum will be paid, and who will
assist the Indians generally in their new
life-which I believe they are adopting to
a very considerable extent-that of culti-
vators of the soil.

MR. MILLS: Our whole system or
Indian Administration for the past half
Century bas, I think, been one tending to
make the Indians a dependent population,
instead of civilising them and making
them self-reliant. Mr. Duncan, in Bri-
tish Columbia, has been very successful
in leading the Indians under bis charge
te be self-supporting. I think some effort
should be made to diminish our Indian
expenditure. It is out of aIl proportion

to what it ought be, and there is no indi-
cation of any diminution in the expense
for the future. I think the policy of the
Government should be to so far throw the
Indians upon their own resources as to
make them a self reliant and self-support-
ing population at an early day. Our
policy bas been in the past not to secure
a survival of the fittest, but a survival of
everybody, to put the induistrious and en-
terprising upon an equality with the
careless and the idle. I have no doubt
but that the Indian Administration in the
older Provinces can be very much im-
proved. I do not know a settlemtent in
those Provinces where the Indians do not
stand in antagonism to the white popula-
tion ; they are certainly not a favourite
class with the people in their immediate
neighbourhood. Another matter whieh
should be considered is, whether it is
right and proper that they should he re-
leased from meeting their obligations,
particularly contracts for necessariAs with
the white population. I think the result
of that immunity has been largely te
demoralise the Indians, and I am of the
opinion that the whole of this matter
should -be carefully reconsidered by the
Government, and that the subject should
be dealt with afresb. I bave no
doubt that if Municipal Government
were, to some extent, introduced anong
them, if the Indians of each reservation
were required to elect some sort of
Council, and bear some amount of taxa-
tion, not as a part of an ordinary muni-
cipal Government, but as a separate
and distinct municipality, if they were
required to provide for their roads and
bridges, and for the maintenance of their
schools, a great deal would be done in
the way of making them self-reliant and
industrious. I know many instances
where Indians have left their reserva-
tions, and gone among the white popula-
tion, where they have been taxed in
the sanie way as the other citizens ; and I
have seen that while those Indians were
no way superior to the rest of their race,
they have become much more prosperous
than those who remained on their Reserves.
I think our past system has had a ten-
dency to put the Indians in a worse, in-
stead of in a better position. In the
North-West, where we have such a large
Indian population, if they are led to
look to the community for their sup-
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port, and are, therefore, degr.ded, it will re ,poisiuiity-to endeavour, as far as we
be a source of a great deal of future is- cm, te peint out to them the opportuii-
chief. Not only should this question be ties Op-n to thein fir earning a livelihood
considered, but he who e shmicld receive ii other wtvs, ant that for
the careful considration of the Govern- the spirit of reliancc upon t1î" Govern-
ment, for I feel er ain that, if the Il- met At p e
dians were subj.-ed to a larger extent tlev fail in t'ien- eadeaveurs to get their
to the responililties that devolve upon own living, there is an i fund
the white population, thev would be froin whîch the Great Mother wiii supply
benefitted to a prdortionate degree. At them with food. This is imot a hopeless
present the course is a downwardl one, task. I lad a conversation WIt Mr.
and the degradation will be sure to go on M;îuice, the late Lieutenat in
vory rapidly. wlich be told me of an Indian wlo

MR. BLAKE • I think the subject to iin'orted direct from Great Britain what
which mv hon. friend has adverted cannot lie r d ci e t
too early or too seriously engage the a' ai1. This ray b3 an exception,
attention of the Administration. W hat- shows that there are ist mens cf self-
ever we may think as to the policy which ameug Inlians, which may be
lias guided the management of the more nerous than we are aware o. I
Indians in the older Provinces. hîve read aceounts cf the e of in-
there is really a very grave ques- depeidence shown t i
tion. bath socially and financially, as te Boitish Columbia and cf tle aDrr of
the Indians of the North-Vest. You are tnidiag and ac1 uirin- w;r: h
expending about $550,000 annually upon lî,ve been developed uneng iea. I
the Indians, and $300,000 for the think -we should tara our attenthn more
Mounted Police, the principle cause of than we have ii tic past towar lm kinu
which was to protect the settlers and the Indians more responsile and self-
overhaul the Indians, peaceable though
they generally are. You are thus ap- on us for everytlng otliervise ve shah
proximating to the expenditure of have an increasing expense and a more
$1,000,000 a vear for the imnagement of instead of a less degraded
the Indians in the North-West. Their population.
food supplies, as hanters, are diminishing MR. TIOMPSON (Carilio) I agree,
yearly and rapidly. The buffalo does not to n great extent, with theremarks vhicli
cone to the prairies as le formery did. have been made by the hon, nienîber for
The hon. gentleman opposite las had to West Darian( Blake), but I do not
ask for a special vote of $200.000 to feed aree with the observations cf the hon.
the starving people, not only frornmember for Bothwell (Mr. Milîs) ii re-
motives of humanity, but because ference to giving the Iidians municipal
the Indians will not starve so government for themselves. Within two
long as they can divide among themseives years flere was a chiýf cf a tribe in Brit-
the grain cf the settlers. We are in a ish Columbia, who was getting tee eld,
very serious condition in regard to this and the Incians wishcd te eleet a younger
matter. We may be subjected to this man in bis place. I met the yeuug man,
serious charge for an annual fund, and, in and asked him if the tribe were going te
that case, we are training the Indians to niake hir chief. fie said they would if
look to us for aid They know that to be deaired it, but lie did net want te work
this wealthy Dominion, if the buffalo for nothing; if they paid hi, lie did net
does not arrive, they are to look, to sup- nind being the chef. He told me he
ply, the food which they would obtain if iad been interpreting for the Indian Cem-
the herds of buffalo were accessible, and mission for sore tue, but le did not
that impression will grow. I am, of want te be a Ityhee" and net get pay for
course, not complaining of what lias been it. The Indians cf Britirh Columbia are,
done in the past by either Government, te some extent, a self-sustaining
but I think it is not too late to enleavour class. They werk industriously; they
to retrace our steps, and at the earliest fish in the rivera they work ih
moment to implant in the minds of the the mines; lîey hunt in the
Indians a spirit of independence and forets tiey cut cerdwood fer
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the steamers; they drive ox teams to
Cariboo, and are in fact indefatigable in
the summer season. Of course, as soon
as they bave $200 or $300 in cash com-
ing ta them, <hey will g> back home.
We have made a mistake in this Indian
Commission business, which I believe was
inaucurated when the hon. iember for'
Bothwell was Minister of the Interior.
We have given thiem more land than they
can cultivate. If an Indian is kept in a
moderate space lie will cultivate his land
very well, but if lie is given too great a
number of acres lie will ask for more, and
a great deal of dissatisfaction is now felt
in British Columbia about the reserves
which have been given to Indians. I do
not advocate the American idea of driv-
ing the Indians to the reserves and
telling theni to stay there. That systema
would not be tolerated in our Province.
The Indians are the most independent
elass that I know of. Forty or fifty of
them will go at a time to the mines with
their horses during the surm-
mer season, they vill work very
hard, and, as a rule, make more
than the vhite man in packing over the
mountains. The trouble is that some-
times they get in with Chinamen who
supply them with whiskey. We have
had no case but one of an Indian murderer
in the upper country since the Chilicoten
outbreak of 1864. The Indians are peace-
able, and they know that if a white man
steals an Indian's horse, or breaks into an
Indian's house, the white man is amen-
able to the law as much as the Indian is;
and they also know if they commit a
breach of the peace they are also amen-
able as much as the white man, and that,
in fact, they are in the saie position, ex-
cept as to voting, as the white men who
rule the country. They are satisfied with
their lot, if you do not bring too mnany
Commissioners among them, and tell them
they are to rule the whole country. Last
winter an unfortunate ontbreak occurred
in British Columbia,, in which some half-
breed boys, the youngest of whom was
sixteen, and the eldest twenty-four years
of age, murdered a constable, then mur-
dered another man who was herding
sheep, and wounded two persons who
were sent in pursuit of them. The
oldest of those half-breeds was mar-
ried to the daughter of an Indian .chief.
There are several Indians and 1half-breeds

scattered along the border who are ready to
make an outbreak. They steal horses oni
both sides, and then run across the border.
One of these Indians went to the head
chief of the Nicola tribe, and said: These
half-breeds have gone out on the war
path. We have plenty of Indians here
now to clean out all the whites. What
did the old chief say 1 " Suppose we kill
off all the white men, who can make the
flour, the tobacco, the tea, sugar, and the
blankets which we need ?" This mode of
reasoning silenced the warlike Indian.
That is the class of Indians we have
amongst us.

MR. ORTON : I have received a let-
ter from a friend in British Columbia,
making complaints in reference to the
management of Indian lands. I will just
read an extract:

" Mr. Sproat, the Dominion land Agent
here, has been making great havoc with the
settlement of the lands, giving to Indians all
the land that was of any good for 'settlement
and that was not previously preempted. His
decisions have caused universal di-satisfaction
among the whites. To a white friend in this
valley he gave 500 acres of pasture land in
exchange for about six acres of meadow for
some Indians."

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: These
complaints are very natural. The whites
think the Indians get too much and the
Indians think they do not get enough.
Government have to hold the balance and
see that the Indian is protected. In fact,
Government is the guardian of the
Indians. It is quite true, as has been
said, that the Indians are too apt to throw
them elves upon the Government, and
the more they receive support the less
self-reliant they will be. It is a choice of
two evils. We cannot allow them to
starve, and we cannot make them white-
men. All we can do is to endeavour to
induce them to abandon their nomadic
habits, and settle down and cultivate the
soil. The Crown is continually obliged
to resist the pressure to deprive the In-
dians of their lands. I have no doubt my
predecessor has found that civilisation and
improvement in the vicinity of an Indian
Reserve, have been much retarded by bhe
fact of the Indian Reserve being there,
and by reason of the slatternly and slovenly
mode of farming by the Indians. It is a
great inj ury to any portion of the country
to have an Indian Reserve in its midst.
They bave no municipal institutions.
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They cannot be expected to be weaned
away suddenly from the habits of their
ancestors. But there has been consider-
able progress made, and chiefly among the

prairie Indians of the North-West. I
-think that, from the evidence we have,
the Indians are impressed with the idea
that their former supply of food bas dis-
appeared, and they must take up the
habits of the white men in order to supply
their wants. As to the question of my
lion. friend from Centre Wellington (Mr.
Orton), as far as I can see Mr. Sproat
tried to see that the Indians got the full
allowance of land, and perhaps, in some
cases, an excessive allowance, for all
I know. It is his duty to see
that they get the full and fair
allowance of land, and that it
should be fit for cultivation. It would
be wrong to sell these poor people, whom
we are trying to induce to become agri-
culturists, lands unfit for cultivation.
However, these matters have come up,
and it is proper to disctss them.

Vote agreed to.
169 Grist Mill . .................. $3,000

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
is for the purpose of erecting a grist miill.
There is a good deal of grain grown there
now, and they have no means of grinding
the wheat which is raised. It has been
thought well to put up a mill for
the purpose of helping the inhabitants
who have gone in there to get their
ground. It will be used as a grist mill
and saw mnil. We have secured the ser-
vices of a man from Ontario, who will, it
is expected, purchase the mill as soon as
he is able to do so.

MR. BLAKE : I am wholly opposed to
the notion that rwe are to supply f acilities
to the settlers up there in the way of build-
ing grist mills and runningthem. It will
fori a bad precedent for similar opera-
tions in other parts of the North-West.
It would be better to subsidise a private
individual.

Sra JOHN A. MACDONALD:
There are two very good farms up there
which have been cultivated for some
years, and which would be almost value.
less unless there is some means of grind-
ing wheat. The population is too sparse
for us to expect a person to go there and
invest his money in building a mill on his
own account.

Vote agreed to.
SiR JoHN A. MACDONALD.

170 Provisions for Indians assembled
to receive annuity payments for
desbitute Indians, etc..........$130,686

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT :
This is an enormous increase on the vote
of last year. I suppose it is partly in
connection with the destitution which
arose. I would like to know if there is
any possibility of getting rid of the waste.
ful practice of sustaining large bodies of
Indians at the public expense.

Mr.. SCIIULTZ : Of course, Mr.
Chairman, any discussion upon this item
is had with disadvantage, in the absence
of the Report of the right hon. gentle-
man at the head of the Department.
That Report, it is to be hoped,
will contain some scheme which will save
to the country the enormous amount of
noney which is now being expended for

this purpose. . I agree with the hon.
members for South Huron and Bothwell
in their expressions of alarm at this con-
tinually increasing expenditure, but, at
the saine time, I hardly regard it as fair
in the hon. member for Bothwell to
attempt to throw the responsibility of
this heavy expenditure on bis right hon.
successor in office. That hon. gentleman
knows perfectly well that the necessity
for this expenditure commenced with the
sanction, by the late Administration, of
one of the vicious conditions of Treaty
No. 6, made when that hon. gentleman
held office, and the result of
the clause-agreeing that the Gov-
ernmaent should furnish f o.d in
times of scarcity-was followed by
a vote for that.purpose at the very next
Session of Parliament, and we have found
the c )nstant occurrence of a similar neces-
sity at every Session since, till the vote
has reached its present alarming pro-
portions. Of course the gradual disap-
pearance of.jthe buffalo has acted to some
extent in tàis direction, but I am afraid
the main cause has been the belief of the
Indians, that they might henceforward de-
pend upon the Government, and they ceased
to make those exertions, which, in former
)ccasions of temporary absence of the
biffalo, had been found to be sufficient
to sustain them. I believe, however,
that the question: of what shall be
lone to provide food for the Indians of
tie plains, will have to be grappled wilh
at once. The buffalo which, hard pressed
as they have been on all sides, have
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sought refuge on the other side
of the line, return so infrequeutly
as to make them no longer a factor in
the problem of food supply for our prairie
tribes. I have no faith in the present
efforts, in an agricultural direction, being
likely to save us to any great extent fron
thenecessityof feedingthe Indians withim-
ported food; and I believe that I am sup-
ported by most of the Roman Catholic
clergy, and ministers of other denomina-
tions, who labour among them as mis
sionaries,in the view that it is practically
impossible to convert the adult Indian
from his habits of the chase to the peace-
ful tillage of the sou at one step, and if
this is the case, we have seriously to con-
sider whether, in going on to locate and
improve the present reserves, we are not
making a serious mistake. I believe that,
in view of the possibility of the right hon.
MinistAr not having decided upon
any definite scheme, a discussion of
this nature, calculated as it is
to elicit the opinions of those who have
made the subject a study, it is the
duty of everyone to express an opinion
upon this difficult subject, and in offerinug
my own, I commence with the assumption
that the buffalo has ceased to exist as a
source of certain supply of food to the
Blackfeet and plain Crees. Roughly
speaking, the Indian population of the
whole of the prairie country, between
the boundary line and the location of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, is destitute
of winter food, who no w haunt the Mounted
Police Stations and Indian Agencies, with
all the consequent demoralisation, of
which we have heard so nuch.
While it is a fact that this starving
condition exists among our plain Indians,
their brethren of the wood are living in
comparative plenty, and the différence is
especially noticeable in the Crees of the
prairie and the wood Crees. These two
sections of our North-West population
are the same people, speak the same
language, and yet, while the horseman
starves, he of the snowshoe, the trap, and
the paddle, thrives, and is living in peace
by some lake or streani, whose waters
yield him fish when other food fails.
Now, it so happens tiat north of
located line of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, on the confines of our fertile belt,
andat the commencement of the immense
wooded area, which. Dxtending to the

Arctic Sea, is the last remaining haunt of
fur-bearing animals on this continent,
there exists the conditions whereby we
may allow the Indian of the plains to in-
dulge bis love of the chase with
profit to himself and relief to
us in the matter of expenditure
in the winter, when agricultural
operations are impossible, without inter-
ference with sucli efforts as are at present
being made to teach him the arts of a far-
mer. Believing as I do, Sir, that the
attempt to suddenly convert the horse-
riding, buffalo-hunting, plain-Indian sud-
denly into a farmer, I am opposed to
the plan of making reserves in the region
I have mentioned. ''his region is one
which will be soon wanted for a white
population, and the attempt to make its
Indian population self-sustaining in the
next ten years, by their efforts at agricul-
ture, will fail, and the failure will entail
a constant recurrence of the present ex-
penditure, with probably a still larger in-
crease. I believe the only available solu-
tion of the problem to be the transference
of all our plain Indians to the district I
have mentioned, located near the great fish-
ing lakes of that region, where there would
be absent none of the conditions neces-
sary for successful agriculture, while the
advance in the science of pisciculture
would enable us to a bundantly stock t1ese
lakes, which are not already supplied,
with whitefish, thus forming for him a
basis of supply which is found to be
sufficient for all the different tribes of
wood Indians. I believe, too, that
physically and morally, this change would
benefit the Indians, and the renoval of
all of our indians from the neighbour-
hood of the boundary line would be to
effectually prevent the possibility of col -
lision with the American tribes, and, in
part, the necessity of our very expensive
Police Force. It nust be remenbered
that our Blackfeet, peaceful and quiet as
they have been as yet, are but another
branch of the powerful, warlike and
treacherous "Dakotah" nation to which
the Sioux belong. With their removal
north of the line of Railway we clear our-
selves from the danger of their contact
with the refugee Sioux, and we place
them beyond the power of aid
from the American branches of
the same nation, and where the Railway
gives us the power to strike hard in case
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the good relations which now exist
should ever be disturbed. To civilise
the Indians you must begin with
the young; and while I am in
favour of every effort that will bring him
within the pale of Christianity and civi-
lisation, I do not go the length of my
hon. friend from Bothwell in his view of
municipal institutions for the Indians.
Danger commences with the Indian when
he gets in council, and I am afraid that
we must take a good many preliminary
steps first before he is ripe for this lux-
ury of civilisation. I desire to cail atten-
tion, however, to the pernicious and ex-
pensive practice of paying the Indians
away from their reserves. This is done
generally to suit the convenience of the
agent, and is expensive to the Govern-
ment, without being of any advantage,
but, in many cases, a very great disadvan-
tage to the Indians, and the Department
should insist on a rigid performance of
this duty by its agents. Again, there is
no doubt but that the practice of paying
to the Indians bank bills of a large
denomination bas had the effect, in many
instances, of exposing him to fraud by
unscrupulous traders, and I would urge
that, in future, no bill of larger denomina-
tion than one dollar be used at any of the
payments. I trust that the right
hon. Minister will receive these sugges-
tions in the spirit they are offered,
and that by a careful consideration of the
means by which we can raise him to the
condition of a self-sustaining citizen of
our common country, Canada may con-
tfnue to merit the praise justly bestowed
upon ber for lier treatment of this
race, whîose destinies we hold in our
hands.

Sim JOHN A. M ACDONALD : I
agree with very much what my hon. friend
lias jast said, and I am exceedingly ob-
liged to him for his interesting statement.
He opens up a large question when he
suggests the moving of the whole of the
Indians from that portion of the country
where their ancestors lived, to another
portion. Unless the Indians would con-
sent to that course, a pressure, almost
hostile, would have to be employed before
they could be induced to leave the
regions where they and their formfathers
had roamed for a more northerly part of
the country. However, if they could be
induced to go it would be a great

MI. ZCULTZ.

advantage, and it would relieve the whole
of that region from the disadvantage of
an Indian population. It is a subject
that is worthy of all consideration, and I
shall endeavour to give it my best thought.
I am glad to informi the hon. gentleman
that we have anticipated his last proposi-
tion, that the Indians should be paid in
bills of small denominations. It bas been
decided by the Government that all pay-
ments made either to indians or the
Mounted Police shall be made in bills of
$1, so that the Indian, when he gets a
piece of paper will know exactly what itt
value is. I cordially agree with my hon.
friend in his statement that the agent
should go to the Indians, and not the
Indians, in a large body, to the agent.
Orders have already gone forth that
agents shall pay the Indians on their
reserves.

In reply to Mr. MILLS,
Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said,

as the agents had been instructed to pay
the Indians on their reserves, the expendi-
ture for food would be but trifling. They
could not abandon the custon of giving
the Indians food when they were paid.
He supposed they would get some food on
the day they were paid, and that would
be an end of it, consequently there would
be a wonderful saving. The estimated
expenditure for feeding Indians was
$21 ,000.

MR. TROW: I fail to understand
why such a large expenditure should be
incurred in feeding Indians yearly after
the Treaty is made. I can readily under-
stand that when a Treaty is pending or
negotiations are going ou. several days
are employed, invariably taken up in dis-
cussions, and then food must be allowed
to the Indians. It is the custom of all
nations to do so. I know at times
there is unnecessary waste and lavish
expenditure in this respect. During my
tour in the North-West, I visited
Q'Appelle. Probably from three to four
thousand Indians were assembled to re-
ceive their pay under Treaty No. 6.
They had a regular jollification, and the
paymaster had to feed then for five days
before they would accept of their pay.
Generally speaking, at such gatherings,
the Indans have nunierous imaginary
complaints to make: such as provisions,
tobacco, blankets or ammunition, was not
as represented. All such complaints ar
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made through an Interpreter, occupying ye ir. I do not see how the hon. the
much time. I believe there was an un- First Minister can account for ese ex-
derstanding that, from the moment the traordinary expenses as bein7 ecasioned
paymaster arrived at the place appointed by the Indians having remained in idie-
for payment, lie should feed then a day ne.s, and made ext aordinary demands
or two davs, but they will not accept tbrough a misinterpretation of this
their pay so long as they get fed for five Treaty. The Return-, show that this is
or six days; and after receiving their not the case.
paltry pittance, they immediately pur- Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
chase useless trinkets, such as brass rings, did not.
pipes, beads of little or no value, etc., MR. MILLS: I under.4ood the riglit
from traders. hon. gentleman to say that he

MR. MILLS : 1 think if the hon. mem- agreed with the hon. member for Lisgr
ber for Lisgar (Mr. Schultz), looks at the (Mr. Schultz) in what he said.
Returns brought down, lie will see that Si JOHN A. MACDONALD: 1 said
lie is not accurate in lis assertion as to I aireey with much of what the ion.
the cause of this large expenditure. gentleman said.
Treaty No. 6 was not negotiated, but it MRa. MILLS: I think, than, that the
was ratified, while I was Minister of the Huse mu t understand that the right
Interior. It contained a provision declar- hon. gentleman did not agree with the
inga that the Indians, during a period of eon. member for Lisgar on this point.
great sarcity or unforseen misfortune in Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : I ad
famoine, should have their wants supplied not able to say wliethier t!i;, conclusions

iy the acovcrnment. I thought it ver of the hon. member for Lisgar (Mr.
objectionable, and the Government Schultz) wre correct or nsi on that
thought s too but thy wcre oblied to MRpoint, because : have not the information
consider whetber more seriou difficulties to enable me to jucl ge.
might ot arise by refusing to ratify the M. SMITH (Selkirk): The provision
Treaty. The Indians could not be made in Treaty No. 6, referre to by the hon.
to understand thae anythin further was member for spthpiell and the on. mem-
necessary to confira the Treaty. Th ey ber for Lisgar, is certainly a i 3ost unfor-
regarded it as being completed when it tunate one, and ought never to have been
received the signature of Governor Morris agrced to, by the Indian Commissioners;ý
and the signature of their Chief. That but once athorised by them, and the
was the state of affairs; and Indins believing it to be final, and
very serious complications might equally a part of the agreementasany
have arisen if the Government had other portion of it, it becane practically
refused to ratify the Treaty, because impossible for the hon. the Minister of
the Indians would certainly have miscon- the Interior, or the Government of which
strue such a refusap. There was the lie was a member, to disallo it. The
possible danger of their construinc this dissatifaction, not only of the Indians
provision of the Treaty, as a license to included in that Treaty, but of those
induge in idleness; athougl subsequent throughout the Terriory generally, would
events have not shown that that danger have been so intense as to have caused
has yet arisen. The expenditure of the far greater difficulty than hat arising
year, however objectionable it might be, from aIlowing it to pass, bd as it was.
arose parly from the actual wants of the The ron.r iember for Lisgar recommends,
Indians, and largely from the supplies as the best mode of getting rid of the
not being forwarded soon enougm to pay Indian difficulty, and of the necessity for
the Indians at the time fixed. Piffi- supplying them with food during periodu
culties wil occasionally aribe in that when the buffo fe them, that they
country, so long as the present state of shonld be removed bodily further north to
things exist. The rainy seasons wmill the district bardering on the woodd
sometimes prevent the rapid forwarding oountry, whoere, ie says, they would get
of supplies, and serios expense wil be an ample s tpply of fihe frin the ake
incIrred for feeding the Indians until Now the hon. gentleman ougnt to knew,
they are located upon reservations. It that, even vere it possible sb to change the
seems this was the case during the past habits of he Indians, i a moment, as to
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fit them for removal for the north, reserves, and the agents can have no diffi-
the conditions of life would be culty in carrying this out. The question
entirely different from what they of paying these annuities in small bills
are in the plains. He must be of one and two dollars may, perhaps, be
aware that the plain or prairie Indians an improvement, as the smaller notes
are horsemen, who never dream of walk- would be found more convenient for both
ing even a mile when they eau ride that Indians and traders; but when the lon.
distance, and have lived by the chase of member for Lisgar says that the Judians
the bufFalo as far back as we have any would as readily give a four or five dollar
knowledge of the country, while the wood bil as a one or two dollar note for an
Crees and other Indians living in the article of small value, he certainly does
more northern parts, necessarily use the net give them due credit for that amount of
snowshoe, only during the winter, the shrewduess and intelligence which le and
country there being entirely unfit for the ail others who have had auy dealinga with
use of horses, and a change to a fish them kuow them to possess. Stii the
diet, even were it possible to obtain a amaîl bis are good enough in their way,
sufficient quantity of this latter food, they aud the trial wili do no harm, aitheugli it
would not willingly be brought to adopt. will hardly have the effect of adding
But we have the best means of knowing greatly to their means of supporting them-
that scarcity of food is felt quite as much, selves.
or even more, in the district so highly Vote agreed to.
spoken of by the hon. member, as in that 171 Triennial supply of clothing for
at present occupied by the Indians he chiefs and headmen, Treaties
proposes to rernove ; and the only reason 4 and 7..................$2,806
that this does not come so markedly oe- 172 Salaries of scbool teachers and
fore the public is, that the natives in the cest of achool buildings........11,000
Athabaska and adjoining districts are, Iu reply te Mr. MILLS,
comparatively, few in nunber, sud have Sia JON A. MACDONAL t) said
the benefit of being very largely assisted the sae poricy, in reference to the sub-
by the udson's Bay Company. And ject matter of this vote, was la practioe,
yet, notwitbstanding this, aud ail the aid as under the late Administration. u
the lludson's Bay Company eau give Mr. MILLS said le understood that
them, we kuow that mauy cases of death the Ispectorship over the Ageacies had
by starvation occur year after year, aud been done away with altogether, Mr.
this, unfortunately, lias been the case MColl being the superintendent.
during the past wiater to a far greter Sil JOl d A. MACDONALD said
extent than ion. members have any idea Mr. MhCol was stil the Inspectr, be-
of. Starvation throughout the wlie of the sides having assumed the generai super-
Siaskatchewan is ne uew experience, as intendence. Things were otlierwise kept
thi, Iudson's Bay Comnpany, for maVy exactly as they were under the late
yeari back, have, fromn time te time, been Administration, and .would continue se
obiiged to give largeiy for the sm7p- until a better organisation could be put in
port cf the Indians; and ihe that par- aperation.
ticular district of country, instead of MSa MILLS said that, under the sys-
realising a profit from. their trade, tiey tem of the late Goverunent, the inspec-
have frequently, during eue year, sained tor's duty was net to, make any purcliases,
an actual oss of from. $50,000 to $80,000. but simply to inspe t or supervise what
It , therefore, to be ioped that the Gev- was doe by the superintendents or

erbment wil not attempt to carry out the agents, and make bis Report accordingly,
brecommedatiou of the hon. member, as, showing what supplies were orwarded

even could the change be made, the resuit and the condition in which they were re-
woud net be oterwise than disastrous in eived; and it was considered that, laving
the extree. It is net desirable that the nothing te do with the purchases himself,
Indians sahould be collected in large num-d e wouid be iu a position te exerise a pro-
bers in any ene place, for the purpose ea per supervision, because he would have ne
being paid their annuities, as these pay- possible motive orinterest in mitigating
ments an be made more cnvenieutiy any mistake committed by any of th
and at muc lems eense on the several officer purhasing the supplies. Mr.

ML SITHI.
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McColl, however, who had been put in an
office at Winnipeg, being in the double
position of superintendent and inspector,
-could hardly inform the Government
that he had made any mistake with refer-
ence to the supplies, as to whether they
were as good as they ought to be, or
acçording to sample, or whether they
were forwarded in proper condition and
in good time. Certainly the present prac-
tice was not a proper one. It did not
appear possible that the superintendent
at Winnipeg, who had to attend to the
purchasing of supplies, would be in a po-
sition to leave the office and spend several
mnonths visiting the various agencies to
report to the Government upon the con-
dition of the various bands, the efficiency
of the agents, the character of the schools
and all such matters as effect the general
well-being of the Indians.

Vote agreed to.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left

the Chair.

After Recess.
PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally con-
sidered in Committee, reported, read the
ttird time and passed:-

Bill (No. 64) To authorise and provide for
the winding up of the Consolhdated Bank of
Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 79) To incorporate the Souris and
Rocky Mountains Railway Company.-(Mr.
Boultbee.)

Bill (No. 63) To extend the powers of the
îouth Western Colonisation Railway Company,
and to further amend the Act incorporating
the said Company.-(Mr. Schultz.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

The following Bill was considered in
Committee and progress thereon re-
ported :--

Bill (No. 71) To incôrporate the P-ntiac
Pacifie Junetion Railway.-(Mr. White, North
Renfrew.)

SECOND READING.

The following Bill was read the second

Bill (No. 111) To provide for the winding
up of La Banque Ville Marie.-(Mr. De8-

jardinm.)

BILL WITHDRAWN.

The following Bill was, with leave of
the House, withdrawn :

Bill (No. 74) To incorporate the North-
West Colonisation Land Company.-(Mr.

SUPPLY,
XII. RAILWAYS.

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

Maintenance and Repairs.
195 Intercolonial Railway..........81,400,000

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: It will
not be, perhaps, inconvenient to the flouse
and Committee if I give some general
explanations with reference to the vote
now proposed. I do not anticipate any
very serious difficulty with this vote, as
it will be seen, taking the amount asked
for the Intercolonial and the Prince
Edward Island Railways together-
$1,586,000-that I am asking for
a vote of $647,496 less than
the sum expended on this ser-
vice in 1878-9 ; and, with that reduced
amount, I intend, not only to cover the
same service, and on which was expended
in 1878-9, $2,233,496, but also to operate
126 miles more Railway than were cow-
ered by that expenditure. Now, I may
say that the question of the large amount
of money that was required to be ex-
pended in the operation of the Inter-
colonial Railway, has attracted the atten-
tion of this House for a number of years
past. We all feel that it was very un-
fortunate that, having invested so large a
sum of public money in the Intercolonial
Railway, the country should be compelled,
in addition to that expenditure, to supply
practically, something like an average
of half a million dollars per annum
to operate the road. There was no
question that the construction and opera-
tion of the road had tended largely to the
development of the country, and that it
was a great service to trade and business.
My attention had been called to that sub-
ject very strongly before the change of
Administration, as will be seen by refer-
ence to the discussions that have taken
place in this House ; and, when called
upon to discharge the duties of ad-
ministering that Department, I held
that it was necessary to make the
most exhaustive examination possible, to
see if we could maintain the efficiency of
the road and rolling-stock, and at the
same time largely reduce the expenses. I
satisfied myself that it would be quit*
practicable to do that, and adopted the
best means in my power to inform
myself as to how far it would
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be possible to reduce the expen-
diture in connection with the opera-
tion of the Government Railways. I
have the satisfaction of knowing that
those efforts have been attended with
very marked success. I may be asked
how it is that the deficit in the operation
of the Intercolonial Railway, which had
been something like half a million for
several years preceding, was increased
during the year ending 30th June, 1879,
beyond that of any former year. I may re-
mind the Iouse that I am not responsible
for that increased expenditure to any
large extent. I may remind the House
that the management of the Intercolonial
Railway remained practically in the sanie
hands from 1st July of that year down to,
I think, the latter part of February,
1879, and that the large increase of ex-
penditure was for works that were under-
taken previous to the change of Govern-
ment, to a very large extent. I will now
briefly glance at the revenue of the road
which, as the House is aware, was con-
siderably decreased during the year,
1878-79, as well as at the large increase
in expenditure, which accounts for a de-
ficit which occurred at the end of that
fiscal year of about $716,000. In doing
so, I will endeavour dispassionately to do
justice to my predecessor, who had the
management of the Department. My
colleague, the then Minister of Public
Works, in 1873, came to the conclusion
that it was absolutely necessary, for the
economical working of the Intercolonial
Railway, that there should be a respon-

-sible officer, thoroughly acquainted with
everything, in connection with the manage-
ment and operation of the work, whose
head-quarters should be in the Public
Works Department. Hon. gentlemen
are aware that Mr. Collingwood Schreiber
was appointed, previous to the change of
Governinent, in 1873, Chief Engi-
neer of Government Railways in
operation, for the purpose of having
close and accurate surveillance from bead-
quarters over all expenditures, and every-
thing connected with the management of
the Intercolonial. A change of Govern-
ment ensued, and, although that gentle-
man was retained nominally in that office,
as is well known, his services weie
devoted mainly to the completion of the
Intercolonial Railway. I do not think
my hon. predecessor at all carried out the

SiR CHARLES TUPPEF.

design that the former Government haa
of having the control and management of
the Intercolonial Railway conducted from
head-quarters. We satisfied ourselves
then, and I am more satisfied now, that
it is þractically impossible to continue
such a vigilant supervision for such enor-
mous expenditures as the management of
these Government Railways involve,
without having the head of the Depart-
ment here in immediate communication
with the Chief Executive officer, in order
that the Minister may be from time
to time advised of everything that is
taking place, and have an opportunity of
giving, or withholding, his sanction to
the expenditures. Well, we reverted to
that system, and Mr. Schreiber was
instructed to assume the management
at head-quarters, and the staff was
reorganised in such a way as to give us
the benefit of the service of the best men
we could find in the Departnient. I am
glad to be able to say we found nearly all
the men that were necessary for the man-
agement of those works in the Depart-
ment as it was then constituted. Mr.
Pottinger, who was appointed Chief
Superintendent when the management
was changed, was a gentleman who had
been some eighteen years in the Intercol-
onial Railway service, and who had risen
step by step, until, I think, he was
regarded by his predecessor, Mr. Brydges,
as undoubtedly the ablest man there was
in the service at that time. The other
officers entrusted with leading positions
we found in the service of the Intercol-
onial, in fact I may say all those in
charge of the management and direction
of the Railway at. its headquarters at
Moncton. I will now glance at the re-
sults, and show the expenditure of that
year, which has attracted, naturally, a
good deal of attention. I am not at aIl
prepared to question the judiciousness or
propriety of a large amount of the
increase of expenditure. It was for works
which were found absolutely necessary,
and they were entereduponprevious to the
change of Government, and it became my
duty to see that they were carried to com-
pletion. The revenue for 1877-8 on the
714 miles then in operation, was
$1,378,946.78. I am contrastingthat with
the year following, which closed on 3Oth
June, 1879. The revenue for 1878-9
was $1,294,099.69, over the same length
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of road, showing a falling off in the
traflic of no less than $84,847.09. Now,
it would be discouraging to encounter
sucli a decrease in the traffic of the road
if we were not able satisfactorily to ac-
count for it, and to show that it arose from
the natural falling off in the business of
the road, and from circumstances that
were excep tional at the time. It was
largely due to the depression in trade and
business which existed all over the coun-
try, and which culminated about that
period. This depression was shown to be
general. Every way station on the road
indicated a falling off in the traffic, that is
to say, as a general rule, the through
business was not materially affected ; it
w-as largely due to the reduction in the
local business. The extremely low prices
to which iron fell in Great Britain caused
the competiticn to be so keen as
to close the Londonderry Iron Mines,
which furnished a large volume
of traffic. The blast furnace was
blovrn out, and this had furnished a
large volume of traffic in carrying coal to
the Londonderry Iron Mines, and of car-
rying the product of those mines over the
line into the Lpper Provinces, but all
that row ceased.

MR. MACKENZIE : When did it
blow out 1

Sm CHARLES TUPPER: It was
blown out a year ago ; I do not remem-
ber the date at this moment.

MR. MACKENZIE : It was atter you
had your blow out.

SIR CIARLES TUPPER: After the
change of Government, I suppose the
hon. gentleman means. I should say that
we were blown in, and the hon. gentle-
man was blown out. It is also well
known that a large source of trafic on
the Intercolonial Railway was the car-
niage of lumber and deals, but the low
.price to which deals fell in England, en-
tirely stopped the traffic. That which
was giving us a large return for the road
was lost, owing to the depression in the
lumber market in England. The price to
which lumber had fallen, made it abso-
lutely impossible to carry on the traffic
with anv success. Then the compe-
tition between the Great Western
and the Grand Trunk Railways cut
the freights to so low a figure as entirely
te stop a large amountof theflourtrade that
camae previously over the Intercolonial

Railway, and sent it by water from Ameri-
can ports, cutting off a large source of
supply in that direction. This deprived
the road of a considerable amount of traf-
fie which we had relied upon. It was
the local passenger and freight trafic that
was mîainly affected. So far as the other
traffie was concerned, it -was not so seri-
ously influenced, with the exception of
the items to which I have referred. I
arn glad to be able to say that, althougli
this depression iii business and falling off
in the receipts was so great as to make
the mîonthly returns less for several
imonths after the Rivière du Loup line
was obtained, the expenditure -was actu-
ally less over the 840 miles than it had
been in the corresponding months of the
previous year over the 714 miles. I an

glad to be able to say that a marked
change bas taken place in the trade and
business of the country and in the revenue
of the road. I do not suppose that
it would be easy to find any
better indication of the trade of
the country than the Intercolonial Rail-
way affords. You have, at every point
along the road, by the traffic returns, the
evidence as to what the condition of the
trade and business of the day is. Dur-
ing the past eight months, we have the
gratifying results of an increase ki that
period, from the commencemert of
the current fibcal year, of $49,082.69,
as compared with the receipts
of the corresponding period of the pre-
vious year. It is quite true that there
were but 714 miles in operation in
1878-79, and there are 840 miles in opera-
tion now. But as I have explained, we
were receiving, up to a recent period, a
smaller return over the 840 miles than
we were receiving in the corresponding
months of the previous year for 714
miles. We have now, I think, turned the
corner, and we have a steady and gratify-
ing increase in the traffic. The train
mileage for this period was, in 1878-79,
1,763,408 ; and in 1879-80, 1,957,489
miles, or an increase of 194,087. The
receipts per train mile, for these eight
months, in 1878-79, were 50-04c. ; in
1879-80,they were 48-45c. The volume of
traffic has largely increased during the
current year, and the cause, as I have
stated, is the improvement in trade, and
the alteration in the Tariff to meet the
exigencies of the trade. Now I come to
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the question of the operating expenses of
the road, and there I shall be able to say
that the efforts which have been made to
practice the most stringent economy in
connection with this work, have been
eminently successful. The working ex-
penses for 1877.78, for the 714 miles,
were $1,811,273.56 ; the working ex-
penses for 1878-79 were $2,010,183.22, or
an increase of $198,909.66 for the year
ending 30th June, 1879, over the year
ending 30th June, 1878. That would be
a startling exhibit if it could not be
satisfactorily accounted for. I think it
can be. I am throwing no blame upon
my hon. predecessor in connection with
the large increase during the year
1878-79. I inerely drew attention to the
fact, and I will show the House that the
causes which mainly led to that increase,
and for which I was not responsible, were
owing to the management of the late
Government, who were responsible for
them. This increase in the cost of work-
ing the Railway was chiefly for work
commenced in the early part of the year,
namely :-

MR. ANGLIN : What is the object of
giving these fgures?

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I am
showing what largely contributes to the
excess of expenditure of 1878-79 over
that of the previous year. The figures
are. additional ballasting, $2,841
additional sidings, $9,949; additional
buildings, $27,614; renewals, repairs
to bridges, culverts, etc., $38,195;
eenewals on turn-tables, $4,078; im-
proved water supply, $18,808; renewal
of sleepers, $18,381 ; gas and water at
Moncton, $11,504 ;-making in all
$131,372. These works were necessary
to put the road in a proper and efficient
condition, with the exception of the cost
of the gas and water service at Moncton,
which could have been dispensed with.
There was no necessity for that ; it was
no doubt adopted by the late Government
under the impression, and with the belief,
that it was in the intercst of the
service in that connection. I hold the
late Government responsible for the in-
creased expenditure over the previous
year. There is a very considerable
expenditure that I was obliged to incur in
consequence of the change of the law dur-
ing the last Session. It will be remem-
bered that there was an Act introduced

Sis CHiARLES TUPPER.

which provided for the raising of over-
head bridges, so as to prevent persons-
brakesmen, conductors, and others-going
on the top of cars, from being killed or
injured by coming in contact with such
bridges in passing under them. The Act
originally provided only for the raising of
such structures as were in a dilapidated
condition, or in a bad state of repair; but
it was amended in the Senate so as to
absolutely require that all structures,
whether requiring repairs or not, should
be changed .as indicated. We were,
therefore, as my hon. predecessor knows,
obliged to raise these overhead bridges at a
considerable cost. These overhead bridges
and the snowshedsalsocontributed towards
this over-expenditure, involved in com-
plying with that Act, for which I am not
holding the late Government respon-
rible. The rest of the expendi-
ture incurred as stated-the loco-
motive and car expenses, $58,180-
in excess of the previous year, was mainly-
due to the wages of a large number of
workmen, previously charged to Capital
Account, being charged to ordinary work-
ing expenses. The investigation, as I
have stated, into the whole of this mat-
ter, led me to the conclusion that it,
would be possible, without impairing the.
efficiency of the road, to introduce re-
forms and economies that would bring
about a more satisfactory state of things
in reference to the great excess ot expen.
diture over income; and in pursuance of
that conclusion, I endeavoured to obtain
the best information I could, as to how
far that idea could be carried out, so as,
while properly preserving and keeping un-
impaired the permanent way and rolling-
stock, to accomplish a large reduction in
the expenditure. I need not ask the
H ouse to imagine a more unpleasant duty
than setting about the reductirn of expen-
diture. It is a very easy matter to ap-
point parties to office, and pay them lib-
eral salaries, and it is extremely popular
thus to dispense the public money in a
manner agreeable to the recipients,
but I know how very different is the duty
of dispensing with public officers, many of
them deserving men, discharging faith-
fully the duties of their office, and I know-
how very different is the duty of reducing-
the salaries of other such men remaning
in the service. Stil I felt bound, in the
interest of the country, to, ascertain
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whether it was possible to relieve the
Treasurv from the large amount of ex-
penditure required over and above the
receipts of the road; and availing myself
of every possible source of information, I
satisfied myself that large economies
eould be effected. I therefore set about
affecting these economies, not, as I can
sincerely assure the House, in a partisan
spirit-for I could produce voluminous
correspondence to prove that I have been
assailed for showing too little regard to
the claims of friends of the Government
-but without favour or affection, with-
out reference to the political views or
opinions of the parties affected. Many
officers, supporters of or holding the
political views of hon. gentlemenopposite,
were retained, while, on the other hand,
the services of gentlemen who supported
the Government have been dispensed with,
and in a great many instances the salaries
of men who were strong supporters of the
present Administration, were largely re-
duced. I am glad to be able to say that
in the main, these reductions of salaries
have been met in the most cheerful spirit
that could possibly be anticipated by the
parties affected; and I assure the House
that no more agreeable duty will I ever be
called upon to perforin, than to restore
these discharged officers to their positions,
and to restore those who have been re-
duced, to the positions and salaries they
occupied and received before, so soon as
the result of the operation of the road
will enable us to do it, without imposing
additional taxation on the country for the
purpose. When the result is obtained,
with the cooperation and efforts of those
officers, who, with reduced salaries, are
devoting theimselves to the public service,
and assisting in effecting these economies,
who are faithfully discharging their duties
upon reduced salaries, so as to enable the
Government to balance revenue with
expenditure, it will not only be a
pleasure, but a duty incumbent upon
me to deal in a most liberal
spirit with the parties thus entitling
themselves to the consideration of the
Government. I may say in connection
with this, that although this subject was
taken up at a very early period, it was
late in the season before any great ad-
vance could be made, or before these
economies could be brought into operation;
but hon. gentlemen will find, by reference

to the figures of the current year, that the
revenue has already gone very far towards
restoring the balance between the revenue
and the expenditure of the road. The
House is aware that, in addition to the
intercolonial Railway as it stood before,
we have, under the authority of Parlia-
ment, purchased from the Grand Trunk
Railway Company the Rivière du Loup
branch, 126 miles of road, extending our
road from Rivière du Loup, where it for-
merly terminated, to Point Levis ; and
this branch was in a very dilapidated con-
dition. In the winter season it is exceed-
ingly rough, and I may say that, in refer-
ence to sonie charges and complaints
which have been made, they have
arisen from the difficulties experienced in
the operation of this portion of the road.
We have laid down seventeen miles of
steel rails upon it from the time we pur-
chased it, and on the rest of the track the
old iron rails still remain. I need not
tell the House that for niany years, sinoe
1872, no such difiiculty has been encoun-
tered in connection with the road in the
winter season as during the past winter.
Not only have there been storms of a
severe character, far exceeding anything
encountered for years back, but intense
cold sucèeeding warm weather, and vice
versa, has very seriously affected the
wheels, and, in fact, the whole
of the rolling-stock. Not only
have we had stormv weather,
and remarkable changes of temperature,
but we have had 126 miles more road to
run, and we have not been able to obtain
the rolling-stock to run it. We have bad
some half dozen engines from the Grand
Trunk Railway, but they were con-
tinually breaking down and giving trou-
ble. It was avery noticeable circumstance
that while on the rest of the road
the rolling-stock remained in good order,
that which went over the Rivière du
Loup branch was continually coming to
grief, and with a great deal of it we have
had much difficulty, many broken wheels,
and so on.

MR. ANGLIN : Was it all on that
section?

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : Not alte-
gether on that section; but there was
this noticeable fact, that there was
scarcely a wheel that broke which had not
been over that section. There was a diffi-
culty in obtaining the rolling-stock at the
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time we wanted it. The most timely pair wiii compare vervfavourably withthat
provision was iade that we could make; of previus years, tiere was a larger
but the parties contracting being behind number of cars underoing repairs in the
time, the Grand Trunk having taken their shops. The hon. gentleman wili see at
engines, and the necessity of sending once that it is reasonablp, witl 126 miles
four locomotives from the Intercolonial more road and an increas c train mileage,
Railway for the traffic of the Pein- that there shoul be a lar ,er number of
bina br ich of the Oanadian, Pacifie locomotives and cars ûnde ,oing repaira
Railway, w-hen it became necessary to as- than when theywere perforning a smaller
sume that portion of the road, placed us arount of train mileage. 1 am glad to
in very- considerable difficulty in operat- be able to show hon. gentlemen, in re-
ing this inicreased road with decreased lation to this, that the operatiag expenses
rlling-stock.or 14 miles of road i 88-7 were

MR. ANGLIN : Will the hon. gentle- $1,386,999.01. With this I an going te
man say when the contracts were let for compare eight months of the present
the additional rolling-stock? year, and 1 deduct $168,396.03 for re-

Sin CHIARLES TUPPER: The mo- newals from that amount, a charge not
ment the Rivière de Loup Section was ob- required to be made in the correspondiig
tained, the Department set about prepar- nonths this year. Deducting that sum,
ing the plans, specifications and drawings we have $1,218,602.97 as the cost for
necessary for the locomotives, in order to operating 714 miles of road for eight
obtain thern of a uniform character, and a months, frorn lst July, 1878, and the
considerable time was spent in that way. operating expenses of the eiglt Months
We were extrenely auxious to have ail of 1879-80, since lst Julv, 1879,
the locomotives of a unit orm construction, amounted to only $1,026,358.55 or
so that if any particular part gave way it $192,244.42 less, showing a great re-
could be readily replaced. duction. The operatmg expenses per

MR. ANGLIN: And that is how the train mile for the aboveeight months of
delay was caused. 1878-79 were 6910c., and those for

SIa C[ARLES TUPPER : I am 1879-80> 5243c.1 showing a very
now speaking of the delay incidental to m'rked and gratifying reclction on the
making the contracts. We asked for whole expenditure.
tiem at the earliest moment after MR. MACKENZIE : Is that calculat:
we could obtain the plans and speci- ing the whoie expenditure ?
ficatipns, so as o have various items cf SIR CHA RLES TUPPER: Yes
rolling-stock that was uniformly con- Everything lias been done to maintain
itructedn in order that the parts migoft be the rolling-stock in the greatest possible
interchangeable, and, in case sf any giv- condition cf efficiency, subjeet, of course,
irig away, repairs migit be more easiiy as I have already stated, to the great
effected. Aithougim placeo under contract strain which the hon. gentleman
at as early a date as possible, considerabe wil admit as to be taken into considerco
deiay lias occurred, and is elcurriog now. tion in the calculation of the larer
It i-s impossible for mie to earry ail the amount of work the roliing-stock *is
dates in my mid, but I can show the hon. caled upon te performi. I have
gentleman, by figuires, that the delay lias availed myseif cf every possible source
occurred ewing to the failire en the part of information to satisfy myself
of the contracter to supply the rolling- that the economy I have exercises
stock at the time require by their con- lias nt affected the eff ciency cf the road,
tracts. It is only fair that I shuld or the condition f the roiing-stock, or
show the House the difficuity we have en. t'-ie high standard cf efficiency in which. I
coumtered, se as net te have this delay franky admit I found the roadway when
appear as a shertcyming on the part it became my duty t6, administer the
cf the management cf the road. Department. The werking, expenses cf
The bon. member for Gloucester asked f nr the roa in 1877-78, during the eight
a return cf the number cf locomotives month crresponding with the perieod I
and cars in the sheps. 0f course, the previousy refered t, were $1,189,6 78. 1,
question was a very pertinent one, but the receipts for that perio s were
while the nuaber cf locomotives undEr re $920,285.38, showing a deficiency rf

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.
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$269,392.75. In 1878-79 the working
expenses for the corresponding period
were $1,386,999.01, and the re-
ceipts $890,395.21, showing a deficiency
in the eight months of $496,603.78;
while for the same period in 1879-80, the
working expenses were $1,026 ,358,55, and
the receipts, $939,478., or a deficiency
of only $86,880.55. I desire now to cal]
the attention of the Comnmittee, although
the vote is not before the House, to the
adoption of a similar policy in Prince
Edward Island. Hon. gentleman know
that,witl reference to the Prince Edward
Island Railway, we have the same diffi-
culty of an enormous deficit every year.
In 1877-78, the revenue fron that road was
$135,899.60 ; in 1878-79 the revenue was
$1.95,855.91, showing a falling off in the
traffic of $10,043.69. This falling off
was due, to a considerable extent, to the
sane causes which affected the Inter-
colonial Railway. The operating ex-
penses were slightly increased. The
working expenses for 1877-78 were
$221,599.49; for 187.8-79, $223,313.12,or
an increase of $1,713.63, making a total
deficit cf $97,457.21. Hon. gentlemen,
I think, will see that it became
essentially necessary to make an effort at
all eveLts to reduce that annual deficit,
and I am happy to say that the adoption
of the principle of cutting down salaries
to the lowest amount possible, compatible
with proper performance of the services
required, and dispensing witl every office
that could possibly be dispensed with
without impairing the efficiency of the
road, bas had the result of effecting a very
marked economy in the operation. I
may draw attention to the fact that'
the renewal of sleepers exceeded by some
31,000 the number of the previous year,
which will partially account for the in-
crease in the operating expenses. A com-
parative statement of the operating ex-
penses for the nine months ending 31st
March, 1879-80 with former years, will
also give a gratifying evidence of what
has been effected by these economies in
regard to the Prince Edward Island Rail-
way. The working expenses for the nine
months ending March 31, 1879, amounted
to $176,393.21, while the working ex-
penses for the same period of this year
was only $120,740.58, or a reduction of
expenditure of $55,652.63. The working
expenses per mile for the nine months of

1877-78 were $85.49 ; for the saine period
1878-79 they were $79.96, and for the
corresponding nine nonths of 1879-80
they were only $53.65. I have the
assurance of all the parties who are re-
sponsible to me for the maintenance of
t îe road, that everything is being main-
tainel in a thorough state of efficieincy,
and that the presenît condition of both
the roadway and the rolling-stock will
compare favourably with that at any pre-
vious period. The receipts for the nine
months ending March 31st, 1879, were
$96,561.97, while for the saine period
down to 31st March last, they were
$S4,252.71, or a decrease of $12,309,26.
Hon. gentleman will, therefore, see the
indispensable necessity of reducing the ex-
penses of the operation of the road. I
believe that for years no such difliculties
have been encountered in the operation of
the road, as during the present winter,
owing to the severity of the storms, and,
of course, that could not occur without
great interruption to the business of the
road. The result of my efforts, in the
direction of economy, I tbink, are gratify-
ing. The figures I have submitted to the
House speak for theiselves, and all I
can say to the Committee now is, that I
have exhausted every means in iy power
to satisfy myself that neither the condi-
tion of the road nor of the rolling-stock
bas suffered. Assuming that to be the
case, the Government, I think, may feel
greatly gratified at being able to present
to the bouse the state of things exhibited
in this vote-asking for the operation of
126 miles more road, with $647,496 leFs
than was expended in 1878-9. I am very
sanguine that, with the increased trade
and business of the country, of which we
have the most gratifying evidence in
every direction, and all along the Inter-
colonial, we shall see the most profitable
results from this road. While asking for
a considerable amount for this service, I
believe that, after the present year, we
may fairly hope, with the experience
of the past year, that we shall
reduce the deficit on the Interco-
lonial and Prince Edward Island Rail-
ways to a comparatively insignificant
sum. I believe we may confidently an-
ticipate that in a year the country will be
entirely relieved from any charge over
and above the amount of money received
from the operation of the roads. After
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the most careful study of the matter, I
feel warranted in stating my belief that
the period of any material deficits, or of
any deficits at all, is at an end. I am
quite satisfied that the bon. gentlemen op-
posite will feel that, instead of deserving
any censure, the Government are entitled
to the fullest consideration for their
efforts in regard to those Railways. If
the apprehensions of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site are well founded, and any reductions
in expense are made at the cost of main-
taining this Railway stock, or the road
itself in thorQugh efficiency, instead of
deserving credit, we should deserve only
censure.' Those economies were entered
upon with the full knowledge that no
more mistaken policy could be adopted
than one that would expose the Govern-
ment and Department to condemnation
on this vital point. I have done all that
was possible to assure myself that we
were running no such risk, and to satisfy
myself that I am safe in saving that in
the coming year the receipts from those
Railways will nearly, if not actually, bal-
ance the expenditure upon them.

MR. ANGLIN : Will the hon. gentie-
man give us a statement of the car
mileage?

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I shall
get that statement in a few minutes.

Mn. MACKENZIE: If the hon. the
Minister of Railways has succeeded in
saving as much money as he claims to
have saved, of course we shall give him
every credit. Nothing would give me
more gratification than to be able to give
him abundant credit in that respect. But
I must say, that the statement he has pre-
sented is exceedingly fallacious. In the
first place, I have knowledge of the state
of the stock. He assures us that the
Railway stock is as good as when he
received it at our hands. He admits the
road was handed over to him in the most
admirable order, including Railway stock*
and all appointments.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Hear,
hear.

Mi. MACKENZIE: During the en-
tire period in which I administered the
affairs of the Public Works Department,
we never got the road up to proper con-
dition till our last year of office. He
laims credit for saving a great deal where,

there was no saving at all. The stores
published in 1878-9 amounted to

SiR CnAtLzs TUPPEr.

$415,985. I give him credit, for the
whole of that year, as purchasing the
stores. We had three and a-half months
of it, no doubt, but still the hon. gentle-
man must be responsible for what-
ever was purchased outside those
three and a-half months. We pur-
chased for $485,859, there being a
decrease in the purchase of $69,063.
Th'en we had stock in hand, in 1878-9
$345,452. The hon. gentleman had stock
in band at the end of the year of $243,758,
or $110,643 less. This accounts for over
$170,000 of the amount lie claims to have
saved.

SiR CHIARLFS TUPPER : Not a
dollar of it. In the operation of the In-
tercolonial Railway, you charge it with
every dollar's worth of stores in use.
That is a mere matter of account. It
does not touch the question of the opera-
tion or expenses of the road.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gen-
tleman will not escape me in that way.
He sold a great deal of those stores, and
put the proceeds to Irevenue Accoont.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: Not a
dollar. Every dollar from the sale of
stores goes into the Consolidated Revenue
Fund ; not a dollar is used for the road.

Ma. MACKENZIE: The amount of
stores on band must be accoun ted for, and
there is no way of accounting for that de-
ficiency but this-that the hon. gentle-
man did not buy as much as we bought,
and has left less on hand than we left,
Of course it had all to be charged. Then,
during that year, no less than $105,000
was charged to Revenue which wasreally
expended, practically, on Capital Account,
for buildings and various other objects.
Then there is a sum of $210,674 for per-
manent renewals, which the hon. gentleman
gave as $168,309 ; lie has thus to account
for the difference of $42,278.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I gave
the hon. gentleman the $168,000 as the
total amount for renewals charged against
the eight months mentioned. I was com-
paring the total charges, and gave every
dollar.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle-
man will observe in his own report that
the sum is stated at $1 6,000, in addition
to which $42,378 was expended in the
first balf of this year, making the total
of $210,674, expended, too, from revenue.
The iumber of workmen we left in the va-
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rious workshops, employed wholly in buind-
ing new, or repairing old stock, was 589.
The hon. the Minister of ]Railways has re-
duced the number by 127. The reduc-
tion in wages I am not able to compute.
All this was to be deducted from the
active, recuperative power of the road.
Those men were employed in keeping up
the stock. Despite the hon. gentleman's
assurances, from the newspaper and other
accounts, 1 am convinced that the stock,
and particularly the 'engines, are reduced
very materially in comparison to its con-
dition when the present Government en-
tered office. I see frequent accounts of
accidents in consequence of the deficient
power of the engines, and this must
be so. I saw in a return that
while there was a considerable ad-
dition to 'train mileage, there was an
actual deficiency in car mileage. This
proves that each engine was able to take
a less number of cars that year than for-
merly, meaning decreased power and
efficiency of the road. Then there is a
remarkable fact about the passenger
traffic-that, although there was a larger
number carried by 21,144, there was an
absolute decrease of over $23,000 in the
amount received. The freight traffic
also shows a decrease of 11,849 tons.
The stock on hand of stores of various
kinds, at the close of 1878-9, was
$243,758. Now, in order to give the
hon. gentleman an idea of what this
means, I may tell him that the stores on
hand, when I took charge of the Public
Works Department, of the Railway,
for the 334 miles, was $350,255.
Then, Sir, for this last year, the report for
whichi we have now before us, the gross
receipts were $1,294,000, about $80,000
less than the previous year, while for a
considerable portion of the time there was
a larger mileage; but the working ex-
penses are put at $2,110,356, showing
an increase of some $209,000 over the
previous year in working expenses, and for
this year, or at least nine months of it,
the hon. gentleman was accountable. He
has given us to-night a statement of the
various works for which we are respon-
sible. I admit that we are responsible for
nome of them, but for others I do not
admit the responsibility. No doubt we
are responsible for taking the gas and
water into Moncton, though the works.
were not completed when we left offi. I

was very much surprised, when the pro-
position was made to me in the first in-
stance, to get the water in common with
the people of Moncton, from the local
waterworks. My reply was, that we had
waterworks already arranged of our own ;
but Mr. Brydges, to my surprise, reported
that, as the country was being cleared
round, he had no doubt the source of sup-
ply would soon fail, and as it was impos-
sible, with the great shops and the charg-
ing of engines and that sort of thing at
Moncton, to run the risk of a loss of
water. I entered reluctantly into the
engagement with the waterworks cor-
pany to bring the water into the7 yard. I
am surprised to hear that this was not
necessary. I would like to know from
the hon. Minister if he has that upon
authority from his engineers '1 If he has
a report from his engiieers to say that
there is no necessity for a supply of water
at Moncton i

Sia CHARLES TUPPER : I did not
say that, I think.

MR. MACKENZIE : lie said we en-
tered upon that without lthe slightest
necessity.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : No; I said
it was the only thing which did not ap-
pear to be absolutely necessary, and the
report of the engineer went to show that
the expenditure for gas and water might
have been dispensed with, as we had in-
dependent arrangements for the supply
of water. It was a new thing for me to
hear that there was any danger. The
hon. gentleman's own Government went
to a great expense to supply water to the
shops, and I thought before bringing it
two miles they understood what they
were doing.

Ma. MACKENZIE: We took the
best means to get it where we could ; but
when it was reported to me that the
water supply would fail, I made the best
arrangements I could, submitting the mat-
ter afterwards to Parliament, as the hon.
gentleman will remember. As to the
gas, I have always held that in great
workshops, gas is safer than oil, and it
was to ensure greater safety, and at no
greater expense, except preliminary ex-
penditure, that this arrangement was
entered into. My colleague (Sir Albert
J. Smith) reminds me that we are not
bound to use the gas unless we choose.
Y y impression is the price is not larger
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than $3, but we are not to pay any more
than the citizens do.

Si CHARLES TUPPER: Yes,
there is a contract.

MR. MACKENZIE: That was my
impression. As to the saving the hon.
gentleman claims to have effected, in re-
gard to the workingmen of the line, the
employés proper, I can only say that
I cannot conceive how it is possible
that the forîne-r chief manager, Mr.
Brydges, would have employed more men
than were necessary. With an experi-
enced railway manager like Mr. Brydges.
I never supposed it necessary to inculcate
the necessity of not employing more men
than were necessary, and I cannot con-
ceive how it was possible to do it if it was
done. I can understand how it is pos-
sible to dispense with men for a year or
two while the road is running down; but
it is necessary to keep up a proper sup-
ply of manual labour. As to reduction
of wages, my idea was that our men
should have, at least, as good wages as
were paid by any corporation in the
country; and it was a universal con-
plaint to myself, fron men all over the
line, that they were not obtaining such
wages as were paid by private parties. I
think the wages ranged from 80. to $1
for labourers, and I would ask what they
are now getting?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I am
glad the hon. gentleman lias asked that
question, because, while Ihave largely re-
duced the salaries of office-holders with
large salaries, the labourers have never
been reduced. The amoant paid by the
lion. gentleman was $1 or $1.10, and
that they are getting now. With the ex-
ception of a few parties, who have been
reduced fron $1.20 to $1.10, the
labourers have not been reduced at
ail.

MR. MACKENZIE: The mechanics
have been reduced.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Yes. In
round numbers I nave dispensed with the
services of 400 men. I am operating the
road to-day, and have been for the last
eight months, with 400 men less than it
was operated by the hon. gentleman, and
I am paying over $200,000 less for wages
and salaries.

MR. MACKENZIE: How much were
lhe wages reduced ?

.SiR CHARLES TUPPER: It de-

MR. MÂCmENZIE.

pended altogether on the position the men
occupied.

Mu. MACKENZIE : Jron finishers
and carpenters.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER : No re-
duction at all in them.

MR. MACKENZIE : Then there was
no reduction whatever in the mechanics.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I said I
lad saved in salaries and wages over
$200,000 a year.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentll-
man said le had reduced the mechanics.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: If I said
so, I am now informed that it is not the
case, but that they receive the sane wages
as before.

MR. MACKENZIE : Of course there
were 125 less in the shops alone, according
to this return, at the beginning of the
year, and that is accounted for by doing
less work, or only work that is absolutely
necessary f>r the maintenance of the
road. The sum and substance of the sav-
ing then is, that the lion. gentleman lias
allowed the stores to run down ; he has
purchased less and left less ; then he has
employed less men in building up the
stock of the road ; the ballasting that was
going on before lias ceased, comparatively
little lias been done of repairs of that
sort, and the road is not in anything like
as good a condition as when I left office.
This will show itself in good time,
and I venture the prophecy that unless
the road is taken better care of, when we
come next to discuss it there will be a dif-
ferent tale to tell. I am willing, how-
ever, to do the hon. gentleman ample

justice in his efforts at economy, and I
have no doubt lie lias, in many instances,
effected a judicious saving. I am willing
to give him oredit for all he claims as to
intentions and motives, but I am disput-
ing the manner in which he is endeavour-
ing to take credit for what he is not
entitled to credit. With regard to the
Island Railway, the position of the road
is this :

Year.

1876......
1877......
1878 ......
1879......

Income.

$118,060
130,664
135,899
125,815

Working Expense.

...... $214,930

...... 210,329

... ... 221,599

...... 223,313

This last year was much the worst. Tho.
hon. gentleman had no special works on
hand, that we left him, so that he is
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entirely responsible for this heavy expen- to capital, but %as included in the work-
diture, heavier than the year previous. in- expenses.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I gave the (iovernrent to straighten the road
the hon. gentleman a statement of the somewhat in various places, as large
works that were being carried ont, and curves were made wbere they seemed
which had involved that increased expen- whollv unnecessary, and steep gradients
diture. were presented where a littie work would

MR. MACKENZIE: On Prince have obviated thein. Ail tiiese expenses
Edward Island ? feu upon us in administering the road.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: Yes We bad, then, to bring up the Island
building the wharves, and a variety cf road froin the state of utter inefficiency
things. i which we found it, te a state cf efi-

MR. MACKENZIE: My recollection ciency ; and we lad to brin- Ul) the
of the filling in of the wharf was that it roads on the niainland from a state of
was nearly done. But I may say that for inefflciency and demoralisation into a
two years previous to that, we had a large state that the lon, gentleman admitted te-
expenditure in connection with the road- night was in a state cf cemplete repair
bed itself all the way. It was, perhaps, when they were deiivered over te himn.
the worst built road ever seen in America. It would be an easy matter, if 1 were
We had the Island Government to blame te go over ail the figures, te demonstrate
for that. They made the contract in a that, and it would be an easy ratter te
very loose way, and when Mr. Swinyard demonstrate that the supplies purchased
was sent by the late A.dministration to during my Administration, were pu)-
report upon the condition of the road, he chased more advantageously than they
reported upon its actual condition. The were before. It would be an easy matter
Island Government, however, claimedthat teontrast thQ price cf iron, steel, paint,
the modifications made in the contract wood, and alnost everything that was re-
were made at their own instance, and that quiredandshowthattheveostlessunderour
the contractera were te be held respon- Administration. I wiIl net trouble the-
sible for that, as it was done after Con- Committee with a comparative statement
federation teck place, se that we really althopgh e have it in under my hand. o
had nothing te do in the matter except te will content myseif with saying thatd
see whether the road was equal to the during our Administration, we endeav-
bargain as it existed at the time the Island ored te keep t heread in the highest
entered into the Confhderation. I pre- state of efficiency. We alse paid the
anme that legal position could net be dis- men properl for attending te it. If ta
puted. Therefore, we were obligred te h lon. gentleaman found that somne of these
end Frank Shanly te decide upen that 'men were paid toc high, and if lie had

ground whether the road was flnishred succeeded in effecting a saving, ad at the
accerding te the modifications enterid same time administering the asffair of the
into by the Island Government, prier ten road as well as with the other officiais.
their entering the Confederation. re and the iger salaries, I eau ony ay
made hia report, and the substance cf it that I shah be much gratified; and if e-
ail will remeber. 11e did net, however, can maintain tae eficiency of the road at
dispute the facts mentioned in a se much les expenditure tvan he nw
Mr. Swinyard's report. We had the thiks was necessary before, I sha le
famtus iron fencing, for instance, the very firat te give him credit.
which was carried ail over the Island Sin CHAR LES TUPPER: I ami sur-
by the cews and sheep who ventured te , prised the hou gentleman should mte on
cross the track. We had a great deal cf have frgotten iatters with which se re-
that te replace. We had a great cleal cf centiy Le was familiar. But it sherws,
surveying te de in order te reacl, if how difficu t it is for a person t, keep i
possible, some conclusion as te thef mid a knowledge cf things when he as
characterwpf the curves in different parts ceased te be directly engaged their
of the road. We bad te lay rails afrea management. The atatement cf th won.
su the way fro Charlottetown, te the gentleman that ad failed te take into
junction. We had te do an immente acceunt the balance between the ameut
aint cf work, which preperly belonged f stores purchase and thSe o band is
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entirely fallacious, for the reason that it
4s a mere matter of account. It does
not enter into the operating expenses of
the road at all. Stores account is charged
with everything that is purchased, it is
credited with everything that is sold.
But the road is charged merely with that
which is taken from the stores for the op-
eration of the road for the year, so that
you can buy $100,000 worth more in a
year of stores, or use that much less,
without touching the question of account
at all. It has no relation whatever to
the subject we are now discussing. Then
the hon. gentleman stated to the Com-
mittee that we had sold a large quan-
tity of stores which we used in fact in
maintaining the road. In that again
the lion. gentleman was mistaken, for
not one dollar of money received for the
sale of stores has gone into the service of
the road, but has gone into the Consoli-
dated Revenue, just as every dollar of
money received for freiglit or passengers
is not used by the Department, but goes
into the Consolidated Revenue from
which is drawn all the money ex-
pended on the rDad. lu those two im-
portant particulars in which the
hon. gentleman undertook to correct
the figures I laid before the House, lie is
under an entire misapprehension. Then
the lion. gentleman said that because I had
dispensed with 127 men, formerly em-
ployed in the shops, much less work was
being done. Why, the lion. gentleman
ought to know that lie had a large staff ot
men employed not charged against the
operation of the road at all; that lie bad
a large staff employed in constructing
cars and rolling-stock, which lie did not
charge to the expenses of the road, but to
Capital Account. The work having been
done and the account having been closed,
of course these parties should be dis-
charged. I found this great body of men
being paid the public money witlout any
necessity, when their services were not
required, when there was no work for
them to do, when there never had been
work in connection with the operation oet
the road that required their services. As
I said before, I have been able to dispense
with over 400 men, and have been pay-
ing for the last eight months, or at the
rate of over $200,000 per annum, less in
salaries and wages than the hon. gentle-'
man was, paying when the change of

Sin CHARLE TUPPaR.

Government took place, for the same ser-
vice. Then the hon. gentleman is equal-
ly unfortunate in his statement that there
has been a.decrease in the car mileage. I
have in my hands a statement for eight
months in each year, as follows --

Miles.

1876-77 ................ 10,084,551
1877-78 ............... 14,713,757
1878-79 ................ 15,380,688
1879-80 ................. 17,726,446

The hon. gentleman said the increased
cost was without any necessity, that the
road was in splendid condition. The hon.
gentleman nust remember that this in-
creased cost on the Intercolonial for the
year closing on the 30th June last, was
an expenditure for which he and his
manager were largely responsible, and I
gave him credit for the service for which
the increase was made. The hon. gentle-
man can say himself whether it was
necessary or not, but in any case lie was
responsible for it. On the Prince Edward
Island Railway there was an increased
expenditure during the same year of
$2,910.62 for sleepers, and for general
wharf repairs and increased accommoda-
tion at Summerside, $7,378. The in-
creased cost in the repairs to the bridges,
fences, etc., and which were all executed
in the season of 1878, amounted to
$8,106.54. I have no doubt that ex-
penditure was all required, but it was
an expenditure for which the hon. gentle-
man and not myself was responsible.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not know
where the lion. gentleman got possession
of the figures lie gave when he said there
was an increase in the engine mileage
instead of a decrease. -I find in his own
report that the car mileage in 1877-78
was 2,499,080 ; in 1878-79, 2,531,791, or
an increase of 32,070; while the car
mileage in 1877-78 was 22,164,816
against 21,855,441 the succeeding year,
or a decrease of car mileage to the extent
of 309,375.

Mia. BRECKEN: It was not my in-
tention, Mr. Chairman, to have troubled
the Committee with any remarks were it
not for what has fallen from the hon.
member for Lambton. The lion. member
has been pleased to characterise the
Prince Edward Island as one of the worst
and most wretchedly constructed Rail,
ways in the Dominion. I happened to
be a member of the Government at the
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time the contract was entered into. Be-
fore the Railway was completed it sub-
verted more Governments than did the
Great Pacifie Railway. I would remind
the hon. member that the Prince Edward
Island ]Railway was built at a cost of
$14,500 a mile, exclusive of land dam-
ages, so that you could not expect a
very frst-elass road for that price. I
will also remind the bon. member that, at
the instance of his political friends on the
Island, hesent down Mr. Swinyard,whowas
not an engineer, to report upon the char-
acter of the road. While I have every re-
spect for Mr. Swinyard, I cannot say that I
have much for his report ; it was con-
sidered so unsatisfactory to the public, al-
though it condemnedi the road to a
certain extent, that Mr. Laird
and his friends, although gloat-
ing over the report, found themselves
compelled to send to New York for two
engineers, gentlemen as eminent in their
profession as any that could be found in
Canada. Mr. Swinyard's report had to
be abandoned. The New York engi-
neers were Messrs. Newton and Maher,
perfect strangers to the party politics of
the Island, and eminently qualified to
form an opinion, and after having care-
fully inspected the road, reported that the
work was faithfully performed, and was
as good as could be expected for the
money. Mr. Frank Shanly was next
sent downby the hon. memberforLambton,
hoping that some fault might be found
with the work. This gentleman also re-
ported favourably of the work. I have
neither the reports of Messrs. Newton and
Maher or of Mr. Frank Shanly at hand.
I did not know that this discussion would
come up, but I remember the purport of
them, and I tell the hon. member that
there is not a word in these two last men-
tioned reports that warrant him in using
the condemnatory language lie has con-
cerning that work. '1he hon. member
has alluded, in very sneering language,
to the sharp curves and steep grades. I
ask the hon. member if, during the five
years that he led the Government and
filled the position ot Minister of Public
Works and Railways, he ever at-
tempted to reduce those curves and
grades. What he las uttered now he
knew then. If ie is sincere, and believed
that this Railway was all that he hasjust
now repreented it, and did not stir to

remove those great evils-I repeat it,
that if ie knew and believed what ie has
just stated, he was recreant to the trust
which the people and the peoples' repre-
sentatives reposed in him. He did
nothing, because I believe he knew well
that nothing was required to be done.
With regard to the wire fence, which my
hon. friend has alluded to, the. contract
stipulated for a batten fence. A proposi-
tion was made to substitute a wire fence
instead. Information with respect to
wire fences, as used in Australia on their
extensive pastures, was found in the
Toronto Globe. I was Attorney-General
and a member of the Island Governinent
at the time, and I remember well that at
the time I was delighted at the change.
A batten fence in winter is apt to collect
the snow on the track. We had then no
experience of wire fences, nor do I think
there was much then in the Dominion of
Canada. The fence was a mistake; the
wire was too light. The hon. member
says that the pigs and sheep made short
work of the fence ; that they broke and
tangled it. I have got an announcement
to make which will rather astonish this
House, but it is as true as it is startling,
and it is this : that wherever the wire
fence passed throuigh the farms of our Grit
opponents there it was much more broken
and tangled than those portions of it
which passed over the farms of Conserva-
tives. The animals that did the most
damage to the wire fence were not quad-
rupeds such as horses, cows, sheep and pigs,
but bitter and mischievous bipeds known
as Grits.- The members of the Govern-
ment made nothing out of the alteration,
it was taken up in good faith, but the
mistake was the wire was too light.

Ma. LONGLEY: I desire to call the
attention of the Committee to the claim
of Mr. Wassall, a civil engineer of good
reputation, who claims compensation from
the Government for alleged use of his
bridge patent. I fear I shall have no
other opportunity of presenting Mr.
Wassel's claim, and therefore, I will ask
the permission of the Committee, to read
a few extracts from somewhat voluminous
papers which have been placed in my
hands bearing upon this claim. I shall
then ask to have the whole correspon-
dence referred to some impartial tribunal
for adjudication, if I can secure the assent
of the hon. the Minister of Railways and
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Canals to the proposal. Here are a few
lines, underneath which I find the initials,
" C. S.," which, I presume, represent the
name of the Engineer-in-Chief of the
Intercolonial Railway:-

" We have built several bridges of old
rails, both on the Intercolonial Railway and
Prince Edward Island Railway, but whether
they are covered by the Wassal patent or
-mot I do not know.

(Signed)
"26th March, 1879.

' C. S."

This is what Mr. Wassall himself
states :-

" In the first case, the chords, posts and
braces are made of rails, in the same manner
as described and illustrated by specifications
and drawings of Patent No. 4,379; and in
the second caye, the piers or pile posts, and
castings are exactly simdar and of the same
description as those illustrated and described
in Patent No. 7,636.

"l It requires but a glance at the structures
on thelntercolonial Railway to see that whoever
designed thein must have copied my patent,
as the bridges erected are marked specimens
of efficient and strong structures--every part
of them indicating a full knowledge of
minutiæ, which could not have been possessed
by any one without actual experiments on
the strength of rails for bridge-work, or a full
knowledge of my experiments, which were
made 'several years ago, and published for the
inforuation of the public, in 1875. Mr. C.
J. Bridges is fully aware that these bridges
were erected according to my patents ; as I
cal! d his attention to the matter at the time
of their erection."

It would seem that the attention of the
Engineer-in-Chief of tLe Intercolonial
Railway was again called to this subject,
and reported as follows :

"None of the designs adopted on 'the Gov:-
ernment Railways for bridges constructed
of old rails have any resemblance to the
plans attached to the patent specifications ;
and I do not consider that Government Rail-
way bridges ae in any way covered by his
patent." July 7th, 1879."
In vie w of the uncertainty connected with
this matter, I would enquire of the
hon. Minister of Railways and Can-
als, if he would consent to have
the papers submitted to some dis-
interested tribunal for settlement ?
and if so, I think that would be, per-
haps, the best way of settling the dispute.
It seems to me that whoever is appointed
to adjudicate upon this matter should
have engineering skill. The plans and
specifications should be closely examined
and compared with the plans upon which

MU. LONGLET.

the bridges referred to haye been con-
structed. I trust that an early and satis-
factory conclusion will be reached in the
premises.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: Mr.
Wassall's claim for payment for the use
of his patent was referred by me to the
Department, and the representations
whizh I received from the Department
satisfied me that not only had there been
no invasion of his patent, but that the in,
vention, so far as we had used it, was the
invention of Mr. Archibald, an engineer
in the service of the Government. There-
fore, I was obliged to refuse to make any
payment, but I would have no objection
to take the usual course in such cases,
namely, to send an officiail arbitrator to
take testimony and report to the Govern-
ment.

MR. MACKENZIE: If you deny
altogether having used the patent I do not
see what there is to refer to the arbitra-
tor.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: As I un-
derstand the matter, both these gentlemen
claim to be the original patentees or
inventors, but Mr. Archibald, who was in
the employment of the Railway Depart-
ment, under Mr. McRae, is the one
entitled.

MR. KILLAM : That gentleman (Mr.
P. S. Archibald) is well-known to me ;
but what I have to say is, that I think
Mr. Wassall has clearly established his
claim. Ie has sbown the invention to be
of practical value, by putting it into use
on the Intercolonial Railway.

MR. LONGLEY: I do not wish to
discuss the matter. I think 1 have the
assurance of the Government that the
matter will be submitted to an impartial
tribunal. If that is so I shall be satis-
fied.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER:· Testi-
mony shall be taken and a report obtained,
and the Government, if satistied that there
is a valid claim, will take it into consider-
ation.

MR. ANGLIN: To go back to some-
thing of more public importance we should
discuss two very important questions
raised by the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways. I think he has scarcely shown
that he has not been guilty of great ex-
travagance except in the amount of sal-
aries paid to some officials, and in the
number of men employed in the work-
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shops and on the railway track. He
<:laims that he has effected a considerable
saving in the working of the Railway; but
I am not prepared to say that he has satis-
fied all of us as to his assertions in
that respect being well founded. In com-
paring his own expenditure for the last
eight months with the expenditure of the
previous eight months, Le deals entirely
with the management under his own con-
trol. It is exceedingly difficult to follow
a mass of figures read off as the hon.
gentleman read them off, and immediately,
by some sudden operation of the mind, to
test thoroughly the value of figures and
calculations of that kind; they require
time for consideration and digestion.
There are but a few of his statements
that struck me as being such as could be
replied to immediately. It was strange
that the hon. gentleman did not in his
first statement compara the car mileage.
His own report, as the lion. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) pointed out,
shows that in the year ending 30th June,
while the locomotive mileage had increased
there was a diminution in car mileage.
He asserts that during the eight months
there has been a considerable increase of
locomotive mileage. This, then, if it does
not include the mileage on the Rivière du
Loup extension, should indicate a large
increase in the revenues of the road ; but
we do not know that during this eight
nonths there was any increase of the
revenue.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Allow
me to correct the hon. gentleman. He
complains of the report; the report does
not touch the question. There is no com-
parison of the car mileage of the eight
months of this year.

MB. ANGLIN : I point out that for
the year ending 30th June there was an
increase of locomotive and a decrease of
car mileage.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : That does
not touch the question.

M. ANGLIN: It does ; for we were
naturally led from this to infer that there
was some reason why the car mileage did
not correspond with the train mileage;
and from what was said of the condition
of the rolling stock and of the road, we
were led to infer that the traj and loco-
motives were no longer ie condition
in which they ouglit to bé and that, con-
sequently, it has been found necessary to

108

diminish the number of cars, making up
each train as has been alleged.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : What
possible connection has a comparison be-
tween 1877-78 and 1878-79. and 1879-80.
Thev are two different and distinct things.
I was comparing the car mileage of the
present year with the eight mnonthts of the
previous year. To go back to two pre-
vious years can have nothing to do with
the question.

AI n. ANGLIN : Until the hon. gentle-
man made his statement we knew nothing
of the facts he then stated ; and we had
no other Report than that for the year
ending 30th June, informing us how the
road has been managed. Rather a con-
fused impression has been left on the
minds of those who listened to the hon.
gentleman's figures. If we had the whole
of the figures we could analyse them pro-
perly, and compare the increase of loco-
motive and of car mileage, and of both,
with the increase of revenue, and so form
a correct conclusion. ln comparing this
year with last year Le (Sir Charles
Tupper), compared the operations of this
year with those of a year in which
for eight and a-half months Le had the
entire control of the iRailway in his
bands. During that time a large deficit
was incurred ; that deficit was made up
in great part by a large amount expended
in those extraordinary improvements
which lie described. Amongst those im-
provements there were a large number of
sidings constructed in the Province of
Nova Scotia. It may be that the lion.
member for Lambton decided that those
were necessary.

Si CHARLES TUPPER: He did;
and they were in progress before any
change took place.

MR. ANGLIN: That shows what a
fair man lie is, and how ready lie has
shown himself to do ample justice to the
Maritime Provinces. Well, there was
that expenditure amounting to $210,000,
and there was a large sum on account of
steel rails which the late Government de-
termined to charge to Revenue Account-
not to charge it to one year, but to ex-
tend it over several years, five years, I
believe. If we deduct these from. the
whole amount it reduces the deficit very
considerably, but I prefer to take the
previous year, when the hon. member for
Lambton controlled the road for the
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whole year, We find that in that year, I salary, so also did Mr. Luttrell receive a
1877-78, the whole deficit was $432,326. handsome salary. Now, another gentle-
Now, in that year, $200,000 was charged man is supposed to do the duties of botL
to Revenue Account, and nothing is to be those gentlemen, and receives a nuch
charged to that acceunt this vear or bore- smaller salary than was given to Mr.
after; deduct that amount and the de- i Brydges. If he does do efliciently all the
ficit left is $232,326. But there is an- work of these two, I think bis salary is
other important deduction to be made. lower than it ought to be. A man in his
The hon. gentleman told us that, under position should not only have the capacity
the late Government, a large number of to direct the running of the trains, and
workmen were employed making roll- to keep the Railway in proper condition,
ing-stock, the cost of which was charged but sufficient business capacity to enable
to Capital A ccount. He omitted, perbaps him to increase the business of the road.
forgot, to state that there was also a large A Mr. Black is employed to do some
number of men employed in readjusting, work of that kind, but wliat service he
reconstructing, and repairing the rolling- has ever actually rendered we have not
stock of the roads of the Lower Prov- been informed. Mr. Schreiber is also
inces, this having been rendered necessary employed here at Ottawa to do part of
by the change of gauge of these roads, and the work formerly done by Mr. Brydges.
the dilapidated condition of nany of the If we add Mr. Black's and Mr. Pot-
locomotives and cars. The cost of this tinger's and Mr. Schreiber's salaries all
work was not charged to Capital Account, together, their travelling expenses and
but to the Revenue Account: $100,000 other charges, we may find that a very
should be credited to the hon. member considerable saving bas not been effected
for Lambton's Administration on that ac- in these larger salaries. Mr. Brydges and
count; if we deduct that amount we find I Mr. Luttrell did the work that Mr.
a net deficit of only $132,326. The bon. Pottinger and Mr. Schireiber and Mr.
gentleman bas infermed us that bis de- Black now do, and did it more efficiently.
ficit for eigbt months bas been $86,00; The hon. the Minister of Railways did eut
at that rate bis deficit will be $129,000 down the salaries of a large number of
on the whole year's operations, as against officials; and I heard of reductions that
$132,000. The deficit under the hon. did not seein justifiable. Looking at the
member for Lambton thus would show, men employed, and the salaries paid i
on the face of that statement, a saving of the Civil Service, I think it could easily
$3,000 on the whole year's transactions. be establitbed that gentlemen enployed
With regard to the stores, I do not im- on the Railway are not paid as well as
pugn the hon. gentlemnan's statement, but they ought to be. We flnd, in soine in
J was surprised at it in the way he put it. stances, the reduction perfectlyastounding.
1 was not aware that wtores were charged A reduction i one case, as shown by the
to Consolidated Revenue, and the price of statement submitted to the louse by the
stores sold credited to the Consolidated bon. Cinister of iRailwas, n as a reduc-
Revenue. 0f course tbe stores taken for Î, tion fbom $ 0 to $240. The bon. Min-
use on the Rairoad, are charged t o the ister, with somie justifiable pide, stated
Railroad: if this is the case, we should that he had never red uced the wages of the
have anotheraccount toj udge of the amount laouring men einployed on the road,
of stores used by the lRailroad. We are nor of the rmechanics. I would like to
misied by the accounts as they stand at know why it was he thouglit it fit or
present ; but at all events we know that becoming to reduce that poor man's
during the last year the quantity of stores salary to $240, an amiount on which no
on hand bas very materially decreased. iman can live with any degree of comfort
I owever, to return to the main question, f in this country. The hon. the Minister
let me say, that 1 was myselfsurprised on of Railways spoke of the falling
putting these figures together to find that off in the business of the road,
the saving has only been $3,000. I l and attributed it to Narious causes, some
thought it must be very much more than; of which sounded strangely enough when
that. Wo know that Mr. Brydges, whose | coming from that hon. gentleman. The
services were dispensed witLh by the 1 revenue declined, lie tolc us, becausw of
present Guvermnent, received a large the general depression of business, but
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that was after the hon. gentlemen opposite cuit, after ail, to save anything material
entered office and put their great National without impairing the character of the
Policyintofulloperation. In fact he admits work and service. The station masters,
that the depression of the country greatly operators, baggage masters, etc., were re-
increased during that period, as compared duced from 368 to '313 at a saving
with the corresponding months of the as is elaimed, of 820,897. 1 do not
previous year-a very remarkable admis- know that there vas auy station on
sion. I wonder if he ever stopped to the wlole une that could bave been closed
reflect that lie was uttering what, if without injury to the public. I thmk
uttered from this side, would have been two or three were closed in Nova Scotie,
stigmatised as most unpatriotic. We but that these were opened afterwards,
want much information not supplied us. owing to the public clamour which was
I cannot find that the quantity of lumber raised. I arn not aware that any more
carried on the road diminished nucb- bads were mployed at those or any
not more than 1,000,000ft. In 1877-78 other of the way stations than were neces-
it was 56,000,000ft. ; a decline of less than sary, nor, indeeddo I know where any dis-
1,000,000ft. was not very serious. The missais bave taken place; but when you
decline in the quantity of flour was only core to fieigbt porters and baggage
7,779 barrels. Altogether the decline masters, I may say that L neyer knew
was not so great as the hon. gentleman more to be emploved timu one bagage
supposes. There was a very considerable master on any train. 1 cannot imagine
falling off in the proceeds of passenger where a saving in this direction couid
traffic, although the number of passengers have been elfected witbout interfering
increased ; the decline in receipts was with the efflciency of the road. So with
$23,623, while the number of passengers regard to engine drivers and firemen
ahowed an increase of 21,000. The freight you niust bave ene driver and one
traffic shows, altogether, a decrease of tireman for every engine on the -oad.
11,849 tons. it is but natural that a Rail- More were fot required, and my i)pres-
way, newly constructed, should obtain an sion was that those men were paid
increase of business year by year, and accordin- to the ainount of work they did.
when we find it decreasing we may well Ja that not the case?
conclude that there is an extraordinary SJR CHARLES TU PPE U: Tliev were
depression in business generally. But partly paid by the work.
when we enquire into the character of M R. ANGLIN: I do not know that
the trade we ought to compare it, not mucli ean be saved by reducing their num-
with a period of depression, but with Fer. We know that the work of the
some former prosperous period. The bon. engine driver is very tryin', and that, if
gentleman ought to compare the trans- overworkec, lie nigit Le "xhausted as
action of some period since their accession to become eareless and hable to acci-
to power, with some period during the dent. There is no eri yé on the
regimé of his predecessor. The number whole road un whom more depends
of officials was reduced by the present than on tLe engine driver, or
Minister froni 119 to 104, including the more in whom vigour, intelligence and
chief engineers, superintendents and caution are more valuable, none 'Whom it
assistant superintendents, etc. That, is so dangerous to overwork. But wly
after all, was not a very large reduction. the number was reduccd, particularly if
But the amount saved altogether is stated they are paid aecording to the amount of
at $25,130, a great portion of which work done, the hon, gentleman has not
was saved by the reduction of explained. We heard last year of the
salaries. Now, while it may be extraordinary arount le so saved by dis-
possible to reduce the number of pensing with the services of the cleaner
officials employed. without any very of the locomotives. I could nover under-
serious injury to the road, by requiring stand why a person, having a large rail-
some persons to do more work than they way experience, Bhould erploy more
did previously, and by dispensing with cleaners thai io absolutely required. It
sqme work or reducing its character, and could hardly be iragined that any great
thus save some money, in the other political adratage could ho obtained by
brand of tbe service it msy be very diffi- the retention of twenty, tairty or forty
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engine-cleaners, more or less. It would or left to chance. Good management
be the sheerest extravagance on the part does not restrict itself te t1ie smallest
of a man in the position of Mr. Brycges, number possible for the performance of
who must have known ho- many cleaners such work; it makes due provision for
ought to te employed, to retain a single emergencies wbich, when they occur,
man more than was necessary. I have require extra force. This provision las
heard it said by those who happened to been neglected in the recent reductions,
look at the trains pass on the road, that and this 1 cannot consider a wise course.
this work of cleaning does not appear at The present Condition of the track, s0
present to be done eficiently, that every- much rougier than was noticeable a yeàr
thing about the cars seems to be looked ago, muat be attributed to the unwise re-
after less carefully than in former years. ductions in the number of the trackmcn.
It is very probable that, as those large The hon. the Minister of Railways may
reductions have been made in the number accept what statement ho pleascs from
of cleaners, the statement is too true. the superintendents and tic other
Some labour was saved, no doubt, by officiais; they may endeavour to persuade
painting the brass-work upon the tlemselves first, and afterwards the hon.
locomotives of freight trains, and similar Minister, that the reductions were proper
changes throughout. Even to deal with and economical, and that the road has not
this matter in the spirit in which the suffered in consequence of the reduction;
kon. gentleman bas aivays spoken of but let me tel 1dm that tc e voice of the
cverytliig done by ,the late Govern- p)ublie intcredtc in the thailway Unani
ment, I miust Say Inat this is one of the mously pronoinced to the contrar-that
most iepatriotic acts that the Ministerial the universal opinion is, that the
policy could have been guilty of. It is track f t c Iec tercolotiial is not in
one0 cf tie strongest possibTe declarations as good or smooth a condition as
that te Dominion is poverty-stricken m it was a year and ahalf ago, when

aand reduced to the direst possible straits, h took control of it. We come next to
s no long,,er able to indulge any pctty thc number of mechanits, carpenters, and

feelings of pride on its railwas, suc h as others employed in te workslops. Ta
keeping tic brass work of its locomotives hon gentleman said hes predecessor had
lean and bright. As hon. gentlemen a large number of men employed on roll-

Op te would say, that was a saving, but ing-stock, charged te Capital Account.
a most unpatriotic saMving. With regard The number of men eiployed on the
to the section lahourers and section l are- rolling-stock, chargeable to Capital Ac-
men, al experienced in t w anayesp enof cout the late Minister of Railways re-
of railways must know the number of duced as the supply of rolling-stock
isen absolutely requirc d te keep the became sufficient. e did not discarge
track in proper order; wiere tic work is ah those men at once. lie did not think
heavy, the number employed must be e would be justifid in throwing some
larger than where it is light. Unfor- tirc e or four hundrd mca ot of em-
tunately the traffck of the Intercolonial pioyment at a momentns notice, but h
is not se heava as we would all like to sec discharged thm gradually. Tc number
it, stilli it is considerable, and no one can was ary considcrably reducd, and it
doubt that Mr. Brydges, when hie organ- would have been furtier reduccd, even if
sed the service, mployed for xactly tis there had becn no change of Govcrnent,

-work thc number of mcn that should be but it would net have been reduced, 1 be-
employed and ne more. I think it ieve, te the prescnt low standard. I find
would be impossible te point te a y a retunn funnished upon my own me-

lingle instance in which lic cm- tien, tit the whole nuber su mh asm-
ployed superfluous workmen for this ple d on these workshops, Ist Octeber,
service. t is statd that of 624 bands shortly after the on. gentleman toek
employed in tus service wanthe changef office, was 589. It was ncreased frum tst
Govennmcnt eccurrcd, it bas been reduced October te December te 605. Thc hon.
to 449. These mco were taken off work gentleman may be able te exp-in why
which was of the greatcst possible imprt- this increase thek place in a num-
ancek it being of the grkatest possible ber alrady tee large, an after the

ecessity that nthlg sheuld be neglected bon. member for Lambton had been
MR, m.u msLIN.
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reducing it. Since, however, the number
bas been reduced to 462 ; the result has
been undoubtedly unfavourable to the
road and the rolling-stock. The whole
number, as given by Mr. Schreiber, was
720, reduced to 593. Although the hon.
Minister knew last Session that the 120
miles of railway from Rivière du Loup
were to be added to the Intercolonial,
and he had ample time to prepare, lie now
tells us that one of the reasons why so
many accidents have occurred on the
Intercolonial is, that the rolling-stock bas
been overstrained in consequence of this
additional service having been under-
taken, and the impossibility of lis obtain-
ing sufficient additional rolling-stock. He
leased six locomotives from the Grand
Trunk Railway, which he described as
not only not in good repair, but incapable
of doing the proper amount of work.
People do say that these are not the only
wheezey, feeble locomotives on the Inter-
colonial, but that a large proportion of
those on the road are in a very bad con-
dition indeed. I moved for a Return
showing the number of locomotives and
cars requiring repairs on ist Febru-
ary. I do not know if the Return
for 1878-79 was then asked for.
But I find the Return embraces three
years. Against this nobody can have
any objection. On February lst, 1878,
there were twelve locomotives requiring
repair; in 1879, when the hon. gentle-
men opposite were in power there were,
twenty requiring repair; on 1st Feb-
ruary last, twenty locomotives, seven
passenger cars, fifty box cirs, eighty-
seven platforni cars, and sixty-nine hop-
pers were awaiting repair. The want of
those loconotives, ani, perhaps, passenger
cars, is of the greatest importance. The
whole nuimber of locomotives is 108, and
twenty of tiese were in the workshops
waiting or receiving rcpairs. If rumour
speaks correctly, there were no less that
thirtv or forty loconiotives more that
ought to bave been in the shops receiving
repairs. It is said that the number of
cars in each train lhas been reduced on
account of the inefficiency of the lco-
motives, and I bulieve such is the fact.
The bon. gentleman conplains of want of
sufficient locoiotive power. We might
ask why those men who wereý dismissed

ere not employed in putting in a
proper state of repair those locomotives

and cars which required repairs when there
were workshops and machinery for that
purpose I and why, at the same time, a
large number of men were standing idle
waiting for employment ? The lion. the
Minister of Railways held a similar posi-
tion toward the railways in Nova Scotia
several years ago. If I remember right,
while he was in Opposition, lie launched
on the Province a project of economy
similar to the one be launched upon this
Dominion when in Opposition in this Par-
liament. He appealed to the people of
Nova Scotia to put him and bis friends
into power on the strength of bis promise
to economise in all branches of the public
service. They got into power, and the
people expected they would make some
attempt to carry ont their pledges to
economise. It bas been charged that the
hon. gentleman forgot very much, after he
got into power, of what lie had promised
while in Opposition. During bis Admin-
istration economy, as lie understood it,
was carried out on the railways of Nova
Scotia, and the older members of this
House know what the sum total of that
economy amounted to. Year after vear-
after Confederation-several hundreds of
thousands of dollars were voted ly the
Parliament of Canada in order to put
those roads into something like fair work-
ing order. I knowthatwbile tlie hon.nem-
ber for Cumberland mnanaged those roads,
the trains crept over them very slowly;
and the rattle of the rails was somietling
like the tumbling down of a pile of scrap
iron in some old junk shiop ; everything
was loose and shakey, and evervthiing was
tboroughly mn down. I had hoped that
the lion. gentleman alad lerned wisdom
from his attemnpts at econoiiy in Nova
Scotia, and that lie would not attenmpt to-
impose upon tis Dominion a simnilar
scheme. The lion. gentlernan blaned
the contractors for not furnishing rolling-
stock at an earlier period. I vutm-ed to
ask the hon. gentleiun wihen[ the con-
tracts were awarded, and, iisýtead of
answering me, he proceeded to dilate at
lengtl upon the difficulties he bad ex-
perienced in preparing for the letting -of
these contracts. There was no reason in
the world w'hy those preparations may not
have been made unnths before; no
reason why the hon. Minister shîould have
waited until the Rivière du Loup road
was actually transferred to the Govern-
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ment and the deeds were actually signed,
because lie knew well, last year, when he
took the vote, that there would be no
difficulty about closing the negotiations
with the Grand Trunk Company, who
wanted much more to sell that piece of
road than we to buy it. The lion. Minis-
ter should have provided in time a
sufficient quantity of rolling:stock
for that road. I think these
contracts for locomotives were only given
out about the end of January last.
I think r. Fleming, of St. John, ie-
ceived a con tract then for nine or ten lo-
comotives. The hon. Minister knew
weil when lie gave the *ontract to Mr.
Fleming that the latter could not be ex-
pected to turn out those locomotives within
a few months. There are, in the United
States, establishments which turn out a
locomotive every day, but the hon. Minis-
ter must know that no establishment in
Canada could produce locomotives at that
rate. I cannot imagine that Mr. Fleming
would undertake to deliver nine
or ten locomotives within less
than nine or ten months. Mr.
Chairman, I have dwelt at some
length on these matters, because in the
earlier part of the Session I drew atten-
tion to the.fact that the rolling-stock had
greatly depreciated; and I drew attention
to the fact that many accidents had taken
place upon the road. I am sorry to say
that many other accidents have since oc-
curred upon that road, and I doubt, if on
any other road in North America which
bas, pretentions to be a a first-class road,
so many accidents have occurred in so
short a time.

MR. MACKENZIE: How was Mr.
Schreiber paid I

S1R CHARLES TUPPE'S : Mr.
Schreiber was appointed in 1873.
His salary was charged to the
direction of the Interaolonial Rail-
way on which he was mainly engaged.
A year ago we carried his salary into the
Civil Government, and it appears in the
appropriations.

MR. MACKENZIE : I notice it was
not in the statement brouglit down last
Session. All the other salaries were
there, but riot his.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : He was
engaged in the capacity for wliich he was
appointed in the Department in 1873.

âIR. MACKENZIE: I neglected say.
MR. ANGLIX,

ing I was not aware until this evening
that Mr. Schrieber was appointed to take
charge of the management and working
of the Railway. I suppose it was solely
an engineering appointment.

SIR CHARLES T UPPER: Not at
al]. Not at al]. The appointment dis-
tinctly stated that lie was Chief Engineer
of the Government Rail ways in opera-
tion, in contradistinction to being Chief
Engineer for the construction of that
Railway.

MR. MACKENZIE : lie has been
more than Chief Engineer; he has
been General Manager, but that did
not appear. Tnere was nothing in the
Order appointing him, that I can recollect,
that indicated anything further than
engineering services.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: That was
the intention at any rate.

Mi. MACKENZIE: 1 have nothing
to say against Mr. Schreiber. 1 believe
him to be all the hon. gentleman stated-
a most efficient public servant.

S1R CHARLES TUPPER : It will
not be necessary for me to detain the
Committee long in respect to any remarks
made by the lion. gentleman from Glou
cester (Mr. Anglin) because he was good
enough to reply to them himuseif. The
fitst and last part of bis speech furnished
the refutation to each other. He under-
took to show that the economy is $3,000
per annum. If that be true, if there is
only a saving of $3,000 per annum, it
ought to relieve the lion. gentleman's
mind as to the great deterioration of the
rolling-stock. There cannot be any im-
portant deterioration in either the road
or the rolling-stock, if there is only a
saving effected of $3,000 a year. The
hon. gentleman has wasted his time in
deploring that there was a depreciation of
the road, or that the rolling-stock was
becoming insufficient. The fact remains
that, at this moment, the economy effected
enables us to perforai the sane work
with 400 men less, and a decrease of
$200,000 a yeur in salaries. There is no

getting over that. Now, the bon. gentle-
nan says that the number of men was in-
creased between the time of the change of
Government and the month of Deeember,
1878. I may state to the hon. gentleman
that the management of the Intercolonial
Railway remained in the hands of the'
party in whose hands it had been placed
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by the late Governnent, and ho was en-
tirely responsible for it. I did not inter-
fere in the least degree with the then
manager of the Intercolonial Railway, un-
-il I was prepared to release him and
reorganise the whole Department. The
.alaries of those men I charged to the
operation of the road, which had formerly
been charged to Capital Account, closed
before 1st July, 1878, and I found the re-
markable fact presenting itself, that there
was an increase in the amount paid for
salaries between lst July and 17tli Sep-
tomber, 1878, of over 18,000. I shall
not undertake to show that the theu
manager of the road was a very able man,
as undoubtedly lie was. Under these cir-
-cumstances, I would like the hon. gentle-
nan to account to the House for the
increase in the expenditure between
1st July, 1878, and 17th September of
the same year, of $8,000, when the whole
work of about 100 of these men, who bad
been engaged in the construction of cars,
was completed ; the work was over, but
they were kept on the pay roll. That
fact satisfied me that there was great reck-
lessness in the expenditure.

MR. MACKENZIE: Did the hon.
gentleman ever call Mr. Brydges to
account for this particular thing ?

S1R C HARLES TUPPER : I took
the best means to show my estimate of the
management by the course I adopted. I
did satisfy myself that there was great
extravagance in keeping these extra men
employed when their services were
not required ; in making, unasked
for, increases of salaries, and when
the management of the road was
such as required a radical change.
The hon. gentleman who bas just taken
his seat will, perhaps, be a little surprised
to learn that in March, 1879, under Mr.
Brydges' management of the road, there
were ninety-two wheels broken, or one
wheel for every 17,760 miles run.

SIn ALBERT J. SMITH: Mr. Bryd1ges
was not manager of the road in 1879.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: He was
manager of the road up to February,
1879. In February, 1880, there were
ninety wheels broken, or a wheel to
-every 28,992 miles run. I will now take
the month of January, 1877.

Mi. MACKENZIE : Take March,
1878. The hon. gentleman is not capable
of being fair.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER: I will
give the bon. gentleman March, 1877,
during which month there were ninety-
one wheels broken;.for March, 1880, there
were only niriety wheels broken. The
fact is that the number of wheels broken
in 1877 was in excess of those broken
during the present year.

Mi. MACKENZIE: What I desire to
obtain is the number of accidents that
have occurred, and the causes that have
produced them. The hon. gentleman
stated, for instance, when there was an
incidental discussion on this subject some
weeks ago, that there was not a single
passenger's life lost upon the Railway
during last year. It was true there was
not a single passenger's life lost, but there
were nineteen lives lost against twelve
the previous year. There is no necessity
for making stateinents that are not com-
plete, and the statement of the hon.
gentleman with regard to the number of
wheels broken cannot be regarded as a
complete one.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I will
give the hon. gentleman all the figures I
have. The first part of the statement is
witi regard to the number of wheels
broken. In 1875-6 there were 108 car-
wheels broken; in 1876-7, 461 ; 1877-8,
350; 1878-9, 351; and down to the end
of February this year, 261. That is all
the information it is possible to get in
relation to this, and it shows that the
impression that there bas been an undue
number of accidents, or more than the
usual number of car-wheels broken during
the present fiscal year is a misapprhen-
sion. Then, I can give the hon. gentle-
man the number of wheels broken to
-miles run in themonthofFebruary of each
year. In February 1877, there was one
broken wheel for every 9,464 miles run ;
in February, 1878, one wheel for every
19,449 miles; in February, 1879, one
wheel for every 23,681 ; in February,
1880, one wheel for every 23,709 miles.
A similar statement for January shows
that in 1877 there was a broken wheel
for every 12,395 miles run; in 1878, one
wheel for every 24,823 miles; in 1879,
one wheel for every 33,897 miles; in
1880, one wheel for every 33,161 miles.
That is the fullest information I ara pre-
pared to give the hon. gentleman in this
regard.

MR. HADDOW : I would like to re-
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mind the hon. the Minister of Railways,
of the petition presented to him last year
from the inhabitants of that section of
Belledune, lying between the stations of
Jacquet River and Belledune, on the In-
tercolonial, where there is already a flag
station, and where the petitioners desire
that a siding may be also placed. It is
a district where considerable quantities
of oats and potatoes are produced, and it
is desirable that they should have every
kility afforded for shipping their pro
duce. I also desire to call the attention
of the hon. Minister to the need there is
for a freight house at Eel River Station,
a building costing about $200 would
answer all purposes at present, and would
be a great public convenience. It is a
station only about half the distance from
Dalhouise town where the Dalhouise
Station is, and from it there is a great
deal of passenger and freight traffic
in connection with the accommodation
and freight trains of the Intercolonial,
but there is no freight house in which
anything may be stored. Another sub-
ject to which I would also like to direct the
attention of the hon. Minister, is the rates
of freight between Montreal and Resti-
gouche. Two weeks ago a through rate of
sixty-five cents per 1001b. was asked on dry
goods, and about fifty cents on hardware,
and though the same might be taken to
Quebec for ten cents per hundred pounds
by the Occidental line, the Intercolonial
-would charge sixty cents per hundred
froi Point Levis. These rates, it must
be admitted, are very excessive, and can
only tend to cause shippers to look for
other means of forwarding. I would like
to ask if it is the intention of the Gov-
ernment to restore to the Intercolonial
workshops at Campbellton, the machinery
and workmen removed from there somne
time since. I am sure it nust have
proved a very convenient place for car-
rying on the work, and I hope the Gor-
ernient will sooii see their way clear to
have the works kept up there as in times
past. The lion. M inister vilIl remeiber
that I had some communication with iimin
some time ago regarding two oxen killed
on the line between Dalhousie and Camp-
bellton, for which the owners have not
been paid. They got on the line froi
land not owned by the owniers of the
animais, and for that reason the super-
intendent refused payment for the loss.

MR. HADDOW.

There was no fencing on that part of the
line at which they got access, and the
owners of the oxen are told that, according
to law, they cannot recover, because the
animals got on the line from a neigh-
bour's land.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is the
law.

MR. HADDOW: The hon. ex-Minis-
ter says that is the law. Well, if it is so,
I think he will agree with me that though
it may be law, it does not seem like jus-
tice. If the animals had got on the line
from the lands of their owners, then I
conclude that compensation would have
been recoverable. I trust the hon. Min-
ister will see that justice is done in the
matter, and that, while seeking to carry
out a system of increased economy on the
Intercolonial, ho will not allow the set-
tiers along the line to be treated unfairly.

SIR CHARLES TJPPER: It would
be impossible to effect any reduction in
the expenditure if the Government were
to erect stations and sidings at every re-
quest that is made. The Government de-
sire to give every convenience necessary
to do the business of the country, but not
to increase stations and sidings j ust for a
little increased convenience of parties,
without effecting additional traffic, be
cause every additional station established
interferes with the operation of the road,
you have to stop so many times more,
and it lengthens the time of miaking
the through distance. I will again
lok into the subject. It is very
unpleasant to be compelled to refuse ap-
plications lor increased station accommo-
dation, but it cannot, bc avoided. The
stations are five or six miles apart, and
there may be halif a dozen persons between
thîem wbo would like to have increased
station accommodation. A station does
not mean merely the cost of putting up
the building, but it ieans, ini addition, a
large annual cost of nintaning it,,and
in emploing station atrs, and so forth,
in conn ection with it. Wherev er we ind in-
creased station accomimoda tion neCcessary te
do the business of th ndei, nd tliat it vill
inerease thie tratfi, we provide il. Vith
reference to cattle killed on the lne, if the
investigation of the ofiicers of the Depart-
nient shows that there is a just claimi, we
pay it ; but if tiey are satisfied that there
is no legal clain, we refuse; and in cases
of doubt, I bave the case referred to the
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hon. the Minister of Justice t
upon it. There are a great man
hardship, undoubtedly, as far a
duals are concerned, especia
instance, in cases of fire, where
is burnt owing to sparks flying
locomotives; if the spark-arreste
proper condition, and if it is on th
tive, the Government are not i
though it may be clearly establis
the burning took place throug
from the train. If cattle are al
stray at large and get on the
owners must take the responsi
they get on the line from the own
property, and if it is owing to
lect of the Railway Departme
the Government are obliged
The practice is-where there
doubt, or where the part
not satisfied-to have the
referred to the Official Ar
who proceed on sworn testimon
port to the Departn.ent, and, in
where the Government are liable,
no hesitation in rendering satisfac
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o decide reason ihat these parties are insured by
y cases o an Insurance Fund.
.s indivi- SiR ALBERT J. SMITH: Was he
lly, for insured ?
property SiR CHARLES TUPPEJ: I am just
from the now teld that the insurance is against
r is in a accident, not against deatb, and in that
e locomo- case 1 shah give the matter as liberal a
iable, al- construction as possible. He was a very
hed that valuable officer; lis death was a very
h sparks unaccountable one. There was no reasen
lowed to why he should go on to the top of the
line, the car, and he was perfectly aware of these
bility ; if two bridges net having been raised.
er's own MR. McKAY thought there was a sum
the neg- paya«Ue under the insurance at death.
nt, then He aise calied attention to the fact that
to pay. the Governmeut Railway made an agree-
is any ment to pay in a sum of nlney, and the

ies are men had a certain sum taxed off their
matter wages ceming te about $8,000, but the

itrators, Goverument had net carried eut their
y to re- part of the agreement.
any case Sm CHARLES TUPPER premised
there is te look into the matter. The fund bad,
tion. however, proed qaite adequate te the

MR. McKAY said lie thought the law demanc npen it.
was strained too much in favour of the
Railway in deciding that they were not anieunt subscnibed by the men sheuld be
liable when the cattle went on the line reduced.
froi a neighbour's land. He knew of Mn. SNOWBALL: I asked for the
one case where payment was refused in
which a cow hopped 'on to the roof Intercolonial Tailway early in the Ses-
of a snowslied adjoining the owner's land, sien, but they have net been furnished
and falling down on to the track was te the fouse te t'e present time. The
killed. lion. member for Restigouche (Mu. Had-

\R. MACKENZIE said he thought dow> as, hewever, referred te the high

cows should not go on to the roofs cof a te eu>in oî* tereine
houses. 1as aet o))kl ftietei

lieues.rates that bave been chiarged during- the
SiR ALBERT J. SMIT called at- past fail aid winter. The rate of freight

tentiGn to the case of Mr. Linghan, on fleur, fin Tor'>nto and Western On-
killed on the Railway soine six weeks tarie, vas during thls fahl frem
ago, leaving a father, and, lie thought, a p
mother, wlio hiad been dependent upen Imust b adMitted tat this is an extreme-
bim for their support, and be (Sir Albert ly igl rat eiand cyl net be ei sorced ifi
J. Srnith) wisied te kneoR if anythi. SLere nOt for the duty ixnposed on
woulc! be donc fer thîern by the (fovern- Rlson,. bth lien n con rl, they
ment. 1 tre teld tse rates are fixed by tie Grand

SIR CHARLES TTPPEJi: Unfortu- Triik an d m eter Read-g Whoever is te
nately, aitheugli every possible eflbrt was b1 a, thie suet is cause of great cin-
made te clane tie oerheadr bridges, tie plaint and onte If it -as net
work* haviing already coiiinsieed, thes-e for- tihis dalts h f avc. pto bartel iposed
were twe of tlein net yet raised wien the uder thae ha l be ie, a e doul buy
frost set iii - ari this comiuctor, liobody 1 ip the Unted State.s arkets. o for
knowing, why, went ou te the top cf the instance, io Toventbr Wast, wliern we
car, where h met bis death. There ins bergt largely for winter stok. Floeur
been ne dam on the Departmet, for t f ls P5.50 er iarr in New laork, and
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only $5.35 for the same quality in Toron-
to. The duty, if imported from New
York, is 50c. per barrel, and the
freight and charges 37c., making the total
price, if brought from New York, $6.37.
Now, if imported from Ontario, the first
cost was $5.35, and summer rate of
freight 65c., making total cost $6. If
this was the freight from Ontario, we
would not have nothing to complain of.
As soon as this occurred, the railway
companies advanced the rate of
freight to $1, making the Ontario
flour cost $6.35 per barrel. We do com-
plain that this duty enables railway
companies to impose on the people of the
Lower Provinces. The Maritime Pro-
vinces import from 900,000 to 1,000,000
barrels of flour annually, and the duty en-
ables the railway companies to impose
from 40c. to 50c. per barrel extra freight,
making a tax of fron $400,000 to
$500,000 on our people each year. The
farmers of Ontario get no portion of,
or benefit from, this tax. The Treasury
of the Dominion gets no benefit from it.
The comumers have it to pay, and it is
taken from them by railway com-
panies. The subject demands the serious
attention of the Minister of Railways.
With a thousand milesot railwayunder his
control, he should be able to remedy this
by putting pressure on the railwavs with
-which he connects. Hon. gentlemen
seem to doubt the fact of 900,000 barrels
of flour being used annually by the
Lower Provinces. The quantity has
been carefully ascertained, and I
assure them this quantity is correct.
The hon. Minister tells us that he dis-
charged over 100 niechanies because there
was no employment for them, and that
the country saved a large sum by their
discharge. When there were twenty loco-
motives in the workshops awaiting re-
pairs in February, 1879, and also in
February, 1880, against only twelve in
1878, and while these twenty locomotives
were awaiting repairs, and short of
mechanics to repair them, the Govern-
ment actually had seven locomotives
hired from the Grand Trunk to assist
in doing our work, and poor, wheezy
locomotives they were, if report is correct,
and I hope this will receive the attention
of the hon. Minister, with regard to
the twenty locomotives that the Return
brought down states are undergoing re-

ME. SNoWBALL

pairs. At the workshops at Moncton,
which are supplied with the very best
machinery, there is everv facility to do
the work required for the Intercolonial
Rilway. The hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways has told us that the locomotives
should be as nearly as possible alike,
each piece of one fitting the other, and
this causes delay in getting them con-
structed. Where then is the place to get
theni done better than in the Govern-
nient workshops, where they have every
tool requisite, and which were procured
at a great cost to the country.
Now, these twenty idle locomotives repre-
sent a cost to this country of about
$200,000, and should not be unem-
ployed, when we are paving $100 per day
for others to take their place, and our
mechanics leaving the country to ges
work. I would ask the hon. the Minister
of Railways how many locomotives have
been condemned during the last two
years, and if the condemned locomotives
are included in the twenty lie tells us of,
as the country believe, that including
those condemned, there are more than
that number.

Several HON. MEMBERS: Question,
order.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
protested against the unseemly interrup-
tion.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I hope
this interruption will cease at once. It is
very important that hon. gentlemen
should have an opportunity of stating
their views on important subjects of this
kind. I am not able to say how many
locomotives were condemned within the
last two years.

Ma. SNOWBALL: I am told there
are locomotives on the Intercolonialnot put
in use of late years, and I would like to
know if they could not, with reasonable
repairs, be used again ? I believe they
could. While they need repairs the
workshops are idle, and inany of
our mechanics are leaving the
country; and we are using Grand
Trunk locomotives that are worse
than our own. In reference to the
rails, the Minister of Railways has
told us he has given us every informa-
tion, even to the names of the makers, as
trackmen get the makers name from
each rail that breaks. If he ever ex-
amined the matter, he would have found
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that it is most difficult to ascertain the
maker by looking for the names on the
rails, the letters, in many cases, being so
imperfect that such information is not
to be implicitly relied on. To justify
the many accidents by breakage of car
wheels lately, it is said that as many
broke under the late management, but it
makes alil the difference in the world
whether the wheels break when the cars
are on the road and in motion, or if flaws
are detected by proper inspection in the
yards, and broken there, as was the case
years past. In the latter case, defects
were discovered in time, and we had the
breaks, but no accidents, as at present.

SiR CHARLES TUIPPER : I think
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Snowball) a lit-
île unfair in endeavouring to represent
that there were more locomotives in the
shops than I stated. I have shown that
when Mr. Brydges was in charge of the
road and works, and had 400 men more
than I have, the sane number of loco-
motives were in the shop, for repair as on
the lst February this year. What, then,
are the hon. gentleman's criticisms worth ?
With $200,000 more paid for salaries
and wages than at present, there was the
same number in the workshop on the 1st
February, 1879, as at the same date in
1880. What then have hon. gentlemen
t3 complain of ? I have stated we are
running 840 miles of railroad instead
of 714, as last year ; that we
had not enongh rolling-stock, and
had to hire six locomotives from the
Grand Trunk, very inferior though they
were, and constantly breaking. We
changed four locomotives from coal-bur-
ners to wood-burners, and sent them even
to the Pacific ; so, by a fair comparison,
there were many less in the shops this
last winter than in the year before. The
evidence is all against the statement that
the rolling-stock is running down, and as
to the through rates from the west, they
are made by the Grand Trunk ; we have
not the power to make them. All the
efforts we are capable of to obtain the
most reasonable rates from the Grand
Trunk, w- put forth. Any reductions
that eau be made call forth our efforts ;
any apparently excessive charge we at
one bring to the notice of the Grand
Trunk, to get the rate made as low as
possible, consistently with the interests of
the road. In fixing the rates, the Grand

Trunk, Great Western, and all the rail-
ways are influenced by the water-compe
tition. Where there is no such com-
petition, their rates are higher. It is
beyond our power to correct that practice.

Vote agre.d to.
196 Prince Edward Islandl Rilway. $186,000
197 Cana-ian Pacific Railway...... 200,000

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported.

House adjourned at
Thirty minutes after

Twelve o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

fonday,

The Speaker
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

26th April, 1880.

took the Chair at Three

BILL INTRODUCED.
The following Bill was introduced and

read the first time:-
Bill (No. 113) To authorise making certain

investigations under oath.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

DOMINION N\OTES ACTS AMIENDMENT
BILL.

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.
FIRST READING.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I have
to ask you, Mr. Speaker, to leave the
Chair, that the House may go into Com-
mittee of the Whole to consider the fol-
lowing Resolution :

" That it is expedient to provide that the
amount of Dominion Notes issued and out-
standing, at any one time, may be increased to
$20,000,000, provided that the Finance Minis-
ter shall always hold for theredemption of such
notes an amount, in gold, or in gold and Do,
minion securities guaranteed by the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom, equal to no )esu
than 25 per cent. of the total amount of such
notes then outstanding, and that at least 15 per
cent. of the total amount of such outstanding
notes shall be so held in gold; and the state-
ments to be published by the Finance Minis-
ter, under the eighth Section of the Act 31 Vict.,
chap. 46, shall show distinctly the amount so
held by him in gold and guaranteed securities
respectively."
The nature of the existing law is well
known to the House. At the same time
I desire to call attention to it, and the
changes proposed, as well as the effects
that will be produced by these changes.
Under the law, as it stands at present, all
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Dominion Notes, up to $9,000,000, are re- 'ernment had at their disposal £2,100,000
quired to be secured by 25 per cent. specie, sterling of guaranteed debentures, but
requiring for the first issue of $9,000,000, £1,500,000 was placed upon the market,
$2,250,000 in specie ; for the next and we still hold the balance £600,000,
$3,000,000, 50 per cent. in specie, or and these we purpose holding under
$1,500,000 ; and for $400,000 issued in the provisions of our proposed Bill.
excess of the $12,000,000, dollar for dol- Then, in addition, the House will observe
lar is to be held in gold, making over by the Bill,it is provided that debentures
$4,000,000 in all. The proposals of the should be issued for the balance, whatever
Government, as presented by this Reso- it may be, of notes put into circulation,
lution, is to take authority to issue those debentures to be made available
$20,000,000 of Dominion currency and should they be required. I do not think
the issue to be limited to that sum, at that will happen, however, because dur-
present there is no limit to the issue. It ing the Administration of hon. gentlemen
is the purpose of the Government to opposite, and down to the present date,
limit the total issue for the first year to there bas never been a period when the
$i6,000,000, and reserving the additional banks bave had less than $3,400,000 of
$4,000,000 to be issued later on. Government deposits, and they now reach
The Bill will limit the increased $12,000,000. It is scarcely to be ex-
issue of $4,000,000 per annum ; pected that the deposits remaining in the
and it is provided tbat 25 per cent. banks will be under $3,000,000, at any
of the amount of the notes in circulation time these deposits will be available for
shall be held in gold or Dominion guar- the purpose of meeting any demand that
antees, 15 per cent. at least in gold, and may be made upon the iReceiver-General
the remaining 10 per cent. to be covered for gold. The average circulation in $1
by guaranteed Government securities. and $2 notes, last year, was from
Should the issue be increased to $2,500,000 to $3,000,000. The House
$16,000,000, the Governinent would re- will observe that, in the proposed renewal
quire to hoid $4,000,000 in gold and of existing bank cbarters, the banks will
guaranteed securities, and the remaining not be permitted to issue any note less
$12,000,000 in Government debentures. than the denomination of $5. Under the
Practically, to cover the whole issue of present law the banks are bound to hold
$16,000,000 Dominion Notes, there will an average of 50 per cent. reserve in Do-
be $4,000,000 in gold or Dominion guar- minion Notes, and at no time can they
anteed debentures, and $12,000 000 hold up less than one-third of their r-
in unguaranteed Government deben- serves in Dominion Notes. The present
tures. The object in the issue proposition of the Government is to
of Dominion Notes, in the first increase the minimum of reserves from
place, was that the people of the 33,1 to 40 per cent. The effect will be
Dominion might bave some share that, supposing that under the operations
in the profit of the circulation of of the law the circùilation will be in-
the Dominion. For several years the creased next year to $16,000,000, the
issue has been from $10,500,00:0 up to Government would be required to hold
$1 2,000,000 ; it is now $12,500,000. $2,100,000 in gold, 10 per cent, in guar-
The object of the original Act, authoris- anteed securities, or $1,600,000, or
ing the issue of Dominion Notes, was to $4,000,000 in ail. The Gmernment
give the people of the country a share of would t'en issue additional unguaranteed
the profits of the circulation. I know securities, 812,000,000 in aIl, to te lîeld
that, iii regard to the proposition I am in case of an unusual deand for tbe
about to subnit, there is a doubt in th redemption of notes. If te law was i
minds of some lion. meinbers as to the operation to-day with the circlation as at
propriety of this expansion,and the ability present, instead of holding $4,150,000 ii
of the Governmïenît to meet promptly any gold for redemptbon, the Government
demand that may' be made on the Trea- woul - be required to hold but q 1,860,000
sury for gold. I do not think that there in goll, and the balance in -uarliteed
is anv foundation for this doubt. When securities, wh eh would relieve $2,240,040
I visited England, in December, 1878, in gold from deposit, replacing that

$400,0 i al.TeGvrMen

for the purpose of floating, a ioantbe Gov- a' msunt, to a considerable extent, by the
SIR SAMtTEL L TILLEY.
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guaranteed securities. When in England, Next year it will be considerably in-
last year, arrangements were made by creased. It is but riglit that the public
which there can be no question whatever should have some profit from this in-
that those securities can be made available creased circulation. But the security is
at twenty-four hours' notice, should there ample to provide against the possibility of
be a demand for gold. The Government surprise or inconveniences under any cir-
ask that the issue shall not be cumstances wbatever.
increased over $4,000,000 during the SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
next twelve months, and my im- Did I undrstand the h9n. the Minister
pression is that that will be of Finance to sny that we have now
quite as much as we yvill be able to $4,250,000 of gold in band?
judiciously circulate. Of course the SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Yes.
amended charters of the banks will place SIR IHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
us in a position to increase the circulation. Te Return in the last Canada Gazette,
As one mode of increasing the circulation dated 23rd Apri], 1880, shows the total
at this time, as stated by premium, we as $3,690,520. Surely, in the short in-
purpose sending our $1 notes into the terval to the 26th April, there cannot be
North-West Territory and to British a large increase cf the Supply.
Columbia for the payment of Indian SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The
annuities. We have provided in the Bill statement I ave announced was given to
that the Dominion Notes are to be re- me as correct to the end of the month of
deeinable at Charlottetown, Victoria, and March.
Winnipeg, as well as at Halifax, St. John, SI RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
Montreal and Toronto. I do not think The date of the Gazette is 23rd April,
there will be any difficulty in circulating to which date the Returu must have been
the additional notes, in view of the fact made. The amount of notes in circula-
that the circulation, without any tion is given by the Gazette almost as by
effort on the part of the Govern- the hon. the Finance Minister -
ment, has now reached $12,500,000. $12,390,000. The discrepancyseemscon-
The practical effect will be to give us in siderable, about $400,000 or $500,000,
the first place, if this Bill becomes law, between the Gazette's and the hon. gen-
$2,290,000 of gold that is now held by tleman's statement. 1 notice, also, in his
the Receiver-General. This is a propo- statement, he puts down the amount of
sition in accordance with the spirit of gold require td be held on account of the
the first Act intended to give, as far as first $9,000,000 at 25 per cent. ; the
possible, the people cf the country a fair Gazette puts it at 20 per cent., or only
share of the profits of the circulation, and $1,800,000, which, according to my re-
make it secure beyond any controversy. collection of the Act fixing 20 percent.,
There is now $21,000,000 of bank cir- is ail that is required to be beld, making
culation ; deposits, outside the Govern- the Gazette's return apparently correct.
ment deposits, $70,000,OO; Govern- I wouhd like to know the exact amount
nient deposits, about 811,000,000. So of gold that bas to be held; it being a
that, altogether, with their Notes in cir- matter of some importance.
culation, and their deposits, they have SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I was in
$101,000,000, or $102,000,000 of lia- communication with my Deputy on Satur-
bilities, againist which they hold in Do- day morning, with reference to this mat-
minion Notes and gold at present some- ter. I Lad not looked ît this Returu;
thing like $16,000,000, or 16 per cent. but he gave me the anount of the circu-
and this is considered ample for their pur- lation from the last bank Returu we had.
poses. The reserves to be held by the I spoke from that report. This Return
banks, for the future, increasing from referret to is not to the end of April.
year to year, must be large; because they SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
have not only to provide for circulation, There is no great difference in the amount
but for $70,000,000 or $80,000,000 of of circulation. The difference is in the
deposits, and a large amount of amount of gold.
Dominion Notes, must, therefore, rc- SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I under.
main deposited with the banks, atood from the Deputy that the amount
probably $10,0 00,000 or r11,000,000. s circulation at this date is $12,511,000,
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and he said he had not given the order
with reference to the transfer of specie,
because he expected this Resolution to
pass at an early date.

Sii RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I rather think the error bas arisen with
the person who furnished the hon. gentle-
man with the statement be read. Suppos-
ing that we had to hold 25 per cent. for
the $9,000,000 of Dominion notes, in-
stead of 20 per cent.-that would account
for the error of $400,000. With regard to
these Resolutions themselves, I think it is
to be regretted they could not have been
brought down at an earlier period. This
was one of the measures specially pro-
mised in the Speech from the Throne, and
it would have been more convenient and
desirable that we should have carefullv
considered a well-digested measure which
we might have discussed in the earlier
weeks of the Session. lowever, I take
it that I am not doing either the Govern-
ment or the bon. the Minister of Finance
any great injustice in imagining their
views on this subject have undergone
rather considerable modifications since the
date of the Speech from the Throne. I
rather think that if it were possible for
us to pry into the sacred mysteries of the
Cabinet, we should find that these Resolu-
tions are by no manner of means those
originally intended to have been proposed,
and that the deputation of bankers wich
waited on the hon. the Finance
Minister succeeded in altering, to
a very considerable extent, the pro-
posals which he originally intended
to, submit to the louse. I suppose
it will be convenient to take the Resolu-
tions all together. There are three objec-
tions whioh occur to nie as having a
rather serious bearing on the propositions
now subnitted. ln the first place,
it is quite clear that this measure
will raise the anount of Government
notes to be either put directly into
circulation, or held by the banks, to the
surm of $20,000,000 from the sum of
about $12,000,000, and this is a long
step in the direction of the Government
taking the entire control of the currency
of the country. I am aware that this is
a matter on which there always bas been,
and probably always will be,a great diver-
sity of opinion. Theoretically, I am not
prepared to say that the objections to this
course are at all so strong as they are in

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

a practical point of view. In mv own
opinion,it hasalways appeared to me that,
there was great danger in the Govern-
ment assuming control of the circulation,
partly because they would find it very
difficulttoperform,officially,thosefunctions
which banks perform, more particularly
in the way of expanding and contracting
the circulation ; and also because the uni-
versal experience of all countries shows
that whenever a Government bas taken
charge of the circulation, it bas almost al-
ways resulted in the country having an
irredeemable currency in a longer or
shorter period, as is well known to have
been the case, not only wvitl the adjoin-
ing Republic, but with a great number
of European countries. In the next
place, I arn inclined to fear that the
practical working of this measure
may be su-.h that in times of stringency,
when a large amount of currency may
come back on the Finance Minister's
hands, he might find himself com-
pelled to take measures which would
have a very considerable tendency to ag-
gravate the commercial crises which are apt
to prevail fron time to time. And lastly,
which is, perhaps, the inost important
objection, it is quite clear, judging from
the working of the last measurse, that
this step will still further diminish the
small amount of gold reserves which is
now beld in this country. Now, I regard
that as a grave objection. At this
present moment, alvhough our banks
are reasonably well fortified with re-
serves, tie total amount of gold whiek
our banks possess is very little over
$6,700,000. In the last Gazette return
which I have in - my hand, it is
given at $6,705,000, but that omits
several banks which, I suppose, h>ld
smaller or larger amounts. Now, at the
tine these measures were first introduced
by Sir A. T. Galt, and afterwards
by Sir Francis Hlincks, this result
has been very apparent, that the tendency
of the banks bas been steadily, from year
to year, to hold more Dominion notes and
to hold less gold. I regard that as
a dangerous thing in a country
circumstanced as we are. Our position
is somewhat peculiar. We have a circula-
tion of extremely small notes, and we
have next to no specie currency of any
kind in actual use, with the exception of
a small silver currency. In the case o1
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England, with whose system we may ad-
vantageously compare our own, it is
known to all hon. gentlemen who have
paid any attention to this subject, that,
the smallest note in circulation is a five
pound note, although in Scotland ai.d Ire-
land there is a circulation almost identical
with that to which the lion. gentleman
proposes to limit the banks. But in
England the minimum circulation,
consists of notes of $25 each, and, in
addition to the reserves held by the Bank
of England, there is a verv large amount
of gold always in circulation. It is
difficult to estimate the amoiunt so
held, but I believe those who are
best qualified to speak on the
subject, think that there is as much as
sixty or seventy million pounds sterling
in circulation in that country, or
about an equivalent of three hundred
and fifty million dollars of our
money, which constitutes a valuable
reserve upon which, in case of energency,
the banks or the Government might, if
they saw fit, easily draw by the substitu-
tion of a smaller denomination of bills
than that now in use. Our posi-
tion at present, I think, has hardly
been fairly tested. Alimost from the
moment that Sir Francis Hicks intro-
duced the measure in its present
shape-almost froi that moment
we have been steadily and continu-
ously borrowing large suims on the
other side of the Atlantic. I think, to the
best of my recollection, from about the year
1873, we have entirely ceased to remit
any sterling exchange to England, except
in very small amounts, for the purpose of
meeting the annual interest on:. our in-
debtedness. Now, I wil'tall the atten-
tion of the Minister of(Figanée to this.
We have at present an ania ndebtedness
to pay in England of betw se n and
eight million dollars, and it e clear
that as soon as we stop borrowing in Eng-
land we shall be under the necessitv of ie-
mitting in sterling exchange or in gold, this
aum from year to year, quarterly, for the
purpose of meeting our annual interest.
Now,'under these circumstances, I fear
that th'ere may be considerably more in-
convenience than he expects fron
a measure which will certainly, I
think, have the effect of enormously di-
minishing the very small stock of gold
which we now hold in Canada. At the

present moment, with the exception of
six or seven million dollars held by the
banks, there is no gold, that I am aware
of, ield by our people except this
$2,690,000, as credited in the Gazette re-
turns. What I fear will happen ii
this matter is this : I suspect that,
we will find that this additional issue of
$8,000,000 will have the effeut of reduc-
ing the six or seven millions of gold to
an extremely small figure; that it will
become in a great measure a forced loan
from the banks, just as the original eight
or nine millions which they now hold
was practically a forced loan of a certain
proportion of theirgold. Ineed notremind
the House, that although Dominion legal
tender notes are perfectly good as
Canadian noney, they will not do to
pay our foreign remittances with.
\Vhat 1 fear is that the Minister of
Finance, as this measure developes and
expands on bis hands, will find hiniself
compelled to give a great deal more atten-
tion to the demands ot the Mother Coun -
try for bullion, and to the commercial
strirencies that may arise from time to
time, than is either expedient or con-
veient. The hon. gentleman will soon
discover, that under such circunstances
the Government of a country will always
be held responsible for any serious con-
traction that takes place. Now, I may
say to him that it was largely the con-
viction of the mischiels that would arise
from this, and largely the experience
of the inconvenience tiat arose froi hav-
ing had at short notice to supply large ad-
ditional quantities of gold, that induced
nie three or four years ago to alter the
terns of the lawn as introduced by Si-
Francis lineks. I desired, so far as possi-
ble, that this business of supplying gold
might be worked with a minimum of iii-
convenience to the public and to the
Finance Department. I believe that at
that time, at any rate, the measure I re-
solved upon of cornpelling that Department
to bold dollar for dollar for all excesses
over twelve nillicns, was as far as iý, was
then sate to go. I can assure the
Minister of Finance that during several
of the years during which the former
system prevailed, very considerable prac-
tical inconvenience did arise from the
necessity of the Department reinforcing
itself with specie froin time to time. It
is my impression that that incon-
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venience will not be diminished, but
will be largely aggravated if he gets
out the additional $8,000,000 he
proposes to issue. The hon. gentle-
man said very little as to the mode
in which lie proposed to keep out his cir-
culation. Of course we all understand
that payments, such as those that lie spoke
of, to be made to the Indians at a dis-
tance, will give hLim circulation for a
short time, but I think lie has hardly any
conception as to the rapidity with which,
even in those distant countries, a circula-
tion of this kind is returned upon the
hands of the issuer. I presume that lie
does not intend to compel the Indians to
accept notes redeeniable at Halifax, or
Toronto, or Montreal. I presume, as a
matter of course, that lie will deal " on
the square" with these wards of ours, and
that they will receive notes which will be
payable at Winnipeg. Well, I an in-
clined to think that both there and in
other parts of the country, the lion. gen-
tleman will find the circulation returning
with amazing rapidity. I can speak
with some little experience on this
subject, because nothing was more note-
worthy in old Canada than the extreme
rapidity with which the large amount of
circulation withdrawn, for the purpose ot
moving crops, was in the habit of
being returned on the various banks.
I think lie will find that precisely the same
thing will happen with respect to the
issues wvhich lie intends to get out in that
way. What the hon. gentleman said with
respect to the amount of actual circulation
we now have is quite true. The total
amount of such circulation is very snall,not
more, I think, than about $3,000,000, or
thereabouts in small notes. I may re-
mark, in connection with this. that when
you corne to take into account the fact
that for these three millions you must
lold some reserve, although but a small
reserve, and that you nust prepare these
notes and maintain this reserve, in
various places, for the purpose of circu-
lating them, 'even to the extent we do, I
may remind him that the cost of obtain-
ing circulation is considerable, and will
make a very serious inroad, I am afraid, in
t'heprofitshemayexpecttoobtaintherefrem.
I know, of course, lie attempts to provide
for this by compelling the banks to pay
everybody that demands sums of $50, in
ones and twos, and I am not prepared to

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

say that it will not have some effect,
though probably much below the
effect the lion. gentleman expects.
As for the rest, I fear it will
become, to all intents and purposes,
a forced loan, whiclh the banks will pay to
a very great extent out of the snall
amount of gold they now have. The
result will be that the hon. gentleman will
have laid on his shoulders the responsi-
bility of providing practically almnost all
the gold that the banks want. I am
aware that up to the present time far less
inconvenience has arisen from that than
might have been expected, but what was
the cause ? The lion. gentleman hiiself
alluded to it in one portion of Lis re-
marks. We have had most extensive
public works going on. We have been
steadily borrowing large sums of noney,
and we have had during the last six orseven
years larger amounts to our credit in the
banks than we would naturally have lad,
or perhaps we ought to have had, and, of
course, on that account, we have had the
banks, to a ;onsiderable extent, in our
own hands. But if another state of
things arose, as it probably would if we
ceased borrowing to any great extent, if
we run down our balances, as we will pro-
bably have to do, to a tolerably small
amount, then a greater inconvenience
will arise than we have yet ex-
perienced, and that inconvenience is
(oing to be aggravated by this additional
issue. Nor is it unworthy of note that
in this measure weare going a little further
tLIa we have hitherto gone in the way of
horrowing money at short notice atall. The
credit of the Dominion is pledged to re-
deem all orany portionof this $20,000,000
wlen the otes~are presented for redemp-
tion. WA'havealsoaconsiderablearnountin
the Sein sBank, a portion of which
may, u iler tain circumstances, return
upon our ds. I do not at all deny the
right of the people of Canada to a fair
share of the profits of the circulation.
That I have always contended for myself,
but I point out to you that the total cir-
culation is only $21,000,000 or
$22,000,000, even deducting the
$3 ,000,000, Lnow out oF the remaining
$17,000,000 or $18,000,000 will un-
doubtedly be a very large share of the
profits derivable from the circulation.
While the banks have a monopoly speci-
ally conferred upon them by Parliament,
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.that is no reason why a fair proportion large number of theseý depositors may be
,of these profits should not go to the state; alarmed by the provision the hon. gen-
but I think I am justified in saying that tlemai is now making, and I am
it is a very serious error to think that the afraid that there will be more danger to
banks have profited unreasonably or un- the credit of the batik fron alarm arising
fairly by their exclusive privileges. I do among depositors, who are far less easy to
not believe that fron the year 1850, the' deal with than noteholders, as a general
holders of bank stock have received more rale. Then it is likely that a great
than G per cent. on an average, consider- nunmber of the depositors will take
ing that a large portion of bank stock ls the opportunity of changing their
been blotted out since that tine. To my deposits into notes, if there be the
miiind, the way in which the lion. gentle- slightest ditliculty in getting gold, and
man proposes to diminisli the power of there may be some serious inconveniences
banks in extending this circulation against whicli the lion. gentleman can
is dangerous. It will extracts a large niake no provision. I would have been
anount of capital from the available very glad to have heard fron the lion.
Wages Fund of the people of this Do- M inis ter of Finance his opinion as to
minion, and wlien we can get capital at the proposals whielh have been freely cir-

such- lov rates in England, it would be culated throughout the country to make
inuch better to obtain capital as we want us rich ly nmans of a national currency.
it, than for the Government to lay hands, I observe the hon. gentleman, perhaps,
as we are now doing, on the Bank with comnmendable prudence, lias entirelv
Gold teserves, or the circulation abstainel from any allusion to the ad-
of banks to any very large extent. I amn vantages to flow fron t st i
not, myself, sufliciently faniliar with the presune that tte ion. is net
Anmerican svsten which, atone tine, there to introluce in Itis Bil any very
was some intention of introducing, to be important alterations in the Banking
able to say with the acuracy 1 Act. If lie Jad, te wonld have take
coulid wish h1ow far the alvan. the opîicrtunitv ofalludimîg to them. In
tages aud disadvantages of that aux case, atsyshiîs ftmrtler I nay
systen compare with ours. But I will have to s-, 1 will reserve until the
say this, that on the whole, no grant pro- time of tht s-sm'I reailittg of the Bil.
portion of our people have been Ma. WALLACE (8outli Norfolk)
serious losers by the failures whiclh have Tie lion, gentleman, who lias just taken
taken place under the old Canadian tis sent, lias spoken of a proposition in .
ianking system, which will comp ire very circulati it, the Cou ntry cf nakilîg peo-
favourably with those of England, France "ici' 1)v ÎSSusng n National Carrency.
and Scotland, ns far as the last twenty-five
or thirty vears ago. I do not anticipate National Carienie, ai knov lietty veil
from the propositions just mae any very- the views of thoeo who advocate k
great inmsediate evil, but I foresee that There is n sach n 1 suîitv advanced 1)
li will find himself compelled to use those alvoc tns as that of naking peopl2
much greater vigilance in watcling the ricl Iv issntga Currency. They
noney miiarket than lie has done hitherto, n k- tltere are no m ans ]y vhich mn
and he will find hinself severely cen- eau b 205e nuls by Labir nnd the
sured for many difficulties that will arise t OF Aithough I re-
and whicl lie cannot prevent. In his gret that the iiave 'lot gOne
à, cnd systemn of Resolution, I see lie pro farthe' than they Lave, I feel lîke Ct
poses to make the notes a first lien oin tnlatîng flic lon. Uic Aliit
the assets of the bank. I ain aware that and lis ihieagnes upin wiiat they bave
in this case also there is a great differenee donc . I r-, is
of opinion, but I arm ratlier inclined to n gvance cf iti
think that the lion. gentleman, if he or of pi opinion, Nv'thut
consults the experience of banks, will ensuring itý owt n
find two things. First of all, there is far tuat dustrmetîcn n ngood
more danger of a run fron depositors k \-o nd bo 1o1y, on the part of
thani froma noteholders. ULnder the system

vatae tofofo ta se.ysýite Io

lie now proposes, thore is a danger tlist na that uitiler l Hosp, n. gtlem iot
h o th em. In

a10aeayhn9frhe a
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ers, nor the country, would sustain them, tem. It has in it the elements of weak-
and in acting cautiously in inaugurat ness. It carries with it that which de-
ing what I believe to be a great stroys itself. An industry built upon a
reform, they are doing well. We goki basis can only expand uxitil it out-
hear much about the wavesi of deprcs- grows its gold basis, and the moment it
sion that are periodically sweeping acros does tht it must fail, or samething elsc
the world, making revolutions in com- must take the place of gold. Credit steps
merce, and we are told that they revolve in, and when credit breaks down by being
in cycles. Now, I cannot understand overdone tailures take place, confidence
anything of this sort. Everything has a is destroyed, and down cores the whole
cause; and what are the causes of these fabric, just like a child's house
periodical depressions I Why do they of cards. I hold these break-downs are
revolve, as it is said, in cycles. I can un lamentable. They are caused in this
derstand, if a hurricane sweeps across the way The more prosperous a country is,
country and destroys property, that it the more quickly it outgrows its basis,
'will bring misery. I can understand and the more quickly cones ruin. The
if the earth refuses to yield its failure of J. Cboke and Company, i 1873,
increaie, that it will bring misery; began the great crisis on the other side
I can urderstand frost destroying that spread to this country. It involved
crops ; I can understand other natural the failure of others, and these failures
causes creating misery and commercial created a want of confidence, which de-
disaster, but I cannot understand com- stroyed the whole system of credit. Then
mercial disasters coming without any of universal ruin swept over the whole
these apparent causes. There must be world, and it was due entirely to the
some other cause, and if there be, I hold false monetarv system on which a very
it is the duty of Parliatient to see if large share of the business of the world is.
-these revolutions hi commerce are attni- cnducted. i intend, as briefly as I pos-
butable to any active legrisgation; and if sibly cai, to go into this matter, to show
they be, I hold it is the dut of why tbink the systi, we are adopting
Parliament. to remedy these wrongs is a good system, except in this way
by legisiation, for I believe that what- That having a gold basis at ahl, we have
ever mati does, man cati prevent. I the element of distinction within it. Lt
believe that these depressions are, i a will be necessary t consider money, its
great masure, if not entirely, due to the ises, and the effects upon the industry of
false monetary system that prevails in the world. Lt is a creator of law. i ome
many contries in the world, that regu- lwon. gentlemen will say it is gold, others
lates Great Jritain, this c9untry and that it is silver. I coutend that it is
iome other countries, wherewhat is known neither. Take a sovereign or a teni-dollar
as aw gYod besis exists. b may be asked: gold age. it is the inprint of the Gov-
41IIow do tou account, through the in- ernment that distinguishes between money
strumentality of this system, for these and gold. Gold, asr oney, i two cin-
commercial crises?" s hold that the modities. Lt is, first, the comodity

xonetary systerns referred to wacks what gold, and, in addition te that, it is the com-
the lon. gentleman who bas taken his modity money. Money is n t god.
seat flars, that a sy stem, based upon the s t is a commodity created by law.
4hesolution introduced hy the hon. the As an illustration take the timber in a
Finance Minister, will lack the power of waggon. Lt is true that it is stiln t;e
expansveness. I hold that the expan- saie tiber that it was before the wag-
siveness of the monetary system is not i gon was made; but lt is more, and by it
an equal ratio to the expansiveness of the you have created a new commodit. So
industry of the world; therefore, credit it is with a piece of silver or a piece of
akes its place, and te broken credit are 1 gold, when you make it into money you

due, in a great degree, the periodical re- create a new commodity; you make it
vulsions in commerce. Lf any other gen- inte a legaised instrument of paypventa
tleman cat give a ettr reason for these If you contract with a mai to deliver any
commercial revulsions it is bis duty, if article te him e cannot compel ye te
possible, te try te remedy these evils. deliver that article; you can compel hm
I hold that the gold basis is a false ss- t take money instead. Money is ony.

Mp. W.ALLÂcF.
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tbe legal value by which all other values
are measured. I may be told that gold
is money and that money ought to be
gold, because money is valuable and gold
is valuable. But what is value? I may
say value is usefulness. A thing of no
use is of no value. Scarcity creates value
it may be said. But it does not. Scarcity is
a factor in determining the quantity of
value in any article. If there was no
want for a particular article, or if it was
of no use, its scarcity would not create any
value. Divisibility creates value. I say
it does not. It is a factor in determin-
ing the value. You may take a useless
article and divide it, but you do
not make it useful. Indestructibility gives
value. I say not. If an article is of no
use, the fact of its being indestructible
would n<t render it of worth ; it would
render it more than worthless, its indes-
tructibility would prevent people getting
rid of it. Abundance does not make
value, the more abundant a useless article
is, the greater nuisance it will be, as
abundance tends to lessen value. The
law of supply and demand comes into
operation here. It is said that money
must, have intrinsic value. I contend it
is not intrinsic value, but representative
value. For instance, a man works a day
and gets a dollar. What is the value of
that dollar ? It is the man's labour;
and that is all he has to represent that
labour. Money is not of intrinsic, but
representative value. Money of intrinsic
value is not fit to be money.

An HoN. MEMBER: Hear, hear.
Ma. WALLACE I hear some hon.

gentleman say " hear, hear." I have no
doubt some will sneer and laugh. I may
be wrong, but if I am I am sincerely
wrong in believing I am right. Money is
simply the measure of value. Value
cannot measure itself. The values of two
articles are comparative, but the one can-
not measure the other. In contradistine-
tion the one to the other, one may be
more valuable than the other, and all
values are subject to supply and demand,
which is the only regulator. If money
is made of an article of value it must be
subject to the law of supply and demand,
it must therefore be a changing quantity,
and a measure that would be a changing
quantity would be an absurdity. Take a
bushel of wheat. It is 601b., but if it
were a changing- quantity, you never

would know what a bushel of wheat was;
it would be 601b. at one time and 581b.
or 621b. at other times. It is true that
by law you do not allow the quantity to
change in money. You make a dollar
100 cents. It is never 96 cents, 98 cents
or 102 cents; but it changes in two ways,
by its scarcity or its abundance, or, if it
is of value, by the scarcity or abundance
of the article of which the money is made.
So I contend that money should not be of
intrinsic value. A gain, money does not
determine value. The value of any article
is a matter of agreement between parties
to a bargain, between buyer and seller,
monev measures the quantity after it has
been agreed upon, just as a yard measure
determines the quantity of a piece of cloth,
and as a pound weight determines a quan-
tity of sugar or of any article sold by
weight. It is by money that a man ex-
presses the quantity of value he is willing
to give for what he wants to buy, or that
he will take for what he has to sell, and
determines the quantity of one value that
is to be given for another value for which
it is to be exchanged. Money earns
nothing. It produces nothing; it is only
an evidence-if it has been legitimately
obtained-that its possessor has earned it
or bought it with the products of labour.
There are various ways of getting money;
one by means of loaning money at interest,
another by swindling, or stealing, or rob-
bery. Money is only a convenience. It
is simply useful for exchanging products,
just as railways and other conveyances
assist in exchanging the products of dif-
ferent sections of a country and different
countries. There is no reason why the
convenience money should be gold any
more than that' railways and steam-
boats, which are conveniences for
like purposes, should be gold. Money
is not valuable for the gold in it, if
it is gold, but for the power it gives a
man to purchase commodities. A man
does not want money to hoard it, but to
use it, because only in using does he get
any value in it. He has got to part with
it before it is of any value to him. It ii
not because it is money that he wants it,
but because the law has conferred a power
upon it ; be.ause it will enable him to
pay any debt or make any purchase.
Now, as to borrowing money. The hon.
the Minister of Finance thinks it best to
borrow money. I think it better to make
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it. What do English capitalists lend
money to Canada on? Simply because
they trust in the credit of the country,
because they bave faith in its resources.
Surely, if Canadian crcdit is good enougli
for foreign money-lenders, it should be
good enough to employ Canadian
labourers; and surely Canada can be
trusted for the payment of their labour.
Or is it that the people of Canada
have less faith in the future of their
country than Englishmen, who are
willing to lend their nmoney on
Canada's credit. We are entering
upon the construction of great public
works in Canada. Canada has got the
laboar to perform the work. We are go-
ing on with the Pacific Railway, and it
requires labour and material. Have we
not hundreds of men standing idle to-day,
and can we not set then to work. It is
rit money but labour and material that
makes a railway ; and if we have the
labour an.d the material, have we not the
food and the clothing to pay the labourer
for his labour. We can do it, Sir, with-
out borrowing noney from England 'or
any other country. I may be told thatthis
money will depreciate. This I dispute.
I hold that the noneyof a country, where
gold, or paper, or silver, is used for
money, must all be equal ; because in
either case it represents the credit and
confidence in the country, and noth-
ing more. Therefore,.gold and paper
muoney, as far as mîoney is concerned,
must be of equal value; that is, if the
country stands. If this Government is-
sued a paper dollar and a gold dollar, the
people will take the paper dollar at thei
same rate as the gold dollar in payment
of commodities, or in payment of
any indebtedness of any kind. To say
that there would be any difference
between the paper dollar and the gold
dollar would be to say that, of two things
that are equal, one is greater than the
other. Each one has the fiat of Canada.
and carries with it the confidence and
vorth of the people of Canada, and,

therefore, one cannot predomninate over
the other. Outside of the country the
paper dollar and the gold dollar must
stand or fall by the relative values of
the commodities of what they' are made,
or by the confidence the outside world
Las in the country of their creation. The
gold dollar in that case niust be worth

MI. WALLACE.

much more than the paper dollar, because
the former, as a conmnodity, nay be
worth 90 or 95 per cent. of its noney
value, whereas the latter may be worth
less than 1 per cent. of its nominal
value. You can, therefore, readily un-
derstand that, when the noney of a
country passes beyond the limit of the
power of its creation, one may be worth
more than the other. If gold and paper
money, equal in Canada, are offered
an Englishman or a foreigner, of these
two the gold coin will be the material of
the mooney of nealry all the countries in
the world, and vill have a commodity
value everywhere, wbereas, the paper
noney vill only be valuable for buying
or paying in Canada; and if the holder of
the two kinds of mooney can buy produce
in Russia, or elsewhere, cheaper than in
Canada, the gold would be worth more
than the Canadian paper money.
ln that way the gold dollar
would be more than the paper
dollar; but if the goods of Canada
were much cheaper than thlose of other
countries where gold is the money. then
the paper dollar would be equal to the
gold dollar, for as much could be pur-
chased with one as with the other. In
fact, I think the one-the paper-would
be worth more than the other, becausethe
paper could be more easily and safely
transmitted than gold. Then again, we
are told that paper money is flat money.
I would like to see a piece of money that
is not fiat mioney; that is, not created by
the law. All mooney is fiat money ; with-
out the fiat of the law it would not have
existence. Take away the imprint of the
law froi a gold or silver piece, and it is
no longer money. The existence of money
depends upon its creation by the law. It
may be asked, how can we carry on trade
with outsiders? It might carry on the
trade of the country internally. I say
we have no possible way of trading with
other countries - except by products.
Again, I contend it does not interfere,
in the slightest degree, with our trading
with foreign countries, for the simple rea-
son that we trade with our productions.
Our wheat, grain of all kinds, or butter
and cheese, our fish and all kinds of pro-
ducts, fori the basis of our trade with
other nations. It is not our gold, be-
cause we have none, except what we buy,
except what little we dig out of the
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mines of British Columbia and Nova
Sco.tia, or what is brought into the coun-
try by immigrants. By issuing paper
money we would create a greater demand
for labour; there would be more employ-
ment for immigrants, and, by the increased
production, would have more to export.
We may get ,more gold in that way, and
in no other, unless we are going to fol-
low out the ruinous practice we have
been following of late, of borrowing
money. I believe the country has been
running fast to rain owing to the borrow-
ing proclivities of all classes, and our true
interests demand that this ruinious prac-
tice should stop. Then, gold is spoken of
as a standard of value. I contend there
can be no such thing as a standard of
value, that the value of anything is just
what people vill give for it-the value
of the article to thems. To say that gold
is a standard of value, is a perfect ab-
surdity, which any oe cans denonstrate.
When a man wants to get food, clothing,
or a house to live in, le gives gold for
them. Then, how is gold a standard of
value ? If a man were perishing with
hunger and thirst, he would give ail
the gold in the world if Ie had
it, for a loaf of bread or a
drink of water. There cai be no
regulator of value, except one, and
thast is the law of supply and demaand.
If an article is abundant, tihe tendency of
abundance is to imake it cheap ; if it is
scarce, the tendency of scarcity is to mnake
it dear. I want the House to take this
inito considerttion. We are ail the advo-
cates of a National Policy. We believe
that this country ouglit to produce to the

greatest extent thsat which the population
require. I contend, therefore. that
nsoney which is not exportable, which
cannot be sent out to buy foreign goods,
is thse truest and best systems of Protec-
tion, bccause it wouild protect the people
without taxation. If we imoort more

goods than. we sensd out exports to piy,
we miust have gold wherewith to
make the purchises. Then, if gold is
scarce, it will be higi in price, and if it is
high in price, imported goods will advance
in a ratio equal to the inlcreased price of
the gold required for their purchases.
Importers will take thiis into considera-
tion, and will say The exports are going
to be light this sesson, because crops are
small and timber is scarce, and therefore,

if we have to import goods, we will have
to pay a ligh pre fLium in order to meet our
payments. What is the result of this
high price of gold ? The importer puts
on an additional percenitage on his goods
to cover the cost of the gold. The addi-
tional price of imported goods would
stimulate manufactures, bectuse people
would say: " We can afford to manufac-
ture such and such an article at a less

price than we can buy it at." Again, I
contend that non-exportable monev tends
to the stability of the governmusental insti-
tutions of the country. For instance, if a
man can put his maonsey into his pocket
and can go and live in aay other coun-
try, wlat object ias le to stay here
if any diffliculty arises. He would say :
I will take miy gold and escalpe the dan-
gers. Bat if le had non-exportable
monev, he would be obliged te stay and
figlit for the country, because he would
know that if its governmental institu-
tions siould be overthrown, his money
wvould be worthless to him. Thus, thlis
class of mioney would give stability to thie
Government, because, isot beisng ai article
of value outside of the country, every
uman would bo nore boui to fighut for it
than if Le lad no such incentive to his
patriotism. I do not intîsd to occupy
tie Huse at any great lngth, leut I
siiply waiit to present my views oi tis
muonsey question. Wien the Iesolution
comes up in Comisssnttee, I intend to move
an ase!idmssenst to, because I believe
tiat tihe Government are tying up public
opinion by alloving the banks the privi-
lege, for thse next tel vears, of issuing the
currency. I have si dy dealt witI the
Resolutions now beoe the lius in a
w;ay which commssuends itselt to msy judg-
mnt as being in the interests of the
country, and it is for lieu. genutlemssen to
take the matter into their earnest con-
sideration. I ask themn to forget that
they are partisans ; I ask themîs to be

patriots, aus ask themselves what they
sho]d do for the best interests of the
Dominion, and, after having decided, te
act in accordance with the decision of
their judgments. I believe that to the
present systen of money, whieh is lausded
up as the perfection of wisdomu, is due the
fact that there are so many men out of
employment. It is said that over-produc-
tion is the cause ; but what are the facts ?
Are not nearly half the people of the
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world almost naked ? There is an over-
production of clothing, and yet there are
so many persons naked. There is an
over-production of food, and yet there are
hundreds of thousands of starving men.
There are thousands of empty houses, and
yetthereare hundredsofthousandswithout
habitations wherein to shelter themselves
from the cold. I believe this system bas
brought ruin to every country whIicli bas
adopted it, and burdened with misery
the people. If hon. gentlemen agree
with me they can support my amend-
ment, but if they believe that what I
have put forward is not true, it will be
their duty to do all they can to contro-
vert the propositions I have put before
the House.

MR. CHARLTON: With reference to
the matter more imrnediately before the
House, the proposition of the Govern-
ment to increase the legal tender currency
of the country, I shall have very little to
say, further than to express my conviction
that the step taken by the bon. the Min-
ister of Finance is in a dangerous direc-
tion. A danger alwa3 s surrounds a
Government that engages in the issue of
legal tender paper. The Government has
no law above itself. There is nothing to
restrain the Government, which inay first
enter upon this policy with proper re-
strictions, froin exceeding tlbose restric-
tions. There is nothing to restrain it
from entering upon a course with refer-
ence to paper money that may prove
runinous. I will cite one or two authori-
ties on this subject which, I am sure, will
commend theiselves to the House. I
will first quote fron Alexander Hamilton,
Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States, who placed the finances of that
country on a firn basis, and restored thern
to good orderafter the Revolutionary War.
He says:

" Paper emissions by the Government are of
a nature so liable to abuse, I nay say so certain
to be abused, that the wisdom of the Govern-
ment will be shown by never trusting itself
with so seducing and dangerous a power."

The only authority in addition which I
will cite is that of another Finance
Minister of the United States, who bas
led to a victorious conclusion the attempts
to resume specie payments in that country.
I refer to John Sherman, who said in a
speech upon the currency question in the
Senate, Jan. 24, 1870:

MP. WALLACE.

' So there are a ni iltitude of other questions
that might be drawn isto this discusion. The
question of a choice I etween greenbacks and
bank--notes might be . rawn into it, but we
have avoided any refere, e to it, because I be-
lieve the judgment of tlh country is gradually
settling down to the couv dtion tha, a note
issued by a Goverument c nuot be a proper
agency of circulation. Othtr nations as well
as our own have often tried ti e experiment of
maintaining a circulating noLd issued by the
Government, and they have uniformly found
it to fail. It is impossible te give a currency
issued by a Government the fi xibility neces-
sary to mneet the movement of the exchanges;
and, therefore, experience has shown that a
note issued by a Government and maintained
upon the guarantee of the Government alone,
does not form a good circulating medium, ex-
cept during a suspension of specie payments.
It must have a flexibility which wili enab e it
to be increased in certain periods of the à uar,
and to flow back again into the vaults of the
banks at others. I am convinced. although
it is unnecessary to dwell upon that
point here, that in time it will be
wise to retire our United States notes
a:d all forms of Government circulation, and
depend upon notes issued by private corpora-
tions. amply secured beyond peradçenture, so
that in no case can the noteholder lose, and to.
subject the banks to regulations applicable to
all parts of the country, making theni free, so
that the business of banking wilt be hike the
business of manufacturing, blacksmithinig, or
any other ordinary occupation or business of
life, governed only by general law."
It is a wvell-known fact that the ablest
financiers of the United States are in
favour of retiring the greenback circula-
tion entirely, and comfining the bank
note circulation to the issues by the
National Banks. I must hold, if the
Govermnent insist upon this policy, that
the specie reserve is too siali. A reserve
of 15 per cent. on the issues is not suffi-
ciently large to give that confidence as to
character and redemption of those issues
that the )ublic should have. I shall
now proceed to consider some of the points
raised by the hon. member for South
Norfolk (Mr. Wallace). Although the
danger arising front the agitation in
favour of irredeemable currency inay not
be great, yet it would be folly to under-
rate the gravity of the changes that the
gentlemen engaged in the agitation seek
to bring about. It is a peculiarity of
mankind that we always find a consider-
able portion of the population ready to em-
brace any creed or theory, to be-lievw any
delusive promise that any political
quack may make, if he offers relief from
hardship, hard times, or any of the ills
that pertain to humanity. And it is this
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pecularity of the human mind that ren-
der such agitations dangerous. I have
been struck, not only to-day, but upon all
occasions when I have heard this policy

zadvocated, by the poverty of invention
which characterises it advocates. I have
been struck with the fact that their argu-
ments are old arguments revamped. Thty
are the very arguments that were used in
France in the time of George Law; they
are the very arguments used in the French
Assembly in 1876 ; they are the very
arguments used in the American Colo-
nies ; they are the very arguments used
in the Aiierican Confederacy when con-
tinental money was issued; thev are the
arguments of all the men who have
sought to resort to a worthless issue of
irredeemable paper money in all ages,
and which have been refuted over and
over again by reason and by the logic of
facts. It is only to be wondered that any
gentleman, with the ability which the
hon. memiber for South Norfolk unques-
tionably possesses, should have the courage
to stand up in the House of Commons
and advocate an old heresy, which has
brouglit ruin and distress upon the coun-
tries that have tried it. I propose to
fortify miy position to-day by citing the
testimony ot men of great eminence. I
will also cite the testimony of events, and
I think I shall succeed in proving to this
House and the country that the reasoning
of the hon. member is fallacious 1and
utterly without foundation. I will first
quote the testimony of Mr. Francis Hor-
ner, chairman of the Bullion Committee
of the English House Commons, in
1811, than whom there is no
higlher authority on this question. He
uses the following language:

"The several successive steps w'hich have
been observed in every country that allowed
its currency to fall into a state of depreci-
ation, are coming upon us faster than was
to have been expected in this country, and,
as there will be no recovery after bank notes
are made a legal tender, the discussions which
precede such a measure are evidently of the
last importance."

And the report of the Bullion Commit-
tee, of which Mr. Horner was Chairman,
was in substance as follows :

" The substance of the Resolutions may be
tated as follows : The Act which suspended
pecie payment ought ta be repealed, and the

bank forced to redeem its notes as soon us
due caution would permit. To facilitate re-
sumption the smallest notes were first to be
withdrawn. It was thouglit that after two
years no notes of less than £5 should be al-
liwed to circulate."

It may be comfortable to my hon. friend for
South Norfolk, to be able to point to that
precedent of folly set by the British House
of Commons, which at once gravely pro-
ceeded to declare that a paper issue was
equal to specie, when at that moment it
stood at 15 per cent discount. But the
views of Mr. former prevailed after the
country had experienced the hardships
and ills resulting from an irredeemable
currency, and ten years from that time
the Bank of England resumed specie
payments. I will next quote the eminent
legal jurist Judge Story, and I think no
legal gentleman here will be disposed to
dispute the weight of his opinion. With
reference to the continental currency is-
sues. that gentleman said :

" They entailed the most enormoust evils
on the country, and introduced a system of
fraud, chicanery sud profligacy which destroyed
all private confidence and all industry, and
all enterprise."

Chief Justice Marshall. speaking for the
Supreme Court of the United States, on the
subject of irredeemable paper money, says:

" Such a medium has always been liable to
fluctuation. Its value is contnually changing,
and those changes, often great and sudden, ex-
pose individuals to immense loss, are the source
of numerous speculations, and destroy all con-
fidence between manland man."

In a letter from Richard Henry Lee,
President of Congre s, to George Wash-
ington, 19th November, 1785, occurs the
following paragraph:

"Is it possible that a plan can be formed for
issuing a large sum of paper money by the
next Assembly ? I do vertly believe that the
greatest foes we have in the world could not
devise a more effectual plan for ruining Virginia.
I should suppose that every friend to his coun-
try, every honest ani sober man, would join
heartily to reprobate no nefarious a plan of
speculation."

To it Washington replied:

I have never heard, and I hope never shall
hear, any serious mention of a paper emission
in this State ; yet such a thing may
be in agitation. Ignorance and design are
productive of much mischief. The former is
the tool of the latter, and is often set to work
suddenly and unexpectedly. Those with
whom . have conversed on the subject in this
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part of the State, reprobatie the idea exceed-
ingly."

Benjamin Franklin, in reference to this
matter, bears the following testimony :

" I lament with yon the many mischiefs, the
injustice, the corruption of manners, etc., that
attended a depreciated currency. It is some
consolation to me that I washed my bands of
that evil by predicting it in Congress, and pro-
posing means that would have been effectual to
prevent it if they had been adopted. Subse-
quent operations that I have executed demon-
strate that my plan was practicable ; but it was
unfortunately rejected."
The naime of no public inan of this cen-
tury will command greater respect tban
that of Daniel W, bster. In commenting

alarm. Not so with the evils of a debased coin.
a depreciated paper currency, or a depressed
and falling public credit. Not so with the
plausible and insidious mischiefs of a paper-
money system. These insinuate themselves
in the shape of facilities, accomodation and
relief. They hold out the most fallamcioushope
of an easy payment of debts and a light burden
of taxes. * * * I know the great use of
such paper as is convertible into hard money on
demand, which may be called specie paper,
and which is equivalent to specie in value, and
much more convenient and useful for common
purposes. On the other hand, I abhor all irre-
deemable paper-everything in the shape of
paper issued for circulation, whether by Gov-
eernment or individuals, which cannot be
turned into gold or silver at the will of the
holder."

on the objects in view in framing the V another occasion, in referring to
American Constitution, he said : the same subjeet, Webster uses the fol-

" The establishment of a sound and uniform
currency was one of the greatest ends contem-
plated in the adopticn of the Constitu tion. If
we could explore ail the motives of those who
framed and those who supported the Constitu-
tion, we should hardly find a more powerful
one than this."
In point of fact that Constitution
prohibited the emission of bilis of
credit by States, and undoubtedly the
prohibition was intended to apply to the
United States Government itself, and it
was so held by the Uuited States
Supreme Court on one occasion when
the matter was brought up on appeal ;
and it was only set aside, I may say, by
packing that Court, by appointing three
new Justices. James Madeson, the
father of the American constitution, in
arguing for its adoption and referring to
the evils of irredeemable paper money,
said :

" The loss which America has sustained k-om
the pestilent effects of paper mone y, on the
necessary confidence between man, and the
necessary confidence in the public councils, on
the industry and morals of the people, and on
the character of Republican Government, con-
stitutes au enormous debt against the States
chargeable with this unadvised measure which
must long remain unsatisfied; or rather itis
an accumulation of gilt which can be expiated
no otherwise than by a voluntary sacrifice on
thealtar of justice of the pcwer which bas
been the instrument of it."
It was believed tlat power was sacrificed
when the constitution provided that
letters of credit should not be issued by
the States. In relation to the saie sub-
ject, Daniel Webster in his speech upon
Legal Curre-ncy, April 25th, 1816, says:

"Wars and invasions are not always the
mnost certain destroyers of National prosperity.
They announce their own approach, and the

MI. CHARLTON.

lowing language :

" A disordered currency is one of the greatest
of political evils. It undermines the virtues
necessary for the support of the social system
and encourages propensities destructive of its
happiness. It wars against industry, frugality
and economy, and it fosters the evil spirit of
extravagance and speculation. 0f all contri-
vances for cheating the labouring classes of
wankind none has been more effectual than
that which deluded them with paper money.
Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive
taxation, these bear lightly on the happiness of
the community, compared with the fraudulent
currencies and the robberies comnitted by de-
preciated paper. Our own history bas recorded
for our instruction enough, and more than
enough, of the demoralizing tendency, the in-
justice, and the intolerable oppression of the
virtuous and well disposed, of a degraded
paper currency authorised by law or in any way
countenanced by Government."

Henry Clay, in reference to this subject,
says:

" If there be, in regard to currency, one
truth which the united experience of the whole
commercial worid has established, I had
supposed it to be that emissions of paper money
constitute the very worst of al conceivable
species of currency."

Andrew Jackson makes use of the follow
ing language on the subject :

" There never was, nor ever could be, use for
any other kind (than redeemable currency),
except for speculators and gamblers in stocks ;
and this to the utter ruin of the labour and
morals of the country. A specie currency
gives life and action to the producing classes, on,
which the prosperity of ail is founded."

Solmon P. Chase, the father of the green-
back and legal tender system of the United.
States and,no doubt,agreat authority with
the hon. member for South Norfolk (Mr.
Wallace) in 1862 used the following
language :
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" The Secretary recommends no mere paper
money scheme; but on the contrary, a series
of measures looking to a safe and gradual re-
turn to gold and silver as the only permanent
basis, standard and measure of value recog-
nised by the Constitution.--[Annual Report of
the Secretary of the Treasury, 1862."
This gentleman was no believer in fiat
money He recommended the tempo-
rary suspension of specie payments
under a great national exigency, but with
the distinct pledge that the people should
be ultimately paid in gold, provision for
which, and for the payment of the inter-
est on the bonds in gold, was made by
the enforcement of the payment of daties
on coin. Thaddeus Stevens, the Repub-
lican Leader in Congress, and Chairnian
of the Committee of Ways and Means,
gives utterance to the following senti-
ments :

"No one would willingly issue paper cur-
rency not redeemable on demand, anl make it
a legal tender. It is never desirable to depart
from the circulating medium which, by the
common consent of civilised nations, forms the
standard of value.-[Cliairnan of Ways and
Means Con., oa debate on Legalfender
Act."
The gifted Charles Sumner gave expres-
sion to the following sentiments in speik-
ing of the currency question

"I an not content with the long postpone-
ment of specie payment, I believe the time
has cone 1r this blessing, and I begin to be
impatient when I see how easily people find
excuses for not accepting it.
Perhaps the naine of Abraham Lincoln
may carry as great weight even iere, as
the utterances of my hon. friend from
South Norfolk. Mr. Lincoln observed on
this question :

"A return to specie payments at the earliest
period compatible with due regard to all in-
terests concerned, should1 ever be kept in vie w.
Fluctuations in the value of currency are al-
ways injurious, and to reduce these fluctuations
to the lowest possible point will always be a
leading purpose in wise legislation. Converti-
bility, prompt and certain convertibility into
coin, is acknowledaed to be .the best and surest
safeguard against them.-[Annual Message,
Dec., 1862.
My quotations f rom eminent men may
appropriately be concluded with an ex-
tract froin Macaulay's "IHistory of Eng-
land," as follows:

" The evils produced by a bad state of the
currency are not such as have generrIly been
thought worthy to occupy a prominent place in
history ; y et it may weil be doubted whether all
the misery inflicted on the English nation in a
quarter of a century by bad Kings, bad Minis-
ters, bad Parliaments, and bad Judges was

equal to the misery caused in a single year by
a bad currency.

Those men are all dead and gone ; their
record is made up and théir opinions are
worthy of our consideration. I have
quoted authorities than which no higher
can be quoted on questions of finance ;
and the opinions of those who have
made financial questions their study
almost unanimously agree with those
I have quoted. You will scarcely
find a work on Political Economy
that does not hold the views that I have
enunciatedhere ; and amongall the experi-
ments, and the experiments have been
numerous, and tried in various ages of
the world, with irredeemable money,
there are but two instances in history
where such emissions have been redeened
-where they bave not brought either
utter ruin or great disaster on the coun-
tries that have permitted them; these
two instances are, first, England ; and,
second, the United States. In only one
of those instances, that of the United
States, -was the paper currency made a
legal-tender. The issues of the Bank
of England were never largely increased,
but were kept within proper liihts and

,bounds, and yet, notwithstanding the
confidence of tle public that those issues
wpuld be ultimately 1edcemed, and the
fact that the Bank of England professed
to be able to redeem in gold at any timse,
the notes were depreciated 30 per cent.
and in the United States, where there was a
distinct promise on the part of the Gov-
ernment that its issues shouild be re-
deemed in gold, and where the volume
of paper issues was carefuilly restricted,
the discount on those notes becane en-
ormous, the premsiurm on gold being at
one timse above 180, $100 in gold being
worth $280 in this currency, notwith
standing that the people had undoubting
faith that they would be redeemed asprom-
ised. This is one evidence of the sruall
effect that the promise of a Gov-
ernment will have in naintaining the
value of the currency wben not immedi-
ately redeemable in gold. I have one
instance further in illustration of this
principle-it is that of the National
Banks of the United States. Every
bank was compelled to deposit vith the
Governement $100 in gold-bearing bonds,
the interest payable annually in specie, to
secure an issue of $90 in currency, and
yet, notwithstanding that these notes
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were thus secured, they were as low as with regard to this question is the experi-
the United States greenbacks. This ence of the United States in the first
shows the effect produced when a cur- vears of ler history. Xotwitbstanding
rency is not instantly convertible into the lessons those Colonies had furnished,
gold. i defy the hon. member for South of the evils of our irredeemable currency,
Norfolk, or any advocatE of fiat money, under the pressure of the necessities
irredeemable or rag money of any kind, created ly the Revolutionary War, Con-
to show any instance in history where gress emitted a large quantity of paper
this experiment bas been tried that it has money. The notes were to be paid in
not proved disastrous. I think we may Spanish milled dollars. The credit of the
come to the consideration of the practical country was pledged for their pay-
operation of this system and dismiss all ment, in silver. The first issue was
those fine-spun theories and volumes of nade in l'175 of $2,000,000, and
words about money, capital and labour, eigbteen months after the notes stood at
values, etc., and take the broad, naked, 50 per cent. discount. In October, 1779,
plain facts as they stare us in the face, $1 in silver would lurclase $30 i con-
which show that in everv instance where tinentai money. At this juncture cei-
the theory lias been tried, disaster bas re- tificates redeemable at the end of six
sulted. I may repeat some things I said years, and bearing interest at the rate of
last vear in reference to this matter. It 5 per cent. were issued, and flic privi-
is not improper to repeat the lessons then Jege -,as given to fund continental money
brought before the House. It would not in those certîficates at the rate of $40 in
be improper to reiterate them a thousand continen to
times till everyCanadianknows that actual his vas practically going into bank-
trials and ample experience constitute the ruptcy and paying 21 cents on the dollar
mo3t powerful and convincing arguments in a new promise to pay. ]efore the
against this scheme. The American end of 1780 these certificates sanl: tof
colonies nade the most ample trial of 1their nominal value, at which rate $320
an irredeeniable paper currency. Almost
all of them issued mîoney endorsed
by the State, the result being the same in
all cases. In Connecticut, in 1749, $8 in
currency was only worth $1 in silver. In
Rhode Island, in 1769, $1 in silver
would purchase $26 in legal tender of
that Colony. In North Carolina, in
1840, $1 in silver purchased $14 of legal
tender; in 1740, in South Carolina, $1
in 'ilver would purchase $8 in legal ten-
der. In 1749, $1 in silver would pur-
chase $11 of legal tender in Massachu-
setts. During the period of those paper
money experiments, great disaster and
great derangement in business existed in
those Colonies, and industry was pros-
trated. We have further back in history
many cases proving very conclusively what
the operationof legal tender paper money
always was. In China, in the ninth
century, its Government issued fiat
inoney, a currency stamped upon mul-
berry bark; the value of the money
depending upon the size of the pieces. It
was to be received and pass current on
pain of death, but it was found, notwith
standing, impossible to keep it afloat, and
it ultimately became utterly worthless.
One of the most useful lessons supplied

MR. CHARLTON.

in continental currency was equal to $8
in certificates or to $1 in silver. Shortly
after this $1,000 in currency equalled
$1 in silver and alm'ost immediately
afterwards it became utterly worthless.
The issues of the Continental States were
$241,000,000. It was a currency abun-
dantly cheap and fulfilled all the con-
ditions that the hon. member for South
Norfolk requires, being without value and
easily obtained, thougk the promise to pay
in silver would, in his opinion, be an objec-
tion. The consequences of the issue of this
mass of currency were most disastrous to
the country whenî it had run its course and
an attempt was made to cone back to a
solid basis. Property was swept away
under execution for debt without satis-
fying the claims, and in sonie States stay
laws were enacted which prolonged the
difficulty. In Massachusetts it was wise-
ly determined to get rid of the evil as
soon as possible. This occasioned the
breaking out of the Shay Rebellion,
which threatened the stability of the
institutions of that State. All these were
evils of ca lass which invariably manifest
theinselves under similar circumstances.
With reference to England, the Bank of
England suspended in 1797. As
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I stated a few minutes ago, scieme of which he was the author, called
there was no over issue of notes. the George Law seheme." A bank was
The Bank of England never increased its established. The issues of that bank
circulation beyond the limit that was were founde on the credits of the State,
deemed safe at the suspension, when its and upon lands. The issues of that bank
issues were fixed upon a specie basis. anounted tu three milliards of francs. An
There was no lack of faith in the ulti- enormous inflation and tictiticus lrospei-
mate redemption of the notes of the bank, ity intoxicated the people of France. Tais
and the bank professed to be ready to state of thingslastedfor four years,andthen
,resume specie payment at various timesi came the ollapse. Gorge Law fled for
when the Government did not deem it, lis life, and France was subjected to
prudent to permit it to do so. But in twenty-tive years of derangem'nt, dist-ress
1814, even under these circumstances, and misery in consequence of this experi-
the difference between the Bank of Eng- i ment. This was not sufficient. lu 1787

sand notes and gold was 30 per cent. the Frenhi Assembly again etbarked l
£3 1 î s. 101d. in gold being worti £5 4s. a iilar scher e for the relief of the
in notes of the Bank of England. Even public necessities. Aithough that subjet
under these circumstances, serwous derange- ras often been referred to, ask the indul-
iaents to business resulted in England, gence of the use while o refer to it
legitimate trade in that country becamie agtain ,because no lesson is more conclusive
uncertain and spasmodia, there were vio- in its teachin s as to the folly of resorting
lent fluctuations in pricee, laborers and to an issue of irredeemable paper ooney
-artisans were in great distress, prices of than the experiece of France under the
the necessaries of, ife rose much more issues of the Assignats in the period of
ra}idly thanc the price of labour ; there the French Revolution. The Lirst issue
were labour rts in variots parts of weas matie in 1789, it was maee anainst
Enghtnd, and when specie payment was the protests of cool-heade men of tei
resumed, this saine labouing class eas French Assembly who cited tneir fellow-
agaiu subjected to great hardships contrymen to the experience of Fiance
by the fact ti t thes price of their under George Law, and predicted tit the
labour feli more rapidly than the pnie sane evils ould visit France again in an

f the necessaries of lite, so that tey were aggravated form. Despite their protests
furst injured by te rapid ise ofthe neces- a d warnings tio Frenh Assenbly pro-
saries f life an the slower rise in the price ceeded to issue assignats base upon the
labour; and secondly after the returu to value of the Chueh estates. The rst
ýspecie payment, by the slow decline in the issue was 400,000,000 francs; the next
tecessaries of life and the rapid fa l of the issue 1789 was 800,000,000 francs;
price of labour. It was especially disas- the next issue in January, 1790 was
tngs to widows an orphans, to recipi- 600,000,000 francs. When tis point
ents of salaries, and to persons possessin was readhed, capital began to shrink
fixed incomieb. Sud lins always been f roui investaients, and business in
found to be the case in countries where the France became gambling. ln 1792
.abanidonnient of the specie standard or de- the assignats stood at 30 par Cent.
hasing coin led to the depreciation of the discount. Then tue debtor class-
currency, and the nominal enhancemet of anti it is frote the debtor class that the
the prices of the necessaries of ife. The ex- pressure generally cores for cheap Money
tract, I read, graphically depiets the misery -invaded the Assembly and deianded au
that existed in Englanid fron this cause. increase of the issue of assignats, in order
Macaulay declared that them isery from one that tey migt the more easily pay their
l er of bad eoney exceeded that caused by debts. Furtler issues were made. It
bad harvests, bad laws, bad Kings, and bati was by this time found ahnost impuossible
Judes, for twenty-five years. corne to carry on the French thoverement.
nex to the consideration of two great and Salarie clerks coulh net ]ive upon their
sirificant lessons afforded us by the x- salaries, ant resigned in shoals. Then the

ensnce of France wit this class of Assembly sepped in and attepted to
.noney. In 1716, George Law, an enter- control the prices of the necessaries of life
prising Scotchmat succeeded in inducing 1 by passing maximum laws hat provided
the Frensh Governient to ebark in a that the price of weat, oil, wine and
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other articles should not exceed certain
sums-laws fixing the prices of all the
commodities that entered into daily con-
sumption. As a matter of course these
laws were inoperative, and were set aside
by the inexorable laws of supply and de-
mand. In 1793, the purchase of specie
was prohibited, and the penalty of engag-
ing in a transaction of this kind was six
years in irons. Iii that year the sale of
assignats below their nominal value was
prohibited, and the penalty for this crime
was twenty years in chains. Frencliaen
began investing their ineans iu foreign
countries and this was prohibited by the
Assembly under the penalty of de1ith.
In 1796, 5,337 francs in assignats
were worth 34 francs in silver,
and soon after 100 francs ii assignats
were worth five sous. In the saine year
the Frencli Assembly resorted to the
scheme which is generally resorted to un-
der like circunstances--it went into
bankruptcy. It agreed to pay 3lc. on
the dollar in new promises to pay. It
funded the assignats in mandats in the
proportion of 30 francs in assignats to
one in the mandats. These mandats soon
declined, so that 1,000 of themi would
only purchase one franc in silver. At
that rate the original issue was worth in
the proportion of 30,000 to 1 in silver.
Speedily the whole mass was repudiated ;
the whole issue became a total loss; the
entire issue was 45 millards of francs ;
and the testinDny of history is, that the
horrors of the bastile, the guillotine, and
the wars that France engaged in during
that period, all combined, did not inflict
the evil upon France that was inflicted by
the issue of the assignats. The Assembly
now passed an edict permitting the circu-
lation of any kind of money. Frenchmen
were anxious to see real money once
more, and gools were sold at an enorimous
sacrifice in order to obtain money that had
an actual value. Hoards'of gold and silver
were now brought out of their biding
places, goods were cheap, excbange turned
in favour of the country, prosperity re-
turned, and, during all the wars
of Napoleon, France carried on
ber vast military operations upon a
specie basis. It may be wearisome
to dwell on these instances of the expe-
rience of other countries with pap>er
monev, but this is an important question.
I wish to show froin the experience of

MR. CHARLTON.

various nations the utter fallacy of the
theories propounded by visionary dreain-
ers. The next instance that I shall cite
is that of Russia. Russia is a great em-
pire of enormous resources, developed
and undeveloped. In 1768, Russia made
her first issue of paper money of forty
million roubles. In 1787, she made an
additional issue of sixty million roubles.
In 1816, the aggregate amount of paper
money iii circulation was 577 million
roubles. At that time 400 roubles in
currency purchased 100 roubles in silver.
Russia then resorted to the saine seheme
resorted to in most continental states, she
went into bankruptcy. She offered to
pay in the proportion of three and one-
half to one, by a new issue of roubles or
in silver. This new issue soon swelled to
enormous proportions, and since that time
the preminum upon the paper currency
has been extremely high. Russia bas
been in a state little better than clironic
bankruptcv. The revenue bas seldoni
equalled the expenditure, and to-day, if
we look at the internal condition of that
country, torn by _Nihilism and Commun-
isn, we see the imiost unhappy country on
the globe, and it would be very difficult
indeed to say how large a proportion of
these disasters were attributable to that
false system of issuing irredeemable cur-
rency in that country. Thenext instance
will be that of Austria: In 1796, the
first issue of paper money was made. lI
1806 silver stood at a premium of 75 per
cent. In 1809, 315 florins were required
to purchase 100 florins in silver. In 1811,
when the arnount in circulation was
1,061,000,000, 1,200 florins in paper pur-
chased 100 florins in silver. In 1820, the
Goveinient resorted to the sanie time-
honomied expedient of going into bank-
ruptev. It funded its issue by issuing a
new batch of florins, and redeemed the
old by giving one of the new for five of
the old. By that means, all but 20 per
cent. were wiped out. It then proceeded
to issue a larger volume, in 1815 the
value of this second issue was nerely
nominal, and il was funded again through
the establishment of the Bank of Vienna,
in the proportion of one florin of the new
fqr eleven of the old. The finances of
Austria are still in hopeless confusion, and
its currency is still at a heavy discotînt.
I miglit cite the case of the Confederate
States of America, where in three short
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vears the currency went down until it re-
quired $300 in currency to purchase one
dollar in silver, and then it became utterly
valueless. In Italy, the forced circulation
ýof paper money is but of recent date, but
it is already heavily depreciated and the
country is in a state of financial confusion.
The same state of things exists in Spain,
in consequence of a depreciated and irre-
deemable paper currency. The same
state of things exists in Turkey, where
the currency is in a perfect medley of de-
lased coins and worthless paper. Turkey
is now attempting to return to a specie
basis; having tried an irredeemable cur-
rency and found it disastrous. The
South American States are almost all
labouring under the saine difficulties to-
day. The rate of discount bas reached,
in those States, as high as $400 in cur-
rency for one dollar in silver. The little
negro state of Hayti, even, bas found the
lon. gentleman's panacea, and it requires
$500 there to buy your breakfast. So
iuch for the testimony of history. These

instances might be multiplied but the
number I have cited is suflicient to cause
us to pause before adopting a principle
which bas been so uniformly disastrous
in its results in all countries where it has
been tried, and that during many cen-
turies. There have been only two in-
stances in all huinan history where the
result of an irredeemable money issue
lias not been ruinous, and in e aeh of these
cases the Governnient solemnly declared
that its paper money emissions were to
be paid in gold, and that ruin did not
result was due to the fact that
the people had faith that the promise of
the Government would be redeemed.
The hoo. gentlemîan bas at some
length given us his definition of money.
Money, he told us, was a creation of the
Government. Well, Sir, is it true that
governments cau create money 4 If it is
true that governments can give value to
that which is worthless then the lion.
gentleman can, perhaps, make out his
case. But I denv thîat Government can
create noney, or tìat they can create
anything that man w ill accept as value.
What is money? I t must have one
requisite to commeice with and that
must b3 valie. Money is an in-

antion soie 4,000 vars old. Man ibas.
tried various expedients. Before ar-
riving at that stage of a2vancemen.t

where lie could màke use of money he
resorted to barter. , After trying barter
he advanced a stage and used as money
various articles possessing value. Cattle
were used for this purpose and other
valuable articles. Among barbarous
tribes an analagous state of things still
exists The Africans use cowrie shells,
copper, wire, etc.; the Indians wampum
belts. Man finally reached that point
where a wise and judicious selection of
the article that was to pass as nmoney was
made, and for wise reasons the precious
imetals were selected as that article.
Now, we need to bear in mind
that there is a vast difference
between specific purchasing power
and general purchasing power. Any
article that lias value lias a specific
purchasing power. If its owner can find
a person who wants it and bas soie other
article that he wants, an exchange can be
made, and each of the articles in that
case possesses a specific purchasing power,
Neither of them, however, can be used as
a purchasing agent except upon the prin-
ciple of barter, neither of tbem have a
general purchasing power. Money pos-
sesses a general purchasing power.
Everything that possesses value is con-
vertible into money, and noney in turn
cau be converted into anything that
possesses value. The precious metals
were selected for this purpose, and I wislh
to call the attention of the Hoiuse to
sonie reasons that had weight in leading
to this selection. One of the maia rea-
sons undoubtedly was as to their quantity.
The quantity could neither be iincreatsed
nor diminished by an act of Government.
It was entirely beyond the interference ot
Governnent. The quantity was sufficient
for all purposes of commerce and could
or21y be slightly anid gradually increased.
There have been orly two considerable
changes in the value of precious metals
during the period of whlich we know any-
thing about their production. The one
wxs in the sixteenth century, when
t ht value of silver was affected
by the production of the mines of
Mexic-o and Peru. The second was
in the nineteenth century when the
value of gold was affected by the dis-
coveries of that precious metal in Cali-
fornia and Australia. It was next chosen
because it is universally valued. It is
:;i article that is current in all lands. It
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requires no edict of a Goveriiment to giv
to gold and silver a value. It was chosei
because it bas the power of equalising
values all over the world. It also pos
sésses a uniformity of quality. Gold
mined to day is of exactly the same
quality as gold mined long ago. Silver
mined in Nevada possesses exactly the
same quality as silver mined in Siberia.
Of whatever age and wherever produced
the quality of gold and silver is identi-
cally the same. Another quality it pos-
sesses is that it is convenient and portable.
Another quality which it possesses is
that it can be divided and subdivided.
No matter how small the piece its value
is exactly in proportion to its weight.
Another quality is that it is practically
indestructable, a coin in constant use wili
last, it is said, 2,400 years. The hon. gen-
tleman stated that it was the Government
stamp that gave value to this money. That
is a preposterous assertion. It is the Gov-
ernment stamp that gives evidence as to
the value. A thousand sovereigns in a
mass, or a thousand eagles in a mass, are
worth just as much as they were worth
when in coins. The Government of Great
Britain charge 31 of 1 per cent. for coinage
while the United States coins free. The
bullion of the United States is worth
exactly as much when not coined as when
in coin. The statement of the hon. gen-
tleman, that the coin depends for its value
on the stamp of the Government, is on
a par with the other absurdities to which
the hon. gentleman has given utterance in
this House. The stamp of the Govern-
ment is merely an evidence of its value.
It issimply for the sake of convenience that
Government have been deputed to fulfil
this duty of stamping on coins their
weight and value. How long have these
metals been used as money? Is it an in-
vention of to-day, or does it date back to
the period of the French Revolution, or
to the days of the Continental States of
America, or to the days when the Chinese
had fiat money consisting of mulberry
bark l No; from the very earliest re-
cords of history the precious metals have
fulfilled the functions they fulfil to-day.
The experience of forty centuries is cer-
tainly worthy of consideration. It cannot
be lightly set aside. If mankind have
adhered regularly to one system, it cer-
tainly is a pretty conclusive argument
that there must be some good reason for

MR. CHARLTON.

adherence to that system. A good deal
bas been said by the hon. gentleman about
standards of value, measures of value,

- mediums of exchange, and so forth, and I
wish to draw the attention of the House
to the distinction that should be drawn
between a standard of value and medium
of exchange. A check drawn by any hon.
member of this House for $1,000, pro-
vided there is confidence that the man has
that amount of money in the bank, and
confidence that the bank is able to pay
that amount, is a good acceptable medium
of exchange for $1,000. Not that that is
its intrinsie value, but it represents that
value somewhere. A measure of value or
a standard of value is something different.
A cheque is not a standard of value,
neither is a bank note nor a Government
bond a standard of value, but all of these
represent value which the public faith be-
lieves is lodged somewhere. A standard
of value is something that possesses value.
Gold and silver have been chosen '>y
civilised nations, and bhrbarous nations
as well, to serve for 4,000 years the func-
tions of a standard of value, and a bank
note or bill of exchange merely represents
that the maker of that bank note or bill
of exchange owns so much of that stand-
ard of value, which is payable on his
demand.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
MR. CHARLTON: When you left

the Chair, Sir, I had just finished some
remarks as to the character of money and
the reasons which led to the adoption of
the precious metals to serve for that pur-
pose. In the course of this discussion
much has been said about irredee4iable
noney, about fiat money, measures of
value, etc., and I wish, at this
point, to define breifly what irredeemable
is. Irredeemable money is a currency
which promises to pay something in the
future. The promise usually made is to
pay in gold. The degree of discredit that
attaches to irredeemable money is
governed by its volume, and the de-
gree of faith entertained as to its ultimate
redemption and the point of other worth-
lessness, is reached when faith in the
ability to pay is finally lost. The scheme
We are dealing with to-night, as pro-
pounded by the hon. member for South
Norfolk (Mr. Wallace), is not a scheme of
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irredeemble money, Iam sorry to say, it is
a scheme even worse than this. The cur-
rency advocated by the bon. member is a
currency that commences when an irre-
deemable currrency ends. An irredeem-
able ends at utter worthlessness, and
that is the point where fiat money begins.
The hon. gentleman in his speech says
that money that has an intrinsie value
is not fit to be money. Well, lie cer-
tainly advocates the adoption of a cur-
rency that has no intrinsic value. He
advocates the adoption of a currency that
promises to pay nothing. It is acur-
rency that never will be discredited, because
no promise is given. The money the hon.
gentleman proposes should be issued will
promise to pay absolutely nothing. It
will not read " The Dominion of Canada
promises to pay one dollar." It will read
" This is a dollar." We will suppose
that the manager of the Grand Trunk
road or the manager of the Great West-
ern Railway should issue what might be
termed locomotive paper aflirming that
"This is a locomotive," it would be
absurd. If it announced that they would
furnish a locomotive on demand
we might consider it. Some follower of
my hon. friend might go into the live-
stock business and lie might issue a piece
of paper affirming "I This is a jack-ass." It
would more clearly express the character
of the issuer than the character of the
paper. My hon. friend tells us that one
advantage this money will possess will be
that it will be non-exportable-
that you cannot take it out of the coun-
try, and that the country cannot be made
poorer by the exportation of this money.
There are various other articles that are
non-exportable, bad bacon, musty wheat,
rotten eggs, and almost everything you
can mention that is worthless, is non-
exportable, and it is for that reason the
currency that the hon. gentleman pro-
poses to issue will be non-exportable. He
also says it will help to maintain the in-
stitutions of the country, and check immi-
gration, the reason probably being because
the people will be so poor that they cannot
get out of it. I do not deny that a Gov-
ernment can give to a currency a debt can-
celling power, but I defyany Government
to give to currency a buying power, and
whatever device man may adopt, gold
will, in all cases, measure the value of his
device. The advocacy of this scheme is
either stupid or it is immoral. There may

be debtors in the community who desire
in this way to defraud their creditors.
Should this system ever obtain in this
country we would see the old systei of
barter introduced again. Such was the
case in the Confederate States of A merica.
It was no unusual thing thing for persons
to stipulate that their services shouli be
paid for in produce. The same would un-
doubtedly be the case here in the event
of the adoption of this system of currency.
The hon. gentleman did not raise the
claim to-day, but he did on a former oc-
casion, that this scheme would make
the rates of interest low. Exactly
the reverse however, would be the
case. Invariably, under the opera-
tion of a scheme of irredeemable
money interest becomes exorbitant.
The reason of this is not far
to seek. With a fluctuating currency
not only the usual rate of interest is
charged, but a further rate is added, suf-
ficient to cover the probably depreciation
in the currency during that period that
it will pass from the possession of the
lender. This was the case in the United
States during the greenback era. To my
own personal knowledge, the best names
could seldom obtain bank discounts in
the- interior at less than 13 per cent per
annum. Since resumption, however,
money, is easily obtained from 6 to 8 per
cent. per annum. During the days of
wild cat banking in the Western States,
40 per oent was no unusual rate of inter-
est, and cases are known where 10 per
cent per month was paid. Such a cur-
rency constantly depreciates, and when
the lender parts with it lie naturally de-
mands a rate of interest that will give a
reasonable return for its use, and leave
an ample margin to cover its depreciation
when he shall receive it again. There is
an opinion that in this country, and in
various other countries, the amount of
circulating medium is insufficient for the
wants, of the people. It is undoubtedly
true that in France and some of the Con-
tinental States of Europe the amount of
c-rrency in circulation is larger per capita
than in England or the United
States or in Canada. The mode
of business is different in some
countries from others. In the United
States, in Canada, in Great Britain, peo-
ple deposit money in Savings' Banks and
other institutions ; their payments are
usually made by cheque, which is an
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evideace of the possession of money. In
New York, in London, in Chicago, not
5 per cen.. of the daily transactions are
performed with currency. A man draws
his cheque., passes it over to another who
endorses it, and passes it over to the
bank; that cheque performs a dozen pay-
ments, perhaps, and finally goes to the
bank. In France, business is done in an-
other way; they use currency in trans-
actions to a great extent ; they do not
deposit in Savings' Banks to the same
extent. Almost every peasant or fariner
lias a small hoard of money laid away,
and business is done largely by actual

payment of specie or currency. For this
reason a larger amount of currency is re-
quired than in England or the United
States, where they depend more upon the
operations of those great facilities of ex-
change, banks and the bank clearing
bouse. The hon. gentleman need not
borrow any trouble about not having
a suflicient amount of currency in
th3 banks. The banks of Canada
are, in fact, unable to obtain circu-
lation for their money. A man who
wishes to have it must have security to
place in the bands of the Bank of personal
character and credit and then he can have
it w.thout any difiiculty. I have dealt
witl the testimony of great men as to
this question. I have dealt with the ex-

perience of the past, and witlh the general

principles appertaining to this question;
and now I propose to refer to one prac-
tical lesson worked out before our eyes
in our own generation-the grein-back
period in the United States, commencing
in 1862, and ending so recently as the 1st
of January, 1879. The experience of
that country will afford us many useful
lessons, although there is a very great
difference between the principles adopted
by them, and the principles my hon.
friend intends to adopt. That country
issued a currency repayable in gold,
wvhich it was believed would be payable
in gold, a currency which bas been paid
in gold. But here we are to have a cur-
rency which will never be paid in gold,
a currency which will be worthless from
the commencement. The effect under even
these mitigating circumstances, the effect
even where the currency was one not
immediately payable in gold, though ulti-
mately so payable, was expansion,
resulting-as will always be the case on

MI. CHARLTON.

the adoption of such a currency system-
most disastrously to the creditor class.
Who were they h They are all to whom
debts are due; all who hïwe more debts
due to them than they owe. It includes
nine-tenths of the working men of the
country. It includes in the United
States 8,000,000 of labourers, earning
annually $2,500,000,000. It wouldinclude
in this Dominion some 600,000 labourers,
earning annuially sonie $200,000,000.
To this army of creditors in the United
States, an average of $100,000,000 is at
ail times due. It includes 700,000 policy
holders in Life Insurance Companies. It
includes an army of 2,400,000 depositors
in the banks of the United States, against
about 200,000 debt3rs who borrow money
from the banks. Thus it will be seen
that the benefits of inflation were reaped
by a few at the expense of the vast ma-
jority of the people of the country.
What was the effect in that country upon
ail those having fixed incomes : money
was lowered in value ; persons with fixed
incomes, persons with salaries, were sore-
ly pinched, and had great difficulty in
obtaining the necessaries of life under the
expansion and depreciation of money, and
the advance of prices that resulted.
Another marked influence was exer-
cised in the United States, on
the labouring class, in addition
to that exercised upon them as creditors.
While their wages advanced slowly, the
prices of the necessaries of life advanced
rapidlv. By reliable tables it has been
shown that the necessaries of life ad-
vanced in price 100 per cent. while wages
only increased 50 to 62 per cent. The
consequence was that as the system pro-
ceeded the difficulties of the working
class relatively became worse and worse,
and when the tide turned, when the
United States had determined to return to
a specie currency, the price of gold fell,
then the wages of the labourer quickly
descended to the level they had originally
held, while the necessaries of life, on the
other hand, followed the decline by slow
degrees, so the labouring people were,
therefore, again the great sufferers; they
were ground between the upper and
nether millstones, first bv the rapid ad-
vance in the price of food and necessaries,
compared witlh the advance in the price of
wages; and second, by the rapid decline in
the price of wages, compared with the
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decline in the price of food and necessaries.
While depreciation was increasing, busi-
ness confidence was, in a great mea-
sure, destroyed ; foresight as to the
future became impossible; business be-
came literally gambling; no man, no
inatter how astute could forsee the fluctua-
tions of gold which actually governed all
values. The goods of the importer were
to be paid for in gold,his sales were in cur-
rency, no human foresight could tell him
what margin should be charged to cover
advance in premium between date of pur-
chase and date of realisation, upon sales
and business, from the force of circun
stances became gambling. Another fea-
ture, and a most remarkable feature in
connection with this state of things, was
that the exact amotint of money in circu-
lation was known, there was no law of
fluency in operation, gold could not be
used as money, and would not flow in
from other lands, it was an article of
commerce. The result was that great
operators were enabled to get possession
of great sums in currency and create arti-
ficial stringency ; it was repeatedly done by
these means, these men temporarily locked
up large suis of money to create strin-
gency and panic. The market for stocks
and produce was completely controlled
by them. Black Fridays and spasmodic
fluctuations were the result, and these
large operators. swallowed up the small
operators by scores. Such fortunes as
those amassed by Vanderbilt, Scott,
Stewart and Gould were built up by means
of this character. These gamblers made
the nations necessities, its hopes, its very
despair, counters in their game. Another
result was wild speculation, extensive pro-
duction of things for which there was no de-
nand, wasteful extravagance, a shoddy
aristocracy, a morbid desire to become
rich without labour. The creation of

great fortunes by this system, the robbery
of the public and the nation by bold stock
gamblers led to the raising of a popular
ery against privileged classes and the
bondholder. The people instinctively
felt that they Lad been robbed, and the

greenback or fiat money heresy would
never have received the support it did but
that a portion of the people thought to
pay a debt which had cost the holders so
little by resorting to a fraud infinitely

greater than the frauds of the war period,
and cancelling the bonds with worthless

110

currency. I desire, Sir, to examine for a
moment the effect of this system upon
debt and taxation, and to direct first, at-
tention to the manner in which loans were
made in the United States. They re-
quired means to carry on their war oper-
ations ; the country was a borrower.
Secretary Chase unwisely determined to
maintain the price of American bonds at
par nominally by depreciating the cur-
rency that was received for them. Had
he borrowed no gold, placing his bonds
upon the market at such discount as was
necessary to float them, he would in the
end have been infinitely better off. A
bond of $100 at one time cost but $40 in
gold, and the great bulk of the debt was
contracted when $100 in currency was
worth less than $60 in gold. The Govern-
ment is paying these bonds at par in
gold; The investors receive, in many in-
stances, in gold 150 per cent. more than
they invested in gold. This borrowing
at par, in a currency vhich was to be repaid,
principal and interest in gold, added enor-
mously to the debt of the United States.
Had - the Secretary borrowed only in
the equivalent of gold, and placed
his bonds in the American markets
at such price as they would command,
the dsbt would have been $900,000,000
or $1,000,000,000 less than it was, and
to-day the United States,with the taxation
they have paid, would have been entirely
out of debt. The United States have had an
ample experience in irredeemable money.
The moment Richmond fell, the agitation
commenced for aresumption of specie pay-
ment, and on the first of January, last

year, they returned to a specie currency.
And what has been the result ? Men
who held the views of my hon. friend
from South Norfolk, believed that resump-
tion would prove disastrous to the United
States. Were these prophecies fulfilled ?
Were the United States injuriously
affected î No; they were not. On the.
contrary the great majority of the people
of the United States had been
waiting for many years for that
juncture to arrive, and from the moment
it was known that the wishes of the
country would not be disappointed, busi-
ness revived; capital had been waiting
for the time when there would be some
assurance that the gambling era had
ceased; and when that assurance came,
when resumption was made certain,
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business revived, as I have already said.
And was that revival spasmodic or
témporary î No; on the contrary
after a lapse of nearly eighteen months
since the resumption of specie payment
in the United States, this revival may be
considered a permanent thing; that
country has entered upon a career of
prosperity which will eclipse any previous
period of her history; and I have no hesi-
tation in saying, and it cannot be doubted
by any reasonable man that this revival of
business and this great prosperity is due
wholly and exclusively to the resumption
of specie payment, in that country. Are
the United States likely to go back to the
greenback system after having so many
years experience of it and having aban-
doned it ? Are they likely to back
to irredeemable currency ? What is the
status of the greenback party of the
United States ? There is at this moment
enough lunatic asylum capacity in that
country to hold the whole of them. Our
industries and our commerce need rest and
certainty. Capitalto my certain knowledge
has already abandoned Canada, and
sought investments elsewhere, owing to
the uncertainty surrounding the money
question. It is high time the Goverument
ceased to coquet with this question; it is
high time the hon. the Minister of Fi-
nance should give an authorative expres-
sion of opinion on the views advanced by
those 'who favour a fiat currency. A
prudent farmer will not hire a man who
has burned the barns of ail those who
have ever employed bim; and a prudent
nation will not adopt a system fraught
with such ruinous consequences as is this
irredeemable currency system. The ex-
perience of history, the dictates of reason,
the declarations of the wise and the great,
forbid us to believe that a fiat money is
better than a currency based upon specie.
I am firmly impressed with the belief ar-
rived at, after a careful study of paper cur-
rency experiments, after careful consid-
eration of the laws governing nioney
questions, after a practical knowledge of
the business experience of the United
States during the period of supension in
the country since 1862, that a credit cur-
rency is a device which never fails
to be calamitous in its consequences,
and rarely fails to entail ruin. I
cannot condemn too strongly the insane
recklessness or the inexcusable ignorance

MR. CHARLTON.

of the Utopian dreamers and designing
knaves who advocate a measure which
would bring upon u3 calamity and dis-
tress. By its operation values would be
unsettled, rapid and sharp fluctuations in
prices would be introduced, uncertainty as
to the future would baffle the mnost astute.
The poor man's wages would advance
slowly, while the necessaries of life ad-
vanced rapidly and daily became more
difficult to obtain, and the circulating
medium of the country would rapidly
gravitate to utter worthlessness. I
would my words could reach every far-
mer, overy artisan, every labourer, every
man who earns his living by toil in shop
or field, for their interests are dependent
un an established credit, a stable currency,
and steady means of payment. Honest
labour has nothing to gain from shifting
values, fluctuating prices, or impending
collapse. Specie has a uniform and in-
trinsic value the world over. It is the
bed rock as a standard, sure and steadfast.
Rag money is a delusion, and bitter will
be our experience, terrible the lessons by
which adversity will teach us of our folly,
if we insist upon learning in the school of
fools, and refuse to be taught by the ex-
perience of others. I hope that the crude
theories advanced by this class of finan-
ciers and political economists, so often
exploded in practice, and so often shown
in theory to be utterly without founda-
tion, may never be adopted or tried in
this country.

Mi. McCALLUM: Although I
do not agree exactly with the hon.
member for South Norfolk (Mr.
Wallace) yet I believe the object of
the Government in introducing this mea-
sure is to utilise, as far as possible, the
currency of the people, and by that means
to save as much interest as possible. So
far as that goes, I entirely approve of the
measure. The hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) said
it was a long and dangerous step from
$12,00,000 to $20,C00,000. I do not
regard it as very dangerous. I cannot
see what injury can accrue from the Gov-
ernment taking so much circulation. I
am only sorry they did not consider it
their duty to take the whole circulation,
so that when a man had a dollar bill he
would know it was good and backed up
by the whole Dominion. The money to-
day is not ail alike in the couintry. There
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in a discount on Ontario bills in the
Lower Provinces, and a discount on the
Lower Province bills here. I think it is
the duty of the Government to take this
whole matter into their hands, and that
they are neglecting their proper functions
when they delegate to banks the power to
issue bills to pass as money. The Gov-
ernment ought to retain this power for
the benefit of the people. The hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron also said that the
banking systems of Scotland and Canada
are alike and that they have served good
ends. Well, we have recently seen what
disastrous results flowed fromn the banking
system of Scotland, and we have not to
look far back to see how the people of
Canada suffered from our banking sys-
tem. The hon. member for North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) stated that the
Government might misuse this power.
Now, the hon. gentleman is going back
upon himself when he makes such a state-
ment. The Government is responsible
to the people who entrust hon. members
with the power to pass al] laws regulating
property and everything else. The hon.
gentleman also wished his language
would go to every farmer in the country.
If his remarks regarding the issue of the
greenback currency in the United States,
when he stated they were redeemable in
gold when issued, went to the farmers,
what would they think ? If the balance
of the hon. member's speech is on a par
with that, I can assure him there are
many farmers in his own county who
have a better knowledge of the subject.
This very much abused system of green-
backs saved the United States. What
was the resuilt at the beginning of the
war when they tried to borrow money
from their own capitalists to carry on the
war I They could only get about
$12,000,000, at a rate of interest ranging
from 10 to 12 per cent. They issued
those greenbacks, and borrowed
$450,000,000 from their own people and
saved the country. I do believe in a
legal tender currency myself, but do not
believe we should issue money to be re-
deemable in gold unless we keep the
gold to redeem it with. Of what value
to the people is gold, if it is piled up in
the vaults of the Government I It is like
manure piled up in a barnyard-it is of
no use. But spread that manure around
and it enriches the soil and brings
forth good crops. It is the

same with this gold in the
vault. Spread it around and it will in-
crease industry and by that means in-
crease the productions of the country.
If the Government were to issue legal
tender notes and bonds drawing 4 per
cent. interest, never payable except at its
own option, allowing the notes to be con-
verted into bonds, or vice versa, at the
option of the holder, I think it would
be the means of giving us cheap money
and lowering the rate of interest. I am
sorry the Government have not seen
their way clear to taking the whole cir-
culation in charge. The people look for
such a step, and I am satisfied that it
will be made a test at the next General
Elections whenever they take place.

House ru#olved itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider the said Reso-
lution.

(In the Committee.)
MR. ANGLIN: I presume the Resolu-

tions will pass, but it is my duty to say
that I regard this proceeding as one of
very questionable propriety. It is very
well to assume that, in absorbing a por-
tion of the circulation, we are merely
transferring to the Dominion the amount
of interest which the banks are supposed
to obtain from that portion of their cir-
culation, but in point of fact this mea-
sure will absorb and take fron the
business of the country the total amount
of this increased issue. It is practically
borrowing another $8,000,000, and it
will circumscribe the lending power of
our banks to that extent. It would be
absurd to suppose that we could put
$8,000,000 additional paper money into
circulation without, at the sane time, dis-
placing nearly as much of the bank paper
which is now in circulation. There is
just as much paper in circulation now as
the business of the country requires or
justifies. Every bank is eager to put its
paper in circulation. It is not the fault
of the banks that more paper is not in
circulatien according to population, but
owing to the character of the business of
the country. Of all the paper that goes
out the greater part returns in a
rery short time and must be re-
deemed. We find from the market
prices of stocks that the market price of
very few bank stocks is, to-day, above par.
Although the banks have the ad-
rantages of the issue of paper
and a large amount of capital placed on
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deposit at a low rate of interest, yet take redemption. A few tbousand dollars
one bank with another their dividends wvnt into the banks and were held by
are by no means large. In some years them for their own convenience, or that
the profits of well-managed institutions of their customers. So individuali,
are large, but, on the whole, bank stocks everywhere, who choose to hold some
do not yield more than other investments roney for use, left those Dominion $1
of a substantial character. The Govere- and $2 notes, as a rule, »ith some notes
nient's on reason for taking this of larger deinominations, and in that way

$S0000is 1-ecautse they want money. this nioney was continually keptincru
But the hon. the Finance Minster gave lationf neer returning for redemption.
another reason. He said the tinie liad So the provision tha it sould be re-
cene wien. the country should bave a deemed, did not trouble the sev-
largyer zhare cf the profits of the circula- crament. But the case will be dit'-
tien than previously. If that is a juistîfi- ferent when you add $8,000,000 or
cation for this ste, the lion. minister evene $4,000,000 to the issue. That
slould go furtier, and take the whole cir- anount ewillnot be required as change.
culation into the auds f the tsovern- A very large portion, no doubt, will

0ent. I have ne doub it will come te comne back continually for redemption.
that in a short rne. The bon. member The lon. the Finance Minister ought to
for South N_'orfoik ( Mr. WTall ace), who is have tolci the Cornmittee ILow hie proposes
suh an earnest avocate cf what some to prove for that redemption when the
eam fiat inoev is not satisfied with this notes are presented, and to put and keep
measure, and would bave the Goverulent them in circulation the amount of
to further, ani issue irredeemable cur- nearly $4,000,000 this year, and
rcncy. f ao glad te sec that very few $8,0000 the year after, se as te obtain
shon. mefuibers sympatise with the lion, ail the profits he calculates upon. I think
gentleman, Who I have iio doubt, is per- noe ill fiud that the interest saved wil
fectly sincere in Lis views. But he need net be 0 large as le anticipates. If I
nt be discouraed. This measure frin am correct in saying that e is in reality

lis point of view, is but the tadpole, about to abstract $8,000,000 fro the
but in gooe time it will grow available capital of the country-out of
into a full-sized. frog. The $8,000,(00 its business-ano expend it in public
will be spent in gooti time, and works-he is taking money which, in this
the Government having this precedent country, is worth 0' or 8 per cent., and, in
before them, another 4$8000,000 will un- some places 9 or 10. That money ho
doubtely be asked for, and if hon. gen- could borrow in London at 4- per cent.
tleinen opiposite are as strng as they are at the outside, and it is a question of very
to-day, their ncxt dernand will be sup- serieus economic importance whether it
perted and sùistained as this is by their wvould not be more prudent and better for
followers. The whole circulation ef the the country that the hon. the Finance
country, exclusive of Dominion Notes, is Minister should borrow that noney in
stated te be 921>000t000. This London at 4o, than from the business
$8,000,000 is a very large proportion of people of this country, whose capital is
that arount. The hon. gentleman does already small enough, an who are now
not terl us how he proposes te put that complled te pay or 8 per cent, for
amount in circulation, or how he will ans. Another matter et r some u-
keep i in circulation. Hitherto the portance is the gol reserve. I would
Government Las had very little trouble like te be tol whether there is an amunt
with the circulation. Their whole issue of pecie stored away in any part of the
w-as $12,500 ,000, but of that $9,000,000 Dominion equal te what is called the golci
was absobel by the bauks, and held by or specie reserve Or is i merely a
the. as part of their reserut. That was credit at the Bank f Montreal and other
but one v ay of gettinm a f wriod lan from institutions that stands in the room et this
the banh. The remaining $3,500,000 gold depositq
was about ernough t furnish change, SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It is an
bmal notes, for the busines of the whole ctual gold deposit with the Receiver-
country ; an, therefore, these small General.
netes seldom or neaer cme back for M . ANGLIN: Thy do not, surey

MR. &WOLIN.
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hold altogether the proportion under-
stood against all those millions of
currency ?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Yes;
there is nearly $4,000,000 in gold at pre-
sent actually held by the Treasury, irre-
spective of what we have in the Bank of
Montreal.

MR. ANGLIN: I question whether it
is or not. If it is desirable to have a
specie reserve, it is desirable to have
something else than a credit at the bank.
Sir Francis Ilincks calculated that the
amount which he provided the Govern-
ment should hold was the minimum that
ought to be held against the notes in cir-
culation; it was not necessary to hold
that amount as against the amount in the
various banks, which was never likely to
be presented for redemption; and this,
perhaps, induced the hon. the Finance
Minister to think it might not be necessary
to have against any part of the proposed
circulation such a gold reserve as is pro-
vided for in the existing Act. A gold
reserve always seems to be superfluous
while times are good, and no special run
or demand for gold is made on any insti-
tution issuing paper, but is really a pro-
vision against extraordinary emergencies
and shouldalwaysbe sufficient to meet them.
Just at the time the banks amy find it test
their powers to the utmast to meet the
run of themselves, a run on the Treasury
on this new bank of issue about to be
established by the Government would
occur. Then the gold reserve would pro-
bably be found insufficient. Doubtless
the hon. the Finance Minister could at
any time draw against the guaranteed
bonds of the Dominion to very nearly
their full market value, and, therefore,
they may be regarded equal to a gold re-
serve. But that cannot be said of the
unguaranteed bonds. The mere authority
to issue bonds would be quite as much
securitv as the actual deposit of such
bonds in any vault in the Dominion.
Bonds which we may put on the market
hereafter, are no security for any liabili-
ties we may contract in the issue of paper
money ; they are themselves but the evi-
dence of debt which the Government has
incurred or which it is authorised to incur.
They are not the slightest security, and I
would very much prefer to see that pro-
vision struck out altogether, as it is calcu-
lated to throw discredit on the whole

operation. I regard this policy as essen-
tially dangerous. Could there be any
absolute security that this issue of Domin-
ion paper money would never proceed fur-
ther than these $8,000,000, it might not
beso objectionable; but precisely the causes
which led us to issue the old $9,000,000,
and which are promptii us now
to this proposed course, ny by-and-
bye prompt Parliament to consent to fur-
ther issues of paper money.

MR. MILLS : Disguise this scheme as
we may, it is really a forced loan-an at-
tempt of the Government to obtain from
the banks $8,000,000 on the terms of
the Resolutions. Some hon. gentlemen
have advocated a Government issue, and
the deprival of the banks of the right to
issue altogether. This scheme looks in
that direction. It will not produce ail
the mischiefs of a purely Government
issne, because the banks will largely con-
tinue the issue required by the country ;
but it will prepare the way for that re-
sult. The necessities of the Government
will not permit them to stop here ; they
must continue to extend their emissions,
until the right of issue is withdrawn from
the banks altogether. I do not sec that
the Government have a right to siare
more largely in the profits of the circu-
lation, as the Finance Minister says. If
they have a right at all they should get
all the profits. We have no right to en-
ter into a partnership with them, and
share the profits.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD •

Why have we not?
MR. MILLS: The Government inight

as well say they have a right to share in
the profits any capitalist made in his in-
vestment. The wear and tear of the
bank circulation is simply an incident of
the business of banking in which the Gov-
ernment have no money invested. The
profits should go to the owners of the
capital invested in the business. That is
my answer to the First Minister.
Apart from this view of the matter, the
Government cannot share in those profits
except at the expense of the public.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Government are the public.

MR. MILLS : The Government are
the mere agents of the public for certain
limited purposes, and the people are a
much larger body, and have much wider
interests than those entrusted to Parlia-
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ment, which deals with certain incidents
that belong to the interest and the gen-
eral well-being of the people ; and it is
because the Government might injure
those wider, and it may be more impor-
tant, interests that I object to the hou.
the Finance Minister's propositions. Now,
overy bank declares a certain dividend in
its capital, and one of the elements of the
profits is the circulation. If the Govern-
ment takes charge of it, what must be
the consequence to the banks 1 Tbey
inust increase the rate of interest to their
customers, and niake up the difference in
some other way ý and the ioney the
Governmen-t takes from the banks, by
sharing in the profits of the circulation,
the banks will take from the public, in
charging a higher rate of interest. The
depositor will fnd his rate of interest cut
down, as the banks will not be able, from
their diminished profits, to pay as much
as hitherto. The depositor, in return,
will say to his banker : I cannnot allow
iy nioney to be with you on vour terms;

and the effect will be its investinent else-
where, and the (iminution of the bank-
ing capital required for the accommoda-
tion of business. Tiis scheme will re-
duce the profits of banking and the avail-
able banking capital of the coun-
try. The statemnent of the hon. the
Finance Iinister is plausible, but
fallaciou.s. If there is any impression
abroad that greater security would be
enjoyed if che Government had charge of
the circulation, the impression does not
extend merely to the circulation but to
the deposits, aid even to the stock itself.
Parties wio know what the popular
opinion was-I speak not simply of those
in business-are aware that it was thought
when the Confederate Bank failed, that
if we had had a Government issue, the
stock-holders would not have suffered to
the extent 'witnessed. We know right
well that the Government could not give
any security to the stock-holders or de-
positors, but to a very limited extent,
only, security to the business men of the
country. What is true in England is
true here. The statement was made a
short time ago, by an eminent English
banker, to the effect that but one-half
per cent. of the business of the country
was carried on by means of gold and
silver, 2ý per cent. by bank bills, and 97
per cent. by. warehouse receipts, cheques

MR. MILLS

and batik balances. That is precisely the
way business is done here ; and if the
Government issued every dollar of the
circulation, there would be still, at least,
97,, per cent. of all the mercantile trans-
actions carried on iiiependently of it,
while, so far as the 97 per cent. is con-
cerned, the Government issues could not
affect the question of security at all.
But the Government issue, to the extent
of its volume, will certaiuly affect the
value of bank stocks. lu fact it is an
act of bad faith towards the banks.
A man purchasing baik stocks to-day in
Montreal or Toronto, finds, to-m orrow, their
value injuriously affected by the assump-
tion of a part of the circulation by the
Government, and the acquisition of a
share of the profit therefrom. I do not say
that, in the end, the banks will lose large-
ly, because they will make out of the
public what the Government filches from
them. But, doubtless, serious mischief
will be done by extending, what I regard
as aleady a mischievous provision in our
banking system; because, if the circula-
tion is taken from the banks and monopo.
lised by Government, the feature of
expansibility, which adopts in an eminent
degree our banking system t, the wants
of the country, will be entirely removed.
Iu July, last year, one of our banks had an
average circulation of $700,000; in Octo-
ber following, it had doubled, to meet the
temporary wants of the coimunity while
grain and other produce was being pur.
chased and exported. Take away from
the banks the right .to issue bills and
place it in the Government, and the
banks will be wholly unable to ineet the
local requirements of the country. This
change would produce serious mischief to
our whole banking system, and would
deprive it of one of those qualities
which eminently fit it for carrying
on the business of the country.
I think it is perfectly clear that the state-
ment made by the hon. gentlemen is not
a candid statement, when lie says lie be-
lieves it is a right principle that the Gov-
ernment should share in the profits of the
circulation, and that it is not with a view
to enable the Government so to share that
lie proposes the changes in the banking
system that are now before the Com-
mittee. The real object is to enable the
Government to obtain a forced loan from
the banks to meet the necessities of the
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Governnent. I say that is the sole object,
and not the one the hon. gentleman lias
stated. I am certain that it will be found
the most objectionable way in which the
Government can obtain money to meet
the necessities of the hour.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: I do
not think I ever heard so much heresy
from a political economist in twenty
minutes as I have heard from the hon.
gentleman in his speech just now. In
the first place he attempts to draw a dis-
tinction between the Government and the
public; he says it may be for the benefit
of the Government, but against the in-
terests of the public. I really thought
the Government and the public were one.
The Government are merely trustees for
the benefit of the public; whatever the
Government gains, the public must
gain ; whatever the Government loses
the public losses. I take it that they are
synonymous. But the hon. gentleman
says in the first place that the Govern-
ment have no right, or in other words
that the public have no right to go into
partnership with the banks in the circula-
tion, as if there was any right, vested or
otherwise, in the banks or inindividuals
in making promises to pay, as if there
was any rigit inherent and sacred to
them, and as if the Government was
committing a breach of faith in inter
fering at all. Nov, Mr. Chairman, if I re-
member aright it is a principle in constitu-
tional Government which obtains both in
monarchies and in republics, and in every
form of Government, that the right of
making money for common circulation
belongs to the Crown, to the sovereignty,
to the nation. Gold, silver, copper,
nickel, no matter what may be said to re-
present a circulating medium, is vested
in the Crown, is vested in the sovereignty,
is vested in the nation, no matter what
may be its form of Government. It is a
natter of fact as attested by history,

that paper or a promise to pay are ac-
cepted on the credit of the nation to be
an equivalent to gold or silver, and it is
clearly admitted by all writers on money
that the same power, the same sovereignty,
the same nation, that has an exclusive*
right to issue gold, silver, or other
circulating mediums, must of necessity
have the right if it chooses to claim it, to
issue its equivalent to gold or silver. It
is a matter of expediency, a matter of

legislation, which may be nodified froin
time to time for the Crown to give up any
portion of the exclusive right to issue
what ir called money to the banks whether
they nay be private or public, and to say
that it is a breach of faith it is absurd. I
am quite astonished to hear my hon.
friend use that argument for a moment.
It is a breach of faith forsooth. If it is a
breach of faith to issue $20,000,000, it
must be a breach of faith to issue
$12,000,000 ; and have not the banks for
the last ten years been suffering under
that breach of faith, and were they not
willing sufferers, and did they not accept
it. Why, there can be no injury or
injustice done to the party who accepts it.
They willingly accepted it ten years ago,
and they willingly accept it now. I am
very much surprised that the hon. gentle-
man, if this was a breach of faith, did not
exercise his powers as a member of the
Government, during five long years, in
trying to relieve the country fro:n this
great stigma which rests upon it as a
country, in allowing the breach of Iaith to
exist. If it is a breach of faith to issue
twenty millions, it is a breach of f aith
to issue twelve, five, or one million.
If the hon. gentleman's argument
is good for anythinig at all, it amounts
to this: that no nation or sovereignty can
issue paper money, although they can is-
sue gold or silver money without breach
of faith to people who desire to invest
their moncy in the business of banking.
Experience has shown that the law, which
the hon. gentleman has been administer-
ing for five years, allowing the Gov-
ernment to issue $12,000,000 with-
out having gold to cover it, well, ex-
perience has similarly shown that there
is no necessity in having so much gold.
It is merely granting to the extent of
20,000,000 what by the universal
consent of the last Parliament, and the
Parliament before it, was granted to the
extent of 12,000,000. If at any
time-it is merely permissive-the Gov.
ernment is to have power to issue
20,000,000 instead of 12,000,000, with-
out covering 8,000,000 with gold-
without covering the 8,000,000 with
gold in their vaults, and losing the inter-
est on it-if at any time it is found that
any practical inconvenience exists, there
is no risk of the credit of the country
being asserted, or of the Government not
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being able to meet any demand for gold,
then the Government can always check
its issue, Parliament can force it every
Session to diminish its issue, so the
whole argument, it seems to me, is base-
less. I really cannot understand, though
I have tried to do so. I generally do
appreciate the arguments of my hon.
friend, but I cannot understand the basis
of one single proposition lie made in his
speech to-day.

Resolution ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolution reported, read th7e /irst and

second times, and agreed to, on a division.
SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY intro-

duced a Bill (No. 114) Further to amend
the Acts respecting Dominion Notes.

Bill read the first time.

BANKING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(Sir Samuel L. Ti!ley.)

FIRsT READING.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole to consider the following Reso-
lutions

" Resolved,-That the charters of the several
bauks to which the Act respecting banks and
banking (34 Vie., chap. 5) applies shall be ex-
tended to the first day of July, 1891, subject to
the f ollowing provisions :-

"1. That after the first day of July,1881, (on
which day the charters, if not extended, would
expire) the payment of the notes of any such
bank intended for general circulation, shall be
the first charge upon its assets,-and that the
bank shall not, after the said day, issue or re-
issue any such note for a less sum than $5, or
for any other sum not being a multiple
of $5.

" 2. That from and after the same day, any
such bank, when making any payment,
shall, on the request of the person to whom the
payment is to be made, pay the same, or such
part thereof, not exceeding $50, as such person
may request in Dominion Notes for $1 or for
$2 each, at the option of the receiver.

" 3. And that from and after passing of the
Act to be passed in pursuance of these Resolu-
tions, the proportion of the cash reserves to be
held by any iuch bank in Dominion Notes shall
never be less than 40 per cent.

" 4. That the form of the Monthly Returns t
Government be so amended as to show more
clearly the financial position of the bank.

"5. That Section 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Act of
the now last Session (42 Vic., chap. 45) re-
specting the numbering of bank shares be re-
pealed."

(In the House.)
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The lion.

gentleman opposite asked how it was that

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

we proposed increasing the circulation.
It is well known that for the last two or
three years, or since the banks have been
deprived of the privilege of issuing $1 or
$2 notes, or any note less than for $4,
there have been complaints from
all parts of the country, that peo.
ple could not obtain small bills.
The Government do not propose the
establishment of expensive machinery for
putting these notes into circulation. Per-
sons new asking for the payment of
cheques upon a bank frequently ask for
$1 or $2 notes, but cannot ob-
tain them. It is not the business of the
bank to circulate them, they have no in-
terest in circulating them or in keeping
them out ; they are only anxious to put
their own notes in circulation. We pur-
pose requiring the banks to pay $50 in
small notes. This is one of the means by
which the Government proposes to obtain
an increased circulation for the $1 and
$2 notes, and at the same time to
give accommodation to people who require
those notes. We will, in that way, in
part supply the demand for $1 and $2
notes that are required for the pay-
ment of labour. I quite agree with the
hon. gentleinan opposite that you cannot
force $8,000,000 or $4,000,000, or even
$2,000,000 suddenly upon the country.
If we do we must expect to have to pro-
vide for it at short notice, because if you
put it in the hands of contractors you
may have to take it up next day. After
July, 1881, we shall take from
the banks the right to issue $4
notes, and it is by these means that
the Government expect to obtain a much
larger circulation for -their notes. It
is true, as was just stated by an
hon. gentleman, that the circulation
must necessarily be limited, because large
transactions are generally done by cheque
and not by bank or Dominion notes.
But the circulation is used in the payment
of labour by our manufacturers and other
employers of labour.. The great difficulty
has been to obtain these small notes.
The Government would have to use ex-
pensive machinery if they undertook to
establish a bank of issue, and so they
only propose to use the old machinery,
with some additional provisions in the
new Banking Act, with which they will
obtain an increased circulation, and thesi
small notes do not return to the banks or
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the Government for redemption as the
larger notes do.

On paragraph 3,
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : At pre-

sent the law provides that the reserve
shall be 50 per cent., but at no time shall
it be less than 331 per cent. This is
changed. There is at present a margin
of 162 per cent. between the minimum
amount that may be held, and the average
amount that they are expected to hold.
I quite agree with the late hon. Finance
Minister that in matters of this kind in
increasing our circulation, we require to
exercise increased care and caution and
increased provision for the redemption oi
this circulation; though there are other
causes besides those to which he refers,
namely, to the interest on the debt,
payable in England. It is true we have to
provide six orseven millions in exchange.
The demand for gold is not affected so
much by the interest on the debt, as it is
by the balance of trade between the
countries. Of course what we pay on
our debt, and that which the Local Gov-
ernment and municipalities have to pay,
is provided for by bills of exchange or
gold. But the balance of trade be-
tween the countries affects it to a greater
extent than these do. This may be met
by exceptional circumstances. There
may be loans effected, either by loan
societies, municipalities or Local Govern
ments, in England, though the Domin-
ion Government was obtaining no loan
whatever. But, as I said the other
night, the indications are that the
balance of trade will not be as much
against us in the future as in the past,
and the result will be a reduced demand
for exchange, or a snialler demand for
gold. Of course, if the balance of trade
be against us and the demand for ex-
change in drafts is greater than our
people are prepared to provide, the differ-
once will have to be made up by exchange
purchased in the United States. Under
these circumstances the balance of
trade should be largely against us; of
course we would require to provide a
larger amount of gold, But under any
circumstances, I think the reserves are
ample. For a number of years the banks
have held over the 50 per cent. that is
required, but they may reduce the amount,
under certain circumstances, to 33J per
cent., which would leave themn still a

margin of a much larger amount than will
be the case under this proposition. They
neyer can hold less than 40 per cent.,
therefore, whatever they require to hold
leaves the chances less that they will call
upon the Government at any time for a
larger amount of gold. This provision is
necessary to prevent the possibility of a
larger amount being called for at any par-
ticular time.

On paragraph 4,
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Under

these provisions it will not be possible for
such an occurrence as that in connection
with the Consolidated Bank to take place
again.

MR. MACKENZIE : How b
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: By stat-

ing in the returns it will show the amount
of money obtained from other banks on
securities.

MR. MACKENZIE: That was only
one of the instances where the public
were deceived. They were deceived by
the returns of the bank being deliberately
falsified. No law can prevent that.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The reason
given as justification by the officials of the
bank was that there was no specific head
under which that transaction could be
made; therefore, the parties justifiedthem-
selves by saying that they could make no
specific return of this kind because there
was no head provided for it.

On paragraph 5,
MR. MACKENZIE: Why do you re-

peal that i
S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY : It is

found to be inoperative. I do not know
but there may have been some litigation
arising out of it. Brokers have
evaded it in such a way that I have some
doubts whether you can really reach
them in this matter. No benefit has re-
sulted from it, but a great inconvenience;
and after giving that matter a good deal
of consideration it was decided to repeal
those sections. Then, there have been
some decisions in the Courts, with
reference to the conditions upon
which banks may make advances
upon certain properties. There are
two other sections that have been in-
troduced for the purpose of setting that
matter at rest, and making it so clear
that the question of the authority of the
banks cannot arise in the future Apart
from these provisions there is little or no
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change made in the old Act, as amended,
and made applicable to the bank whose
charters are now tobe renewed. I move,
Mr. Speaker, you leave the Chair.

M. PLUMB : The Resolutions
brought up by my friend the hon. the
Finance Minister, enable me to make
some observations in respect to Banking
and Currency. The two subjects are so
closely identified in the public mind,
under an economic system, although not
necessarily connected with each other,
that it is difficult to deal with one with-
out referring to the other. The hon.
inember for South Norfolk, has taken the
opportunity of the introduction of the
Resolutions in question, by means of an
amendment to one of them, to propound
and argue very important and deeply
interesting propositions concerning the is-
sue of paper money. Any gentleman in
this House who carefully studies a
special subject of public importance, and
industriously prepares himself by research
and reflection to present it here, is fully
entitled to the grave and courteous at-
tention of his fellow members. The hon.
member for South Norfolk has made the
subject, upon which he bas just now ad-
dressed you, Mr. Speaker, a diligent
study, I may venture to say, an absorbing
one, and he brings to its discussion, with
great earnestness and energy, the strong-
est arguments, doubtless, that can be
adduced in its favour. I think it proper
at the outset to say that I do not sym-
pathise with those here who have seemed
disposed to freat his propositions with
levity or ridicule, as was, I fear, too
much the case with the hon. member for
North Norfolk. The hon. gentleman is
f ully entitled to credit and consideration,
both for the sincerity of his opinions and
the abilitv and clearness with which he
has stated his theories ; and although 1
am compelled to say at the outset that
I differ with him toto colo, I ac-
knowledge that he is supported by the
authority of many advanced thinkers,
who imagine that an expanded currency,
which has no fixed value according to the
generally secured standard, may perform
functions in the development of national
undertakings so useful and important as
to compensate fully for the disturbances
in unsettling prices and in vitiating con-
tracts which it may cause. The test of
experience, however, which has been fre-

SIR SÂMEL L. TILLEY.

quently applied to issues of paper cur-
rency which were temporarily irredeem-
able, has demonstrated that they have
led to extravagant inflations inevitably
followed by disastrous depression, and
great distress and loss, and it has been
often the case that the currency has de-
preciated so largely in value as to make
its ultimate redemption practically im-
possible. The issue of a practically irre-
deemable legal tender currency which is
enthusiastically urged by my hon. friend
(Mr. Wallace), can only be justified by
the extremest public necessity, a neces-
sity whichý I trust, may never arise in
this Dominion. The experience of the
world is agreed upon the expediency
of adopting a common standard
for the measurement of value, and
it is generally conceded that a safe
paper currency must be convertible into
or redeemable by that standard. I do
not assert that gold, which has been so
adopted, is the most perfect measure of
value, theoretically, possible ; but there
are sound reasons why it has been univer-
sally accepted, and no substitute is likely,
through the success of propositions such
as we have just now heard f rom the hon.
member for South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace)
should be accepted in its stead. Should
this Dominion adopt any other, it would
be isolated, and would not be able to force
it upon the country, with whom it must
have commercial intercourse. Gold has
been selected by the common consent of
the world for obvious reasons. It is of
all the ductile metals the most
ductile, and the most difficult to obtain.
It is imperishable and easily divisible.
No other metal so truly and constantly
represents labour at its maximum reward,
andis, therefore, solittleliabletofluctuation
in purchasing power. It has been stated
authoritatively that the enormous addi-
tions to the stock of precious metals,
through the discoveries in California and
Australia, have not amounted in the
average to more than a $1 a day for each
person engaged in the diggings. No
other metal has been found to be so well
adapted for use in coin or so convenient for
transportation, by reason of its small bulk,
in proportion to its value ; but both gold
and silver have been found less convenient
than paper, redeemable in gold, for ordi-
nary purposes of currency, and the chief
commercial countries have accepted the
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latter as a substitute for metal. The
business transactions of such countries,
requiring to be discharged by cash pay-
ments, will absorb and keep afloat just so
much paper currency as they held and no
more. In its legitinate uses it forms a
very small part of the medium by which
business transactions are liquidated. The
larger transanctions are settled or ad-
justed by means of cheques or bills of ex-
change. Paper currency is only made use
of, as a general rule, in minor dealings.
It would be practically impossible to carry
about and to count large sums either of
gold or paper. There can be no doubt,
however, that considerable amounts of
paper currency, beyond the legitimate
requirements of trade, may be
forced upon the public ; but if it is
so forced, its pur3liasing power
will be reduced in proportion to its
excess, and wbile, if the issue is made a
legal tender, contracts will be impaired
and great injustice will thereby result,
the heaviest loss will fall upon the labour-
ing man, who is compelled to sell his
labour at the current market price, and
will be at the mercy of others if lie is
forced to receive for his wages currency
which has no fixed standard of value such
as that would certainly be which my hon.
friend from South Norfolk advocates.
No more ingenious method was ever de-
vised of robbing the poor, than that of an
issue of irredeemable currency ; and no
Government that has resorted to it has
been powerful enough to prevent its de-
preciation. Such an issue would take the
form of a forced loan, and should it be
exchangeable for a Government stock
bearing 3 per cent. interest, as has been
proposed in our case, it would be worth
just as much as such a stock, léss the
delay and expense of conversion. For
such reasons, if for no others, I shall
never cease to raise my voice against all
paper money schemes whatsoever, that do
not provide for the redemption of such
money in coin at its face value, dollar for
dollar,on demand; and no man could have
fallen into a more serious error than my
hon. frieDd from South Norfolk when lie
imagined that by any sort of device the
Government of Canada, or any other
Government, can pay for public works by
issuing irredeemable currency, and pre-
vent that currency from depreciating. If
it is redeemable, it will remain in circula

tion just as long as it is fulfilling a legiti-
mate purpose, and no longer. Consider-
able amounts will neither be hoarded nor
kept on hand, because of the risks involved,
and when it has passed from the hands of
the Government to the contractor, and
fron bim to those whom lie bas employed,
and from them to those to whom they are
indebted for food and clothing, its work is
done, and it will find its way back to the
Treasury for redemption. If it is irre-
deemable, it will be the prey of every
shark who deals in money, and who will
profit by the uncertainty of its value
and if flie plan advocated by my hon
friend should unfortunately be adopted,
it will inevitably bring ruin and dis-
honour to this country as it bas brought
ruinand dishonor to every country thathas
tried it. Many hon. gentlemen who have
taken up the advocacy of a National Cur-
rency, which is a synonym with them for
irredeemable, or as they call it more
euphoniously, fiat money, have chosen to
speak in very harsh terms of those who,
like myself, feel constrained to differ
with them, and to adhere to financial
principles that are accepted by sound
bankers, traders and political economists
everywhere. They have been good
enough te call us "gold-bugs," "bloated
bullionists " and other pleasant names, but
that does not affect us, or aid their argu-
ment.

MR. WALLACE (South NorfoIk):
What about calling us "rag baby" people.

MR. PLUMB: Nor sbould it affect
the temper of those who hold opinions
different from ours if they are not always
treated with the serious respect which
they deserve. Nor will abuse or ridicule
supply the place of argument on either
side. We differ from the fiat money men
radically and entirely, and one of our
strongest points of difference is in that
they assert that a Government stamp
alone can inake of a bit of paper as good
a dollar as if it were a bit ofgoldweighing
the tenth of an eagle of mintage standard.
They say that the stamp gives the value
to the gold coin, we believe that the gold
has a universal value which the stamp
cannot increase but of which it is merely
an assurance, and we believe that
paper has no such value. Gold
in dust, bars, or bullion, is
not only coinable into money, by means
of which the business of buying and
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selling is measured and facilitated, but it
is in itself an article of merchandise, the
value of which is not enhanced by a mint
stamp, which is merely a certificate of
weight and fineness. In fact, gold coin
going from one country to another is
often nmelted down, reminted and re-
stamped, which obviously would not be
done if the value consisted in the stamp.
But we need not look far for an exempli-
fication of the unsoundness and danger of
the views which the advocates of an ir-
redeemable currency have propounded.
Our opinions scarcely need any other
strengthening than they receive from the
experience of the United Statesin the issue
of legal tender notes during the struggle
between the North and South, which
began in 1861. That issue amounted
to over $700,000,000, and although
it was not professedly irredeemable, and
was made a legal tender for payment of all
debts except Customs dues, and notwith-
standing that it was backed by the whole
credit of the Government, it lost its pur-
chasing power to such a frightful extent
that it would not bring more than from
35 to 40 per cent. of its face value in
gold. The creditor who was compelled to
receive it for a debt contracted upon a
gold basis virtually lost a large part of his
debt. The price of daily labour remained
nearly unchanged while that of most of
the necessaries of life was enormously in-
creased. The farmer paid double or treble
prices for everything he bought, but the
price of wheat did not rise in proportion.
It is true that, after several years of in-
flation and depreciation, the legal tender
greenbacks were brought up to a gold
value by the resumption of specie pay-
ments, and it is equally true that the
public, as a whole, lost
while heavy profits
foreign bankers and
the expense of the
would pay in that
fold more than if he
know an instance of

by the transaction,
were reaped by
stock-jobbers at

nation. A man
currency three-

paid in gold. I
a friend of mine

who, with $100 of Canadian money, went
to New York, paid all his expenses,
stayed there a fortnight, and came back
with $120 in greenbacks, having sold
his Canadian money for $240 in green-
backs. That would be the state of
things here in a far greater degree
if we were to make an inconvert-
ible paper currency. There is but one

MR. PLUMB.

common measure of value, and we cannot
depart from it without incurring the dis-
asters that have attended all such depar-
tures. It is impossible to compute the
enormous losses that have followed the
issue of irredeemable paper, or the sus-
pension of specie payments by Govern-
ments or banks, and I fail to see any argu-
ment that can be urged in favour of
voluntarily experimenting upon such
dangerous theories as my hon. friend has
seen fit to adopt. He has only to read
the financial history of France, Austria,
the United States, Russia, and war of Eng-
land during the first twenty years of this
century, to find ample refutation of his
theories. My objections, however, do not
extend to an experiment such as has been
proposed by my bon. friend the Finance
Minister, by which he hopes to extend
the Government issues, convertible into
coin on demand, by the amount of
$8,000,000, under the Resolutions now
before the House. There can be no doubt
that such a sum can be added to the
$12,000,000 now authorised, without
hazard, and, inasmuch as it must be
redeemed on demand, the hon. the Fin-
ance Minister must find means to redeem
it, whether the basis now proposed is suf-
ficient or not. My hon. friend
knows, and the House knows, that there
is no such thing as actual circulation of
the $12,000,000 now issued. At most,
there are not more than $2,500,000 or
$3,000,000 afloat. The remainder is held
in the coffers of the banks as a reserve,
and it is probable that a large part of the
increased issue will also remain there.
It is nothing more or less than a loan,
and the profit may be calculated at 4 per
cent. per annum, less the cost of printing
the notes, the loss of interest in the gold
reserve, and the risk and inconvenience of
owing a loan payable on demand instead
of a distant fixed day. That it is in the
bank vaults is practically of little conse-
quence to the Government as long as it
is outstanding ; wherever it may be it
represents its face value to the Govern-
ment, and saves the interest thereon, ac-
cording to the terms I have just stated.
It is immaterial whether it is in the
bands of the bank or the public, except in
this way: that the banks may require
the redemption of the large sums the7
bold on some sudden crisis, at which time
I have no doubt the Government will
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have the power to meet the demand. But
if the same sum was in the hands of the
public, it could not be sent in for redemp-
tion so rapidly, for it is well-known that
although notes are issued payable on de-
mand, but a small part can practically be
demanded at once, and a reserve of 30 or
35 per cent. of ready money for circula-
tion and deposits is found, by long
experience, to be ample for the wants of
any sound banking institution. Loss
may ensure sufficient means to meet any
probable demand upon the Government.
It must be reiembered that the gold
basis shown in the bank statements, how-
ever, forms but a small part of the actual
available means ; there is behind it the
whole amount due from borrowers, which
must be paid in gold or its recognised
equivalent, and there is also the balances
due from other banks and agents, often
representing a far larger sum than the
actual cash reserves.

An HoN. MEMBER : They cannot get
it.

Ma. PLUMB: They can get it with
perfect ease as long as sound bank-
ing exists. The hon. gentleman is
mistaken in saying they cannot.
I do not pretend to say that any bank
doing business in the ordinary way could
pay all its liabilities on the instant, but I
say that it is the calculation of every
sound banker, based upon experience, that
he must have cash in hand sufficient to
meet any possible demand, and that its
business shall be so managed as to provide
funds from day to day to replenish bis
vaults if need be ; and to this end he can
stop trading and husband his receipts.
The whole business of banking is based
upon credit on both sides of the account.
The stockholders lend the capital, th@
depositors lend their deposits, and the
circulation outstanding is a loan from the
public. It is an expansion of the credit
systeni ; but it is a voluntary arrange-
ment. You cannot force the banks to
continue business; you cannot hamper or
tax thein beyond a certain point without
causing them to wiid-up and give back
their capital to the sihareholders who will
not lend it, and take ail the risks without
adequate prospect of remuneration. The
hon. member for South Norfolk and his
friends demand that the Government shall
take away from the banks the privilege of
issuing circulatio'h, and some of thei have

suggestel that the banks shall issue and
circulate the fiat money of the Govern-
ment. Suppose the banks should refuse
to have anything to do with irredeemable
currency, and they ought to, and doubt-
less would, refuse-what then i The
banking system is so entwined with our
commercial affairs that it cannot be
dispensed with. It would be impolitie
and unwise to injure or destroy it.
In connection with the question of the
issue of notes arises the question of the
renewal of the bank cbarters, which also
fornis part of the subject under present
discussion. My hon. friend must see that
the whole community is interested in the
Resolutions and Bill whicli are before us,
by which the charters of the existing
banks are to be extended for ten years
froin the lst of July, 1881, in a very
much larger degree than at first might be
supposed. For the convenience of all
commercial transactions, it is desirable for
the dealer to be able to go for bis accom-
modations to places where there is an
aggregation of capital. My hon. friend
understands that; he knows that such
aggregations of individual capital in
banking institutions greatly facilitates the
borrower, and enables him to carry on
business transâctions which would be
difficult, if not impossible, without it.
The profits of the banks have been by no
means excessive, even with all the ad-
vanttges gained by the privilege of issuing
notes.;and however miuch it may be de-
sired to take froi then that privilege, it
would not be sound policy to do so.
Credit, we believe, to be necessary for the
successful development of trade and com-
merce. Some of the currency theorists
argue that credit should be abolished,
although they themselves are advocates
for its extension in its most objectionable
forn. With regard ta the terms upon
which the Government have proposed,
under the hon. the Finance Minister's
proposition, to renew the charters of the
banks, I beg to say that I believe that the
public are entitled to the iost ample
security for the note circulation which the
banks are permitted to issue, and which
the public, as involuntary creditors, are
forced to receive in the daily transaction
of business. While I object strongly to
the proposition to take from the banks
the power of issuing notes, I think the
proposal, which came, I understand, from
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the banks, to make the issues the first
lien upon their assets, and whici is em-
bodied in the Bill before us, is impolitic
as regards the banks, although its effect
may work satisfactorily as regards the
public. I believe that it is the bounden
duty of the Government to compel the
banks to make those issues secure beyond
peradventure. In order to do this, it was
my idea, if possible, to assimilate our sys-
tem-slowly and gradually, in order to
avoid disturbance,butultimately-entirely
to that of the United States, under which
the banks deposit with the Government
at Washington a certain amount of pub-
lie securities, which are transferred to the
Controller of the banks, who holds their
engraved plates in custody, and prints
their circulation notes as ordered ; he
holds the security in trust for the redemp-
tion of the circulation; he gives the
banks their notes countersigned in his
department, and those notes represent not
more than the current value of the securi-
ties thus held, the banks ihsuing no more
notes than they receive from the Control-
1er. They are entitled to receive notes to
the amount of the market value of the
stock so deposited by them, but such
amount must not be above the par value.
They are entitled to receive the interest
on these stocks during the time the bank
remains solvent. The banks are com-
pelled to make Returns to the Controller,
and are subject to rigid inspection ; they
are also obliged to bold a certain reserve
as security for circulation and deposits :
these reserves consist of legal tendernotes
of the United States. There are 2,045
banks in operation under this system,
having an aggregate circulation of
$350,000,000. The public are so entire-
ly satisfied with the security, that
notes are rarely presented for
redemption. The system is an
absolutely secure one. In case of
failure of any bank, the Government at
once advertises thab it will redeem the
notes of that bank on demand at par in
gold, and after a bank failure, its notes
after continue in circulation, for nobody
loses confidence in them or has any fear
that they will not be redeemed.

MR. ANGLIN: But under that sys-
tem the Government gets no share of the
profits of circulation.

MR. PLUMB : Well, no; it does not
directly. But there is this to be said:

Ma. PLUmE.

the Government has an immense amount
of currency in legal tender notes which
the banks hold as their reserves, and the
Government puts a large tax on the
banks yielding about $15,000,000 a year;
that is the little profit the Government
makes; and it would be a considerable one
here. I thought the hon. the Finance
Minister might be disposed to adopt some
such system. As to the proposition of
the hon. gentleman, the Bill before us to
allow the circulation of the banks to be-
come the first lien on their assets, I
have very grave doubts as to whether it
is judicious or desirable. It would ID@
botter for the banks to secure their notes
upon some gradual soale similar to the
system I have just now pointed out. It
will be found, in the end, that the
security of the notes, by making them
a first lien upon the assets, will work to
the disadvantage of the banks, when in
case of a failure depositors find their
claims postponed during the time the
securities are heing realised for the re
demption of the notes, and I was in
hopes that my hon. friend would see his
way to put in a permission to the bank
to take as the alternative of 'securing
their notes by a first lien on their assets,
the right to secure their notes at a rate
of 10 or 15 per cent. a year by pledge of
Dominion Stocks, retiring their old issues
in that proportion. I thought that many
of the larger banks would see it to their
advantage to take this course, and still
think it would be desirable to prevent
the banks to have this option. To make
their assets liable for their notes as a
first lien would be excessively embarrass-
ing wherever there was a bank failure ;
it would injure all other banks in regard
to their depositors. It would be much
better to permit them to come under the
American system of securing their notes.
It is claimed that, by securing their notes,
they take out so much of their
capital and make their circulation a sort
of rigid iron rule that they need a more
expansive system. Something of this sort
was urged in the State of New York
when the old banks were about to be
compelled to go under the system now
prevailing in the United States. I was
then an earnest opponent of the new sys.
tem. I felt there was the difficulty which
has been suggested here, but the practical
working has shown that any objection was
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not sound. The banks have made more
money under the present than they did
under the old system. They have found
no practical difficulty in furnishing faci-
lities for moving the enormous crops of
the west to the seaboard, and they have
done the business far more safely than be-
fore. The produce business in the western
United States is now transacted mainly
by means of short date bills of exchange.
It is a mistake.to suppose it is absolutely
necessary that there should be an expansive
provision of currency here for that pur-
pose. But not only so, for currency is so
bulky that it could never fornm any very
large item in the business transactions of
the country. A package of $10,000 in
small notes would be two feet in length,
and no one would take the risk of carrying
it, or of counting it, if he could make or
receive large pay'ments in anv other way.
I am heartily in accord with the Banking
Bill which my hon. friend bas brought
forward. I feel that the banks are en-
titled to a renewal of their charters, and
also that the Government, if it chooses, is
entitled to take the circulation of the
four dollar notes or any others into its
own hands. Wh ther it will do so or not
is, however, a mere question of policy.
It has been argued that, because the
Government possesses that right, it
should assume it; but that does not
follow. The banks should not be
unduly hampered in the prosecution of
their business. Nothing can be more
suicidal than for any political party to
attempt to make a crusade against the
business of the country-nothing can be
more suicidal than the performance of
any act which would forma the slightest
excuse for making a stringency in the
money market. I do not think the oper-
ations of trade could go on, except with
the aid of the great money institutions of
the country, which are, upon the whole,
ably managed and a credit to Canada.
I trust the Resolutions and the Bill will
meet with the acceptance of the House.
Althouglh I will say I would like to see
them modified, so far as to permit any
bank to secure its circulation in the way
I have suggested if it elects to do so rather
than by making it a first lien upon its
assets; but if the hon. gentleman feels
that he has the entire concurrence of the
banking interest in his proposition, there
need be no objection to them. lt will

not be long, however, I venture to say,
beforp many of the larger banks will see
it is to their interest to avail themselves
of the proposition I have suggested. I
hope when the hon. gentleman deals with
the general subject of chartering new
banks, he will be prepared to recommenc
a scheme like that which obtains in. the
United States. I can readily understand
why the lion. the Minister proposes to re-
peal the Act of last year in reference to
the registration of bank shares. I did
not think it was a practicable meas are at the
time, but I was willing to give in largely
to publie sentiment, which desired to
prevent dealing in such shares by brokers,
by making fictitious sales, in which no
stock was transferred or, in fact, possessed
by the seller. The banks, in whose in-
terest the Act was passed, seem now to
desire to have it annulled, having found
it, as I understand, quite useless.

MR. CASEY : The hon. gentleman
who bas just sat down bas given us a
great deal of information on a subject on
whieh I believe he has reason to be
specially acquainted; and when he speaks
on subjects on whicli be has special knowl-
edge, lie is always instructive to the
House. I do not intend to go into a
general discussion of the currency ques.
tion, as the hon. member for Scuth Nor-
folk (Mr. Wallace) has promised us an-
other opportunity for that. I suppose we
are all agreed on the data of the problem
which the Government wish to solve by
these Resolutions. In the first place,
they probably wish to give the holder of
notes of all kinds throughout the country
that perfect security, which I belive it is.
the duty of the Government to afford
them. Government should neither issue
notes of doubtful goodness, nor allow
others to issue notes under charters
which are not properly secured. The
other object of the Government must have
been to secure a certain share of the profit
to be derived from the circulation of
those notes, and they have chosen to get
that profit by becoming issuers them-
selves to a larger extent than before.
With regard to their first object, that of
securitv, they have tried the experimen.t
of making all notes a first lien on the
assets of the banks ; the second object,
that of profit, is also in the nature of
an experiment. In both cases nothing
has been definitely settled. They have
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agreed upon no definite line of policy to
guide us in the future, but have pro-
coeded only in an experimental way.
Perhaps they may be right in this; but
it is open to hon. members to point
out in what respect their experiment
is wanting in the conditions which
ensure success. It is true that
by this means a Governnent can obtain
a forced loan without interest for some
period, but, as has already been pointed
out, that loan is for a very uncertain
period and for a very uncertain amount.
The Government have no means of keep-
ing notes in circulation other than those
possessed by banks, consequently they
cannot secure a larger circulation than
the banks could have secured if there
were no Government currency. They
undertake to stop a certain part of the
bank issue by nonopolising the right to
issue notes of certain denominations. I
think the chances are that this plan will
not succeed to any great extent. There
is one piece of information which the
House should possess before passing en
this subject, namely, the anount of
bank notes of the denominations pro-
posed to be monopolised now in circula-
tion. Perhaps the hon. Minister can
give us light on that point.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I do
not know the exact proportion. I do
not know how many fours are in circula-
tion-some banks do not issue any.

MR. CASEY: Then in framing this
scheine the hon. gentleman bas not had
before him the information necessary to
formu a rational idea as to its probable suc-
cess. The banks come in immediate con-
tact with borrowers, and it will be their
interest to induce borrowers to accept the
denominations of notes which they
issue in preference to Government notes.
it remains to be seen who will come out
best in this rivalry-the banks, who have
all the circumstances in their favour, or
the Government, who are dependent upon
the banks to keep their notes in circula-
tion. It has been found in England that
about £15,000,000 of currency remains
out permanently, and I have the highest
authority for saying that this amount is
never trenched upon during any crisis.
If the Government could say positively
just how many millions of currency
would remain out here, we migbt, pro-
bably, effect a permanent loan to that

ML. CÂsEY.

extent, but I cannot see how it can other-
wise be done. The total circulation of
the banks has often been below
$20,000,000, and that fact points to the
great danger there is that this $20,000,000
might not be kept permanently in circu-
lation. When the Government have to
pay out large suns on contracts, it might
be embarrassing if those notes were re-
turned suddenly to be cashed.

SIR SAMUEL L. TI LLEY: We
do not propose to pay it out on large con-
tracts. I said it would be returned at
once if such were the case.

MR. CASEY: Then we have no clear
idea of how this money is to be disposed
of, except so far as it will be used in pay-
ments to the Indians. It bas been sug-
gested to me that it would be a good
plan to increase the Indian annuities
and so get rid of the notes. The
hon. Minister tolt us that a very large
quantity of gold, now held as reserv s
would be liberated by this issue.
I think there is a stronger idea generally
prevalent about the benefits from the
liberation of gold than the facts j ustify.
If it should be so liberated, something
else will take its place. Notes which are
as good as gold for common use, will take
its place in the bank reserves, and be
equally locked up. This gold will go out
of the country, as it will not be required
for banking reserves. There would be
only a temporary benefit. There are
several general dangers arising from the
issue of notes by the Government. The
fact is, that thev would not be regulated
by the requirements of the public for cir-
culation, as is the case with the bank
issues. A bank bas no temptation to
issue faster than the circulatiou of the
country absorbs its notes. The Govern-
ment has many temptations to issue notes
faster, including political inducements.
They may suddenly require a moder-
ate sum to tide thei over a
temporary difficulty for wbich they
would not care to ask the authority of
Parliament. If the circulation is already
full when those notes are issued they
would only stay out a brief period, and
the country would have to cash them
very shortly after, and perhaps to effect a
loan for that purpose. It is very possible
that embarrassment would be caused to
an incoming Government, by some ir-'
regular and careless issue of notes by the
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outgoing Government. We have known
incoming Governments to be embarrassed
in more than one way by the acts or
their predecessors. I scarcely think that
any party Government in this coun-
try is to be trusted with the power of
lisarranging the prices of everything, and
involving the country in debt, and expos-
ing to embarrassment new Governments
by the issue of large quantities of paper
uoney. But there is another view of
the inatter: that this issue would shorten
the accommodation which the banks can
afford to their customers. They have
been in the habit of lending their own
credit in the shape of bank notes,
having thus been able, when a demand
arose for currency, for the purpose of
moving the produce of the country, to in-
crease the circulation temporarily for the
benefit of their customers as well as them-
selves. If a large proportion of the cur-
rency is composed of Governinent issues,
the banks cannot do this to the safne ex-
tent. The currency required by this pai-
ticular class of borrowers consist largely
of notes the Government reserves to
itself, and the borrowers cannot take
their loans either in cheques or large
notes. The banks will then have to lend,
instead of their own issues, the Govern-
ment notes, for which they must give
value. Their lending powers will be re-
s4tricted, for the time being, exactly to the
extent of the increased circulation of
Government notes. It is argued that
tke Governrment would get some profit
from the circulation. To be sure they
will, but somebody else will loose to that
extent, and the country will be nothing
the richer. The plan the Government
bas devised for securing the note-holders
at first sight struck me very favourably.
No doubt it was just to make the note-
holders preferential creditors, but it has
been urged by a gentleman whose
opinion I much respect, that such a pro.
vision will alarm depositors, who, as soon
as banks become shaky would change
their claims into preferential ones to
withdraw their deposits in the form of
notts of the bank. So the note-hold-
ers and depositors would stand on the
same footing, instead of the note-holder
having the advantage, as was intended,
I think it quite possible, however, that
the possibility of depositors convert-
ing their claims into preferential

111

claims would prevent, to a great
extent, that timidity which is largely
the cause of the runs on banks, and that
after a few of therm had coaverted their
claims the rest might gain confidence
and the runs might stop. But this is
altogether an experiment. Again, sup-
posing what is dreaded with regard to the
depositors did not occur, but that the
note-holder remained the only preferential
creditor, I do not think the first lien
would secure the value of the notes after
the failure of the bank. The poor man
would have to cash then at once, and
they would be at a discount pending the
liquidation of the bank's affairs. The
hon. inember for Niagara lias suggested
that we should adopt the National Bank-
ing system of the United States. The
wants of elasticity in that system is al-
most a sufficient objection to it. On the
other hand there- are some points of it
which might have been adopted by the
Government, in preference to the means
theyhave adopted, of securing aportion of
the profits on circulation. They might
have imposed some tax on the banks for
the privilege of issuing notes, so as to
obtain a portion of the profits instead of
issuing Government notes. That would
have been perfectly legitimate. Still fur-
there, a plan for combining the undoubted
security which the Government guaran-
tee gives with the facilities for
issuing, which only the banks possess,
might have been contrived. I will take
the liberty of suggesting that, on certain
securities being given to the Government,
the Government might guarantee the
notes of the banks on receiving a certain
portion of the profit. That would secure
the note-holders, and the banks might so
arrange as to secure the Government. I
have suggested the plan of giving the
Goverument a first lien, and this form of
lien might be free fron somte of the objec-
tions to it in the present form. If the
Government held the first lien, and
nobody else could become a preferential
creditor, the Government would be per-
fectly secure, and also the note-holder.
The arrangement would work advan-
tageoasly to the banks, except in so far
as they would have to pay something
to the Government for the use of its
name. I think the chief of all the objec-
tions that can be brought against this
plan of the Government is that pointed
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out by the hon. member for Centre circulation of $4 notes. Any man lav-
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), that ing an account with the bank, and wish-
it appears to favour the idea of a National ing money te buy produce, can draw a
Currency as understood by the hon. mem- cheque for 8à00 or $250, and the bank
ber for South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace). I must give him, if demanded, a certain
did not feel that point so stronglyuntil amount, whatever suin le may want, not
that hon. gentleman congratulated the hon. exceeding $50 in $1 and $2 bills, and
the Finance Minister on cautiously the Act requires them to furniel those
inaugurating what lie considered to be bille. That would give hlm ample change
a great reform. It is clear the hon. forthe purpose.
gentleman (Mr. Wallace) considers MR. ROSS: Itwill go a certain distance
this measure a step in the direc- but the active buyer, with two or three
tion in which he wishes to proceed. This thousand dollars to pay out during the
is the chief danger. The people would be day can only demand $b0 or so in small
very apt to assume. that something notes, and will feel very often inconven-
of. thie kind ie intended in the ienced. I 'would rather eee the Goveru-
distant future, fromc what is now ment surrender their $1 and $2 note
taking place. 1 tink it would be the altgether and assu e the $4 and $5,
duty of the Go-verninent, sometime in the which would be far botter because any
course cf this discission, to iiake it clenr: commercial man can meet the difficulty
whether they intend tc proceed with the by having $4 and $5 notes; but there
reorganisationi cf the currency on the would be great difficulties if operatore can
basis propoed by-that lon. gentleman,mor only deiand $50 or do in emal notes.
to make merely some modification cf that Sm SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The in-
gold-based currency system. always creased circulation cf say two and a-hâlf
hitherto prevailing in teis country. millions would largely in $1 and $2

MR. ROSS (Dundas)b: I would like bigs, which, iv addition te the three
orne information in regard to eefeature pfillionsnow oeut would be sufficient, I

cf this scherne, At certain periods cf think, fer the urpose referred to. When
the year, I think ttere would be con- any man is paying money into the bnke
siderable difficulty with business mnen if lie can keep the $1 bills for change, and
the Government assumes the circulation deposit the $5 and $10 bille, but lie will
ip te notes cf $4, and the banks can only have more smnall notes from this increaed
issue fives, tons and higher notes. At circulation. If there is any difvculty-,
the active business season when mon go instead cf drawing a cheque for $1,000,
into the arkets toe buy and andie large in e au draw for $200 or $250 if nces-
quanities cf produce and ave te get sary:
accommodation from the bank , by what M. MACKENZIE: That would ho a
means can w oblige them te pay out te more trick.
people in need small notes for Sin SAMIJEL L. TILLEY: No.
change-bil s cf $J, $2 and $1. it MR. ROSS (Dundas: We know very
would be utterly impossible with only well that the banks will net pay out Do-
bils cf $5 and $10 te make change. minion Notes unlese required te do se
Dealers will want ter ake payients it is net ther intention te do it.
with notes cf 4 and smaller ameunts. SI. SAMUEL L. TILLEYi far,
The banks will net giva us $4, $2 and hear.$
$1,notes hereater. Is there ne means by icM . wROSS b I hope there will e ne
which we cen ccmpel the banks tc givemuse difficulty, but I do net see how it will be.amaller notes? ' If we ld enougl of $4 Jpossible te handie great quentities cf pro-
notes, we nieed care very littie about $2ý and .duce, say.from September te flecember,
$1. If those custemers cannot get sm aller paricularly with convenience, under this
bils than -$5 -from bnk, the sbeme oheme. em fear we aso in completely
wiIl net wolk weil. I have ne -objection et the mercy cf the banks.
te the other fextnres cfthe measure. lIn reply te Sir RICHARD J. CART-

Si& SAMUEL L. TILLEY: 1 think wRGeHT,

-cbn answer very satisfactorily isthe SIc SAMiEL L. TILLEY id he
question put. Under the provisions of didllet think there would be any suci
the erIl the cicnku til be depsrived cf the means attempted as coiplling benk

MR. CASÉT.
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agencies to cash money-$50 cheques
for one per cent in small notes. They
would only require the $1 and other
small notes for ordinary transactions of
business, and if there was any difficulty
in obtaining them, the Deputy Receiver-
General could be applied to, the inter-
est of the Government being to put as many
as possible into circulation. It is natu-
ral, of course, that the banks should wish
to circulate their own notes as largely as
possible, but with the assistance of the
Deputy Receiver-General, the Government
notes couild, be'furnished for the public
requirements. There would be no induce-
ment to annoy the banks by drawing out
considerable sums in small notes unneces-
sarily.

MR. McLENNAN : There is a very
important question involved in this Reso-
lution for the issue of a larger amount of
Government currency, and although we
passed the Resolution, I think the most
convenient time to discuss it is in connec-
tion with the question with which it is so
closely related-the renewal of the charters
of banks. These two matters of currency
and banking are so closely related that it
is impossible to discuss them separately ;
they are both expedients - for the
facility to use and to increase wealth.
Everybody knows that the first method
of trade and the simplest form is that of
barter. A man who raises a bushel of
wheat exchanges it, in the natural state of
things, for a pair of boots, or a heifer, or
whatever he wants to exchange it for. To
obviate the inconvenience of that method
of doing business currency is invented.
What form that currency should take is a
thing I do not propose to discuss. I am
willing to assume just now, that the Gov-
ernment does not propose to make any
change in the form or in the character of
what passes current for money. The fact
that a gold basis bas served the purposes
of the most advanced nations of the
world is a sufficient reason for us to fol-
low that example and to stand by it until
we, know a great deal more about new
theories than we do to-day. I say this
with all deference to the hon. member for
South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace) whose ear.
nestness in his view of the case, and
whose great desire to increase the wealth
of every man in this country, I sympa-
thise with in the fullest measure. The
question of increasing the issue of the

currency, however, is not a question of the
right of the Government, because it has a
parfect right to take the issue ôf the cur-
rency into its own hands ; but I think
there is a serious question of policy in-
volved in it-a question of doing it.
I am not without hope that
the bon. the Minister of Finance
will find that the true visdom will be to
refrain from increasing the volume of
Government currency. It is well-known
that the use of currency is to facilitate
commerce ; the establishment of banks in
the form in which they exist now has been
found to be not only a great convenience,
but to have multiplied the uses of wealth
by the various means that are adopted in
the practice of banking. Bankers, in the
first place, were men who açcumulated
wealth and used their own money alto-
gether. After thiat they served the pur-
pose of custodians of money, from which
I fancy the nanie is derived. But that
form of banking has almost passed away.
It is true, bankers are still the custodians
of money, but they a-e so, chiefly, in the
sense of custodians foc use. The moneys
deposited in banks are used in the first
place for the purpose of trade to the ex-
tent that is safe, beyond keeping a certain
reserve, and in the next place the use of
bank notes increases the amount of
money that can be put into circulation.
This does not mean uses that are special
to bankers. Bankers have no patent for
making money out of the money of others.
But it is used to increase the
vitality of every existing form
of trade, to increase and multiply
every industry of the country. The dif-
ference between, nations in the progress
they make in wealth can be readily traced
to the principle adopted in banking. It
is the practice in some highly civilised
countries to hoard money ; it is the
practice in others to deposit it in banks.
The deposits in the London banks at the
end of December, 1872, amounted to
£120,000,000 sterling; the deposits in
the banks of. Paris amounted, at the same
date, to about £13,000,000. Now, the
contrast between the deposit of money
in the banks in these two countries forms
the key to the relative development of
these countries in trac.e. The popula-
tion of France, in 1876, was nearly
37,000,000 of people ; the population of
Great Britain and Ireland was some-
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thing over 31,000,000. The revenue
and expenditure of France were very
considerably greater than those of Great
Britain, yet the imports of France were
only equivalent to $892,000,000, while
the imports of Great Britain and Ireland
were within a fraction of $2,000,000,000.
That is nearly two and a-half times as
inuch. The export trade of France was
$961,000,000, while that of Great Britain
and Ireland was $1,268,000.000.
The imports of France were at
the rate of $24 per head, and
the exports $26 per head ; the in-
ports of Great Britain were $59, and the
exports $45 per head, the difference
facilitated in a great degree by the dif-
ferent principle in these countries of
using money. The country nearest to us,
the United States, is most assimilated to
ourselves in all that pertains to trade,
and the uses and increase of money.
We find that in all these respects it
comes nearer to the practice of Great
Britain. Now, everybody knows that
the difference between these countries
does not result from a difference in
wealth. It is well known that France
is probably the richest country in the
world for its size in production of soil,
industry of the people, and everything
that makes a country wealthy. The best
proof of that is the readiness with
which within a few years it paid the en-
ormous war indemnity, as the result of
its war with Germany. But its devel-
opnent in trade, and - he commerce of
the world is very small compared with
that of Great Britain, and chiefly in the
expenditures that go on all over the
world, as developed in the case of Great
Britain in lier Colonies and elsewhere.
Now it seems to me that this question
with respect to the issue of Government
notes, is a serious question in respect to
the measure in which it may interfere
with the business of banking, and it
is a serious question in the mea-
sure in which it may prevent the
banks from assisting in that development
and wealth of the country in al] the varied
forms in which the industries of the
oountry are carried on, in the productions
of the soil, in manufactures, in shipping,
and in everything that goes to increase
the wealth of the country. All these are
developed by the assistance of banking
capital, and that capital is useful in the

Mi. McLENNAN.

measure in which it can be relied upon to
serve the necessary purposes of banking ;
that is, by discounting and loaning money
to people who carry on these operations.
It is clear that if the Government takes
out of the hands of the banks a certain
proportion of moneythat forns a credit for
them, to that extent it rans the risk of
limiting the power of the banks to accon-
modate the business of the country. It
is true, it may be said, that if the Gov-
ernment supplies that money the purpose
is served. Well, there are several things
that may be said in respect to that. It
may make money dearer, and in this con-
nection it is well to consider what the
profits of banking are in this country.
We hear a good deal about the difference
of interest between these large financial
institutions, as they are called, and the
people. Well, it happens that the people
of this country are the bankers of
this country. Every man who makes
a little money invests it in some
thing as tar as lie can, and a very
large proportion of it is invested in bank
stocks that are considered to be tolerably
safe. But, like everything else, it is com-
paratively safe. Investments in the
capital of banks to the extent that is safe,
returns but a very moderate profit.
Now, there was a short period in the his-
tory of this country, during the time of
the American war, when some banks took
their capital to New York, and entered
upon the risks that were incident to the
disturbed state of the currency in that
country at the tine. Taking very large
risks in that disturbed currency it hap-
pened that large profits were made, ang4 I
believe that two or three banks in this
country added a very considerable amount
to their rest, and paid unusually large
dividends for a few years; but what is the
effect for the last five years. The effect
is that banking capital in this country
does not yield over 6 per cent. interest,
and isnot paying over that amount, to-day,
upon the average. . If we look, for a
moment, at the result of banking in Great
Britain, in comparison with this, we shall
see the very great difference that exists in
the country where the Government im-
poses no restriction in banking. I may
say, in passing, that I think it is a very
good model for us to follow. There is a
certain relation between the Government'
and the bank of England, but it is almost
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a nominal relation. There is scarcely any
legal obligation upon the bank beyond
the obligation of holding a certain amount
of Government; securities and I believe
now, and I think my hon. friend will find
after trying this expedient, that it will be
wiser for him to adopt the same plan by
which if he must bave money from the
banks he will allow thein to take his
securities bearing interest as a deposit to
secure their circulation or for any other
purpose to secure safety to the public and
by that means create the security to the
public, and get the loans for the Govern-
ment which are required without impair-
ing the efficiency of the banks or the
facility with which they can use their
noney for the public good. Of 110 joint

stock companies in England, in 1870, there
were fifteen that paid dividends of over
20 per cent. per annum ; twenty paid
from 15 to 20 per cent.; thirty-six paid
from 10 to 15 per cent.; thirty-six more
paid from 5 to 10 per cent.; and only
three out of 110 paid under 5 per cent.
Now, it is true that in that country there
is a very large amount of capital deposited
in the banks for which no capital is paid,
and that, of course, helps the dividends of
the banks very much. But in Scotland,
where dailyinterest is paid on all accounts,
banks have paid as higlh as 13 per cent.
During the same period the result of the
peculiar pesition of the Bank of England
has been that it does not pay quite so
large an average of dividend as some
of the others, although I an not at
the moment able to say what that divi-
dend is. The banks, as a general thing,
have not a larger rest than the banks have
in this country, but they have a very
large amournt of money upon which no
interest is paid. But I nerely mention
these facts, with reference to the dividends
of banks, to show that in this country the
money used 'in banks is not so profitable
that this House or the Government can
afford to deal with it in a manner to re-
duce its value to the owners or its effi-
ciency in serving the public. It has been
suggested that the American system
might be a usefuil system to introduce. I
think that system would have the advan-
tage that the banks would have the inter-
est on the Government bonds as a nucleus
of earnings, and I believe that interest is
very much more than any advantage
derived from the circulation. But there

1 would be inconvenience attending it, be-
cause the banking systein in this country
is not adapted to that system, by reason
oe the large number of branches at dis-
tant points, where notes must be held to
meet the fluctuations of trade, and a
change of that kind would interfere with
the ability of the existirg branches to
perform the ftnctions that are so neces-
sary. The Resolutions, I see, provide
for an amended form cf return. That
would, perhaps, assist to keep the coun-
try botter informed as to the securities of
the bank. I do not, however, attach mucli
importance to the Resiolution giving pre-
ference to the note holder. I think it
should be the desire of this Honuse, in pass-
ing an Act for the regulationt of the
banks, to make every liability of the bank
so safe that the question cf preference
would be one of very small importance.
This question of placing the money of the
country on a good foundation, is one of
very great importance. It is so to every-
one who has a dollar, and to everyonie
who expects to have one. It is the first
thing we look after in new communities,
and a great deal of the growth and
prosperity of a country will depend, froi
time to time, on its money being estab-
lished on a basis safe and permanent, and
world-wide in its character.

MR. WALLACE (South Norfolk):
The hon. gentleman wlio has just spoken
says there is an intinate connection be-
tween currency and banking. I disagrce
with him in that respect. There is no
more connection between currency an 1
banking than there i, betweenî growing
wheat and speculating iii it. I hold that
the Government of the covntry is wanting
in ils duty, and that tiis Par!iamnent is
recreant in its duty when allows any set
of men to fuarnish the currency of the
country. The hon. mem ber f'r Niagara,
and the hon. member for North Norfolk,
says that we are the advocates of an irr<-
deemable paper mâoney. That, however,
is not a fact. Who ever heard of a
National Currency man advocating
an irredeemable currency. They talk
of unconvertible money, which is
simply idiotic. If it was not
convertible it never could be used, and
if it could not be used it would be folly
to issue it. The hon. member for Niagara
says there is a common measure. I main-
tain there is no such thing as a commen
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measure, for every uountry lias its own 1867, they put in operation 2,449 miles
measure. He alo says that gold is of additional railway; in 1868, they put
suitable as a meiare of value, because in oporation 2,90ý miles of addîtional
it is difficult to get, which is a little railway; in 1869, tley put in operation
illogical. I do nou think that which is 4,615 miles of adt!itional railway; in
advantage ous as a convenience should be 1870, they put in operation 6,070 miles
difficult to obtai-. The hon. member for ofadditional railway; l 1871, tbey put
North Norfoilk referred to the American in operation 7,608 miles of addi-
greenback, but he did not state the case tional railway ; and it 1872, 5,720
accurately or fairly. He stated that the uiles of additional r; lway. Next
American greenback was payable in gold, year they put iii op, ration 4,000
which is iot thu fact. The Resumption odd miles of additional raiIwiv, thus show-
Act was only passed in 1875. The ing that when the greenback paper was
doubts entertained in the stability of used they had the largest prosperity, they
the Government afiècted the price o had the largst cost oxpend d on their
greenbacks. G-rcenbacks also fluctuiated. public works, and the luargeot aiutount in-
in accordance witl the balanceo of trade. vested in teir rail ways. When thegreen
If the inports werc large, thie price of back was teiinni9g to be withdrawn fronu
gold went W, if they were sall the ciulation what as the effe t As the
price of gcL; wc6t down. Again, the paver ioney l o as withdrawn flom circu-
American greîew hon the National lation banik discounts began to take theiï
Debt was 91,709, ujO,010 and when they place. pu 1866 bark discounts amounted
had $8 ' ÀJ paper money in cir- to only $766,ai0,l0 ; in 1873 bank di-
culatio,,i, stoo 1 t :ýýS*7. The next year counits Ladi risen to about &ý1,300,0û0
wvhen thie Amnerîcans had increased. their or neai-ly double, thus showig that as
paper lioin-y ii circulation by the curricy nas de,eised, the bank dis-
$150,000,00, and tleir debt by countstle inferior credit- ad irireased
$1M000,000,000, te grmenback stood at in an enorious ratio. I was astounded
70 cents. So -witiî tlis iiîcrease of the by hey li. frietid quoting froni Serman
debt, and cf' the a.ourt, cf paper money to sow tofat the notes of private corpor-
ini circulation, the prico of gold fol and ations was the bst circlation for the
the pice of tie reenilacKu increastd. c huntry. Wlv, it is apspiy to ey
Then if ycutracthe Listoryof the waryou that the credit of a s îall part of the
will find t Gat the ,reenbacks a compared country is better tlan the crodit of the
%vit gold fliictuateI ju t as the chances whole, or to say that the credit cf a few
of war semd for er aainst the country, bankers would e botter tlian t'e credit
and now, notwithestaudin tat the debt of the whole of t-e Dcniicn. It is
of the rountrv is ove $200,000,000 more illogical to îay that the credit cf tEe
than it geas in 1bK, . the Anmrican green- United States is no better, or is worse,
back is wvorth dolerit for dollar; wille in thant the credit cf a few ls.ankers in tLe
1864 t was oly v rth 38 cents, now it United States. It is illogical to say tat
is better tan The Goverment t e credit of a part is etter than the
employés would n take the gold. The credit of the whole. ,lore is another
had te be an order passed to compel the thing I want to onsider in this
employés to take apergold. Now, Sir, ]et us matter. When that country was pes-
look at the history uft-lat country during tered, as it is said, xvith this irredeemi-
the time t anat it h said they Lad tiis de- able money what was the effect on
preciated, 0 on0y-durig that greenback traders? Were there failres, or wee
period-and et u bec how the country they in a prcsperous condoeion y 1862,
prospered. 1 bold a statement showing at thebegining of thisgreenbak syste,
the miles of railw y put in operation they had 16,252 failures, representing
when they Lad t t greenback money, $23,000,000; in 1863, they had 495
that worthless pu.,er money. In 1864 they failures, repreaenting $7,000,00, and
built and put in operation, 738 miles of these were the years in which the grea
additional railway; in 1865, they put in increase in circulation i greenbacks took
operation 1,177 miles cf additîonal rail- place ; in 1864, there were 520 failures,
wav; in 1866, they put in operation representing about $8,000,000; in 1865,
1,716 additional miles of raolway; in they had 535 failures, representing

Ma. WÂLLA&CE.
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$17,500,000 : in 1866, as the currency
began to be contracted, as the wise men
began to draw it in from circulation,
the failures were 632, representing
$47,000,000-I apprehend that in this
$47,000,000 was the large failure of Jay
Cooke and Company, which firm was instru-
mental in bringing about the crises of
affairs in that countrv. In 1867, the
failures were 2,386, representing
$86,000,000, and so it went on until the
failures came to represent, in one year,
$228,000,000. And this is the beautiful
state of things brought about by the
abandonmentof the greenback systein and
the resumiiption of specie currency. This
is the systemi to be continued, and thus
lion. gentlemen sav we must have a gold
currency. But the lion. gentlemen are
not true to thenselves, they are not true
and consistent advocates of a gold cur-
rency. If they will have a gold cur-
rency, why not stick to it? What do
they say ? Thev say it is not necessary,
it does not require 100 cents in the dollar
of gold ; it does not require 50 cents in
the dollar of gold ; it does not req-juire 25
cents in the dollar of gold to make a
gold currency, and now they are trying
to do it at 15 cents on the dollar.
Yes, Sir, and I believe they are wise.
Gold is ot Ioated te cur"y on the
internal trade of this country, if the
people and the Government have confi-
dence in their own country ; it is only
necessary to keep up a few banking in-
stitutions, to keep a few thousand or so
of men rolling in wealth to the ruin of
the masses. It must be allowed that we
are drawing nothing but interest to pay
on the debt in England. Let us show
the worldi that the Canadian people have
confidence in their own country and in
their own country's resources.

An HoN. MEMBER: Carried.
MRi. WALLACE " Carried," Yes.

Well, we will carry it. I will not, at this
late hour, trouble the House much more.
I will move my amendment to the Reso-
lution. i 'have no antipathy to the
banks. It would be unwise to withdraw
the right of circulation from the banks at
once, because we have too little currency;
and if we compel them to pay dollar for
dollar for gold, we would still more re-
strict the circulation and work
irreparable ruin to the country.
But I wish to have inaugurated

a system that I believe will be beneficial
to the interests of the country. I believe
there is no doubt that every man in
Canada is-deeply interested in the doing
away with the pernicious system. It is
said that it works well. But what re-
sults have we ? We have an infinitude of
nisery, not produced by vice or crime,
which I hold should be the only cause of
misery. But we have an intinitude of
misery caused by the false nonetary sys-
tem which is crippling the power of this
country, which is injuring the industries
of this country, and causing many of our
population to starve. I am not an advo-
cate of taking away the whole circulation
of these banks at once, because that
would be injurious to the business of this
country ; but I am in favour of its being
done away with as fast as it can be with-
out unduly injuring the business of the
countrv. I make this Iproposition, that
the following words be added to the
Resolution-:

" That no hnk which unuder the authority of
any Act of this Parliarrent shail gý t a renewal
of its charter, shall be empowered to put in cir-
culation a larger amnount in value of its own
notes than the amount of said notes in circula-
tion at the date of the expiry of its present
charter."
I do not desire to do anything to embar-
rass the trade of tle country. On the
contrary, I desire to do what I believe
will tend to promote the industry and
prosperity of the whole Canadian people.

MR. BOULTBEE : I think this is a
subject of sufficient importance to warrant
me in giving expression to my very crude
ideas for a few moments. It seems to
me that this matter is not only worth
discussing, but well worth discussing by
men better able than I am to discuss it;
because we cannot shut our eyes to the
fact that we have a good deal of trouble
in conducting our affairs, and have had
for some years past. We have been
seriously embarrassed. We have been
going from one stage to the other, the
latter worse than the first, and it is neces-
sary to take some means by which we
may hope to extricate eurselves from the
slough of trouble we have got into. In
inaugurating the National Policy we had
in view the effort to get our affairs into
such a shape that we could do business
amongst ourselves and create our own
wealth ; but in doing this, and so as to
give that policy a fair scope and a full
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trial, I think we require better and
larger business means, I think we re-
quire more capital. I agree fully with
the hon. member for South Norfolk (Mr.
Wallace), that it would not be advisable
to increase our present means by borrow-
ing abroad. I take it that it is a
great evil to have a large
foreign indebtedness which is becoming
augmented from year to year, causing an
increased difficulty in carrying on the
business of the country. I am aware
that a certain measure of ridicule attaches
to any man who attacks the gold currency
or says anything in its disparagement,
and the reason is to be found in two
causes. In the first place, those who
discuss it are generally men connected
with financial institutions, generally the
wealthy men of the world, and the result
is that where there is any suggestion of
interference with the established currency,
which is controlled by these men, it is
only natural for them to oppose any such
interference. A small ring of financial
men -itand with their hands on the throat
of the world. They tax every enterprise,
and burden every genius. Nothing can
be projected, no scheme can be set afloat;
no man can spend years of his. lifetime
devising anything for the good of man-
kind, but seven-eighths of its profit will
be gobbled up by these financiers. They
have control of the financial interests of
the world, and accumulate money out of
money. It is, therefore, only natural
that they do not like to have the settled
financial basis disturbed in any manner;
but there is another reason more solid
thawthis, that is, the one stated by the
hon. member for North Norfolk, viz.,
that gold and silver have been fixed
by nations for a long period as the mea-
sure of value in international exchange.
Now it does seein to me-and it is a
question for dealing with seriously-that
it is quite possible for the affairs of
nations to be conducted internally upon a
National Currency founded upon the
natural resources, and yet to leave the
gold value as the basis of International
Exchange. Perhaps as we are now
endeavouring to open up our North-West
by means of a railway, we may facilitate
that work by the use of a currency of this
sort. If the Government, for instance,
were to issue e Dominion currency in
payment for 100 miles of the road, giving

MR. BOULTBEE.

the land as security for a linited period,
say for ten or fifteen years, I do not see
that it would suffer any depreciation, and
even if it did I do not know of any ob-
jection to it. If we go to England instead,
what do we borrow it on I Not on gold,
because we have no gold. We borrow it
on our national resources, on the rail-
ways, on the land to be hypothecated by
the Government ; and itseems to me on
looking at the question inaugurated by
these Resolutions, it is no more than doing
what - statesmen have been trying
to do, to a great extent, all alcng.
It is attempting to preserve the theory of
the gold basis of value, while practically
assigning it. They do not want to
shake or disturb the currency, but they
want more money in circulation. The
hon. gentleman did not want to disturb
the old established gold basis, but simply
to have a larger proportion of currency to
a smaller proportion of gold. I main-
tain that it is nothing more than a prae-
tical recognition of the fact that a fixed
gold value is only a theoretical value, and
that the natural basis of value are tle
practical resources of the country. The
arguments of the hon. members for both
Norfolks have been used for scores of
years, there is nothing new in theni.
There were certainly some novel ideas in
the remarks of the hon. member for
South Norfolk, but there was nothing
novel in the arguments of the hon. gen-
tleman from North Norfolk. That hon.
gentleman simply read the old opinions
on financial matters, which have been
issued for years. It was unnecessary to
read them, but every opinion quoted was
based not on such a scheme as I have
suggested, a reasonable amount of National
Currency, but on what is called fiat
money in improper quantities without
resources to redeem it. What I suggest is
very different from this: it is the issue of
a small and reasonable amount in pay-
ment for a public work with that work
as a security, as also the land allocated
in aid of the work, and redeemable at
a fixed period in fiat stocks.

MR. CASEY : I notice that the hon.
member for South Norfolk has not only
put less in his Resolution than he is in
the habit of doing, but he has moderated
his claims, to a great extent, on the cur-
rency question. In his first, speech he
claimed that anything could be made
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money by the fiat of law-that it required
no value beyond that given to it by law;
but now the hon. gentleman says that
anyone would be insane who advocated
the introduction of currency that was not
redeemable in something of value, and
that the currency he now proposes would
be redeemable in something of value.
We have hin on the horns of a dilemma.
Either he was not clear in bis ideas when
he advocated the issue of a currency of no
value, except that given by the fiat of
law, or else he is coming down, to a tre-
mendous extent, from his former position,
when he says that the currency he favours
would be redeemable in something of
value. The Resolution belore the House
does not touch the question the hon. gen-
tleman bas discussed. He teIls us this
currency would be redeemable by pay-
ment on dues to the Government, and for
lands and by conversion into bonds.
When the lion. member for North York
said it would be redeemable in rail-
roads and locomotives, he struck
the idea exactly. Now, a currency
which the Government is willing to re-
ceive in payment of dues, or for lands
and bonds, bas a certain intrinsic value
as a security ; but it does not follow
that thaut currency would be a
suitable one-indeed, that it would be
useful as a currency at all. Thenotesissued
by the Government would have value as
securities, but no such value as would fit
them for use as currency, for they could
not be redeemable except by going out of
circulation. In being paid for dues or
bonds they would go out of circulation,
and nothing would take their place. It
may be said they could be paid out again.
But nothing is to be gained by that,
since the Government could make new
notes in an unlimited quantity. The
value of the notes would depend on cer-
tain circumstances, and would not be a
fixed value by any means. Suppose
$20,000,000 come due to the Govern-
ment in the course of the year ; then
$20,000,000 worth of the currency in
circulation would be as good as gold
as a security, or as an investment,
because it could be used in place of gold
for paying those debts to the Government.
Of course, you cannot imagine the whole
currency of the country being paid into
the Government, since it would occasion
a periodical destruction of currency which

could not be endured. There would,
therefore, have to be more currency than
is to be paid in for dues each
year, and the surplus would
have no value in itself. As nobody
would know exactly what part would be
redeemable, the whole body of the cur-
rency would be depreciated, and would
bear a value proportionate to the relation
between the amount receivable for dues
and the amount in circulation. Let us
take the case of convertibility into lands,
to which the same argument applies to a
great extent. ie value conferred by
convertibility into land would depend
upon the amount of currency available for
such conversion during the year, and the
value of the lands available for sale, be-
cause Government lands are put at a fixed
price per acre. A dollar bill, based on
land, means an acre, or one-fifth, or one-
half an acre, according to the price of the
land. The value to be attached to that
dollar bill would depend upon the value
of the acre or fraction thereof which could
be obtained for it, and the currency would
be just as much a subject of speculation
as wild lands are now. I need say very
little in regard to currency redeemable
in railways or based on the railway to be
constructed. iNobody will desire to get
together $20,000 in bills and cash thei
in a locomotive, or in a mile of road-bed.
We come now to consider convertibility
into bonds. If a bond were only payable
in similar paper it would add nothing to
its value. In the United States the ex-
periment of converting greenbacks into
bonds was continuously tried. When the
greeiback was at its lowest point, it
could be converted into Government
bonds, but neither one addeci to the value
of the other. The surplus over the needs
of circulation available for convertibility
would not increase with the increasing
volume of currency. Inflation raises
prices, and higher prices require the use
of more currency in each transaction.
Currency is, therefore, relatively as scarce
in times of inflation as at other times.
The whole proceeding goes in a vicious
circle, the one factor continually aggra-
vating the other, and I think we may
conclude which that it is clear that no cur-
rency which is redeemable in anything
else than somne other valuable
article equally available as a
means of exchange would suffice. No
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stronger illustration of this can be liad
than the history of tie paper money
adopted in France in 1791, when assignats
were first issuîed. There were troublous
times in France then. The credit of
the country vas verv good, but there was
a demand for more currency, the people
being under the impression that more
currency neant more capital. They
issued those assignqts, which were a cur-
rency redeenable in land, not by the pro-
cess of payment by land, but as mortgages
upon the land, bearing mnterest at 3 per
cent. per annum until cashel in laind.
The lands were not wild lands, situated
thousands of miles from the civilised por-
tions of the country, but the choice lands
of France. They were at first the confis
cated Church lands, and afterwards the
lands of exiled nob!es were included with
them. The orators of the dav asserted
that this currency was not only as good
as gold, but better. One said :" I would
rather have a mortgage upon a garden
tban upon a kingdom, because the one I
can enforce by law, and the other I can-
not." This currency was reinforced by
laws which conipelled its acceptance at
certain maximum prices. A man was
not allowed to charge more than so.
much for any particular article, and he
was compelled to take the assiqnats at
par. Tiat was the most logical attempt
to give value to a paper carrency that I
ever heard of. But that currency fell to
such a point that 288 francs in paper
were worth only 1 franc in gold after
five years trial. It was followed by
another kind of currency, which, instead
of consisting of mortgages was a currency
of deeds giving an absolute tittle to lands.
That was found to be as bad as the other,
and the whole attempt had to be given
up, and the currency repudiated. I think
this should be a sufficient answer to any
argument that a currency based on the
North-West lands, or on an unproductive
Pacific Railway in British Columbia, or
an unproductive Intercolonial Railway, if
you choose, would have any permanent
value or be safe from depreciation. The
lion. member for South Norfolk accounts
for the weakness of business in the coun-
try by the fact that interest is so high
that nobo'y can afford to borrow money
to carry on business with. I do
not think a fairer example of putting
the cart before the horse can be

MR. CASEY.

conceived than to say that business is
slack because interest is so high that
nobody will borrow money. Who fixed
the rate of interest ï It was fixed like
all other paynents for the use of money
or any other article-by the law of sup-
ply and demand. Therefore, it is ridicu
lons to say that business is slow because
the rate of interest is high. The rate of
interest is generally raised by the brisk-
ness of business, and depressed by its
slackness.

Several noN. MEMBERS: Question,
carried, lost, order.

The Ciiraxx : Order.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD ap-

pealed to bon. members to ol s-rve order
and allow iMr. Casey opportunity of fin-
ishing his remarks.

MR. CASEY : Interest is always low-
ered when business is slack. In England
it was so low lately owing to the depres-
sion, that somo of the banks
charged one per cent for tak-
ing care of the custoners money.
The rate of interest in the United States
was much bigher before the depression,
and while inflation was rife than it bas
been of late. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
Wallace) went on to say that greenbacks
were not payable in gold. I dispute the
soundnCss of the assertion as an argu-
ment. True, they were not in terms
made payable in gold, but it was the
hope that they would be payable some
time in gold which give tihem all the
value they had. Greenhacks were a
currency whose redemption was de-
ferred indefinitely. Everybody knows
that as the time for thir payment in gold
drew near the greenbacks rose in value.
The bon. gentleman stated thatfthe Govern-
ment of the United States had to pass a law
to force their employés to take gold instead
of greenbacks. That was at a time when
greenbacks were redeemable in gold, and
as good as gold. The value that green-
backs had acquired at that time was not
due to the fiat of the law. The hon.
iamber for South Norfolk argued that it
was not the excess of greenbacks that pro-
duced their depreciation -that it was the
involvement of the country in war.
The excess was one factor in the problem,
and the war was another.

Several Hox. MEMBERS : Question.
Mii. MACKENZIE appealed to the

Chairman to try to preserve order saying
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the noises and interruptions were quite the hon. nenber for South Norfolk.
intolerable. Unless based on gold it would not ad

The CHAIRMAN requested hon. mem- anvthing to our facilicies for productive
bers to allow Mr. Casey to proceed quietly. industry. Even then it could only ho

Mît. CASEY: An excess of any cur- procured in the saie way as inoney is
rency will cause depression in its value. nov, in exchange for value or labour.
If we have more of any article than is We have a free and open currency market
required a fall in value ensues, and it is in this country. Banks arc allowod to
the same with money ; if the issuer is m issue as niuch currency as tey choose
bad credit, the depreciation will be the witlin certain limits, nnmelv u.) to
greater. The hon. gentleman (Mr. Wallace) he amount ot tleir paid-up capital.
stated that in 1864 greenbacks were What do the Bank Returns show as to
wortlh thirty-eiglt cents on t'he dollar, and the demands for currency? This that
that the following vear after a large issue although they have authority to issue
they reached seventy cents, anid he attri- $60,000,000 of currency, tley only have
buted this fact correctly to tha cessation in circulation about $1S,000,000, whiclî
of the Civil War. Tihat ftact was one proves we have not too little currency.
cause of the improveient, but the de- If the country required more there was no
preciation to even seventy cents was difficulty in obtaining it. he fiat cur-
caused by the excess of greeenbacks over rcncy would not any more than the
the wants of exchange. le (Mr.Wallace) present one give people currency of a pur-
had gone on to ridicule the idea that we chasing power without giviug value for
have still a gold currency when ve only it. Ia no other way could it increase the
held a percentage of gold against it. No- wenltlî of the people, ii refece to the
body ever claiied we had a gold currency argument that he currency should ex-
but only a gold-based currency. So long pnnd in proportion to our industries.
as it is known our notes can be redeemed The fnct that the country now does not
in gold, the currency possesses a gold need as iucli currency as some years ago,
basis. It is absurd to argue that credit is is apparent froin the fact that tle bank
better than gold as the hon. gentleman had circulation of Ontario and Quebec, at the
done; the statement las no meaning unless end of 1872, was $:m,500,000 ; Lt the
its author means that the credit of the commencement of the iiicnnuii yeîtr of
issuer will enable hin to procure sonething 1877, $16,440,000; at tho commence-
morevaluablethangold. Creditisasgood ment of 1878, $16,528,000; at the com-
as gold, and it is on credit that the value mencement of the present financial year,
of all issues depends, when the belief is $15,971,000. Let us take the busiest
that the issuer is able to procure the gold time of the year, October, when most
for the notes if required. But to use produce is being moved. At the end
that for an argument in favour of paper of October, 1872, the bank circulation
currency, as the hon. gentleman wishes to was $25,906,000; in October, 1877,
do, is illogical and inappropriate, because $22,018,000 ; in October, 1878,
his currency would not consist of a $20,419,000; aud in Octchr, 1879,
promise to pay anything. It would not $20,800,000. So that the îicds of the
bind the Government to exchange it for countr have not been increasiag during
anything, but only to receive it on debts the past eight years. But one of the
and dues, or for the purchase of land. stronaost ar
The hon. gentleman from North York nan b gu n hat th hon entae-
(Mr. Boultbee), says that business men wns that the United States had prospered
think we should have more currency to tremendously under the greenbck sys-
facilitate business operations. I think it tem. He said thnt thousands of miles of
is meant that we have too little capital railway were o2ened during that time,
in the country, which is probably true. and but few failures occarred. He
That is different from saying that we night have described the establishment
have too little currency, as currency is of enormous manufactories, with other
not capital. If you issued $100,000,000 indications of what le caîls prosperity.
,of Government currency to-morrow, there Where did the money core fron that
would not be a single dollar more capital built those railways and manufactories 1
in thecountry of the kind advocated by~ Was it greenbacks Did the people get
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it for nothing ? Was it a present made
to the country by the Legislature ? Not
at all. Most of it was borrowed abroad,
with interest payable in gold. Were the
construction of these works and the in-
stitution of these manufactures a true
test of prosperity ? They were signs of
recklessness and extravagance. A coun-
try like a spendthrift can inake business
look lively. But a reckoning has couie
to the United States. These railways
and other works were unproductive, and
in the last few vears tbe crash
has come, and those very trans-
actions were the direct cause of
the misfortunes that have overtaken
the United States. If those reckless ex-
penditures and undertakings were the
fruits of the greenback policy, as clairmed
by the bon. gentleman, they are the most
decided condemnation of that currency.
I hold the greenback beresy entirely re-
ponsible for lhose misfortunes. We
Lnow that the inflation of the currency
produces a general inflation of ideas.
People who find governments living ex-
clusively on credit think they nay live
exclusively on credit themselves. It was
the reckless condition of public opinion,
caused by the greenback issues, that was
chiefly respoisible for that trenendous
extravagance, and the ruin and depression
that have followed it. It was the
cause of the industrial depression
which has since taken place. In
1876, in the early part of the
period of depression, -here were uni-
versal strikes of labours throughout the
United States. Shortly afterwards the
current of emigration began to turn and
began to flow from the United States to
England, instead of from England to the
United States. It was the cause of the
penury and want that overtook settlers in
the western country. All these evils
were, to a great extent, due to the general
inflation of ideas and extravagance
brought about by the greenback heresy
in the United States. I think I have
now gone over all the points tnat have
been brought up in the speeches of the
two hon. gentlemen to whom I have re-
plied, altLough I have by no means
touched upon all the arguments put forth
by the advocates of fiat money. I think
the House has become pretty thoroughly
seized before this of all the facts in re-
lation to that subject, and I think we are

MR. CABEY.

now in a better situation for giving an
intelligent vote on the subject than in
any previous Session. I am sorry the
hon. member for South Norfolk (Mr.
Wallace) did not this year, as on previous
occasions, formulate his views in favour
of fiat money, in a straightforward Reso-
lution, challenging the Government to
take the sense of the House upon it.

Motion in amendment negatived on a
division.

Resolution read the first and seconid
times and agreed to.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY introduced
a Bill (No. 115) To anend an Act re-
lating to Banks and Banking, and ta
continue for a limited time the charter of
certain banks to which the said Act ap-
plies.

Bill read thefirst lime.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
Resolved, That on every Wedriesdav for the

remainder.of the Session, Government Measures
shall take precedence after Questions put by
Members.-(Sir John A. Mfacdonald.)

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
QUEsTION.

Ma. CASEY : There is one measure
which will have to be left out, but which,
I think, the Government should take up
in another form. In the Speech from the
Throne, we were promised a Bill for the
reform of the Civil Service. The lion.
Premier promised vs a measure on this

(subject " ere long." Perhaps he will tell
us when "ere long" will be, and whether
it will be brought down this Session.

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think my bon. friend must give notice of
that question.

House adjou-rned at
Fifteen minutes before

One o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Tuesday, 27th April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT ]BILL
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E.I)

FIRST READING.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.), in in-
troducing a Bil (No. 116) To amend the·
Pilotage Act, 1873, said: It has been
found that, in many places, pilots do not
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propexly discharge their duties ; and it is
a difficult matter for the pilotage
authorities to deal with them, or to get
rid of them when they do not perfor m
their duties. Under this Act their li-
censes will be renewed yearly by endorse-
ment by the pilotage authorities. It is
botter to -give them authority, when
pilots will not do their duty, to refuse
licenses for the following year. The
Act is not intended to apply to the Prov-
ince of Quebec, but only to the rest of
the Dominion where there are pilotage
authorities and pilots. The Corporations
of Quebec and Montreal do not care
to be interfered with. There is a
clause also which declares that
harbour masters shall not act as pilots,
ior pilots as harbour masters. Complaint
is made that, in many parts, it gives the
harbour master a considerable advantage
over other pilots, because he can give his
own ships the preference.

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
MUR. POPE said the ports of Montreal

and Quebec were differently situated;
they managed their own affairs, and it
was not desirable to interfere with then.

MR. BLAKE : They are under the
sane infirmities there as elsewhere.

MR. GILLMOR said that in some
ports in the Lower Provinces harbour
masters take the vessels down the river
three or four miles ; there should be some
provision to allow these, because there
may be no pilot to do the work.

MR. POPE : For the reason I have
stated, pilots complain that one who is
harbour master can give advantages to
the owners of ships, and thus get the
preference hirnself in piloting ships.

MR. ANGLIN: At very snall ports
there inay be a difficulty in this way: that
the position of harbour masters is not
sufficient to pay a man so much that he
could live by that alone. There is cer-
tainly a strong objection to appointing a
pilot as a harbour master, when that can
be avoided; but it may be difficult to find
a man knowing sufficient about the dutes
of the position to be satisfied with the in-
corne at a small port. I would suggest
that discretionary powers should be given
to the hon. the Minister of Marine, and
these, no doubt, would he exercised so as
not to prejudice the general interests of
the trade of the country.

MR. MACKENZIE : I observe, as the

result of a recent interview between some
people connected with the navigation of
the St. Lawrence and the hon. the Minis-
ter of Public Works, that the latter pro-
mised a revision of everything connected
with the navigation of the St. Lawrence
River and lakes. With regard to that, I
presume he will do something as to the
pilotage of the river to the Gulf.
There have been repeated and serious
complaints in the newspapers about the
manner in which the pilotage has been
conducted between Montreal and what is
called the lower part of thé St. Lawrence,
where the pilots leave the vessels, and 1
would like to know whether the hon.
gentleman has considered any plan with
reference to the pilotage system existing
there at present.

MR. LANGEVIN : The hon. gentle-
man is right and wrong in what he says.
He is right as to the deputations. Two
large and influential deputations from
Ontario and Quebec came to see members
of the Government about the free navi-
gation of the St. Lawrence-to give us
their views in regard to making the
canals of the St. Lawrence and the har-
bours of Quebec and Montreal as free as
possible. The second deputation looked
more to the harbour and tonnage dues of
Montreal. The answer the Government
gave was this : That this was a very
large question, that the Government could
not consider it just at this moment,
and that we could not take up a
separate subject such as the canal
tolls or the harbour dues of Montreal,
but that the whole subject would receive
the consideration of the Government dur-
ing the Recess. We did not promise we
would do this or do that. The matter is to
be considered by the Government, and
the result of that consideration will be
submitted to Parliament at its next
Session.

MR. MACKENZIE: Then it is not
proposed to take any action this Session l

MR. LANGEVIN: No.
MR. ANGLIN: I hope that the Gov-

ernment will not confine their consid-
eration to the harbours of the St. Law-
rence, but will embrace the ports of the
Maritime Provinces, where the people
would like to be relieved of the harbour
dues.

MR. LANGEVIN : I have no doubt
the consideration of all those subjects will
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be taken up by the Government during
the Recess. We have made no promise
and cannot make any promise now, be-
cause the matter bas not been considered.

Bill read thefirst time.

DISMISSAL OF THE LATE LIEUT.-
GOVERNOR OF QUEBEC.

MOTION OF WANT OF CONFIDENCE.

Order for the House to again resolve itslf
into Committee of Supply, read.

MR. MACKENZIE: I take this op-
portunity of bringing under the notice of
the House a question which we were not
able to deal with last Session, but which,
mn our opmnion, requires an expression
from this House as to the subject, the
manner in which it was dealt with, and
the manner in which the House was
treated. It will be remembered that
during last Session a motion was made
by the hon. menber for Bagot (Mr.
Mousseau), condemning the action of the
Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec in the
dismissal of Lis Ministers; that upon that
motion a vote was obtained, that upon
that vote, and upon the vote of the
Senate, in the previous year, the Ministry
based their action regarding Lieutenant
Governor Letellier, advising that he
should be dismissed on account of his
action in dismissing bis Ministers. We
waited up to the last day of the Session
hoping to obtain some definite intelli-
gence respecting the remission of the
natter to England. I do not propose to

take up much of the time of the House,
but simply to recapitulate some facts con-
neeted vith the case, and then submit a
miction which I will place in your hands,
Sir, at the close of my remarks. It vill
be remembered that in the season of 1878,
the bon. gentleman opposite (Sir. John A.
Macdonald) who was then leading
the Opposition, moved a vote which
might be called a vote of cen-
sure, although it was not so in
ternis, ipjon the Lieutenant-Governor of
Quebec for the dismissal of his Ministers.
That vote was negatived by a large
majority. The Senate, however, being
composed of the friends of the bon. gen-
tleman, passed a motion somewhat similar
in terras. The Governnent of the day, of
which I Lad the honour to be a member,
declined to take any action in regard to
Lieutenant-Governor Letellier's dismissal
of his Ministers, for the simple reason

MR. LANGEVIN.
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that we conceived we had no standing
ground on wbich to take sucli action.
Whether his action vas wise or unwise-
politic from a party point of view-taking
that low ground, and assuming, as was
done in the memorandum, that Lieutenant-
Governor Letellier acted from partisan
motives, we expressed no opinion. Not
but that we had an opinion to express ;
but because I conceived it would have
been improper in any Minister to express
an opinion that le was not prepared to
give full effect to by a vote in this House.
Our opinion was, that the Lieutenant-
Governor acted strictly within bis tech-
nical rights in the discharge of bis duty
that there should be no interference front
the General Government with any of the
Local'Administrations, and that such in-
terference sbould be upon such clearly
defined grounds that there could be no
mistake about the propriety of it. I am
glad to know that that opinion was also
entertained in the highest quarters in
this country as well as in the Mother
Country. But while the Government
thus declined to take action, and so, as I
contend, closed the case, the hon. gentle-
man at the head of the Goverament
brought it up afresh, or rather it was
forced upon him, I believe, afresh by bis
supporters, in the first Session of another
Parliament. I think we have fair reason
to conclude from the inaction of the
Premier and his Government, for several
montbs after their accession to office, that
they did not believe it was a case in which
the Executive sbould intertere with the
discharge of the duties of his office by a
Local Governor. But the hon. member
for Bagot was not to- be restrained by
constitutional usuages, and lie moved a
motion identical in formi with that moved
by bis leader in the previous Parliament.
This motion w as carried by a large
majority, and shortly afterwards the Gov-
ernment acted upon this motion, and a
motion passed in the previous Parliament,
in the Senate, recommending His Excel-
lencv to dismiss Lieutenant-Governor
Letellier. For what ? Why, there was
no reason assigned, that could be called a
reason, under the language of the 59th
Section of the Constitutional Act. It
was simply recommended on the ground
bat his usefulness Lad cease). And why,

had his usefulness ceased ? Of all rea-
sons it was because two other bodies had
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passed a vote of censure upon him, the
House of Communs and Senate, after the
question had been settled, and if a mere
vote of censure of tbis House is sufficient,
on all occasions, or an implied vote of
censure, to secure the dismissal of a
Lieutenant-Governor, then his tenure of
office is held by the merest thread, be-
cause it is always within the competence
of a large and partisan majority to pass
an opinion upon the conduct of a Lieut.-
Governor, if it is known the office will
be vacated by that expression of opinion.
In this case the expression of opinion
was simply that bis concuct was unwise
and subversive of the provision of his
adversaries-a pure truism and nothing
else. The Act of dismissal was subver-
sive of their position, because it renoved
them from office, but that does not say
it was constitutionally adverse to the
position of constitutional Ministers. The
proper reniedy, as we conceived, Jay with
the Local Legislature, and not with the
House of Commo !s or Senate, or the
Executive of the Dominion. The pres-
sure of the riglit hon. gentleman's fol-
lowers seems to have been the ruling mo-
tive of the Government in the dismissal
of Lieut.-Governor Letellier. It would be
interesting to know the opinion ofthehigher
authorities of the Empire on this case.
We have, after the reference to the lm-
perial Government, an opinion upon two
matters. ln the first place, Sir Michael
Hicks-Beach gave the opinion of the In-
perial Government upon the question of
the 1eference at all. The hon. member
for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau) last year gave
notice of a motion which we would have
been delighted to support. But lie
avoided getting bis motion put bhfore the
liouse till too late. It was ruled out,
and it would be a pity the hon. gen-
tleman should be without an oppor-
tunity of recording his vote on so inter-
esting a subject. Periaps we may be
able to support his negligence with an
opportunity which be did not, perbaps,
expect this Session. In reference to this
matter, Sir M. H.-Beach says, in his des-
patch of July 3, 1879:

" I have not had occasion to cal for any
arguments on either side on the merits of Mr.
Letellier's c se. The law does iot empower
Rer Majesty's Government to decide it, and
they do not therefore pronote to express any
opinion with regard to it. -You are aware
that the povers given ý y the British North

America Act, 1867, with respect to the re-
moral of a Lieut.-Governor fion office, are
vested not in lier Majesty's Covernment, but
in the Governîor General."

With reference to the other point, the
question of Lieut.-Governor Letellier's
removal, he said :

" There can be no doubt that he has an un-
questionable constitutional right to di-miss his;
Ministers, if from any cause he feels it in-
cumbent upon him to do so. * * * Jt was
the spirit and intention of the British North
America Act that the trims of the high
office of Lieut.-Governor should, as a rule, en-
dure for the term of vears specially men,
tioned, and that the power of remnoval should
never be exercised, except for grave cause."

Showing very clearly that the Imperial
Government disapproved of the action
taken by the Canadian Government, and
asked a reconsideration. Sir M Hl.-Beach
then urges the Canadian Government
" againto consider the action to be taken in
the case of Mr. Letellier." le hoped no
doubt that the Ministers here would re-
gard the exposition of law and
the advice of the Imperial Ministers.
The Colonial Secretary did not know the
parties lie had to deal with, if le thoumght
it was possible such a thling could take
place as a reconsideration. Such, how-
ever, was his generous conclusion, and
he suggests the propriety of it taking
place at any rate. Now, we find the
opinion of His Excellency the Governor-
General, expressed in a very decided nian-
ner. le says, in his despatch, after re-
citing the appearance of the Premier and
his interview with him :

" I said that Sir John must know, from what
I had already said to him on this subject, that
I could not agree in the policy he recom-
mended, but requested him to give his reasons
in writing, and told him that 1 should put my
reasons against a policy in writng lHe ini
timated he would do as I requested. I said
further, that I considered that the dismissal of
the Lieutenant-Governor wouid set a bad pre-
cedent."
Lord Lorne, therefore,upon constitutional
grounds, di approved of the advice of his
Ministers, and refused to accept it ; and
besides that lie intimated that be con-
sidered, if done, it would be a very dan-
gerous precedent. His Excellency re-
quested that his First Minister should
put his opinions in writing, and he, him-
self, engaged to put his opinions in
writing. Whether such opinions were
ever put in writing I have no
ieans of ascertaining, further than
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is to be inferred from the memorandum
of the hon, the First Minister, with which
I will deal shortly. The Governor-Gen-
eral in this case was led to be-
lieve, at the close of this first
interview, when he rejected the advice of
his Minister, that the reasons would
be put in writing by the First Minister
as well as himself, and that further dis-
cussion might take place upon such cor-
respondence ; or it may have been that he
intended the correspondence to terminate
there, he being resolved not to vield in
the matter. But this interview, which
was h -d on the 29th March, was suacceeded
by another interview on Wednesday, the
2nd of April, when the Premier produced
a note of a statenent he proposed to
make to the House, and which lie sub-
mitted for Ris Excellency's approval. It
was in these terms :

"Sir John A. Macdonald waited on His
Excellency the Governor-General and informed
him that after the Itesolution of the Senate in
the last Session of Parliament, and the Resolu-
tion of the House of Commons during the pre,
sent Session, it was tre opinion of Ris Excel-
lency's advisers that the usefulness of the Hon.
Mr. Letellier as Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec
was gone, and they advised that, in the public
interest, it was expedient lie should be removed
from his office. His Excellency was thereupon
pleased to state that as the Federal system in-
trocluced by the British North America Act of
1867 was, until then unknown in Great Britain
or her colonies, there were no precedents to
guide us; that the decision would settle, for
the future, the relations between the Dominion
and Provincial Governments, so far as the office
of Lieutenant Governor is concerned, and that
he,therefore,deemed it expedient to submit tLe
advice tendered to hini, and the whole case.
witli all the attendant circumstances, to Her
Majesty's Government for their consideration
and instructions."

This Message was brought down, if I
recollect right, on the following day, the
3rd of April. The immediate effect of
that message in this House was of a very
serious character. It led hon. gentlemen
on both sides of the House, beyond all
question, to cone to the conclusion that
His Excellency had not only refused the
advice of his Ministers but, contrary to
their advice, had determined to remit the
matter to EnglandI "for consideration and
instructions," these being the words used
in the minute, and we all remember the
fervour witl which the hon. member
for Laval (Mr. Ouimet) and the hon. mem-
ber for Bagot (Mr. Mousseau), and some
other hon. gentlemen, denounced His

MR. MACK>NZIE.

Excellency the Governor-General in very
strong ternis as trampling upon the liber-
ties of the people, as trampling upon re-
sponsible government, as setting at defi-
ance the principles under which we are
governed. All this denunciation of His
Excellency was listened to by the hon.
gentleman at the head'of the Government
and his colleagues, but not one word was
uttered to show that it was not at His
Excellency's suggestion that the reference
to England was made at all, but upon
the suggestion of the Government them-
selves. We do not know, and it is not
right we should know, what passed
before the next step in this matter between
His Excellency's advisers and His Excel-
lency, but we do know that four days
after the statement came down the hon.
member for Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins)
asked a question in the House, and the
hon. Premier said :

" I am glad the hon. member has asked the
question. I beg leave to state to the House
that the Postmaster-General, my colleague, will
sail by the next Canadian steamer for England
for the purpose of supporting, with the consent
of the Governor-General, the advice given by
the Government for the removal of Governor
Lettelier. He may perhaps be accompanied by
another gentleman : at all events he goes next
Saturday. I need scarcelv say that the fact of
our holding the position we do at this moment
shows that the Governor-Generai did not make
that reference against our advice, and the fact
of our remaining in office shows we hold our-
selves responsible for the action of the Gover-
nor-General."

This still showed conclusively to the
House that it was the Governor-General's
action that referred the matter to Eng-
land, but his Ministers generously held
themselves responsible for his action,
when, in reality, the Gôvernor-General,
no doubt, stretched a point, in order to
conform to the suggestion and advice of
lis Ministers to send this matter to Eng-
land " for consideration and instructions."
So far the House was entirely deceived
by the Government, in reference to the
true position of His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General and his Ministers, and the
odium, a heavy odium, a just odium, if
true, was left upon the Governor-General
of being himself the instigator of a viola-
tion of responsible government, accord-
ing to the very strong language of the
hon, members for Bagot and Laval. The
true facts of the affair became known to -

the hon. gentlemen, although it didi not
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become known to us on this side of the
House, because every excuse was re-
sorted to for not proceeding with their
motion as soon as they found that it
could not be levelled at the Governor-
General, but would be levelled at his
Ministers. Every device was resorted to
to stave otl the inotion of the hon. memer

.for Bagot, although he knew all the time,
apparently, that theie -was some-
thing cJse to bo said which
never was openiy said in tbis iHouse,
and of which they did not becone cogni-
sant until the papers were published in
the Iniperial Parliament. I have felt
that it was absolutely necessary to place
this matter right upon our Journals and
upon the Debates of the House, in order
that, for the future, the position of a
Governor-General and his advisers may
be perfectly understood, and that if hon.
gentlemen on the opposite side of the
flouse choose to vote against the motion
I intend to place in your hands, they will
have to vote against the light and know-
ledge which bas b:een shed upon this sub-
ject since we discussed it last Session. I
do net propose to discuss at any length
the memorandum of the bon. gentleman
enclosed in the despatches to England,
but there are some points in them which
seen to me to call for special notice. We
are told with reference to Lieut.-Governor
Letellier, and other Governors:

" A stranger to Quebec might naturally
enquire what object Mr. Letellier had i dis-
missing his Ministers. He had, it is believed,
a distinct and specifie object. The general
elections for the Dominion Parliament were, of
necessity, to take place in 1878 when the Min-
istry of whieh, as has been already stated, Mr.
Letelber had been a prominent member, would
be obliged to go to the country and give an
account of their stewardship. l consequence
of the traditional influence of Government
which has been alluded to, it was obviously of
political importance to that Administration to
have such influence exercised in its favour.
Hence arose the anxiety of Governor Letellier
to forget his position as Governor, to dismiss
his advisers, who were known to be politically
opposed to the Dominion Ministry, and to sub-
stitute for them a Cabinet which would act in
sympathy with them and exercise the Pro-
vincial patronage to carry the Dominion Elec-
tions."

Now, those words were written unad-
visedly. The hon. gentleman could not
have been cognisant of anything which
would justify him in imputing such
motives, and using such offensive languago

112

towards Lieu tenant-Governor Letellier.
It is stated bere that le was a mernber of
the Administration at the time of his
appointment, and the hon. gentleman
evidently mentioned that with a view to
create an impression that the very fact
of bis having been a member of my Ad-
ministration, was an argument against his
appointment, and an argument iii favour
of the belief that he had acted improp-
erly, that lie had acted unconstitutionally,
that le had acted in the interests of bis
political party. Who were the Governi-
.ors whoin the lion. gentleman has ap-
pointed fron time to time ? Mr. Gov-
ernor Morris Vts appointed ; le was a
niember of the hon. gentleman's Adminis-
tration since Confederation. Mr. Adams
Arclibald was appointed ; Le was also
a membler of -bis Administration. Mr.
Howe was eppoited; lie was also a
member of his Administration. Mr.
Howland was a niimmber of hls Adminis-
tration, Mr. Robitaille was a memuber of
his Administration. The last alpoint-
ment made was Mr. Wilmot ; lie was
also a member of the han. gentleman's
Administration. So far as I can recol-
lect at the present momlent, every Gov-
ernor wio bas been appoint d were mem-
bers of the hon. gentleman's Gov-
ernimient, except Mr. John Cawford,
late .Lieut - Goverrior of Ontario,
and Mr. Hlaviland. My lion. friend
from Bothwell reminds me that Governor
Caron was not a nieniber of the lion. gen-
tleman's Administration since Confedera-
tion, although le was, no doubt, a col-
league formerly.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : No,
never.

MR. MAVCKENZIE : My recllection
in the case then is imperfect. At all
events, here are a numiber of names,
eight iii all, about whorn there is no ques-
tion. Everyone of these men are subject to
the reproaclh con tained in tlisý innuendo.
The office of Lieutenant-Governor in all
our Provinces is one of high digmity. It
is one, I think, to be filled by the leading
political characters who may be willing at
the time to accept such a position. It is
one, not merely of dignity, it is one of
rank. It gives social as well as political
position in the country, which bas made it
an object of great value in that respect ;
and I do not think it is a generous con-
clusion to come to that any member so
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accepting it lias accepted it as Lieutenant die DeBoucherville Administration, but
Governor Letellier is here stated to have that the Dominion Elections, occurring
accepted it for the distinct purpose of ex- nuauy months afterwards, did turn upon
erting bis oflicial influence on behalf of this question, aud the result was a large
his political friends in such a way. I am nîajority in favour or the Dominion Gov-
sure so far as I was concerned as a inen- ernînent while the Local (overnnsest who
ber of the late Administration, occupyin
the first position in the Administration
that during the term of that bon
gentleman's incumbency and my own
that not one discussion about any
political objects to be delivered
in either that Province or the Domin
ion ever took place between us
that no suggestion as to a political course
was ever made by him or asked by him
I am bound to say this inuch in the vin
dication of a man whom I conceive tc
have been grossly ill.used, and whom I
greatly esteem as a persDnal friend.
There are otier passages here suggesting
that Mr. Turcotte was sent for, and that
bis acceptance of the Speakership was
arranged in the presence of Mr. Letellier
and Mr. Joly. I do not know anything
about that, but I am informed it is iot
true. Another passage in the bon. gen-
tleman's memorandum says this :

" Except in this case no conplaint has been
made that any Lieutenant-Governor has
allowed his conduct as such to be influenced by
his party predilections. Ie (Mr. Leteilier)
was a prominent inember of Mr. Mackenzie's
Ministry and the leader of his Government in
the Senate. It was, therefore, especially neces-
mary that he should have avoided even a sem-
blance of being actuated by party feeling in his
new position. Instead ot this, there is too
inuch reasoni to believe that he assumed his
o'fice with the d'stinct purpose of exe ting his
officiai influence on behalf of his political
friends."

This, if possible, is still more unworthy
of the hon. gentleman to place such a
statement on paper. The hon. gentle-
man shows bis inconsistency in the fol-
lowing statement. He says : l order
to escape from the difficulty although
Mr. Joly secured a majority

An HON. MEMBER: No.
MR. MACKENZIE: My hon, friend

says, no. Very well, he carried on his
Government. At all events he could
hardly have done that without a majority.
The hon. gentleman says that the Local'
Elections, which occurred immediately
after the dismissal of Mr. Letellier's
Ministers, did not turn upon the question.
of the dismissal of the Ministry, but upon
tihe merits of the Joly Administration and

Mu. MACKENZIE.
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comnitted the wrong, if it was a wrong,
was sustained by the Lcal Elections.
I have never read any State document
that seems so unworthy of a great Min-

7 ister as this document. The hon. gentle-
man says, in respect to the Local Honse

- at that tine :

"Notwithstanding the purchase of a Speaker,
a vote of Want of Confidence was passed in the
Legislative Assembly, and a similar Resolution
was adopted in the Upper House. Mr. Joly,
however, did not resign, as he ought to have
done. He held to oftice and pro0 ecled with
the business of the country."

What a shame be did not resign. He in-
sisted very improperly, as the bon. gentle-
man thinks, on carrying bis measures
through the House. *He refused to
resign, bccause he had got, his mea-
sures and his money vote through the
House. A lacking impropriety indeed.
I am afraid the lion. gentleman opposite
would not be very apt to resign if h.
could get his measures through Parlia-
ment, and Lis Supplies voted.

Sin JOHN A. MACDJNALD : Carry
a vote of Want of Confidence and I will
resign.

Mn. MACKENZIE : We will see
whether the hon. gentleman will resign
after the vote is taken upon the motion I
am about to subnit. I cannot conceive
it possible that my hon. friend from
Bagot and his friends will vote against
this Resolution, and we will see whether
the resignation will take place. The
document goes on to say:

" &r. Joly did not resign as he ought to
have done. He succeeded in carrying the
Supplies, and the fact of his having done so
is cited as a proof of the substantial confi-
dence of the House in him. But the refusal
of Supplies is an antiquated procedure, and
has long since been succeeded in England by
votes of Want of Confidence, and for the
same reason which induced thg Opposition at
Quebec to vote the Supplies."
We can imagine Mr. Chapleau, who is
distinguished as a remarkably moderate
politican, as a man who never says any
severe things of any person, as a man
who never takes any strong views of pub-
lic matters, resigning under such circum-
stances. Not he. He is as genial as
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a sucking doe. My hon. friend also
who sits behind (Mr. Angers) is anothei
very genial person. These hon. gentlemen
:rather than resort to any antiquated pro
cedure, though quite parliamentary, de
termined generously to vote supplies to a
Governient they wished to get out ol
office. Such a sacrifice cannot be toc
greatly commended. One cannot help
pausing in order to revere the men whc
had such a iust regard for modern parlia-
irentary practice that they would not, on
any account, resort to the antiquated pro-
cedureof refusing the Supplies. But, Sir,
the hon. gentleman forget a little circum-
stance in connection with this anti-
quated procedre. He forgot to say that
but for resorting to this sane antiquated
procedure in the Upper H3use, Mr. Joly
would have still been in the Government.
It was an antiquated proceeding, and
one that was most unjustifiable in the
DeBioucherville party to refuse the Sup-
plies in the Lower louse, but not anti-
quated for the Supplies to be refused in
the Upper House. I was under the im-
pression that our constitutional usage re-
quired the Upper House to pass the Sup-
plies voted by the Lower House. Only
on one or two occasions have the House
of Lords attempted to dispute that as a
principle, and they had to yield, and
have iever resorted to it since. But
here is a, House, whoXe duty it was to
give Mr. Joly bis Supplies, refusing
them. They had a constitutional right
to refuse them. Such are the main
points of this extraordinary Memoran-
dum. Now there is one thing evident,
that if the dismissal of Lieut'enant-Gov-
ernor Letellier was justifiable for the
reasons given in the hon. gentleman's
Memorandum to His Excellency, then
any Lieutenant-Governor may be dis-
missed upon any pretext of political bias
for the time being; if it be true that any
man who accepts the position of Lieu-
tenant-Governor can have his views
or his motives impunged, and be
dismissed by this Parliament on account
of bis happening to have been an oppo-
nent of the Government in bis previous
political views, then there is an end of
all respectability in connection with our
highest political circles, and an end to
that independent relation between the
Government and the Governments of the
Provinces contemplated in the Confedera-

tion Act. But I believe that the public
opinion of the Province of Quebec were
hostile to the course pursued by the hon.
gentleman opposite, as shown by their
supporting Mr. Joly's Administration.
Were we to allow the dismissal of the

f Governor for such reasons as are given in
that Memorandum without a formal pro-
test, we should acquiesce in an action on
the part of the Government which would
tend to the destruction of the principles
upon which our constitution is founded-
principles by virtue tf whicl we should
not interfere with the internal adminis-
tration of the Provinces, bat leave
everything that cani be left to the
discretion of - the Legislatures and
people of the Provinces. We should
not interfere with the disnissal of the
Lieut.-Governor's Ministers, be the act
wise or unwise. He called a gentleman
to form a new Administration. that was
duly formed; they carried their individual
elections ; they carried the elections of
the Province ; they discharged the
duties of the Government of that Province
for nearly a year and a half after they
assumed the responsibility of Govern-
ment ; and I hold there was far m> re in-
jury done to Constitutional Government,
assuming the hon. gentleman opposite to
be correct in his appreciation of the ques-
tion, in the dismissal of Mr. De-
Boucherville than would have been done
had the hon. gentleman permitted the
matter to rest. I propose to put our
views on record by moving the following
motion which contains the main points as
I desire to lay them before the House. I
would like ta speak on other points con-
nected with the case, but I am sincerely
anxious not to hinder the business of the
House which has yet to be done. I, there-
fore, place this motion in your hands :

That all the words after " that" be left ont,
and the following inserted instsead thereof:-
" It be Resolved,That the Hon. Luc Letellier de
St. Just was removed froi the office of
Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Quebee
on the ground that his ' usefulness was gone ;'
this conclusion being reached because the
Senate in 1878, and the House of Commons in
1879 passed Resolutions condemning the action
of Governor Letellier in the dismissal of hi&
Ministers, though the reason se assigned (in
the memorandum of Sir John A. Macdonald
2nd April, 1879) was not such a cause as
was contemplated by the British North
America Act. 1867.

" That immediately after the dismissal by
Lieutenant-Governor Letfllier of his Ministers
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on the 2nd March, 1878, he called .upon the
Hon. H. G. Joly to forn a new Administration,
,%ho succeeded in doing so, aid constitutien-
ally and specifically assumed the. responsibi-
lity of tie Lieutenant-Governor's action, ard
who rEtained office for sixteen months, after
pasing through a General Election.

" That during the Session of the Dominion
Parliament of 1878, Sir John A. Macdonald
moved the following Resolution - -

" ' That this Housè do resolve, that the dis-
missal by the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec of
his Ministers on the 2nd day of March, 1878,
was, under the circumstances, unwise and sube
versive cf the position accorded to the advisers
of the Crown since the concession of Respon-
sible Government to the British North Ameri-
can Colonies.

" That this motion was defeated by a large
majority, the vote being 112 to 70.

" That the same motion was repeated at the
next Session in a new Parliament, when it
was moved by Mr. Mousseau, member for
Bagot, supported by Sir John A. Macdonald
and bis Ministers, and carried by a strictly
party vote.

" That it does not appear that Sir. John A.
Macdonald and his colleagues, as Ministers,
took any step hostile to Lieutenant-Governor
Leteilier, until after Mr. Mousseau's motion
was made, although they were more than five
months in office.

" That on the 29th March, 1879, Sir John A.
Macdonald, as Prime Minister, waited on Bis
Excellency the Governor-General, and com-
municated to him the decision of the Cabinet.
The decision was to the effect, that the useful-
ness of Mr. Letellier was gone, and that'he
must be relieved of his office.

" That the reply of His Excellency was.
that he (Sir John A. Macdonald) must know
fromwhat he hd aiready said to him on the
subject, that he conld not agree in the policy
he recommended. * * * His Excellency
aaid further that he consdered. the dis-nissai
of the Lieutenant-Governor would set a dan.
gerous precedent.

" That on the 2nd of Apiil, four days after
His Excellency had refused to act on the Min-
isterial advice, Sir John A. Macdonald again
went to His Excellency and as an alternative
* .* * suggested that the question involved
in the dismissal of the Lieutenant-Governor of
Qutbec shculd be referred to Eer 'Majesty's
Government, to which advi:-e or suggestion
the Governor-General assented.'

" That thereupon Sir John A. Macdonald
'produced a note of the Statement he pro.
posedto make to the House on the subject;'
it was in these terms :

"Sir John A. Macdonald waited on His
Excellency the Governor G eneral, ai d informed
him, that after the Resolution of the Ser ate in
the last Session of Parliameht, and the Reso-
lâtion of the Hoise of Commons during the
present Session, the was opinion of Histi
Excelleney's advisers, that the usefuliiess of
the Hon. Mr. Letellier, as Lieutenant-Governor
of Quebec was gone, and they advised that in
the publié interest it was ex edient that he
should be removed from his ofce. His Excel-
Lncy was then pleased to state, that as the

31p- iMkC7:iDNz: E.

Federal system introduced by the British
North America Act, 1867, was until then
unknown in Great Biitain or her Colo-
nies, there were no precedents to guide
us, that the decision in the present
case would settle for the inture the rela-
tions between the Domimîon and the Pro-
vincial Governments, so far as the cffice of
Lieutenant-Governor is concerned, ar d that
lie therefore deemed it expedient to submit the
advice tendered to him, and the whole case
with all the attendant circumstances to Her-
-Majesty's Goverrment for their conzideration
and instructions.

"That on -the 3rd April, 1879, the above-
statement was read in the House of Commons,.
without further explanation by Sir John A.
Macdonald that it. gave rise to the impression
and belief, in the House generally, that His
Excellency had, without the advice of Ris Min-
isters, determined to remit the question to the
Imperial Goverrment for 'consideration and
instructions.'

"That, as the result of such belief, Mr.
Mousseau, on the 4th April, gave notice of the
follo wing motion :-

" That in the opinion of this House the fact
of submitting the advice of the Privy Council of
Canada to the review of Her Majesty's advisers
in England upon qestions whi h are pure-
ly of an administrative character, like that
involved in the dismissal of Lieutenant Gover-
nor Letellier, under the British North America
Act, 1867, is subversive of the pîinciples of
Responsible Government granted to Canada.

"That Mr. Ouimet, a Ministerial member, on
the same occasion, used the following language
in his place in the Honse oj Commons

" I rise as a represeitative of the people whose
rights, I think, have been frampled on by the
Governor-General, who, I beheve, has acted un-
constitutionally. * ** * The illustrions gen-
tleman, who is now Governor-General, believes
(at least so we muet understand from his act)
lie has authority to refuse the advice of hie
Ministers in a question purely and simply of
internal administration. * * * I had been
accustomed to believe, during the last twenty,
eight or thirty years that we enjoyed Respon-
sible Government, but I have been taught this
afternoon that I was wrong, and that Respon-
sible Government no longer existed in this
Dominien, since the advice of a Ministry,
backed by a majority of 85 in a Bouse of 180
members, has been retused, and has to be sent
home to England to le reviewed. * * *
Now, the question is not merely as to the pro-
priety of tee verdict rendered by this flouse,
or as to the conduct of M-ir. Letellier, vhich is
a dead question ; but the .question now is,
shouldl the House allow the (overnor-General
to refuse the advice of his Ministers?'

That Sir John A. Macdonald, on the same
question, further confirmed the belief that His
Excellency had det rmined to refer the matter
to iEngland against the advice of hie Ministers,
by his omission, after these exîre-sons of
opinion, to state the fatts as they really
o:curred, or to correct the inp essions to which
the course taken had,given r se. and al o by the
use of the fòliowing worcis in reply to Mr.
Ouimet
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" ' With regard to the remarks of the Hon.
.gentleman and his .statement, that the consti,
tution had been infringed upon by the illus-
trious individual at the head of the Govern-
ment, in taking the course he proposes, I
inust say I cannot agree with my hon.friend that
there has been any infringement of the consti-
tution. * * * * He, the representative of
-the Soverei2n, says that he will ask for specific
instructions from his and our Sovereign. There
is nothing unconstitutional in it ; I would have
been p ea-ed gratified, and I think it would
have been well, had our advice been ac-
cepted.'

" That on the 7th April, four days after-
wards, he had, for the first time. assumed in
the louse a ,y measure of responsibility
for the matter hy the use of the folliwing laa-
guage:-- I need scarcely say that the fact of
our holding tbe position we do at this moment,
,shows that the Governor-General did not
make the reference against our advice, and the
fact of Our remapining in ofice also shows that
we hold ourselves resnonsible for the action of
the Governor G-ineral,' but the House was still
left under the impression that the reference to
England was upon the initiative of His Exvel-
lency the Governor-General, instead of being
suggested and advised by his Ministerj.

" That His Excelleney the Governor-General,
in his despatch oi April 9th, to tue Colonial
Secretary, after quoting Sir John A. Mac.
donald's statement, made on the 7th April,
Says:

"' It will be seen that in referring the
question of the dismissal of the Lieutenant
Govergor of Quebec to Her Majesty's Govern-
ment, I have not acted. against the advice of
my Ministers. *- * * * This despatch has
been read by Sir John A. Macdonald, who has
prononnced the narrative of the conversations
which have taken place betweenus to be
,accurate.'

" That in the opinion of this bouse the fact
ôf submitting the advice of the Privy Council
to the review of Her Majesty's advisers in
.England upon questions which are purely of an
administrative character, like that involved in
the dismissal of Lieutenant-Governor Letellier,
under the British North America Act, 1867, is
subversive of the principles of Responsible G.v-

-ernment granted to Canada."
MR. OUIMET : My hon. friends and

myself asked for the distnissal of the Hon.
Mr. Letellier last year on two grounds.
We first'complained -that he had acted as
à partisan, and the documents that were
laid before the House showed that he
not only acted unfairly towards his
legal advisers, but that, he even
acted as a spy upon them, dis-
.ciosing the secrets of State that existed
between them. Our second ground of

,complaint was,and this is also revealed by
the documents ýreferred to, that the Hon.
Mr. Letellier had made false representa-
tioni in the documents containing bis de-
iexice which he sent to His Excellency

the Governor-General. Without enlarg-
ing on these grounds of complaint, i will
say that the result of our action, the re-
salt of the most serious consideration of
the question before the House, was the
affirmation of the. principle laid down in
the motion of the hon. member fôr Bagot,
that the conduct of Lieutenant-Governor
Letellier in dismissing his Ministry was
unconstitutional and subversive of Re-
sponsible Government, and this was affirrn-
ed by a majority of eighty-five. What did
this vote call for 1 I contended at the
time, and I still contend, that the clear
duty of the advisers of the Governor-Gen-
eral of this Dominion was to give their
advice to the effect that, the usefulness of
Lieutenant- Governor Letellier was gone.
This advice was given. It was not acted
upon at once, and we did not at the time
know the reason of the delay. But the
c ,rrespondence that has beenlaid before the
House, shows the reasons why His Excel-
lency did not choose to act immediately
upon that advice. His correspondence
discloses the fact that the advice was
given by the hon. Premier with a great
deal of courage, because it imperilled his
position as Prime Minister of this
Dominion. Not knowing the circum-
stances, not knowing the difficulties
under which the Government laboured at
that time, I, for one, rose in this House
and even uttered words of distrust, of the
Government, because I considered they
were not going fast enough and were not
pomplying with the wishes of the House
by not pressing their advice and having
the matter setled at once. We were in-
formed of the referelice to England, aid
had to comply with that reference. As
I said at the time, we could not say any-
thing about it. The hon. leader of the
Opposition will remember that he himself
and his friends, when the motion of the
hon. member for Bagot was before the
House, expressed their unwillingness to
vote for the principle that is now affirmed
in the Resolutions which he has brought
before the House. We said at the
time : We are alone ; we cannot do any.
thing; let us wait until an answer comes
from the Imperial Government; if that
answer affirms the principle that the Gov-
ernment was right in giving the advice
they did, then we shall rest content,
because then the very principle in the
Resolution of the hon. member for Bagot-
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will be affirmed by the Imperial Govern-
ment. This very principle, the most im-
portant principle in our Constitution will
be affirmed by the highestauthority in the
British Empire, and the question will be
settled for all time. Very fortunately,
very happily-and 1 think we
must congratulate ourselves on the
result--the answer came and it
was an affirmation of that very
principlet, namely, that in all local
matters he decisions of the legal advis-
ers of the Crown herp are final, and must
not be sent back to England to be revised
by any one. But we have obtained an-
other result-the aflirmation of the first
principle, we and the majority upheld in
this House, that the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor acting in the saie partisan
spirit as Mr. Letellier acted, any Lieuten-
ant-Governor that will prostitute his
position to favour a political party, will
not be maintained in bis position. After
having obtained those two results, what
are we asked to do now by the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton ? We are asked to cen-
sure the very Government that obtained
fer us the two great objects we had in
view last year. I do not think that the
hon. member for Lamubton iMr. Mac-
kenzie) is acting fairly towards the Gov-
ernment and himself, when he asks us to
take a backward step, and by a vote of
Want of Confidence against the Govern-
ment, to affirm a principle which I recog-
nise as right, but which last year,
for political purposes he would not
recognise as such.

MR. LAURIER: I have always felt
that the action of Lieut.-Governor Letel-
lier in the dismissal of bis Ministers
ought not to have been pronounced or
decided upon by this Parliament. The
Liberal Party have always held that on
that action, whether right or wrong, the
people of Quebec alone were competent
to pronounce. I still adhere to that
opinion. The late Lieut.-Governor for
his action, whether right or wrong, bas
paid the dearest penalty that could be
inflicted upon him, and bas a right to
expect that at least bis motives should

#iot be impugned, and that no improier
intention should be attributed to him if
none can be proved. The hon. gentleman
who bas just spoken (Mr. Ouimet) bas
stated that Lieut.-Governor Lebellier ren,
dered himself liable to dismissal in various

ME. OUIMET.

ways, and that he had divulged State
secrets. I do not see evidence of those,
charges in îny of the papers before the
House. The only instance in which State
secrets were revealed was furnished by
the Premier last year, when the negotia-
tions between His Excellenev and his
advisers, at Ottawa., were made known,
His statement to the House was as fol-
lows :-

" Sir John A. Macdonald waited on His Ex-
cellenty the Governor-General, and informed
him, that after the Resolution of the Senate
in the last Session of Periament, and the
Resolution of the Heuse (f Commons during
the pnsent Session, it was the cpinion of His
Exceikncy's advisers that the usefulness of
the Hon. Mr. Leteliier, as Lieuteiant-Çov-
ernor of Quebec v.as gone, and they advised
that in the public interest it was expedient
that he should be removed froi lis cffice.
H3s Ex( elencv was then pleased to tate, tbat
as ihe Fedeial system introduced by thQ
Britih North America Act, 1867, was until
then u: knoAn in Great B!itain or ber Colo-
nies, theie were no precedents to guide us;
that the decision in the present case would
settle for the future the relations between
the Dominion and the Proviacial Goverrments,
so far as the office of Lieutenant-Governor is
concerned, and that he th<refore deemed it ex-
pedient to tubmit the advice tendered to hin,
and the whole case with all the attendant cir-
cumstances, toHer Majesty's Govertnment for
their consideratiou and instructions."

I protest, most energetically, against this
statement, and -say that the whole cor-
respondence laid before the House, most
carefully scanned, does not reveal one
word in support of the Premier's assertion.
To say the least, it would be a very in-
adequate motive, indeed, for such an act,
involving such great risks, as the dis-
missal of bis Ministers by the Lieutenant-
Governor-the mere chance of the gain-
ing a few seats in the Dominion Elections
by the distribution of local patronage.
However strong bis political bias, that
motive would scarcely prove a sufficient
consideration for such an act, involving
such serious consequences. This as-
sertion is so much the more t@
be regretted that itwas altogether unealled
for, according to the line of argument
taken by the hon. Premier in bis Memo-
randum. The doctrine that the Lieu-
tenant-Governor can be removed not only
for mùalfeasance or any qffence, but
simply for unpopularity, did not require
the imputation of such a motive. If this
doctrine be correct, the alleged wrong
committed by the Lieutenant-Gevernor
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was enough to warrant his dismissal.
But since it is asserted that his motives
were improper and partisan, I may be
allowed to consider them. The facts as-
certained before and since enforce the
conviction that his motives were none
other than set forth in his Memorandum,
namely, to save the Province from a great
impending calamity. I think his motives
should be fairly iecorded and not mis-
represented. What was the state of
the Province when lie dismissed his
Ministers? It had been brought to the
verge of bankruptcy by the extravagance
of successive Administrations. For the
first time the Province had to face a
deficit, which had to Le met by the
Lieutenant-Governor's a'dvisers. In-
stead of trying to ineet it by economy
and retrenchnent, they proposed addi-
tional taxation, to the extent of somnthing
like $275,000. Another measure, graver,
was introduced, a parallel for which it
would be impossible to find unles in
the time of King John. Cer tain
municipalities had subscribed money
to assist the construction of the Govern-
ment Railways, having emitted debentures
en certain conditions, the paymcnt of
which they declared had been demanded
without the fuilfilment of those conditions,
accordingly they refused payment until
ordered by the Courts. Then the Gov-
ernment proposed a measure dispensing
with the tribunals, and constituting itself
the sole judge of the fulfilment of those
conditions of the subseriptions, by which
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council was
authorised to issue his warrant authorising
a levy by distress in the case of non-pay-
ment. The Lieutenan,-Governor har
never been consulted in the matter, and
had reason to fear the Bill would become
law by connivance of the Legislature,
at that time innipulated and domineered
over bv a railway ring What was he to
do? He could have followed two courses,
either letting his advisers go en and the
Province be plunged into difficulties, or
stopping them and saving it. He chose
the .latter course, and dismissed bis
advisers, who hadbeen clearly recreant in
their duty to the people and the Crown.
His motives have since ben prenounced
really partisan. But the conduct of .the
present Quebec Administration is the
best justification and vindication of the
-motives of the Lieutenant-Governor.

When the Conservative Administration
was dismissed in 1878, the party at once
became very clamorous, pretending that
the riglts of the people had been trampled
upon by the Crown, a cry much used
during the ensuing Elections, during
which the people were called upon
to vindicate their rights. But they
did not see the matter in that
light, and notwithstanding the charges
made against him, his Ministei.; obtained
the largest number of supporters that a
Liberal Governnient ever obta:iîed in
Quebec. At the following Electiois the
Conservativo party were victorious, and
consequently, a Conservative Gove rnment
was instalied in power once more. They
had scarcely taken their seats when they
callel clanorously for the dismissal of
Lieutenant - Governor Letellier. Their
triumph should have been complete, but
they became more and more exacting till
the Lieutenant-Governor was dismissed.
Their vengeance was not satisfied,however,
till their opponents were ousted from
otilice, wvith the guilty connivance of the
Legislative Council, which refused the
Supplies, and the assistance of a traitor
te bis party, who has since got his reward.
In this way was the Conservative party
restored to power. It would seema then,
that even the last desirable triumph had
been secured ; but yet there is something
missing, something to restore them to the
position they originally held. They have
not yet resumed that policy of taxation
for which they were disnissed. True,
Mr. Letellier is dismissed and prostrate ;
his health is shattered by his anxieties ;
but he has the satisfaction of looking at
his triumph, knowing that, even in the
hour of Conservative vengeance, his
opponents dare not restore the poliey for
which le disnissed them. Who, in the
face of such results, will dare-to say he
was inpelled to act as he did by
the desire to serve his party and not bis
country. Had his object been to
serve bis par' y and not his country, he
wouHl have acted differently. Instead
of nipping in the bud that nefariour,
tyrannical legislation, he would have
allowed lis advisers full scope in their
mad career, till an enraged people had
risen and expelled them from office.
However, Quebec is now delivered from
the incubus with which it was threat-
ened. Whatever may be the opinion of
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lawyers as to the constitutionality of his of their usefuiess? Why, if this doc-
course, lie bas the satisfaction of knowing trine is admitted, their usefulness is gene
that the grateful people of Quebec will for ever. There is no reason why we
remember that whatever lie did was out should have any more Lieutenant-Gov-
of tenderness for them. Whether lie ernors, because if this doctrine is admit-
acted constitutionally or not, I deny lie ted, the Lieutenant-Govenor is reduced
was responsible to this Parliament for to a mere machine, to a ie autoraton.
what he did. Tho question is-to whom He can give dinners and bals but Le
was he responsible ? It is asserted he cannot go beyond that. If 1e is satisfied
was a Federal oflicer and responsible to that that N hiN mission, if li is satistied
this Iouse. But though he wvas a with doing notling, if lie is satýitied with
Federal ofiicer, and responsible, on sone neyer thinking of the busineut of the
occasions, to this Parliament, it nust Province over which lie is apporited to
be admitted he was responsible, on rule, if lie is satisfied with sinply show-
some occasions, te the people over whomo the greedy gaze of the
lie ruled. He could not have been respon- loyal population, if lie is conteht to
sible to two difierent tribunals for the saine make a speech put into his inout at the
acts. If not, the question may be- opeing and the close of eaeh Session, if
where is the line to be diawn between lie N patient in receiving addresses and
bis responsibility to the Dominion and careful neyer to answer questions except
the Quebec Legislature. In my judg- in a neaningless way, tleii he bas a
ment the only safe line is this : in ail chance to complete is tern. But if lie
cases where the Lieutenant-Governor can attempts to go beyon that lie is lia-
be held responsible, lie is amenable to b)1 to be immediately taken up, because
this Parliamt; but for all acts for lis conduet may ho objectionaie to a
which his advisers are responsible, ie is Iait of the coinnity, to a political
responsible to the people of the ininority it niay be, and perlaps
Province. If this view be cor- the niinority of the province nay belon"
rect, it is the strongest pos- to the majority of the Dominion and
sible conidenmation of the course pur- thus the Lieutenant-Governor Wax be
sued ly the Dominion Governient, h)- con-pelled to step down and ut as Mr.
cause the Governiment that punished Letellier was compelled to do. Accord-
Mr. f.et ilfle have done the verv thing for in- to this doctrine the Liêuteuaiit-Gov-
wlich ei' punislied Lim.. They say lie ernor is placed on board the ship of State,
trespassed beyond the limits of his pre- not as a captain, net even as a common
rogative, and, if so, they have exceeded sailor, but simpl7 as an ornament. For
their proper authority to reach him. He ail the good ho eaH now do o mightjust as
was not tried before the tribunal to which well not be there. I ar afraid ny lion.
he w anenable, but a Star Chamber friencs from the Province of Quebec
tribmnal was authorised to try, condemn never expected this resuit ;vlien they
and punisli him. I desire specially to first demanded the dismissal cf Lieuten-
call the attention of ny Conservative ant-Governor Letellier; but they set
friends fron Quebec to the precedent their heart upon it, and were prepared te
they have been instrumental in creating go the full lengtl in defence of a false
-to the doctrine that the Lieutenant- prinoiple. Now, with regard te this
Governor can be dismissed, not only for reference te Enguand, I ar afraid this
malfeasance, but simply at the will and must be a bitter pi11 to My hon. friends
pleasure of the Dominion Parliament, if it frem Quebec on the ether side of the
is of opinion that lie is not popular or House. We ail remember, and my hon.
not up+o his work. The doctrine laid down friend frein Lavai (Mr. Ouimet) han
'in the Memorandum of the Premier seems attempted te explain it, that wlien the
rather a hard doctrine for the Conserva- announcement of this reference was made
tives of Quebec, wbo, I am sure, would te England, iast year, they were very
be scandalised by it were it pro- clamorous and loud in their complaints
pounded by any Liberal authority. that the Gevernment of this country was
If this doctrine is admitted, what be- afraid to deal with this question. When
comes of the independence of Lieutenant- theannouncement wasmade it was madein
Governors, and, I may ask, what becomes sucl terms as te conveythe impreszion tht

Mif. LeeuRIErn,
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the reference liad been made, not by the
advisers of iRis Excellency, but by
the Glovernor-General himself, against
the advice of his Ministers. Then
the indignation of my hon. friends
opposite was very great ; Lut when
it became known, at a later period,
that the reference had been made
not by the Governor-General himself, but
that it had been assented to by him on
the advice of his Ministers, then by some
magic process their indignation, instead
of turning itself on the culprit, melted
like snow under the warm rays of the
sun. I have no doubt my hon. friends
opposite, notwithstanding their conduct,
are still of the same opinion that they
were then. 1 have no doubt they still be-
lieve that if we are to enjoy in this
country, to its full extenit, the benefits of
tesl)oni:ble Governienît, we must be

prepared to deal with thee difficulties
ourselves. But, as I just stated, they had
set their heart upon the dismissal of
Mr. Letellier, to obtain a party triumph,
and to gain their object they were pre-
pared to sacrifice all their dearest princi-
ples. They have obtained that triumph,
Mr. Letellier lias beenî dismissed thIeir
revenge lias been gratitied, but they have
established a precedent which I ani afraid
will some day be used against us. I can
only hope that this precedent may never
be f4Xowed, but if ev er the Province of
Quebec lias to suffer from it we shall
know whom to hold responsible for it.

Mr. HIUNTINGTON: This subject is
a very important one, and ithas been dis-
cussed at great length in this House and
by the people of this country, particu-
larly by the people of Quebec, who, I
suppose, bave taken it much more to
heart than any other portion of the
Dominion, But we have discussed this
subject-the Prime Minister bas set me the
example in saying so-we have, perhaps,
discussed the subject as partisans. The
Prime Minister has stated that Mr
Letellier lefit his place and went to Que-
bec as a partisan. He has no evidence of
it. There is less evidence of it than that
the bon. the Prime Minister himself
acted entirely as a partisan throughout
this matter. We have dealt with this
question as partisans. We have exbausted
the leaining of this Hlouse, in order to
show w hat were the merits of this ques-
tion upon the one side or the other, and

we have had an exhibition, on both sides
of the House, of that state of minid which
is very properly termed' in Lower Canada
trop de gl'. But it is well that when we
write and, perhaps, speak dubiously upon
this subject, those who are to profit by
their writings hereafter slould be bee-
fitted by cominentators, and it is well that
when great parties are engaged in st ruggles
of the kind which we witiiessed ini
regard to this particular question,
that there should be mon outside of party
mien who take a constitutional v iew, a
historical view, of this questi, i ogether
outside the great seething c.ti!dron of
politics by which, perhaps, we are ail
more or less influenced. I desire to call
attention to a view whicl lias beeii taken
of this matter by the mîost emiiinent
authority upon parliaientary anid con-
stitutional suljects ini tins country, a man
who stands high in the estimation of the
constitutional writers of the world. I
refer to Mr. Todd. I do not propose to
read mi'ore than a few extracts from Mr.
Todd's work.

Severai Hiox. MEMBERS : Ilear,
hear.

Mr. HIUNTINGTON : Hon. gentle-
men say "hear, hear," but I dare say they
do not want to cast any discredit upon
that distinguished gentleman, and I intro-
duce him onily, because I have heard hIim
so often represented, and as I believe lie
desires'to bereresented, as a man of higlh
attainnents and always thoroughly con-
scientious. He may be right or wrong,
lhe may be a more prudent, a more care-
ful and a mere judicious judge of this
question than the hon. member for Laval
(Mr. Ouimet) whose opinions, were bis
partisan feelings not conîcerned, would
have great weiglt with nme. But
as an offset to that lion. gentleman's
opinions, in the absence of the opinions of
the hon. the Prime Minister, I will read
a few paragraphs from Mr. Todd's work
on the subject.

MR. CASEY said Le was astonished ta
hear this natter discussed as if it were
Mr. Letellier who was on his trial. It
was the Government who were now being
tried for their action in referring the case
to England for decision. It was remark-
able that no Minister, or none of their
supporters, bad risen to defend that
action. The hon. member for Laval (Mr.
Ouimet) bad *indeed risen, but only to
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excuse himself and friends for voting con- conduc' of the Governor-General, and the
trary to their expressed convictions of mcst personal attacks on hLim to go
last year. His first excuse was, that he unreproved. In short, he was charged,
had new information since then. The and with primd facie 'proof too, with
only new information was that the refer- conduct which, in the absence of expla-
ence was the acts of the hon. Premier and nation, seemed lacking in the ordinary
not the personal acts of the Governor- courtesy and straightforwardness due to
General. It seemed then that the hon. the head of our Executive, as well as con-
member was not willing to censure trary to ail constitutional practice. The
hon. Ministers for the same action for country would consider it seandalous if
which he had been willing to censure the the hon. Premier allowec the vote to be
Governor-General. His second excuse taken witbout such explanatk-ns as Le
was that the Government had secured by alone could give. If b e dià, à would be
this reference the assertion of two great necessarily assumed that no expense or de-
principles, namely, the imnpartiality of fence of that conduct was possible.
Lieutenant-Governors, aut the non- M. CASGRA n : The hon. member
interférence of the Hone Goverment for Lavaioas atte pted to justfy the
witb our Administration. As to the vote nPhicr lie is about to give on th
first there was great question whether it motion now before the Floise. tie as a
had been violated. If it had, it was sufoi- presentimelt of the false position n
ciently vindicated by the action of this wich lice will fnd himseif, wn en brougt

use. As to the second, there lad t face to face citl bis soleuin declaration
been no hint of its violation until i was made at the time of the discussion on thi
violated by the GoverHment by this very subject last Session. spite of ail his
reference. And it was not only by the efforts, the new declaration lie lias just
reference but by the remarks of the Pre- made, whle approvin of the principls
mier during the debate last year, that set forth in the motion, condemus ii out
this principle had been endangered. o te of bis own mouth. The success obtaired
quoted frome the Debatrs to show ttat the by is party over Mr. Letellier cannot
bon. Premier oiad then argued thatthe excuse bis change of opinion. Toe end
Qeen ruled as directly here as she did in does not justify the means. The efer-
London, and that our interests lu this and ence to the Secretary of Stte for the
other similar cases were as safe in lier Colonies, which e found fault with, is
hands, that is in the bauds of Engish and vas a renunciation of our right to
Ministers, as they were in the goveru ourselves according to our Consti-
hands of the Governor-General and tution. The to reasons of couiplaint
his advisers. This was a direct that lie bas brought forward against the
denial of our autonomy lu mat- ex-Lieutenant-Governor, are not admitted
ters purely Canadian, and an attempt li the stateent of the alleged cause for
to reverse ail precedents, and ail theory removal, inasmuch as the only cause
now receved on the subject. e quoted given l, that tle usefunes of this per-
further from the Debates to show what sonage had gone. Coiisequentlv, along
strong ground Lad been taken against this with this vague reason disappçar the
actionbyseveral members opposite, while it varlous grievances gratuitously brouglt
had been supposedthat the Governor-Gene- forwarc by the complainant. Thore is
roi alone was responsible for it, and argued nothing, easier than to assign a truc and
that they could nat n>w defend it, merely well-founded cause for thc removal. The
because it was proven to have been ad- treatise, ex professo, upon the subject, by
vised by Ministers. He challenged the our esteemed author, Mr. Todd, contains
Premier to defend himself. It was not an irrefutable sumnary of the various
only bis policy which was called in ques- constitutional points which have been
tion, but bis personal action as an inter- violated by the present Ministry. Thig
mediary between the Governor-General work, together with the subjeot of it, wll
and Parliament. He had been guilty, if remain an historicul monument which wil
not of misstatement, at least of that aug- place our descendants on *their guard
gestiejalsé, which was often worse, as be- against following a precedent which Lad
ing barder, to disprove. He had allowed its origiu simply lu a blind adîcrence to
the worse construction to lie put on the party principles.
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Several HoN. MEMBERS : Question.
MR. CASGRAIN : Mr. Speaker, I

call your attention, and that of the hon.
the leader of the Government, to the
noisy and disorderly conduct of those
members of the House.who are obstruct-
ing the proceedings and trying to stifle
the debate. It is utterly impossible to
proceed with the business of the House.
I particularly desire to call the attention
of the hon. the leader of the Gov-
ernment to the review of the whole of
this Letellier matter-which has just been
read in part by the hon. member for Shef-
ford-contained in Mr. Todd's late book.
The arguments urged by this eminent
author have not been answered. The fact
of their not being answered by the other
side of the House show that these argu-
ments are unanswerable. Sir, the lion.
the Premier has committed a political
error in conniving at this dismissal of Mfr.
Letellier, and he well knows it now. I
regret that the debate on this nost im-
portant question cannot be re-opened,
affecting, as it does, so immediately the
interests of the several Provinces of this
Dominion. I therefore, resume my seat.

Motion made :

That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair
for the House to go again into Committee of
Supply.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Motion in amendment (Mr. Macken-
zie) made and question prop1osed. [Vide
page 1779.]

The House divided: Yeas, 49; nays,
119.

Messieurs

Anglin Ha Idow
Bain Killam
Béchard King
Blake LaRue
Borden Laurier
Bourassa Macdonnell (N. Lanark)
Brown Mackenzie
Burpee (St John) Malouin
Burpee (Sunbury) Mills
Cameron (South Huron)Oliver
Cartwright Olivier
Casey Paterson (South Brant)
Casgrain Pickard
Chandler Rinfret
Charlton Rogers
Cockburn (Muskoka) Rose (West Middlesex)
Cockburn (West N'land)Rymal
Dumont Scriver
Fiset kinner
Fleming Saith (Selkirk)
Flynn Trow
Geofrion Weldox

Gillies Wiser
Gillmor Yee-49.
Gutin

NYs :
M essieurs

Abbott Langevin
Allison Little .
Arkell Longley
Baby Macdonald(King,P.E. I)
Bak r Macdonald (Viet., B.C.
Ban erman McDonald(Cape-lireton)
Barnard McDoiiald (Pictou)
Beauchesne McDonald (Vict., N.S.)
Benoit Macmillan
Bergeron McCallum
Bergin McCuaig
Bill McInnes
Bolduc McKay
Boultbee Me Lennau
Bourbeau McLeod
Bowell McQuade
Brecken Mctory
Brooks Massue
Bunting Merner
Buraham Méthot
Carling Mongenais
Caron Montplaisir
Cimon Mousseau
Co.by Muttart
Connell O'Conner
Costigan Orton
Coughlin Ouimet
Coupal Perrault
Coursol Pinsonneault
Currier Platt
Cutlibert Plumb
Daly Pope (Queen's, P.E.L)
Daoust Richey
Desaulniers Robertson (Hamilton)
Domville Robinson
Drew Ross (Dundas)
Dugas Rouleau
Elliott Routhier
Farrow Royal
Fitzsimmons Ryan (Marquette)
Fortin Ryan (Monireal Centre>
Fulton Shaw
Gigault Sproule
Girouard (Jacq.Cartier)Stephenson
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Tassé
Grandbois Tellier
Hackett Thompson (Cariboo)
Haggart Tilley
Hay Tupper
Hooper Vailée
Hurteau Vannasse
Ives U ade
Jackson Wallace (S. Norf olk)
Joues Wallace (West York)
Kaulbach White (Cardwell)
Keeler White (E. Hastings)
Kilvert White (North Renfrew>
Kirkpatrick Williams
Kranz Wright.-119.
Lane

Motion r.solved in the negative.
Main motion agreed to.
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left

the Chair.

Dismissal of the Laie
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After Recess.
SUPPLY.

XII. RAILWAYS ANi) CANALS CHARGEABLE

To CAPITAL.

Order for House to again resolve itselt uto
Committe of Supply, read.

MR. MACKENZIE : Before you leave
the Chaih, Sir, I would like to ask, the
lion. the Finance Minister if he has nade
any arrangement with the Lords of the
Treasury for the use of the unexpended
guaranteed bonds of the Dominion for
the purpose of security in his Banking
Act.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : No; it
is not necessary. We had Imperial
authority for the issue. We have author-
ity to use the money for any purpose we
please, or to hold it if we think proper.

MR. MACKENZIE : When was that
authority given?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : When I
was in England, twelve mionths ago last
December.

Mn. MACKENZIE : To use the
entire unexpended amount for any pur-
pose ?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Before
we were authorised to issue the
£2,290,000 of debentures, a statement
was made of the expenditure, and it was
stated that a subsequent memorandum
would be given. The authortity was
given, and the debentures issued at that
time.

MR. MACKENZIE : Then, in that
case, you are not to state that the amount
expended was expended for the purpose
for which it was originally given.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It was
shown that the expenditure was made
for the public works for which it was
issued. That was required before the
debentures could be issued.

House resolved itself into Committee of
Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Canals.

PO Lachine....................... $800,000

SrR RIC'HARD J. CARTWRIGH T:
What is the exact date at which the
Government expect to complete this work,
and what is the total amount remaining
to be expended i

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: We ex
pect that the vote here taken will com-
plete this canal, of course with the ex-

Ma. MACKENZIE.

ception of some $840,000 that the addi-
tional basins are expected to cost if they
are constructed. But the Government do
not intend to p'roceed with t'iat work at
present. The vote will complete the
works now under contract. The lower
entrance will be fron 18ft, to 19ft., there
will be 14ft. of water up to Wellington
bridge, and a depth of 12ft. through the
canal up to Lachine. We expect to corn-
plete those contracts and to finish that
expenditure up to July 1, 1880.

Mn. BERGIN : The interest taken in
the constituency which I represent, in
the canal estiniates, and the general
anxietv th roughout the country, as to the
policy of the Government with regard to
the canals, induce me to offer a few re-
marks on this subject. There has been
a large expenditure during the past few
vears in pursuance of the policy of canal
enlargement adopted in 1872, and which
was carried out to a great extent by the
late Government. The report of Mr.
Page shows that $10 233,320 has been
expended on the Welland Canal,
$4,699,248 on the Lachine Canal, and
$412,916 on the Cornwall Canal. I un-
derstand that a large sum will be neces-
sary. to coiplete the works now in pro-
gress. Among the forwarders and
commercial men of the country,
the feeline is strong that it is
necessary, at an early day, if we would
successfully conipete with our American
neighbours for the carrying trade of the
country, to enlarge the canals, at all
events as far as Kingston. The Cornwall
Canal works, I am sorry to say, have
been a blunder from the beginning to
the end. I wish I were satisfied it was
nerely a blunder. The- work, it seems,
was commenced at the wrong end. The
chief complaint was, and is now, that
there is not a sufficient supply of water.
In 1872, the water at one time was as
low as eight feet three inches, upon the
sill at the guard lock, and in November
last it was eight feet one inch. At no
time ought it to be less than nine feet to
admit of traffic, and to supply the
necessary water for the mills on
the canal. It looked at the close
of the season, when forwarders
were in the greatest hurry, as if
navigation would close on the Cornwall
Canal to vessels drawing nine feet.
When they reached the head of the canal

Supply--Canals.[COMMN2ýONS.]
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they would be obhged toi uniload part of New York by the Straits of Belle Isle
the cargo at a heavy expense. In conse- is 223 miles. But we have another ad-
quence of this leading forwarders and vantage in that route. Propellers leav-
manufacturers interested in the supply of ing Ciiiago, laden with grain, can reach
water, addressed a memorial to the hon. Montreal in' eight or ten days, while
the Minister of Canals who, I think, gave grain-laden vessels, leavin g on the same
it all the attention in his power. It is, day for New York, would not reach their
perhaps, not in the pow er of the Govern- destination witlin tventy or tweuty-two
ment to do immediately what the country days, There is se great an advaatage in
requires towards increasing the power of point of time over the American route
those canals, but we think this matter that a vessel leaving ChicagO for Liver-
ought to be brought before the public in pool, namely, the St. LaWrence, conld
order that the necessity for enlarging unload ber cargo at Liverpool,
those water ways should be made clear to and be vel1 on lier hoîneward
all. Large sums of ioney are being ex- trp, before a vessel whleft on
pended u pon the railways of the country- the saie day for Liverpool, Iw way of
and thiat is a policy in which I cheerfully New York, could leave ti latter port.
acquiesce-but I think if it be possible The question for us to consi(er is-ow
the Government should do sonething we are thus tr secure this trade? 1 be-
withir the next year towards increasing leve it is agreed that the proper course
the capacity of our canals. The objec- to eniarge our canaIs, so as to admit Of
tion may again be made that this en- vessels carrying much langer cargoes tIan
largement will not divert traffic fron the heretofore. The experience cf forwarders
American routes. This, I do not believe. las been that larger vussels, carrying
The Americans are a sharp, business larger cargees
people, and when the opportunity offers cleaply as much smallen vessels, cannying
to carry a large aniount of grain from imîcl smallen carges. Stearn vessels
Clicago to tide water they will always Jeaving Chicago with 60,000 unisbels each,
choose the cheapest route. If the needed and each towirg two consorts carrying
improvements -were made in our canals, 60,000 busheis each, can take grain to
within five or six years we would secure Buffalo for 2c. a bushel, the geat expense
the great bulk of the traffic from the of transporting grain tr New York city,
western country tri MAontreai. That accruing for the distance between Buf-
port is tle key cf our trade, and it wilI laie and that capital. Here cornes in the
be the great rival port tr New York. it considenation f thie question, whethen it
is, therefore, in the intenest cf tîjîs couîn- is possible tri carry grain as clieaply by
try that great sacrifices should be nade rail as by water. It is argued that be-
tri buid up that port. I understapd froni cause the New York Central ianilwy
the estfiîiates cf the engineers that a litthe caried grain se ceaply last yfar nd the
over 81,500,000 is all that is needeLl tri yean befone, fnom BuffidLo tri N.wV York-
rero, tue obstructions nriw between .pore cheaply tan the rie Canal-that it

and Cornwall. Tue estirnate lias been delnonstrated that raiwams can
is for bfcompete successfaly wit l the canais.
That Rock Shoal, Galops iads$51 2,000 think this is entirely a miisapp-rthension.

Villard*s Shô ................ 13,0L0 The reason why the railways yave canied
Lake St. Franci-., including l'ghts, ganiir hal ewe h.èpit

beacns ad buys ............ 45,000 cte ter pot
Deepenling and eîîlaiiging channel at isv the want f capacity cf the canais, and

had of Beauharnois Canal. 430,000 consequently, the want of capacity of the
Deepeniîig aîîd iiînproving cliannel vessels. Tue hiighest capacitv cf any

vessel on the Welland Canal is 220 tons;

the average is 208 tec 210. One cf

h a s i b e n t h t l r e v e s s , c r y n

If this b the case thiere is ne substantial th di cruesc we have te contend
reason wly we should. net have a 2 lft. with in Chiting fer this traf el with
ehannel froni Kingston te Montreal. If Our U ted States neig bours is the
hon. iiember6 look up0n the map, they cheapness with weich grain is garried by
wiil tee tlat the St. Lawrence is the the Brie Canai frorh Buffalo te eNew
natuern roaduay to the seaboard. The tYok, the chef reason for this being fhat,
distahce in ,ivour of Montreal against i1 neaily ever intance, tce owuiers cf
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the barges on those canals are the men we shah be enabled to builc vesseis of
who navigate them ; they make them 270 feet keel with 42 feet beam, carrying
their homes, summer and winter, and 60,000 bushels. Each propelter would
have reduced the expense of working them tow two consorts each carrying 60,000
to aminimum. Whereas, with us, the trade bushels,which would reduce freight se
not being a legitimate one, as I shall show much that our forwarders would be able
presently, our carrying trade is in the to deliver grain at Kingston for 5c. a
the hands of companies, who are obliged bushel. Our large forwarders at Montreal
to employ hands, many at high wages, would be able to take the grain to King-
and, consequently, they are not able to ston and deliver it there at such a rate as
transport grain from Kingstonto Montreal would enable us to compete tolerably suc-
as cheaply as the men who, having a direct cessfully with - the Erie Canal. But if
interests in the vessels and trade, are able our canals were enlarged to twelve feet,
to do so at a very much lower rate than as they will be, we should be able to defy
men obliged to employ hired labour. To the competition of the Americans, and to
show that large vessels eau carry grain deliver grain in Montreal at six cents a
mucli more cheaply than small, I nmay bushiel, or, as cheap as it is possible for
state that the New York Central Rail- Americans to carry grain from Buffalo to
way has placed on Lake Erie vessels of the City of New York. Another import-
from 1,500 to 2,000 tons, that carry fron ant point, speed would be gained in the
70,000 to 80,000 bushels, which have construction of tho3a large vessels, which
delivered freight at a cost to the railway would have suflicient power in ail ordi-
of less than two-thirds of le. a bushel at nary weather to make ten miles an hour,
Buffalo, for which they charge 2c.; and Vessels of such power and speed can tow
this has enabled thein to lower the rates a couple of consorts, laden almost as
upon the New York Central from Buffalo heavily as themselves, at seven miles an
to New York. The cost of carrying hour. Itlias been objected to the en-
grain from Chicago to Kingston, by our largement of the canais from Kingston to
vessels, is 101c. a bushel; and the reason Montreal that it would be impossble,
is, that we are not able to use vessels owing to the difficuities of navigation, for
larger than froni 16,000 to 11,000 any of those propeilers to tow two con-
bushels. The majority of the propellers sorts of a capacity of 60,000 bushe's each.
carry from 16,500 to 17,000 bushels. But I am informed by navigators of our
With a very little addition to the lakes and rivers, that it can be done
labour, vessels might be worked, when the improvements in the channel,
carrying from 70 000 to 80,000 bushels; foreshadoved in the repart of the Chef
and they are building, at this moment, at Engineer of Canais, have beeu executed. I
Milan, near Toledo, two vessels of a capa- am toid we cannot construct and use canals
eity of 100,000 or 120,000 bushels each, with tweive feet of water, because we can
and consorts that will carry from 80,000 not remove the shoals, except at an ex-
to 100,000 bushels each, and so alive are pense of millions of dollars, between Corn-
our Anerican neiglbours to the neeessity wall and the mouth of the Beauharnois,
of cultivating this tradeM and of increasing and that within two or three miles of
the facilities of lake navigation, that that canal there are shoals that could not
they are nowr deepening every shallowr ba removed at an expense of much les
point on the Lakes from 16 to 20 feet. than $5,000,fto or$20,000,000. Joppose
They expect that within two ears that to that the statement of the Chef Engi-
Lake Brie will be navigable at that depth neerof Canais, who thinks that $1,500,000
through its entire length, and that from would be sufficient to move ail the obstrue-
Chicago to Buffalo vessels drawing 20O feet tions between Kingston andi the head of the
will be able to proceed. This improve- Lachine Canal. The Americans ara quit
ment would give tfem an immense adoan- awake to the necessity of doing some-
tage. Our vessels have been built to the thing further towards meeting our efforts
capacity of the old Welland Canal, with towards enlargino our water-ways and
oly 26 f eet beam and about 138 w 140 obtaining possession, as b think we eau
feet keel, and vcry few exceed 400 tons and ought, of the great grain trate of the
measurement. But if al our canais be west. It is of more importance to us now
onlarged to the capacity of the Welland, than ever, beause we have Manitoba and

MR. Bilit la.
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the whole North-West, over 600,000 foreign, btt of Canadian vessels. The
square miles of territory, of the wheat- case of the Clfton, a Canadian vessel of
producing region, which we hope will, 300 tons, engagd in the Austrahan trade
within a very few years, pour into the lap recently brought before the hoi. the Min-
of Europe the food it requires. Now is ister of Jiailways, illustrates the discour-
the time to obtain possession of this aging effect of those dues. The differene
valuable trade, and not allow it to be between the charges paid by the Clé/ton
diverted to American channels; for it is at New York, and paid at Montreal,
liard to turn trade out of well-worn wouid be $328 on that sne]l vessei. This
grooves. The Americans are now acting difference is made Up of harbour dues, ton-
on this principle and endeavouring to nage dues, pilotage, towage, and other
bring about a change in the feeling of the charges, which, practica]ly, forbid foreign
New York State Legislature, which, only vessels coming to the port of Montreal.
a few years ago, forbad any further ex- We mast make Montieai, likl New York,
penditure on the Erie Canal than was practical]y a free port, iarticularly as
derived from its revenue. I believe the Buffalo is on the lakes a free port. We
effort will be successful, and that within could then conpete with ti in foreign
a year, we shall find the Americans en- ports for cargoes to Canada and to the
deavouring to increase the capacity of the Western States, and we could carry inwards
Erie Canal and to deepen it one foot. cheaper than they, and deliver our cargoes
We should take time by the forelock, use ten days sooner than by New York, Bal-
all the means at our disposal for the en- timore or Boston. When European ves-
largement of our canals. The number and sel owners are asked to bring a
tonnage of Canadian sailing vessels and cargo to Montreal, they demand
steamers reaching Montreal, from the a mucl larger freigbt on account of those
lakes in 1878, was not much in excess of great port charges which, being mucl
that of the American vessels. But the bigher than those ut New York,
capacity of the American vessels was induce vessel-owners to give it the pro-
greater than that of our own. I ference, just as the owner of the Clifon
have not been able to obtain a return of goes to New York, in preference to Mon-
the tonnage for 1879. butlhave it for 1878. treal, although the cargo lie takes in that
I find that in that year there came in port is a Canftdian cargo, inclding

M. Tns.Average woodeu bouses and other Canadian
Caiidia Stames to 1ý . Tns.Tons. .produets, which ho selis in Australia,

Canadian Steamers togets a cargo of wool,
MortreaL ......... 1971 28,440 140 h

Canadian Sailing Ves.
sels to Montreal 665 102,945 154 brings to New York, because it is the

Anerican Steaners 4î 9,385 199 cheaper port. We not on]y ]ose the car-
American Sailing Ves- rying of the produets from Toronto to

sels............. 404 67.978 168 Montreal, but, in addition, tle supply of

This is not the only difficulty with ichwh those sbips, the wages of the sailors,
our trade has to contend ; not only insuf- which are spent in New York, and ail the
ficient depth of the canals and obstrue other dislursenients made in the carrying
tions in our rivers, but the Montreal of those cargoes from New York to
harbour dues, necessitated by the debt Toronto, and from Toronto to New York.
incurred in deepening Lake St. Peter. I In consequence of the preaent state of our
believe it has been adinitted by the late canais, we are not encouraging our ship-
Minister of Public Works, and the owners to build and our ship-yards are
Premier of the late Government, that closed. Why? la anticipation of the
this is a Dominion vork, and ought to be enlargeient of our canais, it would not
se regarded, and that the Dominion be wise or prudent for our ship-owners to
ought to assume the debt. I would ear- buiid vessels of only the present capacity
nestly urge on the Government the of the St. Lawrence canais, and they live
assumption of this debt is early as pos- in hopes that, within two or three years,
sible; it is something over $80,000 a the Government wiil enlarge the canaiso,
year. This is an immense tax on vessels that they can bud vessels of the capacity
arriving at Montreal, and one that diverts of 60,000, 70,000 or 80,000 buahels.
from that port large numbers, not only of - As a censequence of our shipyards being
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closed, our ship carpenters and others are that our carrying trade in the main vas
obliged to go to the United States to find not a legitimate trade. By means of the
enployment, where the shipyaris are in large vessels wbich the Arericans own
full blast. Large numbers of vessels upon the upper lakes, and by reason of the
that should be built in this country and cheapness with which they car bring grain
employed here, are now built in the to he port of Buffalo and transport it to
United States and enployed on the other New York, they have a very great advan-
side of the line. While I am on tliis tage over us in competing for foreign mar-
subject, I may call attention to the vote kets. Wben a man wants to transport
of $50,000 for the purpose of encourag- one or two million busheis of grain from
ing trade with Brazil. With the mem- Chicago to Liverpool, lie naturally seeks
ber for St. John's, I regard this one of the chcapest roite. Our vessels are not
the best votes in the Estimates. If the able to brin- freight fron Chicago to
port of Montreal continues to be practi- Kingston for less than 101-c. a hushel,
cally closed, if the charges continue to be and in consequence our forwarders at
as excessive in the future as in the past, Moîtreal are obliged, if they would get
if no effort be made by us to renove eniployinent forthcir vesse] , to send agents
those charges, it will be impossible for us to foreign markets for freiglîtage in com-
to cultivate successfully this trade with petition with the American vessel owners.
Brazil. I think it is in the power of the Tiey are iet at once with the cbeapness
Government, notwithstanding the state of of the Anerican route, and in order to
the Revenue, to pay the interest on the secure freight for their propellers and
debt incurred in deepening Lake St. barges, they are obliged to puicliase large
Peter, or at all events to assume a large quantities of grain themse'ves in the
part of it, and thus assist M ontreal to- American market, trusting to the profit
wards doing away with ber harbour dues. they nay niake upon the grain, and The
I think the Government night also direct profit they will make upon theïr cheaper
their attention to the pilotage, which re- barge transportation between Iinoston
quires close looking after. I am told and Montreal, to realise at ail events, the
that on a vessel of 1,000 tons capacity, at interest on the money tbey have invested
least $400 are charged as pilotage. The in these vessis. This, I contend, is not
hon. the Minister ol Marine and Fisheries a legitimate carrying trade, but one wbich
would do well to consider this iatter, they have to pursue, despite ail the ad-
witl a view of reducing these excessive vantages of our water route, arîsing prii-
charges. I believe somethinïg could be cipally from the exorbitant charges at
done in the matter of towage. I under- the port of Montreal I contend that
stand a tariff' is abouit to te even no, with our canais at 9ft . if we
estalislied in the port of Montreal for had a free port at MontreLil, wvith the
towage. I think it world be botter towvage and pilotage reduced, as they
to trust to eonmpetition wliich, in m-~ ill mMîglt b;ý we wouid lie able to compete
enable vessels to be towed froua Quebec to more successfully with our Am ericanw
lontreal much more cheapiy tlîan at neigbours. I wish now to read the

present. I be]ieve the management - tf opinions of the foreign consuls a itMon-
the pilotage inighit be so miodified tliat treal. Tiiose gentlemen have particular
cheaper pilots could be takeî on. I do facilities for acquiring kno wleoge of the
lot see wby a sinali vesse!, properly dificulties of trade at that port. I flnd

m-anuiel, and going ns a tug, should be in the Star of last Friday, the resuit ci
coinelled to take on a piiot f rom Qoebec interviews between the reporter of that
to Montreal. To give an idea of te Cvast journal and the different foreigl consuls,
trade we may expect fron B razil, I nay and they are so interesting that, with the
reKer to the article of coffee alone. Twelve permission of the ause, I Wll read
million pounds if coffee were imported them
into the United States last year. A few " The prospects of our foreign trade, if the
years ago it cost $12 a ton to import Goverment arcedes to the wisles of the
coffeeto Lew -York when they ad harbour country, are nusually bright. The total num-
dues, but now that New York bas been ber of ships (we are not now speaking of local
miade practically a free port, the cost i traffr) which visited our port in 1879, was 612,

with a tonnage of 506,929. f these only 36
oly $3 a ton. I said, a little whtle a h sailed unaer a foreign flag, as foalows:-Nor-

MIL. 3EaIN.
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wegian, 13 ; Austrian, 9 ; German, 6 ; Ameri-
can, 4; Swedish, 1 ; Italian, 1; Dutch, J ;
Belgian 1. Total, 36. Their total tonnage
was but 18,243.

"Mr. John F. Wulff, Consul for Demark,
Sweden and Norway, was seen in his offiee in
St. Sulpice street, whien the following questions
were propounded: Reporter-What do you
think, Mr. Wulff, of tie plan of reducing
canal and wharfage dues, etc., and making or
Montreal a free port ? A I cani bave but
one thought on the subject. I state clearly
and explicitly that Mont etl would have the
preference over New York with our vessel
owners as son' as the reduced rates were
telegraphed over to the ot't-r side. Previouisly,
unlessthey had Iaying freigzht to bringout which
they cannot always get, they could not nake
a voyage over here without loss, owing to the
high charges exacted at tis port. While you
are here, Mr. Reporter, let nie congratulat-
you most h art ly on the stand the &S'ar 1as
taken in dealing with this quesion.

" Mr. W. C. Manderloh, German Coisul, was
next visited. In aur\ver to the usual question
this gentlanan said : ' ' Most decidedly many
vessels would c ,me to Montreal, if char..es
were low r, not only from Germnny, but also
fron Belgium, Italy, France and Austria.
Probab'y yo scarcely know how things are
managed by our people. I wil tell you. They
have a re crd or guiie cf the. expeases con-
nect, d with ports all over the worl î, an 1 bef re
they decide to g> anywhere they turn up this
guide. If they fird, on looking at the total
result, that a greater proportion of their freight
money is to be absorbed in expeises, they seek
other porcs. Th's a reason why many of them
whoie like Monltreal are driven to New York,
Baltimore and Boston, where they are encour-
aged in every wIa possibb. If the Government
decides to reluce tie charges it should act at
once. All the forei-n corsais here will then,
without delay, des patei cablegrans to their
respcetive Goveremeuts, wi will in turn imu-
mediately publish the rednced 1ist of charges
on the other side at all the principal ports.
You, of coarse, have publ)rished the exports of
breadstuifs from Amroica for tie past ycar,
but I may atate t:hat Germaniy alone imported
in 1879, Gö 000,000cwOes of wheat, barley, oats
aJnd maiz-, tic geater pertion of which miight
just as well have gone fDom the Canadian as
rhe American scaboard. Farther comment is
uunecessary.'

A. M. F. Gialli, Consu of His Majesty
the Kin, of I:ay, fir Canada, said : ' My
vie a s aie that the chargs of wharfage here are
niot out of tIe war i or vessels. The great
drawback, and what keeps away our vessels is
the towage expensi, which have made it al-
nost prohibitory to co>:ne here. 'he Beaver

line of tio boats hia published a new tariff,
whioi they cal a 5a l r cent. reduction over
the tariff in existeaci in 18I4, but even the
amount chargd by ihis tariff I consider 50
per cent. highe- than it sh1ould be, for a sailing
vessel to sustiin expeurlitura. I calculate that
a vessel of 600 tons egister, drawing eighteen
feet of water, according to this new tariff will
have to pay froin Quebec to Montreal and back
to Quebec, $183, and froin the foot of the tra-
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verse to Quebec aii back, $180, a total of $663,
which is a little over $1 per registered ton,
or 8d per quarter on her carrying capacity.
By this it is evident that no merchants cari
expect to get a vessel the same price as at
N ew York, 1hiladelphia or Baltimnre. Pilot-
age in some instmces bas been considered too
high, but I tiiink tie difference between us
and the neighbouring ports of the United States
is very little, hence it is not an item of much
consideration for a ship owner. For instance.
From a reliable memorandum I have kept of a
559 ton reiister sailing vessel, tie rates
compare as follows ;-Montreal, $186.81 ; New
York, $146.05 ; Philadelphia, $157.50.'

" Me-chants consider that more attention
shoild b- paid to snaller sailing vessels which
do tje greater part of the outport trade on the
Continent It is suiggested that the Govern-
ment subsidise a line of tor bois anîd fix a
uniforii t'vage tariff. To each tow-boat
should be attacheI a branch pilot, ani in this
way it miay bu fonid possible to do away
with the r;ecsity for a lirot in cases where
a vesel is uinder tow."

I waili saîy nto oi s're except to remark upon
the iecest of enilarging thse Cornwall
canai at the liead for the puipose of sup-
plving our mills witih water. We r-an
great risk iast year in having ocer 1,000
h.andi tih-own out of elloymient at Corn-

wall iii consceec of thc low water.
\Ve kinow, of corse, that water for navi-
ga.tion was the principle object ia building
the canal, but Mr. Page has furnished a
report which shovs tiat at a cost of
$250,000 or' ,:300,000 the blrunder rmade
'oy ti late hon. Minioster f Puldie Woiks
in building the locks at the lower end of
the canal before lie IrA imadce tihe entry
at the Lead of the caiail larger so as to
adrit a suficient supply of water, can
lie reinie d. Tht-e canI b no doubt it
Was the greatest piece of absurdity in the
world to buil lock-s of the caeity of
12 or 14 feet at the foot cf the canal
when tle supplv would trot average 9 feet
at ti headl. I niust, therefore, urge upon
tih hn. th Minister the desirability of
eulargisg the Lu-a of the Cornwall Canal
so as te gue rs a furthecir supply of water
for- aIl purposes.

MR. KÉEL Ini ioking over the
Estinates for tie prs et year, I arn dis-
appeinted in no seeing a sum allotted
for the construction cf the Murray Canal.
I think that during the presect Session,
I have presented io less than twenty-five
petitions to this louse in favour of that
long neglected, but very necessary, work
-those petitions are from every city,
county, township, town and village in the
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vicinity of the canal, and I earnestly call
the attention of the Government to their
prayers. In addition to our old argu-
ments and reasons for the Murray
Canal, we have another in the recently
developed and rapidly increasing iron ore
trade of Hastings. I f nd by a Return
brought down yesterday by the Minister
of Customs (Mr. Bowell), that no less
than 6,294 tons of iron ore were exported
during the three months of January,
February and March last, from Belleville
to Cleveland, Ohio. Now this iron ore
trade, if we take these three monzhs as
an average-and they are much below it,
J am sure-shows a yearly shipment of
25,000 tons, valued at $58,000, a busi-
ness of itself sufficient to jay a fair rate
of interest on the cost of the canal, and a
business, too, which would be immensely
extended, if facilities were afforded to it
by reducing the distance by 150 miles to
Cleveland, by opening the "short cut" I
propose.. I have a telegram from Belle-
ville in my hand, which says:

" 250 tons per day of iron ore and 150
tons of golden ore are now being shipped,
and expect to double this amount next month.
With Murray Canal we could largely increase
these figures, and yet have -plenty iron ore for
smelting works-vessels bringing back coal
from Cleveland."
I claim the right of the people whom I
have the honor to speak for, to this work
being done-not as a favour, but as
the payment of a sacred debt of
the Dominion to the locality. It
was in the year 1796, when Governor
Simcoe was the ruler of UJpper Canada,
that this Murray Canal was first sur-
'veyed and sixty-four acres of land re-
served, and still reserved, for its site,
with an appropriation also of some
6,000 acres in concessions B and C of the
Township of Murray, from which the
canal takes it name, was made for the
purpose of dredging across the short
neck of soft earth-only a mile and a-half
wide-which divides the waters of Presqu
Isle Bay from those of the Bay of Quinté.
These 6,000 acres of land were sold, by
the Government in 1815, for $12 per acre,
amounting to $72,000, which, witk simple
interest at 6 per cent. for sixty-five years
now sums up to the nice little lump of
$352,000, an ample amount te do the
work. Another very strong argument, in
favour of the construction of this canal,
I find in a recent article in one of the

ML. KZELE.

Belleville papers, which is as follows :-
''Another fact which shows the necessity for

the cutting of a canal through the narrow
isthmus which separates one of the best har-
bours ofrefuge on Lake Ontario, from the per-
fectly sheltered waters of the Bay of Quinte,
is afforded in the wrecking of the schooner
David Andrews, with a cargo of grain destined
for Toronto. This event took place during a
heavy gale on Sunday morning the lIth inst.,
and the result is the loss of a vessel valued at
$4,000 and cargo worth about $7,500, or a total
loss of $11,500. That no loss of life is to be
added to the loss of property, is entirely
owing to the efficient exertions of the.Oswego
life-saving crew, who appear to have dis-
charged their duty ably and well. That this
disaster would not have occurred, had the
Murray Canal been built, is quite clear. In
such case the schooner, which was bound from
Belleville to Toronto with 10.500 bushels of
rye, would, instead of having to go eastward
and coast around the whole of the peninsula
of Prince Edward-the most dangerous coast
on the whole lake during south or
south-west winds-have proceeded to the head
of the bay and through the canal, thus not
only shortening her journey by 150 miles, but
escaping the very dangers which proved her
destruction. Thence she would have been
enabled to proceed on her way to Toronto,
as winds were westerly and north-westerly,
and in all probability the vessel would have
been enabled to complete her trip without de-
tention."

That is only one of the many similar
articles which I could read to show the
necessity of proceeding with this canal.
I desire, before I sit down, to say a word
or two in regard to the Trent Valley
Canal, in which I have taken great inter-
est for many years, and upon which sub-
ject this House has frequently heard from
me-over forty petitions for its construc-
tion having been presented during this
Session to this iParliament, from nearly
every municipal corporation between Lake
Huron and Kingston. I do not intend
pressing the Government to commence its
construction this year, but as I am certain
that within a very few years the outpour-
ing of grain from our new country, to
which so many thousands are now turn-
ing, will be so great that every outlet will
be needed, and particularly the cheapest
ones, for I feel convinced that our Gov-
ernment will be only performing its duty
by completing the Trent navigation,
whicb, in comparison to its cost, will
furnish the shortest, cheapest, safest,
and best channel between the wheat
fields of the West and the ocean-
going ships at Montreal. The - re-
sult of the movement originated by
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inyself last year to pravent the Trent
navigation being destroyed, as intended
in its transfer to the Province of Ontario
by the late Government, bas been, I am
happy to say, the rescinding of the Order
in Council of October 8th, 1878, and the
survey or examination by D. Stark, Civil
Engiueer, of the whole line of water
highway between Lake Huron and the
Bay of Quinté at Trenton, with a view to
deciding whether it is capable of being
made one of the outlets for. the Great
North-Western country. Mr. Stark's re-
port is in the highest degree favourable,
and has impressed the Government with
a proper sense of its very great importance
as a link in the chain of communication
across the continent; and from the assur-
ances we have received I feel satisfied
that, at no very distant day, this grand
project will have the best attention of the
Government. I might also state that this
canal, or navigation as it should be called,
only requires 591 miles to complete it,
and that instead of requiring an expendi-
ture, as the bon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie) said a few days ago, of
$15,000,000 or $20,000,000 it will only
require as shown by the last engineer's
estimate $2,400,000, and I would like
to see a sum put down for the
Trent Valley Canal in the Supple-
mentary Estimates for this year, but
if not, that it will be done next year.
I do not see any item in the Estimates
for surveys of the Murray Canal, which I
think should be made, so that, as soon as
the lion. the Minister of Railways con-
siders that the Government can expend
the money for the construction of that
work, there should be no delay. There is
an item, however, under the head " Sur-
veys ;" if that means for the instrumental
survey of the Trent Valley Canal-I
refer to vote 103-I shall be very glad.
In view of the impatience of the House at
this late hour, I will not trespass further
at present.

Mi. McCUAIG : There can be no
doubt large sumas of money has been ex-
pended in the improvement of our canal
system, with the view of securing cheap
transport from the west to the ocean via
the River St. Lawrence, in competition
with the American route via the Erie
Canal and New York. The race of com-
petition led to the reduction of canal tolls
on the Erie Canal from 6ic. per bushel

on wheat to le., and it is now contended
that the canal tells on our own canals
should be abolished and Montreal declared
a free port, it we hope to secure the
transportation of western produce, and to
accomplish this many hon. members of this
House are urging the Government to
assume, in addition, the indebtedness of
the Montreal Harbour Trust, alleged to
have been contracted in deepening the
Lake St. Peter, between Montreal and
Quebec. Sir, I protest against such a
policy at the present moment. We are
unable to throw away revenues or to
assume new liabilitis, and it is un-
generous in hon. members of this Flouse
to urge this on the hon. the Miiiister of
Railways and Canals, in view of the large
expenditure to which the faith of the
Dominion was pledged for the construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway. I respect
the merchants of Montreal, their energy,
enterprise and public spirit. It was a
wise thing, in its way, to have a tran-
shipping port at Montreal, as near the
canal as possible, but, after all, nature
had formed Quebec for our transhipping
port, and the obstacles of nature would
eventually overcome any attempt to fix
this point at Montreal. Cheapness of
transport from Kingston to Montreal or
Quebec could only be secured by tranship-
ment from large upper lake craft, carry-
ing from 60,000 to 80,000 bushels of
wheat through the enlarged Welland
Canal from the far west, at Kingston, into
river barges of from 20,000 to 30,000
bushels capacity, and the establishment of
a Government steam - tug service,
between Kingston and Montreal and
Quebec, the same as was originally
given to the eminent and wealthy firm of
Calvin and Son, of Garden Island, by the
Government of Sir John A. Macdonald,
many years ago, and which contributed
so largely to the popularity of the St.
Lawrence route, by the prompt and faith-
ful performance of the conditions of the
contract for their service by that firm,
creating thereby confidence that all
property arriving at Kingston, would
reach Montreal within twenty-four hours
after its departure from that port. As an
illustration of cost, a barge capable of
carrying 20,000 bushels of wheat costs
$10,000, or fitty cents per bushel bur-
then; a schooner capable of carrying the
same quantity of grain on the lakes
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costs $20,000, or $1 per bushel burthen,
but she can onily carry 15,000 bushels
on the River St. Lawrence, thus increas-
ing the cost to $1.331 a bushel burtien ;
a propellor capable of carrying 14,000
bushels, vill cost $30,000, or $4 per
bushel burthen. The cost of running a
barge one month, making two trips be-
tween Kingston and Montreal, carrying
40,000 bushels, is $100 ; the cost of run-
ning a schooner. one month, making two
trips, carrying 30,000 bushels, is $432;
the cost cf runiing a propellor, making
four trips, carrying 30,000 bushels, in-
stead of 40,000 bushels, is $1,500. A
seaworthy craft for the lakes must neces-
sarily hava twice as much weight of tim-
ber, iron, fastenings, etc., il lier con-
struction, as a barge that is calculated for
the River St. Lawrence, and as you in-
crease the weight to make a craf t suitable
for lake navigation, you consequently in-
crease the cost of building, and the cost of
carrying per bushel. This strength not
being necessary on the river, a cheaper
craft is built, carrying more, and doing
the work more economically and satisfac-
torily than a lake craft can. Now, in regard
to the Murray Canal, which I know vill be
of great benefit to that peninsula. There
is 90 per cent of iron in the ore in
that neighbourlood, and what we want is
cheap transport. If we have not the
coal to sielt this ore, we siould have
some means of getting the ore to a place
wlhere it can be snelted, and I think the
canal will be a great hielp in that dire'c-
tion. Reference has been mCade tu the
Trent Vall-ey Canal. Now we arc spend-
ing $10,000,000 to $12,000,000 to coi-
plete the Welland Caial, and we no sDoner
get half through with it than this other
schemne is brouglt up in opposition. The
whole argumaent is s o absurd that
it can have no . effect ufon the
Government or tLe counîty.

Mt. McCALLUM: I woul like to
say a, few words in replv to the hon. gen-
tieman from Prince Edward county in re-
gard te the deepening o! Lake St. Peter.
The peop l o Moiitr cal have spent a large
amou ,t of nmo'ny to imake Montreal au
Athnteie port, an d my hon. frienid says it is
unre.asonible te ask the Governiment to
assume lis debt. We must deal with
this questi as we find it nlow. We.
have com:petit os for the trade of the
Vest. a 1d il tl au:aption cf that dbt

would give us the trade of that territory-
the Government should di it. The
policy of the country, so far as the en-
largement of the canal is concerned, was
decided previous te Confederation, and I
would like now to impress upon the Gov-
ernment the necessity of reducing the tolls
and harbour dues at Montreal, in order
to give us the trade of the West. So
far as the tolls of the canals are concerned
there bas been no reduction since 1863.
They take a different view of such mat-
ters in New York State where a present
of $1,500,000 vas made to get the
western trade, and they would give as
much more to keep that trade. In 1860
it cost 27 cents per bushel to
take wheat f rom Chicago to New York,
and the canal tolls were 5c. 2 milis a
bushel. Last year it cost only 9 c. 2 mills
per bushel from Chicago to New
York, and the canal tols was le. per
bushel. There have been great blunders in
regard to the enlargeient of the canals,
and I do not blame any one iii particular
for them. I think it was a instake to
spend any of the money of the people in
deepening the Detroit River before our
canals were enlarged. To show the im-
portance of this question, I wil read a
statement of the Comptroller of New
York State, which will give an idea of
its importance better tlhanî any words of
mine. The report reads :

" It is said that the increasedi toInnage on the
canals in 1877, caused the loading of one thun-
sand vessels ut the port of New Yoik, and as
the average anount expended by a sea-going
v sscl while ie port, is $2,000 the increased
janal tralile caused $2,000,000 to be expended
by sea-going vessels alo.e. It i, also estauated
that tle toa a gain tu th State was ,
due wholïy to the inîcrea.sed business of I77."

Here is the opinion of a New Yok nier-
4lant on the sanie subject:

'' Two hundrad thousand bushels of cor i in
)hicago was seekini. a narket at tee seaboard.
Au appuliuation came to a Prn in Ne w York in
thse wrdis: ' ill you advance on :00,00
bushels of corn toe s h!pped to Baltim-re
TIley answered : ' Yes, but w hy to -ialtirnore
in creferenice to New York ?' Thue reply caie;
'Tranusporiation to Bal imore is half-cent. per
oushel less than to New York,' ai-d o the corn
went to Baltanore, because the suin f $I,j0t)
ou1d b-, saved in tran-portation ch ýrgs, and
Sew York capital foliowed it there be-
cause it was idle, and Baltinore offered it cru-
plo'ayient. The merliant referred :o, s mned
up this t-ansaction in this wise :-ix vesssl*
ioui in iaitmore six cares of cen nid
titluro re îeeeved tue inwarU C r:Oes of these
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eix vessels, because she could supply them
with return freight. If the corn in question
had come to New York, at the same rate of
transportation as was charged to Baltimore,
$13,000 e ould have been the actual amount con-
tributed for transportation within che borders of
our Stat,. In consequence of the toll imposed,
the corn in queption was turned from New York
to Baltivore, and not only did the State fail
to receiv- any toll whatsoever, but the indus-
trial c1aýses of the State failed to receive the
sum of $13,000, which otherwise would have
corne into their possession. This sum of
?13,000 onlv represents the measure of the
positive known loss. The loss arising from
the non-arrival of the six vessels at the port
of New York, with their incoming cargoes,
the handling and storing of these cargoes,
and ther final sale and transportation, can
only be a niatter of conjecture, but must also
be taken into the estimate of the total loss
sustained. Nor is this all. Baltirnore, by
giving return cargoes to these six vessels, will
induce a return on their part to her port v ith
six additional companion, to the continued
detrimeut of the foreigun commerce of New
York."
The report of the Canal Commission, some
years ago, was to the effect that we should
have 12ft. of water on the Welland Canal,
but it bas been urged from time to time
that it should be deepened to 14ft.
I Lave repeatedly urged the Government
to let the rock-cutting, and complete the
aqueduct first, and it is unfortunate for
the carrying trade of this country that
such a course was not taken. But I do
not anticipate any trouble in using the
-canal with the old aqueduct, and twelve
feet of water. I think the bon. Minis-
ter made a mietake last year when, in re-
ply to a question by the lion. member for
Lambton, whether he was going to open
the canal with twelve feet of water, ho
stated it would not be opened until there
was a depti of fourteen feet.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: That was
quite a mistake.

MR. McCALLUM : I thought it was,
and I refer to it now in order that
it may be rectified. I hope the
hon. Minister will take into con-
sideration the absolute necessity of
raising the locks from Thorold to Port
Dalhousie, so as to be able to give
14ft. water. It would not cost a great
deal of money. A feeder was deepened,
all except five or six culverts, at the cost
$150,000 to $200,O00. The intention
was to sink the culverts level with the
balance of the canal, and I suppose it
would cost $20,000 to do this work. If
that were done this spring we could open

the canal and send our vessils by the
feeder. I hope and trust the Govern-
ment will not allow another winter to go
over without putting down the culverts
to the level of the canal, which will give
us three feet more water. I do not
see an amount in the Estimates for Port
Maitland Harbour, which is in a very
bad condition. It would be money saved
to the country if an appropriation was
made to improve that harbour this year.
A break in the pier took place last fall,
and the harbour is filling in with sand.
It may cost $100,000 next year; and it is
a very important harbour, the most im-
portant on Lake Erie, at the head of the
feeder of the Welland Canal, at the mouth
of the Grand River into which vessels can
run five miles. Where it enters the
lake one of the piers was carried away
by a stori a year ago last fall, and
I called the attention of the Govern-
ment to the fact in the interest of
economy. They should bring down, in
the Supplementary Eestimates, money
enough to secure that improvement, and
The engineer can explain 'its necessity.
I hope this will be done in the interest
of the country.

MR. -ROSS (Dundas) : We are all
agreed as to the propriety of enlarging
and improving our canals as fast as pos-
sible, that policy having being agreed
upon by both parties years ago. This
was thought necessary in the true
interest of the country. Much money
has already been spent for the purpose.
I sunpose the work of improvement of
the Welland Canal will be completed in
a year or two. I have never heard any-
one deny it should be deepened to the
extent originally contemplated, twelve
feet, and subsequently to fourteen feet on
the mitre sills. The same policy was ob-
tained with reference to the Lachine
Canal. Having proceeded so far, in a
progressive spirit, would it be wise
to halt now ? I do pot cou-
sider the Government have that
intention; but on account of the finan-
cial stringency they may not proceed with
the work as rapidly as they might other.
wise desire. There is a feeling abroad
that railway will supersede water transit.
That is the point to be considered.
When we get the canals completed, we
may consider the means of working them
to the best advantage. There is no use
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of mystifying this subject with extrane-
ous matters. Suppose we did not com-
plete the enlargement of the St. Lawrence
Canals, we should have the Welland in
use for larger vessels than could pass
through them-the St. Lawrence Canals-
and the advantage would be directly to the
Americans. Not only would the oppo-
site ports of the United States benefit,
but we should have, at Ogdensburg, a, com-
petition for the trade now going to Mon-
treal, and I fear a successful one. There
is now, 1 understand, under contract at
Ogdensburg, a large elevator with that
object. Vessels of the enlarged kind
would stop at that point, and Montreal
would be left in the distance. We should
have the Williamsburg Canal improved,
to give us 12ft. or 13ft. of water on the
mitre sills. I would also suggest, in
the interest of the forwarding and carry-
ing trade, that this House give an indica-
tion that these works will be proceeded
with. We should first enlarge every
lock, and obtain the dimensions of the
locks as contemplated, if we do not go on
with excavation work. We should have
at the Williamsburg section 1Oft. or 12ft.
of water, which would enable the larger
class of vessels, carrying 40,000 bushels,
and of 270ft. keel, for carrying grain from
Kingston to Montreal or Quebec, to
be prepared for the trade. The
forwarders could thus get their
craft ready. This would entail a
very much smaller expenditure compared
with the total outlay on the canals.
Many of the locks would not require to
be otherwise altered than lengthened. If
vessels, after loading and coming to
Kingston, could pass down the St. Law-
rence, with 10ft. or 12ft. of water, they
could deliver at Montreal cargoes of
40,000 bushels. An lion. member has
spoken of vessels carrying 70,000
bushels of grain. I have the best
authority for saying that they would be
unwieldly, and their working, with such
cargoes, impracticable. Vessels suited to
the lakes would not be so suited to rivers
filled with rapids. Captains and pilots
would not undertake the risk of running
vessels of 70,000 bushels through narrow
river channels. A large amount of money
would be imperilled by the crippling of
such vessels, and high rates of insurance
involved. This would be an impediment
to the St. Lawrence trade. No forwarder

M. RonL

would construct such large vessels. Ves-
sels of 40,000 bushels capacity are all
thal can be considered safe in the St.
Lawrence navigation. At present vesselu
of 25,009 bushels capacity even now are
not considered so safe as those carrying
15,000 to 20,000 bushels. The canal im-
provements should proceed as fast as
possible. If the eastward trip could be
easily made, and without delays, there
would be no check to investing in a larger
class of vessels. We have water enough
in our canals now for the present, except
the Williamsburgh Canal, but it is abso-
lutely necessary that some money should
be spent at the Morrisburgh and
Williamsburgh sections for the removal
of the impediments existing. We have
not over 6tt. 9in. on the mitre sills
at certain periods. Those impediments
should not be left a day longer than
possible. The Report of the Local En-
gineer shows that, with an expenditure of
$30,000 or $40,000, an additional foot of
depth could be obtained, which would be
a great improvement. We should pay
great attention to the reports of our pro-
fessional men on such subjects. The able
Report of the Chief Engineer, Mr. Page,
is condensed in a very short article in the
Globe, which I will read:

"The Report of Mr. John Page, Chief En-
gineer of Canals, is a very elaborate and able
document, showing exactly the condition of the
Welland and St. Lawrence Canals in February-
last, and setting forth the results which may be
expected to ensue on their completion. The
locks on the Canadian route will be 270 feet
long and 45 feet wide, with 14 feet of water on
mitre sills. Vessels of ordinary build, carrying,
fully 1,000 tons burden, will be able to pass
through such locks ; but as the tendency is to-
increase the breadth and sectional area of
freight vessels, Mr. Page believes that the
Canals will be navigated by craft ot 1,500 tons
burthen. As ý'the Erie Canal, with only 6 feet
of water on the sills, carried more freight in-
1878 and 1879 than during any previous two
years, it is plain that water routes can com-
pete successfully with railways. The im-
proved Canadian canais will have immense
advantages over the Erie Canal, and as the
railways require renewal of plant, the time in
not distant, Mr. Page thinks, when they will
be compelled to give up the system of carrying,
freight at rates so low that no dividend is paid
to ordinary stock-holders. Then we may
expect that the St. Lawrence route will gain
an enormons traffic. The real competition be-
tween rail and water lines now begins at the;
lower end of Lake Erie. The railways run in
connection with the large vessels engaged be-
tween western and eastern ports. This shows.
that the railways are unable to competeeon,
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routes where large vessels can be used, and a&
the cempletion of the Canadian canals 'will
practically extend ocean navigation to the
head of Lake Superior ' the St. Lawrence
route will stand at an advantage over any
known freight line, will carry the produce of
the western grain fields, and 'open up acces-
sible markets for the coal fields of Nova
Scotia.' Such are the anticipations cf Mr.
Page, a cautious man, of very long experience
and great infornatioa. Much more reliance may
be placed on his judgment than on that of the
gloorny prophets who can never forese a good
result for any Canadian enterprise."

running to waste to drive three times the
present machinery employed, which i%
constructed on our old worn ont plan. I
bphelve itis sound policy for the Government
to acquire these water powers, and by let-
ing them to parties who are aile to erect
manufactures upon them and pay a rea-
sonable rent ; they will get three times
more interest on the investment than
they can get from the canals, I feel very
keenly in this matter. I feel that we
ouglit to go on with that work and I be-

It will be observed this condensed review lieve if the plan is adopted, asy suggest
of the able Report of the Chief Officcr we can get a larer class of vesseis afloat at
shows conclusivelv that the enlargement an early day at a very rauch smaller ex-
is a most desirable enterprise, and con- pense than by anyother plan, n the mean-
cludes with a very sound admonition to time, and we can enlarge the canais from
beware of gloomy prospects. We have tire to tine as necessity nay rejuiie. If
two great enterprises on hand: the Pacific we leave the St. Lawrence Canais in their
Railway and the improvement of our present condition with their short locks, a
Canals. There is no use of fainthearted- large anit of our trade wiii be diverted
ness in regard to thei; they must go on. to Ogdensburg and other Arnerican ports.
The work on the Railway, if economnically If we make this improvenent on the
and judiciously conducted on sound coi- canais it viii enable us to coinpcte with
mercial principles or basis, will, bef>re t'e American carrying trade. It is fot
many years, come to a satisfactory com- to be expected that eicher the water chan-
pletion. As to the Canals, I think it is nel or the raiiway can secure a monopoly
the duty of the Government to exhaust of the carrving tride. Tis route will
every means to proceed with their certainly conmand a very large share of
improvemeit. We have now 10ft. of the trade of this countr;'. Ni unneces-
water all through to Montreal, except sary tire should be bar, Fs trade once
only one section. With enlarged locks of diverted is dificuit to rc-ai.
270ft. in length, we should have all MR. BURNHAM: I an in favour of
required for a long time. With regard to the scheume known as the Trent Valley
expenditures, I look upori the Govern- Canal, advocated by the hon. member for
ment as an individual; neither should E:4st Northumberland (Mr. Ke-ler).
make unprofitable investments. We Prom the large del utation that waited
should remember that good water ways on the hon. Minister of Raiways and
and water power are not only useful for Canais, and the number of petitions pre-
navigation and trade, but for nianufactur- sented to the Bouse in favour of this
ing purposes as well. The feeling in îy schee, I think it sboud receive the
counitv is that our ragnificent opportuniwy serious consideration of the Goveinent.
shouid be to cail forth the energies of our The hor. dyeber for Prince Edward
people. Why is it not utiised ? t county (234r. MpCuaig) objets to the en-
objected that those canais were con- largement of the St. Lawrence Canais, and
structed oniy for the transport trade. Is states that smail vecselsare required in car-
it possible that reasoiîable ien-men i rying grain that could go beow Kingtton.
their senses-would confine themselves to By opening up the water comrunication
only a partial and limited use of their from Georgian Bay to Lake Ontario, by
fiuest resources and opportunities. The the proposed route, barges can be brought
Goverinent, moreover, should not allow fromn Lake Huron to Montreal direct, and
private parties te appropriate or molopo- as the bon. member for Prince Edwaril
lise this water power, to the exclusion of county has stated, the cost of running
general enterprise. Suicient land, at barges is very muc less than that of sail-
points of water power, should be expro- ing vesseis. The large vassels that are
priated, that it xnay be used tt the general tsed in the upper lakes can tranship
advantage, on reasonable teris. At two their cargo for Montrea, at the terminu
points in =y county there is water enough of the canal at Lake thuron, saving a
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distance of nearly four hundred miles
from Chicago to Montreal, over the route
from Chicago to Buffalo, and thence to
New York by the Erie Cahal. It has
been said that railroads are going to
do all the work of transhipment on this
continent. I think that experience shows
that canals will always command a large
share of the carrying trade. The Erie
Canal, at the present time, carries about
one-half of the grain that is shipped from
Buffalo. The benefit of canals in the
United States is shown by the fact that
when the Erie Canal is closed in winter,
railway freights from Chicago to New
York immediately go up from $1.20 to
$7 a ton. There is no pooling with canals
as there is with railways, and, therefore,
they will have the effect of keeping down
the cost of transportation. I desire to
impress on the hon. Minister the necessity
of taking this matter into consideration.
A competent engineer has reported that
this scheme can be accomplisbed at a cost
of $2,500,000, and it will surely be worth
that much- to this country. I do not
believe, as has been stated' by the bon.
member for Prince Edward county, that
tþis tountry is in such a deplorable state
That it cannot engage in public works for
the benefit of the whole country. I think
our finances are in such a condition as
will warrant the Government in under-
taking this great public work, and
thus secure the carrying trade from the
Western States to our own sea -port
of Montreal.

Mn. WRIGHT : It is refreshing to
find the attention of the House and coun-
try called to the development of our mag-
nificent water stretches. We have had
so much discussion with regard to rail-
ways that it is pleasant to find our atten-
tion drawn to another and hardly less im-
portant subject-that of our canals.
The Senate have been devoting their
attention, in a most excellent manner, te
the consideration of the great scheme ot
the Panama Canal. Nearly every hon.
gentleman who has spoken t -night ap-
pears to have bis special canal schemé.
One hon. gentleman rises to advocate -the
advantages of the St. Lawrence route,
and other ,bon. gentlemen, in a most
laudable way have been devoting them-
selves to the -advocacy of canals through
their own section. .I should like te have
a wôrd to say with regard to Our Ottawa

Mi. Bunram

system. Many hon. members of the
House will remember that not many years
ago a great deal of attention was called to
that line, which really is the shortest to
the Great West by about 400 miles. The
Government has taken steps to improve
that line of communication, and they have
commenced work at Carillon, and have
enlarged the canal at Ste. Anne's, and
have commenced the construct:on of the
Culbute Canal, all pointing in the direc-
tion of rhat great scheme. I think the
hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals

I will give some of his attention to the con-
struction of this great work, and that
before next Session he will have decided
upon some definite plan for pushing this
great work to completion.

MR. RYAN (Montreal, Centre) : e
bon. member for Prince Edward was one
of a deputation which came from Mon-
treal and from the West to represent the
necessity of securing a large portion of
the trade et the Great West by the St.
Lawrence route during the ensuing sea-
son. In order te accomplish that there
has been great pressure brought te bear
upon the Government, not only from
Montreal but from people engaged in
the shipping trade in Ontario, who are
very deeply interested in this matter.
What we desire is that the Government
should take off the toll of the canals of
the country and, at the same time, assume
the debt which bas been incurred for
deepening Lake St. Peter, and by that
means we would be able to attract a
much larger number of sea-going vessels
to Montreal than in the past. I did, not
come here to ask for Montreal any parti-
cular advantage from this Government.
I hold, and 'I believe it was held by the
late hon. Premier in 1877, that the
deepening of the channel through Lake
St. Péter was as much a' public work as
the construction of any of - the canals in
this Dominion, and that it ought to bé
charged to the Consolidated Revenue in'
stead of te the port of Montreal. The
advantage will. net be confined to Mon-
treal but will benefit largely' Ontaric
through the cheapening of freight, and
when the cost of transport is lessened the
value of produce is increased in the same
proportion. Ontario will benefit much
more than Quebec by this plan. It will
enable those engaged in the shipping
trade to secure a much larger por tion of
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the carrying trade of the Great West,and man. I have heard it said by men who
of the Great North-West of the United have a great deal of capital invested in that
States. The total charge will not prob- .trade, that they would prefer to make
ably amount to more than $80,000 or the entire trip from Chicago to Montreal
$100,000 a year. That being doue the in six days, than to be detained three or
people of Montreal will fmd their way to four days at Kingston i raking a tran-
assume the debt which lias been incurred shipnent of their cargoes 'J lie hon. gen-
in giving the necessary accommodation at tleman stated that it is perfectly impos-
-that port. They have incurred a large sible for any vessel containing a certain
sum of money in deepening the channel quantity of grain te navigate the St.
at Montreal, and in building the most Lawrence below Kingston with anv
complete system of docks which exist in safety. Os soon as the Welland Canal
America. I have no hesitatioi in saying is corpleted, then a class of vessels car-
there are better facilities for loading and rying at least 50,000 bushels of grain can
discharging vessels at Montreal than ex- proceed direct from Chicago to Montreal,
ists in any other part of this continent. and at the same tne tow two convoys
If the Government will assume the debt carrying 60,000 bushels each. That is
of deepening the great highway of the St. the statement of apractical man, and
Lawrence and charge it to the Consoli dated for ny part, i prefer to believe it rather
Revenue, then I believe the citizens of than that of the hon. gentleman, who
Montreal will be willing to assume the las stated here that everything was ah-
debt incurred in deepening the harbour at surd which did not happen to chime in
that city. They desire to make Montreal with lis views and notions of thbgs. I
a free port, which, if done, will largely in am not aware that Montreal las ever
crease the volume of trade of this coun- doue anything to offend my hon. friend,
try. The hon. member for Prince Ed- but I ar not at ail surprised le should
ward County (Mr. McCuaig), in everthing take that fne of argument, and fLnd it
that he dealt with, found nothing but very absurd to think of carrying grain
absurdities. He said its was absurd direct to Montreal, because he lias a
to suppose that trade could be mcheane of his own which le thinks
attracted to Montrealq, and tiat the would bet mucn better.
iiatural port of Canada was Quebec; but no MRi. BOULTBEE - It lias been miade

ne knows better than the hon. gentleman to treat tiec proposition of constructing
himself that Montreal lias already secured the Ontario and Huron Ship Canal with
the chpef part of the carrying trade of soe degree of'rdicule, but it Mts been
thiscountry, and that is duc principally by gentlemen who have not understood
to the enterprise of the merchants of the magnitude or importance of the su-
Montreal, who do not stand with their ject. The gentleman to whose genius
aris folded until business cones to them; thast plan owes its btg, Mr. Capreal, is
but they go up to the Great West w and one of the cleverent men f this country.
eploy vessels to bring grain to Mon- When lhe designed the Ontario and
treal They do this at their own risk. Sioe aRailway, the projet was looked
Sometiies it is attended with los, and at upon as much linore wild and chidericai
other times. witl profit, but the resut di than this one b at present. No
that it lias done muêli to build up. the car- fiancial aid is required from the G-overn,'

ying trade of the country, and give eb- ment for this schene. All that las been
ployrent to a large nu ber of people. desired from the beginning, and ail that
Tne hon. gentleran tohld us it was absurd is desired now, that the Goverument
to thi k of bringing vessels containing a should give in aid of the udertaking a
certain number of buhels of grain below certain aofount of land in tIe North.
Kingston, and tht at that point the West. seem peculiarly approriate
grain should be transhipped to barges, that sud an enterpriseshould be aided i
whitl migt core to Montreal and Que- su a way. That canal would shorten
bec. tI do nou profes te be acquainted tle distance from the Far Westby some-
with the management f vessels, but I thing like Mn miles. From its importance,
prefar to beleve the statemente of those as a means of transporting th breadstufts
who are largely engaged in the carry g and oter produc fiom the West to the.
trade to the btateonent of t hon. gentie- seaboard, itis easily seen ow important
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it is that that link of communication
should be established, if it can be. It
was first estimated that it would cost
$40,000,000, but recent inventions, in the
shape of a hydraulic lift-lock, have
demonstrated that that canal can now be
built for less than $20,000,000. I wish
to urge upon the Government that
they should take some means of
ascertaining whether the scheme put
forward of this canal is possible,
and to stat6 whether they can give a rea-
sonable amount of land to enable the pro-
moters to carry out the undertaking. If
this land is furnished by the Government
the necessary capital will be forthcoming
within three months, and the work com-
menced within twelve months.

Mi. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier):
I do not rise for the purpose of adding
anything to what bas been so well said on
the importance of making the St. Law-
rence roite as cheap as possible. I d esire
to say a word or two in reference to an
unfair advantage which I believe exists in
the carrying out of the provisions of the
Washington Treaty. It is very well
known that American vessels use the
St. Lawrence canals, and the other canals
of the Dominion, on a footing of equality
with Canadian vessels. It is also well
known that Canadian vessels are not
allowed to use the States' canals, especially
the canals of the State of New York, on
an equal footing with American vessels.
It is said that this course is author-
ised by the Treaty of Washington,
but the Treaty does not appear to me
to sustain that construction. Acticle 27
says:

" The Government or Her Britannic Majesty
engages to urge upon the Government of the
Dominion of Canada to secure to the citizens of
the United States the use of the Welland, St.
Lawrence, and other Canals in the Dominion,
on terms of equality with the inhabitants of the
Dominion; and the Government of the United
States engages that the subjects of Her Britan-
.nie Majesty shall enjoy the use of the St. Clair
Flats Canal on terms of equabty with the
inhabitants of the United States; and further
engages to urge upon the State Governments to
secure to the subjects of Her Britannie M ajesty
the use of several State Canals connected with
the navigation of the lakes or rivera traversed by
or contignous te the boundary line between the
possessions of the high contracting parties on
terme of equality with the inhabitants of the
United States."

There is not the slightest doubt that we
are denied the privilege of Canadian ves.

Mr. BOULTBEE.

sels reaching Lake Champlain without
paying a license, the which is not exacted
fromn American vessels. The use of the
Whitehall Canal by Canadian vessels is
entirely prohibited, owing to some Customs
regulations. This course, I contend, is
not justitied under the Washington
Treaty, and steps ought to be taken by
the Government to put down this Ameri-
can monopoly.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I regret
that at this late hour in the evening it
will be impossible for me to notice as
fully as I ought to do the remarks that
have fallen from hon. gentlemen, but
I will briefly refer to some of them.
The hon. member for Cornwall (Mr.
Bergin) bas urged very strongly
sonie measures being taken to carry
out the works at Cornwall, especi-
ally with a view to give increased water
power. There is no douht that is a very
important object, but of course there is a
limit to the expenditure by which that
object could be attained. The exertions
of the late Government have been
mainly expended in the effort to eilarge
the Welland and the Lachine Canals, and
they seem to have arrived at the con-
clusion that so far as the intervening St.
Lawrence Canals were concerned, it w ould
not be desirable to incur a large'r expendi-
ture than would be involved in carrying
out the original scheme, until the result of
enlarging these two canals is known.
The present Government have adopted
that policy, and proposed to complet*
the contract made in reference to
the enlargement of the Welland
Canal, complete the works at La-
chine, and also carry out another un-
dertaking to which the late Government
committed themselves-the removing of
the obstructions at Galops Rapids by chain
steam tug. These are now all the con-
tracts in operation, and it is proposed to
confine the expenditure to these works.
The same remarks I have made in re-
ference to the hon. member for Cornwall,
apply also to the hon. member for Dundas
(Mr. Ross.) A very strong case has been
made out for the increase of water power
there. I have not had an opportunity of
submitting areportmade bytheLocal Engi-
neer to the Chief Engineer,but I expect to
be able to do so at an early day. I am
afraid, however, it will hardly be in our
power, during the present Session, to meet
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the views of the hon. members for
Dundas or Cornwall, in relation to that
matter, important as it is. With reference
to the remarks of the hon. member for
East Northumberland (Mr. Keeler) I am
not at all surprised that attention should
have been directed to both the Trent
and Murray Canals. So far as I am able
to judge, I think a comparatively small
sum of money will greatly shorten the
distance between the Georgian Bay
and the Bay of Quinté. If the
trade of the North-West becomes
as important as it is expected, no doubt
the construction of these works will at-
tract public attention. One of the most
influential deputations I have ever seen
in the city of Ottawa, waited upon the
Government, with the view of pressing
upon them the necessity of dealing with
the Trent navigation. An engineer, who
had examined the work, reported that it
would not involve great expenditure,
and I have no doubt it would soon he-
come a question as to how far it will be
desirable to survey with a view to shor-
tening the line of communication from
the Georgian Bay and grain barge navi-
gation from the Georgian Bay to Mon-
treal. The Murray Canal is a work that
could be completed at the smallest cost
of alnost any public work required to
attain so large a result ; and I only regret
that the great obligations resting upon
the Governent-that there are so many
other matters that cannot possibly admit
of any postponement-which render it
impossible to seriously look at the ques-
tion, as to whether it would or would not
be desirable to spend the small sum re-
quired to obtain this large result. The
development of the adjacent mineral
districts, the great advantage of facili-
tating transport, by obtaining 100
miles of barge navigation in ex-
change for a circuitous and dangerous
navigation over a route where very many
shipwrecks have occurred, would render it
desirable, if in the power of the Govern-
ment, to consider and ascertain at how
small a cost that work could be done. I
am afraid it will not be in the power of
the Government to put in the Estimates
the cost of these works. With reference
to the opening of the Welland Canal, and
the hope expressed by the hon. member
for Monk (Mr. McCallum), I am assured
that a great many persons who profess to

understand the subject thoroughly, seem
to entertain no doubt that the Welland
Canal may be opened through the old
aqueduct. There is some doubt upon that
matter, but, at all events, we intend to
try the experiment. The gates and appli-
ances will be placed under contract and
proceeded with as rapidly as possible,
and so soon as the works to be finished by
the next season are completed, and the
gates are in position, the experiment
will be tried as to whether we can operate
the Welland Canal through the old aque-
duct. The new aqueduct being celayed
by serious obstacles, we cannot hope to
have that work completed by the next
season; therefore, it will be advisable to
operate, if possible, through the old aque-
duct until thenew aqueduct isconstructed.
The Government will be obliged to
consider what expenditure is necessary io
prevent the pier at Maitland sustaining
serious damage, connected as it is with the
maintenance of supply from the Grand
River.

MR. MACKENZI E : What is it used
for now?

Sin CHARLES TUIPPER ; That is
one of the questions under consideration.
The feeder is very useful until the canal
is ready to be opened. We have been
depending upon the feeder for the old
Welland Canal; it runs through a great
circuit of country, and it may
be desirable to keep it open. I think I
have replied to the principle remarks
necessary to be answered. I may say,
with reference to the whole question-
and a very important question it is-
discussed so ably by hon. gentle-
men on both sides, that it has,
necessarily been engaging the attention of
the Government ; but it was our duty to
complete those works first and ascertain
the result, so far as we couIld,
as to the extension of our trade by the
facilities ' thus given. But at the
same time every one will recognise the
importance of seriously considering how
we may best promote the interests of and
facilitate the trade and traffic of the coun-
try, and so cheapen transit over these
great arteries of commun (stion cr trade
as to render them as attractive as pos-
sible, and enable us to compete succeSs-
fully with rival routes. We have, not
come to decided conclusions, great and
important as these considerations are, but
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they are engaging, and will engage, the
serious attention o the Govérnment.

ME. MACKENZIE: I do not think it
necessary to offer any criticism's, because
the hon. gentleman bas corne to the same
conclusion that I had with regard to the
.item respecting Canals; but the hon. gen-
tleaan took some credit to him-
self for the production of this enormous
document.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I did not.
All that I said was, that it would be un-
necessary to detain the Committee, as I
Lad placed the voluùe before the House.
The credit is entirely due to the engineer,
not to myself.

MR. MACKENZIE: I flnd that the
book contains 100 pagesof report, and that
the remaining 600 pages are devoted to,
rubbish, in the shape of specifications of
works all finished, and of no iriterest to
us at the present time. It is mere waste
of time an(! money to publish these 600
pages. The 100 pages are all very well.
With regard to the complaint made by
the hon. member for Conwall and the
hon. member for Dundas, that there was
not sufficient water let into the canal, the
hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals
must be aware of the difficulties encoun-
tered 'with some canals in consequence of
this water power being let. I think it
a great mistake, and during my own term
of, office, I steadily avoided letting this
power. It involves not only a difficulty
in collecting the rent in case of stoppage,.
but also the risk of having to pay
damages. I would strongly recommend
any Government not to encourage the
furnishing of water power. I recollect .a
great difficulty in connection with the
Welland Canal ; the lessees complained
of the water being cut off without pro-
per notice; an arbitration, and conse-
quent large expenses, were the result.
I think it a great mistake to coun-
tenance any more of it than can
be possibly helped. I thought the
hon. Minister of. Canals was going
to give us a statement of the
amounts required to finish the respective
canals ; he was good enough to send me a
statement of the amounts that had been
apent. It should have been in his report.
Mr. Page evidently thought it was there,
for he makes a reference to it. The total
-expenditure on the Welland Canal up to
the lst January, was $10,500,000 as near

S1n CHÂRLES TUPPEE.

as may be seen. The estimate of Mr
Page was $12,000,000. ' Cari the hon.
Minister tell if it is likely to keep within
that aimount î Mr. Page is generally ac-
curate. His estimate for the Lachine
Canal was under $6,000,000, and I see
according to the expenditure that his
estimate was about correct. Can the
hon. gentleman tell how much will be
required for the Lachine and Wellnd
Canals ?

SiR CHARLES TUPPÉR : I am
afraid that Mr. Page's estimate will be
found bèlow the actual expenditure to the
extent of some $500,000 or $600,000 to
complete the Welland Canal for the
twelve feet navigation. With reference
to the Lachine Canal, the present estimate
now asked for will complete that work.
I regret the criticisme of the hon. gentle-
man in reference to the volume published
by the Chief Engineer of Canals, which
volume he has characterised as rubbish,
with the exception of a small por-
tion. I thirik the Chief Engineer
of Canals is known to be a remarkably
able man, who has been able so far to
carry to. completion one of the most
gigantic and most > creditable works not
only in Canada, but in any country in
the world, and that a description of that
work is entitled to some other appellation
than that applied to it by the hon. gentle-
man. I think everything connected with
that work, the specifications and every-
thing attract the attention of foreign
countries. Gentlemen of the highest at-
tainments from England and Fiance and
the United States, all the most distin-
guished and scientific engineers in the
world who have inspected this work,
have expressed their unqualified admira-
tion of it. No one could expect that such a
remark would be made, of a description
of a work which bas cost him so much
labour, to a volume which is calculated
to hand down to posterity the details of
a work of so much importance and -which
reflects so much credit upon the Chief
Engineer.

Ma. MACKENZIE: I do not apply
my remarks to Mr. Page's work or to
his report, but to these other ,00 pages
which are not a description of the work ;
and I do not suppose that Mr. Page got
these specifications and documents printed
in the volume. I have too high an opinion
of 'him. lie may have been asked to do
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it. It is a huge volume ; there are a few and a good deal of the matter is not
pages.devoted to Mr. Page's Report pro- printed for the first time. The hon. gen-
per, but the rest of the volume is of no tieman from Monk is always harping
use to any person bere, or any person about this everlasting feeder. I think he
abroad. is more concerned about feeding Maitland

Sm CHARLES TUPPER : I can than feeding the canal.
quite understand now why the hon. gen- Mi. ROSS (Dund&s): I must express
tieman should have applied such a term my, extreme regret at some of the
to this volume. He supposed that I had remarks of the hon. member for
suggested it. All I suggested is contained Lambton. Every statement that hon.
in my letter as it appears in this volume. gentleman makes goes to the country,
In this letter I asked Mr. Page to f urnish and he should not be too sweeping in bis
for the information of Parliament, a de- remarks. While- the excessive letting of
tailed and careful statement of the pro- 1 water power on the Lachine Canal may
gress of the works upon the Welland, St. 1 have been a mistake, we should not con-
Lawrence, Lachine and Ottawa Canals. clude that like mistakes are about to be
In view of the great expenditure of pub- made in regard to other canals. The
lic money, it was thought it would be WilliamsburghCanalis not used for vessels
interesting to have the fullest and most going eastward, and the hon. gentleman
thorough information on this subject. I should recollect that a very small quantity
never made a suggestion as to what of water is now used on these canals. He
should or should not be put into should also remeiber that a siight current
the Report. I knew that Mr. Page
was infinîtely more capable than I
was of knowing what was required,
in order to give the House the informa-
tion that was wanted. Although I have
looked over the volume with great care, I
have arrived at a different conclusion to
that formed by the hon. gentleman, and I
think the time will come when everything
in the volume will be at. all events regard-
ed as matter of great historic interest.

Mn. McCALLUM: The hon. member
for Lambton wants to know what use the
feeder is. It is of the utmost importance
to keep up the feeder, until it is a known
fact that Lake Erie's level will be- a
success. I trust the hon. Mlinister will
put an amount in the Supplenentary
Estimates to secure this work. The hon.
muemnber also claimed that it was a waste
of money to publish the Government
Engineer's Report. I think the people
will look upon it as money well expended,
and will not regard the hon. gentleman's
attemp to discredit Mr. Page, an officer
of whom Le thought highly, when in
office, and under whose wing the hon.
gentleman often sheltered himself.

MR. MACKENZIE : I did not say a
word in disparagement of Mr. Page. I
always considered him one of the best
engineers on the continent, and one of
the most efficient public servants, but I
am not to be.deterred from criticising a
lot: of worthless papers on that account.
Thereisnothing interesting in these.papers,

is not a disadvantage, because it gives
steerage way to and assists steamers and
vessels. On these canals there is no
reason why a moderate and reasonable
amôunt of water power should not be
used. It- would do no damage to the
works, and would encourage industries
and give employment to labourers and
machinists. While the people in my
county have the highest opinion of the
Government, we will have a less exalted
opinion of their fairness and justice if
they refuse to give us the privilege and
encouragement asked for. I should not
ask, nor do my constituents expect or
demand, aught from the Government,
that may not be deemed in -the interest
of the whole country. One hundred or
more persons actively engaged in the in-
dustrial pursuits of our. Dominion, is
quite of as much consideration at this
point as any other in Canada ; our de-
mand is simple justice, and not undue ad-
vantage or preference.

Ma. MACDONELL (North Lanark):
I thoroughly agree with the object sought
by the hon, member for Dundas, but I
am afraid he is trying to make a little
political capital out of the utterances of
the bon. menber for Lambton. That
hon. gentleman simply said that an in-
crease of the water power on the Wil-
liamsburgh Canal might interfere with its
navigation. I for one would not like to
see that result, owing to an increase of
the water power. The objeet of the
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canals was navigation, and that object
should not be interfered with for the pur-
pose of building up manufacturing estab-
lishments. But I know the canal in
question, and the increased water asked
for would, on the contrary, improve its
navigation. I an of the opinion thau
Eastern Ontario will be the manufacturing
centre of this Dominion, and it should be
the object of the Government to do every-
thing in its power to encourage the
building of manufacturing establish-
ments in this section. If laige manu-
factures were established in Morirsburgh,
they would also be of material assistance
to the large factories in the county of
Lanark, in so far as procuring skilled
operatives is concerned, and would
also prevent a large number of opera-
tives froin going to Éhe United States.
With reference to the general subject of
Canais, I may say that the principle object
of building the Ottawa Canals was to
ahorten the water route between Montreal
and Chicago by 520 miles. The Culbute
was to be one of the canais connecting
Georgian Bay with Montreal. At the
time that work was projected there was
no intention of building the Pacific Rail-
way, but now we have railway communi-
cation from Lakc Nipissing to Montreal,
which is about 100 miles shorter than the
river route, the whole usefulness of
the Ottawa canals, so far as communica-
tion between Chicago and Montreal is
concerned, has disappeared. The build-
ing of certain dams on the Flat Rapids
should be discontinued, owing to the large
amount of damage those dams will cause
in the future. Instead, therefore, of ex-
pending money on this systeni of canals,
I would suggest that it be transferred to
the canal of my hon. friend for Dundas,
which is a work of vast importance to that
part of the country.

h a. WHITE (North Renfrew): The
Culbute Canal will give uninterrupted
communication for a distance of 120
miles, and I cannot agree with the opin-
ion of the last speaker that it will be of
no benefit to the country. The Ottawa
River system bas already been referred to
in the course of the debate, but the hon.
Minister did not deem it worth his while
to notice the allusions thereto. It is a
scheme which ought to receive the careful
attention of the Government, but I do
not propose to urge that now because I

Ma. MADoNELL.

find hon. gentlemen on one side advocat-
ing the enlargement of the St. Lawrence
and Welland Canals, and others opposed
to them urging the total abolition of
tolls upon those canals. The expenditure
on those works has been $30,000,000,
while the net revenue has been
$3,800,000, or about one-eighth of
the total outlay ; and it seems to
me that when so small a result is attained
from so vast an expenditure, it would not
be proper to urge the Government to un-
dertake works of the sane character.
I think the time bas arrived when the
Government ought to consider whether it
may not be well to stay their bands in
expenditures on those works on the Wel-
land and the St. Lawrence Canais. I do not
urge the stoppage of expenditure abso-
lutely necessary to carry out work al-
ready begun, but it would be well for the
Government, completing those works, to
consider whether it would not be right to
defer expenditure for some considerable
time further, until we ascertain whether
greater results have been obtained from
such expenditure than is shown up to the
present time. It has baeen urged that ex-
penditure on these works, although
not producing a direct revenue, produced
indirect benefits. If that were true, I
think the additional expenditure would be
justifiable, but w'1en we find that the pro-
portion of grain shipped from Montreal,
as compared with the shipments from
other North American ports, bas declined
from 10 per cent. of the whole quantity
in 1873 to 51 per cent. in 1878.
During the time that an expenditure of
$15,000,000 was being made on those
works, I repeat, in my opinion, it is
tine the Government - should consider
well whether it ought not to put a stop to
such expenditures altogether.

Vote agreed to.

91 Cornwall............ ......... $ 80,000
92 St. Lawrence................... 80,000
93 Welland.............. ....... 804,000
94 Ste. Anne'& Lock and Canal...... 150,000
95 Carillon Lock and Canal......... 300,000

Ma. MACKENZIE asked for explan-
ations as to the manner under which the
contract was let to Mr. McNamee, and
with respect to the giving of contracts to
parties from whoma tenders were not
received.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: The
original contractors were Messis. Gooke
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and Company, from whom the contract
was taken. After some time tenders
were invited by the late Government for
the construction of the work. Tenders
were in the office when I beeame Minister,
and the contract was avarded by me to
Messrs. McNamee and Company, who
were the lowest tenderers. Before sign-
ing the contract the Government consid-
ered the whole question of expenditure,
and decided that, for the present, they
would defer entering into these contracts.
Consequently, McNamee and Company
were notified of that decision, and their
deposit was returned. Subsequently,
during last Session, it was decided that
the works were suffering so much damage
that they shotild be gone on with. A
very strong recommendation was made
by the Chief Engineer, thatvery consider-
able loss would result from their not
being proceeded with ; that not only
would actual expenditure be lost, but
damage experienced in connection with
the works ir. their unfinished state. It
was decided then that we should proceed
with the work, and I took a vote from
Parliament for the purpose. McNamee
and Company notified the Government
that they would not take the work again
on the terms of their former tender. Of
course we were not in a position to hold
them to the tender having returned their
deposit. They stated, also, that the work
had, in the meantime sustained consider-
able damage, and we were not in a
position to hold them to their contract.
In the meantime, Cooke and Company
made a strong representation to the Gov-
ernment that their contract had been
unfairly taken out of their hands by the
late Government, and that they had a
very strong and large claim against the
Government ; and on that ground they
also offered to take this work at their
former tender and complete it. The
Government, in view therefore of the fact
that McNamee and Company had with-
drawn, and that these parties, whether

done. They then submitted the proposi-
tion to divide the work into two sections:
the canal and the dam and elide. The
dam and slide was the part supposed to
involve much the greater difficulty. They
proposed to transfer it to Messrs. McNa-
mee and Company. The Government
sanctioned that proposal, and allowed the
work to be divided, but in such a way as
to bring the whole contract under the
terms of the original contract to Messrs.
Cooke and Company; and we found
that the prices contained inthe originalcon-
tract or tender with Cooke and Company
were lower than those of the next tender to
McNamee and Company. We referred the
question tothe Chief Engineer, who report-
ed strongly against our having anything to
do with Cooke and Company. lis pre-
vious experience with them led to a strong
o[pinion against them as contractors, but
bis principle objection to our entertaining
the proposal to re-let the work to them,
and which was a less sum than the next
lowest tender was, that their price was
altogether inadequate, and that the work
could not be performed for that amount.
The Government then felt that if they
gave sufficient security for the proper per-
formance of the work, they would not be
warranted in refusing to grant them the
contract on the ground stated by the
Chief Engineer, that the contractors were
taking it altogether too low. I amn glad
to be able to state that, having let the
work, not by private contract, but under
the original contract, and under the
lowest we had before us, and when labour
was at its very lowest, and, having
divided the work in that way, the work
has not only progressed most satisfactorily,
but the Government have every reason to
believe it will be completed within the
terms of the contract, and at lower
prices than could have been accom-
plished in any other way. I feel that
the course taken by the Government
will admit of the most thorough scrutiny
at the hands of the hon. gentlemen op-

rightly or wrongly, were urging a claim posite, and the fouse.
against us, and the fact that the terms Vote agreed to.
of their contract would be as favour- 9 Grenviue...................2W,000
able as we could expect to get the work MR. MACKENZIE: Is this work
performed for, informed them that if they carried on under the old cotraot-by the
were to associate themselves with parties yard?
possessed of skill and resources sufficient Sia CHARLES TUPPER: The c-
to warrant the Government in considering tension of the work las not been lei.
the proposition favocrably, it should be The vote taken last year for this service
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has been expended, so far as any expen-
ditture has been made under the contract
made by the bon. gentleman himself.

Mn. MACKENZIE No ?

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Yes; and
in precisely the manner in which he made
it. Every dollar expended on this work
lias been spent under the contract made
by the late Government. No change has
been nade, and whatever work bas been
performed has been strictly in accord with
that contract. Mr. Goodwin, the contrac-
tor claimed that Le was entitled to an
extension of his contract on two grounds:
First, that this proposed work was an ex-
tension and that be Lad certain claims
under the arbitration granted hifm, Mr.
Page being selected as the sole arbitrator,
both, partie s having to abide by the de-

Mu. MACKENZIE : That was not
our arrangC1fiet.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : The ar-
rangement to have Mr. Page as sole arbi-
trator was made betweein the bon. member
for Lamiton, as Minister, and the con-
tractor, and sanctioned by the Govern-
ment of whin the bon. gentleman was
leader, and the iawtter stands in this po-
sition. Mr. Goodwin says that the
work was an extension, being part of un-
finished work whbich lie then had, and le
offered mv predecessor to waive bis
claims under the arbitration if the
extension -was given to him. Mr.
Goodwin made tie same proposal to
myselh,and I have looked thoroughly into
th'e question-and the legal officers of te
Departaient prepared a general su n-
marised stateinent of the wbole question-
and have satisfied nyself tiat the work
could not be regarded as an extension of
his contract; and Lat, in the second place,
it would be impossible ta take it up as a

qtiest Dii conplicated wit) anv other

clainis. In the meantime, Mr. Page not

being abie te prepare the plans and specifi-
cations of this work, and settle exactly
the aligrments of the nev work, and the
work that was required to be done, until
late in the season, and as the work re-
quired to be done could be in sunînier,
there was no object in letting the con-
tract until Parliament had again voted
the nmoney. I propose, therefore, if this
mnoney is votcd to advertise the work to

public comipetition, and to obtain its con- 1

S1R CHARLEs TUPPER.

struction precisely the same way as other
work.

LI R. MACKENZIE: I would ask the
hon. gentleman to bring down a memor-
andum relating to these contracts he re-
fers to, before concurrence is taken, and
also the Order in Council of September,
1873, referred to.

SIa CHARLES TUPPER: I will place
in the bands of the hon. gentleman all the
papers relating to the subject.

Vote agreed to.

97 Culbute ...................... $ 4,000
98 .Peter......... ... ........... 17,400
99 Miscellaneous.................. 10,000

Ma. IÇILLAM asked was any of this
sam to be expended on the Baie Verte
Canal scheme.

S1R CHARLES TUPPER said the
hon. gentleman and bis political friends
in Opposition not onil withdrew the vote
for the Baie Verte Canal, but expended a
considerable sum to render tLhe recon-
sideration of the work impossible so far as
they could.

MR. KILLÀM said lie hoped the hon.
the Minister of Railways would laugh at
suc imnessibilities. lie had assurcd his
electors that this is one cf the workis that
would be taken up.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER sad that if
the late Governienît bad proceeded with
this work, it mighit now have been dis-
charging imiportant services to thsis
country.

Ma. ANGLIN asked why the Govern-
ment did not go on wit h it iow.

WM. WHITE (East Iiastings): The
late Government spent ail the money.

MR. PLUMB: Are there not too many
deficits.

MR. ANGLIN said that repeated pro-
mises and assurances were given by the
bon. tbe Minister of Railways and Canals
that this work, wiili lie described as a
very important one, vould be undertaken ;
and he did iot believ-e that the people
who relied on tiat lion. Miiister vould
be satisfied with his present assertions or
excuses for tle postponement of this work.
The late Governnent would liave gone on
and coipileted the surveys, but their pre-
decessors rendered that impossible. The
matter can be taken up again now, for
n )lnug that was then available lias ceased
to be available, and everything remains
prctty much as it was -wheu the survey
was made.
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MR. WHITE (East Hastings): The
hon. gretleman who has just taken bis
seat was tive years the Fir-st Commoner
<t the lanid, yet during all that time I
never heard him utter a syllable about the
Baie Verte Canal. Why did not the late
hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries
get this canal built ? Does it not go
through part of his county. Surely the
lion. inember for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
ought not to find fault when he knows in
his heart that his Government left no
money in the Treasury with which the
work could be doie.

Vote agreed to.

XIII. RAILWAYS AND CANALS CHARUEABLE TO
INCOME.

Chamibly Canal.

100 Purchase of a building to be
used for the Collector's office,
St. Jo in...................... .l.00

velianld Canal,

(11ebuilding superstructure of Toli
Bridge Dunville.............. $12,000

To rebuild a bridge on the line of
L Canal Street Dunville .......... ;5,500

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : The
bridge at Dunville is necessary to restore
to the public conveniences which were
lost by the construction of the canal. I
took pains to ascertain that the bridge is
necessary.

MR. MACKENZIE : I took pains to
ascertain that it was not necessary.

SiR CHARLES TTPPER: I will,
farnish the fullest information on. con-
currence.

MR. MCCAULLIM : The lion. gentle-
man appears to be very particular about
this item. I know at a former time his
engineer reported against it, but the
engineer of the Dresent Grovernment bas
reported in favour of this bridge as neces-
wary in the interests of the public. This
$12,000 is to rebuild the old bridge. By
building this bridge the Governmeut will
get rid of the necessity of keeping up no
less than three other bridges.

Vote aqreed to.

Burlington Bay jana.

162 Renewal of piers.............. . 510,000

.Miscellaneous.

MisceIlaneeus works not other-
wise provided for.........

103 Arbitrations and Awards........
Surveys and inspection. ........
114

$5,000
5,000

10,000

Maintenance and Repaire.

Repairs and working expenses.... $331,820
Salaries and Contingencies of

Canal Officers........... ... . .32,620

XXXVI. PUBLIC WORKS.

.iaintenance and Repair.
200 Collection of Slide and Boom dues.
201 Repairs and Working Expenses,

Harbours and Slides ........
202 TelegraDh Lines between Prince

Edward Island aud the Main-
land ................ ........

203 Telegraph Lines,British Coluinbia,
rh. N auaimuo an i Point Grey....

201 Agent and Contingencies, British
Colum bia .... ..............

XXVII. MISCELLANEOUS.

179 Canada Gazette..................
180 Miscellaneous Printilig ..........
181 Unforeseen Expenses : Expendi-

ture thereof to be under Order
in Council, and a detailed state-
ment to be laid before Parlia-
mnnt during the first fifteen days
of the next Session............

182 Co umutation in lieu of remission
of duties on articles imported for

$20,745

74,900

2,000

21,300

4,000

4,000
10,000

50,000

the use of the Army and Navy. 4,000
183 For the expenses of Government

in the North-West Territories. . 17,000

MR. SCHULTZ: I take advantage
of the first opportunity I have had this
Session, of bringing somne of the matters
connected with the Department of the In-
terior before the Committee and the Gov-
ernnent. Of these, there is first the

very vexatious question of the St. Peter's
Reserve, ihe non-settlement of which
is ' damaging to the Indians and
others who are upon it, as well as to the
settlement of the neighbourhood on all
sides. It was understood and believed
that the late Minister of the Interior had
solved the question by the recognition of
all rights clained in the settlement belt
portion of the reserve, and the preserv-
ing of the part outside intact for the
Indians of the band. I beheve that, after
a thorough personal investigation, he came
to conclusions which it was unfortunate
he did not put upon record, but no doubt
the evidences which decided hlm are still
on fyle, and the matter after ten years of
vexatious delay should now be finally
settled. If the evidence on record is not
sufficient, I think it is incumbent on the
Department to at once send an agent to
take evidence on the spot. Again,
Sir, closely bordering on this reserve is
another vexed question. Certain lands in
the neigh bouring parish of St. Clements
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were, when the Railroad crossing was fixed
at Selkirk, expropriated, in so far as
notifying the owners of the intention of
the Governmenttotake the lands. This,of
course, stopped all improve-ment and for-
bade all sales ; and I am sorry to have to
say, because it applies as much to the pre-
sent as to the late Administration, that
not one single penny bas been paid to the
parties who owned these lands. One of
the sufferers in this respect, Mr. James
Taylor, has for years been prevented from-
using his lands. He might have sold at a
large price, but could not ; he might
have built upon and improved the land
himself, but dared not; and it is an act of
injustice, pure and simple, to allow cases
like these to remain unsettled. Some.
thing should be done, and at once,
especially as the hon. the Minister of
Railways has distinctly announced tat
the crossing might be delayed but was
not changed. I am sorry that I have
also to call attention to the distribution
of the 1,400,000 acres of land given
to our half-breed population just ten
years ago. What excuse can there possi-
bly be for the delay in the giving to
some of them what was guaranteed
by Act of Parliament at that time.
I said during the last Administration
that the delay was unjustifiable; I say
now that it is shameful. Give these peo-
ple what belongs to them. Patent the
river lots at once, and without the cir-
cumlocution and expense attendant upon
the patenting of the outer two miles, and
settle all these long delayed matters. I
have only one word more to say in con-
nection with the Province, which is
to ask the Government and the Commit-
tee to remenber our large contributions
to the Revenue, to remember that we are
weak in numbers in this House, and that
the necessities of a country new as ours
is, is great, and not to grudge these in-
creases in the postal and other services
which do so much to develop a new
country. Although it is unusual, I have
always held that this House should aid
our Provincial highways, for reasons I
have often before urged, and the present
system of municipalities would ensure the
certainty of any aid we gave them being
expended by them for this purpose
in the way most likely to be
of service to our people. It should
always be remembered, when the

\IMR. SCHULTZ.

expenditure in connection with this
Province comes up, that its people have
been under a great disadvantage from
their want of rail communication till
last year. The new settlements have been
hemned in by reserves of al! kinds and
their development checked, and, although
a step has been taken in the dire etion of
the relief of those who have made home-
steeds on Railway lands, yet the utmost
liberality should be shown to then as to
all others who are honestly trying to make
homes for their own and not for specula-
tive purposes. Lastly, Sir, the question
of thîe ludson's Bay lands should receive
immediate considerauio,. Settlers who
go in in advance of surveys have no guide
as to the lands they take, and the pre-
sent regulations leave them at the mercy
of this Corporation if the survey shows
then to be on the Hudson's Bay
lands. Our Great North-West is now
felt to be the hope of the Dominion, and,
if we want to allow free play for its
destiny, we must avoid all things which
will hamper, and do everything which
will aid, those who in this new country
are helping us to build up our coninon
country.

184 For the expenses of Government
in the District of Keewatin....

185 To meet the expenses estimated to
be required to put in foree the
.Act respecting the traffie in
intoxicaing liquors . ..........

$5,000

5,000
XXV. INDIANS.

Mariola and the North- West.
167 Annuities under Treties Nos. 1,

2, 3, 4, 5,6 and 7. and commuta-
tion of Annuities............. $216,191

168 Agricultural lnplements, Cattle,
Sieed Giain, Tools, A nmonition,
and Twine, etc., furnibhed
under Treaties................ 67,460

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
said, in reference to the contracts for
supplies, that formerly the custom had
been to ask for contracts for supplies to
be delivered at Winnipeg, but this year
tenders had been asked requiring the
articles to be delivered at the places
specified in the advertisement. There
were thirty-one different places, separated
by hundreds, not a thousand or more
miles, and eighty-one different articles to
be tendered for. This, he thought,
would tend to limit competition in tendete
ing for these supplies, a result which
he regarded as very undesirable. Parties
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desiring to tender in his own city, found
it impossible to put in a tender unless
they could deliver the supplies at Winni-
peg, as heretofore. He desired to hear
the reasons of the hon. First Minister for
making this change.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the svstem had been ahbered as the hon.
gentleman had stated. It wasinconvenient
to appoint any one place convenient for
distributing the articles on account of the
vast distances the different points were
apart from each other. The working of
the system during this year bad sbown
that, by getting satisfactory security for
the performance of the contracts, cer-
tainty, safety and speed were obtained,
and that the articles were delivered on
quite as reasonable terms as they were
provided last year. He was satisfied it
was going to be successful; but if it
failed we could revert to the old system.

Mit. KIRKPATRICK agreed with
the hon. niember for Brant (Mr. Pater-
son). Contractors for the supplies could
ascertain the rates of freight fron places
in the Lower Provinces, or Ontario, or
Quebec, to Winnipeg, but beyond Winni-
peg they could not. He thought it was
better to collect at Winnipeg, or some
other point, all the articles for distribu-
tion. Every man who tendered to send
out each article must add a large per-
centage to cover the cost of making a
separate contract.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
pointed out that one man tendering for
the whole of the articles of one particular
class, to be delivered at Winnipeg, would
put them in at the lowest figures ; there
would be one train load to Winnipeg and
then at Winnipeg they could be distri-
buted to the different points. He weuld
like to knov how many tenders were re-
ceived in accordance with the terms of
tender, and how many offered to tender at
Winnipeg. He was told, too, that in one
or two cases the contracts had stipulated
for articles of American manufacture.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
le could not supply all the information
asked for just now, but would do so on
concurrence. There was no such stipula-
tion or limitation in regard to American
manufactures. With regard to the giving
of the contracts for large supplies to one
person, so as to enable that person to have
an order for a number of articles of the

same sort, the Government had to consider
only the interest of the public, and
the means of securing speed, economy,
and the smallest posible risk. As to
having one point froin which to distribute
the articles, it was out of the question,
on account of the different points being so
widely separated. The bon. gentleman
does not understand the geography of the
country. He bas lost all sense of dis-
tanc3 in making that suggestion. The
harness contract for Edmonton and St.
Albans, at the very extremity, you may
say, of that region, is furnished by On-
tario men frorm Hamilton.

MR. ANGLIN : It is desirable that we
should have more information in regard
to the farma teachers. I think a great
many hon. members would like to know
how this experiment is being carried out.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
farma instructors were only sent out this
year, and are just at the commencement
of their labours. The farrm building is
put on an unsurveyed lot on the outside
of the reserve, so that the farm will not
belong to the Indians, but to the Govern-
ment. The Farmi Instructor will, of
course, help to support himself, by culti-
vating the lot assigned to him. He will
see the Indians at their work ; point out
the best way of breaking up the
soil, ploughing, reaping, etc. I hope
next year substantial proof will
appear of the worth of this
experiment. Mr. Dewdney, who bas
charge as Conrissioner, will be able to
transmit for Parliament next Session a
full account from each reserve of the pro-
gress of the Indians, and of the success or
ill-success of the scheme.

31\R. ANGLIN : Is any attempt being
made to assign to each Indian famil
special portion of land, or is the reserve
to be held in com)mon?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
reserves are held by the Indians in comn-
mor, but l'y arrangement among them-
selves the different families have their
own houses. By degrees, probably they
will own the bouses and the ground, but
the titile is in the Crown as trustee. The
general principle of all the Indian laws
bas been to give the Indians the feelings
of proprietorship, by letting each have
bis own house and a piece of ground to
cultivate as bis own. Although the ex-
periment to get them to enfranchise
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themselves has not fructi6ed very greatly,
yet that operation, I believe, is still
going slowly on. As a rule, the Indian
prefere to remain a ni inber of his band -
to be under the tuttelage of the Govern-
ment, rather than to walk alone as white
men do. How 'to get the Indian to be-
come a freeholder, and enjoy the privi-
leges of civilised life, seeis a question al-
qnost impossible ot solution. But that
object will be constantly kept in view by
the Government.

Vote agreed to.
173 Surveys of Indian Reserves........ $15,O0

In reply to Sir cIHAnRD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the surveys are stilil going on. As the
Indians come ii and agree to settle, the
lands will be surveyed or them. There
are a great many afl(is scattered over
that vast country who have not yet come
in.

Vote agreed to.

174 Wages of Farners and their
Aasistants ........ ...... ,........ $36,430
In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-

WRIGHT,
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : There

are two Governmeit farmers at $730 ;
ten assistants at $420, seventeen farmers
at $730; fifty-one assistants at $360-
in all making $36,430.

Mn. ROYAL : I 1believe those farm
instructors, appointed] as they are, and
having no immediate nor consistent sup-
ervision of any of the officers of the De-
partment in the North-West Territories,
are pretty much left to themselves, or
to the instructions f1eo n Ottawa. They
are like an imperium in imperio, and
rather left to follow their own ideas in
dealing with the Indians. The agents
of the Department follow their instruc-
tions, and know to what extent, dealing
with the Indians, tiey may go be-
yond them. The farm instructors
may be very good, but there
may be danger of their authority
or efforts to civilise the Indians
clashing with those of the agents. 1 do
not believe, in the appointment of those
instructors, that every consideration was
given to the nature, or, perhaps, to the
religion of the Indians. The instructors,
to some extent, feed the GIndians-with
whom they are in daily contact, and have

SiR JoHN A. MAcDONALD.

much influence over them, and I believe
that branch of the Department ought to
be connected in such a manner with
liead-quarters as to have those instructors
pla:ed under more immediate and strict
supervision of some oficers, Indian agents
or others. I understand new appoint-
nients will be made, and hope we shall
not see the same similarity in the names
or place of origin of the appointees, that
we notice in the present list. Complaints
have been made on this score which will
doubtless receive the attention of the
Government. These officers ought to be
narried men, and well known by their
moderation of ideas.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Those
farn instructors are not altogether inde-
pendent of the Indian agents, who are
the chief officers in their own divisions.
They will have a general supervision over
the farm instructors. Besides there is
an inspector of those instructors ap-
pointed, Mr. Wadsworth, a most valuable
and able man, 'I believe. He is to visit
every farm and see how the instructors
attend to their duties, and report them if
inefficient. The bon. gentleman (Mr
Royal) speaks about the origiu of those
instructors. There are few French
names on the list. We should have
been glad last year to get some
instructors from Lower Canada, but ap-
plications were not made till late
in the season. I shall see to the selection
of instructors willing to go from Quebec.
Experience will show we ouglit to get, in
future, farm instructors who have some
experiened in the North-West, if possible.
The persons alreadyselected were believed
to understand their business, that being
the first requisite. After a while some
of them got dissatisfied and desired to re-
sign ; so we have all the trouble and ex-
pense of sending men to the North-West
who soon go into other business. As
much as possible hereafter, we shall
select instructors who understand the
country and the ways of the Indians.

MR. ROYAL : I regret that in the ap-
pointments made, for the benefit of
the North-W est Indians, of officers
placed in connection with the In-
dians, not enough regard has been
paid to the half-breed population.
Now, with respect to these farm instruc-
tors I see there is only one half-breed ap-
pointed, Mr. Setter, of St. Andrew's. I
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am sure that if ' the Government had
taken time to enquire, they conld have
selected froim various parts of Manitoba
a good number of farm instructors whose
language and whose relations with the.
Indians, render them peculiarly efficient
in, that occupation. As far as farming
qualities or teaching qualities are con-
cerned, I bel-ieve the Government could
have selected many half-breeds, just as
good persons for farm instructors, as any
of those they have appointed. More than
one advantage would have been derived
from such appointments. There is a
feeling in the community of half-breeds,
who were the first settlers of the country
that they are completely excluded from
the offices of the Government. There is
asmuchintelligence, proportionately speak-
ing, among the half-breeds as amongst any
other class of the population, and they
are peculiarly adapted for. dealing with
the JIndians, being related to them in
language, and in many cases by ties of
consangunity. If this were done, we
would have less trouble with the Indians,
and our expenses in that direction would
be reduced.

In reply to Sir RiCHARD J. CÂRT-
WRIGHT,

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there would be. nineteen farms opposite
the two Government farms.

Vote agreed to.

175 Sioux in Manitoba- and North-
W est........................ $7,000

176 Buildings for Commissioner, house,
office and storehouse ........ .. 12,000

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
vote is taken for the purpose of providing
a residenca and office for the Indian
Superintendent, and also for the land
office. It is supposed that by another
year land in that quarter will be all taken
up, and Winnipeg will not be the best
place for the head-quarters of the chief
land agency. The Government have not
selected any place as yet, but this is a vote
simply to build à such place as may be
fixed upon. It ls important that ithis
place should be sômewhere on the line of
Railway or near it. At the same place
it is proposed to have the head-quarters of
the Mounted ]Police. ýThey are scattered
all over the Territory, and although their
distribution might have been well enough
at one time, it is found to be not altoge-
ther satisfactory, and there is a great

want of discipline from their being so
much scattered. They are stationed alf
along from For McLeod and Fort Walsh
to the foot of the Rocky Mountains. In
caseof trouble, the gréatmassof the Indians
are between the ports as now stationed,
and these police are designed to protect
the population that is going in t here
We do not expect any outbreak among
the Indians, but the force is there for the
purpose of putting it down should any
occur. It has been suggested that near
the Touchwood Hills would be the best
place for the Chief of the Force to be.
stationed. It is in contemplation to re-
pair and refit the buildings.at Fort Pelly
for that purpose. The Superintendent
bas been there ever sinée he was appointed
He went there in May last, passing by
Fort Benton, and examining all the posts
in the vicinity. He went over a great
portion of that country, and returned
here duriïg the present winter to confer
with the Departnent. By the terms of
his appointment, he must be a résident in
the Territory.

Vote agreed to.

Geperal Expenses, , Manitoba
177 Superintendency...... ..... 25,000

General Expenses. North-West
Superintedenïcy........... 36,430

XXvi. NORTH-WEST MoUNTED POLICE.

Pay of Force, ineluding Staff,
and extra pay to Farmera,
Garden-rs and Artisans..... $118,000

Rations ..................... 45,000.
Forage................ ...... 40,000
Fuel and Light................ 5000

178 Clothing.... ........... 22,000
Repairs and renewals, repl-ice-

ment of horses, .arms and
ammunition ...... ......... 30,000

Medicines aud medical com.
forts ..................... 1,500

Books and stationery.......... .,oo
Transport and f reight charges,

Guides, TeamxtersVetc...... 21,500
Contingncies... ............ 3,000

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Hon.
gentlemen will see that here we bave
effected a very considerable saving. The
pay of the men has been diminishecl
without in any way affecting 'he effi-
ciency of ths Force. The pay was tooý
good, and too many young gentlemen
got into th'e Force who were above their
business. We found it infinitely better
to get farmers' sons able and willing to
work. The farms around the stations,
I am .afraid, have not been very suc-
cessful. One of the most disheartening
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circumstances connected with this sub- of the men in our pay. A few days
ject is the high price of forage, but it is later the Winnipeg Times pub-
hoped that the removal of the head- lshed an artic!e from which 1
quarters from the frontier will remove, vil1 read extracts. FExtracts read. 1
to a certain extent, this difficulty and en- Painful as such utterances are on my
able the men to obtain suplies from the part, because they are against a force
settlers going into the country. whose object was to protect the Indian

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT and keep the "lire wate:"away from him,
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said, it becomes my duty to make them. I

there was no danger of the men being have stated those facts fiom my place in
blockaded in their posts and the posts, the Flouse. I have read notes taken by
were nade depots for provisions for the a perfectly disinterested gentleman, wbo
relief of famine-stricken Indians. The saw things from a truly Canadian point
average cost for each man and horse was of view. This is no charge against the
$1,000 per annum. The present esti- Governrent, because those abuses were
mate was based on the calculation et in existence Lefore they came into
$860 for man and horse, the pay of the power. I do not blame any
men being 40c. per day. Government for their existence, but

MR. ROYAL: The other day, upon a I bave sinply laccd before tle Bouse
motion that I made vith respect to the fazts whicb have come iute my pos-
papers to be supplied to this House, in session in regard to this subject, and
connection with this, I stated some facts wbicb may well induce the Government
with great reluctance. It is my duty, to make a change into the system of that
however painfil, to impart to this House Force, and have a smali rilitary force
the information that cane into my pos- under strict discipline instead of what we
session in regard to the various services of have now, cost se much and do so littie
these Territories, and more especially good.
concerning the North-West Mounted SR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That
Police. 1 know very well that the Force is rather a formidable indictrnent against
being scattered over lgrge distances is a the Mounted Police. I do net know
reason why there should be some lack who the person is, but if ho is truly a
of discipline or want of proper authority. Canadian he ouglt te sigu bis iane to
Of course our administration of the the document, and give the information on
North-West Territories is rather experi- bis rcaponsihility te the Government, in
mental, and we have to pay for erder that the faults of which lie bas
our own experience ; but I be- complairted should be remedied. I may
lieve that mwhenever there is a say that I do net believe one-baîf of the
fault, a remedy sbould be brought te it. statement; I de net believe it is true.
' e ougbt te know ail about our Police I a m quite satisfied it is net true. At

Force in tbe North-West, and what re- the same time I may say that I do net
liance can bi placed in that Force in case t aink the Force is inw so satifactry
of an ernergency. I will read the notes state as it ougt to be. It is tead .iu]
of a person wbo bas visited the variPus scattered. The peints were chosen
forts occupied Iy the Nortb-West years and years ago, wen folie

lounted Police Force during the wast Force was first sent out to meet the sup-
faîl. V'e will see whether that force can posed exigenci s of ttf at t e. Every.
ustahia the first efforts of the enemy, and body knows that troops degenerate in

hiew long tbey could stand being attacked, discipline wben tbey are net under suf-
and vihat efticiency there is in the ficient ceck. The great fault bas beey

sForce. [Letter read giving a very good that the officers have not been removed
account of the position of lhe forts, ac- Both officers and mon have lived at the
ceutroments, axm uniticn, arrns, herses, saine peints year after year, and some
saddlery, discipline and behavieur of the the ohicers, especially those of a c mer-
Force towards the Indiansand haf-breeds.] cial or speculative thirn of mind, bave
1 will now rIad an extract from a news- been employing theselves ooking after
paper pub]isied in Winsnipeg on the e0t ords of cattle, etc., and have thrown off
-Marcb. [Extract read.] A great part of the soldier too mucli te indulge in sucli
this is unfortunately owing te the conduct pursuits. It is proposed te keep the men

SII JOJNN A. MACOCNLoDTLD.
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together in the future by means of larger
head-quarters, and different posts at which
small bodies of men may be kept. They
should, however, be renoved everv
year, except, perhips, some of the
leading men, such as the Commis-
sioner and Assistant-Commissioner, who,
one or both may, perhaps, be at
head-quarters permanently. in regard
to the supplies, it is true that the arms
of the men are not uniform. Different
descriptions of arms were sent out,
but - they are all efficient weapons.
When there are changes we can secure uni-
formity in that respect; but so loig as
the arms they have got are sufficient for
any purpose, there is no use in going to
the expense of setting aside the present
arms for new. They have got several
descriptions of carbines, including the
Snider, and 100 Spencer rifles. It was
found the Iidians were armed with re-
peating rifles, which I suppose is the
reason for their being supplied to the
Force. I think the Force has not been
kept up to the mark, but every attempt
vill be made to improve its discipline and

efliciency. Some examples may be made
for any gross dereliction of duty, as to the
general charge of immorality as regards
the dealings of members of the Force with
Indian women. I hope the stories are
gross]y exaggerated. With any force of 300
young men, there would be cases of im mor-
ality, but every effort should be made
to restrict the evii, I believe great suc-
cess bas attended the efforts of the Force
to keep out ardent spirits, in the absence
of which some people have been taking
themselves to Painkiller and Eau de
Cologne, but of course that cannot be pre-
vented. Such beverages will not likely
tempt a body of troops, who are scattered
over a territory in small bodies, and can
in no way obstruct the settlement, there
being no settlers at many of their stations.

Mit. DAWSON : I may say of the In-
dians generally, all over the continent,
in their native state, and before the
whites came among them, that they have
been a very moral people. Their irregu-
larities described are probably due to the
presence of immoral whites. The Indians are
generally moral, orderly and well behaved.

Vote aqreed to.
Resolutions ordered to be reported.
TIE <OPPOSITION LEADERSHIP.

MR. MACKENZIE: I desire to say a
word or two with regard to my personal

relations to the louse. J, yesterday, de-
determined to withdraw fron the position
as leader of the Opposition, and for this
time forth I will speak and act for no per-
son but imyself.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Of
course we, on this side of the House,
have nothing to say to such a decision.
But all I can say is that I hope the hon.
gentleman who takes the place of the hon.
member for Lambton and his party, will
display the saine ability, earnestness and
zeal for what he thinks and believes to be
for the g od of the country as have been
displayed by my hon. friend who has just
taken his seat.

House adjourned at
Two o'clock.

IIOTSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 28th April, 1880.

The. Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

ESQUIMALT GRAVING DOCK.
COMMUNICATION.

Sir SAMUEL L. TILLEY communi-
cated to the House-

That on a Report dated the 11 thi February,
1880, from the hon. the Minister of Finance,
statàig that he has had under consideration
Despatches received from the Lieutenant-
Governor of British Columbia on tht, subject of
the advances proposed to be mnae by the
Dominion Government for the consti etion of
the Graving Dock at EsquimüÀt, r d that in
order to arrive at a settlement of tie juestion,
he lias had several interviews with the hon. the
Attorney-General of the Province, who has been
deputed to confer with the Dominio Govern.
ment in connection with the same subject.

The Minister states, that he has given the
subject hi, most carelul consideration,.and that
in his opinion it is desirable to modify the
Order in Council of the 13th November last,
and to submit one in accordance with certain
provisions and conditions set forth in his Re.
port, hereto attached.

The Conmittea recommend that the said
Report be approved and acted upon, and that
copies of this Minute be transmit'ed to the
Rigit Hon. the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, and to the Lieutenant-Governor of
Briti4h Colunhia.

Approzed, February 12th, S30.
(Signed) L. R. MASSON.
(Signed) LORNE.

REPORTING OF THE DEBATES.
COMMITTEE'S REPORT CONCURRED IN.

MR. STEPHENSON moved that
the Third Report of the Select Com-
mittee, appointed to supervise the Official
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Report of the Debates of this House change should be made, because 1 know
during this present Session, be concurred perfectly well that very important re-
in. marks made in this Ilouse and reported

MR. BLAKE : Is that the Report in the newspapers bave been elininated
about the new system? from tbe Iansard. The system is wrong.

MR. STEPHENSON: Yes. I may The Officiai Report should ho done away
state that the Committee, after a great vith, or the speeches ieprtud verbatien e
deal of consideration, arrived at this con- literatim. In that we should not
clusion. The reports do not give satis- have so many speeches, of Be littie value.
faction, as they are made at present, ai great expense to the sountrY. 1 shah
to the members, and we con- gl. y ii>n that wi1l tend
cluded this was a better plan to to that resuit.
adopt. It involves about the same ex- Mut. STEPI'ENSON: The object of
penditure as that incurred at present, and the Committee in inaking this recomien-
the reporters, b!eing under the direct con- dation was that the Very next day meni-
trol of the House, would do their work bers should Lave thc report of their
more efficiently and the reports w'ould be speeches laid on leir desks in broad-
more satisfactory. So far as the print- sheet form. TLv iouid then be a]-
ing is.concerned, we propose to adhere to lowed [lree days for revision. The oh
the present plan and have that doue by jection mentind .y [Le bon. member
tender and public competition. After for South Leeds (Mr. Joues) was con-
mature consideration we propose to adopt sidered in the Committee, and the un-
this plan also as a experiment. pression that prevailed vas, that the fault

MR. BLAKE : How is it proposed to does not so mu2h lie with the reporters
appoint the reporters ?as with hon. memhers therselves; thcv

MR. STEPHENSON: Thev will be are the chief offenders. If the reporters
appointed by the Committee, of course to wre allowed to take down tbe reports
be approved by the House. verbatim, and have tber )rinted in that

Mn. BLAKE : Does the hon. gentle- form, we could have the edition issued
man think thereý is Tow time enougli to h rUer at But when
obtain tenders for the other things? m eel that they bave the privilege

MR. STEPHENSON: Yes; that was of extensive alterations, as at
our object in presenting the Report as present. delays May naturally be expected.
early as we have done, thinking we could Meinbers ought ilot to interfere with the
niake arrangements before the close of reportets, and i is neccssary that the
the Session to secure an efficient staff of reporters should be mace responsible te
reporters, and also securing the printing someLody, and that someboly sbould be
by contract. maderes)onsible for whattheydo. Holding

Mx. JONES: I think the way in tiese viewsthe Committeedesirethe exist-
whicl the reporting is done at present is a in system chan ed and the reporters made

great mistake, for it undoubtedly causes servants of the House. We propose this-
long speeches to be mtade in the House. arrangement with the view te Meeting
The system of sending back speeches to the objection mentioned. h is an experi-
members to eliminate or change what ment and we have either te adopt it and
they may not like, is a wrong eue. If give it a fair trial, or resolve on the
the speeches are to be reported they other plan cf doing away with officiai
should be repod ed verbatint et literatein. reporting altogether. A great ranv
If that were done, we would not have menîbers do net fel disposed to do away
those long speeches to wbich we have to with it ; and I thiak -we might adopt a
listen, and which are sometines quite un- system that las îroved sucoe&sfut cisc-
necessary. I think there should be a wbere. We tlink [lis systein eould b-
-hange. I do not think it is riglit that a worked eut successfully, at ail events it
nember on the floor, w,-hen le lias given is worth a trial; and we present it to the

his sentiments in the heat of the de- lise for consideration with a view tu
bate, should be allowed some four or having i worked Qut in the best possible
live days afterwards to eliminate what le way.
has said from his speech, and what lie Mn. VALLÉE said the iansard wa,
believes to be the truth. I think some fot a faithful report cf the Deb*tes in tLis4

MR. STECPHENsoNi.
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House. If that was so to what end was
it published i He believed that it was
perfectly useless to devote so large a sum
to the publication of the Debates when
they were not faith fully reported. Either
the Debates must be reported as they
were delivered in the louse, or the
Hansard nust be publislhed in some
other manner, and memîbirs must rely
on the press of the eounîtry. le, for
one, was in favour of the abolition of the
I]ansard. He considered that the sum
paid each year for the publication of
the Debates of this House was
uselessly expended, because it did not
serve to procure thein a correct account
of what passed in the iouse. Ie thought
they ought rather to give a certain sum
to the journals of each party, in order to
engage them to reproduce what each men-
ber of eaci party said in the House.

MR. BLAKE: I was one of those wbo
supported the proposition for a hJausard
when it was first mooted, and warmly op-
posed the theoretical objection that was
then made that it would prolong the de-
bates of the House. I did not believe
that would be the result, because my
opinion was that, if any hon. gentleman
desired to attain anrd retan a place of
consideration in this flouse, be would
soon learn that it was not by naking long
speeches. I was of the opinion, as I ex-
pressed it then, that the inducement to
make long speeches, wiich was afforded
by the publication of the Hansard, would
not be strong enough to overhear that
consideration to which I have referred.

Session gets to the heat of its business,
with discussions taking place at a late
hour. That state of things would con-
tinue if the Hansard were abolislied.
But I believe that the evil to which I have
referred, is a growing evil, and that we
may expect, fron vear to vear, speeches
to be made which would not have been
made if not for the puîblislihig of the
Official Report. It is confessed the pres-
ent systema bas not been successful, the
complaints made every S-ssion are that
the contract system bas not been working
very satisfactorily. An experimnent in now
proposed to be tried, and for my part, I
am not indisposed to assent to the Re-

port, if no adverse motion with reference
to it is made. We shal sue wbat the
result of the new plan will be. But I
say, frankly, that unless liere is a very
great improvement under tiat new scheme
in the result as to the repor ts of the
debates, and unless I find that the evil to
which I have referred diiinishes instead
of increasing, as at present, I shall not be,
the Session after next, an advocate for
the continuance of the Jfansard.

MR. CASEY : The lion. msember for
West Durham (Mr. Blake) lias pointed
out a real evil in conne-c tion wdi nsard,
that it leads, occasionally, to undue
verbosity. It is quite possible, on the
other hand, that the Honsard, which
secures the reporting and ptiblishing of
the speeches in this louse rmay, at times,
secure a due discussiou of questions that
otherwise miglit not be duly discussed.
Of course we all know thiat what is said

I must confess that experience lias no in the 1-use is iiitencle:l to influence ub-
wholly justified mîy views, and I do be- (l opinion outsidc ef à as wehl 1s hon.
lieve that a good many protracted speeches ineibers. As fo fis rejeortiîg sehenie,
are made now whieh would not have been as a whole, fhifre îîxrýy be differences of
made or, at any rate, protracted to such opinion, but I tlink iiere eau be non*
an extent, if it had not been for the fact as to fli dcsirability (f i roof-
of a svstem of oflicial reporting. sheets of our speeches fhe day affer they
I have, tLerefore, for somne tiie wavered are made. But, as fo naking the re
in the opinion that, on the whole, it was porters servants of the House and coun-
conducive to the dischiarge of the business try, 1 feel considerablu dolit. In the
of this louse that we should have this first plae, I fear fhey woold simply h
system. I feel the very great difficul- an addition f0 fhe Scssionu1 staff, and
ties under which we labour, which are if is possible thaf political influence
inseparable from holding the seut of Gov- uiglit have as mucli fo do wifb their
ernment in this place. The principle apiointment as etticiency, whicb mighf
newspapers of the country are published produce serions meonvenence. In the
far from the scene of our debates, and it second place, I am informed by practicai
is perfectly impossible for them to report men, that it would be scarcely possible
our speeches even at reasonable length, as te have whaf is proposed donc, with
a rule, andl more parficularly whcn the only ise staff preposed. The Govern-
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ment or House of Comnions rarely gets
as much work from its employés as a
private contractor would; so it is not
likely.that they will get this reporting
done as economically as a private con-
tractor could. On the whole, the chances
are that it would be cheaper to contract
with some person for the reporting en
bloc, than have it done Ly our own
officials. If it is determined to have
more work done than now-and this
seheme involves it-the cost will be
greater. I think it would be much
wiser t'o ask tenders on the basis of such
extra work. These tenders should be asked
for now, leaving the rest of the seheme
over for some time. I am informed
that the Committee requested the present
contractor to draw up a detailed scheme
for their information, which he did. I
am not aware whether they have fully
considered it. I see they have made no
allusion to it. I think this inform.nition
would be of use to the House as well as
to the Committee in consideriug the ques-
tion, and that it ought to be laid before
us. I think it -would be well to post-
pone that part of the Report recommend-
ing that the reporters be employed and
paid by the House till next Session.

Mi. WHITE (Cardwell) : I think that
the experience in regard to the Hansard
lias been, on the whole, satisfactory, al-
though some difficulties have been ex-
perienced in the working of the system,
and one of the chief bas been referred to
by the hon. member for South Leeds.
The object of this Report, as I under-
stand, is to do away with those difficulties.
Every member who speaks in the House,
under the new system, will not have an
opportunity of revising bis speech until it
appears in the papers, and every member
has had a copy laid on his desk. There-
fore, any changes made afterwards
anything that was said being struck out
by the hon. member, who would have
deîired not to have said it, could be con-
trasted 'with the printed evidence or re-
port on the Table. This seems to be a
matter of very great consequence. No
doubt a very great evil has arisen from
the tendency on the part.of some mem-
bers, in revising their speeches, to forget
that the privilege of revision does not in-
clude the privilege of excluding anything,
which, having said, they may desire not
to have said. In my own case, I was led

MR. CÂSEY.

iln) an error which I would have been
glad to exclude from the Hansard. I did
exclude it from the jo'urnal with which I
have been connected, but did not exclude
it from the Hansard, for the reason that
its having been commented objec
tionably upon, I had no right
to exclude it from this record.
What we want is a record of what is
actually said in Parliament. not a record
of the afterthought of members who may
not have spoken as they desired to speak.
Then there is another feature with regard
to 4the Hansard itself.- We cannot hope
tolave full reports of Parliament in the
newspapers. That is simply impossible.
We may have the speeches of leading
members ; those who occupy prominent
positions on either side of the House will
always have their speeches reported in
the newspapers with tolerable accuracy
and fullness. But a newspaper cannot
hold a full report, and it means simply
this ; that speeches quite as valuable as
those of the leading members on the Min-
isterial or Opposition benches, but de-
livered by hon. gentlemen who are not
in the habit of addressing the House, are
not reported -at all. They are lost to
thtir constituents, and they are lost to
the country. Therefore, it seems to me
important that an Official Record of this
kind should be kept up for that purpose.
As to the tendency of Hansard to induce
long debates, anyone who looks back to
the Parliamentary history of Canada will
remember a great deal longer speeches
some years ago than we have now.
I can remember very well when a pro-
minent gentleman in this country, who
was a member of this House, used to
speak from five to seven hours, and many
other members addressed the House at
great length. Those speeches were
always reported in full. It seems to me
that this change is worth trying, at any
rate. It is worth an effort to see whether
wAcannot get an Oflicial Report, which
will really be a Report of what is said in
Parliament ; and if we can do that undei
this system for one Session, then I think
we will have accomplished something
worth the money which is expended on
the iansard.

M. 'LJMB : Every hon. gentleman
who is in thehabit of addressing the House,
will feel that it will a great relief to him
to have a plan adopted which will lead to
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the improvement of the Reports ot the MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) One of
Official Debates. No doubt these Re- the greatest fauks of the old contract,
ports are necessary, and the idea that 1 system vas Chat the contractor having a
thty tend to increase the length of lump surn for the reuorting, a special in-
speeches, I think, is an entire mistake. ducenent was held out to hiw to secure
What we desire is, as far as possible, such rbeap men, or psy a low rate for the re-
a Report as will relieve us froni the difli- porting Consequendyit sometimes hap-
culty of. endeavouriiig to grope our way pened that the staff was no composed of
through the i eporters' manuscript to the bcst men to be found in that pro-
make out wliat we have said, and to try ièssion. Under the ncw systern we have
to find out what our meaning was from fixed tle salary at $1,000 and

tue îots wîixh ar set t us v.hich a salary of $1,500 for the chîjef, believingthie notes whichi are sent to us, whc
are often obscure, and seen to bave been flat at tiiese figures, wc can get the best
taken hurriedly. These Reports have talent and tue inost experiellced stenc-
been, I regret to say, this year, graj>brs in the country. Their being
very imperfect. I Lave found, and oflicers of the buse will give
I presume every hon. gentleman dignity as well as permanency to
has found, who Las revised those tlieir emplovment, v1icb wiIl dispose
notes, that he was obliged to exercise these gentlemen to niake it their ambi-
lis utmost skill in endeavoring to dis- tion to qualify theiscives as thorougbly
cover how it happens that the reporter as possible for their work, to remain a
put into his mouth exactly the opposite number of vears iii fli service, and by
of whathe intended to sav; and this may tlîir experience, if by no other means,
lead to an enormous abuse, that of permit- seoure that etfiiency which viI1 qualify
ting extensive alterations, an abuse them l'r the disclarge of their duty
which I presuine everybody desires to wei]. it is the system which was ad-
prevent. I trust that if the systen is opted nany years ago in the United
continued, it vill be the decision of the States. Thc reporters tiere are lerma-
Hoiuse to secure the very best talent, neuf officers, and I think the chief re-
to have the Reports promptly made, and porter at Washington -vas once a re-
to Lave them published in the way the porter in the gallery of our own buse,
Chairman cf the Printing Ccmmittee and lie receives a very liberal salary.
suggested, whichi, I think, is the true Under their system, of course, it is much
way, and then the members will be permit- easier to report their debates than ours.
ted to i.ake such revisions as are neces- Stili, I believe a staff of six will lie able

o convy their truc meaning. For to give us a ful enoug i report of our
one, I liel-uve flic mode whicl las been Debates, ri secure us more accurate re-
suggested is in flc right direction, and ports than we have already yct securd,
thiat tc hon. ilember sfor West Elgin aud make the Officiai Report of tc de-
(Mr. Casey) is quite mistaken whe d lie bates more satisfactory and m ore reliable
supposes tliatuwe will achieve that whicli than they have beeni ulider the old systeni.
wc (esire to achieve by making a contract Ic is uselea s to prolong rhe debate, but I
at aIl. I tiiink the staff should lic an glad tse thae tca sense of the
under flic control. of flicHlouse. house, as far as yet expressd, c curs
I trust that next year we shaf have a in the Report of the Conmittee. I hope
thorougla reforni in the reporting of the that before t,5 fouse rises fle whole
Debates. My remarks have been made system wil le put on a satisfactory

tot awith any feeling of unkindness to- basis.
wards tIc reporters. C n the contrary, g Motion agreed to and Report coei.
think tîey hiave been over-tasked, and I curred in.
hink many of the compfaints have arisen fe ILL WITHDRAWN.

froi the fact that the arrangements, and The following Biii was, with cave of
nct tie reporters, were at fauit; but I feel the iouse, wittdraw h wls
btuhd, in ail candtur, to state that I

-ouid rather sec flic systeni of officiai Bill (No. 6) To incorporate the Quebec and
reporting abolishcd altogether, tban sec if Ontario Ralway Company.-(Mr. Domville).
carried on hereaffer as if lias been n Ordered, that the fees paid on the said Bi,ss the cost of printing and translation, be re-

SSession. fundeds in accordance with the recommerda-
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tion of the Select Standing omi mittee on
Railways, Canals and Telegral lines.-(Mr.
Domnile).

BILL INTRODUCE;.
The following Bill was inti oduced and

read thefirst time-

Bill (No. 117) To repeal th Act 42 Vic.,
cap. 5, for granting an ami subsidy to-
wards certain telegraphie c-iimuuication.
(1r. Langevin).

KING'S COUNTY, N.S.--MSFEREAUX
RIVER F1SH]E RIES.

QUESTION.
MR. BORDEN enquir'd. Whether the

Government has received any comnnuni-
cation from the Munieinal 'Council of
King's County, N.S., alleging the in-
jurious etect upon thie Fisieries of the
Gaspereaux River of a certain mill dam
situated thereon, and asking the inter-
ference of the Governeit to protect said
Fisheries ; and what action, if any, the
Governnent lias taken or intends to take
in the inatter ?

MR. POPE (P. E. T.) : In reply to
the hon. gentleman I deýsire to say that
a petition, complaining of the injurious
effects of this dani and asking for its re-
inoval, lias been received, and that sucli
steps as mayi be deemed neccesmry to the
protection of the Fisheries will be taken
in the niatter.

MANITOBA TICKET AGENCIES.
QUESTION.

MR. BOTRBEAU cnquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
corne to an arrangement with the Railway
and Navigation Conpanies, for the estab-
lishment, in the country parts of Canada,
of agencies for the sale of tickets to Mani-
toba ; which would be of great advantage
to those intending to emigrate to the
North-West, and would assist in prevent-
ing the emigration now directed towards
the United States ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER said it was
not thought necessary to take any special
measures for establishing such agencies.

INTERCOLONIAL EAILWAY STOCK ON
THE LEVIS AND KENNEBEC RAIL-

WAY.
QUESTION.

MR. LAURIER enquired, Is it
with the consent of the Government that
a certain quantity of the rolling-stock of
the Intercolonial Railway is now used by
a certain company styling itself the

MR. ROss.

" Lévis and Kennebec IRailway Con-
pany," on the linie of the Lévis and Ken-
nebec Railway ; if su, what quantity and
description of stock is the said conpany
se using, for what Lime, and on what con-
ditions ?

SI CHAR LES TUPPER: None of
the Intercolonial Railway rolling-sfock is,
used by the Lévis and Kennebec Railway
in any other way than rolling-stock is
vsed by other railways, that is, in the
way of the usual interchange of cars under
the ordinary mil(ege ternis.

PRINCE EDWAR) ISLAND- SUPREM E
COUkT JUDGES' SALARIES.

REMARKs.

Orier for the Hose to again Resolve itself
into Committee (f Supply, read.

MR. BrRECKEN Mr. Speaker, be
fore vou leave the Chair, I wish to cail
the attention of the House to the posi
tion occupied )y the Judges of the Su-
preme Court of Prince E lward Island.
The salaries of the Judges on Prince Ed-
ward Island entering the Union
were as follows : Chief Justice,
$3,000 ; Assistant Judge and Mas
ter of the Rolls, $2,500 ;1 Assist-
ant Judge and Vice-Chancellor, 2,500,
and the usual allowances for travelling cex-

penses, namîely, S200 a year. I consider
that this arrangement is nothing more or
less than an unmiînerited slight cast on our
Judges. On the the score of legal attani-
ments and ability, I think our Judges
will compare very favourablv with
the Judges in many parts of the Domin
ion. The nature and character of the
causes that come before our Supreme
Court are very frequently as difficult and
intricate as those which engage the atten-
tion of the Courts in other parts of the
Dominion. Our Judges require to be
learnei andti upright men ; and although
our Province is small in area, ià is the
most densely populated Province in the
Dominion. I do not contend that our
Judiges should receive salaries equal to
those paid to the Supreme Court Judges
of the larger Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec, but I would like to be informed
by those who fixed the salaries of the
Prince Edward Island Judges, upon what
basis they acted. It certainly could not
bave been that our Bench is inferior to
that of the other Maritime Provinces, or
to that of British Columbia or Manitoba-

Judges'Salaries.
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The business which engages the time of
our Supreme Court, I venture to say, is
much more difficult, and requires as
inuch, if not a greater, amount of legal
talent to dispose of them properly than is
required to dispose of suits in those far
<istant Provinces. If population was the
basis, then we have been most unjustly
treated. At the last Census, in 1871,
Prince Edward Island had a population of
90,021. Our Chief Justice receives
$3,000; Puisne Judges, $2,500. At
the last Census we had a popu-
lation of 94,021. The decade bas
inearly passed, and when the Census is
taken next year, it will be found that we
bave a population of over 100,000, and
allow me to assure this House that our

people are as intelligent and well educa-
ted. We are iot like our British Columbia n
friends, we have very few Indians.
When I look at· British Columbia with
its 50,000 white population, and Manitoba
with its 11,853 white people, and when I
reflect that the Chief Justice of British
Columbia receives $5,000, and two Puisne
or Assistant Judges,$4,000 each, and that
in Manitoba the Bench are paid at the
same rate, I think, Mr. Speaker, that I
have just cause to complain of the gross
injustice that is being done to Prince
Edward Island. I claim that oui Judges
should be paid at the same rate as the
Judges of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-,
wick, they are as bard worked. The
Judges of the two last named are paid as
follows: Chief Justice, $5,000 ; each
Puisne Judge, $4,000 ; Equity Judge;
$5,000. The cost of living has, of late
years, much increased on the Island, and
I assure you it is hard work for
our Judges to live and maintain
their dignity in a manner becom-
ing their position in the community.
I know that the present Government are
not responsible for placing these salaries
at such a small amount. I appeal with
confidence to the right bon. the leader of
Government and his colleagues to put
this matter right. All I ask for is
justice.

MR. DOMVILLE: I think I have as
much reason to complain as the hon.
gentleman. I have about one-third as
many people in my county as he has got
in his whole Province, and yet we have
no Lieutenant-Governor, Lpper or Lower
Hcuse, and no member of the House of

Commons besides myself. I have not, so
far, obtained any large concessions for
mycounty, but I trust that when the hon.
gentleman brings his nany complaints
biefore the Government, in regard to the
Island, he will renrnber Kinig's County.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD :
I think King's Cou nty should be satisfied
With having ii on. friend instead of all
the officiais mentioned. I will not enter
into a diseti.ion of this subject at this
period of the Session. It was before the
House last Session and during the pre-
vious Parlianent ; but I think the time
has come, or is approaching, wlen the
whole question of legal salaries will be
reconsidered. It is the intention of the
Government during the Recess to consider
the whole question of judicial salaries,
not only those of the Suprerne Court
Judges, but of all the tribunals whose
Judges are appointed by the Dominion
Governmeit, wi h a view to laying down
some general principles and submitting
it to the consideration of Parliament,
next Session. la such case the claims of
the Judgeýs of the Superior Courts of
Prince Edward Island will, of course,
be fully considered. I can say no more
at pres . Althouglh the Province is
siall, the i gui y, responsibility and rank
of its Judges are the saine as those of
other parts of the Dominion. But the
question of salary, and the question of
rank and position are two separate and
distinct piopositions. and have to be con-
sidered from altogether a different point
of view. I shall be glad if the result of
our consideration will be to meet the
views of niy hon. friend, and to increase
the salaries of the Superior Court Judges
of Prince Edward Island.

Mr. BLAKE: I was not personally
responsible for the action of the late
Government in fixing the salaries of the
Judges, but it was my duty to defend that
proposition in subsequent Sessions, and I
do not think the lion. member put the
question entirely and fairly before the
House, when lie stated a slight had been
offered to Prince Edward Island. It is
necessary, in the present state of the
case, that this question should be restated.
As I have had occasion before to state,
you must, in the public interest, pay
such salaries as will enable us to acquire
the best material to make judges of.
The question is : What salary is
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requisite to bring to the Bench
the material best adapted to fill
those situations. In all countries
it is found that the dignitv, the relief,
the ease and the security of the position,
coupled with the very serious advantage
of a retiring allowance after a reasonable
term of service, suffice to enable Gove-n-
ments to obtain from the Bar men whose
professional incones average larger than
the salary they receive on going on the
Bench. The scale of professional emolu-
ments varies in different Provinces in ac-
cordance with the character of the trans-
actions which enter into litigation, the
general habits of the people, and the

general expenses of living. Consequently
we have always more or less to consider
these matters, when we are fixing wlhat
shall be the fair salary of a Judge. I dis-
agree altogether with the view-and I
understand the hon. the First Minister
to disagree with it-that any slight was
offered to any Province or to the judicial
official of any Province because his salary
was placed at a lower grade than the
salary of an analagous official in another
Province. His dignity may te the same,
his rank niay be the saie, and the duties
he bas to perform may be relatively the
same. but the price to be paid for his ser-
v'ces is to be governed by those consider-
ations to which I have alluded. The hon.
gentleman (M\Ir. Brecken) alleges that a
slight bas been offered to Prince Edward
Island because the salarv since Confeder-
ation bas been fixed at $3.000. Just
before Confederation, the Legislature of
Prince Edward Island had relieved its
Supreme Court Judges of a very consider-
able portion of their duties, and imiposed
upon the Dominion a. considerable addi-
tional annual charge, by creating no less
than three County Court Judges - creat-
ing them in anticipation of the Union,
and because the salaries would afterwards
be paid here and not by the Island.
Therefore, the Supreme Court Judges had
less duties to discharge than formerly.
Th- Legislature of lie Province, when
there was that happy combination,
of responsibility involved in the
right to appoint, and the pay.
ment being invested in the saine per-
sons, had fixed the salaries of those high
judicial officers at what they thought was
necessary. I think the salary of the
Chief Justice -was $1,900 a year. Ris
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duties were very much diminished, as I
have pointed out, and yet lie is positively
insulted because the Parlianent of Cana-
da raised his salary from $1,900 to
$3,000. I do not mean to say that it
would not be proper to raise those salaries
consistently with the principles which I
have just sketched, because the expenses
of living may have increased very much
on the Island. If that is the case, how-
ever, the hon. gentleman bas lent bis
powerful assistance in bringing about that
result, and it may be necessary that the
salaries of the Judges and their
officers should be considered in re-
gard to the changed circumstances
of the Province. But it nay
be rather hard for us to be
told by my bon. friend, when lie bas
belped toirnpose upon thecountry andhis
own people additional cost of living, that
the country is, therefore, to increase the
salaries in order that the increased cost
of living niay be borne. Before Con-
federation, the salaries in Prince Edward
Island were fixed with a due regard to
frugality. The Attorney-General re-
ceived $2,000, and the Premier, I think,
got $650 a year. I merely state that to
show that formerly in that Province the
officials did not require such large
salaries to enable them to live comfortably
and happily. It is since that time circum-
stances have occurred to alter the scale
of living or professional emoluments, to
change those circunstances to which I
have referred as governing judicial
salaries. I do not see. any reason why
those salaries should be increased. I ob-
ject to the view that,. because British
Columbia or Manitoba are extremely ex-
pensive Provinces to live in and larger
salaries are needed, we.should apply the
same scale of salaries to other Provinces.
In Ontario and Quebec where professional
enoluments are much larger, a larger
salary is required to get fit men from the
Bar to become Judges, but no country
shouid fix the salaries of Judges at a less
price, having regard to the circumstances
of the country, thin will secure fit and
able mer for judicial positions.

Ma. BRECKEN : Perhaps the louse
will allow me one or two words in ex-
planation of tte remarks which have
fallen froin the hon. member for West
Durham. The hon. gentleman is in
error in thinking that the duties per-
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formed by the County Court Judges were
taken from the shoulders of the Supreme
Court Judges. Before the County
Courts were established, we had Courts of
Commissioners for the collection of small
debts. The Island was divided into small
districts, and four or five laymen consti-
tuted the Bencb in each case. Naturally,
the jurisdiction of the County Courts was
mucli larger thanthe jurisdiction of those
lay Commissioners, but ninety-nine cases
out of 100 brought before the County
Courts are cases which would have been
brought before the Commissioners. It is
a delusion to think that the duties of the
Supreme Court have been lightened since
the constitution of those Courts. But
why sbould we not have County Courts
as well as the rest of the Dominion ?
One of the main arguments used when we
were asked to come into the Union was
that we would become a part of this great
Dominion, and enjoy ail the benefits and
pri7ileges of its great institutions, and
now we are taunted with not having
remained in the state of primitive
simplicity in which we were before. Al-
lusion has been made to the salary of the
Chief Justice. Previous to our enjoying
Responsible Government our Chief
Justice was paid from England, and was
in receipt of £1,100 a year. In 1851,
Responsible Governmnent was introduced
to the Island, and popular rights were
advocated for the first timne, and one of
the 1,lanks of the platforai was, that pub-
lic men should serve their country for a
shilling a day and find themselves. That
was one of the main reasons why the
salariEs were fixed so sumall. I believe in
the principle that has always been advo-
cated in England thatif any class of pub
lic servants should be independenit and
placed above suspicion and temptation, it
is the Judges of the Supreme Court. They
have to decide upon the dearest and most
highly-prized rigits of our fellow beings.
The lives and property of men are at their
disposal, and bang upon their breath. It
is not the amount of labour, or the lengtlh
of the docket, but the amount of legal
lore they ouglit tc possess, that should be
taken into account in fixing the salaries ;
and to give those Judges p3,000 a year
is to cast an insult and slight upon the
intelligence of the Province I come from.
The hon member for West Durham has
mysteriously hinted that I have had

something to do with the increase in the
cost of living in Prince Edward Island.
Our complaint is that the National Policy,
to which the hon. gentleman undoubtedly
alluded, lias not done us much
harm, but it has not done us much
good. We bave not derived the benefits
tron it that our friends froi Upper
Canada have derived. The National
Policy is not injuring us very much, but
it is a little inconvenient for those
who have been in the habit of trading
with the Old Country. The extra duty
almost arnounts to prohibition of trade
with England, but we can get the articles
we need from the Dominion, and perhaps
the greatest inconvenience that can arise
will be that merchants will have to break
their old trade and commercial relations,
and trade more extensively with the Do-
minion. Surely, the hon. menber for
West Durham, who must have at heart
the welfare and prosperity of the coun-
try, cannot complain if that is one of the
results of the National Policy. We do
not expect that the great National Policy
is to be moulded to suit our little Prov-
ince, but we do expect that owing to our
exceptional position, if we stand by and
see the larger Provinces prospering, we
should not be sneered and lauglhed at
when we come forward with our little
deaarnds, but substantial justice should
be meted out to us.

S1a JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
quite understood that if any lion. mem-
ber has a-grievance, by a little courtesy, a
short conversation nay be allowed to
take place, strictly on the grievance. We
were rather getting off the track, dealing
with other subjects, and I hope, now that
attention has been called to it, we shall
get back to the question before the
Chair.

AlR. HIUNTINGTON : The remarks
from my bon. friend from Queen's, P.E.I.
(Mr. Brecken), might be easily surm-
marised ; his conclusion seems to be this :
That while the fiscal policy of the Do-
minion Government bas done no good t>
his Province-while he does not want to
be a partisan against his friends in office,
ard condemn them-while lie is willing
to take the position that the Island should
be disposed, even to suffer, if necessary,
for the general good-yet lie thinks when
its representatives ask for increased sala-
ries for the Island officials, the fact of
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the Island's disposition to suffer for the
general good, shall secure an increase of
the salaries without any noise being
made. If those remarks of the hon.
gentleman had been applied all
round, I do not think it would be neces-
sary to notice it. But, if there is any
hon. gentleman on the other side of the
House whom I should be indisposed
severely to criticise it would be himself.
He comes and speaks for Prince Edward
Island wvhere the Judges at one time were
well enough paid. He looks at Ontario
and sees a higher scale of remuneration
in that Province, and says-lift us up to
that level. He does not feel that lie is a
member of this Parliament for the Do-

Mn. BRECKEN : J do feel that.
MR. HUNTINGTON: He does niot

forget that lie is a Prince Edward Is-
lander. There are those who tell us that
the Dominion cow is running dry, and if
lie is to milk lier in the sense of Prince
Edward Island advantage, altogether-if
he is not to discuss this expenditure from
a Dominion point of view-he will set an
example which, if followed by mem-
bers less dis tinguished but equally devoted
to their Provinces, must prove mis-
chievos. His example would favour
this course: that we should all come here
as Prince Edward Islanders, British
Columbians, Quebecers, Nova Scotians
or Ontario men, as representatives of the
different Provinces, simply, having no
special regard for the Dominion except in
the sense a state with a treasury to be
kept filled for the purpose of those Pro-
vinces. This idea is so clearly visible in
the remarks of the lion. gentleman, that
J must hold him up--ani J am sorry to
have to do it-as a fearful example of the
evil we must avoid in this respect; and
while we implore the Provinces to
renember that the Dominion Treasury,
notwithstanding the benefits of the
National Policy, is not altogether so full
that it cannot be depleted, we beg the
representatives of the different Provinces
to remnember that they are not Provincial
representatives soilely and exclusively,
but are responsible for such legislation as
may be economical, and may commend
itself to the men who desire a just, fair
and safe administration of the affairs of
the country. Nobody desires to deal un-
fairly with Prince Edward Island, or any

MI. H UNTINGTON.

other Province ; but what I have felt
hurt at and am disinclined to press too

j mucli on the hon. gentleman, is that lie
lias expressed bimself as an Islander,
whose duty it was to get all he could get
out of the Doninion-an example likely
to be followed by others, fo the endanger-
ing of the prosperity of the country.

CIVIL SERVICE EXPENDITURE.
MOTION OF WANT OF CONFIDENCE.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I am not quite certain as to the strict
correction of the constitutional principle
laid down by the lion. the First Minister,
but waiving that point I propose to sub-
mit a motion, following the precedent set
by himself in a previous Session. He
may not consider it a vote of Want of
Confidence-J hope lie will not and that
the motion will be adopted. It will be
recollected that, in former days, we used
to hear a great deal fron the hon. gen-
tlenien opposite, when the Liberal party
was in office, about the necessity of dim-
inishing our expenditure. Some of their
motions are on record protesting against
the expenditure of the late Government
and calling for its diminution. Since
their accession to office, I do not find that
that expenditure ina diminished or is
likely to diminish. The Returns for the
last year, and the Estimates for the pre-
sent and next year, show no reasonable
ground for expecting any diminution.
Now, among the votes demanded are
three or four itemis specially objected to
by hon. gentlemen opposite when we
were in office. On many occasions they
objected to the amount asked for the
Civil Service, Superannuation, Indians,
Post Office and Civil Government. In
the year 1878, the last during which we
held office, the total expenditure for
Superannuation amounted to $106,000,
the estimate for it at present is
$142,000 or nearly 35 per cent. in
addition; for Indians, in 1878, the
expenditure was $428,000, while last
night, we passed through simply a vote for
$650,000 for the same purpose; for
Post Offices, in 1878, the expenditure was
$1,724,000, in the Estimates for 1881,
the vote demanded is $1,852,000, being
an increase of e128,000; for Civil Goy-
ernment, in 1878, we expended $823,000,
and for 1881, we are asked to expend
$917,000. Now, I am not going to ana-
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lvse this sun in detail, or assert that in is on that groun(l that I deprecate the pre-
al these cases there has necessarily been sent attempt to increase those services in
extravagance, but I do assert tliat w the way now proposed. Under the heac of
have been very unfairly censured for lie Civil Governîneut the amount as put for
expenses that were incurred in the light the several services, with, I think, but on
of those identical Estimates now brouglit exception, shows a considerable increase
down. I intend to devote my remarks in each case, the exception being in the
almost exclusively to the contemplated office of the Queen's Privy Council, in
increase for Civil Governmtent. This which, owing to a death, some reduction
is one of the most difficult departmental bas been made. The total increase, as
charges to reduce, when you have once compared with the Estimates for 188<,
sanctioned a cousiderale increase in it. amounts to no less than $57,277. Therpe
If the llouýe will look throughi the de- is a nominal decrease of about 13,000 iii
tailed accoiiiit3 for thc last hal s dozen one estimate, but this as in connection
years, they will sec that, wbereas, tbe late with the extension of the staff for whicl
Government iii eiterinig office, foCnd the votes were taken, rather as a mtter of
expenditure for this service very nearly precaution thaa -with any speuial view
$ 900,000, they succeeded in three or four necessarily to expand the service. ane
years in re(uciTig it by about -$75,000, to very inuch afraid that the increase, which
the siira of $823,000. Ail onr good work is most marked in almost every singlo
is being undone, however, that item being item, is going to continue, and tatunless
now inc'eased by about $90,000 as con- the beose chooTe to apply some decided
trasted wîth the actual, expenditure for check, they wil fnd theslves involved
1878. I ca l attention to this, more par- i very mach greater expenditures tha
ticularly, for these two reaons: Firt, as I they have any idea of. I desire to cal
have stated above. because this is attention to the position in which we
an item which han. Minsters find stand, as compared with the position in
it extrenely diffeut to redce, if 1874-75, and the comparisoDs I propose
once they sanction aditional expeynditure; to take are entirely independent of what
and secondly becuse wen they make are caled miscellaneotis receiptsandalso of
an increase in tbe Civil Service Staff, they the correspondingharges on the'other ide.
likewise provide for an increase in the I sha deal with what May be considered
Superannuation Estisenate, to whih many our actual income and deduct our fixed
members used to object very strongly charges, and compare the resut for those
during the late Government, and also in- several years. I think those resuits are
cur a steady anual ibcrease of $50 a sufficiently startling to nake it worth
year for each ne w officer. This increase while for the flouse to pause before they
of $90,000 is not in the sums authorised sanction any increase, hich can possibly
by the Statute. but in a vote of sorne- be avoided, to our annual expenditure.
ting very litte over $600,000-an in- In 1874 our total receipts from the three
crease of somethiug lik 16 per cent. on great items of incothee-Cystoms, Excise,
the former expenditure. I a n sorry to and Stamps, aheounted in round numbers
Suay that another illusion, which hon. to $20,121,000. Our fixed charges: In-
gentlemen opposite, in former days, in- terest on Sinking Fund, Management cf
dulged in, bas been thus ruthlessly disi- Debt, Subsidies, and Cost of Collections,
pated. We were told by them often that ammunted tu $11,121,000. In other
the moment they took our places they worda aster eeducting fixed charges frorn
would in some mode contrive to make a our truc incoe, we had avaîlable for al
great saving in the General Expenditure. purposcs in 1874, the sum of $9,000,000.
The present hon. Finance Ministeriwan of gn 1875, our total income from these
opinion that $22,500,000, or thereaboutF, 'sources was 920,ffl,000. The charges
ought to be amply sufficient for ail the against it in like marner amounted to
purposes o Gover ment. I am not dis- $12,007,000, and our practical income
posed to condemn him too severel for available to aIl purposes, to $,658,000

aving discovered that estimate to be but i 1878 our income was but
wholly inadequate. Many causes will $17,841,000, whileour fixed htarge r
contrihute to keep up our expenditue for up to $12,589,000, leaving us for ail pur-
amie years at a very high average; but it pomes bt $5,252,000. de 1879 our in
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cone was $18,476,000. and fixed charges
were $12,883,000 ; incone for all pur-
poses, $5,59 3,C00. I fear there is
but small chance that we shall
receive any greater net incone
the present year, while oui charges will be
quite as great, if not higher; and even
if all the Finance Minister's Esti-
mates are realised it is quite clear, when
you corne to deduct the fixed charges, our
total income for all purposes will still be
less by a couple of millions than the in-
corne we possessed in 1874-75. I need
not say that is an extremely unsatis-
factory position, and although it is no
part of my present purpose to enter into
the question of how tar the present Min-
isters are to blame, or their predJecessors,
for this state of things, I think it is well
worth the attention of the House to con-
sider whether. in such circunstances,
vhen our available income has failen, in

four or five years, fron $9,000,000 to
$5,59.3,000, this is precisely the timne we
should choose to add to the expenditure
for Civil Goverrnment an annual charge of
$90,000 as compared with 1878, and of
$50,000 or $60,000 as compared with last
year. Tf anv reforms were to be made, it
could only be by our cutting down the
total vote, and leaving the lion. gentlemen
opposite to so adjust the expenditure for
Civil Government, as to save the
sum which the H1ouse nay deeni
expedient. I am aware that a
large portion of this expenditure lias
been caused by the creation of two dis-
tinct Departments, one for Railways and
the other for Public Works, in place of the
old single Depatrtment. I do not think it
can be contended that those two Depart-
ments will have, in future, more work to
do or as much as when the hon. member
for Lambton was Premier. We are not
in a position to say positively how far the
calculations of the hon. the Finance
Minister are likely to be realised, but if
any indication is to be obtained from the
Returns recently made, I fear the total
for the present year will very slightly,if
at all, exceed the income for the past year,
and the consequence will be we shall have
$5,500,000 or $6,000,000 only available,
out of which no less than $900,000 are
claimed for Civil Government, and
$600,000 for Legislation, leaving us very
little more than $4,500,000 for all other
purposes. I admit that, relatively to the

si. RicHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

enormous sums we have been dealing
with, a proposal to save $50, $60 or $70
a year may not appear to hon. gentlemen
opposite or their supporters iach worth
considering. After ali is said and done,
the little saving I propose to efflect will be
orily about one-tenth of the annual
interest of the sum that will pro-
bably be sunk in contracts recently
entered into in British Colunbia.
It will only be about one-twentv-fif th part
of the suma which we throw away for the
purpose of establishing one or two sugar
refineries in the Doninioi, and about
one-hundredith part of the sumn which we
voluntarily fine ourselves eaci year for
the purpose of encouraping a few manu-
factures. But we are content with the
day of small things. We have t'ried to
effect large economies, and we could not
do it. With a view of ineeting the views
of the hon, gentlemen who wure not able
to vote for ihe motion of the hon. member
for West Durham, but who mav still
object to swelling unniecessarily the ex-
penses of Civil Government, I propose,
bearing in mind their own previous declar-
ations, their own oft-repeated assaults
upon nyself and my hon. friends around
me, I propose, in direct accordance with
their own protestations, now to give theni
an opportunity for reducing what I must
consider the excessive vote demanded for
the purposes of Civil Government. One
of two results, at any rate, must happen :
either we shall be able to put a timely
check on the extravagances we deplore,
or else those hon. gentlemen will be able to
give the )ul)lic some tolerably, clear proof
of the value of their professions, and
their desires for economy in the matter
of Civil Government. 1, therefore, pro-

pose to iove in amendment:
That all the words after " that " be L ft

out, and the following inserted instead thereof :
-" It be Resolved, That the total expenditure
made under the Supply Act for the purposes
of Civil Government fer the year endmg 20th
June, 1878, was $609,969; that it is now pro-
posed to expend for the same purposes the sum
of $700,185, for the year ending 30th June,
1881 ; that it is inexpedient in the present po-
sitien of finances that the scale of expenditure
should be increased by the large sum ef over
$90,000 ; and that the sum proposed to be
voted, be reduced to a total amount not exceed-
ing $630,000."

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I wish
-to call the attention of the lion. gentle-
man, who bas made this motion, to nome
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statements I have made in this House 1875-76 an expenditure of $909,000,
which have not been and cannot be con- against an estimated expenditure at the
troverted. On the occasion of rny second present time of $917.415. The hon.
exposition of the Financesof the Dominion, gentleman says they reduced the expendi-
I made some statements on the subject. ture in one year. They did that, I pre-
There were exceptional expenditures sune, by striking off that $75,000 of
made in the years fron 1873 to 1879. It bonus. I believe, however, the Session
we take this fron the Estimates for the previous a Bill was introduced which in-
next year, the practical result is, that the creased the salaris of the Civil Service,
expenditure next year will be between but it vas abandoned for sone reason or
$1,000,000 and $300,000 less than the other. The lon. gentleman take3 excep-
vear referred to. Te lion. gentleman tion to the tucrease since 1878-'9,
bas called attention to a statement I made but lie inust know pertectiy wel
on one occasion, and which I repeat now, that under the Civil Service Act
that in my judgment there was no reason there is an increase of $50 a Vear for cer-
why the average expenditure for 1873-74 tain oflicers, whioh ver! largey iucreased
and 1874-75 should have exceeded the expenditure frorri year to year, and
$22,500,000. It bas beeni held that the that inust continue, unless 1>arlianienL
expenditure properly belonging to the deenis it welI to amend that Act so as to
vear 1873-74 should not have exceeded make the salaries stotionary. The other
that snin, and I arn satisfied for flib two increases, undoer foe bead of Civil Gov-

vears previons, by oe reduction in the ern.nent, are caused nlu vareos was. i
expendi-ture on Publie Works, i miglit the first place, they assisted, by the stat -
have ben kept within that figure. But I tory addition of $k0 per annui to the
have neyer said that now, when we ar salaries of the Cleiks, until they reach t
enigaged in enlargin- the Canais and coa- certain sumi. Another cause of the in-
tr g the Pacifc tRailway, the expen- crease is the openng up of the North-

diture can be conflned to that figure. 1 West, which involves an increase in the
would like to know, when the hion. .en- work of the Governent. Then in-
ticinan refers to $609,000 as the expendi- creases bave bee i ycurread by reason of
t 0re for Civil Service in 1878, if lie in- the division of the Departent of Public
cludes Continencies. Works into the Departrent of Railways

SIR RICHARD J. CA eTWReGHT: and the lepartment of Public Works.
It includes the exact sui authorised by In the saine feparouents several salaries
the Suppy Bi, and the exact suin that which have been charged to capi-
was spent. I amn speaking of the annual tal now corne uinder Civil Government.
expenditure, not that vhich was simply That makes an apparent increase in the
authorised. expenses of the Civil Governient; but

Sen SAMUEL L. TLLEYe: d ked the fact is that the salaries ere paid e-
tre question the haii Raion. gentlemen fore, athougli they did not appear under
opposite expended a larger sum under the the head of Civil Government, to which

uead of Contingencies than was expended the motion under consideratio applies.
last year or is proposed to, be expended this Another inrease is caused by the neces-
year, because a larger number of salaries si y of aving an aditional clerk in the
cere transferred from Contingencies to Audit Departaent, and another is made
the Permanent List. But the hon. gente- necessary by the increase in the circulation
man took credit for making a large re- of Dominion notes. But these increases
tiaction in the year 18î4-75 of jwill lie more than compensated for by the
$75,e0; tat was by dropping the increase in the Revenue which, wil e
bonus that had been iven to employés in derived from the increased circulation.
,the previons year. la 1873, the sain of The circulation itself wi give the Gov-
$75,000 pes voted for the purpose of in- erment $100,000 a year, and the release
creasing the salaries of the officiais gen- of the two millions of reserve in gold will
erall, for the rason that the cot f give another $00,000. rom this ias
living ad increased rsince the salaies to be deducted $25,000 for printing the
were fxed i n 1867. That additional notes and the other things, which leaves

tum was continued for two years in a revenue of $re-.000, a sum large
1873-74 and 1874-5. We find in enough topay theiutereston thomuh

erally, fo h esnta h oto
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abused expenditure in British Columbia.
I quite agree that it is desirable to re-
trench, but while members opposite are
loudly in favour of a reduction, they
themselves proposed increases. For in-
stance, they, through the Library
Committee, increased the salaries of
the clerks, and increased the 'sal
ary of the messenger. They proposed
to give the messenger connected with the
Library $850 per annum for instance, or
$50 more than he is now getting, while
the highest Falary for a niessenger was
$500. When in office, too, hon. gentle-
men opposite paid certain messengers their
$500 per annum, and $100 additional
from Contingencies. Besides all this the
introducer of the motion, when in office,
and when Canada was, as he called it, a
cheap country to live in, had the power
te reduce salaries if he had desired to do
so. But he did not offer to do so. He
proposed rather to make increases under
all these circumstances. I do not think
the proposition of the hon. gentleman
should be sustained.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
The hon. the Finance Minister asked for
an explanation of the claase of
the increase in 1874-75 and 1875-76.
The answer is simply this: That when that
hon. gentleman was in office in 1873, ho
originated an immense number of minor
public works, causing an increased ex-
penditure of $1,116,000 in 1874-75 ;
$1,106,000 in 1875-76 ; and $587,000 in
1876-77. That was the reason why
there was such a comparison in his
favour.

Mx. WHITE (East Hastings) : This is
a very important motion-

Several HON. MEMBEIRS: Question;
carried.

Mn.. WHITE: I will stand here till 12
o'clock to-night, but I will have my sa-.
There is no member, that has been a
member of this House for five years past,
but Lnows how the present Administra-
lion, when in Opposition, advocated a re-
auction in expenditure, how they brought
up motion after motion that it
was the duty of the Govern-
ment of the day not to increase
the expenditure in the Civil Service, and
I think nowf that it is the duty of this
Government to make some reduction in
the Civil Service salaries instead of the
icreases that are made. I do not think

Sin SAarmuz IU TiLLwy.

the Government are so much to blame in
this matter. Memb-rs of rural constitu-
encies should not assist the city members
in getting on extra clerks in the Civil
Service, and increasing salaries to those
who are alrealy in the Service; but they
say: "we want an increrse of salary for
this officer or the other officer," aid so far
as Ministers are concerned, they are
pressed by hon. members of this House.
I believe that the Judges, the members of
the Civil Service, the Speaker of the
House, and the Speaker of the Senate, the
members of the Government, and all the
members of the Senate and of this House
of Commons, could very well do. with a,
reduction of 10 per cent. all round, and
save a large amount of money to the tax-
payers of this country. I believe this
could be done, and it is the duty of this
Government, with their majority of 80, to
do it. This is a motion which involves a
Want of Confidence.

Several HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh;
question ; carried.

M. WHITE : You can go on,
gentlemen, with your interruptions.
You cannot put me down. I am too-
many years here to be scared. When you
are ready to stop your interruptions, I am
ready to go on. This is a motion of Want
of Confidence, and I am sorry that it is,
for I should have liked to have voted for
it. But the hon. the Minister of Finance
has promised to permit no increases to
take place. I will vote for the Govern-
ment on the promise that he will not
onlv not make any increase, but that ho
will make a decrease. On that under-
standing I will vote against the motion.
I do not think that the mechanics, a4d
farmers, and merchants are getting any
better off, and I hope and trust that the
Government, if they want niy support,
will make the decrease that I have just
mentioned.

Several HoN. MEMBERS : Question;
carried.

MR. WHITE: Oh, hon. gentlemen
over there can go on with their noises.
I will be bound to say it hurts their boots
more than my conscience. It does not
hurt me a bit. I know, and I
repeat, that the rural members
and the city members are to blame ;
they are too willing to ask for increases Qf
different officers ; and they go to the
Ministers and they beg, and scold, and
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plead in order to get these increases. I
;hope the members of the rural districts,
-and all of us, vill not allow the Civil
Service to rule the country. This motion
,comes with a bad grace from the late
Minister of Finance, for when the present
party now in power pressed bis Govern-
ment not to increase the number of Civil

-servants, he paid no attention to their
.advice, but increased the number of em-
ployés in every Department, and largely
increased their salaries. But the electors
punished him and other members of his
party and drove them f rom power,because
-they did not carry out the promises made
previeus to their getting the reins of
A«overnment. I hope that my hon. friend
will take warning and administer the
ýaffairs of the -ountry in a manner that
will be satisfactory to the taxpayers.

Ma. BOULTBEE: I would like to see
economy carried out. I would like to sea

,it begun with the members. It is cer-
tainly my impression that the money
expended in the Civil Service is over
large. If we increase in wealth, and ex-
'tend our borders, we may get a population
sufficient to bear it; but if the country is
going to prosper, attention must be given
to economy. But the present motion is
ill-moved by the Opposition, for there has
beèn, no period .in the history of
this oountry wheu its finances have been

zoo disastrously or so recklessly managed
as under the lion. mover himself, notwith-

,standing the professions of economy made
by the hon. gentleman on the hustings
before getting into power; vhen they
-did come into office there was a larger in-
-crease than ever before or since. I have
full confidence in the present Finance
Minister. I believe him to be honest,
and that he will act judiciously and right
in reference to the Civil Service expenses.
I have 1no objection, at any time, to vote
forga reduction of our indemnity, but I
$hall certainly votelagainst this mo-
tion.

MI. ASEY: The Government pro-
nised by the Speech from the Throne,

and afterwards through the mover of the
.Addresa in reply to it, that some measure
of reform for our Civil Service should be
introduced. Has the Government aban-
doned the measure so promised, and if so,
why I But for that promise I, wouild
have introduced a Bill on the subject my-_

4elf.

M. ANGLIN: It is very easy to
understand why hon. gentlFmen want to
shut down discussion on this subject; it
is unpleasant for many hon. gentle-men on
the other side and for some on this side.
The hon. the Finance Minister very skil-
fully contrasted the total expenditure of
the late Government with that of the
previous Administration, in order to lead
to the conclusion that the late Govern-
ment had been extravagant ; but' that is
not relevant to the question before the
fHouse. The hon. member for Centre
Huron asks this House to declare that
the extraordinary încrease in the ex-
penses of the Civil Service for last year
and this year and the coming year is such
an increase as the means and necessities
of the country do not justify.

Several HON. MEMBEiiS: Question;
carried.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
shall have to ask you, Mr. Speaker, to
exercise your authority to stop this noise,
if .we are to finish the business of the
louse before the first of June. We can-

not get on with these careless and ex-
ceedingly improper interruptions.

MR. SPEAKER: Ihope the hon. mem-
bers will give order. If I am not supported
by the members, I shall be powerless.

MR. ANGLIN: I do not care much,
personally, about these interruptions, but
I hope for the dignity of this House, Mr.
Speaker, that your request will prove ef-
fectual, and no resort to any special mea-
sure will be necesary. The hon. the Fi-
nance Minister skilfully, but not success-
fully tried to divert attention fromi this
Resolution. He spoke of the abolition
of some officers in the Lower Proviices,
and the removal of the officers to Ottawa
and of the transfer of several oficers
whose pay was charged to Continîgencies
to the permanent staff; but as the total
amount of Contingencies and Salaries of
every sort are included in the total
figures given in the amenlment, there
can be no force at all in the hon. gentle,
man's argument. H1e complained that
the late Government did not reduce the
pay of the Civil servants when money wu
low, and went further than it does now.
The late Government did economise.
There was a bonus of $75,000.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The
bonus was only intended for one vear.

Mn. BLAKE: Not at all.
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SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It was
a bonus, and not an annuity.

MR. ANGLIN: The late Government
did not see fit to give the bonus, but they
did not go to work to reduce salaries
large or small ; they treated the Civil
servants with courtesy and kindness, and
they were very badly repaid. They did
economise, nevertheless. The lion. the
Minister of Finance spoke further of the
cost of taking care of the Indians in the
North-West, and of the great grant which
he regarded as an offset to be realised out
of his new issue of paper money, all
which was auite irrelevant to the question
under consideration. Sir, what he said,
of the Dominion paper issue is no answer
to the charge made by the motion in your
hands. If we are able to save a larger
amount by the issue of this paper money,
that is not a reason why we should waste
an amount equal to it. It was really un-
worthy of the hon. gentleman's position
to argue vehemently and earnestly that
as we are to save so much by the issue of
more paper money-the Ilouse must ce-
sider this an unreasonable motion.
The question is simply this : Is it, or is it
not, desirable or justiable that the expen-
diture on account of the Civil Service
should be increased so largely as it has
been this year and last. The expendi-
tures during the last few years, from
1873, was as follows :-

1873 -74..................$8S3,685
1874-75........... ........ 909,265
1875-76.. ............... 841,995
1876-77.................... 812,193
1877-78.................... 823,359

This House ought to declare, under the
present circunstan-es of the cou.try,
when great deficits are staring us in the
face, that such an increase in the Civil
Service expenditure is not to be justified.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : With
respect to the Civil Service A ct, I would
simply say that it was put into the
Speech fron the Throne, and the Govern-
ment had fuil intention of pressing the
Bill this Session. The Bill was carefully
prepared. Most exhaustive evidence was
collected on the subject with respect to
the Civil servants, not only of England,
butof France and Germany. The Bill was
in the hands of my bon. colleague before
Parliament met, but we found, as the
Session went on, that we could not well
press the mneasure and get through in any

MR ANGLIN.

reasonable time. It is a subject of
importance, but not one of press-
ing importance, and, therefore. we
have given preference to the
other measures which have been before
the House, and which have been discussed
at such length, giving a due portion of
the time, as it was our bounden duty to
do, to the measures and questions in the
hands of private members. Still the sub-
iect bas received, and will continue to re-
ceive, the attention of the Government,
and, if the hon. gentleman will allow me,
after the Session, I will give him confi-
dentially a copy of the Bill it was the in-
tention of the Government to b ring down.
With respect to the discuson as to the
increased expenditure, I think my bon.
friend, the Finance Minister bas answered
that. I amr not at all surprised at the
late hon. Minister of Filnance miaking
this motion, because it cones with
peculiar grace fron him. It is an old
saying: There is no one so zealous as a
conveit-no man is so virtuous as a re-
foi!med rake ;" and I think tLe hon.
gentleman bas shown his new-born zeal
in the cause of economy. It is very
new-brn-the baby is not very old, be-
cause, if I remember aright, when he
was Finance Minister, in 1875, he intro-
duced a measure which the whole force of
the Government was to be employed in
carrying, and yet that measure was not
carried. Strange to say. it was a mea-
sure affecting the expenditure on the
Civil Service. ln his speech to-
day, the hon. gentleman said his,
remarks were to be especially directed to
that subject. Now, I hold in my hand
the Bill the hon. gentleman introduced
on March 8, 1875, and when 1 cal] atten-
tion to its provisions the House will
scarcely believe that it was introduced by
a Finance Minister who was bound to
restrain the undue liberality of his col-
leagues who were not so dir-ectly respon-
sible for the public expenditure as him-
self. In the Act introduced in my time,
1868, a third class clerk was to receive a
salary of $400 a year. That is a reason
able anmount. We discussed the 'matter
at the time, and some thought $350 quite
enough, but as a matter of liberality-
and I dare say the Opposition of that day
were just as economical as the preseUt
Opposition-we fixed the sala-ry at the
rate mentioned. The Bill of the bon.
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gentleman opposite provided that a third After Recess.
class ciert should receive $500 per annum, M SPROULE When vou left the
$100 more thau we provided. In three \1 r. SpOULE : Whe ou e the
vears, by the hon. gentleman's measure, Chair Mr. Speaker, at Six o'clock, I was
the appointmnt of junior clerks alone about stating the reasons for the vote I

would have made up more tian the intend to give on the amendment before

$90,000 there lias been so mucli talk the Chair. I have said that, at the last

about to-day. In our Act we provided General Elections when we were before
that there should be, an annual increase the people, one of cur delarations was
of $:0 until the salary reached $650 and that the expenditure of the past five years
then it shouhl stop ; but starting with $500 was out of proportion to the necessities

the hon. gentleman proposed to give an f country, and i hat if th ! Conser-

annual increase of $50 until the salary vatwe partv retu-rned to power we should

reached $750, and to shorten the pains endeavour te reLuce the expenditure to the

of the poor man starving on this salary measure of the circumstances of the

he was to step into the next grade after country, and if possible kecp it within

four years service instead of after five, as the Reven ue. I believe tis q1ues ion wvas
under our Act. With regard to second scflly discussed, and hai its influ-
class zlerks our extravagant provision ence with the people, and it ed te an ex-
was that the junior second class clerk pression cf Want cf Confidence in the late
should receive TOO fron the time he Government on the part o f the people.
started, but the lion. gentleman provided. Nw pow we lielieve it
that he should liegin with $800 a year our duty to carry out our principles, and

and receive an annual increase cf $50 we are convinced that the Ministrv have
until bis salary reached $1, 100. Om' sbown a considerable desire to fulfil their

limit was $l,000. Under our Act a pledges in tis respect. Let us look at

first class clerk was to receive $1,200, and some cf the iDepartments ? Take Pubie
that is the law now, but in his generosity Works. We find that the Mmister of
the hon. gentlenan wished to raise this Railways h as reduced the expendi-
amount to $1,600. Let any arithme tUre ni the Intecmolom. lRailvay for
cian sit down and take the clerks ap- sidaries over $200,000. The staff was
pointed since this Bill was introduced so large that the Government dispensed1

until now, and he will find that the ad- with 460 bands, and yet had enough left

ditional cost which would have been to do the work with equal advantage

entailed upon the country by it. wouhl afterwards. In some of the other De-

amount to hundreds of thousands of partmnents we find there has been a com-

dollars. It may be said that the Bill did nendable decrease in the expeaditure,

not become law. That is no fault of the and whi e we believe that as tie passes

hon. gentleman. It was introduced as a there will be a necessarv increase in the

Government measure, and pressed as a expenditure, the object cf every (overn-

Government measure. It suddenlv dis- ment should be to not let it overitep the

appeared, because it was found that means an growth of the country, and

not only were the Opposition the iecessities of the case. HaI this

against it,- but thùat there was a motion been brought forward in a proper
C ~spirit. and net exhib)itin,_, what thosemutiny in his own camp. Yet five years

arter the introduction of this Bill, which gentlemen pretend to experience-a hurn-

largely, enormously, absurdly increased ing zeal for economy, while m reauty it
the Civil Service expenditure, lie com- is a motion of Want of Confidence

plains of the expenditure under the old in the Government-I believe the

economical Act vhich has increased owing hon. members of this House would

to the gradual progress of the country. have supported it. But when we

This is a specimen of a new-born economy, find that it is net honestly brought fer-
and, as I said before, is an illustration of ward, and that the only excuse of the

the fact that nobody can be so virtuous mover is that, when hon. gentlemen on

as a reformed political rake. this side of the House occupied the Oppo-
sition benches, they were in the habit of

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left putting such motions, consequently, it is

the Chair. the duty of the Opposition now to mete
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eut to their opponents the treatment they
received from them years before. That
ought to.be sufficient te induce lion. gen-
tlemen to oppose it, for if it was wrong
then it must be now. Two wrongs do not
make a right. Again, if wehad evidence
that the expenditure was out of propor-
tion to the necessities of the case, we
should be in duty bound to support the
proposition for its reduction. But the
question now is, not whether this expendi-
ture is in the interest of the coun-
try or not, but whether or not we are
prepared to vote non-confidence in the
Government, for this vote would be vir-
tually a vote of Want of Confidence in the
Government. They depend on the in-
terest of the lesser questions to swallow
up the interest of the greater, and thereby
so blindfold the House as to induce it to
support the motion. We should
not then support such a bun-
combe amendment for the purpose of
condemning the Government. The ques-
tion is -not whether the expenditure
should be reduced by the small amount of
$21,000, as proposed by this amendment,
or whether hi rterests of .the country
require this reduction, but whether we
are prepared to vote a Want of Confidence
in a Government which we believe able
and desirous of conducting the affairs of
the country to its best advantage. Are
we prepared to reinstate a set of men
whose Administration never was charac-
terised by anything but extravagance?
'Are we prepared to condone the offences of
the past, and overthrow a Government
which is lifting the country out of the
Slough of Despond in which for five years
it was plunged? Are we prepared to
sacrifice the interes ts of the country to
lesser interests, for a change of Ministers
in the interest of hon. gentlemen opposite ?
I believe there is, in some Departments,
room for economy, but I think the evi-
dence given us of the economy
of the present hon. Ministers, is
sufficient to satisfy us that we are safe in
their hands, and, that their Adminis-
tration is for the 'good of the country.
Another reason why the amendment
should be voted down is : I have before me
a petition, signed by 119 members, to in-
duce the Government to increase the

oalaries cf the Messengers and
Sessional clerks of this House, which
petition is signed by the very gentlemen

XME, SPROULE.

who are pressing this motion and who are
prepared to vote for it. What must be
thought of "nen who are making this
buncombe motion for the reduction of ex-
penditure, and yet signing a petition to
the Government asking it to increase
this expenditure. I do not tliink it right
to adopt the prayer of thi petition at
present. What could hon. gentlemen
opposite give to the country in the place of
this!Government. It is a pitiable propo-
siti0h to restore to power a party who
are nouinally and virtually without a
leader, and whose nunierical strength is
so small that they scarcely command any
influence, while they are'torn by conflict-
ing eleinents in their own ranks to an
extent which still further reduces their
power. It would be entirely inexpedient
to vote Want of Confidence in the Govern-
ment by supporting the present amend-
ment. When any Resolntion comes for-
ward in a legitimate way, with the honest
intention of promoting fair and judicious
economy, it will be calmily and properly
considered.

MR, MILLS: The hon. gentleman
who has just resumed his seat has
characterised the late Government as ex-
travagant. Well, all that the amend-
ment asks is that we do not expend a
larger sum for Civil Government than
was expended by that extravagant Ad-
ministration-that we may not spend
$20,000 more. The lon. gentleman (Mr.
Sproule) will find that the expenditure
for Civil Government in 1873, as cem-
pared with that in 1878, did not show
such an increase under the late Adminis-
tration as has been proposed during the
first two years of the present Govern-
ment. I have risen, not for the pur-
pose of answering the observations of the
hon. gentleman, which I think sufficiently
answer themselves, when he characterises
the late Government as financially ex-
travagant and ,at the same time supporte
a large increase. The amendment simply
asks the present Administration not te
exceed in expenditure the amount re-
quired by that Government. It will be'
obvious that the hon. gentleman's argu-
ment is not unanswerable. But I have
chiefly risen for the purpose of pointing
out the fallacy of the argument of the-
hon. leader of the House. He criticised
a measure introduced by the hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron. 'when that gentle..
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man was Finance Minister, and read a cer-
tain portion of a Bill to show that he
proposed to place the salaries
ýof the clerks of the Civil Ser-
vice at a higber rate than they
were fixed by the Administration.
That is not the fact. The right hon. gen-
tleman compares the salaries proposed by
the bon. member for Centre Huron, not
with the amounit at whieh the late Gov-
ernment left those salaries, but with the
amount under the Statute of 1868. He
carefully concealed the fact that the lion.
the Minister of Finance took the appro-
priation, which was intended to be a
permanent appropriation, of $75,000 to
be distributed anong these clerks with a
view to supplementing those salaries. If
the hon. the Premier will look at the ex-
penditure that would have taken place
under the Bil of the lion. member for
Centre Huron, and compare it with the
salaries fixed by the Statute of 1868, and
with the supplementary amount asked tor
ny the hon. gentlemen opposite when in
power before, and which was voted by
Parliament, lie will see that these
$70,000 or $75,000, for the salaries of
elerks in the Civil Service, even suppos-
ing those appointed by the hon. gentle-
men opposite Lad been allowed to remain,
would have been greater than'the ex-
penditure under the Bill of the late Fin-
ance Minister. H1e did not propose to in-
crease the salaries of the clerks, but left
it for the Government to decide, ac-
cording to its discretion, what the salaries
of each officer should be. The
Lon. gentlemen opposite came down to
the House, after fixinîg the salaries of the
clerks at a particular sum, and said: "We
want you to place $70,000 at our dis-
posal, so that we may reward those whom

ve think favourable to us more generous-
ly than those wbom we think may not be
in sympathy with us. We did not think,
however, that that was a proper act; but
the discretionary power, which the Ad-
ministration possessed under this supple-
rnentary appropriation, was open to abuse,
and would have been taken away by the
Bill of my lion. friend from Centre Huron,
had that measure become law. When he
introduced his Bill, it was his intention
to diminii the number of clerks in the
Public Service. It was easy to increase
the bonus and diminish the number of
the officials,and to increase the amount of

payments3 without adding a dollar to the
burdens of the people in this particular.
This fact the hon. leader of the Govern-
ment carefully concealed, with a view of
making an erroneous impression on the
minds of bon. gentlemen not in Parlia-
ment at the time. It is perfýctlv obvious
that the salaries fixed by the lon. gentle-
men opposite, with' those sunPaerentary
sumns added, were larger thain jiey would
have been under the Bill of the lion.
member for Centre Huron. This Bill,
however, was not passed, becase the con
clusion arrived at was, that those in the
Civil Service were suffliicintly paid.
The salaries were, for this reason, left at
the old figures, and the suppleientary
vote of $70,000 was withrawn, and now

hon. Ministers proposed to ask a larger
sum. for the Public Survice tian w'as
asked at any former period. The bon.
the Finance Minister bas referre-d to the
increase in the cost of the Department of
the Interior under the late Government.
I do not know that there was anv material
increase. There has been no statement to
show that any increase at present was
necessary. A number of gentlemen were
employed as extra clerks, and it was
found, after some time, that the increase
in the work of the Department would
iustify their being placed on the pernia-
nient list. The hon. thie Finance Minister
came down, last year, with an increased
estinate and said there bad been no ma-
terial increase in the actual cost of the
Departaient of the Interior, as they had
simply transferred fron the Sessional
List to the Permanent Service those who
had been some time employed as extra
Departmental clerks. This, too, was the
ex)lanation of the hon. the First Minister
The sums formeily paid as Contingencies
was no longer necessary for that purpose
and there would have been, if the state-
ment made by the leader of the Govern-
ment last year was correct, a correspond-
ing diminution in the Contingencies of hit
Department. If that be the case theu
there should be no increase in the annual
cost of the Administration. I say such
are the facts, and the hon. the Minister
of Finance has not accounted 'for the in.
crease in the cost of Civil Goverunment by
the explanations lie has given. I rose
mainly for the purpose of pointing out
that the comparison between the Bill of
1868 and the one introduced by the late
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Finance Minister in 1875, but which lie
did not press through Parliament, was
not a fair comparison unless the House
took into consideration the supplementary
vote the lion. gentlemen opposite took in
1873, and wlicih was distributed amongst
the clerks in the Civil Service.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I am glad
the ex-Finaie Miister bas made tiis
motion, as I believe it will serve a valu-
able purpose. I 1blieve the effect of that
motion will inot le lost upon the country.
As we are al aware, nien are differently
constituteil. One mian is adapted for one
vocation in life, and another man for
anotier. One man may be an admirable
servant, gcod tenpere, industrious, and
fait hfu l in the disclarge cf his duties, but
if bis position is suddenly cbanged, and
lie becomes beir to a large fortune, he
very often proves to be a most tyrannicl,
indolent, and extravagant master. So
nature may have intended a mai for a
great author, lie may write a book of

great value to the world, yet be niay be
utterly incapable of criticising a book.
Other persons wbo are incapable of writ-
ingy a booki miay be able to miake miost
valuable critiqves of the works of others.
Now, ti aotion tbat bas just been made
by the ex Finance Minister will, I think,
convince the people of this country that
lie is once more in his true position.
While he was a most extravagant Finance
Minister, with whom it was dangerous to
entrust the finances of the country, as a
critie of the works of others bis true vo-
cation appears, and his views having un-
dergQne a radical change, lie becomes
extremely valuable to the country in the
position lie at present occupies. This
motion will deepen the impression on the
public mind that it is in the interest of
Canada tlat the bon. gentleman, instead
of being Finance Minister, should remain
ex-Finance Minister. I should suppose
the lion. gentleman would be the last man
in Parliament to lose bimself in the atti-
tude of an economist ; I should suppose
he would be the last man to have re
turned to the rôle lie bas adopted to-
night. le used to occupy the same rôle
before le was Finance Minister. H e
was an admirable critic. There was not
a Budget brought down at a time when
the Finance Minister of the day
was able to meet Parliament, year after
year, with an overwhelmniing surplus,

ME. MILLE.

that the bon. gentleman did not hold
forth in the most doleful tones about the
great danger of expenditure, and the cer-
tainty of deficits. lie was not successful as
a prophet. None of those deficits ap-
p eared until the bon. gentleman himself
obtained a position tbat enabled hin to
create tiem. Now, the bon. gentleman
is drawing a contrast between the e:en-
diture of tbe past Goverunient, and the
proposed expenditure of this one. L t
me, for a moment, invite lis attention to
the fact that, wben this ii-reas\d ex-
penditure took place befure the afiu
of the late Administration, the
financial condition of thisi cuntry was
sucli as to warrant the Go rnent cf
the day dealing with the ublic expendi-
ture in a very liberal nner Year
after year they met Primei.nt with a
bandsome surplus. The on entlmai
at last obtained power, the great econo-
mîist, wlio liad been for ears criticising
the financial statements cf hi predecessor,
finally bimself obtained that ligi oflee.
What was the resuit ? Wyx, at a ie
wben lie declared himself, at tLe r
outset, that the financial position of tl e
country was a most deplorab Le e, he
said to Parliament : It is necessarv for
me to impose $3,000,000 additional taxes
in order to carry on the Governîment of
this country. Did lie retrench ? Did he
adopt such a proposai as lie bas oflered to
the House tc-night to limit the expendi-
ture ? Whv, as I said on a former oc-
casion, the Estimates submitted by the
late Finance Minister, for the year end
ing 30th June, 1875, were between
$26,000,000 and $27,000,000.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
No ; you do not kriow the difference be-
tween a Supply Bill and an Estimate.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The hon.
member may make the member for South
Huron (Mr. Cameron) believe that state-
ment, but he will never make me accept
it. The hon. member for South
Huron wanted to know wlere I
got my figures. I tell him I got them
in the Public Accounts, brougbt down by
the late Finance Minister. Witb a most
disingenuous attempt to prevent this
House from knowing what lie was doing,
the hon. gentleman brougli t down an
Estimate such as no Minister of Finance,
either before or since, ever ventured to
place before the House. I ask hon. mem-
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bers to turn up the Public Accounts for
themselves, to the Estimate laid before this
House for the year 1874-75, and they will
find a total change in the manner of sub-
mitting that statement, such as complete-
ly bewildered the foruier Finance Minis-
ter (Sir Francis Hincks), who wrote me
that it wvYas impossible to understand the
hon. gentiemani's Estimates, and asked me
if I could explain what they meant. I
repeat the statement, and I amn willing to
go before the Public Accounts Committee
and substantiate it, that the Estinates
subnitted to this House for the year
1874-75. as contained in the Estinates
and enbodied in the Supply Bill,
were between 26,000,000 and 27,000,000.
If the lion. gentleman froin South
Huron, who wanted the figures, will
turn to the Public Accounits for
1875, he will find that the late Finanie
Minister departed from the system tiht
had prevailed, before and since, in order
to mystify the House, and prevent any
member from discovering what the char-
acter of bis Estimates was. His Esti-
mates, as there given, show a
statement there authorised for 1874-75,
of $24,803,285. If the hon. gentleman uu-
dertatkes to question those figures,you have
only to turn over a few pages f urther in
the Sessional Papers for 1875, and you
will find a Supplementary Estimate
brought down by him, in the same volume,
for the financial year ending 30th June,
1875, a Supplementary Estimate of
$1,783,787. Deduct $94,150 as unpro-
vided items for the year 1873-74, and you
have a Supplementary Estimate left for
that first year of $1,689,636 or
$26,487,921.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
How much Capital ?

SiR CHIARLES TUPPER : Not a dol-
lar of Capital.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Nonsense.

Sia CHARLES T UPPER : That niay
do for the hon. member for South Huron,
but it will not do for me. I will estab-
lish before any Committee of this House
the accuracy of the statement I am mak-
ing, that the lion. gentleman submitted
Estimates to Parliament for the year
1874-75 of between $26,000,000 and
$27,000,000 and embodied them in the
Statutes. This is the great economist
who was going to save this country; who,

when not Minister of Finance, was loud-
mouthcd in his demand for the most
stringent economy, at a time whien we
were flush with revenue and were rolling
up $2,000,000 of a surplus annu-
ally. The hon. menier for Card.
well (Mr. White) did make a mistake
and so did 1, in supposing the suir. the
late hon. Finance Minister lad voted for
his first year was nearer $26,00O,000
than $27,000,000 ; on the contrary, it was
nearer $27,000,000 than $26,000,000,
because you have to add to this
$26,487,921, $l1l,69() of unprovided
items for that year, miaking $26,599,61l.
I would be doing an injustice to the hon.

gentleman liimself, if 1 did iot place in
bold relief the claim lie lias to the position
le now occupies, and the necessity there
is in the interests of tlis country tlat he
should long be retained there, to criticise
ilie acts of others rather thanl be placed
in a position to trample unier Lis feet all
Lis professions of econony. At the very
titme this hon. gentieian brought down
this enormous Estimate be was a party to
putting a Bill upon the Statute-book to
provide for the construction of the'wliole
Canadian Pacifie Railway 1 the Goverin-
nient, and no wonder lie wanted
$3,000,000 of additional taxation. But
the hon. gentleman naniaged to get rid of
it all without constructing the Pacific
Railway. Talk of economny ! The Lon.
gentleman hinself bas made a statement
that convicts him of extravagance such
as no other Finance Minister ever was
guilty of. He has bimself giveu evidence
of the fact that, notwitlistîndiig ail his
professions of econormy, no soonîer lid Le
obtain power than, in the second year
after lie had levied $3,000,00 additional
taxes, and discovered that it was not
enough to enable him to iake both ends
meet and was leaving bima with deficits,
we find bim making an expeaditure in
1875-76 of $24,448,072, or $1,132,056,
according to his own statenient,
over and above that expenditure
on the part of his predecessor, which he
had denounced as the greatest extrava-
gance. Let him make up the account, as
I have shown him it should really stand ;
let him deduct the sums lie improperly
placed in a comparative statement to the
charge of the year 1873-74, and it -will
be found that this economical Finance
Minister made an expenditure for that
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year of $2,140,000 over and abeve the Centre Huron, because he was a renegade
,argest expenditure with which Le could because in 1873, when my ion. friend
fairly charge the previous Administra- from Lambton formed his Government,
tion. The Lon, gentleman Las made the hon. meiber for Lennox joined hin).
three prominent points to-night. le will 1 tbink the rigbt lion. gentleman neyer
not go into the general question, for the waxed more eloquent than he did wben
reason that the further be gets iito it the lie used tbe adjectives descriptive of
worse is the position in whicb lie finds the rascalities of my lion. friend
himself. He wants the Civil Govern- frou Huron. Now, the lion. gentie-
ment Estimate reduced. Well, what do man wbo lias just spoken ham
the figures show in -reference to that Made some extraordinary statements.
They show that the largest expenditure Re upbraids my lion. friend from Centre
made by the Adiiiînist'ation preceding Huron because be found fault with the
the last one was in 1873-74, $883,685, Goverument of wlich tlîe hon. gentlemau
which amount included the bonus of was a member, because le criticised tleir
$75,000 specially voted for that year. extravagance, and pursued He rôle of a
About $25,000 of that was distributed in man in Opposition to that Goverument in
the Outside Service, which would leave 1870, in 1871, in 1872; and latcr on
$50,000 for distribution amiong the officers also pursued the r)le of an lonest critie.
of the Civil Service, at a time when the The hon. gentleman must believe he wu
Government of the day were steadily an honest critie, because he desires to keep
presenting a surplus. Yct, we find this Lim in Opposition in that position. If
lion. gentleman, at a time when lie said my bon. frieid was opposed to the Gov-
lie nust havo $3,000,000 of additional ernmrnt of wbich the hon. gentleman was
taxes to carry on the Goverument, intro- a member, if ho was a member of the
ducing a Bill to provide for a still greater Opposition xhich my bon. triend from
increase mn the expenditure for the Civil Lanîbton led, the right hon. the leader of
Service ; and bis actual expenditure the Goverument las been traducing My
for tCe Civil Service, for 1874-75, hon. friend amid the wild and exultant
was $909,26à, or $25,580 more cheers of ion, gentlemen opposite. The
than tlhat of bis predecessors. fon. the Minister of Railways, with the
The hoi. g1entleman makes a Lreat point simplicit of a child ann jhoine of
about Superannuation, but what do you an orator, lias shiowii 'bow u1iiî,ýt, biow,
suppose tte bion, gentleman did? neur unfounded, and bow unfair have been
largest expendituwe for Superannuation these accusations against My hon. friend.
was in the year 1873-74, whex hit amounted Mt. PL jMBe Wced we remember
to $64,48--;; but the great economists on what the ion. ex-Finance Minster did
the Opposition benches incrcaýed that in from 1873 to the unfortunate day when
187-t-78 o $106,5m8. The largest Post ne fe with Ls party, in 1878, we can
Office ex[endiire for wmich we were have no dificulty in deciding pon the
responsible, ino"nted toH $1,387,270 ; mainer in which we will vote on the Re-
while in 1877-78 it vas iii increased to solution before the fouse. Why did ot
$1,724,938, Gn increase of o337vo68. the hon. gentleman, when ho brought
The hon. member for Centre Huron bas iforward that Resolution, cover the whole
thus given ev.ice that he is now sus- question of expenditure between 1874
taining bis true rôle in criticising te acts and 1878 p Wp y did not the hon. gentie.
Of others, and that Le s8ould not be again man justify 1e enoinous increases whie
trusted with tle power ae so abused pur- have been made by Lon. gentlemen opp
ing the Adiniistration of the late Gov- site in everv item of tlie public expendi,
itrnment. ture I the hon. gentleman thiks that

MR. HUNTINGTON: I do not pro- witbin a week of Prorogation, wben the
ose, to follow the hon. gentleman in bis Hose is impatient of financial discussion,

remarlis. 1 leave that for My bon. friend lie will be able to snatch a verdict from
bebind me. But we can extract honey, I the House, lie is mistaken. J1 amn quite
will not say wbat f rom. There bas been prepared to vote down the h on. gentle-
on the opposite side of the House, led by man's proposition, eing as arn assured,
the bon. the leader of this Huse, a sys- tat can satisfactorily explain my vote
tem of attacks upoervy on. friend fro toon.y constituents.

SIu thARLEs TuppER.

Civil service Expenditure.[COM MONS.]
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Motion made:
That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair, for

the House to go again into Committee of
Supply.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Motion in amendment (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) made and question proposed.:
[Vide p. 1826.]

The House divided: Yeas, 50; nays,
127.

YEAS:

Messieurs
Anglin Guthrie
Bain Kilam
Béchard King
Blake Lakue
Borden Laurer
Bourassa Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Brown Mackenzie
Burpee (St. John) Yclsaac
Burpee (Sunbury) Malouin
Cameron (South Huron)Mills
Cartwright Oliver
Casey Olivier
Casgrain Paterson (S. Brant)
Chandler Pickard
Charlton Rinfret
Cockburn (Muskoka) Robertson <Sheiburne)
Coupal Rogeri
Dumont Lt< s (WestàMiddlesex)
Fiset Rymal
Fleming Seriver
Flynn Skinner
Geoffrion Trow
Gillies Welion
Gillmor Wistr
Gunn Yec.-50

Rinfret

Messieurs
Abbott mune
Allison Langevin
Angers Lantier
Arkell Littie
Baby Lo(gley
Baker Ma, doniald(King'3, PEI)
3annerman Ma S donald(Victoria BC

Barnard MecDonald Cape Bre'on)
Beauchesne .Dedonald (Pictf)
Benoit iMlacuillan
Bergeron McCalus
Beigin N'cCuaiý'
Bill M1acdougall
Boldu Ye nes
I3oultbee MeKay
Bourbeau McLennan
Bowell McLeod
Brecken MeQuade
Brooks McRlory
Bunter Masson
Banting Massue
Buruhas IMerner
Carling Méthot
Caron Mongena
Cimon Montplaisir
Cockbarn (W. N'th'ld)Mousseau
Colby Mcttart
Connell OConnor
Bnstiga Mrton
Cougblin ouimet

Coursol Patterson (Essex)
Cur rier Perrau1t
Cuthbert l>inso.iaeanlt
Daly Platt
Daoust lunib
Dawson Ioupore
DeCosmaos Richey
Desaulaiers Rtbertson (Haniltony
)omvhle Robinson

Douil Rochester
Drew Ross (Dundas)
Ducas Rouleau
Elliott Routhier
Farrow Royal
,Ryan (Marquette

Fitzsinmmons Schultz
Fortin Shaw
Fulton Sproule
Gigault Stephenson
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier)Teliier
Girouard (Kent) Thonipaon (Cariboo>
Grandbis Tiey
tiackett Tupper
Haggart Value
hooper Vanases
Houde Wade
Flur eau %Vallace (S. Norfolk)
Jackson Wallace (W. York)
Jones White (Cardwell)
Kaulbach White (E. Hastings)
Keel 'r \Vhite (Nortà Renfrew>
Kilvert Williains
Kirkpatrick Wright.-127
KranzPAR

1Psr- A aun8t-
Cockbiurn (Muskoka) strange.

Motion resolved l the negative.
Main motion agreed to.

SUPPLY.
Il. CIIARGES 0F MANAGEMENT.

House again resolved itself into Cooi-
rnittee of Supply.

(In the Committce.)
1 Charges of Management .... $,6,250 00

III. CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

3 The Office of the Queen's 1'rivy
Council for Canada....d.. .$4,39, 50

4 The Department of Justice ... 13,900 Co
5 The i)epartment of Justice, Feni-

tentiaries Branch ............ 5300 ()

lit reply to Sir RIICHARD J. CART
WRIGIITY

Ma McDONALD (Pitou) said
$500 had been added to the salary of te
Inspector-an addition whieh the hon.

Sentleman would not think extravagant.
An Accountant for the Penitentiaries, ai
office auTthorised by an Act of the Leo
isiature, was to be appointed at a aalary
Of $1,200.

MiR. BLAKE said the duties of the In-
spector were lightened by the proposai to
appoint an Accountaut and as the
~Statutory satary was only $2,000, and it

à1uIply. [APRIL 28, 1880.]1
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had already been ircreased to $2,500, Le
Lid not see any justification for the pro-
posed increase to $2,750.

Vote agreed to.
6 The Department of Militia.........$37,010
7 The Department of the Secretary of

State............ ............. 35,155
In renly to Sir RierAnRD J. CART-

WRIGIT,
MR. BOWELL said the apparent in-

crease in the salaries of the oflicers in
this Department was accounted for by
the fact that five extra clerks Lad been
put upon the Permanent List. Those
personîs were on the Temporary List and
paid out of Contingencies when the pre-
sont Government came into power. ! lie
number of messengers connected with the
Department seemed excessive, but they
had been connected with the Depart-
ment either temporarily or permanently
for a nminbier of years.

SIR LICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said that item showed a handsomne per-
centage of increase of late.

Mn. BOWELL said the Contingen-
cies Account for this branch, in 1873, was
$567, and the item gradually increased
froin the time hon. gentlemen opposite
took office, from $567 to about $4,000 in
1878. It Lad, consequently, been re-
duced by the present Governmenît. The
lion. the Secretary of State intended
keeping his Contingencies Account as
low as possible.
8 The Department of Interior...... $60,850

In reply to Mr. MILLs,
Si& JOHN A. MACDONALD said

that the item should stand $57,850, to
which it had been reduced.

Vote agreed to.
9 The Office of the Auditor-General $18,275

10 The Department of Finance ....... 53,715
SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT

asked for explanations as to the increase
of $3,785 in this item.

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY replied
that there had been a slight increase in
salaries, and that with the increased issue
of Dominion notes, additional officers
night be required.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
enquired how much represented the $50
per annum increase of officials' salaries ?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY said a
large portion of the difference represented
that $50 increase, which was statutory.
Besides, some of the officers might be en-

Ma. BLAKE.

titled to promotion. He might furnish
more particular information later.

Sut RICHARD J. CARTWÉIGHT
said that more information was desirable.

Vote agreed to.

11 The Office of the Troasury Board $2,700 00
12 The Department of Inland

Revenue ............ .... 30,342 50
Ma. BABY : The increase arises from

the fact that two gentlemen in the De-
partment, who hve been extra clerks for
a inumber of years, have been put upon
the Permanent List this year. Then
there is the ordmnary Statutory allowance
and the promotion of another clerk.
When I came to the Department there
were five extra clerks, and out of these
two have been put upon the Permanent
List. Thev were then, as now, at the
head of their respective branches. The
greatest economîy prevails in the Depart-
ment. The Auditor was astonished that
economy was practiced to sudh an extent,
and le actually wrote a letter calling the
attention of my Deputy to that fact.
Under the supervision of the Auditor no
extra expenses will be incurred.

MR. MILLS : The hon. gentleman, in
this increase, bas adopted a principle that
was not acted upon iii our day, which is,
that the moment a clerk in any class
reaches the head of his class, lie is, as a
matter of course, prnomoted into the next
order without reference to the character
of the duties he bas to discharge. If that
principle was acted upon, every clerk in
a Department vould, in the course of
time, become a first-class clerk.

MR. BABY: Does the hon. gentleman
think it would be proper to put at $400
the salaries of two clerks at the head of
their branches, and surely as efficient as
any first class clerks, when they had men
under them earning k700 ? That is a De-
partment in whiel we mtiust have experi-
enced officers.

MNR. BLAKE : I think it would be an
unfortunate thing if the Administration
should act upon the principle that pro-
motions should take place simply because
men have been a certain number of years
in the service. I think, however, that
both Administrations have been too lar
with respect to promotions, and even
about the $50 increase. I think it would
be to the advantage of the Service if, in
the future, each Department was to inti-
mate that employés would not be con-

Supply.[COMMON8.]
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sidered as of right entitled even to the
$50 increase. The law only conteni-
plated that that increase should take place
wlen the conduct of the employé merited
it. But when you come to this grading,
it is of the highest consequence that we
should lay down as a principle that a
clerk is not entitled to run from on
grade to another. There are many occu-
pations ini the Service in which the value
of the services rendered can be no greater
after ten years employnent than in the
beginning.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
a grec wvith every word that has j ust fallen
froni mv hon. friend. In the first place it is
quite lcear that, under the ternis of the Act,
it does not follow that when a person arrives
at the liead of iisgrade by length of service,
lie is to be promoted as a inatter of course.
San afraid we shall have to share the
blme between us on both sides of the

Hlouise, as to that rule not being observed.
It ought to be observed. I quite agree
with the hon. gentleman about the Statu-
tory increase. It has not worked well.
Alliougli it was intended that this in-
crease should bc given as a reward of
mert, it bas been felt throughout the
Service that if any officer does not
receive it it is because he does not deserve
it. Ris pride is wounded, and lie becomes
a less valuable officer. I think the true
plan would be to wipe away that provision
altogether, and leave the matter of in-
crease of salaries in the hands of the
heads of the Departments. This subject has
been pressed upon our attention during
the past year. Immediately on Proroga-
tion, it is the intention of the Government
to apply themselves to the reorganisation
of the Service, and to try to work out
some scheme for Parliament next Session.
I think great economy could be secured
by a more scientific reorganisation.

MR. MACKENZIE: Does the hon.
gentlemen contemplate adopting any of
the suggestions conitained in Dr. Play-
fair's Report. Copying should be done by
clerks employed at $5 a day. The cost
of keeping second class clerks at copying
is enormous. This is the point where
real reforn must come in. I had fully
intended myself to have pid soie atten-
tion to that particular part of Dr. Play-
fair's recommendation. 1 trust the hon.
gentleman will give this niatter bis con-

sideration, as it will simplify the sane
very much.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
have read the Playfair PReport and con-
sidered it with care, but tiere is a differ-
ence of opinion in England on that sub-
iect. There is a ditliculty which exists
in this country that does not exit in Eng-
land. The gradation in position and the
subdivision of labour is so great that
there is no difliculty in getting any num-
ber of respectable men as copyists. Here,
where wo are all on the samne plane,
socially and otherwise, it is impossible to
say : here is a class of men who cannot
rise beyond a certain status. Still, it is
quite true that it is absurd to keep a
few clerks of liglh grade in tle different
Departmenfts doing scribblers' work.

SiR RICHARD J. CARLTWRIGHIT
I think that kind of work mîight be done,
to a considerable extent, and very well,
by lady copyists.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : 1
think the lion. gentleman has gone a very
great way in solving itat difiliculty. You
can always get a munber of young ladies
who could do that scribblers' work.

MR. CASEY :I hardly think the
difficulty will be relieved by getting tem-
porary copyists of this kiid. It is not
to be supposed that they would make it a
life businpss. The young ladies would
merely undertake it for a few years. I
arm very glad, however, to bear that the
hon. gentleman intends to have a
matured measure, brought down next Ses
sion, and I hope that his prediction in
this'respect will prove more fruitful than
the prediction he made this year.

Vote agreed to.
131 The Department of Customs...... $31,705
14 The Departinent of the Postmnas-

ter-Generl ................. 104,220
lu reply to Sir RICHARD J. CÂRT-

WRIGHT,
Ma. O'CONNOR said the increase

was made up as follows:-Secretary's
Branch : Assistant Chief Clerk, $2,000;
Junior Clerk, $300; Statutory increases,
$1,850. Increase in Accountant's salary,
$400 ; three Clerks, $1,900; Statutory in-
crease, $3,250. In the Money-Order Office:
additional Clerk, $300 ; Statutory in..
creases $2,750. In theSaving's Bauk: two
additional Clerks, $700 ; Promotion and
Statutory increase, $1,050. The Statu,
tory increases amounted altogether to

Supply. Supply.
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$8,900. Of the eight Clerks appointed,
six lad been temporary and were made
permanent, of the other two one was
brouglit fromi St. John and the other from
Halifax. On the Money-Order branches
being abolished at those places, they
were placed in the Department here at an
increase, one being given $900 and the
other $6010.

SRa ]RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said he thdught that increase amounting to
about $15,000 was avery serious matter.
We could hardly imagine that the busi-
ness of the Post Office had increased so
ni ich as to require or warrant all this ad-
ditional sitaff, especially having regard to
the deficit between revenue and expen-
diture.

MR. H UNTINGTON called attention
to the fact that for some years hon. gen-
tlemen opposite were constantly attack-
ing th', Post Office Department under the
late . d ministration, for its terrible ex-
travag ice. But there had been an im-
provement in this respect since the De-
partment passed under its present man-
agement ; there had been no reduction to
show that they were justified in making
those attacks. Those attacks were un-
justifiable, as the hon. gentlemen found
since they assumed the resporisibilities of
office. As the hon. the Postnuaster-
General had a facility of speech in defend-
ing himself and his colleagues, be (Mr.
IHuntington) hoped and expected to have

heard hini state that bis party was mis-
taken in the attacks they had made when
occupying the Opposition benches during
the late Administration, and to have
heard him acknowledge practicallyand can-
didly, that the Post Office D-partment had
its difficulties in a financial way, and that
it had Wej administered under the late
Gov-eniŽent as well as it could be, and
not su as to justify the wholesale abuse
heaped upon it by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site at that timne.

Vote agreed to.
15 The Department of Agriculture .. $32,450
16 The Department of M-irine and

Fisheries........., ......... 28,310
In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CARI-

WRIGHT,
Mr. POPE (Queen's, I... said the

Lion. gentleman was right in stating that
there appeared to be an increase of four
clerks, but some had been in the Depart-
ment for years. Instead of the amount

MR. O'CoNNOR.

being in the Estimates, however, tbev had
been paid out of Contingencies: the nui-
ber of clerks had really been increased.
This service was conducted more economi-
cally and better than any other Depart-
ment of the Public Service. It had also
been thought better to put two chief
clerks instead of one, and place thein on
the same footing as in other Departments,
such as the Post Office. The General
Superintendent of Light-houses had beent
transferred to the Department of Rail-
ways and Canals, becauise, although valu-
able in the Fisheries Department, lie
would be still more useful iii another
Department.

Vote aqreed to
17 The Department of Public Works. . $30,200
18 The Department of Railways and

Canals............. ......... $39,760
In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-

WRIGHT,
MR. LANGEVIN said that he himi-

self, as Minister of Publie Works,
and the hon. the Minister of Railways,
had each less work thwn their predecessors
had, because the latter had in his time
the whole Department to administer; but
it was impossible for one man to do that
thoroughly, for it was such an increasing
Department. The division of the Depart-
ment necessarily required the staff to be
increased. It sto)d to reason that a coni-
plete staff was required for each of the
two new Departments ; a sub-chief for
each, a secretary for each, and engineers,
and so on, for each; and, therefore, the
expense had been increased instead of be-
ing decreased. The work Lad been
increasing steadily, year after year ; the
work of the Railway Department, especi-
ally, had increased ; the works on the
Pacifie Railway had increased. As to the
amount of money voted in 1878-79 and
the amount required tlis year, namely :
for 1878-79, a sum of $53,833, and
for this year a little less than $70,000 or
$16,130 of a difference, he had this to-
say: In the Department of Public Works
there was the Statutory increase of $650 ;
there was the allowance of $600 for Pri-
vate Secretary, not granted the previous
year; there was an officer, Mr. Stekle, in
the Engineering Branch, a very good offi-
cer, and one of thb best mathematicians
we have, formerly paid out of the differ-
ent works that were under the control of
the Department, and whose salary wai
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not therefore in the list of expenses for
salaries last year. Mr. Perley, an-
other goxd officer, was employed as an
engineer in the Lower Provinces, but he
has been brought here to be the Engineer
of the Department. His salary was not
included in the list last year, but was
paid out of the works constructed in th,&
Lower Provinces. Then there were the
shorthand reporters, who were transfer-
red from the Post Office Department, and
a*iother officer in the Architect's office, who
received $650 a year, who were not on
the list of officers last year. These sums
aggregate $8,900. In the Department ot
Railways, Mr. Page's salary has been in-
increased $500, making it now $4,500, I
think. Mr. Cross, whose salary is
$1,850, has been transferred to the De-
partment of Railways. Mr. Jones,
who receives $1,250, and Mr. Greenfield,
who receives $750, were paid out of the
Intercolonial grant, and those salaries
were, therefore, not included in the amount
of $53,000 for the previous year. While
giving these explanations, I may say that
Mr. Schreiber's salary was, up to last year,
paid out of the Intercolonial Railway.
When I came back from England I turned
my attention to the outside staff of the
Department. There was a large staff in
the Lower Provinces and a small one in
the Province of Quebec. These were ex-
crecences on the Department. Under the
different Administrations one clerk after
another had been added until this service
was swollen to large proportions. The
expenditure in those establishments, in
the Lower Provinces, amounted to $10,635
per annum, and $7,959 a year in the case
of Ontario and Quebec. Those establish-
ments have been abolished. I do not say
that the whole of that expenditure will be
saved, but we will certainly save from
$14,000 to $15,000 a year out of t'hat.
During the next season we will require a
few engineers and clerks to go round and
examine certain harbours, but they will
only be paid for the time they are em-
ployed.

M. ANGLIN : This is rather an in
teresting statement. We are learning
now something of the nature of the extra-
ordinary economy effected in reconstruct-
ing the staff on the Intercolonial Railway.
The gentlemen whose names have been
given are enployed in doing a portion of
the work which was formerly done by

116

Mr. Brydges and the officers employed
under him at Moncton and elsewhere on
the Intercolonial. If we were to enquire
carefully into the matter, very little sav-
ing has been effected by the Government.
With regard to the Public Works staff in
the Lower Provinces, J think that servie.
was organised when the hon. gentleman
himself was formerly Minister of Public
Works. If the Goverament pursue the
policy they followed the last year or two,
with regard to thei'nprovement of harbours
and the creation of places of refuge in the
Lower Provinces, there is very good
reason for the reduction of the staff, for
there will no longer be the amount of
work to be done that there was formerly.

MR. LANGEVIN: Because three of
those officers have been brought from the
Intercolonial to the Departnent here, the
hon. gentleman does not acknowledge the
reductions made in the Railway Depart-
ment. But the salaries of those officers
cannot make much difference. There are
250 more miles of Railway in operation
now than before, and that requires a
larger staff. With regard to the Lower
Province staff, I thought we would not
be justified in keeping it partly employed
when a large portion of the work could
be done at head-quarters. The remainder

1 of the work can be performed by special
hands employed temporarily.

Ma. ANGLIN : Having a large por-
tion of the work done at Ottawa does not
make it cost less. There is a strong feel-
ing against the centralisation going on in
such matters. It it would not cost more
to have it done in St. John than in
Ottawa, there is no reason for the change.
With regard to the reduction of ex-
penses on the Intercolonial, the hon. the
Minister of Public Works has misunder-
stood me. The Report of the hon. the
Minister of Railways shows that the
saving on account of al those salaries of
the officials is not $250,000, but less
than $26,000. I have already remarked
that, even if that saving had been effected,
by the dismissal of some of the officers
and the reduction of the salaries of others,
after al it was not as great as appeared at
first, because the amounts now paid by
the Department of Railways ought to be
added to the amounts paid the gentlemen
employed here. A portion of their ser-
vices is required for the work of the
Pembina Branch Railway. A few nights
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ago I proved the hon. the Minister of
Railways was astray in his statements as
to the saving from the workmen's wages.

Vote agreed to.
19 Departmental Contingencies .. ... $137,750

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
asked if the hon. the Finance Minister
knew what the expenditure for the pre-
sent year would be; was he going to ask
for Supplementary Estimates?

Sia SA MUEL L. TILLEY said he
thought the Supplementary Estimates
would contain an item of only $500 for
the Audit Departinent and no other. He
thought this total vote would cover all
'the contingent accounts for 1879-80.

Vote aqreed go.
20 Stationery Office, for Stationery... 5,000
21 To meet the possible amount re.

quired for new appointments, by
an extension of the staff, or any
other change................. 5,000

XXVIII. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-
CUsTOMS.

dalaries and Contingent Expenses of the several
Ports.

(In Province of Ontario.......... $219,735
Quebec.......... 193,890
New Brunswick.. 92,005

" Nova Scotia...... 107,405
s" Manitoba........ 13,000
" N.-W. Territories 4,000
"e British Columbia. 23,600
"g P. E. Island...... 22,930

Salaries and travelling expenses
1 of Inspectors of Ports, and

travelling expenses of other
Officers on Inspection...... .. 18,000

Contingencies of Head Office,
coverng printing, stationery,
advertising, telegraphing, etc.,
for the several Ports of Entry. 15,OCO

To meet probable expenditure in
connection with the Board of

| Experts and Outaide Detective
Service...................... 15,000

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
asked for an explanation of the increase
of $5,000 for the Detective Service.

Ma. BOWELL said the services had
cost more than was anticipated when the
$10,000 were taken. He found it neces-
sary, from the constant reports of smug-
gling going on in different parts of the
country and along the frontier, to appoint
an additional officer to look after the
Revenue, and prevent smuggling if pos-
sible. He (Mr. Bowell) -was strongly of
opinion that the tendency to smuggling
-was increased by the statements in the
Opposition press, that it. would be easy t
and profitable to amuggle, under the t

Mn. ANGLIN.

Supply.

present Tariff, which made the duties
higher. He was quite satisfied
that the seizures and savings efected
by the Detective Force, and the addi-
tional amounts received by the constant
supervision of the different invoices pre-
sented, and the compelling of importers to
pay the duties according to the law, upon
the fair market value of the articles pur-
chased in the different countries of pro-
duction, would double the charge for
their salaries.

MR. ANGLIN said the expenditure
they could lay their fingers upon, but the
saving seemed of a rather impalpable
character.

MR. BOWELL said he did not know
that he would be justified in laying the
invoices of the diflèrent importers before
the House, but ho would show the mem-
ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), in the
Appraiser's Office', if he took the trouble
to go there, invoices proving the truth
of his statement-of course no improper
use would be made of their examination.
He could see the large profit accruing to
the public from the present strict sur-
veillance over this branch of the service.
Where the invoices of goods have been
under the market price of the country
wherein produced, they have been raised
in accordance with the strict provisions
of the law. He (Mr. Bowell) knew this
sort of administration was unpopular
with importers, but the public interest
had to be protected. The old law was, in
some respects, more restrictive than the
present. The value for duty is fixed at
the time of the exportation of the goods
at the then prevailing price.

M4. DESJARDINS: At the port
of Montreal I observe that while the
regular salaries for the year 1879-80
amounted to $78,000, and the wages and
extra services to $17,00, this year the
salaries are $69,000, and the extra ser-
vices 25,000. Is the advauce in the
amount for extra services caused by a re-
duction of the staff in regular service?

MR. BOWELL: The decrease in the
port of Montreal arises from the fact, that
a number of officers died last year, and
have not been replaced. Some of the
lders ones have been superannuated, and
others who were doing outside service
have been charged to the ports in which
they are stationed. But in no case, has'
there been any officer put upon the Per-
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manent List in the city of Montreal
since I have had the honour of presid-
ing over the Department. It was found
necessary, in one of the Appraisers' De-
partments, to have an assistant, to which
position Mr. Lamarche was appointed,
and . that is the only addition which
has been made to the staff since
I have been in office. About
$12,250 per year have been saved at that
port by not filling vacancies that have
occurred from various causes. Unfortu-
nately, at that port, the Department has
an elephant on its hands in the shape of
a warehouse, and that has cost us this
year, in ,local taxes, no less than $3,320
over and above the contingencies necessary
for ,hat Department. However, there is
an actual saving in salaries and in the
entire management, of $11,950 for the
year.

M. JONES: There seems to be com-
plaint on the other side of the fHouse
whenever there appears to be an increase
in the Estimates, and also complaint
whenever there appears to be a decrease.
I said the other night that, with regard to
the Customs Department, there was a
penny wise and pound foolish system
carried out. I think it unwise to decrease
the expenditure on Customs at a time
when we have increased our Customs
duties to so considerable an extent.
Reports come to us that the regulations of
the Department are being evaded, in-
voices are being entered at 30 per cent.
to 40 per cent. under the actual selling
price in the United States, and yet the
Customs Department do not compel
these parties to amend their entries.
We have a law increasing our
duties 25 or 30 per cent., and we have
not got sufficient authority to carry out
the law. If an invoice passes our Cus-
toms Appraisers, no matter how much Le
has undervalued his goods, I understand
the law is such that the authorities can-
not seize the goods. But in the United
States, where they have much higher pro-
tective duties, if a man passes an entry
undervalueing his goods, no matter how
long afterwards the officers can go into
his premises and seize both the goods and
the books, and compel him to make resti-
tution. But here in Canada if a man is
detected in passing a false entry, an influ-
ential friend or a member of Parliament
goes to the authorities and says: This is

a friend of mine, an honest fellow, I want
his goods released, and the goods are re-
leased. Another man is found making
an entry with an undervaluation and the
goods are detained. He goes to the Ad-
ministrator of the Department, and what
is said? My friend, you have made a
little mistake, no doubt, but just amend
your entry and pay the duties and it will
be all right. If the Department would
take the matter in hand and make a few
seizures they would not be troubled so
much with smuggling. Appraisers should
be appointed over certain districts, to see
that goods are entered at their proper
valuation.

MR. RYAN (Montreal Centre) : Not-
withstanding the reduction in the staff
and in the salaries at the port of Mon-
treal, I arn not aware that the Service
has suffered any detriment thereby. The
business seems to be just as well per-
formed by those who remain. But I
wish to call the attention of the hon.
Minister to the fact that the appraisers
ought to be better paid. The salary of an
appraiser ought to be at least $2,000 a
year so as to place him beyond temp-
tation to wink at undervaluations of
goods.

MR. BURPEE (St. John): Speaking
of this Appraisers' Department at Ottawa,
it may accomplish what the hon. Minister
expects of it. But I am of opinion he
would secure his object more effectually in
stationing appraisers at some of the larger
ports, where they will accomplish more
than they cau here at head-quarters. I
quite understand the difficulty the hon.
Minister is under in exacting the fair
market value for goods where
they are purchased. There will
always be found importers who will
try to evade the law if they can.
On the other hand the great majority of
merchants are honest in their entries. I
believe there are just as many honest
merchants in the country as there are
honest manufacturers. Some of them
have suffered great hardship in the in-
terpretation of the law. My interpreta-
tion of the law is to make a fair valua-
tion upon the market price in the coun-
try in which they are purchased. I sub-
mit that it was never contemplated by
the law to charge duty on any increase
which may take place on the goods im-
ported between the time of shipment and
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the time of arrival in Canada. It is a
rule, however, if persevered in, that should
work both ways. If the price falls on
the shipment the duty should be levied
on the reduced price. I desire to refer to
the matter of the defalcation of the
Toronto Custom House, which bas been
alluded to at a previous time on motions
for papers, etc. The hon. the Minister ot
Customs then stated that that defalca-
tion existed in 1875 ; it was so re-
ported by Inspector Kavanagh that no
action was taken. This, however, was
not the fact. 'I he reports of the Inspectors
only showed that an irregularity existed.
The returus brought down do not show
any defalcation in 1875, nor is there such
charge made by the Inspector either
against the Collector or cashier. The
Inspector reports an amount of $841 in
the cashier's hands in 1875, which he
said he retained to pay refunds, etc., and
sent in an account of the distribution of
the same every three months. The In-
spector says this is irregular, and should
be accounted for every three months. He
further says that he left instructions to
have the deposits made every day, and
the cashier's accounts balanced every
month, and that Mr. Douglas was ordered
to see these instructions carried out. In
the Commissioner's investigation, No-
vember, 1879, Mr. Douglas declares that
he does not remember any such orders
from Mr. Kavanagh the Inspector, nor
did he hear of anything irregular as to
the keeping of the cashier's or Collector's
accounts. The Commissioner's reports of
Noveniber 14, 1879, November 25, and
November 27, 1879, do not furnish any
evidence that such was the case. The
cashier acknowledged he was short, both
to the Commissioner and Inspector New-
burn, later on, but no time can be fixed
when it was. He said to the Commis-
sioner, as per his (the Commissior.er's) re-
port. that it was $3,500, but to M r. New-
burn he said at one timne $2,000, and at
another $1,000. On these, however, the
cashier and Collector gave contradictory
statements, but nothing definite could be
ascertained. They, however, both say
that this was kept strictly secret from
the Inspector and the Department. In-
spector Newburn says that he visited Tc-
ronto port in 1879, and remained there
a long time. During that tine he had
no hint or the slightest suspicion that

MR. BURPEE.

there was then, or had been any deficiency
or irregularity in the accounts of either-
the Collector or cashier. The first inti-
mation I had was in November, 1878,
when for the first time the cashier's book
was closed at 2:30, then at two o'clock,
and so on, till at last it was closed at
twelve o'clock in the day, whereas, the
office closed at four o'clock. This clos-
ing the cash book so early in the day,
gave an opportunity to use the funds
after that hour for the day. Inspector
Newburn also says in his Report that
the great bulk of the defalcation took
place between December, 1878, and April,
1879. He also says that Collector
Smith told him, that he (the Collector)
and McClose disagreed about November,
1878. The funds were then shut off
from Mr. McClose, and then the larger
borrowing began from Customs, etc.
These reports show that the late Govern-
ment was only cognisant of the existence
of an irregularity on which I was not pre-
pared to dismiss an officer, I should have
to be satisfied that he had taken money
before J would have removed him.

MR. BOWELL : I think the hon. gen-
tleman has gone a little farther than he
intended to go in his statement in regard
to that Idefalcation. The remark J
made was that, if the irregularities, not
the defalcation, to which Mr. Kavaiagh
had called the attention of the Depart-
ment in 1875, had been checked at that
time, this defalcation would not have
taken place. In relation to the practice
of levying duty on goods which increased
in value subsequently to the period of
their entry, the hon. gentleman is mis..
taken. The rule is that if they have in-
increased in value between the period of
purchase and the time of exportation
from Liverpool or other foreign market,
the duty would be levied under the law
on the increasel value, but not as stated
by the hon. member, upon the increase
in value of articles after shipment; that
was the old law, but to avoid any diffi-
culty on that point, my hon. friend the
Minister of Finance amended the Act by
repealing that clause, and enacting one
under which it would be impossible,
unless the law were grossly violated, to
charge increased duty on the value of
goods after they had been exported.
Undervaluations are constantly taking
place; the value for duty is the fair mar-
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ket value at the time of exportation. I
do not accuse merchants of dishonesty, or
that the undervaluations are made for the
purpose of defrauding the Revenue. A
merchant goes to the United States, and
the seller there, in order to keep the
Canadian market, sells at a less price than
they do to their own dealers; and when
the merchant in this country presents his
invoice, the prices are less than the fair
market price in the market in which they
are purchased, or at the time they are ex-
ported to Canada. It is the appraiser's
duty, under the circunstances, to see that
these invoices are raised to the fair mar-
ket value at which the exporters sell to
their own dealers in their own country.
That is the law.

MAR. BURPEE: All goods do not come
that way.

MR. BOWELL: I am speaking of
these particular invoices. When a depu-
tation of hardware nierchants waited upon
me I showed them the law. They
certainly did not find fault, except
that they thought it unfair that
the value should be added to their
invoices in this way, while in case of
prices falling the difference could not be
deducted.

MR. ANGLIN: Hear, hear.
Ma. BOWELL: The hon. member for

Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) says "hear, hear,"
it is quite evident he does not know the
law. Hy bon. friend thinks it an unfair
law that does not work both ways. But
it is strange that for three years there
should be lef t in the Act a clause making
a special provision that under no circum-
stances shall an invoice be lessened in
value for duty. Let my hon. friend re-
fer to the 46th Section. That clause
being on the Statute-book how can the
hon. the Minister of Customs or the ap-
praisers, even if satisfied that the price of
goods have gone down, deduct anything
from the invoice on that account. If the
law is wrong then it should have been
repealed ; but baving been passed by the
late Minister of Customs he could see no
wrong in it until he became an Oppo-
sitionist.

MR. BURPEE: I can explain that.
MA. BOWELL: There is no Collec-

tor of Customs with whiom I have had
correspondence whose attention has
been called to this that has not placed the
same construction on it. It is our duty

to see the law, as it stands, carried out.
As to increasing salaries, I agree with the
hon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr.
Ryan) that there are officers whose salaries
ought to be increased,considering the duties
they have to perform, and 1 have provided
for an increase of some of them. There
is one who acts as Clerk and Secretary to
the Collector, and does an amount of cor-
respondence most marvellous, and I in-
tend to increase his salary, as well as
those of some of the Assistant Ap-
praisers.

MR. BURPEE : I agree that it would
be impossible to take off the difference
from an invoice in case of the goods
going down in price, but I connected that
with the remark about raising the value
above the invoice when the goods go up.
The amount of value when exported is
the value to be entered in the Customs
bouse, and if the goods go up in value
between the time of shipment and their
arrival in this country, the invoice should
not be increased.

MR. BOWELL: It has never been
done ; if it has the Departmnent does not
know about it, though such was the law as
passed by the hon. member himself when
Minister of Customs.

MR. BURPEE : The clause which re-
fers to importation of goods is the thirty-
second section of the Customs Act. This
clause refers to the entering of goods.
What determines the value is the market
value.

MR. BOWELL : But the 133rd clause
fixes the date when the market value
should be considered to rule.

In reply to Mr. GILLMOR,
MR. BOWELL said that West Isles

was formerly a port of entry : the amount
of duties collected, and the duties to be
performed fell off, hence the port was
mad- an outport of St. Andrews, and the
salary of the Collector at West Isles re-
duced, so that though the pay roll at St.
Andrew's was increased bv $300, the ac.
tual saving to the Revenue was $400, by
abolishing the port of West Isles.

Ma. BROOKS: I notice in looking
over the details at the port of Sher-
brooke a $1,400 increase. I would like
an explanation of this, as to whether any
new officers have been appointed or any
increases made in the salaries of officers.

Ma. BOWELL : Neither the one nor
the other. To relieve Montreal of a cor-
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tain officer, Mr. Barry was sent to Rich-
mond by my hon. friend opposite, as a
general detective. The fact of his being
there, induced the Government to erect
Richmond into an outport of Sherbrooke,
Barry receiving his former salary; but
being made an outport of Sherbrooke, it
gave it the appearance of increasing the
expenses of that port, when, in fact, it was
only a transfer from Montreal, where he
had been for thirty or forty years, and
being a very active officer, was sent to
Richmond, where he bas been made a sub-
Collector.

Ma. BROOKS: Thon Sherbrooke bas
suffered for the benefit of Montreal. It
seems an anomaly that the salary of such
an officer should be equal to the salary of
both Collector and Assistant at Sher-
brooke. Sherbrooke is the fourth.port in
the Province of Quebec, and the expenses
are less in proportion to receipts than in
any other port in that Province
except two others, being only 8
per cent. of the receipts. I have no fault
to find with this officer at Richmond, or
with his appointment, or with the making
of that place into an outport of Sher-
brooke; but he receives within $100 as
much as the Collector and Assistant aL
Sherbrooke, both of whom are efficient
men and able officers. They have given
satisfaction to the public there and to the
Department, and I would urge upon the
hon. Minister that, when it can be found
possible to do it, there should be a gradual
increase in their salaries.

Ma. SPROULE was glad the hon. the
MLinister of Customs saw the necessity of
guarding against goods entering below
value. It was a custom very prevalent
for United States travellers coming
through the country to offer goods to mer-
chants and arrange to send two invoices.
He had heard these offers made very
often, and he thought that with the view
of providing against this practice, it would
be desirable to have more appraisers; it
would be to the interest of the country.
It was not so much to the advantage of
bhe importer as to the seller on the other
aide to carry on this practice, when they
could accomplish it by making out two
invoices, and sending one by mail and the
other lower one along with the goods. By
a little specieb of book-keeping it could be
made impossible to find it out. More

X & BOWELL.

attention and more appraisers would pro-
tect the interests of the country.

MR. BROOKS : I notice, Mr. Chair-
man, by the schedule in the Estimates
that the expenses of the port of Sher-
brooke have been increased by the sum of
$1,400. I would like to know from the
hon. the Minister of Customs for what
purpose this sum is required, whether
additional officers have been appointed at
that port, or whether the salaries of the
officers at that port have been increased.

MR. BOWELL: Neither the one nor
the other. As I stated before, this in-
crease is caused by the establishment of
in outport at Richmond, and the pay-
ment of the salary of Mr. Barry, wh,
had been sent there by the late Govern-
ment from Montreal, and whose salary
was fixed at the sum of $1,400.

MR. ANGLIN said this story of cheat-
ing the Revenue was a very old one; and
there was no proof whatever that, to-day,
with the existence of this Board of experts
and all the additional cost, a more effec-
tual check is placed on frauds of this
kind than before. Under former Admin-
istrations all possible care was taken at
the various ports of entry to prevent these
frauds; under the Administration of the
hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) care was taken to ascertain the
market value of articles for which fraudu-
lent entries might be made, and parties
making them were compelled to reetify
them. We had this Board established at
very considerable expense, and even.
amongst very honest and honourable
merchants the decisions of that Board had
caused very serious discontent. No one
could fairly object to the hon. Minister
indulging in a joke. lHe rarely does so,
and although this was second-hand, he
should be permitted to indulge in it with-
out objection. But the whole country
must feel that when the duties were
increased, the work of the smuggler and
the illicit distiller was promoted.

MR BOWELL : How is illicit distil
lation increased 1

Ma. ANGLIN: By the higher rate of
duties on liquors. A larger force is now
required to check such operations than
was required some years ago. The hon..
gentleman seems to think that smuggling
has either been put an end to or
virtually checked by means of the
larger detective force, but the
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general impression is that the re is a large
amount of smuggling going on al] along the
frontier. With regard 'to the port of
Montreal, there has, for years, been a
great deal of talk about the expenditure
there. The late Minister of Customs
made some changes in the regulations of
the port for which he was violently
attacked, because they seemed to increase
the expense of collecting the revenues
of that port. I do not see there has
been any improvement under the present
régime. But, taking everything into
consideration, distribute the expenditure
how you may, the expenditure for this
year is larger than that for last year,
even excluding the superannuation allow-
ances.

MR. BOWELL: The hon. gentleman
has used one expression which I do not
want to go to the country without con-
tradiction. He stated that the decisions
arrived at by the appraisers were " arbi-
trary."

MR. ANGLIN: I said they were so re-
garded by importers.

MR. BOWELL: The hon. gentleman
repeated the statement, and put it in
such language as to leave the impression
that the appraisers acted arbitrarily, and
without sufficient data. 1 can tel] him
that no matter what the impression is in
the country, sucli is not the fact. Im-
porters have not been interfered with at
al, except upon the best possible evi-
dence that goods were marked at less
than the price for which they were
bought, or at prices under the fair mar-
ket value in the country in which they
were bought. If the hon. member desires
to assist in the proper administration
of the Customs law, I think he should
rather justify the conduct of the ap-
praisers in the conscientious performance
of their duties in endeavouring to estab-
lish uniformity in prices for duty in dif-
fèrent sections of the country. The hon.
gentleman says that if this matter were
properly investigated it would be found
that the appropriation was as large as the
previous year. If, however, the hon.
gentleman would look into the matter he
would see that the Estimate was not as
large as the previous year. The difficulty
I had to encounter was that our ports
were overstocked with officers. There
were more men than were necessary, and
I have invariably, when a vacancy

occurred, promoted the next min to the
position, if qualified, giving him a.little
increase of salary, thereby saving the
balance.

MR. ANGLIN : The hon. gentleman
bas misinterpreted what I said. What I
did say was that complaints were made
by importers of the decisions of the ap-
praisers. In regard to the port of Mon-
treal I did not deny that there was a re-
duction in the amount of the salaries.
On the contrary, I said there was a large
reduction and I stated the manner in
which the hon. member accounted for the
reduction. What I said was, that taking
the figures as they stand, the amount to
be expended in that port next year is
quite as large as the amount asked for
last year-a few dollars larger, I think.
The Estimates for the port of St. John
show an increase of $600, while it is
notorious that of all ports in the Do-
minion the falling off in revenue for
that port was the greatest. Therefore,
there could have been no reason for an in-
crease of wages.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) asked what
provision had been made for the pre-
vention of smuggling, and the collection
of duties in the North-West.

MR. BOWELL: There lias been no
change made in regard to the collection of
Customs in the North-West.

MR. SMITH: At what points on the
boundary line does the collection of duties
take place?

MR. BOWELL: Wherever the North-
West Police are stationed there the
duties are collected, and if it be neces-
sary for the officers to go to a frontier
port on Customs business, they go there
and attend to it.

MR. SMITH: Then the duties
will continue to Le collected by the
officers of the North-West Mounted
Police 1

MR. BOWELL: Yes.
MR. SMITH : I understood the sys-

tem was to be changed, and the duties
collected under the auspices of the Min-
ister of Customs.

Vote agreed to.

XXIX. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-EXCIsE.

(Salaries of. Officers and Inspec-
tors n f Excise............... $180,00

| To provide for improvement of
classification subject to resuits
of Excise Examination........ 6,000
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Travelling Expenses, Rent, Fuel,
Stationery, etc..............

To pay Collectors of Customs al-
187 lowance on duties collected by

them...................
Preventive Service ............
To repay-Wilson, an Officer

of Excise, for certain disbnrsc-
ments and expenses incurred
in protecting the Revenue, and
in defending certain suits in
law brought against him in
consequence thereof........

[COMMONS.]

40,000

2,000
6,500

750

SIR RICHARD J. CA RTWRIGHT:
Here again is is a tolerably ample justi-
fication of tbe votes taken by the late
Government. We find the pres-
ent Minster wants $13,510 more
than in 1880. ln the case of Cus-
toms, I could understand more
money might be wanted, and my impres-
sion is that it will be ; and I was not dis-
posed to tind fault with the demaud of a
few thousands more. But I hardly think
the saie rule applies in the case of
Inland Revenue. The increase here is
considerably larger than in the Customs ;
it amounts to 16 on 17 per cent. on the
previous expenditure. The present bon.
Minister used to find fault with us for the
small anount we expended. In •1877,

the total expenditure under this head was
ouly $211,000 ; in 1878, $215,000, and
in 1879, $211,000. Asbetween$211,000
and $235,000, iow asked, there is a dif-
ference of nearly $24,000, making a very
large expenditure. I cannot see what

ground there is for adding nearly 12 per
cent. to the total expenditure in this
item.

MR.' BABY : The addition is only
$12,O00.

SIR RICHARD J. CARWRIGHT : I
speak of the actual expenditure in the
last Public Accounts before us. Has the
hon. gentleman found that there is such
an increase of illicit distillation that this
expenditure is required, or are there any
other causes ? The revenue lias not
increased to any appreciable extent.

MR. BABY : The number of distilleries
and malt-houses has increased consider-
ably, although it gives no revenue ; and
there is increase in every branch of the
Service. There are ten distilleries under
surveillance.

SIR RICLIARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
There used to be quite that number.

MR. BABY: For some years previous
to a recent period the numter was dimi-

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGRT.

Supply.

nished considerably. In 1878, there were
only four distilleries.

SIR RIC HARD J. CARTWRIGHT
There were more in 1876. and the expen-
diture then was not any greater.

MR. BABY: In everv branch the
business has increased, Excise officers
being required now where they were not
before, to protect the Revenue.

Vote agreed to.

XXX. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-CULLING
TIMBER.

Quebec Office.............. $62,100
188 Montreal Office............... 4,600

Sorel Office.................. 200
XXXI. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-WBIGHTS

AND MEASURES AND GAS.

189 Salaries of Inspectors and Assis-
tant Inspectors of Weights and
Measures.................... $40,800

MR. CA SEY: I would like to call the
attention of the Government to the peti-
tion I presented to the House yesterday,
signed by the late Deputy Inspectors of
Weights and Measures, asking for com-
pensation in lieu of th -ir superannuation
moneys. I would like to know what is
proposed to be done in the matter.

MR. BABY: Provision will be made
in the Supplementary Estimates for those
Deputy Inspectors who have faithfully
performed their duties.

Vote agreed to.

199 S-laries of Inspectors of Gas .... $ 8,000
191 Rent Fuel, travelling expenses

Postage, Stationery, etc....... 23,500
XXXII. COLLECTION OF REVENUES - IN-

SPECTION OF STAPLES.

192 For the purchase and distribution
of standards cf flour, etc., and
other expenditure under the
Act........................ $3,000

XXXIII. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-ADUL-
TERATION OF FOOD.

193 To meet expenses under the Act!$10,000
XXXIV. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-MINOR

REVENUES.

194 Department of Inland Revenue.. $8,000
do the Interior..... 2,000

XXXVII. COLLECTION OF REVENUES-POST
OFFICE.

(For Ontario...................$842,000
1 Quebec.................... 486,500
1 New Brunswick............ 168,500

Nova Scotia........... .... 196,00
205 Prince Edward Island...... 49,000

British Columbia ... ...... 64,000
North-West Territory...... 22,000
Manitoba ..... ........... 24,000
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IXXVIII. DOMINION LANDs-CHARGEABLE
TO CAPITAL.

206 Amount required for Surveys...$300,000

XXXIX. DOMINION LANDS.

r Outside Service. Land Agencies
in Manitoba and North'West
Territories, and Timber Agen-
cies, nine offices in all ; their
salaries, contingent expenses
and inspection...............

Extra Clerks at Head office, Ot-
iawa, mapis and other print,
ing and advertising expenses

t and other similar charges.....
208 Outside Service, British Columu

bia, Staffcontingent expenses
inspection. etc...... ........

$32,009

14,600

10.645

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
This is very much objected to in the pre-
sent shape as chargeable to capital. The
amount is very large, but independently
of that, the charge to capital appears to
be obiectionable. We have charged in
former years very large suns steadily to
Dominion lands. The practice of charg-
ing anything to capital is to be guarded
against.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: In
the first place, this $300,000 is for sur-
veying some 7,000,000 or 8,000,000 acres
of land, which it is proposed to survey
this year. The influx of immigration is
so large that in the township surveys and
block surveys, the system about to be
adopted is to have competition between
the surveyors as to the charge. We can-
not exactly say what the low est tenders
may be, but it will be under four cents
an acre. As to the charge to capital,
it is simply owing to this that we hope to
realise capital out of the land and this
charge is to be taken out of capital.

MR. MACKENZIE: It is not fair
having regard to other years.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
only requires an explanation. It is
satisfactory to know that up to yesterday
at Emerson, 7,000 emigrants came in,
3.500 of whom went into Winnipeg.
There is a great claim for Jand both by
settlers and purchasers.

SIn RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I do not want to press discussion.
The sumis recived heretofore for Dominion
lands have been credited as an ordinary
incone. This is manifestly correct, and
I do not think it is right to have this
survcy charged to Capital. It should be

charged to Income and any proceeds
also should be charged to Income ; there-
fore, in the Public A ccounts for the
future, if this is persisted in, you must
charge the other side.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Cer-
tainly, a special land account can be
kept for this for which credit will be
given jfor all moneys received and in
which all charges for surveys, etc., will
be charged.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
Without pledging mys-elf as to
taking , vote I may say that
that will to a considerable extent
obviate the objection which lies to charg-
ing to Capital. Some distinct assurance
had better be given on that head.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: By
the terms of the Resolutions of last
Session, there would have been a general
arrangement made between Her Majesty
and Canada. There would have been
Commissioners to hold these lands in
trust. As there are no Commissioners,
the Government must act as Commission-
ers, and keep the accounts which the
Commissioners, if appointed under the
Resolutions, would have kept.

MR. BUNSTER : I would like to
know about having the twenty-mile belt
of Vancouver Island surveyed. By an
Order in Council there is a reservation
made.

MR. MACKENZIE: That is all over.
YR. BUNSTER : It is not all over ;

it is in Vancouver Island. The hon. the
First Minister bas staked his reputation
on it. He has a large interest in it. It
is my duty, and it is bis duty, to see it sur-
veyed and thrown open for settlement.
There have been many going away through
the delay. I want to know whether he
intends to have it open for settlers.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D: There
was an Act passed setting aside certain
lands on the Island, and Mr. Kertch,
acting on behalf of the Canadian Gov-
ernment, is pressing on the British Col-
umbian Government the necessity of
immediately setting out the railway lands
under the agreement of Union. Negoti-
ations are going on to have them at once
set out.

MR. MACKENZIE: That Act was
passed, as to the land on the Island, as a
condition of building the Nanaimo and
Esquimalt Railway. That enterprise
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fell through, therefore the Government
have nothing to do with it.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
land is reserved by an Act of Parliament,
and can only be restored by a repeal of
that Act. There is an Act of the British
Columbia Legislature actually reserving
those lands for the purposes of the Pacific
Railway.

MR. MACKENZIE: Not for the
Pacific Railway ; for the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railway.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
may be wrong.

MR. BUN STER: According to the
Carnarvon Terms, $2,000,000 a year were
to be expended on Vancouver Island.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, no.
MR. BUNSTER: The hon. gentle-

man, who was a party to the transaction,
says " No, no." If it were not too late in
the Session, I would convince him by
means of documentary proof, that ho is
wrong. The hon. the First Minister
made a request to British Columbia to
reserve twenty miles of land on Vancou-
ver Island, and that land was reserved,
much to the detriment of intending set-
tiers. It in my bounden duty to call
attention to the injustice done to the
]Province. The hon. member for Lamb-
ton, in all earnestness, landed 500 tons of
rails on the Island, with the intention of
building the Railway, in accordance with
the Terms, but they were carted away
again. We do not mean to let go of the
Award for one moment, and we expect
that the hon. the First Minister will do
justice to himself and the country, and
carry out the Carnarvon Terms.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: We
must try and get the best land we can out
of British Columbia.

Mi. SMITH (Selkirk): Is it the inten-
tion to survey the land round Edmonton,
St. Albert, and other stations on the
North Saskatchewan 1

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
is a party surveying Edmonton at present,
and another is about to be sent out to
make further exploratory surveys.

In reply to Mr. BUNSTER,
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said:

I cannot give any other answer to my
hon. friend, in regard to our position with
respect to British Columbia, until we
receive an answer from the Government
of the Province.

ML MACaEIZIE.

MR. BUNSTER: That answer is im-
portant to our people, and they will see
that Mr. Walkem does his duty. If he
does not, we will soon turn him out.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk)': Have any
timber licenses been given out in the
North-West this year, or if not, is it the
intention to give out any.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Yes,
we hope to be able to give out timber
licenses. There are several applications
from people of enterprise and capital, who
desire to build grist and saw mills.
Licenses will only be given to persons
who show that they have means to put up
mills and utilise them at once.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : Li-
*enses bave been granted under the terms
of the Dominion License Act. They are
for twenty-one years. The holders pay a
good rent and royalty. The original
licenses were granted to Mr. Macaulay
and others before 1873. Some were
granted in our time. Last year they
were put up to public competition, and
some twentv berths were sold and
$24,000 received on account. That sys-
tem will be adopted as a general rule.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Unless you adopt one definite system for
all concerned there is very great danger
of jobbery, particularly in a country
where the privilege is of much more value
than in any other part of this Dominion.

Mi. BUNSTER : What is intended to
be done with the timber licenses of Brit-
ish Columbia?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: UJntil
we have the negotiations concluded with
British Columbia, it would be impossible
to offer any policy on the subject. I will
give .my hon. friend (Mr. Bunster) the
earliest information when the negotia-
tions are terminated. Since the present
Government was formed all the twentv-
one years licenses for timber have been
given to public competition. We only
give our permit or annual licenses from
year to year.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) : Is it the in-
tention of the Government to give any
licenses for coal mining in the unsurveyed
Territories ?

Six JOHN A. MACDONALD : Re-
specting the coal district of Sou-
ris, under the Dominion Act, cer-
tain provisions were made to en-
courage exploration, and people had
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een exploring and marking off limits for
hemselves. The Government have

st.pped anything of this kind, especially
at Souris, where a coal-field is believed to
exist, close to the boundary. There is to
be a thorough, exhaustive examination of
that coal-field, and till its extent and
value are ascertained it will not be put
into the market. It would be bad policy
to allow it to go inte the hands of people
who might raise the price ; so that whole
district is withdrawn from settlement,
until the geological and mineralogical
survey is completed.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk): I hope nome-
thing will be done in the upper part of
the Saskatchewan, where there are valu-
able coal-fields.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
hope so.

Six RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I should be glad of the Government's de-
cision as to whether they will reserve a
certain royalty on the coal-fields or not.
We have made no attempt to increase our
Revenue from the great mines and coal_
fields. Those coal-fields are exceptional
deposits. The question is worth consider
ing. I would be glad to hear the hon-
the First Minister's views on the subject.

iRa JOHN A. MACDONALD: We.
have a Bill before the other House to give
more power to the Government in regard
to this matter.

Sua RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
A very considerable revenue might be
obtained in this way.

ii JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think so.

Vote agreed to.
Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the Rouae.)
Resolutions reported.

Houase adjourned at
Ten miautes before

Tw. o'.lock.

H OU SE O F C O MM ONS. ,

Thur.day, 29th April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PATERs•

A Message from Ris Excellency the
Governor-General by the Gentleman!
Usher of the Black ]Rod:

" MI. SPEAKR :
" His Excellency the Goverhor-General

dehires te immediate presence of this House
ia the Sonate Chamber,"

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the
House, went up to the Senate.

In the Senate Chamber.
His Excellency the GovmNor-GrN-
ARÂL was pleased to give, in Her Majesty's

name, the Royal Assent to the following
Bills :-

An Act to further amend an Act respeeting
the security to to be given by Officers of
Cansda.

An Act to incorporate the Dominion Com-
mercial Travollers' Association.

An Act to amend the Act respecting Joint
Stock Companies to construct works to facili-
tate the transmission of timber down river%
and streams.

An Act to incorporate The Mail Printing
Compahy.

An Act respecting the Great Western and
Lake Ontario Shore Junction Railway Com-
pany.

An Act to authorise the establishment of
Superannuation, Provident and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Coni.
paiy.

An Act to give certain powers to La Com-
pagnie Française du Telegraphe de Paris à
New York.

An Act to incorporate the Baptist Union of
Canada.

An Act to provide for the Salaries of two
additional Judges of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia.

An Act to amend and reenact, as amended,
the Act incorporating The Dominion Grange of
the Patrons of Husbandry of Canada.

An Act to amend the Act intituled : An Act
to incorporate the Anchor Marine Insurance
Company.

An Act te amend the Act thirty.sixth Vic-
toria, Chapter one hundred and eight, intituled
" An Act to grant addifional powers to the
Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship Com-
pany."

An Act respecting the Niagara Grand Island
Bridge Company.

An Act further to amend the Act therein cited
incorporating the Canada Guarantea Coma
pany.

An Act to incorporate the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada.

An Act respeoting the President, Directors
and Company of the Bank of New Brunswick.

An Act te empower the Stadacona Fire and
Life Insurance Company to rolinquish thoir
Charter, and ta provide for the winding-up of
thoir affairs.

An Act to incorporate the St. Clair and
Lake Brie Navigation Company.

An Aet to confirm the purchase by the
Dominion of a portion of the Grand Trunk
Railway, and the agreement made with the
Grand Trunk Railway Company with respect
thereto.

An Act fer the fial eettlement of dlaims ta'
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lands in Manitoba by occupan"y, under the
Act thirty-third Victoria, chapter three.

An Act to amend an A:t respecting the
Port Whitby Harbour Company.

An Act to amend the Act to incorporate the
Ontario and Pacific Junction Railway Com-
pany.

An Act to authorise and provide for the
winding up of the Stadacona Bank.

An Act further to continue in force, for a
limited time, " The better prevention of Crime
Act, 1878."

An Act respecting Dorchester Penitentiary.
An Act further to amend the Acts therein

mentioned respecting the Militia and Defence
of the Dominion of Canada.

And the House being returned,
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read the first tine:-

Bill (No. 118) Respecting the Quebec, Mon-
treal, Ottawa and Occidental Railway.-(Mr.
MeDonald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 119) Respecting the administration
of criminal justice in the territory in dispute
between the Governments of the Province of
Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr.
Mconald, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 120) To amend the Law of Evidence
in criminal cases, and to authorise the taking
of depositions, and to make same evidence in
certain c4ses,--(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

BILLS WITHDRAWN.
Resolved, That, as, at this late period of the

Session, it is impossible to obtain a quorum of
the Select Standing Committee on Railways,
Canals and Telegraph Limes, the following Bills
be withdrawn, and the fees paid thereon be
refunded, lees the cost of printing and transla-
tion. -(Mr. Langevin.)

The following Bille were accordingly
withdrawn.:

Bill (No. 72) To extend the corporate charac.
ter and powers of the Direct United States
Cable Company to the Dominion of Canada.

Bill (No. 76) To remove doubts as to the true
construction of Section 12 of the Northern
Railway Company Act, 1877.

Bill (No. 54) To incorporate the Canadian
Telegraph Company.
DUTIES OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE BILL.

[BILL 102.]

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill read the second t'me.
House resolved itself into Committee of

the Whole to consider the said Bill.
(In the Committee.)

ME. BÉCHARD: Allow me to call
the attention of the hon. the Finance
Minister to one Customs duty which
works injuriously to some people. I refer
to the duty imposed on imported apples.
There are some people situated on the

Mi. BkCRan.

Richelieu River, engaged in dealing in
apples. They were in the habit of going
to the States of Vermont and New York,
where they could buy apples at cheaper
prices, and they brought them by the
Richelieu River to the Province of
Quebec where they sold them. That
trade was very profitable to some
people in the Province. The duty of
40 cents per barrel has entirely
annihilated their trade. They could get
their apples for 15c. per bushel last fall,
but the duty amounting to 16c. per bushel
makes the cost of those apples 31c. a
bushel, which is uiore than they could
sell them at. They could not sell at more
than 25c. or 30c. a bushel. I thought,
therefore,that I would submit this matter
to the hon. the Finance Minister. If the
hon. gentleman cannot see bis way to
remove the duty altogether, perhaps he
night be able to make it an ad valorem
duty instead of a specific one, as it is, for
surely common apples should not pay
the saine duty as apples of the finest
kinds.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I am
afraid I shall not be able to meet the
wishes of my hon. friend. I think, as a
rule, that, with anything like a favourable
season, we have an abundant supply of
apples, and at pretty low prices. I recol-
lect being in the Couuty of Kent, some
years since, and observing that there
was there, and on the whole of the
Peninsula, an abundance of apples of
every kind and description ; some of the
best were sold at $1.20 a barrel de-
livered at Prescott Junction. With the
increase of fruit trees transplanted since
that time, I think -we must pro-
duçe apples sufficient for our own
use. I am afraid I cannot comply
with the request of my hon. friend.

MR. BÉCHARD : It is true that
apples, like everything else, were cheap
in Canada last fall ; but I wanted to
point out to the hon. Minister ont
branch of trade which had been entirely
destroyed by his Tariff.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I can
quite understand that just in that Io-
cality it may have had that effect.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Bill reported.
Motion made and question proposed:
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That the said Bill be now read the third
time.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex): Before
the Bill is read a third time, I would like
to call attention to a discrimination, or
rather a want of discrimination, injuri-
ously affecting an important branch of
Canadian industry, in relation to the duty
on imported cement. Have we native
production suitable for building purposes ?I
There is a very large industry engaged in
the manufacture of artificial stone. The
ingredients used are common stone and
.Portland cement. Portland stone is im-
ported from England, and those engaged
in the manufacture of this artificial mate-
rial are placed at a disadvantage in having
a part of their raw material heavily taxed.
The tax is the same on both Portland
cement and hydraulic cement; they are
both placed on the same footing.
Hydraulic cernent is produced in this
country ; and as the object of the Tarifl
is, or should be, to give the Canadian
manufacturers their raw material as
cheaply as possible, I can see an incon-
gruity between taxing both these articles
alike. I now, therefore, draw the atten-
tion of the hon. the Minister of Finance
to it, in order that he may avail himself
of an opportunity which he now has ot
relieving an important industry of a
heavy duty, and of thus supplying us with
a material so much needed.

SR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I very
much fear that, if Parliament were to take
the duty off this cement, it would not
compete with the stone of a superior
character to be found so abundantly in
different parts of the Dominion. Sup-
posing it were admitted free, cement is a
very expensive article. I do not think
there would be a cubic yard in a barrel ;
and it appears to ni it would be cheaper
to use stone, even if it had to be brought
a considerable distance. The suggestion
of my hon. friend would of course involve
the removal of the duty for all purposes.
My attention has not been called to the
matter before, and I very much regret
that we cannot open up the question at
the present stage. I will take a note of
it and take the matter into consideration,
though I confess it does not present itself
favourably to my mind at the present
moment.

Mu. BLAKE: My hon. friend asked
for bread, -and the hon. the Finance Min.

ister gives him a stone. I will give the
hon. gentleman an answer, in regard to.
his suggestion, about cheap stone; it is
that the artificial stone is being largely
manufactured at certain points.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: If the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Ross) was asking
for bread, I am afraid it is bread that he
cannot live very long on. In view of the
evidence taken last Session, in regard to
the quality of stone in certain localities,
it strikes me that it would be exceedingly
difficult to compete with the stone to be
found in certain parts of Ontario.

MR. ROSS: We have no stone in
Western Ontario, such as serves the same
purpose as the artificial stone-in fact,
we have none in any part of the Do-
minion. The artificial stone made in my
town and other parts of the Province
serves almost the same purpose as the
beautiful Ohio stone, which was used for
dressing in the Parliament Buildings. It
is extensively used for lintels and orna-
mental purposes of all kinds. I hope
that between now and next year the
Government will give this matter a lit-
tle attention.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I _have
taken a note of the matter.

MR. MILLS: In the section of the
country in which J reside-in fact, on
the Western Peninsula, we have no free-
stone at all. We were largely supplied
with free-stone from Cleveland, Ohio,
but the hon. gentleman's Tariff has ex-
cluded the free-stone of that neiglibour-
hood, and this artificial stone is taking
its place. It is used largely for orna-
mental purposes in buildings of a superior
character, but the hon. Minister's regu-
lations practically prohibit its use in the
erection of buildings of a public and pri-
vate character. It is very desirable that
either the duty should be taken
off free-stone, or the duty reduced on
Portland cement, or both.

MR. A NGLIN : I have no doubt the
hon. Minister will be surprised to learu
that even in the city of St. John, where
we have large quarries of f ree-stone within
a few miles, a large quantity of this arti-
ficial stone has been used since the fire.
All the window frames and ornamental
work of the new Methodist Church, on
Queen square, are built of artificial stone
made in the city. One advantage in
I using this stone is that it can be pressed
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to the necessary shape in the process of
manufacture, thus saving the expense of
cutting which adds much to the cost of
free-stone.

MR. CURRIER : Cement is manufac-
tured in various parts of this country,
and my hon. friend from Middlesex can
buy just as good cement, manufactured in
Hull, as the Portland cement. Enough
can be manufactured there to supply the
]Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. It is
cheaper than the Portland cement, and
will compare favourably with that article
for every purpose.

Bill read the third time and passed, on
a division.

PICTOU HARBOUR ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.-[BILL 106.]

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E,I.)

SECOND ÀND THIRD READINGS.

Bill read the second time, considered in
Committee of the Whole, and reported.

Motion made and question proposed.

That the said Bill be now read the third
time.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L)

MR. BLAKE: It does not appear that
this Bill is based on a proper principle.
The hon. mover says it may be quite.
right, that, in all cases, the Harbour Com-
missioners should bave the appointment
of the harbour master. But I think
that where a harbour master has been
appointed, it would be proper to leave
him undisturbed, and not legislate him
out of office simply with a view to his
temporary appointment by the Commis-
sioners. I presume the harbour masters
now hold office during the pleasure of the
Government.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : No
doubt.

MR. BLAKE: I should not object to
a provision that, for the future, the Com-
missioners should be the persons under
whom the harbour masters should hold
office ; but that change should be effected
by legislation. I think that on general
principles no officer should be legislated
out of existence in this way. You should
give the Commissioners, for the time to
come, the same power of dismissal as the
Government bas.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I think
the hon. member for West Durham mis-
understands the Bill which, as I under-
stand it, does not legislate the harbour

Mi. ANGLIN.

master out of existence, but leaves to the
Harbour Commissioners the right to deal
with him as they think proper-to dis-
miss him if they see fit.

MR. BLAKE : What is the proviso
for ?

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): Though
I doubt if the proviso gives the power the
bon. gentleman supposes, I have no ob-
jection, if it is desired, to strike it out.
I agree with him that it is undesirable to
legislate such an officer out of existence.
The object of the Bill is to put the har-
bour master under the control of the
Commissioners-there is no other pur-
pose.

Mn. BLAKE: Then strike out the
proviso.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I have no
objection.

Mn. ANGLIN: Is Pictou the only
harbour where the Commissioners have
not the riglit to appoint the harbour
master? Is this an exceptional mea-
sure I

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I think
the same jurisdiction was given to the
Commissioners in other parts. I am not
certain whether the power is general or
not.

Mn. BLAKE : I presume the Bill is
intended to bring Pictou within the gen-
eral rule. There can be no exceptional
reason why its Commissioners should
have the appointment of the harbour
masters and the Commissioners of other
ports not have a similar power.

Bill again considered in Committee of.
the Whole, amended, and reported.

MR. BLAKE : I hope the Government
will consider the suggestion of the hon.
member for Gloucesýer (Mr. Anglin) and
deal with all harbours on the same general
principle. No special circumstances for an
exceptional policy in this case have been
assigned. Therefore, on motives of gen-
eral policy, I think it is not proper to
apply an excepti-nal Bill.

MR. POPB (Queen's, P.E.I.) : The
Harbour Commissioners do not appoint
the master at any of the harbours. Dur-
ing the Recess, a general Bill on the sub-

ject will be considered by the Govern-
ment, with a view to having all the
harbour masters appointed in this way.

Bill read the third time and passed.

Amendment Bill.(COM MONS.)



REMOVAL OF OBSTRUCTIONS IN NAVI- Take the case of a collision, wlere the
GABLE WATERS BILL.- party not at fault bas hiavessel sunk. le

[BILL 107.] would be hable to âtih furtler damage for
(Mr. ~ p Poe uen8 P .L the cost of the removal of lis vessel from

(Mr. Pope, Queen', h harbour or water-way. Apart from
sECONDthe question of juridiction, that a

Order for second reading read. serieus defect. Unless you take proper

Mr. BLAKE: Some of the provisions steps to proteet innocent parties against
of Vhs Bill appear, at first blusb, rather wrong ia that way, the Bil should not
beyond our juridiction. They appear te pasd e

create, in reference to a civil wrtng, a MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E. .): I believe
liability on the part of individuals for the parties interested in the collision

x:penses inturred in removing obstruh- should remove the wreck. Have th
tions, or recovering damages therefsr from people of the country any right te do soe
a private owner. It seens te le rather Sebody ps ust pay fer the wori, and why
doubtful whetber we have power te give net the private parties interes ed in the
the Crown the rigit t remove su obstrue- vessels or obstructions 1 There s mul
tions, and levy in a civil action againgt a reasen why the Bil should pass. Our law
person for the cost and expense of su ordering the owners of wrecks te remove
rerival. the is evaded. Some years ag a vessel,

lladen with lumber, was wrecked at Prince
Ma. LNE I ou lie a clue Edward Island, and run on the flat

added giving t municipalities the powerapprahing at nigt,
of removing all obstructions from rivers.

We hve ad grat ealef iffculy in incurred the risk of a collision.. ThougliWe have had a great deal of difficulty- applications were ade, time after time,
our part of* the cntr the ciobstruc- te have this vessel renoved, and tenderstions, and during last year the citizens ofremained
the tovn I live in were put to the expense o
of getting a decree from the Court of
Chancery to remove an old hulk from the inevîng br ben $90 n iti a l
harbour, which cost us a considerable hike this prese ng t e n coul
aumu. I propose the addition of the fol-haebecerdlogbfr. utscase the parties responsible for the wreck

eopleft the country, entailing up n it the

SAnd be it further enacted, that any munici. los of $900. There are iwany demands
pality in or through which any navigable river upon the authorities at present for the re-
runs or harbour is situated, or is in whole or
partly situated, shall have the right to notify
in writing the owner or owners of the vessel or
obstruction or such wreck as referred to, or part
thereof, lying or being in the said harbour or
river, situate within the limita of the said
municipality, withiu to remove the
same from such river or harbour. Or, in case
the aaid notice is not complied with within

days, the said municipality shall have
the right to remove the same and charge the
expense of such removal to such owner or
owners, which expense may be charged to such
owner or owners and collected in any Court of
competent jurisdiction."

I do not think there eau be any objection
to this clause. The law, as it stands, is
not well defined and should be made
clear. Such a law as I propose would be
beneficial. We have a number of hulks
in our harbours and rivers that shou)d be
removed in the interest of navigation and
trade.

MR. MILLS : I think that very serious
wrong may be done under this Bill.

moval of such obstructions. If the Gov-
ernment is compelled to remove them it
should be compensated, and the expense
not thrown on the public. In some cases,
where the channels are narrow, they are
entirely blocked up with wrecks.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
Bill is intended to cure a serious evil.
The hon. member for West Durham has
raised the point of jurisdiction, which is
worthy of all consideration. But I think
that, under our powers in connection with
the subject of navigation, we can pass the
present Bill. The evil dealt with is of
very considerable importance, and I hope
the House will allow the second reading.

MR. BLAKE: The cases which the
hon. the Minister of Marine has men
tioned, no doubt ought to be provided for,
where a party is wilfully negligent, runs
his vessel on the flats or sinks her in a
harbour, and does not remove her, run-
ning the risk of obstructing the channel.

Navigable Waters (ARI1L 29, 1880.] Obstructions Bill. 1855
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He is guilty of a wrongful act, and pro- 1 our vessel-owning friends before being
vision ought to be made for making him asked to pass a Bil of this kind.
pay the damages, or cost of removal, as Bil read te second Lime.
well as a proper penalty for bis offence. PROMISSORY NOTES DUTIES ACT EX-
But there are cases in which this might TENSION BILL.-[BILL 108.]
prove a very harsh measure, includ- (Mr. Baby.)
ing that suggested by the hon. SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills). Order for second reading read.
Are you going to charge the owner MR. BLAKE: The hon. the Minister
of a vessel which bas been sunk of Jnland Revenue premised at this stage
by the fault of another, and who has thus t
suffered beavy loss, with the cost of- re- o trn down a sttemo
moving the wreck in addition ? Ought Mi. THOMPSON (Cariboo) I would
you not rather make amenable the per- like to ask the hon. entleman what ro-
sons whose wrongful act occasioned the g
obstruction i Columbia, to enable person in the interior

Mi. out te sg ein o to get conveniently the necessary stamps.
culty in carrying outA resolution bas been passed by the
the hon. member for West Durham would Chanber of Commerce, Victoria, setting
be, that you would be throwing the onusbethr ou oud e troin th OUSforth the inconvenience that would accrue
on the Government of establishing which to persons in the mining districts if with
of the two crews or ships was at fault, a the Bil passed, if facilities were not ex-
point that should be more properly deter- tended to them of obtaining those
mined in a Court. It does not appear to stamps. I am perfectly in accord
me to be a great hardship to hold the with the statement of that body,
party whose vessel obstructs the naviga- as I know that, i the isolated
tion responsible for its removal, as he can iining districts, especiahly during the
establish that as an additional item of winter it would be almost impossible to
damages against the party blameable for obtain'stamps every time they were re-
the collision or loss, when proving his quired. The Memorial says:
other claim. When dealing with the "The imposition of such duties in our widely
public interest, the Government can scattered mining camps, where the greater part
hardly look at the immediate loss of a of the business is done on a credit basis, wifl en-
privatetail on the traders d miner a very heavy

privte prty.burden, without any corresponding advantage
MR. FLYNN: I remember a case of to the Revenue. For instance: At Cassiar,

a vessel of twenty or thirty tons burthen where from November to May no communica-
being run into, in a harbour in Nova tion takes place with the other parte of the

scota, y astemer an suk. heyProvince, the proper observance of sucli an Act
Scotia, by a steamer, and sunk. They almot impossible, d the non-obser-
could mot bave taken up that craft. In ance may resuit in serious bas. At Kootenay,
cases of that kind the Bill would inflict where there is only mail communizatien five
great hardship. times a year, and at Omineca, where there à,,ne at ail, it will be a matter of impossibiity

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): There to comply with the requirements of the Aet.
would have been no great bardship in the 1 merely wished to enquire of whom the
case mentioned. If the fault lay with the i hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue in-
schooner, she sbould have abided by the tends we sbould apply for these stamps.
consequences. The parties in the wrong If we cannot get them, we should not be
could be taxed and compelled to pay subject to the penalties the law impose%
damag'es. upon those who fail to btan them.

MR. KILLAM: Some of the pro- M. BABY: The Department win l
visions of this BiIn appear unfair and give the same facilities in British Cosu-
likely to inflict sertous injustice upon pri- bia as exidt in the other Provinces. Any
vate parties who might not be able to pay responsible party wil be furnished, o
the cost of removing wrecks. This iBill application, with a license to sell bill
ias been introduced at so late a period of stamps. If the hon. gentleman wishes to

the Session that 1 presume the Gover,- recommend any respectable main for a
ment do not intend to press it. We license te sell bll stamp , the Departmen
should have an opportunity of consulting wilI grant hm one. With respect t the

the. BBIiiw.
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question put by the hon. member, if lie
will refer to page 210 of the Report of
the Department, lie will find that in
Prince Edward Island, in 1878, the
revenue derived from bill stamps amounted
te $295, and in 1879, to $1,045. No
revenue whatever has been collected fromi
British Columbia up to this year. Dur-
ing the present year it appears from the
books of the Department that $3 have
been collected in that Province up to
date.

Bill read the second time, considered in
Cominittee of the Whole, reported, read
tte third time and passed.

GOVERNMENT BILLS.
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read
the second time, considered in Committee
of the Whole, reported, read the third
lime and passed:-

Bill (No. 105) For the relief of Permanent
Building Societies and Loan Companies, and
to restrict their modes of lending.-(Mr.
IicDonald,Pictou.)

Bill (No. 84) To amend the General Inspec.
tion Act, 1874, and the Act amending it.-(Mr.
Baby.)

Bill (No. 109) To authorise the raising of a
further sum, to enable the Quebec Harbour
Commissioners to complete their Tidal Dock.-
(Sir Samuel L. Tilleq.)

Bill (No. 110) To enable the Harb>ur Con-
missioners of Montreal to pay a life annuity to
the widow of the late Hon. John Young.-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 117) To repeal the Act 42 Vie., cap.
5, for granting an annual subsidy towards
certain telegraphic communication. - (Mr.
Langevin.)

SECOND READINGS.
The following Bills were severally read

the second time:-

Bill (No. 96) To repeal the Act extending the
Dominion Lands Act to British Columbia, and
to make other provision with respect to certain
public lands in that Province.-(Sir John A.
Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 57) To consolidate and amend the
Acts relating to the North- West Territories.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

CANADIAN RESIDENT AGENT IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM BILL.-[BILL 88.]

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Order for second reading read.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It

has been found, in the opinion of the
Governinent, necessary te have an agent
residing in the vicinity of Her Majesty's

' 117

Government. With the growth of
Canada, its increasing power and popula-
tion, and its increasing interests as they
are developed, it is found that the corres-
pondence across the seas which the Gov-
ernment have to conduct, is altogether
unsatisfactory, and that it will be well to
have a Minister residing there. We have
now a financial agent in England with
subordinates throughout the United
Kingdom, but it is proposed that this
Commissioner be charged specially with
this service. Without saying anything
either in disparagement or praise of tli
present agent, or of the past agents who
were charged with the matter of emnigra-
tion from the United Kingdom to
this country, I may say it has been
found that an agent living in London,
without a commission, has not been able
to claim anything like public attention to
that important subject. It can be well
understood that the statements of a mero
agent, with a limited and local jurisdiction,
to a certain extent not known or recog-
nised as holding an office for the
purpose of expediting and assisting in
giving information to intending emigrants
-it is found that lie is placed at a dis-
advantage when lie is confronted by the
active, ceaseless and energetic exertions of
the various agents of the railway com-
panies in the United States, whose
prosperity and future depend attogether
in the seduction of the emigrants froi
Europe-and especially from the United
Kingdom-tothelUnitedSrates and divert-
ing themn from Canada. It is believed
that by having an officer holding a qua.i
diplomatie position, in fact holding a
diplomatic position se far as is consistent
with our position of a dependency of the
Empire, his statements, and actions, and
prestige will be generally accepted by the
public, and will greatly assist in giving a
direction te emigration from the United
Kingdom, and from Europe generally,

1 especially from Germany. At present,
the local emigration agent living in Lon-
don can have no influence whatever. He
is not accredited in any way to Her
Majesty's Government, and eau have no
influence on the continent in the way of
giving assurances or holding out hopes to
the emigrants from the north of Europe.
That is a matter of primary importance,
especially just now when, happily, there
is a growing tendency in GeI many te

BRritish High Commissicner Bill.
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an emigration towards British North
America. It is believed that an
officer of high rank and position,
to whom reference can be made, and to
whom the Colonial Secretary can send
anv communications from continental
powers on this subject, will be of the
greatest importance to Canada, and will
assist us in the attraction of emigration.
That is only one small branch of the
duties that it is proposed to impose upon
this representative agent. Besides look-
ing after the whole question of emigra-
tion, we thought it desirable to have a
representative agent on the spot to attend
to the commercial interests of the Do-
minion. lIt is known that within two
years, most of the commercial treaties
which previously governed the commerce
of the continent, have been abrogated, and
that all the European nations are at this
moment taking counsel together for
the purpose of ienewing old treaties, and
aniending them, or at all events establish-
ing the commerce of the world, so far as
Europe is concerned, on a new basis.
Terefore the Dominion, like the other
Colonies of the Empire, have been, to a
great degree, unrepresented ; and it is
of great importance, at the present
juncture, to have in Europe a resident
agent, or Minister, who will be on the
spot for the purpose of being con-
sulted upon any negotiations that
are going on between Her Majesty's
Government and the various European
powers in commercial matters. Her
Majesty's Governinent have, as will be
seen-by the papers laid before the House,
assented to the proposition of Canada.
They are willing t> receive and to give
proper position and prominence to such an
officer. They will give him such a diplo-
matic position as is consistent, of course,
with the subordinate position of Canada
as a dependency of the Empire. Although
it is not well to mix up personal ques-
tions with the general principles of the
Bil1, it is known that Sir Alexander T.
Galt has been selected to fill the office.
His success as the ageiit of the lion. gen-
tlemen opposite in the Fishery que.stion
has given him a prestige which will, I
think, innure very much to the future ad-
vantage of the Dominion. He has been
employed under the wing of Her
Majesty's Government, with the assent of
that Government, in attempting to inter-

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

est France, for instance, in special com-
merce with Canada ; Le has been also
employed by the Government in attempt-
ing to interest Spain in the trade between
Canada and Cuba, Porto Rico and
the Spanish possessions generally in
America, and with Spain herself. I may
say that when Sir A. T. Galt, in the first
place, went to Spain, at the instance of
the present Governmeait, his instruc-
tions were to attempt to open
up trade with Cuba and Porto Rico.
But at the suggestion of the Spanish Gov-
ernment itself, the sphere of bis instruc-
tions were enlarged, so that the whole
question of trade with Spain herself, as
well as ber Colonies, was opened up. In
Spain, as well as in other older countries,
matters move slowly; but the manner in
which we have been treated, and the way
in which the suggestion made for the
enlargement of trade, especially between
Cuba and Porto Rico and Canada, have
been received, give us great hope that
there will be in the early future a largely
increased trade with Cuba and Porto Rico.
In France we were just on the verge of
success, in respect to the reduction of duty
on Canadian shipping built in Canada
and sold in France. It is known that
the shipping built in England can be sold
in France on paying a duty of two francs
per ton, while the shipping built in
Canada must pay a duty of forty francs a
ton. The obvious injustice, if it be an
injustice, the obvious disadvantage to
Canada in such a discrimination against
lier ships, was pressed upon the French
Government, and it was almost agreed-I
may say it was agreed-that Canadian
ships might be introduced to France at a
duty of two francs per ton, when
Austria gave notice to all the nations with
which she had commercial relations that
its treaties were at an end. That of course
at once put an end to the negotiations.
However, both England and France, it is
belieyed, are about to enter into new
negotiations for extended commercial rela-
tions. In such a case it is obviously of
great importance that Canada should bave
an officer, such as this Bill provides for,
who should be always on the spot, ready
to take advantage of every matter without
any communication with Canada. The
office will include diplomatic and emigra-
tion duties. It is proposed that the
Canadian Agent shall bave charge

Commnisiorier Bill.(COMMONS.]
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generally of our financial operations,
under the instruction of the hon. the
Minister of Finance in Canada. On that
point the lion. the Minister of Finance
will speak with authority, and I bave no
doubt he will receive the support of the
late hon. Minister of Finance in the state-
ments on the desirability of diminishing
the cost of our loans, the payment of our
obligations at maturity, interest or prin-
cipal. I believe the credit of Canada is
sufficiently well assured to obviate the
necessity of paying heavy commissions
for the purpose of putting lier loans on
the market and meeting ber obiîgations
under the auspices of bankers or capi-
talists. Then I have stated that the papers
show that Her Majesty's Government
lias agreed to accept a High Commissioner
at our hands. I am sure that this is a
very important step towards asserting the
importance of the Dominion of Canada as
a portion of Her Majesty's Empire. AI-
though it is not quite germain to the
Bill, I shall speak about the salarv which
we will ask the House to provide in the
lesolution on the paper. We will ask

that the High Commissioner shall receive
a salary of $10,000 per annum ; that is
the salary which is given to our Lieuten-
ant-Governors of first rank, and we
hol that the Minister in England should
lot receive a less sum. The general be-
lief, with those who have spoken to me on
the subject, is, that the sum is inadequate
for him to keep up the position in Eng-
land. However, we modestly commence
with that sum, and perhaps our successors
iay find it expedient to increase the
amnount. I would say, Sir, that I believe,
in all sincerity, that it is not only a very
important step, but that it is a very wise
step that Canada should, at once, as a
Dominion, as an auxiliary kingdom, if I
may use the expression, should have a
resident Minister in England repre-
senting our wishes, to receive in-
structions from us, and keep at
<nce a position among the Corps Diplo-
miatique whicli has not latterly been
accorded to any portion of Her Majesty's
Empire. It is a vise step. I think it
will fructify for good. I believe, as a
inatter of economy, that we shall save a
large sum of money. It is well that every
subject which it is desirable to present to
Her Majesty's Government, should be
pressed upon that Government by a man

of ability, position and prestige. Of
course he is merely an agent of the Gov-
ernment of Canada, and everything done
by him must be as the agent of Canada,
subordinate in every possible way to the
instructions of the Governor-General with
the advice of his Council.

Si RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Will the lion. the Minister of Finance ex-
plain the nature of the financial duties
proposed to be conferred upon this gentle-
man 3

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The re-
marks I have to make will be exclusively
with reference to the financial portion of
the arrangement. My hon. predecessor
will, perhaps, recollect that when I
retired from office in 1873, and lie assumed
the duties, lie was good enough to ask me
whether I had any suggestion to offer re-
lative to matters connected with the
Department. I then said that there was
one subjeet to which I attached no very
shglit importance, and that was an
arrangement relative to the nego-
tiations of our loans and the
payment of the interest upon our
debt in England ; that it appeared to me
that tie sum that ve were paying for
that service at that time-under the
arrangement that had been made by the
old Government of Canada previously to
the Union, and by the representatives of
the different Provinces now constituting
the Union-were excessive, and that some
arrangement might be made, by the ap-
pointment of an agent or some other per-
son in London by which the expenditure
miglit be largely reduced. When negotiat-
ing the loan of 1873, an arrangement was
made by which it was floated at one-half
of one per cent., instead of one per cent.
as had been previously paid. When my
predecessor floated bis subsequent loans
he made an arrangement by which all
guaranteed loans should be floated with-
out any charge, and unguaranteed loans
at one per cent. I think lie made an
arrangem ent for the reduction of the per
centage on the interest paid f rom one to
half of one per cent. That arrangement
has stood to the present time. Subse-
quentiloans, negotiated by my predecessor,
and loans negotiated by myself, were
under the same terms. but even under
that improved arrangement, the amount
that has been paid since 1873, by the
Dominion of Canada, for the negotiation
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of loans and for the payment of interest,
bas been a very large sun indeed. I
have in my hand the sums paid in com-
missions to agents during the last year,
simply for the payment of coupons
as they fall due, and it amounted
to $45,298.53. In addition to that there
was something like $5,000 paid for de-
bentures that were purchased in connec-
tion with the 'inking Fund. This does
not include the commission paid to agents
for negotiating loans. Under the ar-
rangement by which these loans were
negotiated, one per cent. is paid, together
with any cost incurred for brokerage in
addition to that. During the next year,
from July, 1880, to July, 1881, it is not ex-
pected we will avoid going into the English
market for a loan with the estimated expen-
diture upon our Railway the following
year of $10,000,000, and subsequent
years of $5,000,000 a year. It is very
likely that the Dominion Government
will find itself under the necessity of
going into that market somewhat under,
perhaps, the $10,000,000 or $5,000,000.
If we were to transfer the payment of in-
terest on coupons on the existirg debt as
it stands at the present moment, the com-
mission saved would amount to $45,298,
not taking into consideration the question
of the Sinking Fund and the loans tha.t
are to be negotiated in the future. It
must not be supposed that these loans can
be negotiated without paying some com-
mission, though we may have a resident
agent there, but it is very probable that
we can save one half of one per cent. at
least. It will be quite competent for our
representative there to enter into arrange-
ments for the negotiation of our loan,
either through our old agent or through
the Bank of England, or any other parties
he may think proper to arrange with. I
can only say, for myself, that I would feel
very anxious indeed that the services of
our old agents should be secured by our
representative for the negotiation of these
loans. I have received very great ass"st-
ance from them, es;pecially when floating
the last loan. They were the agents of
Canada for many years before the Union.
Messrs. Baring Bros., were also the agents
of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick be-
fore the Union, and the natural feeling
will be, if they will undertake any duty
of that kind on as favourable terms as any
other party similarly situated, that it

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

would b highly desirable that they should
have it. In the negotiation of the loan
of $10,000,000 our representative there
will, I trust, be able to save something
like $50,000. I an satisfied that, -by the
appointment of this official, as now pro-
posed, that the sumr that will be ex-
pended in the maintenance of that of-
ficial, and the assistance it may be neces-
sary to give him in order to perform the
work, will be a small expenditure com-
pared with the large saving that
may result from it in a financial
point of view, apart froin the commercial,
political and other considerations, to
which the hon. leader cf the Government
has referred. I think my hon. predeces-
sor--who has, I know, given the matter
sorne consideration, because I have seen
communications fron him on the subject
-will agree with us, that the time bas
probably now arrived when the step may
be taken for the purpose of reducing the
expenditure in connection with the
transaction of our business there. I give
these figures to the House for the purpose
of showing that by transferring the pay-
ment of interest on coupons alone the
saving would have amounted last year to
a very large sum. Then there is another
point of some importance. I think it is
in 1885, that there will be $35,000,000 of
5 per cent. debentures, that may be re-
deemed by the Government at that time.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGIIT:
That is optional.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: But I
take it for granted that if the 4 per cent.
securities of the Dominion of Canada sell
as readily as at present, that whoever may
be in power at the time will take steps
gradually, or at one time, to put that por-
ton of our debt on a more advantageous
basis than at present. I think a very
considerable sum of inoney can be saved,
when that time comes, by substituting 4
per cent. securities for 5 per cents. I
think it will be seen that by the ap-
pointment of this official, a very' great
saving can be effected in a financial point
of view alone. I think the House must
consider that this is a move in the right
direction.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Can the bon. gentleman give any idea of
what the cost will be of the clerical -
assistance Sir Alexander Galt will require
to transact the business he bas alluded to.
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He knows as well as I do that the cost of
mnaintaining an office in any of the
streets in London, frequented by these
great commercial bouses, is very consider-
able, and I should like to know, roughly,
wbat he supposes the cost miglit be.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : That is a
rather difficult thing to state now. Our
object is to connect this Department with
the Departmnent of Emigration. Our
High Commissioner is to have control of
the Emigration Branch of the Service as
well. As the hon. gentleman is aware
that the interest on our securities falls due
in January, May, July and November,
principally,it is intended to make available
for that service as well the employés in the
Emigration Departnent. Therefore, it is
that the additional number of persons
that will he required for the purpose of
paying interest on thel coupons will not
be very great. Pro bably it may be
necessary to have one thoroughly eflicient
accountant, a person thoroughly up in
bis work, to take charge of that particu-
lar branch. With the employés in con-
nection with the Emigration Depart-
ment, and with, perhaps, one or two
added with small salaries, the work can
be performed. An efficient accountant,
thoroughly acquainted with the business,
connected with the coupons, and, per-
haps, one or two persons to assist, will b-
able to take charge of that vork. It iay
be that the office will he changed tô Par-
liament street. It is proposed to have our
representative's department and emigra-
tion offices in one building, in order I o
save .expense. In addition to the pro-
posed salary, to which my lion. friend has
referred, there will be certain contin-ew
expenses, and the Supplementary Esti-
mates will show the amount considered
necessary.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I have no doubt that attention was early
called to the large sums paid for commis-
sions and brokerage, in having two firms
kstead of one to transact our business.
1arm quite aware, of course, that that only
atrengthens the necessity for taking it into
our own hands, and no doubt the present
time is a good time to do all. We have
suoceeded in paying off a heavy indebt-
,edness, and I think it very likely our new
Commissioner will be able to extend our
loans on very fair terms in times of serious
-ommercial stringency. The connection

with the two great bouses who have done
our business might be of great value again,
and that was ny reason during My teri of
office for deferring bringing tliis arrange-
ment to a point until the natured in-
debtedness of Canada was disposed of.

Sir SAM1UEL L. TILLEY : I quite
understanl.

Sin RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
That being done I an bound to say that,
so far as the financial aspec.t of the ar-
rangement is concerned, 1 sec no ground
for opposing it. I presurne, however,
that it will be found necessary te alter
the present location of the offices or else
to enlarge the building, and I would like
to have known if a decision had been
arrived at. The cost of lodgiings and
buildings in that city is very considerable.

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
believed that our offices are misplaced.
Ilowever, they are new offices and can be
disposed of without any loss. Every
endeavour will be made to get near Par-
liament street, where all the other agen-
cies are-more in the vicinity of other
public offices. The lion. gentleman must
know that, altogether, we have to be gov-
erned by the experience of other Colonies
whose offices are all grouped together in a
very narrow space. Sir Alexander Galt
is charged to obtain offices as suitable and
inexpensive as possible, but such as
would be worthy of Canada.

Sin RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
The lion. gentleman proposes to go out
very far from where Mr. Jenkins was
e3tablished at first, and then lie
was shifted, or, rather, after his resig-
nation, the offices were shifted to
Queen Victoria street, but I presume the
intention of the lion. Minister is to have
them somewhere near Downing street.
The hon. gentleman, I think, or the hon.
the First Minister, said something about
making arrangements with the Bank of
England. I can see very great
advantages in that if it can b
done. That will give a sort of in.
troduction to our securities, and 1 thinlk
it would be worth while taking a good
deal of trouble to make an arrangement
with that bank. Every reasonable con-
sideration should be shown to the two
great houses we have been dealing with,
and whose existence, as I have said, may
be of use to us again. They have a
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large and numerous clientelle who are in told, hold communication direct with
the habit of investing in Canadian the Colonial Office. He may receive
securities. There are a certain class who communications sent to fer Majesty's
deal in securities of the Colonies, and I Government by foreigu countries. He
think that by keeping in with these firms may be guided, and he may guide
they will secure a good class of investors. others in accordance with sucl communi-
I think the pains taken during the last cations, but ail this is exceedingiy vague
four or five years have had the result of and it would seem not to afford asufficient
bringing to us a larger number of inves- reason for the creation of this office. We
tors than we formerly possessed. have already a very efficient immigration

MR. ANGLIN: The combination of staff in London. 1 admit I have neyer
duties which are to be discharged by the been able to learn the precise value of the
High Commissioner is remarkable, and duties performed or performabie by these
there are some objections to the proposal, officers in London. It May be that by
as a whole, which ought to be considered. their services emigration to this country
It may be that the time bas come when is naterially promoted, but I have not
we can, with advantage, establish a seen any evidence to satisfy me that it is.
financial agency of the sort described. The officiais who reside in the out dis-
Perhaps we may be able to save a large tricts, if tbf y are active and energetic in
amount annually by that means. I think encouraging emigration, perhaps do ren-
it must be obvious that if the duties of der valuable services. They, I suppose,
such an agency are to be discharged, make their reports to thé Central Office,
properly and satisfactorily, the establish- and in that way the Centrai Office may
ment must be organised upon such a basis be necessary or useful. low far the
as to ensure the satisfactory working of it, utiity of the Department ean be increased
altogether independent of the supervision by the appointment of a High Commis-
of the High Commissioner, and there- sioner is more than the right hon. gentle-
fore, in considering the propriety of bis man has explained. Mr. Speaker, this
appointment, we ought to put out of view appointment is, as it appears to me, of
altogether the advantages lik ely to be very mucl more importance and signiti-
gained by any charge in the mode of cance than bas generally been supposed.
managing our Public Debt and paying the It seems a very extraordinary departure
interest on it. We must Lave some gen- from any direction we have previously
tieman at the head of that agency taken, and it places Canada on an
thoroughly qualified to disebarge the entirely different footing towards the
duties of the position, to superintend and Mother Country froni that we occupied
conduct the whole business, just as if we before. It seems to be made with a view
had no High Commissioner resident in to the creation of relations between
London. That High Commissioner wiil Canada and the Empire of an entirel
not be in London always. He may be new character. In a Memorandum submit-
one month in Paris, and another in ted to Sir Michael Hicks-Beacb by Sir
Madrid. Some one qualified to do the John A. Macdonald and two of bis col-
work, and responsible, must be there in- leagues, some extraordinary statements
dependent of any control on the part of were made respecting the future relations
the High Comissioner-some one of of Canada and the Empire. These are of
ability known to be possessed of all the a very extraordinary and startling cbarac-
necessary qualifications. We may estab- ter. Well, we are in a position more
lish such an agency, and it may prove than other Colonies, if we choose to do so,
efficient, although we sent no High Com- to promote concord or discord between the
missioner to London; and it is scarcely Empire and the United States. W are
proper, therefore, in fixing an opinion as more in a position than those more remote
to the opportunities of a High Commis- from that country to promote good feel-
sioner to take into consideration any ing or to create difficuities between the
saving that may be effected by such an United States and the Mother Country;
arrangement as that. What the High aud should quarrels arise, we would have
Commissioner can do to promote immi- to bear the brunt of the battie, the burden
gration, the hon. the First Minister lias aud the trouble of any struggle that may
scarcely explained. He may, we are occur between them. The whole question
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is certainly of very grave importance.
li taking this new departure, we
are treading on rather delicate ground.
In some sense the statement made is cor-
rect and unobjectionable, but it may be
looked at in another light, namely, the
assumption by us of duties and responsi-
bilities which we ought not to undertake
lightly. We pledge ourselves to do all in
our power to develop the resources of
that country, to provide for its good gov-
ernment and the safety and well-being of
all who go to dwell there. We do that
primarily with a view to the interests of
Canada, in order that we may build up a
country which will hereafter he a source
of wealth and prosperity, not only to the
people who live there, but also to the
people of the older Provinces, who are
called upon to make such heavy sacrifices
for its development. In a speech delivered
at Montreal, not Joug ago, by Sir Alex-
ander T. Galt, who, no doubt, received
his appointment in advance of the passage
of this Bill, took a very different ground
from that taken by the bon. the First
Minister on this question. He spoke of
the utter impossibihty of our discharging
all the Imperial duties in that vast terri-
tory, and declared distinctly that the
people of Ontario, Quebec, and New
Brunswi k have no more interest in that
fa, country than the farmers of Lan-
cashire or the peasants of Tipperary ; and
lie argued that it was incumbent on the
British Government to take a great share
of the trouble and expense ot opening up
that country and so extending the bound-
aries of the Empire. I think we
miglit all concur in that view. It may
be said that this sentiment is not in-
compatible with what bas been said
in this Memorandum, but I think
it will be found that the views
of the High Commissioner on this
point are scarcly reconcileable with
the views expressed in the Memorandum,
and he goes to London to present, and, as
far as he can, enforce views that are not
the views of those who commissioned him.
In the next paragraph there is a declara-
tion which seems to have been framed
with a view to bringing about some ar-
rangement between the Imperial Govern-
ment and this Government, with regard
to the development of the North-West.
If any conclusion of that kind can be
arrived at, I think we will all be dis-

posed to join in sincere tlianks to the hon.
gntleman for having done much to re-
lieve Canada from a hurden under which
the people are unquestionably tottering
We are told that it is necessary to have
constant personal communication between
the Governments of Canada and Great
Britain, with regard to every important
subject that may arise. It is remarkable
that our Government should corne to this
conclusion just at the time when the
United States are beginning to think that
it is unnecessary to appoint Ambassa-
dors or Ministers to foreign countries,
and that it is better to depend upon
special missions to do anything which
may be necessary to maintain friendly re-
lations with other countries or bring
about better or more satisfactory com-
mercial relations. My own impression is
that Canada, having from time to time,
for many years past, obtained such altera-
tions in her relations with the British
Empire as give to ber Local Govern-
ment and Parliament more unrestricted
liberty to deal with all local matters
should not seek, in any way, to render
the connection in matters of Government
more intinate thn it now is. The policy
of Great Britain of Lite bas been eitirely
in that direction, and that policy has con-
verted a number of discontented Colonies
into a nnmber of friendly States, devoted-
ly attached to the Mother <lountry. The
more unrestricted arid uni rtrained is the
freedom of action Great Britain is
willing to permit us to possess, and we are
determined to exerci.e. the better wiil we
get along. We complained, a short time
ago, of having a particul ar question affect-
ing the Governiment of this country sent
to England for settlement. We know
the views that were entertained on that
question. Many houi. gentlemen oppo-
site spoke in teras of the warm-
est indignation of the conduct of
the highest official in Canada, because,
as they believed, he hadl referred a matter
of a purely domestic kind to England.
But now we are about to appoint a iligh
Commissioner, to reside in London, to be
in constant communication with the Col-
onial Office, to be constantly engaged in
making terms and arrangements with
that office, which mv, to a great extent,
afterwards bind us, no matter how we
may dislike them. We cannot have so
many matters to discuss with the British
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Government as to need such an ftlicial.
We had a great deal more need of a High
Commissioner twenty years ago than we
have at present. Year after year we
have received copies of the papers that
have passed between the Imperial authori-
ties and our Government in relation to
Colonial affairs, and we know that the
business is by no means so large now as it
once was. A few important questions have
arisen from time to time, and I am
satisfied that it was very much
better that a member of the Govern-
ment-who had been living in Uanada,
breathing this Canadian atmosphere,
hearing those important questions dis-
cussed, understanding what public opinion
in Canada is in relation 'thereto-that a
Minister so circumstanced went to the
Old Country to deal with those subjects
than it would have been to leave them
in the hands of a gentleman, no matter
how able he may be, who left the coun-
try some four or five vears before, and
had to depend upon despatches or news-
paper articles for his knowledge of our
public opinion, and of the precise
state of our public affairs. There is
no doubt of the financial skill and ability
of Sir Alexander T. Galt. Probably no
man is more competent to put a loan
on the British market than he. But
he may not always be willing to act in
cases of diffieulty and doubt, without
having the advice and assistance-of a Min-
iàter to enable him to form his opinion
as to what is best to be done. I do
not see any necessity for the appointment
of a High Commissioner, because we de-
sire to take part in the making of
Treaties. Treaties are rnot made between

'European Powers every day-not even
once a year. When they are about to
expire, it becomes a matter of notoriety,
and we would be invited to send some
person to assist. the British plenipoten-
tiary in endeavouring that the new
Treaties shoulid be so framed as to pro-
tect the interests of Canada. That was
done in regard to the United States
when the Treaty of Washington was ne-
gotiated, and it may as well be done
elsewhere. We all know that certain
Treaties are to be renewed, and at such
time it may bg very weli that some per-
8on should be -sent home who is fully
sognisant of the opinions and views of the
Government to assist in obtaining, if pos-

Un ANGLIN.

sible, more favourable terms for Canada
but the appointment of a High Com-
missioner for such a special purpose as
that is something entirely different from
the appointment of a permanent Com-
missioner to reside in London, and to be
enployed abroad for the, purpose of
negotiating Treaties for Canada. There
is another reason wby I consider this ap-
pointment is attended with Icrious diffi-
culties. Occasionally, a Colomial Secre-
tary entertains extraordinary views as to
the duty of Canada towards the Empire.
At various times efforts have been made
to impose extraordinary obligations upon
Cànada's military; and, I confess, I re-
gard with some apprehension the fact
that a gentleman is to be placed in Lon-
don as a representative of this country,
who will be constantly under the in-
fluence of the Colonial Office. I am
afraid that acting there, no doubt in the
best possible faith and entirely within
his instructions, he may commit us to
something which we may afterwards find
onerous. Amongst the matters which
we are told will engage the Commis-
sioner's attention is the Pacific Railway.
During last season, when some of the
hon. gentlemen on the other side were in
England, I observed in the Reports of
speeches made at the places where they
appeared, observations which indicated
that somebody had proposed, and some-
body 'had almost agreed in, some
new system of defence, some military
reorganisation of some kind or other,
which, to be of any value, must neces-
sarily impose serious additional obligations
on this people. It may be that nothing
more was asked or assented to than
what Canada ought to do; but I think
negotiations on a subject of that kind
would be very much more wisely conduct-
ed between the Government of Canada
and the authorities in Downing street,
than,through any gentleman of the tem.
perament of Sir Alexander T. Galt. He
is a man of high and exalted abilities, in
some respects brilliant, but he is easily
swayed by some passing, temporary in.
fluence ; and he may, in his eagerness ta
bring about a thorough understanding be-
tween the Governments, or for some
special object of his own, commit us to
something we might.not like to carry out.
Instead of haYing this permanent igh
Commissioner, I think it would be better
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proceeding as in the past, to send one or
more members of the Government to Eng-
land when any serious question arose
between the Governmients of Canada and
(reat Britain. For those reasons
I must express my grave doubts
as to the propriety of the ap-
pointnient of this High Commissioner.
The suggestion did not cone from the Im-
perial Governient ; the application was
made, iii the first instance, ,y Ministers,
Sir Michael Hicks-Beaclh only intimating
that th.e gentleman to be appointed should
niot hold, or imagine lie held, any position
other than befitted a mere colonist. H1e
vas quite willing that a Canadian Com-

missioner should be appointed, that, per-
Laps, the clerks of the Colonial Office
should be spared the trouble of writing
so many letters or despatches. The pro-
posal was based on the considerations
expressed ini this Memorandum ; and we
are now asked to commit ourselves to
what I believe to be a new departure of
a most serious character, whieh may
seriously alter our relations towards the
Empire, and from which I do not think
ve can derive any considerable profit.

Mn. MACKENZIE : I regret that
the hon. the First Minister did not intro-
duce this Bill at the very beginning of the
Session, and that the departure of the
Commissioner should not have been de-
layed till Parliament had time to express
an opinion upori it. It is the merest farce
for a Government, with a powerful
majority at its back, to go through the
appearance of consulting Parliament efter
they have accomplished their designs on
the subject. 'I would be able to express
myself with much more freedom concern-
ing the mission of Sir Alexander Galt,
and Lis capacity to undertake it, if he
were not now discharging the duties of the
office, at least lie has informed the public
in a very formal manner, at the public
entertainment given him in Montreal, that
he was leaving upon that mission, speaking,
also, of his instructions respecting the
discharge of his duties. I have looked
at the correspondence published, and find
it exceedingly difficult to comprehend
-what are to be his precise duties. Min-
isters, in their Memorandum and Order in
Council, devote much space to provingthe
necessity for the presence in London of
what they caU a Diplomatie Agent, and
endeavour to obtain an acknowledgment

from the Imperial Government of the
necessity of a diplomatie appointment, and
the investiture of Sir Alexander Gait with
some diplomatie character in England.
We are even told in the Order in Council
that the Ministry hope t.bat le will
obtain social precedence at entertaiinments
in Eigland, next after the diplomatic re-
presenitatives of foreign states. it is a
sinall thiing to deal with n1o doubt in a
formai state document.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONA LD:
There is nothing said about entertain-
ments.

Mi. MACKENZIE : It does not, cer-
tainly, say that, but ià can mean nothing
else.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Yes, it can mean a great deal more.

MR. MACKENZIE : T will read an
extract froi the Order in Counicil:

"In making their suggestion on this point,
the Coinmttee have liad in mind the position
assigied to the delegates from Canada la 1865
and 1866, which vas that of belonging to the
Diplomatie Corps, taking precedence after the
foreign niinisters. They leave the subject in
the hands of Her Majesty's Government rest-
ing on the assurances conveyed in the despatch
under consideration that lier Majesty's G'ov-
ernment will accord to their represeitative a
status in every way worthy of his imnortant
fanctions."
Well, if I recollect right, the Minihters
sent to England in 1865 ndi 866 had no
diplomatie mission. Tbey vent on a
specific kind of business, but were well
received and handsomely entertained by
the chief authorities of the Motlier Coun-
try, including Her Majesty and her Min-
isters, and they obtained proper social
precedence; and now this Government
asks that the same thing be accorded to this
plenipotentiary. The firstinstructions that
should be given Sir Alexander Galt
might require some prudence in the use
of languiage, which might be construed in
a difirent sense from that which in
suitable to a representative. In the
famous speech lie made for the hon. the
Finance Minister at Belfast, he showed
his opinion to be that Great Britain
should impose a tax on the breadstuffs
coming froin all countries but the Do.
minion, for the benefit of our farmers,
promising, in return, that we would do
a good turn to the people of the Mother
Country by admitting their goods at a
lower duty. The lion. gentleman, at
Montreal, with reference to this matter,
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used very extraordinary langaage. Speak-
ing of opinions in England with respect
to matters of trade, he said :

" That I am not altogether wrong in the ap-
preciation that I had of the effect of that
policy, may I think be judged by those who
will be kind enough to recollect the expres-
sions and statements of the press in England
fifteen years after Free-trade was adopted, and
when Great Britain was in the full hey-day of
prosperity, f rom what was supposed to be the
inevitable result of that policy. At that time
we know perfectly well that it was popular to
speak in England of letting the Colonies go
adrift ; we know perfectly well that at the
time the Confederation Act was passed, very
many in England considered that it was a good
policy, because it would enable us to leave
earlier the Mother Country. Now, that
opinion changed, and no such opinion is held
by either Tory or Liberal in England. It is a
most significant change. One might have
supposed that, after five or six years
of very hard times, indeed, there would
have been a greater disposition to throw
off burdens to lighten the load, than
there was before this Act. But if there be
one thing more than another which has raised
Lord Beaconsfield's Government in the minds
of the independent people of England, it is that
he has asserted that the Empire is not to be
allowed to diminish, but that it is to be main-
tained in its integrity. Now, gentlemen, how
is it that such a change has come over public
opinion in England, for I do not think that any
one can deny the change? I affirm it is be-
cause the Free.trade policy of England has,
quoad foreign countries, proved a failure, and
that the people of England are now awakening
to the fact that they have within their ewn
dominions a market larger than that which the
foreign countries can ever give them ; that it
only requires a wise policy on their part, and
conýbined action on ours, to make the Empire
independent of foreign countries for everything
it requires ; and that in order to foster a trade
which has proved during these past years to be
an improving one, while others have been fall-
ing off, they should adopt such a policy as will
bind the resources of the Empire more clesely
together."

Whatever that may mean. How the
resources of the country are to be "bound
together " is something I cannot under-
stand. , I could understand their being
developed together, but what the binding
tie is to be is not explained. Mr. Gait
however, proceeds as follows :-

" The great admitte-1 difficulty which has al-
ways met us when we have spoken in England
on the subject, and many of us have spoken on
it, has beei :-You will never get the people
of England to submit to a tax upon food. That
was true until it was shown that the North.
West Territory of this continent was the great
food-producing district of the world. It is only
for us to open it up, and we shall have solved
the only question which made England seriously

MR. MACKENZIE.

dependent upon foreigners. We shall have
done more by the development of that country
in protecting ber from the pressure of foreign
nations, than could be done in any possible
way."

So Sir Alexander Galt has gone to Eng-
land to express the opinion of Canada that.
she ought to impose a tax upon food
coming from every place but our North-
West Territories. He eulogises the
Beaconsfield Government, and shows
what has been accomplished under it.
But when he would land in Liver-
pool the first thing he would see
would be that Lord Beaconsfield's
Government was in a minority of 150
votes in the new House of Commons,
and of what use the eulogy of the politi-
cally defunct statesman could be to us, of
what use to us is an Ambassador to Eng-
land, is more than anyone can imagine.
Could anybody imagine a more indiscreet
thing than an Ambassador to England
entering upon a laboured argument to
show its Free-trade policy is wrong, and
that it becomes ber, at his instance, to
charge duties upon food coming fiom
other lands than Manitoba and the North-
West ? I cannot conceive of anything
more foolish, and can only pr the
hopeless hope that he may be more cs-
creet in England than lie vas in leaving
Canada. We find in this remarkable
speech also matters that have not been
communicated to the Canadian people or
Parliament. It was made wien iParlia-
ment was sitting, as we are told in this
Memorandum, in the first instance, signed
by Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir Charles
Tupper, Sir Samuel L. Tillty, that there
are at present the following important
subjects under consideration.. The Pacifie
Railway was under consideration.
Sir Michael Ilicks-Beach stated lately
that there was no correspondence
on the subject. " Important col-
lateral subjects" are mentioned. What
are they ? Then come the efforts to ve-
cure commercial T-eaties or relations with
France and Spain. If the hon. gentle-
men opposite take my advice they vi]l
never mention those efforts. A more
reckless, sinful'waste of $11,000 was never
perpetrated than on this holiday mission
to Spain and France. It shows that two
or three Canadian gentlemen were able,
within two or three months, to spend all
that money .in travelling and holding
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needless, senseless interviews with officials
and other people in those countries. Not
one particle of good was accomplished by
the mission. British statesmen will only
laugh at this miserable attempt to create
a diplomatic corps, of which Sir Alexander
Galt is to be the first and shining orna-
ment and apostle. He tells us the ques-
tion of the military defence of Canada is
at present under consideration. Is it ?
The House has never been informed on
the subject. What about this military
defence ' We ifind the resident Ambas-
sador, as he is called, using the following
language :-

" Therefore, the Imperial Government have,
like ourselves, a direct interest in the proper
organisation of our militia. They show that
interest by furnislhing us with skilled officers.
It is our business to show that we on our part
are furnishing the necessary organisation, and
that we keep up the requisite staff. We are
trying to do so, an- the coeperation between
the Imperial and Canadian Governments
is going on in the most satisfactory man-
ner. We saw evidence of this the other day
when our military school at Kingston was re-
cognised to the extent that certain commissions
are henceforward to be given in the British
Army to the cadets in that school. I hope
the day is not remote when the course that has
been taken with regard ta the organisation of
land forces in tbis country, may also be ex-
tended to our very large body of the most
skilled seamen in the world ; we have no organ-
isation for them, and I think it is quite pro-
per that we should look forward to the estab-
lishment of training s-hips for the organisation
of a Naval Reserve, the result of which would be
to permit our sea captains to have the honour
of being registered as officers of the naval
reserve. "

If there is a proposition to have a Naval
Reserve in Canada ; if the military de-
fence of the country is to be attended to
immediately; if Sir Alexander Galt, as
the resident Minister, is instructed to
negotiate with the Imperial Government
on this subject, is it right that this Par
liament should be asked to prorogue with-
out a word of information on this

went to England to make an indiscreet
speech at this Montreal banquet, in the
presence of two Ministers, and to state
his own views, as if those were the views
which he was instructed to place before
the Ministers and people of England.
Now, while I am quite ready to discuss
with hon. gentlemen, in the most enlarged
sense, any of the duties and responsibili-
ties which ought to be cast upon us as a
British Colony ; while I am prepared to
accord them as the responsible Ministers
every support which a loyal citizen can
give a Government, I must protest
against being identified as a Canadian
citizen with the policy shadowed forth
in these despatches and this object, to
which I believe the people of this coun-
try will not at present commit themselves.
I do not believe in a standing armny, or in
what Sir Alexander Galt is pleased to say
here respecting our neigh bours-that they
are a hostile, or certainly, if they are not a
hostile, at least an unfriendly people. If
they were either hostile or unfriendly, it
would be a very easy matter, indeed, for
them to show it. I arn not aware that
they have done so, or that they have
shown any disposition to manifest a hostile
or unfriendly spirit, and à i. erly our
duty, while maintaining a dignified posi-
tion, to cultivate friendly relations with
that people, and not to send an Ambassa-
dor abroad to Great Britain, whose last
act on leaving Canada was to administer
a feeble kick to them, and characterise
them in terms we have no right to use to
any friendly people. This seeins the
very height of diplonatic folly, if such a
phrase can be used. The hon. gentleman
*says also:

"Referring to the diplomatic duties, if I
may venture to usc the term, in connection
with the duties that are about to be imposed
upon me, a new departure would appear to be
absolutely necessary in consequence of the
growing importance of this ci>untry. We have

subject? Is it right that this Bill, which with the Home Government and with foreign
might have been introduced on the first Governments. They arise from the large
da cf the Session, should have been powers that were conferred upon the Parliament

tif the erion, ld hate tn of Canada by the Confederati.on Act. By that
postponed till the very last. That it is Act the Imperial Parliarnent surrendered to
important to get a fulil expression of us the conplete control of our Customs,
opinion, no one will denv. When it is too Excise, and every mode and description of tax-
late te secure the subject its proper ation. By that Act Great Britain voluntarily
wegt in.Pre t, it is pfer deprived herself of the power of negotiatin
weight in Parliament, it is brought for for this country with foreign countries. She
ward. We complain because the Min- deprived herself of the right to say to Canada:
ister has departed already with his 'You shall or you shal not impose any
instructions, and he teck care before he particular class of duties.' I think, therefore,,I am justified in saying that the passage of that
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Act has placed us quoid commercial questions,
although British subjects, in the same posi-
tion."
And on the same subject, tie Order-in-
Council of Decemnb-r 22nd, say:

"In considering man y questions of the highest
importance, such as the commercial. and fiscal
policy of the Domini n as affecting the United
Kingdom, the promotion of Imperial interests
in the administratior and settlemnt of the
interior of the continent, and on many other
subjects, indeed on aIl matters of internal can-
cern, the Imperial Government and Parlia-
ment lIare so far transferred to Canada an
independent control that their discussion and
settlement have become subjects for mutual as.
sent and concert, and thereby have, it is
thought, assumed a quasi-diplomatic character
as between Her Majesty's Government repre-
santing the United Kingdomper se and the Do-
minion. without in any manner derogating
fron their general authority as rulers of ftle
entire Empire."
What on earth does all this mean; this
general deliverance of the hon. gentlemen
opposite seeni to me to indicate that when
this despatch was written, it was ex-
tremely difficult for them to anticipate
what could be or should be said to give
something like a character to the dogmas
and policy they were about to propound.
I can quite understand the policy of
the Finance Minister in having a
gentleman in London to attend to certain
financial operations, that the late Gov-
ernment attended to Iy ineans of an agent
in the person of Sir John Riose.
I am not aware that there was
any lack of proper caution or abil-
ity on the part ot Sir John Rose
in the discharge of the duties entrusted to
him. It was not necessary to appoint a
resident Minister to attend to these mat-
ters. If will be observed by those who
have read the Order in Council, the word-
ing of which is very peculiar, that while
thsy demand for this new Minister the
status of a diplomatic nation, coming
next after the representatives of the great
and small countries of the world, Sir
Michael Hicks-Beach dismissed the whole
thing in a most summary manner. He
baye :

" Her Majesty's Government are very sen.
sible of the advantage which might result f rom
the appointment by the Dominion Gevernment
of a gentleman who, residing in this country,
would be fully empowered to explain their
views on the various important questions cou-
nected with Canada, which, from time to time,demand consideration, and which might often
be more satisfactorily, as well as more ex-
peditiously, dealt with if such means of oral

M. MACKENZIL

communication were provided. Looking, how-
ever, to the position of Canada as an integral
portion of the Empire, the relations of such a
person with Her Majesty's Government would
not be correctly defined as being of a diplomatic
character, and while Her Majesty's Govern-
ment would readily accord to him a status in
every way worthy of his important functions,
his p sition would necessarily be more analo-
gous to that of an officer in the home service
than to that of a Minister at a foreign Court.

"1He would, therefore, prlimarily communi-
eate with this Department on the various sub.
jects which might be entrust-d to him, and
while Her Majesty's Goverim-nt would readily
avail themselves of any information he might
afford, and give the fullest consideration to any
representations he might make on behalf of the
Canadian Government, it would, of course,
rest with the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs to determine in each case in what
precise capacity his services might best be
rendered."

That means that the foreign Minister is
to deal with this resident Canadian Min-
ister of ours in any way he pleases. He
may invite him to attend with his secre-
tary and sit in the lobby while he is
attendirng to matters with representatives
of some foreign Government, or that he
may send for him, get bis opinion, and
then dismiss hin and tell hilm he will
send for himwlhen he wants him again. The
attempt to obtain this desired official status
is so deplorably ill-managed, and the snub-
bing by the Colonial Secretary so marked,
thrit I an only surprised, aster this first
despatch, that the hon. gentlemen opposite
were in such a hurry to commission their
Minister without the slightest knowledge
of what the policy of the Imperial Gov-
ernment was as to the manner or terms of
his recognition, or as to the duties he was
to discharge by them for us. . I look upon
the whole thing as a huge blunder, an
attempt to give Sir Alexander Galt diplo-
matic stattes powers, and exalt a colony
by its humiliation. I will not refer to
the policy of the right lion. gentleman
opposite some years ago, when he voted
down, with a great deal of indignation, a
proposition supported by Sir Alexander
Galt that the House required a voice
in any negotiations with foreign
countries concerning Canadian commerce,
and that the views of the Canadian Gov-
ernment shouldbe asserted and respect paid
to them. We were then told in the hon.
gentleman's most vigorous style, that this
was nothing else but an attempt at in-
dependence, and that aDything of that
kind was practically a revolt against the
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authority of the Old Country, which,
always acted in our interest ; that it was
the proper party to carry on negotiations.
I sympathise with the views of the hon.
gentleman, now that we ought to have
something to say with regard to negotia-
tions respecting our own affairs, and the
late Adminstration took the best possible'
means of carrying that view into effect,
when we refused to receive the Englisli
Commissioner who was proposed by the
Colonial Secretary to settle our Fishery
affairs. We declined to receive anyone
but a man who should be chosen by the
Canadian Government. We declined
paremptorily to have anything
to do with it if Canada did not
appoint her .own representatives. Any-
thing that Ministers might propose, to
secure recognition of Canadian interests in
commercial matters in a proper way. I
would be prepared to support. This
wetched, miserable attempt to
make and send a Canadian Ambassador
and establish him in London, when the
Colonial Secretary plainly tells us that if
there is a back room or office not occupied
when be calls, he may sit in it until the
Colonial or Foreign Secretary's bùsiness
is finished with whoever may happen to
be in attendance upon him, when he will
give our representative an audience,
amounts to saying that it would always
simply rest with the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs to determine in what
precise capacity his services could best be
rendered. So bis capacity as Canadian
Ambassador is not to be recognised at all.
He may be somewhat superior, perhaps,
to the clerk of the Minister for Foreign
Affairs, or the secretary or whoever there
is attending itpon him, but that is all the
recognition he will receive. I have only
to say further that, I hope this wonderful
Minister's speech lias not gone to England,
and bas not been read by the British
Ministers, and I hope Sir Alexander
Gait will be able to condone with Lord.
Beaconsfield, after the flattery be admin-
iatered to him in that speech at Montreal,
and that it will not militate against him
and against this country with the greater,
more liberal, statesmanlike, and better
,nan who now controls the destinies of
Great B3ritain.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
MR. BLAKE: The House nay re-

member that, when this measure was
first indicated to us in the Speech from
the Throne, I ventured to suggest some
doubts as to the propriety ot the step
suggested. I must confess that nothing
that has since occurred, either the ex-
pository speech of the new agent who is
charged with these duties nor the discur-
sion that has taken place to day, bas re-
moved those doubts. It may well be 4hat
the time has arrived, for a reorganisation
of our financial arrangements in Engla nd
either by a re-adjustnent with our
present agents, altering altogether the
scale and system of remuneration, or by
continued and extended employment of
the person to whom, for some time, we
have confidentially entrusted the managc-
ment of these matters, Sir John Rose ;
or, perhaps, by a slight enlargement of
the existing agency in London, an ar-
rangement mighit' be made more satisfac-
tory than the continuance of the present
too expensive system of commissions.
The possible amount to be saved is a
question which it is extremely difficult
tor anyone to decide, certainly for any in-
dependent member of the House who is
not acquainted with the details of the pre-
sent and the proposed plan of work-
ing the London financial matters.
But the other and larger objects which are
proposed to be accomplished by the Gov-
ernment, have not been shown to require
this appointment. I do not apprehend
precisely what it is the hon. gentleman
proposes to acconplish by what he calls
modifications and alterations in the re-
lations between this country and England.
He talked to us this afternoon of our as-
suming more the position of an auxiliary
kingdom, and he suggests that the pres-
ent Bill is calculated to forward our as-
sumption of such a position, by giving a
diplomatic character to this officer who
is to represent Canada in England. I
was not a little amused, remembering
the old and well-worn character which has
been ascribed to diplomatists who are said
to be generally sent abroad to perform an
office not very honourable for the good
of their country.

MR. PLUMB: To lie.

MR. BLAKE: The hon. member for
Niagara, with his usual bluntness, has
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used an expression which I did not wish ernmtnt concluded a Treaty unless it bad
to use. I was much amaused, I say, to been made perfectly palpable, by preced-
hear the hon. gentleman suggesting that ing public discussion, that that Treaty was
any commissioner of a diplomatie but the crystallization of the public will.
or ambassadorial character, would Now we are dealîng in this case with a
induce the public at large to give matter to which these considerations can-
much greater credence to the not possibly apply. We are dealing with
statements of our representative than negotiations which are, in their nature, of
they would receive if lie was a simple a canfidential and secret character. I
agent. But with reference to the more need do no more than point to our
important charge, my apprehension is Minutes for the proof, because we flnd i
tlis : I do not desire to see, under the the Minute brought down to us during
apearance of a greater measure of con- this Session of Parliament, that since last
trol given to the Cabadian people, a prac- summer negrotiations have been pro.
tical diminution of their present measure gress with refrence to many important
of controI ovNr their own affairs. I do matters, amang otihers with reference
not agree that we, as a people, will gain a to the defence of this cauntry,
greater measure of control over our own and particularly of British Columbia.
affairs by giving an increased power and But the public does not know
facility to our Execuitive of conficential anything about these negotiations, Parlia-
communication witn the Colonial Oflice, ment does not know anything about them;
to be carried on by an agent peranently we know in no shape or sense wat the
resident in England, and under the form of these negotiations was, what the
shadow ani influence of the Colonial substance of them was, who advanced the
afpice. do not agree that more power is questions for discussion, what proposals
obtained by the Canadian people, whom were made, and what may be the present

we represent, because our Executive shape and issue of these p eegotiationsm u
obtains greater power and facilities of Considering what bas been said, with
negotiation through a residont Minister reference to former negotiations, notably
in England. And aving regard to the that with Lord Carnarvon, considering
doctrines, somewhat alarming, as I con- thelanguage of this Bil, wbich makes the
ceive them, which we have recently heard peron who l ta be appointed the repre-
broached as to the power of the Execu- sentative of Canada, and considering the
tive authority to bind the people and language of the Minute, I deeni it of fiI
Parliarent of this country by negotia- importance that there should be a distinct
tions with i Engliad Goverment, I Pariamentary untherstanding that nothing
think it is more important than done by this agent, so called, of the people
ever t Idat re should have upon this occa- of Canada, sIll be deemed to be more
sio a definitive expression from the han. binding upon the Parliameat and people
the Prime Minister, which, I apprehend, of Canada than if it had been do-ne in the
lie will not shrnk from giving us, ordinary way by the Executive Govern-
and which may prevent suggestions Chere- mient;. that the Executdve Government
ater as ta the binding character of nego- cann confer pon this agent, by means
tiations conductcd through Sir Alexande of this Act of Parlament, any greater

S We know tiere have been discus- impied or express power t bind us than
,sions over the analogous point: the Treaty- jthey themselves have, and, therefore, ex-
making power. We know the extent ta cept i cases in which they have been
thic withbin three or four ears, the given specific authority by Parliaent ta
doctrine of the prerogative ,of the Crown, conduet ta a conclusion negotiations bind-
with reference t the conclusion of Treaties in" upon us, that we are not to be held
and their binding nature, has been pushed. in any shape or sense bound by w iat may
We know the erouhd upon whiclî leading be concluded through the mediumn of this
Liberal statesmen, wIio desired ta see the- agent. r desire that no more should be
I)ràrogative continue, have justified its accomplished by his action than if, wth-
cantinuance as consistent in ay shape out special instructions from Parhiament,
with popular coatrol. That grould la witaut the special authority and
that, under no circimstances, and at iîo sanction of Parliament, a Minister
time, for many years, at least, had Gov- ad gone to England and agreed toashapen aon
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.certain conclusions , which, according
to our wholesome practice heretofore, we
do not hold to be binding upon the people
of this country unless the people in Par-
liament assembled agree. I think it is
highly important to us that that principle
should be preserved intact and unimpaired,
and that the occasion demands a reasser-
tion and a fresh recognition of that prin-
ciple. If that view be assented to then
we shall no longer hear any such sug-
gestion as that terns and conditions
materially affecting the future of this
country, and adding considerable burdens
to it, are binding on us as a people, simply
because the Administration of the day is
supposed to have made those terms with
a Colonial Secretary. We shall no longer
hear of this being a treaty binding upon
us and to which we are bound to give
effect. There is'no doubt that an Admin-
istration making such an arrangement is
bound to do its best to give it effect, but
there is equally no doubt, as I hope and'
believe, that we shall hold that this House
is as free to dissent from as to sanction
the arrangement. I think allusion should
also be made to a significant circumstance
in connection with the policy which, in no
obscure terms, was foreshadowed in a
speech made by the distinguisbed person
appointed to this mission. This speech,
made on the occasion of his departure,
vas made in the presence of the hon. the

Minister of Railways and the hon. the
Minister of Agriculture. It is, there-
fore, under the autbority, by the assent
and consent of these representative Min-
isters of the Crown, that this declaration
of policy was made by Sir Alexander
Galt. Now, when we find it stated in the
Minute that the question of defence is an
important one, on whicl negotiations
have been going on for many months:
when we sec rumours ni the newspapers,
that in the e 6 ent of a war-much less like-
ly to happen, I fancy, now, than it was a
few weeks ago, but still a not impossible
event-Canada is to be called on to raise
a contingent: and, again, when we hear
the dIstinct statement made by this diplo-
matist, that his policy is to persuade the
British people to close their ports àgainst
the grain of the world, in osier that their
own farmers and ours may obtain a high-
er price from the millions of' British con-
sumers, with compensation, of course, to
the English manufacturer, in his easier

admission to our markets : when we find
that all these important questions are to
be brought upon the carpet, it is of very
great consequence to us that our vital inter-
ests are not to be more complicated, fettered
or entangled by the result of these mys
terious and confidential negotiations, pro-
tracted for many montbs, and which we
only learned by the accident of the publi
cation of these papprs, than if they had
been made under the old arrangements.
For my own part, I am extremely anxious, as
you know, that the position of this country
should be fully considered: I am extremely
anxious that it should be seen whether
we cannot take our place as a part of the
Empire to which we belong, but I am
not at all anxious, and I say it frankly,
to forward any policy which may produce
merely a closer Executive connection with
England-I am not at all ànxious for
any change which will practically give a
greater power to the Executive, and less
power to the people of Canada, to mould
their share of the foreign policy of the
Empire. So long as the people of Canada
have no voice in the foreign policy of the
Empire, I shall be wholly opposed to rais-
ing forces in this country to engage in
wars incurred in carrying ont that
policy-to shed our blood and expend
our treasure in the promotion of a policy
which we have no share in noulding.
The first Minister has said that it is
necessary that Ministers should visit
England occasionally, because free per-
sonal communication with the Imnperial
authorities is requisite in discussing the de-
tails of matters under controversy or dis-
cussion; but it is obvious that if this
agent is resident in England, explanation
ot these details must still be made by
some one from this side. Of course the
agent will have the advantage of his long
experience of Canadian affairs, but lie
will not have that intimate knowledge of
the changes in current public opinion,
and of thepolicy of the Governiment, which
is necessary in explaining these questions
to the British authorities. Last summer
it was stated that the public business re-
quired that tbree Ministers should visit
England upon various questions. It will
not be said, I presume, that this agent
can combine within himself the know-
ledge and experience of the whole Cabi-
net. It is said again that at this period
there is to be a general revision of com-
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mercial treaties, and I agree that it is
quite possible that the interests of Canada,
at such a time, may be served by an
agent on the spot, but these Treaties once
made are intended to last for a long time,
and this, therefore, is no reason for nak-
ing a permanent appointment, so that on
none of these grounds can I see that the
proposal is judicions, nor am I pre-
pared to say that it will be economical.
The salary of the Commissioner, large as
it is, will be a small part of the expense.
The contingencies and extras, personal
and official, will be found to amount to
more than double or treble the proposed
expenditure for salary, and on the whole
grounds, I cannot favour this new depar-
ture.

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gelitleman must know that no ar-
rangement exists by which Canada is to
furnisha lier contingent in case of a foreign
war. Such a thing has never been sug-
gested by the Imperial authorities, or con-
sidered by the Canadian Government.
Whenever that unfortunate exigency
should arise, England, I am sure, may
calculate u pon the people of Canada ren-
dering the assistance which it is their
duty, as part of the Empire, to render.
In the meantime, I can only say
that the rumour upon which the bon.
gentleman has based bis remarks is utterly
without foundation. We have under-
taken merely to appoint an Agent-
General, as the Australian Colonies have
done, to represent the interests, financial
or otherwise, of the Colony. We have
preferred, instead of sendingSir Alexander
T. Galt home as a mere agent, telling him
to follow such instructions as might, from
time to time, be sent to him, to give him
such a position that he can speak with
greater authority than as a mere agent for
a Crown Colony, or any other colony,
whether it has representative institutions
or not. I am proud to believe that the
Dominion is assuming the position of
an auxiliary kingdom of the Empire, and
from our population and wealth and pro-
bable future, we have a right to say that
we ought to be taken out of the category
of mere dependencies, like the West India
Islands, having Crown agents,and looking
after their little interests at the beck of a
Colonial Minister. I have no doubt that
the hon, gentleman is aware, by experi-
ence, that the prestige that attaches to a

MR. BLAKE.

Canadian Minister is no inconsiderable
matter, and we desired to give our agent
the full prestige of such a Minister. The
bon. gentleman bas tried to set aside the
financial question, but the Government
will not let it be set aside, as it is one of
the utmost importance. The hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron bas admitted in his
speech that his experience as Finance
Minister has convinced him that a change
was necessary in the management of our
financial operations in London, and iii
that view alone there will be a saving
of many thousand dollars. The expenses
of the Department will not be so large as
the hon, gentleman seems to think. In
the first place, we have already an emi-
gration staff. J have no hesitation in
saying that the emigiation policy under
which we have been working is a failure.
By having a gentleman of ability and
prestige to have general supervision of
these emigration agencies, not only in
the United Kingdom but on the Conti-
nent, if they should be established there,
these agents can be stirred up to greater
activity. Further, this Commissioner
will, from the position lie occupies, be
able to direct to Canada the attention
of a class of people who could not be
reached by a mere emigration agent. It
is proposed to utilise the emigration
staff; and a book-keeper and a clerk or two
will be all the additional officers necessary.
The hon. gentleman bas expressed
a fear that the country will be corn-
mitted by arrangements made by the
Commissioner. This is impossible. Our
agent cannot and will not have any
greater authority than those who send
him. If lie makes any arrangements,
they will merely be provisional, having no
authority wbatever, no value whatever,
unless they have been previously or are
subsequently sanctioned by Parliament.
It will be impossible for him to have more
authority than a Minister visiting Eng-
land. The hon. gentleman has said that
a resident Minister will be under the
shadow of the Colonial Office, but it will
be readily seen that this will be no more
the case under the new system than under
the present system when a Minister visits
England ; besides that, the future, as well
as the present, of the Commissioner, de-
pends on the satisfaction he gives to the
people of Canada, not to the Colonial
Minister or to the Imperial Government.
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Another objection is, that being a resident
of England, he will be absent from Canada,
and could not be expected to be so well
acquainted with the feeling of the people
here. I fancy that an absence of two or
three years will not take away from him
his knowledge of the people of Canada or
their way of thinking, and he
will be to blame if he does not
keep up a knowledge of, and
acquaintance with, the people and their
affairs. Besides he is not bound to stay
in England. le could do as every resi-
dent Minister does-leave England and
be here within ten days, receive his in-
structions from his Government upon any
particular question, and return to his post
to be on the spot when anything occurred
in England which might be taken advant-
age of for the benefit of Canada. It
would be out of the question for the Min-
ister to be continually crossing the At-
lantic. The hon. gentleman speaks as if
we are going to have the nations ot
Europe sitting down, and within a short
time making and completing negotiations
and treaties. These negotiations may go
on for years. We do not know what inter-
ruptions may take place ; when negotia-
tions, broken off for the moment, may be
re-opened ; we cannot have the Minister
of the Crown attending to such exigencies.
There is a case going on with France. As
I said, when Sir Alexander Galt was in
Paris, just as he was about to succeed,
and just as the Convention would have
been signed, by which there would have
been a reduction of the duty on Canadian
shipping, an accident caused it to fall
through, but it can be renewed at
any time. We have ever since been
continually in the expectation of hav-
ing those negotiations renewed; but
there have been frequent changes of Ad-
ministration. The Minister charged with
such negotiations has been changed again
and again. When the Government
has been in immediate expectation of be-
ing able to do something satisfactory,
some political change or accident inter-
rupted, for the moment, such expectation,
Her Majesty's Government are unable to
say within what particular week, or on
what day these negotiations may be re-
opened, and, therefore, it is of great im-

portance that we should have an officer,
who understands the subject, and who
has received the general views of the
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Dominion, always there. We will sup-
pose, for a moment, that an agent comes
from France to England, to reopen the
negotiations in reference to their commer-
cial relations. The hon. gentleman and
everybody else must see the great incon-
venience-it would be impossible-but
the great inconvenience, if it were pos-
sible, of stopping negotiations until
Canada's representative should arrive -on
the spot. We mdst either have some
officer in England able to act at once as
an ad legis, sitting by the side
of, and being continually consulted by, the
negotiator ; or, as we cannot know, with-
out having a representative on the spot,
where the place chosen may be, and as
England could not be expected to> wait
until Canada sends her Minister or
representative over-for it could not be
expected that they would stop for our
convenience-the negotiations will go on
without us. We must be always ready.
Arrangements are likely to go on with
France, Spain, Germany, Austria, Bel-
gium and Switzerland, spreading over
many years ; and if we desire to be
represented from the earliest nioment of
negotiations to the conclusion, we must
always have our Miinister there, or we
inust allow the very unsatisfactory mode
to continue, of former days, of the Im-
perial Government acting of her own
accord without consultingus, or we willhave
to trust to written communications. Thead-
vantages of our havirig a permanent repre-
sentative there are so obvious, and the
disadvantages of the contrary course are
so great, that I am surprised at the oppo-
sition offered. I can assure the hon. gen-
tileman-if any assurance at all is required
-that by no possibility will Sir Alexander
Gait, or any other Minister appointed by
Canada, be able to bind or pledge, by im-
plication or otherwise, directly or in-
directly, the Dominion of Canada, with-
out previous or subsequent sanction of
Parliament. If it be important that we
should have a person always representing
us in the Mother Country, if it be im-
portant to have an officer of the kind I
describe to supervise, arrange and carry
out in a j ust spirit our emigration sys-
tom, and if we can save the enormous
sums stated by the hon. the Finance
Minister, what abler or botter man could
be appointed than Sir Alexander GaIt i
He stands well with the Foreign Office,
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through which office all negotiations with
foreign nations must be conducted. He
has become almost an outside officer of
that Department, from his successful
negotiations in the Fishery Award. To
the credit of the late Administration and
hon. gentlemen opposite, they selected him
in consequence of their opinion of his
abilities. As to his speech at Montreal,
and his views with regard to an Imperial
Zollverein, there must, of course, be a
difference ot opinion on such a
subject. Canada would certainly
not suffer anything if sucl an
arrangement could be made after the
settlement of the North-West, It would
be no bad thing for Canada to have con-
trol of the Enalish market if England
would give it to her ; it would be a grand
thing for Canada if we had the exclusive
supply of that market, and if we were
able to supply it.

MR. MILLS: I thought the Gov-
ernment's policy was to find a home
market.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: Our
policy is to so increase our industries as to
fully supply our home market and send
the surplus home. That is the policy of
the United States; that is the policy
under which they rival England and
undersell her in her own market, and that
is the policy which, by-and-bye, Mr.
Speaker, I hope to see followed in a
vigorous prosecution of the National
Policy. Manufactories are springing up
in all parts of Canada, and I believe that,
if thepeople at large enter with heart and
zeal into the National Policy, we will,
ere long, be able to send the products and
manufactures of Canadian industries into
foreign markets. Hon. gentlemen seem
always to despair of their country, they
seem to have no f aith in it ; they have
no hope ; hope and faith go together. I
believe, and ] have a well-founded faith,
in the develop ment and increase of our
industries and manufactures, and the con-
sequent increase of the wealth of our
country, increased employment for our
people, and our continued advancement,
progress and prosperity.

MR. HUNTINGTON: I think the
hon. gentleman is mistaken when he states
that we have no hope, and no faith, and no
confidence in our country. It is in the
right hon. gentleman that we have no
faith and no confidence; and since he is

SIR JoHN A. MAcDONALD,

supported by so large a majority it makeg
no difference to him, because the country
have no opportunity of expressing their
opinion. The right hon. gentleman was
as hopeful formerly as a Free-trader as he
is to-day as a Protectionist. I do not
wish to say anything that will be distaste-
ful, but I remember an occasion, not very
long ago, when I had to leave the House
for a moment, the right hon. gentle-
man cried out: " Coward." If he had
remained in his place I would like to
have had an explanation of that expres-
sion, which I took a note of at the time,
in which he described Canada as an
"auxiliary kingdom " of the Empire.

MR. PLUMB: He said exactly those
words, and meant them.

MR. HUNTINGTON : I should like
to hear from the hon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb). The term " auxiliary
kingdom " must be explained, and when
the consequence of its expression must be
in some way exemplified. If the
right hon. gentleman had done me tire
honour to wait, or if the hon. member for
Niagara takes his place-as he will, no
doubt, be delighted to do-I should like
to know what occupation or position
Canada is to have as an "auxiliary king-
dom" of the British Empire. Is the
High Commissioner, whom the hon. gen-
tleman has sent to England, going to
speak for an "auxiliary kingdom ?"
Does the term "auxiliary kingdom"
imply inferiority I Are we a part and
parcel of the Empire I These are impor-
tant questions. The term referred to-
should not be used carelessly or loosely,
for while it might have no significance if
used in a newspaper paragraph, it ought
to be explained if used in this House by
the leader of the Government. I watched
the right hon. gentleman to the end of
his speech, and I wondered how he would
explain that speech of the High Com
missioner in Montreal. As the Hôuse
well knows,'I have the highest apprecia-
tion of th- High Commissioner, as a per-
sonal frind for years, and as one of the
foremost public men of the country.
Does the right hon. gentleman's ex-
planations satisfy this House as to
the speech made by Sir Alexander
Galt, at his dinner, pronounced by him
with a Minister on his right and another
Minister on his left, and which we have
thus a right to suppose was the utterance
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of the Government of this country ? I
remember a time when the right hon.
gentleman denounced the appointment of
any agent in London. His argument then
was: that our system, to be successful,
must be elastic, and not so particularly
defined. I was disposed to believe
in the truth of that argument, that we
did not require an agent in London, and
our ordinary machinery for emigration
purposes was sufficient and safer than
any more stringent policy that could be
adopted. But now he has. changed his
views, but he has not apologised for
having changed his mind; he did not
even declare that he had changed his
mind on this question. But above and
beyond all, he did not repudiate the
speech of the London agent. He told us
a few jokea, and said a few serious words
in regard to that speech, but he did not
tell us, for instance, whether the London
agent was right or wrong when he made
that speech in Montreal, and told the
people he was charged with certain duties
-in which he practically said that, first
of all, he was to take charge of the fiscal
affairs of this country in London-that
the financiering of this country in London
is to be taken out of the hands of the gen-
tlemen who, for a long time, have man-
aged it well. The hon. gentleman
told us that by the Confederation
Act the British Government had ceded to
us all the powers of taxation, and by the
deduction, which he ingeniously carried
out, he wished'us to infer that the British
Government was not equal to the negoti-
ation of a Treaty of Commerce for Canada,
except with the consent of this country.
I would like to know whether the people
have to be perturbed and perplexed by
declarations of this kind on the part of
the High Commissioner who goes to
London, and whether the right hon. gen-
tleman, in explaining that speech, is still
to leave the people in darkness as to
whether that is his position. I remember
that, when the hon. member for Sher-1
brooke, now the High Commissioner in
London, moved a Resolution to the effect
that it was necessary for the people of
this country to have Treaty-making power
wherever their commercial interests were
concerned. The hon. the First Minister
denounced that doctrine, stated that it
was fraught with disloyalty, and generally
pronounced it dangerous. I would like

to hear from the right hon. gentleman to-
night as to the reaffirmation of that
declaration by the London agent, -who
declared that his point was achieved, and
he went to London to carry it out. 1
would like to know whether that doctrine
was as distasteful to the right hon.
gentleman as it was in the old
days, when he denounced his old
colleagues, and when the hon. the
Minister of Railways turned livid
with distress at the dangers to the Em-
pire which this doctrine indicated. In
those days, the High Commissioner, then
the member for Sherbrook, pointed out to
the member for Kingston (Sir John A.
Macdonald), that the policy which he was
adopting towards the United States, was
a dangerous one. He said it was impos-
sible for us to succeed in any policy of
retaliation, and I think, if I remember
well, he chided the right hon. gentleman
for having stated that our neighbours on
the south were a hostile people, 1
would like to know on what ground, then,
the High Commissioner, going in a repre-
sentative capacity to England, alluded
to our neighbours to the south of us,
with whom we are so intimately con-
nected in trade relations, with whom, at
all events, we are compelled constantly
to deal, declared that he was dealing with
a hostile or at least unfriendly people.
Was it aninspiration of the righthon.gen-
tleman that inducel him to say so i Jn
England, the other day, the whole press
rose up in arms against Mr. Gladstone,
because it was thought he had said some-
thing distasteful to the Emperor of
Austria, who had called him a " pesti-
lent fellow," and he retorted by stating
that he had not full confidence in that
Emperor. We know what the conse-
quences were, and how many leading
Liberals regretted that, in a moment of
excitement, this expression was used.
Is it always to be our policy to
speak of our neighbours as hostile and as
to be distrusted 1 But, notwithstanding
those views expressed by the right hon.
gentleman years ago, and which were re-
pudiated the other night by his hon.
High Commissioner, we have the evidenes
of the High Commissioner that a retalia-
tory policy was not a good thing, and for
my own part, speaking for myself, I know
not exactly how the people will feel, I
venture to express the opinion that it will
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flot be generally regarded as wise that, on speak for myself and no one
every occasion, the public men of this else, and I believe the people
country should seize the opportunity to are taking account of these things, and
flaunt defiance in the faces of our neigh - the day will come wlien it will be neces-
bours to the south. I should like to sary to explain, not only the speech oi
know whether the right hon. gentleman the High Commissioner, but the policy of
thought this declaration was wise in bis the Governme.t which appears to be
Commissioner, or conducive to that diplo- entirely inconsistent with that speech,
matic character which. he explained he and about which we literally know noth-
was to exercise. Then there is another ing. The High Commissioner, having
point the right hon. gentleman neglected stated those and many other things,
to speak about. I am sure it was quite clearly made it understood that his mis-
like him to remain silent thereon. We sion was to fulfil those functions which
all admit that lie is very shrewd and takes he pointed out as being essential-that he
*verything in at a glance-even if some went to England to assert that position
of us do not always admit lie is right. which Canada had a right to assert,
The High Commissioner pointed out in namely, that England bas no right to re-
the same speech that we should never gulate a commercial Treaty except with
have undertaken to build the Pacific the consent of. this country, and that
Railway or settle the North-West with- England was bound to assist in
out the aid of England. Ministers of the the settlement of the North-West, or
Crown were on either side of him and it could not be settled at all. He
were silent when he made this declara- went to impress those facts upon the
tion. Did the High Commissioner British Government, and the occupants of
express the opinions of the right hon. gen- the Treasury benches are not prepared to
tleman ? I think we are entitled to tells us whether those functions are to be
know whether he dissents from this view 1 fulfilled, or whether we are to drive on in
or not. The right hon. gentleman said a this bopeless contest, or cail a hait. I
few words about the Zollverein, but noth- was diappointed in the speech of the
ing about those important points. The riglit bon. gentleman, and the country
Zollverein may be a delightful thing. h will ho disappointed. If lie were te
may take us back to the old times, before make a supplementary speech I ar sure
Responsible Government was given to i the country would be delighted, especially
this country, but it is a trifle compared to if that speech were satisfactory, and it
this burning question which presses upon wasshown that, as they say eut West, le
the people to-day. I am sure it must be took a good deal of stock in the views of
forgetfulness on the part of the bon. rigit his High Coemmissioner, especially upn
gentleman, and I will gladly sit dewn and the Pacifie Railwa question.
hear wis explanation, and then continue MR. BOiLTBE: We are bound to
my remarks. If we are to understand believe the bon. member for Shefford (Mr.
that the iligli Commissioner made a l.untinton) when he says the Opposition
speech which the Governoent deny or generally have a great hope in the future
endorse, where are we Nearly as blind of Canada, but we must aise corne te the
as when the riglt lion gentleman told us conclusion that they have a very peculiar
we are an auxiliary kingdom." We do way of shOwing it. They may have great
net know what auxiliary kingdom" opes for our future, but the hon. leader
means, and we do net know what Illigh of the Opposition spent six heurs a few
Commissioner" means, and we stand days ago in drawing the most melancholy
quivering, se te speak, te find eut wat picture of Canada. ie pictured lier in
the Great Powers have in store for us. If decadence, plunged in debt, obliged te,
it e true that the Cornissioner is te break faith fr lack of means and unable
urge that the building of the Pacifgh Rail- te meet lier obligations. Then the late
way or the populating of the North-West leader of the Opposition spent heurs in
must not be done without the assistance reading a voluinous selection of garbled
of England, w do not see any reaso for extract fro the reports of thethe vote we gave the other day, in w hf North-West,

geerll hav a re at he inrtthe future

declared that the road must be driven of that great country ae athir but a

on regardless wf consequences. of sterile wildernes. The hon. eaver fer
Mpt. HUNTIopTON.

(COMMONS.] Commissioner Bill.
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Shefford spoke with a great deal of feel-
ing about certain remarks about our
neighbours. Well, if there is any feeling
of distrust on this side, if there is any
jealousy on our part as to what may be
the action of the United States towards
the Dominion, we have some warrant for
those feelings. In commercial relations,
at least, the Americans are not always
friendly towards us. But if there is a
lack of warm fraternal feeling towards
the Americans on this side of the
fHouse, it is amply made up by
hon. gentlemen opposite, who seem to
recognise the people of the United States
as something more than brothers, some-
thing more to be regarded than the people
of Canada. While they never have a
kindly word to say for Canada, they never
mention the United States except in
terms of eulogy and esteem. Can any
country flourish when its chief men have
not a word to say in its favour? I pro-
test against this attitude of hon. gentle-
men opposite. It is neither fair nor
patriotic, and it will not find an echo in
the hearts of the people. The hon. mem-
ber for Shefford could not help sneering
at the right hon. leader of the Govern-
ment for calling Canada an "auxiliary
kingdom." I do not suppose that when
the right hon. gentleman made use of that
word he had Webster or Worcester
before him, and he did not look for its
exact meaning. But what the House
understood, and what the hon. member
for Shefford understood, and what the
people of Canada and England will under-
stand, is that,in using that expression the
right hon. gentleman meanT to express
the hope that Canada would grow up
stronger than she is now, bound by trade
and commercial relations and patriotic
feelings to Great Britain, that we shall
always remain auxiliary, always remain
a part of the Empire, and giving added
strength to the British Empire, always
proud to be a colony of England, always
proud to be descended from Englishmen,
always proud of being part of one of the
greatest nations of the earth. But that
nation did not achieve her stability, and
will not keep it in the future, from such
expressions as fall from hon. gentlemen
opposite, who are forever decrying our
own institutions and lauding those of our
neighbours.

Motion made and question propoud:

That the said Bill be now read a second
time.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

The louse divided:-Yeas, 120; Nays,
48.

Messieurs
Abbott Kranz
Allison Lane
Angers Langevin
Arkeli Little
Baby Longley
Baker Macdonald(King's,PEI)
Bannerman Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)
Barnard McDonald(Cape Breton)
Beauchesne McDonald (Pictou)
Bergeron Macmillan
Bergin McCallum
Bill ' McCuaig
Bolduc Macdougall
Boultbee McGreevy
Bourbeau McKay
Bowell McLeunan
Brecken McQuade
Brooks McRory
Bunster Masson
Bunting Massue
Burnham Merner
Carling Méthot
Caron Montplaisir
Cimon Mousseau
Cockburn (West N'land)O'Connor
Colby Orton
Connell Ouimet
Costigan Patterson
Coughlin Perrault
Coursol Platt
Currier Plumb
Cuthbert Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.)
Daly Poupore
Daoust Richey
Dawson Robertson (Hamilton)
DeCosmos Robinson
Desanlniers Rochester
Desjardins Ross (Dundas)
Domville Rouleau
Doull Routhier
Drew Royal
Elliott Ryan (.Marquette)
Farrow Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Fitzsimmons Ry kert
Fulton Shaw
Gault Sproule
Gigault Stephenson
Girouard (Jacq.Cartier)Tasse
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Telier
Grandbois Thompson (Cariboo)
Hackett Tilley
Hilliard Vallée
Hooper Vannasae
Houde • Waae
Ives Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Jackson Wallace (West York)
Kaulbach White (Cardwell)
Keeler White (North Renfrew
Kilvert Williams
Kirkpatrick Wright-120.
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NAYS:
M essieurs

Anglin LaRue
Bain Laurier
Béchard Macdonnell (N.Lanark)
Blake Mackenzie
Borden Mcsaac
Bourassa Malouin
Brown Mills
Burpee (St John) Oliver
Burpee (Sunbury) Olivier
Cameron (South Huron)Paterson (South Brant)
Cartwright Pickard
Casey Rinfret
Chandler Robertson (Shelburne)
Cockburn (Muskoka) Rogers
Coupal Ross (West Middlesex)
Dumont Rymal
Fiset Scriver
Flynn Skinner
Gillmor Smnith (Selkirk)
Guun Thompson (Haldimand)
Guthrie Trow
Haddow Weldon
Killam Wiser
King Yeo-48.

Motion resolved in the affirmative.
Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee to

consider the following Resolution
That it is expedient to provide that the

salary for the High Commissioner for Canada
in the United Kingdom be fixed at ten thon-
sand dollars per anuum.

(In the Committee.)
Resolution ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

( In the flouse.)
Resolution reported and referred to the

Committee of the Whole on Bill 88.
Bill, considered in Committee, reported,

read the third time and passed.

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT BJLL.-
[BILL 116.1

(3fr. Pope, Queen's, P.EI.)
SECOND READING.

Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee of

the Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
M. WELDON: The present system

is working very well as far as our harbour

isconcerned. Whenever a pilot com-
mits a breach of regulations he is brought
up and the matter is investigated.
The way this Bill now stands, a pilot will
be at the mercy of the Board, who may
without reason or cause assigned, after
the pilot has spent all the labour and
trouble in getting his commission, decide
that) his license shall not be renewed.
LaMR. WELDON.:

The result will be that we shall get an
inferior class of men incapable of tz.king
charge of ships. When a pilot goes on
board a vessel, he takes charge, not only
of the ship and the p.operty in it, but of
men's lives, and it is of great importance
to have men who ·are capable, and it is
necessary that the mei shall fmid it to
their interest to conduct themselves
properly by being assured that they will
be likely to hold their situations perma-
nently. We cannot expect to get compe-
tent men if their tenure is uncertain and
fluctuating, and at the mercy of the
Board.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I am not
going to disciss the capability of pilots.
I cannot see the force of the objections
raised by the hon. gentleman unless he
assumes corruption or incompetency on
the part of the Board that manages that
branch of the public service. The only
difference now proposed is this : that that
Board, which controls a body of men who
ought to be under immediate and prompt
control, shall have the power, when occa-
sion presents itself to them as a
just one, to refuse at the end of
the year to renew their commission
as a pilot. Under the present law a
pilot can have his license taken away for
cause and not otherwise, and it is only
proper. By.this Bill he can be removed
for cause or at the end of the year, or the
Commissioners, at the end of the year,
may renew his commission. I cannot see
that justice may not be done, for if a
pilot is improperly removed, or refused
his license, he may have an investigation.
We must presume that if a pilot has any
complaint made against him, during the
currency of the year, they will summon
him and try the complaint, and determine
the character and nature of it, and, ascer-
tain whether it is well founded or not,
and if well fouuded,either remove him or
at the end of the year, cancel his commis-
sion. There are many things which a
pilot may be guilty of, such as drunken-
ness, which might warrant the cancella-
tion of the commission at the end of the
year. The Board can, under this Bill, in
the discharge cf their public duty, dis-
miss a pilot who is guilty of
carelessness or dissipated habits, or
for other reasons which may present
themselves as showing that any particular
pilot is not the proper man to perform

Amendmnt Bill.[COMMONS.]
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the important functions which are im-
posed upon him. The pilots are left in
the hands of the Commissioners, as be-
fore, only this gives the Commissioners a
more. immediate power to deal with a
person whom they may think incompe-
,tent to perform such an important trust.
I ought to say, that it was my duty, at
the instance of the Board of Commission-
ers, to bring before the Ministry the dif-
ficulty which these Commissioners have
in dealing with the matter as the law
.stands, and has stood for years, and it was
on that ground that I determined to sub-
mit this Bill in accordance with the strong
<1esire of the Commissioners, that this par-
ticular alteration should be made.

MR. ANGLIN : There is a marked
-distinction between giving the Commis-
sioners ample and judicial power to deal
with a person, and the power conferred
upon them by this Bill, which would
enable them, without cause, but simply
on suspicion, to withhold from a pilot his
commission which it bas taken him years
of apprenticeship and toil to obtain, and
after it has taken him many long years
ot trouble to fit himself for his duties. It
is very important that pilots should be
competent, and it is very desirable that
the Commissioners should have ample
power to deprive those cf their licenses
who are not competent, careful and sober
men. The pilots are a large and re-
spectable class of men, one -of the most re-
spectable in the Lower Provinces. These
men, however, are, to a certain extent, in
,tantagonism with the owners of vessels
and the consignees of cargoes of vessels
coming to the ports, and these owners
and consignees are continually endea-
vouring to eut down the charges of these
pilots. They are continually making
bargains with them, and often arrange
with some particular pilot to take the
vessel at lower rates, and this Bill would
lertainly place them in the power of
ihose owners and consignees, inasmuch as
he Board of Commissioners is largely

aomposed of such men. The men with
w'hom these pilots are in antagonism,
*would thus have the power to make arbi-
trary appointments, and the power to
grant or take away their licenses. I
hope that the House will not pass any
,such Bill.

Ma. BLAKE : What is the reason for
excepting the Province of Quebec from
the provisions of this Bill.

Ma. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): Because
they have Boards altogether different
from the lower ports. In reference te
the remarks of the hon. gentleman from
St. John, N.B., as to the importance of
having competent pilots, so as not te
endanger life and property ; and as to the
merchants and shipowners being Commis-
sioners, I think that must show that it
must have a very opposite effect te that
suggested by the hon. gentleman. If ship-
owners and merchants are generally the
Commissioners, they would take care,
having the power, to have sober, compe-
tent men. Their own interests would
require them to do so, and I think there
is very much to say in favour of the Bill,
taking that view of the question. The
Commissioners are generally the leading
men of the town, and, as the law stands
now, a man may be charged with drunk-
enness, and without an expensive investi-
gation the Board has no power over hima.
I think the effect of the Act will be to
save a good deal of expense and trouble.

MR. KILLAM : I want to call the at-
tention of my hon. friends from Quebec
to the fact that, a few minutes ago, when
they thought this Bill referred te that
Province as well as the Lower Provinces,
they said, " dropped, dropped," but now,
when they find it does not apply te their
Province, they do not say a word. Be-
fore, it was going te be pernicious to
their Province, and they commenced te
raise an objection at once to the Bill. I
appeal te the hon. gentlemen-knowing,
as we do that the Bill would apply te the
port of Halifax and other ports-why,
after they have been told that this Bill
would be objectionable, if it were applic-
able to the Province of Quebec, do they
not object te its application against the
Lower Provinces?

MR. ANGERS: I was glad te hear the
hon. member, who has just taken his
seat, apply for assistance. I hope that if
ever we require assistance he will give us
the same assistance that I am about to
give him. I am quite sure that the hon. tht
Minister of Justice bas not changed his
mind as to the application of the Bill. I
am quite sure it was never intended to bc
applied te the Province of Quebec, the
words making it se applicable were a
misprint, and I am told that the hon. the
Minister of Justice, when he introduced
the Bill, stated that it was to apply to
all the other Provinces but Quebec. If I
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rise to speak upon this Bill, I have no
personal interest in this matter, as re-
presenting mariners or others from the
Province of Quebec ; and the opinion I
wish to give is that of a disinterested
party. I think the Bill is a bad one. I
object to the prineiple of it, because, al-
though it does not apply to the Province
of Quebec, we are not sure whether next
year we shall not be inflicted with it
in that ProNince. What does this Bill
state ? It wishes to deprive pilots of
acquired rights. It wishes to take away,
or to give the power to take away, licenses
from them. It says that " no license
granted before the passing of this Act
shall remain in force for more than one
year." Is it right for a man to go
through a long period of apprenticeship,
to make voyages, and incur expenses and
risks in going to sea watching for vessels,
and after all this time, trouble, and
labour, that every year he is to be submit-
ted to the risk of losing Lis license? I
think the principle of the Bill is bad.
We have been told that one excuse for the
Bill is to avoid expense in investigations.
Is it ever too expensive to do justice to a
man, and is there any fault which a pilot
may be guilty of that he cannot be tried
for like another citizen ? Can any other
citizen be deprived of his license? Can
I be deprived of my license as
a barrister without getting a pro-
per investigation before the Bar ? Is
it right to subject a pilot to the powers
of Conmissioners by whom he may be dis-
missed because his authority is opposed to
the ship-owners, because the pilot may in-
sist upon pilotage against the ship-owners?
This Bill gives arbitrary powers to the
Commissioners, who may refuse to renew
any license without any ground given for
it. Reference has been made to investi-
gation in relation to a pilot infringing his
duty. We have these in Quebec nearly
every week. We have numerous com-
plaints because the river is exceedingly
difficult to navigate, and these investiga-
tions cost from five to ten dollars, and
they last from an hour to two hours.
Surely that is not expensive. Now, in
future, a man may be deprived of his
license for no cause whatever. We have
a law in the Statute-book of 1873 that
provides the ground on which pilota may
be removed, and for what reasons he may
be deprived of his license. This law of

MR AsoIams.

1873 was made after full considerationfnot
as the result of one man's thought, but
the Board of Trade of kQuebec and the
Harbour Board of Montreal, fully con-
sidered the matter and came to an agree-
ment about it, and that law applies to the
Lower Provinees. It states what the
grounds of complaint inust be and how
the complaint is to be tried ; but now
the present Bill provides that, in future,
they should be obliged to take out their
licenses every year. Under that system
a man will never be made competent.
They cannot take their boats out to sea,
and make themselves efficient when
they know their licenses may be taken
from them upon the mere caprice of the
Board, and when those boats -will thus be
rendered useless to them. I find an-
other clause to the effect that no pilot
can hereafter become a harbour master.
I do not see any just grounds for that,
because if any man is competent to per-
form the duties of that position it is a
pilot. I hope the hon. Minister will con-
sider this Bill for a day or two longer,
and that he may come to the conclusion
that it is mnot right to deprive the pilots
of his own, and the other Maritime Pre-
vinces of acquired rights.

MR. BLAKE: I would suggest that it
would be better this Bill should not be
proceeded with this Session. It certainly
is infringing most seriously upon the pres-
ent status of the whole body of pilots of
the Dominion, excepting those of Quebec.
The law of 1873 gives them a right to
that office, which they have purchased at
a considerable expense of time, trading,
the purchase of a vessel, etc. The law
gives the pilot a license which is to last
until he is sixty-five years of age, when it
is to be delivered up, but may be renewed
from year to year. To change the position
of those persons, in the serious manner
which is proposed, is certainly a strong
step. This Bill was only introduced
yesterday, and hon.. members have
not had an opportunity to enquire into
the matter. There has only been com-
plaint from one port about the
working of the present system, and
that may merely be some local
difficulty. Under the circumstances I
think it would be well to postpone the
Bill until next Session.

Sini JOHN A. MACDONALD:
After the strong remonstrances made

Amendment Bill.(COMMO8.]
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against the Bill, and the remarks made
by the hon. member for West Durham, I
think it would be well for the Committee
to rise and report progress.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) f There is
great force in the observations of the hon.
member for West Durham as to the want
of opportunity for members to consider
the Bill,and there is no desire to press an
important measure of this character on
the House inadvisedly. But no observa-
tion that has been made has changed my
mind with referenee to the expediency of
the measure. The Bill does not pro-
pose to disturb matters in Quebec ; its
object is to restore Nova Scotia to the
position, in relation to the pilotage authori-
ties, that she occupied before the present
law was passed. I am quite willing that the
Province of New Brunswick should also
be exempt, and they should enjoy the
privileges they prize so highly. The
Committee can either rise and report pro-
gress, or the Bill can go through, con-
fiing its operation to Nova Scotia.

Progress ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Progress reported.

SUPPLY.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

House again resolved itself into
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)

Com-

209 Department of Justice-To pro-
vide for the salaries of one
Senior Second-class Clerk and
one Junior Second.class Clerk,
from July 1st, 1879, and Janu-
ary lst, 1880, respectively......$1,525 00

210 Auditor-General's Office -Addi-
tional amount required for Con-
tingencies.................... 500 00

211 Post Office Department - Addi-
tional amount required for
salaries ................... 1,025 00

212 Civil Service Board-Amount re-
quired for salaries of the Board. 600 00
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

213 Amount required to meet the
expenses incurred in carrying
out the provisions of the Better
Prevention of Crimes Act....

PENITENTIARIES.

30000

214 British Columbia - Amount re-
quired for School Teacher...... 200 00

215 St. John, N.B.-Amount required
for purchase of Broom Corn. ... 2,200 00

Supply. 1881

LEGIBLATION.

216 Additional amount required for
stationery for the use of Mem-
bers of Parliament.,........$1,546 31

217 Amount required for the printing
of the Criminal Laws....... 2,500 00

IMMIGRATION AND QUARANTINE.

218 Amount required to cover cost of
repaire to Immigrant Hospital,
Partridge Island, St. John, .N.B. 1,000 00

219 Amount required to recoup, in
part, the large expenditure for
Immigration in 1874-75, made
by the Government of New
Brunswick .............. 10,000 00

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY: In 1872
an arrangement was made between the
several Provinces and the Dominion that
$70,000 should be appropriated for the
encouragement of emigration. New
Brunswick did a great deal and spent
large sums of money subsequently in
bringing out emigrants. They had not
the advantages afforded by the Allan
steamers. The grant was, however, with-
drawn; but the New Brunswick Govern-
ment, having spent from $65,000 to
$70,000 in the promotion of emigration,
their claim has been fully and carefully
considered by this Government, and we
decided to ask Parliament to appropriate
$10,000, to which sum they would have
been entitled had the arrangement been
carried out and had the grant not been
withdrawn. They expended the large.
sum of money to which I have referred
on the faith of the arrangement for ap-
propriating the sum of $70,000 to the
Provinces for emigration purposes.

MR. MACKENZIE: It was not a
yearly vote. There was an obligation. It
was simply a vote for the one year, and
might not be given another year. It
was not given to the other Provinces, and
why should it be given to tbat Province 1
If there was any obligation to one there
was an obligation to all. There is no
equitable or legal right whatever en-
titling them to this money.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The
other Provinces occupy a different posi-
tion. The. hon. gentleman says it was
not a Statutory engagement. I recollect
that the hon. gentleman opposite objected
to the vote ; and, therefore, when a
change of Government took place they
did not bring down the vote again ; but
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the Government of New Brunswick
having no notice of the fact that this
Government did not intend to renew
the vote made their engagements as if it
would be passed. It was not so with
Nova Scotia.

MR. MACKENZIE: What evidence
have we of that.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: We have
enquired into it. I doubt if Nova Scotia
expended much of the amount she re-
ceived from the Dominion Government.
If New Brunswick had been in the posi-
tion of the other Province, and bad not
expended any more than she received, she
would not have had any just claim ; but
having spent such a large amount beyond,
she is in an exceptional position, and so
the Government considered.

MR. ANGLIN: New Brunswick did
spend a very large sum that year; verylarge
in proportion to the population of the
Province, and very large in proportion to
the emigrants brought in. They in-
dulged in great extravagance in their ex-
penditure in bringing emigrants, chiefly
from Scotland ; there were also some
Danes and some English, but care was
taken not to bring out any Irishmen.
There was feasting on board the steam-
boats, the emigrants were received by
enthusiastic crowds, and a grand demon-
stration was made all along the route
from St. John to their settlement. Houses
were built and finished for them, and
land cleared. Within a year these in-
-dustrious Scotch settlers-the very cream
of Europe, as Scotch settlers must be-
were a great stress, and had to be again
assisted. They are, no doubt, a very good
class of settlers, and are now doing well,
but the expenditure was very much larger
than it should have been. There is no
1oubt that the Government of New
Brunswick relied upon what it regarded
as the implied, if not the express, promise
of the Dominion Government, whose
policy it was for some years to aid the
various Provincesl in the promotion of
emigration. It was, no doubt, because
they believed that the aid of the Do-
ininion would be continued, that the Pro-
vincial Government expended such a
large sum, and they have some show of
right to claim one year's allowance addi-
tional. I always thought this a claim of

msome merit.
MR. DOMVILLE said if New Bruns-

-SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY.

wick was getting her rights, the hon.
member for Gloucester should not find
fault.

Vote agreed to.

ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATIsTICs.

220 Paris Exhibition (Revote)...... $25,000
MITITIA.

Special.
221 Amount required for Special Ser-

vice in the North-West Terri-
tories in connection with the or-
ganisation of Militia for the pro-
tection of settlers.............. $4,000

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

MR. BOWELL said this aniount was
expended in the organisation of com-
panies for the protection of settlers at a
time when an Indian outbreak was ex-
pected.

Vote agreed to.

222 Amount required to provide for
the expenditure in converting
smooth-bore ordnance into 64-
pounder Palliser guns, and the
manufacture of two 7-inch 8-
ton guns and earriages ........ $16,500

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said if the Government were undertaking
to manufacture eight and a-half ton guns
here, they were undertaking something
for which the ordinary resources of the
foundries of the country were hardly
likely to be adequate. Was there not
some little error in the statement?

MR. BOWELL said the expense of
converting the smooth-bore ordnance into
sixty-four pounder "Pallisers " was $650
a gun. The charge in England for do-
ing the same work is $850. Mr. Gilbert,
who had undertaken the work, had also
contracted for the two eight and a-half
ton guns, which were to cost $6,000 each.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
What would the cost be to get the same
class of guns from the Royal Arsenal ?

Mn. 3OWELL : I cannot tell at this
moment.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHI
said he would like to have that informa«
tion on Concurrence. It was a somewhat
doubtful expedient to attempt t. cast
large pieces of ordnance in this hap
hazard way. The casting of guns of
this size and weight was a special thing in
itself. If there were any imperfections
in the guns serious injury might result to
the parties using them.

[COMMONS.] Supply.
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SIR JOHN A. MAODONALD:
They will be fully tested by Colonel
Strange.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I doubt very much whether it is possible
to manufacture one or two pieces of
ordnance of that kind as reasonably as we
could purchase them.

MR. BOWELL: This is guaranteed as
good an article as we could purchase.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
At the same price ?

MR. BOWELL : I do not say that.
The guns are to be thoroughly tested be-
fore accepted.

MR. CASEY : Is there any idea of
making two or three guns every year?

MR. BOWELL: No.
MR. ANGLIN: Where are these guns

to be placedl I dare say they are Garri-
son Artillery. Are any more required to
carry out the intentions of the Govern-
ment?

MR. BOWELL: I will ascertain.
Vote agreed to.

223 Amount required to provide tor
the expenditure for transpor-
tation in the exchange of " A "
and " B" Batteries, Schools
of Gunnery, between Kingston
and Quebec..................

Ordinary.

224 Drill Instruction - Supplement
to vote under this head for
current year..................

225 Contingencies - To provide for
the payment of a gratuity to
Gunner Dempster, of the
Toron.to Field Battery, for
injury sustained at annual
drill in 1879-80, by the pre-
mature discharge of a gun......

RAILWAYS AND CANALS CHARGEABLE
CAPITAL.

Railways,

(Intercolonial Railway-Amount
required for extension into
Halifax ..................

Additional amount required on
Construction Acount....... 2

Amount required for rolling.
stock, Rivière du Loup
Branch .. ................. 15

227 Prince Edward Island Railway
-Amount required for -exten-
sion to Souris Breakwater.......

Canadian Pacifie Railway -
Amount required for Pem-
bina Branch ................ 2

228 Amount required for rolling-
{ stock ..................... 12
L Amount required for surveys.... 7

$2,000

2,520

RAILWAYS AND CANALS CHARGEABLE TO

INCOME.

Railways.
229 Miscellaneous--Amount required

for surveya inspections. . ... ... 2,000
PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS CHARGEABLB

TO INCOME.

231 Parliament Buildings-To cover
cost of damage by fire......... 12,000

MR. MACKENZIE: For what reason
was Mr. Gilmour, the engineer of these
buildings, dismissed I

MR. LANGEVIN: I cannot answer
that question. He was dismissed before
I came back from England.

MR. MACKENZIE : I think this
dismissal was one of the most wanton
scandals that ever took place. I am quite
certain there can be no possible cause
alleged for it except a political one. One
of the immediate results of the dismissal of
this careful, competent officer was the
fire in these buildings, through the negli-
gence of others. He was recommended
from the Grand Trunk Workshops as an
exceedingly careful man, of steady habits.
Dismissed without the slightest cause, lie
was idle for months; and the carelessness
of those in charge of these buildings,
causing the fire has occasioned the ex-
penditure of these $12,000.

MR. LANGEVIN: I have no doubt
there was a cause for his dismissal. I
will procure the information on the sub.
ject.

/r 'D A I1. T b d hi àA..
R. : ave een to tIr

the amount of the damage by the fire was
by no means so large as $12,000, but

400 that opportunity was taken of the oircum-
stance to decorate the Chamber, which
accounts for a large portion of this item.

MR. LANGEVIN: The damage did
not amount to $12,000, but when a por-
tion of the Chamber is damaged by fir%
you have to renew the decorations

5,5 / in other portions, in order te

9,W00 have the whole uniform in appear.
ance and character. In this case the
water from the roof destroyed a portion of

9,100 the decorations. We thought it best to do
the whole work properly and avoid patch.

2,000 work, that would entail a large expense
afterwards. I took that opportunity to

0 improve the ventilation of this House,
which cost a great deal of expenditure.

,000 We had also to renew a large portion of
5,000 the glass in the roof. Painting and

Supply. [APRIL 29, 1880.]
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decoration cost $4,000; carpets, uphol-
stering, etc., $4,000 ; for wire-guards to
protect the glass, etc., $2,400.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
The hon. gentlemran has succeeded so
far that the air in this Chamber is purer
than formerly ; but I am sorry to tell him
that therehas been,all through the Session,
an extremely disagreeable draught in the
quarter where we of the Opposition sit.
It would be better to have less draught in
cold weather.

MR. LANGEVIN said that during the
coming Recess efiorts would be made to
remedy the defects in the ventilation of
the House.

232 Amount required for improved
ventilation.... ...........

223 Amount required to cever cest
of Telephonie Service,Parlia.
ment and Departmental
Buildings .................

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

New Brunswick.
(Dorchester Penitentiary-
| Additional amount requir-
| ed......................
St. John Custom - house-

234 Additional amount requir-
ed......................

Fredericton Post Office-
Additional amount re-

t quired.,................
Quebec.

(Quebec and Iris Fortifica-
tions including Dufferin

j Improvements.-Additional
sum required............

j Montreal Examining Ware-
2358 -house--Unexpended bal-

ance of appropriation of
I 1878-79 carried forward by

special warrant..........
St. Vincent de Paul Peniten-L tiary-For additions, al-

terations and repairs.....
Ontario.

(Ottawa-Amount required
for Geological Museum,

1 including purchase -f
building................

Ottawa Drill Shed-To pay
Ottawa Gas Company, and
balance due to contractor.

2 Kingston Penitentiary-Ad-
236 ditional amount required,

including unexpended bal-
ance of appropriation of
1878-79 .................

Kingston Military School-
Balance of appropriation
for 1878-79 unexpended on
30th September, 1879,
and carried forward by
special warrant........

MR. LANGEvIN.

$4,200 00

2,500 00

31,500 00

60,000 00

6,000 00

10,000 00

3,656 64

7,700 00

30,000 00

879 49

7,000 00

3,107 Il

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
SIa JOHN A. MACDONALD said

that when the Government made up their
minds to carry out the Act passed two,
years ago, they looked for a proper place
for the Geological Museum. Two places
were offered them : the Clarendon Hotel
and the Victoria Hotel. Mr. Selwyn
came up and examined both places. He
reported against the Victoria Hotel as
being neither strong enough nor large
enough ; the price asked for this build-
ing was $30,000. The Clarendon liotel
was offered for $20,000, and that was the
price the Government paid for it. He
understood it cost the proprietor $50,000,
and it had been valued to a loan society
at a much higher price than the Govern-
ment paid for it. The -report of the Di-
rector was that the building was suffici-
ently adapted for the purpose. The
Government felt that, if they desired here-
after to build a handsome Museumn, they
could easily dispose of this building at a
very considerable gain.

MR. MACKENZIE said he thought
the Clarendon Hotel was not as valuable
as the hon. gentleman had represented.
A far better building had been sold in
this city, last year, under mortgage for
$12,500. He considered the Clarendon
Hotel was, in some respects, a miserable
building, and totally unadapted for the
purpose of a museum. The ceilings were
too low and the building was badly lighted.
He also considered the situation of the
building was a very unfavourable one.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the building was a substantially built
structure, and the fact that Mr. Selwyn
had reported favourably upon it was a
sufficient answer to the objections that
had been made to it.

Vote agreed to.

Manitoba.

237 Manitoba Penitentiary-To pay
for lumber to build a temporary
fence.......... .........

238

British Columbia.

Victoria (B.C.) Penitentiary-
Amount of award of Official Ar-
bitrators in favour of Kinsman
and Styles ..................

Public Buildings Generally.

239 Additional amount required for
salaries and travelling expenses
of Staft, etc..................

$2,000

5,63~

5,000

1884 Supply. Supply.
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Rents, Repairs, etc.
240 Rente, Repaire, Furniture, Heat-

ing, etc.-Additional amount
required...................... 4

241 Gas, Public Buildings, Ottawa-
Additional amount required....

242 Fuel and Light, Rideau Hall-
Additional amount required...

HARBOURS AND RITERS.

Nova Scotia.
243 West Arichat, Richmond Co.-

Amount required to pay salary
of Inspector of Works ........

New Brunswick.
'Oremocto River-Amount re-

quired to pay G. H. Miles for
removalof obstructions... ..

Richibucto Harbour-Amount
required for protection of

L beach ..................
Dredging.

245 Maritime Provinces-Amount re-
quired for special repairs to
Dredge Vessels...............

Jfiscellaneous.
246 Surveys and Inspections-addi-

tional amount required........ 1
OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE.

247 Amount required in connection
with the removal of the wrecked
barque Emiqrant from Charlotte-
town, P.E.I., harbour.........

LIGHTHOUSE AND COAST SERVICE.

248 Amount required for Wharf and
Fog-Alarm building, at Head
harbour, New Brunswick.....

249 Amount required to provide for
unforgeen repaira to Lighthouses
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
Miramichi Bay, damaged by the
storms in October, 1879........

FISHERIES.

250 Amount required to provide for
protection of the Fisheries in the
Gulf and Lower St. Lawrence..

MARINE HOSPITALS.

RIL

5,000

5,000

3,000

500

100

800

4,000

5,000

325

5,000

3,000

3,000

251 Amount required to provide for
the purchase of land and build-
ing, at Alberton, P.E.I., to be
used as a Marine Hospital..... 1,200

MISCELLANEOUS.

260 To pay Mr. E. Miall a further
sum in recognition of his ser-
vices in connection with the
Halifax Fishery Commission... 500

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

MR. BABY said that Mr. Miall was in
attendance during the whole time the
Fishery Commission sat. He (Mr. Baby)
had seen the papers i relation to the
claim; and although Mr. Miall received
his salary and his expenses, it was stated

9, 1880.] Supply. 1885

by Sir Alexander Galt that Mr. Miall
was a most efficient officer in connection
with this Fishery Award, and that he
prepared all the necessary papers, tables,
etc.

MR. MACKENZIE: I object entirely
to this vote. Mr. Miall had a salary,
and got his expenses paid down besides a
thousand dollars. There is no reason for
this. Why should the Government take
up this claim after the late Government
had dealt with it 1 Why should our de-
cision be over-ridden in this way ? We
did not believe he should be paid any
more. Every salaried officer is bound
to go wherever he is required.

ME. BURPEE: The statements were
prepared under the direction of the
Customs Department. The officers were
working there a long tine. The only
money paid was about $140. All the
tables and the valuable information and
statistics were given in that Department;
and I think to pay this claim is entirely
out of place.

MR. MACKENZIE: I move that this
vote be struck out.

Motion, in amendment, negatived on a
division.

Vote agreed to.

262 To pay Mr. Justice Armour in full
for professional services rendered
by him in connection with the
northern and western boundary
of Ontario ..................... $2,000

MR. MACKENZIE said he thought
this a very large sum to be paid for a
verbal opinion. This gentleman was pro-
moted to the Bench before the actual
work was done.

MR. BABY said Mr. Justice Armour
was retained, and, although he was pro-
moted to the Bench before the final hear-
ing before the Arbitrators, lie was engaged
on the case and spent some time in get.
ting it ready. He had put in a claim for
$5,000. It must be presumed that he had
applied his time and talents from the
time he got his brief, so as to be ready for
the investigation. He sent in a claim of
$5,000, and the hon. the Minister of Jus-
tice thought $2,000 would be sufficient.

MR. BLAKE said that Mr. Justice
Armour did devote considerable time to
the preparation of his case. He had
written him (Mr. Blake) from time to
time for books, which were forwarded to
his residence at Cobourg; and was often
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consulting him on the Canadian
English archives in reference to
investigation.

Vote agreed to.

and
the

263 To recoup Mr. Blair Botsford,
5 WX d d Mr J B

HOUS OF COMMONS.

Friday, 30th April, 1880.
The Speaker

o'clock.
PRAYERs.

took the Chair at Three

$10V , ar en, an . . .Foster, $66, Deputy Warden of NEW MEMBER.
Dorchester Penitentiary, e'x-
penses incurred in visiting the MR. SPEAKER informed the House
Penitentiary at Kingston...... $171 that the Clerk of the House had received

264 To cover amount of grant for from the Clerk of the Crown in Chancerv
relief of distress in Ireland .... $100,000 a certificate of the election and return of

MR. ANGLIN: Does the hon. the Edward Holton, Esquire, for the Elec-
First Minister know how that money has toral District of Chateaiguay.
been expended. There was a rumour EDWARD HOLTON, Esquire, Member
that it had been applied to the purchase to represent the Electoral District of
of fishing nets, etc., in certain districts, Chateauguay, having previously taken
whereas we thouglit the money was in- the Oatl, according to law, gud subscribed
tended for the purpose of providing food the roll containirig the same, took bis seat
for the famishing people. in the House.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said the
money was transmnetted to the Colonial
Minister, who would have a better op- Thea following Bi was, with leave of

portunity of knowing, than we possiblv the House, withdrawn a s

could, the best mode of ap-lying it. ie Bih (No. 5) To amend the Act 42 Vie.,
was told that the money was for the im- cap. 72, intituled, An Act respecting the
mediate relief of the sufferers, and lie was Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.-(Mr. McCart/iy.)
also told, in consequence of a remark Ordered, That the fees paid on the said Bi
made by the hon. gentleman, that it be refunded, less the cost of printing and
should be applied in such a way as not to translation.-(Ar. McOarthy.)
affect the prejudices of any of the persons CANADIAN WATERS NAVIGATONBILL.
relieved. We were asked whether we de- (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.B.J.)
sired money to go to the Mansion House FIRST READING.

or the Duchess of Marlbrough's fund.
We answered that we desired to leave the floue reole tse into C rit
matter very much to the discretion of the
Minister, and that we would be quite posed Resolution respecting the navigation
satisfied if it was divided between those of Canadian waters, and reported the said
two funds. The answer we got from the Resolution.
Colonial Secretary was that a sub-Com- MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I>, i mtro-
mittee had been appointed by the mana- duciig a Bil (No. 121) To make better
gers of those two funds for the purpose of provon respectrng the navigation of
applying this money to the purpose for Canadian waters, said This Bil is
which it was voted. That seemed to be simply a copy of the rules in force in
the best way of appropriating it when the England. It is necessary that the rules
two rival funds, if I may use the term, should le uniform, in order to avoid the
combined to distribute the money. We possibuity of any difficulty arising.
have not got a return yet, and we do not Sm ALBERT J. SMITH: Tle rules

know how it has and regulations laving been changed in

was the mode of distribution. i

Vote agreed to. 1 the same rules and regulations in this
Resolutions ordered to be reported. country. It is necessary, therefore,,to
House re8umed. repeal the rules and regulations upon the

(InStatute-book. Therefore, I quite approve
of this measure. I would suggest to the

IResolutions reported. lion. Minister the desirability of inserting
Hhouse adjourned at a clause giving the Governor in Coucil

Ten minutes after power to adopt the ames and regulations
Two o'clock. under the Act of 1874, whenever any

(Mr BProe Q.

NYavigation Bill.(COMMONS.]
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ehange takes place, as it would simplify
matters very much.

Ma. BLAKE said that after the expla-
nations given, the Bill was entirely unobj ec-
tionable. But he thought that legislation
of this sort should not be introduced at
this stage of the Session, because it did
not give proper time for consideration.
Several Bills had been thus brought down
by the hon. Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, and this certainly ought to be
the last.

Bill read the first time.

CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY AGREE-
MENT RATIFICATION BILL.

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley).

FIRST READING.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY, in moving
for a Committee of the Whole to consider
certain Resolutions on the subject of the
agreement entered into with Her Majesty
by the Canada Central Railway Company,
on3rdOctober, A.D. 1879, said: Itisscarce-
ly necessary to enter at length into any
statement of this matter, as it is fully set
forth in the Resolutions; but I may
briefly state or read the following :-

" That by an Order of His Excellency the
Governor-General in Council, dated the 18th
day of April, 1878, passed under the authority
of the Acta 37 Vic., 1874, cap. 14, intituled an
Act to provide for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and ratified by a
Resolution of the House of Commons of Canada
on the 7th day of May, 1878, it is in effect
provided, that the Canada Central Railway
Company are to be entitled to receive from the
Government of Canada a subsidy or bonus of
$12,000 per mile, upon the extension of their
ine westwards to such point as may be selected

by the Government as the terminus ot the
Canadian Pacific Railway, near Lake Nipis,
sing, such subsidy to be payable upon the terms
and in the manner set out in such Order in
Council; and by such Order it is further pros
vided that the Company are to have the option
of subtituting the payment by the Government
of the interest, or part of the interest, on bonds
of the Company running over such terms of
years as might be approved by the Governor in
Council in lieu of the mileage subsidy referred
to.

" That the Company elected to avail them-
selves of such option, and the Government
assumed the payient of the interest (but only
until the maturity of the principal), or an issue
of bonds made by the Company, amounting in
all to £500,C00 sterling, payable in twenty
years fron the lst day of September, A.D.
1879, with interest half-yearly, at the rate of 5
per cent. per annum.

" That the Company, upon the'Government
so assuming the payment of such interest,

entered into the following agreement with Ber
Majesty."

And then follows the agreement. I in
tend to move the following Resolution :-

" That it is expedient to ratify and confirm
the assumption by the Government of the pay.
ment of the said interest, and to approve of and
confirm the said Agreement.

" That the total interest on the said issue of
bonds so assumed by the Government, slightly
exceeds the amount of interest which can be
provided for ont of the said cash subsidy of
$12,000 per mile.

" That so soon as the Government shall have
returned to the Company, out of the sum of
$1,527,085.50 go deposited, as above mentioned,
a sum equal to the said bonus of $12,000 per
mile, if paid as provided for in the said Order
in Council of 18th April, A.]D. 1878, the balance
of such deposit shall be appropriated and used
for the purpose of meeting the interest on the
said bonds."

The object is to make legal this arrange-
ment, the amount guaranteed being in
excess of that authorised by previous
legislation. That is the object of these
Resolutions and the Bill to be based on
them.

In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Instead

of $12,000 a mile, it was sug-
gested that that guarantee should be
given in some form a-, the work pro-
gressed, because difficulties arose and
loans would be put on the market at
different times which might affect Cana-
dian securities. Then the question of
giving a guarantee for the whole work,
and what it should be, came up. By the
arrangement made they have deposited
with the Government the whole amount,
which was sufficient to pay the interest
on the sum for twenty years, as a security.
We have the money in our hands now,
and if the work was not completed during
next year, or if it was never completed,
we still have the money sufficient to pay
the interest for that period. As the
work progresses, the company will be
entitled to have this money released from
time to time.

MR. BLAKE: lHas the Canada Central
Railway Company paid any mon'ey to
the Government in this regard I

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Yes;
ample to pay the interest for twenty
years.

MR. BLAKE : If the company has
paid this money in, they should be en-
titled to receive from the Government the
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residue of the subsidy as the work pro-
gresses, because receiving that subsidy
there still remains, of its own funds, the
price of the guarantee. But tly will not
be entitled to receive the sum which
they have deposited, because that
is only the price of the payment
given of the interest on the
bonds. If that be the state of the case,
there remains nothing but the general
question of policy in connection with this
matter.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : That is
exactly the state of the case.

Motion agreed te.
House resolved itself into Committee

of the Whole to consider the said Reso-
lutions.

(In the Committee.)
Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resuned.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported.
SIa SAMUEL L. TILLEY introduced

a Bill (No. 122) To ratify and confirm a
certain agreement therein mentioned be-
tween the Government of Canada and the
Canada Central Railway Company.

Bill read thefirst time.

CANADA GUARANTEE COMPANY.
EXPLANATION.

Ma. ROCHESTER: In March last,
in moving a Resolution for copies of
papers connected with the Canada Guar-
antee Company, I made the remark that
it would appear from the course pursued
by the manager of that company that
" they made it a point to contest almost
all claims made against them." I con-
sidered myself, at that time, perfectly
justified in making that remark from re-
ports and information received from dif-
ferent quarters. Since that time I have
received the annual report, swôrn to, of
the company, which shows altogether a dif-
ferent state of things, namely, that the pro-
portion of claims paid to claims made from
the commencement to date is 92 per cent.
I, therefore, think it but just to make this
explanation in regard to that company.

SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.
Resolutions reported from Committee

of Supply considered. -
Resolutions 22 to 26 and 31 to 52

(April 2) read the second tsme and agreed
to.

MR. BLAKE.

On Resolution 53 (April 12), To meet expenses
in connection with the care, collection and col-
lation of public archives, $5,000,

Ma. MILLS enquired, Why the valu-
able manuscriptsaobtained at the British
Museum were kept in the Department
of Agriculture. It would be much more
convenient if they were kept in the Li-
brary, where they would be accessible.

Ma. POPE (Compton) said they were
kept in the Department of Agriculture
because there was no room for them in
the Library. In the Department they
were kept quite safe in a fire-proof vault.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Will you take it into consideration 7

Ma. POPE: Yes.
Resolution read the second time and

agreed to.
Resolutions 54 and 55 read the second

time and agreed to.
On Resolution 56, To meet expenses in con-

nection with the Census, $200,000,

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
The] hon. the Minister of Agriculture
will recollect that when this item was
under discussion in Committee, I sug-
gested that, in taking the next Census,
care should be taken to ascertain the
classes of houses inhabited by the people,
and also the number of rooms in each.
That information can be obtained with
very little trouble, when the number of
inmates of each house is being ascerta ined.
The hon. gentleman promised to consider
the matter and give me an answer on
Concurrence.

MR. POPE (Compton): I have thought
of the matter, and believe it would be
difficult to report all the rooms, and it
would inaterially extend our Census Re-
turns which, in 1870, were larger, in pro-
portion, than those of any other country
But I will consider the subject furthe.
and, if I can see my way clear to it, wih
adopt the suggestion.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Well, I will limit the suggestion and ask
that we may have stated simply whether
the houses are brick, stone or wood, and
of how many storys ; that would give
a good deal of interesting information.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : There
might be objections to certain kinds of
enquiries, and difficulty in getting
answers.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I will explain my reason for the sugges-

Concurrence.[COMMONS.J
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tion. We have had no opportunity for 1
many years of gaining the progress of
the people in the important item of the
quality of their houses, and man have
none but this. The information I seek
eould be obtained with little trouble to
the enumerators who have to visit every
house. Al he need do is ask the quality
of the house, and if that cannot be given
the number of the rooms-to ascertain
simply to what class the building be-
longs.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : Yes.
Resolution read the second time and

ogreed to.

On Resolution 57, Immigration and Quaran.
tine, $193,016,

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. the 4
Minister of Agriculture promised to state
who thcose agents in Europe are, to whom 5
these $5,200 are to'be paid.

Mi. POPE (Compton): Mr. Dyke is 6
one, and there are Mr. Foy and Mr.
Graham, and there is to be one at Dublin. 7.

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MB. POPE: The salary of the German

Agent, $500, is not included in this, but 8
is in another item. 9

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
It would be convenient if we had given 10.
us, in the next Estimates, details showing
the establishment of the Clerks and 11
Messengers in London, as is the case with
all the comparatively small establishments 12
-to show how the $7,000 is distributed.

Mn..POPE : Mr. Annand getsa salary
of $4,000.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT: 13
Does that salary come out of the item i

MR. POPE : Perhaps not; I am not 14

oertain. Mr. Dore gets $2,500 ; Mr. 15
Dickson $800; and another employé
$1,00-the staff is small. 16

Resolution read the second tims and

agreed to. 17
Resolutions 59 and 60 read the second '18

time and agreed to.
Resolutions 63 to 75, and 104 to 1251

(April 13), read the second- time and
agreed to.

Resolution 81 (A.pril 20) read the second 19
time and agreed to. 20

Resolutions 76 to 80, and 126 to 148
(April 22), read the second time and
agreed Cd.

On Resolution 149, completion and construc-
tion of Lighthouses and F.pg Alarme, $40,000,

119

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
asked of the hon. the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries if he was prepared to sub-
mit the List of Lighthouses included in this
vote.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said the
following were the Lighthouses referred to
in the vote :-

Ontario.

1 Lighthouse at Strawberry Island,
north channel, River St. Mary,
Algoma District.. ...........

2 Lighthouse -at Port Stanley, County
of Middlesex..............

3 On account of a Peir and Light
at Colchester Reef, Lake Erie,
County of Essex..... ........

Quebec.

Lighthouse and Fog Alarm at Cape
Bauld, entrance Straits of
iBelleisie ..................

Lighthouse at St. Peter's Island or
Flat Rock, County of Gaspé....

rwo small Lights at Saguenay
River, Chicoutimi County....

Light on Government Wharf,
Rivière du Loup, Temiscouata..

New Brunswick.
Two Beacon Lights at Buctouche,

Kent County
Automatic Buoy and fittings at

Split Rock, County of St. John
Beacon Light on wharf at Poke-

audie, Caraquet, County of
Glouceiter........... ......

Small Beacon Liht at Fox Island,
Miramichi....................

Lighthouse at Hay Island, entrance
of Neguac Gully, Miramichi
Bay, Northumberland County..

Nova Scotia.
Lighthouse at Cranberry Island,

Gnysboro' County ............
Fog alarm at Scatterie Island,

Cape Breton County ..........
Lighthouse at St. Ann's, Victoria

County, Cape Breton.......
Lighthouse at Big Island, Meri-

gomish, Pictou County...
Lighthouse at Jeddore Rock,

Halifax County ...............
Automartic Buoy at Canso, Guy s-

boro' County, to replace Bell
Buoy to be removed to Big
Rock, Halifax County.........

Prince Edtward Island.
Lighthouse at Cape Bear, King's

County ...................
Lighthouse at Savage Harbour,

King's County................

Balance required for land, &c.

$1,500

1,000

5,000

5,000

1,500

300

600

800

2,700

700

150

400

4,000

3,000

1,000

2,000

4,000

2,700

800

39,150
850

$40,000

[APRIL 30, 1880.)Conowrr&e,
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Liglithouse at Sands Head, Fraser River,
British Columbia, to replace Light-ship,
$14,000 (provided for seiarately in Esti-
mates).

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
suggested that the details of the items
should be printed, and appear long with
the Estimates.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 150 to 152 read the second
time and agreed to.

On Resolution 153, grant for Meteorological
Observatories, including instruments and cost
of telegraphiug weather warnings, $37.000,

MR. MILLS asked whether or not
steps had been taken to have Meteorologi-
cal Observatories in the North-West Ter-
ritories, in order to furnish such informa-
tion as, in conjunction with the American
Observatories, would enable us to> have
the course of storms with more accuracy.
He would like to know if there were any
alterations.

MR. BABY said there were no altera-
tions. The matter was under consideia-
tion.

Resolution read the second tine and
agreed to.

Resolutions 154 to 159 read the second
time and agreed to.

Resolutions 160 and 161 read the second
time and agreed to.

On Resolution 162, Indians, Ontario and
Quebec, $24,800,

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
called attention to the fact that these
items were allowed under protest ; because
the Report of the Department of Interior
had not been furnished. He understood
that Report was to be furnished to-day, so
that an opportunity might be had of dis-
cussing the Indian items.

SIR SAM UEL L. TILLEY said there
were large votes in the Supplementary
Estimates in addition to the Indian items
passed last night.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
thought these items had better be post-
poned.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 163 to 165, and 195 to 197
rcad the second time and agreed to.

Resolutions 90 to 93 (April 27) read
the second time and agreed to.

On Resolution 94, St. Anne-s Lock and
Canal, $150,000,

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER said&
$180,345 was required to conplete this
work, over and above this vote.

MR. MACKENZIE: Does that em-
brace deepening the channel above the
lock ?

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Yes.
Resolution read the second time and

agreed to.
Resolutions 95 to 103, 198 and 199

read the second time and agreed to.
On Resolution 200, Collection of Slide and

Boom dues, $20,745,

MR. WHITE : I observe that a large7
amount of slide and boom dues, about
$109,000, remains uncollected. 1 would
like to know if tiere is any security for
their payment, or if any steps are being
taken to collect them.

MR. BABY : These arrears have been
running on from year to year-indeed
they have been accumulating for the last
fifteen years. Every effort is being made
to colleet those dues, and we think that
about one-fourth of the total amount will
be secured.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 201 to 204, 179 to 185,
and 178, read the second tim e and ayreed
te.

Resolutions 1 and 3 to 21 (April 28)
read the second time and agreed to.

On Resolution 186, Collection of Revenues-
Customs, $724,565,

S1R RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Did the hon. the Minister of Customs
give us the names of the members of the
Board of Experts, and their salaries ? If
not, I should like that information.

MR. BOWELL: The Board consists
of Messrs. Fraser and Sinclair, who re-
ceive $1,800 a year each, and Mr. Belford,
as Secretary, in the place of Mr. Young,
wbose salary is $1,600.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Are there not several departments ?

MR. BOWELL: Yes; Mr. Fraser has
dry goods in charge and acts also for the
hardware department, and Mr. Sinclair
has groceries generally.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 187 and 188, read the
second tine and agreed to.

On Resolution 189, Salaries of Inspectors and
Assistant Inspectors of Weights and Measures,
$40,800,
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SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
When this item was before the House
recently, I called attention to the fact
that certain of those officers against whom
no complaint had been made, but whose
offices had been abolished, had petitioned
for some remuneration. The hon. the
First Minister stated that, besides re-
turning them the money actually paid
into the Superannuation Fund, the Gov-
ernment would consider whether a certain
number of months' gratuity could not be
given those men who had been free from
blame in the discharge of their duties.
Has that question been considered and
any decision arrived af ?

MR. BABY: The question has not
been considered yet, but the reimburse-
ment of the parties for the payments to
the Superannuation Fund has, and an
item was put in the Supplementary Esti-
mates for the purpose, which passed last
night.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
-Will the hon. Minister be kind enough
to have this matter considered, and tell us
by Monday or Tuesday the decision of the
Government.

MR. BABY : I will do the best pos-
aible to bring the matter forward for ex-
amination.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 190 to 194 and 205 read
the second time and agreed to.

On Resolution 206, Surveys of Dominion
Lands, chargeable to Capital, $300,000,

Sim RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I desire to call the attention of the hon.
the First Minister to this item charge-
able to Capital,in order that he may state,
formally, the decision of the Government
as to the mode of crediting the sums to be
received for those lands in future. Up
to the present time the sums received for
lands have gone to the ordinary Income,
and it is obviously improper and inex-
pedient that that practice should be con-
tinued if the cost of the Surveys be
charged to Capital Accouat.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. gentleman is quite correct. I think
it is quite clear that under the terms of
the Resolutions adopted last Session, on
the 13th May, by which 100,000,000
acres were appropriated to defray the cost
of the Pacific Railway, there must be a
separate account of the sale of those

lands kept, and the proceeds exclu-
sively appropriated to the payment
of its construction. In the Resolu-
tions it was proposed that those lands
should be invested in two Commissioneri
to be appointed one by England and the
other by Canada. That was done in the
hope of our obtaining the cooperation of
the British Government in the construe-
tion of the Pacific Railway. The lands
were to be sold at not less than $2 an
acre, the proceeds to be invested in
securities for the exclusive purpose of de-
fraying the cost of the Railway. The co-
operation of England lias not yet been
secired; but, under the new régime, we
may be more successful in England.
Until Her Majesty's Governinent choose
to cooperate with us in the construction
of this Railway, we shall have no right,
nor can we ask it, to appoint a Com-
missioner. There would be no reason for
one. The Canadian Government mean-
time will appoint a Trustee. I consider
that every sale of those lands in the
North-West, from the time of the adoption
of the Resolutions, should be credited to
that account, and every expenditure, in
the way of surveys and for land manage-
ment, charged against those sales, so that
the net product should be exclusively de-
voted to the payment of the cost of the
construction of the Railway. I have
given notice, to-day, of a Resolution for
the purpose of amending the Resolutions
of last Session in that regard, and ln
another particular. Last year's Resolu-
tions fixed the minimum price at $2 an
acre. But the Government bas thought
proper to propose an amendment-to
make a graduated scale of prices accord-
ing to the proximity or remoteness
of the land from the Railway, the prices
ranging from $5 to $1 an acre. In on.
sense, the land sold at $1 an acre does not
come within the spirit of the Resolutions
of May last; because it was then contem-
plated that twenty miles on each side of
the Railway should be exclusively with-
drawn irom homesteading and free set-
tlement, to be sold for the construction of
the Railway. The Government thought
this change desirable, and 1 believe the
sentiment of hon. gentlemen opposite,
also, was against the principle of locking
up the whole of the land within twenty
miles on each side of the Railway. I
shall move, on Monday, a Resolution,
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providing among other things that the
minimum price shall be $1 instead of $2.

ME. ANGLIN: Perhaps, by Monday,
the hon. the First Minister will produce a
Return I moved for six weeks ago, with
regard to the receipts from the sale of the
lands in the North-West.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
thouglht it was already produced.

Mn. ANGLIN: No. A Return ask-
ing for the amount of money received for
those lands, and another asking for the
amount of land sold last year, and the
quantity taken up by individuals, have
been brought down, though moved for
long after the Return I desire.

SIR JOHN A. MA CDONALD : I
think I gave the House a statement of
the quantity of land sold, and the amount
received, and amount of scrip redeemed,
in my remarks in answer to Mr. Charl-
ton's motion.

MR. BLAKE: Of course it is obviously
necessary that, as those lands are to form
a fund for the construction of the Rail-
way, and as we are now adopting the
principle of not charging the expenditure
to Income, we should cause the expendi-
ture to be made out of the proceeds of the
lands. There may be some difficulty in
adjusting the account in the way it is
voted-for Dominion Lands, Capital Ac-
oount; the fund will be a trust fund in
connection with the Pacific Railway. But
it would be well to adopt such an arrange-
ment as may be made very clear in the
future ; first of all, that an item which for-
merly appeared in an expenditure on Reve-
nuè account, is now transferred to Capital;,
and, second, that it is paid from time to
time out of the proceeds of the lands. I
do not know whether the First Minister
intends to do it, but he gave notice of a
RLesolution to be substituted for those of
last year.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Not
for them all, but for the 7th, one of the
series.

MR. BLAKE: I am very glad to
hear that statement, but shall be very
sorry to see those glowing periods
with regard to the lands obliterated from
our Journals. I presume those parts of the
Resolutions which refer to the constitu-
tion of the Commission are to be obliter-
ated for the purpose ?

SIR JOHN A. MACD3NALD: Yes.
MR. BLAKE : Then the proposals as

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

to the precise mode of dealing with the
lands, and the other Resolutions, shall
stand as they are?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes.
MR. MACKENZIE: I understood the

Premier's policy was to provide in the
Act that the lands should be charged
with the expenditure on the surveys and
other outlays, and the balance applied to
Railway purposes. In that case, I pre-
sume he intends to apply the expenditure
already incurred on surveys. In order to
have the account correct it must cover all
the lands which have been devoted to
Railway purposes. That is not mentioned
in the Resolution, nor does the hon gen-
tleman say it in bis remarks.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : After
the vote took place on the 13th of May
last, I said that all these lands, called
Railway lands, were set aside for a special
purpose, and would be carried to Capital
Account, and from that time that all the
expenditure of management would lie
strictly limited to Manitoba and the
North West.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWBIGHT:
What has been sold in belts A, B, C, D
and E in Manitoba since the Ist of July
last goes to Capital Account..

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Cer-
tainly.

MR. MILLS: In what way does the
hon. gentleman propose to carry on these
surveys ?

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
a matter of very considerable importance
to get good men to do· that work, and it
is not a thing you can well offer to com-
petition among all the parties who happen
to hold licenses. Many mei who hold
licenses as surveyors might be very good
men to do chores at home but cannot un-
dertake work of that kind. We are ask-
ing for tenders from good surveyors, so as
to get an idea of what the work can be
done for. I believe it can be done for
considerably under four cents an acre.
Besides that, in the Bill I have before the
House, I propose to introduce a clause by
which we can introduce the use of the
solar compass instead of the more scienti-
fie, but more expensive mode of survey
now in use. Our present system of
survey is perfect, from a scientitic point
of view, but it is an enormously expensive
one, compared with the one adopted in
the United States. There is no doubt
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that the scientific mode prevents future MR. MILLS J think the lon. gentle-
disputes and trouble in rectifying defec- man should bring down a list of those
tive surveys. But it is of so much con- persons whom he has employed. 1 be-
sequence that the country should be sur- lieve the rule is a sound one that if a
veyed at once, and inexpensively, it will survever is found to be incompetent, and
be well, to a limited extent, that the sur- has ut the Department to unnecessary
vey should be carried out as before. expeuse, he should not be employed again,

MR. MILLS: No doubt our surveys ne matter what his politics; but I alo
are somewhat more difficult than those of think a surveyor, vho is found te be con-
the United States, on account of our petent, ought not to be refused employ-
higher latitude and the more rapidly con- ment in the publie service, simpiy because
'verging meridian fines. But I do not le may not belong to the pelitical party
think the hon. gentleman will find, how- of the Administration. Mr. Jeed, who
ever rapidly the country may be settled, was employed during the greater portion of
that it is desirable to push the surveys our Administration, and Messrs. Paton and
much in advance of settlement. Where Newton,whowere employed four years ont
that is done the lines become obliterated, offive, ail these we knew te be politically
the stakes disappear, and the survey has opposed te is, but when there was any-
to be done over again. In 1873 the sur- thing te do they were emplyed. hare
veys were pushed forward too rapidly, received some communications frei sur-
and the result was that it is now wholly veyors who have net been employed, and
impossible to determine where the boun- their impression is that it is because they
dary line between the different sections are not of the political party of the hon.
is ; and I have no doubt that if the sur- gentleman.
veys be pushed in advance of settlement Resolutien reaJ the 8econl tire and
for a few years, the same difficulty will agreed te.
again occur. The hon. gentleman bas h being Six o'clock, the Speaker lJt
said that it is desirabMe te obtain the be:t the Chair.
men. I mould like te sde the ost of those
who have been in thp service of the hon. After Recess.
gentleman fUr the past year. During, the PRIVATE BILLS.
whole period of the late Administration THlRD READINGS.
a nuruber ef the hon. gentleman's politi- The foll .owing Bis wvere severly
cal friends were employed on the staff i on o th
surveyors, in fact, think they were in ai o t
majority. The honh gentleman had, under reprted, read te terd time and passed.

lis former Gvernient, men employed ilpe (No. 7 To incorporate the Pontae
in the survey of that country wh Paieth auntion Raiway Con any.-(M-.

pete, iVorth Renfree)
were recommended te hin on account Bill (N . 32) Respocting the Moitreal Asu-
of their political inclinaoions rather rance Copany.-(r. Miro r d, Jwhquo
than their scientific attainments. The partier.o
hon, gYentlemnan shakes bis head, but B~1 (No. 111) To provide for the winding-up

SSay it is an extraordinary thing thatni ai e . an
in the Est of surveyors employed when Le MONTREAL TELERAPH OMPANY
was in office, there was net a single odi- ACTS AMENDENT BIL.-[BLL 65.3
vidual opposed te hin politically. Deoes SENATE AMENDMENT D tSAhrEED To.

le rean te sav that these who have Order for cbnsideration ef Senate amend.
passed creditable examinations, because ments reid.
thev bald opposite political opinions, are . tBLAhe : These amendoents are
untit for the public service? 1I would of an important nature, and alter the
like te know how many of thIse who are character of the Bi l very seriously. The
nt in politial accord with the bon. Senate have reiserted the provisions de-
entleman have been retained on the liberately struck eut by the Standing

staff. Is Mr. Sinclair retained ? lis Mr. Committee, te, which. the Bill wafi
Stewart retained p I ar. inclined te referred.
think there is not e of the retained. Mns. GIpROAlD (Jacques Cartier)

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: I de If this Bil is referred back to tthe Railway
net know; I neyer heard of theat . ICemmittee, it will undoubtcdly be killct.
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The amendment is a very simple one, and
can properly be considered in Committee
of the Whole.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle-
man must move to disagree with the
amendment of the Senate, or the Bill
must be recommitted.

MR. GAULC moved that the House
disagree to the amendment inserting
Clause A, giving power to the company
to lease their line or any part thereof.

Motion agreed to.

SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.
Resolutions reported from Committee

of Supply further considered.
On Resolution 207, Dominion Lands, Outside

Service, Land Agencies in Manitoba, and
North- West Territories, $32,000 ; extra Clerks
at lead Office, Ottawa, maps, printing, adver.
tising, etc., $14,600,

MR. MILLS asked why Mr. Taffrey
was transferred from the Land Agency on
the Saskatchewan to the office at Win-
nipeg.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY promised
to take a note of that, and obtain the in-
formation from the hon. the leader of the
Government, who was not at present in
lis seat.

Resolution read thle second time and
agreed to.

Resolution 208 read tie second lime and
agreed to.

Resolutions 209 to 221 (April 29),
read the seconc d time and agreed to.

On Resolution 222, Converting Smooth-bore
Ordnance into 64-Pounder Palliser Guns, and
the manufacture of two 7-inch Si-ton guns
auid carriages, $16,500,

In reply to Sir R1eHARD J. CART-
-WRIGHT,

MR. MASSON: The 7-inch 8-ton guns
are nlot very large pieces of ordnance,
and can be manufactured very easily in
Canada, at a less cost and better than
those manufactured at Woolwich. I have
enquired as to tue place where these two
guns are to be placed, and I am advised
that they should be placed at St. John,
on the Island, or Partridge Island, I
think ; and, prohably, two or three will
be placed at Pictou, but it will be neces-
sary really to have heavier ordnance
there. It is a vcry important port. We
oan get as good a gun made here for $650
as in Engknd for $860. As to risk to
life the test has been successfully tried
in Montreal. The greatest precautions

Mu. GaoUAD.

are being taken with the Gilbert gun.
I was particular that it should succeed.
After going through a thorough test, to
the satisfaction of the Artillery officers
and men, I think the hon. gentleman can
rest assured that the thing will be a com-
plete success.

In reply to Mr. CASEY,
MR. MASSON said the 7p-in. guns

cost $4,800, including 100 rounds
of amunition, shot and shell ;
and Le thought we could get them
here for $3,750, including the 100 rounds
of ammunition. Mr. Gilbert had not
been contracted with for the ammunition;
but shot and shell could be manufactured
in Canada at the same price as in
England.

MR. ANGLIN thought larger ord-
nance was required for St. John; tliey
ought to be of the heaviest. If occasion
arose to provide for the defence of our
coasts St. John would be absolutely
exposed.

MR. MASSON was happy to sée that
the hon. gentleman approved of the vote.

MR. ANGLIN said heavier ordnance
would be necessary if occasion arose for
defence.

MR. MASSON said the Minister of
Militia was obliged to be guided by the
opinions of officers supposed to know
more than the bon. gentleman did. The
Inspector of Artillery thoight these guns
would be sufficient, not against an iron-
clad, but against any ship or privateer
that might escape Her Majesty's cruisers
We should trust upon the Imperial Navy
in every emergency; but in case of the
escape from sbips of Her Majesty's Navy,
of any privateers wlich are not so
heavily armed, the shot and shell of these
guns would be very efficient. It was
important not to go into the fabrication
of very heavy ordnance before being
satisfied of the success of these.
Perhaps next year the harbour of St.
John might be put in a better state of
defence.

MR. BLAKE . To what particular
advantages we owe it I know not:
whether it is that we have at our com
mand more raw material and cheap labour
we are not told ; but we are told that we
are able to get out a bettergun at $650 than
can be turned out at Woolwich for $860.
I am delighted to note that. I hope it
will be very widely spread, and that at
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no great distance of time, we may find the general bearing value of the nut-locks
Montreal rivaling other places in manu- te the fact thut thý Governrent have not
facturing artillery for the world. paid for twenty.five miles of the road on

MR. MASSON: I know the hon. which they have been placed, because they
gettleman bas not much faith in the werenot satisfied with the nianner in
National Policy, but we will make this which the work was performed. The
attempt. If we succeed, I am sure the reports would probably be dissimilar in
hon. gentleman will huve patriotism relation to those portions of the road, and
enough to admit the fact. the other portions where the work was

Resolution read the second time and well performed. There is ne doubt the
agreed to. nut-locks are more applicable to a new

Resolutions 223 and 224 read the track, because many of the nuts have
second time and agreed to. rusted in such a way as to nakg their

MR. MASSON moved to strike out renoval difficngt. I think that, on the
Resolution 225, Gratuity to Gunner whole, however, the Report is very
Derppster for injury sustained at drill satisfactory. It is true that not so
$400. He said the vote was nt re(juired, much personal attention is likely

w there is a Contingent Fund in the to be given to the road
Militia Department to provide for sucl where the nut-lock is i use. There is
accidents. where its value lies. Wit l ail the vii-

Motion aqteed o. lance and attention that eau be given,
On Resolution 226, Intercolonial liailway, nuts often wvear out, and trains go off

$193,600, the track, and if we can preveut two or
Mw. ANGLIN: I have to day re- three accidents f that kind by the use t

ceived a copy of the Report in regard to nut-locks, ve would more than cover the
the nut-locks in which there are some cost cf their application to the whole road.
peM.liarities of an iterestin character. I think the result If their use ha ben
There appears to be a great variety lf, satisfactory on the w role, and that a groat
opinions amon t the officiais of the road sav ad
il regard te the vaine of the nut-locks. therebyt
Some declare tat they are of the greatest S a n RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
val,e-that they work to a charm t and Ha tis nnt-ick gone into use o the
save a immense amount of labour-and Grand Trunk, the Great Western, or anf
render tel whole care cf the ro msd less other Canadian road ?
troublesome and expensive than before. SIR CHARLES TfPPFt : I hao net
Others qualify this statement by saying know. It as hehen applied t sveral
the nutaocks are valuable fhen they fit miles on the Noth are rod, and lias
particularly tell. Others go even fur- been found to work well.
ther and state that they answer very well M. ANGLJN: I thnk the on. gen-
except when the fwanges happen to break, tleman is mistaken in regardin it of the
ave admt that, in mnany cases, the flanges utmost importance that tWe nut-lock af-
have broken. One gentleman said they fords partial security against ac<idents,

eould be useful if they ere applied when since the men employel on the rakes
the rails were new, and when they fit may be led te be less careful tan before.
properly. A. great neany brakeemen say Those locks give way occasionally, and 
that it is unnecessary te look so think the nne should be as carefgIly ex-
closely after the joints as formerly, amined as if they were net in use. They
but they admit there have been do not afford absolute immunity from
breakages, and, in some instances, the locks suc pa accidents as the on. gentleman ha
have failed in the effect anticipated. I referred to.
have not heard that any private cern- Sm CLARLES TUPPER: Yes, they
panies have aropted those locks, and I do. The nut is ocf steel, and f course
think the Report has proved quite con- breaks tccasionally ; but no accident re-
clusively that the nut-lock has noet had sults fras that. The track is just as
the great result the hon. Miniter antic-j safe as before the nut broke, but it is to
pated. be replaced n order te keep the track

SIR CHARLES TtPPER: I acomunt safe.
for the dissimilarity of the reports as to M io ANGLIN: The hon gente-an
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does not quite understand the circum-
stances of the case. The nut-lock breaks
because a strain is broughît upon it,
chiefly, I presume, from press4ure on the
nut itself, and the moment you break the
flange the nut is likely to work open, and
so an accident may occur. Will the hon.
gentleman be kind enough to tell us how
much rolling-stock this $159,000 is likely
to cover.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : It will
cover two locomotives, two fir.suclass cars,
two second-class cars, two smoking cars,
two baggage cars, etc., and we shall have
to ask for an additional sum, in the
Supplementary Estimates, for a box and
platform car.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolution 227 read the second time
and agreed to.

On Resolution 228, Canadian Pacific Rail.
way, $220,00O,

Sin CHARLES TUPPER: With re-
gard to the enquiry as to the item for the
Pembina Branch, that will complete it in
addition to the vote for the year. This is
the amount that will be required by the
1st July next. The amount needed for
its completion has already been voted in
the general Estimates.

In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,
SiR CHARLES TUPPER: The new

rolling-stock was to be delivered in June,
1880, including five first-class cars, twenty
second-elass cars, sixty box cars, and
sixty platform cars, estimated to cost,
in all, $60,000. This item is in addition
to the ordinary Estimates. It is placed in
the Supplementary Estimates for this year,
because itmust be paid before the 1st July
next.

In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,

Sin CHARLES TITPPER: We were
obliged to obtain the four locomotives for
immediate use on the Pembina Branch.
Their present value was estimated on
their present condition by the Locomotive
Supeiintendents at Moncton and Pem-
bina, to be charged against the Canada
Pacific Railwav.

Ma. ANGLIN: With regard to the
$75,000 for Surveys, I think we have a
right to some explanations. Are ther.
location or exploratory surveys to be re-
quired by the 30th June next ?

SIR CHAR ý ES TJPPER : This item
of $75,000 is to cover the Governor-

MR. ANGLIN.

General's Warrant issued for surveys re-
quired to be made, the money to be
expended up to lst July next. The
general surveys, conducted during the
past year, and explorations, were carried
on in connection with the general Act.
Up to 30th April, there had been charged
in all against surveys, $267,392, to be
transferred as properly belonging to con-
struction. Out of that amount in
$113,688, leaving a balance of $153,703,
chargeable to Surveys. The vote last year
for that purpose was $100,000. The
balanceof this Special Warrant of $75,000,
unexpended on the 30th April, 1880, was
$21,296, against which there will be
the expenditure for two months, in
connection with two parties who
remained out during the winter to com-
plete the work in which they were en-
gaged-one from Nipegon to Thunder
Bay, and the other from Nipegon east-
ward. Up to the autumn they had
passed Long Lake, coming down to
Nipissing from Nipegon. They were
anxious to conclude the surveys, which
they will do by the 1st July next. The
only work then remaining will be the
location surveys, as the construction of
the Pacific Railway proceeds across the
prairies.

MR. ANGLIN: The sum seems very
large, even although the surveys described
are progressing. Will the hon. gen-
tleman tell us the result of the surveys
towards Lake Nipegon? What sort of
route, on the whole, has been discovered 1

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: This item
of $153,000 covers all the explorations
of the past year. Of very large tracts of
the land in the North-West, we know
nothing, consequently exploratory surveys
were carried out, and the result has been
very satisfactory. Our most sanguine
expectations, as to the great prairie region,
have been exceeded. Then we had
surveys of the two routes, and by Fort
Simpson through to the Pine River Pass,
and surveys from Winnipeg westward, Io-
cating the first 100 miles of the Rail-
way across the prairies, and afterwards
very difficult and elaborate surveys for
the second 100 miles, with the result of
obtaining a very good line through an
admirable country for settlement, which
section is being let at a cost not exceeding.
that of the first 100 miles, which is very
low and satisfactory. Then there were
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exploratory surveys from that point to
the base of the Rocky Mountains, which
also resulted satisfactorily in the dis-
covery of a line to the north of Edmon-
ton, which will save ten miles in dis-
tance, and carry the road out of a diffi-
cult country, through a good district for
settlement, while saving much money in
construction. The result of the surveys
through the Peace River country is also,
gratifying. Then we had almost a lo-
cation survey from Nipissing westward to
the Sturgeon River, sixty or seventy
miles of a line that will ultimately run
north of Lake Superior, and is expected to
be on the same line as the extension of the
Canada Central; and subsequently a sur-
vey from Spanish River, so as to make
us quite certain that we shall have no
difficulty in obtaining a good line to the
Sault Ste. Marie from Nipissing. There
was a survey,not concluded, from Nipegon,
westward, to connect with the line from
Thunder Bay to the Red River. It was
also necessary we should strike that line'
aboutfiftyorsixty miles west of the present
terminus at Fort Willliam. But no very
satisfactory line has been obtained in that
direction. The surveys of the past season
now terminated, established the fact that
we can get a good line from Nipegon to
Fort William that will be found pre-
ferable to connect with- the road further
west. It will decrease the length of the
line. The last account received from the
party exploring and surveying from
Nipegon to Nipissing states, we can
carry the road up to Lake Superior,
below Nipegon, connecting with the navi-
gation at the head of Nipegon, at Lake
Helen, at the head of Lake Superior, a
very fair line, much better than we sup-
posed, can be obtained as far. as Long
Lake. We are informed that a very
good line, not difficult to construct, will
be found from the head of Lake Superior
down to the point to which the survev
was carried, and westward of Nipissing to
Sturgeon River. Those surveys will be
completed by the lst July, and this
provision is simply made to carry them
up to that point. Although the amount
appears large, the results are commen-
surate. We have obtained valuable
information, which will enable us to eflect
a very great saving in the expenditure
in the ultimate construction of the line.

MR. ANGLIN: I think the Ilouse

must be of opinion that a very large
expenditure in surveys, where there l no
intention of building the Railway, is pre-
mature and unwise. The outlay on the
sections eastward from Nipegon, and from
Nipegon to Fort William, where the road
will not be built for years, should not
have been incurred. We are not in a
position to spend money thus prematurely
and unnecessarily. Expenditures, how-
ever,onthe prairie sections, to make known
the character of the country, may be use-
ful. The surveys in the Peaee River and
other districts, seem to have been produc-
tive of no result whatever. The line to
Fort Simpson was well known, and the
country adjoining it was well known be-
fore. Two parties went through the
country, as if on a pleasure excursion,
making nq instrumental survevs, I be-
lieve, but merely looking around the
country and forming a superficial opinion
as to its character. The Report, so far as
it goes, is entirely in favour of the adop-
tion of the Northern Route to the Pacific,
as the Chief Engineer advised, distinctly,
in his Report, based on the reports of those
parties, that the selection of the terminus
should be deferred until further examina
tions were made. It is to be hoped those
exploratory surveys will not be resumed
until there is some reasonable expectation
that the work of construction in the
regions surveyed will be commenced in a
few years.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: No doubt
there is a great deal in what the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Anglin) says ; but the
examination of the country eastward
from Fort Simpson, was indispensably
necessary to the final adoption of a route.
So far from no instrumental surveys
baving been made as just stated, ten
miles of the road in that section were ac-
tually located, to be submitted to contract.
Shoulckthe Government adopt that route,
we stood pledged to Parliament to com-
mence construction during the season,
and had to prepare for it. Consequently,
the Government adopted that route.
With reference to the surveys initiated
in the Lake Superior region, the Govern-
ment having propounded a scheme for
the construction of the Canada Pacific
Railway as a whole, and looking to the
probability of launching the scheme in
all its entirety, we felt we should be able
to deal with it much more advantageously,
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than we found possible last season, when Recess the duties being nominal. Experi-
we shall have 700 miles of the road in ence las now shown this assunption to
successful operation, and when we sbould be correct. The members generally, and
be able to state definitely not onily the the occupants of the Iarliament Build
cost of the road, but, from actual surveys, ings, openly expressing their appreciation
the period of its probable completion. of the improvement. Mr. Smith las been
For this object, it was desirable to get employed on the Buildings since their
this additional information. Besides, a commencement, and on the heating staff
great deal of money bas been expended over ten years-and his present saiary,
on those surveys, and it was thought $85 per month, was authorised by Hon.
much easier to complete our information, Mr. Mackenzie, in April, 1875-and no
wbile it was fresh and available for this increase of pay las been allowed him for
object, in that way. It was considered we the additional duty he now las to per-
should thus be better able to present form. It was found that mucl clashing
the whole question of the construction cf occurred by having two engineers in the
this Railway than to leave the surveys Buildings under vhom the Nvor1,man and
in abeyance till we were obliged to deal staff had to work-iterhangeable as it
with the subject, and when, without being were-and Mr. Gilmour, being of avery
able to give an answer, we might be irritable disposition, was on speaking
asked the probable cost of the road from ternis with but few of the staff; and bis
Thunder Bay to Nipissing. frequent noncompliance with orders made

Resolution read the second time and it a serious matter to have sncb disor
agreed to. ganisation exsting in connection with

Resolution 229 read the second time steara boilers, upon which se -many
and agreed to. lives were depending. Everything is

On Resolution 231, Parliament Buildings, to 11w ruliig smootbly throughout
cover cost of damage by fire, $12,000, ail the Buildings in cennection witl

SIRn RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT: the Leating and ventilation-ad by
There was a question asked on the first the abolisliment of Mr. Gilniur'g
reading of these Resolutions as to the situation, the Departient saves in
dismissal of Mr. Gilmour, the Engineer salary alone 783.55 per annun.
in the Parlianient Buildings. A good The hon. gentleman iust see that the
deal was said about the fire having office was suppressed, because it wae
occurred through the inconipetency of his necessary for the prorer Nvorking cf the
successor. Perbaps the hon. thie Minister establishuienL. The ofictr who baci chargs
of Public Works would give the explana- cf tlîe sane apparatus in ie other build-
tion now. ings is ne w in charge cf tbis ene aise; and

Mit. LANGEVIN : I was not aware bis salary, whiel was flxed by the lion.
the othèr evening whether the disnissal member forLarnbton at $75 per montl, las
took place under rmy predecessor or under net been increased. He )erforms both
inyself, but I find it wvas under myself. duties. TIe remark of the hon. menber
Mr. Gihnour, like any other of the firing for Lanbton that the fic -as due te the
staff, carpenters, or labourers employed dismissal cf Mr. Gilnicur is unfounded
about the Public Buildings, held no per- and frivolous. The fire that ioek place
manent appointment, but was employed lad ne connection witl the beating appa-
simply during the pleasure of the ratus, but it occurred frem heating soma
Minister at $75 per month. The situa- paint by the nien who were repairing the
tion was merely Assistant Supervisionary ceilîng. Mr. Gilmeur's office las been
Engineer of the heating staff and ventila- abelished, and we have thereby effected a
tion of the Parliament Buildings. Ris saving of $783.55 per annum.
employment dated back to 1876. The MR. MACKENZIE: 'Wil the hon.
situation Gilmour beld was abolished in gentleman say that there is an engineer
September last, on report, for the follow- the less in the Buildings than befere?
ing reasons: It was considered that
Foreman Engineer Smith, of Public
Buildings, could also attend to the duties Mi. MACKENZIE: Was Mr. Gil-
required of an engineer in the Parliament mour the junier appointment of those
Buildings during the Session-during the who were lere?

SIB bieHcr T m Tuppe e s l
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MR. LANGEVIN: He was the last
:appointed.

MR. MACKENZIE: Who were the
others ?

MR. LANGEVIN: I do not know.
Mr. Smith is the party who replaced Mr.
Gilmour.

MR. MACKENZIE: Mr. Smith was
not in this building.

MR. LANGEVIN: He was not in the
building, but lie was an officer in the
Government.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not deny
the absolute rigit of the Government to
dismiss Mr. Gilmour, but it was an act of
tyranny-it was a miserable business to
dismiss a man for his political opinions.
The hon. gentleman no doubt led t4e
House to believe that there was an office
,dispensed with in this building, that there
was an engineer less in this building than
before. Now it turns out that, in order
to make room for the dismissal of Mr.
Gilmour, he bas counted engineers in an-
other building altogether. He might as
well count the engineer in the Examining
Warehouse at Montreal, or the Post
Office at Toronto, and say there is one
less.

MR. LANGEVIN: I am sorry the
lion. gentleman was not present when I
gave the explanations, as I an sure lie
would have been saved the trouble lie lias
tiken now. I stated tlat a report was
made to me that the office held by Mr.
Gilmour, in this building, could be dis-
pensed with, and that the public interest
would lie better served by suppressing
the office of Mr. Gilmour, who was the
junior appointment, and have his duties
performed by Mr. Smith, the correspond-
ing officer in the other building. That
vas done, and it has worked successfully.

Mr. Smith's salary has not been increased
by a cent, and Mr. Gilmour's salary of
$783.55 bas been saved.

MR. MACKENZIE: That was not
his salary.

MR. LANGE VIN : I stated]the salary
was $75 per month.

MR. MACKENZIE : That was $900,
where did the other money go to ? The
hon. gentleman says there was only $700
iaved after dismissing a man getting
,1900. Who got the other $200?

MR. LANGEVIN: That is the ac-
count that was given me. At all events

Mr. Smith has not received a cent addi-
tional.

ME. MA CKENZIE: If the hon.
gentleman comes with information, we
must have it made accurate. Some one
las got that $200.

MR. LANGEVIN : The hon. gentle-
man should be accurate. He said there
was $200 not accounted for, lie should
have said $116.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
man said $700 was saved, and that Mr.
Gilmour's salary was $75 a month, which
would be $900 a year. The hon. gentle-
man bas not given the figures correctly.
I am exceedingly sorry lie has lent him-
self to this miserable business of dismiss-
ing a worthy officer to niake room for a
political partisan, dismissed him because
he was a political opponent of the hon.
Minister.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
I do not think the hon. gentle-
man ought to have said that
in presence of the statement of my hon.
friend. My hon. friend says no suc'essor
has been appointed to Mr. Gilmour; that
Mr. Smith looks after the heating of the
two buildings, which was formerly done
by Mr. Gilmour, and it was found that
one man could do the duty for the three
buildings. My hon. friend says Mr.
Smith is asked to look after the beating
of the three buildings at his own salary, and
that no man lias taken Mr. Gilnour's
place. The hon. gentleman is not in a
position to contradict that, and lie ought
not to make that statement; it is very
improper that he should inake that state-
ment; it is unworthy of that lion. gentle-
man to make that statement.

MR. MACKENZIE : The lion. gentle-
man will not tell me what is worthy and
what is not. I know my place. I will
not be lectured by the hon. gentleman.
It is part of a system the hon. gentlemen
opposite have adopted, ever since they
came into office, of removing everyone
who bas a taint of political Liberaliam
about him. The hon. gentleman is
afraid to defend these dismissals in this
House. If the hon. gentleman brings a
list of the engineers and firemen about the
three blocks, it will be found that there
is not one less. I challenge the hon.
gentleman to bring this list.

Resolution read the 8econd time and
agreed to.
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MR. MILLS: In relation to Item 207,
respecting the Public Lands of the Do-
minion,l understand Mr. Jaàffray, who was
appointed agent of the Dominion Lands
out on the Little Saskatchewan, bas been
removed from that office, and is trans-
ferred to the office at Winnipeg, and that
some one else has been sent in his place.
I enquired why that was done, because 1
had information that the change was not
in the public interest. I was anxious
the hon. gentleman should inform the
House why the change was made.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I do
not suppose the hon. gentleman will fol-
low the course of the bon. gentleman who
has spoken last, and say that Mr. Jaffray
was remoyed for political reasons. It
was conceded to be in the interest of the
Department that Mr. Jaffray should be
removed to Winnipeg. At six o'clock
my bon. friend asked several questions
about some surveyors. He referred to
Mr. Stewart, Mr. Pierce and Mr. Sin-
clair.

Ma. MILLS : I mentioned Mr.
Stewart and Mr. Sinclair simply as
instances, but I think there were many
others. If the hon. gentleman will
look at the list of surveyors em-
ployed by his predecessors, he will
see that they were not employed with
reference to their political predelictions.
There were at least as many of his sup-
porters on the staff as there were others.
I understand that is not the case now, and
I am desirous that the bon. gentleman
should bring down the list.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I can
only tell the bon. gentleman that the set-
tling of the names of the surveyors was
left altogether to the heads of the Depart-
ments. I do not know any of the sur-
veyors, nor did I know or did I enquire
into their politics. Mr. Stewart bas just
finished his last employment, and most
likely will be employed again in the
spring. He is one of the nominees of
hon. gentlemen opposite. Mr. Simpson
bas been continuously employed, and is
now employed.

MR. MILLS: He is a political friend
of the bon. gentleman.

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD: Mr.
Pierce, I do not know what his polities
are, is still employed.

MR. MILLS : I mention these names
as personal friends of the hon, gentleman,

MR. MILLs.

and I pointed ont that thev had not dealt
with our friends as we had dealt with
theirs.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I am
not open to that charge. I have never
enquired into the political leanings of the
surveyors appointed, and have left their
selection to the heads of the Department.

MR. CURRIER: A few moments ago
I was called into the lobby by a surveyor,
who said he could not get appointed on a
survey. He also told me that the Gov-
ernment bad appointed one who, I knew,
to be an opponent of this Government.
That is one case, proving that the Govern-
ment do not in all cases make appoint-
ments for political reasons.

Resolutions 232 to 251 read the second
time and agreed to.

On Resolution 260, to pay Mr. E. Miall a fur-
ther sum, in recognition of his services in con-
nection with the Halifax Fisheries Commission,
$500,

Ma. MACKENZIE: Mr. Miall re-
ceived a stated salary of $2,400. H1e was
absent for some months in Halifax, for
which the late Government gve hin
$1,000 additional. The Government
have now provided to give him still more.
I think he has been paid a very large sumn
for the extra services rendered, fur he re-
ceived his salary regularly in addition to
this bonus, or whatever you may please to
call it. I do not think it right that the-
case should be reopened again by hon.
gentlemen opposite and another payment
of $500 proposed. I think it is altogether
unjustifiable.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER: This sub-
ject was very carefully considered by the
Government, and they were satisfied, after
the fullest investigation, that the most
valuable services had been rendered by
Mr. Miall, in connection with this im-
portant ajudication in regard to the
Fisheries. The uniform testimony of the
officers of the Government and of Sir
Alexander Galt, satisfied the Government
that Mr. Miall was entitled to this ad-
ditional compensation in consideration of
the valuable services he had rendered-
services which largely contributed to ob
tain the result which was obtained.

Ma. MACKENZIE: I move that the
item be not concurred in. The late Ad-
ministration paid a liberal amount for the
time given, and 1 think no one can justify
the payment of this additional amount.
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All his expenses were paid. If the hon.
gentlemen are determined to throw away
money in this way, they must vote for it.

MR. POPE Queen's (P.E.I.): There
are a great many of these claims not
settled. There are actions or intimations
of intended actions. Several professional
gentleman deny that they have been paid
the amounts alleged to have been paid to
them, and claim that they have never
leen settled with at all. And so it is
with regard to this. I do not think an
officer who gives his time to a particular
departmeLt can be called upon to go to
Halifax,and spend days and nights work-
ing over figures, and doing all lie can to
establish the claimn made by this country,
and assisting in making good that claim
to the extent of the very large amount re-
ceived by this Government, without being
remunerated for this extra trouble. We
may require such services in the future,
and they should be properly recognised
and paid for.

Motion made and question pro-
posed.-

That the said Resolution be now read the
second time and agreed to.-(Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

The House divided.--Yeas, 103 ; nays,
44.

YEs:
Messieurs

Allison
Arkell
Baby
Bannerman
Barnard
Benoit
Bergeron
Bergin
Bill
Bolduc
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Bowell
Brecken
Brooks
Bunster
Cameron (N. Victoria)
Carling
Caron
Cimon
Colby
Connell
Coughlin
Cuthbert
Daoust
Dawson
Desaulniers
Desjardins
Doull
D]ugas
Elliott

Longley
Macdonald(King's,PEI)
Macdonald(VictoriaBC)
McDonald Cape Breton)
McDonald (Pictou)
Macmillan
McCallum
McCarthy
McCuaig
Macdougall
McGreevy
MeLennan
McRory
Masson
Massue
Méthot
Montplaisir
Muttart
O'Connor
Orton
Patterson (Essex)
Perrault
Pinsoaneault
H att
l nmb
]pe (Queen's, P.E. I.)
1 oupore
Siýchey
Rlobertson (Hamilton)
Robinson
Rochester

Fitzsimmons Ross (Dundas)
Fortin Rouleau
Fulton Routhier
Gault Royal
Gigault Ryan (Marquette)
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier)Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Rykert
Grandbois Shaw
Rackett Sproule
Hilliard Tasse
Hooper Tellier
HurLeau Thompson (Cariboo)
Ives Tilley
Jackson Tupper
Jones Vallée
Kaulbach Wade
Keeler Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Kranz White (Cardwell)
Langevin White (North Renfrew)
Lantier Williams.-103.
Little

Messieurs

Anglin Haddow
Bain Holton
Béchard Killam
Blake King
Borden La Rue
Bourassa Mackenzie
Brown Malouin
Burpee (St. John) Merner
Burpee (Sunbury) Mills
Cameron (South Huron)Oliver
Cartwright Olivier
Casey Paterson ( S. Brant)
Chandler Rinfret
Cockburn (Muskoka) Robertson (Shelburne)
Dumont Rogers
Fiset Ross (West Middlesex)
Fleming Rymal
Geoffirion Skinner
Gillies Trow
Gillmor Weldon
Gunn Wiser
Guthrie Yeo.--44.

Motion resolved in the affirmative.
Resolution read the second time and

agreed to.
Ma. CARON: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for South Huron (Mr. Cameron)
was not in the louse when the question
was put.

MR. SPEAKER: Was the hon. gentle-
man in the House ?

MR. CAMERON;
door.

MR. SPEAKER:
ber in the House?

MR. CAMERON:
walls.

I was just at the

Was the hon. mem-

I was within the

Ma. BLAKE: It is quite enough if
the hon. gentleman was within the walls.

Ma. CAMERON: I was standing at
the door.

MR. CARON: The hon. gentleman
was certainly not in the House when the
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question was put. He may have been
within the walls.

MR. CAMERON: I heard the ques-
tion put.

MR. SPEAKER: The House is not
that part outside that railing, because
sometimes we see strangers there. Was
the hon. member outside that railing or
outside the House.

MR. CAMERON: You were just put-
ting the question as I got to the door.

MR. SPEAKER: Did the hon. gentle-
man hear the question put '

MR. CAMERON: Yes; you, werejust
commencing to read it when I got to the
door.

SiR JCHN A. MACDONALD: If
the hon. gentleman heard the question at
the time it was put, lie has a right to
vote. It was observed by hon. gentle-
men on this side tbat he could not
possibly have heard it.

MR. O'CONNOR: The hon. gentleman
did not come in until the nays were
called.

MR. ROCHESTER: I saw him come
in after the yeas were called.

MR. MACKENZIE: Neither of the
hon. gentlemen could see the hon. mem-
ber coming in at that time.

MR. O'CONNOIR: Oh, yes.
MR. MACKENZIE : Can the hon.

gentlemen see through a board 1
MR. MACMILLAN : I saw the hon.

gentleman as he passed through the porch
coming in, and it was certainly some time
after the motion was put. He may have
have been in the alley-way.

MR. FULTON: The yeas were being
taken as the lon. gentleman took his
seat.

MR. CAMERON : I was at the door
when the question was being put, and I
was about to enter the House to the left
of the Speaker's Chair, but I turned
round and entered by the door at the end
of the alley-way, and took the seat I
occupied when I voted.

MR. SPEAKER: The question is not
whether the lon.gentleman had taken his
seat or not. He has stated that lie heard
the question put and, therefore, his name
must be registered.

MR. ANGLIN: And, having made
that statement, it was a gross insult-

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order.
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I

deny that entirely. People must have

Mu. CAn.

the evidence of their own senses, and if
twenty hon. gentlemen saw that hon.
member, honourable only by courtesy
atter to-night-

MR. BLAKE: Mr. Speaker-
Several HON. MEMBERS: Order.
MR. SPEAKER: The member for

West Durham rises to a point of order.
Ma BLAKE : I ask whether accord-

ing to the rules of the House, a member
is allowed to call an hon. gentleman
"honourable only by courtesy."

MR CAMERON: I do not complain
of what bas been said. I dare say hon.
gentlemen stated what they believed to
be correct, because they saw me coming
in at the rear door ; but I have reason to
complain of the fact that I arn disbe-
lieved after I explained that 1 heard the
question put.

MR. ROCHESTER: If the hon. gen-
tleman was there when the question was
put, I certainly saw him come in after the
yeas and nays were called.

MR. SPEAKER : That question is
settled.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
The question raised is whether the words
used " honourable only by courtesy," are
Parliamentary or not. We are quite able
to return insult with insult, as hon. gen-
tlemen opposite. If you, Sir, are able to
maintain the courtesies of this House, we
will be bound by them ; if not, there are
plenty of ways and means of retaliation.

MR. BLAKE : The hon. the First
Minister will surely withdraw that
expression. I would rather not put
the question of order, as I think the
right hon. gentleman will feel more com-
fortable to-morrow if he withdrew the ex-
pression, otherwise I will ask the
Speaker's ruling on the point. Probably
the explanation of my hon. friend for
South Huron was not heard at the far
end of the Chamber-that he could not
be seen, but that lie heard the question
and came and took a seat on the floor.
Hon. gentlemen have disregarded his
word and indicated that lie told a false-
hood, and the hon. the First Minister de-
clares that the hon. member for South
Huron is "honourable only by courtesy
after to-night," which is a gross breach of
Parliamentary rules, contrary to all de-
corum, and calculated to degrade this
House, because such attacks will lead to
recrimination.
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S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have simply to state that I do not think
I am out of order, and that I do not
think the language I used was unparlia-
mentary-indeed, I am satisfied my lan-
guage is not unparliamentary. I will ask
the bon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) to go
with me to the place where the hon.
member for South Huron stated that lie
was at the time the question was put, and
I will convince him that the hon. member
could not by any possibility have heard the
question.

MR. MILLS: The hon. member stated
that he was this side of the door.

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman bas not stated so ; I will
leave it to himself.

MR. CAMERON : No; I did not state
I was inside the House. I said I was at
the door when the Speaker was putting
the question.

MR SPEAKER: I hope there will be
an end to this. I am afraid that the words
used are noQ exactly Parliamentry.

MR. BLAKE: I do not desire to pur-
sue this disagreeable subject, but I wish
to say that by the clear rule of Parlia-
ment, the statement of the lion. inember
for South Huron that he was within the
precincts of the Chamber when the ques-
tion was put, should have been accepted.
I wished the Speaker's ruling on that, so
that we might know whether disputes of
this description are to arise on future
occasions. I have always found the
statements of hon. members accepted, ex-
cept some other hon. gentleman moved for
an inquiry in regard to some disputed
point.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman stated that he heard a
portion of the motion ; he did not state
that he heard it put by the Speaker.

MR. CAMERON : The hon. the First
Minister is quite right. I do not state I
was inside the Chamber, nor inside the
door. I did not state I heard the whole
question. My words were that I was at
the door when the Speaker was putting
the question, and that I turned back and
oame round the other way.

Resolutions 262 to 264 read the 8ecoTld
time and aqreed to.

SUPPLY.
COLLECTION OF REVENUES.

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Committee.)
Customs.

(Additional amount required for
various Custome porte....... $6,000 00l

Amount required for Board of
Experts and outside Detective

265 Service.................... 10,000 0W
To pay claims for arrears of

salary of officers and ex-
j officers of the Customs of

Prince Edwaid Island....... 2,233 86
MR. BUNSTER said that the hon.

the M inister of Customs had not given
any consideration to the claims of the
port and city of Nanaino, from which
$18,600 in duties were collected last year.
It had only one Customs-house officer,
when it was fairly entitled to two or
three. There was considerable dissatis-
faction at present owing to the great in-
justice done the port in this respect. The
late Government had appointed an
officer, but the present Government
thought the port of so little im-
portance as' to place New Westminster
ahead of it in the number of officers ap-
pointed. Nanaimo had more tonnage
entering it than any port in British Col-
umbia. He thought that the Govern-
ment were derelict in their duty in not
doing justice to Nanaimo, and hoped that
the injustice would be remedied immedi-
ately.

Si. RICHARD J. CARTWRiIGIIT
asked the hon. the Finance Minister to
let the House know, on Monday, the
amount received for Customs and Excise
during April, 1880.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY promised
to furnish it.

MR. BUNSTER said he was entitled
to an answer from the hon. the Minister
of Customs respecting the claims of
Nanaimo.

MR. BOWELL promised that the city
of Nanaimo should receive every con-
sideration-justice included. He had not
been able to meet the wishes of all the
members who had asked him to increase
the salaries of the different officers or
make new appointments. Had he done
so, he would have to ask $30,000 or
$40,000 additional, which he thought he
would not be justified in doing at present.

MR. BURPEE (St. John) : I under-
stood the hon. the Minister of Customs
to say something about my not paying the
arrears to officers of the Custorms Depart-
ment in Charlottetown during the Ad-
ministration of the late Government.
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Their claims were doubtless before the
Department for a length of time, and a
part was paid by the Collector irregularly
some time ago, namely, $828. I think
that arose from a mistake in the Depart-
ment, as the Collector said he did not
give the instructions to the corresponding
-clerk to order it to be paid ; but the
Collector understood he was ordered to
pay certain officers in Charlottetown for
arrears of salary from the time of Con-
federation to July, 1873, $1,400 odd, for
the outside service, for officers, souie of
whom were not appointed by either Gov-
eenments. I do not consider those officers
were entitled to the additional salary they
claimed. They claimed it under an
understanding with the late Commissioner
(Mr. Bouchette) who, it is said, held out
the expectation that they would be paid
at the rate of salaries given after Confed-
eration, for the period previous to
the entrance of the Island into
the Union. He told me he understood
himself that the officers of the Preventive
Service should get the rate from the time
of Confederation, that was allowed from
the time of their appointment by Order
in Council, but he would not say lie pro-,
mised anything of the kind. I admit
there was an irregularity in paying these
six officers of the Customs-house in Char-
lottetown, because I do not think they
were entitled to the consideration given
them.

Mi. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I) : I may
remind, the hon. gentleman that, when
Minister of Customs, lie told me during
two Sessions, that he thought the claim
of these men for the extra payment would
be all right, that as some had been paid
the others should be paid. It was only
two or three days before the end of the
second Session when he was Minister,
that I could get a positive answer with
regard to that matter. -He submitted it
to the Treasury and received a Report
from bis own Commissioner recommend-
ing the payment of the amount. After
Prince Edward Island entered the Union
in July, 18'73, in August Mr. Bouchette
visited it to look after some Customs
matters, and he told those officers that
their salaries would be paid from 1st July,
at the rate fixed for Dominion salaries,
but the change never took place. These
men performed their work, and on Nov-

Mn. BuRpZ.

ember 3rd, the Government, previous to
going out, passed an Order in Council
fixing those salaries. Almost every one
was an old appointee. They came in
with the Province, and as much
belong to the Civil Service of the
Dominion as any other ofñicers. Some of
them were twenty years in the service,
but were discharged without the shghtest
cause. I could name one, a good, honest
man, who was afterwards employed by the
late Government to go to Cape Traverse
on important business. The salaries of
those men wvere fixed after their ap-
pointment was formally made; the order
distinctly declared that they should be
paid at a certain rate from 1st July, 1873,
but tiey were afterwards dismissed,
whether properly or improperly I do not
know, but I hold that thev were entitled
to their pay at the time they were dis-
missed at the rate named for the period
from lst July. They belonged to the
Civil Service of Canada months before the
Government went out of office, but the
men who cheered for Mr. Laird when he
came down to the Island as a member of
the late Governuient, and who deserted
their party, were afterwards paid by the
Collector at the Dominion rate, while the
other good men, who were improperly
dismissed, were paid at the old
salaries fixed by the Province.
Some eight or nine items were paid by
authority received from the Customs
Department liere, and the Government
never had the honesty-I was going to
say the courage-to admit the wrong and
say that it was improperly paid by the Col-
lector. Seven years have passed and they
have never collected that money, if impro-
perlypaid, from the recipients. TheActwas
allowed to stand as against Mr. Bouchette
till after bis retirement and death. What
remains then now, is the charge against
Mr. Kelly. If improperly paid it was the
duty of the Government to take the
amount out of lis salary or to call upon
the officers to pay it back to the Do-
minion, and not to leave the favourites of
the late Government to receive salaries
different from those of the men turned
out without cause. I was surprised to
hear the hon. member for St. John say
that lie considered the amount should not
be paid, after lie told me repeatedly that
it would be when the matter was before
the Treasury Board, and lis own officer,
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Mr. Johnston, had, in 1877, recommended
the payment.

MR. BIRPEE (St. John) : I told the
present hon. Minister of Marine that I
would refer the matter to the Treasury
Board, who never gave the authority.
The men who were paid the amount men.
tioned stood in a very different position
from those not paid. They were in the
Charlottetown Customs-house, for many
years, receiving salaries from the Govern-
ment. Most of all .those servants out-
side, which this money goes to pay, were
not appointed on 3rd November
by this Government. They are outside
entirely. They served, true, under the
regulations on the Island for many years,
and they got the difference in addition to
the old salary-the difference between the
Island and the Canadian currency. Stand-
ing in a different position, it was on that
account that I was not allowed to carry
out the order of the Commissioners, as to
the dismissals complained of ; it was a
purely Island matter. After the Union,
the officials were appointed, half from
each party. But the appointments made
by the late Government were not the
whole of the servants employed. Only
twenty-six were appointed, and forty-six
were not discharged at all. Sixty-three
since of those in the Charlottetown Cus-
toms-house received their additional pay-
ment. It is true the Collector made the
payment from instructions from the Cus-
toms Department without my knowledge,
and the Commissioner says without bis
knowledge. It was done by a letter, he
said, from the chief clerk of the
Department. lu July, 1878, it was
about $800. I had agreed to pay that,
and the Commissioner had prepared a
Memorandum for me to charge it to the
Revenue. I went to New Brunswick in
July, and left the order which was sup-
posed to be sent to the Government and
passed, but when I came back, I found it
had not been touched. In September,
after the Elections, I left the Memor-
annum with him, and told him to submit
it to Mr. Fraser, as whether it should be
charged, and he refused.

M~a. BO WELL: I think the ion. gen-
tleman is correct in that respect. I hold
copies of the Order in Council in my hand.
Prince Edward Island came into the
Confederation on the lst July, 1873. At
that time certain officers of the Customs

120

were in the employmient of the Island.
The hon. gentleman is mistaken when he
says it was proposed to pay those amounts
to the officers who were not in the em-
ployment of the Island Government at
the time of Confederation.

Ma. BURPEE: You misunderstand me.
Mi. BO W ELL: Perhaps I did; then

these remarks do not apply. On the 3rd
November, 1873, an Order in Council was
passed appointing all the officers who
were in the employmeut of the Island
Government at the time of Confederation.
The Order stated that these appointments,
with the salaries attached, should date
from the lst day of July, the date the
Island entered Confederation. Immedi-
ately on the access to power of my hon.
friends opposite, in 1873, or shortly after,
they rescinded the Order in Council mak-
ing the appointments. Subsequently, a
portion of them were paid at the salaries
fixed by the Order in Council, and my
hon. friend says that, just before leaving
office, he gave instructions that the
amount of $800 should be charged to the
Revenue, and credited to the Collector.
The question now arises as to whether
these appointments, having been made
by Order in Council, fixing their
salaries at a certain amount from
the lst day of July, whether they
were not all entitled to the amounts
specified in the Order in Courcil.
Under the circumstances, the Government
thoughtitonly proper that all these officers
should be placed upon an equal footing,
particularly as the Order in Council ap-
pointing them states their salaries should
date from the lst of July. I can inform
my hon. friend that it is not proposed to
pay one cent to any officer who was in
the employment of the Island Govern-
ment at the time it entered Confedera-
tion, and who was not mentioned in the
Order in Council. Applications have
been mide, but constantly refused.

Vote agreed to.

Weights and -Measures.
266 To liquidate liabilities incurred

under the Weights and Mea-
sures Act of 1873, which could
not be settled until after the
vote for 1878-79 had lapsed....

Railway8.
267 Canadian Pacifie-Amount re-

quired to defray the cost of
operating line from Emerson to
Cress Lake, to 30th June, 1880...

$3.500

50,000
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268 Windsor Branch Railway-Main-
tenance of Way ........... 10,000

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : This is a
mere matter of account. The Govern-
ment have resumed control of the
Windsor Branch Railway, and they are
to operate it by the Windsor and Anna-
polis Railway Company. The company pay
all the expenses of operating the road,
with the exception of the maintenance of
the track, and receive two-thirds of the
gross receipts, the Government receiving
one-third, and paying the maintenance of
the track. The result is that we have to
ask a vote to pay for the maintenance of
the track.

MR. BLAKE: How long has this
arrangement been in force.

SIR CHARLE 3 TUPPER : Since last
August.

MR. ANGLIN : Attempts are being
made to bring about an adjustment be-
tween the Windsor and Annapolis Com-
pany and the Windsor and Yarmouth
Company. Can the hon. Minister state
how those negotiations stand 1

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: No doubt
the whole matter is not in a satisfactory
position. The proposition has been made
that by settling all the difficulties we
would dismiss the disputed claims against
the Dominion Government, and that pro-
position is under consideration.

MR. MACKENZIE: What claims are
there against the Dominion Government?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The
Windsor and Annapolis Railway Coni-
pany'long ago filed a petition of right,
which has been pending in the Courts for
two years or more; and the Western
Counties Company are about to make a
claim for the road being resumed by the
Dominion Government, under the con-
tract which was made with them, so that
really we are between two fires.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
man has placed himself between two firea
by interfering and taking the road out of
the possession of the company, as long as
there was a chance cf finishing it.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : There is
no chance of finishing it whatever.

MR. MACKENZIE: I would like
some particulars about Item 59.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : These
figures are merely conjectural, but I can
say no expenses are being incurred. The
receipts are paying the expenditure.

SIR GMARES TVPPER.

But we have to take a conjectural amount
beyond what is supposed to be acquired.

MR. ANGLIN: I think there is much
room for doubt as to the propriety of the
course taken by the hon. Minister in
insisting upon the.literal carrying out of
the arrangement between the Western
Counties Railway and the Dominion
Government. It is certainly taking away
from that company the means of obtain-
ing credit to enable them to raise money
in the English market. It is to be hoped
that the hon. Minister will do all in his
power to bring about such an arrange-
ment as will promote the speedy com-
pletion of that road, as carrying out a
project in which so many people in his
own Province are interested.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER: The bon.
gentleman is under a misapprehension
as to the position of matters regarding
the Western Counties Company when
the Government resumed possession of the
Windsor Branch. The Western Counties
Railway Company had received large
sums of money from Nova Scotia which
they expended in constructing the road
from Yarmouth to Digby. But the
company became completely bankrupt
and was unable to finish the line. A
year passed over, and all their efforts to
obtain aid to finish the road were com-
pletely abortive. They were taking the
receipts of the Windsor Branch, but as
for accomplishing the construction of the
road they were unable to do it alone,
until the Government of Nova Scotia
came forward and guaranteed their
bonds for the amount they required.
Practically they had to build the line
from Yarmouth to Digby, leaving the
section from Yarmouth to Pictou entirely
unprovided for. But their credit was
gone and they could obtain no funds. It
will cost about half a million dollars to
complete it. That was the position of
matters when, there being no prospect
wbatever of anything being done, and the
trade of Nova -Scotia being completely
dislocated, the Government took the only
course which, in their judgment, was at
all conducive to the public interest, and
r3sumed possession of the road.

MR. ANGLIN: We all know that
this company started with very little
capital, and its whole existence was a
struggle. 1 would like the bon. Min-
ister to say what time he allowed to
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elapse after the period at which the com- prompted the Gevernment in this matter
pany were bound by their arrangement was a political one. I think, both from
with the Dominion Government to have public statements of the bon. member for
the road built before they took possession. Gloucester and private utterances of his,
My own impression is that he treated the which I could not help overhearing, that
company with peculiar harshness, when he las insinuated very plainly that the
lie demanded the fulfilment of the bond motives of the hon. the Minister of Rail-
almosttotheletter. ways, in taking this action, were of a

SiR CHLARLES TUPiPEiR: No time political nature. WhIle I would oe glad
was allowed toeclapse, for the simple rea- to sec the question settlcd in an equitable
son that the inabipity of the company to manner, I think if any railway com pany
carry out their contract was made ap- in the Dominion lias ever had fair con-
parent, and se thoroughly manifest, as te sideration, with regard to an extension of
render it quite useless te allow tiGe. time and an inrease of the origi-

MR. ANGLIN: Mr. Plunkett, one of nal subsidy, it is the Western
the contractors, was ih England at Counties iRailway of Nova Scotia.
the time trying te ise oney The hon. ehber for Gloucester
on the bonds of the company. It is complains tbat the company was net
said lie had a fair prospect of success, and given additional time, but it is well knownl
could have raised the money lie urgently that there was a strong feeling in Nova
required, ad ton Government nt acted Sctia that te on. the Minister of
as they had donc. I trust twa son. ember Railways smaould have taken the tep e
will net interpose any objection te any has taken muto carlier than lie did.
arrangement that may be suggested for I liad an interview with the hon. Min-
adjusting this matter. ister in is own office on the subject, and

Sth CHARLES TUPPER: Tc lon. in answer te y representations, which,
gentleman is entirely misinformed. Mr. perapa, might have lad some politicai
Plunkett had hawked the bonds of thc application, he said, as narly as I cn
company ail over London for mentIs and rc3ollect:
could net raise a dollar, and tIe attempt " Tht may be very true, but so satisfied ar
was abandoned hefore this procedure took I that the people alog the route of thc tene
place. The Governmnent would be glad have been sufering from the inconvenience re-
te give their consent te any arrangement ulting fro this state of affair, that I ar

determined te regard and treat the matter
of a laracter whic would justify them entirely apart fro political considerations."
Lu giving that consent. MR. ANGLIN: It is happily, Sir, a

MRi. KILLAM -I desire te ask what novel proceeding inth couse fer an lon.
policy lias been considered and decpded gentleman te stand up and base a state-
uponbyhbon. gentlemen opposite tofulfil the ment upon sometliing lie imagines lie lias
obligations of IParliament, twt years ago, overheard passing between two gentlemen
te build a railway between lalifax and im private. I did net say the honm gen-
Yarmouth. tieman was actuated by political motives;

Smp CHLARLES TU-PPER : If the nor did I insinuate that lie was actuated
hon, gentleman will net remain in his by political motives. My sincere object
place, I cannot, for his special convenience, was to try te, get him te take sucli a view
repeat tIe statements I have already of fthe case as would, peraps, lead higi
madle te the leuse. by-and-bye, te provide the accommodation

Siit RICHARD J. CAIRTWIIGHT : whic is of tie utmost importance to
Whle I cwas Minister of Finanoe, I had that section of the country. It
te repeat information, net once, 'but is said eut of doors, that he
dozen times, for the benefit Of the lion. hon. the Minister of Railways waq
gentleman's followers, under precisely the uctuated largely by pDlitical motivev, [n
same circumstans as those which. exist hi extraordinary conduet with regard te
in thiB case. this matter, in net allowing tha cempany

MR, ALLISON : The hon. member a single day's grace. 1 breuglit the matter
for Gloucester lias insinuated very plainl1y up for the purpese of giving him an
that an opinion, whih appears te pvail hpportunity of explaining why lie took
among certain of bis party Lu thi Province inthat course, and his intentions in regard
of Nova Scotia, is that the motive which 1 te the future. I did say toe my hou
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friend behind me that his action would my friends in ail the counties interested
still be considered political. That is still in this work, and am sure ail those who
my impression, and if I have to say so in know me wiil say that nothing 1 have
public, I say it now. done in connection with it has been done

MR. KILLAM : I desire, in the first with a desire to put money in my pockets
place, to call attention to the answer the or to obtain political favour. The people
hon. Minister of Railways has seen fit to of ny county have acted as independently
make, or rather the insult lie has thrown as any people in the Dominion. My
across the floor in answer to a very proper record in connection with this Railway is
question I put to him. As far as the clear. I defy the hon. the Minister of
absence of members is concerned that is Railways to bring up anything against
a matter for themselves. It is frequently me in connection with it from first to
necessary for members to be absent from last, or to cast one shadow of discredit. 1
their places, and when I consider it to be ar sorry to have had to eau this up so
my duty to be elsewhere, or when con- distinctly, but it was forced upon me. 1
venience demands it, I shall do as the would not have dont it except for the in-
hon. Minister of Railways himself does, suit of the hon. the Minister of Railways.
leave my seat and return when I please. In 1874, an Act was passed transferring
Only to.day I had occasion to ask a ques- the Windsor Branch to the Western
tion of the right hon. the First Minister Counties Railway Company, in pur-
on a matter connected with the affairs of suance of the agreement made with
his Department, but lie was absent from hon. gentlemn opposite in 1873.
his seat, and I had to repeat the question In 1877, thc agreement was made that
when lie came in. I had no objection to the road should le opened in two years,
repeat the question, because courtesy during which litigation arose and de-
should be extended by hon. gentlemen on laycd tIe work. Other railways have
both sides of the House. I have been been projected without being com-
very careful, knowing the treatment the plcted in the time intended. The Canada
hon. Minister of Railways adopts to those Pacific Railway was projected a good
who are politically opposed to him, not to many years ago, and it was to be completed
provoke him; knowing that under the in ten-years; and thc Governnent have
influence of political feeling he would do not succeeded yet in getting far on with
what he would regret in calmer moments, it, thougl nine years have elapsed. How
and that to the injury of his own friends about tIc Intercoloniai Railway? It
who are interested in this work. The was to le built in five years from Con-
Bill brougbt in in reference to the Canada federation and yet 'as not finished in
Central Railway is a laudable Bill, and ten. Thc Western Counties Railway
it can be justified on financial grounds, have done everything they could to Com-
as it will place in the bands of plete thc road. They spent a large sin
the Government, $1,500,000 without of money given by thc counties and by
their going into the market as the Province, and raised from their own
borrowers. The scheme for the and otîer sources until the Windsor
IRailway under consideration would have Brandi was handed over. While the line
placed $5,500,000 in the mands of t fe was in progress, the hoon, gentlemen
hon. the Finance Minister, and would stepped in, and from pure political mo-
have saved him. from the necessity of tives and personal spite, took the brandi
going into the market and borrowing, or Railway back, and for the sake of
froni issuinig a great part of lis new paper punishing Yarmouth inýjures the county
currency. iNothing but spite> nothing of Digby, whose member I do not sec hi
but a desire to injure and destroy thc lis place, and the county of Annapolis,
counties who have not supportcd the hon. whose ember is scy ent on te subject,
the .Minister of aailways s eas been the and destroys communication with Daon -
cause of preventing the Goverument from fax for whose 'interests lie pre-
carrvingr out that sdheme. I can stand tends to be so aniious, and one
here and' drfend my conduet icd connection of whose members is not in Ris seat.
with tIc Western Counties Railway, as 1Rand al to kil the member for Yarmouth.
well as the hon. gentleman can de fend any 1Let the on. gentleman try it;c let him
of lis politicai actions. 1 eaw appeal to go on for the three years he may remain

Ma. ANGLiN.
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in ofice, and do what he can to injure was not disposed to question the necessity
those people. They are independent ; they for the expenditure, but it sbowed that
will put up with some inconvenience, the hon. gentleman was in error in con-
in spite of his petty revenge and the demning the late Government for spend-
wreaking of his animosity on those op- iag too much.
posed to him, rather than accept the policy MR. BUNSTER: I am obliged to the
of taxation of the lion. the Minister of hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Finance who bas been so unwise as to Richard J. Cartwright) for drawing
refuse to do what was so manifestly to the attention-for drawing ry at'ention in
advantage of the Dominion as the pro- particular-to the fact that there is such
posed guarantee. a large increasé in the expenses of the

Vote agreed to. Postal Department, for in British Colum-
bia it is $29,000 less. I wish to draw the
attention of the hon. the Postmaster-Gen-

(Additional amount required for eral to the serious neglect of Nanairo,
1 repaire and working expenses, and the carelessness with Tvhiçh that port

as follows :-
Cornwall................$1,700 bas been treated.

269 Welland.................30,000 In reply to Mr. BLAItF,
Rideau ................. 1,800 M. O'CONNOR said he was unable to
Chambly ................ 3,500
St. Lawrence.............. 4,000
Miscellaneous ............ 1,000 mileage to he used for Postal Service

Post Ofice. uring the next year. He had the Esti-
270 Additional amount required to mates from the Deputy, and they were

complete this service.......60,000 made up by him before e (Mr. O'Connor)
Came to the Department; but perhaps, at

In reply to Sir RMIARD J. CART Concurrence, he would b, able to furnish
WRIGHT, the information.

MR. O'CONNOR said the amount was MR. PATERSON (South Brant) asked
reqnired for increased Post-office accomo- if the construction of railways had the
dation, also owing principally to increased tendency to decrease the expenditure of
railway communication, more especially postau arrangements.
in Ontaro, and the appointment of addi- MRn. O'CONNOR said it was quite thi
tional mmen. The intreased railway reverse.
communication was show-n as follows. SIR SAMUTEL L. TILLEY: When
In 1877-78, there were 4,779 miles; in the Estipiates were made p for the cur-
1878-79, there were 5,121 miles; in rent year, it was suppose; that, by means
1879-80, there were 5,752; and ill of contracts and the application of prin-
1880-81, there were 6,052. ciples of economy, we rnight reduce the

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT estimate; and we olid reduce it, taking
asked what railways these were. into account the reductions that would be

MR. O'CONNOR said he was not pr- mado by the rnewal of the contracts and
pared to give ful particulars. Tho Credit h the expiring contracts being let again.
Valley comes in next yoar; the Pcton, Th estimat was made with goo care.
and sOveral other railways conme in part of Under the system of releting, wherever
the present year. There is an increase for adopted the use of rairwaas instead of
mail clerk-s' salaries. In 1877-78, their the ordinary systein, we fiîîd it adds to
salaries amounted to $146,487; in the accommodation given, and for tat
1878-79, to $156,160; i 187980, to increased accommodation the coantry
$169,000 ; and in 1880-81, to $171,600. must necesarily pay. hen the Suof.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIG FIT ple entary Estinmates came down, i was
said the increasM was very large. The statedOby the Secritary tht a new system
prosent Government, in timat particular was introducd; e said, if I rmember
Departm nt, wera sot only unable to aright, tSat the .obtmaster-Gneral had
reduce the figure it had attained under been iin the habit of doducting his cor
the late Governrent, but had found it mission for stamps, and reitting the
necessary to add over $ 00,000 to the net amount; this made a practical
expenditure which the late Government diference of $75,000. That syste is
had incurred. It might be riglit. Hie altered, and the iPostmaster reits the
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money in full, and a cheque is retained Then it cores doser to it than any other
for the commission. But still there is, Province.
no doubt, an increased expenditure, and MR. O'CONNOR: Yes.
a very large one, in the Province of On- SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
tario. It results from the increased I think I an aise ju8tified in saying that
facilities given, and from increased mile- when increased facilities are given in Ou-
age by railways, and from the fact that tarie, the expansion in the Revenue is gen-
the amount saved by releting of con- erallyprettyequalto the aniountexpended.
tra Js bas not been so great-perhaps, 1 wouid like to ask the hon. Minister
f roi he effect of the National Policy- whether the income derived fro the
becausýe business has been improved and Post-offices bas increased ut ah during the
people would not contract so low as iast year up to date?
before. MR. O'ONNOR: J think not.

Mit. BLAKE : We have had two ex- Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
planations. Perhaps if the lion. Minister 1 aa sorry to heur thut, because that
who prepared the Estimates were to give would be a very decided aigu of the im-
us aiother we would have the explana- prevment of business.
tion complete. The Postmaster-General MR. BUNSTER: The hon gentleman
evidently was not posted in this matter. (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) states that
le gave us a lot of figures, not having Ontario is the only Province that returns

aiything to do with the question put to a surplus in faveur cf the Post Office. J
him. It would be advantageous if the beg te differ with him. Accerding to the
Government could give us a definite Ternis cf Confederatien with British
and precise statenient of how this large Columbia, the Dominion agreed te carry
increase is made up, and wbat branches our mails, on certain reutes, as part of the
it divides itself into. It wouldProvince.
certainly appear that the hon. gentle- MR. BLAKE: Was British Columbia
man did exhibit faith in the accusations purcbased?
that had been made. They expected to MR. BUNSTER: I heard the bon.
let the contracts nuch cheaper and more gentleman -vlio is now leader of the Op-
eceonoically; but even if they were ever position (Mr. Blake) say the other day
so much better managers of such matters that she was seduced. We have net been
thian their predecessors, perhaps they trcated well by the lien. the Postmaster-
spoiled their own little game themselves. General, and tle ex-PostmtsterUGeleral,

Sîii SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The and 1 Led it my bounden duty te cal1 at-
country is not such a cheap ône to live tention te the great injustice being done
ini. te British Columbia by reasen cf net giv-

MR. BLAKE: WYe know that to our ing us the mail accommodation we were
sorrow. T have no doubt the bon. gentle- promised on entering the Union. Verv
man lias been informed of that by the few cf the hon. Ministers have dune us
members for Prince Edward Island. It justice, but I must say that the hou. the
is not so cheap for men or horses, and, Finance Minister did a graceful thing in
consequently, more money lias to be paid. taking off the tax f roui pewder wben he
We might fairly know, first of al], hw found eut it as distasteful te cur people,
imuch of this is simlv cross-entry, and aud ugainst tbeir interests. I have cnly
how iuch is occasioned by the unexpect- eue fauit te find against that hon. gentie-
ed difficulties to which the lion. gentleman man, namely, that lie did not comply with
lias referred. my request te put a duty on rice iu order

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT: te help us keep eut the Chinese. I trust
If I remember correctly-and I have no the hou. the Postmaster-Geueral will
doubt the hon. the Postmaster-General take into consideration the advisability cf
will correct me if I am wrong-Ontario is giving us better postal accommodation,
about the only Province in the Doniinion and s0 fulfil the Terns of Union.
which returns a surplus to the Revenue MR. O'CONNOR: I will, at ail events,
over and above the aniount expended for see that ne Cbinamen pas through the
Postal Service in it. British Columbia Post Offices.

Mu. O'CONNOR: No. MR. HiUNTINGTON: Whea I had
SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT -the good fortune shah I aay-of pre-

SSR SAMREL L. TiLLEY.
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siding over the Post Office Department,
my hon. friend (Mr. Bunster) used to
make some representations to me about
British Columbia; and although I showed
a disposition to meet bis views, I was
never complimented as the bon. gentle-
man opposite have been complimented by
him. I thought, when the hon. gentle-
man's friends came into power, they would
do something for him ; but while lie com
plains that they also have dealt unjustly
with the Province, lie still expresses
unbounded confidence in the Government
and supports them all the same. I com-
pliment the hon. gentleman upon the
manner in whichli he stands up for British
Columbia, and declares that she is op-
pressed day after day. I am sure the
British Columbians must be proud of the
representative they have in this House;
and I must compliment him also for his
declaration that he will stick through
thick and thin, to the men who deal out
this oppression to the country be repre-
sents. I am inclined to think the Post
Office Department is growing in expense
in consequence of the railway facilities
that have to be afforded. I am inclined
to think the hon. gentleman (Mr. O'Con-
nor) has found that it costs sometbing to
supply the public with the accommoda-
tion they expect froma that Department.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman is not to be
blamed because lie cannot give the details
at the moment, which have induced him
to ask for a further vote in the Supple-
mentary Estimates. I an willing to wait
1until lie gets the information and gives
it to us. But if it should turn
out that the hon. gentleman finds
that lie is not able to administer that
Departnent more economically than it
was administered by those whom lie and
his friends denounced for their extrava-
gance, I am sure lie will corne and say
frankly to the country: We were mis-
taken when we brought those charges
against you; we were mistaken when we
thought you were extravagant; we have
been obliged to exceed those expenditures
for which you were responsible; we have
the responsibility of office on us, and we
-want to admit the mistake. My own
opinion is that the hon. gentleman should
say that whenever lie gets a chance, in
order that we may see he is sorry of the
wrong that was done when those false

" Cations were fulminated against the

late Administration. The great Conser-
vative party does not wish to stand
before this country as having for years
fulminated slanders against the Post Office
Department, which, to-day, they see they
are not able to justify ; and having de-
nounced that Department for extravagance,
which to-day they find necessary to exceed.
I am sure, if the hon. the Postmaster-
General has not the candour to come
down with the statement I suggest, the
people will understand that, having ob-
tained office, lie is placed in position to
justify those whom in years past lis party
slandered.

MR. O'CONNOIR: I had not the
honour of having a seat in the House at
the time the hon. gentleman speaks of,
when bis Administration was denounced,
and J know nothing about this except
what J learned fromi the newspapers. J
have just this to say, that the postal com-
munication of this country is continually
increasing. The accommodations in Bri-
tish Columbia, the North-West Terri-
tories, Manitoba and the new settlements
in the older Provinces, have to be increased
in accordance with the advance of settle-
nient. It is not necessary to say any -
thing furtier thnn that to account for
the increase at the present time.

MR. BUNSTER: I challenge the lon.
member for Shefford (Mr. Huitington) to
show where I have been inconsistent. It
is my bounden duty to get up and point
out to any hon. Minister of the Crown,
where any injustice bas been done to
British Columbia. The hon. gentleman
has given me a lashing that I do not de-
serve, simply for doing my duty to my
constituents. I have supported the
Government because they have exhibited
more good will towards our Province than
any past Administration, ani I shall
continue to support them in the hope
and belief that all our demands will
ultimately be carried out.

MR. GILLIES : I am of the impres-
sion that there are other places that have
reasons to complain of the treatment re-
ceived at the hands of the hon.
the Postmaster-General's Department
besides British Columbia. J wish
to draw attention to an affair that
occurred in the riding I come from.
About the latter part of last Session I
brought to the notice of the hon. Minis-
ter the fact that the Postmaster of
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Carnegie, in North Bruce, was about to
retire from his position, and another per
son near by, who could suitably fill the
position, was prepared to take it. But
I received no definite reply at that time.
Shortly after the prorogation of Parlia-
ment, and on the final resignation of the
postmaster at Carnegie, I again com-
municated on the subject with the hon.
the Postmaster-General, but still the
reply was indefinite. Meantime, a report
was current in the locality that the office
was to be closed. On hearing this I fur-
ther solicited information from the hon.
the Postmaster-General as to the cause
of closing the office, and whether its being
kept open was a loss to the country 1 My
object in making this enquiry was for
the purpose of showing that the road on
which the post-office in question was situ-
ated was between two points, Paisley and
Cheeley, that being a post road travelled
daily, and therefore the service could not
incur any expense, so far as that office
was concerned. But all I could learn was,
on communicating the above facts, that
the post-office had to be closed. It wil
thus be seen that the consideration of
expenditure could not have actuated
the Post Office Department in closing
that office. I then endeavoured
to investigate the cause, when
I learned that representations had been
made to the Postal Department by parties
in the neighbourhood. who are opposed to
me politically, that it was as well to close
the office; that the people in that neigh-
bourhood were all strong Reformers,
Grits, thus indicating as much as that
they are scarcely worthy of the common
postal facilities. Those were the reasons
given. I know that several persons in
the neighbourhood, opposed to me, wrote
to the Department desiring the
closing of the office. I do not say posi-
tively that that was the reason why it
was closed, but I could find no other.
This office was opened in 1863, and con-
tinued open for sixteen years. It served
about forty families and 100 adult indi-
viduals, and at which no leEs than forty
Canadian papers were received.

Mi. O'CONNOR: Did the hon. gen-
tleman move for the papers i

MR. GILLIES: I did, but they have
not been brought down. One reason
why the office should be allowed to re-
main open, on the hon. Minister's own

MI. GILIJEs.

showing, is that it did not incur any
additional expenditure to the country.
Again, many of the people who carried
on correspondence through, and received
papers by, this office, will cease to corres-
pond as largely as before, and therefore a
loss to the postal revenue must ensue.
I desire to learn now, from the hon. the

ostmaster-General, the cause of the clos-
ing of that office. If there is no better
reason than hitherto shown to be
offered, I am sure it should be reopened,
for the people are suffering from the want
of postal convenience in that locality.
The hon. the Finance Minister referred
to the matter of economy. It is
desirable certainly to economise; but
when the economical intentions of
the Department and of the Govern-
ment will not be interfered with, surely
we ought to be allowed, in that section of
country, to have the common conveniences
allowed in connection with the postal ser-
vice elsewhere in the country. The hon.
the Finance Minister also stated that the
postal necessities of the country are in-
creasing. No doubt; they must increase
along with the development of the coun-
try and the increase of population, which
is a good reason why more offices should
be opened and not closed. Therefore, if
no better cause can be given than that
certain individuals in that quarter of the
country, without consulting myself, as its
humble representative, take upon them-
selves to correspond with the hon. the
Postmaster-General, and that upon their
statements lie chooses to close the office,
it occurs to me to have been anything but
creditable' to the hon. gentleman to have
done so on any such questionable
grounds. On those particular points, to
which allusion has been made, I hope I
shall receive a satisfactory reply this
evening, or, at all events, such as will set
forth the actual state of the case.

MR. MÉTHOT: 1 rise to give my
testimony to the economy of the Govern-
ment in my county. I find a little too
much of this virtue. For instance, on
the Arthabaska and Three Rivers Rail-
way, there used to be two mail conduc-
tors, one paid $800 and the other $600 a
year. As soon as this Government came
to power, they removed both, and the
mail now goes without any conductor.
We desire economy as much as anybody,
but not that it shall all be effected in one
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place. I have received no satisfactory
reply to my questions on this subject.
Instead of two officers receiving $1,400, I
am asking for only one at $500 a year.
The people in my county are .suffering
at present on this account. The $500 I
aak for a conductor will net be all lost,
because the Government will be obliged,
I am afraid. at present, to pay the people
who distribute the mails. The post-
masters in Arthabaska and Three Rivers
are asking an increase of salary, because
of an increase of work. I hope in this
respect we shail receive justice.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
If the Postmaster-General cannot answer
the remarks of thememberforNorth Bruce
(Mr. Gillies) just now, he can on Con-
currence. Remarks on a grievance of the
kind described by that hon. gentleman,
ought to be answered. We ought, before
the item is passed, to have an understand-
ing that the information will be given on
Concurrence.

MR. O'CONNOR: I think the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Gillies) should have
given notice of his question. At present
1 am not sufficiently informed te answer
it, but hope to be on Concurrence.

Vote agreed to.
Dominion Lands.

271 Surveys - Amount required for
balances of outstanding accounts
for subdivision and block sur-
veys ........................

272 Cost of publication of pamphlets,
advertising Dominion Lands,
etc..........................

$5,000

13.600

Sin RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Should there not be a contribution to this
item from the United States authorities i
It includes the praising of their lands by
means of the pamphlets we have heard
se much about.

MR. BLAKE: The item is for
" advertising Dominion lands, etc." I
suppose the " etc." is a place in the
United States.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
only State we advertise is Texas.

Ma. BLAKE: This item would be in-
cluded in the costs connected with the
lands in the North-West, as coming
within a separate account?

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: 1
think fairly se.

Vote agreed to.

273 Additional amount required for
contingencies................ $1,000 00

274 Unprovided items of 1878-9,
vide Auditor-General's Re-
port...................234,678 20

Inreply te Sir RIcHARD J. CARTWRIGHT,
SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY stated

that the principle item was $210,183,
expended on account of Intercolonial
Railway over and above the vote taken

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
It would be a very considerable con-
venience if the Finance Minister would
cause te be laid on the Table of the
House, when we meet again, those
several classes of Returns that the hon.
gentlemen on this side, charged with the
financial affairs of the Opposition, has
always te move for. It would save a
greatdeal of time and trouble to the Depart-
ment as well as te the Opposition; also the
details of the receipts and expenditures
The Gazette returns are not sufficiently
extended te give us any real information.

SiR SAMUEL L TILLEY: Yes;
they shall be prepared in advance, and
will save a great deal of trouble.

Vote agreed to.
Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported.

NAVIGABLE WATERS OBSTRUCTIONS
LAW AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 107.]

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L)
CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole te consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,
Ma. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) said he

did not see how the provision holding the
owners of wrecked vessels pecuniarily
responsible for their removal from nav-
igable waters could be modified.
The parties blameable for those obstruc-
tions would be obliged to remove them or
pay the cost, instead of throwing it on
the public as at present. Many of the
wrecks in Lake Erie and other waters are
those of foreign vessels, the owners taking
no trouble to remove them. Where the
parties can pay the cost of their removal,
the Government shontld exact it. Under
the law in Quebec, if a vessel is sunk and
obstructs navigation, the owner is bound
te put some signal there te warn other
vessels of the obstruction, until it is.
removed. If he does not do it, he is.

Navigable Waters Obsrtructions Bill. 1913
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liable to a penalty. In all other places
there is no such law, and I do not think
the people of this eountry should be
called upon to pay the expense of remov-
ing obstructions to the navigation of our
rivers.

MR. BLAKE: There is already a
remedy existing, at any rate in Ontario,
for such offences as this Bill proposes to
deal with. At present, no person cani
leave an obstruction in any navigable
water without being subject to proceed-
ings in the Civil Courts to compel him to
remove that obstruction, and these pro-
ceedings are not unfrequently taken. I
have in ry mind at this moment two
cases, in which sunken vessels, one in the
harbour of Owen Sound and the other in
the harbour of Toronto, were required
to be removed by order of the
Court, because they were public
nuisances and an infringement of the
right of navigation. The difficulty is
that ve seem to be interfering, in these
matters, with civil rights. The law, up to
this point, bas been within our jurisdic-
tion and in the exercise of our power
with reference to the navigation of bar-
bours, etc., declaring that the Government
bas a right to give notice to remove
obstructions, and in default of the owner
of the vessel doing so, to seize and sell the
obstruction and apply the proceeds to-
-wards the expense. What you now
propose to do is, that the party should be
responsible in damages beyond the amount
realised by the sale of the wreck. It
seems to me that is going dangerously
niear to the domain of civil rights. I do
iot think the lion. gentleman has met the
difficulty which I pointed out before. I
remarked that, as far as our jurisdiction
goes, we ought to deal sumnmarily with
persons w ho buy a water-logged or bad
vessel with her cargo, and then run lier
aground in a harbour for the purpose of
breaking lier up and taking what there is
in lier. But there may be cases of a
different character, in which the wreck is
caused by stress of weather or otherwise,
and when the owner is not at all responsi-
ble. It seems to me it would be hard to
apply, in such cases, the sharp methods
proposed by the Bill, especially as our
existing laws afford a means of dealing
with themi.

Mn. SPROULE : The hon. member
for West Durham referred to a case in

MIL POPE.

Owen Sound. That case is still before
the Courts, and, though considerable
money has been lost in expenses, the hulks
are lying there still.

Mu. 1ýLAKE : They went against the
wrong party.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou) : There
may be some hardship, but I do not see
that it affects the principle of the Bill.
The question is whether a party should
be compelled to remove an obstruction
which is his own property, and which has
become an obstruction of the navigable
highway through his own negligence. I
understood my lion. friend would not go
so far as to say the Bill is ultra vire8,
because I fancy that under a true con-
struction of the British North America
Act that can hardly be said. The ques-
tion, then, is only as to the expediency of
the measure nmy lion. friend has intro-
duced. I do not myself see the hardship.
Of course there are always cases where
rights are interfered with. If a man is
driving along the highway and wrecks
Lis carriage against an impedinient lie did
not observe, it can hardly be said that lie
would have a right to walk away and
leave the carriage on the highway to
wreck the next passer by in the same
way. The principle is the sanie. A
harbour is a public bighway. If a vessel
is sunk there by the owner's negligence
and becomes a nuisance, the party who
owns the vessel is the one who ought to.
reniove that obstruction. It is true the
Government have the power of removing
it and of indicting the party who will-
fully obstructs the passage, but at
the sane time I fancy it is the
bounden duty of the owner of a wreck to
remove it before it causes a loss to others.
While I think cases of hardship may
arise, it appears to me the principle of the
Bill is well founded, and that the Bill
ought to pass.

Ma. BLAKE : If it is the bounden
duty of such persons to remove the vessel,
the law is already sufficient, and if the
party does not do it, the law can compel
him to do it.

MR. McDONALD ; It won't do for
a party to wait until the law enforces
that duty. We say : If you do not do
it we will do it for you, and make you
pay for it. You must do your duty
properly; if you do not, we will not per-
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mit the general public to suffer injury
-from your negligence.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.
Bill reported, read ihe third tine and

passed.
GOVERNMENT BILLS.

THIRD READINGs.

The following Bills were severally
considered in Committee of the Whole,
reported, read the third time and passed :-

Bill (No. 96) To repeal the Act extending the
Dominion Lands Act to British Columbia, and
to make other provision with respect to certain
public lands in that Province.-(Sir John A.
Macdonald.)

Bill (No. 57) To consolidate and amend the
Acts relating to the North-West Territories.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

SECOND READING.

Bill (No. 95) To amend the Dominion L.nds
Act, 1879.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes before

Two o'clock.

H OUSE OF COMMONS.

Monday, 3rd M[ay, 1880.

Th( Speaker took the Chair at Three
<'clock.

PRAYERS.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.
MESSAGES FROM BIS EXCELLENCY.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY delivered
two Messages from His Excellency the
Governor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Messages,
and they are as follows:-

"LoRNE.
"The Governor-General transinits to the

House of Commons, Supplementary Estimates
of sums required for the service of the Do-
minon for the year ending 30th June, 1881
and, in accordance with the provisions of the
British North America Act, 1867, he recom-
mends these Estimates to the House of Com-
moUs.

"GOVEENMENT Il OUSE,
SOTTAwA, 3rd May, 1880."

'ORNE.

"The Governor-General transmits to the
House of Commons the additional Supplemen-
tary Estimates of the amounts required for the
service of Canada, for the year expiring 30th
June, 1880; and in accordance with the pro.
visions of the British North America Act, 1867,
he recommends these Estimatesi'to the House
of Commons.

' GOVERNMENT Housn,
" OTmwA, 3rd May, 1880."

Ordered, That the said Messages, and the
Estimates accompanyirg the same, be referred
to the Committee of Supply. -(ir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

SIR SAMUEL L. T1LLEY : The late
Finance Minister asked me if I would
lay on the Table of the House a state-
ment of the Customs and Excise Revenue
for the month of April. I have prepared
that statement, and have thought it
advisable to give also a comparative state-
ment for April, 1878 and 1879. I may
state, for the information of the House,
that the Customs receipts for April last
were $1,152,260 ; Excise, $382,342. For
April, 1878, the Customs receipts were
$901,661 ; Excise, $310,306-making
an increase of the Customs receipts of
1879, as compared with 1878, of
$250,599, and of Excise of $72,036.
Last April the Customs receipts
were $628,785, and Excise, $139,588;
making a diflèrence in Customs of
$523,475, and of Excise, $242,754.

PRIVILEGE-THE MEMBER
RICEELIEU.

FOR

REMARKS.

MR. MOUSSEAU: Before proceeding
further, I beg leave to address a few words
with reference to the petition presented
by my hon. friend from Quebec East
(Mr. Laurier). It is a petition against
the lion. member for Richelieu (Mr.
Massue).

MR. SPEAKER: I must tell the lion.
member that no debate is allowed on the
presentation of the petition without he
has some motion to make.

MR. MOUSSEAU: It is only a pre-
liminary motion I am going to make,
which will not give rise to a debate. I
will, at least, lay the facts before the
House before we take any action.

MR. MACKENZIE : We do not want
to know.

MR. BLAKE: The petition has not
been received.

MR. MO USSEAU: Then I rise to a
question of privilege. I desire to ask two
things : first, that the petition be ordered
to be printed in the Journals of the
House, so that hon. gentlemen may
know, when the debate comes up, the
facts of the case. When the motion to
receive the petition is made I shall oppose
it on the ground that, if the allegations
made therein are true, they are allegations

The. Petition agai nst tihe
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that should go before the Courts and not
before the House.

MR. LAURIER: I suggest that the
petition cannot now be received. To-
morrow we will be called upon to proceed
or not- with the petition, and then I
apprehend it will be in order for my
hon. friend to give his objections to its
being received.

MR. MOUSSEAU: I do not under-
stand the opposition of my hon. friend.
I must say the petition comes at a very
late period of the Session.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. gentleman
will do well to wait until to-morrow,
when the motion is made for the reading
and reoeiving of the petition.

MR. MOUSSEAU: I hope no one
will oppose the motion I am going to
make, which is that the petition present-
ed by the hon. member for Quebec East
be printed.

MR. BLAKE : I think it would be
highly inconvenient to set a precedent
ordering that a petition be printed before
it is proposed to be read and received.
It may contain allegations that should
not have the degree of publicity, which
would be unvalued by printing the peti-
tion. We know not what there may be
in it at present.

MR. MOUSSEAU: I move that it be
read and printed.

MR. BLAKE: It is a general proposi-
Lion that a petition should not be printed
without previous notice.

MR. MOUSSEAU: The allegations in
the petition are very serious, and it will
only prevent the petition going before the
public, because the House will be pro-
rogued on Wednesday or Friday, and
justice will be prevented. From what I
hear-

Several HON.'MEMBERS: Order.
MR. DESJARDINS: I move the ad-

journment of the House. That will
prevent any injustice.

MR. MOUSSEAU: I will say one
word more.

MR. SPEAKER: The hcn. member
for Hochelaga (Mr. Desjardins), has
moved the adjournment of the House.

MR. MOUSSE AU: Now, the' al-
legations in this petition

Several HON. MEMBERS: Order.
MR. CASEY: It is not allowed--
Several HoN. MEMBERS : Order.
MR. CASEY: I shall have order.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

The point of order is this : I claim that
it is not in order to speak of or discuss
anything on a motion for adjourn-
ing the House. It is out of order to dis-
cuss this petition, which it would not be-
in order to discuss before. I claim that
it is not in order, according to the Rules
of the House.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: You can dis-
cuss anything.

MR. SPEAKER: I am afraid it
is not ,regular to discuss the petition
just presented. It is not before the
House upon the question for adjourn-
ment.

MR. MOUSSEAU : The House ought
not to adjourn before that important case
is disposed of; if it does it will be a great
injustice. The bon. member for Riche-
lieu

Several HON. MEMBERS : Order.
MR. MACKENZIE: This is out

of order to attempt to discuss this mat-
ter.

MR. SPEAKER : It is not in order
to discuss a petition presented to the
House, a pétition which is in fact not
before the House.

MR. CASEY : That is just what he is
doing.

MR. SPEAKER: It is a question of
privilege, affecting the seat of an hon.
member of the House, and generally speak-
ing it might be considered.

MR. MOUSSEA U : Then I ask it as a
question of privilege. The petition is
attacking the honour and dignity

MR. LAURIER: I understand the
object of my hon. friend is to have the
petition read and received, or to know
whether it can be or not. I would
suggest it should be done to-morrow, as
we are so near the end of the Session.
He will find that course the best if he
objects to let it stand over until Wednes-
day.

MR. MOUSSEAU: Do I understand
the hon. gentleman that it shall be
printed now and presented to-mor-
row?

MB. LAURIER: Not printed; but to
decide whether it shall be received or not
to-morrow.

MR. DESJARDINS: Then I with-
draw the motion for adjournment.

Motion (Mr. Desjardins), with leave of
the House. withdrawn.

Member for Richelieu.
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MONTREAL TRINITY HOUSE AND HAR.
BOUR COMMISSIONERS ACTS

AMENDMENT BILL
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L)

FIRST READING.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.L), in intro-
ducing a Bill (No. 124) To amend the
Acts respecting the Trinity House and
Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, said:
The Harbour Commissioners of Montreal
are most anxious to have authority for
three of-their own members to investigate
the skill of pilots. It is very difficult to
get five together, and they want to give
that authority to three. I move that the
sanction of the House be given to that
effect. It is not. necessary to do more
than pass one clause giving this authority.

MR. BLAKE : If I rightly understand
the hon. gentleman, the sole purpose is to
confer on three members of the body, to
be selected by themselves, powers which
at present belong to a quorum of the
whole body.

MR. POPE : Yes.
Bill read the ßirst time.

MASTERS AND MATES O INLAND
WATERS.
REMARKS.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): With
regard to a Resolution on the paper in
regard to the examination of masters and
mates of vessels sailing on the lakes, I
may state that it is not intended to in-
troduce a Bill this Session. Great neces-
sity lias been shown why masters and
mates navigating the inland waters should
receive certificates of competency. A
serious loss occurred last season on Lake
Superior, and it turned out that the
officers of the boat had tio certificates, and
were not required to obtain them. Af ter
acting as pursers for a year or so, sharp
young men are of ten put in as masters
of vessels, and they do very well
during the sumnier season; but it is
absolutely necessary that persons navi-
gating those lakes, which are really inland
seas, should be thoroughly experienced
and competent men. We will allow the
matter to drop now, and bring in a Bill
next Session.

S1a ALBERT J. SMITH: It is not
intended that the examination shall be the
same as for the officers of sea-going
ships ?

Mr. POPE : It will be a different
standard altogether.
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MR. MoCALLUM : The hon. gentle-
man lias spoken rather strongly of the
class of persons in charge of vessels navi-
gating the lakes. I think they are as
good a class of men as any in the world.
Of course, accidents have happened, and
may happen again, owing to circumstances
over which the officers have no control.
I think the hon. gentleman will find that
most of the officers will be able to pass
any examination lie may deem necessary
to convince him of their corgpetency.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT
AMENDMENTr BILL.

(Mr. Baby.)
FIRST READING.

MR. BABY, in moving for a Commit-
tee of the Whole to consider the following
resolution :-

" That it is expedient to amend the Acts
respecting the Inspection of Petroleum, and to
provide for raising the fire-test of Canadian
Petroleum from 105 degrees to 115 degrees,
Fahrenheit ; and for reducing the fire-test on
Foreign Petroleum from 130 degrees te 120 de-
grees, Fahrenheit; and for placing the respon-
sibility as te the quality of Petroleum on the
vendors thereof,"
Said: From the discussion which took
place in the House some evenings ago, it
was found necessary that certain amend-
ments should be made to the law. In
the Bill which will be introduced upon
those Resolutions, there is a provision to
secure a uniform system of testing petro-
leum. At present some of the officers
have not the knowledge or the instru-
ments to make proper tests, and it is the
intention of the Government, whenever
any difficulty occurs between the officers
and importers of oil, to have the matter
referred to a central office, either here in
Ottava, or at Quebec or Toronto. The
Bill will also transfer the responsibility
froni the officers and place it upon those
selling the oil. I hope the changes in
the law will meet the approval of the
trade.

MR COLBY : Having spoken at con-
siderable length on this subject on the
second reading of the Bill, which I had the
honor to introduce, J do not propose to
occupy the attention of the House for any
considerable time now. I will simply
say that I have seen no reason to change
the opinions, which, after considerable
consideration, I deemed necessarv to
express. My own conviction is that a
test of 11-k is sufficiently high for
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the purpose of safety, applied either to illuminating oil. I believe the proposi-
Canadian or American oils, and that tion of the hon. Minister will relieve us
there is, intrinsically, no difference be- from the difficulty of purchasing these
tween them in the matter of safety, if high priced special ois, and will enable
they stand the same flash test ; that if us to purchase freely the superior eus
there be a larger percentage of volatile made in the interest of the consumer.
materials in the one oil than in the other, Tnder these circumstances, without bv
the test detects it. I know this is a con- any means admitting the proposition that
troverted point, and that it is urged very there should be a discrimination, and
strenuously by experts that there is a maintaining the views I formerly ex-
difference ; that instead of the more vola- pressed, that a test of 115' is sufficient
tile constituents being all eliminated for safety, I am not disposed to divide the
from American oil by distillation, a cer- Bouse. But, if it should ho found that 1
tain proportion is held in suspen- am mistaken in ny assumption as to the
sion, in connection with paraffine, and clasRes of eus which will be admitted
that there should be a discrimi- under the 120' test, and that practical
nation. However, that is a theo- inconvenience resuits, and that we are
retical point. Since I have under- compelled to buy higher priced ois, 1
stood the propositien of the hon. the will, next Session, feel it my duty to cali
Minister of Inland Revenue, I have taken the attention of the House and Govern-
some pains to ascertain, by communica- ment to this subjeet again.
tion with dealers in Portland, Boston, MR. FLYNN: I regret that the lon.
and New York, whether this difference of the Minister of Inland Revenue did not
five degrees between the Arerican and adopt the lire test contained in the hon.
Canadian oila is of any practical signifi- member for Stanstead's Bill, which made
cance, whether it would place the con- it uniforin at cir c on ail oit. For
sumer of American ou in a worse position. years we paid the large duty of 15. a
iMiy information gts in the direction of gallon on A berican ou, as a protection to
showing that, practicaly, it ism of very the Canadian manufacturer. Some time
littie consequence whether the test be il15 ago it was considered, in the interest of
or 1200; so I afe not disposed to the people of the Maritime Provinces,
spin too fixe a point in the matter when who are large consumers of American
the hon. Minister has shown a disposition eas, that the duty was too high, and
to meet the views of the country, not should ho reduced. The people of the
only in respect to the ure test, but other Maritime Provinces hvariably used
matters. The result of my enquiries is, the Anerican oils, even at the pay-
that there are substantiahll three classes ment of this very hig daty. As regards
et oils manufaRtured in the United States. the test, n reasn Ias been assigned
One clas is manufactured for export, and by the Minister of Inland Revenue for a
stands 110 burning test, which is differene between the tests on Canadian
lower than any we have ever received in and American ils. In 1868, the irst
this country, and, h my judgment, too Act in reference t inspection, the
lew for safety. Another is an ou stand- fire test for petrleum was ade 115. It
ing a burning test of 1500, a 'was, after seme years, in 1871, reduced
superior ail for export-a modt economical te 105' on Canadian and foreign ils. No
os for general consumptin; the price of reason has been assigned why the ire
this oil i the American market is 14c. test shuld have been increased last
a gallon. The third class embraoes special Session. Experience from 1871 t 1879
coils manufatured to meet the require- showed that the fire test cf 105 was
ment of countries where very hig tests suficiently high to amure every necessary
are adopted. This clas is higer hn price safety. America cils las been found
and inferior hn quality to the class last. safer and more convenient for general
mentioned. The dificulty under the old use than any other. I fail t see any
test was that we were not permitted te reason for the difference nw made
use the 150° burning test ils, but hotween the American and Canadian
were driven te purchase a special oil, article. The British ire test on ail ftoreig
and we had to pay a very muci larger os e only 100 , which farliament
price for an article that was inferior as an onsidered sufficient to secure ahi reuisite

MR. COLBY.
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safety. Why, then, shbuld the people oi
the Dominion be asked to submit to a
fire test of 120° on American oil. Il
the test be raised to 120° it will still ex-
clude a large portion of foreign oil. I
have seen a letter from the Collector ai
St. John, to the hon. Minister of Finance,
in which he says that oil which standE
the test of 115' is a good, safe and mer-
chantable article. Now, there is no
doubt that if, by any refining process,
you bring it up to a test of 120°, you
not only reduce its illuiminating power,
but you add to its cost by 2c. or 3e. per
gallon. This will, to a great extent, ex-
clude American oil from the Maritime
Provinces. One great advantage in
favour of American oil, is that it
is of less offensive odour than Canadianoil.
Even in Ontario, where the oil is pro-
duced, I find, by the Returns of 1879,
that they imported 241,000 gallons of
American oil, while the imports into
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island that year were 628,000
gallons. I do not see why there should
be a difference in the fire test of American
and Canadian oils. I think it is an un-
fair discrimination against the Maritime
Provinces, and will injure theirtrade and
commerce. If the Government are deter-
mined to apply their policy of Protection
to the manufacture of Canadian oils, if
they desire to protect oi rings, let them
do so by raising the duty. If 6c. a gallon
is not enough let them raise it to 1Oc. or
15c., but*do not interfere with trade in
the manner contemplated in this Bill. Let
us know what we really have to pay to
protect oil rings, and do not compel us to
use oil so offensive. and disagreeable as the
Canadian oil is. The Act of last year
fixing the test at 130" was a practical
prohibition of American oil, and if any
was used in the Maritime Provinces, it
was smuggled in. I have no doubt that
even if the test is lowered to 1 20Q a large
quantity of oil will still be smuggled. If,
from 1871 to 1879, a fire test of 105Q
was found sufficient, I see no reason why
it should not be sufficient still. I do not
know of any accidents having occurred
under that test. If in England a fire test
of 100° is considered high enough, why
should we adopt 120 I I cannot see why
there should be a discrimination between
the two oils, and I think the Government
would do well to adopt the suggestioi ot

the lion. member for Stanstead (Mr
Colby), which made the test 115 on both
Canadian and American oils.

Ma. ROSS (West Middlesex) : I an
exceedingly pleased the hon. the Minister
of Inland Revenue has seen fit to increase
the fire test, and thus increase the satety
of Canadian oil. The number of deplor-
able accidents that have occurred in this
country, during the last year, called for
some additional guarantee of safety. i
notice hon. gentlemen take exception to
the proposition of the hon. Minister, on
two grounds : first, that the fire test pro-
posed is higher than that adopted in Eng-
land. But the circumstances of the two
countries are diffeent. A fire test that
may be perfectly safe in a moist climate,
like that of England, would not be safe iii
our climate during the heated summer
months, nor yet in that of the Southern
States. Another objection taken is that
by increasing the fire test we reduce the
illuminating power of the oil. Experts
tell us that the illuminating power of oil
depends upon itsspecific gravity. You wilL
observe that, by the proposition of the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue, the speci-
fic gravity of Canadian oil is fixed at 8-2,
so that we have in that fact a guarantee
that the American oil introduced into.
this country, will be equal in illuminating
power to Canadian oi. I think the
simple fact of there being an absolute
necessity to provide greater security
in the consumption of coal oil is in itself
a sufficient justification for the increase of
the tire test on Canadian oi. Experts.
tell us, moreover, that the explosive ma-
terial found in American oil is pro-
portionately greater than in Cana-
dian oil, -and fully justifies the
Minister in exacting a discriminating
test as between Canadian and Ameri-
can oils. .The discrimination is very
light, indeed much lighter than it
was under the old law, namely, five de-
grees.1 I think this discrimination, while,
perhaps, it may not be quite just to the
Canadian oil, will at least indicate the
relative explosive character of the two
oils. As to the other objection, that it
has a tendency to prevent the importation
of American ,oils, I think that is not
borne out by the ]Return brought down by
the Minister of- Inland Revenue some
time ago. I notice that, within the
last six months, we imported nearly

Petroleum Inspection
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400,000 gallons of American coal oil,
which paid duty. How much came in
that did not pay duty I cannot tell, but
we have the fact that nearly 400,000 gai
Ions did pay duty during that six months.
During the corresponding six months of
the previous year there were 624,000 gal.
lons of oil imported that paid duty. O1
course this is really a large decrease, per
haps, relatively, a larger decrease in this
article than in many of the other articles
imported from the United States. But
there is the fact still remaining that a
large quantity of the oil consumed
in Canada comes from the United
States ; and if it comes in at a
higher fire test there is additional
safety, and .with the uniform specific
gravity proposed by the hon. the Minis-
ter of Inland Revenue, there will be a
uniform illuminating power. I think that
the Bill, in the form in which it is
brought down, should be acceptable to the
House, inasmuch as it provides for those
two important points to which I have re-
ferred, namely, safety and illuminating
power.

MR. PLUJMB: Having taken some
part in the debate upon the Resolutions
introduced by the hon. member for
Stanstead (Mr. Colby) in respect to the
test of petroleum, and taking a very
strong interest in the promotion of every
measure which shall be calculated to in-
crease the consumption of the product of
the Canadian wells, I was gratified to hear
that the Government had decided to take
up the question, feeling confident that it
would be dealt with in the spirit of pro-
moting, as far as it could be done with re-
gard to the consumer, one of th e great
industries of the Dominion. I believe
that the oil refiners of this country have
to blame themselves only, for not
having secured the home market ;
and I trust that the change in
the fire test now proposed by the Govern-
ment, will have the effect of compelling
Canadian manufacturers to do what they
are perfectly able to do if they choose,
that is, to make the quality of their oil as
good as that manufactured in the United
States. I think there will be no difficulty
about securing the Canadian market if
they will take the pains which the
American manufacturer takes in deodoris-
ing, bleaching and purifying their produ3t.
1 have no doubt that the illumninating

MR. Rosas.

, power of Canadian oil is greater than that
1 of American oil, and that it contains a

far less proportion of explosive gases. I
am very glad to see that the hon. the
Mir.ister of Inland Revenue has found
it within his sphere of duty to accept, in
some degree, the proposition which was
made by myself and others in the debate

- which took place the other night. I
think the compromise effected between
the views expressed by the hon. member
for Stanstead, by the hon. member for
East Middlesex, and by myself, will be
considered a fair one and acceptable to all
parties, and will give the consumer a
Canadian oil fully as agretable for use
as the best American, and possessing the
superior recommendations of cheaper
price, higher powers of illumination, and
greater safety.

MR. CASEY: I think there is no part
of this Bill which calls for any objection
except the discrimination, small as it is,
which it is proposed to make in favour of
Canadian oils. I think no valid reason
has been shown why any such discrimina-
tion should exist. It is, of course, absurd
to argue that, of two oils which stand the
same flash test, one will explode at a
lower point than the other, since both
explode at the same point. The only
remaining argument is that there will be
more danger with American oil after the
explosion than with Canadian oil; but it
has been shown, by the admission of the
refiners themselves, that the difference
between the flashing point and bprning
point of Anerican oil is greater than with
Canadian oil, and, consequently, that the
former is less liable to burn after explo-
sion than the latter. The House and the
country should understantd that by this
discrimination, protection is intended to
be given to refiners in addition to the
enormous protection they already have. I
think consumers of oil throughout the
country will feel that they are still un-
necessarily mulcted by this Bill, although
it is a better measure than the one which
precedes it.

MR. CONNELL: The practical result
of the Bill of last year was that a great
deal of dissatisfaction arose in the coun-
try. The people were willing to purchase
Canadian oil provided that they could
get it of equal value as to its illuminating
properties with the American oil, but the
fact was that the oil that was brought to
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our part of the country was no better than
before, and, in consequence, we had to
purchase the American oil at a higher
price ; thus the purpose of the Bill was
defeated by the action of the oil refiners
of Canada themselves. I perceive that
in the Resolution introduced by the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue, lie has
made the test for Canadian oil 115°, and
for American oil 120°, the reason for
which difference I am unable to compre-
hond. From information received from ex-
perts, I am of opinion that there is
scarcely any difference between the oils
of the two countries as originally obtained
from the reservoirs from which nature
has stored them. I hoped that the lion.
the Minister of Inland Revenue would
see his way clear to make the tests equal
and not more than 115°. With respect
to the test of 115°, I am confident from
what I have learned, after a careful study
of the question, that beyond 110 0 the
illuminating powers are injured, and the
cost of production increased, thus making
at once the oil more costly and less ser-
viceable. The proposed plan will be some-
what better than last year's Bill, but I
am confident that, after a year's trial
under the present arrangement, the hon.
the Minister of Inland Revenue will be
satisfied that he has not placed the test
where it ought to be, and that lie will be
compelled to change the test so that they
will be alike.

MR. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.):
I think the test proposed by the Gov-
ernment will enable us to bring in
about the sanie quality of oil as came in
under the 115° test. It might be well to
give the new test a trial for a year, but,
personally, I favour equality in the test.
I think that while we are willing to give
the Canadian manufacturer a fair Protec-
tion, so as to enable him to put his oil on
the market on a favourable footing, still
there should be an equal test. As the
Government has taken a step in the riglit
direction this year, and reduced the test
on American oil from 130° to 120°, and
increased the test on Canadian oil from
1059 to 1150, it may result in inducing,
the Canadian refluer to put an oil on the
market that can be used. So far as the
Maritime Provinces are concerned, Cana-
dian refiners have failed to put an oil
on the market which will compare with
the ordinary American oil we import.

The American oil of 115°, or even less,
that we have heretofore imported,'was far
superior to any Canadian oil we have yet
received there. Hoping that the result I
have indicated will be obtained, I will
support the motion of the lion. gentleman
in favour of the proposed test.

Motion agreed o.
House resolved itself into Committee

of the Whole and reported the said Reso-
lution.

MR. BABY introduced a Bill (iTo.
123) To amend the Act respecting the in-
spection of Petroleum.

Bill read the ir8t time.

ESQUIHALT GRAVING DOCK BILL.
(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

FIRsT READING.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY, in mov-
ing for a Committee of the Whole to con-
sider certain Resolutions respecting the
construction of a Graving Dock at Esqui-
malt, said: It will be remembered by lion.
gentlemen that one of the conditions in
regard to this matter was that a guaran-
tee of 5 per cent. on £100,000 should be
given for ten years for the construction of
the dock. On the application of the
British Government to the Government
of the Dominion in 1873, it was agreed
that $250,000 should be given in lieu of
that guarantee. By an Act passed in
the 37th year of Her Majesty's reign,
chap. 27, advances were authorised to be
made by the Governor-General in Council
to the Province of British Columbia out
of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, for
the construction of such Graving Dock,
upon certificates of the progress of the
work, to an extent not to exceed in the
whole the sum of $250,000, in lieu of
the aforesaid guarantee of the interest.
The Government of that ProvinSe
commenced work some two years
since, and they expended about
$180,000. They have recently en-
tered into an additional contract with
a party to complete the work by taking
over the material the Government had on
hand, and the work which had been per-
formed, whlich is valued at something like
$200,000. The contract for the comple-
tion of the work is, I think, a little under
$400,000.

Ma. BLAKE: $400,000 more moneyl
SI SAMUEL L TILLEY: Yes; in

addition to the $180,000 that has been
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expended. The Imperial Government
have agreed to contribute towards the
cost £50,000 sterling. Application has
been made to, and is now under consider-
ation of, the Imperial Government for a
sum in addition to 'the £50,000, but no
additional concession has been made in
that direction up to the present time. A
representative of the Local Government
of British Columbia was in Ottawa in
December last, and lie brought the whole
matter under the consideration of the
Government. An Order in Council was
passed upon the recommendation of the
Finance Minister, which is as follows:-

" The undersigned bas the honcur to report
that he has had under consideration despatches
received from the Lieutenant-Uovernor of
British Columbia, on the subject of the advances
proposed to be made by the Dominion Govern-
ment for the construction of the Graving Dock
at Esquimalt, and that in order to arrive at ,a
settlemeut of the question, he has had several
interviews with the hon. the Attorney-General
of the Province, who has been deputed to confer
with the Dominion Government in connection
with the same subject.

" The undersigned has given the subject his
most careful consideration, and now begs leave
to state that, in his opinion, it is des'rable to
modify the Order in Council of the 13th Novem-
ber last, and to substitute one in accordance
with the following provisions and conditions :-

"Firstly, The hon. the Attorney-General
having stated that the plans and specifications
of the Dock, prepared by Messrs. Kinniple and
Morris, of London, England, have been eft for
inspectionwiththeDepartment of Public Works,
and are those upon which tenders have been in-
vited. , The undersigned rscommends that
advances be made to the Province as the work
progresses, to an extent not to exceed in the
whoje the surm of $250,000, such advances not
to include the value of any material or plant
already obtained by the Provincial Government
for the purposes of the Graving Dock.

"Secondly, That such advances be made on
the certificate of the Eugineer of the Provin-
cial Government, countersigned by the Agent
of the Dominion Government in British
Columbia.

" Thirdly, That in case the Goverunment of
British Columbia should fail, from any cause,
to proceed actively with the construction of the
work for a period of three months after the
receipt of a written request f rom the Dominion
Government to prosecute the sane, then that
the latter shall have the right to enter upon
aud take possession of the works and premises,
and complete the same.

" Fourthly. That in case of such entry, the
Canadian Government shall be entitled to claim
and receive from the Imperial Government the
promised grant in aid of £50,000 sterling, or
any increase of such grant. It is understood
that if any balance of such grant in aid sliould
remain unexpended after defraying the outlay
made by the Dominion Government in conse-

SIR SAXUL L. TILLIY.

quence of the failure, as aforesaid. of the Pro-
vince, such balance shall be paid to said Pro-
vince; while, on the other hand, if said grant
in aid should prove insuaicient to complete the
works, the amount of the deficiency shall be
placed to the debit of the debt account of the
Province. It is further understood that the
right of property iu the Dock shall, subject to
the temporary right of possession, as before
mentioned, remain in the Government of British
Columbia.

"Fifthly, That the Imperial Government
shall be made a party to izhis arrangement, and
its approval obtained.

"Sixthly, That the sanction of the Legisla-
ture of British Columbia be also obtained to
this agreement.

" Seventhly, That, subject to the foregoing
conditions, the advances so made of $250,000,
shall not bear interest, and shall be considered
as a grant of money in lieu of the 12th Article
of the Terms of Union between Canada and
British Columbia.

(Signed) "S. L. TILLEY,
Minister of Finance.

"FN.NcE DEPARTMENT,

" February l1th, 1880."

That is now before the House for appro-
val. It is considered desirable that the
Dominion Government should have some
guarantee that as they advance this money
as the work progresses that the guarantee
should not be discontinued, and that if
the Local Government should cease to
complete the work, the Dominion Govern..
ment should be able to take the money
to be received from the Imperial Gov-
ernment, and if there is any balance left
after it is completed, that it should be
paid over to the Local Government, or
if the expenditure exceed the amount to
be received from the Imperial Govern-
ment, the balance shall be subtracted
from the amount due -the Province of
British Columbia. In order to make
that secure, the assent of the Local Gov-
ernment and of the Imperial Government
is required.

Ma. MACKENZIE : I have a very
serious objection to this amount being
paid in the way suggested. The practical
result of this motion. is that we are to
pay as a free grant £50,000, or a sum
equal to $250,000, to British Columbia.
After due consideration of the matter, I
am unable to see why we should do it.
lon. gentlemen opposite, when in office

in 1873, by an Order in Council, a
few days or weeks, or at any rate,
a very short time before they
went out of office, provided for
the substitution of advances iii
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money, in lieu of the guarantee pro- was not originally intended that we
vided by the Teris of Union. Now we should incur this cost. If it were intended
have to consider what this guarantee it was wrong ; and further, we wilI, by
meant ; it meant simply this : that we assuming this obligation, not only have
were to endorse the bonds of British Col- the present cost of $250,000, but after-
umbia to a certain extent, and for a cer- wards the dock will very likely fall upon
tain time, for the money to be raised by our hands, and we shall have to main-
them for building this Graving Dock; we tain it or allow it tg go to destruqtion.
were not to hand out any sum from the For these reasons-unless British Colum-
Treasury of Canada; we were simply to bia will prefer us to charge the expenses
endorse their bonds, to enable them to against their subsidies, although wrong
get a loan on cheaper terms then they to undertake that in 1873-I object
could upon their own security. However, most strongly to the passage of these
the hon. gentlemen opposite were in a Resolutions.
strait in September 1873. Something SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The hon.
in the shape of political support led gentleman says that, in 1873, and at a
to that Order in Council, by which it was time when he supposes there must have
provided that advances might be made in been some influence brought to bear, the
lieu of the guarantee. The Chief Officer Government agreed to a certain proposi-
of Finance, then Mr. Langton, stated that tion which he does not approve of. If
it was not contemplated that this money the proposition were such a proposition as
should be paid as a free grant to British the hon. gentleman has referred to, I
Columbia, but that we were simply to ad- should like to know what objection there
vance the money which was to be could be, when, in fact, it was simply an
eharged against the balance of the advance out of the Dominion Fund of
debt. A cceptiig that definition $250,000, which British Columbia was
of the Order in Council, we felt it incum- entitled to.
bent upon us, in 1874, to confirm the ar- MR. MACKENZIE No, no.
rangement by Act of Parliament. In SIR SAMUEL L TJLLEY: Under
the meantime, when the Act was passing an Act that the hon. gentleman himself
through the House, the British Columbia
representatives wanted to have it altered bro ine a rovision i
so as to provide for it being made a free
gift. I refused such a modification. acount of their debt, and there could be
They then applied to the hon. the former nothing wrong in the Ooyernment paying
Minister of Finance, who was at that $250,000 to British Columbia under that
time Governor of the Province of New Act without the conditions contained in
Brunswick, and he furnished them with the other Act.
a certificate or letter that such was his Mn. MACKENZIE: It was simply te
intention. But whether it was his Mi- be a guarantee.
tention or not the Order in Coundil did SR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The
not bear that interpretation. The hon. Government of British Columbia pressed
the Minister of Finance adheres t b that the Dominion, stating that they were
interpretation of it; but if ho wanted to aniouns to build the dock, but could ot
make a gift, is Order in Council should obtain the means necessary for its con-
have been worded differently. However, struction ; but if the propositian that was
we have now a direct proposition to set made and acepted w simply to dvance
the matter beyond ail doubt by declaring thern their own money, there could be
it te be a free gift Why this Dominion nothing extraordinary in that, abslutely
should, hi consequence o this Columbian nothing te justify the remarks of the hon.
Union, assume anotherburden of $250,000, gentleman that th Government were i
in addition to the other burdens imposed particular straits when they entered into
upon us, is beyond my comprehonsion. this agreement. I was written te a year
There is no possible justification for it. or two afterwards, and simply stated
Why should we build a Graving Dock at that what the Government intended was,
Esquimat or Victoria any more than at that this $250,000 was in lieu of the
sHalifax or Quebec o 1 prôtest most guarantee under the Terms of Union, and
earnestl auainst seb an act, becau0se it if you look at the ct yoen will wd that
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it was based on Resolutions similar to
these.

MR. MACKENZIE: Then why was
the British Columbia members so anxious
to have the wording changed?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It was
changed.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, it was not.
SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It is in

pursuance of these terms and conditions
-and the building of the dock having be-
come necessary-that the Government
have arranged to advance the $250,000,
with the approval of Parliament; and
they now ask for that approval.

MR. DECOSMOS: The hon. mnber
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) denied that
he confirmed the agreement made.

Mn. MACKENZIE: I did not deny
anything of the kind. There was an Act
to confirm an arrangement, but I deny
that it was to give a free gift. The hon.
members from British Columbia endea-
voured to induce me to alter it; and the
hon. the Minister of Finance wanted it as
an absolute payment. That was what I
said.

MR. DECOSMOS : He stated that lie
brought in an Act to carry out the agree-
ment with British Columbia with respect
to the dock. The hon. gentleman did
bring in a Bill, and one of the clauses
with respect to the dock was, that the
money would be paid as dock work pro-
gressed, and be charged againt the debt of
the Province. I took exception to that
clause of the Bill. Now allow me to go
into this matter. In the year 1873, I
came here and negotiated this matter
with the Government led by the riglit
hon. gentleman. It was agreed that
$250,000 should be paid to British Co-
lumbia, and that that sum should not be
charged against the debt of the Province,
but that it should be a bonus given to the
Province in lieu of Article 12 of the
Terms of Union. In 1878, before the
General Elections, I took occasion to have
this whole question placed on record, and,
with the permission of the House, I will
read part of the record. The first docu-
ment is the following letter

" OrrAwA, November 3, 1877.
"DzAÂR Si,-With respect to the conver»&

tien I had with you respecting the Dominion
aid towards the Graving Dock. and your
application to the Minister of Public Works
upon the subject, I have consulted my
colleagues, and we are prepared to submit to

SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY.

Parliament a formal proposition to the following
effect : That in lieu of the interest of £100,000
for ten years, which was secured by the 12th
Section of the Order in Council, dated July lat,
1871, we propose that advances should be
made to you from time to time, upon certifi-
cates of the progress of the work, not on the
wbole to exceed £50,000 sterling.

" I have, etc.,
(Signed) " S. L. TILLEY.

"To Hon. A. DEUosMos, M.P."

I was here in 1873 to negotiate this
matter, and I had also to go to England
in order to negotiate another bonus for
the Graving Dock from the Imperial Gov-
ernment. I waited upon the hon. gentle-
man opposite (Mr. Mackenzie) in that
year, 1873, after he had become Premier,
and subsequeutly I had the following
letter from him :

" OmÀwA, 14th November, 1873.
"My DEAR SIR,-With reference to the

proposal you submitted in behalf of the Goy-
ernment of British Columbia, namely, to ad-
vance £50,000 to aid in the construction of a
Graving Dock at Esquimalt, in lieu of the guar-
antee of interest at five per centum on £100,000
for ten years, provided by the Terms of Union,
I have to say that any change in the mode of
aiding in the construction of the work, from
that agreed to, will require the sanction of
Parliament. I can only say, at present, that
the Government will submit a measure to
Parliament to carry out your proposal, or
some scheme equivilent to that.

"I am, etc.,
" A. MACKENZIE.

"Hon. A. DECosmos. "

That letter was delivered to me by the
hon. gentleman in the Executive Council
Chamber. It was after the question of
guarantee had been considered by the
Chief Justice of Quebec (Mr. Dorion), then
Minister of Justice, that this letter was
given to me in the full faith and under-
standing that the advances meant nothing
more and nothing less than a grant of
money.

MR. BLAKE: Hear, hear.
MR. DECOSMOS : The hon. gentleman.

says " hear, hear." If I mistake not, I saw
the hon. gentleman when he was an orna-
mental member of the Ministry, stalking
through the Privy CouncilChamber whilst
this matter was under dicussion, and I also
recolleettheex-Minister of Finance passing
through there, and if the ex-Minister of
Marine and Fisheries were here, I think
he would not have the confidence of the
hon. member for Lambton to stand up in
this House and say that was not the real
understanding between the late Govern-
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ment and myself. Having nentioned the
ex-Minister of Marine and Fisheries, I
may state that he said to me before I re-
ceived this letter: What will your other
members do ? Will they support the
Government if they come down to Parlia-
ment with this grant ? I said : Yes,
they will; and to show that the members
for British Columbia will support the
Government on this grant, I will quote the
statement of her representatives:

" OrrAwA, Nov. 11, 1873.
"British Columbia Representatives to the Hon.

A. .Mackenzie:
"SIR,-We fully agree with the proposal of

the late Government to ask Parliament to grant
to British Columbia £50,000 sterling, in lieu of
the guarantee under the Terms of Union, for
the construction of a first-class Graving Dock
at Esquimalt, and now have the honour to say
that, if the same be submitted by the present
Government to Parliament for its sanction, it
will receive our undivided support.

" We have, etc.,
(Signed), "A. DECOSMOS,

"E. DE WDNEY,
"J. S. THOMPSON,
"R. W. W. CARRALL,
"Il. NATHAN,
"IH. NELSON."

In this statement we do not ask for an ad-
vance. We said we fully agree with the pro-
posalof the late Government, to ask Parlia-
ment to make this grant ; and I believe in
ordinarv Parliamentary language " grant"
does not mean a loan. After the difficultv
between the hon. gentleman and the
Government of British Columbia, when the
terms proposed by Mr. Edgar had been
refused, the hon. gentleman raised objec-
tions to carry out the solemn and
deliberate agreement made by himself on
behalf of the Government of the Dominion,
and through myself on behalf of the
Government of British Columbia. Allow
me to draw attention to a telcgram I
received from this hon. gentleman on the
6th February, after I had returned to
British Columbia fron England. The
question was raised in the Province at
the time of the Election that the late hon.
Minister of Finance (Mr. Tilley) had not
written the letter that I have read, which
I believe was left by accident in posses-
sion of the hon. gentleman in the office
of the Public Works Department. I
telegraphed him to send me a copy of
this letter, and I received the following
despatch in reply :-

"COTAwÀ, 6th Feb., 1874.
"Your telegram went astray. Government

offer is to pay ($250,000) two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars as dock work progresses, in
lieu of guarantee provided by Terms of Union.

(Signed) " A. MACKENZIE."

MR. MACKENZIE : That is all
right.

MR. DxCOSMOS : That is aIl we
want.

MR. MACKENZIE: We could not
advance without pay.

MR. DECOSMOS: That will not pass
muster.

MR. MACKENZIE: You will find it
will.

MR. DECOSMOS : I find that it will
not. When I brought this matter before
the House, in 1878, the hon. gentleman
worked himself up into a huge fidget, and
wanted to know privately why I had
brought this matter up, but lie could not
and did not say a word against one of the
documents I had produced. lHe did not
get up in this House and say the state-
ment was untrue, and I challenge him
now that if Le would allow some of his
Privy Council to be put on oath, I will
prove it at the Bar of the House, and I
believe those bon. gentlemen will state
there was a deliberate agreement that
the Province should receive that money
as a bonus.

MR. MACKENZIE: I have no objec-
tion to the bon. gentlemen taking evidence
in any -way lie likes.

Mn. DECOSMOS : On February 6Lh, I
received this telegram, stating that the
hon. gentleman would pay this money.
I made my report to the Government of
British Columbia on the 2nd Febrnary,
1874, four davs before the receipt of this
telegram:

" As a matter of record, it may here be
stated that the nature of the guarantee in
Section 12 of tne Terms of Union respecting
the Graving Dock, was considered during the
negotiationis with Mr. Mackenzie, and that
the decision was that the £5> 00i) sterling in
lieu of the guarantee of int:rest, in Section 12
of the Terms of Union, should be given to the
Province as a grant or bonus, and was not to
be charged as a debt against the Province."
More than that, however, the hon. gen-
tleman said the Auditor-General said this
was an advance. Now, in the presence
and in the office of the ex-Minister of
Finance, Mr. Langton said le never made
such a statement to the hon. gentleman,
and that if he had made any statement
whatever with respect to the negotiations,
it was with relation to taking over the
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difference between the actual and the
allowed debt of the Province, and that
he knew nothing about the other matter.
Further than that, when our members
gathered around the hon. member for
Lambton on the floor of the House, to
insist upon the proper wording of the Bill
for aid to the Graving Dock, by insertnig
that it was given as a bonus, the hon.
gentleman stated that, if it could be shown
that the agreement of the late Govern-
ment was to pay this money as a bonus,
he would pay it over. I wrote to Lieu-
tenant-Governor Tilley, now the hon. the
Finance Minister, and received the fol-
lowing reply -

"GoVERNMENT HOUsE,
"FREDERIcTON, 28th May, 1874.

"DEAR SR, -In reply to your communica-
tion of the 23rd inst., I beg to state that the
£50,000 sterling agreed to be advanced to the
Government of British Columbia towards the
Graving Dock, was in lieu of the facilities
secured for that purpose under the Terms of
Union. I cannot see how there could be any
misunderstanding in the matter, as rny letter
of the 3rd November, 1873, appears suffliciently
definite, and the Act just passed cites the condi-
tions in the first section.

"'I have the honour to be, dear Sir,
"i x1

Minister of Public Works, and received
the following reply :-

"QUEBEC, lst June, 1874.
"My DEAR MR. DECosmos,-Your letter of

the 29th of May hs just reached me. In
answer, I have no hesitation to say that the
Government to which I belonged promised to
grant te British Columbia, as a bonus, the sÙm
of £50,000 sterling in lieu of the guarantee
contained in the 12th Section of the Terms of
Union. We were convinced that British
Columbia could not build their Graving Dock
with that guarantee ; and inasmuch as the
intention of both parties to the Terms of Union
was to secure that Graving Dock, we thought
it but just to replace it by such a sum as would
secure it to your Province, British Columbia
and Great Britain contributing their share, or
British Columbia supplementing the balance.
Of course this sum of £50,000 sterling was not
to be an advance of money, but a bonus in
place of the guarantee. We knew we would
have to obtain the sanction of Parliament to
such an arrangement, and we told you we
would do se. I am very positive about these
negotiations, inasinuch as I was conducting
them, chiefly, previous to the return of Mr.
Tilley from England. I hope the above will
prove satisfactory, and remain, my dear Mr.
DeCosmos,

" Yours very truly,
"HECTOR L. LANGEVIN.

" Hon. A. DECosMos, M.P."

ours U1Y, Now, with the letter and telegrain
S". L. TILLEY. of Mr. Tiley, with thé letter of

T Ho. A. DECosmos, M.P."Langevin, attempted

Inasmuch as some doubt might arise on to place this matter before the bon.
this matter, as to the meaning of this membér for Lambton, then the Minister
letter, I sent a telegram : of Public Works, but lie was impatient,

" OTTAwÂ, 2nd June, 1874. and would not listen to an explanation.
"Your letter of May 28th and telegram of I thén went to thé ex-Minister of Marine

May 29th received, and I understand them to and Fisheriés, and if the Séssional Papérs
meani that the £50,000 sterling, promised to be wéré produced it would be found that 
advanced in aid of the construction of a Grav- encloséd thosé léttérs to thé Secrétary of
ing Dock at Esquimalt, was to be a gift to Staté, stating that hé might take a copy,
British Columbia in lieu of Section 12 of the
Terms of Union. Is that your meaning? e roiing a t h old trn thé

(Signed), " A. DECOSMOS. origin an I et thoser inh
" To His Excellency Governor S. L. TILLEY,

Fredericton, N.B," and Fisheriés. But no action was taken

And received this answerGovrnment, except th return f
And récivé thi anser:the original. Subsequéntly I vent to the
"ST. ANDREWS, 3rd June, 1874. hon. thé Minister of Finance, and it was

" £50,000 sterling was not to be charged to on that occasion Mr. Langton was brought
debt, but given in lieu of guarantee Graving in, whén hé said le knéw nothing of this
Dock. Thought my letter explicit. transaction whilst Mr. Thléy was in office.

(Sîgned), "S. L. TILLEY. Hé (Mr. Cartwright) récommendéd that
" To Hon. A. DECosMos." th Province také thé $250,000, and,
In order to have still further evi- fight out thé question aftérwards-that it
dence to place before the hon. would bé bétter té take thé monéy, and
gentleman on his second agreement, leave it té be déterminéd in thé future
in the presence of the members for whéthér it was a bonus or not. I told hlm
British Columbia, I wrote to the hon. the that néithér I nor thé Province would

M& DEcCéaxéi.
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accept it on any such terms-that there
was an agreement, and if the Government
wanted to repudiate it they could. The
hon. member for Lambtog did repudiate
it, and told me in his own office that it
was not his intention to give this money,
and that it was only to save us the
interest, between 5 and 6 per cent., or 1
per cent. on the sum, $250,000. That
was his last excuse, when he wanted to
shirk the agreement. His course in this
transaction left me open to the charge of
stating an untruth, and when I made that
statement to him, in 1878, he said: "I
do not wish to charge yeu with untruth
or question your veracity in any way."
Some of the hon. member's friends
asked me why I brought this matter
before the House, and 1 said because I
wanted to place the whole facts before the
country, and to show that we had made
a final agreement for $250,000, and that
it had been repudiated in the face of a
multitude of evidence that proved indis-
putably that I was right, and that the
position taken by the hon. gentlemen was
a violation of the agreement. When I
returned from England, I called upon the
hon. gentleman, and he wanted to know
how I got along with the negotiations
with Mr. Goschen. I told hiin that I
stated to Mr. Goschen that, in joining the
Confederation, we surrendered certain
rights and certain sources of revenue to
the Dominion, and that one of the condi-
tions of the surrender was that a guar-
antee should be given us for the construc-
tion of the Graving Dock, and that this
money was to be given in lieu of this
guarantee. The hon. member for Lamb-
ton said "I Not wholly," and I said :
"Not wholly," it is the difference between
the capitalisation of the guarantee at 5
per cent., and the $250,000. That is
what the hon. gentleman meant byI "Not
wholly." I think there were some warm
words between us at the time about other
things. At any rate, I state here, on my
honour as a man and a member of this
House, that a deliberate agreement was
made between the bon. gentleman and
myself, that this money should be given
from time to time as the work progressed,
and that it should not be charged against
the debt of British Columbia.

MR. MACKENZIE : I never heard of
such an agreement, and I utterly deny
it.

MR. DECOSMOS: Then the hon. gen-
tleman denies that which is true,

Motion agreed to.

House resolved itself into Committee of
the Whole and reported the Resolutions.

Ma. BLAKE: The original arrange-
ment between British Columbia and
Canada, as appears in the Terms of Union,
was that Canada should guarantee in-
terest at 5 per cent. on £100,000 sterling
for ten years, for the purpose of a Graving
Dock at Esquimalt. That, of course,
involved no charge on the Dominion
Treasury, except in case of the insolvency
of British Columbia; and British Columbia
having in the hands of Canada a very
large sum to lier credit, on ber debt-
account, it is perfectly clear that Canada
was perfectly secure in respect to that
guarantee. The bon. member for Vic-
toria (Mr. DeCosmos) bas stated, in
the course of this discussion, that this
claim makes itself up in this way: He
said you guaranteed us 5 per cent.
for ten years on £100,000 ; that
amounted to a guarantee in the
gross, payable by instalments, of £50,000
sterling, which, capitalised, would be
about $190,000 ; so you ought to pay us
£100,000 and the difference between that
and $250,000 and interest. J entirely
deny it, and assert we did not agree to
any assumption of the interest, or to pay
the intercst on £100,000. We agreed only
to guarantee the interest. The obvious
intention was that the bonds of British
Columbia for £100,000 should be issued
in order to raise funds for the Graving
Dock, the negotiation of the bonds to
be facilitated by the interest thereon for
ten years being guaranteed by Canada.
But the interest was to be paid by
British Columbia; it was a charge on
British Columbia, and no ultimate
charge on the Canadian Treasury was
contemplated by this provision in the
Terms of Union. Now it is conceded
that any alteration in that arrangement
involving an entire charge, or a further
charge, contingent or absolute, on the
Dominion Treasury could take place only
by an Act of Parliament. It is alleged
that an understanding was come to in the
dying hours of the Administration which
preceded the late one, and a bargain
made whereby the Government agreed
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to submit to Parliament a scheme sub-
stituting the payment of $250,000 to
British Columbia, in lieu of this guaran-
tee-that is the allegation at present.
The language of the then, and present
Finance Minister, in the letter he wrote
to the member for Victoria (Mr. DeCos-
mos), does not, in my view, bear
that construction. I do not under-
stand that an advance means gift.
I think the interpretation the word bears
is a repayment. Repayment of an advance
in the ordinary phrase used, and, therefore,
there can be no doubt that the word does
not, of itself, plainly-I think not at all
-indicate that there was to be a free gift
of £50,000 in cash to the Province, in
lieu of the guarantee, which would in-
volve no legitimate charge on the Trea-
sury of the Dominion. Then there is
another allegation, that the Adminis-
tration which succeeded the first Canadian
Administration, undertook to carry out
the agreement of its predecessor with
British Columbia, namely, that this
amount should be made a free gif t.
That was denied. The Act then brought
in uses precisely the same word " ad-
vance," and during the discussion on that
occasion there appeared a doubt in the
minds of the British Columbia members
as to whether they should get this differ-
ence, but there was no attermpt made to
alter the language of the measure. Par-
liament did not agree to make this a free
gift. It is iow proposed, for the first
time, to substitute a free gift cf $250,000
in lieu of the guarantee of £5,000
a year for ten years on the
loan required for the dock. The
hon. the Finance Minister says that
British Columbia bas expended $180,000
on this work, and lias contracted for its
completion at $400,000 more; that the
Imperial Government is to give £50,000
towards it, and Canada $250,000
more, making, for both, a contribution of
$500,000, and the total cost $580,000.
The practical result is that this Graving
Dock is to be built by England and
Canada, with the exception of $80,000 to
be contributed by British Columbia. That
is the proposal at present. It does not
seem to me that any ground bas been laid
why Parliament should determine to give
£50,000 for this purpose. It is an
obvious increased charge in connection
with the Terms of Union with British

MR. BIKL

Columbia. These charges are believed to
be, by the large majority of the people,
enormously too onerous as they stand
without any additional charge. I move,
therefore, in imendment:

That all the words after "That " be left ont,
and the following inserted instead thereof:-
" The Terms of Union with British Columbia,
provided only for a guaranty of iterest for ten
years, in respect of part of the cost of the Bri-
tish Columbia Graving Dock."

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
greatly regret that my hon. friend from
West Durham bas made this motion, and
still more greatly regret the remarks made
by the hon. member for Lambton. I
think it unjust and unfair to British
Columbia, and, coupled with the action
of bon. gentlemen opposite, with respect
to British Columbia, it cannot but be
considered as a deliberate attempt to drive
her out of the Union-to insult and injure
that Province, that, out of regard to lier
material interests and self-respect, and to
the position of her people, as an aggrega-
tion of British subjects, they should have
no other course but break up the Union.
I grieve to think that party objects-be-
cause I cannot conceive that hon. gentle-
men opposite are actuated by -objects of
economy-should induce the member tor
Lambton to abjure and repudiate the
agreement which, according to the state-
ment of my lion. behind me (Mi.
DeCosmos), lie and his Government de-
liberately made with British Columbia,
no only to advance, but pay this
money to lier. I cannot but believe
that the House and country will reject
with indignation the course taken.by the
hon. gentlemen opposite. What are the
facts of the case ? British Columbia ar-
rangedwith the Dominion that slie should
guarantee, for ten years, 5 per cent. in-
terest upon a sum not exceeding
£100,000 sterling, as might be required
for the construction of a first class
Graving Dock at Esquimalt. The
hon. member for West Durham
says we had security in our own
hands that the guarantee involved repay-
ment. It was nothing of the kind. We
were to guarantee that five per cent., and,
if the profits of the dock were sufficient
to pay the interest, our guarantee was
gained. If it was not sufficient, we were
to pay it. That was the common sense of
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it-the real, honest and honourable under-
standing.

MR. BLAKE : That was never stated.
Sra JOHN A. MACDONALD: The

British and Indian Governments have,
again and again, guaranteed to the share-
holders of the Indian railways a certain
percentage of profit or interest, the
guarantee merely meaning this-if the
profits of the railways reached the per-
centage the Government was free, if they
did not the Government would make up
the deficiency. They have no recourse
afterwards against the railway, the share-
holders or the work. The* honest, fair,
common sense arrangement was made.
The dock was rather a grave undertaking
for British Columbia with its sparse popu-
lation and scanty means, being necessary
for the military and commercial interests
of the Dominion on the Pacific. It was
absolutely necessary, in the interest of a
Canadian Pacificýcommercial fleet, that we
should have such a dock, and, therefore,
we agreed to guarantee those bonds,
and if the emoluments from the
work would not pay the whole of the 5
per cent. we were to pay the balance or
deficit. Now hon. gentlemen opposite
attempt to repudiate that bargain. It is
enough to make one blush with shame,
the sight of any statesmen taking that
course, men professing to be upholders of
the credit of Canada. The work could
not be completed by British Columbia;
it was found the money necessary could
not be raised on that guarantee, and we
knew it was more than doubtful that a
work so difficult in its inception could
recoup us for the interest we paid. We
felt that our engagement to guarantee the
interest for ten years was equivalent to a
promise to pay 5 per cent. for that time;
and, therefore, as we wished to have this
great work finished, instead of paying
£5,000 a year for ten years, we agreed to
pay in advance £5,000 a year as the
work progressed. There can be no doubt
as to our intention. It was shown by
the telegram of the then and present
Finance Minister, and by the letter of the
then and present Minister of Public
Works, we desired the construction of
the dock, when it was certain a mere
guarantee would not effect that object.
The arrangement was made, perhaps, as
alleged by the hon. member for West
Durham in the dying hours of the Admin-

istration which preceded the last; but it
was made to carry out honourably the bar-
gain with British Columbia. But in 1878,
before the Elections, what happened 1
Then political considerations might be
supposed to have actuated the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton. The hon. member for
Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos) then, in his
statement, went into the matter at great-
er length than to-day. He narrated all
his conversations with the hon. member
for Lambton, and stated that that hon.
gentleman had agreed it should be a pay-
ment. It will be seen from the Iansard
that although that statement was made in
presence of the late Premier, and cor-
roborated by another hon. member from
British Columbia, the motion was unani-
mously carried, and not a single word in
denial, explanation or refutation was
uttered by that hon. gentleman. The
hon. gentleman, when told that the
money was a gift and not a loan to Brit-
ish Columbia, admitted it as plainly as
man could admit a statement made to his
face, in relating his own conversation, and
going into a long detail of the circum-
stances connected with this obligation.
And yet, to-day, lie denies it, repudiates
it, and disputes the accuracy of the state-
ment of the hon. member for Victoria.
The telegram of the hon. gentleman is
is specially remarkable. It appears that
by some accident the bon. member for
Victoria had left behind him the letter of
the hon. the Finance Minister, in which
he distinctly stated the money was to be
a payment. The letter reads as follows --
[Vide p. 1926.] That letter states dis-
tinctly that the grant to British Coulum-
bia was a bonus and not a loan.

MR. BLAKE: No.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Your

telegram, that went astray,states that the
Goverrmeat is to pay $2750,0 as the
work progresses, in lieu of the guarantee,
as provided by the Terins of Union.
There is not a word about a loan. The
hon. gentleman knew what the hon.
gentleman behind me wanted. He knew
that he wanted a statement that it was a
bonus and not a loan ; he could not be
mistaken about that. It was urged upon
him ; he knew perfectly well that British
Columbia, as one man, said it was to be a
bonus and not to be a loan, that a mere
loan would be of no value to them, and
that it was not to be a payment, if it was
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not to be a bonus it would be of no value shail be advanced; while the second
to them. The then First Minister de- clause provides that to any Province any
clared that the Government offered to sums may be advanced on condition of
pay $250,000 in lieu of a guarantee, a repayment, on condition that it be taken
corroboration on that point which can- out of the Ânnual Subsidy. There is, in
not now be gainsaid vithout dishonour. fact, no necessity for the first clause,
It was a pledge by that Government to as regards British Columbia; it might
pay this money instead of to loan it. My be struck out altogether, because the
hon. friend behind me has stated now, as second clause provides that any
he stated before, that in conversation with Province may get an advance of
the hon. member for Westmoreland (Sir $250,00, or any other sum that may
Albert J. Smith), then Minister of Marine be agreed upon, if it is charged upon the
and Fisheries, the latter asked him what subsidy. The amendment before you,
support was to be got ? bow the members Sir, to-night, would be equal to dishonour,
for British Columbia would go? to repudiation. It would b. doing a great

MR. MACKENZIE: The lion. gentle- injustice to British Columbia, which N
man is misrepresenting us on that partic- not going to be treated as a spoiled child
ular question-not to support the Gov- and subjected to every kind of injustice,
ernment, but upon that particular vote. as manifested by the whole course of hon.

MR. DECOSMOS: The ex-Minister of gentlemen opposite, with reference to
Marine and Fisheries asked me if the that Province. But I know British Col-
members for British Columbia would umbia will survive all tlat. I know
support this particular vote. I said I that the Graving Dock wiIl be built, and
would prove to him and the Government that a few ycars hence those wbo are now
that they would, and I then made this attacking that Province will regret that
statement. they have doue se, and they will wish

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Then that they lad taken the advice of the
came the Act of 1874, to carry out the philosopher: I Let ne man prophecy
arrangement. I would like to have the until he knows."
hon. member for West Durham-sitting MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
as a judge in this matter and not making man had better take this lesson to hirself,
the motion-give his opinion on this as Le made a prophecy in the last sentence
point. I have every confidence in his Le uttered. It is natural that the hon.
judgment, and I do not t'hink there would member for Victoria (Sir John A. Mac-
be any necessity for appealing from it. donald) should get himself in a beated
Now this Bill, introduced on the 26th passion about this matter. That N Lis
of May, 1874, by the hon member for constituency, Le is working for Lis votes.
Lambton, as First Minister, I think has I ar not at ail sure but the hon. gentle-
two clauses. The first clause applies to man should be prevented from recording
this advance of $250,000 to British bis vote on this question, as being
Columbia; the second clause provides an interested party. The hon. gentleman
for advances made to other Provinces. imputes all sorts of evil motives to hon.
The first clause is absolute in its terms. gentlemen on tus side of the fouse. That
The hon. gentleman says advances mean is getting to be his habit. He ought te
loans. Now, I take it that no Court, no know that we are just as capable of being
dictionary, will say that advances mean loyal to the Confederation as le N. He
loans. Advance means payments in ad- ought to know that every public man in
vance. A loan is to be repaid ; an advance this country Las got as muoh interest in
is simply a portion of a sum of which the country as the hon. gentleman, wLo
the rest is to be paid when the work is abuses every man who differs from him.
done. That, I take it, any Court would What right bu hetocast imputations onus
view it to be ex necessitae. A loan is for the views wetakeof public affairs? The
one thing, an advance before the work is hon. gentleman is endeavouring, by Lis
done ii a different thing ; but the con- whole policy, to create a feeling against
struction of this Statute does not depend British Columbia. It N Le who, by Lis
upon that. In the first clause, which extraôrdinary conduct in regard to tLe
applies to the advance of $250,000, there Canadian Pacific Railway, je labouring to

an absolute provision that the money create an impression in British Columbia
SE JOHN A. MACDONALD,
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that the people in the east are hostile to intention of the Government at that time,
them, when they are only loyal to them- aithough they may have veiled it in lan
selves. It is he who is endeavouring, by guage for the purpose of working an im-
his policy, to set British Columbia above ail pression which it was not intended te
law, who has set the interests of the Pro- cenvey.
vince he represents so ably above all other Sm CHARLES TUPPER: The hon.
interests in the country. If there should gentleman asks why should we pay this t
be such a feeling, as he says is getting He asks why should we give $250,000 to
abroad, le will have himself to blame for British Columbia over and above the,
for it, in asking, in the first place, for amount that wa proposed to be given 
Britishi Columbia extraordinary privileges, In the first place, that is begging the ques-
and ingthe next place, endeavouring to force tion. The proposai to give $250,000
alî the otheriProvinces, byhbis officiai wand, was sirnply to carry out the agreement
to core under lis dictation, and do what- which was erfectly well recognised on
ever is wanted for that Province. both sides. Did the hon. gentleman sup-
As to what the hong gentleman says, pose, when ke came to negotiate with
respecting my messages and conversa- British. Columbia in reference to this mat-
tions, I cannot pretend to recollect any ter, that the guarantee of interest would be
conversation I have had, but I ar certain repaid by the Province ot of the profit
that iy conversations were in unison on the dock h I will undertake to say
with the view I took of the Order in that the pon. gentleman will nt say that
Council of October, 1873. The Act of lie expected the guarantee of interest
Parliament we passed proved this, and would be repaid, and that lie would not
that 1 could not have done, or said, any- cal for it because the profits of the
thing less, and what was not consistent dock would render it unnecessary.
with that Act. The use of the word MR. BLiEe: It would be a charge.
Cvpayr in the telegram, instead cf the SPv CiARLES TUPPER: It would
word myadvance," is a mere verbal e no charge because he undertook t
alteration and means nothing. Whatever guarantee the interest, to a certain extent,
money we advased we did as a matter of and that would be an absolute gift from
course, expectmng it to lie repaid. Why the Dominion Treasury provided it was
should we have intended to make a gift of called for. The bon. gentleman cannot
$250, an0 without any consideration for show a word in tht undertaking that as-
ith Why should we not, on the same sumes that that guarantee of interest that
ground, pay for the graving Dock at Que- is paid by the Dcininion Government
bec, and pay for graving docks elsewhere would be repaid from the Brit oh Colut-
But, as I said before, we are not only pro- gia Exchequer. Let me answer the hon.
viding for the payment of this as an abso- gentleman on this question as to why we
lute gift to that Province, but we are should do it. Why ougyt we to undertake
assuing ether obligations. One of the the payment of se much money to be ad-
iResolutions reada: vanced as the work proceeded I There,

"lThat in case the Goverament of Britisah were two or three reasons. One was that
Columbia shonld fail, from any cause, to proceed it was'found that they would 'not lie able
actively with the construction of the work, for to perform the work with a guarantee of
a period of t wree years after the receipt of a interest, and that it was necessary for its
written request from the Do m inion Government
to, prosecute imiediately the work, thtony p o staEcheo r Lt tme aser aeon.
latter shah have the rigt to enter upon and as was provided for in the for-
take possession of the works and complete the mer arrangement, should be advanced
same. as the work proceeded. But there

That is we are encouraging British was another reason, I suppose, that in-
Columbia to take such a course as to cen- duced the hon. gentleman to engage
pel us, if she wishes, te complete them to spend $4,000,000 fer the con-
ourselves. have only to say that I ook struction of a road from Nanaimo te
upon the whole proposition as unjustifi- Esquimat. The hon. gentleman know
able; and the evidence of Mr. Langten, as' there wao great disappointment te
te what ie understoed when the Order in Britis Columbia at the Terme of Union
Couneil was drawn up in 1873, was, to nct having been arried ont by Canad-,
in my opinion, quite conclusive as to the a nd the only excuse the hon. gentleman
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can have for having engaged to con-
tribute so great a sum of money to con-
struct a road which he was not called
upon to build, was in order te allay
the feeling of irritation that was excited,
and in order to compensate British
Columbia for the delay. Now I ask
the hon. tentleman if it would be un-
reasonable to suppose that, when he put
this Act upon the Statute-book, pro-
viding for a contribution of se large a
sum of money, that he did not niean it
should be something else thqn a loan? I
assume that the hon. gentleman had some
idea in bis mind that it was desirable te
meet the views of British Columbia, even
a little outside the Terms provided in the
Act of Union. The hon. gentleman
wants te know why this $250,000 should
be given? Will he tell the House why
$750,000, were proposed by him-and
acquiesced in by the member for West
Durham-to be given to British Co-
lumbia in lieu of the construction of
the Nanaimo and Esquimalt Railway?
There was nothing in the Act of Union
which required it. Yet these hon. gentle-
men did propose to take $750,000, over
and above any engagement that was made
in the Terms of Union, to compensate
British Columbia. So I answer the hon.
gentleman by saying that this $250,000
is less by half a million, is a third
in fact of the amount of money
which lie proposed to take from
the Exchequer of Canada to give
to British Columbia. Although I
am not a lawyer, I will undertake to say
that, if common law is common sense,
this law is common sense ; and I
challenge the hon. gentleman opposite to
consider the terms of this Act, put upon
the Statute Book by the hon. gentleman
from Lambton, when at the head of the
Government, and put any other construc-
tion upon it. The Act of 1874 says:

" 1. In lieu of the guarantee of interest at the
rate of five per cent. per annum, for ten years,
from the completion of the works, en such sum
not exceeding one hundred thousand pounds
sterling, as may be required for the construc-
tion of a first-class Graving Dock at Esquimalt,
as provided by the terms of the Order of the
Queen in Council, for the admission of British
Columbia into the Union; advances may be
made from time to time by the . Governor in
Council, out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund, for the construction of such Graving
Dock, upon certificates of the progress of the
work, such advances not to exceed in the
whole, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

SI CHÂnR TUPPER.

Now mark what follows. Read the next
clause of this Act, and tell me if it will
bear any other construction in the world
than that it would be a contribution te
British Columbia; than that it was te be
paid bytheGovernment andnotto berepaid
by British Columbia. The next clause pro-
vides that inasmuch as it is proposed to
give te British Columbia $250,000, se in
like manner any other Province may have
advanced te it such sum of money as may
be agreed upon, providing that the debt
which the Province was entitled on com-
ing into Confederation will allow a mar-
gin on the advance. I will read the
words of the Act :

" 2. The Governor in Council may in his dis-
cretion advance from time to time to any
Province of Canada, such suns as may be
required for local improvements in the Pro-
vince, and not exceeding in the whole- the
amount by which the debt of the Province for
which Canada is responsible then falls short of
the debt with which the Province was allowed
to enter the Union,-such advances to be
deemed additions to the debt of the Province,
with permission to the Province to repay them
to Canada, on such notice, in such sums and on
such other conditions as the Dominion Govern
ment and that of the Province may agree upon ;
any amount so repaid being deducted from the
debt of the Province in calculating the subsidy
payable to it."

Now, what does that mean ? Does it
mean that these advances are to be re-
paid by the Province receiving them?
No member of the House will claim
that, because we are advancing-
and we have advanced, where the debt of
the Province would permit it-that
they are te be repaid. We have
made advances in like manner te
the several Provinces. Are they te be
repaid? Net at all. The Act goes on te
provide that, in case the Province wishes
te return the advance te the Treasurer, it
can be done, and that return shall be
taken into consideration in calculating the
amount of the subsidy. The amount pay-
able te each Province was a fixed amount,
an amount of 5 per cent. upon the bal-
ance of debt remaining due te the Pro-
vince. And here it is provided distinctly,
in se many words, that the other Pro-
vinces may receive that which they never
were te be called upon te repay, but
simply in reduction et their debt. I think
it is impossible te read tis Act without
coming te the conclusion that the hon.
the First Minister had then in his mind
te place this on the Statute-book, for the
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purpose of carrying out the engagement
of the former Minister of Finance, to
change this guarantee of 5 per
cent. on £100,000 into an absolute con-
tribution of $250,000. I think that, under
the circumstances, the hon. gentleman
must have had that on his mind, and it
affords an explanation of the telegram he
sent. I think, under these circum-
stances, that it is very desirable at this
late hour, that an engagement entered
into in good faith between the Canadian
Government and British Columbia
should not be treated as a question open
to reconsideration.

Mn. CASEY: If this Act of 1874
authorised the gift to British Columbia,
what is the necessity for getting another
Act now, or for introducing a series of
Resolutions on which to found another
Act. It is plain from the fact of the
hon. gentleman having brought down
these Resolutions, that they know
the existing Act does not authorise the
giving of that money. It is plain, also,
that the hon. leader of the Government and
his first lieutenant (Sir Charles Tupper),
differ as to the meaning of the Act. The
right hon. the Premier said that the case
of British Columbia was made a special
one, by the authorisation given in that
Act to make " advances" to that Province
without any special provision for repay-
ment, while in the next clause provision
was made for the repayment of advances
to other Provinces. The other hon. gentle-
man (Sir Charles Tupper), held, on the con-
trary. that the Act authorised advances to
the otherProvinces on the same termsi as to
British Columbia, and that no repayment
could be expected from any of them
under the Act. This argument was
drawn, forsooth, from the very clause
which the right hon. the Premier held
was a provision for reimburuing the
Dominion out of Provincial Funds under
its control. This was an inconsistency
they must settle between themselves, but
it showed the hollowness of the argument
that a prior obligation to make this gift
existed.

M. SMITH (Selkirk): When the
question of the construction of the Pacific
Railway was under discussion, I had no
hesitation in voting for the amendment of
the hon. member for West Durham; as I
believed, and do still think, that, while
perfect faith should be kept with British

Columbia, the true interests of the whole
country would be best subserved by afford-
ing every facility for opening up the fertile
prairies of the North-West for settlement,
by constructing railways throughthem, as
fast as this can be done, from the proceeds
of the Public Lands, and by the efforts of
those individuals or companies who are
willing to furnish the means for so doing.
This would secure to us such a large addi-
tion to the population and resourees of the
Dominion, as to enable us the more
readily to pay for the much more difficult
work of getting across the Rocky Moun
tains and down to the Pacific Coast. In
carrying out this latter portion of the
road, I think we ought to make haste
slowly. In my judgment, the pro-
position now put forward by the Govern-
ment, for the construction of the Esqui-
malt Graving Dock, is of an entirely
different character ; and as I have always.
understood that the interest on the
£100,000, which the former Government
were prepared to guarantee, must ulti-
mately fall to be paid by the Dominion, I
shall now vote with the Government

Motion made:
That the said Resolutions be now read the

second time and concurred in.-(Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

Motion in amendment made and ques-
tion proposed:

That all the words after "That " be left out,
and the following inserted instead thereof :-
"the Terme of Union with British Columbia
provided only for a guaranty ofinterest for ten
years, in respect of part of the cost of the Bri.
tish Columbia Graving Dock. "-(Mr. Blake,)

The House divided:-Yeas, 42; nays,
109.

Anglin
Bain
Béchard
Blake
Borden
Bourassa
Brown
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (S. Huro

Chandler
gharlton
Cockburn (Musko
Dumont
Fiset
Fleming
Flynn
Gillies

YEB;

Messieurs
Gutherie
Huntington
Killamn
King
Laurier
Macdonell (N. La.ark)
Mackenzie
Malouin
Mille

n) Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (South Brant)
Rinfret

ka) Robertson (Shelburne)
Rogers

R 1eRus(West Middksx>
Rymal
Smith (Westmoreland)
Thompson (Haldimand)
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Gillmor
Gunn

Abbott
Allison
Angers
Arkell
Baby
Barnard
Beauches
Bergeron
Bergin
Bill
Bolduc
Boultbee
Bourbeau
Bowell
Brecken
Brooks
Bunster
Cameron
Carling
Cockburn
Colby
Connell
Costigan
Coughlin
Coursol
Daoust
Dawson
DeCosmo
Desaulnie
Desjardin
Doull
Drew
Dugas
Elliott
Farrow
Fitzsimm
Fortin
Gault
Gigault
Girouard
Grandboi
Hiackett
Hesson
Rooper
Houde
Hurteau
Jackson
Keeler
Kilvert
Kirkpatri
Kranz
Lane
Langevin
Lamtier
Little

Hudson's Bay

Trow
Weldon-42.

NAYs :

Messieurs

[COMMONS.]

Longley
Macdonald(KingsP.E.I)
Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)
McDonald(Cape Breton)
McDonald (Pictou)
McDonald (Vict., N.S.)

ne Macmillan
McCallum
McCarthy
Macdongall
McGreevy
McKay
McLennan
McLeod
McQuade
McRory
Merner

(N. Victoria) Méthot
Mousseau

(W. N'th'Id)Muttart
Orton
Patterson (Essex)
Fickard
Platt
Plumb
Pope (Compton)
Pope (Queens, P. E. I.)

s Poupore
ru Richey
a Robertson (Hamilton)

Rochester
Rosa (Dundas)
Rouleau
Routhier
Royal -

en Ryan (Marquette)
Ryan (Montreal Contre)
Rykert
Shaw

(ient, N.B.) Smith (Selkirk)
s Sproule

Stephenson
Tassé
Thompson (Cariboo)
Tilley
Tupper
Wade
Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Wallace (West York)

ek White (Cardwell)
White (East Hastings)
White (N. Renfrew)
Williams
Wright-109.

Motion rsolved in the negative.
Main motion agreed to.
Resolutions read the second time and

agreed to.
Sua SAMUEL L. TILLEY introduced

a Bill (No. 125) To confirm a certain
Order of the Governor in Council respect
ing the Graving Dock at Esquimalt.

Bill read the ir8t time.

SIR SAxusL L. TI.Lny.

Company's Clains.

BRITISH COLUMBLA,

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

MR. BUNSTER: The hon. member
for Shefford (Mr. Huntington), tried to
read me a lecture for demanding the
rights of my constituents. I want to
express my disapproval of this. I do
not want the riglit hon. the leader of the
Government to be under the impression
that I have a bad feeling towards him.
I am satisfied that when the time comes,
and it is a good way off, when he will
want us to stand by him, we shall send
him back with douLle the majority he
had last time. I hope the right hon.
gentleman will always do us the same

justice as lie has done to-day ; and as for
the lion. member for Shefford, I do not
intend to put up with his--

Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order.
MR. BUNSTER: Order. I am in

order ; if I am out of order I would like
to know how.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: 1
feel my hands very much strengthened
by the remarks of the hon. gentleman.

HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY'S CLAIMS.

REMARKS.

MR. SCHULTZ : Before the Orders of
the Day are calledMr. Speaker, I wish to
direct attention to the statement made in
the Ottawa correspondence to the Toronto
Globe of 30th April, which I will read:

" According to a Parliamentary Return in
1870, the Hudson's Bay Company preferred a
claim against the Imperial Government to de.
fray losses sustained by them durng the Red
River Rebellion, owing to- the loss of five
monthe' interest on the purchase money for the
territory, by the plundering of goods at Fort
Garry, and by the ransom paid to the Provisional
Government for a stock of furs seized by them.
The Imperial Government replied that they
were not responsible, and the matter was after-
wards continued bythe Company's preferring the
sane claim againât the Dominion Government.
The Hudson's Bay Company assessed the losses
sustained at £30,000 sterling. In 1877, Hon.
David Mills, then Minister of the Interior, re-
ported that the Canadian Government was not
responsible for the losses, as the territory had
not been transferred to them at that time, anëd
was still in the possession of the Company. Be
suggested that it was desirable the Government
should purchase the Company's remaining pro-
priety rights in the territory. The Hudson's
Bay Company suggested that the whole ques-
tion should be referred to the Judicial Commit.
tee of the Imperial Privy Council for settlement.
This was acceeded to, and the present Govern-
ment, in June, 1879, aaked the Company te
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present a full statement of their case. This has
now been done."

I wish to call attention to this statement
for the purpose of eliciting what informa-
tion I can regarding it, and, at the same
time, of expressing a hope that if the
claim of this Company has been referred
to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council of England, it will not be for-
gotten that this country has a certain
account of a $1,500,000 which it cost us
to put down the rebellion which was
caused by officers of this Hudson's Bay
Company, who are now pressing their
claim for indemnity.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.-[BILL 83.1
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

THIRD READING.

Bill considered in Committee of the
Whole, reported, read the third time and
passed.

BILL WITHDRAWN.
The following Bill was, with leave of

the Hlouse, withdrawn :

Bill (No. 77) To facilitate the detention
and sale keeping, in certain cases, of persons
convicted in the North-West Territories or
District of Keewatin, and sentenced to im-
prisonment.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

INVESTIGATIONS UNDER OATH BILL.
[BILL 113.]

(Mr. McDonald, Piciou.)
SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.
SIR RICHARD J. CART WRIGIT:

Does the Bill empower the heads of De-
partments to summon parties who are not
in the office 1

MF. McDONALD (Pictou): It enables
them to summon every person who may be
able to give information in the matter to
be enquired into. The Commissioner is
authorised to issue his subpena and the
penalty for disobedience is $400, enforc-
able in a summary manner before the
Courts.

M.u. BLAKE: The law may be a judi-
cious one, if it is confined to enquiries
into the conduct of public officers in dis-
charge of their duties, so long as they are
not charged with criminal offences, under
the law of the land. It seems to me it
would be an innovation of serious con-
sequence, one which would hardly com-
mend itself to Parliament or the country,
if we were to permit enquiries in this

matter into matters which come under
the law of the land. Two observations
have occurred to me: First, that the law
ought to be expressly so framed as that
the power should not extend to any such
investigations ; and second, that there
should not, at any rate, be power to force
the examination of the party charged. I
think the hon. gentleman will see that
the language is quite wide enough to
enable an investigation to be held, pro-
viding that a person was charged with
felony in connection with his duties, or
powers which he performed in the execu-
tion of his office, and 1 do not think any
such enquiry should be permitted.

Mi. McDONALD : If the person were
charged with felony, he would not be re-
quired to answer, and could not convict
himself. Supposing a man was charged
with the fraudulent- appropriation of
money, surely it would be a proper subject
of enquiry to ascertain whether the charge
be true. But the Commission will have
no power to convict, but would recom,
mend the Department to take legal pro-
ceedings and have the offender punished
according to law. It seems to me the
words of the Bill embrace only that
view.

MR. ANGLIN: This is one of the
measures which should have been intro-
duced early in the Session, so that hon.
members might have an opportunity to
consider how far it was within the
bounds of propriety. It seems to me a
very startling proposition that the beads
of Departments should have the power
to compel subordinates to answer ques-
tions respecting any matter supposed to
be offensive to the bead of the Depart-
ment, or against the public interest.
Perhaps the hon. Minister can tell whether
there is any such law in operation in
England. I do not think there is any
such law, and that the powers to be be-
stowed by this Bill are inconsistent
with the whole spirit of the British Consti-
tution and the administration of justice.
Indeed I doubt whether we have power
to create a tribunal of this kind.

SIn CHARLES TUPPER : If the
hon. gentleman's memory will carry him
back two Sessions, he will find that, while
he was Speaker, an Act was passed au-
thorising the Auditor-General to do ex-
actly what this Bill proposes to give the
heads of Departments power to do. It
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provided expressly that that officer, in
relation to any matter or subject of audit
in his Department, could confer the
power to take testimony under oath, and
he has the power to issue a Commission
which enables the person investigating to
take testimony under oath. The object
of this Bill is to extend the same power
to the heads of Departments. It is not
for the purpose of inquisitorial investi-
gation, but for a very different object.
The necessity for such an Act w as sug-
gested by the complaints that are made
against public officers. Complaints of a
serious character, which, if true, would
warrant the dismissal of an officer, are
made to the Departments, and you are at
present obliged to hold an enquete by a
party who has no power to administer an
oath, and who must receive the unattested
statements of the parties making the com-
plaint, who are often disposed to deprive
the officer ot his position. The effect of
this Bill, if it becomes law, will be to
enable the heads of Departments to
authorise a Commissioner to take testi-
mony in such cases. It is, in fact, a pro-
tection to the officer attacked, and a pro-
tection to which he is entitled.

Ma. McDONALD: There is another
precedent in the Act relating to Peniten-
tiaries passed in 1875, which gives the
Inspector power to investigate any irreg-
ularities, and examine witnesses under
oath. Under that Act, in my capacity of
Minister of Justice, I could appoint a
Commissioner to visit any penitentiary to
make an enquiry, and that Commission
would not only have all the powers con-
tained in this Bill, but power to commit
to jail any person refusing to obey its
summons.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
My impression is that the powers to
which the hon. the Minister of Railways
alluded, were conferred, if not in the
precise words, in substance, by the former
Auditor. If it was a new power it was
transferred frorn the hon. the Minister of
Finance to the Auditor-General.

Mn. ANGLIN: The hon. Minister has
referred to precedents, of the value of
which I do not pretend to say anything
just now. There seems to me strong
room to doubt the propriety of this pro-
ceeding. There may be instances in which
it is desirable to ascertain the truth or
falsity of charges made against officers

SiR CHARLEs TUPPEE.

employed at a distance from head-quar-
ters, but single instances do not justify
wholesale proceedings; and I think hon.
members must consider this a startling
innovation on what we have been accus-
tomed to regard as right and proper in
such matters.

MR. MILLS : The purpose of this Bill
is exactly the same as the Act providing
for the appointment of a Royal Commis-
sion. The Government have a right
to appoint a Commission, by Order in
Council, to enquire into those matters. I
do not know whether that power has
proved inadequate or not, but I am not
aware that any difficulty could arise out
of the existence of the power conferred by
that Act. If that has not been found
sufficiently convenient for all practical
purposes, why is there any necessity for
this Bill, or if this Bill is necessary, why
should that Act continue on the Statute-
book ? I can see no advantage to be de-
rived from this Bill that that Act does
not sufficiently provide for.

SIR JOHN A, MACDONALD : I
wonder that my hon. friend did not think
of that when he passed the Auditor-Gene-
ral's and the Penitentiary Bills. If those
enquiries could be made as to any irreg-
larity in the Penitentiaries, or as to the
Public Accounts, under the general Act to
which he refers, why were those Acts
passed. But you can quite understand
why the hon. gentleman drew the dis-
tinction. The general Act, which was in-
troduced immediately after Confederation,
provided that when any matter arose af-
fecting the well-being of the Dominion, a
Commission might issue under the Great
Seal of Canada, and the Commissioners
would have the power of taking testimony
under oath. That was a very for-
mal proceeding, and it established a
tribunal somewhat in the nature of a pre-
liminary impeachment. The hon. gentle-
man found it would be absurd that a
Royal Commission should issue for all
enquiries respecting the Penitentiaries,
and the measure was therefore introduced,
authorising the Inspector to examine
witnesses and make the necessary
*nquiry. If the Speaker can do it quoad
the Publie Accounts, with the consent
and advice of hon. gentlemen opposite,
and if the Inspector of Penitentiaries can
do it, surely the head of any Department
should be able to do the same thing with-
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out all th,, expense and formality at ter of Justice that this would be a useful
present necessary. I do not think it lies prelininary enquiry. The law provided
in the mouths of hon. gentlemen opposite for preliminary encuiries. Once a man
to oppose this Bill. If evidence of crime was believed te have committed a crime,
or a felony be discovered, there is only lie could be charged with it, then there
one thing to do-to send the offender to would be a preliminary enquiry in open
trial. But the preliminary investigation Court according to the rules of law. Tley
may be limited. Committees of the were proceeding here a great deal fur-

use of Commnons have eften held suc ther thain the Auditor-General's Bid-
investigationsw; they have reported a providing for a power that migit be
irregularities, and have recommended exercised with reference to some hundreds
tC the Crown to order the At- or lhousandis of persons. Ail the em-
torney-General to prosecute. There are ployés of the Civil Service would be al-
an infinity of instances of this kind. most, practically, at the. discretion of the
So, here, if the head of any Department Ministers of the respective De-
las to make an enquiry as to any irregu- partments. They ought, in such a
larity, and a distinct case of felony general Act as this, having sucli
appears, it can be reported for trial by the an extensive operation, guard against
ordinary tribunals, by a recommendation such an inj.urious innovation as to permit
of the prosecution of the offender. enquiries to proceed in the way proposed

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria) : I by the Bill, once offences have reached
understand the hon. member for Bothwell the border land of crime. Irregularities
objects to the Bill on the ground that par- in the conduct of business, misconduct,
ticular Ministers or Departments can negligence or improprieties of various
only be responsible, while under the kinds, might be properly enquired into.
Royal Commission the whole Government Charges, not crimes in law, might be fit
are responsible for investigations. That matters of investigation, the proof of the
objection has no foundation, because the truth of which miglit result in censure or
Minister has only power to issue a Com- deprivation of office. For such offences a
mission with the anthority of the whole Commission might be right. But to
Government, while the Goýernment is re- render it possible that there should be a
sponsible for what is done by Order in private enquiry of this description into
Council. This Bill seems perfectly matters which go beyond that line, and
harmless, and one that, no doubt, in the enter the territory of crime would be
administration of departmental duties, wrong. He would propose to add, after
will frequently be found very effectual, the words " as may relate to lis official
and, as it is founded upon the authority doings," the words " not, however, em-
and precedent of the lion. gentlemen oppo- bracing any matters involving a charge of
site, I am in favour of it. I do not see crime," or equivalent words. According
any objection to its passing even at this to the British Constitution, there was but
late stage of the Session. one mode in which men ought to be

House resolved itself into Committee ot charged, preliminarily or otherwise, with
the Whole. crimes against the law, and that was in

(In the Committee.) Ithe ordinary process before the ordinary
(mCourts.

MR. BLAKE said he was not satisfied MR. McDONAILD (Pictou) said, if he
with the reasons given in support of the understood the hon. member for West
Bill. Hle did not think that the prece. Durham, he was very much surprised at
dent of tie Auditor-General's Bill was his doctrine. To say that an officer ix
pertinent to the powers granted by this the discharge of his public duty should be
Bill. His substantial objection to it free from investigation as to bis acts in
was that he did not think it would be any form whatever, was a surprising doc-
regular cr judicious, but contrary to our trine. According to the doctrine of the
general dealings with criminal cases, to hon. member for West Durham, the
permit an enquiry to be entered upon or moment a Commissioner examining the
to proceed in an investigation when once conduct of an offending official experienoed
we have touched a charge of crime. He the slightest suspicion of criminality on
could not agre with the hon. the Minis- his part, he must stop, must not venture
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to ask him such a question as " Have you
taken public money, or committed any
other crime calculated to brirg you before
a magistrate ?'" It was just at that
moment the enquiry ought to begin.
If it ought to begin it was impor-
tant it should proceed. The investi-
gation could pass no sentence, could
infliet no penalty, but muit report
to the head of the Department the inf or-
mation required, and submit the question:
whether it was desirable to proceed to the
punishment of the accused i Suppose
the Act did not pass, and that
the head of a Department ordered
an investigation, not under oath,
into the conduct of any clerk, under
a charge of thegravest character, he (Mr.
McDonald) would ask whether the en-
quirer would have to stop or should go
on and comnlete the enquiry, and report
the result, and thus lead to the detection
and punishment of the offender? 1He did
not see the sense of stopping if the en-
quiry could discover guilt. All that could
be effected by the Commissioner was a
report.

MR. BLAKE said there was no reason
why a Government officer should be ex-
posed to peculiar disabilities and particu-
lar modes of trial in respect of crime
which other subjects were not exposed
to.

MR. McDONALD: They were not.
MR. BLAKE said those accused

officers were exposed to exceptional treat-
ment. The hon. the Minister of Justice
thought he answered the whole argument
by saying the Commissioner could not in-
flict punishment. But a preliminary en-
quiry, the examination of witnesses before
a private Court--perhaps before persons
not learned in the law, without counsel for
the accused, mightresultintheconclusionof
the question, and a decision by the Depart-
ment that the charge was proved, leading
to the discharge of the officer, because
supposed to be proved guilty of larceny,
embezzlement, or some other offence.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou): He has
his remedy.

MR. BLAKE : What is it ?
Ma. McDONALD (Pictou): An action

at law.
MR. BLAKE : When be only holds

office during pleasure.
Ma. McDONALD (Pictou): That is a

point for discussion.
Ma. McDoNAin.

Ma. BLAKE said the offender or
accused might be dismissed for contume-
ly in consequence of this action. The
enquiry should pause when there appears
to be an entry upon a personal crime.
The hon. the First Minister mentioned the
powers of Committees of the House; but
they had power te investigate everything
or anything they pleased, from which it
did not follow that Parliament ought to
authorise such persons as Ministers
might appoint to hold preliminary
enquiries into crimes. Those are things
that ought to be done decently, and in
order, and in accordance with general law
applicable to all classes of subjects. As
to the second Section, the hon.
the Minister declared it was the in-
tention of the Bill that there should
be an examination before the Com-
missioner, who should not pass to evi-
dence of crime, but proceed to complete
the evidence, so far as necessary-not
with a view to punishment, but to the
completion of the evidence. Under those
circumstances, it was a most extraordi-
nary step to take power to examine any
person, including the accused. The
second clause ought not to contain power
to e2tract frgm the accused the evidence
of his own guilt--not merely of his mis-
conduct as an officer, but of acts render-
ing him liable criminally.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that complaints had been made, for ex-
ample, that, on the frontier, oflicers of the
Customs had been conspiring with smug-
glers, and allowing goods to enter with-
out duty, or at a nominal duty. They
wanted enquiries in such cases, in the
protection of the public Revenue, and
particularly where public officers were in
collusion with outside offenders. The
smuggler would not give evidence, and
therefore, an officer could be appointed
under this Act, with the sanction of the
whole Government, to call upon the
suspected officials and examine all
parties offending, by which means
the offenders might be traced and
the practice stopped. If an offi-
cer was shown to be guilty of such
an offence, he could not be convicted be-
fore the Commissioner, because it was like
all other enquiries under the Great Seal.
It might result in tracing guilt home to a
private individual, when all that could be
done was to recommend his trial. But if
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the object was not to bring home a par-
ticular crime to a particular individuals,
but in the public interest, to secure regu-
llarity throughout the Department, he
could not conceive any real reason why
it should not be adopted. The very fact
that two other Bills, had been passed on
the same subject, without any incon-
venience arising trom them, showed that
there was no force in the objection of the
hon. gentleman.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) : I do not
think there is any diffiulty whatever in this
clause. It gives authority to the Com-
missioner to summon before him any per-
son to give evidence. A witness is sum-
moned to give evidence in relation to any
matter which, at first, may not point him
out, but which, in the result, may indi-
cate him. The moment he goes before
the Commissioner and is asked to give his
evidence, he has only to say : I will
not give evidence, because I am
afraid my evidence will convict myself.
He has the permission everyone has under
the English law, of refusing to give
evidence which may convict himself.
Therefore, I think the objection of my
hon. friend falls to the ground.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Bill reported.

ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUS-
TlCE IN DISPUTED TERRITORY

(ONTARIO) BILL-[BLL 119.]
(lfr. McDonald, Pictou.)

SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

Order for second reading read.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): As I ex-
plained in introducing this Bill, its object
is, during the pendency of the suit between
the Province of Ontario and the Dominion
Government, with reference to the juris-
diction of the disputed territory, to
secure the punishmer.t of any crime
committed in the disputed territory,
by authorising the trial of any
one charged with crime either in
Ontario or Manitoba. That will enable
criminals to be tried irrespective of any
question that might arise as to the juris-
diction of the Courts over the territory
where the crime was committed. The
Bill is on the same principle as the Act of
1813, referred to in the discussion with

reference to the boundary Une. The
Bill was drafted by the Attorney-
General of Ontario and myself. I
propose, if the House will per-
mit the Bill to go into Committee,
to engraft upon it the provisions of a Bill
introduced by myself early in the Session.
One armendment I propose to introduce
will secure a more economical and speedy
conviction and punishment of offenders
against the law relating to the sale of
spirituous liquors in our North-West
Territory. Such criminals may be con-
fined in jails in Manitoba or Ontario, if
the magistrates think it advisable or more
convenient. The fact, I believe, is, that
along the line of Railway, in the Territory
of Keewatin, there is only one jail, which
was erected the other day, and magis-
trates had got into the habit of sending
prisoners to Winnipeg. When the
question arose, as it did the other
day, they had no authority to do
so, and several of these prisoners were
discharged. The Bill is meant to over-
come this difficulty. Instead of defining
the disputed territory by metes and
bounds, as it was in the schedule, I pro-
pose merely to state in the preamble:
" Whereas, certain territory on the
western and northern boundary of On-
tario is claimed by the Government of
Ontario as being within the said Province,
etc." I think that is safer than to define
the territory, because it might avoid diffi-
culties in the future. For instance, sup-
pose that the line running due north from
the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi
should not be adopted either one way or
the other, a difficulty might arise.

Ma. BLAKE: I do not see how the
hon. gentleman is going to obtain any
jurisdiction by this Bill. Suppose Ontario
claimed that the Province has these
boundaries awarded by the arbitrators,
and, apart from that altogether, suppose
these may be the boundaries of the Pro-
vince, then would this Bill have any forcel
Would this House have any right to legis
late in this way? Could we legislate in
any other part of Ontario as we propose
to legislate here ?

Ma. McDONALD: I fancy the House
has power to declare by Act that an
offence committed in Ontario shall
be tried in Quebec. There can be no
difficulty about that. Then, as a matter
of course, if an offence is committed in an
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unorganised territory, we have the power with the law in force in England, naine-
to say where it shall be tried. ]y, that a deposition taken before the

Bill read the second time, considered trial nay be read at the trial, in case of
in Committee, reported, read the third the death of the witness before the trial
time and passed. cores on. le (Mr. Kirkpatrick) knew

EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES LAW it was not desirable to make any law
AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 120.] retroactive, but under the special circur-

(lr. McDonald, Pictou.) stances of the case, he proposed the
amendment hie had referred to. The

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS. prosecution would have notice to attend
Order for second reading read. the examination, and, therefore, no
MR. McDONALD : This Bill is for wrong could be donc.

the purpose of enabling evidence in crimi- MR. McDONALD (Iictou): I hope
nal matters to be taken as provided in no such provision wilI he passed. It
the first clause. It is, to a large extent, a would be against the principles of justice;
copy of the English law on the subject, it would be dangerous to adopt sucl a
and is for the purpose of obtaining the course. It would make evidence at the
testimony in criminal matters of persons trial of that whicb, when taken, was fot
who are ill and likely to die. evidence according to law. The hon. gen-

Bill read the second time. tleman says no Wrong could be dune,
House resolved itself into Committee of because the prosecution would have

the Whole to consider the said Bill. notice. But as the law dees make such
(In the Committee.) using of evidence legal, then it would

MR. GUTHRIE: I desire to add the not be incumbent on the prosecutor to
following clause :-attend an exarination whioh may h

" Any Judge of Superior Courts of Law, and worthless. I shail certainly ask the
Judges of the County Courts exercising criminal Committee not to adopt the amendment.
jurisdiction, shall have the power to make any Amendment (Mr. Kirkpatrick) nega-
order in the foregoing sections of the Act."

A doubt might arise as to whether a Bill, as amended, orderec to be reported.
Judge of the Queen's Bench, sitting at bouse resurned.
Nisi Prius, is a Judgc of criminal (In the bouse.)
authority. I would, therefore, add a clause Bill reported, read the third tire an(
extending it to any of the Superior Courts. pasged.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I think SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.
if the amendment is confined to Judges
of the Superior Courts, we shall have
,time to consider, before the next meeting o upply furher considered.
of the Legislature, if we desire to extend On Resolution 166 (April 23), Indians of
it further. The amendment will he to the British Columbia, $ , 928,
effeet that any Judge of the Superio y MR. MILLS said he ndersto d nothig
Courts of Law and Judgesd of the County had been doue to give the trdians legal
Courts exercising criiinal crisdiction, possession cf tHeir reservation. The
,%hall have the power to make any order Indians should be satisied with re-
under the foregoing sections of thisAct. ference to their aims on the reservation

Mi. KsRKPATRICK said he wished made to them, ad he thought the appoint-
to add an amendiaent which would ment f Mr. Truteh was nota desirable
speciaply provide for the legality of some one, if it was inended to altay feelings of
evidence, which was now being taken, in distrust that had been created in the minds
a special case involving wife. The evidence cf Indians.
was being taken, in anticipation of the S. D JOHN A. MACDoNALD said
passage of this Act, in one of the Courts a suitable mai would be appointed as
in Ontario-a case in which a person Superintendent cf the Interior, and that
mnight die before the trial, and before, in the hon. gentleman might dismisu any
fact, the passing cf this Act. It fears about the Indians as they would be
wais desirable; under the special cir- properly attended to.
cumstances cf the case, that the besolution read t e second time and
evidence should be taken in accordance uged of

Mw. McDoI a is.
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Resolutions 169 to 172 read the second
,time and agreed te.

Resolution 167 (April 27) read the
second time and agreed to.

On Resolution 168, Agricuitural Imple-
ments, etc., furnished under Treaties to In-
dians of Manitoba and the North-West,
$67.460,

MR. MILLS asked how the instructors
hlad been received by the Indians; how
many were farmers and agriculturists?
He understood that a number of Indian
tribes had refused to receive farmers sent
to them. Had reservations been given to
these parties within the Indian reserva-
tion, or were they given distinct tracts of
land? He (Mr. Mills) heard that some
of the gentlemen appointed were never
engaged in agriculture before, and were
not, therefore, likely to be successful in
cultivating the soil. To take two or
three Indians upon a farm, with the
expectation that they would be taught
agriculture, was, in his opinion, a mistake.
He was of opinion there was only one
vay to make a success of this-that was

for the instructors to go upon the reserva-
tions and have the Indians join with
them in farming operations. The Indi-
ans, be might observe, bad received pretty
much all the agricultural implements, cat-
tie, etc., that were promised them under the
Treaties. We had been engaged feeding
them a number of years, but now that
many of then were upon the reservations,
that would not longer be absolutely
mecessary. He had been told by
one of the agents, that, very
often, when the cattle were driven
along for supplies, the Indians ex-
pressed regret tiat such animals were
slaugltered, and said they would forego
being fed if they were allowed to keep
those cattle for agricultural purposes. He
thought if the Government were to be at
all successful in this experiment, the lu-
dians would require to be aided to some
further extent by grants of agricultural
implements and cattle. This could be
done and 'at the same time the annual ap-
,propriations could be diminished.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : As
regards complaints being made by the In-
dians about the farm instructors, I can
only say that, upon enquiry from the gen-
tlemen chiefly responsible for that branch
of the subject, I learn that not one single
complaint or representation of that kind

has reached the Department. I think,
therefore, my hon. friend bas been misin-
formed. With regard to the statement
that many of the instructors are not
farmers, I can state that fifteen out of the
nineteen were selected after a very strict
enquiry as to their ability as farmers. I
saw most of them--at all events the
Deputy Minister saw them all-and
discussed with them the whole
subject of their duties before they startec
for the North-West. The others were
appeintel in my absence, but I have no
reason to doubt that they were also good
men. My hon. friend asks whether they
live on the reservations. A small lot is
set apart for the farmer contiguous to the
reserve, so that it shall be the property of
the Gcvernment, and the instructors
should not intrude upon the property of
the Indians. The instructor is there to
teach them how to break up the soil, how
to sow, reap and to plant. A man who
merely walked among the Indians and
directed them to do so and so, would not
effect much. The whole thing is an ex-
periment, however, and if it does not suc-
ceed, we can alter the mode of operations.
I am told that the Indians have taken to
the work in a remarkable degree, but, of
course, there has not been time to learn
much about the probable resulta of the
experiment. I hope that, by 1881, who-
ever bolds my place, will be able to give a
favourable account. It is quite clear the
experiment must be made. It is quite
clear the ordinary supply of game is dis-
appearing altogether, and the soil and the
rivers and lakes for fishing are the only
means of support left. Unless we want
to sustain a nation of paupers, we must
induce the Indians to cultivate
the soil. An expensive effort is
being made for the purpose, but
it is better to feed them than fight them,
and I know of no other way of doing
this than the plan we have adopted. The
complete disappearance of the buffalo has
caused enormous destitution among the
Indians. The hostile tribes have corne
into the country and are closely watched
by the American troops on the south side
of the border, who have driven back the
buffalo in order to starve them out. Con-
sequently, the buffalo bas not been able
to make their annual march to the north
and supply our own Indians. The hostile
Indians have suffered greatly,and if it had
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not been that they are not masters of In-
ternational Law, and have crossed the
boundary wherever buffalo could be found,
they would have been reduced to utter
starvation. I am glad to say there is no
avidence before me that would warrant
me to state to the Hlouse that any actual
deaths have taken place, but there has
been great suffering from the famine that
has spread over the whole western portion'
of that eountry. Public sentiment would
not allow it, and no Government would be
worthy of their position, if they allowed the
Indians to starve as long as we have the
means to feed them. The Government
adopted the best means for relieving them.
We were obliged to find f-od for them. In
tome instances, perhaps, the Indians
have been fed when they might not have
been in an extreme position of hunger
or starvation, and I dare say there have
been instances of imposition; but as far
as I can learn the officers have exercised
due supervision over the food supply. I
must say, however, that it was a
dangerous thing to commence the system
of feeding the Indians. So long as they
know they can rely, or believe they can
rely, on any source whatever for their
food, they make no efforts to support
themselves. We have to guard against
that, and the only way to guard against
it is by being rigid, even stingy, in the
distribution of food and require absolute
proof of starvation before distributing it.
I have no distinct information to give to
the House, but I understand that a very
considerable number of those Indians,
who retreated into our country before the
American forces, have surrendered and
are now surrendering by degrees, and
betaking themselves to the reserves pro-
vided for them in the United States. I
hope it may be so, because those Indians
are not only the cause of irritation-which
we need not allude to particularly just
now-but they interfere very much with
our own Indians. They kill the game
and occupy the country which belongs to
our own Indians. I hope, in another
year, we will be able to give a prosperous
account of the progress of the Indians,
but if not we must meet the case as best
we may. We cannot allow those people
to starve, and we must continue our
efforts to save the Indian from him-:
self.

Ma. MILLS : The hon. Minister says,
Sm Jois A. MACDONAL.

that fifteen, at least, of the farm instruct-
ors are persons trained to farming opera-
tions. I have a list of those instructors,
in which I find the name of F. L. Hunt,
Winnipeg. This gentleman was formerly
a resident of Michigan. He went to the
North-West some years ago, and up to the
time of his appointment was engaged
upon some newspaper.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Per-
haps it was an agricultural newspaper.

MR. MILLS: No, it was not an agri-
cultural newspaper. Then, there is Mr.
George Scott, of Georgetown, who, I am
informed, was engaged in mercantile pur-
suits before he went to the North-West.
He was a friend of the supporter of the
right hon. gentleman, and I suppose he
was. recommended for this position. Then
there is Mr. B. Sharon, of Brantford,
whom I think was in a similar position.
I am informed that neither of those gen-
tlemen were ever engaged in agricultural
pursuits.

MR. ROYAL: I happen to know Mr.
Hunt, and the hon. member for Bothwell
is rather mistaken when he criticises one
of the few appointments, perhaps, that
can be well defended, of the farm instruc-
tors. Mr. Hunt is a man of intelligence,
understande farming, has been a resident
of Manitoba for a number of years, is
married to an Indian woman, and is
familiar with the customs and the lan-
guage of the tribes as well. I dare say
that if there were more appointments like
this, the experiment we are making in
this direction would probably succeed to
a larger extent. The farm instructor who
cannot speak to the Indians in their own
language, labours under the most serious
difficulty; how can the teaching of hus-
bandry, in its numerous and complicated
details, be done with proficiency if it has
to be done through the slow and incom-
plete agency of an ignorant interpreter 1
It is a matter of regret that farm instruc-
tors have not been chosen, for the greater
part, from amongst the half-breed popula-
tion in Manitoba and in the Noi-th-West
Territory. Not that the knowledge of
the Indian language is to be the only
requirement of a farm instructor, for
without strict principles of morality,
without liberality and good-will, without
the perfect understanding of his duties
without the knowledge of intelligen
farming, a farm instructor may do
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great deal of harm if his only qualification
is the possession of the Indian language.
But I say that successful and clever
farmers might have been selected from
amongst the half-breed population, at a
lesser cost and with a greater chance of
success, than sending out indifferent On-
tario farers. While upon this very im-
portant subject, I will repeat what I
have already stated, namely, that the
Government cannot be too watchful
of the experiment they are mak-
ing just now. I believe the only
way to civijise the Indians is through
the good work of Christian missionaries.
Religion can alone work this wonderful
transfoimation. Let us not lose sight of
the teachings of history in this respect.
We must interfere in no way whatsoever
with the labours of the missionary, but
rather facilitate his sublime mission by all
means in our power. And, Sir, experi-
ence shows on the other hand that to im-
prove the Indian, to train him in habits
of civilisation, we must begin when he is
a child. So long as we do not take pos-
session of the Indian child by our schools,
by our various institutions, we shall work
and spend money without any result. It
is sheer folly to attempt to make farmers
of the roamuing bands of the plains. Neces-
sity may force them, for the time being, to
extract something from the soil, but they
would rather eat their cows and oxen ;
and the day the buffalo will reappear, the
plow will be at once left in the field, and
vou will see the baulky pupil of the farm
instructor rush back to the wild pleasure
of hunting. What is now needed in the
North-West, is the teaching and the
training up of the Indian childeren.
Such an admirable work is being done
already with success at St. Albert by
devoted sisters of charity and mis-
sionaries. Why not take the means to ex-
tend and consolidate such an enterprise î
I earnestly hope, Mr. Speaker, that the
Government will take such an important
matter under their very serious and earli-
est consideration, and that in the solution
of the grave problem of civilising the
Indians, experience of what bas been and
is stili being succesfully done, will guide
our experiments and direct our policy.

MR. BUNSTER said that the Indians
of British Columbia were generally of a
superior class to those from the interior
part of the continent. They were intelli-

gent, and made good farmers. Many of
them were educated in the Roman Cath-
olic religion, members of which ohurch
had taken great pains in civilising them.,
Those Indians make a good class of set--
tiers, but Chinese emigration was very-
obnoxious to British Columbia. He
wished to draw the attention of the.
Minister of the Interior to the fact that
the Chinese question was the great trou-
ble, and Chinese emigration a great
curse. It was the bounden duty of the
Government and the people to put the
Chinese out of the country.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: I can
understand the strong opinion the honr,
gentleman bas respecting the Chinese,
but we are now dealing with a horse of a
different colour. We are discussing the
question of red men, not yellow men.
The Chinese question might come up next
Session.

MR. BUNSTER: I accept the expla-
nation of the right hon. gentleinan.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant)
said the hon. the Minister of the
Interior promised information with
reference to the number of tenders
received for furnishing supplies under
consideration, how nany were received
and considered for the delivery of the sup-
plies at Winnipeg. lie would like infor-
mation with regard to the supplies
required under Treaties Nos. 6, and 1 and
2. He understood that American break-
ing ploughs had been procured under this
Treaty. This-the standard plough re-
quired-was an American plough or
standard. Was it absolutely necessary
that an American standard should be
selected, or could they not make ploughs
in Canada suitable to the purpose 1

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the motion made for the Return of all
these tenders had not yet produced what
was wanted. le imagined that it covered
a great quantity of ground. The infor-
mation which had been obtained would be
submitted to-morrow. With respect to
the American breaking ploughs, the ad-
vertisement was not at all for American
made ploughs; he had called upon ten-
derers to give the lo, est tender for
ploughs of that pattern. Those who under-
stood the matter declared that the experi-
ence of the Americans in breaking up the
prairie soil, had made them adopt a cer-
tain kind of plough, which was far more
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useful than any other, but they hoped
that, under the fostering influence of the
National Policy, Canadians would ere long
make these ploughs themselves.

1Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said that the attention of the Ministry
ought to be specially directed towards
securing suitable employment for the
Indians. Mr. Dewdney, in one page of
his Report, speaks of certain articles as of
inferior quality. It would be outrage-
ous to furnish these poor Indians with
inferior tools. However, in this case, it
does not appear that that was the fault of
the contractor, yet he thought that the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
and the late Government were very much
impressed with the necessity of looking
after the agents in matters of this kind.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
that the hon. member was quite right.
There had been articles sent to the In-
dians of which the Indians had a right to
complain, in regard to implements and
other supplies. That happened for some
years back as well as last year. They
were trying, in every possible way, to put
an end to that wrong to the Indians, and
prevent inferior articles being foisted upon
them. He admitted that he stood in a more
favourable position, in regard to the ln-
dians, than. his predecessor, or his pre -
decessor, because the country was better
known lately, and all matters affecting it
could be more intelligibly dealt with. He
had no doubt his- predecessors were
actuated by a desire to carry out the
Treaties in a proper spirit. The present
Government were trying to carry
out the same system, and that,
as the country opened up, they
involved greater advantages in get-
ting better and cheaper articles, which
could be more easily furnished the Ini-
dians as they become more accessible.

MR. MILLS said that no doubt the
Premier did not stand in a better position,
in this respect, than his predecessors.
Serious frauds had been practiced on the
Indians, but the late Government suc-
ceeded in putting au end to them. The
great difficulty was not in the want of
specifications of the articles required, but
in the absence of strict uprightness and
integrity on the part of those carrying out
the instructions of the Government. He
believed that the success of the hon. gen-
tleman, in the administration of the affairs

Sin JoHN A. MACDONALD.

of the Department, would depend very
much upon the system of strict inspection
of all the agencies so as to ascertain how
the former instructors were discharging
their duties, the character of their supplies,
and so forth. He wouid like to ascertain
how the Government proposed to distribute
$50,000 or $60,O between tihe Indians
under the different Treaties, and for what
purpose the money had been applied.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONAï,j said it
would be applied under the Treaties with
the different bands.
. Ma. MILLS said in 'some places the

Indians had received all they were en-
titled to. Under Treaty 7 a very large
number of cattle were supplied in the
first instance.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD said
the bands supplied already could not expect
a second supply. It was the intention of
the Department to replace some unsuitable
cattle that were given to the Indians.
I quite agree with the hon. gentleman as
to the necessity for rigid inspection. Mr.
Dewdney will see that all the reports
will be collected under him. He is a
man whom we all know, and I believe he
is a good selection. He understands the
Indian character at all events. He is
accustomed to rough it, and bas gone over
immense tracts of country. Ie is a most
active person, and I have every confi-
dence he will do his whole duty in visiting
the different Indian instructors and
seeing that they are kept up to their
duty. 1 quite agree with the hon. mem-
ber for Provencher <Mr. Royal) who
says he thinks-we would have done better
to have employed as instructors some of
the men up there. That is quite true. It
does not need a scientific farmer to teach
the Indians to break up ground, and learn
the various operations ot farming, but it
needs a rough man who knows hirnself
how to handle the plough. As to the as-
sistance we had to render the Indians last
year, it had to be done in a hurry. The
Government received sudden information
thKt the food supply was lacking. There
was no time to theorise about it, and we
had to send up the men at once. In the
future we shall adopt the suggestion of
the hon. member for Provencher, and as
vacancies occur in the Department they
will be flled up with men on the spot,
men who understand the Indian char-
aeter and who know how to guide
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them better than strangers. That is
the policy of the present Government,
and Mr. Dewdney will carry it
out. Now, it is quite true, as my bon.
friend says, that you can never make an
Indian an agriculturist. It is quite true
that to civilise an Indian you must com-
mence with the child. I hope that we
shall have a systern by which the children
may be, as it were, withdrawn from the
parents as much as possible, and brought
under the influence of civilised Indians.
But that cannot be done in a day. The
adults are there; they must be fed and
they must have grain to put in a crop
for next season. I hope that hereafter,
when we have more leisure, we may be
able to devise a more sciencific mode of
Government for our Indian wards in the
North-West.

MR. MILLS: Does the - the hon. gen-
tleman expect to have one inspector for
the whole of that country I

S1i JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
have one inspector to visit them all, but,
perhaps, not all in one season. Mr.
Dewdney himself m ill visit one portion of
the country, and the next season visit
the other portion. Then there is the
Indian Agent who has supervision over
the farm instructors, and who will act
with Mr. Dewdney.

MR. SCHULTZ : I know that one of
the farn instructors, Mr. Scott,. is a
practical farmer, and has resided for over
twenty years in that country. In addi-
tion to that he is a mddle-aged man, a
strict teetotaler and speaks the Indian
language almost as fluently as Eng-
lish. I regard his appointment as
one of the best that lias been made. I
agree with the hon. member for Proven-
cher in the advisability of taking, as far
as they can be got, people up there to act
as farm instructors. I am glad of the
assurance that this will be done, because
it will go a long way towards preserving
the state of peace and good feeling which
now prevails among the Indians.

Ma. ELLIOTT: I wish to make an
,observation regarding the criticisms of
the hon. member for Bothwell on the
subject of the appointment of Mr. Scott
as Indian Farm Instructor. I know Mr.
Scott well; and am personally aware of
the fact that that gentleman was reared
on a farm, that he was a thoroughly com-
petent man, aud that he was in every

sense of the word, an agriculturist. My
high opinion of Mr. Scott's abilities han
been borne out completely by the evi-
dence already given by the Department,
that oue of the best and most practical
farm instructors in the North-West was
Mr. Scott himself. Mr. Sharon has also
corne in for a share of the adverse
criticism of the lion. inember for Bothwell,
though-the hon. member for Bothwell
stated the contrary-an agriculturist.
ie was brought uip on a farm; he is,

in every respect, a competent instructor ;
and, as report stated, he was getting along
well with the Indians whom he is in-
structing in farming in the vicinity of
Battleford. In my opinion, the Govern-
ment acted wisely and judiciously in ap-
pointing officers to proceed to the North-
West and teach the Indians how
to raise food for their maintenance and
support. In view of the disappearance of
the buffalo, and the rapid strides which
'civilisation is making in that country,
there can be no doubt whatever that, in a
few years, the Indians, unless induced to
follow the avocation of farming, will be
left without the mean3 of subsistence.
The endeavour to teach them agriculture
is, therefore, laudable ; while the appoint-
ment of instructors, who, I understand,
had no less than 640 acres fenced and
ready for crop, is highly commendable.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

PResolutions 173 to 177 read the second
time and agreed to.

Resolutions 265 to 269 (April 30) read
the second tine and agreed to.

On Resolution 270, Po3t Offica, additional
amount required, $60,000,

MR. BLAKE : There is a Supplemen-
tary Estimate of $60,000, and it turned
out, after a good deal of discussion the
other evening, that it was supposed to be
composed of three items, one being merely
a cross entry which is supposed to repre-
sent $12,000. That leaves a balance of
$48,000. The hon. the Finance Minister
said that was partly due to the Govern-
ment having been disappointed in their
expectations of making cheaper contracta
than before ; and as to the residue, that
it was due to an increase in the
railway mileage. We were promised
information a to how much o f
this 'increase vote was due te
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increased mileage, and how much to dis-
appointment in making cheap contracts.

MB. O'CONNOR: I think that is to
be found in the Annual Report of the
Post Office Department.

MB. BLAKE: We may find it in the
Report next Session.

MR. O'CONNOR: When this matter
was first mentioned, I applied to the
Deputy, and lie was to let me have a
Memorandum, which lie has not yet sent
in. I think there is an increase in the
Railway mileage, and in other ways, as I
mentioned two evenings ago.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 271 to 274 read the second
time and agreed to.

DOMINION NOTES ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL.-[BILL 114.]

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)
SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill read the second time, considered in
Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the third time on a division, and passed.

SUIPPLY.

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS-CHARGE-

ABLE TO CAPITAL

House again resolved itself into Com-
mittee of Supply.

(In the Comniittee.)
230 Public Buildings, Ottawa, Ter-

race Walls-To pay Harrow
& Sinclair, contractors, balance
due on final estimate......... $2,592 67

INDIANS.

252 To provide for the payment of
further Annuities under Trea-
ties Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.... 30,462 00

253 To provide for the purchase of
seed grain and cattle ....... 13,050 00

254 Further amount required for
provisions for Indians assem-
bled to receive annuities, and
also for relief afforded under
Treaties ................... 68,000 00

255 To provide for the purchase of
1,000 sacks of flour ......... 6,500 00

256 To provide against the possi-
bility of famine amongst the
Indians of the North.West
during the coming spring.... 9,952 00

257 Further amount required in
connection with the establish-
ment of Government and In.
dian farms and surveys..... 47,498 00

In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

BiB JOHN A. MACDONALD said
M. BLAKz.

the vote last year was only $17,000,
Nineteen farmers-were sent out, and the
cost of transport, and the purchase of cat-
tie, horses, etc., covered this amount.

Vote agreed to.
258 Additional amount required fer

the payment of Instructors in
Agriculture and Farm Labour-
era in the North-West........ $10,000

259 Additional amount required for
Contingencies............... 1,000

261 To pay Mr. J. G. Moylan bal.
ance of account for removal
expenses from Toronto to
Ottawa...................... 300

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

276 Amount required to provide for
ContingentExpensesof the High
Commissioner of Canada in
London...................... 4,000

MR. BLAKE: I have a particular
suggestion with refèrence to the Supple-
mentary Estimates. We have various
headings, as, for instance, " Harbours and
.Rivers, Quebec," " Nova Scotia," etc. I
propose we should have a separate head-
ing, " Galt," with different sub headings.

lu reply., to Sir RICHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY said this
item was to pay the rent of his house and
other contingencies. If there be travel.
ling expenses, they would fall under that
item.

MR. BLAKE : So the office is to cost
$14,000?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Yes.
Vote agreed to.

277 Department of the Interior-Indi-
an Branch : To provide for the
salaries of two Junior Second
Class Clerks ..... .,..:...... $1,400

278 Department of Agriculture-For
the salaries of two Model Keep-
ers, heretofore paid out of Con-
tingencies.................... 900

4A79 Civil Service Board-Amount re-
quire<I to cover salaries of...... 600

MR. MACKENZIE: Who is the $600
for 1

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Mr.
Griffin is the Chairman and Mr. Powell
the Secretary of the Board. The item
has been paid since 1867-out of
Contingencies. We thought it should 'be
voted by Parliament instead.

MB. CASEY said this Board really
had nothing to do unless some Depart-
ment insisted on the examination of some
candidate for the service. It hardly
seemed worth while to continue it.
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MR. BLAKE said the item seemed
more intended to remunerate certain
gentlemen who had little or nothing
to do for it than to accomplish any other
object. The House was now called on to
make it a regular vote.

Vote agreed to.
POLICE.

280 Additional amount required for
special service..............

LEGIsLATION.

281 House Of Commons--Contingen.
cies. Additional amount re-
quired for Stationery and
Postage ....................

282 Library-Amount required for
the readjustment of the sala.
ries of five Library Clerks
and Chief Messenger, vide
Report of Library Committee.

283 For purchase of books (this
amount to be considered as an
advance on account of the
usual Grant for 1881-2) vide
Report of Library Committee.

$638 75

2,200 00

500 00

3,500 00
MR. MOUSSEAU : This appears a

wonderful item. We are asked to vote
$3,500 on account of 1881-2. We
should know exactly the kind of Librarian,
Administrator and Manager we have got
for our books and moneys. A Report
published in the proceedings of the Senate
will uncover interesting matters on this
subject. I think the Librarian does not
know how to keep accounts, as lie has
concealed the figures every year since
Confederation. If I am correctly in-
formed, his administration extends to
only $6,000 or $7,000 a year, although
one year he had $10,000 under his con-
trol. It was purposely to purchase
books. Now, one thing we do
know - that, however audited, his
accounts were never well kept; all the
figures were concealed; and as a great
Constitutional writer and a great Libra-
rian, the Auditors thought he was great at
managing $7,000 a year without verifying.
the accounts. They always took his
dates, etc., as good. Now, it is our duty
who vote the money, to enquire whether
it is the intention of the Government to
continue Mr. Todd as Librarian, or, at
least, as manager of the moneys he re-
ceives. Ie has been forced to admit that,
during six or seven years, he either pur-
posely concealed figures, or else was in-
competent for the position he held. I
understand, from many sources, that his
capacity as Librarian is not greater than

his eapacity as financier. His failure in
this respect is explained by the fact that,
being unable himself to make a good
choice of books, he trusted the matter to
his bookseller in England. Most of those
books are worth very little, and an
English scholar, living not far from here,
told me that at least ten thousand of
those English books might be advan-
tageously sold by the Government for
waste paper. Mr. Todd is said to be
very clever, at least by many hon. mem-
bers of this House, and I am sure many
young members regard Mr. Todd as a
great man. He writes splendid books,
and we see a specimen in a volume which
bas been published during the Session.
This book is of a most outrageously
partisan character; it was printed in
Boston, but the money therefor is
paid by us. I see another item, iii
the Supplementary Estimates, of $1,600,
for 400 copies of Mr. Todd's bad book,
and when this item comes up I may
speak of the book itself. I am curious to
know how Mr. Todd could attend to his
duties as Parliamentary Librarian and
find time to write a book in favour of Mr.
Letellier.

Vote agreed to.
ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND sTATISTICs.

284 To provide grant to assist in giv-
ing to the forthcoming Quebec
Exhibition (to be held at Mon-
treal) a Dominion character;
the distribution of the grant, or
any part thereof, to be applied
and apportioned in such way as
to satisfy the Minister of Agri-
culture.......... ........ $5,O0

MR. ANGLIN: Is it the intention of
the Government to vote a sum every year
for giving the various Provincial Exhibi-
tions a Dominion character 1 We are anxious
in New Brunswick, under adverse circum-
stances, to get up a Provincial Exhibition.
The city of St. John this year has largely
contributed towards erecting a building..
The Provincial Government is also giving
a considerable amount, and the people of
St. John desire very much that this effort
of theirs should be seconded by the
Dominion Goverament, and that a Dom-
inion character should be given to the
exhibition.

MR. BLAKE : I think the suggestion
is perfectly reasonable. Last year the
House adopted the policy of giving a
Dominion character to the Provincial
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'Exhibition in Ontario, and this year it is
proposed to give a Dominion character to
the Provincial Exhibition of the Province
of Quebec. I think, therefore, that if
this is to go on, similar assistance should
be given to Provincial Exhibitions in the
other Provinces.

MR. POPE ( Compton): We have
thought that as large sums of money have
been expended hitherto in competing with
other countries in the Paris and Philadel-
phia Exhibitions, itwould be just aswell for
a time to dispense with those large exhi-
bitions, and give sone aid to Provin-
cial Exhibitions, and give our farmers
and mechanics an opportunity of coming
together and comparing the productions of
the different Provinces. In this view
this grant was made 1 to Ontario last year
and to Quebec this year. As for Mani-
toba, a'con8iderable sum wasgiven last year
out of this vote to bring productions of
that Province down here.

MR. MACKENZIE: What was done
with the $5,000 last year.

-MR. POPE: About $2,500 was ex-
pended in cooperation with the Boards o1
Agriculture of Ontario and Quebec.
They met here and consulted upon this
matter, and, as far as I could, I acceded
to their request; $2,500 was expended in
gold, silver and bronze medals, that were
given as prizes ; $1,000 of the balance
was spent in assisting Manitoba towards
getting their productions here for compe-
tition.

MR. MACKENZIE: I am informed
that such was the peculiar manner
of expending this money; that the
hon. gentleman gave some gold
medals to competitors who did
not receive a first or second prize, and
some other parties who had received
medals from the Association, got medals
from the hon. the Minister of Agriculture.
I would like to know whether these state-
ments are correct or not.

Ma. POPE : I suppose the hon. gen-
tleman believes it ; he would believe any
story that was circulated respecting any
member on this side of the House. I can
say that not one single medal was given
by the Government. The whole thing
was arranged, mostly by the Board uf
Agriculture of Ontario. I had nothing
to do with the matter. I gave two
prizes, but paid my own money for them.
Except the $1,000 given to Manitoba,

Ma. BLKE.

every dollar of the $5,000 was distributed
by the board itself.

Mn. JONES: We should be careful
how we inaugurate a system of giving
large sums for Provincial Exhibitions. I
think the Government have be-
gun at the wrong end. I be-
lieve Ontario and Quebec should be
able to take care of themselves, and a few
thousand dollars might be well expended
towards assisting the smaller Province to
bring their produce to a focus.

MR. RYMAL said that the experiment
of giving the exhibitions a Dominion
character, well nigh beggared the Associ-
ation of the Province of Ontario last
year, notwithstanding that we gave them
$5,000; and if it well nigh beggared
them in Ontario, our friends in the
Lower Provinces could imagine the fate
that awaits them. It was utterly im-
possible to expect that any great amount
of contributors would come from distant
Provinces to any particular point.

Mn. RYKERT said that by attempting
the experiment of giving the exhibitions
a Dominion character, large sums of
money had been lost; $7,000 was lost
in that way on the Ottawa Exhibition.
But it was not due to the money in aid
being voted by this House. He could not
understand why the Governor sbould
retain the money in his own bands. They
all approved of that, but they did not ex-
pect that $1,000 would be taken from
the $5,O00 voted. He thought it
would be better to place the money in
the bands of the Board of Lower Canada,
who know how the money is to be ex-
pended.

Vote agreed to.

[MMIGRATION AND QUARANTINE.

285 Immigration - Towards settling
accounts for Immigration Com-
mission, outstanding since 1876. $8,000

MR. POPE (Compton) explained that
this was to settle commissions to steam-
ship agents for services during 1877 and
1878. From the vouchers that had been
sent in, he did not think that many of
the claims could be established, but no
more money would be paid than the
vouchers showed as correct.

286 Quarantine-Towards assisting in
the maintenance of the Tracadie
Lazarette.................... $3,000

In reply to Mr. ANGLIN,
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MR. POPE (Compton): It is a
question whetber this can fairly be said to
be a quarantine, and whether those people
should be kept quarantined there. I am
not prepared to say what the policy of the
Government will be in future; but we
feel that this is an exceptional case, and
that the Dominion ought to contribute to
the support of those people. Before an-
other year comes round, we will be able
to tell the House what we purpose doing.
We have not decided how the money is to
be expended. The matter will be care-
f ully enquired into beforea dollar is ex-
pended. The money, however, will be
expended by this Government, and not
by the Local Government.

MR. ANGLIN said the Provincial
Government, owing, no doubt, to its
poverty, did not make proper provision
for the care of those poor people. It
would take very little more, however, to
make them comfortable. He thought the
ladies of the Hotel Dieu, who went down
from Montreal to attend to those people,
would be prudent, careful managers of
any moneys the Government chose to
place at their disposal. They would be
accountable to the Government, and their
accounts would be found satisfactory.
They had but one object in view-that of
making those poor unfortunates comfort-
able and happy, an object to which they
devoted themselves day and night.

MR. MACKENZIE : In 1878, when
I was at the head of the Government,
and when the first grant by Order in Coun-
cil was made to this Institution, I made
special enquiry astothemethod of conduct-
ing it, and found that the money would un-
doubtedly be better spent by those ladies
than by any other persons. We then
ordered its expenditure in that way. It
is a terrible business to undertake, and
any humane ladies, like those who under-
take such a work, are worthy of all
encouragement.

Vote agreed to.

PBNSIONS.

287 Amount requireï te provide for
the retiring allowances of five
county Court Judges, British
Columbia....................$8,8666

RAILWAYS AND CANALs--CHARGEABLE TO
CAPITAL.

Intercolonial Railway, Halifax Extension.

288 Land taken for station purposes.. 1,092 00

289 Fees of Arbitrators in Milner
j land case.................... 650 0

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MR. LANGEVIN said the Chief Ar

chitect recommended this payment.
MR. MACKENZIE said he reported

against it before.
MR. LANGEVIN said the claim was

$2,555, but the Chief Architect concluded
to recommend $650.

SiiR CHARLES TUPPER said the
arbitrators were appointed by the late
Government under the ruling of a Judge.
Mr. Milner claimed, in fact, the whole
of the land of the town of Dorches-
ter. He sued everybody. I found when
I came into office that there had been
almost as much paid in fees to counsel as
the land was worth. He claimed
$15,000 or $20,000, and as the Judges'
were of opinion that he had some claim,
I made up my mind the cheapest way
out of it was to settle it. We agreed to
leave it to arbitration, and Mr. Milner
was so disappointed with the result
that ho refused to accept the sum
awarded.

Vote agreed to.

290 To pay James Wilson for landi
taken for ballast-pit at Mira.
michi Bridge................ $1,500 00

PUBLIC ,WORKS AND BUILDINGS-CHARGE-
ABLE TO INCoME.

Ontario.
Kingston Military Buildings-

Repairs, etc................
Windsor Post Office and Custom

House .....................

4,000 00

6,000 00
Quebec.

293 Citadel-Repairs to roof....... 4,000 00
Nova Scotia.

294 Halifax Custom House-Repair8
to roof.................. .. 2,000 0

295 To pay Mr. H. G. Hill balance
due for professional services
as Superintending Architect,
N. ....................... 691 07

New Brunswick.
296 Dorchester Penitentiary - To

pay Mr. Alexander Mackenzie
tbe extra cost of atone....... 22,480 00

Manitoba.
297 Penitentiary - Outbuildings,

Guarda' Cottages, etc.......
298 Heating Apparatus............
299 Winnipeg Immigrant Reception

House-Additional amount
required................

300 Parliament Buildings, Winnipeg
-Amount required..........

1,500 0
3,00 0

4,000 00

12,000 0
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301 Lieutenant - Governor's Resi.
dence-Amount required....

[COMMONS.]

$10,000
In reply to Sir RICHARD J. CART.

WRIGHT,
MR. LANGEVIN : All the othei

Provinces when they came in had Par-
liamentary buildings and residences foi
Lieutenant-Governors, but Manitoba being
a new Province was not provided witl
those buildings. It was understood when
Manitoba entered Confederation, that
those buildings would be provided at a
future time. The Chief Architect pre-
pared the plans and specifications fox
the buildings, and told me that $300,O0C
would be the probable cost. Of course
that sum was out of the question. I told
him we could not afford more than
$80,000 altogether. He has, therefore,
prepared plans for buildings that will
cost about the latter sum. For this year
we will not expend more than $12,000.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I was not aware there were any pro-
mises or pledges given in the Terms
of Union with Manitoba. There are
other Provinces in the Dominion that
are asking for Parliament Buildings.
Suppose New Brunswick makes a simi-
lar claim to Manitoba.

MR. LANGEVIN : All the other
Provinces had buildings except Mani.
toba, and it is only fair that she should
be equally well treated.

MR. ANGLIN: Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario and British
Columbia had all erected those buildings
at their own cost. It is true that, under
the Terms of Union, all property belong-
ing to the Provinces came, for a time, into
the possession of the Dominion Govern-
ment, who handed them back to the Pro-
vinces. But because that transfer, by
Act of Parliament, took place, we are not
to assume that the Dominion made a pre-
sent to these Provinces of the buildings
which they then possessed.

MR SMITH (Selkirk) : The case of
Manitoba is different from that of the
other Provinces. Manitoba has no land,
and it is only fait the General Govern-
ment should forward in her aid. I would
ask the bon. Minister if he would say
when he expects these buildings will be
completed.

MR. LANGEVIN : It will depend on
the extent of the votes which this Parlia-

MR. LAQNGEVIN.

Supply.

ment may be disposed to give for that
purpose.

Vote agreed to.

NorthD West Territories.
302 Dominion Lunatic Asylum or Hos.

pital ............ ............
H ARBOURS AND RIVERs.

Ontario.
303 Toronto Harbour - To continue

improvements.......... ......

10,000

12.500

In reply to Sir RIcHARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

MR. LANGEVIN said that large
amounts, nearly $50,000, had been ex-
pended on this harbour, and it was in-
tended now to have a thorough examina-
tion made by two or three eminent engi-
neers, so that whatever was done in the
way of improvement should be per-
manent.

MR. BLAKE: The hon. gentle-
man is correct in deciding to have
an exhaustive survey made of the whole
harbour; and he will do well to
get evidence of what changes are taking
place in the interior part of the harbour.
It seems to me that the gap is increasing
very largely, and I think it must be ap-
parent to any one familiar with the har-
bour for the last fifteen years, that there
is a very great change at the western end
of the spit or bar. It seems to me to
have enlarged, and to be forming a new
island or projection to the west; and I
think the engineers should learn from
reliable information what the formation is.
Unless the survey be a perfect survey, it
will not be of much importance.

MR. OUIMET: Does the Government
draw any revenue from the harbour im-
provements in Ontario i

MR. LANGEVIN: No; but the im-
provements encourage a large trade. The
harbour of Toronto is considered, not
only a commercial harbour, but a harbour
of refuge, and it is on that ground the
Government give an annual vote for this
purpose.

MR. OUIMET: There are a great
many harbours of that sort in Ontario,
and I would like to know if we cannot
convert our Quebec harbours into har-
bours of refuge. It would save us a great
deal of money if the Government would
undertake the improvements.

MR. McCALLUM: If we had no har-
bours of refuge in Ontario, the cargoes
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This ex-
penditure is a very necessary one.

MR. OUIMET: Of course, if Ontario
did not exist, Quebec would soon starve.

Vote agreed to.

204 Port Albert, Lake Huron-Re-
pairs and dredging..........

305 Big Bay, Lake Huron .........
306 Collingwood Harbour - Addi.

tional amount required ......
307 Bridge at Des Joachime Rapide,

Ottawa River-Ontario and
Quebec, each paying $4,000..

Quebec.
308 Etang du Nord - Magdalen

Islands .... ...............
309 Rscounmins-Removal of bould-

ers .................... ...
310 Isle aux Grues-Repairs to pier
311 Rivière Onelle-Repairs to pier.
312 Ste. Famille-Island of Orleans,

Breakwater ................
313 Rivière du Loup en haut -

Deepening entrance.........
Nova Scotia.

314 Main à Dieu-Breakwater .....
315 Partridge Island-River.......
216 Merigomish-Pier ............
317 Metaghan-Breakwater........
318 Cow Bay-To pay Messrs.

Arclibald and Company for
work executed in 1876 ......

319 Port Hood-Repairs to Break-
water.. ...................

320 Arisaig-Repairs to pier.......
New Brunswick.

31 Sackville Harbour - Protection
works,..................

322 Shippegan - Repairs to East
Gully Dam......... .......

$1,500
500

2,000

8,000 00

5,000 00

1,00000
500 00

1,500 00

2,500 00

1,000 00

4,000 00
2,000 00
1,00)0 00
2,250 00

5,974 30

3,000 00
200 0

750 001

2,000 00

MR. ANGLiN : I must express re-
gret that the hon. the Minister of Public
Works has not seen fit to give a sum
equal to the unexpended balance of the
appropriation to carry this work to com-
pletion. I am also sorry he has not seen
fit to make repairs at the breakwater.
There is danger of its being carried away
by another storm.

M. LANGEVIN said he thought the
item would suffice to secure the repairs,
and prevent the pier being damaged. It
was, at all events, a beginning.

Vote agreed to.

323 River St. John-Improvements
above and below Grand Falls..

324 Richibucto-Pier ............
Prince Edward Island.

325 St. Peter's Bay-Repairing Break-
water ...................

326 Wood Island-Breakwater.......
327 Miminegash do .......
328 Tignish do .......

$2,000
1,200

2,500
2,000
1,000
3,000
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MR SMITH (Selkirk) asked if it was
the intention of the Government to dredge
the bar at the mouth of the Red River
this season. That improvement would
greatly assist the navigation.

MR. LANGEVIN replied that it was
not thought proper to ask a special vote
for it. But should the bar require to be
dredged, they might be able to take the
cost out of the general vote.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) enquired if it
was intended to improve the Saskatche-
wan this season, by removing boulders
and other obstructions at Cole's Falls.
Captain Moore offered to effect this im-
provement for $4,000, which would be
well spent in such a useful work.

MR. LANGEVIN said they could not
ask for a vote for the purpose this year.
The locality would be examined, this
season, to see what improvements were
required.

OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE.
329 Dominion Steamers-Amount re-

quired for the ïpurchase and
maintenance of a steamer to re-
place the Lady Head.......... $55,000

MR. ANGLIN said that was a large
amount. They should dispense with the
services of some of those vessels, which
cost a great deal, unless they were found
absolutely necessary. Their principle or
only work was visiting the lighthouses.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said the hon. the Minister of Marine
should give explanations as to this item,
and explain the reasons for it.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) said the
Government required steamers, not only
to visit the lighthouses, but do police
duty round the coasts, and so forth. The
Americans had vessels watcbing the in-
terests of their fishermen, and the
Dominion Government had to protect
theirs also. They should be prepared for
any difficulty that might happen in
furture. The value of a great many
steamers might be lost by the want of
such services as those steamers rendered.

MR. ANGERS : I do not think the
amount of $55,000 is too large, perhaps
not enough, to procure a first class ves-
sel of a small draft, ao as to be able to
come to the assistance of vessels wrecked
in the Gulf, and which would also be able
to lay a submarine cable from the Mag-
dalen Islaurds and Anticosti to the main
shore. I was surprised to hear the hon.
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member from Gloucester complaining of COLLECTION 0F REVENUES.
this amount, when he must know that it ExcMe.
is to be expanded for the benefit of the 333 Additional amount required to
Fisheries. We have from that source a enable the Department to sup-
capital of four and a-half million dollars, press the illicit manufacture of
which represents an income of $225,000 Excisable articles...........$4,5»
a year, and $50,000 is not too large a sum Mi. BLAKE: Does the hein. gentle-
to take out of this amount for the pur- manfind the amount of ihicit distillation
pose of protecting the Fisheries, and per- increasing ?
haps laying the cable. MR. BABY: Illicit distillation las

Vote agreed to. gone on for a number of years, and as

FISHERIES. population increases it becomes more
330 For legal expenses in connection necessary to provide against illicit distilla-

with suits before Supreme Court tion. I cannot say exactly that the
for infraction of Fishery laws... $600 business is increasing, but I find the

INDIANS. stilîs are larger than they used to be.
331 Amount required for transfer of In- Si RICHARD J. CARTWiRIGHT

dian burying ground at Chi- II arn afraid the case is so. I arn
coutimi................... 250 afraid the hon. gentleman s returns

MISCELLANEOImS. for this year will show a coniderable
332 Probable amount required tocom falling off, more particularlyin the article

epensate memnbers of North-West of spirits. I do not know what lis esti-
Mounted Police for injuries re- ae a bbtI.ob fte

ceiedin ishore f uty.....2,00wil exceed 4,200,000 gallons for this
MR. BLAKE: What is the principle vear.

on which it is proposed to compensate 'Vote agreed to.
these officers of the Mountnd Police for in- railways and Canas.
juries received ini the dicharge of duties? 33p Intercolonia Railway-Wind

Sii JOHN A. MACDONALD: sor Branch Maintenance..$20,000 00
There in no rule laid down as yet. 335 Amount of verdict and coits
I desire to have some rule laid down in case King vs. Brydges.... 612 OU

33336 Welland Canal-Amount re-and I propose, durindg Recess, to quired for repaire at Port
devise some rule with regard to the Maitland...............25,000
Mounted Police and the Militia generally. Dominion Lands.
Ail kind of laims are being set up. 337 Manitoba-Amount required
For instance, one young man i the forpayof Land Guides, etc.. 6,621 60
Mounted Police, the son of a gentleman n reply to Sir RICHARD J. Ce.T-
and educated, got lis feet frozen, and hi WRIu.HT

fathcr is asking $10,000 as compensation. SIR JOHN A. MACDONÂALD: It
MR. BLAKE: I quite agree with the las been found that emigrants arriving

view as to the necessity of sore compre either at Emerson or at Winnipeg find
hensive scheme, but it is certa o that tis themselves very muc at a loss as to were
matter will have to be regulated with to go. They may be directed to go where
great particularity and upon a very mode- they will frnd certain sections open; but
rate scale of compensation. It wil have they do not know where to go. We have
to be made particularly clear ini reference adopted the Arnerican system and have
to injuries received from carelesness, statîoned at Winnipeg a ctiof guide, who
excesses, etc. I have heard of injuries is instructed to employ a number of men
from frost which were rather due to the te guide the emigrants to their desti-
negligence of the party than anything nations. We have ent out a gentleman,
else. If we are to introduce a system uf a Mr. Peter Reid, who knows the cou-
compensation for injuries in the Mounted try well. He wi l be stationed at Win -
Police, it is difficuit to see why we should peg, and as emigrants, corne up from
not extend it to ail branches of the Civil Pembina le will arrange them i parties
Service. and send them in the différent e irections

SR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That leading to their locations. That is the
la the trouble. object of having land guidest

'Vote agrael t. Vote agreed to.
M33 A u vo.

Supply.[-COMMONS.]
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CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

338 To provide for the salary of the
Righ Commissioner of Cana-
da, in London, from lst March
to 30th June, 1880.......... $3,333 33

339 Contingencies of the High Com-
missioner of Canada, in Lon-
don, from lst March to 30th
June, 1880 ................. 3,000 00

340 Privy Council Office-Addition-
al amount required for Con-
tingencies.................. 500 00

341 Department of the Interior,
Indian Branch-To provide
for the salaries of two junior
second-class clerks, for 4 and
3 months, respectively, at
$700 per annum............ 408 33

POLICE.
342 Additional amount required for

Special Service .............

PENITENTIARIES.

343 Manitoba Penitentiary-Addi-
tional amount required to
complets this service........

LEGISLATION.
344 House of Commons-Additional

amount required for witnes-
ses, short-hand writers and
postage ...................

345 To refund the amount expended
out of the appropriation for
the current year, to finish the
publication of the Debates of
the last Session .............

346 Parliamentary Library-Amount
required to defray expenses
of making new catalogues
(vide Report of Library Com-

747 25 135

3,101 00

2,455 00

4,425 00

mittee).................... 500 00

RAILWAYS AND CANALS-CHARGEABLE
TO CAPITAL.

347 Intercolonial Railway, Rivière
du Loup Branch-Box and
flat cars.................... 94,400 00

348 Prince Edward Island Railway
-Ad ditional amount required
for Souris Extension........ 18,000 00

349 Lachine Canal-To pay D. Mc-
Lanaghan, amount due to him
for board and lodging of work-
men on Section 9............ 697 00

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : This is an
item which requires an explanation. The
sub-contractors on the Lachine Canal ran
away with a considerable amount of
money. The Government took the work
into their own bands, and found an
amount of $20,000 due to the labourers,
and an Order in Council was passed
authorising the paymont of this money.
The men to whom the money was due
had given due bills for their board, which

123

were accepted by this party to the amount
in the vote. The claim was made, and
was entitled to consideration. The money
was due, f or labour, to the men, and it
seemed necessary to put the item in the
Supplementary Estimates.

Vote agreed to.

350 Culbute Canal-Land damages. $7,000 -00
PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS- CHARGB-

ABLE TO INCOME.

Harbours and Rivers.
352 Petitdegrat, N.S., Isle Madame

-Opening passage fron head
of Petitdegrat Inlet into
Rocky Bay......... .......

Miscellaneous.
Amount required for relief of

fishermen on the east coast of
Labrador ..................

2,000 00

437 24

In reply to Mr. SMITH (Selkirk),
MR. LANGEVIN said the amount

was to cover relief given those fishermen
in the autumn of 1878. The Local Gov-
ernment had given aid the two previous
years; but Mr. Joly, Premier in 1878,
declared they could not spare anything at
that time. There being insufficient relief
at hand, he (Mr. Langevin), in the
absence of his colleagues, ordered assist-
ance to be forwarded to prevent the peo-
ple from starving.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) said he had no
doubt this assistance was very mucli re-
quired. The people on that coast was
very often on the verge of starvation, and
it would be a great saving to both the
Dominion and Quebec Governments if
they were removed from that inhospitable
coast to the North-West where they
might always be sure of a living.

Vote agreed to.

354 To pay interést on purchase
money of Bunker's IslandN.S

FISHERIES.

355 Amount required to cover legal
expenses in case of McFee vs.
M owat ....................

106 52

315 52

NORTH-WEST MOUNTED POLICE.

356 Additional sum required to
complete this service ...... 25,000 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

357 To repay the Government of
Prince Edward Island the
cost of maintenance of pris.
oners whose sentences were
two years and upwards...... 16,589 25

supply. [MA'y 8, 1880.]
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358 To pay for 400 copies Todd's MR. BLAKE: I think this work bas

"Parlianentary Government
in the Briti'h Colonies " (vide
Report of Library Committee) 1,600 00 tiemen. 1 can readily understand that

they do not sympathise with ail the
Ma. DESJARDINS: I would lihe to views expressed in it. I do not myseif

know if, when the Government subscribed There are several opinions expressed in it
for 400 copies of Mr. Todd's work, they wbich I certainly do not share. But
were acquainted with its character and its surely lion, gentlemen do not expeet that
tendency, and if they were aware of Mr. any author, whom thcy miglt think it
Todd's object in publishing a book which worth while to subscribe to, would do
is not only insulting to a large number of otherwise than express bis sincere
the members of this House, but contains opinions on those facts of which be was
very grave insinuations against the treating. Thougl Mr. Todd cannot have
religion of one-half of the population of expected to meet the views of hon. gentle-
this Dominion. men opposite, 1 myseif see no reason why

Ma. BABY: I may say, in answer to we should decry the general merits of bis
my hon. friend, that the Government did work, which is, I consider, a useful col-
not subscribe to the number of copies lection of precedents and bistorical eventx
mentioned in this item, but they were occurrin, in the various colonies. I have
purchased upon a Report of the Joint read the work with a great deal of inter-
Committee on the Librarv. I am bound est and instruction, and, apart altogether
to say, moreover, that when this item was from the circumstances that i condemns
placed in the Estimates. the Government the treatment of the Letellier case by the
were not aware of the character of the Government, I think the work will be re-
work, and the subscription was made on ferred to in many otber points for infor-
the strength of Mr. Todd's great reputa- mation and instruction, even though it
tion, and under the supposition that the should be tabooed from our Library.
book was but a continuation of a celebrated With reference to the observations of the
historical work of bis, known both in tbis bMon. member for Iochelaga (Mr. Des-
country and Europe. As to the character jardins), my attention as not been
of the present work, J believe the opinion attraeted to that part of the work whicli
of my hon. friend is shared by many is said to justify them. 0f course, if
others. there be any part of the work which justi-

MR. ROYAL : Lt may be inopportune fies those observations, I do not in the
at this late hour to act the part of an slightest degree sympathise with them.

Tconoclast, and break the idol of a fine MR. DESJARDINS: We would not
reputation, yet thws is what I feel mysel- object to the expression of Mr. Todd's
compelled to do in the case of Mir. Todd. views on any constitutional question, but
That gentleman bas enjoyed the conhn- wgat we object to is bis contemptuous
dence of this Parliament for over twenty treatment of principles which are accepted
years. No doubt lie bas wrtten a very by a large portion of the people of this
valuable work on constitutional practwce, country. think hse ought, at least, to
but in this instance he has drawn upon have respected our faith.
bis credit in publishing the work. It
was upon this reputation that the Library Mra. OUgMET: I think this work
Committee advised the subscription to, ought to be paid for by the friends of ex-
400 volumes of a work which is certainly Lieutenant-sovernor Letellier, because
no credit to, the man who wrote it, and it Mr. Todd bas taken up their cause, ard
is no credit for thîs Parliament to vote haq endeavoured to stultify and ridicule
$1,600 for sucb a work. ln the first the vote of this vouse. It is certainly
place this work maintains a principle not very creditable to us now to vote snc
which. bas been condemned by this Par- a large sum of inoney to purchase a work
liament, and in thé second place, Me. which justifies the course of our oppon-
Todd bas, in a most unwarranted manner ent- It woud be well to Print in the
ceut reftections upon the faith of a large appendx of this work the speech of the
portion of the Dominion of Canada, which lion. inember for North Sirncoe (Mr. Me
certaitly ought not to, be found iu a work Carthy) as an antidote.

fubscribed to by this Paerliament. Vote areei ot.

Mup. DEoJAPDiNs,

Supply.[COM MONS.]
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359 Amount required to pay for the
keep of a criminal lunatic in
British Columbia, from 30th
September, 1878, to 30th June;
1880.......................... $455 00

360 Amea'nt required to cover cost,
freight and packing of Indian
curiosities purchased by Super-
intendent Powell............ 1,235 55

In reply to Sir RicARD J. CART-
WRIGHT,

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Dr.
Powell, the Superintendent of Indian
affairs in British Columbia, has been
making a collection for some years. He
has made a tour along the coast of British
Columbia to observe the peculiar habits,
customs and ceremonies. Samples are
rapidly disappearing with the pressure of
the white man's progress. During his
last visit to Queen Charlotte Island, he
secured a number of antiquities, if I may
use the term, of some importance. Such a
collection as he has, cannot, perhaps, be
secured again, and he offers it to the
Government. We are going to have it
sent up here to be placed in, perhaps, the
Geological Museum for the present.

MR. SM ITH said he thought such a
course would be well extended to other
parts of the country. It was now only
for a short time that it would be possible
to have anything to show that these In-
dians were, and these collections would be
very valuable.

MR. BLAKE : We shall have one last-
ing memorial of them in our Public
Accounts.

Vote agreed to.

361 To provide for the grant in aid
of the sufferers by the HuIl
fire.... ...... ..... ....... $7,000 00

362 Sum required to refund to cer-
tain Deputy Inspectors of
Weights and Measures, whose
service, have been dispensed
with, the amount deducted
from their salaries on account
of superannuation .... ...... 2,877 27

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said he thought when officers were abol-
ished, officers thus dismissed without
cause of complaint against them, should
allow them something more than the
amount paid in by them to the Super-
annuation Fund.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he was afraid that would subject the Gor-
ernment to the charge of adding en-
ormously to the public expenditure. That

principle, however, would be taken up,
but the hon. gentleman opposite must
promise not to attack the Government for
extravagance.

SR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT
said he would take care always to give
them credit for it.

MR. BLAKE: We will charge yon
with the dismissals of officers, and credit
you with the gratuities.

Vote agreed to.

363 To pay Sir Alexander Galt for sere
vices and expenses, June, July,
August and September, whilst
continuing Trade negotiations
with Spain, France, etc.......... 6,500

COLLECTION OF REVENUES.

Excise.

364 Additional amount required for
travelling expenses, rent, fuel,
stationery, etc., for outside
service................... 2,500

Railways and Canals.
365 Intercolonial Railway-Com pensa-

tion to representatives of the late
E. C. Ennis, injured by an acci-
dent on the Intercolonial Rail-
way in February, 1878.......... 400

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : This is a
case which ought to be stated. In conse-
quence of the breaking of a rail, the first-
class car in which Mr. Ennis was a pas-
senger, was thrown off the track, and he
had his collar-bone broken and sustained
some internal inj ury from which he died.
That was in February, 1878. About a
year afterwards a claim was made for
compensation, the amount being based at
$2,400. The claim was not allowed by
the Department in consequence of the
evidence going to show that there was no
negligence on the part of the employés of
the road, the law being that the injury or
death of a passenger caused in the ordi-
nary course of transit by railway, in-
volves no claim against the railway, un-
less there is connected with it some want
of due precaution by the managers of the
road or those in charge of the train.
After Ennis's death his representatives
sent in a claim, and the Department of
Justice advised us that while there was
no legal claim, if we ceould make a com-
promise for $400, it would be better than
contesting the suit, because a suit might
involve that expenditure on the part of
the Government, and this amount has been
placed in the Estimates in accordance

Supply. - [MAY 3, 1880.]
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with the recommendation of the Depart-
ment.

MR. FISET: Mr. Speaker, knowing
as I do the character of the accident
which befel Mr. E. C. Ennis, while he
was a passenger on the Intercolonial
Railway, I am of opinion that this sum
of $400 is not suflicient as a compensation
for the wounds he received. Mr. Ennis,
when he was in the service of the Gov-
ernment, earned $100 per month, and
even supposing that the wounds which he
received were not the direct cause of his
death, nevertheless lost a year or
more of his time, for, by reason of this
injury to his shoulder, he was more
than a year out of work ; but I will go
further yet, and say that I am of opinion
that these wounds, if not the direct, were
the indirect cause of his death. The Gov-
ernment alleges that this sum of $400 is
given by way of compensation, and that
it was not liable for any damages. Well !
I say that if the Government is not liable
for any damages it.ought to give nothing;
and if, on the contrary, it is liable, it
ought to pay to the heirs of Mr. Ennis
wbat is just and reasonable. The fact of
voting a certain sum as a compensation is
in some respects an admission that it is
responsible for the injuries sustained by
Mr. Ennis. My intention is not to op-
pose the voting of this item, but I am in
a position to declare that this amount will
not be accepted by the heirs of the late
Mir. Ennis, and that they will demand
that their clains be carried to the Su-
preme Court in order to obtain justice
there.,

Vote agreed to.
DOMINION LANDS.

366 Manitoba and North West-
For pay, esc., of Land Guides.. $4,414 40

367 British Columbia-Additional
amount required............ 5,494 61

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)

Resolutions reported.

CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMEND-
MENT BlLL.-[BiLL, 112.]

(Mr. Bowell.)
SECOND READING.

Bill read the second tine, considered in
Committee of the Whole, and reported.

MR. BOWELL moved the third read-
ing of the Bill.

SIR CHARLES TITPPER.

MR. BOULTBEE moved in amend-
ment:

That the Bill be not now read the third
time, but that it be re-committed to a Commit-
tee of the Whole, with instructions that they
have power to amend it, by inserting the follow-
irg Clause,-" The 57th Section of the said
'The Canada Temperance Act, 1878,' is hereby
repealed, and the following Clause substituted
therefor :-If the majority of all the voters
whose names are entered on the voters' lists,
used at each polling, vote for the Petition, the
sanie shall be held to have been adopted, but
not otherwise, and the Returning Officer shall
make his return to the Governor-General in
Council accordingly."

MR. BLAKE moved the adjournment
of the Debate.

Motion agreed to and Debate adjourned.
House adjourned at

Three o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 4th fMay, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.

COMMITTEE'S REPORT PRESENTED.

MR. STEPHENSON presented the
Fourth Report of the Select Committee
appointed to supervise the Official Report
of the Debates of this House during the
presenit Session.

MR . MACKENZIE: There is one
thing to which I desire to call the atten-
tion of the Committee, the practice which
has prevailed all through this Session of
the reporters never taking down extracts
from papers or books that are read, but
sending in their reports with a blank
marked " extract." This has necessitated
the hunting up of papers, perhaps a week
after the speech has been delivered, and it
is utterly impossible to do it accurately.
When one reads carefully and slowly,
there is no more reason why the extracts
should not be taken down as well as the
speech. For myself, I would infnitely
rather make my speech over again than
correct the report in that way.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
quite agree with my hon. friend. It is
an inexcusable piece of laziness on the
part of the reporters not to take down the
extracts read during the speech. When
the speaker has come to extracts the re-

(COMMONS.] of the Debates.
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porters have generally dropped their pen- bees proposed motion in amendment
cils and not taken a note. It is mucl thereto.
easier work for a reporter to take down Mn. BOWELL: This Bil, which was
such portions of a speech, because they are passed by the Senate, without division, i
always read slowly and more deliberately. simply intended to make sore Slight
At present, the reporters drop their pen- amendments in vhat is termed "The
cils and bore one afterwards to get the Canada Temperance Act," without affect-
extracts. As far as I am concerned, I ing the principle of tli Bil in the least.
have never cnce given the extracts, and The arendnents were found necessary in
if my speeches have suffered thereby I order to enable the law to be worked
cannot help it. more effectually, not only in Ontario, but

MR. MACKENZIE: Then the hon. in New Brunswick and Prince Edward
gentleman had better not look at the Island. I presume that moat lion. mem-
book. bers have read the Bil; consequently, it

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Isnotnecessarythat I shonldenter into-
look at the book for the speeches of my full explanation of it. Theamendment
hon. friend. proposed by t'e hon. member for East

MR. WHITE (East Hastings): I think York (Mr. Boultbee) would, in my opin-
if the extracts were left out altogether, ion effectualiy destroy the whole principle
the speeches would be better. A great of the Bill.
many hon. gentleman give scarcely any- MR. BOJLTBEE: No, no.
thing else but extracts in their speeches. MR. BOWELL: My hon. friend says

MR. BLAKE: If the extracts were "no, no," but Ifind by it that not only must
left out, the best part of the speeches you have a majority of the whole vote i
would be left out. the electoral division or county, wherein a

MR. STEPHENSON: The Committee poil is held, in order to bring this Act into
have given this matter a great deal of con- force,but vonmust have an actual majority
sideration, and we expect that some good upon the voter& list of c sub-division
results will corne from the change. As in each county. Now, I was not aware
the hon. member for West Durham re- that that was the effeot of the amendment
marked the other day, this is an experi- tili I read it a minute or two ago. The
ment. We have adopted it as such, but amendment says there must be a majority
we think it will be advantageous to the of all the voters whose naines are entered
House, because we think we will get bet- on the voters' list in Ieach polling.
ter reports hereafter than we have had MR. BLAKE: I think there is a
hitherto. clerical error here. That that is not the

INVESTIGATIONS UNDER OATH BILL. intention of the amendrhent.
[BILL 113.] MR. BOIJLTBEE: It is not intended

(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.) to have that effect.
THIRD READING. MR. BOWELL: I took the language

Order for third reading read. as printed. If that be not the inten-tion the hon. gentleman had better -say
Mr. BLAKE moved in amendment: -the voters' list used in such polling

" That the Bill be not now read the third time, place, or county. Iowever, which ever
butthat it be recommitted to aCommittee of the way it is passed, the amendinent will
Whole, with instructions that they have power effectually defeat the intention of those
so to amend the same as to preclude any Com-
missioner appointed thereunder from enquiring e
into criminal matters." passed the Act. I am decidedly opposed

Amendment negatived on a division. to the adoption of any such amendment.
Bill read the third time and passed. If the principle involved in the arend-

ment. were ad opted ani- acted upon in
CANADA TEMPERANCE ACT AMEND- every election held, am of opinion there

MENT BILL.-[BILL 112.] wouli be very few of us occupying seats
(Mr. Bowell.) on the floor of the buse to-day. It in

THIRD READING. alrost impossible, under any circum-

House resumed the adjourned debate stances, unless under great political or
on Mr. Bowell's proposed motion for the other excitement, to get a full, clear ma-
third readingp of the Bias, and Mr. Boult- jority of the voters on the voter' list to
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record their votes on any occasion. As
the general principle of elections is a de-
cision by a majority, I think the
opinion, as expressed by a majority,
whenever a question is put to the people,
should be accepted as sufficient, particu-
larly when the question submitted to
them, is one effecting the general welfare
of the country.

Mi. ROSS (West Middlesex) : Before
the question is put, I wish to offer a few
observations in regard to the amendment
proposed by the hon. member for East
York. I cannot understand his motive in
submitting such an amendment. The
Bill, in its 'present forni, appears to be a
Government measure. It was introduced
in another place by an bon. member of
the Government, and into this House by
the hon. the Minister of Customs. lis
name is attached to it, at least ; and why
this Bill, which bas received the cordial
approval of the Senate, should be sub-
jected to such an amendment I cannot
understand. I suppose my hon. friend is
aware that there is no movement in the
country in favour of such an amendment
as he proposes; at least we have had no
intimation of it. There have been no
petitions presented in favour of such an
amendment; but the bon. gentleman (Mr.
Boultbee) will remember that, before the
Act which is proposed to b: amended in
thi, serious way was introduced, the
House was delged with petitions in
f:tvour of some restriction on the liquor
traffic. Now, it is proposed to emasculate
this Bill-virtually to destroy it-
and that without a single petition being
presented in favour of such a course.
Nor does the hon. member show that any
injustice is being done by the Act as it
stands. It would have been reasonable to
suppose that, in regard to a Bill passed
unanimously-a Bill of the character of
the Temperance Act of 1878-an hon.
gentleman bringing down an amendment
of such an important measure, would
have shown, or attempted to show, that
some injustice was inflicted on (some por-
tion of the community by the Bill he pro-
posed to amend. This, however, has not
been shown. I venture to say he is
afraid that his amendment would not bear
investigation. He was afraid to bring it
uW1 pon a single argum~ent or statement of
facts. But in the dead hour of the
ùight, at the last sitting of the House, it

ME. BOWELL.

was proposed to take a division on the
amendment. I decidedly objected
to this course, and I think
that the hon. gentleman and those
who act with him, if there are any,
before they can expect this House to sup-
port such an amendment, must prove that
some serions wrong is done by this Bill as
it now stands. My hon. friend cannot
pretend to be acting in the interests of
those for whom the Bill was originally
passed. It was passed in coinfcFrmity
with what was believed to be a well
founded public opinion: that*some reason-
able restriction should be placed upon the
liquor traffic ; or, in other words, that the
people of this country should be allowed
to say themselves how far they wished
that traffic to prevail amongst them. The
Bill being carried through the House with
that object, it would be natural to suppose
that if any amendments were proposed it
should be by those who originally sus-
tained the measure when introduced. My
bon. friend bas not told us that he so
acted. I do not suppose he is sustained
in his course by a single representative
body of the temperance party in this
country ; I do not suppose he
is acting in consonance with a
single temperance man in the Dominion;
I do not .suppose he is able to say to this
House that the amendment is calculated
to promote, by any manner of means, the
purposes for which the Bill was originally
intended. He proposes to introduce into
our electoral institutions an entirely new
principle. Hon. gentlemen, on both sides
of this House, as the hon. the Minister of
Customs has remarked, sit here by a ma-
jority of the votes polled in their respec-
tive counties. EI do not know that there is
a single member of this House-unless he
was elected by acclamation-who is able
to say that he sits here by a clear majority
of the registered voters of his constituency.
I notice in7a Return, brought down to the
Ontario Legislature, a comparison be-
tween the number of votes polled for the
old Dunkin Act and those polled in the
Parliamentary Election. In the county.
of Bruce, for instance, there is a total of
11,820 votes. In the Parliamentary
Election there were polled 5,032 votes,
and in the vote under the Dunkin
Act 6,352 votes, showing that in the con-
test for the suppression of the liquor
traffic in that county, there was a stronger
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,sentiment manifested, and'a greater num-
ber of the electorate impelled to go to the
polls, than in the Parliainentary Election.
Now, if the argument be good, that we
have a right to sit and legislate on the
strength of the majority of votes polled in
any election, why should not the
same argument apply in regard to
an important measure of this kind i
Can my lion. friend say that, in any
election authorised by any Dominion or
Provincial Statute--with one exception
provided for in a small Bill passed by the
Ontario Legislature last year-there is
any such principle introduced? I venture
to say he cannot. We mnst remember
that the people of this country have so
far only been appealed to, to a limited
extent, to decide whether they are satis.
died with the principle contained in this
Act. Why propose, so early in its history
and before hearing from the people, to
emasculate and destroy it by incorporating
an entirely new principle which will
place the temperance community at a
great disadvantage. If this amendment
is adopted, it will be exceedingly difficult
for us to fulfil the primary object of this
Act. The Preamble of the Temperance
Act, 1878, says: "Whereas, it is desirable
to promote temperance in the Dominion,
and secure unifori legislation," etc.
The object being the promotion of tein-
perance, it is clear the effect of this
amendment will be to make it much more
difficult to secure that object. Is this
flouse prepared to retrace its steps ? Is
it prepared to see, within two short years
of the passage of the Temperance Act,
1878, an amendment made to it which
will render the Act practically useless? Is
a principle so important in its effects upon
the well-being of the community to be
discarded by this House in the dying
hours of the Session, undoing the work or
a former House after the most careful
deliberation and most serious considera-
tion? I trust the House will more re-
gard the object of this Bill, will more
regard the public sentiment of this coun-
try, than to adopt the amendment proposed
by my hon. friend. It has been hinted,
in private conversation among the
members of this House, that the object of
the amendment was to relieve the min-
ority from the control of a tyrannical
majority. If that is the object sought to
be accomplished by my hon. friend, does

he not leave the majority to govern still ?
Is there not a tyrannical majority in the
one case as well as in the other ? Perhaps
lie may say the power of the majority is
reduced, but the priniciple remains there
still. It is by the voice of the majority,
in either case, tlat this Act goes into
effect, or dees not go into effect.
Even admitting that the principle
for which my lion. friend contends is
sound, it is impossible to apply it. You
will fiad in many towns and cities indi-
viduals who have a vote in several
polling sub-divisions. Suppose John
Brown is anxious to vote for the Temper-
ance Act and that lie lias a vote in ten
polling sub-divisions, lie goes up and
votes for the Act in polling division No.
1, but, in spite of himself, his own vote is
recorded against hini ninîe times by the
amenidment of my hon. friend. Is there
any decency-not to say common
sense-in a proposition that for every
once that a man records his vote
according to his convictions, he is com-
pelled, by law, to vote against himself
nine times. Ils this legislation by which
my hon. friend proposes to amend the Act
which was unanimously adopted by this
House a few years ago ? IL is well this
should be known. Let the House dis-
tinctly understand that, instead of dealing
fairly with the public opinion of the
country, this amendment proposes to take
an unfair advantage ol it, and to render it
almost impossible for public opinion to be
fairly recorded. Suppose the amendment.
is adopted, and that a majority of the
qualified voters should be required ; then
no election could take place without a
scrutiny of every vote, in every polling
sub-division in the county, in order to
ascertain who are the qualified voters,
who are the duplicates, who are the dead
and missing, who are the absentees, and
all the particulars that enter into some of
the contested Elections. But, Sir, I do
not propose to take up the time of the
House. I feel convinced that this Bill
will not receive the approval of the House.
From what my hon. friend, the
Minister of Customs, said, I feel convinced
that it will not be supported by the Gov-
ernment. I hope he has given expression
to what he believes to be the opinion of
the Government. I believe there are hon.
gentlemen in this House who, two or
three vears ago,supported very heartily the
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amendment proposed by the hon. member
for Lisgar in favour of a prohibitory liquor
law. I am going to appeal to those
hon. gentlemen who, in 1877, were so
strongly in favour of a prohibitory liquor
law, and who, I hope, in 1880, will accord
us the privilege of saying as counties,
whether we shall pass a prohibitory
liquor law. Among the hon. gentlemen
then in favour of prohibition, I find still
in the House Sir Charles Tupper, Hon.
Mr. Baby, Mr. Plumb, Hon. Mr. Mas-
son, Mr. Kirkpatrick, and so on. Now,
if these gentlemen, in 1877, were favour-
able to the prohibitory law, pure and
simple, they will surely oppose any at-
tempt to make partial prohibition easy.
J do not believe that any prohibitory
liquor law will prove effective unless it
is sustained by that public sentiment.
That is what J contended for in regard to
the Temperance Act of 1878, and I am
going to ask the lion. gentlemen who
voted for that Resolution in 1877, to as-
sist me in voting down the amendment
of the hon. member for East York. I
would remark that this is an Act that, as
yet, is comparatively untried. It has only
been in force since the lst of May last,
and we have not had an opportunity of
judging of its merits, and I would re-
gret that hon. gentlemen would prevent
us from reaping fruits which we expect
this Act is calculated to produce. I can
appeal with confidence to members of the
Government, and to the supporters of the
Government on the back benches to,
.under the circumstances, give the Bill a
fair trial, and if it should be found to
be inoperative to join in devising some
remedy for the evils gentlemen on both
sides of the Mouse so much deplore.

Mn. BOULTBEE : J am not suffi-
ciently old in parliamentary practice to
know whether the action of the hon. gen-
tleman is correct, but it was not courteous
of him to spring up before me when I
was about to support my amendment.
It seems to me to be a conduct unworthy
of a member of Parliament, and of one
gentleman aszociating with another. I shal
endeavour to treat this question with the
calmness and moderation with which it
ought to be treated. I do not yield to
any hon. gentleman in my desire to sup-
press the evils of intemperance, although
we may differ widely as to the means to
be used. Having given this matter most

Ma. Rocs.

careful consideration for many years,
when so situated, from the position I then
held, as to have special advantages for
iudging in this respect, I very much
doubt whether the cause will be at all
served by harsh restrictive legislation.
My own opinion has always been that
temperance is only well and safely pro-
moted by means of proper and well con-
sidered example, and great strides have
been made by this means in the last
quarter of a century. I defy any man
on the floor of this House, or in the
broad world to show that temperance has
ever been promoted by this sort of re-
strictive legislation. The statistics in re-
lation to the Dunkin Act show that
there are more convictions for intemper-
ance in counties and districts when that
Act was in force than there were before.
The reason for this is not hard, and far
more in proportion to population than in
districts were the Act was not put in force,
to find. To make it effective it must be
sustained by a large majority, a majority
so large and decisive as to make it dis-
tinctly as the result of a complete con-
census of public opinion. The hon. mem-
ber for West M iddlesex puts in my mouth
the theory that J desired, by my motion,
to protest against the action of a tyran-
nical majority. That is not the view
with which I proposed the amendment at
all. J wished to avoid and protest
againt the action of a tyrannical minority.
When we make such a law as this, how-
ever averse many of us may be to it, if it
is passed by a clear majority of the
people, I apprehend the minority have
nothing to say against it. One of the
principle objections to this measure is that
the whole instincts of our race are op-
posed to barsh sumptuary laws such as
this restrictive of personal liberty. Con-
sequently the Act is not received with
favour, and being united on the action
ot a small minority of the people, is re-
belled against and set at defiance. If,
however, the law was adopted by a large
majority, a different state of things would
result, for, subject to proper conditions,
our people are a law abiding people. We
have found, moreover, that in instances
where this Act was put in force, there
was a sort of feeling that a wrong was
being done, an injustice being suffered,
and a very natural feeling it is, because
in the action that is sought to be taken.
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in these matters no arrangement is
ever made to compensate those
whose property is ruined and de-
stroyed in giving effect to this law.
It seems to me that if we desire to deal
justly in this behalf, if we desire to popu-
larise this obnoxious law, some compensa-
tion should be given to those men whose
property is to be affected, whose business
is to be destroyed. Mr. Gladstone, surely
one of the first of living Reformers, dur-
ing the late Election, on this subject, in
one of his speeches, said :

" As to the liquor traffic, he was prepared to
give due consideration and support to any well
considered scheme of local option. In fact the
late Government did introduce a Bill with that
object, but were unable to pass it. However,
whatever action was taken with reference to
this great question, in cases of loss of property,
there must be compensation for losses sus,
tained."
But here, unfortunately, I think for the
cause they champion, the advocates of a
prohibitory law say expressly that no such
compensation should be made advocate,
indeed an act of deliberate spoilation,
which must always be repugnant to the
views of right thinking and just people.
The view of Mr. Gladstone, than whom
no man has, perhaps, travelled further in
the cause of reform, is directly antago-
nistic to this, and wisely so. My belief
is strong to conviction that we should en-
deavour, instead of seeking to impose a
harsh sumptuary law on the people, to
promote, as much as possible, the use of
our wholesome Canadian wines and ales,
and discredit, as much as possible, the use
of the more severe intoxicants, whiskies,
brandies and rum ; and promote a care-
fully considered license law, which will
afford a good opportunity of making a liv-
ing to the keeper of a well-conducted hotel,
and to visit the most severe penalties and
restrictions on groggeries, licensed and un-
licensed. This will do more to promote
temperance than any endeavour to stamp
out intemperance by a law like this, re-
pulsive to the instincts of a free people,
and fruitful of evil in its practice. A
license law, to have a good effect, must be
framed in the interests of good order, and
administered in all parts of the Dominion
with justice and equity; it must not be
made, asit is in Ontario,the means of bitter
and malignant political persecution, where
men are deliberately ruined if they refuse
to support the Local Government. The

amendment I have proposed does not
mean, as was suggested by one of the
hon. Ministers of the Government, that
there should be a majority at every poll-
ing place. It simply proposes that there
shall be a majority in the whole district
where the law is sought to be put in
force. I did not understand what the
hon. member for West Middlesex meant
by saying that a voter miglit vote at one
polling place in favour of the Bill, and in
eight or nine other places in the same con-
stituency, against it, I do not understand it.
It seems to me his objection was rather a
puerie one; possibly he does not under-
stand exactly what he means himself.
The Resolution simply provides that a ma-
jority of votes of the district shall be
necessary to give effect to the law. It
does not mean that any man that happens
to have eight or nine pieces of land in
eight or nine different places shall have
eight or nine different votes. It is per-
fectly absurd to put it in that way. The
hon. member for West Middlesex also
seemed to regard the measure as ~a Gov-
ernment measure. I did not understand,
from the remarks of the hon. the Minister
of Customs, that it was regarded as a
Government measure. As I understand
it, the Government intend to let this
measure go on its own merits, each mem-
ber voting as he pleases. In reference to
the Dunkin Act, there seems always to
be a feeling of injustice grow up when it
is enforced, and a desire engendered to-
break the law. I call the attention of
the House, andithose hon. gentlemen who
are opposed to the Resolution, to the fact
that, when men once come to regard the
breaking of the law as a liglit matter,
there is much less hesitancy in breaking it
in other cases, nor will the distinction be
nicely drawn as to which law may be
broken ; and it cannot be denied that in
setting at defiance and breaking the Dun-
kin Law, there is not attached that penalty
of shame and public condemnation which
attends the infraction of other laws.
If then, hon. gentlemen wish to support
the Temperance movement, they should-
join with those who wish to make it
necessary that a majority of the whole
vote should be pronounced in favour of
the law before it is sought to be imposed
on the community ; were this done, and
some system of compensation settled for
injury'sustained, the law would become a
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living force,respected and supported by the
people, while, as at presetit, it is simply a
source of constant worry and annoyance,
producing no result but loss of revenue,
increase of taxation, and discredit to the
Temperance cause, which, in itself, is a
great evil.

MR. C A SEY : The hon. gentleman
tells us there are more convictions for
drunkenness since the operation of the
Dunkin Act. That is not very extraor-
dinary, perhaps, when we consider that
where the IDunkin Act is not in operation
people will be more slack in prosecuting
than they will in a temperance commu-
nity. The increased number of convic-
tions only indicates a vigorous carrying
out of the law. The hon. gentleman
tells us there is a greater desire to drink,
on the part of young men, where that
Act is in force. I do not know how he
knows this for a fact, unless the
young men have made'him their father
confessor, and that is extremely unlikely.
The lion. gentleman knows that many
other indulgences when forbidden become
sweeter when the law forbids them; but
that is no reason why an enactment, which
is proper, should not be enforced. With
reference to a majority of the total vote
being required to pass the law, it ap-
pears to me, as I understand the law, that
a majority of the entire votes in counties
where two parties are reasonably equal,
will be alnost impossible. By this pro-
posed amendment, a majority of the whole
of the names on the voters' list will be
required. It is well known that
there 'are many non-residents and many
repeaters. There are many absentees
who cannot vote; some may be dead at
the time, and yet the hon. gentleman
would require that all should vote,
whether living or dead, or otherwise
absent, in order to carry the Bill into
effect.

Mn. BOULTBEE: No, no.
MR. CASEY: That will be the effect

-of this amendment. Suppose a man
has several votes; he might in one
place vote to have the Bill put in
force, and in the other places where
he did not vote, he would in effect be put
down as against the Bill. But the hon.
gentleman, and the Licensed Victuallers'
Association, of which he appears to be the
champion, wish apparently to have the
votes of the living and present voters

MR. BOULTBE.

killed by the votes of the dead and the
absent.

Several ~HON. MEMBERS : Order;
question ; order; carried.
. SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I

must ask for order; really we must have
order.

MR. CASEY: The hon. member for
East York (Mr. Boultbee), and the as-
sociation of which he is the mouth-piece,
wishes the votes of men recorded in one
place killed by the same man's own name
registered in another place, but not
voted. I cannot think the hon. gentle-
man lias looked at the Bill seriously, and
I am sure that he lias not thoroughly con-
sidered the legal and inevitable effect of
his amendment, which is utterly unfair,
ridiculous and unjust in its nature. What
we really want, in order to carry out the
law, is the majority of influence in any
particular community, and not necessarily
their numerical majority.

Several HON. MEMBERS: Order; car-
ried ; question.

MR. SPEAKER: I hope hon. gentle-
men will keep order.

MR. BLAKE: I think ve ought to
have some degree of decency observed.
A sense of duty compels me to say that
these disgraceful exhibitions are becoming
intolerable.

An HON. MEMBER : Nine-tenths of
the noise is on the Gpposition side of the
House.

MR. CASEY : I think that the ma-
jority of those who take the trouble to
vote on a Bill of this character, the Scott
Act, ought to be sufficient to ensure the
carrying out of the Bill efficiently and
reasonably. The argument in reference
to the loss to be sustained by persons
having investments in the trade is of no
weight, except in favour of awarding some
compensation, which is not the question
now before us. As this is a Government
Bill, the Governient will, if they do
not use their influence one way or
the other, renounce their functions on
a most important question. I must
allude briefly to the attack made by
the hon. member for East York upon
the hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross), for his alleged ungentlemanly
an l unparliamentary conduct in rising to
speak before him. The hon. member for
East York introduced the amendment at
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the last moment last night. He made
what remarks he bad to make.

MR. BOULTBEE: No, I did not.
MR. CASEY : I think so.
Several HON. MEMBERS : No, no. He

did not speak.
MR. CASE Y: Well my recollection was

that he had spoken.
Several HoN. MEMBERS: No, no.
MR. CASEY: Well, then, lie made

his motion without saying anything in
support of it.

MR. BOJLTBEE : I do not know
whether it is parliamentary or not to
have to sit here and listen to a man say-
ing what is untrue.

Several loN. MEMBERS : Order,
order.

MR. CASEY: I
Several HoN. MEMBERS: Order,

order.
MR. CASEY : I speak to a point of

Order.
MR. SPEAKER: What is the point

raised ?
MR. CASEY: I stated,. in the first

place, that the hon. gentleman had spoken
to bis motion when le introduced it, last
night. I was under the impression that
he had, but I have just admitted his own
statement of the affair, and it is this ad-
mission and repetition of his own state-
ment which he has characterised as
entirely untrue. After the motion was
made, the Éon. member for Bruce (Mr.
Blake) had moved the adjournment, and
at the opening of the House to-day, the
hon. the Minister of Customs had also
spoken to the motion. In fact, the hon.
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross)
had only continued a debate begun some
time before, and for so doing he had been
called " ungentlemanly." As a matter of
fact, the hon. member for East York
(Mr. Boultbee) had no right to speak at
all on the motion at this stage except
by the courtesy of the House-a courtesy
he had grossly abused, by making such
an attack on another hon. member.

MR. PLUMB : I only rise to say a few
words in reply to the hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross), who called
upon hon. gentlemen who lad supported
the Resolution of the hon. member for
Lisgar, not to go back on their record, but
to vote down the motion of the hon. mem-
berfor East York (Mr. Boultbee). The hon.
gentleman did not however state the case,

in that connection, precisely as it appears
on record. I will, therefore, read the
record in order that the hon. gentlemen,
appealed to by the hon. memiber for
West Middlesex, may see how far they are
bound, and in order that they nmay in fact
understand the nature of the appeal made
to them bythat lon. gentleman on the 4th
of April 1877 (see Votes and Proceed-
ings, page 236) from which the hon.
memuber for West Middlesex lias been
apparently and liesitatingly quoting. It
will be found that the lion. imieiber for
Lisgar moved:

"That in the opinion of this Ilouse, a
Prohibitory Liqour Law is the only effectual
remedy for the evil of intemperance, and that is
the duty of the Government to subnit such a
measure for the approval of Parliamnnt ut the
earliest moment practicable."

At that time the hon. member for West
Middlesex strongly opposed the Resolution
and offered the following amendnent

That all the words after "that " in
the original motion be expunged and the
following substituted in lieu thereof:-
"Whereas, grave doubts exist whether
under the provisions of the British North
America Act, 1867, this House has the power
to deal with the sale of intoxicating liquors
as a beverage, and whereas the Court of
Error and Appeal in the Province of Ontarie
has referred a case to the Suprene Court
whereby the relative jurisdiction of the Pro-
vincial and Dominion Legislatures, in re the
Liquor Traffic, will be argued, be it therefore
resolved, that this House, while not receding
from any previous declaration on the im-
portance of a Prohibitory Liquor Law, deems it
inexpedient, under these circumstances, at
present to express any opinion regarding the
action to be taken by the Government in
dealing with this question."

This amendment was carried by 104 votes
to 59, and the question on the Reso-
lution of which it was an amendment was
not therefore put at all. The names of
the hon. gentlemen who voted against the
amendment have been cited b7 the hon.
member for West Middlesex, and the im-
pression given by his remarks would be
that they had voted affirmatively for a
prohibitory liquor law. The 104 whe
voted for the amendment were the
political friends of the mover; the 59
who voted against it were on this
side of the House, then in Opposition.
The hon. gentleman did me the honour to
say that my name was among them. I
therefore, thought it right to explain the
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matter, which clearly does not bear his
interpretation. We voted in favour of
temperance, but not in favour of the arbi-
trary measure now advocated. It is not
a question in which we are bound to fol-
low the hon. gentleman and bis friends. I
shall support the amendment of the hon.
member for East York, and I shall not
be deterred by the nonsensical and im-
pertinent charge that, if I do so I must
be an agent of the Licensed Victuallers'
Association, direcfly made by the hon.
member for West Elgin (Mr. Casey)
arainst every one who may sup-
port the Resolution of the bon.
member for East York, and who, in
the course of his ingenious remarks,
has, as usual, managed to bring his argu-
ment to support conclusions exactly the
reverse of what he was intending to sup-
port. He generally contrives to over-
shoot the mark, and score a point for bis
opponents. No man will go further than
I in support of any measure which will
fairly and squarely meet this case, and
tend to assuage the fearful evils of in-
temperance; but I say, that any sumptu-
ary legislation, of an arbitrarv character,
which may be forced upon the community
by a bare majority of the voters who go
the polls, representing, perhaps, a third
or a fifth ol the voters registered, will
fail to command respect or obedience, and
that it will bave anything but a beneficial
effect, from the fact that it bas not the
moral nor the numerical support of the
community upon which it acts. The very
fact of the hon. member for West Mid-
diesex making such an appeal as we
have just heard, shows that he bas no
confidence in the community, that he lias
no hold on the community. I certainly
feel myself at a disadvantage in speaking
on the temperance question of prohibition,
againstsuch an able advocate of that princi-
ple. But, Sir, I firmly believe that he bas
no evidence in the attitude of the people of
the Dominion in respect to that question,
and I say that the clearest, best possible
test that can possibly be made of the sin-
cerity of that bon. gentleman, and of
those who act with him, is to insist upon
this Resolution, and compel them to vote
upon it. I shall vote for it without re-
gard to any sneers about ulterior motives.
It did not become the hon. member for
West Elgin to lecture this House, and to
aay the Resolution was brought forward
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by a person who was the agent of the
licensed victuallers.

MR. CASEY : I never said he was the
agent. I said the hon. gentleman made
himself the mouthpiece of that associa-
tion.

MR. PLJMB : The hon. gentleman
not only said that, but he stated the hon.
memiber was the agent.

Ma. CASEY : If I said that, it was a
slip of the tongue.

MR. PLJMB: I hope the Resolution
will receive the calm consideration of the
House. Every hon. member bas a right
to take bis own view on a question of this
kind. Wherever forced measures have
been tried, they have proved a miserable
failure. In the State of Maine, there is
a habitual violation of the law, which de-
moralises the people. In the town of
Bangor, where it bas its strongest advo-
cates, the police are in such a position
that they dare not report the violations,
because, if they did so, they would lose
their places. While I am willing that
this experiment should be tried, I am not
willing to have it tried in a way by
which the minority, a handful of voters,
will be able to coerce the whole communi-
ty. The Resolution being a perfectly fair
one, I trust it will meet with the support
of the majority of this House.

Ma.. HACKETT: I think the amend-
ment is a perfectly reasonable one. In
looking at the Act of 1878, I find that
the 6th Clause states that the genuine
signatures of at least one-fourth of the
electors shall be deposited with the
Sheriff before the proclamation can issue.
We all know that the Dunkin Act bas
proved a perfect failure in those counties
in Ontario in which it bas been tried, and
it bas deprived municipalities of a large
revenue during the time the Act was in
force. Indeed, wherever it has been
tried, it bas only lasted a few months be-
fore the electors have turned out and
voted for its repeal. I believe that nothing
short of a Prohibiting liquor law will
stop drinking in this country and if such
a law was brought forward and provided
for a compensation for all those engaged
in the liquor traffic, I would prefer to
support it. If this measure comes into
force it will last for three years, and in
that way be worse than the Dunkin
Act, and 1, therefore, hope the House
will vote for this amendment.
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MR. LONGLEY: This question, posed. I do not wish to impute unworthy
sprung upon the House, as I may say, in motives to any hon. member of this
the last hours of the Session, is not, if House, and I say in the beginning, that
the advocates of temperance can prevent I am willing to accord to every hon. gen-
it, to be passed in a single hour. I was tleman who differs from me the same
not in Parliament when the Canada Tem- liberty that I claim for myself ; but when
perance Act was passed, but I am fa- hon. gentlemen undertake to advocate a
miliar with the circumstances which led cause, we naturally expect something
to the passage of that Act, and I beg to in the form of argument, and we
inform this House that the authors of expect that the reasons they assign
that Act did not from ,he beginning con- for opposing a good measure will be cogent
template the passage of a prohibitory reasons, for the course they have adopted.
Act, and therefore, in my estimation, my I have not yet heard such an argument
hon. friend from West Middlesex was in favour of the amendment. I am in-
quite consistent in opposing a motion in 1
favour of prohibition, which he did not
believe at that time, and which he does
not believe now, was made in sincerity.
It is a peculiarity, a marked character-
istic oi those gentlemen who have always
stood opposed to the temperance move-
ment, in which there is more of human
happiness, and peace, and material pros-
perity bound up than in all the questions
of the day, to work in this way against it.
The temperance question is worth ten
questions of National Policy, important
as that mav be, because if you had pro-
hibition, pure and sinle, you would
challenge the exercise of the common
sense of some of those who, in practice
and precept, have stood opposed to the
cause. Prohibition lias been tried in
some of the Provinces of the Do-
minion. I do not say it has
had a fair trial, but it reached
the stage in Nova Scotia that a
strict prohibitory enactment was passed
by the House of Assembly in 1855, by a
majority of twenty-nine against nineteen,
which was a pretty clear indication of the
sentiment of the people of the Province at
that time. Simultaneously, a prohibitory
enactment was passed in New Brunswick,
which, owing to a variety of combinations,
unfavourable in their character, never ac-
complished what was expected of it by its
friends. The sentiment of the temper-
ance people of the whole Dominion had
settled down to the belief that it was
better to try sorething practicable than
aim at once for prohibition, avowing, at
the same time, that it was a settled con-
viction that, for the ultimate cure of in-
ebriety, nothing less than prohibition
would answer the purpose. Let us con-
sider for a moment the scope and bearing
of the amendment which has been pro-
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clined to assume that, during the last
twenty years. the minds of the people have
not been more deeply stirred than they
were by the vote in Nova Scotia in 1878,
and the feeling of interest in regard to
that Election was never more all-prevalent
than at that time. What was the result i
Under that state of public feeling we
would naturally have supposed that
almost every man would have gone to the
polls and votsd. Yet out of a total vote
of 62,042 only 49,044 polled, or 82 per
cent.,or thereabouts, of the whole electoral
vote. I assume, in regard to a question
like the one under discussion, that the
interest would not be as all-absorbing as
it would be in reference to a question ot
a broader character with regard to which
everyone inight be supposed to feel an
interest. Again, it is only fair to assume
that the men who are actuated by inter-
ested-I will not say sordid-motives,
would naturally make a greater effort to
defend their interests than the temperance
men, many of whom, I regret to say, are
lukewarm or half-hearted in the cause,
and can scarcely be depended upon in an
emergency. The odds, therefore, are all
in favour of those interested, directly and
indirectly, in the traffic, and they would be
more likely to poll a larger proportionate
vote than the temperance men. Each
would be at least upon equal terms, and
I think it is fair to assume that the rum
interest would be more stirred than those
who have been labouring on behalf of
teetotalism. I am inclined to think that
the men who have been labouring in the
cause of teetotalism for thirty-five or forty
years, continually sacrificing their time,
their comfort and their means, and during
this long interval, having acquired a very
extended and intimate acquaintance with
the subject with which they were called
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upon to'deal, are rather better prepared to amendment, refer to a certain Bil intrc-
form an opinion upon this question thaú duced into the Committee of Raiiways
the novices who are always ready to find and Canais the other day, requiring a
fault, but who, neither by precept or majority of ail the stock-holders «o be
practice, have lifted a hand to save the present and becoming assenting parties to
thousands of men going, down to drunk- anv business transacted. Why was this
ards' graves, and from all the pains, Were ail those stock-holders on band so
penalties, sorrrows, tears and woes which that they were comeatabie in one or two
spring from the liquor traffic. I have or three days? They might be spread al
heard hon. gentlemen talk about vested over the continent, and in England, and
rights, and about the ruthlessness of men in other places, and, therefore, it was only
who would take away their property. deemed 4air to ail that there should be a
What rights are there connected with a majority present, but there is nothing
business which goes to sap the morality of in connection with this law analagous to
the people and interferes with the in- that condition of things. For centuries
dustries of the country ? What is the past, we have had legislation acknowledg-
condition of the leading cities of the ing the dangerous character of the liquor
Mother Country-London, Liverpool, traffic. We have souglt to restrain and
Glasgow, etc. ? What unsexes fair trammel it, and prevent just as many
women, embrutès and makes them men as we couid from getting a license
shameless ? It is the drink, and in other words for $20, $30, or $50,
here, forsootd, we are asked to vote parties could purchase the priviege of
for an amendment whiah is not de- ruining and bringing to poverty their
sinedm as it is professed, to make neighbours. Who ack deny itd Do we
the law operative, but is designed hear of a murder, or arson, or theft, or
expressly to defeat the paw, to any crime in Canada ss We ear of them
strike such a blow at it that it cannot be frequently enough. The Judges of the land
irought into operation in one-eighth of the who should be supposed to in notr onl
constituencies of the Dominion. It is not disinterested, but abundantly competent
in my judment, with a view of backing to for a fair and impartial opinion, tes-
Up the Iaw with a strong, moral senti- tify that seven-eighths or nine-tenths of
ment and with numbers, but to prevent suc crimesmay directy or indirectly
the law from. going into operation. Hon. traced to the liquor trafllc. That is not
gentlemen tell us that this is a tyrannicai the worst of it. If you wish to make a
iaw, but they bave not established that brute of a man, just create in him a thirst
atlegation. What is more reasonable. for intoxicating liquors, and he gos from
I appeal to the unbiased opinion of every one state of degradation to another, only to
hon. gpntmemen in regard to a great moral become an object of pity and loathsome-
question likethis, in connectionwith which ness to bis nearest and most intimate
men s views and interests naturally clash, friends. Wat other vice can do ail that
whether it is not safe to leave this ques- for a man. A man may be charitable
tion in the hands of the people. We are and honest towards s neighbour, and e
willing, when great issues come up from guilty of many imperfections and sins;
time to time, which divide the people, to but show me a drunkard, and Le is every-
accept the more majority of votes polled ; thing that is contemptible, vile, and
and such a princple as is soughit to e in- pitiabe. What takes down to dishonour
troduced into this aw is not to be found and premature death 4,000 persons 
in our iaw, except in regard to certain this Dominion annually What costs us
local matters involving heavy taxation, $16,000,000, at the owest estimate, an-
where it is thought botter, for the security nualy Wipe ot tho liquor trafic, and
of al, to have a two-thirds or throe-fourths in fiv years you will save money enough
vote. It is an instance of the un- te build the Pacifin Railway; and you
fairness, or want of thougnt, or wilg do more, you w 1 save the moerality
reason, of the advocates of this amend- of the people, and the energies of the
ment, that they thus seek to introduce people, the industry and capacity of
a new feature into our law. I was a vrv considerable portion. Talk about
amused to hear the bon. gentleman who iberty. If you want to see a slave, bring
made hima f so prominent reapeting this up the mani who has th botte in Lis
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band half the time. It is the man who
eschews the evils, and seeks by force of
example to lead others away from that
bad path, who can boast of his liberty.
The moderate drinker will express pity
for his weaker brother, and wonder that
he is such a fool as to indulge to excess,
and yet, in five years lis own condition
will be worse than that of his neighbour.
whose weakness he laments and deplores.
It cannot be denied that a considerable
percentage of those who are not drunk-
ards to-day, became such, in course of
time, and often in a very short time, and it
is incontrovertible that a certain large per-
centage of those who drink, after a course
of years, drink deeper and deeper, until
they lose all sense of shame. I have an-
other objection to this amendment. In
many Df the counties during an Election
at a certain season, one-third at least of
the whole voters would be absent. Now,
assuming there is even a measure of
truth in this statement of our Free-trade
friends, that thousands of our people,
have gone to the States this year, what
about them ? The Election under this
law would be lost. By the latest elec-
toral list it would be seen that about
one-tenth or one-fifth of the voters at the
previous election would be out of the coun-
try so that, looking at it in any way you
please, it is fruitless to put an amendment
the avowed object of which is to carry
the law into effect, but which would really
defeat its purpose. For curiosity's sake,
I would like to know how many teeto-
tallers will vote for this amendment.
They are the men who know best about
the law, who are the best judges of its
merits, and what would assist them. I
do not want too claim to much for the tem-
perance men, but I am assured that there
is quite a large percentage of men who
have been saved from drink, and the
lowest depths of degradation, through our
efforts. But for the efforts of the temper-
ance men who are denounced on the right
hand and on the left, we should have been
a whole nation of drunkards. In 1875,
the temperance men from the different
sections of the Dominion met in Conven-
tion, and after days of careful discussion
and consideration of the question of tem-
perance and prohibition, it was settled
that they should not ask for prohibition,
pure and simple, feeling that possibly the
country was not ripe for such a measure,

and that they would, therefore, ask for a
permissive measure, and try the eflects of
that, in the hope that it would steadily
lead up to prohibition. Now I an not an
admirer of the Canada Temperance Act.
It is not by any means so stringent as
the License Law we have in Nova
Scotia, which bas been in force for the
last ten years. Let me say a few words
about it. It is by the way, I fear,
swept away by the recent decision of the
Supreme Court. In Nova Scotia, for
the last ten years, before a man could
get a license to degrade, and make un-
happy, and ruin bis fellow-men, lie had
to get the consent of two-thirds of the
voters of the polling district, and then
had to go to the Grand Jury and get
the recommendation of two-thirds of that
body, and in the third stage had ta go
before the Court of Sessions, which had
the power after all bis pains of rejecting
the prayer of bis petition, and refus-
ing bis license. So through the instru-
mentality of that law, when vigorously
enforced, as it was now and then, we
find it easy to close up the groggeries
in any given place, in a very short
period. What is the testimony in re-
ference to this matter. It is that with
three or four energetic men, we can carry
out the law. It bas been asserted by
some bon. members that the Maine Law
bas been a failure. Some persons, who I
fear, are too fond of drinking themselves,
state that more drinking occurs where
the Maine Law bas been adopted than
elsewhere. The testimony of Judges,
District-Attorneys, and the Chiefs of
Police, and all the various classes who
have the best chances of obtaining infor-
mation in connection with the subject,
shows the beneficial working of the law.
In one place where there were 100 grog-
geries, three months after the passage of
the Maine Law there was not one sell-
ing liquor openly, and very few who were
selling secretly; and with reference to the
number in the state prisons and asylums,
and in regard to the cost of maintaining
this worthless part of the community, the
testimony bas been surprisingly in favour
of the operation and effects of the Maine
Law. I might say much more on this
subject, were the Session not so advanced,
but I want specially to impress on the mind
of every intelligent gentleman this fact :
that we are paying an immense sum of
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money, directly, for the privilege of per-
petuating the drink traffic which destroys
the lives and happiness of the people, and
blasts the prospects, in the case of many
a man, both for time and eternity.
$16,000,000, at the lowest estimate, is
the amount spent on this liquor traffic ;
some put it as high as $20,000,000
-that is, the first cost. But
what is the cost when retailed by the
glass ? In fact it is manufactured ad
infinitum, the quantity first imported is
multiplied ten-fold. Another thing not
unworthy the attention of every man who
would not run the risk of his life is, that
a large portion of what every person
drinks, who indulges in intoxicating
liquors, is little short of absolute poison.
The man who drinks intoxicating liquors
thus runs the hazard of bis life. There
was a time when men were less injured
than now, when liquors were said to be
good, and I believe that was true in a
large measure. But it is equally true
that a skilled wine merchant or liquor
dealer can imitate any sort of liquor he
pleases, in such a way that he niay de-
ceive the greatest connoisseur. Many
incidents night be brought forward to
illustrate the character of the liquors that
are in use, and the dishonest and debasing
devices that are resorted to with a view of
perpetuating this traffic. I want to know
if this business were like any other business
why is it that we need to restrain it ?
The moment you seek to restrain it, you
admit that it is an evil, that it is like an
adder, or a serpent, in its dangerous
character. There are awful warnings in
the Bible in regard to this. We are told
"Look not upon the wine when it is red,
when it giveth its colour in the cup, for
at the last it biteth like a serpent and
stingeth like an adder. Who hath woe;
who hath 'sorrow; who hath contention;
who hath redness of eyes; who hath
wounds without cause." Are there any
here who can testify? Mr. Speaker,
there is always some consolation in
adversity. When one has been engaged
for thirty or forty years in arduous toil
for a cause which he believes essen-
tial to man's present and future
good, and sees that things are going
wrong, and is apprehensive that the tide
is turning against him,there are a few facts
from which he may draw consolation.
Who are the men who are in favour of

M. LOiGLEY.

this reform? Who are they who have
sought for years to save their fellow men
from intemperance ? Do they not include
the best men of the country? I am
glad to say that we find the clergy
of all sects and denominations-perhaps
I may say seven-eighths of them-in
favour of total abstinence and prohibition.
These men not only preach but they
practice. What we complain of is that
our friends opposite preach a good deal
and practice precious little. Now, it may
be an extreme view to take, but I hold
there are cases in which a moderate
drinker is worse than a drunkard.

MR. WHITE (East Hastings): Do not
look at me.

MR. LONGLEY: I refer, of course,
to the force of example. If there is a
poor, despised drunkard, imbecile, his
clothing in rags, who tumbles about the
streets, men do not point to him as a
justification for their drinking. He is
looked upon in the light of a warning.
But if you find a very respectable man,
who can drink or let it alone as he
pleases, who, perhaps, only drinks once a
week or once a month, that man is at
once referred , to as a justification for
deeper drinking on the part of another;
so that, in the light of example, the influ-
ence of the moderate drinker is worse
than that of the drunkard. It is not
denied that 4,000, at least, out of a pop-
ulation of 4,000,000, annually die drunk-
ards. These were once moderate drinkers,
from whose ranks the inebriates were
recruited. There are professed friends
of temperance on the other side,
who would have us. believe they
are heart and hand with us.
We know they are not. I am
not disposed to censure unduly, I hope
the Ministry, but I have felt a shade of
disappointment that there was not brought
to bear upon the promoters of this enter-
prise that sort of influence which a Gov-
ernment, backed by eighty.majority, can
always bring. I know the delicacy of
the position of the Government, but still
I would have preferred that they had
thrown their influence in the right scale.
I will make no predictions, but it seems
to me that it must come to this: that, no
matter how wide are the differences that
separate men in regard to politics, the day
is not far distant when men, who have
taken an interest in the temperance re-
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form and believe it transcends in import-
ance all other schemes for the promotion
of the welfare of our people, will inevit-
ably be drawn together, and the issue will
be brought before the people at the polles
before we are a score of years older. If
we could relieve our country from this
great burden, if we could relieve it
from the attendant taxes, the attendant
miseries in connection with the liquor
traffic, then we would be happy, virtuous,
and free. I trust the amendment will be
voted down, as it should be, and that a
measure, designed to promote sobriety and
public virtue, may not be marred by the
insidious proposal which I have sought,
in conjunction with others, to oppose.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): I would
certainly not intrude myself upon the atten-
tion of the House at this period of the
Session, were it not that I cannot give &
silent vote upon the motion. It appears
to me the hon. member for Annapolis
(Mr. Longley), has forgotten that the
question before the House is not whether
teetotalism is a good or bad principle, but
whether this particular amendment will
be an advantage in the working of this
law or otherwise. I was g]ad to hear the
hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr.
Ross), who is an authority on this subject,
and the hon. member for Annapolis, say
they were not in favour of a prohibitory
liquor law, because they do not believe
the public sentiment of this country is
far enough advanced to justify the enact-
ment of such a law. I can remember
when I was defeated for Parliament six
years ago, for expressing precisely those
views and when, in my first contest for
Montreal, I had the whole Temperance
Electoral Association against me because,
when they called upon me, I told them
frankly that, while I would do all I could
to promote temperance in the use of
intoxicating liquors, I did not believe
public opinion in this country was ripe
for a prohibitory liquor law, and
consequently that I would never vote for
a law which I did not believe would
be for the advantage of the
people. at the time it was passed.
Now, what is the proposition made to un
to-night ? We have had a local option
law in this country for a great number of
vears. It has been adopted in almost
half the counties of Ontario, and in a
great many counties in Qnebec. What
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has been the experience in relation to the
working of this law in those counties ? It
has not brought about those results which
the hon. member for Annapolis so elo-
quently described as desirable. It has
not stopped the use of intoxicating
liquors ; it has siniply produced Free-trade
in liquors of the worst description. So
apparent has that been, that, in almost
every county where the local option law
has been adopted, its practical operation
during a few months led the people who
adopted it to reverse their decision and
repeal the law within a year, or at most
two years, after its adoption. No one, I
think, will venture to say that, if the
mere adoptionof thislawinany county had
the effect of stopping the sale and use of in-
toxicating liquors, and of producing those
results which were described to us by the
hon. member for Annapolis, we should
by all means have that law. But ex-
perience has not pointed in that direction,
particularly as regards the local option
law in the Province of Ontario. Why i
Simply because, as it seems to
me, unless you have a very strong
public sentiment in favour of a law of
this kind, it cannot succeed. I do not
mean that kind of public sentiment which
is exhibited by a mere majority of per-
sons who are brought up to vote-I do
not mean that kind of feeling which is
promoted by momentary excitement,
aroused by the kind of weapons which
are used on those occasions, and I think
properly used, by those who are sincere
and earnest in their advocacy of this
question, nor do I know the kind of
feeling that is promoted in that way-
but I mean that, unless you have a
strong sentiment on he part of an ac-
tual majority of persons, and such as
this amendment would render necessary,
the result of the passage of such a law
would be simply to stop the licensed
sale of intoxicating liquors, but neverthe-
less would not prevent them from being
sold. That being the case, I believe it
is not in the interest of temperance
itself that this law should come into
operation in counties where there is not
such a strong and overwhehning senti-
ment in its favour, as would justify the
belief that it would be enforced. Now,
I do not believe a mere majority vote-
that is, a majority of those going to
the polls-is an evidence of that feel-
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ing. The lion. gentleman from Anna-
polis has told us that, in Nova Scotia,
where they have a License Law which he
says is much better than this, a license can
only be granted upon the consent of
two-thirds of all the voters uPOn the
electoral list. That is substantially the
principle sought to be enforced by the
amendnent proposed, except that it is
carried much further ; and I cannot see
the distinction in principle which is
sought to be drawn between requiring an
arbitrary number to permit the granting
of a license, and the refusal of a license.
I repeat that, if I believed it possible, by
the adoption of the Scott Act by a mere
majority vote in any county, to stop the
use of intoxicating liquors, I would
heartily support it. I am a total abstainer,
and to the extent of my personal in-
fluence and example, I do what I can
to enforce that principle. I am as deeply
impressed with the evils of intemperance
as the most ardent of those who are op-
posing this amendment. I have always
supported, as a journalist, the adoption of
local option laws wherever they have
been proposed, and wher. my influence
could be felt; but a careful study of this
question, a study extending over thirty
years, during which I have been
familiar -with all the phases of
the temperance movement, convinces
me that the drinking habits of
the people cannot be prevented by the
passage of a mere incidental majority of
a by-law, prohibiting the retailing of in-
toxicating liquors within particular locali-
ties. The failure of such laws in the
past has tended to injure the temperance
movement. Nothing but an overwhelm
ing temperance sentiment will enable the
law to be enforced, and it is in this
conviction.that I vote for the amendment
now proposed.

MR. HUNTINGTON : I simply want
[make one observation. It has been

.nade before, and it appears to me it is an
observation which should impress itself
upon the memory of the hon. gentleman
who has moved this amendment. The
Act is upon its trial, and I ask the hon. gen-
tleman to let it alone for a little while.
It appears to me that the passage of this
amendment will be a repudiation of the
law which we recently passed, at the re-
quest of a great many people in this
country, before they have had time to

Ma. WHITE.

verify their views, as to whether that
Act may be efficient or not.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The
difficulty I have experienced in this mat-
ter is sinply this: We know, and the
country understands perfectly well, that
from 1873 to 1878, the country was
stirred from one end to the other as to the
best measure that could be adopted for
the suppression of intemperance. It cul-
minated in the passage by this Parliament
of an Act that appeared to be accepted by
both sides of the House. That Act was
passed in 1878, and the first election that
took place under its provisions was in the
city of Fredericton. It was put in force,
and its constitutionality was at once
questioned. The result has been that,
though the Act has been in force practi-
cally since 1878, no opportunity has been
given by which we have been able to test
it, as has been' the case with the Dunkin
Act. I hope we shall have an oppor-
tunity of ascertaining whether the Act
may prove effective, and with that view
I should be sorry if the amendment of the
hon. member for East York became law.
As one who has proposed to this House a
measure, which I believe is calculated to
give employment to the people, and make
the masses happier and place them in a
better condition, I naturally desire to see
followed up a proposition that, while
their earnings are increased, will save them
from temptation. Therefore, 1, for one,
will feel myself called upon to vote
against the amendment of the hon. mem-
ber for East York.

MR. BRECKEN : I, myself, agree
with the principle of the amendment pro-
posed by the hon. member for East York,
but I cannot vote for it for the reason that
Prince Edward Island occupies a peculiar
position. We would have no means of
ascertaining, under our present system of
conducting elections, whether a majority
of the electors had voted yea or nay on
that question. A large number of the
people of the Island are in favour of the
measure as it stands, and, therefore, I
cannot support the amendment.

Ma. GILLMOR: I am quite satisfied,
from present appearances, that h9n. mem-
bers are not disposed to listen to a speech
from any hon. member on the question
now under discussion. If they will give
me a hearing for five minutes, I promise
not to trespass longer on their patience.

(COMMONS.] Act Amendmnent Bill.
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I agree with the hon. the Minister of
Finance, as regards the effects of this
amendment, on the Temperance Act.
But it was quite unnecessary for him to
introduce any reference to his famous
National Policy. I am not an enthusiast
on the question of prohibition; my experi-
4nce in New Brunswick, on that question,
has been such as to cause me to be
cautious. But hon. members must know
that those who agitate and labour in this
cause of total abstinence are doing so for
the purpose of educating public opinion
up to their standard. Their efforts, after
years of labour, has resulted in bringing
public opinion to a point sufficient to
cause this Legislature to pass the Tem-
perance Act, now on the Statute-book.
It has taken two years to estaolish the
constitutionality of the law. After this
decision, I think it unwise and unfair to
attempt to destroy the Act, by attaching
this amendment. Whether the law will,
or will not, meet the object of its pro-
moters, can only be decided by giving
it a fair trial. If this amendment is
carried, it will have the effect of ren-
dering the Bill inoperative, and it might
as well be repealed. It is better for all
parties that this law should now have a
fair trial, if not, there will be great
dissatisfaction, and social discord is sure
to follow. The law has already been
adopted by six populous counties
in New Brunswick, the votes polled
were not numerous, but the majority in
favour of its adoption was four or five
to one. There is no denying the fact
that, whether the law can be worked
successfully or not, so far as public
opinion has been expressed, both in and
out of Parliament, that a large majority
of the people want to try it, and the
better course will be, to let it go to
the country untrammelled by this amend-
ment.

Motion made:
That the said Bill be now read the third

time.-(Mr.Bowell.)
Motion in amendmenb made and

question proposed :

That the Bill be not now read the third time,
but that it be re-committed to a Committee of
the Whole, with instructions that they have
power to amend it by inserting the following
Clause :-

" The 57th Section of the said, The Canada
Temperance Act, 1878, isherebyrepealed, and the
following Clause substituted therefor :-If the

majority of al the voters, whose namea ari
entered on theVoters' Liste, used at suoh polling
vote for the Petition, the same shall be hel
to have been adopted, but not otherwise, and
the Returning Officer shall make his return t
the Governor-General in Council accordingly."
-(Mr. Boultbee.)

The House divided ;-Yeas, 96; nays,
73.

Messieurs
Angers Kirkpatriok
Anglin Kranz
Arkell Lane
Baby Langevin
Bannerman LaRue
Barnard Macmillan
Beauchesne McCallum
Béchard McCarthy
Benoit McCuaig
Bergeron McGreevy
Bergin MeInnes
Bolduc McLennan
Boultbee McQuade
Brooks Malouin
Bunster Masson
Bunting Massve
Cameron (N. Victoria) Merner
Carling Mongenais
Caron Mousseau
Cimon O'Connor
Cockburn (W. N'land.)Orton
Coughlin Patterson (Essex)
Coupal Perrault
Coursol Pinsoaneault
Cuthbert Platt
Daly Plumb
Daoust Pope (Queen's, P.E.L )
Dawson Rinfret
DeCosmos Robinson
Desaulniers Rochester
Desjardins Routhier
Doull Royal
Drew Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Dugas Rykert
Dumont Shaw
Elliott Stephenson
Ferguson Tassé
Fitzsimmons Tellier
Fortin Thompson (Cariboo)
Girouard (Jacq. Cartier)Vanasse
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Wallace (S.Norolk)
Grandbois Wallace (W. York)
Besson Weldon
Houde White (Cardwell)
Hurteau White (E. Hasting)
Jones Williams
Kaalbach Wiser
Keeler Wright.-96.

Allison
Bain
Bill
Blake
Borden
Bourassa
Bourbeau

NAYs :

Messieurs
King
Lantier
Laurier
Longley
Macdonald(VictoriaBC)
McDonald (Pictou)

McDonald(Victoria,N.8)
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Bowell Macdonald (N.Lanark)
Brecken Mackenzie
Brown Macdougall
Burpee (St. John) McRory
Burpee (Sunbury) Méthot
Cameron (South Huron)Mills
Cartwright Montplaisir
Casey Oliver
Casgrain Olivier
Chandler Paterson ýS
Charlton Pickard
Cockburn (Muskoka) Poupore
Colby Robertson
Connell Rogers
Costigen Ross (Dund
Farrow Ross (West
Fiset Rouleau
Fleming Rymal
Flynn Schultz
Fulton Scriver
Gigault Skinner
Gillmor Smith (Selki
Guthrie Sproule
Haddow Thompson
Hilliard Tiley
Holton Trow
Hooper Tupper
Huntington Wade
Ives White (Nort
Killam -73.

. Brant)

helburne)

as)

Middlesex)

rk)

Haldimand)

h Renfrew)

Motion resolved in the affirmative.
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left

the Chair.

After Recess.
House resolved itself into Committee

of the Whole, and reported the Bill as
amended.

Question proposed on the third reading
of the Bill.

Mn. ROSS (West Middlesex): I move
in amendment that the Bill be not now
read the third time, but that it be read
the third time this day three months. I
think the House will, on reconsideration
of the subject, deal sumnarily with the
amendment just carried, and it is for this
reason that I now propose the present
amendment.

MR. BLAKE: I think the amendment
of the hon. member for East York (Mr.
Boultbee) destructive of the Bill, and,
therefore,I shall vote for the three months'
hoist.

MR. ANGLIN: The Bill is based
upon the assumption that a majority of
the people, in any particular district, shall
be able to put the Act in operation.
Those who look at this question from a
reasonable and sensible point of view,
will see that the Bill, as it stands, is fair
and proper. I am not a prohibitionist :
I am entirely opposed to prohibition ; but
I believe the Bill, as now amended by

Mi. Ross.

the amendment of the hon. member
for East York (Mr. Boultbee), will
work nost beneficially and reasonably.

MR. McCUAIG: I have been nearly
half a century a member of the Total
Abstinence Society, and have taken an
active part in the temperance movement.

'After a year and a-half's experience of
the Dunkin Act in my own county, I
have come te the conclusion that it is an
absolute failure. The consumption of
intoxicating drinks has been far more
than before. In the town of Picton,
where I reside, there are 40 places where
whiskey is sold. I am sorry to find this
as a result of legislation ; but it is true,
and I shall vote for the amendment of
the hon. member for East York (Mr.
Boultbee). We cannot legislate so as to
make men sober, so long as adjoining
counties sell liquors, and so long as we
derive very large revenues from that
source. I feel bound to say that I look
upon all legislation in the way of restrain-
ing the sale and consumption of alcoholic
liquors as a failure.

Motion made :

That the said Bill be now read the third
time.-(Mr. Bowell.)

Motion in amendment made and ques-
tion proposed :

That the said Bill be not now read the
third time, but that it be read the third tine
this day three month.-(Mr. Ro8s, West Miid-
dlesex.)

The House divided :--Yeas, 54; nays,
85.

Y EAs:

Messieurs
Allison Hooper
Bain Huntington
Blake Ives
Borden King
Bourassa Lantier
Bourbeau Laurier
Bowell Longley
Brown McDonald (Vict., N. S)
Burpee (St. John) McRory
Burpee (Sunbury) Oliver
Cameron (South Huron)Olivier
Cartwright Paterson (South Brant)
Casgrain Pickard
Charlton Robertson (Shelburne)
Cockburn (Muskoka) Rogers
Colby Ross (Dundas)
Connell Rosa (West Middlesex)
Fiaet Ryan (Montreal Centre),
Fleming Rymal
Fulton Schultz
Geoffrion Scriver
Gigauit Skinner
Gunni Sproule
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Cuthrie
Haddow
IHiliard
Jiolton

Thompson (Haldimand)
Tilley
Trow
Tupper.-54

NAYS :

Messieurs
_Abbott Kranz
Anglin Langevin
Arkell LaRue
Baby Little
Baker Macdonald (Vict.,B.C.)
Bannerman McDonald (Pictou)
Barnard Macmnillan
Beauchesne cC allun
Benoit McCarthy
Bergin McCuaig
Bolduc Macdougall
Boultbee McGreevy
Brooks McLennan
Bunting McQuade
Cameron (N. Victoria) Malouin
Carling Masson
Caron Merner
Cimon Méthot
Coughlin Mongenais
Coursol Montplaisir
Currier Orton
Cuthbert Patterson (Essex)
Daly Perrault
Daoust Pinsonneault
Dawson Platt
DeCosmos Plumb
Desaulniers Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.)
Desjardins Richey
Doull Rinfret
Drew Robinson
Dugas Rouleau
Dumont Routhier
Elliott Rykert
Ferguson Shaw
Fitzsimmons Stephenson
Fortin Thompson (Cariboo)
Girouard (Jacq.Cartier)Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Grandbois Wallace (West York)
Hesson Weldon
Houde White (Cardwell)
-Jones Williams
Keeler Wiser.-85
Kirkpatrick

Motion resolved in the negative.
Bill read the third time and passed.

PETROLEUM INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.-[BILL 123.]

( Mr. Baby.)

SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

Order for second reading read.
Ma. BLAKE: Are there any other

material changes in the Bill, beyond those
discussed, with regard to the alterati.n
of tests 1

MR. BABY: No; the only changes,
are those I have indicated as to the fire
test. In order to make the Canadian oil
of better quality, the fire test is raised
from 105° to 115°. Then the responsibility

of the inspection of petroleum is trans-
ferred from the officer to the trader and
the retailer, in order to ascertain if it is
actually what it is represented to be in the
packages. Then, instead of gauging the
packages, as under the old law, which
was very inconvenient both to importers
and retailers, their weight is to be taken.
1 think it is a step in the right direction.
It is well-known there is a difference be-
tween American and Canadian oils of
between five and seven degrees. The
reason we have established such a high
fire test is to prevent explosions; to
secure that a proper quality of oi
is brought into the market. In every
country where petroleum is in use, a fire
test is applied to see that the oil does not
contain those explosive matters which
endanger life and property. Tnder this
law the same instruments will be used by
all the oflicers, so that the inspection will
be uniform. Should any misunderstand-
ing arise between the officer, the importer,
the refiner, or the retailer, the matter will
be settled at the central office.

Ma. SCRIVER: I understood the hon.
the Minister df Inland Revenue to say
that it was admitted on ail hands that
there was ground for discrimination
against the American oil in the fire test.
I believe the hon. member for Stanstead
assumed that there was no ground for
discrimination between American and
Canadian oil, and in that I fully agree
with him. The result of all the experi-
ments I saw, and I believe they were
quite fair, were not such as to lead me to
believe that any ground for this discrimi-
nation exists. I regret that the hon.
Minister, for reasons which are, no doubt,
sufficient to himself, has been induced to
raise the test on American oil from the
degree proposed by the hon. member for
Stanstead, 1151a, to 120°. If the hon Min-
ister had been willing to accept the for-
mer as a proper fire test for American
oil, it would have permitted many of us
living on the frontier to import and make
use of a grade of American oil, which we
have been in the habit of using for some.
time past, and which has been productive
of no accident. A difference of five
degrees ' will shut us out from
the use of that particular grade
of oil, and will inflict an injury
upon those of us who prefer to use
American oil. I believe this action will
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have the result cf affording, in an indirect
way, to Canadian refiners and producers,
an addition to the Protection they
already enjoy, and which, I think, was
already sufficient to satisfy all reasonable
people.

Mn. BABY : According to the tests we
have made, there is certainly reason for
making a difference in the fire tests of
American and Canadian oils. We took
very great care to have reliable experi-
ments. We engaged for that purpose
very good men from the other side of the
line, who were themselves inspectors.
The test, as it stands now, does not ex-
clude American oil. The oil the hon.
gentleman alludes to is much above 1150,
it is 125Q. That is Downer's oil, in
Boston, and is the one which the Eastern
Townships people use. The Department
have been in close relations with that
house in Boston, and the latter are per-
fectly satisfied with the test as it appears
in the Bill. This test will not exclude
that oil, nor will it exclude any good
American oil. It may exclude those oils
which contain dangerous explosive ma-
terials. In raising the gravity and
the fire test of Canadian oil, we hope to
secure a better quality of oil for our mar-
ket, and one which will not explode.

Ma. WRIGHT : I have been in the
habit of getting from New ,York an oil
called the astral oil, which gives an ex-
ceedingly agreeable light. Last fall 1
ordered this oil as usual, and found that
it did not meet the test laid down by the
regulatione. I went to the Customs house
to enquire why this fine oil, that I had
used for ten years without accident, had
been, all at once, found to be so very
dangerous, and if it was so to send it
back to New York. I wished to know
who this special chemist was that had
pronounced this oil dangerous. I was
ushered into a room in which there were
many retorts, and I found there a gentle-
man, who had been previously connected
with the Post Office Department, who
applied the test. I found it rather
strange that a man who, to my certain
knowledge, possessed no special skill in
chemistry, should be engaged in that
class of operations. I said to that gentle-
man: " What special knowledge have
you in this matter î" " O," said he, " we
are furnished with a book, and we are
furnished with these retorts." I said:

MP. SCRIVER

" Given the books and the retorts, where-
is the chemist who is to apply this
k.nowledge V" He looked at me carefully,
and silently pointed to the retorts.
The whole was like a scene in
the famous play of the Alchemist. I re-
tired a sadder and wiser man. My oil
had to be sent back to New York, as not
having stood the requirements of the law
in the judgment of the chemist, and after
a certain time a different kind of oil came
in return, more expensive than that
which had been sent back.

MR. COLBY: The remarks of the
hon. gentleman are quite in point.
Under the law, as it stood last year,
under the 130' fire test, Pratt's astral oil,
which diffuses such a beautiful radiance,
was excluded. As a matter of necessity,
a higher grade of oil, a special oil by the
same manufacturer, had to be imported,
in order to meet the requirements of the
law. The oil which my hon. friend had
previously used, stood the burning test
at 150' or the flash test of 130'. The
oil which he subsequently purchased from
the same manufacturer, cost him three or
four cents a gallon more than the other,
and was an inferior illuminating oil. I
am assured, by a gentleman from New
York, an oil inspector of fifteen years
experience, that the 150' burning test oil,
the standard white oil, will still come in
under the 120' test, so that my hon. friend
will not be subjected, in the future, to
the annoyance he has experienced. The
oils in the United States, I believe, are.
classified into three or four grades.
There is an ordinary export oil.
standing a burning test of 110°,
which is used in England and other
foreign countries. I think it is an inflam-
mable and dangerous oil, and never could
be admitted into Canada under the old
fire test of 105'. There is another
test of superior oil standing the burning
test of 150', and comparing in its
quality with Pratt's astral oil. The
superior classes of illuminating oils, and
perhaps the most profitable in the in-
terest of the consumer, are not excluded
by the proposed flash test of 120°. Now,
I have not, in the slightest degree, changed
my view with regard to the comparative
safety of the two oils. I believe the
A merican oil and the Canadian oil, stand-
ing the same fire test, are, intrinsically,
equally safe. The use of the pyrometer
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is to detect the presence of gasoline, ben
zine, naptha and several other inflammable
substances. If, at a test of 110°
the flash is not discovered, then these
substances are not present in dangerous
quantities ; consequently, I believe the
one oil is as safe the other. There may
be a very slight difference between them,
as many practical men insist that a por-
tion of gasoline may be held in suspense,
mechanically associated with paraffine.
But as the hon. Minister bas carefully in-
vestigated this question, and shows a dis-
position to meet the reasonable views of
hon. members, I am not disposed to
press ti he matter upon a theoretical point.
But, as I stated to the House last even-
ing, should I find myself mistaken in
this matter, that practical inconvenience
is resulting, that we are in any way com-
pelied to purchase a class of special oils,
I shall return to this subject
next Session with more earnestness and
determination to get justice done, than
I have this Session. Upon the whole,
observing that the hon. Minister bas in-
corporated many excellent features in
this Bill, particularly that with reference
to the inspection of petroleum, I shall
give it my support. One, at first, can
hardly understand why the cost of inspec-
tion of Canadian oil should be 10e. a
barrel, and the cost of inspection of
American oil 30c. a barrel. The dis-
crimination is, perhaps, too large, but the
reason of it is that Canadian oil is in-
spected in large quantities. I understand
that the hon. Minister desires to make
this branch of the service self-sustaining.
He desires to derive -a sufficient amount of
revenue from this source to cover the
cost to which the Department is subjected,
and he believes the additional cost will
provide for a more thorough inspection
in the future. Under these circumstances,
while the matter might have
been more satisfactorily adjusted, I
am not disposed to object to that pro-
vision, being satisfied that the disposition
of the hon. member is to meet the
wishes of the House and the country, and
being satisfied with tho general excellence
of the Bill as a whole.

Bill read the second time, considered in
Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the third time and passed.

SUPPLY-CONCURRENCE.
Resolutions reported from Committee of

Supply further considered.

Resolutions 230, 252 to 259, and 261
(May 3rd) read the second time and agreed
to.

On Resolution 276, amount required to pro-
.vide for contingent expenses of the High Com-
missioner of Canada in London, $4,000,

MR. BLAKE: I think the proposal to
pay $14,000 in all to the High Commis-
sioner of Canada is excessive. I do not
think that expenditure is commensurate
with the resources of the country. The
American Minister, at the Court of St.
James, only receives $17,500, and the
proposa] to pay our London Agent
$14,000 seems to me to be entirely dis-
proportionate. I move in amendment:

That the said Resolution be not concurred in,
but that it be resolved, That the proposal to pay
the London Agent $10,000 a year for salary,
and in addition $4,000 a year for rent for a
dwelling house and allowances, in all, $14,000,
is excessive.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : It was
stated very clearly and distinctly, I think,
that this arrangement is calculated to save
a very large sum of money to the Domin-
ion. With regard to this vote I would
say the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario
has a salary of $10,000 a year, and lie
has his house-rent, fuel and various other
contingencies, amounting to far in excess
of $4,000 allowed hiin. I think it could
scarcely be expected that the representa-
tive of the people of Canada, living in
London, should not receive something
like an equivalent to the sum appropriated
for the expenses and salary ot the Lieu-,
tenant-Governor of Ontario.

Ma. BLAKE: I an not disposed to
admit that lie is worth twice as much as
you are.

Sra SAMUEL L. TILLEY: That is
no test at all, because we are supposed to
be here on patriotic principles, and not
from mercenary considerations. When
I state what is a fact, that some managers
of banking institutions receive $20,000
to $25,000 a year, I think the amount
proposed to be voted is comparatively
small. I think the House will not sus-
tain my hon. friends proposition.

Motion made ;
" That the said Resolution be now read the

second time and agreed to.-(Sir Samuel L.
Tiuey.)

Motion in amendment (Mr. Blake)
made and question proposed. [See
aebove.]

TheoHouse divided :-Yeas, 48 ; nays,
14.
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YEAs:

Messieurs
Anglin Haddow
Bain Holton
Blake Huntington
Borden Killam
Bourassa King
Brown LaRue
Burpee (St John) Laurier
Burpee (Sunbury) Mackenzie
Cameron (South Huron)Malouin
Cartwright Mills
Casey Oliver
Casgrain Olivier
Chandler Paterson (South Brant)
Cockburn (Muskoka) Pickard
Coupal Rinfret
Dumont Robertson (Shelburne)
Fiset Rogers
Fleming Rymal
Fulton Scriver
Geoffrion Skinner
Gillies Thompson (Haldimand)
Gillmor Trow
Gunn Weldon
Guthrie Wiser-48.

NAVs :

Messieurs
Ibbott Longley
Allison Macdonald (Vict., B.C)
Angers McDonald(Cape Breton)
Arkell McDonald (Pictou)
Baby McDonald(Victoria,NS)
Baker Macmillan
Bannerman McCallum
Barnard McCarthy
Beauchesne Mctuaig
Benoit 3Macdougall
Bergeron McGreevy
Bergin MeInnes
Bill McKay
Bolduc McLennan
Boultbee McLeod
Bourbeau McQuade
Bowell McRory
Brooks Masson
Bunting Massue
Cameron (N. Victoria) Merner
Carling Méthot
Caron Mongenais
Cimon Montplaisir
Colby Mousseau
Connell O'Connor
Coursol Orton
Currier Ouimet
Cuthbert Patterson (Essex)
Daly Perrault
Daoust Pinsonneault
Dawson Platt
Desaulniers Plumb
Desjardins Pope (Compton)
Drew Pope (Queen's,P.E.I.)
Dugas Richey
Flliott Robertson (Bamilton)
Ferguson Robinson
Fitzsimmons touleau
Gigault Reuthier
Girouard (Jacq.Cartier)Royal
Girouard (Kent, N.B.)Ryan (Marquette)
Granbois Rykert

Bra SAMUEL L. TILLE..

Hesson
Hilliard
Hooper
Houde
Hurteau
Ives
Jones
Keeler
Kilvert
Kirkpatrick
Kranz
L-ne
Langevin
Lantier
Little

Schultz
Sha'v
Sproule
Stephenson
Tasse
Tellier
Thompson (Cariboo)
Tilley
Tupper
Wade
Wallace (S Norfolk)
Wallace (V" est York)
White (Cardwell)
Williams
Wright.-114

Motion resolved in the negative.
Resolution read the second time and

agreed to.
Resolutions 277 to 317 read the second

time and aqreed to.
On Resolution 318, Cow bay-To 'pay

Messrs. Archibald an d Company, for work ex"
ecuted in 1876, $5,974.30,

Sim RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I should like to know on what principle
this is now broughi forward after the ex-
piration of four years. To the best of my
recollection, this work was purchased
from these gentlemen at a large price
three or four years ago, and, unless I am
greatly mistaken, this is an old claim
which was presented and adjudicated
upon by the late Government, and found
to be unreasonable.

MR. LANGE \ IN: This claim was
under the consideration of the Govern-
ment three years ago. The work was
purchased by the hon. gentlemen opposite
in 1875, and in 1876 a storm damaged
the works, and Mr. Archibald, fearing
that they would be carried away, and in
order to protect the Government pro-
perty, and his own property, expended
$5,974. Reports were made at different
times by the engineer, Mr. Perley, who
stated that the work was necessary, and
that if it had not been done, the Govern-
ment property would have been in dan-
ger of destruction. Mr. Tomlinson, the
engineer of the Department of Marine
and Fisheries, also reported in August
last year, that the work done by Mr.
Archibald, though prompted by anxiety
to preserve his own works from injury,
was of the utmost service in preventing
serious damage to the Government pro-
perty, and that he considered the items
correct, and the charges proper. On the
strength of those reports, the Govern-
ment decided to ask Parliament for this
vote.
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MR. MACKENZIE: Wherever any
claim bas been adjudicated upon by the
late Government, and disposed of against
the interests of the claimants, the present
Government appear always prepared to
take it up and pay it. If I recollect
right, this is the twentieth instance ot
that character, and I think it would be
interesting to make up a list of those
claims and the reasons for their payment.
Mr. Archibald believed he had a right to
enter upon our works and make additions
to consult his own views of its strength
without consulting the Government.
That those additions made the work
better there is no doubt, but Mr. Tomlin-
son is not warranted in saying that our
pier would have given way if that work
had not been done. They went to work
and expended money where we did not
intend to spend any, and I refused to
entertain the claim. The reasons why
the hon. gentleman has entertained it are
not to my mind sufficient. True bon.
gentlemen opposite have gained a sup-
porter and I have lost one, for Mr. Archi-
bald avowed his intention to oppose the
Government at the last General Election
because we refused to pay bis claim for
those repairs. It is rather hard that the
late Government should have lost this
very independent supporter because of
their adherence to the public interests,
and that hon. gentlemen opposite should
pay him $6,000 in order to gain bis sup-
port. There is no ground whatever for
the claim.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolutions 319 to 335 read the second
time and agreed to.

On Resolution 336, Welland Canal-amount
required for repairs at Port Maitland, $25,000,

MR. McLENNAN said : Before this
item is passed, I wish to say a word on
the subject of the Welland Canal and the
St. Lawrence route. With respect to the
canal, my own impression is, that more
can be said than that the present works
should be completed. I believe tbey are
ýall under contract, and, when they are
completed, the country can afford to wait
for results. I believe, however, that no
reliable estimate is yet before the country,
upon which the cost of getting 12 ft. of
water, friom Kingston to Montreal can
-be judged; and I believe further, that no
,expenditura in that direction would bring

a commensurate return. In my opinion,
no measurable expenditure upon the St.
Lawrence Canals will make the transport
of the great staple produce of the coun-
try appreciably cheaper.

MR. CASEY: Is it in order, Mr.
Speaker, to discuss the general canal
policy at this tirrie 7

Ma. SPEAKER: I do not wish to
stop the hon. gentleman, but I think it
is not quite in order to discuss the general
policy relating to canals now. Port
Maitland pier is now under considera-
tion.

MR. McLENNAN: Then I bow to
the ruling of the Chair.

Resolution read the second time and
agreed to.

Resolution 337 read the second time
and agreed to.

Resolutions 338 and 339 read the
second time and agreed to, on a division.

Resolutions 340 to 350, and 852 to
367, read the second tine and agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS.
House again resolved itself into Com-

mittee of Ways and Means.
(In the Committee.)

1. -Reolve'd, That towards making good the
Supply granted to Her Majesty for the finaucial
year erding' 30th June, 1880, the sum of
$1,712,346.55 be granted out of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund of Canada.-(Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

2. Resolved, That towards making good the
Supply granted to Her Majesty for the finan-
cial year ending 30th June, 1881, the sum of
$23,301,208.76 be granted out of the Consoli.
dated Revenue Fund of Canada. -(Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

Ma. BLAKE: This vote, I presume,
will include the Canada Central subsidy l

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Yes.
Ma. BLAKE: The hon. gentleman

knows that there bas been an error in this
matter ; that he bas taken something
like $80000 or $900,000, when all he
will really want is the interest for the
next financial year for that amount.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : That is
probable. It is just possible that,
instead of taking the vote for the larger
amount, $35,000 for the year may be ap.
propriated.

Ma. BLAKE: It is just certain.
Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY : It would

not be right, when it appears an error has
been committed,to propose a vote which is
not intended to be taken, and embrace it
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in the Ways and Means in Supply. The
amount ought to be reduced in Ways and
Means accordingly. But it is like other
appropriations, though taken, not neces-
sarily expended.

MR. BLAKE: Is it understood, then,
that the Finance Minister will make it
plain that only the smail amount is to be
voted ?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: We will
arrange that.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
It is desirable that the Minister of Rail-
ways should understand, distinctly, that
this vote is not the same vote as the
Estimates.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I think
the hon. gentleman had better explain
why he, when Finance Minister, for the
first time, introduced a statement in the
Estimates, such as had never appeared
before.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
What statement?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: A state-
ment to which I drew before the hon.
gentleman's attention, in which he gave
no column, though one had always been
given before, and has been since, showing
the amount of appropriations in that Es-
timate chargeable to the Consolidated
Fund. In the Estimates for 1874-5, he
mixed up Capital Expenditure and Ex-
penditure chargeable to Income. From
his Supply Bill, in that and other years,
I can prove that he took Estimates
for Expenditure, chargeable to Rev-
enue, lapart from Capital Expenditure,
of over $26,000,000 and $27,000,000.
Over $27,000,000 was taken for 1874-5.
I can establish that point from the Supply
Bill of the hon. gentleman, just as easily
as from his Estimates. The reason for
producing his Estimates in a form never
before or since submitted to the Hopse,
which I have given, he has never been
able to meet ; he took out of the Appro-
priations, chargeable to Capital, $500,000,
and put it in the Public Accounts, charge-
able, to Revenue, for the purpose of swell-
ing abnormally, the ordinary expenditure
of 1873-4, which he hoped to be able, for
all time, to charge against the expenditure
of his predecessors.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I confess I am very much puzzled to know
what the hon. gentleman means. The
total amount of the Estimates for 1874-5,

Bi» SAxuz L Trury.

brought down by me, amounted toý
$24,803,285.10. Now, $26,168,000 waF
the exact amount brought down in thi
Supply Bill for 1874, in the Statuteý
The member for Cardwell (Mr. White)
had the honesty, when his mistake
on the subject was exposed by
my hon. friend behind me (Mr. Anglin),
to say candidly and frankly that he did
not know the difference. He withdrew
the statement in the report in the Mon-
treal eazelte, although, undoubtedly, he
allowed the mistake to appear in the
Hansard, for reasons he stated in the
House. But the hon. member for Cum-
berland had not the honesty and the
frankness to admit he was ignorant of the
difference between the Supply Bill and
the Estimates. So the financial critic
of the late Opposition, who had criticised
the financial policy of the late Govern-
ment for five years, in every form and
shape, had not mastered the verypons as-in-
orurn of the financial discussions carried
on in the House; he did not understand
the very simplest elements of the mode in
which Supply and Estimates are brought
down in the House, and had not the
honesty to admit he was grossly mis-
taken. He ought to have known that, in
1874, I brought down two Estimates, the
original and the supplemental, the total
amount being precisely $24,803,285. I
hope the hon. the Minister of Finance
will explain to bis colleague in the
future, and for all time to come, that
the Supply Bill and the Estimates are two
totally distinct things-that in the Supply
Bill is not included a single item
authorised by Statute, while it in-
cludes all the items chargeable
ordinarily to Capital. It was not credit-
able to the hon. the Minister of Railways
that he should have attempted to get out
of the plain and obvious meaning of hi&
own words, and which admit of no pos-
sible construction, except what I have
placed upon them, by attempting to bring
in the Estimates brought down in the
Session of 1875, and which had nothing
whatever to do with the first Estimate.
to which the hon. gentleman in the very
page from which I have read distinctly
alluded.

Sm CHARLES TUPPER: The
hon. gentleman (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) finds it convenient to go off upon
a side issue, leaving the main question in
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controversy untouched. I quite admi
that I have recently paid no attention t(
those discussions with regard to financi
knowing this matter could be very safelj
left to the hon. the Minister of Finance
and being entirely occupied with othe
matters, myself. When rising on th(
spot at the moment to answer th
hon. gentleman, I took the figure.
$26,000,000 from the Supply Bill
But all that I required to make the state
ment accurate was to use the word
"Statutes " instead of "Statute." I wil
find in the Statutes of 1874-5, the votes
brought down in his Estimate, put intc
the Supply Bill, and voted chargeable tc
Revenue, a sum between $26,000,000 and
$27,000,000. That was just the question.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
No.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : That is
the question. They were charging my
hon. friend with bringing in an extrava-
gant Estimate. That was the issue. My
a4swer to the hon. gentleman was that
he ought to be the last man in the world
to make this Estimate an extravagant
one, at a time wher my hon. friend is
obliged to provide for $1,600,000 for
Interest and SinkingF und,'over and above
what he had to prpvide for in 1874. The
Statutes show every dollar in the Supply
Bill, chargeable to Income. I think it is
hardly worthy the hon. gentleman to seize
captiously upon an expression of that kind,
and deliberately say to me across the floor
of this House, that I do not know the
difference between the Estimates and a
Supply Bill. I think the hon. gentleman
would not like to be treated in the same
way from this side of the House. I
would not wish to treat him so, because I
am not obliged to go beyond a fair and
honest criticism in order to give the hon.
gentleman quite as much as he finds it
convenient to deal with.

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported, read the second

time and agreed to.

SUPPLY BILL.
(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

FIRST READING.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY introduced
a Bill (No. 126) For granting to ier
Majesty certain sums of money required

t for dafraying certain expenses of the
jPublic Service for the financial years

ending respectively the 3Oth June, 1880,
r and the 3Oth June, 1881, and for other

,purposes relating to the Public Service.
r' Bill read t/ieirst time.

BANKING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 115.]

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.
M&. DOMVILLE: This ia a matter>

;of great importance, and is ono that
)should be thoroughly considered before-
Sit le laid before the country. I think it
Imight be well to consider the question of

werely extending the charters for one or
two years, in order to get rid of the diffi-
culty of the niaturity of the charters.
I amn of opinion that the bank circulatioit
should be taken up by the Government
If there la any profit to be made by
the circulation, that profit should be made
by the Government. 1 am opposed to
the circulation belng, made a first lien on
the bank, believlng that imnmediately
upon unfa-vourable rumours being circu-
latedt about a bauk, thie depositors would
immediately couvert their deposits inta
notes. Banks depart trom their legiti-
mate business when they take liens ou
different kinds of produets or goods. It
was neyer intended, in the history of
banking, that banks should enjoy that
monopoly. Ba.nks have a right to buy
and sell exchange. Tliey have a right ta
deal in gold and public securities, but
they have no right to deal ln other
articles of a miscellaneous character.
I would ask the hion. the Finance Minis-
ter, if this Bill has not gone too far, and
seeing that we are at the close of the
Session, to let the Bill stand over tifi next
Session, and we shahl have tirne before
then to fully think it over.

MaR. GUTHRIE: There is no0 doubt
tha * the Bill touches matters of the
utmost importance, and it ought to be re-
ferred to the Committee on Banking and
Commerce. It touches not only the
question. of banking, but the rights of
property very seriously. The warehousing
clauses are propo8ed to be so extended as
to open the door to wholesale fraud. It
is well-known by legal men that the On-
tario Courts do not view wlth mucli
favour the power -which banks have of
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obtaining security for money by way of
warehouse receipts. It is a violation of
chattel mortgage law, which requires that
a mortgage of a chattel, in order to be
valid, shall be registered. The giving oi
these warehouse receipts is a purely
private transaction, a sort of secret
security, and the system is not to be
viewed with favour ; at all events, it is to
be looked upon very jealously. It is pro-
posed to authorise any person to give a
warehouse receipt. Under the old law,
and under the Bill, before it was
corrected, the power was conferred
to a miller, or one or two
other businesses. It is proposed
ýnow to make valid any receipt
given by any person or any company fur
any goods, wares or merchandise in pom-
session of the bailee or bailees, so that all
a merchant has to do is to get a brother
anerchant to take part of his stock and
issue a wareiouse receipt. The public
know nothing about the affair, and it will
give a valid title to the goods under the
receipt. Before such a sweeping change
-is made it should be fully considered. It
is also proposed to give the banks power
to take security for any debt, whether
due, matured or maturing, or for any
iiability of a person endorsing a note, or a
person secondary liable. Under the' old
law it could only be done for a bill or
note discounted at the time. That clause,
the 47th, is taken out altogether ; it pro-
vided that no bill of lading or warehouse
receipt should be a valid security for a
bill or note unless given at the time. The
Act also purposes to give the banks a lien
upon their stock against all obligations of
the owner of that stock. The hon. gen-
tleman who spoke before me dealt with
one or two other points ; but viewing the
Bill from the pöint of view as a lawyer, I
think these changes, before being made,
should be well discussed before the
House.

SiR SAMUEL L TILLEY : I do
not know that the hon. member for
Kings (Mr. Domville) should take
exception to the bank statements being
required to be signed by the president
before the manager. There ias.been too
great a disposition for the presidents to
shelter themselves behind the manager.
The president is supposed to know as
much as the manager, and it was thought
better that the chief accountant should

MI. GUTHRIE.

make the statement as proposed in this Bill.
I was led to alter the provision respect-
ing warehouse receipts, from the fact
that the tendencv bas been to afford
facilities to the trade of the country by
permitting banks to make advances on
lumber, grain and cereals of various kinds,
and to pork packers and various other
industries, the means of the
people being limited, and a man's credit
depending upon his character to a certain
extent. It is important to a business,
having character and reputation, that the
old Bill should be extended by the pro-
visions of the new Bill, to 'enable them
to obtain advances on goods when they
have limited capital. It will be seen,
after careful consideration, that the term
" bailee " will obviate the other difficulty
raised by my hon. friend. While it bas
been the desire of the Government to
give facilities for increasing our commerce
and manufacturing industries, we have
been very anxious to guard àgainst anything
which might place innocent parties in a
false position. if we go into Committee
we can fully discuss these various clauses.

MR. DOMVILLE: I would like to
point ont an error that bas crept in-I
have no doubt inadvertently. The bon.
the Finance Minister said that the prac-
tice of the cashier signing statements
before the president, had been reversed,
because, hitherto, presidents had sheltered
themselves behind the statement as
signed up to the present time. I
think the responsibility *should be eon-
secutive-should follow from one to the
other, and when the president signed he
would have the assurance of every one
before him.

Ma. McLENNAN: This Bill bas been
pretty well considered by the representa-
tives of the banks, and J may say to my
bon. friend from Kings (Mr. Domville),
that this is an Act for banking, not for
the Law Courts. With respect to ware-
bouse receipts and bills of lading, J think
they should be as free for transfer or
lending upon, or any other purpose of ex-
change, as the ordinary bill of a bank.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) : With re-
spect to the declaration to be made by the
president and general manager, J think
that after the accountant has approved of
the statement, it ought to be the duty of
the president, in concert with the general
manager, to examine it, and they ought
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to be satisfied, as far as possible, that it is HOUSE 0F COMMONS.
correct.

Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee The Speaker took the Chair at Thre-

of the Whole to consider the said Bill. o'clock.
(In the Committee.) PRAYERS.

MR. BLAKE said they ought not to be
compelled to pass certain clauses of this RICHELIEU.
Bill without communicating with persons
with whom they ought to have an oppor- epetin of L. oasse a others,
tunity of communicating with. reorjsetin theatter h en a faiue

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: They ofjution thtte ofttial of th
have been before the House forseveraldays.

MR. BLAKE said they were dealing undue Return for the Electoral Dis-
with a corrected copy of the Bill, in trit of Richelieu, and praying to be al-
which there were many changes. We lowed to make proof before the House, was
have beensittingup to two o'clock and three read.
o'clock in the morning, and it has been ie
utterly impossible to give a proper con- my place that the allegations made in a
sideration to its details. I suggest that petition, presented to the fouse by the
there are clauses, in regard to whicL we ho.r e r for Quebe Eait Mr
should not go through the farce of legis- aurer, on ond latoung m
lating on.

M. ABBOTT : There is no doubt that MR. LAURIER: At this late stage of
a great many points have arisen on the the Session, I will not move that the
clauses respecting bills of lading and petition be received to-day, but I will
receipts. The effect of Clause 46 is only reserve to
to remove a few ambiguities in the old it up again next Session.
law, and set at rest the uncertainty of the Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD: Per
law as to the legality of warehouse re- haps it would have been as well if the
ceipts, and the persons who can give hon. gentleman had not made that state-

them Th 45t Cluse as eenment. 0f course, it is his privilege tothem. The 45th Clause has been
recast, to make it plain ethat any introduee the petition next Session, or
person, not a professional warehousenian, any time he likes, but it looks as if
may give such a receipt, and it also makes the lon. gentleman weie holding out a
plain what a bill of lading is, and for threat.
what wares or goods it may be given. Mi. LAURIER: I presented this

Mn. G UJTIIRIE : It has been for ten petitio as every petition is presented.
years held in Ontario that none but I do not undertake to take charge of it,
professional warehousemen can give these or be responsible for it. 1 merely made

~areouserecipts Thee ae tw orthe r'emark to save the privilege of thewarehouse receipts. There are two or eioeranntmn. 0
three warehousemen who give valid Meto And not mine.
receipts, and no receipt has been valid
except given by those, or by a miller, and proposed te withdraw the petition without
some special persons like that class. making that statement, I think the fair

. SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The inférence would have been that it was
discussion has shown that these points are net to le brought forward again. It was
of special interest; and that there is great perfectly legitimate that the hon. gentle-
difference of opinion. We will, therefore, man should le furnished an epportunity
pass over these special clauses, for the to mako the statement lie did make, and
present, aud let them have further con- it is equally clear that the petition could
sideration. net le properly deait with at this late

Progress ordered to be reported. stage of the Session. The remark was
Hfouse reumwed. simplyto indicate that the petition was

(In the House.) withdrawn, net because it wa net in-
Progress reported. tended te prosecut. it, but simply becausê

Houseo thoene att stage at which it was presented.House adjourned at iaJH A.M CO LD:T uTwenty minutes after
One o'clock. places the matter i quite a different
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position and is quite right. I am glad the House go into Committee to consider
that it will appear in the Debates that the Report, if I am in order.
such is the ground upon which the with- MR. BLAKE: The time ie past.
drawal is based. MR. BOWELL: The proper course

Petition, with leave of the flouse, with- would ho to move the adoption of the
draîvn. Report of the Printing Committee. I

VILLAGE POST-OFFICES. would suggest that the matter be allowed
i to-nd t;Ill theq Chairmawn isi in his

QUESTION.

MR. LAURIER enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
establish a second post-office in the village
of Lachute, in the county of Argenteuil;
and, if so, will it be hereafter the policy
of the Post Office Department to multi-
ply post offices in the several villages of
the Dominion i

Mn. O'CONNOR: As there is one
post-office in the village already, it is not
the intention to establish another. I
cannot say what the future policy of the
Government will be.

LAMBTON COUNTY COURT JUDGE.
QUESTION.

Ma. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to take any action upon the
petition signed by about 1,000 ratepayers
of the county of Lambton, presentments
by Grand Juries of the said county of
Lambton, motions of the County Councils
of the said county of Lambton, asking to
have a Commission appointed to enquire
into the' conduct of Judge Robinson,
County Court Ju'dge of the said County
of Lambton.

MR, McDONALD (Pictou) : It is not
the intention of the Government to take
any such action.

PRINTING COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
REMARKS.

MR. BANNERMAN: Before the
Orders of the Day are called, I would
like to know what steps are to be taken
in connection with the Report of the
Joint Committee on Printing. It ls about
time to decide what is going to be done
with it, if it is to be dealt with during
the present Session. I am sorry that the
Chairman is not in his place ; if he were,
some of the members of the Committee
have an amendment to make to the adop-
tion of the Report.

MR. BLAKE : The hon. gentleman is
not in order; there is no motion before
the House.

Ma. BANNERMAN: I will move that

mIU JoHN A. MACDONALD.

place.
MR. BLAKE: The time is now past;

it must be done by an arrangement.

DOMINION LANDS ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.-[BILL 95.]

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
THIRD READING.

Order for consideration of the Bill read.
MR. BLAKE: I think that one of the

clauses of this Bill should receive another
amendment-that which deals with the
minerals and coal measures. I have be-
fore me the amended Bill, which shows
that there bas been very properly taken
out of the ordinary regulations the min-
eral lands and, coal measures of the North-
\West. .No subject could be more import-
ant to the future of that vast country
than the disposition of the coal measures
particularly. I cannot consider anything
more vital than that sound regulations,
calculated to preserve, for the popula-
tion at large, the benefit of those
coal measures, and prevent any
possibility of monopoly in them
or any considerable possession of them by
speculators could be adopted. All I
have to propose is, that the hon. the First
Minister should add to the clause, with
reference to the regulations to be made by
the Governor im Council, the same clause
which, at my suggestion, he made with
respect to the British Columbia lands-
that the regulations should be published
in the Gazette, and laid before both
Houses of Parliament for thirty days,
without disapproval by either House. I
do not think that the Government ought
to ask the House to give it absolute
power to determine how that important
part of the economy of the North-West
should be disposed of.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
quite agree with the hon. gentleman. I
accepted that suggestion for another Bill,
and think it ought to be accepted here. I
will move that the amendments be re-
ferred to the Committee of the Whole for
amendment.

(COMMONS.] Act Amendment Bill.
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SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I would like to call the attention of the
Government to the propriety of reserving,
absolutely, after due exploration bas
been made, a very considerable
proportion of the best coal lands
as the property of the Government.
I know that, in our country, it ias never
been a very popular thing to alienate, to a
great extent, mineral lands; but a large
amount of publie revenue has been ob-
tained from just such reservations. Now,
in addition to that, we are likely to be-
-come very extersive railway proprietors
in the North-West, and on both those
points I think it is worth while, at any
rate until we know a great deal more
about that country than we do now, to
retain absolutely a very considerable
portion in band in the nature of Crown
domain. If the hon. Minister has con-
sidered that question at all, I would be
glad to hear bis views on the subject. He
is aware, no doubt, that, in other coun-
tries, this has been done with great ad-
vantage. I really do not see any reason
why, in future, sone additional revenue
might not corne from that source.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
lias been suggested that we should pre-
vent any disposition of the mineral
lands between now and next Session.
So far as the coal measures are con-
cerned, I do not think there can be any
objection, because I do not think there can
be any disposition of the coal measures
in that country, until we know a great
deal more about them. With regard te
the other minerals, if we locked them up,
it migit retard explorations.

MR. BLAKE: I think we had better
settle up the country in the meantime.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD: We
are doing that, to a large degree, con-
trary to the suggestions of my hon.
friend. As regards the suggestion of the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright), I entirely agree
with him as regards the expediency of
keeping a certain amount of reserves of
coal for our own railways. I do not
know the extent of that coal field. There
is a great rush of speculators where this
coal is known to exist, but the nature or
the value of the supply is not known.
If it be a limited supply for our railways,
then great precautions should be taken
by the Government that speculators do

not get hold of it, and raise the price and
rule our railways se far as the fuel sup-
ply is concerned. Very large privileges
have been granted to prospectors in order
to induce people to go into that country.
I think the suggestion of the hon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron is a good one, that
there should be a royalty charged on
every mine.

Mn. MILLS: It the hon. gentleman
is going to charge a royalty on coal
mining in the North-West it will in-
crease the price of coal there, and
that country would have to pay a
tax that the rest of the Dominion would
not pay. I do not think the policy will
be found advantageous.

MR. BANNERMA N : I would like to
ask whether it is the intention in this
Bill to deal with parties whose claims
have been entered previously, who have
spent large sums of money in opening up
those coal fields. To my knowledge one
party has spent over $20,000.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
Bill does not affect any rights acquired
under the old law. Any parties who have
legal or equitable clainis under the present
law are supposed to be considered in the
future.

MR. MILLS said that a good deal of
inconvenience resulted from the operation
of Section 5. If set tlers were pernitted to
dispose of their settlement to new-comers,
and allo wed to take up another homestead,
we would retain a considerable popu-
lation at present lost.

SiR JGHN A. MACDONALD said
that there were men who preferred te live
by their wits ends, and who went round
and homesteaded the best portions of the
country with a view of disposing of them
to emigrants, and thereby making $50 or
$100 out of new-comers. The clause re-
ferred to was framed with a view to stop
that kind of thing.

Ma. MILLS said it was a great advan.-
tage to a settler with a few hundred dol-
lare te be permitted to buy a homestead
on which there was a louse and build-
ings. UJnder this regulation it was
utterly impossible that that could be
done.

MR. BL AKE said the mischief alluded
to by the right hon. gentleman should be
avoided, but, on the other hand, lie
thought it really would be a very great
improvement in the case of a substantial
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settlement to allow the homestead to be
sold.

House again resolved itself into Com
mittee of the Whole, and reported the
Bill as amended.

Bill read the third tine and passed.

NAVIGABLE WATERS OBSTRUCTIONS
LAW AMENDMENT BILL.

[BILL 107.]

(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)

SENATE AMENDMENTS CONCURRED IN.

MB. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) moved
that the amendmeuts made by the Senate
to the said Bill be now read the secona
time and agreed to.

MR. ANGERS: I must apologise to
the louse for drawing attention to this
Bill. I was not in the House when it
was passed, but before leaving I made a
suggestion in relation to part of the word-
ing, which 1 think was of some import-
ance. I find, however, that the lan-
guage remains unchanged, and I think, if
the ieasure passes into law. it will bave
the effect of materially injuring the ship-
ping in Canadian waters. The owners of
a vessel will be responsible to the Gov-
ernment for raising the hull of a ship-
wrecked vessel, even when the remains of
the shipwreck are insufficient to defray
the expenses of the removal. This is
more stringent than the English Mari-
time Law in relation to collisions.
There are many shipowners who do not
sail their own ships, which are chartered
to corporated companies, and those com-
panies navigate the vessels in the St.
Lawrence. If a collision occurs under
such circumstances, the real owner of the
vessel is. not responsible for the collision.
You must take the action at them or
against the company navigating the ves-
sel. That is the common Maritime Law
of Eugland; but this Bill would make the
position of an owner of a vessel, who,
without any negligence on his part, has
lost bis vessel, responsible for the ex-
pense of removing the remains. Ship-
owners will hesitate about letting their
vessels come up the St. Lawrence
when they are exposed to this
penalty, in case of shipwreck, and
trade will be greatly injured thereby. I
would suggest that it is inexpedient, at
this late hour of the Session, to concur in
the amendments. It would be better to
leave the matter over until next Session.

My. BLÂEE.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) : I
stated when this Bill was introduced,

- that it was simply for the purpose of sav-
ing the Government a large amount of
money which they had to expend for the
purpose of getting rid of the obstructions
left about the shores, and the sides of
channels to the endangerment of navi-
gation. The St. Lawrence is not the
only navigable water in the world, and
the measure will not affect it more than
any other part. Vessels are usually
well insured, and the owners can well
afford to remove the remains of ship-
wrecks. There is no reason why the
people should pay for the neglect or
carelessness of shipowners in this re-
spect. I cannot see how the A et would
affect the chartering of ships, or inter-
fere with the navigation of the St. Law-
rence, and I hope my hon. friend will
withdraw his objections to the Bill.
There is no desire on the part of the
Government to deal harshly with the
shipowners, or involve them in any un-
necessary expense. We simply desire to
protect the public from the expense of
taking away obstructions which ought
properly to be removed by the owners of
the shipwrecked vessels.

SiB JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
fear very much that the bon. member for
Montmorency(Mr. Angers) is a little out
of order in reintroducing a discussion
upon a Bill which has passed this House ;
andI am afraid Imust also censure my hon.
friend (Mr. Pope) for discussing a matter
which has been settled by this House.
The expression of the fHouse has been
given on this measure, and I do not see
how the House, with a due sense of re-
spect, can reverse its decision. We
passed this Bill after full consideration.

Mn. BLAKE: No.
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: We

passed it after such consideration as hon.
gentleman opposite and those behind me
chose to give it, and they must be ae-
countable in a parliamentary sense.
But the Bill passed this House, and
was sent to the Senate, who passed it
with a single amendment. The simple
question now before the House is whether
that amendment should be adopted or
not, and I hope the discussion will be
confined to that point.

M. BLAKE: I must protest against
the statement of the hon. gentleman. We
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are called upon to consider whether we
-will agree to this amendment or not, and
the hon. member for Montmorency sug-
gested reasons why the amendment
should not be considered. If the considera-
tion is postponed, certain results
wIl follow which may be good re-
sults. It may be that this Bill is
all right. I maintain that the hon.
gentleman is all wrong when he says there
was opportunity for full discussion in
reference to this measure, and when he
-charges upon us parliamentary responsi-
bility if it was not fully discussed. It
was the 29th April when this Bill was
read the second time, when no less than
thirteen Government Bills were advanced
that stage. Prior to that day, full, fair
and parliamentary discussion had become
impossible owing to the lateness of the
Session, and except in a single instance of
a speech upon the subject of temperance,
which was delivered under some difficul-
ties and some stress upon the patience of
the House, I know of no f ull, ample,
parliamentary discussion since April 29th.
Those of us who are opposed to converting
this Legislative body into a mere machine
for registering the views of individual
Ministers, do not like to see matters
pressed in this fashion. I thought there
were objections to some parts of the Bill.
Some portions are not unreasonable, but
others I think will be extremely harsh in
operation. I agree with the suggestion
of the hon. member for Montmorency
that it would be better to let this measure
go over for another year.

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think the hon. gentleman has passed con-
siderable censure upon himself when he
intimated that there had been no oppor-
tunity to consider the Bill. I know
the indefatigable industry of the
hou. gentleman, and I tliink he
is rather too modest in that statement. I
deny the statement that Parliament is
less fit or less capable to do work in
the last days of the Session than at the
first. The hon. gentleman knows well
that the Crowu will not exercise the des-
potic power of prorogation until all the
business before the House is disposed of;
and if the House feels that the interests
of the Dominion require discussion of the
measures before it for some weeks more,
I have no doubt the constitutional ad-
visers of His Excellency will not advise
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him te come down and ruthlessly cut the
thread of the discussions. The hon.
gentleman suggests that, while the Oppo-
sition would be prepared to fight the
Ministerial measures at the beginning
of the Session, their courage, like that
of Bob Acres, oozes out of their finger
ends at the close, and my hon. friend.
cannot offer so effective a criticism as his
parliamentary virtue and concientious
principles would have induced him to
offer at the beginning of the Session.

MR. DOULL: I am sorry the Govern-
ment are pressing this Bill through the
House. I have endeavoured to con-
vince hon. Ministers of its unfairness
and injustice. The hon. member for
Montmorency has stated good reasons
why it should not pass. I will give an
instance of the probable evil operation
of the Bill. A lighter or scow, which I
rented to a party to carry stone to the
railway, was sunk at the entrance to the
harbour and had to be removed. Would
it not be a great hardship to compel me
to remove that vessel, or any owner of a
vessel, sunk through the fault of an-
other?

Mn. SPEAKER: The question under
consideration is that of the amendments
made to Bill No. 107 by the Senate.
The discussion ought to be confined to
them.

MR. ANGERS: I apologise to the
House for protracting the discussion
when out of order. I now move that the
House do not concur in the Amendments
made to the Bill in the Senate, because
it is inexpedient to consider the same at
this late period of the Session.

Amendment negatived on a division.
Amendments read the second time and

agreed to.

BANKING ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 115.]

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)
THIRD READING.

House again resolved itself into Commit-
tee of the Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
SiR SAMUEL L TILLEY: When

the House was in Committee this morn-
ing, early, some objection was taken to
certain provisions of the Bill, and I have
had some amendments prepared which
will meet the objections of the hon. mem-
ber for South Wellington (Mr. Guthrie)
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that those securities sbouild be held for
old debts, and extending over a certain
period, or upon the understanding that
such warehouse receipts or bills of lading
be transferred to the bank.

Ma. GUTHRIE : These amendments,
[ think, will mueet the objections I urged.
I think the Act thus anended will be a
good thing for the public as well as the
banks.

Ma. BLAKE : So far as I can judge
.>f the amendments, they are certainly im-
provements. I have stated that the gene-
ral public bas had no opportunity of con-
sidering or consulting about the clauses of
this Bill. We understand to-day froim the
hon. the First Minister that, althoughibat
is the case, yet, constitutionally speaking,
we are presumed to have had The oppor-
tunity, and are responsible for this legis-
lation being proceeded with. I renew my
protest against such a responsibility being
imposed, in the face of the physical imn-
possibility of dealing with the subject.
The partial measure of discussion the
Act has received, without that op-
portunity of communicating with the
persons most interested in its provisions,
which was very desirable, has shown that
serious and important improvements are
necessary-that the proposed law is de-
fective. It was defective with reference
to the liability for bank shares, and is de-
fective in regard to the very important
question now under consideration, and
was very defective and injurious in re-
spect to the power it gave banks to
take warehouse receipts in relation to
past overdue debts. All this indicates
one cannot trust as infallible the
wisdom of an Administration in bringing
down laws, and it is important there
should be some time for discussion. There
has not been sufficient time in this case.
But these a'terations are improvements in
the crude and defective measure which,
at this late stage of the Session, the Gov-
ernment calls on Parliament to pass.

Sia SAMUEL L. TILLEY : It is not
unusual, when a Bill of this importance
is submitted, to find many %mnendments
suggested ; and, although this Bill was
submitted very late in the Session, the
hon. member for South Wellington, in his
parliamentary right, called attantion to
certain propositions which the Govern-
ment asked time to cons'der ; and the
discussion, though, at a very late hour,

SiR sA-UEL L TiLLEY.

has secured a consideration of the subject
and propositions which, I am happy to-
find, meet with the approval of hon. gen-
tleman on both sides.

MR. BLAKE : My hon. friend from
St. John (Mr. Weldon), who bas been
obliged to leave, desires me to call the
attention of the bon. Ministers to what lie
thinks is a serious defect-not one-
created by these changes, however. It
appears the mode by which agents is de-
fined, is by reference to a former Act-
the 59th chapter of the Consolidated
Statutes of the late Province of Canada.
He states that this mode of defining an
agent is one of great practical incon-
venience to everybody, and particularly
to persons in the outlying Provinces, who,
have not the old Consolidated Statutes,and
cannot get them, the edition being long
ont of print. Under these circumstances,
if the Administration is not able to bring
down a moderate clause, giving a proper
definition of an agent-and it would only
involve the expense of a little printer's ink
-it night attach as a schedule to the Bill
thgt Act of the Consolidated Statute in
question, so that those to be governed by
the, law may haveit before them.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I do not
think it would be quite convenient te
have the sehedule proposed attached to-
the Bill. An inconvenience that had not
been nuch felt for the last ten or twelve
years, could not be greatly felt the coming
year. I do not mean to say it would not
be better to define the word " agent" in
the Statute, so that every person would
understand it clearly; but, at the sanie-
time, I do not think the emergency se«
pressing as to require us to delay the Bill
for the present.

M. BLAKE : It is not inconvenient
to the profession in my Province, for we
have the old Statute. But my hon.
friend from St. John says, it is not to be-
found in the Lower Provinces. I do not
make the suggestion with a view to de-
lay, but I do not think it need very much
delay the Bill to insert five lines, stating,
as to the old Act of the Consolidated
Statutes, that the Act is the schedule
appended.

iM. McDONALD (Pictou) : I have
no objection to that.

Bill, as ame nded, ordered to be re-
ported.

Houe resumed.

[COmMONS.] Amienïdmienýt Bill.
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(In the House.)
Bill reported.
Question proposed on the third reading

of the Bill.
MR. GUTHRIE: In reference to bring-

ing down such important matters, at so
late a period in the Session, I find that
the very same objections which have been
urged froi this side of the House on that
point, were urged two years ago by the
hon. gentlemen now composing the Gov-
ernnent when they were in our places.
It was in connection with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Bill. JIansard says:

" MR. TUPPER said he did not intend to
enter into a long and vain discussion at this ad.
vanced stage of the Session, because he knew
it was useless. le might say, however, that it
was a great pity that measures of such great
importance should be brought down so late in
the Session."

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It
only shows that all the charges brought
against the present Government were
-equally applicable to the late Govern-
ment.

MR. KIRKPATRICK : I move
that the Bill be referred back to the Com-
mittee to insert a clause. I find there
have been some individuals in the çountry
who have been assuming a very important
title, and have formed themselves into
partnerships, calling themselves bankers,
and assuming corporate names. I hold in
my hand the advertisement card of a
firm who call themselves " The Bank of
New Hamburg." I find that some gen-
tlemen elsewhere call themselves " The
Richelieu District Bank." They give
themselves out to the public as receiving
deposits. They assume these names, evi-
dently with the intention of misleading
the public, and getting themselves trusted
as incorporate bankers coming under this
Act. But they are in nowise amenable
to the law we have just passed. 1 think
it is our duty to proteet the people
of the country, so that they may not be
misled into thinking that these individ-
uals, who assume these high sounding titles
to which they have no right, have any
status under this Bill. I think that per-
sons who assume these names should be
made amenable to the Act. J, therefore,
move the following additional clause :-

"That any person, firm or company, assum-
ing or using the title of bank or banking
eompany, without being authorised so to do by
this Act or by the Acts relating to Banks and

Banking, or by some other Act in force in that
behalf, shall be guilty of a misdemeanour."

Ma. ROSS(West Middlesex): Do I un-
derstand that an individual cannot engage
in a private banking enterprise and adver-
tise himself 1

MR. KIRKPATRICK : It does not
apply to him if he calls himself a banker,
but only if he assumes the title of a
bank.

MR. B OSS: Suppose Mr. Kirkpatrick
should say : "Mr. Kirkpatrick's Bank,"
and John Brown should say, " John
Brown's Bank," and put his name on the
sign i

MR. KIRKPATRICK: If he is a
banker that is no harm-if he has money
enough to support the title.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT•
I think the penalty proposed to be in-
flicted is rather severe. Calling an
ofience of this kind a misdemeanour, with-
out some consideration, seems to me to be
going too far. A more proper penalty
would be to fix a fine on the party.
I think it would better come from the hon.
the Minister of Finance to say whether
we sbould call a thing of that kind a mis-
demeanour.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I do
not think the evil can be put down effec-
tively without making it a misdemeanour.
If there be two or three men who join
themselves together and call themselves
" The Bank of Hamburg," or " The
Bank of Richelieu," or1 " The Bank of
Galt," etc., it must be for the purpose of
entrapping the publie. They know per-
fectly well that they have no right to
take a corporate name.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I do not
think that a private mdiridual should be
prevented from doing business in his own
name and calling himself a banker

MR. BLAKE : I think he ought to
be allowed to call himself a private
banker; but I think an Act of this
nature should not come into force until
lst July next, because there may be
honest persons who call. thenselves
bankers, as the law at present allows it,
and they should have an opportunity of
becoming acquainted with this Bill.

Motion in amendment agreed to.
H ouse agamu resolved itself into Com-

mittee of the Whole and reported the Bill
as amended.

Bill read the third time and pasod.
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PARLIAMENTARY PRINTING CON-
TRACT.

MOTION TO ADOPT COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

MR. STEPHENSON moved that the
l3th Report of the Joint Committee ot
both Houses be now concurred in.

MR. BLAKE: Is it intended that
this motion should include the adoption
of the Report of the sub-Committee.

Sik JOHN A. MACDONALD : No;
the Report of the sub-Committee is merely
appended for the information of the
Flouse.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : The
Report of the sub-Committee is a part of
the Report of the Committee, by which it
was regularly adopted.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
lion. gentleman does not read the Report
as I read it.

MR. ROSS : The right hon. gentleman
will find the words appended to the
Report: "Ail ot which is respectfully
submitted for the consideration of both
iouses."

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: You
submit it, but you do not approve of it.

MR. ROSS: I know the Report of the
sub-Committee was adopted.

Ma. BLAKE: It would appear that
the Committee has imperfectly performed
its work. They have only given a partial
answer as to the point of cancellation.

MR. Mc DONALD (Pictou): We have
the recommendation of the Committee to
the House. Speaking for myself, I
sbould say the matter should not be ques-
tioned, for a moment. If these contract-
ors bave made themselves liable to the
severe censure passed on them by this
Committee, surely we cannot say with one
breath, you have been guilty of gross
Iraud, and your contract ought to be can-
celled; but, inasmuch as it would be
slightly inconvenient to part with you
fraudulent contracters just now, we will
hold on to you a few weeks longer, until
it is more convenient to part with you.
That is a kind of thing I cannot person-
ally understand. Therefore, I think we
have only one question te consider, and
that is, whether the contract ought to be
cancelled or not.

M. BOWELL : The remarks of
the hon. the First Minister are
strictly correct. The Report is not
a correut Report of the proceedings
of the Committee. Not only was the

MR. STEPHENSON.

Report of the sub-Coninittee adopted,
but it was adopted on a division. There
were three voted against it. I am sur-
prised that that portion of the · Report
does not appear on the record. The sub-
Committee went fully into the question
as to the best mode of securing tenders, so
as to prevent fraud in the future; they
decided to advertise for contracts in the
future, and to require the tenderer to
deposit $1,000, which he must forfeit
on refusal to enter upon his ten-
der. The manner in which print-
ing is done in the United
States, in France, and in England,
was considered, but it was thought by the
sub-Committee that there was no time to
enter into it ; they thought they ought to
cancel the contract at once, and that none
of the parties interested in the recent
fraud should be permitted to tender again,
but the difficulties of carrying on print-
ing in a city like this presented them-
selves, and they did not consider it would
be advisable to go to the extreme that
they could have gone in a city like
Toronto or Montreal, and, therefore, it
would, on the whole, be better to defer the
change for the present.

Ma. BLAKE : I think after this f rank
explanation, it is quite impossible to act
upon the Report as it stands. If there is
any possibility of putting out tibe print-
ing as it should be, it is quite clear that
we should not delay the cancellation of
the contract ; but I think we ought to
have evidence of what the deliverance of
the Committee was, and deal with it.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think we have ,ot the deliverance of the
Committee as a Whole that the contract
should be cancelled, on the ground that it
was obtained by improper and irregular
means. There is a Report of the sub-
Committee that it should not bs cancelled
immediately; but I quite agree with the
hon. the Minister of Justice that it
should be immediate. The matter
was brought fairly belore the
House, and the contract was to be
cancelled without reference to conse-
quences. My idea is that we should
adopt the Report cancelling the contract,
and send the Report back to the Commit-
tee on Printing for further consideration.
If the House believes that the Committee
was right, that there was irregular
practices, and that, therefore, the contract

[COMMONS.] Printing Contract.
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should be cancelled, it ought to be can-
celled. I propose, therefore, that the Re-
port of the Committee should be adopted,
and that the Report of the sub-Committee
should1 be referred back for further con-
sideration.

Ma. ROSR (West Middlesex) : The re-
marks of the hon. the First Minister
would seem to imply a censure upon the
Committee. The right hon. gentleman
should not come to a hasty conclusion.
The sub-Committee is part of the Com-
mittee, and their Report is part of the
Committee's Report. It would be unfair
to the Printing Committee to say that the
Report they supplemented does not repre-
sent their views and opinions, after a care-
f ul consideration of the whole question.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex) : The Joint
Committee on Printing have recom-
mended the cancellation of the contract;
and it would be unjust, under all the
circumstances, to delay the cancellation.
Without making any further remarks, I
move in amendment:

I member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) to
allow a continuance of these irregular
and improper practices.

MR. BLAKE : I rose to a point bf
order.

MR. MILLS: 1-
Several HoN. MEMBERS : Order.
Ma. MILLS : I am about to speak to

a point of order. It is always competent
for a member to rise on a question of order.
If any motion is out of order, its irregu-
larity is not cured by any discussion
that takes place on it. A ques-
tion of order can always be taken.

MR. SPEAKER : From what I can
judge from the debate, the question is,
whether the Report of the Committee
ought to be adopted or not.

MR. BLAKE: Whether notice of
motion for its adoption is requisite.

MR. SPEAKER: I think that notice
is required.

INDIAN LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 90.]

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
" That in the opinion of this House the Gov- SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

ernment should take the necessary steps to
canc I the coitract awarded to Messrs. Mc-
Lean, Roger and Company, for the Printing Si JOHN A. MACDONALD-
of Parliam-nt from the 1st of January, When 1 introduced the Bill I explained
1880 ; aul that the sait contract be offered
to rick Ho% le of Toronto, whose tender its meanrng partly. It is a consideration
app-a - :r n all the evidence to he the of the laws relating to Indians, including
onl. iey'timate tender below that of Meesrs. a syste for newly organising the Depart-
McL1e-t RogYe-r and Company ; and that soC~e~Rg- n opn;adta ment and creatin, the Indian Branch into,
much o' thc Thýrteeith Report of the Joiut
Coinnitte of both Houses on the Printing of a separaýe and distinct Department, under
Parliament, rs is consistent with the fore- the control of the hon. the Minister of the
going Resolution, be adopted." Interior. My worthy suhordinates agree

MR. BLAKE : In order to give the with me tiet the duties of the Indiait
hon. Chairman of the Committee on Branch are so onerous, that instead of be-
Printirig an opportunity to call his Com- ing a sub-branch, it should be a separate
mitteec together, and remedy the existing Departaient, under one Minister.
defect I rise to a point of order. It is M. PATERSON (South Brant)
necessary that two day's notice should be This Bil is of considerabie importance to
given before the adoption of the Re- some members of the louseanditis
port. desirabie, at this late period of the Session,

SIR JOTIN A. MACDONALD: I that it should b3 al1owcd to stand over.
object to this ; the hon. gentleman has An Hoi. MEMBEIR: Oh, no.
spoken twice or thrice to the motion. MR. PATERSON: It is scarcdy fair

Mn. BLA EE : I have not. to discuss this Bil now. The hon.
SIR JO1E[N A. MACDONALD : The the Miniateris well aware thatmanynxay

question before us was the adoption of the want to speak on the Bil. My objec-
Report. It is quite clear that the hon. tions to the Thdian Bil passing at this
gentleman is out of order altogether. He time, are as foliowà :-In the first place it
cannot, in any way, make the objection in is a consolidation of the Indian iaws, and
regard to want of notice; it is too late that being the case, the hon. the First
f-'r him to do that after speaking on the Minister would be disposed to re8ent next
question, and discussing it so far. One Sessiontheintroductionofanyamendments
would think it vas the desire of the ho by private rnembrs. The, objection
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would be that the law was only consoli-
dated last year, and there was no necessity
for're-opening the question after so short
an experience. Then the Bill does not
provide for the enfranchisement of the
Indians, for according to them the rights,
opportunities and privileges of citizens
is, I think, the only solution of the
Indian question, more especially the
only solution which affects the more
advanced tribes, on whose behalf and with
respect to whose circumstances, I am more
particularly acquainted. Any change
that has been made in the law is only in
the direction of still more firmly fasten-
ing the shackles of tutelage upon them-
a change tending to keep the Indians in
their present condition. I speak on be-
half of 3,000 Indians, among whon six
missionaries have been labouring for the
past thirty years, and who have twelve
public schools and an industrial institute.
la that band ther3 bas never been but
one erfranchised under the Act of 1868,
and that Indian was unable to get the
land to which1 lie was entitled; he peti-
tioned to be restored to his former con-
dition as an Indian. If there is such a
record after twelve years' experience, is
it not time that some step was taken by
wlich more progress miglt be made ?
The wbole Indian law discourages the
assimilation of the whites and the In-
dians, and the solution of the Indian
problem can only be found in wiping out
the distinction which exists between the
races, in giving the red man all the
liberties and rights enjoyed by the white
man, and entailing upon him all the
responsibilities which attach to those
rights and privileges. For those reasons
I am opposed to the diecussion of this sub-
ject at the present time. The Indian
question is the question of the country.
It means, as we knqw from the Estimates
brought down yearly, the expenditure of
millions for the maintenance of the
Indians-it imeans one of the most press-
ing and vital questions of the hour,
and I warn the House, as I
warn the hon. the First Minister, that
legislation in the direction proposed, old-
time legislation, simply means that it will
entail upon the people, year after year,
and for all time to come, the voting an-
nually of hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars to keep the Indians in the low,
degraded state in which they are at

MR. PATERON.

present. What I advocate is this: That
we should have an Indian policy, which
will not only tend to relieve us from those
heavy burdens, but will give to the
Indians more rights than they now pos-
sess, and wipe out the race distinctions
that now exist. The policy adopted b'y
this Government, whether mistaken or
not, has had in view the object that the
Indian should not bave a wrorg done
him. We have cndeavoue'î to show our-
selves superior to our neighbouir in the
management of those mei. 1 i-ubmit,
and I say it without egotism, that with-
out any greater ability than cther hon.
members possess, that I know more of
this subject than most of the members,
because it bas been forced upon n con-
sideration. I wish my words had weight
enough to induce the hon. the First Min-
ister to allow this measure to lay over. I
would be glad to render any assistance I
could in trying if we could introduce a
Bih, next Session, which would bring
about what I think the hon. gentleman
desires, and by which our Indians may be
benefitted to a much greater extent, and
in a more rapid manner, than is possible
under the provisions of the Bill now un-
der consideration.

MRt. WHIlTE (Eý,st II ):The
bon. member stated that he did not want
to address the House at this jperiod of the
Session." At what period would the hon.
gentleman like to speak i Have the Gov,
ernment said we must close i This House
can, if necessary, sit all next week, or the
following week, in order to complete the
business of the people. The hon. mem-
ber has said some very true things. It is
time we began to give our intelligent In-
dians all the rights and privileges which
pertain to other classes of the community.
He lias referred to the fact that we are
yearly giving thousands of dollars which
are of no real benefit to the Indians. I
believe that is correct. We are making
them believe that the country will support
them, and putting, them in a position in
which they have no credit or standing in
the community. We should no longer
treat the Indians as children. Something
should be done to put them in a position
to make them know and feel that they
were responsible to themselves and to the
country. * On one reserve there are not
more than - two Indians ; the rest are
half-breeds, and many of them are edu-
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'cated, and hid they responsibilities of
inembers of this House, could fill posi-
tions here with credit to themselves and
4o the country. I hope the hon. the
First Minister will give one or
two days more for the consider-
ation of this measure, and I
hope the hon. member for Brant
(Mr. Paterson) will stay and give his as-
sistance. No one is more anxions to do
his duty towards the Indians than the
lion. Premier, and there is no one in the
world whom they respect more; and I
trust this measure wiIl be carefully con-
sidered before it passes into law.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I do
not propose to reply to the hon. member
for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) at
length, but I may say, in reference to one
of his objections, that this Bill bas
passed the Senate, and has been printed
and distributed for a very considerable
time. If any hon. gentleman wishes to
inove an amend ment he has plenty of
opportunity. He said that whatever
alteration is made in the Bill bas the
ef'ect of limiting the power of enfranchise-
ment. I see no clause altering the Bill
in such a way, and think the hon. gentle-
man is misinformed.

MR. PATERSON: The right hon.
gentleman misunderstands me on that
point. I did not say that.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman made an appeal to the
House about the necessity of advancing
the interests of the Indians, civilising
them and putting them in the condition
of white men. After all, I am afraid
that the hon. gentleman's views are
affected by the influence of party.
Disguise it as we may, wherever there is
an Indian settlement the whites in the
vicinity are very naturally anxious-when
they see the elovenly, unfarmerlike way
in which the Indian lands are cultivated
especially if the lands be very good-to
get rid of- the red men, believing, and
perhaps, truly, that the progress of the
locality is retarded by them, and that the
-sooner they are enfranchised, or deprived
of their lands, and allowed to shift for
4themselves, the better. I dare say it
-would be better. If the Indians were to

disappear fron the continent, the Indian
question would cease to exist. But we
inust rernember that they are the original
owners of the soil, of which they have
been dispossessel by the covetousness or
ambirion of our ancestors. Perhaps, if
Columbus had not discovered this con-
tinent-had left them alone-they would
have worked out a tolerable civilisation
of their own. At all events, the
Indians have been great sufferers by the
discovery of Anerica, and the transfer
to it of a large bwhite papulation. We
are bound to protect them. The United
States, British and Canadian Govern-nents
have all agreed as to the necessity of de
fending and protecting the Indians. As
to giving the Indian lands away, enfran-
chising the Indians, and giving patents
for their lands, the policy would be a
failure in this country, as it bas proved a
failure in the United States. The ex-
perience in regard to the granting of
lands to the Indians, call them enfran
chised or not, means simply this : The
Indian gets his deed, and by same in-
jurious or unfortunate process, sells or
leases his lani, and becomes a vagrant
without property. We have seen indi
viduals of this race succeed, by means of
education, but the exception proves the
rule. The general rule is that you cannot
make the Indian a white man. An
Indian once said to myself: " We are the
wild animals; you cannot make an ox of
a deer." You cannot make an agricul-
turist of the Indian. Al we can hope
fJr is to wean them, by slow degrees, front
their nomadic habits, which have almost
become an instinct, and by slow degrees
absorb them or settle them on the
land. Meantime they must be fairly
protected. The hon. gentleman say -
this Bil should stand over until we have
an opportunity of discovering or invent
ing some new system of civilising the
In dians. I am afraid he and I would
not agree as to the best means of doing
so. I am afraid lie would favour the
dividing of the different reserves among
the Indians, giving them deeds in fee
simple, and leaving them to shift for them
selves. That would be cruelty of the
worst kind. I think this Bill is called
for until we can, by conimon agreement,
come to some understanding as to some
means of advancing the Indians in the
scale of civilisation.
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Mi. FLEMING: The hon. First Min-
ister says he is in favour of the enfran-
chisement of the Indians,but only by slow
degrees. When the right hon. gentleman,
in 1857, introduced the first Enfranchise-
ment Bill, he expressed himself then as
being desirous of seeing them speedily
placed in the saine position as the white
settlers. Twenty-three years have elapsed
since that Bill became law. Amendments
have been made to it from time to time,
al with the view of giving increased
facilities for enfranchisement. What has
been the result? Some fifty-seven persons,
including children, out of the 90,000
Indians of the Dominion, have been
enfranchised. At this rate, five persons
every two years, it would take 36,000
years to enfranchise the Indian population
of Canada. Surely, this is proceeding by
very slow degrees indeed. The right hon.
gentleman thinks the object of the advo-
cates of enfranchisement is the possession
of the Indian lands. In defence of the
white settlers in the county of Brant,
living in the neighbourbood of the re-
serves, I beg to say that they are actu-
ated by no such covetous desire.
They simply wish to see Indians
made subject to the same law they
themselves are called on to obey.
At present settlers on land adjoining a
reserve suffer a great many annoyances,
for instance, the reservation is very often
a perfect nursery for noxious weeds ; a
farmer may see, day after day, the seeds
of the Canada thistle blown on to his land,
but he has no redress. Indians are not
subject to municipal law. It is said the
reason why so few Indians are enfran-
chised is because they are not fit for the
position. With regard to the Six
Nation Indians, the fact that the more
intelligent and industrious among them
have net enfranchisement, under the pre-
sent law, is the most conclusive proof of
their ability to look after their own in-
terests. At present many of this class
occupy from 200 to 300 acres of land
a piece, were they to be enfranchised, as
the law now stands, they would get only
their share of the reserve, something less
than fifty acres. In such circumstances
they are not so foolish as to seek for en-
franchisement. 1 am sure the hon. the
First Minister must see that if it is
desirable to raise the Indian to the station
of the white man, our legislation hereto-

Mn. FLimiNG.

fore has been inoperative ; on the other
hand, if it is not desirable so to raise him,
the enfranchisement clauses ought to be
eliminated from the Statute-book, as it is
they are regarded by the Indians them-
selves as a perfect farce. Surely, the
right hon. gentleman will not attempt
now to keep the red men in their present
position for an indefinite period. I
trust rather he will give this subject his
attention, and try if a scheme cannot be
devised which will hasten rather than re-
tard their advance in civilisation. The
lion. the First Minister cannot but see
that the old machine which has been
tried for twenty-three years has failed to
do the work for which it was designed,
a new one, therefore, is essentially neces-
sary.

MR. MILLS: The lion. Premier
has, in this Bill, added very
little that is new. There is no
material change in the law, as it stands,
as to the status of the Indians. The ex-
isting law is simply consolidated. But
there is some change in the organisation
of the Department itself. If I under-
stand it rightly, the policy aimed at in
the Bill is to make the Indian Branch of
the Department of the Interior a distinct
department. It is to place the Chief
Clerk at the head of that Department,
and make it separate and distinct from
the ordinary Department of the Interior.
I do not think that this part of the Bill
can be sustained by the argument of the
First Minister. If, because the business
of the Indian Branch be separate and dis-
tinct from the Lands Brancb,there should
be a separate and distinct Deputy head,
by the same parity of reasoning there
should be a Depnty Minister for the ad-
ministration and the government of the
Territories. At present there are but two
governments for the district of Keewatin
and the North-West Territories. But if
the hon. gentleman's anticipations of the
future· are likely to be realised, at ne
distant day' the North-West Territories
will be divided into a number of distinct
colonies, with a territorial government in
each, if the population be not sufficiently
numerous to warrant the organisation of
each into a Province. If, then, the argu-
ment, by which the hon. gentlemen under-
takes to support the making of the In-
dian Branch a distinct department, has
any force, it is equally applicable top
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the branch for the administration
of the territorial Governments. The pro-
posed policy does not coincide with my
own views. I think the hon. gentleman
bas a Surveyor-General at the head of the
Lands Branch. He requires a person
capable of supervising the work at the
head of the Indian Branch. i hold there
is great advantage in baving a permanent
Deputy Head supervising the entire work
of the Department, who is not immedi-
ately connected with the administration
of each particular branch in that Depart-
ment. It saves the hon. Minister a great
deal of work, and there are too important
persons upon whose judgment consider-
able reliance may always be placed by the
Minister. To consider every question
of administration, there will be the
Deputy Minister and the Chief Clerk of
the branch, so that the Minister will
have every question sifted through tbem,
men of experience and ability, and one of
whom will take the official-the'routine--
-view. The other will be farther removed,
and it is most desirable that he should be
so. I think that is an advantage too
great to be lightly estimated, and that the
plan proposed will not be an improvement
in this respect. For some time the
Departnent was organised in this way :
One person had charge of the Ordnance
Lands; one of Indian Affairs in the old
Provinces; the Deputy Minister had
charge of Indian affairs in the North-
West and Manitoba and the territorial
government ; and the Surveyor-General
had charge of the Lands Branch. Each
acted, practically, as Deputy Minister of
his own branch. Before I left the
Departmeit the practice had been
changed, and the person, nominally
Deputy Minister, was ac'ing as Deputy
Minister for all the affairs in the Depart-
ment. I believe. that was an advantage,
becau»s there were, as I have said,
t,wo to consider every question
before its final disposal. The judg-
ment of two being thus secured, in
ail affairs coming up for disposal, was an
unquestionable advantage. If the hon.
gentleman's plan is to be acted upon,
there is one provision that will have to be
changed. If it is intended by the 3rd
Section that this should be a separate
Department, to be placed under some
other Minister, this clause ought not to be
here. If it is the intention of the Gov-

ernment not to do this, but to retain this
as a branch of the Department of the
Interior, then there is no propriety in
callingthehon. the Minister of the Interior
Superintendent-Generalfor Indian Affairs.
He is the Minister for that branch, the
same as for any other of the Department.
If it is the object to have a separate Deputy
for this particular branch, on account of
its importance, he ought to be called
Deputy Minister of the Interior for Indian
Affairs. I observe, too, there are certain
clauses of this Bill, from Clause 23
to Clause 28, to which ihere were strong
objectionsofferedtwo or three yearsago, by
thepresent hon. Minister ot Public Works.
He strongly objected to the arbitrary
power, that he said was given to the hon.
the Minister of the Interior, with regard
to trespassers upon Indian lands. I was
Minister of the Interior at the time the
objection was made, though not Minister
when the law was enacted. But this
Bill bas not made any change in the law
in these particulars. The same extensive
powers of dealing with trespassers without
appeal to the ordinary courts of justice,
which existed in the old law, and which,
he said, were so objectionable--and I
agree with him-are retained in this Bill
precisely as they were before. With re-
gard to the question of 1he administration
of Indian affairs, I am of the opinion that
this Bill is wholly inadequate to the
wants of the country at this moment. I
think legislation of a much more radical
character than anything contained in this
Bill is required to meet the present exi-
gency in the administration of Iidian
affairs. When I was at the bead of the
Department of the Interior, having given
a good deal of attention to this subject, I
came to the conclusion that important
changes in the law were necessary, and
had we remained in power, it was the
intention of the late Administration to
submit a measure to Parliament on this
subject. When the hon. Minister pro-
posed that we should occupy a long series
of ages-on the principle of development,
I suppose-in the elevation of the Indians,
on the ground that it was absolutely neces-
sary, I did not agree with him. If you
can select a single Indian tribe, and if, in
the administration of the affairs of the
Indiana of that tribe, you can show that,
on the whole, they are capable of intel-
lectual and industrial improvement, you
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show thereby that the whole ILdian race
is capable of being elevated f rom the con-
dition in which they now exist. An ex-
periment of that sort was tried. Mr.
Duncan, in the administration of the af
fairs of a particular tribe of Indians in
British Columbia, bas succeeded in civilis-
ing this people, and in mnaking them an in-
<lustrious population. They are not only
self-supporting, but they are producing
inuch more than is n ecessary for their
subsistence. What lie has accomplished
shows that there is a radical defect in the
administration of Indian affairs in this
country,.or the condition of the Indians
would not be what it is at present. I
would like to call the hon. gentleman's
.ttention to a work which will throw some
light on this subject, and that is the " Life
.and Labours of Sir James Brooke in
Borneo." It is a work of great interest.
It shows what can be accomplished in the
ýelevation of a race comparatively bar-
barous. What Sir James Brooke accom-
plished then, rnay be, in a large degree,
accomplished with regard to the In-
dian population of this Dominion.
Now, the objection I have to
the present management· of our
Indian affairs is, that we are going in the
in the same groove in which we have
long been rnoving, and are rapidly
reducing the Indians of the North-
West and of British Columbia to
the same condition of helpless-
ness and dependence in which the Indians
.are in the older Provinces. I think that
ought te be guarded against, and to that
end very important changes are necessaiV
in the legislation upon the question.
There was one thing that impressed itself
very strongly upon my mind, and that
was the mischievous effects that flow from

.allowing the Indians, on the various reser-
vations in the old Provinces, to hold their
property in common. In these cases
they have all sunk, and necessarily so, to
the lfevel of the most indolent; and I
fancy that, if the white population of any
district was dealt with in the same way,
if the consciousness of separate and inde-
pendent property holdings was taken
away, you would, in great measure, reduce
them to the same barbarous condition in
which the Indians are found at this
moment. One of the difficulties of deal-
ing with the Indians in their present oon-

.dition is the fact, that, although you do
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not allow the white population to pur-
chase real estate from them, or to lease real
estate f rom them, you do allow
one Indian to traffic with another
with regard to his holding, and the con-
sequence is, that upon the reservation in
the vicinity of Brantford, you find over-
reaching, grasping Indians holding, not
merely his own fair share of the reserva-
tion, but that of half a dozen others; you
have those half '1ozen others without any
property holdings at all, without any
means of subsistence, and who, in case of
disease or famine, are the first the Gov-
ernment require to deal with. One of
the first things we ought to do is, not to
emancipate the Indians, but to authorise
those who hold more than a fair share, to
sell their property or cause it to be
divided up so as to give to each Indian
bis fair holding. My impression is that
while an Indian might be allowed to sel],
this power to sell should be something
like the power of the Israelites, in ancient
times, to sell or alienate it for a
limited time, that lie should he liable for
necessaries but he should not lose his
property for debt for more than a limited
period, and that, at the expiration of it, he
should again come into possession. This
system would put each Indian upon an
equality, and at each recurring period he
would be able to make a new start in life.
I think if this were done, great changes
for the better would be made in the
present condition of the Indians in the
older Provinces. If this were done with
regard to the North-West Territories, I
am satisfied that you would have at a
very early period a wholly different
state of things from that which
exists at - this moment. On
Walpole Island, in my constituency, there
are some 1,500 Chippewa Indians. Some
twenty years ago, through the carelessness
of the Indian Department, a number of
the Pottawatamies came from Michigan
and settled among the Chippew as on that
Island. These Pottawatamies were draw-
ing annuities from the United States, and
they wedre allowed in some way te acquire
rights upon the Island. When I proposed
te the Indians there that the Island
should be divided up, and each Indian
have a separate holding to cultivate as
well as he pleased, many of them were
pleased with the proposition, and there
would have been no difficulty in inducing
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them to accept that propositio i if some
-other provision could be made for the
Pottawatamies who are settled amongst
them. But, they said, the moment you
make that division, you will be giving
them a share of our lands, and so they pro-
nounced against the proposition. Then,
again, I hold not only that our Indian
population should have some limited power
in disposing of their holdings amongst
themselves, but that more extensive and
liberal provisions should be made for the
,emancipation of the Indians. Under the
'present condition of the law the Indians
are discouraged from seeking emancipa-
tion. I think the moment the De-
partrnent is sttisfied that the In-
dian is fit for emancipation, every
effort should be made to emancipate him
and throw him wholly upon his own re-
sources. I think there should also be a
provision made to introduce, amongst the
various Indian bands, a system of muni-
cipal government. I do not say that the
Indians should be incorporated with the
municipalities in which the reservations
are situated, but I think they should be
required to take an active part in the ad-
ministration of their own affairs. They
can be easilv guided and assisted in this
matter by the agents, and by the hon. the,
Minister of the Interior himself. I
know there is a provision in the A et, with
regard to the performance of statute
labour, and for other purposes, connected
with the management of the Indian reser-
vations ; but with these reservations
1,500 or 2,000 miles away from Ottawa,
it is utterly impossible for the Minister
to judge of their condition ani give them
proper supervision. Municipal institu-
tions of a simple character should be
given them, such as the election of a
council, to impose t7axation, to a limited
extent, for certain specified purposes; to
require them to perform statute labour; to
require them to contribute from the pro-
ducts of their industry towards the main-
tenance of schools amongst themselves. I
am satisfied such a change would be

greatly to the benefit of the Indians.
1 maintain that the provisions of the law
exempting the Indians from all obliga-
lions for debt have not worked satisfac-
torily. I am sure that must have been
the experience of the hon. gentleman him-
self. I know from my own observation
that the tendency is to demoralise the,

Indians. They have gone to traders and
bought necessary articles of food, and being
protected by the law against any legal
process for the enforcement of their obli-
gations, have reftused to pay their debts
and have set the white population at
defiance. The effect has been to make
them dishonest, and to make them un.
popular with the white population. The
hon. gentleman has spoken of the extent
to which the Indian lands are bought up
by the whites in their immediate neigh-
bourhood. Now, if the Indiana were an
industrious population, there would be no
more disposition to buy them out thai
there is for one portion of the white popu
lation to buy out another. The first duty
of the Government is to seek to promote
habits of industry, independence and
honesty among them by the means I have
indicated, or at least to make the experi-
ment. If intelligently and efficiently
made I have no doubt as to the result.

MR. DAWSON: In this discussion
there seems to be a general idea prevalent
that it would be greatly to the advantage
of the Indians if they were allowed to dis
pose of their lands. Now I am of
opinion that the tribal system, at present
followed, is the best for the protection of
the Indians. If you give an Indian the
power of selling his lands whenever he
chooses, the result would be that a few
white people would get possession of the
Indian lands, and the Indians theimselves
would be driven all over the world.
Within the past six or eight years, under
a more careful administration .of Indian
affairs than formerly prevailed, the con-
dition of the Indians lias very much im-
proved, and is continuing to improve.
I think the present Act is very defective
in some respects, particularly in the pro-
vision with regard to enfranchisement.
The only condition on which an Indian
can become enfranchised is by separating
his share of the lands or his particular
allotment from the lands or reserve held
in common by the band at large. This
is holding forth a premium for the break-
ing up of the tribal system, which is the
only true protection remaining to the In-
dians against the rapacity of the white
man. If an Indian is an educated man,
if he has become equal to his white neigh-
heurs, why not allow him to become en-
franchised without hampering him with
a lot of utterly impracticable rules and
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regulations, such as are continued in this
Act? Why should it be impossible for him
to become enfranchised, and still re-
main a member of his band.
That would lead to the Indian bands
being scattered. I think it would be pos-
sible to devise some system by which the
Indians could be enfranchised and the
tribal system, at the saine time, continued.
I know Indians at present who are very
well off, who employ white men as their
servants, and yet cannot vote at Elections,
because they will not consent to separate
from their people. They look upon
separation from their bands as a disgrace,
and the Indian who does so is stigmatised
among his people as a traitor to his race.
I am satisfied that the Indians would be
elevated in their own estimation, and that
it would tend to their civilisation, if they
could become enfranchised, when other-
wise qualified, and still remain connected
with their bands. The tribal system is
the first protection of the Indian, and the
abolition of that system would lead to the
demoralisation and eventual destruction of
he race.

MR. CASEY: I do not consider it is
treating this House with the consideration
to which it is entitled to bring down a
measure of this importance upon the last
working day of the Session, and more
especially is this the case when thiq Bill
s, as it professes to be, a consolidation of
]]the laws relating to Indians. There is

really very little that is new in the mea-
sure. There is nothing new in it that is
urgent, unless it is claimed that the
changing of the name of the head of the
Department is so. I am of opinion
that it would be well to allow
it to stand over until it can be
rationally considered, which it cannot be
now. The general tendency of our Indian
legislation bas been to make matters
worse than they were before. The hon.
member for A lgoma has stated that the
tribal systen is the best for keeping the
Indians together. The question for us to
consider is, whether it is advisable to
keep the indian tribes together, and sepa-
rate froni the rest of the community.
That was necessary, no doubt, -when the
Indians were the helpless wards of the
Crown, but I should be very much sur-
prised if the country at large would think
it advisable, in the case of Indians who
have settled down, that they should con-
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tinue in that state of tutelage for ever.
For my part, I do not consider that it is
advisable to iake this condition of things
permanent. I think Indians, who are
equal to whites in intelligence, who are
superior to many whites in wealth, and
who are full grown citizens of the
Dominion, sbhould not be placed in a worse
condition than the negro. I think it
is quite possible to get over the objection
the bon. member f r Algoma has alluded
to, that Indian s will not leave their bands
by allowing them to retain their tribal
connection, but not their share of the
funds. In the 24th Clause there is
another objectionable provision. It pro-
vides:

" That if a person has been once convicted of
trespassing on Indian lands, he can afterwards
be imprisoned by the Superintendent General,
or whoever he may depute, without notice or
trial, on the information of interested parties
that he has repeated the offence."

An instance came to my knowledge, re-
cently, in which a man was arrested and
put in jail without baving received the
slightest notice that he was charged with
a repetition of the offence. He claims
that the affidavit was a perjured one, bx t
he had no opportunity of showing its
falsity, and no remedy whatever; such a
law is monstrous. There are several
other sections which interfere with
citizens' rights. One says that if any
timber, stolen fron Indian lands, becomes
mixed with other timber so as not to be
easily distinguishable, the wbole may be
seized. In such a case the timber may
belong to an innocent third party, who
may be thus deprived of his
property for the benefit of the
Indians. I do not see why the laws pro-
tecting the rights of Indians in re-
gard to trespass sbould be any more
stringent than those affecting the white
man. The tendency of the Bill is to
place Indians under the protection of the
Government and above all law.

Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee of

the Whole to consider the said Bill.
(In the Committee.)

On Section 12,
Ma. PATERSON (South Brant) said

its principle was all wrong, since it
maintained the tribal system. This was
wise and prudent years ago, and was wise
and prudent yet with regard to many
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lands in the North-West; but an Indian
law should be so elastic that its conditions
would operate among the most advanced
Indians. He trusted that the hon. gen-
tleman (Sir John A. Macdonald) would
see the propriety of striking out the
clause.

Section agreed to.
On Section 22,
Mi. PATERSON said this clause also

involved a principle that was wrong in it-
self. It declared that no white person,
or any one not an Indian, shall be permit-
ted to lease or occupy land on the re-
serves. He thought it was desirable, in
the interest of the Indian, that he should
have the right to lease to white men if he
saw fit. The presence of white men on
the reserves would tend much to instruct
the Indians in the proper modes of work-
ing the land.
- SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he did not believe in the whites getting
into the reserves so long as the tribal sys-
tem is kept up.

MF. CASEY said he thought it would
be of great advantage to the bands if
Indians were allowed to lease to persons
who knew how to till the soil.

MR. DAWSON said the result of such
a privilege would be to break up the
bands. Until the Indians are further
advanced and better instructed in the
ways of the white man, it would not do to
introduce a foreign element amongst them.
Experience proved that such experiments
were ruinous to the Indians in their pre-
sent condition. There were some non-
treaty Indians in Algoma. a good many of
whom were not recognised as belonging
to the band. They are looked upon as
American Indians, but they are not, and
they had sent down petitions to be con-
sidered as the rest of the tribe. It was
desirable something should be done to let
those poor people into the band.

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
is worthy of consideration.

Section agreed to.
On Section 77,
MR. PATERSON .(South Brant) said

he was opposed to the principle of
protecting Indians from being sued.
This " protection clause," as it was called,
was rather a disadvantage to them than
otherwise. An Indian might desire
credit, and it might be in his interest to
have credit, but there being no recourse

for the collection of a debt against him,
no one will give him credit.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
there were great difficulties in the way of
a change.

Section agreed to on a division.
On Section 81,
ML PATERSON (South Brant)

said le was in sympathy with the hon.
the Minister of the Interior in this
matter of the sale of liquor to Indians.
Situated as they were in his county, there
was a great deal of trouble arising from
the liquor traffic. He would suggest a
provision to this effect : That if a person
saw an Indian drinking liquor, he should
lodge information with the Local Super-
intendent, that officer being allowed to
prosecute without divulging the name of
the informer. The trouble was that no
one liked to inform, because when their
names were divulged they subjected
themselves to annoyance from the drink
seller. The informer should be allowed to
give the naines of witnesses who might be
summoned, but not compelled to give evi-
dence himself.

Section agreed to on a division.
On Section 94,
MR. PATERSON asked if it would be

too muchto keep the Indian until he did
tell where he got his liquor.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That
is pretty hard ; it is not treating them
like white men.

'Section agreed to on a division.
Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the Hoiuse.)
Bill reported.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD moved

the third reading of the Bill.
Mi. CASEY moved in amendment:

That the Bill be not now read the third
time, but that it be recommitted to a Committee
of the Whole, with instructions that they have
power to amend it, by leaving out all the
words in Section 23 between " made to him" in
line 13 and "issue" in line 14, and inserting the
following :- summon before some Stipendiary
Magistrate, Police Magistrate, or Justice of the
Peace such person or Indian; and such Sti-
pendiary Magistrate, Police Magistrate or Jus.
tice of the Peace shall, after heariag the cam-
plaint and defence, if the complaint be proven
to his satisfaction."

Motion, in amendment, negatived on a
division.

Bill read the ttird time and passed.
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QUEBEC, -MONTREAL AND OTTAWA
OCCIDEINTAL RAILWAY BILL.

[BILL 118.]
(Mr. McDonald, Pcjou.)

BILL WITHDRAWN.

Order for E cond reading read.

order does not lie, and that there are no
private rights whicb may be affected by
the Bill. The Bill is rather a public
measure, affecting one of the Provinces of
the Dominion. TheQuebec, Montreal, Ot-
tawaand Occidental Railway Company will
still remain in existence after this mea-

MR. McDONALD (Picton): The pre- sure is passed and may be sued by any
amble explains its object. The clauses parties having rights of action against it.
are very short. Their object is to re- Therefore, I maintain that no private
move some difficulty with respect to the rights can be affected by the measure and.
title of the Railway acquired by the Pro- that it should be treated as a public Bill.
vince of Quebec in t wo Sections, one A Bill was introduced last Session to em-
from Quebec to Montreal, and another power the Province of Quebec to build a
from Montreal to Ottawa. I need. not bridge over the Ottawa, but I do not be-
call the attention of hon. gentlemen to lieve it was trea ted as a Private Bill but
the fact that the road from Montreal to rather as a Public Bill.
Aylmer was by an Act of this Parlia- MR. ABBOTT: No private rights can
ment made a Dominion road, and, there- be interfered with, because the Province
fore, the legislation in reference to it rests of Quebec will assume the liabilities of the
in this Legislature. The road from Mon- cempany.
treal to Quebec was previously ceded to MR. BLAKE: I think the discussion
the Local Government, and it is the shows that there is some question as-to
opinion of the officials of that Goveri- whether private rights are affected.
ment that the cession of these rights MR. McDONALD moved that the
should be ratified by an Act of this Par- order be discharged, and the Bill with-
liament, and it is for the purpose of drawn.
obtaining that ratification that this Bill Motion agreed to, and Bill with-
is introduced. drawn.

MR. BLLKE: I an obliged to object to CANADIAN WATERS NAVIGATION
the second reading of this Bill. I have BILL.-[BILL 121.]
a letter from a well-known advocate in (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. I.)
the Province of Quebec, setting forth that SECOND AND THIRD READING..this Bill will interfere with the rights of
parties who have claims against this Rail- Order for second reading read.
way ; and as there is no petition of right . MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne): This
in that Province, the Local Government is a very important Bill, and should, in
could not be proceeded against. This order to be properly discussed, have been
Bill, affecting as it does private rights, brought in at an earlier stage of the Ses-
ought to have been introduced in the sion. It makes many changes in the law. I
proper course by petition. That would am aware that similar Acts have been
have enabled these private rights to be adopted by the Parliaments of the
discussed before the appropriate Com- maritime stations of the world, but the
mittee. On the 12th of March, 1875, a clause hi reference to lights of fishing ves-
motion was made by a member of then sels, largely affects that important indus-
Government for leave to bring in a Bill try, and should be suspended as in those
affecting the Northern Railway. It was other countries where similar legislation
objected that as the Bill affected private bas been adopted. The regulations re-
rights it should be introduced as a Private garding lights should be suspended, so far
Bill. The Speaker then held that this as flshing vessels are concerned, as sug-
point was well taken, and it seems to me gested in England by the Board of Trade.
the sane point of order arises here. Ma. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): The

MR. ANGERS: I am sorry the hon. rules and regulations have been adopted
member for West Durham bas raised by the United States. The consequences
this point of order in relation to this Bill. would be serious if this Bill did not be-
By referring to the Statute passed by the corne law, and you cannot adopt a part of
Province of Quebec, I think the House the regulations without the whole. The-
will be easily convinced that the point of rules are necessary to prevent colisuion,

Mi. MCDONALD.
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and they will keep fishing boats from the
risk of being run down when outside the
three-mile limits.

MR. BLAKE: The hon. Minister has
been kind enough to give me a menoran-
dum showing what the Bill proposes to
do, and to show me that there is very lit-
tle difference between the old Bill and the
new Bill ; but still it is to be regretted
that this measure has not been brought
down earlier. Taking into account the
statement made by the bon. member for
Shelburne (Mr. Robertson) to the
effect that the new rules are
to be suspended elsewhere, it would seem
that if we put them in force before the end
of another year, we shall be, during that
time, in advance of other countries, and
that we shall, meanwhile, be making a
distinction between this and other coun-
tries. It would be better to amend the Bill
as regards fishing vessels, so as to give the
Governor in Council power to suspend
those regulations, and bring them into
operation when it is found expedient after
due consideration.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have spoken now to the hon. the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries; and he thinks
there is a good deal in the suggestion of
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), and we shall arrange to have it
carried out.

MR. BLAKE: Then on that statement
it would be as well to allow the Bill to go
to-night.

Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee of the Whole, reported,
read the third time and passed.

GOVERNMENT BILLS.

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were
read the second time, considered
mittee of the Whole, reported,
third time, and passed;-

severally
in Com-
read the

Bill (No. 122) To ratify and confirm an
agretment thertin mentioned, between the
Government of Canada and.the Canada Central
Railway Company.---(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Bill (No. 124) To amend the Act respect-
ing the Trinity House and Harbour Com-
missioners of Montreal.--(Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E.I.}

Bill (No. 125) To confirm a certain Order
of the Govertor in Council respecting the
Graving Dock at Esquimalt.-(Sir amuel L.

Tpley.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-LAND-
REGULATIONS.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED.

Ilouse resolred itself into Committee
of the Whole to consider the following
Resolution -

That it is expedient to substitute fUr the
seventh of the series of Resolutions relating
to the Canadian Pacific Railway, adopted by
this llouse on the 12tu and 13th May last,
the following Reolutions :-

(a) That one hundred millions of teres of
land in Manitoba and the North-West Terri-
tories be appropr'ated for the purpuse of con-
structng the Canadian Pacifie RailA ay.

(b) That such lands shall be from time to
time selected and reservet by order of the
Governor in Connel as Railway lands, and
shall be of fair average quality for settle-
ment.

(c) That such lands shall be sold at prices
to be fixed from time to time by the Gov.
ernor in Council, but in no case at a rate or less
than one dollar per acre.

(d) That the proceeds of such sales, after
deducting the cost of survey and manage-
ment, suall be devoted exclusively to the
purpose of defraying the cost of the construc-
tion of the Canadiau Pacifie Railway.

(In the Conmittee.)
MR. ANGLIN: Parties will not be

permitted by the Resolutions to go in
upon those lands and take up home-
steads.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : The Reso-
lutions will not prevent thar. It is not
proposed to alter the regulations for the
sale of lands,but it is proposed to conform
the Railway Resolutions of lasf yt ar to
the existing Act, which leaves the home-
stead regulations as at present.

MR. BLAKE: I think some explana-
tions should be given before those Reso-
lutions pass. I think the purpose (f the
hon. the First Minister is to bubstitute
these Resolutions for the 7th of the for
mer series, with a view to their larmonis-
ing with the present policy of the Govern-
ment which bas been developed by the
regulations in Council in the formation of
the various belts, and not with a view to
any new policy. It is out of the belt of
220 miles,established by these regulations
that the 100,000,000 acres are expected
to be obtained ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Not
necessarily.

MR. BLAKE: lHow many acres do
you expect to find in that belt for your
purpose, and how many are fit for fair
average settlement 1

Land Regulatioi.8. 1999ý
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Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : I can-
not state the exact quantity of land in
those belts. It will not fall short of
100,000,000 acres. It has been ascer-
tained beyond a doubt that beyond those
belts there are good lands-220,000,000
acres fit for settlement. That is the
Report of the Surveyor-General and the
Deputy Minister of the Interior. So,
whatever may be the deficiency of those
belts, it can be made up elsewhere.

MR. BLAKE: The statement is cer-
tainly very satisfactory. Not long ago
we had a detailed statement, with a map,
from the hon. the Minister of Railways,
to the effect that the whole region from
the American boundary on the south and
the Rocky Mountains on the west, in-
cluding the whole Peace River district,
contained but 189,000,000 acres, of which
ho estimated that from 30,000,000 to
39,000,000 acres were unfit, and
150,000,000 acres fit for settlement, com-
prising the arable and pasture land.
Does the hon. the First Minister, in his
totally different statement, include the
British Columbia lands I

Six JOHN A. MACDONALD: No.
Six CHARLES TUPPER: What-

ever I may bave said, I inte ded to say
this: My calculation applied to the
region from the western boundary of I
Manitoba to the Rocky Mountains, in-
cluding only a portion of the Peace
River district, as was based upon a very
careful examination of the territory by
Professor Macoum, whose Report will
shortly be published.

MR., BLAKE: No information can be
given as to the exact quantity of land
supposed to be available for settlement?

Six JOHN A. MACDONALD : No.
MR. BLAKE: Are the free grant

lands counted in the 100,000,000 acres?
We have first the railway lands; second,
the preemption; last, the free grants.
Are the 100,000,000 acres to be exclusive
of the homestead lands ?

Six JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes.
SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:

In that case you will have to set apart
about 133,000,000 acres or thereabouts,
because you have now four distinct por-
tions: two are reserved for the Railway,
one for hometteads, and one for preemp-
tions.

Six CHARLES TUPPER: Yes.
Six RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:

SiR JOUN A. MAcOXALD.

I shall be delighted if the computation of
220,000,000 acres proves accurate. I
may observe that 100,000,000 acres by
themaselves make 160,000 square miles.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
will lay on the Table a map prepared by
Professor Macoum, that has been placed
in my hands, showing 220,000,000 acres
of good arable land fit for settlement. It
is prepared upon the best information that
can be got in the country. The Professor
has gone all over that country and tried
every available means to ascertain its
character. He has found that even in
those parts heretofore considered a desert,
considerable portions are fit for settle-
ment.

Mn. MILLS: In my opinion no real
advantage can be derived from reserving
lands for the construction of a road that
are not to be improved or made available
by the road, and that all the lands situ-
ated at a greater distance than twenty
miles from the line of Railway ought not
to be reserved for the construction of that
road. If railways through these lands
are necessary to make them good for
settlement, how are you going to get
railways through them if the lands them-
selves are reserved for sale to build the
railway i

Six JOHN A. MACD3NALD: We
must remuember that we are obliged to
build the Pacific Railway without increas-
ing the taxation of the country, and,
therefore, we must set aside lands
for that purpose. If there were no
such restrictions as to taxation we might
allow other considerations to enter into
this subject. But these two premises be-
ing granted, firit, that we must build the
Railway, and second, that we are not to
incur increased taxation for it, we must
use those lands. As the lands increase in
value, we will, in iy opinion, derive a
much larger fund from the sale of those
lands than will be required to pay for the
Railway. I am quite satisfied of that.
The whole experience of the United
States proves that. Look at the North-
eru Pacifie road, where, at this moment,
it is found that the company have made
so much money ont of their lands, that
the subject is up in Congress to take
away the balance of the land, because
they are selling it for $150 an acre
nstead of $10. It is important for us

that we should be able to show in
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Europe, as well as America, that our dmawn from settiement as railway lands.
lands are of sufficient value to build the When the lime of Railway was altered bY
road, that there will be no taxation, that the present Goverment and was run
emigrants can go and settle in that coun- south of the lake, the sane provision
try and have railways, and that they are which exists in regard to North Lake
not going to suffer from extreme tax- was carried out in the South Lake.
ation. My estimation mav be a sanguine Then, in consequence of the atatementa
one, but if my ideas about the value of made in the press, that we exclided the
those lands be correct, then their sale will settier by making a provision smmilar to
produce not only enough to build the that of the hon. gentleman's Govern-
Railway, but leave a large fund besides, ment, the regulationi were altered and
with which we eau do just as we like. only alternate lots were reserved for
We can assist auxiliary railways, and pay raiiway purposes. We adopted the
all the expenses of the Government. United States systein which was that

MR. MILLS: The objection to the there should be alternate sections, one of
hon. gentleman's proposition is that it pre- which should be railway land and the
vents the construction of auxiliary rail- other homestead preemption land. Al
ways until the main line is built, and it that tus iResolution provides for is
locks up all the lands for the time being. sinpiy that there should be 100,000,000
There can be no advantage to the coun- acres reserved. If the same policy is
try in reserving any lands to build this adopted with regard to amy other land
Pacifie Railway that are not to have a lying outside the present belt, then, of
direct increased value given them by the course, it wîll be that every alternate
construction of that particular road. If section shah be railway land and
you commence reserving lands 100 miles every other section open to the
away which can only have a value by settier. Should that policy require
building a road through those lands, you alteration, wc cau mdify it at any
prevent yourselves from building such tire. But it is of great importance, in
roads. Such roads are to be built long order to relieve ail anxiety about this
before the Railway reaches them, and the country being overtaxed, to build the
policy proposed by the Government isone Railway, that the emigrants from
which wîll retard the settlement of the Europe should know that the produce of
country. The policy should be to confine those acres stand between them and the
the land reservation to a reasonable dis- possibility of taxation. lereafter should
tance from the road, leaving the hands of it become known that, instead of
the people and the Goverument untied 100,000,00< acres, a sral]er amount was
to their lands, free to aid those roads sufficient for the purposes of building
which will best contribute to the settle- that Railway, then we can gracefully
ment of the couRtry, which is of far diminish the amount to 75,000,000 or
more consequence than any sum of 50,000,000 acres, and we eau aflord to be
money to be derived from the sale of those more liberal in the sale of those lands.
lands. The hon. gentleman must see that we are

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The only carrying out the policy his Govern-
Government do not at all propose to lock ment proposed. Now let us look at these
up any given piece of land in that region Orders in Council.
of the country. They have provided that MR. MILLS said the hon. gentleman
the even-numbered lots shall be was mistaken, because lie knew there was
provided for homestead purposes, an Order in Council reserving those
and the odd - numbered lots for lands.
railway lands. The hon. gentleman MR. BANNERMAN said lie had
must know that the proposition of the travelled fifty or sizty miles over that
present Government is far more liberal in road, and until lie cane within twenty-
these matters than the proposition of his eight or twenty-nine miles of the City of
own Government The hon. gentleman Winnipeg, there was not one lot of land
knows that by the Orders in Council of taken up.
his own Government, there are twenty Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is
miles on each side of that road, as far as because they did not kaow what prie
North Lake, absolutely reserved, with- would be dharged.
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MR. BANNERMAN said that was
exactly what he was trying to prove. He
was told by parties that they would have
gone on the Railway Belt, but they did
not know what price would be charged.
Since the new regulations had been made,
quite a number of settlers had gone on
the original Railway Belt.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said he
was in error in regard to the statement
he had made with regard to the Order in
Council, and he apologised to the hon.
gentleman for the statement he had
made.

Resolution ordered to be reported.
House resmned.

(In the House.)
Resolution reported.
Question proposed o!L the second read-

ing of the Resolution.
MR. BLAKE noved

That the said Resolution bs not now con-
curred in, but that it be recommitted to a Com-
mittee of the Whole, with instructions that
they have power to amend the same by pro-
viding that the sales of Railway lands shall be
en condition of actual settlement.

Question proposed on the amendment.
The House divided.-Yeas, 25 ; nays,

76.

Messieurs

Anglin Gillies
Béchard LaRue
Blake Mills
Bourassa Oliver
Brown Olivier
Burpee (Sunbury) Paterson (South Brant)
Cartwright Rinfret
Casey Rogers
Casgrain Rymal
Dumont Skinner
Fiset Smith (Selkirk)
Fleming Trow.-25.
Geoffrion

NAYs
Messieurs

Angers Kilvert
Baker Lane
Bannerman Langevin
Benoit Lantier
Bergeron Macdonald (Vict., B.C.)
Bergin McDonald(Cape Breton)
Bill McDonald (Pictou)
Bourbeau Macmillan
Bowell McCarthy
Brecken M cCuaig
Bunster McGreevy
Bunting MeKay
Carling McLennan
Cimon MeRory
Colby Masson
Connel Montplaisir

m. BANNERMAN.

Costigan Patterson (Essex)
Coup3l Porrault
Currier Plumb
Cuthbert Pope (Compton)
Dawson Pope (Qeen'sP. E. 1.)
DeCosmos Ross Dundas)
Desaulni- rs Routhier
Doniville Ryan (Marquette)
Drew Ryan <Montres Centre>
Elliott Eykert
Farrow Schultz
Ferguson Sproùle
Fulton Tassé
Gigault Tellier
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Thompson (Cariboo)
Grandbois TilIey
Haggart Tupper
looper Wallace (S. Norfolk)

Houde Wallace (West York)
Jones White (Cardwell)
Kaulbach White (East Hastings)
Keeler Williams. - î6.

Motion rePsolved in the negativex
iResolution 'read thte second time and

aqPreed to on a division.

CANADIAN PACIFIO IRAILWAY.
RA!IIFICÂTION 0F CONTRACT.

Tesolved, That the flouse do approve of the
coutract for the construction of one hundred
miles of that portion of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, commencing at the end of the 48th
Contract. near the Western Boundary of Mani-
toba, and extending to a point on the west side
of the Valley of Bird Tail Creek, which Con-
tract was laid on the Table of the buse on the
3rd instant.- (Sir Chtarles Tupper.)

SUPPLY BILL.-[BILL 126.1
(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Order for second reading rea.
M. COLBYS: Before you leave the

Chair, Sir, 1 desire to eall the attention of
the flouse to a subjeet, which although
outside the general range of subjects now
engaging our attention, deeru to, be of
sufficient importance to justify a brief
mention, even at thîs late period of the
Session and this late hour of the night.
1 refer to the great project -which is now
attracting so rnuch attention on this conti-
nent and in Europe, uamely, the project
of an inter-oceanie canal across the Cen-
tral American 1s'hus. The Conference
at Paris last year, the projet which has
been inagurated under the auspices of
ex-President Grant, the recent visit f
M. de Lesseps to the Isthmus and to the
United States, the recent discussions in
the United States Congreas, the recent
message of the cPresident in reply to a
resolution fromn the Senate, the active
interest manifested in high finatcial
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circles on this continent and in Europe,
all indicate a growing feeling among the
statesmen and capitalists of the most
wealthy nations that the time has
arrived when, in the interests of
commerce, the narrow band that sep-
arates the ' two oceans should be
pierced and a great national water-way
opened for the traffic of the world. I
shall not delay the House by any dis-
quisition with regard to the comparative
merits of the rival routes, or the great
commercial advantages of the scheme, nor
will I refer to the engineering difficulties
which have to be overcome, or any ma-
terial questions of that kind. But there
is one incidental question which forces it-
self upon our attention, deeply affecting,
as it does, the prosperity, the commercial
interests and the prestige of this Do-
minion. It is a question of international
concern, and one which may be the sub-
ject of negotiation between the Govern-
ment of the United States and the Gov-
ernment of Great Britain, before we shall
have an opportunity of meeting in this
hall. It is obvious, and, I believe, undis-
puted, that this canal, when constructed,
must be open to the commerce of the
world, as freely as are the great oceans it
will connect. Those oceans are the com-
mon property of màankind, and should
not, nor should any waterway, natural or
artificial, which, may unite them, be sub-
jected to the sovereign authority or ex-
clusive control of any particular nation.
Whatever route may be adopted, it
must pass through the territories of some
feeble Central American State, which
is quite unable either to construct the
work, or to protect the foreign capital in-
vested in it. Some one or more of the
great powers, therefore, will, in the in-
terest of all commercial nations, be under
the necessity of assuming the directorate
of that canal, and the protection of the
capital therein invested. The practical
question which is likely to be forced
upon the attention of nations, very shortly,
will be this : Which power or what
combined powers shall assume that re-
Sponsibiiity ? It is obvious that, of the

great commercial nations, the two having
the greatest interest in the work are
Great Britain and the United States. It
concerns not only the American posses-
sions of Great Britain, great and impor-
tant as those possessions are, but it con-

cerns also the interest of the Empire at
large. She is the foremost commercial
nation, and having dominions on all the
continents and in all the seas, she lacks
this link only to complete the girdle of
direct continuous navigation around the
globe, which would bring more nearly to-
gether lier scattered possessions. The in-
terests of the United States are felt, by
the people of that country, to be even
greater than those of Great Britain and
the other nations. They seem to feel that
the project is peculiarly their own. The
question of a protectorate of this great
enterprise was, at one time, a subject of
negotiation between the United States
and Great Britain, was once settled-and
is now settled, so far as treaty obligations
and conventions can settle it-by the
Treaty known as the Clayton-Bulwer
Treaty. I beg to call the attention of
the Ilouse to the provisions of that Treaty,
to the fact that it was iaitiated by the
Government of the United States, and to
the grounds upon which it is based. In a
letter fron Mr. Rives to Mr. Clayton,
dated September 25th, 1849, Mr. Clayton
is informed by Mr. Rives that, under his
instructions, he had an interview with
Lord Palmerston on the question, and Mr.
Rives says he told Lord Palmierston, in
this interview *

' That the United States sought no exclusive
privilege or preferential right of any kind in
regard to the proposed communication, and
their sincere wish, if it should be found practi-
cable, was to see it dedicated to the common
use of ail nations, on the most liberal terme,
and a footing of perfect equality for all, secur-
ing it beforehand, by proper stipulations,
against unreasonable and oppressive exac-
tions for the use of it, either from the State
through whose territories it should paso, or the
individuals or companies who might be au-
thorised to construct it ; that the United
States would not, if they could, obtain any
exclusive right or privilege in a great high-
way, which naturally belonged to ali man-
kind, for they well knew that the possession
of any such privilege would expose them to
inevitable jealousies and probable controver-
sies, which would make it nfinitely more
costly than advantageous ; that while they
aimed at no exclusive privilege for themselves
they would never consent to see so important
a communication fall under the exclusive con-
trol of any ether great commercial power."

That was the basis on which the over-
tures were made, and those overtures
were accepted in the same spirit ; and the
resuit of the negotiations which ensued
was the Treaty consummated i 1850,
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known as the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty.
The preamble sets forth the following:-

"The United States of America and Her
Britannie Majesty, being desirous of consoli-
dating the relations of amity which so happily
subsist between them, by setting forth and
fixing in a convention their views and inten-
tions with reference to any means of communi-
cation by ship canal which may be constructed
between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, etc."

The first article provides :

" The Government of the United States and
Great Britain hereby declare that neither the
one nor the other will ever obtain or maintain
for itself any exclusive control over the said
ship canal ; agreeing that neither will ever
erect or maintain any fortifications command-
ing the same, or in the vicinity thereof, etc."

Guaranteeing, in fact, the neutrality of
the proposed canal. Article three guar-
antees the protection of those who might
be engaged in the construction of the
work. Article six provides:

"'The contracting parties in this Convention
engage to invite every state with which both or
either have friendly intercourse, to enter into
stipulations with them similar to those which
they have entered into with each other, to the
end that all other states may share in the
honour and advantage of having contributed to
a work of such general interest and importance
as the canal herein conteinplated. And the
contracting parties likewise agree that each
shall enter into treaty stipulations with such of
the Central American States, as they may deem
advisable, for the purpose of more effectually
carrying out the great design of the Convention,
namely, that of constructing and imaintaining
the said canal as a ship communication between
the two oceans for the benefit of mankind on
equal terms to al, and of protecting the
banie.

That ,is the scope and effect of the Treaty.
Mr. Webster, in 1852, speaking of this
Treaty, says, in his instructions to Mr.
Lawrence :

" Considering that the United States and
Great Britain have jointly agreed to protect
such a canal, and in consequence of their pos-
sessions on the coast of the Pacific, and of other
obvious causes, have a similar interest in its
success, it seems desirable that the capital
required for its construction should be advanced
bv the citizens and subjects of both coun-
tries."

These statements establish sufficiently
that the canal was conceived to be an en-
terprise in the interest of all mankind,
while it specially interested those two
nations. Mr. Webster said the interests
of Great Britain and the United States
were similar. The Convention was de-
signed to consolidate and perpetuate the i

MR. COLBY.

relations of amity existing between the
two countries. The eighth Article of the
Treaty says:

" The Governments of the United States and
Great Britain not only desired, in entering into
this Convention, to accomplish a particular
object, but also to establish a general prin-
ciple."

It was, therefore, designed to permanently
settlethe question. A more liberal,generous,
cosmopolitan arrangement than that, one
.characterised by greater consideration for
the interest of contracting parties and of
the world at large, could not be conceived.
It recognised the more immediate in-
terest of the contracting parties, but made
equal provision for all other nations who
might choose to undertake the respon-
sibilities and share the advantages of the
contemplated water-way. True, some
complications subsequently arose; some
questions as to the abandonment of rights
which England claimed to have acquired
previously, but the substantial fairness of
the main propositions was never ques-
tioned, I believe, until recently. Some
members of this Hoiuse who have not
given attention to the subject, may be
surprised to learn that the President of
the United States has recently, in a
communication to Congress, submitted as
the policy he proposes the United States
should pursue in this matter, one as nearly
as possible the reverse of that which these
two contracting parties deliberately agreed
upon in 1850. Without any ' cause
assigned for this novel proposition, he
announces that hereafter this is not to be
considered an Anglo-American project in
the control of which other nations may
join, but is exclusively an American pro-
ject, and must be exclusively under
American control. lu the overtures for
the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty the United
States expressly disavowed any desire to
have exclusive control. Now the new
and somewhat startling doctrine is an-
nounced that the United States must
have exclusive control of the great inter-
oceanic canal, and that if any obstacles
stand in the way of that policy they
must be removed. The President, in his
Message to the Senate on the 9th of
March last, states :

" In further compliance with the Resolution
of the Senate, I deem it proper to state briefly
ny opinion as to the policy of the United
States with regard to the construction of an
nter-oceanic canal, by any route across the
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American isthmus. The policy of this country
is a canal under American control. The
United States cannot eonsent to the surrender
of the control to any Enropean power, or to
any combination of European powers. If ex.
isting Treaties between the United States and
other nations, or if the rights of sovereignty
or prope ty of other nations stand in the way
of this policy-a contingency which is not ap-
prehended-suitable steps should be taken by
just and liberal negotiations to promote and
establish the American policy on this subject
consistently with the rights of the nations to
be affected by it. The capital invested by cor-
porations or citizens of other countries in such
an eniterprise must, in a great degree, look for
pr.tection to one or more of the great powers
of the world. No European power can inter-
vene for such protection, without adopting
measures on this continent which the United
States would deem wholly inadmissible."

He goes on say :
" Without urging further the grounds of ry

opinion, I repeat, in conclusion, that it is the
right and duty of the United States to assert
and maintain such supervision and authority
over any inter-oceanie canal across the isthmus
that connects North and South America, as will
protect our national interests."

The proposition seems to be this, if I
rightly apprehend the significance of this
Message, that, if existing Treaties stand
in the way of the policy lie proposed,
those Treaties must be removed by nego-
tiations or otherwise. We are, conse-
quently, on the eve of negotiations
between the United States and Great
Britain for the removal of any difficulties
that may stand in the way of carrying out
this exclusively American policy. Now,
Sir, this policy, which the President re-
commends is, as I view it, an entirely new
policy-a new departure. It foreshadows
the inception of negotiations for the
abrogation of the Clayton-Bulwer Treatv.
It signifies an exclusively United States
protectorate, in place of a joint protector-
ate of the Central American States. It
means the supremacy of the United
States in commercial affairs on this hem-
isphere. My purpose in drawing atten-
tion to this subject, is not so much to con-
trovert this proposition thus stated, in ex-
plicit and firm, though not offensive,
language, as to state it, in order that the
House and the country may consider
whether we, as a community, occupying a
considerable portion of the North Ameri-
can continent, would be in any way
affected by it if adopted. I observe
that some American press writers, and
some speakers in Congress, treat this de-

claration as the legitimate outcome or
sequence of the Monroe doctrine so-called,
and discuss the question as if the Monroe
doctrine was universally accepted and
recognised, and had become part of the
law of nations. Now, Sir. I venture the
proposition that the Monroe doctrine was
never so recognised, and that if it were
indeed so recognised the case, now being
considered, does not fall within either its
terms or intentions. The Monroe doc-
trine was purely of political significance.
The inter-oceanie canal is essentially a
commercial question. The Monroe dor'-
trine was promulgated to meet a special
exigency, and being addressed by the
President to the Congress of his own
country, was not stated in a way to chal-
lenge acquiescence or dissent or definitive-
action by other nations ; indeed it has;
been disregarded by the United States
themselves. The occasion which drew out
the promulgation of the Monroe doctrine,
and the doctrine itself, may be briefly
stated. In 1822, an alliance was formed,
between France and Austria, for the pur-
pose of suppressing the destructive and
revolutionary ideas then widely prevalent.
Spain wishing to reclain her revolted
American colonies, invoked the assistance
of the alliancq. England was opposed to
the intervention of the allied powers, and
invited the cooperation of the United
States in lier endeavours to prevent it.
The Government of the United States
cbeerfully fell in viti the proposition.
The "Monroe doctrine," as first an-
nounced by President Monroe, in his
seventh annual message to Congress in
1823, was enunciated as follows:-

" In the wars of Europe-n powers, in matters
relating te themselves we have never taken any
part, nur does it comport with our policy to do
so. It is only when our rights are invaded or
seriouxsly menaced, that we resent injuries or
make preparations for our defence. With the
movements in this hemisphere we are of neces-
sity more intimately connected, and hy causes
which must be obvious to all enlightened and
impartial observers. The political system of
allied powers is essentially different in this
respect from that of America. This difference
proceeds from that which exists in their respec-
tive governments. * * We owe it,
therefore, to candour and to the amicable re-
lations existing between the United States and
those powers to declare that we should con-
sider any attempt, on their part, to extend their
system to any portion of the hemisphere, as
dangerous to our peace and safety."

That refers to the systemor the allied pow-
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ers, the political system of Austria and the
legitimist Government of France, the
nations which then were attempting to
strike at those principles for wnich
Americans had fought, and it was against
that system that this " Monroe Doctrine "
was a protest. It was so considered by one
of their great writers on International
Law, Henry Wheaton, who says :

" It was impossible that the allied powers
should extend their political system to any
portion of these continents without endanger-
ing the peace and happiness of the United
States. It was, therefore, impossible that the
latter should behold such interposition in any
form with indifference."
This doctrine was purely political.
It was a protest against the estab-
lishment of a certain political system on
this continent. Such is the view taken
by Henry Clay upon the memorable occa-
sion when he, as Secretary of State, had
been solicited to assist Mexico when it
was supposed France was meditating an
invasion of Cuba. In his report of March
24, 1826, to the House of Representa-
tives, he said :

" If, indeed, an attempt by force had been
made by allied Europe to subvert the liberties
cf the southern nations on this continent and
to erect upon the ruins of their free institu-
tions monarchial systems, the people of the
United States would have stood pledged, in
the opinion of their Executive, not to any
foreign State, but to thernselves and their nos-
terity, by tbeir dearest interests and their
highest duties, to resist to the utmost such
attempt."

This was, so far as other nations were
concerned, a declaration expressive of the
policy of the United States, given by
their Executive to their own Congress, a

policy by which they distinctly disavowed
any form of connection with the other
States of America or obligation to carry
oat the Monroe doctrine, except so far as
it suited their own interests. That
this doctrine was never recognised by
other nations, I shall quote from Calvo
on International Law:

"This political formula has been to a great
extent acted upon by the United States,
especially with regard to their taking no part
in European politics. Nevertheless, it still
exists as a 'doctrine,' and has not been incor-
porated into any legislative enactment or into
any convention."
It has never been recognized by
foreign nations as a doctrine which binds
them in any way. True, the United
States have abstained from intervention

Ma. COLBY.

in the affairs of Europe, and in oie in-
stance have had occasion to exercise that
doctrine. That was the invasion of
Mexico by France, and the endeavour to
establish the ill-starred Maximilian as
sovereign of that country. There were
several circumstances, apart fron the
Monroe doctrine, which would justify the
United States in not recognising the
Government he established at Mexico. He
was there under the auspic s of Napoleon
III., who endeavoured to obtain recog-
nition of the Southern Confederacy, andto
establish an Imperial system in America
under the auspices of the European
powers; and the United States could,
therefore, bejustified in refusing to recog-
nise his de facto Government, and subse-
quently assisting in expelling the French
army of occupation. This doctrine pro-
pcunded by President Hayes, is not the
one promulgated by President Monroe.
The Monroe doctrine vas purely political.
This is a purely commercial question.
It is difficult to see how the Monroe doc-
trine, which was merely a protest against
the compulsory establishment of the
political systems of Europe upon feeble
and reluctant States on the American
continent, can be made to cover the policy
of the exclusive control of a great com-
mercial enterprise, which is of interest to
all the world, and the establishment of a
United States coast line remote fr m the
boundaries of the nation. The isthmian
canal involves no political question. No
European power seeks to obtain new
territory, or to impress its political system
upon any part of the continent. It is
strictly a commercial project and does
not fall within the scope. of the broadest
interpretation of the Monroe doctrine.
Suppose that, by soine greatnatural convul-
sion, the wall which divides the two
oceans should be rent asunder and a
great waterway openel for the commerce
of the world, by what right could any
nation except the ' one hving the
sovereignty, appropriate the exclusive
control of a great natural channel? Un-
less a single nation provides the capital
and constructs the work, how can it pre-
tend, except by convention with other
nations, to the right of exclusive control ?
The assumption of such a right would, I
think, be untenable and the message of
President Hayes, properly interpreted,
may mean nothing more than the recom-
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inendation of a policy to be adopted with
the assent and concurrence of the other
great powers. It is well to consider
what would be the relations of European
powers to the affairs of this continent if
the new policy be engrafted upon the
Monroe doctrine and both be adopted as a
rule of International Law. Thereafter
no European power could, under any cir-
cumstances, interfere witli political affairs
on this continent; but the United States
would be free to throw the great weigbt
of their power and influence into any
political contest in any of the weaker
States. Thereafter, not only the Euro-
pean States but all the American coin-
munities, except the United States, would
be precluded from any voice or controi
of the interoceanic canal in whicli ail
have an interest, and they would be
obliged to content themselves with such
privileges as the United States declares
she is willing to accord to the world at
large. The unconditional recognition and
acceptance of this policy would be a pre-
cedent to justify the occupation of every
strategical commercial point on this conti-
nent in the interest of American coin-
merce, just as the Monroe doctrine, if
accepted in its broadest sense, would jus-
tify the occupation of every strategical
miilitary and naval position in the interest
of the peace and safety of the United
States. Now, Sir, I do not think that
Great Britain, which is a great power on
this continent, and bas great possessions
and great interests here, can be fairly
asked to unconditionally accept this
new policy, engrafted upon the old
doctrine and ail the logical consequences,
which would flow therefrom. In the in-
terests of the millions of her faithful
American subjects she has duties and
responsibilites of which she cannot divest
herself. It may be convenient, in the in-
terest of the world at large, that the
United States should be permitted to
assume the protectorate of the Central
American, States and the control, as the
trustee of all the nations, of the nter-
oceanic canal. Such an arrangement,
based upon comity and considerations of
mutual convenience, would involve no
principle to which any reasonable objec-
tion could be taken. But there is a
broad distinction between such a conven-
tion and one which would compel the
Queen of Canada, and of her other

possessions in America, to abnegate the
powers, functions and influence which she
exercises, without question or objection,
upon all the other continents in similar
circumstances. As Enpress of India she
observes and takes an active interest in ail
affairs, political and commercial, which con-
cern the welfare of lier Asiatic subjects.
As Queen of the British Isles, her voice
and influence are potential in the affairs
of Europe. It would be anomalous if,
upon this continent alone, she should
refrain from the exercise of lier legitimate
influence in matters whicb concern the
welfare of ber faithful subjects here.
We, Sir, as a British community in
North America, occupy a territory as ex-
tensive as that of the United States.
Like the United States we span the con-
tinent and have a frontage upon both
oceans. We are striving to develop our
great resources and populate our exten
sive territory, to build up internai com-
merce by great systems of railways and
canals. But while doing so, we should
not forget the requirements of our exter-
nal commerce, or our great capabilities of
becomning a great commercial nation. Our
facilities for building and manning ships
are unrivalled. Our forests and our
mines, upon both oceans, abound in the
best material for ship-building. We
have, upon both oceans, the finest Fish-
eries in the world, the nurseries and
training schools of seamen. What Cali-
fora is to the United States, British
Columbia is to us. We desire to compete
with the United States in commerce with
the South American States upon the
Pacific coast. For whatever purposes the
United States require to use the inter-
oceanic canal, when built, we need it also
for similar purposes. I believe, Sir, that
for the reasons I have suggested, rather
than explained, we should consider this
great subject in its relation to our future
as a growing community on this conti-
nent; that we should protest against the
su-render of any power, influence, or pre-
rogative of our Sovereiga, which might be
rightfully exercised for our advantage,
and that as an American community hav-
ing a deep interest in ail questions relat-
ing to the interoceanic canal, we should be
vigilant and energetic in pressing for a
recognition and guarantee of our rights
and privileges.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: I am
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sure the House, on both sides, are very George Canning which, no doubi, he re-
much obliged to my hon. friend for bring- gretted very mucl before he died, and
ing up this subject, even at this late from that came the Message of President
period of the Session. I am quite sure Monroe. Suppose that doctrine were ad-
that every hon. gentleman who has heard mitted te the utmost extent-suppose
this speech must agree with me that his every nation in Europe or America should
statements have been made with great admit that the United States had estab-
clearness and moderation, and with the lished a riglt to consider the Monroe
usual logical power which distinguish doctrine as a prineiple of International
that hon. gentleman, as much, if not Law, it could have no possible effect
more, than any other hon. gentleman in on Canada. The Queen of Eng-
this House. The question is one of the land is as mudl an American.
very greatest importance, and it has power as the United States. As
already attracted the attention of the other Queen of Canada she bas the same
branch of Parliament, and in the Senate rights as the South American Repuhlics
Debates, no doubt, every hon. member through which the canal would pass; and
has read with very great interest the admitting the Monroe doctrine to its ut-
elaborate speech of Senator Wark on the most extent, which I do not admit, whidh
subject. As far as Canada is concerned, England cannot admit, which ne Euro-
I take it that it has no immediate interest pean power will admit, yet the Queen of
in the building of the canal at Panama. Canada and the people of Canada have
We are building a Canadian Pacific Rail- the right te expect that, in regard toany
way across the continent which will, I canals across the continent to connect the
believe, serve our purposes for very many Atlantic and Pacifie, the same principle
years. The United States are in the should prevail that prevails in respect
same position. They are not only build- to the Suez Canal, namely, that it should
ing a trans-continental railway, but they be a canal open to all nations and under
have already such lines in existence, and I the guarantee of ah nations, and that net
rather fancy the United States do not desire even war should close that channel.
a canal to be built at Panama any more MR. DECOSMOS: I think the fouse
then we do. But when the project was and tIe country owes a vote of thanks te
entertained in Europe, the United States the lon. gentleman from Stanstead (Mr.
took the action to which the hon. mem. Colby), wo las brought up tIe question
ber for Stanstead has alluded. All we of the Monroe doctrine. I intimated to
have to say in the matter is that, if that the fouse when addressing it upon the
canal is once made, we have as much in- subject of the Pacifie Railway, that I
terest in it, in proportion to our popula- would take occasion before the close of
tion and trade, as the United States. We the Session to speak with respect te the
have almost, if not quite, as large a terri- Esquimaît-Nanaimo section of the Pa-
tory as the United States have. We have cific Railway. I propose te do se new,
nearly as large an Atlantic and Pacific and will be as brief as possible. With
coast lue as the United States, and it regard te this section of the Railway that
would be absurd to suppose that if a was agreed te be built under the Car-
canal should be carried across the narven Terms, I expeet the Government
isthmus, all the shipping of the United during Recessto prepare a lneasure fer
States, coasting from the Atlantic to the its construction, and submit it for the
Paeific, would go througlh the canal and sanction of Parliament at its next Session.
visit the Pacifie ports, and enjoy all the At this advanoed period of tIc Session, it
Pacifie trade, while Canadian vessels cannet be expected. I have ne express
would have to take the longer route by autherity from the Governnent for stat-
Cape Horn, or more than double the dis- ing that I expcct it te prepared and sub-
tance for Canadian vessels visiting the mit a measure for the construction of
Pacifie coast. With respect to the Mon- tIe Esquimault-Nanaime section of the
roe doctrine, there can be no doubt that it Railway, except its general expression of
has no immediate reference to this sub- intention te kecp faith with British
iect. It is historically known that what Columbia, supplemcnted as that bas
is known as the Monroe doctrine, origi- been by making contracts te construct
nated in an ill-advimed casual remark of tIe Yale-Savona section. The ion. Mild

So C JndaN A. MACDONuLD.
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ister of Railways and Canals, when mak.
ing bis general statment on the Pacific
iRailway, alluded to the obligation as-
sumed by the late Government under the
Carnarvon Terms to construct the
Esquimalt-Nanaimo section; and stated
that it would cost $4,O00,000. I am
satisfied, Sir, that the hon. gentleman has
plaoed the cost too high. The result of
my enquiries in various quarters, satisfy
me that it can be completed and set at
work for $2,500,000. I will not trouble
the House with details on this subject at
this late hour. I will, however, under-
take to show how small an outlay
of capital and interest will be re-
quired to construct the road, which
when completed, will only be sixty-eight
miles long. It will be remembered that
the hon. the Minister of Finance, as part
.of his scheme to provide funds to meet
the expenditure of the Dominion Govern-
ment, asked and obtained the sanction of
Parliament to a resolution authorizing
him to increase the issue of Dominion
Notes to $20,000,000, on condition of
always holding for the redemption of
such notes " in gold, or in gold and Do-
minion securities guaranteed by the Gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom, equal to
25 per cent. of the total amount of notes
then outstanding, and that at least 15 per
cent. of the total amount of such out-
standing notes shall be held in gold."
Now, Sir, on this financial basis I pro-
nose to subnit for the considerationof the
Hlouse and Government certain state-
ments that will shdw conclusively that the
means to construct the Esquimalt-
Nanaimo section of the Pacific Railway
are within the easy reach of the Govern-
ment, and that the expenditure will fall so
lightly on the country as not to make it
necessary to increase appreciably the an-
nual charge for interest on expenditure in
British Columbia. I estimate that the
total cost of the Esquimalt-Nanaimo sec-
tion will be $2,500,000 ; that it may
be completed within four years; and that
that sum may include the entire sum for
working surveys, construction, and in-
terest. I will not, however, enter into
detail on this branch of the subject, but
will direct attention to the following state-
ments

STATEmENTs of Estimated Expenditure neces-
sary to build and complete Esquimalt-
Nanaimo Section of Canada Pacific Railway,

if built between July 1, 1881, and July 1,
1885-four years-and showing the amount
of Dominion Notes required to be issued in
each year, the Bond Reserve, the Gold
Reserve, and the interest on the Gold Reserve
till the Esquimalt-Nanaimo Section is com-
pleted ; also, the annual interest on Total
Expenditure after its compl tion.

Statement of Dominion Notes, Bond Reserve
aud Gold Reserve.

Vear. Dominion Bond Reserve Gold Reserve
Notes Isued. 10 p.c. of Do- 15 p.c. of Do-

minion Notes minion Notes

1881-2 $625,000 $62,500 $93,750
1882-3 625,000 62,500 93,750
1883-4 625,000 62,500 93,750
1884-5 625,000 62,500 93,750

Total..... $2,500,000 $250,000 $375,000

STATEMENT of Interest on Gold Reserve, from
July 1, 1881, to July 1, 1885, date of com-
pletion of E. and N. Section.

Total Inter-
Year. Gold Re- Rate of Time. est on oold

serve. Interest. Reserve.

1881-2 $93,750 4 per et. 4 years. $15,000
1882-2 93,750 " 3 " 11,250
1883-4 93,750 2 " 7,500
1884-5 93,750 " i 3,750

Totals.. $375,000 $37,500

The interest is calculated on the as-
sumption that the Gold Reserve will be
held at the commencement of each year,
and makes the total Interest for four
years, $37,500.
STATEMENT of Gold Reserve held in each year,

and the Interest paid in each year.

Year. Gold Re- Rate of In- Interest paid eack
serve held. terest. year.

1881-2 $93,750 4 per cent... $3,750
1882-3 187,500 " ... 7,500
1883-4 281,250 " ... 11.250
1884-5 375,000 " ... 15,000

Totals.. $375,000 $37,500

sUMMARY,

Total Dominion Notes issued, July
1, 1881 to July1, 1885.......$2,500,000

Total Bond Reserve held........ 250,000
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Total Gold Reserve.... .......... $375,000
Total interest on Gold Reserve paid 37,500
Total yearlv interest on Gold Re-

serve, $375,000 at 4 per cent
after conpletion of E and N
section of Canadian Pacifie
Railway.................... 15,000

Total cost of Esquinalt-Nanaimo
section when coinpleted........ 2,500,000

These statements, Sir, show conclusively
how very small an annual expenditure
for interest is required to build the Esqui-
malt-Nanaimo section of the Pacific Rail-
way, and to meet the interest on the
Gold Reserve after its completion. The
amount of the annual charge is so insigni-
ficant that it can never be felt, whilst the
construction of the Railway will meet one
condition of the Carnarvon Terms, keep
faith with British Columbia, and fulfil a
solemn obligation too long delayed in its
fulfilment. Before leaving this branch of
my subject, I will state that half of the
$750,000 offered by the hon. member for
West Durham, when in the late Govern-
ment, to British Columbia as a
consideration for all future de-
lays-for postponement for an indefinite
period-in construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway in that Province, is equal
to the total Gold Reserve required to build
the Esquimalt-Nanaimo section on the
financial basis that I have proposed ; and
that the other half would pay the annual
interest on the Gold Reserve for twenty-
five years after its completion, without
counting the interest on it, if it were in-
vested. I will now endeavour, Sir, to
show that no increased taxation will be
required to pav interest on the money re-
quired to build this section of the Pacifie
Railway ; and further, that the reduced
expenditure for the Mail Service between
San Francisco and Victoria, with the i-
creased Customs Receipts,consequent on the
increase of population on Vancouver's Is-
land, incident to the building of this sec-
tion of the Railway, will show an aggre-
gate gain ard saving of several hundred
thousand dollars over interest on Gold
Reserve. It will be remembered
that the Mail Service between Victoria
and San Francisco costs annually $54.000
The contract expires on the 1st of July
next. The new contract for the Service
goes into operation at that date, and will
cost only about $18,000 a year. That
will make a saving of $36,000 per annum,
or a total saving, in five years, of

ME. DECosMos.

$180,000. I estimate that the minimum
increase of the population in Vancouver
Island, between 1881 and 1885, if this
Railway be constructed, will be 3,000.
At $10-42 the present per capita of Cus-
t>ms paid by British Columbia, the
minimum increase of population 3,000
would, in four years, yield $125,040
additional Customs Revenue over the pre-
sent Receipts. The following summary
shows the net aggregate gain and saving
between 1880 and 1885

SUMMARY.

Saving on San Francisco Mail Sub-
sidy during five years, 1880 to
1885, at $36,000 ............ $180,000

Increase in Customs receipts on in-
crease of population, the mini-
mum 3,000 at $10-42 per capita.. 125,040

Total gross Gain and Saving'.....
Interest on total Gold Reserve of

$375,000 from 1881 to 1885-(see

$305,040

prior statement)................ 37,500

Total net aggregate Gain aad Sai -
ing, 1880 to 1885 .............. 267,540

From this showing, it is apparent that
there need be no fAar of increasing taxa-
tion, or laying a heavy additional burden
on the country, in order to build this
Section of the Railway, and carry out
the Carnarvon Award. On the contrary,
it is established that there would be a
net aggregate gain and saving of
$267,540, showing that the construction
of the Railway will be a profitable trans-
action for the Dominion. I will now
direet attention, Sir, to the estimates of
Expenditure and Receipts of this section
of the Railway, after it shall have been
set at work. It is important tha.t the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Section of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway should yield
enough annually to meet the yearly charge
for maintenance, repairs, and operating ex-
penses, and leave a net surplus besides.
I know of only one railway on the
Pacific coast of which the expenses and
receipts would give an idea of what the
probable expenses and receipts of the
Esquimat-Nanaimo Section would be;
that is the Tacoma-Kalama Section of the
Northern Pacifie Railway, connecting
Puget Sound with Columbia River, a dis-
tance of 105 miles. Speaking from
memory, and subject to correction, for I
have mislaid my notes on the subject, the
annual expenses of this Railway under -

all heads, a few years ago, was $105,000;
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and the net profits over interest and
charges, $37,000. I give this statement
merely from memory, without vouching
for its exactness. I will, however, draw
your attention to two short railways con-
necting with this city of which we have
statistics of the c ost of maintenance, Re-
pairs, an(' operating expenses in the re-i
turn of Railway Statistics for 1877-8 laid
before Parliament. The first is the Brock-
ville and Ottawa Railway, 86, miles in
length, and cost of maintenance, repairs,
and operating charges, $119,126 ; and
secondly, the St. Lawrence and Ottawa,
5 9 miles in length,.and expenses, $ 112,559.
Now, Sir, the Esquimalt-Nanaimo Sec-
tian will be about 68 miles in length,
and I estimate that the maximum expen-
diture for its maintenance, repairs, and
operating expenses will be $100,000.
My reason for placing the expenses lower
than the two roads entering this city is,
that the chief freight that will be carried
for some ycars will be coal, and according
to the regulations with respect to moving
coal on the Intercolonial in Nova Scotia,
the shippers and consignees of the coal
have to load and unload at their own
expense, making a very considerable
saving to the Government; and applying
the same regulation to the Esquinalt-
Nanaimo Section. I reduce the expense
to a maximum of $100,000 per annum.
Now, Sir, I will give a statement of my
estimate of receipts and expenditure of
this section of the Railway after it shall
have been fairly put in operation. It is
as follows :

STATEMENT OF REcEIPrS AND EXPENDITURE.

40,000 toas coal delivered at
Victoria for local consumption,
at $1.00 per ton.............. $40,000
60,000 tons coal, delivered at
Victoria, or Esquimalt, to be
shipped foreign, at the special
rate on the Intercolonial be-
tween New Glasgow and Lon-
donderry iron mines, at 65 cents
per Ion. .................... 39,000

50,000 tons coal, delivered to ship-
ping at Nanaimo for exportation
at 50 cents per ton .......... [25,000

5,000 tons produce and merchan-
dise at $2 per ton............. 10,000

10,000 pausengers at $2 ......... 20,000
Royalty on 100,000 tons coal

raised within the Railway coal
fields, at 20 cents per ton ..... 20,000

Saving on carrying mails between
Victcria and Nanaimo, per an-
num ................ .... .... 4,000

Sales oi land, timber, &c........ 10,000

Total gross estimated receipts. . . . $168 000
Total annual expenditare for E.

and N. Railwiy....... 10000
Intere3ton Gold Reserve. 15,000

-- $115,000

Total Estimated Net iReceipts... $53,000

I believe, Sir, that, in the near future,
after this road shall have been put fairly
in operation, niy estimate of receipts and
net profits will be:verified ; and that when
the continental portion of the Railway
shall have been extended to English Bay,
Burrard Inlet, with a ferry to connect
with Nanaimo, triat te passenger and
freight business that will be done by the
Island Section of the Pacific Railway,
will exceed any other short section on
the whole transcontinental Une. I have
only now to direct attention to the Rail-
way Land Belt on Vancouver Island that
will pass to the flominion Government
as soon as it is prepared to commence the
construction of this section. There will
be a very considerable area of land, chiefly
timber land, in the belt, that will prove
valuable. But it is the coal fields along
the line of Railway that will be most
valuable. I estimated that betweea
Esquimalt and Nanaimo, within the
Railway Belt, that there are 200 square
miles of good coal fields. Now, the very
least it will be worth to the Goverunient,
on the average, is $50,000 per mile. At
that rate lie 200 sq uare miles would be
worth ultimately $10,000,000-a sum
equal to four times the estimated cost ot
the line between Esquiiualt and
Nanaimo. This shows, in connection
with my estimates of the net receipts that
the building and operating of this section
would prove a profitable undertaking. I

trust the Government, during Recess, will
give this subject their best attention, and
at the next Session of Parliament will
submit a measure for its construotion.

MR. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.):
I desire to say, in reference to the peti-
tion against the National Policy, that it

was signed not by 6,000 as was stated, but
by 5,000. In regard tothe number of elee-
tors who signed that petition, I may say,
that while 2,400 voted against me, only
1,300 voters, or 1,100 less than voted
against me, signed the petition against the
National Policy, notwithstanding the fact
that the conbtituency was scoured for the
purpose of obtaining signatures. The peti-
tion, if it shows anything, shows that a
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smaller number of people than voted
against me are opposed to the Tariff.

ME. BLAKE: It was my desire to
have made a short review of the work of
the Session, but our time bas just been
taken up by so many topies that I do not
intend to detain the House at this late
hour. We have built the Panama Canal,
we have vilified the Monroe doctrine and
scattered it to the winds, we have proved
most conclusively, of course, that the
building of the Nanaimo Railroad would
be one of the richest investments presented
to the world ; and having done all this, we
may fairly go to bed. I desire, however,
to make one or two remarks. I think we
began the Session too late : if we meet
earlier, in future, than we did this year, I
think it will be better. I should like
to see the Session commence in the latter
part of January or extremely early in
February. Having said so much with
reference to the period of commencement,
I desire to suggest that the finan-
cial statement should be brought
down earlier, so that we may get sooner
into Supply. Having, this year, met on
the 12th of February, the financial state-
ment was not submitted -until the 9th of
March, and we did not get into Com-
mittee of Supply until April 2nd. My
third observation is in reference to the
Government business, which ought also to
be presented to this House at an earlier
period than it bas been this vear. In the
last week-that is from the 29th April-
-we have read a second time twenty-six
Government Bills, on more or less im-
portant subjects, but all becoming law so
far as this House is concerned. 0f those
twenty-six, I think only three were sus-
ceptible of any parliamentary discussion
whatever, by virtue of there being Reso-
lutions on which they were founded. The
Supply Bill and one or two other Bills, of
course, were not open to those observa-
tions in regard to the lateness of intro-
duction of Government measures Three
of the twenty-six Bills were presented,
adopted and disposed of in the last week
of the Session, and I say that is convert-
ing this House not into a body for
making laws, but into a body for register-
ing the views of hon. gentlemen who
bring down measures and those who sup-
port them. However much we may
desire the Monroe doctrine, as ap-
plied to another country, it is

MR. MACDONALD.

plain that the hon. gentleman bas made-
a practical application of that doctrine in
this House, because the inference is that
the majority shall have exclusive right to
deliberate and discuss and determine what
shall be done. I hope the hon. gentle-
man will initiate some reform in this
particular next Session. This could be
done if it were understood that Minis-
terial measures were to be prepared'
during the Recess, and that if intro-
duced at a late period of the Session they
will receive scanty encouragement, and
will only be agreed to when some obvious,
pressing emergency requires prompt ac-
tion. Our own reputation and the inter-
ests of the country require that we should
set ourselves to work to remedy this evil.
There are two other practical suggestions
that J will mention in order that Minis-
ters should consider them during Recess.
We have had a good deal of discussion
with reference to the evils caused by the
delays of Private Bill legislation. I
think it would be convenient in the future
after the first Standing Orders' Com-
mittee bas been appointed, they should,
except in the case of death or vacancies
from other causes, continue for future
Sessions, and should meet immediately
after the opening of the Session, so that
the persons having charge of Private
Bills would be able to take steps for their
early introduction. Then, with regard
to the Public Accounts Committee, I gave
notice at the last meeting of a Resolution
to the effect that it was essential it should
be constituted at a very early period of
the Session. The Public Accounts are
brought down immediately, and the slack
time of the Session, which takes place
before the other great Committees get to
work, might be properly utilised in the
discusssion of matters which come before
that Committee.

SIR JOHN A. MA CDONALD : I
am afraid I lost some of the remarks of
my hon. friend in the beginning of hi&
speech. When J came in, however, he
was speaking of the importance of the
House meeting early. We thought
of that, having had it discussed
in 1867 and 1873, when we were
succeeded by another Administration
which had the same opportunity of obser-
vation that we had, and which came to
the conclusion, apparently, that Parma-
ment could not profitably meet before the
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first week in February. In the first place, whether the measures be iutroduced by
by the whole system of our Statutes the tle Government or by incependent mem-
Reports, Returns and Accounts end on bers, or whether the questions raised in
31st December, and cannot be adjusted the first Place emanate from the Goyern-
and prepared in any satisfactory form in ment, se that Parliament las a full, free
a shorter period than four or five weeks. and £air opportunity of discussing al
Then, there was a practical objection te those measures. From the very begin
an earlier meeting, which more particu- ning of the Session we have sat late and
larly affected Ontario and Quebec. A early to discuss ail those matters; and 1
great many members of Parliament think that the Ianard of this year and
are more or less intimately con- Session, wlen read hereafter, wil disclose
nected with the municipal insti- a greater ameunt of earnest discussion on
tutions of the country; and we knew matters affecting the interests of the
that when we met in January, on one or country than any ether Session I ever
two occasions, Ontario members left Par- saw. 0f course, it is well the Govern-
liament to attend to the municipal elec- ment slould bring down its measures as
tions. Some members were Mayors, some early as possible. The measures of chief
Reeves, and some Wardens. We came importance this Session were the Tarif,
to the conclusion, on both sides, that the Carrency and Banking. Those subjects
earliest time we could meet profitably is were discussed to a very considerable ex-
February. I think the earlier we meet tent in the press and by experts. The
in February the better. There were hon. tLe Finance Minister received, aiter
some reasons why we did not meet, this Parliament met, a series of deputations
year, a week or ten days earlier. The and delegations on the various subjects
hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) complained connected with the Tariff, Currency ana
that the Government measures were not Banking, and I think that the resuit las
brought down early enough. That is a been a success, and that the measures laid
complaint always made by the Opposi- before Parlinent have received, not only
tion. It was made by us when we sat on the concurrence of the Ministerial sup-
the opposite side, and by hon. gentlemen porters, whicl might have been ex-
of the Liberal party when in Opposition, pected, but the concurrence of lon.
from 1867 to 1873, and now we have a re- gentlemen opposite, except the single
currence of it. But the real answer to that measure cf the Tarif. Now, in re-
objection is, that the Government me ard to Private Bis, 1 go very
sures, the mere acts of legislation, form, far witl the hon. nember for West Dur-
really, a very small portion of the work ham, as le knows, in relation te the
of Parliament. We have got a very large necessity cf clecking legislation. I have
body of law copied from England, and I seen se many instances, during my Par-
would call the attention of hon. gentlemen liamentary lite, of wrengdene by Private
to this fact, that, supposing, with the ex- Bis, tle introduction ana manipulation
ception of the Supply Bill, we did not cf whicl have injured interests that ne-
carry a single measure for the next five body in Parliament knew were being pre-
years, this country would not be impeded judiciaily affected, that I concur with him
in its progress. We have got a good, in tle propriety cf full notice being
large, sound body of law. given in regard te every matter connected

MR. BLAKE: I thought I would witl Private Bill legisiation. I wouid go
rise to eliminate all question as to the with him, perhaps, altogether in lis pro-
number of Bills submitted. We objected position that the Standing Orders Com-
to the late period at which you brought mittee, at the beginning of any Parlia-
down your Bills. ment, slould be considered a permanent

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD I Committee, te reasemble the moment a
think the hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) new Session commenced, in order te deal
will admit that the louse applied itself witl this class cf legisiation. The hon.
at once, from the day the Speech from gentleman las stated that the Public Ac-
the Throne was delivered, with great zeal counts Cemmittee should be made per-
and industry to the discussion of the manent. «I thmnk tint would be highly
various matters brought forward. It is a unconstitutional. I think he will fiad the
matter cf no wonsequence, hn afree country, doctrine laid down by Sir Robert dPel on
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that point, was in opposition to a Public
Accounts Committee. He laid down the
sound constitutional doctrine. We have
gone infinitely further than the Commons
of England in this matter. Every Gov-
ernment has resisted the establishment of
a permanent or Sessional Public Accounts
Committee, upon the ground that no Gov-
ernment could stand or be supposed to
submit to a permanent, an annual, indict-
ment. We have submitted to it,
and I do not know we have
suffered much by it. But a Public
Accounts Committee, supposed to be a
permanent tribunal, sitting outside the
House, fixed at the beginning of the
Session, to be a continued court of im-
peachment of the Government, could
not constitutionally, be sanctioned. I
agree with the hon. gentleman in this
respect that a PuLlic Accounts Committee,
judging from our own experience, which
differs from the experience of England, in
which they oppose it, is a serviceable
institution, inasmuch as it is a very con-
siderable check on the Government of the
day. I do not think it is an unsalutary
check, but I do not think that we ought
to go so far as to make it a permanent
Committee.

Mit. BLAKE: The hon. gentleman
quite misunderstood me. I do nt wish
it to have any functions outside the Ses-
sion.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I would remind the hon. First Minister
that unless he had been greatly assisted
from this side of the House. this Session
must'have lasted several weeks longer.
But we have been badly repaid by the ex-
treme disorderliness which has marked
the meetings of this House the last fort-
night. You know, Mr. Speaker, and the
hon. First Minister knows, that this
House has never presented so unruly
an appearance for so long a time. Un-
doubtedly, most expensive results must
occur next Session if that kind of thing is
persisted in. I propose for the considera-
tion of the hon. First Minister-who, to
do him justice, bas generally been de-
siaious to uphold the decorum of the
House-whether we can permit these in-
terruptions to go on in future without
taking some more' effectual steps
to restrain those who have deliberately
and constantly interrupted hon. gentlemen
on this side of the House. The difference

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD

has been very marked. Hon. gentlemen have
risen on that side and not a word bas
been said from those hon. gentlemen who
support my hon. friend; but when hon.
gentlemen have risen on this side, there
bas been a steady and continuous inter-
ruption. Now, I say, if this is continued
the results will be extremely unpleasant,
and will tend greatly to protract the
length of the Session.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
quite agree with every word the hon.
gentleman has said about the necessity
of putting down these unseemly inter-
ruptions. It is a great degradation of
our dignity and our position. But I
will not accept the statement of the hon.
gentleman that the disorder comes from
our part. We have occasion to know
that the interruption sometimes come s
from hon. gentlemen who usually act with
him, and if the noise is not so
great it is because the number
supporting him is not so great. The fact
of the matter is, we can throw no
reproaches on each other. In the last
Parliament, the majority were rioting in
their strength, and sometimes, perhaps,
the present majority may be guilty of the
same charge. But it is absolutely neces-
sary that better order be observed. i
speak with all sincerity, as the oldest
member of the House-I may say, the
father of the ilouse-that I have been
deeply grieved at the noises and unseemly
interruptions that have taken place.
There are legitimate means of putting
down a member of the House, who forces
himself against the patience and the com-
mon sense of the House, generally. At
home they raise cries of " question,"
" hear, hear." A member rising in the
House of Commons in England, and
attempting to speak against the will of the
House, has not the slightest chance of be-
ing heard. The experience there has
been such, that a man can at once see
whether he has the ear of the House, and
if he has not, and is a man of common
sense, he will not attempt to speak.
There are parliamentary means of indi-
cating to a member that the House does
not wish'to hear him. I grieve much to
know that, in the House of Commons here,
we go much further than the utmost
limit allowed in the House of Com..
mons in England during the greates
excitement. I had occasion to regret
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that fact years ago when members of the
English Parliament were present at one
of our sittings,and when papers and books
were thrown about and a riotous stqte of
confusion existed. This greatly injured
us in their estimation as a legislative body.
I hope that when we meet again we will
be more decorous in the expression of our
approbation or disapproval. I intend, if
I live, to take an early opportunity when
the House meets again, and be-
fore the doors are open, to ap
peal to the hon. gentlemen, on
both sides, to restrain their animal spirits
and those unseemly disorders which must
tend to diminish respect for a grave
assembly of this kind, whose duties in-
volve the happiness and future of this
country.

MR. ANGLIN: J think it would be
unfair for us to allow to pass un-
challenged the statement of the First
Minister that we, on this side of the
House, have done much to prolong the
Session. The hon. gentleman has more
than once had occasion to check the un-
seemly interruptions that were made by
gentlemen usually supporting himself.
I must say that neither during last
Session nor this Session did I know of a
single instance of a member of the Oppo-
sition speaking with a view to waste time,
nor do J remember of a single occasion
during the five years of the former Ad-
ministration when an important question
was brought up at an early hour in the
evening, when only one or two members
had spoken upon it, that an attempt was
made to put down the other speakers as
has been done during the present Session.
We on our side feel that we have done
everything we could to make the Session
pass pleasantly, and to facilitate the pro-
gress of public business, and we want to
go away with kindly feelings towards
hon. gentlemen if they will allow us to do
so. All we want is fair play, but we are
determined we will not allow ourselves to
be placed in a false position before the
country. Let us resolve, when we part
this morning that if we meet again, to try
to behave as a deliberative assembly
should behave.

Bill read the second and third time8 and
passed.

ADJOURNNMENT FOR ASCENSION DAY.
Resolved, That when the House adjourns this

day it do stand adjourned until Friday at

Eleven o'clock, a. m.-(Sir John A. Mac-
donald.)

PILOTAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
[BIL 116.]

(Mr. Pope, Queen'8, P. E I.)
BILL WITHDRAWN.

Order for Committee of the Whole
discharged and Bill withdrawn.

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes before

Three o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 7th May, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Eleven
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PROROGATION.
MR. SPEAKER communicated to the

House the following letter:-
"OFFIcE OF THE GOVERNOR.-GENERAL s

"SECRETARY'S OFFICE,

"OTTAWA, 6th May, 1880.
"SIR,-I have the honour to inform you,

that His Excellency the Governor-General will
proceed to the Senate Chamber, to prorogue the
Session of the Dominion Parliament, on Iriday,
the 7th instant, at Four o'clock.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
" Your most obedient servant,

"F. DE W1NTON, Major R.A.,
" Governor-General's Secretary.

"To the Honourable
" The Speaker of the House of Commons."

RETURNS TO ORDERS OF THE HOUSE.
REMARKS.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD, in
presenting a Return, said : I desire to
call the attention of what remains of the
House, to the inexpediency of granting,
just because a member chooses to satisfy
his curiosity, every motion for a Return
of papers. Here is a Return, that costs
an immense sum of money to prepare, and
1 do not suppose that the member who
asked for it w! ever look into it.

PARLIAMENTAPRY PRINTING CON-
TRACT.

COMMITTEE'S REPORT CONCURRED IN.

MR. STEPHENSON moved that the
Thirteenth Report of the Joint Committee
of both Houses on the Printing of Parlia-
ment be now concurred in.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex) moved in
amendment, that the following words be
added to the said motion :-
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" And that in the opinion of this House the
Government should take the necessary steps to
cancel the contract awarded to Messrs.
MacLean, Roger and Company, for the Printing
of Parliament, f rom the 1st January, 1880; and
that the said contract be offered to Patrick
Boyle, of Toronto, whose tender appears from
all the evidence to be the only legitimate ten-
der below that of Messrs. MacLean, Roger and
Company ; and that so mnch of the Thirteenth
Report of the Joint Committee of both Houses
on the Printing of Parliament, as is consistent
with the foregoing Resolution, be adopted."

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD • The
difficulty in the way of the amendment
is this : Any motion in this House can
have no effect. The Printing Contracts of
the House are under the Joint Committee
of both Houses. The Senate has already
concurred in the Report, and any action
of this House is of no value whatever, be-
cause it would only put the two Houses
in conflict.

MR. COSTIGAIN: The amendment
does not attack the Report, but states the
Contract ought to be cancelled, pointing
out certain other things that should be
done afterwards. The Report of the
Committee merely declares the Contract
should be cancelled, and this amendment
does the same thing, only going a step
fui ther.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : If it
is a separate motion, of course it cannot
be noved now. If it is an amendment,
it must be in the form of an amendment.

MR. COSTIGAN : Mv desire is toadd
to the amendment. We had a great deal
of difficulty to move a proper amend-
ment, and the Report itself was pretty
liard to deal with. The amendment was
prepared to meet the case as it came be-
fore the House. The Committee have
spent a great deal of time in enquiring
into this matter, in accordance with the
expression of public opinion in this
House and in the Press. A thorough in-
vestigation into the facts connected
with the Printing Contract was de-
manded, and the Committee have been
taking evidence during the whole Session,
and enquiring into the subject. It is un-
fortunate the Report was not submitted
earlier. It might have been presented
two or three days earlier. But it was
kept back, and it places those, who differ
from the majority of that Committee in
a false position, in trying to find it out
now. But one thing is certain, to
may mind-the Report does not go far

Mr. PATTERsON.

enough-it does not carry out, fully, the
instructions of the House. It might
have gone on and stated that the parties
found guilty of the practices they were
charged with, in connection with the
Printing Contract, were not entitled to
tender for a new contract. Besides, at
this late stage of the Session, the Com-
mittee cannot give eflfect to what, I
think, the public expected. There is no
doubt that from the first moment of those
exposures, public opinion has been in
favour of the cancellation of the Con-
tract. Now, the Report simply says it
slould be cancelled, and that haî been
adopted by the other branch, and the
adoption of the Report has been moved
in this House. The mover of the amend-
ment simply declares that, in adopting
the Report, the next bond fide tenderer
should have the benefit of his tender.

MR. TROW : I dis3ent entirely from
the remarks of the bon. gentleman who
has just taken his seat. I consider the
Joint Committee on Printing had no jur-
isdiction in the matter. The reference
to the Committee on this subject, did not
give them any authority to transfer the
Printiag Contract to any party, or even
to consider that matter at all. The Com-
mittee's instructions were merely to in-
vestigate the evidence in reference to the
tenders and letting of the Contract, and
advise some means for the prevention of
improper practices, in regard to tendering,
for the future. The Committee was not
officially aware who were implicated in
such practices in the past. I do not
know but that Mr. Boyle was as much
implicated in those practices as the others
who tendered. We find Charlton and
Cotton swore that they had authority
from Mr. Boyle to make the best bargain
for him that they possibly could with
MacLean and Roger. They were his
agents, and whatever they did lie should
be held responsible for. I cannot see
any reason why the House or Committee
should interfere with his claim any more
than with that of any other tenderer. It
is evident there was blackmailing in this
business. The present contractors have
done the printing properly, and in a man-
ner creditable to themselves; they have
given general satisfaction. They have a
very expensive plant on their hands and
would, if deprived of the contract, sustain
great loss. Unprincipled characters
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levied blackmail upon them, and placed
them in their present unfortunate posi-
tion. Their only safety, under the cir-
cuastances, was to yield and purchase
imaginary interests held by unprincipled
parties, or suffer heavy loss in disposing
of their plant at a sacrifice.

MR. JONES : I do not see how the
amendment can be carried. It would
create very great confusion. How could
the Contract be cancelled for the period
mentioned in the Report ? The whole of
the work has been done from the first day
to this. How is it to be paid for and
settled ? Is it to be paid for under the
terms of the Contract ? I think this
amendment would create very great con-
fusion. .Messrs. MacLean andRogermust
continue the work, on account of this
Report being insufficient, and not being
brought down in a proper manner. They
should be allowed to continue the work,
at all events, until next Session, until its
completion.

Mn. WHITE (East Hastings): Unless
some action is taken to-day, MacLean
and Roger will continue to hold the Con-
tract from the end of this Session, and
they will retain it after the commence-
ment of the next LSession, the difficulty
continuing also. The people of the
country have been educated to
thoroughly understand this question. I
give all credit to the Globe for dis-
oevering the discreditableactsof the parties
concerned in this Contract. Though pro-
secuted in the Court for its action, the
Globe won its case. The Mail, another
able paper, has exposed the fraudulent,
corrupt transactions of the parties, in
this city, implicated. This paper
went further, declaring that every person
connected with Parliament, from the
highest to the lowest, should be exposed
and punished for any action against the
public interest. I contend that Roger
and MacLean have no right to hold the
contract which they got by corrupt
practices. It is said that every tenderer
or contractor, who comes to Ottawa, is
blackmailed-has to pay parties, who pro-
fess to control the departments, for their
influence, a large sum. Is not that cor-
rupt, dishonest, wrong 1 Is it not
againt the honest administration of pub-
lic afihirs 1 The Printing Committee
have not properly discharged their duty.
What did the Committee appointed by
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the late 'Administration, to investigate
certain printing matters with which the
late Speaker of this House was connected,
do? They kept the Report against him to
the last moment of the Session in the
same way as the present, and, at last, one
Minister was seen going out
this . way and another that way,
while the Chairman was watching
for Black Rod, so that at the last
moment there was no chance to say a
word. If there was one thing more than
another that condemned that Administra-
tion, it was its dark, mysterious acts. Let
us not do things in the dark-let us do our
work openly, honestly, and in good time.
The Printing Committee should bring in
proper Reports. The hon. leader of the
Opposition, the other day, said this Re-
port did not come before the House
properly. The hon. the Minister of
Customs said the keport was adopted
by thirteen members of the Committee,
but the Chairman sat still. Why did he
not rise like the hon. Minister, and frank-
ly admit the Committee adopted that
Report? What is the use of this beating
about the bush ? Let us see if we have
men in Ottawa who swindle the people in
this way and blackmail contractors, and
use their position to pull down the public
men of the country. Why not let thie
Chairman of the Committee give the facts
in full to the public, instead of keeping
them back to the lat moment? I cari
tell that hon. gentleman that he has lost a
g.od deal of that nobleness of character,
and goodness of heart, which were former-
ly ascribed to him. I am sorry to see in
this House an attempt to screen that man
at the expense of the Conservative party.
I say, unhesitatingly, that Mr. Mackintosh
need not think that because he is editor
of the Ottawa Citizen he is going to drag
the Conservative party of this country at
his feet, while he pockets $12,000 of
Roger and MacLean's money. The Con-
servative party of this country are not go-
ing to take on their shoulders the respon-
sibility of an aot of that kind. I, for one,
will take none of the sins of Mr. Mackin-
tosh, or any other Conservative, on my
shoulders in the East Riding of Hastings,
when the next Election comes round. I
think we ought to give that Contract to
the man that had put in the only honest
tender, and I think we ought to have
brought in à report giving that contract
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to Patrick Boyle. He is entitled to it.
It is said be bas not the plant, but if he
gives security he wili have the plant.
Unless we stanp Mackintosh out, we
cannot go to the country with a clean
record. I think the Globe and MJfail
newspapers deserve thanks for what they
have done in exposing him.

MR. STEPHENSON: I am surprised
at the lion. member for East Hastings
(Mr. White) taking this matter up so
warnly. If that gentleman had given as
mnucih attention to his Parliamentarv
duties, and the working of Committees
generallv, as the menibers of the Printing
Committee have done, ,he would be
more reticent on many matters than
lie is. This Conirittee, I do not hesitate
to say, has sat more tinies and bas done
more days' work this Session, than all
the other ComLttees of the House put to-
gether. WVe have presented to the House
no less than sixteen Reports, to say
nothing of sub-Committee meetings.
When, therefore, the ion. member for
East Hastings gets up and talks about
certain hon. members beating about the
bush, I think if he looks over the evidence
carefully, he will find that lie bas gone
a little too far, and is not altogether
fair. I, for one, am not so positive
on all niatters as some hon. gen-
tlemen are; but whien I am sure that I
am riglit, I act upon a certain promi-
nient person's advice, and then go ahead.
When, two days ago, this matter was
sprung upon nie at a moment's notice, I
stated, in reply to the question put to me
by'the bon. member for West Durham,
that I could not positively answer the
question that was asked, but it was my
opinion that the Report of the sub-Com-
mnittee bad been submitted to the General
Committee, and that it had been adopted.
I could not state positively whether it had
been adopted on a formal Resolution or
not. Therefore, I hesitated in giving a
decided answer, and sent a page to the
Clerk's office to get the Minute-book.
The debate, meantime, proceeded, and was
concluded before I had time to get the in-
formation I sought for, and which was
contained in the Minute-book ; and,
moreover, I wish the hon. member for
East Hastings to understand, once for ail,
that I am not a person to beat about the
bush in this or in any other matter. I
have a reputation in this House and

Mi. Warrz.

country of far longer date than the hon.
gentleman bas, and I have never yet been
accused of beating about the bush, or of
shirking any responsibility that rightfully
belongs to me. The Committee discussed
this matter with reference to Mr. Boyle,
and the other parties who tendered for
the contract, and in connection with the
Report of the sub-Committee, I will
recite the following Resolution, as it ap-

pears on the Minute-book :-

"Moved by Mr. Ross, and seconded by Mr.
Macfarlane, that the Report, as read by the
sub-Conmittee, be adopted.'

The following amendment was also moved
to the main motion:-

" That Patrick Boyle having withdrawn his
tender, and as we find no evidence of anything
improper on his part, the Committee think him
entitled to the contract, if he is prepared to
enter into it."

This amendment was voted down, and
the original motion was carried by a vote
of 14 to 3 ; and now, if the amendment
moved by the hon. member for Essex be
put to the House and carried, it will
place this House in conflict with the
Senate, who have' adopted, without
opposition, the Report which is now in
the hands of the Speaker. We have,
therefore, got to adopt this Report as it
is, and without amendment, during this
Session, or else all our action will be null
and void. I think the amendment is ill-
tined, and will result in no good to the
party whomn it is designed to benefit.

Mu. WHITE: I do not wish the hon.
gentleman to think that I am all alone in
this opinion of him. A great deal of
fault bas been found with him by dif-
ferent members, who have not indepen-
dence enough to come forward and say so.
I certainly wish the hon. gentleman well,
occupying the position he does, next to
that of a member of the Cabinet; I think
lie ought to have a portfolio in the next
Ministry. I do not want tohurt him; I
would rather stand up in defence of lis
character. I want him to hold an inde-
pendent position in this House. I would
not say a word against him to injure his
feelings. The hon. gentleman says, no
other Committee of Parliament has doue
so much work; I may make this remark
-perhaps it is not parliamentary-
that a cow is a very poor cow
that gives a large pail full of milk and then
kicks it over. All the work of the Com-
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mittee amounts to nothing at this
moment. It leaves the parties who have
got the contract in the same position for
twelve nionths longer.

MR. TROW : I consider the remarks
of the hon. member for East Hastings
(Mr. White) are unguarded and uncalled
for, with reference to the conduct of the
Chairman of the Printing Committee (Mr.
Stephenson). I regret that an error did
creep into our proceedings through the
inadvertence of the Chairman. At all
events, the sub-Committee's Report, with
the Resolution of the Committee, should
have been brought before this House, and
then all ,he proceedings would have been
proper. But a mistake crept in, and it
was our duty to-day to rectify that mis-
take. I am satisfied it was the unanimous
desire and expressed opinion of the Com-
mittee that the Contract should be can-
celled. I take credit to myself that I was
the first who proposed to the Committee
to cancel the Contract. I considered those
who tendered were alil equally guilty, and
the proper proceeding was to have adver-
tised for tenders at the close of the work
for this Session. The Committee thought
that, until the proceedings of this Session
were printed and placed before the coun-
try, it would be out of place to cancel the
Contract, and could not be entertained and
carried out without the country suffering
0s.

MR. BANNERMAN: As a member of
the Committee, and one of those who voted
in the minority, I feelthat, before this mat-
ter is settled, I should give expression to
my views upon this subject. The hon.
member for South Perth (Mr. Ti ow)
says they were all equally guilty. Now,
no member of that Committee can show
that they were all equally guilty. Any
one who looks into the matter will see
that Mr. Charlton's evidence before the
Conmittee, and that given before the
Court in Toronto, do not agree. Mr.
Charlton stated before the Committee
that he understood Mr. Cotton was acting
as agent for Boyle, while in bis evidence
at Toronto he distinctly stated thecontrary.
Moreover, the only evidence that went to
show that Boyle was willing to come to an
agreement with MacLean, Roger and
Company, was, that he was prepared,
if ie received the contract, to enter into
partnership with them at his prices, they
receiving two-thirds and lie one-third.

Mr. Starrs' evidence also shows that Boyle
would not entertain any other proposition
except to enter into partnership at the
prices specified in his tender. Mr. Boyle
says himself, in his evidence, that when
lie delivered his letter of withdrawal to
Cotton, there were no conditions whatever
accompanying it. The evidence also
goes to show that Boyle did not give this
letter of withdrawal to Cotton until two
days after the Committee had awarded the
Contract to Mackintosh. The hon. mem-
ber for Perth says the Committee would
be going beyond their power in recom-
mending that contract to be awarded tD
Boyle. I think it was the duty of the
Committee to make whatever recommen-
dation they thought best, leaving the
House to adopt it or not. It was the
right and duty of the Conmittee to sift
the matter, and if they found an honest
tenderer in the whole crowd to award the
contract to him.

MR. TROW : The hon. gentleman
states that Charlton exonerated Boyle be-
fore the Court of Queen's Bench, in To-
ronto. I think quite the reverse; and for
the information of the House will read the
evidence on that point. The question
was put to Mr. Charlton:

" Can you remember anythine more that was
said ?

" Answer. When Mr. Boyle was going away,
he said he would leave the matter in Mr. Cot-
ton's hands, or, I think, in Mr. Cotton's hands
and your hands."

Evidently, Mr. Boyle left the matter
entirely in their hands for them to decide.
They received the money for him, conse-
quently he is responsible for their acts.
They received $3,000 in notes and cash.
Roger and MacLean both swear before
the Comrnittee that they paid the money
expressly for Boyle ; whether lie received
it or not, is a matter of indifference.

Mn. ROBINSON : I regret much that
after all that has been said, the vote which
this House is about to give, can have
littie or no effect. For my part, I find
fault with what has been said against
Mr. Boyle, because lie is an esteemed and
estimable citizen of Toronto, and partie-
ularly skilful in the printing business.
I think he has done nothing to forfeit his
position in the matter of this contract,
and if the question came up in an indepen-
dent way, I think his case is irresistibly
strong. Some two years ago lie took a
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contract for the printing of the Corpora- $500 from Mr. Starrs, in order to enabie
tion of Toronto, and he did it as well as him to tender for the work in question.
any other contractor bas been able to do Mn. ORTON: If the previous remarks
it. No fault was found with him what- of the last speaker meant anything, they
ever. He has an excellent plant, and is were a special effort in favour of McLean,
a very industrious, capable man of busi- Roger and Company, and a special effort
ness. I am very sorry lie did not succeed against Mr. Boyle, the only honourable man

$ obtaining the contract, which, in my confected with this scandea.
opinion, lie tendered for in good faith. Mt. TROW: If the on. gente-

MR. ORTON: Not a tittie of evidence man will examine the eports in the
lias been adduced to implicate Mr. Boyle. local press in reference to the evidence
A letter was obtained frot M r. Boyle, taken before the Printing Commttee, he
and sold to McLean, Roger and Company fwill find that was the first to impress
for $3,000, of which Mr. Boyle did not re- upon th Comr ittee the absontue neces-
ceive.one cent. lIt is, therefore, nothing but stofcancelling the Contract of IRoger
rigot, in the interest of public morality, and MacLean, consequently I cou. d not
that the tender of Mr. Boy e shuld be have been advocatig their h eaim.
aocepted. I regret that the matter bas SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I ah
been brougt before the use in this glad o lear from theremark teade by the
irregular way, but I desire to express my hon. member for Sout Perth that e was
views before any furtger step is taken. the first mai to move the cancellation of

MR. PATTEiRSON (Essex) : I think that Contract, but I think le ought to ex-
the hon. member for Sou, nPerth (Mr. plain how it was that this morning lie
Trow) ias taken advantage of this de- took quite a different course.
bate to assail the character of an bonest Mhv. TROW: Not at ail.
man, and to make staterents on the floor SI JOHN A. MACDONALD: In
of this bouse wich lhe dare not make regard to the matter before the bouse
outside. There is not one word of we are unf3rtunately in a difficuity, and
evidence that implicates Mr. Boyle. If we must try to get out of it. The IRe-
this Report is adopted, tie Cotract is port was discussed the day before yester-
cacelled, and it will be for the Govern- day, which provided, merely by mistake,
ment to let the Contract for tlie printing tliat the Contract shouid be cancelled. The
for the tinme being. I do not think any Upper ouse as adopted tbat Report;
injury can aen done by arryino the terefore, so far as the Senate is con-
amendaient, but tbat it wiil conipiete an cernied, tliey have canceiled that Contract-
act of justice comuxenced by the Coin- It is not at all likely that the Joint Com.
mittee, and I think it is due to the oniy mitte cati make another iReport this Ses-
mani who carne out of this unsavory sioxt. If we concur ini the Report, then,-
matter, witl aean hands. The hon. so far as we are concerned, the Contract is
member for South Perthbias also assaihed cancelled. I a r quite i favour of its
]Mr. Boyle, whie tlie facts of the case do being wiped ont. I think the conclusion
not warrant it. I consider it ry duty to of the Committee a right one. The
press the amendment before tlie buse. amenda et, however, goes a step further.

MR. TROW: The hon. gentleman wh o The Governent las no contro as a
mas juat taken bis seat las entirely Government, over the printing, which per-
misconstrued ry observations. I have tains to the Joint Committee of both
not said a word ngainst Mr. Boyoe, neouses. Therefore, that portion of the
as a contractor ; 1 mer .ly said his amendment must fail. Then, as to giving
agents had implicated him. With re- the contract to Mr. Boyle, the carrying of
gard to the remarks of the hon that portion of the ametidment wouid have
Inemaber for West Toronto, I know no value uniess the 'Upper flouse passed
nothing whatever about the cîrcumstances a motion to the same effect. It seem to
of Mr. Boye, but I a informed that le me that the oniy course for the hon.
was not prepared to take the contract for gentleman to take to withdraw h
the printing for the Local Legisature amedment He has stated bis case, and
ione three ontes beore thia contract evoived the opinion of the bouse, to a
waa let for the Dominion printing. I certain extent, with regard to the cse of
aio know that h had to get a cheque for Mr. Boyle, and I think ie ougidt to toave

ma I. ROBINSON.
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it there. By concurrence in the report
the contract of MacLean, Roger and Com-
pany is cancelled, and there is an end to it.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex) : In def-
erence to the opinion expressed by the
hon. leader of the Government, although
I am personaliy dissatisfied with the
delay of the matter by the Committee,
and although 1 am satisfied justice has
not been done in the premises, I beg to
withdraw my amendment.

Amendment, with leave of the House,
withdrawn.

MR. STEPHENSON: In reference to
the remarks made in relation to the
delay of this matter, on the part of
the Committee, I have to say that
the Committee has held sixteen meet-
ings. The first was held on the 21st
of February and the last to-day.
So, I think, that no other Committee
could act more fairly.

MR. ALLISON : It appears to me that
the country will be dissatisfied if some-
thing is not done. If there is enything
in which absolute, faith should be kept, it
is the question of Government contracts.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
is not a Government contract.

MR. ALLISON: I very gladly accept
the hon. the First Minister's correction.
Then, I say, that in a question with
reference to all public contracts of this
character, not only with regard to indi-
vidual tenderers, but with respect to the
general public, it is important that abso-
lute faith should be kept. It is well that
this subject has been prominently brought
forward by the Press. There is no doubt
that, for years, all matters of Government
contracts have been made too much a mat-
ter of speculation. I have no doubt of it
in my own mind. For myself,
I can see no ground of complaint
against a contractor, who has obtained
a contract in the usual way, by the
acceptance of the lowest secured tender, if
he choses to sell it out to any other con-
tractor, provided the Government receive
the same security for the performance of
the contract; but whenever such deal-
ings has a tendency to lead to the rejec-
tion of a lower and the acceptance of a
higher tender, then such speculation
should not be allowed. It appears to me
that the matter would be very largely
remedied by this simple means: as
soon as the contractor, who makes the

lowesttender,fails to pay his deposit or give
security, let the Government readvertise it,
and after a general notice relet the work.
This would have a tendency to check the
system which seems to·have prevailed for
years.

MR. MACDONELL (North Lanark)
i concur in the remarks of the hon. mem-
bers for East Hastings (Mr. White) and
Victoria, N. B., (Mr. Costigan), and I
regret that the amendment, proposed by
the hon. member for Essex (Mr. Patter-
son), was ruled to be not in order. I must
also express my disagreement with the
remarks of the hon. member for Perth
(Mr. Trow), in reference to Mr. Boyle.
In glancing over the evidence, I came to
the conclusion that, Mr. Boyle, personally,
bad no knowledge of the corrupt practices
that have prevailed, no matter what bis
agents may have done or how he
may have been deceived by them.
His hands were clean, and I believe that
those who know him personally, and are
acquainted with his transactions, would
not, for one moment, claim him to be
capable of anything dishonourable in any
way. Wben we find the Printing Com-
mittee bringing in a Report at so late a
date, when it must have been known that
this question has occupied public atten-
tion so long, we should pause before we
shut off discussion; there ought to be a
thorouglh investigation. As a humble
member of this House I do very much
regret that the Printing Committee, no
matter for what reason, delayed
bringing deon their Report till this late
period of the Session. It will be a
greater injustice to the country if discus-
sion is shut off now, with so few mem-
bers here, than if it were left over to the
next Session. It may be an injustice
to give the contract to MacLean, Roger and
Company rill next Session, but it may be a
greater injustice to shut our mouths, than
to leave it over till next Session. I, there-
fore, ask you, Mr. Speaker, if the proper
notice of the adoption of this Report has
or has not been given ; I ask your ruling,
so that if you rule that it has not, the
members of this House will have plenty
of time till next Session to consider the
question, and be then able to discuss it in
a proper manner.

MR. SPEAKER : When the question
was under discussion, the other day, no
notice had been given. Notice has
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now een given. I have already
ruled that the adoption of the Report is
in order.

MR. DOMVILLE: In reply to the
hon. member for North Lanark (Mr.
Macdonnell), I would point out to him
that there could not be much discussion ;
there are only four or five members on
that side of the House.

MR. MACDONELL (North Lanark):
The Report should have been brought
down sooner.

Ma. DOMVILLE : I think it has been
shown that it could not, and that my hon.
friend has nothing to complain of on that
score. As regards corruption, my hon.
friend ought to take that word back. He
has endeavoured to make the country be-
lieve that we are making additional tax-
ation, which is not the fact, for this Con-
tract has been given out at a lesser rate
than before. I doubt if any firn would
take it at a less price. Many may have
been struggling to get the work, and some
may be disappointed. Any private bar-
gain made between two people, however
questionable a construction we may put
upon it, is really of no consequence, if we
bear this in mind-as we most certainly
do-that the country does not lose
monev by it. It was a private
arrangement. One of the parties said:
" There is so much noney in it." I am
not going to justify the transaction at all,
but I want to do away with the idea that
there was corruption, or that the Govern-
ment or the country lost anything by it.

MR. HESSON: The hon. member
fer Lanark (Mr. Macdonell) tried to
leave the impression that the hon. mem-
bers on this side of the House, or hon.
members of the Committee, were attempt-
ing to put down discussion on this ques-
tion.

Ma. MACDONELL (North Lanark):
No; I charged the Committee as a Whole,
and my grounds were the remarks of the
hon. member for Victoria, N. R, and the
hon. member for East Hastings.

Ma. HESSON: He must remember
that the hon. the leader of the Opposition
raised an objection the other day, and
had the discussion thrown over when
there were more members in the House
to carry on the discussion, and the onus
of shutting off discussion and throwing
it over to a time when there are so few
members in the House, must be thrown

Ma. SPEAKER.

upon the hon. the leader of the Opposition
clearly.

MR. WHITE (East Hastings): One
word to the hon. member for King's (Mr.
Domville). If there was nothing wrong
about the Contract, why was it cancelled
after an investigation into the circum-
stances? Does lie think that the people
of this country do not see through this
nat er? If MacLean and Roger can give

a large sum to one man and another large
sumn to another, the people must pay for
it at last. The other House has adopted
this Report, and we must adopt it; but
what course will be pursued i

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I do
not think the hon. gentleman has a right
to ask that question. I can only say that
I do not know. The Government have
nothing to do with making the Contract.
The Contract must be cancelled by the
Joint Report of the Joint Committee of
both Hlouses before the desirable result of
advertising it for tenders, and letting it
to the lowest, can be attaiiied. The cen-
sure upon the Committee is altogether
unfounded; they have other duties be-
sides this one Contract to attend to. The
whole of the printing of the House-com-
prising some fourteen or fifteen Reports-
is under their care ; and it is in the dis-
cretion of the joint body to say vhen and
how they are to report. The Chairman,
who is only the mouthpiece of the Joint
Committee, is in no way open to the
attacks made upon hii. I may say to
the hon. member for East Hastings (Mr.
White), who lias taken a very strong,
and I do not say improper stand in behalf
of Mr. Boyle, that if the Report had been
duly presented, and the Report of the
sub-Committee incorporated in it on
Wednesday, it would have been adopted,
and Mr. Boyle would have been cut off.
I do not think that I am uncharitable in
saying that the objection taken by
the hon. member lor West Durham (Mr.
Blake) was taken to throw over the
Report.

MR. DOMVILLE : I did not, as the
hon. member for East Hastings (Mr.
White) seems to think, endorse the state-
ment that there was corruption. I do,
not endorse the transaction at all. I
merely say that the country loses nothing
by it.

Ma. WHITE (East Hastings) : Mr.
Boyle is not my triend at all; and the
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only ones to whom I am a friend are the
honest contractors. I am in favour of
honest contractors: nothing beyond
that.

MR. BOULTBEE : It seems to me
that the whole conduct of this transaction
has been untortunate in some shape. The
net result of the whole matter seems to
have been to place the contract in, the
hands of men who obtained it corruptly,
and who ought to have been deprived of it.
The result seems to be a miscarriage of
justice in preventing this man Boyle, who
appears the only honest tenderer, from
obtaining the Contract, and this un-
fortunate result seems to have been
brouglit about by two causes, namelv,
the delay of the Committee, and the pre-
vention, the other day, of the matter being
gone through in consequence of the ob-
jection raised by the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blakeý.

Motion agreed to and Report concurred
in.

RELIEF OF THE DISTRESS IN IRELAND.
MESSAGE PROM Is EXCELLENCY.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD de-
livered a Message from His Excellency
the Governor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message, and
it is as follows

" LORNE.
' The Governor-General transmits to the

House of Commons, a copy of a Despatch from
the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for
the Colonies, conveying the thanks of Her
Majesty's Government to the Parliament of
Canada, for the grant of $100,000 in aid of the
great distress in Ireland, and enclosing copies
of a correspondence which has passed relative
to the application of the Fund.
"GOVERNMENT HOUSE,

" OTTAwÀ, 7th May, 1880."

ONTARIO AND QtYEBEC SAVINGS BANKS
.BILL.-[BILL 127.]

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD READINGS.

Bill read the ir8t and second times, con-
sidered in Committee of the Whole,
reported, read the th ird time and pa8sed.

CERTAIN MEMBERS' INDEMNITY.
Resolved, That the Accountant of the House

be authorised to pay to C. J. Coursol, Esquire,
Member for Montreal East ; J. B. Mongenais,
Esquire, Member for Vaudreuil; and Ï4. P.
Ryan, Esquire, Member for Montreal Centre,
the full amoant of their indemnity, as if they
had been present in this House on the 12th of
February, last, in consequence of the severe ill-

ness which prevented these members from
attending to their parliamentary duties.-(Mr.
Caron.)

CLOSE OF THE SESSION.
REMARKS.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
was understood, at our adjournment on
Wednesday, that no new measures of
legislation should be undertaken to-day,
and, indeed, it would be unfair and im-
proper, in consequence of thf thin state
of the House, and the fact that the leader
of the Opposition went away on that
assurance from ryself. I hope that
arrangement will be considered obligatory
on the House. Without moving any
formal adjourrinment, I think it should be
understood that the Speaker may leave
the Chair, and resunie it for the purpose
of receiving Messages fron the other
Chamber and for no other purpose.

MR. TROW: I notice in the Court
Journal of April l7th, that Captain E.
Palliser lias been appointed Military
Attaché to Sir A .T. Galt. The brother
of that gentleman has made himself
familiar in this country by bis construc-
tion of materials of warfare, and I would
like the hon. the First Ministerto inform us
whether Captain Palliser bas been givea
that position for any particular purpose.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think that question requires notice. If
the hon. gentleman will give two days'
notice, I will answer it.

MR. PLUMB : As the time draws
near when we shall be compelled to part,
I may be permitted to congratulate my
hon. friend of the Opposition the
member for South Perth (Mr. Trow),
for the masterly way in which he has dis-
charged his duties in this House since al
his friends on that side have deserted him
and gene home. It is fortunate for my
bon. friend, the leader of the Opposition,
that there was no division to-day in the
ranks of his party, because it would have
been exceedingly difficult foi him to have
divided hinself. But I see the hon. gen-
tleman for North Bruce (Mr. Gillies) is
also in his seat, and if there had been a
division to-day the Opposition could have
cast two votes, whieh, no doubt, would
have been quite as effective as any other
vote cet by the Opposition during the
Session. I am glad to see in his place-
and indeed a little in advance o his place
the hon. member for Ottawa County (Mr.
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Wright) who holds regal sway in bis
district as the '' King of the Gatineau."
That hon. gentlemen has the largest con-
stituency, the largest majority and the
largest heart of any member of this
House. I trust we may al meet again
next Session in the enjoyment of health,
and with our strength undiminished.

MR. TROW : My extreme modesty
will not permit me to accept the flattery
that has, been heaped upon me by the
hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb).
If the Opposition are few in number thev
are strong in weight and backbone. I
must say my following to-day has not
been as encouraging as I anticipated.
One of my hon. friends -went off at a
tangent and the other left for the smoking
room.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Is the
hon. gentleman going to say the Opposi-
tion ends in smoke ?

MR. TROW: At all events we are
here on duty. For myself I never lost a
day in Parliament, and I am determined,
-when I occupy that honourable position
to do my duty to the best of my ability.
I can say that the Opposition have done
their duty during the Session, and have
assisted materially in maturing and per-
fecting the laws this Parliament has
passed.

MR. WRIGHT : It is exceedingly
gratifying to all of us to notice that the
pleasing murmur from Niagara has not
entirely ceased, nor that voice become
silent. I think we can congratulate the
House and the country upon having
passed a useful and pleasant Session. I
think, notably, our congratulations are
due to yourself, Mr. Speaker, for the ex-
cellent manner in which you have con-
ducted yourself in the Chair. I am
sure that both sides of this House
will bear witness to the kindness,
the urbanity and the wisdom with which
you have performed the duties appertain-
ing to your distinguished position. We
have enjoyed very pleasant relations and
intercourse with the gentlemen who
represent both the great political parties
in this country. During the Session we
have had many pleasing incidents, and
also some painful ones, but in both cases,
I think, the House has shown that it
always does rise above mere party feeling,
and elevate itself into that higher latitude
where our common humanity alone bears

Mn. PLUMB.

sway. I have again to thank this House,
and the members individually, for their
sympathy and great generosity in the sad
calamity which a few days ago overtook
the city of Hull. I may state, for the
information of the House that the evil
effects of that calamity have been repaired
so far as that was possible, and that an
active and energetic people have devoted
thkemselves to relieving the distressed in
such a way that I believe the object in
view will be attained.

A Message from His Excellency the
Governor-General, by the Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod:
"MR. SPEAKER,

" His Excellency the Governor-General
desires the immediate presence of this House
in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly, Mr. Speaker, with the
House, went up to the Senate.

In the Senate (ihamber.
His Excellency was pleased fo give, in

Her Majesty's name, the Royal Assent to
the following Bills :-

An Act to amend the Act intituled an Act
respecting offences against the person, and to
repeal the A et intituled an Act to provide that
persons charged with common assault shall be
competent as witnesses.

An Act respecting the Credit Valley Railway
Company.

An Act to extend the powers of the Manitoba
South-Western Colonisation Railway Company,
and to further amend the Act incorperating the
said Company.

An Act respecting the Ontario Reformatory
for Boys.

An Act to repeal the Act extending the
Dominion Lands Acta to British Columbia, and
to make other provision with respect to certain
Public Lands in that Province.

An Act for the relief of Permanent Building
Societies and Loan Companies.

An Act to provide for the winding up of La
Banque Ville Marie.

An Act to incorporate the Great North-
Western Telegraph Company of Canada.

An Act to authorise the corporation of the
town of Emerson to construct a Free Passenger
and Trafic Bridge over the Red River, in the
Province of Manitoba.

An Act to amend the Acta respecting the
Montreal Telegraph Company.

An Act to incorporate the Pontiac Pacifie
Junction Railway Company.

An Act for the appointment of a Resident
Representative Agent for Canada in the United
Kingdom.

An Act to amend the Act 42 Vic., cap. 15,
intituled an Act to alter the Duties of Customs
and Excise.

An Act for extending the Consolidated Act
of 1879, respecting duties imposed on promis-
sory notes and bils of echange to the whole
Dominion.
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An Act to enable the Harbeur Commission-
r di Montreal to pay a life anuity to the

widow of the late Hon. John Young.
An Act to authorise the raising of a further

sum to bnable the Quebec Htrbour Commission-
ers 1o complete their Tidal Dock.

An Act to repeal the Act 42 Vic., cap. 5, for
graiiting an aninual ubsidy towards certain
tU1egrMhic communication.

An Act further to amend an Act respecting
the Harbour of Pictou, in Nova Scotia.

An Act respecting the Reformatory for
Juvenile Offenders in Prinoe Edward Island.

An Act respecting the Industrial Refuge for
Girls of Ontario.

An Act to amend the Acts respecting the
the Canada Central Railway Company.

An Act to authorise and provide for the
winding up of the Consolidated Bank of
Canada.

An Act to incorporate the Assiniboine Bridge
Company.

An Act to incorporate the South Saskatche-
wan Valley Railway Company.

An Act te incorporate the Souris and Rocky
Mountain Railway Company.

An Act to amend and consolidate the sev-
eral Acts relating to the North-West Terri-
tories.

An Act respecting the administration of
criminal justice in the territory in dispute
between the Governments of the Province of
Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada.

An Act further to amend the Acts respecting
Dominion Notes.

An Act to anthorise making certain investi-
gations under oath.

An Act to amend the law of evidence in
Criminal Cases, as reepects the taking and use
of depositions of persons who may be unable to
attend at the trial.

Au Act further to amend the Act respecting
Cruelty to Animals.

An Act to incorporate the Nelson Valley
Railway and Transportation Company.

An Act to amend the General Inspection
Act, 1874, and the Act amending it.

An Act to amend the law respecting the
removal of obstructions in navigable waters,
by wrecks.
. An Act respecting the Montreal Assurance
Company.

An Act further to amend the Supreme and
Exchequer Court Act.

An Act to incorporate the Winnipeg and
Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship Com-
pany.

An Act to amend the Dominion Lands Act,
1879.

An Act to consolidate and amend the Acts
respecting the Inland Revenue.

An Act to amend the Act respecting the In-
spection of Petroleum.

An Act to amend the Acts respecting the
Trinity House and Harbour Commissioners of
Montreal.

An Act to make better provision respecting
the navigation of Canadian waters.

An Act to confirm a certain Order of the
Governor in Council, respecting the Graving
Dock ait Esquimalt

Au Act to ratify and confirm a certain agree-
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ment therein mentioned, betwein Ihe Govern-
mélnt Of Oaaadad "he IOMaakOt£adRail
way Company.

An Act to amend an Act rea'i to Banka
and Banking, and to continuse for a ~'4a time
the charters of certain Bsnks te1wtieh e said
Act applies.

An Act relating to intereat on moneys
secured by mortgage of real etate.

An Act respecting certain Savings' Bnkis
in the Provines of Ontario sad Quebee.

An Act to amend and consolidate te lava re.
specting Indians.

The SPEAKER of the fouse of Gom-
mons then addressed His Excellency the
Governor-General as follows:-

May it please dour Excellency :
" The Commons of Canada have voted the

Supplies required to enable the Government to
defray the expenses of the Public Service.

" In thLe name of the Commons, I present to
Your Excellency a Bill iutituled an Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain sums of money
required for defraying certain expenses of the
Public Service, for the financial years ending
respectively the 30th June, 1880, and the 30th
June, 1881, and for other purposes relating te
the Public Service, to which I humbly request
Your Excellency's assent."

To this Bill the Royal Assent was
signified in the following words:-

" In Her Majesty's name, His Excellency the
Governor-General thanks Her loyal subjects,
accepts their benevolence, and assents to this
Bill."

His Excellency the Governor-General
was then pleased to close the Second
Session of the Fourth Parliament of the
Dominion with the following Speech

Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen of the Houme of Common8:

In relieving you from your attendance in
Parliament, I desire to offer my thanks for the
care and assiduity with which you have applied
yourselves to the performance of your important
duties.

The evidences of a recovery from the long
continued state of depression, to which I
alluded at the opening of the Session, are, I am
glad to believe, steadily accumulating, and we
may, I trust, look forward with some confidence
to a prosperous year.

The measures relating to Banking and the
Currency and to the amendment of the Tariff,
with the other laws passed this Session, will, I
hope, aid in the promotion of the anticipated
prosperity.

The expectations of a large immigration of
valuable settlers into the North-West, in which
I then ventured to indulge, appear from the
latest information to be fully realised.

Bill Adisented to. [Mn T , 1880.]



Prorogation. [COMMONS.] Prorogation.

The laws for the better organisation of the
North-West Territories, for the amendment of
the Dominion Lands Act, and for the more
efficient management of Indian Affairs, must
tend greatly to the advantage of that vast and
interesting region.

The measure for the consolidation of the laws
concerning the Inland Revenue, and the other
important Acta relating to the public interests,
*eem well adapted to promote those interests,

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

I thank you in Her Majesty's name for the
Supplies you have so liberally voted.

I trust that the vigorous efforts made to settle
the Indian banda of the North-West, on their

Reserves, will diminish, in the future, the calls
made on the publie Treasury for aid to save
them from starvation.

Honouroble Gentlemen of the Senate.
Gentlemen of. the Home of Commons:

The appropriations made will enable my
Government steadily to prosecute the construc-
tion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and -to
hasten the completion of our Canal systemn.

In bidding yon farewell, I desire to express
my earnest desire for your happiness and pros-
perity in your several homes.

The Parliament of the Dominion of
Canada was then prorogued to Wednes-
day, the 16th June next.
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1. In the general sections of the Index, the names in italics and parenthesis, after the subject,
are those of the movers.

2. In the personal sections, the Motions, Bills, etc., in italies and parenthesis, are those
which emanate from the member under whose name they occur.
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mencing with " M." Also, " St." is indexed after "S ."
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mons ; I. C. R., Intercolonial Railway; Incorp., Incorporation ; Lt.-Gov., Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor; M , Motion ; m., moved; Man., Manitoba ; Mar., Maritime; Mess., Message; N. B.,
New Brunswick ; N. S., Nova Scotia ; N. W. T., North- West Territories ; O. C., Order in
Council ; Ont., Ontario ; Parly., Parliamentary ; P. E. L, Prince Edward Island ; Pet., Peti-
tion ; P. O., Post Office ; prop., proposed ; Prov., Province or Provincial ; Que., Quebec ;
Ques., Question; Rep., Report ; rep., reported ; Res., Resolution ; Ret., Return ; Riv.,
River; Ry., Railway ; Sen., Senate; wdn., withdrawn; Y., N., Yeas, Nays,

A bbott, Mr.
Introduction of, 45.

ABBOTT, Mr.
Marriage with a deceased wife's sister legis-

lation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on M. for 2', 298.

Insolvent Cos. winding-up (B. 97, 1P and
20*) 1228.

Insolvent Traders' Assets Distribution (B.
101, 1°*) 1326.

Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) in
Coin., 1981.

Accident to Vice-Regal Party. See
" Governor-General."

~bhrcss in .usbrt tII ŠXs eéntiq'

M. (Mr. Richey) 4 ; sec. (Mr. Houde) 9;
agreed to, 43 ; H. E.'s reply, 113.

Adjournment for Ascension Day.
Ies. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2015.

A djournment for Easter.
Res. (Sir S. L. Tilley) 781.

Administration of Oitths of Office
. Ne. 1 (Sir J. A. Macdonald).

1°*, 2.
Âgrcultural Fertilizers Fraudulent

Sale Prevention B. No. 82 (Mr.
Landry).

1*, 802.

Alberton, P.E.I., Sub-Collectorship of
Customsl.

Remarks (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I., and
Mr. Yeo) 330.

Explanation (Mr. Yeo) 782.

Alkard, Oner, dismi8sal of
M. for Ret. (Mr. Vanasse) 508.

AsisoN, Mr.

Weights and Mes. Inspectors, 318.
Stratford Post-office, 369.
Supply-Rys. (Windsor B. Ry.) 1907.
Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in

Rep. of Com., 2021.

Anerican Cattle, restrictions on importa-
tion of.

Ques. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1040.
American Ry. Decoy Agents.

Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 786.

Anehor Marine Insuranee Ce. la-
corp. Act Amt. B. No. 29 (Mr.
Cameron, South Euron).

1', 196 ; 2*, 286 ; in Com., 761; 3°*, 761.

Angers, Mr.
Introduction of, 111.

ANGERS, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 218.
I.C.R. Br. at Ivis, 486.
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ANGERS, Mr.-Con.
Marriage with a deceased wife's sister legal-

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Williams) 593.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E.I.) in Com., 1879.

Bupply-Ocean and River Service (Dom.
Steamers) 1951.

Wrecks Removal Law Amt. B. 107 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.L) on Sen. Amts., 1984.

Q. M. O. and O. Ry. B. 118 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou) on withdrawal of B., 1998.

ANGLIN, Mr.
Address, on the, 36, 39.
Coteau du Lac Ry. Bridge, on M. for Reps., 49.
C. P. R. route vid Peace River Valley or

Pine River Pass, 53.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 1°. 79.
Bound. between Ont. and Can. Territories, 94.
B. C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, 117,125.
Relief of the distress in Ireland, on Res.,

126 ; on M. for Address, 181; (Remarks) 745.
Mar. Provs. Lobster Fishery, 134.
I. C. R. Dismissals and Appointments (M.

for Rd.) 136.
1.C.R. employés at Moncton (2.for Ret.) 139.
I. C. R. rolling-stock awaiting repair (M. for

Net.) 140.
Man. and N.W.T. land sales (M.for Ret.)156.
Grain imports from U.S., 173.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

187, 194.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 215.
Insolvency Aets Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 221 ; on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.
The Member for Lennox (Remarks) 282; on

Amt. (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria) 412.
Marriage with a deceased wife's sister

lgislation Bill 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2°; 303; on Amt. 6
w. h. (Mr. Thompson, Haldimand) 445;
on Amt. (Mr. Mille) 590.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 314.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 346, 347.
Private Bills Pets., on Ms. to extend time,4 1 5

, 453.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 428.
C.P.R. location by Mareus Smith, 506.
Printing of a Parly. paper (Remarks) 569.
Fih Inspection, on Res. in Com., (Mr. Baby)

657, 660.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 76

(Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°. 761.
Ri. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.

81 (Sir C. Tupper) on M. for 1', 782.
Mar. Prov. clams on Fishery Award, 798,

1223.
Immigration pamphlets, 811, 814.
I.C.R., supply of nut locks, (.for Ret.) 942.
L 0.R., carnage of sugar from Halifax (M.

for Ret.) 944.
Shippegan Gully Channel (M. for papers) 945.
Grand Anse Breakwater (M. for papers) 947.
Militia Acta Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on

reception of Rep. of Com.. 988.
»pply -Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1013,
(Dorchester) 1020 ; Legislation (Extra
Clerks) 1030; Immigration and Quaran-
ie (Immigration) 1335, 1882, (Quaran-

ANG ARM

ANGLIN, Mr.-Con.
tine) 1949; Rys. (C.P.R.) 1673; Ocean
and Riv. Service (Dom Steamers) 1675,
1951 ; Indians (N.B.) 1690; Rys. (I.C.R.
and P.E.. Ry.) 1712, (Windsor Br. Ry.)
1906; Canals, 1808 ; Indians, (Man. and
N. W. T.) 1811 ; Civil Govt. (Dept. of
Rys. and Canals) 1841 ; Miscellaneous,
(Relief of distress in Ireland) 1886 ; Arts,
Agriculture and Statistics (Quebec Exhibi-
tion) 1947; Public Buildings (Man. Lt.-
Gov's. residence) 1950; Harbours and
Rivs. (N.B.) 1951.

Can. Public Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)
1060.

I.C.R., purchase of lumber for, 1227.
Ways and Means - On M. to recommit

Res., 1262, 1284; on M. to concur in Res.
(Books) 1327.

C.PR., on Amt. to M. for Coin. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1580.

Chinese Immigration, on M. for Sel. Com.
(Mr. DeCosmos) 1640.

Dom. Notes Act Amt., in Com. on Res., 1747.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.I.) on M. for 1', 1773 in Com., 1879.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Cartwright) 1829.
Tarif B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3°,

1853.
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 30, 1854.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2, 1862.
Concurrence-Dom. lands chargeable to capi-

tal, 1892 ; Militia (conversion of ordnance),
1894; Rys. (I.C.R.) 1895, (C.P.R.) 1896.

Mr. Cameron'a vote on concurrence, 1902.
Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Me-

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1935.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Ross, W.
Middlesex) 1972.

C.P.R. land regulations, on Res. (Sir J. A.
Macdonald) 1999.

Preservation of order in the House, on M.
'for 2' Supply B., 2015.

Appointments and Dismissals since Feb.
1879.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 178.

Argenteuil Election.
Judge's Rep., 1; announcement of certificate

of return, 45; Member introduced, 45;
Res.introduction on certificate of Return-
ing Officer not to fori precedent, 45.

ARKELL, Mr.
Stratford Post-office, 366.
Port Stanley Lighthouse (Ques.) 380.
Ways and Means-On M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 723.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 899.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 971.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Im-

migration) 1354.

Armstrong, Toronto Leather Inspector,
charges againat.

M. for papers (Mr. Robinson) 594.
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Ascension Day, adjournment for.
Res. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2015.

Atlantic Mutual Life Insurance Co. of
Albany, N. Y.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 821.
Audit of Parliamentary Expenditure.

Res. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 594.
BABY, Mr.

Inland Revenue Rep. (presented) 44.
Inland Revenue Acte Consolidation (B. 7,

1°*) 56 ; on M. for 2°, 989, 995, 1002.
Coal oil tests, 'n M. for Reps., 135.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors' Superanna-

tion Money Refund (Ans.) 155.
Inspection of smoked herring (Ans.) 306.
N. S. Weights and Meas. Inspectors (Ans.)

306.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, on M. for

Ret. (%Ir. Casey) 313, 320 ; on M. for Rep.
(Mr. Casey) 807.

Fish Inspection (Re8. in Com.) 657, 659, 660,
661.

Canadian tobacco cultivation, pamphlets on,
(Ans.) 785.

General Inspection Acts Amt. (Res. in Com.)
933, (B. 84, 10*) 934.

Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1036,
(Library) 1037 ; Civil Govt. (Dept. of In-
]and Revenue) 1838; Collection of Rev-
enues (Excise) 1848, (Weights and Meas.
and Gas) 1848; Miscellaneous (Mr. Miall's
services and Judge Armour's services) 1885,
(Todd's " Parly. Govt.") 1954.

Cross Point Ferry, N.B. (Ans.) 1628.
Promissory Notes Duties Act Extension (B.

108, 1°*) 1659 ; on M. for 2', 1856.
Concurrence-Collection of slide and boom

dues, 1890 ; Weights and Meas., 1891.
Petroleum Inspection Act. Amt. (Res. in

Com.) 1917, (B. 123, 1°*) 1923 ; on M. for
2', 1973.

Baie des Chaleurs, Surveys for piers in.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne) 508.

Baie St. Paul Pier, Surveys for.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Perrault) 508.

Baze St. Paul Wharf.
Ques. (Mr. Perrault) 787.

BAIN, Mr.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing. 204.
Weights and Meas Inspectors, 808.
Immigration pamphlets, 815;

BAKER, Mr.
Philipsburg Breakwater (Ques.) 380.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

M. for 2' (Amt. 6 mh.) 419.
BanUk Act Amt, B. No. 115 (Sir S. L.

Tilley).
Res. in Com., 1752; 1°*, 1772; 2', 1979; in

Com., 1981, 1985; 3°*, 1987.

Bank Act, security in, use of guaranteed
bonds.

Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1788.

Bank deposits to credit o/ thie Dominion.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Banking and Currency.
Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) and Remarks, 282,

Bank Inepection by Govt. ofcers.
Res. withdrawn (Mr. Or&on) 803.

BANNÈRMAiN, Mr.
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railroad and

Steamship Co. (B. 46, 1°*) 305.
Rapid City and Souris Riv. Colonisation Ry.

Co. Incorp. (B. 69, 1°*) 568.
Immigration pamphlets, 814.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 976.
Printing Com's. Rep. (Remarks) 1982.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. R 95 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 3', 1983.
C. P. R. Land Regulations, in Com. on Res.

(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2001.
Parly. Printing Contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 2019.

Baptist Union of Can.'Incorp. B.
Ngo. 27 (Mr. Mackenzie).

1°*, 180 ; 2*, 218; in Com., 484; 3°*, 484.
Barnard, Mr.

Return of, 2.
introduction of, 2.

BARNARD, Mr.
Address, on the, 40.
B. C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges B. 44

(Mr. McDonald, Pictou) on M. for 1°, 279.
Mail Contract between Victoria, B.C., and

S. Francisco, on Res. (Mr. Bunster) 498.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1616.
Indian Lands in B.C. (M. for Ret.) 1633,

1636.
Battleford, N. W. T., Brewery at.

M. for Cor. (Afr. Fiset) 496.

Bay Fortune Breakwater, P. E. I.
Ques. (Mr. Muttart) 234.

Beauchesne, 3fr.
Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

BEAUCHESNE, Mr.
Bonaventure County, Surveys for Piero in (M.

for Rep.) 508.
Baie des Chaleurs, Surveys for Fiers in (M.

for Rep ) 508.
St. Charles de Caplan P.0. (M. for Pet.)

1398.
Quinn's Ferry License (M. for Cor.) 1398.
Bonaventure Breakwater (M. for Rep.) 1399.

Beauharnois Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 155.

Beauharnois Canal Paymaster, appoint-
ment of.

M. for papers (Mr. Bergeron) 950.
Beaver and Toronto Hutual Fire

Insurance Co. Act Ant. B. No.
55 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 416; 2°*, 472; B. wdn., 1886.
BÉCHARD, Mr.

Insolvency Acts Repeal (B. 3, 1°*) 44 ; Ques.
of Privilege, 76.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on
M, for 2', 104.

Supreme and Exchequer Cte. Acts Repeal B.
13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 266.

BAN BÉCASC BAN



BÉC BIL [INDEX.]

BcIuARD, Mr.-Con.
Publie Functionaries' Salaries Reduction (B.

56, 1°) 416; on M. for 2°, 893, 902.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (Remarks) 652.
Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) in Com., 1852.

Bellechasse Returning Oßcers, Expenses
claimed.

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 1398.
Belle Creek, P. E. I.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Brecken) 508.
Ques. (Mr. Brecken) 785.

Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. No. 17
(Mr. Kilvert).

1°*, 151; 2°*, 218 ; in Com., 624; 3°*, 761.
BiRGERON, Mr.

Beauharnois Canal (Ques.) 155.
Caughnawaga Ferry-boat, pier or dam at

Lachine (Ques.) 785.
Beauharnois Canal Paymster, T. Brossoit

(M. for papers) 950.
Inland Revenne Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2°, 994.
Bergin, Mr.

Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

BERGIN, Mr.
Factory Employment of Women and Child ren

(B. 10, 1°") 79.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 493.
Publie Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 900.
Stormont. Dundas and Glengarry Division

Cts. (M. for Ret.) 1637.
Supply-Canals, 1788.

Bills assented to. See " Royal Assent."

Bills, Public, Notices for. See " ORDER,
PRIVILEGE, AND PROCEDURE.

BILLS.
Bill (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of

Oaths of Office.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
10*, 2.

Bill (No. 2) To repeal the Acts respecting
Insolveney now in force in Canada.-(Mr.
Colby.)

1°*, 44: 2°, 102; in Com., 195, 218; rep.,
227, 284; in Com., 286; rep., 286; Amt.
m. (Mr. Blake) 286 ; Amt. wdn., 288 ; M.
to concur in Amts., 351 ; Amt. m. (Mr.
Bluke) 351; Amt. wdn., 352; in Com.,
352; rep., 352; 3*, 417.

Bill (No. 3) To repeal the Acts respecting In-
solvency now in force in the Dominion.-
{Mr. Béchard.)

1°*, 44.
Bil (No. 4) To amend the Law regulating the

inspectim of Petroleum and the producte
thereof.-(Mr. Colby.)

1°, 44 ; 2° prop. 1645.
Bill (No. 5) To legalise the marriage with the

sister of a deceaseduife.-(Mr. Girouard
Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 44 ; B. wdn., 196.
Bil (No. 6) To amend the Act respecting the

election of Members of the House of Com-
mon.-(Mr. Bolduc.)

1°*, 56 ; 2° prop., 227 ; negatived, 232.

BIL BIL

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 7) To consolidate and amend the

Acts respecting the Inland Revenue.-(Mr.
Baby.)

1°*, 56; 2', 989; in Con., 1002; 3°*, 1665.

Bill (No. 8) To amend the Act respecting Joint
Stock Companies to construct works to
facilitate the transmission of timber down
rivers and 8treams.---(Mr. White, North
Renfrew.)

1°*, 59; B. wdn., 196.

Bill (No. 9) Respecting the Boundary between
the Province of Ontario and the Territories
of Canada.-(Mr. Mille.)

1°*, 59.

Bill (No. 10) To regulate the employment qf
children, young persons, and women in the
workshops andfactories of the Dominion of
Canada.-(Mr. Bergin.)

10*, 79.

Bil (No. 11) To regulate the encumbering of
real estate by loans of money or otherwise.-
(Mr. Orton.)

1°*, 79; 2° prop., 953; 2°, 977; in Com.,
1642; Amts. m., 1643; 3°, 1644.

Bill (No. 12) To encourage the sale of farm
produce.-(Mr. Vallée.)

1°*, 79.

Bill (No. 13) To repeal the Supreme and Ex-
chequer Courts Act and the Acts amending
the same.-(Mr. Keeler.)

1°, 79; 2° prop., 234; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 256; Amt. carried (Y. 148, N. 29)
267.

Bill (No. 14) To amend the Laie with reference
to procedure in Criminal Cases, and the
duties of Justices of the Peace out of
Sessions in relation to persons charged with
indictable ofence.-(Xr. Robertson, Ham-
ilton.)

1, 113; 2° prop., 355; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Mousseau) 364; Deb. adj., 365.

Bill (No. 15) Tofix the rate of interest and to
prohibit usury in the Province of Quebec.-
(Mr. Méthot.)

10*, 114.

Bill (No. 16) To authorise and provide for tke
winding-up of the Stadacona Bank.-(Mr.
Vallée.)

1°*, 151 ; 2°* 18 ; in Com., 1380 ; 3°*, 1380.

Bill (No. 17) 1 incorporate the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

1°*, 151; 20 , 218; in Com., 624; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 18) To make provision for the wind-

ing.up of insolvent incorporated lire or Ma
rine Insurance Companies-(Mr. Ives.)

10*, 151; 20, 890.
Bill (No. 19) For the more effectual prevention

of crime.-(Mr. Blake.)
1°, 151 ; 2° prop.,417 ; A mt. 6 m. h. (Air.

Baker) 419 ; Amt. carried, 434.
Bill (No. 20) For instituting a Court of Rail.

way Commissioners for Canada, and to
amend the Consolidated Railway Act, 1879.
-(Mr. McCarthy.)

°, 153.
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BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 21) To empower the Stadacona Fire

and Life Insurance Company to relinquish
their charter, and to provide for the winding.
up of their afairs.-(Mr. Casgrain. )

1', 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 1039; 3°*, 1039.
Bill (No. 22) Further to amend the Act therein

cited, incorporating the Canada Guarantee
Company.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 584; .3*, 584.
Bill (No. 23) To incorporate the French At-

lantic Cable Company.-( Mr. Cameron,
North Victoria.)

1°*, 180 ; 20*, 218 ; in Com., 584 ; 3*, 584.
Bill (No. 24) To incorporate the Dominion Com-

mercial Travellers'Association.-(Mr.Gault.)
1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 483; 30*, 483.
Bill (No. 25) To authorise the establishment of

Superannuation, Provident, and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 625; 3*, 760.
Bill (No. 26) To incorporate the Emerson and

Turtle Mountain Railway Company.-(Mr.
Royal.)

1°*; 180; 2°*, 218; B. wdn., 1227.
Bill (No. 27) To incorporate the Baptist Union

of Canada.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)
1°* 180 ; 2°* 218 ; in Com., 484 ; 3*, 484.
Bill (No. 28) Further to amend an Act re-

specting the security to be given by offcers o]
Canada.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

1°*, 180; 2°*, 281 ; in Com., 352; 3*, 352.
Bill (No. 29) To amend the Act intituled an

Act to incorporate the Anchor Marine In.
surance Company.-(Mr. Cameron, South
Huron.)

1°*, 196 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 761; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 30) To legalise marriage with the

sister of a deceased wife.-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 196; 2°, prop., 291 ; Ait. 6 w. h. (Mr.
Thompson, Haldimand) 296; Adj. Deb.,
434 ; A mt. negatived (Y. 19, N. 140) 451 ;
2', 451 ; in Coin., 590; Aint. (Mr. Millà)
590; Aint. to Aint. (Mr. Williams) 593;
Amt. to A.mt. negatived, 594; Aint. carried,
594 ; rep., 594; Amt. (Mr. Houde) carried,
952; in Con., 953; rep., 953; concur-
rence prop., 1381; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Jones) 1393; Amt. to Aint. (Mr. Houde)
1395; Amt. to Amt. negatived (Y. 10, N.
130) 1396 ; Amt. negatived (Y. 34, N. 108)
1396; B. concurred in, 1397; on M. for
3', Aint. (Mr. Charlton) negatived (Y. 40,
N. 102) 1397 ; 3', 1397.

Bill (No. 31) To incorporate the St. Clair and
Lake Eine Navigation Company.-( Ir.
Stephenson.)

1°*, 233 ; 20*, 286 ; in Com., 785: 3*, 785.
Bill (No. 32) Respecting the Montreal Assur-

ance Company.-(iUr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

10*, 233 ; 20*, 286 ; in Com., 1893 ; 3°*, 1893.
Bill (No. 33) To amend and consolidate the

Act incorporating the Dominion Grange of
the Patrons of Husbandry of Canada.-
(Mr. McCallum.)

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286; in Coin., 761 ; 30*, 761.

BILL.-Con.
Bill (No. 34) To incorporate the Farmers and

Real Property Bank of Canada.--(Mr.
Cameron, North Victoria.)

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286.
Bill (No. 35) Respecting the Niagara Grand

Island Bridge Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 233; 2°*, 286; in Com., 625; 3*, 761.
Bill (No. 36) To authorise the Corporation of

Emerson, in the Province of Manitoba, to
construct afree tralc bridge across the river
at Emerson.-(Mr. Royal.)

1°*, 233 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 1641: 3°*, 1641.
Bill (No. 37) Further to amend the Supreme

and Exchequer Court Act.- (Mr. Mc-
Carthy.)

1°, 233; 2°*, 479; in Com., 889; 3°*, 1398.
Bill (No. 38) To amend the Act respecting

procedure in Criminal Cases, and other mat-
ters relating to Criminal Law.-(Mr. Mc-
Carthy.)

1°*, 233; 2°, 479; in Coin., 596.
Bill (No. 39) To incorporate the Montreal and

Province Line Railway Company.-(Mr.
Scriver.)

1°*, 268; 2°*, 305; B. wdn., 745.
Bill (No. 40) To incorporate the Mail Print-

ing Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°, 268 ; 2°*, 306 ; in Com., 761 ; 3*, 761.
Bill (No. 41) To amend an Act to provide that

persons charged with common assault shall
be competent as witnesses.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10, 268 ; 2°*, 483 ; in Com., 600 ; 3°*, 889.
Bill (No. 42) To regulate stockbrokers and

suppress gambling in stock.-(Mr. Gir-
ouard, Jacques Cartier.)

10, 269 ; 2', 602.

Bill (No. 43) To ensure the better qualifcation
of public servants and the greater efflciency
and economy of the Public Service.-(Mr.
Casey.)

1°, 269.

Bill (No. 44) To provide for the salaries of two
additional Judges of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia.-(Mr. McDonald, Pic-
tou.)

Res. in Com., 114; 1°, 270; 2', 454; in
Com., 455; 3° prop., 933; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 43, N. 98) 933 ; 3°,
934.

Bill (No. 45) To incorporate the Great Western
Telegraph Company of Canada. - ( Mr.
Ryan, Marquette.)

1°*, 305; 2°*, 395; in Coin., 1470; 3*, 1470.
Bill (No. 46) To incorporate the Winnipeg and

Hudson's Bay Railroad and Steamship
Company.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

1°*, 305 ; 2°*, 395 ; in Com., 1470 ; 30*, 1470.
Bill (No. 47) Respecting the Great Western and

Lake Ontario Shore Junction Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Carling.)

1°*, 305 ; 2°*, 395 ; in Coin., 785; 3*, 785.

Fill (No. 48) To amend the Act respecting
Joint Stock Companies to construct works to
facilitate the transmission of timber down
rivers and streams.-(Mr. White, North
Renfrew.)

10*, 365; 2°*, 607; in Con., 607; 30*, 607.

BIL BIL BIL BIL



BIL BILL

BILLS.-COn.
Bill (No. 49) To incorporate the Red River

and Assiniboine Bridge Company.-(Mr.
White, Cardwell.)

1Q*, 379; 2°*, 472; in Coin., 1641 ; 3°*, 1641.

Bill (No. 50) To amend the Act to incorporate
the Ontario and Pacifc Junction Railway
Company.-(Mr. Williams.)

1°*, 379 ; 2°*, 472 ; in Com., 130; 3*, 1380.
Bill (No. 51) To amend the Act 36 Victoria,

chapter 108, intituled an Act to grant addi-
tional powers to the Quebec and Guf Ports
Steamhip Company.-(Mr. McGreevy.)

1°*, 379; 2°*, 472; in Com. 761 ; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 52) To repeal Section 2 of a certain

Act intituled an Act to amend the Maritime
Jurisdiction Act, 1877.-(Mr. Shaw.)

1°, 379 ; 2' prop., 607 ; Deb. adj., 608,
Bill (No. 53) Respecting the Credit Valley Rail-

way Company.-(Mr. Haggart.)
1°*, 416; 2', 584; referred back to Standing

Com., 1279; in Coin., L470 ; 3°*, 1470.

Bill (No. 54) To incorporate the Canadian
Telegraph Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1*, 416 ; 2°*, 472 ; referred back to Standing
Com., 1683 ; B. wdn., 1852.

Bill (No. 55) To amend the Act 40 Victoria,
chapter 72, intituled an Act respecting the
Beaver and Toranto Mutual lire Insurance
Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1°*, 416 ; 2°*, 472; B. wdn., 1886.

Bill (No. 56) To reduce the salaries and allow-
ances of certain public functionaries and
ofilcers, and the indemnity to members of the
Senate and House of Commons. - ( Mr.
Béchard.)

1, 416 ; 2' prop., 893; Deb. a:j., 904.

Bill (No. 57) To consolidate and amend the
Acts r-lating to the North- West Territories
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 453 ; 2°*, 1857 ; in Com., 1915 ; 3°*. 1915.

Bill (No. 58) Furth<,r to amend the Immigration
Act of 1869.-(Mr. Fleming.)

1', 453.
Bill (No. 59) To repeal the Act to render fem-

bers ofthe Legislative Councils and Legislative
Assemblies of the Provinces now included or
which may hereaJter be included. within the
Dominion of Canada ineligible for siting or
voting in the House of Commons of Canada.
-(Mr. Ouimet.)

1°*, 453.

Bill (No. 60) To incorporate the South Sas-
katchewan Valley Railway Company.-(Mr.
Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°*, 483; 2°*, 590; in Coi., 1641 ; 3*, 1611.

Bill (No. 61) To make provisionfor the winding-
up of insolvent incorporated Banks and other
Companies -(Mr. Ivea)

1°*, 483 ; 2°*, 1230.

Bill (No. 62) To amend Chapter 1ý of the
Statutes of Canada, passed in the 41st yezr
oj the Reign of Her Majesty, intituied an Act
to provide that persons charged uith common
assault shall be competent as witnesees. -
(Mr. Ive6.)

1°*, 483.

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 63) To extend the powers of the

Manitoba South-Western Colonisation Rail-
way Company, and to further amend the
Act incorporating the said Company.-(Mr.
Schultz.)

1°*, 509; 2°*, 590; in Com.,1699; 3°*, 1699.
Bill (No. 64) To authorise and provide for the

winding-up of the Consolidated Bank of
Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)

1°*, 509 ; 2°*, 625; in Com., 1699 ; 3°*, 1699.
Bill (No. 65) To amend the Acts respecting

the Montreal Telegraph Company.-(Mr.
Gault.)

1°, 509; 2°*, 626 ; in Com , 1470; 3*, 1470;
Sen. Amt. disagreed to, 1893.

Bill (No. 66) To incorporate the Quebec and
Ontario Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron,
North Victoria.)

1°*. 509; 2°*, 626; B. wdn., 1819.

Bill (No. 67) To amend the Acts reapecting the
Canada Central Railway Company.-(Mr.
Fitzsimmons.)

1', 568; 2°*, 626; in Com., 1641; Amts.
m., 1641 ; 3', 1642.

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Nelson Valley
Railway and Transportation Company.-
(Mr. Macdougall.)

1°*, 568; 2°*, 626; in Com.; 1470; 3*, 1470.

Bill (No. 69) To incorporate the Rapid City
and Souris River Colonisation Railway Com.
pany.-( Mr. Bannerman.)

1°*, 68 ; 2°*, 626.

Bill (No. 70) Further to amend the Acts therein
mentioned respecting the Militia and Defence
of the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr. Masson.)

1°*, 583; 2', 978; in Coin., 982; 3', 1661.

Bill (No. 71) To incorporate the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway. - (Mr. White,
North Renfrew.)

1°*, 594; 2°*, 626 ; in Com., 1699 ; 3°*, 1893.

Bill (No. 72) To extend the corporatecharacter
and powers of the Direct United States Cable
Company to the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°*, 594; 2°*, 626; B. wdn., 1852.

Bill (No. 73) To amend an Act respecting the
Port Whitby Harbour Company. - (Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 608 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Com., 1380 ; 3*, 1380.

Bill (No. 74) To incorporate the North- West
Colonisation Land Company.-(Mr. Schultz.)

1°*, 608 ; 2°*, 952 ; M. for Com., 1641 ;
Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Charlton) 1641 , Deb.
adj., 1641 ; B. wdn., 1699.

Bill (No. 75) To regulate the floating of cord-
wood upon the River St. François du Lac.-
(Mr. Vanasse.)

10*, 608.

Bill (No. 76) To remove doubts as to the true
construction of Section 12 of the Northern
Railtway Company Act, 1877. - (Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°*, 626 ; 2', 761 ; B. wdn., 1852.

Bill (No. 77) To facilitate the detention and
safe-keeping in certain cases ofpersons con-
victed in the North-West Territories or

[INDEX.] BIL BIL
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BILLS.-Con.
District of Keewatin, and sentenced to im-
prisonment.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

10*, 657; B. wdn., 1935.
Bill (No. 78) Respecting the President, Direc-

tors and Company of the Bank of New Bruns-
wick.-(Mr. Burpee, St. John.) •

1', 661 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Com., 1381 ; 3'*, 1381.
Bill (No. 79) To incorporate the Sourig and

Rocky Mountains Railway Company.-(Mr.
Boultbee.)

1', 691 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Comi., 1699 ; 3°*, 1699.
Bill (No. 80) To simplify Criminal Procedure

in the Province of Quebec, and to dispense
with Grand Juries in certain cases.-(Mr.
Coursol.)

10*, 692.
Bill (No. 81) To conflrm the purchase by the

Dominion of a portion of the Grand Trunk
Railway and the agreement made with the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
with respect thereto.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

1', 782; 2°*, 1359; in Com., 1359; 3°*, 1359.
Bill (No. 82) To prevent fraud in the manu-

facture and salë of agricultural fertilizers.
-(Mr. Landry.)

10*, 802.
Bill (No. 83) Further to amend the Act respect-

ing Cruelty to Animals.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1°*, 873; 2', 1665 ; in Com., 1935; 3°*, 1935.

Bill (No. 84) To amend the General inspection
Act, 1874, and the Act amending it.-(Mr.
Baby.)

Res. in Com., 934 ; 1°*, 935 ; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857,; 3°*, 1857.

Bill (No. 85) For the amendment of the Law
of evidence in cerlain cases of mi8demeanour.
-(ir. Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 935.
Bill (No. 86) To repeal Chapter 40 of 42 Vic-

toria, intituted an Act to amend the Maritime
Jurisdiçtion Act, 1877.-(AMr. Patterson,
Essex.)

1'*, 977.
Bill (No. 87) To amend Chapter 32 of the Act

of 33 Victoria (1870), intituted an Act to
empower the Police Court in the City of Hali-
fax to sentenc'ejuvenile ofenders to be detained
in the Halifax Industrial School.-(-Mr.
Rickey.)

1°*, 977.

Bill (No. 88) For the appointment of a Resident
Representative A gent for Canada in the
United Kingdom.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 977; 2', 1857, (Y. 120, N. 48) 1877; Res.
in Com., 1878 ; B. in Com., 1878 ; 3°*, 1878.

Bill (No. 89) To provide for the equitable dis-
tribution of the estates of defaulting debtors.
-(Mr. Wallace, South Norfolk.)

10*, 1002.
Bill (No. 90) To amend and consolidate the

laws respecting Indians.-(Sir John A. M
donald.)

1°*, 1016; 2', 1989 ; in Com., 1996 ; 3' prop.,
1997 ; Amt. (Mr. Casey) 1997 ; 3', 1997.

Bil (No. 91) Respecting Dorchester Peniten-
tiary.-(Mr. McDonald, Picton.)

BiLL.-Con.
1*°, 1016; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3°*,

1669.
Bill (No. 92) Further to continue in force, for

a limited time, the Better Prevention of
Crime Act, 1878.-(Mr. McDonald, Picto5.)

1°*, 1016; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3°*,
1669.

Bill (No. 93) Te prevent and punisht wrongs to
children.-(Mr. Richey.)

1°*, 1038.
Bill (No. 94) For the fnal settlement of claims

to lands in Manitoba bg occupancy, under the
Act 33 Victoria, chapter .- (Sir John A.
Macdonald.)

1°, 1099 ; 2°*, 1359 ; in Com., 1359 ; 3°*,
1359.

Bill (No. 95) To amend the Dominion Lands
Act, 1879.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°, 1151 ; 2*, 1915 ; in Com., 1982 ; 3°*,
1984.

Bill (No. 96) To repeal the Act extending the
Dominion Lands Act to British Columbia,
and to make other provision with respect to
certain public lands in tMat Province.-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1151; 2°*, 1857 ; in Comn, 1915 ; 3°*,
1915,

Bill (No. 97} To provide for the winding-up of
Insolvent Banks and Insurance Companies.
-(.Mr. Abbott.)

1°, 1228 ; 2°*, 1230.
Bill (No. 98) Respecting the Ontario Reform-

atory for Boys -(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)
1°*, 1230 ; 20, 1666 ; in Com., 1666 ; 3°*,

1669.
Bill (No. 99) Respecting the Reformatory for

Juvenile Ofenders in Prince Edward Iland.
-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1230; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669 ; 3°*,
1669.

Bill (No. 100) Respecting the Industrial Re-
fuge for Girls of Ontario.--(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1°*, 1230; 20*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 30*, 1669.
Bill (No. 101) To provide for the distribution

of the Assets of Insolvent Traders.-(Mr.
Abbott.)

1°*, 1326.
Bill (No. 102) To amend the Act 42 Victoria,

chapter 15, intituled an Act to alter the
duties of Customs and Excise.-(Sir Samuel
L. Tilley.)

1°*, 1330; 2°*, 1852; in Com., 1852; 3',
1853.

Bill (No. 103) To amend the Act intituled an
Act respecting ofences against the person,
and to repeal the Act intituled an Act to
provide that persons charged with common
assault shall be competent as witnesses.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1470 ; 2°*, 1669 ; in Com., 1669; 3'*,
1669.

Bill (No. 104) To amend the Statute of 41 Vic-
toria, chapter 17, relating to atampa on notes
and bills.-(Mr. Cockburn, West Northum-
berland.)

1°, 1511.

BIL BIL BIL BIL



vii BIL BIL

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 105) For the relief of Permanent

Building Societies and Loan Companies, and
to restrict their modes of lending.-(Mr. Me-
Donald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1626; 2°*, 1857; in Coi., 11857; [3°*,
1857.

Bill (No. 106) To amend an Act respecting the
Harbour of Pictou, in Nova Scotia.-(Mr.
Pope, Queen's, r. E. L)

1°, 1627 ; 2°*, 1854; in Com., 1854 ; 3°,
1854.

Bill (No. 107) To amend the law respecting the
removal of obstructions in navigable waters
by wrecks.-(Mkr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. I.)

1°, 1627; 2°, 1855; in Com., 1913; 3°*,
1915; Sen. Amts. concurred in, 1984.

Bill (No. 108) For extending the consolidated
Act of 1879, respecting duties imposed on
promissory notes and bills of exchange, to the
whole Dominion.-( Mr. Baby.)

Res. in Com., 1659; 1°*, 1659; 2°, 1856; in
Com., 1857; 30*, 1857.

Bill (No. 109) To authorise the raising of a
further sum to enable the Quebec Harbour
Commissioners to complete their tidal dock. -
{Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1659; 1*, 1660; 2°*, 1857; in
Com., 1857 % 3°*, 1857.

Bill (No. 110) To enable the Harbour Com-
mis8ioners of Montreal to pay a life annuity
to the widow of the late Hon. John Young.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

Res. in Com., 1660; 1°* 1661; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

Bill (No. 111) To provide for the winding-up
o La Banque Ville Marie.-(Mr. Desjar-
dîna.)

1°*, 1665 ; 2°*, 1699; in Com., 1893 ; 30*,
1893.

Bill (No. 112) To explain andfurther to amend
the Canada Temperance Act, 1878.-(Mr.
Bowell.)

1°*, 1688; 2°*, 1956; in Com.. 1956; 3°

prop., 1956; Ait. (Mr. Boultbee) 1956;
Deb. adj., 1956; Adj. Deb., 1957; Amt.
(Mr. Boultbee) carried ( Y. 96, N. 73)
1971 ; Aint. 3 m. h. (Mr. Rosa, W. Middle-
sex) negatived ( Y. 54, N. 85) 1972; 3°,
1973.

Bill (No. 113) To authorise making certa4n in-
vestigations under oath.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1°*, 1723; 2°, 1935; in Com., 1937; 3°
prop., 1957; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1957; 3°,
1957.

Bil (No. 114) .Frther to amend the Acts re-
specting Dominion Note.-(Sir Samuel L.
2illey.)

Res. in Com, 1723; 1°*, 1752; 2°*, 1946;
in Com., 1946 ; 3°*, 1946.

Bill (No. 115) To amend an Act relating to
Banka and Banking, and to continue for a
limited time the charters of certain Banks to
which the said Act applie.-(Sir Samuel
L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1752; 1°*, 1772; 2°, 1979 ;
in Com., 1981, 1985; 3*, 1987.

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 116) To amend the Pilotage Act,

1873.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)
1°, 1772 ; 2°*, 1878; in Com., 1878; B.

wdn., 2015.
Bill (No. 117) To repeal the Act 42 Victoria,

chapter 5, for granting an annual subsidy
towards certain telegraphic communication.-
(Mr. Langevin.)

1°*, 1820; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1857; 3°*,
1857.

Bill (No. 118) Respecting the Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa, and Occidental Railway.-(Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1852 ; B. wdn., 1998.
Bill (No. 119) Respecting the Administration

of Criminal Justice in the territory in dis-
pute between the Governments of the Province
of Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada.
-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1852; 2°, 1939; in Com., 1940; 3°*,
1940.

Bill (No. 120) To amend the Law of Evidence
in Criminal Cases, and to authorise the tak-
ing of depositions, and to make same evidence
in certain cases. -(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1852; 20, 1940; in Com., 1940 ; 3°*,
1940.

Bill (No. 121) To make better provision re.
specting the navigation of Canadian waters.
-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. I.)

Res. in Con., 1886 ; 1', 1886 ; 2°, 1998 ; in
Com., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Bill (No. 122) To ratify and confirm a certain
agreement therein mentioned between the Gov.
ernment of Canada and the Canada Central
Railway Company.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1887 ; 1°*, 1888 ; 2°*, 1999;
in Com., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Bill (No. 123) To amend the Act respecting the
inspection of Petroleum.-(Mr. Baby.)

Res. in Com., 1917; 1°*, 1921 ; 2°, 1973 ; in
Coma., 1975 ; 3°*, 1975.

Bill (No. 124) To amend the Acts respecting the
Trinity House and Harbour Commissioners
of iontreal.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E I.)

1°, 1917; 2°*, 1999; in Com., 1999; 3°*,
1999.

Bill (No. 125) To con!rm a' certain Order of
the Governor in Council respecting the Grav-
ing Dock at Esquimalt.-( Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1921 ; rep., 1927; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 42, N. 109) 1933; 1°*,
1934; 20*, 1999; in Com., 1999, 3°*,
1999.

Bill (No. 126) For granting to Her Majesty
certain sums of money requiredfor defraying
certain expenses of the Public Service for the
ßnancial years ending respectivel the .Ûti
June, 1880, and the 30th June, 1881, and
for other purposes relating to the Public
Service.--(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1977 ; 1°*, 1979 ; 2°, 2002; 3°*,
2015.

Bill (No. 127) Respecting certain Savings
Banks in Lie Province. of Ontario and Que-
bec.-(Sir Samuel L. lilley.)

BIL BIL[INDEX.) 1



[SESSION, 1880.]

BILLS.-Con.
l'*, 2023 ; 2'*, 2023 ; in Com., '2023 ; 3°*,

2023.

Blais, L. N., Postmàster at Matane.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Fiset) 582,

Blake, Mr.
Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

BLAKE, Mr.
Address, on the, 31.
Pacipe Ry. Contracts in B. C. (Ques.) 45.
Permanent Representative of Cao. in London

(Q'ues.) 46.
Parly. Printing Contracts (Ques.) 46.
Boundary between Can. and Ont. (Ques.) 46,

on M. for Com., 70.
C. P. R., Imperial Aid to (Ques.) 56.
1-rernature printing of Public Bs. (Q. of pro-

cedure) 78.
B. C. Additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on

Res., 115, 119, 121 ; B.44 (Mr. McfDonald.
Pictou) on M. for 1', 270; on M. for 2',
454; on M. for 3' (Amt.) 933.

Relief of the Distress in Ireland, on Res., 128;
(Remarks) 745.

Prevention of Crime (B. 19, 1') 151 ; on Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 421, 433.

C. P. R. Land Commission (Ques.) 155.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

192.
The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.

(Mr. Casey) 198; (Remarks) 282.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Comn., 224, 226; on M. to concur in Amt.,
227, 284, 286 ; (Amis. m.) 287, 351.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 2', 229.

Parly. Printing Contract, on M. to instruct
Printing Coin. to ecquire (Sir J. A. Mac-
donald) 233.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.
13 (Ur. Keeler) on M. for 2', 251, (Amt. 6
m. h.) 256.

Common A.aaults Defendauts Witnesses Act
Amt. B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 1',
269 ; in Com., 601.

Banking and Currency (remarks) 284.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jauques
Cartier) on M. for 2', 299.

Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 346.
B.C. Judges, cases tried before (M. for state-

ments) 349.
Private Bs. Pets , on M s. to extend time, 414,

452, 610.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship (M.

for Cor.) 487, 492.
Immigration Pamphletu, 503, 816.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy) in

Coin., 599.
Private Bs. Reps , on M. to extend time (Mr.

Langevin) 871.
Extradition (Rea.) 873, 877.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act Amt. B. 37

(Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 889.
Insolvent Fire and Marine Insuranoe Cos.

winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ive) on M. for 2°,
892.

N. W. Mounted Police, 941.

BLAKE, Mr.-Con.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2', 962.
Militia Acta Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2', 980; in Com., 982, 985.
Supply-Adm. of Justice (Magistrates' Ex-

penses, N. W. T.) 1009, (Cireut allowances,
B. C.) 1010; Police, 1010; Penitentiaries
(Kingston) 1010, (St. Vincent de Paul)
1015, (Dorchester) 1017, (Man.) 1023, (B.
C.) 1025 ; Legislation (Sem. Clerka) 1027 ;
Militia (R. Military College) 1366; Rye.
(C. P. R) 1672; Indians (B. C.) 1692,
(Grist-mill) 1694; Civil Govt. (Dept. of
Justice, Penitentiaries Br.) 1837, (Dept. of
lnland Revenue) 1838, (High Connissioner
contiagencies) 1946, (Civil Service Board)
1947 ; Public Works and Buildings (Parlt.
Buildings) 1883; Miscellaneous (Judge Ar-
mour's services) 1885, (Compensation to
members of N. W. Mounted Police) 1952,
(Todd's " Parly. Govt.") 1954 ; Post Office,
1910; Arts, Agriculture and Statistica
(Quebec Exhibition) 1947 ; Harbours and
Rivera (Ont,) 1950.

N. W. T. Criminal Trials Fees, on Res. in
Com. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1100.

Inselvent Ces. winding-up B. 97 (Mr. Abbott)
on M. for 1', 1229.

Precedence of Govt. business, on Res., 1262.
Ways and -Means-on Amt. (Mr. Paterson,

S. Brant) embossed books, 1327; on Res.
in Com., 1977.

C. P. R., on M. for Com. of Supply (Amt. m.)
1425.

10th Royals, Toronto, 1632.
Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. B. 83 (Mr. Mo-

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1666.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1685.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1817.
P. E. I. Judges' Salaries, 1821.
Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L Tilley) on M. for S',

1853.
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P. E. I.) on M. fer 3°, 1854.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen'u,

P. E. I.) on M. for 2', 1855; in Com.,
1914 ; on Sen. Amts., 1984.

Promissory Notes Duties Acts Extension B.
108 (Mr. Baby) on M. for 2°, 1856.

Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.
88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°,
1869.

Pilotage Act Ant. B. 116 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P. E.I.) in Com., 1880.

Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.L) on M. for 1°, 1887.

Can. Central Ry. Agreement Ratification, on
Res. in Coin. (Sir S. L Tilley) 1887.

Concurrence - Dom. lands chargeable to
capital, 1892; Militia (conversion of ord-
nance) 1894; P. O., 1945 ; British High
Commismioner, contingencies (Amt. m.)
1975.

Montreal Telegraph Co. Acta Amt. B. 65
(Mr. Gault) on Sen. Amt., 1893.

Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1916, 1981.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners Acts Amt.
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BOU BOW

BLAKE, Mr.-Con.
B. 124 (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E I.) on M.
for 1', 1917.

Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Res. (Amt. m.)
1927.

Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2°, 1935; in
Com., 1937.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Justice B.
119 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) on M. for 2',
1939.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.
Bowell) on' Amt. 3 m. h. (Mr. Ross, W.
Middlesex) 1972.

Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) in
Com., 1981.

Printing Com.'s Rep., 1982.
Dom. Lands Act Amt.'B. 95 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 3°, 1982.
Q. M. O. and O. Ry. B. 118 (Mr. McDonald,

Pictou) on withdrawal of B., 1998.
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 2°, 1999.
C.P.R. Land Regulations, in Com. on Res

(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1999, (Amt. m.)
2002.

Work of the Session, on M. for 2° Supply B.,
2012.

BOLDUc, Mr.
Election Act Amt (B. 6, 1°) 56; on M. for

2°, 227.

Bonaventure Breakwater.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1399.

Bonaventure, Surveys for Piers.
M. for Rep. ( Mr. Beauchesne) 508.

1ORDEN, Mr.
Customs confiscation of Kerosene Oil (Ques.)

155.
Scott's Bay Harbour Works (Ques.) 198.
Supply-Fisheries, 1680.
Gaspereau Riv. Fisheries (Ques.) 1820.

BOULTBEE, Mr.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, 125.
I.C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 146.

-Macdconell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
193.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 20, 231.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.
13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 264.

Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 495.
Immigration pamphlets, 502.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. IHaggart)

on M. for 2°, 589.
Private Bs. Pets., on M. to extend time, 611.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 624.
Souris and Rocky Mountains Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 79, 1°) 691.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Con., 716.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 898.
Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1008.
Caa. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Re.
(Mr. Charlton) 1089.

BOULTBEE, Mr.-Con.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for Com. of Wh., 1280.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Im-

migration) 1343; Militia (Brig. Majors)
1362; Canals, 1801.

Hydraulic Lift Lock (X. for Ad.) 1399.
Bank Act Amt., on Res. and Amt. (Mr.

Wallace) 1767.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Cartwright) 1829.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°,
1876.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.
Bowell) on M. for 3° (Arnt. n ) 1956 ; on
Adj. Deb., 1960.

Parly. Printing Contract, on M. to concur in
Rep. of Com., 2023.

B6undary between Canada and Ontario.
See " ONTARIo."

BOURBEAU, Mr,
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 318.
Stratford Post-office, 374.

Vays and Mlfeans-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 752.

Eastern Townships Minerals (Ques.) 785.
Canadian Tobacco, pamphlets on (Ques.)

785.
Cultivation of Canadian soil, pamphlets on

(Ques.) 786
Post-office Inspectors (M3. for statement) 939.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 969.
Man. Ticket Agencies (Ques.) 1820.

BOWELL, Mr.
Trade and Navigation Returns (presented)

43.
Departmental Printing Contracts, 54.
Debates Com. (m.) 79.
Free admission of coal, 133.
Financial Rets., 136.
Customs confiscation of kerosene oil (Ans.)

155. .
Kaministiquia River, depth of water in, 167.
Grain Imperts from U. S., 172.
Toronto Custom-house defalcations, 176.
Drawback on Indian corn (Ans.) 197.
The Member for Lennox (Remarks) 282.
Halifax Sugar Refinery, materials for con-

struction of (Ans.) 307.
Drawbacks on exported tin plate used in

lobster canning, 310, 312.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 330.
Montreal Custom-house hardware valuer

(Ans.) 569, 1378
Immigration pamphlets, 817.
Ways and Mleans-on Res. 1, item 47, 929;

on M. to concur in Res. (saw-logs) 1330.
N. W. T., collection of Customs duties in

(Ans.) 936.
Imports of Tea (Ans.) 1371.
Toronto Customi-house employés, 1377.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. (B. 112, 1°*)

1688; on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1957.

Bapply-Civil Govt (Dept. of Sec. of State)
1838; Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1842, 1903; Militia (N. W. T. Militia)
1882, (Conversion of ordnance) 1882.
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BRO BUR xi

BOWELL, Mr.-Con.
Concurrence-Collection of Revenues (Cus-

toms) 1890.
Printing Com.'s Rep., 1982

Bralcesmen on Rys., protection of.
Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 1370.

Brazil, Stean communication with.
M. for Cor (Mr. DeCosmos) 821.

BRECKEN, Mr.
P.E.I. claim on Fishery Award (M. for

Ret.) 129.
Insolven-y Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 221.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 24, 245.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 321.
Belle Creek, P.E.I. (M.for Re.) 508.
P.E.I. Ry. communication (Ms. for papers)

572, 579.
Belle Creek Harbour, P.E.I. (Ques.) 785.
Rustico Harbour, P.E.I. (Ques.) 786.
Mar. Prov. claims on Fishery Award, 800,

1197.
Freight rates on I.C.R. and P.E. I. Ry., 878.
Northern Light steamer, 886.
Supply-Rys. (I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1710.
Salaries of P.E.I. Judges (Remarks) 1820.
Can. Temperance Act Ant. B. 112 (Mr

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1970.

B. C. additional Supreme Court
Judges B. No. 44 (.fr. MlcDonald,
Pictou).

Res. in Com., 114; 1°, 270; 2°, 454; in
Com., 455. 3' prop., 933; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 43, X. 9S) 933; 3°,
934.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
C.P.R. contracts.

Ques. (Mr. B|ake) 45.
Fraser Rir., LighItslip on the Sand Heads.

Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 155.
Cases tried before Judges.

M. for Ret. (Mfr. Blake) 349.
Prov. Penitentiary. Victoria Post-ofre, etc.,

charges against local Engineer.
Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 786.

Steam communication with Mar. Procs. via
Panama.

M. for Cor. (Mr. DeCosmos) 821.
Mail Service betwecn Victoria and Cassiar.

M. for.Ret. (Mfr. DeCosmos) 936.
Appointment of Mr. Tru'ch.

M. for Ret. (fr. DeCosmos) 937.
Dom. Savings Banks.

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 951.
Indian Lands.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Barnard) 1633.

British Tenant Farmers, Expenses of
Visit to Canada.

M. for Statement (Mr. Oliver) 178.
BROOKS, Mr.

Supply-Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1845.

Brossoit, r., appoinitment of to Beau-
harnois Canal.

M. for papers (Mr. Bergeron) 950,

BROWN, Mr.
Supply-Publie Works (Trent Riv.) 1369.

Bryson, Hardware Valuer, Montreal Cus-
tom-house, Successor to.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 569.

Buctouclie Harbour, N. B.
Ques. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 569.

BUDGET, Tns.
Speech of Finance Minister, 509.

For Debate, see " WAYS AND MEANS.

Building Societies and Loan Cos.
Relief B. Ne. 105 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

1', 1626 ; 2°*, 1857 ; in Com., 1857 ; 3°*,
1857.

BUNSTER, Mr.
Address, on the, 26.
B. C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, 124,

125.
Stratford Post-office, 368.
The Member for Lennox, on Amt. (Mr. Cam.

eron, N. Victoria) 412.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 429.
Mail Contract between Victoria, B. C., and

S. Francisco (Res.) 496, 498.
Mail Service between Victoria and Cassiar,

B.C., 937.
Dom. Savings Banks in B. C., 952.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 967.
Supply-Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul)

1017; Militia (Brig. Majors) 1361; Publia
Works and Buildings (Nanaimo P. O.)
1369; Dom. Lands (Ontside Service, B. C.)
1849; Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1903, (Post-office) 1909.

C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1469.

C. P. R., commencement of construction in
B. C. (Ques.) 1627.

Personal Explanation, 1934.
Concurrence-Indians, 1943.

BURNIIAM, Mr.
Supply-Canals, 1799.

BURPEE (St. John), Mr.
Importation of tea, 159.
Toronto Custom-house defalcations, 176.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 219, 221 ; on M. to concur in Amt.,
285.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 314.
N. B. Bank (B. 78, 1') 661.
Ways and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1237, 1324.
Toronto Custom-house employés, 1377.
Supply-Ocean and Riv. Service, 1676; Col-

lection of Revenues (Customs) 1843, 1903;
Miscellaneous (Mr. Miall'a services) 1885.

BURPEE (Sunbury), Mr.
N. B. claims against the Dom. (Ques.) 198;

(M. for Cor.) 580.
N.B. cattle trade with G.B. (M. for Cor.) 802.
I.C.R. free passes in 1878-9 (M. for Ret.)

821.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr, Blake) 1622.

BOW BRO [SESSION, 1880.]



CAM CAM

Cameron, Mr. M. C., Vote of, on Concur-
rence.

Ques. of Order, 1901.

CAMEBRoN (N. Victoria), Mr.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 93.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 107.
French Atlantic Cable Co. Incorp. (B. 23,

10*) 180.
Farmers and Real Property Bank Incorp.

(B. 34, 1°*) 233.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 244, 245.
MarriagewithaDeceasedWife'sSisterLegalis-

ation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on M. for 2°, 294; on Amt. for 6 m.
h. (Mr. Jones) 1393.

The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.
(Mr. Casey) 407 ; (A mt.) 410, 413.

Private Bills Pets., on M. to extend time,
415.

Private Bills (M. to extend time) 453.
Que. and Ont. Ry. Co. Incorp. (B. 66, 1°*)

509.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 584.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 76

(Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°, 761.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 974.
Suppy- Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1036;

Lighthouse and Coast Service, 1679.
Can. Central Ry. Co. Acta Amt. B. 67 (Mr.

Fitzsimmons) on M. to concur in B. (Amts.)
1641.

Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-
Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Macdou-
gall) 1684.

Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou) on M. for 20, 1937.

CAMERON (S. Huron), Mr.
Expense of missions to England (M. for

Ret.) 55.
Appointment of Official Assignees (M. for

Ret.) 151.
Grain Imports from U.S. (M. for Ret.) 172.
Ontario bi.W. Boundary (M. for Ret.) 174.
Insolvencies in 1878 and 1879 (M. for state-

ment) 176, 177.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 219.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 241, 245.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 327.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 340.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2°, 357.
The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.

(Mr. Casey) 399.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 430.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 488.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 697 ; on M. to recommit, 1104.
Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. B. 83 (Mr.

McDonald, Pictou) on M. for 2°, 1665.
Ont. Boys' Reformatory B. 98 (Mr. MoDon.

ald, Pictou) in Com., 1666.
Vote on concurrence, 1901.

Can. Central Ry. Agreement Natin-
cation B. No. 122 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1887; 1°*, 1888 ; 2°*, 1999 ; in
Com., 1999; 30*, 1999.

Can. Central Ry. Ce. Acts Amt. B.
No. 67 ( Mr. Fitz»immons).

1°*, 568; 2°*, 626 ; in Corn., 1641 ; Amts.
m., 1641 ; 3', 1642.

Can. Guarantee Co. Incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 22 (Mr. Oirouard, Jacques
Cartier).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218: in Com., 584; 3°*, 584.

Can. Guarantee Co.
M. for statements (Mr. Bochester) 583.
Ques. (Mr. Rochester) 595.
Explanation (Mr. Rochester) 1888.

Can. Temperance Act Ant. B. No.
112 (Mr. Bowell).

1°*, 1688; 2°*, 1956; in Com., 1956; 3'
prop., 1956; Amt. (11r. Boultbee) 1956;
Deb. adj., 1956; Adj. Deb., 1957; Amt.
(Mr. Boultbee) carried (Y. 96, N. 73) 1971 ;
Amt. 3 m. h. (Mr. ýRoss. West Middlesex)
negatived (Y. 54, N. 85) 1972; 3', 1973.

Canadian Pacifc Railway. See " RAiL-
WAYS."

Can. Public Lands.
Rtes. prop. (Mr. Charlton) 1040 ; Amt. (Mr.

Domville) 1083 ; Ant. to Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 1087 ; Amt. to Amt. carried
(Y. 120, N. 40) 1098.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1999; Amt.
(M1fr. Blake) negatived (Y. 25, N. 76) 2002.

Can. Representative in London.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46.

Can. Resident Agent la the 'United
Kingdom B. Ne. 88 (Sir John A.
Macdonald).

10*, 977; 2', 1857, (Y. 120, N. 48) 1877;
Res. in Com., 1878; B. in Com., 1878 ; 3'*,
1878.

Can. Telegrapb Co. Incorp. B. No.
54 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 416 ; 2°*, 472 ; referred back to Standing
Com., 1683.

Can. Waters Navigation B. No. 121
(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).

Res. in Com., 1886; 1', 1886; 2°, 1998; in
Com., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Cape Negro Island Iarbour.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 484.
M. for Papers (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 508.

Carillon Works Contract. See " CON-
TRACTS."

Carleton (Ont.) Election, Intejerece of
Hon. R. W. Scott.

M. for Com. (Mr. Rochester) 1169.
CARLING, Mr.

G. Western and L. Ontario Shore Junction
Ry. Co. (B. 47, 1°*) 305.

Private Bills Pets., on M. to extend time,
453.

Carnegie P.O., closing of
M. for Cor. (Mr. Gillies) 1398.

CARON, Mr.
Address, on the, 38.
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CAR CAS iii

CARON, Mr.-Con.
Admission of cattle from U.S. to Can. and

fron Can. to Eng. (M. for Ret.) 55.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 586.
Militia Annual Drill (Ques.) 595.
Queen's Birthday Review at Quebec (Ques.)

596.
Supply-Militia (Clothing and Ammunition)

1364; Ocean and Riv. Service (Quebec
Riv. Police) 1678.

Mr. Cameron's vote (point of Order) 1901.

CARTWRIGHT, Sir Richard J.
Address, on the, 42.
Exports and Imports (M. for Ret.) 55.
Receipts and Expenditures (M. for Ret.) 55.
Tea from China and Japan (M. for Ret.) 55.
Bank Deposit Account (M. for Ret.) 55.
Drawback on exported goods (M. for Ret.) 55.
Expenditure compared with Estimates (M.

for Ret.) 55.
Exports and Imports, by Provinces (M. for

Ret.) 55.
Sugar Imports (M. for Ret.) 55.
Outstanding 6 per cent. securities (M. for

Ret.) 55.
Dominion Loans, terms of (X. for Ret.) 55.
Dominien Agents in London, money in hands

of (M. for Ret.) 179.
Banking and Currency (remarks) 2S3, 284.
Financial Returns, on M. for Standing Order

(Mr. Mackenzie) 288.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 313.
Receipts and Expenditure charged to Consol.

Fund (M.for Ret.) 508.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech (reply) 525;

on M. to recommit Res., 1309; on Amt.
(Mr. Paterson, S. Brant) embossed books,
1327 ; on M. to concur in Res. (saw-logs)
1330; on Res. in Com., 1978.

Supply - Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1011;
Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1032 ; Arts,
Agriculture and Statistices (Public Ar-
chives) 1331, (Census) 1331; Immigration
and Quarantine (Immigration) 1332 ;
Militia (Ammunition) 1363, (R. Military
College) 1366; Rys. (C.P.R. ani I.C.R.)
1671, (Windsor Br. Ry.) 1907; Indians
(Provisions at Annuity Assemblies) 1694;
Canals (Lachine) 1788; Civil Govt. (Dept.
of Sec. of State) 1838, (Dept. of Finance)
1838, (Dept. of Postmaster.Genl.) 1840,
(Contingencies) 1842 ; Collection of Reve-
nues (Customs) 1842, 1903, (Excise) 1848,
1952; Dom. Lands (Outside Service, B.C.)
1849; Militia (cenversion of ordnance)
18s2; Publie Works and Buildings (Parit.
Buildings) 1884, (Man. Lt.-Gov.'s iesi-
dence) 1950; i'ost-office, 1909; Dom. Lands
(Pamphlets) 1913 ; Unprovided items
(1878-9) 1913; Miscellaneous (Superannua-
tion Refunds) 1935.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Ia3ggart)
on M. for Com. of Wh., 1283.

Imports of tea (Ques.)1371.
Duties on.rifles (M.for Cor.) 1398.
Quebec Tidal Dock completion, in Com. on

Res., 1659,
Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1725.
Civil Service Expenditure (Res.) 1824.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

CARTWRIGHT, Mr.-Con.
88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2',
1861.

Concurrence- Census, 1888 ; Immigration,
1889; Lighthouses, 1889 ; Indians (Ont. and
Que.) 1890; Collection of Revenues(Customs)
1890; Weights and Meas. Inspectora, 1890;
Dom. Lands chargeable to capital, 1891 ;
Parlt. Buildings, 1898; Indians (Man. and
N. W. T.) 1944; Cow Bay Works, paiy-
ment for, 1976.

Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.
Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Me-

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2°, 1935.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 95 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 3°, 1983.
C. P. R. Land Regulations, in Com. on Res.

(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2000.
Preservation of Order in the House, on M.

for 2° Supply B., 2014.

Cascumpec Harbour IAprovcenent.
Ques. (2fr. Hackett) 156.

CAsEY, Mr.
Address, on tlbe, 37.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Coin., 91.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for'2°, 106.
Coal Oil tests (M. for Rep.) 135.
Port Stanley Harbour tolls (M.for Rets.) 135
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

185, 187.
The Member for Lennox (M. to refer Pet.

196; (Remarks) 380; on Adi. Deb., 396.
Drawback on Indian corn (Ques.) 197, (M

for O. C.) 333. '
Public Service Reform (B. 43, 1°) 269.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors (M. for Rt.)

313, 332.
Immigration pamphlets, 502.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 592; on Amt.
to Amt. (Mr. Williams) 593; on Amt. to
Amt. (Mr. Houde) 1395.

Ways and Means-on IM. to receive Rep. of
Com., 770,

Weights and Meas. Inspectors (M. for Rep.)
806, 807.

Immigration pamphlets, 814.
Atlantic Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Albany,

N.Y. (M. for Ret.) 821.
I.C.R., carriage of sugar from Halifax, 945.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 960.
Supply-Penitentiaries (B.C.) 1024; Immi-

gration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1349; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Inland Reve-
nue) 1839, (Civil Service Board) 1946;
Collection of Revenues (Weights and Meas.
and Gas) 1848.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Raggart)
on M. for Com. of Wh., 1283.

10th hoyals, Toronto (M. for Ret.) 1629,
1633.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
Colhy) on M . for 2°, 1654.

Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc.
Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Macdou-
gail) 1686.
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CASEY. Mr.-Con.
Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1759; on Amt.

(Mr. Wallace) 1768.
Civil Service Reform (Ques.) 1772.
Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov., on Res. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1785.
Official Rep. of Debates. 1817.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Carturight) 1829.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1920.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (Mr.

Blake) to Res., 1933.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1962.

Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Macdon-
ald) on M. for 2°, 1996, (A -n. m.) 1997.

CASGRAIN, Mr.
Stadacona Fire and Life Insurance Co. wind-

ing-up (B. 21, 1*) 180.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

184, 192.
Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, on M. to

concur in Address (Sir J. A. Macdonald)
354.

Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on
Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 430.

I. C. R., Elgin Station (Ques.) 595.
Ways and Mleans--on M. to receive Rep. of

Con.. 8.39.
Private Bills Res., on M. to extend tmu, 872.
Commercial Union mith U. S. (Ques.) 873.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) in Com.,

986.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2', 999.
S 'pply-Penitentiaries ( Kingston) 1014

Ocean and Riv. Service (Que. Rtiv. Police)
1678.

Cai. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. Domville)
to Res. (Mr. Charlton) 1083.

Mar. Prov. Claims on Fishery Award, 1222.
C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1483.
Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov., on Res. (Mr.

M ckenzie) 1786.
Catt'e admitted from U.S. to Can., and1

from Can. to England.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Caron, 55.)

Cattle, Anerican, restrictions on impor-
tation of.

Ques. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1040.
Cattle Tra7de between N. B. and Great

Britain.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 802.

Caughnawaga Ferry Boat, Pier at La-
chine.

Ques. (M1r. Bergeron) 785.
Cedars Caïnai.

Ques. (Mr. Mongenais) 484.
Cen-eus, the.

Ques. (.1Mr. Farrowv) 1128.
Charlevoix, Tobacco seized in.

M. for statenent (Mr. Perrault) 508.
CHARLTON, Mr.

Manitoba and N.W.T. Land Sales (11. for
Ret.) 179.

CHARLTON, Mr.-Con.
Unforeseen expenses, H. of Com. (-M. jor

statement) 179.
Ventilation of the Chamber, 182.
Miscellaneous expenditure, H. of Con. (M.

for statement) 508.
Ways and Mlfeans-on M. to recelive Rep. of

Con., 845 ; on Res. 1, item 49, 930 ; on
Res. 3, item 6, 932; on M. to concur in
Res. (saw-logs) 1328.

Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on
M. for 2°, 975.

Can. Public Lands (Res. prop.) 1040. on
Amt. (Mr. White, Cardweli) to Aim'. (Mr.
Domville) 1097.

Sandford Fleming (Ques.) 1370.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legal-

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on Amt. for 6 -m. h. (Mr. Jones) 1393:
on M. for 3° (Anmt.) 1397.

C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1553.

N. W. Colonisation Land Co. Incorp. B. 74
(Mr. Schultz) on M. for Com. (Amt. 6 m. h.)
1641.

Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1734.

Ch ateavgay Electoral District.
M. to issue Writ (3fr. Mackenzie) 904.
New Member introduced, 1886.

Chatharn and London, Ont., Yavigation
between.

Ques. (Mr. Sephenson) 484.

Chatham, Ont., Govt. Offices in.
Ques. (3Mr. &ephenson) 569.

Cherry Point Breakwater, Lucnburq,
N. S.

Ques. (3r. Kaulbach) 198.
Children Protection B. No. 93 (Mr.

Richey).
1°*, 1038.

Chtinese fImmigration.
M. for Select Com. (/r. DeCosmnos) 1740.

Chinesc, Pets. in relation to.
M. to print (3fr. DeCosmos) 872.

CIMONî, Mr.
Que. and Lake St. John Ry. Co., 169.

Civil Service Expenditwre.
Res. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1824 ; negatived

(Y. 50, N. 127) 1857.
Civil Service, Inside Division.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Muttart) 171.
Civil Service Reform Bill. See 4 Public

Service."
Civil Service Reform.

Ques. (i. r. Casey) 1772.
Coal and Coke Inports.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

Coal, Free A dmission of.
M. for statement (11fr. Bobertson, Shelburne)

133.
Coal Oil Tests.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Casey) 135.
Coal on Govt. Rys. See " CoNTRAcTs."
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Cocagne Public Wharf
Ques. (Mr. Oirouard, Kent) 484.

COCKBURN (Muskoka), Mr.
Aid to Ont. Pacifie Junction Ry. (Ques.) 45.
Georgian Bay Br., C. P. R. (M. for 0. C.)

46.
C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1615.
COCKBURN (W. Northumberland), Mr.

Fishery Privileges in the Ottawa Riv. (3f. for
Ret.) 1152, 1162, 1166.

Stamps on notes and bills Act Amt. (B. 104,
1°) 1511.

COLBY, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal (B. 2, 1°) 44

Ques. of procedure, 57, 77; on 2°, 102;
in Coin., 195, 218, 219, 220, 221, 223 ; on
M. to concur in Amt., 226, 285.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. (B. 4, 1°)
44; on M. for 2°, 1645.

Insurance Companies (JI. for Ret.) 180.
Ways and Means-on M. to concur in Res.

(saw-logs) 1329.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Coin. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1917; on M. for 2° B.
123, 1974.

Panama Canal, on M. for 2° Supply B., 2002.
Commercial Union with US.

Ques. (3r. Casgrain) 873.
Commissioners for the Internal Economy,

H. of Com., appointed.
Mess. from H.E., 59.

COMMITTEES.
Select Standing.

M. for, 3; Coin. to prepare Lists. 56;
Lists rep., 79; Rep. concurred in, 79.

Library.
Sel. Com. to assist Mr. Speaker appointed,

79.
Oficial Report of the Debates.

Sel. Com. to supervise appointed, 79.
Printing.

Mess. to be sent to Sen. to request them to
agree to appointment of Joint Commit-
tee, 79.

Law and Translation Depts., amalgamation
with Senate.

Com. appointed, 781.
Common Assaults Defendantq Wit-

pesseq Act Amt. B. No. 41 (Mr.
McCarthy).

1, 268; 2°*, 483 ; in Com., 600; 3°*, 889.
Common Aqsaults Defendants Wit-

nesses Act Amt. B. No. 62 (M'r.
Ives).

1°*, 483.

Commons. See "1HOUSE OF COsMONS."

CONCURRENCE.
Formal vote. 509.
Public Archives, 1888.
Census, 1888.
Immigration, 1889.
Lighthouses, 1889.
Meteorological Observatories, 1890.
Indians (Ont. and Que.), 1890.
St. Anne's Lock and Canal, 1890.

CONCURRENC;-CQn.
Collection of Slide and Boom Dues, 180.
Collection of Revenues (Customs) 1890.
Salaries, Weights and Meaa. Inspectors, 1890.
Dom. Lands chargeable to capital, 1891.
Dom. Lands outside service, 1894.
Militia (conversion of ordnance) 1894.
I. C. R., 1895.
C. P. R., 1896.
Parlt. Buildings, 1198.
Fislieries Commission (Mr. Miall's services)

1900.
Indians (B. C.) 1940.

" (Man. and N. W. T.) 1941.
Post-Office, 1945.
High Commissioncr in London, contingencies

of, 1975.
Cow Bay Works, payment for, 1976.
Welland Canal, repairs at Port Maitland, 1977.

CONNELL, Mr.
Militia Drill Camps in N. B. (Ques.) 30(.
Bridge across St. John River (Ques.) 1371.
Petroleum Inspection Act Aint., in Coin. on

R es. (Mr. Baby) 1920.
Coinolidated Rank ilndling-np B.

No. 64 (fr. Cauit).
1°*, 509 ; 2°*, 625; in Com., 1699 ; 3°*, 1699.

Consolidated FMind, Receipts and Expe n di-
ture.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwrht) 508.
CONTRACTS.

Parliamentaryi Printing.
Ques. (1r. Blake) 46; M. to instruct Print-

ing Coin. to enquire (Sir J. A. Macdon-
aid) 233; M. to adopt Rep. of Coin.
(11fr. Stepenon) 1988, 2015 ; Ait. (Mr.
Patterson, Essex) 2016 ; Aimt. wdn. 2021;
Rep. concurred in, 2023.

Carillon Works.
M. to print contract (fr. Mackenzie) 51 ;

M. for Ret. (11r. Mlacl:enzie) 55.
Departmental Printing, Printing Paper and

Binding.
M. for Ret. (M1fr. Ross, West M1 iddlesex) 54.

Canadian Pacific Ry.
M. for.Ret. (Mc. Mackenis) 55 ; Contracts

presented (Sir C. Tapper) 55 ; M. for
statement (Mr McLenan) 380; Adj.
Deb, 455; Rati5cation of contract (Sir
C. Tupper) 2002.

Printing, MacLean, Roger and Co.'s claim for
breach of.

M. for Ret. (1Mr. Kirlpatrick) 151.
Mails between Victoria, B.C., and San Fran-

cisco.
Res. prop. (fr. Bunster) 496; M. for Ret.

( Mr. DeCosmos) 904.
Pelee Island M1ail Service.

M. for contract (11r. Oliver) 499.
"Sultan" Tugboat.

M. for Ret. (Mr, Snowballl 508.
Coal for Gort. yJs.

M. for Cor. (11r. Robertson, Shelburne) 942.
1fail between Léviq and St. Joseph de Beauce.

Ques. (1r. LaRue) 1151.
Controverted Elections.

Generally, see " Elections."-Special cases
'see the respective Districts.
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Cornwall Election.
Judge's Report, 1.

COSTIGAN, Mr.
I. C. R. Employés (diT. for Ret.) 349.
Rapid de Femme Salmon Hatuhery (M. for

Rets.) 581.
International Bridges over Riv. St. John

(Que8.) 1152.
Parly. Printing Contract, on Amt. ( Mr.

Patterson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep.
of Com., 2016.

Coteau Bridge.
Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 935.

Coteau du Lac Railway Bridge.
" RÂLWAvs."

See

COURSOL, Mr.
Montreal Custom.house hardware valuer

(Ques.) 569 ; (M. for Cor.) 1377.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (MIr.McCarthy) in

Con., 600.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (remarks) 651.
Criminal Procedure (Que.) Simplication (B,

80, 1°*) 692.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 844.
N. W. Mounted Police (M. for statement) 977.
Militia Acta Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2, 982.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. No. 53 (Air.

Haggart).
1°*, 416; 2°, 584 ; referred back to Standing

Com., 1279 ; in Com., 1470 ; 3°*, 1470.
Crime Prevention Act Continuation

B. No. 92 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou).
1°*, 1016; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669 ; 3'*,

1669.
Criminal Law of Evidenee Amt. B.

No. 120 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou).
1', 1852 ; 2',1940; in Com., 1940 ; 3°*, 1940.

Criminal Law Procedure Act Amt.
B. ]No. 38 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 233 ; 2°, 479 ; in Com., 596.
Criminal Laws, Codification of

Que& (Mr. Perrault) 306.
Criminal Procedure Law Ant. B.

No 14 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton).
1°, 113; 2° prop. 355; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.

Mousseau) 364 ; Deb. adj., 365.
Criminal Procedure (Que.) Simpli-

fication B. No. 80 (Mr. Coursol).
10*, 692.

Cross Point Ferry, N. B.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1398.
Ques. (Mr. laddow) 1628.

Croucher Island Lighthouse, Margaret's
Bay, N. S.

Ques. (Mr. Daly) 1040.
Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. B. No.

83 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou).
1°*, 873 ; 2°, 1665 ; in Coin., 1935, 3°*, 1935.

Cultivation of the Soil in Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 786.

Currency, Fractionai.
Ques. (Mr. Parrow) 569.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 785.

CURRIER, Mr.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1014; Arts,

Agriculture and Statistics (Census) 1332.
Fishery Privileges in Ottawa River, Il167.
Ways and AMeans--on M. to concur in Res.

(saw-logs) 1328.
Hull Pire Relief grant, 1670.
Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3*,

1854.
Concurrence-Dom. Lands, 1900.

Custom-house, Montreal, Hardware Valu-
ator.

Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 569.
M. for Cor. (Air. Coursol) 1377.

Custom-house, Toronto, Employés in.
M. for statement (Mr. Little) 1376.

Customs and Excese Duties Act Amt.
B. No. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

1l*, 1330; 2°*, 1852; in Com. 1852; 3*,
1853.

Customs confscation of Kerosene Oil.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 155.

Customs Duties in N. W. T., collection of.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

DALY, Mr.
Dismissal of Fishery Officers, 160.
Drawback on Exported Tin Plate used in

Lobster Canning, 312.
Mar. Prov. claims on Fishery Award, 793.
Ways and Means-on Res. 2, item 5, 931.
I.C.R., carriage of sugar from Halifax, 944.
Jeddore Rock Lighthouse (Ques.) 1040.
Croucher Island Lighthouse (Ques.) 1040.

DAWSON, Mr.
Boundary between Ont. and unorganised

Territories of Dom. (M. for Com.) 59.
Kaministiquia Riv., depth of water in, 164,

165, 166.
Correction of newspaper report, 454.
C.-P.R. contracta, 476.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1609.
Can. Central Ry. Co. Acta Amt. B. 67 (Mr.

Fitzsimmons) on Amt. (Mr. Cameron, N.
Victoria) 1642.

Supply-Public Works (Telegraphs) 1675;
Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1688; N. W.
Mounted Police, 1815.

Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Macdon-
ald) on M. for 2°, 1995 ; in Com., 1997.

Debates, Official Report of
Com to supervise appointed (Mr. Bowell) 79.
Rep. of Com. on new scheme concurred in,

1815.
Rep. of Com. recommending contracta, 1956.

DECOSMOS, Mr.
Address, on the, 30.
C.P.R. route via Peace River Valley or Pine

River Pass, 52.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges. on

Res., 121 ; B. 44 (Mr. McDonald, Picton)
on M. for 1°, 280.

Drawbacks on Exported Tin Plate used in
Lobster Canning, 312.

Govt. Life Insurance (Ques.) 484.
Mail contract betweeri Victoria, B.C., and S.

Francisco, 497 ; (M. for Ret.) 904.
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DECOsMOS, Mr.-Con.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. surveys (M. for

IRet.) 506.
C.P R., Location by Marcus Smith (M. for

Ret.) 506, 507.
Steam communication between Que. or Mar.

Prova. and B.C. via Panama (M. for Cor.)
821.

Steam communication with Brazil (M. for
Cor.) 821.

Chinese, Pets. in relation to (M. to print)
872.

Mail Service between Victoria and Cassiar,
B.C. (A. for Ret.) 936.

Appointmnent of Mr. Trutch (M. for Ret.)
937.

Dom. Savings Banks in B.C. (M. for Ret.
951.

Can, Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1098.

C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1491.

Indian Lands in B.C., 1635.
Chinese Immigration (M. for Sel. Com.) 1640.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Res., 1924.
C.P.R., Esquimalt-Nanaimo section, on M.

for 2 Supply B., 2008.

Departmental Printing. See " CoN-
TRACTS."

DESJARDINS, Mr.
Montreal River Police (M. for Ret.) 178.
Montreal Examiniug Warehouse (M. for

8tatement) 178.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2', 229.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Yr.
Blake) 265.

Stratford Post-office, 372.
Supply-Militia (Drill Sheds) 1366; Collec-

tion of Revenues (Customs) 1842; Miscel-
laneous (Todd's " Parly. Govt.") 1914.

Ville Marie Bank Winding-up (Bw 111, 1°)
1665.

Pet. against Mr. Massue (Adj. m.) 1916.

Direct United States Cable Ce. Cor-
por*te Powers Extemion to Can.

. Ne. 72 (Mr. McCarthV).
10*, 594; 2'*, 626.

Dikmis8als and Appointments 8ince Feb.,
1879.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 178.

Distres8 in Ireland. See " IRELAND."

Diributioln of Defaultipg Dehtorg'
E.atcs I. No. 89 (Mr. Wallace, S.
Norfolk).

1°*, 1002.
DIVISIONS.

Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories.
M. for Com. (Mr. Dawson) carned (Y. 123,

N. 52) 101.
glection Act Amt. B. No. 6 (Mr. Bolduc).

M. for 2 n tived (Y. 69, N. 71) 232.
Supreme and COs. -Acta Repeal B.

No. 13 (Mr. leer).
On 3. for 2°, Art. 6 m. h. (Air. Blke)

carrisl(T. 148, N. 29) 267.

DiviSis.-Con.
Marria*e with a Deceased W(fe's Siater Legalis.

ation B. Wo. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacgues
Cartier).

On M. for 2', Amt. 6 w. b. (Mr. Thompson,
Baldimand) negatived (Y. 19, N. 140)
451 ; on M. for Cano. and Amt. 6 m. b.
(Mr, Jones) Amt. te Amt (ir. Hude)
negatived (Y. 10, N. 130) 1396; Amt.
(Mr. Jones) pegatived (Y. 34, N. 108)
1396 ; on M. for 3°, Amt. (Nr. Charltoii)
negatived (Y. 40, N. 102) 1397.

Fishery Award, Mar. Provs. claims on.
Res. prop. (Mr. !acDonnell, Invernesa)

787; M. to adj. Deb. (Mr. Richey)
carried (Y. 111, N. 48) 801; Amt. (Sir
J. A. Macdonald) carried (Y. 126, N. 30)
1226.

B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judqea.B. Ne.
44 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

On M. for 3', Amt. (Mr. Blake) negatived
(Y. 43, N. 98) 933.

Mortgage Regulation B. No. il (AMr. Orton).
M. for 2° carried (Y. 67, N. 60) 977.

Canadian Public Lands.
On Rte. (Mr. Charlton) and Amt. (Mr.

Dom.ville), Amt. to Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) carried (Y. 120, N. 40) 1098.

Canadian
On M.

(Mr.
1626.

Pacific Railway.
to go into Com. of Supply, Amt.
Blake) negatived (Y. 49, N. 131)

Diomissal of the late Lieut.-Governor qf
Quebec.

On M. to go into Com. of Supply, Amt.
(Mr. Mackenzie) negatived (Y. 49, Y.
119) 1787.

Civil Service Expenditure.
On M. to go into Com. of Supply, Amt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) negatived (Y. 50,
N. 127) 1837.

Canadian Representative Agent in the United
Kingdom B. No. 88 (Sir J. A. Mfacdon-
ald).

M. for 2° carried (Y. 120, N. 48) 1877.
Halifax ikheries Commission, Further pay.

ment to . Miall.
M. to concur in Res. from Com. of Supply

carried (Y. 103, N. 44) 1901.

Esquimalt Graving Dock.
On Res. (Sir S. L. Tiley), Amt. UMr.

Blake) negatived (Y. 4 2 , N. 109) 193

,Can. Temperance Act Ami. B. No. 112 (Mr.
Bowell).

On M, for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) carried
(Y. 96, N. 73) 1971 ; Amt. 3 m. h. (Mr.
Rosa, W. Middlesex) negatived (Ir. 54,
N. 85) 1972.

Heig Commissioner of Can. in London, Con.
tingent Eapensea of.

On M. te concur in Res. from Cem. of
Supply, Amt. (Mr. Blake) negatived (Y.
48, N. 114) 1976.

Can. Pacifk Railway, Land Regulations.
On M. to coneur -i Re, frm C., of

Wh.. Amt. (*Ir. Blae) neg.pid (Y.
25, N. 76) 2e.
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Dom. Agents in London, money in hands
of.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 179.
Dom. Commercial Travellers' Asso-

ciation Incorp. B. No. 24 (Mr.
Gault).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 483; 3°*, 483.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Jones) 570.
Dom. Grange Incorp. Act Amt. B.

No. 33 (Mr. McCallum).
1'*, 233; 20*, 286; in Con., 761 ; 30*, 761.

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. No. 95 (Sir
J. A. Macdonald).

1°*, 1151; 2°*, 1915; in Com., 1982; 3°*,
1984.

Dom. Lands Act Extension to B.C.
Acte R eal B. 1No. 96 (Sir J. A.
Macýonald ).

1°*, 1151; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1915; 3°*,
1915.

Dom. Notes Acts Amt. B. No. 114 (Sir
S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1723; 1°*, 1752; 2°*, 1946;
in Com., 1946; 3°*, 1946.

DOMVILLE, Mr.
I.C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 144.
Dismissal of D. IL. Waterbury (Ques.) 155.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 219.
Parlt. grounds, claim of C. Vaux (M. for

papers) 308.
Lino of steamers to Panama (Ques.) 484.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart) on

M. for 2°, 589.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)

659.
Ways and Means-on M. to receiye Rep. of

Com., 692 ; on Res. 2, item 5, 930 ; item
9, 931, 932.

Supply-Legislation (Extra clerks) 1034;
Militia (Brig. Majors) 1361.

Can. Public Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)
(iAmt. m.) 1083.

Queen's Birthday Review in Quebec (Ques.)
1151.

Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1218.
Sugar Imports (M. for statement) 1399.
Iron ore exports from Ont. (M. for stata.

ment) 1399.
Salaries of Judges, P.EI., 1821.
Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on

M. for 2°, 1979.
Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in

Rep. of Com., 2022.

Dorchester Penitentiary.
Ques. (Sir A. J Smith) 198.

Dorchester Penitentiary B. No. 91
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1°*, 1016; 2°*, 1669 ;. in Com., 1669; 3°*,
1669.

DOULL, Mr.
Fish Inspection, 659..
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 751.
Wrecks ]Removal Law Amt. B. 107 (Mr.

Pope, Queen's, P.E.L) on Son. Amts.,
1985.

Drawback on Exported Goods.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Fleming) 55.

Drawback on Ship Materials.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

DREW, Mr.
Supply of lumber to the Welland Canal, 176.
C P. R. Telegraph (&f.for Ret.) 501.
Hudson's Bay Co., amounts paid to (M. for

Ret.) 508.
Hudson's Bay Co. claims for losses in ERed

Riv. Insurrection (M. for Cor.) 508.
Applications for Timber Limits in Man.,

Keewaydin and N. W. T. (M. for Ret.) 508.
Private Bs. (M. to extend time) 611.
N. W. T., purchase of supplies from Hudson's

Bay Co. (M.for instructions) 821.
Hudson's Bay Co. and lande on Hudson's

Bay (M. for Cor.) 821.
N. W. T., shooting of cattle at Prince

Albert (M.for papers) 1398.

Dual Representation Abolition Act
Reveal B. No. 59 (Mr. Ouimet).

1°*, 453.

DUGAs, Mr.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2°, 996.
DUMONT, Mr.

Ry. Stations in St. André, St. Héléne, and
St. Denis (Ques.) 1627.

Duties on Rifles.
M. for Cor. (Sir R. J. Cartwrig7t) 1398.

Easter Adjournment.
Res. (Sir S. L. Tilley) 781.

Eastern Townships Mineras.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 785.

Election Act Amt. B. Nos 6 (MIr.
Bolduc).

1°*, 56 ; 2° prop., 227 ; negatived (Y. 69, N.
71)232.

Elections.
Res. that introduction on certificate shall not

form precedent (Sir J. A.IMacdonald) 45;
(Mr. Langevin) 112.

ELLIOTT, Mr.
Port Credit Harbour repair (Ques.) 306.
Concurrence-lndians, Man. and N.W.T.,

1945.

Emerson and Turtle Mountain Ry.
C. Incorp. B. No. 26 (Mr. Royal).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; B. wdn., 1227.
Emerson Free Traffic Bridge B. No.

36 (Mr. Royal).
1°*, 233; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 1641 ; 3°*, 1641.

Encouragement of Sale of Farm
Produce B. No. 12 (Mr. Vallée).

10*, 79.
England, Canadian Permanent Represen-

tative in.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46.

England, Expenses of missions to, between
1874 and 1878.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 178.
England, Expenses of minions to, since

Nov, 1878.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 55.
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Esquimalt Graving Dock.
Communication (Sir S. L. Tilley) 1815.

Esquimalt Graving Dock B. No. 125
(Sir S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1921; rep., 1927; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 42, N. 109) 1933;
1°*, 1934; 2°*, 1999; in Com.-, 1999; 3°*,
1999.

Establised Church in Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Skinner) 1039.

Evelyn P.O. and London, Ont., M1ails
between.

M. for Ret. (r. Oliver) 504.
Evidence Law Amt. B. No. 85 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick}.
1°*, 935.

Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Guthrie) 334.

Expenditure and Receipts charged to
Consolidated Find.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartw"right) 508.
Expenditures and Appropriations.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Exported Coods, drawback on.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Keming) 55.

Exported Tin Plate used in Lobster Can-
ning, Drawbacks on.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Ogden) 309.
Export of Hemlock Bark to U. S.

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.

Export of Iron Ore from Ont.
M. for statement (Mr. Domvillle) 1399.

Exports and Imports by Provinces.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Exports and Importe during last half of
1879 and 1880.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
Extradition of Fugitive Criminas.

Res. (Mr. Blake) 873.
Factory employment of Women and

Children Regulation B. No. 10
(Mr. Bergin).

1*° 79.
Farmers and Beal Property Bank

Incorp. B. No. 34 (Mr. Cameron, N.
Victoria).

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286.
Farm Produce, B. to encourage sale of.

See "Encouragement."

FARiow, Mr.
Time ot taking the Census (Ques.) 128.
Stratford Post-office, 367.
Fractional Currency (Ques.) 569.
Ways and Afeans-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 918.
Upper Can. Land Improvement Fund, 949.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 975.
Actions for seduction (M. for Ret ) 1659.

Ferry between Cros8 Point and Campbell-
ton, . B.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Beauchene) 1398.
Ques. (Mr Haddow) 1628.

Financial Returns.
M. for Standing Order (Mr Mackenzie) 136;

Adj. Deb., 288; M. wdn., 291.
FISET, Mr.

Rimouski Pier (Ques.) 154.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 247.
Brewery at Battleford, N.W.T. (M. for Cor.)

496.
Matane Postmaster (M. for Cor.) 582.
Matane Wharf (Que8.) 786; (M. for state,

ment) 1398.
Supply--Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1350; Collection of Revenues
(I.C. R.) 1956.

Fisheries on Gaspereaux Riv., N.S.
Ques. (Mr. Borden) 1820.

Fishery Award, claim of P. E.I.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Brecken) 129.

Fishery Award, claims of Mar. Provs.
Res. prop. (Mr. !acDonnell, Inverness) 787;

Adj. Ueb., 978, 1171 ; M. to adj. Deb.
(Mr. Weldon) negatived, 1206.

Fishery, Lobster, ilfar. Provs.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 133.

Fishery Officers in Inverness, Dismissal q/.
M. for Ret. (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) 159.

Fishing Privileges on the Ottawa Riv.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northupber-

land) 1152.

Fish Inspection.
Res. in Com. ( Mr. Ba!/) 657.

FITZsIMMONS, Mr.
Stratford Post-office, 367.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 491.
Can. Central Ry. Co. Acta Amt. (B. 67, 1*)

568.
FLEMING, Mr.

Dutiable goods in Post-offices (1f. for in8truc-
tions to Po8tmasters) 179.

Newspaper advertisements and subscriptions
(M. /or statement) 179.

Prohibition of immigrants' landing (M. for
O.C.) 198. .

Ry. Statistics (remarks) 417.
Immigration Act Amt. (B. 58, 1') 453.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 912,
Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) en M. for 2', 1992.
FLYNN, Mr.

Fourché HarbourFog Bell (Ques.) 484.
Mar. Provo. claims on Fishery Award, 791,

1214.
Grand Riv. Falls (M. for papers) 887.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2°, 1651.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen'a,

P.E.I.) on M. for 2°, 1856.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1918.
Fort Frances Lock.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Plumb) 1372.

FORTIN, Mr.
Mar, Provo. claima on Fishery Award, 1220.
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Fourché Harbour Fog Bell.
Ques. (Mr. Flynn) 484,

Fractional Curreny.
Que$. (Mr. Farrow) 569.
Que.. (Ar. Keeler) 785.

France and Spain, Negotiations with.
M. for Instructions to Commissioners (Mr.

Mackenzis) 53.

Fraser River, B.C. See "BRITIS o CoL-
UMBIA."

Fre admission of Coal.
M. for statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)

133.

French AtlantIc Cable Ce. Incorp.
B. Ne. 23 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 584 ; 3°, 584.

FULTON, Mr.
Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.

GaoL See "Jail."

Garrett, Mrs., compensation for
lion loues in Mlan.

Ques. (Mr. Wallace, W. York) 1628.
Gaspereaux Riv. Fisheries, .S.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 1820.

Rebel-

GAULT, Mr.
Addresu, on the, 42.
Dom. Commercial Travellera' Association

Incorp. (B. 24, 10*), 180.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 215.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

CoU., 221.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on AMt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 441 ; on Amt. 6 m. Lh. (Mr.
Jonea) 1393.

Consolidated Bank winding-up (B. 64, 1°*),
509.

Montreal Telegraph Co. Acta Amt. (B. 65,
1°*) 509; on Sen. Amt., 1894.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 652.
Relief of distress in Ireland, 744.
Welländ Canal, opening of navigation, 784.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 969.
Supply-Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul)

015; Legilation (Debates) 1037.
Waya and >feans--on M. to recommit Res.,

129.

General Inpection Acta Amt. B. No,
84 (kvr. BabIJ).

Res, in Com., 934; 1°*. 985; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

GEOFFRION, Mr.
Maodonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

186.

Georgian Bay
wAYrS."

Dranch. See "a.iL-

GIGAuLT, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 222.
Ways and 'Meana-on M. to recsive Rap. of

Corn., 684.
Yamsaka 1iv. Navigaio (M. jor 2i8.) 0.

GILLIES, Mr.
Wellington, Grey and Bruce Ry. Mail Sir,

vice (Ques.) 785.
Carnegie P.O., closing of (M. for Cor.) 1398,
Mail Service in Bruce (M. jor C(r.) 1639.
Supply-Post Office, 1911.

GILLMOR, Mr.
Fish Inspection, 658.
Ways and Mean8-on M. to recommit Re.,

1145.
Mar. Prov. laims on Fishery Award, 1224.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Im-

migration) 1353; Fisheries, 1679.
Grant in relief of N.B. Indians (M. for

statement) 1398.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen'a,

P.E.I.) on M. for 1', 1773.

GioUAnD (Jacques Cartier), MIr.
Marriage with a Deceased Wîfe's Sister

Legalisation (B. 5, 1*) 44.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency RepealBu.57.
Insnlveney Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 103; in Com., 223, 224, 225.
Can. Guarantee Co. lncorp. Act Amt. (B.

22, 1°*) 180.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation (B. 30, 1°) 196; on M. for
2, 291 ; on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 437, 445; on Amt. (Mr.
Houde) 953 ; on M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 1381.

Montreal Assurance Co. (B. 32, 1°*) 233.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 256,

Stock-brokers Regulation (B. 42, 1') 269;
on M. for 2", 602.

Inland Revenue Acta Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.
Baby) on M. for 2, 998; in Com. (Am. m.)
1002.

Supply-Canals, 1802.
Montreal Telegraph Co. Acts. Amt. B. 65

(Mr. Gault) on Sen. Amt., 1893.

GiRouARD (Kent), Mr.
Cocagne Public Wharf (Que8.) 484.
Buctouche Harbour (Ques.) 569.
Mar. Provo. claims on Fishery Award, 1224.

"Glendon" and " Northern Light"
Steamers.

M. for Rets. (Sir A. J. Smith) 803.
Govt. Bank Inspection.

Rea. wdn. (Mr. Orton) 803.
Govt. Business to have precedence on

Mondays.
Res. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1262.

Govt. Business to have precedence on
Thursdays.

Re. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 657.
Govt. Business to have precedence on

Wednesdays.
Res. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1772.

Govt. Life Insurance.
Que. (Mr. DeCosmos) 484.

Govt. Olials, Bxpense 'in England, be-
tween 874 and 1878.

M. for Ret. (Mr. RBerteon, ffamUto ) 178.
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Governor-General and Princess Louise,
Accident to.

Remarks (Mr. Mackenzie and Sir J. A. Mac.
donald) 112; Mess. from Sen. with
Ad. to H.KE., 307; Ad. agreed to,
352; Mess. from H.E. with reply to
Ad., 483.

Governor-General. See " MESSAGES FROM
His ExCELLENCY.

Grain Imports from the U.S.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Grain Imports.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

Grain in Bond, Importation of
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 151.

Grand Anse Breakwater, N.B.
M. for papers (Mr. Anglin) 947.

GRANDBOIS, Mr.
Em o on Riv. du Loup Br., I.C.11. (M.

Survey of Trois Pistoles for construction of
Wharf (M. for Rep.) 179.

Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)
661.

Grand Riv. Fallt, Richmond, NS.
M. for papers (Mr. Flynn) 887.

Grand .Trunk Bailway. See "RAIL-

Great North-Western Telegraph Co.
Incorp. B. No. 45 (Mr. 1?yan, Afar.
quette).

1e*, 30n; 2°*, 395; in Com., 1470; 3°*,
1470.

Great Western and Lake Ot. She re
Janction Ey. Ce. B. No. 47 (Ar.
Carling).

1'*, 305 ; 2°*, 395 ; in Com., 785.; 3°*, 785.
Great Western Railway Provident

FubdS E. Ne. 5 (Mr. Robertson, Ham.
iton).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 625; 3°*, 760.
Great Western Bailway. See " RAIL-

WAY&S.

Grosse Isle, Employés at Quarantine
Station.

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 1398.
Grosse Isle, leasing of arable land.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry) 1398.
GUNN, Mr.

Officiai Aasignees' Rets. (Que.) 873.
Ways and Meana -on M. to recommit Rs.,

1250.
GUTHRIE, Mr.

Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right (M. for Ret.)
334, 343.

Common Assaults Defendants Witnesses Act
Amt. B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 601.

Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance. Cos.
winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for 2°,
893.

Crijinal Evidence Law Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
McDonald, Picton) in Com., 1940.

Bank.Act Amt. B. .15 (Sir 8. L. Tilley) on
M. for 2°, 1979 ; in CO=., 1981.

Guysborough, N.S., aid to distri-eed ße-
ermen.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 103e.

Guysborough, N.S., Brennan's Cove Sur-
veys.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.
Guysborough, N.S., Indian Harbour Sur-

veys.
M. for Reps, (Mr. Ogden) 1398.

Guysborough, N.S., New Harbour Sur-
veys.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.
Guysborough, N.S., Riv. S. Mary's Sur-

vey8.
M. for Reps.'(Mr. Ogden) 1398.

Guysborough, N.S., St. Francis Harbour
Surveys.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.

HAcKrT, Mr.
P.E.I. claim on Fishery Award, 131.
Cascumpec Harbour Improvement (Que..) 156.
CampbeUlton Br. Ry., P.E.L (M. for paper)

307.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 325.
Prince Co., P.E.I , Harbour Surveys (f. for

Reps.) 508.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 575.
Mar. Prova. claims on Fiahery Award, 796,

1206.
Freight rates on I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry. (M.
for Ret.) 877.

Northern Light steamer (M.for statement) 883.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
30, 1964.

HADnow, Mr.
Cross Point Ferry (Ques.) 1628.
Supply-Ry.. (I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1719.

HAGGART, Mr.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 246.
Northern Ry. Co. by-laws fixing toila (M.

for Ret.) 348.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. (B. 53, 1°*) 416, 1279,

(M. to refer back to Sel. Com.) 1283.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, on M. for Ret. (Mr.

Jones) 572.
Precedence of Govt. business, on Res., 1262.

Halifax Juvenile Ofenders Act Amt.
I. Ne. 87 (Mr. Richey).

1', 977.
Halifax Sugar Renerj, Materials for con-

struction of.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 307.

Harbour Commissions.
Ques. (Mrw. Vanasse) 1371.

IIAY, Mr.
Toronto Harbour Improvement (Ques.) 380.

Hemlock Bark Exports to U. S.
M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.

Herring Fishery Licenses in Mar. Provo.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 1039.

Herring, Snoked, Inspection of
Ques. (Xr. Longleg) 306.
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HESSON, Mr.
Stratford Post-office and Custom-honse (Ques.)

80 ; (M. for papers.) 365, 368, 373.
Insolvency Acte Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2%, 109.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 492.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 775.
Immigration pamphlets, 820.
Upper Can. Land Improvement Fund (M.

for Ret.) 948.
Supply-Legislation (Extra clerks) 1036 ; Im.

migration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1343 ; Public Works and Buildings (Strat.
ford P.O.) 1368.

Protection to brakesmen on Rys. (Ques.)
1370.

Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in
Rep. of Com., 2022.

HOLTON, Mr.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency Repeal Es.,

57.
Boundary between Ont. and unorganised

Territories of Dom., on M. for Com.. 64,
92.

Ques. of Procedure-Notice for Public Bs.,
79.

Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem.
ber, 111.

Dismissal of A. Cauchon froin Montreal
Canal Office (M. for Ret.) 150.

Relief of the distress in Ireland, on M. tor
Address, 181.

Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
186, 189, 191.

ln3olvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in
Com., 220 ; on M. to concur in Amst., 226;
on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 2°, 228.

The Member for Lennox, on Amt. (Mr. Cam-
eron, N. Victoria) 413.

Private Bs. Pets., on M. to extend time, 415.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 427.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 588.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Ki]-

vert) in Com., 625.

Holton, Mrr., Sudden death of.
Remarks and Adjt. of House, 649 ; M. to,

adj. for funeral (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 657.
HolIton, Mr. B.

Introduction of, 1886.
Ilooper, Mr., Pet. against. See" ORDER,

PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE.
HOOPER, Mr.

The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.
(Mr. Casey) (Statement) 395.

HOUDE, Mr.
The Address (seconded) 9.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

tor 2°, 21.
Marriage with a Dereased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2° (Adjt. of Deb. m.)
305; on Amnt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Raldimand) 434, (Amt. n.) 953; on Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) (Amt. m.) 1395.

Y HOUDE, Mr.-Con.
Marine and Fisheries Dept.

(Ques.) 1627.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Reps., cost of

[For Ques. of " ORDER, PRIVILEGE OR Pao-
CEDURE," see that subject.]

Meeting, 1.
Summoned to the Senate, 1, 977, 1851, 2024.
Vacancies in Representation announced, 1.
New Members returned, 2.
New Members introduced, 2, 45, 107, 1886.
Speech from the Throne rep., 2.
M. for Select Standing Coms., 3.
Statement of Accountant, 4.
Librarian's Rep., 4.
Address, m., 4 ; sec., 9 ; agreed to, 43; H. E.'s

reply, 113.
Res. introduction of members on certificate

of Returning Officer not to form precedent,
45, 112.

Commissioners for the management of the
Internal Economy appointed by Mess.. 59.

Unforeseen Expenses, statement m. for (Mr.
Charlton) 179.

Ventilation of the Chamber, Remarks, 182.
The Member for Lennox. See " ORDER,

PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."
Miscellaneous Expenditure, statement m. for

(Mr. Charlton) 508.
Audit of Expenditure, Res. (Mr. Kirkpatrick)

595, 1326.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, A djt. of House,

649; M. to adj. for funeral (Sir J. A. Mac-
donald) 657.

Adjt. for Easter, Res. (Sir X. L. Tilley) 781.
Chateauguay vacant seat, M. to issue writ

(Mr. Mackenzie) 904.
Carleton Election, Interference of Hon. R.

W. Scott. See " Carleton."
Resignation by Mr. Mackenzie of Opposition

Leadership, announcement (AMr. Macken-
zie) 1815.

The Member of Richelieu. See " ORnER,
PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Preservation of Order, Remarks, 2014.
Adjt. for Ascension Day, Res. (Sir J. A.

Macdonald) 2015.
Returns to Orders of the House, Remarks

(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2015.
Indemnity of certain Members, Res. (Mr.

Caron) 2023.
Prorogation, 2026.

Hudson's Bay Co., amounts paid to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Drew) 508.

Hudson's Bay Co. and lands on Hudson's
Bay.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 821.
Iudson's Bay Co. claims for los8es in

Red River Insurrection.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 508.

Hudson's Bay Co. claims.
Remarks (Mr. Schultz) 1934.

Hudon's Bay Co., purchase of supplies
from.

M. for instructions (Mr. Drewv) 821.

Hull Fire, Relief of suferers by.
Mess. from H.E., 1669 ; Res. for grant in

Com., 1669 ; concurred in, 1670.
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HUN'TINGTON, Mr.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 972.
Supply-Legislation (Extra clks.) 1027 ; Im-

migration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1336; Militia (Brig. Majors) 1363; Civil
Govt. (Dept. of Postmaster-Genl.) 1840;
Post Office, 1910.

Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1097.

Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov., on Res. (Mr.
Mackenzie) 1785.

P.E.I. Judges' salaries, 1823.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Cartwright) 1836.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B,

88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°
1874.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.
Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
30, 1970.

Huron and Ont. Ship Canal.
Ques. (Mr. Strange) 416.

H¯URTEAU, Mr.
L'Assomption Riv, Navigation (Ques.) 306.

Hydraulic Lift Lock.
M. for Ad. (,Mr. Boultbee) 1399.

Immigrants' landing, Prohibition of.
M. fer O.C. (Mr. Fleming) 198; agreed to,

234.

Immigration Act Amt. B. No. 58 (Mr.
Fleming).

1", 453.

Immigration and (olonisation Pamph-
lets.

M. for statement (Mr. Trow) 501.
M. for copies (Mr. Trow) 808.
Remarks in explanation (Mr. Trow) 1038.

Immigration of British Tenant Farmers.
Ques. (Mr. Stephenson) 1152.

Immigration of Chinese.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. DeCosmos).1640.

Importation of Amer. cattle, restrictions on.
Ques. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1040.

Importation of Tea.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 151.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 158.
Ques. (Sir B. J. Cartwright) 1371.

Import duties paid at York Factory and
in N. W. T.

M, for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1399.
Import of Undressed Skins.

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.

Imports and Exports by Provinces.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Imports and Exports during last half of
1879 and 1880.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
Imports of Coal and Coke.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Wedon) 150.
Imports of Grain from the U. S.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Importe of Grain in Bond.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 151.

Imports of Grain.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

Import8 of Sugar.
M. for Ret. (Sir B. J. Cartwright) 55.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 180.
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1389.

Indian Corn, Drawback on.
Ques. (Mr. Casey) 197.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Casey) 333.

Indian Laws Consolidation B. No.
90 (Sir John A. Macdonald).

1°, 1016 ; 2°, 1989 ; in Com., 1996 ; 3° prop.,
1997; Amt. (Mr. Casey) 1997; 3', 1997.

INDIANS.
Treaties at Forts Carlton and Pitt.

M. for O. in C: (Mr. White, Cardwell) 179.

Treaty No. 1 and Yellow Quill's Band.
M. for Ret. (Mr White, Cardwell) 179.

Treaty No 7, Payments under.
M. for statement (Mr. Mills) 179.

preaties 4 and 6, Payment of aunuities under.
M. for statement (Mr Mills) 308.

Appointment of Instructors.
M. for O. C. (Mr Mills) 348.
M. for statement (Mr. Mills) 348.

N. B. Commissioners and Lands.
M. for statement (Mr Snowball) 822.

N. B., Grant in relief.
M. for statement (Mr. Gillmor) 1398.

B. C., Allotment of Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Barnard) 1633.

Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation
B. No. 7 (Mr. Baby).

1°, 56; 2°, 989; in Com., 1002; 3°*, 1665.

Inland Revenue.
M. for 0. C. (Mr. Paterson, S. Brant) 349.

Insolvencies in 1878 and 1879.
M. for statement (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron)

176.

Insolvency Acts Bepeal B. No. 3 (Mr.
Bêchard).

1°*, 44.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. Ne. 2 (Mr.
Colby).

1°*, 44 ; 20, 102 ; in Com., 195, 218; Rep.,
227, 284; in Com., 286; rep., 286; Amt.
m. (Mr. Blake) 286; Ait. wdn., 286; M.
to concur in Amts.. 351 ; Amt. m. (Mr.
Blake) 351; Amt. wdn., 352; in Com.,
352; rep., 352; 3°*, 417.

Insolvent Companies Winding-up B.
No. 61 (Mr. Ives).

1°*, 483; 2°*, 1230.

Insolvent Companies Winding-up B.
Nyo. 97 (Mr Abbott).

1°, 1228; 2°*, 1230.

Insolvent Fire and Marine Inmur-
aUe Cos. Winding-Up B. Ne. 18
(Mr Ives).

1°*, 151; 2°, 89.
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Insolvent Traders' Assets Distribu-
tion B. No. 101 (Mr. Abbott)

10 , 1326.
1sumranq Carnpanies.

M. foi Ret. (Mr. ColMy) 180.
Insurance, Government Lif&

Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 484.

Intercolonial Railway. See "RAILWA)S."

Introduction of New Menbers.
See " lousE o CoMMoNs, "-also, Names.

Investigations under Oath EL Ne.
113 (Mr. MéDonaod, Picton).

1°, 1723; 2', 1935; in Com., 1937; 3
prop., 1957; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1957; 3°,
1957.

Inverness, Dismis8al of Fishery Oficers.
M. for Ret. (Mr. MacDonnell, Inoerness) 159.

Irelani, Relief of the Distress in.
Paragraph in Ad., 36 ; Ques. (Mr. ifackenzie)

56; Meus. from H. E., 59; Vote of Credit,
125; M. for Ad. (Sir J. A. Macdonald)
181; Address to H. E., 181 ; Mess. from
Senate agreeing to Ad., 307à Remarks,
744; M. to refer Pet. (3fr. Ryan, Mar:
quette) 745; Mess. from H. E., 2023.

Iron Ore, Exporte of, from Ont.
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1399.

IVES, Mr.
Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance Cos.

Winding-up (B. 18, 1°) 151; on M. for
2°, 890.

The Member for Lennox, 406.
Insolvent Cos. Winding-up (B. 61, 1°*) 483.
Common Assaults Defendants Witnesses Act

Amt. (B. 62, 1°*) 483.
Common Assaulte Defts. Witnesses Act Amt.

B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 602.
Ways and Means-on Res. 1, item 47, 927,

928.
Insolvent Cos. Winding-up B. 97 (Mr.

Abbott) on M. for 1°, 1228.

Jail Accommodation in Keewatin. Se*.
"Keewatin."

Jeddore Barbour Dredging.
M. for Cor. and Reps. (Mr. Kaulbach) 379.

Jeddore Rock Light.house, N. S.
Ques. (Mr Daly) IC40.

JONECS, Mr.
Âddreu, on the, 36.
Marriag with a Demed Wîfe's Sister Legal-

isation B. 30 (Mr. Giroyard Jacques Car-
tier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (r. Thompoon,
Haldimand) 440; on Amt. (Mr. Mill) 590;
in Cem., 594, 952 ; on M. to coucur (Amt.
m.) 1392.

Immigration pamphlet, .
Dom. Dam, Devil ke (M. for Ret.) 570, 572.
Marriaze with a Deceased Wife's Sister (M.

to a Pet.) 610.
Bell ehornCo. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kilvert)

in Com., 625.
Freight rates on L C. R. and P. E. I Ry.,

878.
Dom. Lands in N. W.. 88.
Publie Funètionaries Salaris RE.tionS B.

56 (Mr. B6chard) ou M. for 2', 899.

JoNEB, Mr.-Con.
Ways and Means--on Res. 1, item 47, 928.

Supply- Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 1023:
Militia (Ammnnition) 1365; Ocean and
Riv. Service, 1677; Collection of Revenues
(Customs) 1843.

Toronto Cautom-house employés, 1377.
Official Rep. of Debates, 1816.
Parly. Printing Contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 2017.

Jfordan Bay Breakwater, Shelburne Co.,
N. s.

Ques. (Mr Robertson, SItelburnw) 785.

J<tministiguia Riv., Depth of TWater.
M for Rep. (Mr. Plumb) 161.

Kamouraska District Judges.
M. for statement (Mr. Laendry) 1398R.

KaULBACu, Mr.
Cherry Point Breakwater, Lunenburg (Ques.)

198.
Supreme and Exchequer Cs. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 240.
Petit Rivière Breakwater (M. for Rep.) 377.
Porter's Lake channel to the se& (M.for Cor.

and Reps.) 379.
Three Fathom Harbour Breakwater (M. for

Cor. and Reps.) 379.
Jeddore flarbour Dredging (M. for Cor. and

Reps.) 379.
Marri g e with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. {Mr. Mills) 590.

Geological Surveys in Shelburne, Queen's,
and Lunenburg Cos., N. S., 950.

Mar. Provs. Claima on Fishery Award, 1203.
KEELER, Mr.

Supreme Ct. Judgments and Expenses (M.
for Ret.) 55.

Murray Canal (.for Reps.) 58.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

(B. 13, 1°) 79; on M. for 2°, 234.
Trent River Navigation Works (M.or o0. C.)

156; (M. for Reps.) 937.
Fractional Currency (Ques.) 785.
Superannuation Fund (Ques.) 873.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. (M. for state.

ment) 950.
Supply-Canals, 1793.

Keewatin, conflicts of magisterial juris-
diction.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1039.
Keewatin, Jail accommodation.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 569.
Kerosene Oil, Custome confiscation.

Ques. (Mr. Borde») 155.
KILLAM, Mr.

Weighs and Mes. Inspectors, 316.
Mar. Provi. Claims on Fùàery Award, 792,

1171, 1222, 1227.
Northern Light steamer, 886.
Mortgage Regulati.n B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°,972.
Insolvent Com. Wimding-up B. 97 (Mr. Ab-

bott) on M. for 1°, 123.
Ways andesse-'op 14. to reonomjit Res.

120; in co., 1326.
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KILLAM, Mr.-Con.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2°, 1656.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P. E. I.) on M. for 2°, 1856.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P. E, I.) in Com., 1879.
Supply-Rys. (Windsor Br. Ry.) 1907.

KILVERT, Mr.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. (B. 17, l'*) 151

in Com., 624.

KING, Mr.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 686.
Supply-Ocean and Riv. Service (Mail Subsi-

dies-Brazil) 1676.

Kingston Dry Deck.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 378.

KIRKPATRICK, Mr.
Claim of MacLean, Roger & Co. for breach of

Printing Contract (X. for Ret.) 151.
Public Accounts (M. to refer) 151.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

183, 184, 186.
The Member for Lennox (remarks) 281; on

M. to refer Pet. (Mr. Casey) 397.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 342.
Kingston Dry Dock (M. for Ret.) 378.
Leeds and Grenville Courty Judgeship, 494.
Immigration pamphlets, 5u3.
Bridge over St. John Riv. for Ry. purposes

(M. for papers) 594.
Audit of Parly A ccounts (Res )594 610, 1326.
Common Assaults Deft3. % itnesses Act Amt.

B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. to go into
Coin., 601.

Port Whitby Harbour Co. Act Amt. (B. 73,
1°*) 608.

Evidence Law Amt. (B. 85, 1°*) 935.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) in

Com , 984.
Credit Valley Ry Co. B 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. to refer back to Sel. Coin.. 12b3.
Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1362, (R. Mili-

tary Col'ege) 1367; Indians (Man. and N.
W. T.) 1811.

Criminal Evidence Law Amt. B 120 (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou) in Com., 1940.

KRANz, Mr.
Weight and Meas. Inspectors, 317.
Stratford Post-office, 369.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1353.
Naturalisation Laws (Ques.) 1371.

Lachine, pier at, for Caujhnawaga ferry-
boat.

Ques. (Mr. Bergeron) 785.

Lambton County Ct. Judge.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 1982.

Lanaudiers Postmaster, Dismissal of
M. for papers (Mr. Laurier) 1399.

LAlNDEY, Mr.
Quebea and Lake St. John Ry. Co., 170.
LC.R. employés (M. for Rets.) 177.
Import of undressed skins (1f. for atatement)

179.

LANDRY, Mr.-Con.
Export of hemlock bark to U. S. (M. for

statement) 179.
Election Act Aint. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 20, 227.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr, Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr,
Blake) 266.

New Ry. Station-houses in Prov. of Quebee
(Ques.) 307.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Ant. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Hàldimand) 446.

Correction of Newspaper Report; 454.
-Railway Stations in Montmagny (Ques.) 481.
I. C R. Br. at Lévis (M. for Ret.) 485.
Railway Stations in Lévis, Bellechasse and

Montmagny (M. for Ret.) 505.
I.C.R. Riv. du Loup Br. workmen (f. for

statement) 508.
Agricultural Fertilisers Fraudulent Sale Preý

vention (B. 82, 1*) 802.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2*, 893, 903.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Air.

Baby) on M. for 2*, 999.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi.

gration) 1358.
St. Thomas Floating Light (M. for papers)

1398.
Grosse Isle arable land, leasing of (M. fcr

Cor.) 1398.
Judges appointed in Kamouraska District

(<M. for 8tatement) 1398.
Bellechasse Returning Officers, expenses

claimed (M. for statement) 1398.
Grosse Isle Quarantine Station employés (M.

Jor statement) 1399.

Lands of Canada. See "Canadian Publie
Lands."

LANE, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Coin., 224.
Mortgage Regulation B. il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2*, 960.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E. I.) on M. for 2°, 1855.

LANGEVIN, Mr.
Public Works Rep. (presented) 44.
Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-

ber (Res.) 111.
Port Stanley Harbour tolls, 136.
Rimouski Pier (Ans.) 154.
Port Hood Wharf r.pairs (Ans.) 155.
Caseumpec Harbour improvement (Ans.) 156.
Ventilation of the Chamber, 182.
Cherry Point Breakwater, Lunenburg (Ans.)

198.
Dredging at mouth of Red Riv. (An.) 198.
Scott's Bay Harbour works (Ans.) 198.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2», 230.
Bay Fortune Breakwater, P. E. I. (Ani.) 234.
Souris Works, P. E. I. (Ans.) 234.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for.2*, 247; on Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Blake) 265.

Stony Island Breakwater, N.S. (An.) 306.
Roche Bay Fier, N.B. (Âne.) 306.
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LANGEVIN, Mr.-Con.
L'Assomption Riv. Navigation (Ans.) 306.
Port Credit Harbour repair (Ans.) 306.
Parlt. Grounds, clain of C. Vaux, 309.
Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, on M. to

concur in Ad. (Sir J. A, Macdonald) 354.
Toronto Harbour improvement (Ans.) 380.
Philipsburgh Breakwater (Ans.) 380.
Private Bils Pets., on M. to extend time, 415.
Man. Prov. Buildings (Ans.) 416.
Man., extension of limits (Ans.) 416.
Cocagne Public Wharf, N. B. (Ans.) 484.
Navigation between London and Chatham,

Ont. (Ans.) 484.
Chatham, Ont., Govt. Offices (Ans.) 569.
Matane Postmaster, 582.
Marriage with a Deoeased Wife's Sister Legal-

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 591; on Rep. of
Cen., 953.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 651.
Jordan Bay Breakwater, N.S. (Ans.) 785.
Caughnawaga Ferry-boat, pier at Lachine

(Ans.) 785.
Belle Creek Harbour, P.E.I. (Ans.) 785.
Rustico Harbour, P.E.I., (Ans.) 786.
B. C. Penitentiary, etc., charges against B.

W. Pearse (Ans.) 786.
Matane Wharf (Ans.) 786.
American Ry. Decoy Agents (Ans.) 786.
Govt. Lands at Sorel (Ans.) 786.
Baie St. Paul Wharf (Ans.) 787.
Yamaska Rir. navigation, 806.
Private Bills Reps. (Ms. te .gend time) 870.

871, 1449.
Freigbt rates on I.Q.R. and P.E.I. Ry., 878.
P.O. Inspectors, 939.
Shippegas Uully Channel, N.B., 947.
Aid te distressed fishermen in Guysborougb,

N.S. (Ans.) 1039.
Mail contract in Lévis (Ans.) 1152.
International bridges over St. John Riv., N.

B. (ÀAs.) 1152.
St. Maurice Riv. improvement (Ans.) 1152.
Emerson and Turtle Mountain Ry. Co.

Incorp. B. 26 (Mr. Royal) on M. to with-
draw B. 1227.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for Gom. of Wh., 1279.

Supply-mnigration and Quarantine (Immi-
gration) 1354; Militia (R. Military College)
1367; Public Works and Buildings (E.
Blook, Parlt. Buildings) 1367, (Telegraphs)
1367, (Stratfori P. O.) 1368, (Quebec
Citadel Cliff) 1368, (Woodstock P. O.), 1368,
(Nanaimo P. O.) 1369, (Govt. Workshops,
Ottawa) 1369, (Riv. Trent) 1369, (Assini-
boine Riv.) 1369, (Dredging) 1370, (Tele-
graphs) 1674, (Parlt.1 Buil dings) 1883, (Man.
Lt.-Gov.'s Residence) 1950, (Toronto Har-
bour) 1950, (Shippegan Harbour) 1951,
(Tignish Breakwater) 1951, (Miscellaneous
1953; Light-house and Coast Service,
(Fraser Riv., B.C.) 1679; Civil Ges-t.
(Dept. of Rys. and Canals) 1840.

Harbour Commissions, revocation of (Ans.)
1371.

C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1474.

Ry. stations in Prov. of Que. (An@.) 1627.
Dismissal of St. Romuald Postmaster (Ans.)

1628.

LANGEVIi, Mr.- Con.
Quebec Tidal Dock completion, in Com. on

Res., 1659.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1685.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Qneen's,
P.E.I.) on M. for 1°, 1773.

Telegrapli Subsidy Act Repeal (B. 117 1°*)
1820.

Concurrence-Parlt. Buildings, 1898; Cow
Bay works, payment for, 1976.

LARUE, Mr.
Mail Contract in Lévis (Ques.) 1151.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1357.
Dismissal of St. Romuald Postmaster (Que.)

1628.
L'Assomption River Navigation.

Ques. (Mr. Hurteau) 306.
LAURIER, Mr.

Dangerous clif in Champlain-street, Quebec
(M. for Cor.) 179.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 650.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2°, 993.
Dismissal of G. T. Tremblay, postmaster at

St. John's, Que. (M.for Cor.) 1399.
Dismissal of F. X. Dulac, postmaster ai La-

naudiers (M. for papers) 1399.
Dismissal of Que. Lt. -Gov., on Res. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1782.
I. C. R., stock on Lévis and Kennebec Ry.

(Que.) 1820.
Pet. against 1Mfr. Massue, 1916, 1981.
Village pet-efflces (Ques.) 1982.

Lam and Tramlasion Departments, A mal-
gamation of.

Com. appointed, 781.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 487.

Lennox, the Member for. See " ORDER,
PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURtE."

Letellier, Hon. Luc. See " QvBEc."
Lévis, Mail Contract in.

Ques. (Mr. LaRue) 1151.
Library of Parliament. See "l HoUsE oF

CoMMoNS.
LITTLE, Mr.

Toronto Custom-house employés (M. for
tatement) 1376.

Loans, Dominion, terms on which negoti
ated.

M. for Ret. (Sir B. J. Cartwright) 55.
LobsterCanning, Drawbacks on Exported

Tin Plate.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ogden) 309.

Lobster Fshery in . S. and Guf of St.
Lawrence.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, ihelburne) 1039.
Lockport Harbour Buoy, Y.3.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, ihelburne) 1039.
London and Chatham, Ont., Navigation

between.
Ques. (Mr. Stephenson) 484.
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London and Evelyn Post-oßces, Ont.,
Mails between.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 504.

London, Canadian Permanent Represen-
tative in.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46.

LONGLEY, Mr.
I.C.R., rolling stock awaiting repair, 149.
Inspection of smoked herring (Ques.) 306.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)

657, 659.
Publie Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 897.
B. C. Judges B. 44 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou)

on Amt. to 3° (Mr. Blake) 933.
Wassall's bridge patent (M. for papers) 949.
Supply-Penitentaries (St. Vincent de Paul)

1017 ; Rys. (I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1711.
Ways and Aeans-On M. to recommit Res.,

1252.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2° 1656.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 3°, 1664.
Can. Termperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

.Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3', 1965.

3/ail Contract between Victoria, B.C.,
and San Francisco.

Res. prop. (3fr. Bunster) 496.
M. for Ret. (Ir. DeCosmos) 904.

3ail Contract in Lévis.
Ques. (Mr. LaRue) 1151.

Mil Printing Co. Incorp. B. No. 40
(Mr. McCarthy),

1°*, 268; 2°*, 306; in Com., 761 ; 3°*, 761.
Mail Service between London and Evelyn

Post-Offices.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 504.

M/ail Service between Victoria and Cas-
siar, B. C.

M. for Ret. (Air. DeCosmos) 936.
Mail Service in Bruce.

M. for Cor. (1Mr. Gillies) 1639.
3/ail Service on Wellington, Grey and

Bruce Ry.
Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 785.

.Mail Service to Pelee Iland.
M. for contract (Air. Oliver) 499.

MANITOBA.
Allotments to Minors.

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 80.
Land Sales.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 156.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 179.

Advertising Land Regulations.
M. for statement (Mr. Mills) 179.

Squatters on C. P. R. Reserve.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 349.

Provincial Buildings.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 416.

Extension of Prov. Limits.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 416.

Applications for Timber Limits.
M. for Ret. (&r. Drew) 508.

MANITOBA.-Con.
Land Patents.

Ques. (AMr. Royal) 873.
Dominion Land Settlement.

M. for O. C. (Xr. Schultz) 880.
Land Warrants.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
Crown Timber Permits.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
C. P. R. trains, running of.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
Protection of Settlers.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1040.
Disputed Land Claims, Trial of.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.
Land Allolments.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1628.
Ticket Agenciesfor, in Can.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1820.
Man. Lands Claims Settlement B.

No 94 (Sir J. A. Macdonald).
l', 1099; 20*, 1359; in Com., 1359; 3°*,

1359.
Nan. S. Western Colonisation R.

Co. Incorp. Act Amt. B. Ne. 63
(Mr. Schultz).

1°. 509; 2°*, 590; in Com., 1699; 3'*, 1699.
Marine and Fisheries Dept. Rep., cost of.

Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 1370.
Ques. (Mr. Houde) 1627.

Mar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Amt.
B. No. 52 (Mr. Shaw).

1°, 379; 2 prop., 607: Deb. adj., 608.
Ilar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Ne-

peal B. No. 86 (Mr. Patterson, Euse).
1**, 977.

Mar. Provs. claims to Fishery Award.
See " Fishery Award."

.Mar. Provs., Freight Rates to andfrom.
M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 498.

Mar. Provs., Herring Fishery Licenses.
Ques. (Sir. A. J. Smith) 1039.

Mar. Provg. Lobster Fishery.
M. for Ret. (Mr, Robertson, Shelburne) 133.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's
Sister Legaisation B. No. 5 (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier).

1*. 44; B. wdn. 196.
Marriae with a Deceased WIfe's

Sister Legalisation B. No 3e. (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier).

1*, 196; 2° prop., 291 ; Amt. 6 w. h.
(Mr. Thompson, Haldmand) 296; Adj.
Deb., 434; Amt. negatived (Y. 19, N. 140)
451 ; 2', 451 ; in Com., 590; Amt. (Mr.
Mills) 590; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Wil-
liams) 593 ; Amt. to Amt. negatived, 594 ;
Amt. carried, 594; rep., 594; Amnt. (Mr.
Houde) carried, 952; in Com., 953; rep.,
953; concurrence prop., 1381; Amt. 6 m.
I. (Mr. Jones) 1393; Amt. to Amt. (Mr.
Houde) 1395; Amt, to Amt. negatived (Y.
10, N. 130) 1396; Amt. negatived (Y. 34,
N. 108) 1396; B. concurred in, 1397; on
M. for 3*, Amt. (Mr. Charlton) negatived
(Y. 40, N. 102) 1397 ; 3, 1397.
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Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister.
M. to print a Pet. (Mr. Jone) 610.

MASSON, Mr.
Militia Rep. (presented) 44.
Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-

ber, 112.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B,

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 247.
N.B. Militia drill camps (Ans.) 306.
Q. M. O. and 0, Ry., 379,
Freight Rates to and from Mar. Provs., 498.
Immigration pamphlets, 503.
Militia Acte Amt. (B, 70, 1*) 583; on M. for

2', 978; in Com., 985; on M. for 3°, 1661.
Militia annual drill (Ans.) 595.
Queen's Birthday Review at Quebec (Ans.)

596.
Militia Orders and " The Established Church"

(Ans.) 1039.
Supply-Militia (Brig.-Majors) 1361, (Ammu.

nition) 1363, (Clothing) 1364, (Drill Sheds)
1366, (R. Military College) 1366, (Military
Schools) 1367, (Guard at Rideau Hall)
1367.

10th Royals, Toronto, 1629.
Toronto Field Battery, 1639.
Concurrence -Militia (conversion of ordnance)

1894; Dempster gratuity (8truck out) 1895.

Afassue, Mr., Pet. against. See " ORDER,
PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

MASSUE, Mr.
Statement in reference to Pet., 1981.

Xasters and Mates on Inland Waters.
Remarks (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L) 1917.

Matane Postmaster.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Fiset) 582.

Matane Wharf
Ques. (Mr. Fiet) 786.
M. for statement (Mr. Fiset) 1398.

Members, Return or Introduction of. See
" HousE or CommoNs, "-also Names.

MERNER, Mr.
G.T.R., unifori freight rates (Que#.) 198.
Supply-.Immigration and Quarantine (Im.

migration) 1349

MESSAGES FROM KIS EXCEL-
LENCY.

Commanding attendance of Commons in
Senate Chamber, 1, 977, 1851.

Transmitting O. C. containing cause as-
signed for removal of late Lt.-Gov. of
Quebec; 45.

Recommending grant ($100,000) for relief of
distress in Ireland, 59.

Appointing Commissioners for management
of Internal Economy, H. of Com., 59.

Acknowledging with thanks the Address in
answer to the Speech from the Throne,
113.

Tranamitting Reply to Joint Address of both
Houses on tke occasion of the accident to
the Vice-Regal Party, 483.

Transmitting Estimates for 1880-81, 483.
Transmitting Supplement try Estimates for

1879-80, 488.

MESSAGES FROM l1s EXCELLENCY.-Con.
Recommending grant in aid of sufferers by

lire in Hull, 1669.
Transmitting Supplementary Estimates for

1880-81, 1915.
Transmitting further Supplementary Esti-

mates for 1879-80, 1915.
Transmitting despatch and Cor. in reference

to vote for the relief of distress in Ireland,
2023.

MÈTHOT, Mr.
Usury Prohibition (Que.) (B. 15, 1*) 114.
Stratford 'oet office, 371.

Military or Police Bounty Warrants.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

Militia Acts Amt. B No. 70 (JKr.Masson).
1°*, 583 ; 2°, 978; in Coin., 982 ; 3', 1661.

Militia Annual Drill.
Ques. (Mr. Caron) 595.

Militia Orders and " Tte
Churci."

Ques. (Mr. Skinner) 1039.

Militia ]Review at Quebec
Birthday.

Ques. (Mr. Caron) 596.

Established

on Queen's

MILLS, Mr.
Address, on the, 37, 39, 41.
N.W.T., importation of cattle (Res.prop.) 54.
Ont. and Can. Territories Boundary (B. 9,

1°*) 59.
Boundary between Ont. and Unorganised

Territories of Dom., on M. lur Lom. (point
of Order) 64, 66.

B.C. Additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on
Res., 120

Financial Rets., on M. for Standing Order,
136.

Man. and N.W.T. Land Regulations, adver-
tising (M. for statement) 179.

Payments nnder Indian Treaty No. 7 (M.for
statement) 179.

Relief of the distress in Ireland, 181.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

185, 186.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, on M.

for O. C. (Mr. Fleming) 203.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2, 230.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 262.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on
Amt. (Mr. Blake) 286.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2', 296; in Com. (Arnt.)
590.

Payment of annuities under Indian Treaties
4 and 6 (M. jor atatement) 308.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 314.
Indian Instructors (Ms. for O. C. and state-

ment) 348.
The Member for Lennox, on Amt. (Mr.

Cameron, N. Victoria) 413.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2', 479, 482; in Com., 596.
Senate expenditure (M. for statement) 495.
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MILLs, Mr.-Con.
Mail contract between Victoria, B. C., and

S. Francisco, 497.
Immigration pamphlets, 503.
Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.

81 (Sir C. Tupper) on M. for 1', 782.
Ways and Means, reception of Rep., on

Ques. of procedure, 926.
N. W. Mounted Police, 941,
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 958.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2% .979 ; in Com., 983.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1014; In-

dians (N.B.) 1690, (B.C.) 1690, (Provisions
at annuity assemblies) 1697, (Schools) 1698;
Civil Gevt. (Dept. of Inland Revenue)
1838.

Ways and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,
1295.

Indian Lands in B.C., 1634.
Ont. Boys' Reformatory B. 98 (Mr. McDonald,

Pictou) in Com., 1668.
Dom. Notes Act Amt., in Com. on Res.

1749.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir. R.

J. Cartwright) 1832.
Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3",

1853.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.I.) on M. for 2°, 1855.
Concurrence-Public Archives, 1888; Mete-

orological observatories, 1890 ; Dom.
Lands chargeable to capital, 1893; Dom.
Lands, outside service, 1894; Indians, B.C.,
1940; Indians, Man. and N.W.T., 1941.

Investigations under oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1936.

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 95 (Sir J. A.
Macdonald) on M. for 3°, 1983.

Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-
donald) on M. for 2°, 1992.

C.P.R. Land Regulations, in Com. on Res.
(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2001.

Minerals in Eastern T6wnships.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 785.

Miramichi River, nets seized on.
M. for Ret. (Air. Snowball) 821.

Mramichi, Steam Dredge at.
M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 821.

Miscellaneous Expenditure, . of Com.
M. for statement (Mr. Charlton) 508.

MONGUNAIS, Mr.
Cedars Canal (Ques.) 484.

Montmorency Election.
Judge's Report, 1 ; Anneanceient of Certi-

ficate of Ret., 111 ; Member introduced,
111; Res., introduction on certificate of
Returning Officer not to form precedent,
112.

MONTPLAISIR, Mr.
St. Maurice Riv. improvement (Ques.) 1152.

Montreal aud Province Line Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 39 (1fr. Scriver).

1°*, 268; 2°*, 395; B. wdn., 745.
Montreal Assurance Co. B. No. 32

(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier).
1**, 233; 2°*, 286; in Com., 1893; 3°*, 1893.

Montreal Canal Office, Disnissal of A.
Cauchon.

M. for Ret. (fr. Holton) 150.
Montreal Custom-house, Dismissal of 0.

.Allard.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Vanasse) 508.

Montreal Custon-house, Hfardware valuer.
Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 569.
M. for Cor. (.Mr. Coursol) 1377.

Montreal, Employîmn of Troops in, on
12th July, 1878.

Remarks, 987.
Montreal Examining airehousr.

M. for statement (Mr. Desjardins) 178.
Montreal Harbour Commaiioners

Acts Aint. M. 'No. li4 (11r. Pope,
Queen's, P. E. I.).

1*, 1917; 2°*, 1999; in C>m., 1999; 3', 1999.
A'ontreal River Police.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Desjardins) 178.
Montreal Telegraph Co. Acts Amt.

B. No. 65 (Mr Gault).
1°*, 509; 2*, 626; in Com., 1470; 3°*,

1470 ; Sen. Amt. disagreed to, 1893.
Mortgage Regulation B. No. Il (Mr.

Orton).
1°*, 79; 2° prop., 953: 2°, 977; in Com,,

1642; Amts. m., 1643; 3°, 1644.
Mount Pleasant, appointment of Post-

mast.r at.
M. for Ret. (ir. Williami) 1227.

MOUSSEAU, Mr.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 247.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2' (Amit.
6 m. h.) 362.

Stratford Post-office, 372.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 425.
Veterans (M. for statement) 508.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 654.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1915.
Supply-Legislation (Books for Library) 1947.

Murray Canal.
M. for Reps. (3ir. Keeler) 53.

MUTTART, Mr.
Civil Service, Inside Division (I for Re.)

171.
Bay Fortune Breakwater, P.E.I. (Ques.) 234.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 795,

1200.
Freight Rates on P. E. I. Ry. (M. for papers)

879.
Northern Liglt steamer, 883.
P. E. 1. Rv. (Que.) 1528.
Supply-Post-office, 1912.

MCCALLUM, Mr.
Dom. Grange Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 33, 1°*)

233.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 329.
Mar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act. Aint. B. 52

(Mr. Shaw) on M. for 2', 608.
Ways and Mfeans- on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 661 ; on M. to concur in Res. (saw-
logs) 1329.
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MCCALLUM, Mr.-Con.
10th Royals, Toronto, 1631.
Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1746.
Supply-Canals, 1796, (Welland) 1809.
Masters and Mates on Inland Waters, 1917.

MCCARTHY, Mr.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 96.
Ry. Commissioners Court (B. 20, 1') 153,154.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

183, 184, 186, 190.
Niagara Grand Island Bridge Co. (B. 35, 1°*)

233.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act. Amt. (B.

37, 1°) 233; in Com., 889.
Criminal Law Amt. (B. 38, 1*) 233 ; on M.

for 2°, 480; in Com., 599.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Blake)
259.

Mail Printing Co. Incorp. (B. 40, 1*) 268.
Common Assaults Defendants Witnesses Act

Amt. (B. 41, 1°) 268; in Com., 601.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. (B. 54, 1°*) 416.
Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire Insurance

Co. Act Amt. (B. 55, l°) 416.
Direct U.S. Cable Co. Corporate Powers Ex.

tension to Can. (B. 72, 1°) 594.
Northern Ry. Co. Act (M. to introduce Inter-

pretation B.) 609.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation (B. 76,

l'*)626; ou M. for 2°, 761.
McCuAIG, Mr.

Murray Canal, on M. for Reps. (Amt.)58.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2. (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 108 ; in Com., 222.
Stratford Post-office, 3-70.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Le-

gîlisation B. 30 (Nir. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w.h. (Mr. Thonmpson,
Haldiiand) 441.

Relief of the distress in Ireland, 745.
Trent Waters Canal Surveys, 938.
Supply-Canals, 1795.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. 3 m.h. (Mr. Ross, W.
Middlesex) 1972.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.
Oaths of Office (B. 1°*) 2.
Sel. Standing Coms. (m.) 3; Com. to strike

(m.) 56.
Macdonell, J. A.. breach of privilege case, 4,

44, 182, 183, 185, 188.
Address, on the, 23.
Argenteuil Election, introluction of M °mber

(Res.) 45.
Permanent Representative of Can. in London

(Ans.) 46.
Parly. Printing contracts (Ans.) 46.
Boundary between Can. and Ont. (Ans.) 46;

on M. for Coi., 64, 73.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (Ans.) 56;

(Res.) 126, 128 ; (M. for A1.) 180, 181;
(rernarks) 745.

C.P.R., Imperial nid to (Ans ) 56.
Notices for Public Bs., 79.
Library Com. (m ) 79.
Printing Com. (M. jor Mess. to &n. 79.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 1', 80; on M. for
2°. 239.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Sable Island, Telegraphic communication

with (Ans.) 80.
Stratford Post-office and Custom-house (Ans.)

80.
Allotments to minors in Man. (Ans.) 8I.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 106; in Com., 221; on Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 286.

Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, 112 ; (M.
to concur in Ad.) 353.

B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on
Res., 118.

Financial Returns, on M. for Standing
Order, 136, 289, 290.

C.P.R. Land Commission (Ans.) 155.
Man. and N. W.T. land sales, on M. for

Ret., 158.
The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.

(Mr. Casey) 197; (remarks) 281, 380; on
Amt. (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria) 413.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 2°, 228.

Parly. Printing contract (31. to instruct
Printing Com. to enquire) 233.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. to adj. Deb. on 2°, 305; on
Amt. (Mr. Mills) 590; on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Williams) 593.

Timber Transmission, Tariff of Tolls, on M.
to refer Rem. to Com. of Wh. (Mr. White,
N. Renfrew) 313.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 319, 329.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 335.
Public Officers' Security B. 28 (Sir S. L.

Tilley) in Com., 352.
Stratford Post-office, 369.
Private Bs. Pets., on Ms. to extend time,

452, 611.
Private Bs., on Ms. to extend time, 453,

611.
.N .W.T. Acts Consolidation (B. 57, 1°*) 453.
Panama, line of steamers to (Ans.) 484.
Govt. Life Iusurance (Ans.) 484.
Cape Negro Island Harbour, N.S. (Anï.)

484.
Shelburne Harbour Fog Whistle (Ans.) 484.
Fourché Harbour Fog Bell (Ans.) 484.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 490.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 590.
Audit of Parly. Accounts, 595, 1326.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 ()Ir. McCarthy)

in Com., 597.
Northern Ry. Co. Act., on M. to introduce

Interpretation B. (Mr. McCarthy) 609.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister, on

M. to print a Pet. (Mr. Jones) 610.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (remarks) 649;

(M. to adj. for faneral) 657.
Govt. Business to have precedence on Thurs-

days (Res.) 657.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)

660.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 76

(Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°, 761.
Private Bs.. Reps., on M. to extend time

871.
Chinese, Pets. in relation to, on M. to print,

872.
Superannuation Fund (Ans.) 873.
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MAcDoxALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Commercial Union with U.S. (Ans.) 873.
Man. Land patents (Ans.) 873.
Extradition, on Res. (Mr. Blake) 876.
Military or Police Bounty Land warrants

(Ans.) 936.
Crown Timber permits in Man. (Ans ) 936.
Appointment of Mr. Trutch in B.C., 937.
N. W. Monnted Police, 941.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom

(B. 88, 1°*) 977 ; on M. for 2', 1857, 1872.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 978,

' (Amt.) 1183.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2', 980; in Com., 982; on reception of
Rep. of Com.; 987.

Charges against Mr. Rykert. 1008.
,Supply-Adm. of Justice (Magistrates' Ex-

penses, N. W. T.) 1009; Penitentiaries
(Kingston) 1012; Legislation (Extra Clerks)
1029, (Library) 1038 ; Public Works and
Buildings (Nanaimo P.0.) 1369; Ocean and
Riv. Service (Mail Subsidies, Brazil) 1675;
Geological Survey (Removal of Museum)
1688; Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1688, (N.B.)
·1690, (B.C.) 1690, (Grist Mill) 1694, (Pro-
visions at annuity assemblies) 1696,
(Schools) 1698, (Man. and N. W.) 1811,
1946; N. W. Mounted Police, 1813; Civil
Govt. (Dept. of Interior) 1838, (Dept. of
Inland Revenue) 1839; Dom. Lands (Ont-
side Service, B. C.) 1849, (Man.) 1952;
Public Works and Buildings (Geological
Museum) 1884; Miscellaneous (Relief of
Distress in Ireland) 1886, (Compensation
to members of N. W. Mounted Police)
1952, (Indian curiosities) 1955, (Superan.
nuation Refunds) 1955.

Indian Laws Consolidation (B. 90, 1°*) 1016;
on M. for 2*, 1989; in Con., 1997.

Trust and Loan Co. (remarks) 1038.
Protection of Man. settlers (4ns.) 1040.
Can. Publie Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)

1051).
Man. Lands Claims Settlement (B. 94, l')

1099 (Vol. ii).
N.W.T. Criminals Trials Fees (Res. in Com.)

1099 (Vol. ii).
Ways and Mean.-on M. to recommit Res.,

1130; on Amt.' (Mr. Paterson, S. Brant)
embossed books 1327.

Queen'a Birthday Review at Quebec (An.)
1151.

Dom. Lands Act Amt. (B. 95, 1°*) 1151 ; on
M. for 3°, 1982.

Dom. Lands Act Extension to B.C. Act
RKepeal (B. 96, 1°*) 1151.

Immigration of British Tenant Varmers
(Ans.) 1152.

Fishery Privileges in Ottawa Riv., on M. for
Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northumberland)
on point of Order, 1162, 1164.

Insolvent Cos. Winding-up B. 97 (Mr.
Abbott) on M. for 1°, 1229.

Govt. business to have precedence on Mon-
days (Res.) 1262.

Protection to brakesmen on Rys. (Ans.)
1370.

Sandford Fleming (Ans.) 1370.
Naturalisation Laws (Ans.) 1371.
Bridge across St. John Riv., N.B. (Ans.)

1371.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
C.P.R., çommencement of construction in

B.C. (Ans.) 1627.
Mar. Land allotments (Ans ) 1628.
Compensation to Mrs. Garrett for Rebellion

losses in Man. (Ans.) 1628.
lOth Royals, Toronto, 1630, 1632.
Indian Lands in B.C., 1636.
N. W. Mounted Police Force, 1638.
Chinese Immigration. on M. for Sel. Com.

(Mr. DeCosmos) 1641.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orten) on

Amt. (Mr. Orton) 1643.
Mrs. John Young Annuity (Res. in Com.)

1660, (B. 110, 1°*) 1661.
Hull Fire Relief grant (X. for Com.) 1669

in Con., 1669.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1688.

Dom. Notes Act Amt., in Com. on Res.,
1751.

Govt. business to have precedence on Wed-
nesdays (Res.) 1772.

Civil Service Reform (Ans.) 1772.
Mr. Mackenzie's resignation of Opposition

Leadership, 1815.
P.E.I. Judges' salaries, 1821.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope. Queen's,

P.E I.) on M. for 2', 1855 ; on ýSen. Aints.,
1984.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E..) in Com., 1880.

Concurrence-Dom. Lands chargeable to
capital, 1891 ; Parlt. Buildings, 1899 ; Dom.
Lands, 1900; Indians, B.C., 1940; ludians,
Man. and N. W. T., 1941.

Mr. Carneron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (M r.

Blake) to Res., 1928.
Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1936 ; in
Com., 1938.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1956.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1981.
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 2', 1999.
Panama Canal, on M. for 2' Supply B., 2007.
Session's work, -on M. for 2° Supply B.,

2012.
Preservation of order in the House, on M.

for 2° Supply B., 2014.
Parly. Printing contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Con., 2016, 2022.

Close of the Session, 2023.

M£CDOALD (King's, P.E.I.,) Mr.
Souris Works, P.E.I. (Ques.) 234.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 578.
Mar. Provo. claims on Fishery Award, 1201.
Petroleum Inspection Law Anit. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2, 1658.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1921.
National Policy, Pet. against, on M. for 2°

Supply B., 2011.

MCDoNALD (Pictou), Mr.
Penitentiaries Rep. (presented) 44.
Constitutionality of Temperance Act, 1878

(Ans.) 45.
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MCDONALD (Pictou) Mr.-Con.
Boundary between Can. Territories and Ont.,

67.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct Judges (Res.) 114.
Dismissal of D. I Waterbury (.Àn.) 155,
Dorchester Penitentiary (Ans.) 198.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 236.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges (B. 44,

1') 270, 275; on Amt. to 3° (Mr. Blake)
933.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on
M. to concur in Amt., 285; on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 351.

Codification of Criminal Laws (Ans.) 306.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 338, 346, 347.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2°, 361.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m, b. (Mr. Baker) 419, 429.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 481.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 487.
Keewatin Jail Accommodation (Ans.) 569.
N. W.T. and Keewatin Prisoners' safe-keep-

ing (B. 77, 1°*) 657.
Amalgamation of Sen. and H. of Com. Law

and Translation Depts. (M. to appoint
Com.) 781.

Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. (B. 83, 1°*)
873; on M. for 2°, 1665.

Official Assignees' Rets. (Ans.) 873.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Aet Amt. B. 37

(Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 890.
Insolvent Fire and Marine Iisurance Cos.

winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for2*,
892.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts., 950.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) in

Com., 983.
Bupply-Adm. of Justice (Magistrates' Ex-

penses, N. W.T.) 1009, (Circuit allowances,
B.C.) 1010; IPolice, 1010; Penitentiaries,
(Kingston) 1010, (St. Vincent de Paul
1015, (Dorchester) 1017; Civil Govt. (Dept.
of Justice, Penitentiaries Br.) 1837.

Dorchester Penitentiary (B. 91, 1°*) 1016.
Better Prevention of Crime Act continuation

(B. 92, 1°*) 1016.
Conflicts of magisterial jurisdiction in Kee-

watin (An,.) 1040.
Mar. Provo. Claims on Fishery Award, 1210.
Ont. Boys' Reformatory (B. 98, 1**) 1230 ; on

M. for 2°, 1666; in Com. 1668.
P.E.I. Juvenile Offenders' Reformatory (B.

99, 1°*) 1230.
Ont. Girls' Industrial Refuge (B. 100, 1°*)

1230.
Offence against the Person Act Amt. (B.

103, 1°*) 1470.
Building Societies and Loan Con. Relief (B.

105, 1°*) 1626.
Investigations under Oath (B. 113, 1**) 1723;

on M. for 2', 1935 ; in Com., 1937.
Picton Harbour Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's. P.E.I.) on M. for 3°, 1854.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E. 1.) on M. for 2°, 1856 ; in Com., 1915.
Piolatage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope,Queen's,

P.E.I.) in Com., 1878.
Q. M. O. and O. Ry. (B. 118, 1°*) 1852 ; on

withdrawal of B., 1998.

McDONALD (Pictou) Mr.-Con.
Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Justice

(B. 119, 1'*) 1852; on M. for 2', 1939.
Criminal Evidence Law Amt. (B. 120, 1°*)

1852 ; on M. for 2°, 1940 ; in Com., 1940.
Lambton County Ct. Judge (Ans.) 1982.

Macdonell, John A., Breas of Privilege
Case. See " ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PRo-
CEDURE."

Macdonell, ifr.
Return of, 2; Introduction of, 2.

MACDONELL (N. Lanark), Mr.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

193.
Pubrie Functionaries' Salaries Re'iuction B.

50 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2', 901.
Junior Judge of Stormont, Dundas and Glen-

garry (M. for Cor.) 977.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for Com. of Wh., 1279.
Supply-Canals, 1805.
Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in

Rep. of Com., 2021.

MACDONNELL (Inverness), Mr.
Address, on the, 40.
Accidents on I.C.R. (M. for Ret.) 58.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 95.
Crimina1 Procedure Law Amendnent B. 14

(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 1°,
114.

L C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 145.
Port Hood Wharf repairs (Que#.) 155.
Dismissal of Fishery Officers in Inverness (M.

for Ret.) 159, 161.
Insolvency Acte Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 225.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acte Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2«, 244.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors for N. S.

(Ques.) 306.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 318.
Fishery Award, claims of the Mar. Provs.

(Res.) 787, 797.
MACDOUGALL, Mr.

Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,
on M. for Com., 85.

Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
185.

The Member for Lennox, on Amta. (Mr. Cam-
eron, N. Victoria) 413.

Nelson Valley Ry. and Transportation Co.
Incorp. (B, 68, 1**) 568.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (MNr. Haggart)
un M. for 2', 588; on M. for Com. of Wh,
1280.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 656.
N. W. Mounted Police, 940.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1095.

Fishery privileges on Ottawa Riv., 1169.
0.P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1598.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

f or 3', 1663.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Me-

Carthy) (M. to recommit to Standing Com.)
1683.
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McGREEVY, Mr.
Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship Co. Act

Amt. (B. 51, 1°*) 379.
McINNES, Mr.

Lizhtship on the Sand Heads, Fraser River,
B.C. (Ques.) 155.

Stratford Post-office, 371.
1.0. Penitentiary, charges against B. W.

Pearse (Quzes.) 786.
Supply-Penitentiaries (B.C.) 1024.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1485.

McISAAc, Mr.
Free admission of Can. cattle into New-

foundland (Ques.) 569.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 573.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1188.

MacLean, Roger & Co.'s clain for breach
of Printing Contract. See " CoNTRAcTS.

McKAY, Mr.
I.C.R. employés at Moncton, 139.
I.C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 146.
Supply-Fisheries, 1680; Rys. (I.C.R. and

P.E.I. Ry.) 1721.
MACKENZIE, Mr.

Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
4, 184, 186, 188.

Address, on the, 15, 36, 37, 42.
Removal of the late Lt.-Gov. of Quebec, 45.
Coteau du Lac Ry. Bridge (M. for Reps.) 47,

50.
Carillon Works contract (M. to print) 51 ; (M.

for Ret.) 55.
Cý P. R. route via Peace River Valley or Pine

River Pass (MJ. for Reps.) 51, 52.
Negotiations with France and Spain (M. for

instructions to Commissioners) 53.
C.P.R. tenders and contracts (M. for Ret.) 55.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (Ques.) 56;

on Res., 126; on M. for Ad., 180.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency Repeal Bills,

56, 57.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 80.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 105.
Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-

ber, 111, 112.
Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, 112 ; on

M. to concur in Ad. (sec.) 353.
Free admission of coal, 133.
Financial Returns (M. for Standing Order)

136 290.
I.C.R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 143.
Importation of grain in bond (M. for Ret.)

151.
Railway Commissioners Court B. 20 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for 1°, 164.
Kaministiquia River, depth of water in,164,

165, 166, 167.
Baptist Union Incorp. (B. 27, 1°*) 180.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 206,

215.
The Member for Lennox, 281.
Banking and Currency (Ques.) 282, (remarka)

284.
Parît. Grounds, élaim of C. Vaux, 309.
Weights and Menas. Inspectors, 314, 325.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 335, 345.

MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
Stratford Post-office, 373.
Q.M.O. and O. Ry. (M. for Cor.) 378.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors (M. for Ret.)

379.
C.P.R. contract, on M. for statement (Mr.

McLennan) 392, 455.
Railway statistics, 417.
Private Bs. Pets., on Ma. to extend time, 452,

610.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 487.
Mails between London and Evelyn P;O.,505.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. surveys, 506.4
C. P.R. location by Marcus Smith, 506, 507.
Supply-on formal vote, 509 ; Arts, A rcul-

ture and Statistice (Ceneus) 1332;
gration and Quarantine (Immigration)1332,
1881, (Quarantine) 1949 ;. Militia (Cloth-
ing) 1363, (R. Military College) 1366.;
Public Works and Buildings (Tele-
graphs) 1367, (Ottawa P.O.) 1368,
(Woodstock P.O.) 1368; Railways (C.P.R.
and I.C.R.) 1670, (I.C.R. and P.EI. Ry.)
1706, (Windsor Br. Ry.) 1906; Geological
Survey (Removal of Museum) 1688;
Canals, 1802; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Inland
Revenue) 1839; Dom. Lands (Outside Ser-
vice, B.C.) 1849 ; Public Works and Build-
ings (Parlt. Buildings) 1883, (Geological
Museum) 1884; Miscellaneous (Mr. Miall's
services, Judge Armour's services) 1885:
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Quebec
Exhibition) 1948.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 559; on
M. to receive Rep. of Com., 611 ; on Ques.
of procedure, 926; on Res. 1, items 7 and 18,
927; item 47, 928, 929 ; on Res. 2, item 5,
931; on M. to recommit, 1104, 1324.

Printing of a Parly. paper (remarks) 569.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, 571.
Audit of Parly. accounts, 595.
Stock Brokers' Regulation B. 42 (Mr. Gir-

ouard, Jacques Cartier) on M. for 2, 606.
Northern Ry. Co. Act, on M. to introduce

Interpretation B. (Mr. McCarthy) 609.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister, on

M. to print a Pet. (Mr. Jones) 610.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (remarks) 650.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com., 660.
Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B,

81 (Sir. C. Tupper) on M. for 1', 782.
Welland Canal, opening of navigation (Que.)

783.
Mar. Prove. elaims on Fishery Award, 797,

978.
Immigration pamphlets, 810.
Chinese, Pets. in relation to, 872.
Chateauguay Electoral District (M. to ismue

writ) 904.
Appointment of Mr. Trutch in B.C., 937.
Trent Waters Canal surveys, 938.
N.W. Mounted Police, 942.
I.C.R., supply of nut-locks, 943.
I.C.R., carnage of sugar from Halifax, 944.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2&, 978 ; in Com., 985; on reception of
Rep. of Com., 987.

Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1008.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Reg.
(Mr. Charlton) 1090.

Fishery privileges in Ottawa Riv., u K for
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MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northumberland)
on point of Order, 1162, 1164.

Interference of Hon. R. W. Scott in Carle-
ton Election, on M. for Com., 1169.

Emerson and Turtle Mountain Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. 26 (Mr. Royal) on M. to withdraw Bill,
1227. 1

Precedence of Govt. business, on Res.,
1262.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for Com. of Wh., 1279.

Prov. legislation (M. for Ret.) 1399.
Expropriation of Jas. Taylor's property for

C.P.R. (M. for Ret.) 1399.
C.P.R. on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1518.
10th Royals, Toronto, 1631.
Indian Lands in B.C., 1636.
Chinese immigration, on M. for Sel. Com.

(Mr. DeCosmos) 1640.
Quebec Tidal Dock completion, in Com. on

Res., 1659.
HuIl fire relief grant, in Cotm., 1669.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1684.

Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov. (Res.) 1774.
Use of guaranteed bonds as security in Bank

Act (Ques.) 1788.
Resignation of Opposition Leadership (an.

nouncement) 1815.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2,
1865.

Concurrene--Dom. Lands chargeable to
Capital, 1892; Parlt. Buildings, 1898j
Payment to Mr. Miall, 1900; Cow Bay
works, payment for, 1977.

Montreal Telegraph Co. Acte Amt. B. 65
(Mr. Gault) on Sen. Amt., 1894.

Mr. Gameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Res., 1922 ; on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1930.
Official Rep. of Debates, 1956.

Mackenzie, Mr., Resignation of Opposi-
tion Leadership.

Announcement (Lr. Mackenzie) 1815.

McLENÀN, Mr.
Inselvency Acte Repeal B. 2 (kr. Colby) on

M. for 2«, 109.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

183.
C.P.R. contracts (M. for statement) 380, 478.
Mar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Amat. B. 52

(Mr. Shaw) on M. for 2°, 607.
I.C.R. carriage of sugar from Halifax, 945.
Supply--Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1032.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. Whîte,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1092.

C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1606.

Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1763 ; on M. for
2° B. 115, 1980.

Concurrece-Welland Canal, 1977.

McLeod, Mr.
Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

MACMILLAX, Mr.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 76

(Mr. McCartby) on M. for 2', 761.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2°, 1652.
Claim of Mrs. Wood (M. for papers) 1659.
Mr. Cameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.

McQUADE, Mr.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi.

gration) 1351.

National Policy, Pet. against.
Remarks (Mr. Macdonald, King's, P.E.I.)

2011.
Naturalisation Laws.

Ques. (Mr. Kranz) 1371.
Negro Point Breakwater.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
Nelson Valley Ry. and Transporta-

tion Co. Incorp. B. No. 68 (Mr.
Macdougall).

1°*, 568; 20*, 626; in Com., 1470 ;13*, 1470.
New Brunswick Bank President,

Birecters and Co. B. 1N0. 78 (Mr.
Burpee, St. John).

1°, 661; 2°*, 761; in Com., 1381; 3*,
1381.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
Claims against the Dominion.

Ques. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 198.
M. for Com. (Air. Burpee, Sunbury) 580.

Militia Drill Camps.
Ques. (Mir. Connell) 306.

CaStl Tr.d eith Great Britain.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 802.

Indian Commissioners and Lands.
M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 822.

International Bridges over St. John River.
Ques. (Mr. Costigan) 1152.

Indian Relief Grant.
M. for statement (.Mr. Gillmor) 1398.

Newfoundland, free admission oj Cana-
dian Cattle.

Ques. (-Mr. McIsaac) 569.
Newspaper Advertisements and Subscrip-

tions.
M. for statement (Air. Fleming) 179.

Neswspaper Reports, Incorrect.
Corrections, 454.

Niagara Grand Island Bridge Ce. B.
No. 35 (Mr. McCarthy).

10*, 233 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 625 ; 3°*, 761.
Northern Light" and " Glendon"

Steamers.
M. for Rets. (Sir À. J. Smith) 803.

"Northern Light " Steamer.
M. for statement (Mr. Hacketi) 883.

Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation
B. No. 76 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 626; 2', 761.
N. W. Colonlsation Land Ce. Incorp',

B. No. 74 (Mr. Schultz).
1°*, 608; 2°*, 952; M. for Com., 1641; Amt.

6 m. h. (Mr. Charlton) 1641 ; Deb. adj.,
1641; B. wdn., 1699.
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N. W. Territerles Acts Consolldation
B. No. 57 (Sir J. A. Macdonald).

1'*, 453; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1915; 3°*, 1915.
S. W. Territories and Keewatin

Prisoners Safe-keeping B, No. 77
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1°*, 657; B. wdn., 1935.
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Importation oj Cattle.
Res. proposed (Mr. Mills) 54.

Land Sales.
M. for Ret. (31r. Anglin) 156.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Charlton) 179.

Advertising Land Regulations.
M. for statement (Mr. Mills) 179.

Applicationfor Timber Limits.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Drew) 508.

Hudson's Bay Co., purchase of supplies from.
M. for instructions (.M r. Drew) 821.

Dominion Land Settlement.
M. for O.C. (3Mr. Schultz) 880.

Land Warrants.
Ques. (<Mr. Royal) 936.

Collection of Customs Duties.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

N. W. Mounted Police.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 940.
M. for statement (-Mr. Coursol) 977.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Royal) 1637.

Criminal Trials Fees.
Res. (Sir. J. A. Macdonald) considered

in Com. of Wh., 1099.
Supplies for Police and Indians.

M. for tenders (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.
Import duties.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1399.
NOVA SCOTIA.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors.
Ques, (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) 306.

Lobster Fishery.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 1039.

O'CONNOR, Mr.
Postmaster-General's Rep. (presented) 43.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 344.
Stratford Post-office, 373.
Mail contract between Victoria, B.C., and

S. Francisco, 497.
Pelee Island bd ail service, 500.
Mails between London and Evelyn P.O., 505.
Mail service on Wellington, Grey and Bruce

Ry. (Ans.) 785.
Supyly-Civil Govt. (Dept. of Postmaster-

Geni.) 1839 ; Collection of Revenues (P.O.)
1909.

Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.
Concurrence-Post Office, 1946.
Village post-offices (Ans.) 1982.

Offences against the Person Act
Amt. B. No. 103 (Mr. McDonald,
Picton).

1', 1470; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3°*,
1669.

Official Assignees, Appointments of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 151.

Offcial Assignees' Returns.
ý Ques. (1Mr. Gunn) 873.

OGDEN, Mr.
Drawbacks on experted tiUn plate ued ix

lobster canning (M, for Cor.) 309.
Northern Light steamer, 886.
Mar. Provs. elaims on Fisherv Award, 1195.
Ways and Means-on M. to recommie Ros.,

1260.
St. Francis Harbour surveys (M. for Reps.)

1398.
New Ilarbour surveys (M. for Reps.) 1398.
Riv. St. Mary's surveys (M for Reps.) 1398.
Indian Harbour surveys (M. for Reps.) 1398.
Brennan's Cove surveys (M. for Reps.)

1398.
OLIVER, Mr.

Credit Valley Ry., right of way in Toronto
(M. for Ret.) 150.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors' Superannua-
tion Money refund (Ques.) 155.

Expenses of visit of British Tenant Farmers
to Canada (M. for statement) 178.

Dismissals, Superannuations, Transfers and
Appointments since Feb., 1879 (M. for
Ret.) 178.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors' Superannua-
tion Fund (M. for statement) 348.

Wright's Contract for Pelee Island Mail
Service (M. for contract) 499.

Mails beiween London and Evelyn P.O. (M.
for Ret.) 504.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for 2°, 586 ; on M. for Com. of Wh.,
1283.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 668.

Dom. Lands in N.W., 882.
Mortgage Regulation B. il (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 3° (Amt.) 1644.
Ont. and Can. Territories Boundary

B. No. 9 (Mr. Mill).
1°*, 59.

Ont. and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.
Incorp. Act. Amt. B. No. 50 (Mr.
Williams).

1°*, 379; 2'*, 472; in Com., 1380; 3*
1380.

Ont. and Que. Savingis Banks B. No.
127 (Sir. S. L. Tilley).

1°*, 2023; 2°*, 2023; in Com., 2023; 3°*,
2023.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal
Justice B& No. 119 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

1°, 1852; 2', 1939; in Com., 1940; 3°*,
1940.

Ont. Industrial Befuge for Girls B.
No. 100 (-Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

10*, 1230; 20*, 1669; in Com., 1669 ; 3°*,
1669.

Ont. Reformatory for Boys B. No.
98 (Mr. McDonald, Picton),

1°*, 1230; 20, 1666; in Com., 1666; 3°*,
1669.

ONTARIO.
Boundary between Ont. and unorganised Ter-

ritories of Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46. M. for Com. (Mr.

Dawson), 59; Deb. adj., 76; adj. Deb.,
80 ; M. agreed to (Y. 120,.N. 52)101; M.
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ONTÂIno.-Con.
for Copy of Award (Mr. Cameron S.
Huron) 174 ; M. for Ret. of Legal Ex-
penses of Commission and Arbitration
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 180.

Export qf Iran Ore.
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1399.

Ontario, South Riding, Election.
Supreme Ct. Judgment, 4.

Opening of Parliament. See "IPARLIA-
MENT,"

0pposition Leadership, Resignation offfr.
Mackenzie.

Announcement (Mr. Mackenzie) 1815.

ORDR, PRIVILEGE, AND PROCEDURE,
QUESTIoNS OF,

Mfotion for Com. on Ont. Beundary ob-
'ected to (Mr. Mills) as B. to define
boundary has passed 1'. Ruled in
order (Mr. Speaker) 64.

Northern Ry. Co. B., not printed. Ruled
out of Order (Mr. Speaker) 609.

Mr. Cameron's Vote objected to (Mr.
Caron) as Member not in the House
when question was put. Mr. Cameron
states ho heard the question put.
Ruled that vote must be recorded
(Mr. Speaker) 1902.

PRtIvILEGE.
Macdonell, John A., Remarks (Mr. Mac-

kenzie and Sir John A. Macdonald) 4 ;
Order for attendance made, 44 ; hear-
ing and determination of the case, 182.

Jfooper, Edmund, Member for Lennox.
M. to refer Pet. (Mr. Casey) 196; De-
bate adj., 197 ; Remarks, 281, 380 ;
Adj. Deb., 395; Amt. not to refer
(Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria) 410;
Amt. carried, 414.

Sproule, Mr., Seat in the House.
Remarku, 349.

Massue, Louis H., Member for Richelieu,
Pet. against. Remarks (Mr. Mousseau
and others) 1915 ; Statement (Mr.
Massue) 1981 ; Pet. wdn., 1982.

PROCEDURE.
Bile, Insolvency Acts Repeal (Messrs.

Colby and Bèchard). Ques. as to re-
rinted B. being handed to Mr.

er on 1° ; Discussion, 56, 77.
Public Bils, Printing before introduction

objected to (Mr. Blake) ; objection
sustained and rule to be enforced (Mr.
Speaker) 78.

Public Bills, Notices for introduction
should appear on Notice Paper (Mr.
Holton) ; orders to that effect to be

'ven (Mr. Speaker) 79 ; new rule to
observed (Mr. Speaker) 112.

Documents Read. Ruled that Members
reading them must ba prepared to lay
them on the Table (Mr. Speaker) 1165.

Petition againat Mr. Massue. Ruled no
discussion on presentation of Pets.
without motion (Mr. Speaker) 1915.

ORTON, Mr.
Mortgage Regulation (B. 11, 1°*) 79; on M.

for 2', 953, 974; on Rep. of Com. (Amt.)
1643.

Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
195.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on
M. for 2°, 231.

Ways and .Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 739.

Govt. Bank Inspection (Res. wdn.) 803.
Trust and Loan Co. (correction) 1038.
Supply-Indians (B.C.) 1693.
Parly. Printing Contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 2020.

Ottawa River Fishing Privileges.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northumber.

land) 1152.
OUIMET, Mr.

Dual Representation Abolition Act Amt. (B.
59, 1°*) 453.

Dismissal of Que. Lt. Gov., on Res. (Mr.
Mackenzie) 1781.

Supply-Harbours and Riva. (Ont.) 1950;
Miscellaneous (Todd's " Parly. Govt.")
1954.

Panama Canal.
Remarks (Mr. Colby) 2002.

Panama, Line of Steamers to.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 484,

Paris Exposition, 1878, Expense to Can.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 977.
arlianunt, 4th, etssian 2nd, 1880, 43

Vittoria.
Meeting, 1; Opening, 2; Speech from the

Throne, 2; Bills Assented to, 977, 1851,
2024; Prorogation, 2026.

Parlianentary Printing Contract. See
" CoNTRACTS."

Parliament Grounds, claim of Calvert
Vaux.

M. for papers (Mr. Domville) 308.
PATERSON (S. Brant), Mr.

Address, on the, 43.
Toronto Custom-house defalcations (M. for

statement) 176.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 210.
Inland Revenue (M. for O. C.) 349.
Immigration pamphlets, 502, 819.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 724; on Res. 1, item 7, 926; on M.
to receive Rep. of Com. with Amts. (Amt.
to transfer Emboseed Books to Free List)
1326.

Supply-Indians (Man. and N.W.T.) 1810.
Concurrence-Indiana, Man. and N.W.T.,

1943.
Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 2', 1989; in Com., 1996.
PATTERSON (Essex), Mr.

Maritime Jurisdiction Act Repeal (B. 86,
1°*) 977.

Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7
(Mr. Baby) on M. for 2', 997.

Restrictions on importation of Amer. cattle
(Ques.) 1040.
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PATTERSON (Essex), Mr.-Con.
Fishery privileges on Ottawa Riv., 1161.
Parly. printing contract, on M. to concur

in Rep. of Coin. (Amt.) 2016, (wdn.) 2021.

Pearse, B. W., charges against.
Ques. (Mr. McInnes) 786.

Pelee Island Mail Service.
M. for contract (Mr. Oliver) 499.

PERRAULT, Mr.
Codification of Criminal Laws (Ques.) 306.
Tobacco seized in Charlevoix (M. for state-

ment) 508.
Baie St. Paul Pier, surveys for (M.for Rep.)

508.
Baie St. Paul Pier and Wharf (Ques.) 787.

Petitions of Right. See " Excliequer
Court."

Petit Rivière Breakwater.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Kaulback) 377.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B.
No. 123 (Mr. Baby).

Res. in Com., 1917 ; 1°*, 1921 ; 2°, 1973;
in Com., 1975; 30*, 1975.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B.
No. 4 (Mr. Colby).

1°, 44; 2°prop., 1645.
Philipsburgh Breakwater.

Ques. (Mr. Baker) 380.
Pictou JIarbour Act Amt. B. No.

106 (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).
10, 1627; 2°*, 1854; in Coin., 1854; 3°, 1854.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. No. 116 (Mr.
Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).

1°, 1772; 2°*, 1878; in Coin., 1878; B. wdn.,
2015.

PLATT, Mr.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 957.

PLUME, Mr.
Address, on the, 38.
Kaministiquia Riv., depth of water in (M.

for Rep.) 161.
Vessels with cargoes for Fort William Ter-

minus, C.P.R. (.for Ret.) 178.
Ventilation of the Chamber, 182.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 211.
Supreme and Exciequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 243.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 317.
Mr. Sproule's seat in the House, 350.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 424.
C.P.R. contracts, 460.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Hlaggart)

on. M. for 2°, 589.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 653.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 859.
Private Bills Reps., on M. to extend time

(Mr. Langevin) 872.
lMorthern Light steamer, 887.
Mortgage Regulation B. il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 96.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7

(Mr. Baby) on M. for 2°, 997.
Buppy-Penitentiaries (Man.) 1023; Immi-

PLUME, Mr.-Con.
gration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1333 ; Lighthouse and Coast Service, 1678;
Fisheries, 1682.

Can. Publie Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)
1061.

Fort Frances Lock (M. for Ret.) 1372.
Marriage with a Deceaeed Wife's Sister Le-

galisation B. 50 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6. m. h. (Mr. Jones)
1393.

C.P.R., on Aint. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com.
of Supply, 1538.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
Colby) on M. for 2°, 1657.

Militia Acte Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.
for 3° 1662.

Bank Act Aint., on Res., 1754.
Official Rep. of Debates, 1818.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir. R.

J. Cartwright) 1836.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1920.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1963.

Close of the Session, 2023.
Police or Military Bounty Warrants.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
Pontiac Pacific Junction By. In-

corp, B. No. '1 (Mr. White, Y. Ren-
frew).

1'*, 594; 2°*, 626; In Com., 1699; 3°*,
1893.

POPE (Compton), Mr.
N.W.T., importation of cattle, on Res., 54.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 200.
St. Boniface, Man., Emigration Agent (Ans.)

416.
Immigration pamphlets, 501; on M. fer

copies (Mr. Trow) 813, 817.
Eastern Townships minerals (Ans.) 785.
Cultivation of Canadian soil, pamphlets on

(Ans.) 786.
Restrictions on importation of Amer. cattle

(Ans.) 1040.
Supply- Arts, Agriculture and Statistics

(Public Archives) 1331, (Patent Record)
1331, (Census) 1331, (Quebec Exhibition)
1948; Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-
gration) 1332, 1948, (Quarantine) 1949.

Concurrence-Public Archives, 1888; Censns,
1888; Immigration, 1889.

POPE, (Queen's, P.E.I.), Mr.
Marine and Fisheries Rep. (presented) 44.
Mar. Provo. lobster fishery, 134.
Lightship on the Sand Heads, Fraser River,

B.U. (Ans.) 155.
Dismissal of Fishery Officers in Inverness,

160.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Sand Point

(Ans.) 197.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 329. 331.
Shelburne Harbour Lighthouses, 333.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point,

376.
Port Stanley Lighthouse (Ans.) 380.
Buctouche Harbour, N.B. (Ans.) 569.
Northern Light steamer, 885.
Herring fishery licenses in Mar. Prove.

(Ans.) 1039.
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POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.), Mr.-Con.
N.S. lobster fishery (Ans.) 1039.
Lockport Harbour buoy, N.S. (Ans.) 1039.
Jeddore Rock Lighthouse, N.S. (Ans.) 1040.
Croucher Island Lighthouse, Margaret'a Bay,

N.S. (Ans.) 1040.
Fishery privileges on Ottawa Riv., 1165.
Coet of Marine and Fisheries Dept. Rep.

(Ans.) 1370, 1627
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. (B. 106, 1°) 1627;

on M. for 3°, 1854.
Wrecks Removal Law Amt. (B. 107; 1')

1627 ; on M. for 2', 1856 ; in Com., 1913;
on Sen. Amts., 1984.

Case of Timothy Sullivan, 1639.
Supply-Ocean and River Service (Dom.

Steamers) 1675, 1951, (Water Police) 1677;
Fisheries, 1680 ; Steamboat Inspection,
1682 ; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Marne and
Fisheries) 1840; Collection of Revenues
(Customs) 1904.

Pilotage Act Amt. (B. 116, 1') 1772 ; in
Com., 1879.

Gaspereaux .Riv. fisheries, N.S. (Ans.) 1820.
Can. Waters Navigation (Res. in Com.) 1886,

(B. 121, 1') 1886, on M. for 2', 1998.
Concurrence-Lighthouses, 1889; payment

to Mr, Miall, 1901.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners Acta Amt.

(B. 124, 1°) 1917.
Masters and Mates on Inland Waters, 1917.

Port Credit Harbour Repair.
Ques, (Mr. Eaiott) 306.

Porter's Lake Channel to the Sea.
M. for Cor. and Reps. (Mr. Kaulbach) 379.

Port Hood Wharf Repairs.
Ques. (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) 155.

Portneuf Election.
Judge's Certificate, 196.

Port Stanley Harbour Tolls.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Casey) 135.

Port Stanley Lighthouse.
Ques. (Mr. Arkell) 380.

Port Whdtby Harbour Ce. Act Amt.
B. No. 73 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).

1°, 608; 2°*, 761; in Com., 1380; 3'*, 1380.

Postmaster at Mount
" Mount Pleasant."

Post-oßce Dismissal-D.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 155.

Pleasant.

H. Waterbury.

Post-ojfce Inspectors.
M. for statement (Mr. Bourbeau) 939.

Post-offices, Dutiable Goods in.
M. for instructions to Postmaste's (Mr.

Fleming) 179.

Post-oflces in Incorporated Toune.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 178.

Post-ofices in Villages.
Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1982.

Preventioi of Crime B. Ne. 19 (Mr.
Blake).

1', 151 ; 2° prop., 417 ; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Baker) 419; Amt. carried, 434.

Prince Albert, N. W.., Shooting of Cat-
te at.

M. for papers (Mr. Drew) 1398.

Prince County, P.E.L, Harbour Surveys.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Hackett) 508.

P. E 1. Refoirmatorv for Juvenile
Offenders B. No. 99 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

1°*, 1230, 2'*, 1669 ; in Com., 1669 ; 3°*,
1669.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
Claim on Fishery Award.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Brecken) 129.
Salaries of Supreme Ct. Judges.

Renarka (Mr. Brecken and other) 1820.

Printing Committee's Report.
Remarks, 1982.

Printing, Confidential, Expenditure in
1878.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex) 151.

Printing Contracts. See " CoNTRAcTs."

Printing of a Parliamentary Paper.
Renarks, 568.

Private Bills Petitions.
Ma. to extend tim4e (Mr. Robinson) 151, 414,

451, 509.

Private Bills, Beception of
Ms. to extend time (Mr. Robinson) 232, (Mr.

Cameron, N. Victoria) 453, (Mr. Drew)
611.

Private Bills Reports.
Ma. to extend time (Mr. Langevin) 870,

1449.

Privilege, Ques. of See " ORDER, PRIVI-
LEGE AND PRocEDUREs."

Promissory Notes Duties Act Exten-
sion B. No. 108 (Mr. Baby).

Res in Com., 1659; 1°*, 1659; 2°, 1856; in
Co., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

Prorogation of Parliament. See " PAR-
LIAMENT."

Provincial Legislation.
M. for O. C., etc. (Mr Mackenzie) 1399.

Public Accounts.
Preaented (Sir S. L. Tilley) 43.
M. to refer to Stand. Com. (Mr Kirkpatrick)

151.
Public Bills, notices for. Se@ "ORDE,

PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Public Functienaries' Salaries Re-
duction B. No. 56 (Mr Bechard).

1°, 416; 2° prop., 893; Deb. adj., 904.

Publie Lands of Canada. See " Can.
Public Lands."

Public 01fcers' Security Act Amt. B.
No. 28 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

r°, 180, 2°*, 281; in Com., 352; 3°*, 352.

Public Service Reform B. No, 43
(Mr. Caeiy).

1°, 269.
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Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship
Co. Act Amt. B. No. 51 (Mr. Mc-Oreey).

1'*, 379; 2*, 472; in Com., 761; 30, 761.

Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co. See
" RAILWAYS."

Que. and Ont. Ry. Ce. Incorp. B. No.
66 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria).

1°*, 509; 2°*, 626; B. wdn., 1819.

Quebec, Dangerous Clif in Champlain-
street.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 179.
Quebee. Montreal Ottawa and Occi-

dental Ky. B. No. 118 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

10*, 1852; B. wdn., 1998.

Quebec Review on Queen's Birthday.
Ques. (Mr. Caron) 596.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 1151.

Quebec Tidal Dock Completion B.
No. 109 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1659; 1°*, 1660; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

QUEBEC.
Removal of the late Lieut.-Governor.

Order in Council submitted by Message, 45.
Ree. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1774, negatived (Y.

49, N. 119) 1787.
Rails, Old, sold by Govt.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 151.
Railway Commissioners Court B.

No. 20 (Mr. Mccarthy).
1, 153.

RAILWAYS.
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

British Columbia Cohtracts.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 45.

Georgian Bay Branch.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka)

46.

Rout via Peace River Valley or Pine River
Pass.

M. for Reps. (Mr. &ackenzie) 51.

Tenders for Works aince Jan., 1879.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 55.

Contract.
Presented (Sir C. Tupper) 55.
M. for statement (Mr. McLennan) 380;

Adj. Deb., 455.

Imperial Aid.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 56.

Land Commission.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.

Fort William Terminus, Cargoes for.
M. for Ret. Mr. Plumb) 178.

Employés and Supplies Expenditure for.
M. for statement (ir. Trow) 179.

Squatters on Reserve in Man.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 349.

Telegraph.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Drew) 501.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1399.

RAILWAYs.-Cn.
Location by Mr. Marcus Sni4.

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 506, Amt.
(Sir C. Tupper) 507.

Trains, runninq of, at St. Boniface, Man.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

Sale of Public Lands for. See ' Can.
Public Lands."

Paymentsfor Lands expropriatedjor.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.

Expropriation of James Taylor's property.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1399.

Govt. Policy.
Statement (Sir C. Tupper) 1399 : Amt,

(Mr. Blake) 1425, negatived (T. 49,
N. 131) 1626.

Commençement of Construction in B.C.
Ques. (Mr. Bunster) 1627.

Ratißcation of Contract.
Res. (Sir C. Tupper) 200C.

Esquimalt-Nanaimo Section.
Remarks (Mr. DeCosmos) 2008.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.
Employés between Riv. du Loup and Chan-

dière.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Grandbois) 55.

Accidents on.
M. for Ret. ·(Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness)

58.
Dismissals and Appointments.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 136.
Employés at Moncton.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 139.
Rolling Stock awaiting Repair.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 140.
Employés.

M. for Rets. (Mr. Landry) 177.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Costigan) 349.

Connection at Quebec.
Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 198.

Branch at Lévis.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 485.

Riv. du Loup Branch Workmen.
M. for statement (Air. Landry) 508.

Elgin Station.
Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 595.

Free Passes in 1878-9.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 821.

Freight Rates.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Hackett) 877.

Nutlocks, Cost of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 943.

Sugar carriedfrom Halifax.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 944.

Lumber, Purchase of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 1227.

Discussion in Com. of Supply, 1699.
Stock on Lévis and Kennebec Ry.

Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1820.
GENERAL

Ontario Pacifc Junction Railway, aid to.
Ques. (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka) 45.

Coteau du Lac Railway Bridge.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Mackenzie) 47.
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RAILWAYS.--Con.
Credit Valley Railway, Right of Way in

Toronto.
M. for Rot. (Mr. Oliver) 150.

!ueboe and Lake St. JA.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Vallée) 167.

Grand Trunk, Uniform Freighit Rates.
Ques. (Mr. Xerner) 198.

Campbellton Branch, P.E. .
M. for papers (Mr. Hackett) 307.

New Station Houses in Prov. of Quebec.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 307.
Ques. (Mr. Dumont) 1627.

Northern.
M. for By-laws regulating tols (Mr.

Haggart) 348.
M. for leave to introduce Interpretation

B. (Mr. McCarthy) 609.
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 378.
Statistics.

Remarks, 417.
Stations in Moutmtgny.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 484.
Freight Rates to and from the Mar. Provs.

M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 498.
Stations in Lévis, Bellechasse and Mont-

magny.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 505.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. Surveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 506.

Prince Edward Island Ry. Communtcatton.
Ms. for papers (Mr Brecken) 572, 57C.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 596.

Wellington Gr and Bruce, Mail Service.
Ques. ( Mr. Gllies) 785.

Freight Rates on I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.
M. for comparative statement (Mr. Hac.

bett) 877.

1breight Rates on P.E.I. Ry.
M. for papers (Mr. Muttart) 879.

Coal Contracts for Govt. Rys.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)

942.
Protection of Brakesmen.

Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 1370.
P.E.I. Ry.

Ques. (Mr. Muttart) 1628.

NRapid City and Souris River Colon.
isation Ky. Co.Intcrp. B. No. 69
(Mr. Bannerman).

1°, 568; 2°*, 626.

Rapid de Femme Salmon Hatchery.
M. for Rets. (.Mr. Costigan) 581.

Real Estate Encumbrances Regulatin
Bill. See - Mortgage.'

Receipts and Expenditure charged to con-
solidated Fund.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 508.
Receipts and Expenditure for 1aeà half of

1879 and 1880.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cawtright) 55.

RED ROB

Receipts and Expenditures under Weights
and Measures Act.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, West Middlesex) 151.
Red River and Assiniboine Bridge

Co. Incorp. B. No. 49 (Mr. White,
Cardwell).

1*, 379; 2°*, 472; in Com., 1641; 3°* 1641.
Red River, Bridge at Winnipeg.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 594.
Red River, Dredging at Mouth of

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 198.
Relief of the Distress in Ireland. See

"Ireland."
Reporting Debates. See "Debates."
Return of New Members. See " ousE

OF CoMMoNs,"-also Names.
Richelieu Elections.

Judge's Rep., 44; Remarks on Pet., 1915.

Richelieu, Member for, Pet. against. See
" ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

RICHEY, Mr.
The Address (moved) 4.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 624.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award (Adj.

of Deb. m.) 791 ; on Adj. Deb., 978, 1171,
Halifax Juvenile Offanders Act Amt. (B. 87,

1°*) 978.
Children Protection (B. 93, 1°*) 1038.

Rifles, Duties on.
M. for Cor. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1398.

Rimouski Pier.
Ques. (Mr Fiset) 154.

Riviere du Loup Rr. Purchase Con-
firmation B. Ne. 81 (Sir C. Tupper).

1°, 782; 2°*, 1359; in Com., 1359; 30*, 1359.

ROBERTSON (Hamilton), Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 110.
Crininal Procedure Law Amendment (B. 14,

1°) 113; on M. for 2°, 355.
Expense of sending Government Officials to

England (M. for Ret.) 178.
G.W.R. Provident Funds (B. 25, 1°*) 180.
Private Bs. Pets., on M. to extend time, 452.
S. Saskatchewan Valley Ry. Co. (B. 60, 1°*)

483.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 678, 756.
Dom. Lands in N. W., 880.
Lambton County Ct. Judge (Ques.) 1982.

ROBERTSON (Shelburne), Mr.
Sable Island, telegraphic communication with

(Ques.) 80.
Free admission of coal (M. for statement)

133.
Mar. Provs. lobster fishery (M. for Ret.) 133.
I.C.R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 147.
Shelburne District Official Assignee (Af.

Ret.) 151.
Dismissal of Fishery Officers, 160.
Strong Island Breakwater, N.S. (M. for Rep.)

180; (Ques.) 306.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Sand Point

(Ques.) 197 ; (M, for Rot.) 379.
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ROBERTSON (Shelburne) Mr.-Con.
Halifax Sugar Refinery, materials for con-

struction of (Ques.) 307.
Weights and Meas. inspectors, 323.
Shelburne Harbour Light-houses (X. for

statement) 333.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point (Ms.

for Rets.) 375, 376, 379.
Cape Negro Island Breakwater (Ques.) 484;

(M. for papers) 508.
Shelburne Harbour fog whistle (Ques.) 484,

(M. for Cor.) 498.
Jordan Bay Breakwater (Ques.) 785.
Mar. Provo. claims on Fishery Award, 793,

1200.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) 900.
Ways and Means-on Res. 2, item 5, 930; on

M. to recommit Res., 1257.
Govt. Ry. coal contracts (M. for Cor.) 942.
Geological survey of Shelburne, Queen's and

Lunenburg Counties, N.S. (M. for Cor.)
950.

Lobster fishery in N.S. (Que*.) 1039.
Lockport Harbour buoy (Ques.) 1039.
Aid to distressed fishermen in Guysborough

(Ques.) 1039.
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 2°, 1998.
ROBINSON, Mr.

Pets. for Private Bs. (M. to extend time) 151,
414, 451, 509, 610.

Charges against Armstrong, Inspector of
Leather, Toronto. (M. for papers) 594.

Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on
Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Weldoi) to M. for 3°,
1644.

Parly printing contract, on Amt. (Mr.
Patterson, Essex) to M to concur in Rep.
of Com., 2019.

Roche Bay Pier.
Ques. (Mr. Rogers) 306.

ROCHESTER, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 224, 225.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, 571.
Can. Guarantee Co. (M. for statement8) 583,

(Ques.) 595, (explanation) 1888.
Interference of Hon. R. W. Scott in Carleton

Electien (M. for Com.) 1169.
Mr. Cameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.

ROGERS, Mr.
Roche Bay Pier, N.B. (Ques.) 306.

Rondeau Harbour.
Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Stephenson) 179.

]Ross, (Dundas), Mr.
Williamsburgh Canal, depth of water (M.

for Ret.) 174.
Insolvency Acte Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Coby) in

Com., 222.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Gireuard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 445.

Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on M.
for 2', 970.

Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1762.
spply-Canals, 1797.

Ross (W. Middlesex), Mr.
Constitutionality of Temperance Act, 1878

(Ques.) 45.
Departmental printing and binding contracts

(M. for Rd.) 54.
Expenditure under Weights and Meas. Act

(M. for Ret.) 151.
Confidential printing expenditure (M. for

Ret.) 151.
Election Act Anit. B. ô (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2°, 230.
Weigbts and Meas. 1nspectora; 315, 1807.
Welland Canal, Secs. 33 and 34, tenders fot

(M. for Reg.) 349.
St. Anne'% works, Ottawa Riv., tenders

for (M. for Ret.) 349.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 429.
Printing of a Parly. paper, 568.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep, of

Com., 638 ; on M. to recommit, 1115.
Immigration pamphlets, 815.
Dom. Lande in N. W., 882.
Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1007.
Supply-Legislati.n (Library) 1037 ; Arts,

Agriculture and Statistics (Census) 1332 ;
Immigration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1332.

Militia A cts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.
for 3', 1661.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1819.
* Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3,

1853.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1919.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Ait. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3', 1958, (Aimt. 3 m. h.) 1972.

Royal Assent to Bills, 977, 1851, 2024.
Royal, 3fr.

Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

ROYAL, Mr.
Emerson and Turtle Mountain Ry. Co.

Incorp. (B. 26, 1°'), 180; (B. wdn.) 1227.
Emerson Free Tralfic Bridge (B. 36, 1°*) 233.
Stratford Post-office, 375.
Man. Prov. Buildings (Que#.) 416.
Extension of limita of Man. (Ques.) 416.
St. Boniface Emigration Agent (Ques.) 416.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Baker) 426.
Keewatin jail accommodation (Ques.) 569.
Man. land patents (Ques.) 873.
Military or Police Bounty land warrants

(Que..) 936.
Crown timber permits in Man. (Que..) 936.
Collection of Customs duties in N.W.T.

(Ques.) 936.
C.P.R., running of trains at St. Boniface

(Ques.) 936.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Man.) 1024 ; Indians,

(Man. and N.W.) 1812; N.W. Mounted
Police, 1814; Miscellaneous (Todd's
" Parly. Govt.") 1954.

Conflicts of magisterial jurisdiction in Kee.
watin (Ques.) 1039.

Protection of Man. settlers (Quse.) 1040.
Mat. land allotnents (Que.) 1628.
.N.W. Mounted Police Force (M. for Rd.)

1637.
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ROYAL, Mr.-Con.
Concurrence-Indians, Man. and N.W.T.

1942.

Rustico, P.E.I., Harbour.
Que&. (Mr. Brecken) 786.

RYAY (Marquette), Mr.
N. W.T., importation of cattle, on Res., 54.
G. W. Telegraph Co. Incorp. (B. 45, 1°*) 305.
Squatters on C.P.R. Reserve in Man. (M.

for Ret.) 349.
C.P.R. contracta, 472.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (.1. to rejer

Pet.) 745.
Disputed land claims in Man. (M. for Rep.)

1398.
Settlement in St. Peter Parish, Man. (M. jor

Ret.) 1398.
C.P.R., payments for expropriated lands (M.

for Ret.) 1398.
Mounted Police and Indian supplies (M. for

tenders) 1398.

RYAN (Montreal Oentre), Mr.
Ways and Means-on M. to re-commit Res.,

1235.
Supply-Ocean and Riv. Service (Montreal

Water Police) 1678.; Canals, 1800; Col-
lection of Revenues (Customs) 1843.

RYKERT, Mr.
Wags and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 622, 626.
Charges made in Ont. Legislature (explana-

tion) 1002.
Supply-Arts, Agriculture and Statisties

(Quebec Exhibition) 1948.

Rykert, fr., Charges against, in Ont.
Legislature.

Explanation and Remarks (Mr. Rykert and
others) 1002.

RyMit, Mr.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

193.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 318.
Mr. Sproule's seat in the House, 351.
Private Bills Pets.

452. en M. to extend time,
3upply-Quebec Exhibition, 1948.

Sable Island, Telegraphic Communication
with.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 80.

Salmon Hatchery, .Rapid de Femme, N.B.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Costigan) 581.

Sandford Fleming, Mr.
Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 1370.

Savings Banks Bill. See " Ontario."

ScHULTZ, Mr.
Allotment to minors in Man. (Que.) 80.
Dredging at mouth of Red River (Ques.) 198.
Man. S. W. Colonisation Ry. Co. Incorp. Act

Amt. (B. 63, 1°*) 509.
Bridge over the Red Riv. at Winnipeg (M.

for Cor.) 594.
N. W. Colonisation Land Co. Incorp. (B. 74,

1°*) 608.
Dom. Lands in Man. and N.W.T. (M. Jor O.

C.) 880, 883.

SCH SHI

SCHULTZ, Mr.-Con.
Supply-Publie Works and Buildings (Red

Riv.) 1370; Indians (Provisions at Annuity
Assemblies) 1694; Miscellaneous (N.W.T.)
1809.

Telegraph lines between Red Riv. and Bat-
tieford (M. for Ret.) 1399.

Amounts paid at York Factory (M. for Ret.)
1399.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Con.
of Supþly,1624.

Hudson's Bay Co.'s claims, 1934.
Concurrence-Indians, Man. and N. W. T.,

1945.
Scott's Bay Harbour Works.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 198.
SCRIVER, Mr.

Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co. Incorp.
(B. 39, 1°*) 268.

Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mi. Charlton) 1087.

Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.
for 3°, 1663.

Supply-Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1688.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. 123 (Mr

Baby) on M. for 2°, 1973.

Securities (6 per cent.) outstanding.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Seduction, Actions for.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Farrow) 1659.

Select Standing Committees. See " Co.î-
MITTEE5."

Senate Expenditure.
M. for statement (Mr. Mill) 495.
Res. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 594, 610.

Snw, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2, 360.
Maritime Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Amt.

(B. 52, 1°) 379.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 971.

Shelburne Harbour Fog Whistle.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 484.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 498.

Shelburne Harbour, Light ai Sand Point.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 197.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 379.

Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 375,

379.
Shelburne Harbour Light-houses.

M. for statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
333.

Shelburna O.fcial Assignee, Resignation of
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Sheiburne) 151.

Shelburne, Queen's and Lunenburg, H.S.,
Geological Surveys in.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 950.
Ship Materiala, Drawback on.

M. for Rot. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
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Shippegan Gully Channel, N.
M. for papers (Mr. Anglin) 945.

SKiNNER, Mr.
Militia Orders and " The Established Church"

(Que..) 1039.
Skins, undressed, imports of

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.
SMITH (Selkirk), Mr.

Imnigration pamphlets, 811, 817, 821.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 976.
Can. Public Lande, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1092.

Supply- -Public Works and Buildings (Assini-
boine Riv.) 1369, (Man. Lieut.-Gov's Resi.-
dence) 1950, (Miscellaneous) 1953; Rys.
(C.P.R.) 1671; Indians (provisions at
annuity assemblies) 1697; Collection of
Revenues (Customs) 1847; Dom. Lands,
1850.

Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) to Res., 1933.

Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on
M. for 2', 1980.

SMITH, Sir Albert J.
Dorchester, N.B., Penitentiary (Ques) 198.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 344.
P.E.I. Ry. communication. 577 ; (Ques.) 596.
Criminal Law Ant. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy) in

Com., 600.
Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.

81 (Sir C. Tupper) on M. for 1', 782.
Glendon and Northern Light steamers (M.

for Ret8.) 803.
Northern Light steamer, 885.
I.C.R., carriage of sugar from Halifax, 945.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 1022.
Herring fishery licenses in Mar. Provo.

(Ques.) 1039.
Waya land Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1122.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for Com. of Wh., 1279.
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 1°, 1886.
SNOWBALL, Mr.

I.C.R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 145.150.
Drawbacks on exported tin plate used in

lobster canning, 311.
Freight rates to and from Mar. Provs. (M.

for statement) 498.
Sultan tug-boat, contract with (.. Jor Ret.)

508.
Nets seized on the Miramichi Riv. (M. for

Ret.) 821.
Steam dredge at Miramichi (M. for statement)

821.
Indian Commissioners and Revenue in N.B.

(Jf. for statement) 822.
Publie Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchardl 899.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 904.
Case of Timothy Sullivan (J. for papers)

1638.
Supply-Rys. (1.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1721.

Sorel, Govt. Lande at.
Ques. (Ar. Vanasse) 786.

Souris and Rocky Mountains Ry.
Co. Incorp. B. No. 79 (Mr. Boultbee).

1°, 691 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Com., 1699; 3**, 1699.
Souris Works, P.E.I.

Ques. (Mr. Macdonald, King's, P.Z.I.) 234.
South Saskatcbewan Valley Ky. Co.

Incorp. B. No. 60 (Mr. Robertson,
Hamilton).

1*, 483; 2*, 590; in Com., 1641; 3°*, 1641.
>Spain and France, Negotiations with.

M. for Instructions to Commissioners (Mr.
Mackenzie) 53.

SPEAKER, Mr.
Conroverted Elections, Judges' Reps., 1, 44,

196.
Vacancies, announcement of, 1.
New Members, 2, 45, 111, 1886.
Speech from the Throne (rep.) 2.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case, 44.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency Repeal Be.,

56, 57.
Boundary between Can. Territories and Ont.,

on M. for Com. : ruled, that M. is in
Order, 64.

Printing of Public Bs. before introduction, 78.
Printing notices for Public Bs. in Order

Paper, 79, 112.
Parliamentary expressions, 164.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B.

ruled out of Order because not printed, 609.
Relief of the distress in Ireland, on M. to

refer Pet. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) : Pet.
ruled unobjectionable, 745.

Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.
81 (Sir C. Tupper) : ruled that B. need not
bu founded on Res., 782.

Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1026.
Ways and Means. on Reception of Rep.:

ruled carried and further Deb. to be con-
fined to items, 1261.

Fishery Privileges on Ottawa Riv., on M.
for Ret. : ruled that documents read by
Members must be laid on the Table, 1165.

Audit of I. of Com. Accounts by Auditor-
General, 1326.

Mr. Cameron's vote, on point of Order (Mr.
Caron) : ruled that. the Member having
stated that he heard the question, his
name muet be registered, 1902.

Pet. againet Mr. Massue : ruled no debate en
presentation of a Pet. unless M. to be
made, 1915.

epred; fünt 1þ 1 !0ýbn, 2.
For the Address, etc., see " Address."

SPROULE, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal Bill 2 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 2°, 106.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, on M.

for O.C. (Mr. Fleming) 206.
Mr. Sproule's seat in the House (remarks)

349.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 624.
Ways and Aeans-on M. to receive 'Rep. of

Com., 678.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Le-

galisation B. 30 (Mr. Girpuard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. to receive Rep. of Com.,
953.
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SPROULE, Mr.-Con.
Mortgage Regulation 'B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 958; on Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Wel-
don) to M. for 3°, 1644.

Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.
Cartwright) 1831.

Supply-Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1846.

Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.I.) in Com., 1914.

Sproule, Mr., Seat in the House. See
" ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Stadaena Bank Winding-up B. No.
16 (Mr. Vallée).

1°*, 151; 2°, 218; in Com., 1380; 3*, 1380.
Stadacona Fire and Life Insurance

Comipany Winding-up B. No. 21
(Mr. Casgrain).

1°*, 180 ; 2°*, 218 ; in Com.; 1039; 3'*, 1039.
Stamps on Notes and Buls Act Ant.

B. No. 104 (Mr. Cockburn, W. Nor-
thumberland).

1', 1511.
STEPHENSON, Mr.

Two Creeks Harbour of Refuge (M. for Ret.)
128.

Post.offices in incorporated towns (M. for
Ret.) 178.

Rondeau Harbour (Ms. for Rets.) 179.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 225.
St. Clair and Lake Erie Navigation Co.

Incorp. (B. 31, 1°*) 233.
Stratford Post-office, on M. for papers (Mr.

H esson) 373.
Navigation between London and [Chatham,

Ont. (Ques.) 484.
Priating of a Parly. paper, 568.
Chatham, Ont., Govt. Offices (Ques.) 569.
N. W. Mounted Police (M. for Ret.) 940.
Expense in connection with Canadian exhibit

at Paris Exposition (M. for Ret.) 977.
Immigration of British tenant farmers

(Ques.) 1152.
Official Rep. of Debates (M. to concur in Rep.

of Com.) 1815, (Rep. presented) 1956.
Parly. printing contract (M. to concur in

Rep. of Com.) 2015 ; on Amt. (Mr. Patter-
son, Essex) 2018.

Steck Brokers Begulation B. No. 42
(Mr, Girouard, Jacques Cartier).

1., 269; 2», 602.
Stony Island Breakwater.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Robertson. Shelburne) 180.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 306.

Stomont, Dundmas and Glengary County
ct. Junior Judge.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Macdonell, . Lanark) 977.
Stormont,Dundas and Glengarry Division

Cts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergin) 1637.

STRANGE, Mr
Huron and Ont. ship canal (Quee.) 416.
Marriage with a Decased Wife's Sister

Legaaation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. to receive Rep. of Com. of
Wh., 952.

tepplg-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1359.

Stratford Post-oflce and Cu8tom-house.
Ques. (Mr. Heason) 80.
M. for papers (Mr. Hesson) 365.

Sugar Imports.
M. for Rot. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 180,
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1899.

Sullivan, Timothy, case of
M. for papers (Ar. Snowbal) 1638.

"Sultan " Tug-boat..
M. for Ret. (Mr. Snowball) 508.

Superannuation Fund.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 873.

Superannuation Money, refund of, te
Inspector8 of Weights and Mea#ures.

Ques. (Mr. Oliver) 155.
SUPPLY.

[Only subjects which caused remark or dis.
cussion are noted under this head.]

Resolution for Committee, 43.
Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 268.
Mess. from H. E. transmitting Estimates for

1880-81, and Supplementary Estimates for
1879-80, 483; referred to Com., 483; Mess.
from H. E. transmitting Supplementary
Estimates for 1880-81, and further Supple-
mentary Estimates for 1879-80, 1915; re-
ferred to Coin., 1915.

COMMITTEE :-
Formal vote before Budget, 509.
Charges of Management, 1837.
Civil Government:

Dept. of Justice, Penitent*nric.s Br., 1837.
Dept. of Secretary of state, 1838.
Dept. of Interior, 1838.
Dept. of Finauce, 1838.
Dept. of lnland Revenue, 1838.
Dept. of Positmaster General, 1839.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, 1840.
Dept. of Railways and Canals, 1840.
Departmental Contingencies, 1842.
High Commissioner in London, contin-

gencies, 1946.
Civil Service Board, 1946.

Administration of Justice:
Travelling Expenses of Stipendiary Mag.

istrates, N.W.T., 1009.
Circuit Allowances-, B.C., 1010,

Police, 1010.
Penitentiaries:

Kingston, 1010.
St. Vincent de Paul, 1015.
Dorchester, 1017.
Manitoba, 1023,
British Columbia, 1024.

Legislation :
H. of Com. Committees, Extra Sessional

Clerks, etc., 1025.
H. of Com. Debates, 1037.
Salaries and Contingencies of Library,

1037.
Books for Library, 1947.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics:
Care of Public Archives, 1331.
Patent Record, 1331.
The Census, 1331.
Quebec Exhibition, 1947.

[INDEX.] STR SUP
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SUPPLY.-Con.
Immigration and Quarantine:

Immigration, 1332, 1881, 1948.
Quarantine, 1948.

Pension, 1359.
Militia:

Ordinarv-
Salaries of Brigade Majors, 1359.
Ammunition, etc., 1363.
Drill Sheds and Rifle Ranges, 1365.

Ertraordinary-
Royal Military College, 1366.
Military Schools, 1367.
Guard at Rideau Hall, 1367.
N.W.T. Militia, 1882.
Conversion of Ordnance, 1882.

Railways and Canale ceargeable to Capital:
Intercolonial Railway-

Line between Rivière du Loup and
Hadlow, 1670.

Milner Land Arbitration, 1949.
Ca.nadian Pacific Railway, 1671.

B.C., Emory's Bar to Savona's Ferry,
1626.

Lachine Canal, 1788.
Carillon Lock and Canal, 1806.
Greaville, 1807.
Miscellaneous, 1808.

Railways and Canals chargeable to Income:
Wellanà Canal, 1809.

Public Works and Buildings chargeable to
Capital:

Publie Buildings, Ottawa, 1367, 1883.
Telegraph lines for lower River and Gulf

of St. Lawrence, 1367.
Public Works and Buildings chargeable to

Income :
Public Buildings-

Ontario, 1368, 1884.
Quebec, 1368.
N. Brunswick, 1368.
Manitoba (Lieut.-Governor's Resi-

dence) 1950.
B. Columbia, 1369.
Rents, Repairs, etc. (Publie Work-

shops) 1369.
Harbours and Rivers-

Ontario, 1369. 1950.
Manitoba, 1369.
N. Brunswick, 1951.
P. E. Island, 1951.

Dredgmng, 1370.
Telegraphs, 1674.

Ocean and River Service:
Dominion Steamers, 1675, 1951.
Mail Subsidies, 1675.

Light-house and Coast Service:
Light-houses and Fog-alarms, 1678.

Fisheries, 1679.
Scientffic Institutions, 1682.
Marine Hospitals for sick and distressed'

seamen, 1682.
Steamboat Inspection, 1682.
Inspection of Insurance Companies, 1683,
Geological Survey:

Transfer of Museum f rom Montreal to'
Ottawa, 1688.

Indians :
Ontario and Quebec, 1688.
New Brunswick, 1690.

SUPPLY.-Con.
British Columbia, 1690.
Manitoba and the North-West-

Agricultural implements, etc., 1810.
Grist Mill, 1694.
Provisions for Indians at annuity pay-

ments, etc., 1694.
School Teachers and Buildings, 1698.
Surveys of Indian Reserves, 1812.
Wages of Farmers and their assis-

tants, 1812.
Buildings for Commissioner, 1813.
Farms and Surveys, 1946.

N. W. Mounted Police, 1SI 3.
Miscellaneous:

Expense of Govt. in N.W.T., 1809.
E. Miall's services at Fishery Commis

sion, 1885.
Judge Armour's services re Ont. Boun.

dary, 1885.
Relief of distress in Ireland, 1886.
Compensation to members of N. W.

Mounted Police, 1952.
Todd's " Parliamentary Govt.," 1954.
Indian curiosities. 1955.
Superannuation refunds, 1955.

Collection of Revenues :
Customs, 1842, 1903.
Excise, 1848, 1952.
Culling Timber. 1848.
Weights and Meas. and Gas, 1848.
Inspection of Staples, 1848.
Adulteration of Food. 1848.
Minor Revenues, 1848.
Railways-

I.C.R., 1699, 1955.
Windsor Br. Ry., 1906.

Canals, 1809, 1953.
Public Works-

Maintenance and Repairs, 1809.
Miscellaneous, 1953.

Post Office, 1848, 1909.
Dom. Lands chargeable to Capital, 1849.
Dom. Lands-

Manitoba, 1952.
B.C., outside service, 1849.
Pamphlets, 1913.

Unprovided items of 1878-9, 1913.
Concurrence. See "CONCURRENCE."

Supply B. No. 126 (Sir S. L. Tilley).
Res, in Com., 1977 ; 1*, 1979 ; 2', 2002;

3°*, 2015.

Supreme and Exchequer Court Act
Amt. B. Ne. 37 (JIr. cCarlhy).

1°, 233; 2°*, 479 ; in Com., 889 ; 3°*, 1398.

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Aets
Itepeal B. No. 13 (Mr. Keeler).

1', k79 ; 2' prop., 234 : Amt. 6 m. h.
(Mr. Blake) 256, carried (Y. 148, N. 29)
267.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts.
M. for statement (X r. Keeler) 950.

Supreme Court.
M. for number of judgments and expenses

(Mr. Keeler) 55.
St. Anne's Works, Ottawa River, Tender8

for.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross; W. Middlesex) 349.
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St. Boniface, Van., Emigration Agent.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 416.

St. Charlas de Caplan P. O.
M. for Pet. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1398.

St. Clair and Lake Erie Navigation
Co. Incorp. B. No. 31 (Mr. Stephen-
ton)

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286; in Com., 785; 3*, 785.
St. Francis River Survey.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Vallée) 179.
St. Francols du Lac Riv. Fiosting of

Cordwood Regulation B. No. 75
(Mr. Vanasse).

51*, 608.
St. Hyacinthe Election.

Judge's certificate, 1.
St. John, N.B., Negro Point Breakwater.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
St. John Riv., N.B., Bridge across.

Ques. (Mr. Connell) 1371.

St. John Riv., N.B., Bridqing of
M. for papers (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 594.

St. John Riv., N.B., International Bridges
over.

Ques. (Mr. Costigan) 1152.
St. John's Postmaster, City of Quebec,

Dismisal of.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 1399.

St. Jlaurice Riv. Improvement.
Ques. (Mr. Montplaisir) 1152.

St. Peter Parish, fan., Patents in Settle-
ment Belt.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.

St. Romuald Postmaster, Dismissal of.
Ques. (Mr. LaRue) 1628.

St. Thomas, ZMontmagny, Floating Light.
M. for papers (.Mr. Landry) 1398.

Tarif; The. See " WAyS AND MEANS."

TAssÉ, Mr.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 654.
American Ry. decoy agents (Ques.) 786.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1035.
Way8 and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1134.
Cost of Marine and Fisheries Dept. Rep.

(Ques.) 1370.
C.P.R. Land Regulations, on Res., (Sir J. A.

Macdonald) 1999.
Tea Importation.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 158.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1371.

Tea, Vessels carrying, from China and
Japan.

M. for R et. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
Telegraph Subsidy Act Repeal B.

No. 117 (Mr. Langevin).
1°*, 1820; 2'*, 1857 ; in Com., 1857; 3°*,

1857.

Temperance Act, 1878, Constitutionality

Ques. (Mr. Ros, Weet Middleez) 45.

Tenant Farmers, British, Expenses of Visit
to Canada.

M. for statement (Mr. Oliver) 178.
Tenth Royal Regiment, Toronto.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 1629.
THOMPsON (Cariboo), Mr.

B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on Res.,
120 ; B. 44 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) on M.
for 1*, 278.

Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 204.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2', 231.
Immigration pamphlets, 815.
Publie Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. fer 2, 902.
Suppty-Iudians (B.C.) 1692.
Promissory Notes Duties Act Extension B,

108 (Mr. Baby) on M. for 2°, 1856.
THOMPSON (Haldimand), Mr.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2' (Amt. 6 w. h.) 296;
on .Amt. for 6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) 1394.

Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1363.

Three Fathom IHarbour Breakwater.
M. for Cor. and Reps. (Mr. Kaulbach) 379.

TILLEY, Sir Samuel L.
Address, on the. 37, 42, 43.
Public Accounts (presented) 43.
Negotiations with France and Spain, on M.

for instructions to Commissioners, 53.
C. P.R. contracta (presented) 55.
Time of taking the Census (Ans.) 128.
Financial Rets., on M. for Stand. Order (Mr.

Mackenzie) 136, 289.
Importation of tea, 159.
Ont. N. W. Bound ary, 174.
Insolvencies in 1878 and 1879, 177.
Public Officers' Security (B. 28, 1°*) 180.
N.B. claime against the Dom. (Ans.) 198 ; on

M. for Cor. (Mr. Iurpee, Sunbury) 581.
Banking and Currency (remarks) 282, 283,

284.
Ways and Moans-Budget Speech 509;

on conclusion of Deb., Ques. of pro-
cedure, 925 ; on Res. 1, items 7 and
18, 927 ; item 47, 928 ; item 49, 929 ; on
Res. 2, item 5, 930 ; item 9, 931 ; on Rep.
3, item 6, 932 ; on M. to recommit for
Amts., 1100, 1318 ; in Com., 1326 ; on Amt,
(Mr. Paterson, S. Brant) embessed books,
1327; on M. to concur in Res., Books,
1327; Saw Logs, 1329 Custome and
Excise Duties Act Amt. (B. 102, 1°*) 1330.
On Res. in Com., 1979.

Supply-on formal vote, 509 ; Penitentiaries
(Dorchester) 1022; Ocean and River Ser-
vice, 1677; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Finance)
1838; (Contingencies) 1842; (High Com-
missoner, contingencies) 1946, (Civil Ser-
vice Board) 1946 ; Immigration and Quar-
antine, 1881 ; Post Office, 1909; Unpro-
vided items, 1878-9. 1913. (B. 126, 1*) 1979.

Fractional currency (Ans.) 569, 785.
Free admission of Can. cattle into Newfound-

land (Ans.) 570.
Can. Guarantee Co. (Ani.) 595.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (remarks)

745.
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TILLY, Sir Samuel L-Con.
Easter Adjt. (Re&.) 781.
Mar. Prov. claims on Fishery Award, 787,

797, 1171.
Dom. Savings Banks in B.C., 95L
Customs and Excise Duties Act Amt. (B.

102, 1') 1330 ; in Com., 1852 ; on M. for
3*, 1853.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) 1395.

Quebec Tidal Dock Completion (Res. in Com.)
1659, (B. 109, 1**) 1660.

Dom. Notes Act Amt. (Res. in Com.) 1723,
(B. 114, 1*) 1752.

Bank Act Amt. (Res. in Coin.) 1752, (B. 115,
1') 1772; on M. for 2, 1980; in Com.,
1981.

Use of guaranteed bonds as security in Bank
Act (Ans.) 1788.

Esquimalt Graving Dock (Communication)
1815.

Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.
Cartwright) 1826.

Canu. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.
88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for20 , 1859.

Can. Central Ry. Agreement Ratification
(Res. in Com.) 1887, (B. 122, 1°*) 1888.

Concurrence-Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1890
Dom. Lands outside service, 1894; British
High Commissioner (Contingencies) on Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 1975.

Customs and Excise Rets., 1915.
Esquimalt Graving Dock (Res.) 1921, (B.

125, 1°*) 1934.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3° 1970.

Supply (B. 126, 1**) 1979.
Timber Limits in .Manitoba, etc. See

"4 MA1UTOBA."

Timber Transmission Companies Act
Amt. B. No. & (Mr. White, N. Renfrew).

1°*, 59 ; B. wdn., 196.

Timber Transmissien Companies Act
AmL B. No. 48 (Mr. White, N. Rn-
frew).

1**, 365; 2**, 607; in Com., 607; 3**, 607.
Timber Transmission, Tarif of Tolls.

-M. to refer Res. to Com. of Wh. (Mr. Wlite,
N. Renfrew) 313; in Com., 365; rep. and
agreed to, 365.

Tobacco, Canadian.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 785.

Tobacco seized in Charlevoix.
M. for statement (Mr. Perrault) 508.

Toronto Custom-house Defalcations.
M. for statement (Mr.Paterson, S.Brant) 176.

Toronto Custom-house Employés.
M. for statement (Air. Little) 1376.

Toronto Field Battery.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Wallace, W. York) 1639.

Toronto Harbour Improvement.
Ques. (Hr. Hay) 380.

Toronto Inspector of Raw Hides, Charges
agains(.

I. for papers (Mr. Robinson) 594.

TRE TU? xlvil

Trent River Navigasian Wwkl.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Keelr) 156.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Keelr) 937.

Trois Pistoles, survey for wharf construc-
tion.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Grandbois) 179.
TRow, Mr.

Kaministiquia Riv., depth of water in, on
M. for Rep., 166, 167.

Supply of lumber to the Welland Canal (M.
for Ret.) 175.

C.P.R. employés and supplies (M. for state-
ment) 179.

Immigration and Colonisation pamphlets (Mi
for 8tatement) 501, (M. for copies) 808,
(explanation) 1038.

Can. Public Lands, on Res., PMr. Charlton),
1076.

Supply-Immi gration and Quarantine (Immi-
gration) 1333; Indians (provisions at
annuity assemblies) 1696.

Parly. printing contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-
terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 2016.

Close of the Session, 2023.
Trust and Loan Co.

Correction of newspaper report (Mr. Orlon)
1038.

Trutch, lion. J. W., appointment to ofice
of, in B.C.

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 937.
TUPPER, Sir Charles.

Address, on the, 41.
Aid to Ont. Pacific Junction Ry. (Ans.) 45.
C.P.R. contracts in B.C. (Ans.) 46.
Georgian Bay Br., C.P.R., 47.
Coteau du Lac Ry. Bridge, 48.
Carillon Works contract, on M. to print, 51.
C.P.R. route via Peace River Valley or Pine

River Pass, 52, 53.
Accidents on I.C.R., 58.
Railways and Canals Rep. (presented) 111.
I.C.R. dismissals and appointients, 137.
I.C.R. employés at Moncton, 139.
I.C.R. rolling- stock awaiting repair, 141, 149.
Beauharnois Canal (Ans.) 155.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co., 171.
Supply of lumber to the Welland Canal, 176.
I.C.R. employés, 177.
I.C.R. connection at Quebec (Ans,) 198.
G.T.R. uniform freight rates (Ans.) 198.
New Ry. station-houses in Prov. of Quebec

(Ans.) 307.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, on M. for

Ret. (Mr. Casey) 324.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, on M. for

Ret. (Mr Guthrie) 35.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point, 376.
C.P.R. contracts, 382, 386.
Huron and Ont. Ship Canal (Ans.) 416.
Railway statistics (remark) 417.
Cedars Canal (Ans.) 484.
Ry. stations in Montmagny (An.) 484.
I.C.R. Br. at Lévis, 486.
C.P.R. Telegraph, 501.
Immigration pamphlets, 502; on M. for

copies (Mr. Trow) 810.
Mails between London and Evelyn P.O., 505.
Ry. stations in Lévis, Bellechasse and Mont.

magnuy, 505.
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IUPPER, Sir Charles.-Con.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry.ýsurveys, 506.
C.P.R. location by Marcus Smith, 506,

{Amat.) 507.
Ways and Mean-on the Budget, 547 ; on

M. to recommit Res., 1104, 1131. On
Res. in Com., 1978.

Dom. Dain, Devil Lake, 571.
P.E.; Ry. communication, 578, 580, (Ans.)

596.
IC.R. Elgin Station (Ans.) 595.
Riv. du Loup. Br. Purchase Confirmation (B.

81, 1*) 782.
Welland Canal, opening of navigation (Ans.)

784.
Mar. Provo. elaims on Fishery Award, 798.
Coteau Bridge (Ans.) 935.
C.P.R., running of trains at St. Boniface,

Man. (Ans.) 936.
Trent Waters Canal surveys, 938.
Govt. Ry. coal contracts, 942.
I.C.R., supply of nut-locks, 943.
Shippegan Gully Channel, N. B., 947.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2», 973.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1030;

.Kys. (C.P.R., B, C., and I.C.R ) 1670, (C.1P.
R.,Can. Central Extension) 1671, (Bridge at
Winnipeg) 1671, (Pembina Br.) 1672,
(I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1699, (Windsor Br.
Ry.) 1906 ; Canals (Lachine) 1788, 1802,
1953, (Carillon) 1806, (Grenville) 1807,
(Miscellaneous) 1808, (Welland) 1809; Col-
lection of Revenues (I.C.R.) 1955.

C.P.R., on M. for Com. of Supply (Speech)
1399.

P.E.I. Ry. (Ans,) 1628.
Ticket Agencies for Man, (Ans ) 1820.
I.C.R. Stock on Lévis and Kennebec Ry.

(Ans.) 1820.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir R.

J. Cartwright) 1834.
Concurrence-I.C.R., 1895; C.P R., 1896;

Payment to Mr. Miall, 1900; Milner Land
Arbitration, 1949.

Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) to Res., 1931.

Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Picteu) on M. for 2-, 1935.

Two Creeks Harbour of Refuge, Kent, Ont.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.

Unforeseen Expenses, H. oj Com.
M. for statement (Mr. Charlton) 179.

United States, Commercial Union with.
Ques, (Mr Casgrain) 873.

Upper Can. Land Improvement Fund.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Hesson) 948.

Usury Prohibition (Que.) B. No. 15
(Mr. Mto)

1°*, 114.
Vacancies in Representation.

Speaker's announcement, 1.
VALLÉE, Mr.

Encouragement of the Sale of Farm Produce
(B. 12, 1*) 79.

Stadaconia Bank winding-up (B. 16, 1') 151.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co. (M. for

Cor.) 167.

VALLUE, Mr.-Con.
St. Francis Riv. survey (M. for Bep.) 179.
I.C.R. connecti-n at Quebec (Ques.) 198.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 316.
Stratford Post-office, 370.
Coteau Bridge (Ques.) 935.
Supply-Arts, Agriculture and Statistics

(Patent Record) 1331 ; Immigration and
Quarantine (Immigration) 1347.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1816.
Vanasse, Mir.

Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

VANASSE, Mr.
Dismissal of Omer Allard (M. for Ret.) 508.
Floating Cordwood on iRiv. St. Françeis du

Lac Regulation (B. 75, 1'*) 608.
Govt. Lands at Sorel (Ques.) 786.
Yamaska Riv. navigation, 805.
Harbour Commissions, revocation of (Ques.)

1371.
Vaux, Calvert, claim of. See " Parlia-

ment Grounds."
Ventilation of the Chamber.

Remarks, 182.
Veterans.

M. for statement (Mr. Mousseau) 508.
Victoria, B. C., to San Franeisee, Jiail

Contract.
Res. prop. (Mr. Bunster) 496.
M. for Êet. (Mir. DeUosmos) 904.

Village Post-oces.
Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1982.

Ville Marie Bank Winding-up B. No.
111 (Mr. Desjardns).

1°*, 1665; 2°*, 1699; in Com., 1893; 3**,
1893.

WALLACE (S. Norfolk), Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 226.
Distribution of Defaulting Debtors' Estates

(B. 89, 1*) 1002.
Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1729.
Bank Act Amt., in Com. on Res. (Amt.)

1765.
WALLAC (W. York), Mr.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 720.

Compensation to Mrs. Garrett for Rebellion
losses in Man. (Ques.) 1628.

Toronto Field Battery (M. for Ret.) 1639.
Wassall's Bridge Patent.

M. for papers (Mr. Longley) 949.
Waterbury, D. H., Dismissal of

Ques. (Mr. Domville) 155.

WAYS AND MEANS.
Resolution, 43.
The Budget Speech, 509; Res. in Com., 565;

rep., 565; M. to receive Rep. of Com.,
611, 626; Adj. Deb., 661, 692, 745, 822,
904; Rep. received, 925; M. to recommit
for Amts., 1100; Adj. Deb., 1230, W62,
1284; Res. in Com., 1326; rep. with Amts.,
1326; M. to receive Rep. of Co=., 1326;
Amt. (Mr. Paterson, S. Brant) to place

Xlviii TUP VAL [INDEX.]
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WAYS AND MEANS.-COn.
embossed books on Free List, agreed t
1326; in Com. and rep. with Amt., 132
M. to conerr in Res., 1327 ; Res. concurr
in, 1330; B. 102 introduced and 1°*, 133

Resolutions in Com., 1977.
Weights and Measures Act, Receipts an

Expenditures under.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex) 151.

Weights and Measures Inspectors.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 313.
M. for Ret. (Mfr. Mackenzie) 379.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Casey) 806.

Weiglits and Measures Inspectors, refun
of Superannuation Money.

Ques. (Mr. Oliver) 155.
Weagkts and Measures Inspectors' Supe,

annuation Fund.
M. for statement (Mr. Oliver) 348.

WELDON, Mr.
Insolvency Acte Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) o

M. for 2', 108.
Drawback on ship material (M. for Ret.) 150
Negro Point Breakwater (M. for Ret.) 150.
Grain importe (M. for Ret.) 150.
Coal and coke importe (M. for Ret.) 150.
Tea importation (M. for Ret.) 151.
Old rails sold by Govt. (M. for Ret.) 151.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) i

Con., 220, 221.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal E

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 6 m. h. (Mr
Blake) 258.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Siste
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacque
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mille) 590; on Amt
to Amt. (Mr. Williams) 593; on Amt
6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) 1394.

Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby
659.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. o
Com., 745.

Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1216
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) in

Com., 1642; on M. for 3° (Amt. 6 m. h.
1643.

Pilotage ActAmt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Qucen's
P.E.I.) in Com., 1878.

Welland Canal, openinq of Navigation.
Ques. (A4. Mackenzie) 783.

Welland Canal, Supply of Lumber.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Trow) 175.

Welland Canal, Tenders for Secs. 33 and
34.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex) 349.

West Indies, Steam Communication with.
Ques. (Wr. Domville) 484.

WHITE (Cardwell), Mr.
Importation of tea (M. for siatenient) 158.
Indian Treaties at Forts Carlton and Pitt

(M.for O. C.) 179.
Indian Treaty No. 1 (M.for Bet.) 179.
Legal expenses of Ont. Boundary Commis-

sion and Arbitration (M. for Ret.) 180.
Imports of sugar (M. for statement) 180.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 208.

xlix

WHITE (Cardwell), Mr.-Con.
;0, Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in
7; Com., 225; on M. to concur in Amt., 285;
ed on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.

Red River and Assiniboine Bridge Co. Incorp.
(B. 49, 1°*) 379.

id Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on
Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Baker) 427.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for 2', 586.

Immigration pamphlets, on M. for copies
(Mr. Trow) 811.

Ways and Meana-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 822.

Jd Mortgage liegulation B. 1l (Mr. Orton) on
M. for 2%, 976.

Militia Acts Aint. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on re.
ception of Rep of Coin., 987, 988.

r-Can. Public Lands, on Aint. (Mr. Domville)
to Res. (Mr. Charlton) (Ami. m.) 1084.

Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-
gration) 1341.

nC. P.R., on Anit. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Coin.

Officiai Rep. of Debates, 1818.
Can. Temperance Act Aint. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Aint. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3%. 1969.

WHITE (E. Hastings), Mr.
Mortgage Regulation B. il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 965, 968; on Axut. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Weidon) to M. for 3', 1643.

Supply-Canals, 1809.
Civil Service expenditure, on lies. (Sir R. J.

r Cartwright) 1828. B SrJ .Mc

donald) on M. for 2', 1990.
Parly. printing contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Coin., 2017, 2W22.

White, Mr., Customs sub-collector ai AI-
f berton, P. E.I. Sce " Aiberton.'

WHITE (N. IRenfrew), Mr.
Timber Transmission Companies Act Axnend-

ment (B. 8, l *) 59.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 104 ; in Coma,225.
Timber Transmission, Tariff of Toill (M. to

refer Bes. la Com. of Wh.) 313; in Coin.,
365.

Tin.ber Transmission Comupanies Act Aint.
(B. 48, 1l*) 365.

Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. Incorp. (B. 71,
10*) 594.

Insolvent Fire snd Marine Insurance Con.
Winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for 20,
892.

Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.
56 (Mr. Béchard> on M. for 2', 897.

Fishery privileges in Ottawa ivi., 1166.
Way8 and Mean8--on M. to concur in lies.

(saw-Iogs> 1329.
Supply-Imiuigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1344; Canais, 1806.
Concurrence-Collection -of Side and Boom

Dues, 1890.

Williamsburg Canal, Depth of Water in.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Boas, Duridas) 174.
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Wi.LuLs, Mr.
Ont. and Pacific Junction Ry. Co. Incorp.

Act Amt. (B. 50, 1°*) 379.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) (Ami. to Amt.)
593.

Postmaster at Mount Pleasaunt (.. jor Ret.)
1227.

Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1362.
Winnipeg and Eadson's Bav Rail-

road and Steamship Co. Incorp.
M. Ne. 46 (Mr. Bannerman).

1°*, 305; 2°*, 395; in Com., 1470; 3°*,
1470.

Winnipeg, Bridge over the Red River.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 594.

Wood, Mrs., claim of.
M. for papers (Mr. Macmillan) 1659.

Wrecks Removal Law Amt. B. Ne,
107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).

1°, 1627; 2", 1855; in Com., 1913; 3°*
1915; Sen. Amts. concurred in, 1964.

WR IGHT, Mr.
Relief of the distress in Ireland, on Res., 127.
Stratford Post-office, on M. for papers (Mr.

Hesson) 369.
Ma=e with a Deceased Wife's Sister

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques,

WRI YOU

WRIGHT, Mr.-Con.
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompison,
Haldimand) 440.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 651.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 902.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1030;

Immigration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1351; Militia (Brig. Majors) 1362; Canals,
1800.

Ottawa Riv. fishery privileges, 1156, 1167.
Hull fire relief grant, 1670.
Close of the Session, 2023.

Wright's contract for Pelee Island Mail
Service.

M. for contract (Mr. Oliver) 499.

Yamaska River Navigation.
M. for Rep (Mr. Gigault) 804.

Yxo, Mr.
Campbellton Br. Ry., P.E.I., 308.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 322, 330.
Alberton, P.E.I., sub-collectorship (remarks)

330, (explanation) 782.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 576.
Mar. Provo. claims on Fishery Award, 794.

Tung (<rs.) Annalty B. Ne. 110
(Sir J. A. Macdonald).

Res. in Com., 1660 ; °*, 1661 ; 2°*, 1857;
in Com , 1857; 3°*, 1857.


